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"CHIC" IS AMERICA'S MOST WIDELY PRAISED

COLD PERMANENT WAVE HOME KIT BECAUSE:
• It takes beautifully on all types,

textures and shades of hair . . . even

bleached or dyed.

• "CHIC" does not contain harmful

chemicals or ammonia.

• It's easy to use . . . requires no

heat, electricity, machines or driers.

• "CHIC" is safe for both women
and children. It's a genuine cold

permanent wave.

• "CHIC" requires no experience.

With ityou getprofessional-looking,

beautiful, soft waves and curls . . .

instantly.

• "CHIC" is the only permanent
wave home kit at 59c that gives you
50 curlers as well as curling solution,

shampoo, hair rinse, wave set, end
tissues and complete illustrated di-

rection booklet.

FREE: 12 HOLLYWOOD INSPIRED HAIR-DO'S:
You may have seen the hair style shown above adorning your favorite

movie star in a current picture. This style is one of 12 HOLLYWOOD Inspired

HAIR-DO'S shown in a colorful brochure given absolutely FREE! Nothing to

buy! Choose the HOLLYWOOD HAIR-DO best suited to your own person-

ality. Then, by simply following the directions, you will be delightfully sur-

prised how beautifully you can style your hair for any occasion.

To get this valuable brochure just send your

name and address on a penny postal card to:

"CHIC" 500 ROBERT ST., DEPT. 172, ST. PAUL I, MINNESOTA
"CWiC" is produced by one of the oldest established permanent
uave kit companies in America . . . your assurance ofdependability.

for LOVELIER^ LONGER

LASTING Curls and Waves

Give yourself a

chic
PERMANENT WAVE

9*

It's so wonderful and yet so easy to have beautiful, longer-lastin

luxuriously-soft waves and curls. All you need is a "CHIC" co

Permanent Wave Home Kit. Just two simple steps and you ha

lovely, natural-looking waves immediately . . . not that kinky, fuz

just-had-a-permanent look, but thrillingly-glamorous hair for yc

to enjoy and others to admire. Thousands of women of all ages a

giving themselves "CHIC" cold Waves with perfectly delightf

results. "CHIC" is ideal for children's hair, too.

Be surri to get "CHIC," the fastest popularity-winning, col

machirieltss Permanent Wave Kit. "CHIC" gives you everythir

you -need for best results . . . nothing else to buy^ Get "CHK
today and enjoy waves and curls for months to come. "CHIC

is sold with a guarantee ofsatisfaction or money hack'.

AT ALL DRUG STORES... DEPARTMENT STORES.
VARIETY STORES... 5 and 10c STORES

Ifyou cannot get "CHIC" Permanent VTave Home Kits at your dealer, you may order direc.



Romance can begin with

a lovely smile!
ryry

Let your smile bring new happinessl

Help keep it sparkling with Ipana

and Massage!

MORE POWER TO YOU, Plain Girl! You
don't need to have real beauty to

make you click.

Learn from the girls who have the most

fun — girls who find happiness, romance.

Yes, learn that you can cast a spell with a

smile!

So smile, plain girl, smile. But be sure

your smile is radiant, heart-warming in

its charm. Remember, though, that such a

smile needs sparkling teeth. And teeth

that are sound and bright depend so much
upon firm, healthy gums.

Never ignore "Pink Tooth Brush"!

If you see "pink" on your tooth brush,

see your dentist at once! He may tell you

your gums are sensitive—that modern soft

foods have robbed them of ex-

ercise. And as thousands of

dentists do, he may very likely

suggest "the helpful stimula-

tion of Ipana and massage."

For Ipana Tooth Paste not

only cleans teeth but, with mas-

sage, helps the health of the

Product of Bristol-Myers

gums as well. So massage a little Ipana

onto your gums each time you clean your

teeth. Circulation speeds up in the gums-
helps them to new firmness.

Start today with Ipana and massage.

Help keep your gums firmer, your teeth

brighter, your smile more appealing.

S/a/f todaIfwith

IPANA and MASSAGE It's a Great Life for the girl with a bright, flashing smile.

Let Ipana and massage help keep your smile radiant!

Screen LAND 3
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Published In

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen I

In Collier's, Good Housekeeping,
McCall's, Woman's Home Companion,
American Magazine and Cosmopolitan,
the Picture of the Month is "An
American Romance".

The Picture Company of The Year is

—

but why say it.

Getting downright serious, M-G-M has
put a lot of laurel on this leonine mane
in this Anniversary Year of 1944.

King Vidor directed "An American
Romance". One of the first pictures
made by the company was his "The
Big Parade". That was in 1924.

"An American Romance" is a Big
Parade of our time, our country, our
struggles, our loves. It is a "must"
picture and is to be ranked along with
those other recent "musts" "The
White Cliffs of Dover", "Dragon Seed"
and "The Seventh Cross".

We're not going to expand further
about the glorious and forthcoming

"Mrs. Parkington" whieh stars Greer
Garson and Walter Pidgeon. We're going
to leave this expansion to kismet.

Did you know that kismet means fate
in Arabic? Well you will when you
see the dazzling romance, the swirling
orgy of panoramic color that stars
Ronald Colman. ^ ^ ^ ^

"Kismet" is about
the biggest eyeful
that has ever hap-
pened on the screen.

Marlene Dietrich
who dances her way
to romance is
clothed in Techni-
color.

James Craig is in it,

Edward Arnold is in

it, Hugh Herbert,
Jry Ann Page,

Florence Bates, Harry Davenport and
thousands of others are in it.

William Dieterle has directed his out-
standing film. The producer is Everett
Riskin.

We thmk you'll have a swell time
at this moon-
drenched escape
fromreality.You'll

come out of the
theatre singing an
Oriental chant—

* *)

"Leo be praised".
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M-G-M's glorious story

Of two lovers—
Steve who had great dreams—

Anna who believed in them!

He fought his way
Across the breadth of America

To power and riches!

She followed his star

With a woman's tender courage!

Theirs is a romance
That you will

Remember forever!

KING VIDOR'S
PRODUCTION

IN

TECHNICOLOR

wiJh
Brian Donlevy

ANN RICHARDS • WALTER ABEL • JOHN QUALEN • HORACE McNALLY
Screen Play by Herbert Dalmas and William Ludwig . Produced and Directed by KING VIDOR . A Metro-Goldwyn Moyer Picture

S C R E E N L A N D



don't find de luxe dates

J7 falling from trees ... So you

make each one count . . . You wear

your best dress, your slickest hair-

do and jack up the feminine charm

. . .Why not use the same common
sense about Bob Pins? You can't

count yours by the dozens, any-

more than you can count your men
that way—for a while, anyway.

So use DeLong Bob Pins because

they hold that line! They have a

Stronger Qrip, a longer life— and when
you can't have quantity, you've got

to have Delong quality.

StrongerGrip
Won't Slip Out

Quality Manujaciurers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS a EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

\T A HOLLYWOOD dinner party
' recently, Barbara Stanwyck found
herself sitting next to Zacliary "Dimi-
trios" Scott. Tiiey had a wonderful talk.

So impressed was she with Zach's poten-

tialities, Barbara reported to her boss,

J. L. Warner. "Don't make the same
mistake with Scott that you made with
Bogart," she pointed out. "You kept
Bogart playing heavies and it took six

years before he got a chance to prove he
could handle romantic parts too." The
studio is now looking for a good story

in which Zachary Scott will play—the

hero!

OELUCTANTLY IDA LUPINO is

'- forced to admit that living apart
from Louis Hayward is no longer a

temporary arrangement. According to

insiders, Louis is the one who prefers

they make a try at single blessedness.

Like so many of our enlisted boys who
liave witnessed death and destruction

overseas, a great change has come over
Louis—not in his feeling for Ida, but he
looks at the responsibilities of married
life, and civilization in general, in an
entirely different light. At his best

Louis was always an individualist, and
an interesting one. He has moved to the
Sunset Towers, Ida has moved back into

her hilltop home in Brentwood. In
the meantime they talk to each other
daily and have dates once a week.

"T^HEY'LL probably slit our throat

from ear to ear for even suggesting
tliat Frank Sinatra isn't as strong as he
should be. But the fact still remains
that in "Anchors Aweigh" MGM is

allowing "The Voice" to work only a few
hours a day. Big studios with gigantic

overhead don't do such a thing without
a very good cause. Frankie certainly has
plenty of energy, but alas, as far as his

weight is concerned, he can't put on a

pound.

IVrOT TWINS or triplets (as rumored)
^ ^ but one tiny daughter was born to

Martha Raye and Nick Condos. When
Melody (named after her beloved sister)

cried for the first time, mama Martha
took one look at her wide open mouth
and exclaimed: "Could my mouth ever

have been as small as that?"

Deanna DurbJn and Fred De Cordova (top)

make it a date at Giro's; Paul "one cigarette

on a match this time" Henreid and wife, List,

(center) at Mocambo; and Esther Williams in

Hallowe'en costume reminds you that the hob-
goblins will replace the gremlins this month!

mmm
6 SCREENLAND



"Paramount'sTILL WE MEET AGAIN'
« a lovely romantic story that is so realistic it could be happening to you,soldier boy m France this very

^x^Jg^^^^^^
^ ^

Meei Barbara Britton

in " Till We MeetAgain"

"A fascinating picture of what happens when a beautiful

young French girl leaves the nunnery and faces earthly

temptations and dangers . . . risking her life to save

the life of an American soldier by posing as his wife."

and

starring

RAY MILLAND
BARBARA BRITTON

with WALTER SLEZAK • LUCILE WATSON

A FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION

Directed by FRANK BORZAGE

Screen Play by LENORE COFFEE

"Well, Paramount does it again!

This time they picked a budding

young star out of the Pasadena

tournament of roses, and blossomed

her into a beautiful leading lady

. ^ . Some people have all the luck

—but not so quick! Barbara waited

over two years for the Big Break.

"This young lady / //'
j'^

is something //'

to write about '

. . . Remember
the pretty girl in

'So Proudly We
Hair who tries

on the big straw hat with the
cherries? . . .Well, that's HER!

"She starts out in this picture

wearing a nun's robe, from then on
wears nothing but a plain blouse

and skirt, but still looks like an

angel ! For hers is a natural sort of

beauty . . . soft blond hair, baby
blue eyes, with the longest eyelashes

—and they're rea/!

"It's no wonder that in this past

year she's been the cover girl on
eight issues of the greatest women's
magazines!"

SCREENLAND



of -Rustic
W^^EL-KY/

1%MM

starring RADIO'S POPULAR ENTERTAINERS

ROY ACUFF and HIS SMOKY MOUNTAIN BOYS with

RACHEL • LULUBEUE and SCOTTY . HARRY "PAPPY"

CHESHIRE . THE MILO TWINS • CAROLINA COTTON

BRAD TAYLOR

RUTH TERRY
and VIRGINIA BRISSAC BEVERLY LOYD

Featuring

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

9 Terrific Songs including

Sing Neighbor Sing • Not a Word From Home . Easy

Kockin' Chair . Durned If It Ain't In My Soul Popcorn

Polka . Down by the Uailroad Track . Have I Told You

Lately That I Love You . Tudor Song . Phrenology

CURRENT FILMS
Sdected Stf

WILSON—20*h Century-Fox

The political issue, if indeed you can find one in Darryl
Zanuck's courageous portrayal of a crusading Presi-

dent, does not detract in the slightest from the great-

ness of "Wilson." To us the intent seems to be more
an explanation of the man of ideals who lived many
years before his time. Data of his political career is

nicely balanced with the events of his private life with
his devoted wife ( Ruth Nelson) and three daughters
(Mary Anderson, Ruth Ford and Madeleine Forbes)
and his equally devoted second wife (Geraldine Fitz-

gerald). Alexander Knox, as Wilson, carries master-
fully what is probably the longest role in screen history.

SINCE YOU WENT AWAY—United Artist Release

Based on Margaret Buel' Wilder's collection of letters,

the screenplay, by the producer himself, is of necessity

episodic. But, nevertheless, it covers adequately a

cross-section of an American home in wartime, should

be put on everyone's iniist list. Claudette Colbert, Jen-
nifer Jones, and Shirley Temple play the feminine con-

tingent of the Hilton family, demonstrate admirably
in outstanding performances the problems the fair sex
is facing. Robert Walker, as a Corporal cowed by a
militant grandfather (Monty Woolley), and Joseph
Cotten, handsome Naval Lieutenant friend of the

family, contribute a great deal of homey sentiment.

THE DOUGHGIRLS—Warner Bros.

The film version of the popular Broadway play is all

out for farcical fun in wartime Washington and 'tis well

to put yourself in the right frame of mind before you
see it. There's not a serious moment in its 102 minutes.

Bulk of interest goes to Jane Wyman and Jack Carson
who through a phoney Justice of Peace become "un-

married newlyweds" and spend their honeymoon in the

bridal suite of a crowded hotel with two "unmarried
wives" (Ann Sheridan and Alexis Smith) and a

Russian Guerilla fighter. Eve Arden in the latter role

gives a solid performance. Zany incidents rise to high

pitch topped by a triple wedding service in Russian.

PRACTICALLY YOURS—Paramount
This romantic comedy written by Norman Krasna,
directed and produced by Mitchell Leisen, starts out on

a serious note designed to bring quick tears to your
eyes, only to dispel them a minute later when it's dis-

covered that the hero wasn't killed in a dive bombing
after all. You soon forget the trickery, however, when
Claudette Colbert finds herself thrust by public opinion

into an engagement to daring aviator, Fred MacMur-
ray. Her feminine pride, when she discovers the error

is hers, drags in a Milquetoast suitor who learns to

assert himself (Gil Lamb). Of course, you know how
it ends, but see it anyway for an enjoyable 90 minutes.

MUSIC IN MANHATTAN—RKO-Rod/o
Situations are neatly handled to hold interest in this

film introducing radio's tuneful tenor, Dennis Day, who
plays the fall guy to the romantic team of Anne Shirley

and Phillip Terry. It all starts when the star and co-

owner of a musical revue uses the name of a war hero's

wife to get an airplane reservation to Washington,
ending up with an avalanche of press notices which
naturally does wonders for her show, but rather messes
up her private life when the hero insists on playing the

husband. Jane Darwell and Raymond Walburn add
their share of complications. '{More Reviews on p. 15)

8 SCREENLAND



i^HiLe THE "Tt

lAU' i^^AlTS, ^

VICTOR FRANCEN • JOSEPH CALLEIASYDNEY GREENSTREET- PETER LORRE
CAROL THURSTON • Directed by JEAN NEGULESCO •

^feen Ploy by Vlad,mirPozner& leo Rosten.Add.iionol Dialogue by Joct
Moffitt • From the novel by Frederic Prokosch • Music by Max Sterner

JACK L.WARNER, Executive Producer
Produced by JACK CHERTOK

SCREKNLAND Q



YOUNG mm
thrill over extra

advantage of this

INTIMATE FEMININE

HYGIENE

Greaseless Suppository

Gives Hours of

Continuous Medication

In this age of enlightenment there's

no excuse for ignorance of physical

facts about intimate feminine clean-

liness— facts which may mean so

much to a wife's happiness.

Today well-informed women no
longer use weak homemade mixtures
or overstrong harmful poisons be-
cause science has given them a much
more satisfactory method of cleanli-

ness—so much easier and convenient
ZONITORS!

Positively No Burn—No Poison

Zonitors are a greaseless, stainless,

snow white suppository; powerfully
antiseptic and germicidal. Zonitors
give hours of continuous medication

—

yet are safe to most delicate tissues.

Positively non-burning, non-irritat-
ing, non-poisonous!

Zonitors actually destroy offending
odor and instantly kill every germ
they touch. Of course it's not always
possible to contact all germs in the
tract. BUT YOU can be sure of this!
No other germicide kills germs any
faster or more thoroughly. Zonitors
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying. Follow easy
directions.

FREE Mall this coupon for FREE
booklet sent in plain wrapper. Re-
veals frank intimate facts. Zonitors,
Dept. 8132, 370 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

Name

—

Address-

Clfy -State-

mm TO (jLAIUOR
Packaged beauty to aid you in looking

prettier and in being better groomed

Yanky Clover, by Richard Hudnut, makes its

appearance in pretty and winsome new dress.

COSAIETIC manufacturers, so aware
that times are strenuous and could

easily prove devastating to skin and hair, are

leaving no stone unturned to bring you new
ideas and better grooming techniques. There
need be no weary, lined faces nor dull,

lusterless hair to greet the returning service-

men when women and girls follow a modern
grooming routine. It need be only a few
minutes but it must be consistent and daily.

With a theme suggesting American
countryside and the nostalgic and whole-

some flavor of the early 1900 era, Richard
Hudnut has redesigned the Yanky Clover

fragrance line. Actual country scenes have
been portrayed on the packages in the

familiar Yanky Clover color combination of

fuschia and yellow. In perfume, toilet

water, talcum, dusting powder, ^sachet and
cologne, the fresh, meadowsweet scent of

Yanky Clover remains the same.

WHITE, fragrant and creamy Pacquin's

hand cream does much to banish the old

bromide about work and weather making
hands rough, red and coarse. Made origi-

nally for doctors and nurses who wash their

hands 30 to 40 times a day, the cream's mis-

sion is to make the skin softer, smoother
and younger looking.

I
N AN all-plastic compact comes Starlet

' Make-Up-Cake, which tends to give the
face a smooth, soft dewy finish- The manu-
facturer says that the product is not drying
to the skin because it contains three oils

including lanolin. It is being especially
suggested for dry, flaky, rough skin.

rOR BLONDE locks that look drab, or
' dark or light hair that has little annoying
gray streaks creeping in, there is Tintz. It

is not a bleach but a fine bland soap shampoo
.to which enough color has been added to

tint fading tresses. Used as any shampoo
soap, it cleanses as it adds a light tint to

the hair.

FOR smooth finger tips Cutex presents a

wartime file that uses no metal of any
kind. "Garnet" and emery that is fine and
sharp in quality makes the business end of

the file. The handle is of white lacquered
veneer. Cutex reports that the file has two
advantages over old types ; more flexible

and gives a smoother nail edge.

Starlet Make-Up-Cake is a

find for dry, flaky skin.

Pacquin's Hand Cream pre-

pares hands for white gloves.

10 SfREENLAND



Don't let INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF threaten its charm

This all too common condition, if neglect-

ed, can raise hob with the appearance of the

hair and scalp. Don't be one of the thousands

who, through ignorance or indifference, fool-

ishly overlook possible warning symptoms . .

.

excess flakes and scales . . . itching and irri-

tation . . . germs present in millions.

Get After It Now

Fortunately, there is a simple, easy, wholly

delightful home treatment to guard against

this troublesome condition— Listerine Anti-

septic and massage. Countless women and

men combine this pleasant treatment with

their regular hair-washing.

You simply douse full strength Listerine

Antiseptic on the scalp and follow with vig-

orous, rotary, finger-tip massage for several

minutes. That's all there is to it

!

Kills "bottle bacillus''^

Listerine Antiseptic instantly kills millions

of germs, including the stubborn "bottle

bacillus" (Pityrosporum ovale), regarded by

many a noted dermatologist as a causative

agent of infectious dandruff. As Listerine

Antiseptic goes to work those ugly flakes and
scales begin to disappear. Itching, too, is

alleviated. Your scalp tingles and glows, and
seems pulsing with life, and your hair feels

wonderfully fresh.

If infectious dandruff has started, repeat

the Listerine Antiseptic treatment twice a

day. This is the method that in tests brought

improvement or complete disappearance of

symptoms to 76% of dandruff sufferers in

thirty days.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

rt)?porum ovale, the

n^e "bottle bacillus"

; '\fd bv many leading

i.'H-ities as a causative

ii of infectious dan-

The TREATMENT
WOMEN: Part the hair at vari-

ous places, and apply Listerine

Antiseptic. MEN: Douse full

strength Listerine on the
scalp morning and night.

Always follow with vigor-

ous and persistent massage.
Listerine is the same antiseptic that

has been famous for more than 60
years in the field of oral hygiene.

The Tested Treatment

LISTERIISEANTISEPTIC and Massage

j or November 1944 SCREENLAND IT



FOR CAMPUS OR CAREER GIRLl
Be smart — be snug in this luxurious

100% virgin wool coat. Trim tailoring

and sharp details accent its exquisite

craftsmanship. Three huge buttons blend

with the color of the coat. Squared shoul-

ders and a rich velvet collar make this

a jaunty addition to every wardrobe, for

sport or dress wear. Sizes 1 0-20.

These same coats that sell in exclusive

shops from Hollywood to Fifth Avenue,
brought to you here — direct from their

Fifth Avenue creator, mean substantial

savings for you! Only $28 plus postage.

Lower than ceiling prices.

Send No Money! Your order filled promptly

C.O.D. If you are not delighted after ex-

amining this wonderful value for five

days, your money Is refunded.

Fifth Avenue Fashions Dept. L-92

507 Fifth Ave., New Yoric 17, N. Y.

flU OUT COUPON NOW.'

Fifth Avenue Fashions Dept. L-92
507 Fifth Avenue, New YorIc 17, N. T.

Please send Chesterfield cocrt at $28
plus postage. (Lower than ceiling

prices.)

Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20

Rust Black Brown
Grey Green

Name
Street Zone ....
City

State

(Print name, etc., plainly)

Say and Sway!
Movies have power to sway the might-
iest, and the power behind them is you.

Let's hear what you have to say about

movies in general and stars in particu-

lar. Monthly awards for the best letters

published: $10.00, $5.00 and five $1.00

prizes, all payable in War Savings
Stamps. Closing date is the 25th of

the month.
Please address letters to Fans'

Forum, Screenland, 205 East 42nd
St. New York 17, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

Hollywood being the largest and most
potent avenue for the distribution of propa-

ganda should be by far the best. With the

facilities they have on hand and the great

number of so-called "American" pictures

they turn out, they have produced surpris-

ingly little, if anything, worthwhile. I

guess they have the idea that we, the

American public, are a group of uneducated
idiots judging from the type of "inspira-

tional" pictures they are throwing at us

every day. In my case, the feeling I receive

after leaving one of those masterpieces is

that producers think anything at all that

"waves the flag" is o.k. It's disgusting

!

I recently had the honor of attending

their latest effort, "Tender Comrade," and
I must say that it is the worst to date—and
that's saying a lot ! Here we have a Uni-
versity of Vienna graduate coming into the

room with tears in her eyes because some
butcher gave her a pound of bacon without

the proper points. Now I ask you, is that

supposed to stir a nation into a patriotic

splurge of self-sacrifice? Then there were
tears and mush of that scene with Ginger
Rogers and her son when- she said that he
had a "great heritage" to uphold. But she

didn't quite state what it was. A lot of nice

sounding words but you can never quite tie

the meaning down. That stuf¥ is about as

eiTective as the rot you hear over "Radio
Tokyo" and sometimes funnier. Why don't

they show people as they really are instead

of what they would like to be? I know it's

nice to flatter us that way, but if everyone
isn't trying to fool themselves like Holl}'-

wood wants us to do, I think they will see

through it and feel insulted with what
producers think their level of intelligence is.

Come on, Hollywood, let's turn out some-
thing that portrays what America is really

like and not something in the clouds. We
saw "Lost Horizon" some time ago

!

SGT. JOHN J. HANRAHAN,
A.P.O., Minneapolis, Minn.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

Sometime ago I picked up one of our
large midwestern newspapers and turned

to the entertainment section. The first thing

that caught my eye was a blast by a so-

called critic at Hollywood stars for break-
ing away from their studios to start pro-

ducing pictures themselves. The article was
nothing more than a denouncement of such
stars on the grounds that their only motive
was to make more money, which, in theory,

the article advanced, they could do by pay-
ing less taxes on profits from their own
productions than on their salaries as stars.

Admittedly, the primary aim of any
business venture is to make money. But is

it to escape payment of taxes ? I think not.

especially in a country as good as ours is to

its citizens. Neither do I think it is true of

Hollywood where no cost is spared to

present us with the finest entertainment.

It takes a variety of pictures to please

the diversified tastes of the human race.

We fans pay to be entertained, and, if we
are wise shoppers, we get more than our
money's worth. Eventually, the public will

be the final judge of the merits of a picture,

and if it achieves its primary purpose

—

witness: Jimmy Cagney's "Johnny Come
Lately"—then a wiser consideration should

be given the productions by the stars who
can give the public what it wants and
deserves.

NELMARIE REYNOLDS, Neosho, Mo.
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• Discover a new freedom . . . step along with

lighthearted ease any day of the month.

It's simple—when others show you the

way . , .

Look! 49,701 women who recently switched

to Modess Sanitary Napkins gave as their

reasons "So soft!" "So safe!" or "So com-
fortable!"

What's true for them will be equally true

for you!

Modess is far, far softer—with its gentle,

softspun filler. Far, far safer—with its triple.

full-length safety shield at the back, giving

full-way protection!

Says Mrs. P. C. D., "Modess' extra pro-

lection gives me the peace ofmiud I've

dreamed of," and you'll feel the same
way.

Now—more than ever

—

you should try

Modess! It costs no more.

Free! Send for New Booklet!

"Growing Lp and Liking It!" Tells the "why"
of menstruation. Bright, lively, picture-packed,

mail name, address to Martha Steele, Box 345E,
Milltown, N. J.

Discover the Difference

—Switch to

SANITARY
NAPKINS

Screen LAND



FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

Having seen over 500 pictures in the past

two years, I not only consider myself a

movie fan, but somewhat of a movie critic!

The other day, I saw what I consider

Claude Rains' greatest performance and
Bette Davis' worst one in "Mr. Skeffington."

How any studio can take their top-notch

star and subject her to such a performance
is beyond me. And what did they do to her

voice? It was certainly tiresome. Always a

great actor, Claude Rains was superb ! I saw
the picture twice, but only because of him.

Please don't do this to Bette any more-
She is much too wonderful for such a part.

I hope Claude Rains will receive the credit

he deserves for his wonderful work.

MRS. M. FAUCETT, New York City, N. Y.

I've just seen "Christmas Holiday," and
I'd like to know why on earth Deanna Dur-
bin was given a role that would tax the

capabilities of a Bette Davis or Ida Lupino?
Deanna has a beautiful voice which I'd

go miles to hear, but cast her in another
role such as the cafe entertainer in the

above-mentioned picture, and I'll stay miles

and miles away !

Keep Deanna in dirndls and jumpers. Let
the dramatic actresses wear the slinky

glamor gowns. They do not become her.

MRS. P. M. FREYMANN, Baltimore, Md.

The bilge that is the basis of a Holly-
wood buildup is becoming increasingly

odoriferous. It's enough to drive a male star

out of pictures before he gets a firm toe-

hold, to be touted as a glamor boy—by im-
plication and innuendo, if not in so many
sugared words. I can't for the life of me
understand how any he-man can stomach
the ravings of his publicity men day after

day. Five thousand dollars a week would
not compensate a real man for being glam-
orized. The feminine fans of my acquain-

tance do not expect a male star to boast a

profile from a Greek coin
; they know a guy

like that is apt to have the vocabulary of

a mule-skinner and the temper of the Devil.

They want a star to be more or less on the

rugged side. He can be somewhat homely
if only he is homefolks. And, they add, its

an insult to our intelligence to expect us to

faint in the aisles, as depicted in the pictures,

when a male singer is half a note off key
and more than a little sour.

MRS. MARIE MACKEY, Cincinnati 13, Ohio.

I would like very much to give the lady

of Paducah, Kentucky, my feeling about the

"ridiculous" and "vulgar" pictures.

I may be only fifteen, but I do know
the kind of pictures we teen-agers go for.

Very few of us like long-hair singers and
orchestras. We want more of Dorsey,

James and Ellington. As for the type of

actresses and actors we go for—well, for

a love story, I personally like a team like

Lana Turner and John Hodiak. For a war
picture, give me Helmut Dantine or Dana
Andrews any day. In musicals, I think

Gene Kelly or Frankie, or even Bing Crosby
are "tops." Bob Hope and Red Skelton are

two of the comedians in my opinion. They
may be loud but they're funny and after all

that's what we want—laughs.

It's everyone's right to criticize, but all 1

have to say is that there are enough "sub-

lime" films being made for those who like

them, but give me a good loud comedy or a
mystery that's tough, or a singer like Frank
Sinatra or Dinah Shore any time.

NANCY PEABODY, Rodeo, Calif.

Years ago I met an elderly lady whose
most cherished remembrance was of a

weekend at a house party in England with
Oscar Wilde as the guest of honor. Her
hostess at breakfast the first morning an-

nounced that the author was busy over a
new masterpiece and begged the other guests

to be very quiet about the house as he was
so easily disturbed. When he appeared at

luncheon, she inquired anxiously if his

morning had been satisfactory. "Yes" was
the answer, "I put in a comma." After
lunch he retired to work some more. Again
absolute silence was maintained. When
Oscar appeared for dinner, exhausted but
exalted, the hostess repeated her question.

"Yes," said the artist, "I took out the

comma." My informant was much hurt
that her ribald American friends thought
this a humorous tale.

Alas, the ghost of Oscar Wilde must be
rising out of his grave to haunt the director

and producer of "The Canterville Ghost."
They have left a comma or two, but very
little else. The fainting housekeeper, Mrs.
Umncy, is the only character in the story,

except the ghost, who appears on the screen.

The delightful, and thoroughly American,
Ambassador and his wife who offered Am-
erican oils and patent medicines to Sir

Simon; the twins, who played practical

jokes on the ghost
;
George Washington

Otis, their elder brother, who would have
preferred a less blatantly .\merican name:
Virginia, who brought peace to the castle

—

all were swept away in the movie.

Charles Laughton, Margaret O'Brien and
Robert Young have made this a merry
movie, well worth seeing. But why drag in

Oscar Wilde? Why take the "most famous
ghost in England" and destroy every vestige

of him? Why not give us Oscar Wilde's
"Canterville Ghost" in all its original humor
as he told it with even his commas intact?

JULIA 'WILLIAMSON, Philadelphia, Pa.

BLE UPS

Velvet enchantment for your lips when you wear

Irresistible's most fascinating Lipstick shade

FUCHSIA PLUM ... a deep, rich plum tone, to lend

that look of tender fullness that is so inviting to

romance. The secret whip-text process gives your

IRRESISTIBLE LIPSTICK luxurious. Creamy smoothness,

making your lips so much lovelier longer. Try this

exquisite lipstick today. Complete your make-up

with Irresistible Rouge and Face Powder.

10c-25c SIZES

/^v^TO STAY ON LOMGER .

XlPSTICK
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Your Guide to Current Films

TILL WE MEET AGA\H—Paramount
Producers should be congratulated on their

subtle handling of a difficult plot which
treats with a novice in a convent forced to

emerge from the protection of the church to

aid a stranded American aviator escape

from Nazis with underground secret infor-

mation. It's well done with no toes stepped

on. Barbara Britton in her first co-starring

role plays Sister Clothildc with remark-
able restraint and fine understanding. Ray
Milland is appealing as the aviator and one
of his best scenes is when he explains to the

novice life in the outside world. The villain

(Konstantin Shayne) is a typical movie
Nazi major you've seen so often. Lucille

Watson is grand as the Mother Superior.

ATLANTIC CITY—/5epub//c

A fine set of old-time tunes and such pop-
ular vaudeville acts as Gallagher & Shean,
\"an & Schenck, Belle Baker and Joe Frisco
will set a tremor of memories among those

who will admit they're old enough to

remember. Constance Moore, cast as a

chanteuse of 1915 in New Jersej^'s famous
spa, does a fine job of delivering "By the

Sea," "I Ain't Got Nobody," "After You've
Gone." and many others. A newcomer.
Brad Taylor, who plays the enterprising son
of a hotelkeeper (Charles Grapewin) out
to put the resort on the map, capably motiv-
ates the plot. Jerry Colonna adds fun.

MR. WINKLE GOES TO V/AR—Columbia
Long typed in ruthless gangster roles, Ed-
ward G. Robinson proves himself equally

capable of playing the quiet, unassuming
and sensitive Mr. lVi)ik!c in this film dealing

with over-38 men in service. The well-knit

script by the Messrs. Waldo Salt, George
Corey and Louis Solomon becomes a human
document of a bank clerk who after fourteen

years resigns to run a general repair shop,

much to the distress of his wile (Ruth
Warrick) who finds it hard to understand
his strange rebellion. The Arm^' interrupts

and as a combat mechanic he becomes some-
what of a hero when he returns to his home
town. Ted Donaldson as the boy who
leads him to change his job, Richard Lane
and Robert Armstrong as Army buddies

are stand-outs. But it's Robinson's picture.

"I'm a crack steno-

why bury me in the file room?''

Claire: "1 don't get it. Nan! I start o£f as a
stenographer— a darned good one, too!

Then—they do this to me! I certainly don't

belong in this file room!"

Nan: "Look, Cherub, you're too smart to

stay in the background. Light up that

cover-girl face—maybe I know what's got
you cooped up. Listen, honey . . .

Claire: "Underarm odor? Can't be. Nan!
1 bathe every day— and you know it!"

Nan: "But baths fade, honey! Be smart;
Claire. Use Mum— and keep dainty!"

Claire: "Nan's tip hit home all right. I

should have known a bath removes only

past perspiration—but Mum prevents risk

of future underarm odor!"

'''ffm CO HI"*"*

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSP/RAT/ON

Product of Bristol-Myers

^ C R E E N L .A N D

-housands of popular girls preferMum because:

It's quick — Half a minute with Mum prevents
underarm odor all day or evening.

It's safe — Gentle Mum won't irritate skin. De-
pendable Mum won't injure your clothes, says
the American Institute of Laundering.

It's sure — Mum works instantly! Keeps you
bath-fresh for hours. Get Mum today!

• • •

For Sanitary Napkins—AImw is SO gentle, saje, depend-
able that thousands of women use it this way, too.

1.5



KEEP THEM
SMOOTH
Your neck, back, arms
and legs deserve special

beautifying treatments

By Josephine Felts

Warjorie Riordan of War-
ner Brothers' "Hoffywood
Conteen" u,es a lotion
whrch keeps her neck soft
white and well lubricated

APRETTY face may be like a melody
—but a whole body perfectly groomed
is a symphony in beauty

!

We are particularly "spot conscious" this

season when low necklines and shorter

sleeves are features of the new clothes col-

lections. Too often we have observed un-

attractive necks, rough backs and arms, and

dried-out elbows and knees on girls who
are otherwise beautiful. Our good-looks

eagle eye has recently seen so much love-

liness stop at the chin that we just can't

resist some gentle reminders on the groom-
ing of the other features so frequently ex-

posed to public view

!

As the summer suntans wear away and
as cold weather starts its drying ravages,

your body skin really needs some extra

attention if it is to remain smooth and al-

luring. Let's start with the neck and see

what can be done there. Every girl and
woman wants a firm young throat with a

clear lineless surface. A man originated

the phrase "a neck like alabaster" and don't

forget that most men admire a neck that

matches the beauty of a face!

Isn't Marjorie Riordan's neck—and chest

—a thing of beauty? Of course she holds
her head high to discourage bumps and
crinkles. And she scrubs below her chin

just as faithfully as she does her face. A
vigorous going-over with warm, soapy
water followed by a cold rinse is her first

prescription for cleanliness and stimulation.

Every night the cream which is applied to

her face is continued down and massaged
well into her neck. Sometimes, when the

neclv surface is particularly dry, a richer

and oilier cream or lotion is recommended.
Occasionally, necks take on a dingy tone

that is a shade or two darker than the

facial skin. In such cases an occasional
bleaching process is in order. Lemon juice

makes a good, mild bleach and also acts

as an astringent. When the chest, too, has
become discolored and rough from expo-
sure, let the creaming and bleaching cover
this area as well. Red spots which some-
times occur on the chest will usually disap-

pear with the application of an antiseptic

lotion.

(And here we want to get in a word
about pimples and rashes that appear on
chests and backs. Many girls have learned
the secret of controlling such breaking-out
of the face by extreme cleanliness, proper
diet and applications of healing lotions.

The same skin trouble which mars the face
and causes spots also attacks backs and
chests. The cure for this is a
meticulous treatment similar to

yourjacial one.)

(Please turn to page 94)

fifeows-ond knees-get
porficulor attention from
'^tnarm. These joints
con eosily become so
k«obby ond unsightly}

^ 'ong-handled puff
pots powrder on Mar-
forie's upper arms be-
fore her dinner dates.

/

Daily scrubbing makes Marjo-

rie's back clear and lovely.

It also removes flakiness v/hich

remains after summer exposure.

Sc REENLAND



j\[o otker Skampoo

leaves kair so lustrous, and yet so easy to mana

Only Drene

with Hair Conditioner reveals

up to 33% more lustre than soap

. . . yet leaves hair so easy to

arrange, so alluringly smooth!

Does your hair look dull,

slightly mousy?

Maybe it's just because you're wasbiiig

it with soap or soap shampoos . . . letting

soap film hide the glorious natural lustre

and color brilliance. Change to Drene with

Hair Conditioner. Drene never leaves any

dulling film. That's why it reveals up to

33% more lustre than any soap shampoo!

Does your hair-do require

coil s Ian t fiddling?

Men don't like this business of running

a comb through your hair in public! Fix

your hair so it stays put! And remember

Drene with Hair Conditioner leaves hair

^vonderfully easy to manage, right after

shampooing! No other shampoo leaves

hair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrangel

SssssA' /1 Iih hli!

But have you dandruff?

Too many girls have! And what a pity.

For unsightly dandruff can be easily con-

trolled ifyou shampoo regularly with Drene.

Drene with Hair Conditioner removes

every trace of embarrassing flaky dandruff

the very lirst time you use it!

Tun GAYLY COLORED «oul<ll 'vu>klt
'

is new and smart. Wear it with an

equally gay shirt, in contrasting color!

And try this smart new huir-do, with

the very low side part which starts

'way out at the end of the eyebrow. For
glamorous, shining-smooth hair—use

Drene Shampoo with Hair Com<1iI ion cr!

Make a Date
with

Product of Procter & Gamble

Tonight . . . don't put it off . . . shampoo your hair the
new glamour way! Use Drene with Hair Cbnditioner!
Get the combination of beauty benefits that only this

wonderful improved shampoo can give! ^^E.xtra lustre

. . . up to 33% more than with soap or soap shampoos!
Manageable hair.. . easy to comb into smooth shining

neatness! ^'Complete removal of flaky dandruff!
Ask for Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner.

Set? i: E N L A N D
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DEAR BETTY:
How come?'

I'm putting it straight up to you: do you like

being labeled "Miss Snooty" by the fans? I couldn't be-
lieve it, but then the letters kept coming in. Was Betty
Grable, adored Pin-Up Queen, giving her fans the brush-
oflF as she toured with hubby Harry and band, strictly as
Mrs. James? Wouldn't sign autographs or even give the
kids a nod? Sequestered herself in hotel suites or in
dressing-rooms, refused to say hello? Both public and
press in a couple of towns she visited could hardly believe
it, any more than I could. What's it all about, anyway?

Doesn't sound like the warmhearted, friendly gal I've
met. Doesn't sound like Betty Grable at all. .Fans have
their feelings. If you mean to retire, to be Mrs. James
from now on, it still isn't a good way to say so long to
those kids who have helped keep your name in lights.
Me, I hope you have no intention of retiring. I've always
been a big booster of yours. But there's something wrong
with this picture that needs straightening. Let's hear your
side of the story, Betty, but quick.

Yours for fair play,

Strictly as Mrs, Harry
James, Betty Grable ac-
companied her husband on
recent band tour. Some
fans say she "gave them the
brushoff." The Editor gives
Miss Grable a chance to
tell movie fans her side of
the story. Speak up, Betty!

19



EDUCATION

for a

HONIE GtRl

By Elhobeth B. Peterse*^
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GYPSY ROSE LEE celebrated her return

to Manhattan from Hollywood picture-

making by doing six tubs of laundry, iron-

ing and all.

"The laundress hasn't shown up for three

weeks," she explained. "But just so you don't

start thinking me the Joan D'Arc type, I have
to admit I have an electric washing machine
and a mangle."
The laundry was just an incident wedged in

between writing another chapter of her auto-
biography, stuffing two chickens for dinner and
making watermelon preserves.

"The melon cost three dollars," she said

wryly, "and for that price I was tempted to

preserve seeds and all."

(Please turn to page 79)







The man Bing Crosby discovered and Is starring in the first Bing Crosby Produc-

tion: Greg McClure, shown above opposite Barbara Britton and Linda Darnell in

"The Great John L." Crosby declares McClure will be a big star. See if you agree.

chance to make themselves even more
famous.

,

One of the fellows who looked like a
physical culture ad was a young man
with black hair and brown eyes. He
wasn't a well-known actor. He was just

an extra who got occasional bit parts.

In fact, just a few weeks before he
applied for this role, he'd been an extra
on the set of the Bing Crosby picture,

"The Road to Utopia."
It took nerve to come to the studio

now and ask for a star part. But Dale
Easton (that's Greg McClure's real

name) had nerve. Besides, when he'd
heard from a friend of his that Bing
Crosby was looking for someone to play
John L. Sullivan, the great fighter, he'd
asked his friend for description of John
L. His buddy had said, "Gee, that's

funny! I think. Dale, he did look some-
thing like you." Then Dale had gone
to the library and read up on John L.
And he'd found that his measurements
were almost exactly those of the great
John L.

So now he was facing Frank Mastroly
and James Edward Grant, co-producers

Below, Bing cracks the whip as producer, but
only in fun, as new star Greg McClure and
director Frank Tuttle look on. Bing's really a
genial boss. At right, closeup of his discovery.

with Bing on "The Great John L."

Having been admitted to their office,

he said, "I'm going to play Sulhvan for

you."

The cockiness of the boy took their

{Please turn to page 88)
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Hollywood's very latest newlyweds find life fun. Exclusive photos

show Susan and Jess as honeymooners, after the hectic courtsiiip.

SUSAN HAYWARD, who is an honest to goodness red

head and has the mercurial temperament to go with it

there's nothing la de da about Susan—tilted her cut^

little nose, and said, "I'll never go through this again. Never?

I haven't been so nervous in all my life." She bit suspiciously

into her pastrami sandwich. "Why, this is pretty good," she

added with a smile in the direction of Jess Barker, who had
just arrived at Susan's apartment a few minutes earlier loaded

with love and dehcatessen delicacies. "Maybe I'm not in

love, my appetite is fine." I assured her that an appetite

had nothing to do with the passion tender, and we got back
to the interview.

Susan had just announced her engagement to the very
attractive Jess Barker—but the engagement was only for a

hot second! They were getting married the next day. Hence
the excitement. Phones ringing, flowers arriving, dressmakers
scurrying, and eager people appearing at the door who wanted
to rent the apartment. Susan was wearing a nifty looking

black number cut low in front and with a bustle in the rear

—

and, believe me, Susan is one of the few girls in Hollywood
who can get by with a bustle in the rear. She was so nervous
she was sitting on her bustle. Her press agent reminded her

that she was supposed to flip it up, as a gentleman does his

tails. Susan flipped, and had another sandwich.
Jess looked dreamily, and appreciatively, at his bride-to-be

in twenty-four hours, and murmured, "That dress—^it takes
me back to November."

Well, fade out, fade in, as we say in the cinema. Susan
and Jess met each other last November at the Hollywood
Canteen, which is the best place to meet the best people in

this town. For almost two years now Jess has been the m.c.

at the Canteen on Friday nights. It's his job to introduce
the celebrities at the Friday night show, and make with the
chatter and the funny jokes. Jess was quite an athlete in

his school days down South (he comes from Greenville, South
Carolina) , and in a rough and tumble baseball game one day
injured his knee severely. When he tried to enlist he was
rejected because of this injury. Coming from that South
Carolina stock that loves a good fight, Jess feels pretty badly
about being left out of things—so he tries to help out by
doing numerous camp shows, bond tours, canteens, etc. Well,

this certain Friday night Susan Hayward was on hand to

sing a song with the Kay Kyser show. Jess took one look at

Susan, and the dress, and gave her his super deluxe intro-

duction with no adjectives pulled. "I made a great hit with
Susan," said Jess with a grimace, "she didn't even remem-
ber meeting me that night."

Susan has her version of their first meeting. "I wore a new
black dress, cut low, too low I thought, with pink roses. I had
never worn it before, and I was worried. I asked Mother
about it and she said, 'It's a lovely {Please turn to page 65)
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'KNOW," Jim Craig said, "after six years in pictures

'm still pinching myself and wondering if all this

IS real—the house in Beverly, the ranch in the Valley,

the pay-checks that come in regularly. It all seems like a
dream. I keep wondering if the clock isn't going to strike

twelve.

"Not long ago a magazine sent a photographer out to the
lot. He was photographing all the leading players. I looked
around. Some of them were youngsters who've come into the
business since I did—^kids with stars still in their eyes, dream-

ing dreams. Others were people who were stars when I was
still a clerk in Houston, Texas. I thought, 'Is this really Jim
Craig, here in Hdlywood, having his picture taken with all

these big shots?'

"I'm cast in a picture with some of the greatest names in

the business, stars like Ronald Colman, Marlene Dietrich and
William Powell—people who were great names before I had
ever set foot in Hollywood, and I think 'This can't be real!'

"

It is real, though—as real as the ring on your best girl's

business finger. {Please turn to page 83)
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By Jessica Ryan

THERE'S something about a Barrymore, there's no doubt

about that. Hollywood found it out all over again when

the Queen of the theater's Royal Family came to town

recently to appear in "None But the Lonely Heart" with

Gary Grant. For instance, there were those men from the

studio publicity department.

It's all very well and good to talk about publicity people

being hard-boiled and unimpressed by any actor. A Barry-

more isn't "any actor" and when you're about to meet Ethel

Barrymore for the first time, well then you've got something.

"She's apt to be difficult," one man whispered as they

waited to see Ethel Barrymore in her suite at the hotel.

"Remember the stories that came out of Metro when

they were making 'Rasputin'?" another murmured, with a

slight shudder.

"Why are we whispering?" asked a third. Then they

lapsed into silence, a phenomenon which practically never

occurs in the brotherhood of publicists.

Then it happened. The bedroom door opened. The First

Lady of the American Theater {Please turn to page 68)



BLOND DATE: Ann Miller and
Blake Garner, who looks
very much like James Cagney.

Cream together a little Now, stir this creamy

cool water and a little mixture as you pour

Quick Elastic Powder, boiling water into it.

Hh

Hot Flash of Boiling Water Cooks It

Completely. Gives You Nice, Clear,
Cooked Starch in 30 Seconds

Test this wonderful invention today and see for
yourself—you can do things with it you could never
do with starch. 1. Make cooked starch without
cooking it on the stove. Mix up a Uttle Quick Elastic
and cool water. Now, bring it to the hot point

—

cook it—by adding boihng water. 2. Iron cottons,
curtains, dresses, shirts—without sticking or pull-
ing. 3. Give all the things you iron a lovely, sweet-

smelling, elastic body and finish.

Note the difference in Quick
Elastic the moment you open

r itL'/ft'/BW that buttercup yellow box. Ii't

L-*^^8Mr^^B powder. No lumps to boil down.™ No waste. Gliders already in it

give you smooth ironing. Thou-
sands are changing to this dandy
powder. Join them. Learn the
pleasure of starching and iron-
ing the Quick Elastic way.^1

• That word is used time and

again by wonten who write us.





"I always knew I was
born t.o fame," says

pint-sized Veronica.
"I knew in my own
heart even when I

was a child that I

would never become
an ofFice girl or a

cle.rk. I was borii to

a charmed life."
Read her story here
and see it you' agree.~

ET'S face it," said Veronica Lake, "my whole

life' has been a fluke. I have broken all the

rules in the book, rules they tell you a

glamor girl must follow if she is to be a success.

But here I am."
Thus, at twenty-one, Veronica summed up for

me her amazing career. There was nothing cocky

in the way she said it. She was simply sure of her-

self as most young people are sure. But her con-

fidence somehow carried a deeper meaning than that

of the ordinary youth who speaks of his or her ac-

complishments. When Veronica talks seriously about

her success she does so with an almost mystical

implication.

"I always knew I was born to fame," she added
casually as she settled her tiny, almost doll-like pro-

portions into the comer of a huge divan across from

my chair in her living room. "I knew in my own
heart even when I was a child that I would never

become an office girl or a clerk. I was born to a

channed life."

There was no doubt that she meant what she was
saying, and when you examine the record you find

she is basing her convictions on solid facts. After

all, the exi)erts who for years have watched young-
sters batter their fists against the mythical doors

of Hollywood's golden fame, estimate that one out

of ten thousand ever reach that vantage point from
which Veronica can speak. But, mind you, she did

it with an almost effortless ease and while breaking

all the rules.

"First of all," continued Veronica, "it is consid-

ered very bad for a glamor girl to get married before

she is accepted and acclaimed by the public. Even
then producers are just as happy if they remain
single. But even before T Wanted Wings,' my first

picture, was completed, John and I eloped." To be
exact, she and John Detlie, young Metro-Goldwyn-
Mayer designer, now a major in the Camouflage
department of the U. S.. Army, estabhshed their

marital partnership in Santa Ana, Calif., on Sept. 26,

1 940. This gave Veronica the chance to break the

second important rule.

"They tell you," she went on, "that next to get-

ting married the most fatal mistake an aspiring

glamor girl can make is to have a baby. And I sup-

pose it does have an effect on a career or the belief

couldn't be so general in Hollywood. But not only

did I proceed to have a baby, I didn't tell Para-
mount until well after I (Please turn to page 7Z)



Ever since her daughter was a little kindergartner— her devoted mother

has endeavored to be her confidant and guide to see that she gets the right start.

As "her baby" grows older— mother helps select that thrilling "first party dress", the new waU paper for

that "very own" bedroom—she consoles about braces on teeth, runs in stockings— lost hockey games.

And then comes an eventful day— a day wFien mother explains how many girls and women on "certain days" of the

month often suffer distress from female functional monthly disturbances and how Lydia E. Pinkham's

Vegetable Compound is so effective to help relieve monthly pain and accompanying

tired, nervous, restless feelings— due to this cause.

She tells her daughter to try Pinkham's Compound to relieve such symptoms. Taken regularly it helps buUd up

resistance against such distress. A wonderful suggestion which daughters everywhere should pass on to th^ir daughters.

Buy Lydia Pinkham's Compound today. Follow

label directions. It's well worth trying.

VEGETABLE COMROUMO

fMBBtniMlrWi'imii
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> infants Donna and Elissa Lam-
"son, nine monfht old, make
ie debut !n new Sol Lesser

edy and steal the show. The
itical twin girts were cut-ups on
set, made happy armfuls for

rlie Ruggles and Miss Reynolds*

plays their itiother. Upper lef^-

I Brady, as their father, hoti

Marjorie holds Don

tROUBLE
Selected from
1100 baby appli-

cants, the Lam-
bertson Twins
steal "3 Is A Fam-^

ily" from the star.

MarjorleReynolds

r;
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At right, two recent Cecil B. DeMille

discoveries: charming Carol Thurston,

who scored as the native girl in "The

Story Of Dr. Wassell," with Gary

Cooper; and Arturo de Cordova, who
will star in his next production, "The

Flame," a story of Mexican police.

9*

Center, above, DeMille as pro-

ducer of the Radio Theater with

two of his guest stars, Nelson

Eddy and Jeanette MacDon-
ald. Above, Marlene Dietrich

and Clark Gable, stars of his

very first air show, "The Le-

gionnaire And The Lady."

Right, more recent guests,

Anne Baxter, Don Ameche,

Vincent Price and Bette Davis.
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This year Cecil B. DeMiife

celebrates his thirty-second

year in the motion picture

industry, his tenth in radio.

Read colorful reminiscences

of stars he has directed

CECIL B. DeMILLE (capital D and
capital M, as many a poor drudge

in the Paranjount publicity oflBces

has been sharjily reminded) is celebrat-

ing this year thirty-two years in the

picture industry. Comes November he
will start production on "The Flame," a

story of the Mexican police, which will

star Arturo de Cordova and Alan Ladd,
provided that Alan ddesn't become a
G.I. Joe again by then.

For thirty-two years critics ("Those
critics East of the Alleghanies," DeMille
amends) have been panning the day-
lights out of DeMille pictures. So what?
So they make more money for Para-
mount than any other pictures. "Dr.
Wassell," the latest DeMille opus, is

running true to form. The critics panned
it. The public loved it. And Mr. Mor-
genthau will dip into the DeMille till

with a heavier hand than ever. "Reap
The Wild Wind," his picture before
last (the critics caustically pointed out
that a rubber octopus stole acting hon-
ors in it from Paulette Goddard, Ray
MiUand and John Wayne) , played five

weeks at Radio City Music Hall in New
York, a record which only four other
films had surpaissed at that time. In
his thirty-two years in the industry
DeMille has turned out sixty-seven pic-

tures for which the public has paid con-
siderably more than $200,000,000 to see.

It's a record no other director-producer
can hope to beat.

DeMille got into the movie business,
quite by accident, in 1912. Samuel Gold-
wyn, a glove salesman, and Jesse L.
Lasky, a theatrical producer, decided
there was gold in the picture business,
and they were looking for a partner
who knew something about plays. They
wanted Mrs. DeMille's son, William,
who was a successful playwright, but
thanks to a bit of fenagUng on Mother's
part son Cecil, a $20 a week assistant

(Please turn to page 76)

Above, Alan Ladd, DoH!e La-

mour, and Chester Morris relax

after rehearsal of DeMille Ra-
dio Theater show. Left, Irene

Dunne and Alan Ladd. In our
exclusive story, Mr. DeMille re-

lates amusing anecdotes about
dignified Miss Dunne and other
big stars on his air program.





Die SoTdfT^ ever l&fd

!

From the daring Broadway stage hit..Hunt Stromberg has made a daring

picture. The story of a lovely girl driven by strange desires . . . and

the emotions she tinleashes in the lives of gay and charming people!

Guest
.niheHottSC

f,NNE
BAXTER

From the sto9>-
; . p„„, . Screen.-.
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BENEDICT BOGEAUS

PRODUCTIONS
presents

...from The Saturday
Evening Post's most
thrilling story success,

starring

FRANCHOT

TONE

THOMAS

MlTCHEll
with

FAY BAINTER
JOHNOUALEN-ELISHA COOK.JR.

Produced by

BENEDICT BOGEAUS
Directed by

ANDRE DeTOTH
Onginal Stoiy by FRANK and

MARIAN COCKRELL • Screenplay by

JOAN HARRISON and MARIAN COCKRELL

RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS



Pr*f«r a little sugar in your film fare? See June

Haver, already labeled "the new Betty Grable,"

in "Irish Eyes Are Smiling." The little blonde

beauty sings and dances enchantingly in this

new musical romance, in which Dick Haymes

follows up Ws first screen hit in "Four Jills And

A Jeep" with an even better role. Below, gay

young team of Haver-Haymes entertain you

with sprightlysong numbers in tribute to old Erin.



It was the

look in her eyes

that did it!

How could he resist?

How could he know it meant
MURDER?

EXPERTS BAFFLED!

Five minutes before

the close of this

suspenseful picture we

stopped the screening...

and CHALLENGED THE

LEADING MYSTERY EXPERTS

to solve the story!

Not one could give the

answer to the Greatest

Mystery Ever Filmed!

Edmond Breon • Dan Duryea

REIEASEO BY RKO RADIO PICTURES, INC

INTERNATIONAL PICTURES, INC., presents

Woman
in the

Window
DIRECTED BY FRITZ LANG

A NUNNALLY JOHNSON production
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Top: Bob Hope and Co., as they prepared fo depart from

Schofield Barracks, Oahu, Territory of Hawaii, after play-

ing before two of the largest audiences of their overseas

tours. Left to right, Tony Romano, Patty Thomas, Prof.

Jerry Colonna, Frances Langford, Bob, and Barney Dean.

Above, Bob visited a woundoJ veteran of the Marshall

Islands while Patty and Frances looked on. Right, Bob with

Virginia Gilmore in "Princess and the Pirate," Sam

Goldwyn comedy ho finished before leaving on latest tour.



THE ARRIVAL of Bob Hope & Co. in Hawaii was
mail from home. When the master of the quip
stepped off a plane at Hickam Field accompanied

by beautiful Frances Langford, Patty Thomas, Barney
Dean, Tony Romano and Prof. Jerry Colonna, every
serviceman in Hawaii became a believer in Santa Claus.

Back in late May the Schofield Barracks Post news-
paper. The Redlander, published a scoop announcing the
forthcoming arrival of Bob Hope in Hawaii. The scoop
was made possible by a direct letter to The Redlar^def'

from Bob Hope. The traveling salesman of laughter had
said that he would arrive in June. But his arrival was
delayed until early in July. And then when he did come
it was a dramatic entry on the scene a day following an
announcement that his arrival had been postponed in-

definitely.

But Bob Hope and his gang did arrive and they have
captured a lot more Territory in two weeks than the
Japs under Ex-Boss Tojo did in two years. No matter
where they went the Hope troupe was received with
cheers and hopes for more of Hope.
Upon his arrival Bob Hope told reporters that they

had a swell crossing. Of course they had taken a few
drinks just before they left (Please turn to page 82)

Right: Bob, by pointing to head-

line that announced his plan to

visit Hawaii, confirms his presence

in the Islands to Capt. K. S. Van-

dergrlft, publisher of the Army
newspaper. The Redlander, which

scooped all service and civilian

news services on Hope's trip.

Above, when Frances Langford

was singing to the men in a hos-

pital. Bob told a patient to "move
over and let me sleep." Top, when
Bob was going through one of the

wards he spied a moustache that

looked like it would give Prof. Co-
lonna's some competition. The sol-

dier, a battle-wounded veteran of

a major engagement in the Pacific,

lost out in the final measurement
but insisted that before he got out

Colonna's would be small stuff.
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film's complefiton Niven rejoinei!,''

tr^ly^^* hit unit. A Major whon thi* storyf \C.

If written, h«'( now a Lt. Col.j,-^

mm
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THERE were hundreds of British of-

ficers in Italy, so one inore marching
at the head of his men along a dusty

highroad should not have attracted any
attention from the group of peasants

resting in the ditch. But one girl gave

an excited scream as she saw this par-

ticular major. "David Nee-ven!" she

cried and rushed to kiss him soundly

on both cheeks, unshaven cheeks that

quickly became deep red as her family

gathered round too and the soldiers be-

gan to grin beneath their steel helmets.

No—^not even in Italy have they

forgotten the debonair screen star who
was always a tremendous favorite on
the Continent, personifying their own
idea of the typical young Englishman
with his wide apart twinkling eyes and
well-groomed casual clothes. It was five

years since they had last seen him on

the screen for—probably because he

really is a typical young Englishman

—

David decided to come home and help

his country when war broke out in 1939,

leaving Hollywood at the height of his

career there just as he had at last

achieved complete stardom.

"I'm healthy and I've had military

training," he explained to his California

•friends at that time. "I'm what they need

now so I should really feel ashamed of

myself if I didn't go."

His action surprised some people who
had always regarded him simply as a

gay and restless individual with the slo-

gan of "Anything for fun" and did not

realize that a strong depth of serious-

ness and sincerity lay beneath his

humor-loving exterior. Probably, also,

David had told them the amusing story

of his early attempt at soldiering, join-

ing the British Army when he left school

{Please turn to page QS)
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IT WAS William Shakespeare who re-

marked that "there is a tide in the

affairs of men which taken at the

flood leads on to fortune." Robert Donat,
who made his professional debut as a boy
actor in Shakespeare's comedies, as cer-

tainly remembering that famous passage
today, for his own screen career has been
suddenly caught up by a rising tide and
swept out of its temporary . backwater
toward the sea of world-wide fame once
more.

It all began when Sir Alexander Korda
came back to London from Hollywood
recently and announced that he had
merged his film production interests with
those of Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer in

Britain, reorganizing and re-opening the
American corporation's studios here
which had been closed since the outbreak
of war in 1939. Suave and smiling as
ever, Korda got to work on his new
job with a speed which left onlookers
breathless, and soon the familiar Leo
reared his head again at the entrance
to one of the great white lots at Denham
in Middlesex, England's nearest approach
to Hollywood set among the woods and
fields some twenty miles outside London.
Bob Donat wasn't taking any particu-

lar interest in film news at the time.

War conditions, coupled with recurrent
attacks of the asthma from which he so
frequently suffers, had kept him from
working for long months at a stretch.

Indeed, the only movies he had made in

three years were "The Young Mr. Pitt"

and "The Adventures of Tartu," modest
affairs which did little more than keep
his face and name before his fans. So
Bob had returned to his first love the
stage again, acting in a Shaw play for

several weeks and then turning producer
{Please turn to page 97 )

V
American movie fans will wel-

1

come back Robert Donat, whose
!^ latest British production, "Perfect

Strangers," with Deborah Kerr
(rightj will soon be released.

Donat has a contract with M-G-M
to resume studio work over here.



IT WAS Dorothy Thompson who, quite unconsciously, gave
us the idea of querying some of the more thoughtful indi-

viduals in Hollywood about the life hereafter. For accord-

ing to a biographical sketch in a weekly magazine. Miss
Thompson once planned to take a trip aroimd the world with
the purpose of sounding .out the leading thinkers in various

countries as to whether they believe or do n<yt beUeve in a
life to come; if so, what kind of life they conceive it to be;

if not, why not? Circumstances intervened, however, and the
project did not come off.

World conditions being what they are, we can't very well

steal Miss Thompson's idea, in toto, and do a globular check-

up of the Thinkers in the torn countries abroad. But on the

assumption that readers are interested in what the people who
make pictures, and write about them, have to- say on matters

of importance, we did a survey of Hollywood, talked with a

writer, and with several stars known for their interest in

matters other than greasepaint and glamor.

Because Judy Garland is young, and so rnust judge things

by the clear, bright light of youth, we went to her first. Judy
said:

"Oh, I have a very definite feeling about the life hereafter.

I KNOW there is one. And I believe it will be the old-fash-

^•••iitiiosewM

^^^^ brolns J
Provocoffv,

c«'ebp.«es c«R
•"^ mnk

Gladys

Hall

Daw?, t

f*f*'h^rilCwyor. At



ioncd heaven in which we were taught to believe when we were
children in Sunday School. The heaven of golden streets flow-

ing with honey, you know, and angels with white wings, and
God with a white beard and a lovely, rich soothing voice, being

fatherly and forgiving. I believe that heaven will be a homey
sort of place, too, with all the people I loved on earth right

there with me.
"I believe, you see, that it is aU much simpler than people

try to make out it is. Th^re are a great many 'wise' people

who call themselves 'agnostics' and even 'atheists,' who have
all sorts of 'isms' and 'ologies.' Well, I say it will be a terrible

sell on them when they find that heaven is just the way they

were taught it was when they were kids—before they got so

'wise' they lost their way."
Because Bette Davis has convictions on many subjects and

the courage to state them without compromise or equivocation,

we went to her next. Said Bette, flatly:

"Believe in a hereafter? I don't! I do not believe that

heaven—or hell—are places. Nor do I believe in the wishful-

thinking of personal survival. What I do believe is that, in

death as in life, it is the sursdval of the fittest. That is to say,

if what we do on earth is great enough, if what we make of

ourselves is fine enough, we live on in the hearts and memories
of others. My grandmother, for instance, will never die while

I live. She left me too much of herself: the love of truth, of

work well done, of patience; the love of gardens and simrises

and firesides. My mother will never die while I live. When she

goes, she will leave me her devotion, her wisdom, her courage.

In other words, what she was, wiU live. Shakespeare, Madame
Curie, Edison, Marconi, Lister—such mortals as these hare a
vicarious immortality because what they did was great enough.

I, on the other hand, shall probably not survive because of

the things I do. My work is not important enough.
"The things we have done, the things we are—^this, in my

opinion, is our only survival. There is nothing else. Except-
ing sleep." {Please turn to page 60)
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Sp«iic«r Tracy »t«r« !n "Th« Sovanth Cross,"

M-G-M't .picfjurization of Anna Seaghar's bast-

sailer. Tracy plays fha one out of seven fugi-

tives from a German concentration camp who
eludes the Gestapo. After an exciting chase he
lands safely in Holland where a girl (Signe

Hasso, center above) brings back his faith in

humanJtVv^Stronqest^Tr«e«_ jole in years.





Dolores Moron has all the brash

eonfidenceofyouthandthe blonde
beauty to back It up. Other
eighteen - year- olds may find

inspiration in her success story

By Jack Holland

Dolores, believe it or

not, !s strictly a home
girl, helps Mom
around the house
when she isn't work-

ing. Belovr, with Mom
and Pop, and a

glimpse of Dolores'

feminine boudoir.

THE Southern California Sculpture

Society chose her to model for a

statuette titled "Glamor Goddess."
Women in Hollywood are quite aware
of her. The men stand, stare, gape, and
then let out with "Whiew!"

All of which is a thumbnail description

of Warners' new blonde charmer, Do-
lores Moran. Dolores has just turned
eighteen. Yet she neither looks nor acts

nor talks like a typical Hollywood in-

genue. If such a thing is possible, she

possesses a sort of youthful maturity, a

worldliness that is both intriguing and
different. I have known Dolores for

some time and I was, therefore, curious

to find out just what her "coming of

age" would mean to her. Her answer to

what her plans for life would be was wise.

"Just because I'm eighteen is no reason
why I should think I must become a new
personality," Dolores said with her cus-

tomary frankness as we lunched at the

studio. "I'm not going to think I am a
woman of the world now. Neither am
I going to be coy and say, 'Oh, I feel so

adult now that I'm eighteen. Now I'm
going to live.' I've never honestly felt

like a girl my age is supposed to feel.

I've been too busy laying the proper

foundation for my life to be conscious

of my years. Now I'm going to see how
strong that foundation is. One thing I

am certain of—I haven't wasted any
time. I've not let a day pass without

learning something of value."



Sha shops, primps, poses—all a part of her
life as combinafion career-and-home gal. At
right, in her best role to date, opposite Jack
Benny in Warners' "A Horn Blows At Midnight."

We launched into the subject of a
career which is always apt when you're
meeting up with a coming star. On that,

Dolores had very definite ideas—^ideas

that were to prove a bit surprising.

"I naturally intend to do all I can to
improve myself as an actress," she be-
gan. "For example, not so long ago 1
was told that I should try to lower my
voice. So I take daily voice lessons. I'm
after a deep, mellow voice because I

beUeve it'll add to my stature as an
actress. At least it's a quality that cer-

tainly hasn't hurt Ethel Barrymore and
Tallulah Bankhead." She paused and
then added lightly, "I sound like a con-
fused baritone at times, but I'm getting
what I want. I'm also watching other
actresses, to learn from them. I'm tak-
ing advice from those who speak with
authority. I'm not going to miss a trick.

"You see, I was on the lot for two
years before I ever made a picture. All

I did was pose for cheesecake art. I posed
in every conceivable type of bathing
suit. But I haven't minded. In fact, I've
been glad for the chance to do this type
of publicity. I don't feel it has cheap-
ened me because I recognize it as an in-

tegral part of the start of a screen
career. Besides, I'm not the first actress

{Please turn to page 6z)
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Miss Maxwell, lovely Won«Je who

h featured in the new Abbott

Cos+ello opus for M-G-M, Lost

In A Harem," is wearing an atter-

noon dress of cafe au la<t petal

suede jersey, subtly flattering to

her coloring. The princess bodice

is trimmed with tiny covered but-

tons and a softly draped peplum.

Marilyn-s quilted hat and velvet

bag match her blonde mink coat.

a wise qirl '«'''»

ilyn
Maxwell g<yes

new color co«>b^n<^

«o„storF-««o««'V

I



Af right: the deep ruby red of ^f/'W"
Max-

well's soft wool suit forms a dramat.c and col-

:J:i contrast to her 9old hair Lacy b aclc bra^d

edges the demure, round collar, flarmg cutts

and curved peplum. Sleammg pearl beads

dot her diminutive bra;d - tr.mmed beret

Above, petal suede jersey .s beaut.fully draped

V„ Miss Maxwell's dinner gown of frosted

maaenta Top, shimmering black crepe cock-

TaTdress has a v,ide inset of ""de souffle

forming an effective heart-shaped decolletage.



Sustin and Jess Barker cop+ore

the fun they hod on their

courtship dates. Read their

marriage story on page 24.

<or a"*
j-,o with

tANA TURNER, indulging in a round of t.lie niglit spots

with Peter Lawford. found herself sitting between her
two ex-husbands. Not at the same table, of course.

That would be TOO cozy. At a table on one side of her sat

Steve Crane with Dolores Moran. On the other side sat Artie

Shaw, alone. Was Lana embarrassed.'' Not so you could notice it

.

THE LAST place anyone would expect to see a great big

he-man movie star is a tea room. And especially the one
in the swank Bullock's-Wilshire wdiere smart young nijitrons

do most of their shopping. In walked Van Johnson one day.
Wearing a bright plaid cowboy shirt, tt)o! Thj? whole place

practically fell apart, which gives you a rough idea of the big

blond boy's popularity.

THAT AUTOMOBILE Jiccident in Florida ciieated Bill

Eythe out of playing opposite girl friend Anne Baxter in

"Sunday Dinner for a Soldier." But ever since he recovered

Bill has been haunting the set just the same. As a gag. director

Lloyd Bacon told the doorman to keep Bill out—even if he had
to use violence. Poor Bill, who is a friendly soul, was shocked
speechless (for once) when he was intercepted. He caught on
when the doorman winked his eye and said: "I'm supposed to

keep you out. If you're stronger than I—can I help it?"

WHEN A BURGLAR called on Garl)o, she escaped down a

drain pipe and never returned to the hou.se again. .\ real

estate man showing the place to a prospective customer was
startled to see a sign tacked to the spot where Greta made her

escape. Some prankster had written: "Garbo .slid here."

ERROL FLYNN'S welcome home party for Bruce Cabot
was really outstanding. The ladies and gentlemen

<lres.sed. Dinner was served outside on tables surrounding the

pool. Mother Nature supplied a full moon. There was an
orchestra for dancing, champagne and pretty girls for as far

as you could see them. Errol retireti early and left the party in

the capable hands of his guests.



HERE'S

HOLLYWOOD

TKe Sinatras, loft, turn out for • a big Hollywood
premiere. Top, Lana Turner and her nnother, being
warmly greeted by Jack Oaltie. make two charming dates
for Peter Lawford. Lana, above, again with her mother,
wears the new short evening dress with great success.



CHRISTOPHER PAUL LEWIS, whose mother is Loretta
Young and father is Lieut. CoL Tom Lewis, arrived one

day after his famous parents celebrated their fourth wedding
anniversary. Tlie proud father dashed over to their good friend

Mrs. John Wayne (who is also the baby's godmother) and
asked her to pick out something worthy of his new son. He
handed her a check for $150. Mrs. Wayne picked out a chris-

tening dress that Loretta expects to keep in her family for

generations to come.

REPORTED to be feuding, Dorothy Laraour and Betty
Hutton decitled to get back at the gossips. Every day

they had lunch together, there was a large ]>rinted sign on
their table. It read: "We enjoy fooding much more than feuding.

Sorry." Signed: "Slugger Hutton" and "One-round Lamour."

THAT EXCESSIVE weight Myrna Loy brought back to

Hollywood has completely disappeared. She now weighs
only 110 pounds and in all her career has never looked as

beautiful. Agent Minna Wallis (sister of producer Hal) gave a

party for Myrna. The star wore one of tho.se new short dinner

dresses, black crepe, sleeveless, backless, a huge bouquet of

violets pinned on one shoulder strap. All this and Helmut
Dantine as an escort too, on Myrna was mighty l>ecoming.

AFEW DAYS before Bob Hope took off on an overseas

entertaining tour, he sneaked on Bing Crosby's "Here
Come the Waves" set. Unknown to Bing, Bob disguised him-
self as a Wave and played in a mob scene. Look closely and
you'll see Bob winking at the camera!

HIS FIRST appearance opposite Deanna Durbin in "Christ-

mas Holiday" launched Dean Harens with a bang. Fan
letters pour in weekly by the hundreds. Universal has turned
down three requests for loanouts from other major studios.

In the romantic department, the former stage actor is dividing

his time between Judy Garland and Jeanne Crain (that luscious

lovely from ^Oth). All in the brief space of a year, too.



SPEAKING of June Allyson, one of the big stars on the

MGM lot refers to her as "a female Mickey Rooney."
There's no denying that June has plenty of pep and personality.

(Dick Powell thinks so, too!) One day on the set when June
was kind of hamming it up, a director turned to her and said.

"Why don't you save it for the camera?" He said it kiddingly

but June caught on. Another day and another lesson learned.

THE USUALLY reserved Ronald Colman really took it

big when his little daughter Juliet was born. Calling up
his good friends, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Marshall, Ronnie
exclaimed: "I just want you to know I now have a personal

pin-up girl!"

WHEN ROSALIND RUSSELL'S husband was promoted
from Captain to the rank of a Major, Roz turned to the

still man on the "Roughly Speaking" set and said: "The photo-
graph of my husband on my dressing table shows him wearing
bars. Couldn't you retouch them into oak leafs.''"
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HER RlNG-a "miniature" of her

fiance's class ring, is set with

a diamond and small rubies .

Engaged to West Point Cadet

BVY ANOTHER BOND—Mary Alice has

been active in every one of Uncle Sam's

War Bond Drives. The soft-smooth look of

her Pond's complexion proves a magnet to

sales! Selling bonds is a war service many
girls are proudly giving.

She has a rare sculptured beauty—,
this auburn-haired girl mth breath-:

taking eyes and a complexion smooth,

cool and fine as alabaster.

Mary Alice is still another engaged

girl mth that delightful "Pond's look."

"I'm certainly keen about Pond's

Cold Cream," she says. "It's so exactly

right for me—and it leaves my face

with such a clean smooth feeUng."

She slips the soft, sno\vy cream over

her face and throat and pats briskly to

soften and release dirt and make-up.

Tissues off.

She rinses with more Pond's Cold

Cream—with little spiral whirls of her

white-coated fingers—for extra cleans-

ing

—

extra softening. Tissues off again.

Give yourface Pond's beauty care,

every night, every morning— for in-

between clean-ups too! It's no accident

so many more girls and women use Pond's

than any other face cream at any price.

Ask for the big luxury jar— it helps save

glass. And, it's so pleasant to be able to

dip the fingers of both your hands in this

wide-topped Pond's jar.
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in wartime as in peace

A special process keeps

KLEENEX
luxuriously soft - dependably strong

!

In your own interest, remember— there is only

one Kleenex* and no other tissue can give you

the exclusive Kleenex advantages!

Because only Kleenex has the patented proc-

ess which gives Kleenex its special softness

. . . preserves the full strength you've come

to depend on. And no other tissue gives you

the one and only Serv-a-Tissue Box that saves

as it serves up just one double tissue at a time.

That's why it's to your interest not to con-

fuse Kleenex Tissues with any other brand.

No other tissue is "just like Kleenex".

In these days of shortages

we can't promise you all the Kleenex you

want, at all times. But we do promise you

this: consistent with government regulations,

we'll keep your Kleenex the finest quality

tissue that can be made

!

There is only one KLEENEX
Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

"Now That I'm 18!"

Continued from page 51

to start out in pictures by being un
draped. Look at Joan Crawford, Ginger
Rogers and others when they began in

Hollywood. They haven't done so badly.

"During the time I was being used as

an exponent of the cheesecake art, I

always kept my eyes open to learn what
I could about my business. I was glad

I didn't get an important part in a big

picture right off the bat because I in-

stinctively felt that I wasn't ready. Now
I feel I have prepared myself enough to

make at least a creditable showing. Now
I can say, T have a career.'

"

So far Dolores sounded something like

other young actresses. You know, "my
career is my all." But then she became
serious.

"As interested as I am in my career,

however," she said, "I'm not going to let

it be my whole life. If something hap-
pens and I find myself out of pictures,

I'm not going to be terribly hurt. I re-

fuse to be caught in the vortex that is

Hollywood and be swirled about. I'll

be on the outside looking in—learning

what I can, doing my best, but holding

on to my sense of values.

"And just how am I going to keep
from being obsessed with a career.'
Simply by taking up as many outside

interests as I possibly can. For one
thing. I'm studying literature and phi-

losophy with Dr. Robeson of UCLA. He
comes to my home once a week and on
Sundays and tutors me. I am very seri-

ous about acquiring a real education be-

cause I believe that it is one of the most
important things in anyone's life.

"Then, too, I'm starting to take flying

lessons. I want to get a pilot's license

some day soon and after the war I want
to own my own plane. As time goes on,

I shall find other interests with which
to occupy my time. I'll never be caught
with nothing but a career on my mind."

This may sound like so much poppy-
cock, but Dolores is very sincere in what
she says. Just as she is sincere about
her ideas of independence and how that

will be reflected in her life.

"I have always claimed the right to

freedom of action and opinion," Dolores

remarked, her blue eyes sparkling. "To
get me to change a decision is like trying

to walk through a stone wall. To get me
to tolerate dominance in any way, shape
or form is impossible. I don't think this

is a sign that I'm bull-headed. It's just

that I like to be on my own. I guess

I'm a natural born rebel against the

word, must.
"I don't mean that I've never been

willing to take advice from anyone. I

have always sought such advice. But,

at the same time, I expect to be able

to weigh suggestions from others and
then make my own decision. I've settled

all of my problems in the same way. I've

been the sole judge of my actions. I've

made mistakes„yes—plenty of them. But
I've learned from those mistakes. I'd

prefer to have the right to be wrong
rather than to be meek and never know
what I wanted or where I was going."

Dolores' parents have recognized her

SCREENLAND



innate independence and have only dis-

agreed with it on a few occasions. Once,

she wanted to move out of their home in

the valley. They wanted to stay. So

Dolores simply went to a real estate

agent, had him find her an apartment,

signed the lease, and moved in. Her
mother and father moved in with her

shortly afterwards.

'"My desire for independence doesn't

make me want to leave my family and

go out on my own," Dolores added
quickly. "I don't think any girl has to

take such a drastic step—unless she is

being smothered to death by possessive-

ness. My home life is very pleasant.

I love my parents. They have been

wonderful to me, so understanding. So
why should I leave?

"Frankly, I believe they admire me for

sticking to my beliefs even though at

times I must have been a little confusing

to them. At last I hope they know me
well enough to realize that I would
never purposely hurt them or refuse to

be guided by them in matters of great

importance."

Most young girls visualize independ-

ence in one way only: the right it gives

them to make their own dates without

official sanction. For a while, Dolores'

parents wondered about her romantic

interests, but they soon found that she

was a pretty good judge of who was a

gentleman and who went around bark-

ing at nights. Which brings up romance
in the life of one Dolores Moran.

"I have, never been one who has had
a 'steady,' " Dolores commented, un-

aware that various and sundry hopeful

males were eyeing her in the Green
Room. "Oh, I had my infatuations—yes.

Especially in high school. I was mad
about the football hero at one time, for

instance. He had such broad shoulders

and he seemed such a superior sort of

person to me. Whenever I'd see him, my
knees would wobble. But at a dance one
evening, he smugly remarked, 'I know
how you feel about me and I think it's

time we start going steady.' Suddenly,
he lost all of his glamor. He was just

another cocksure fellow. I transferred

my affections soon after to the school's

leading actor. But he copied too much
of his dialogue from the plays he was in.

These two experiences taught me to pull

the reins on my heart and let my mind
play the big part."

Speaking along biographical lines, Do-
lores is a native Californian, having been
born in Stockton. She had always
dreamed of being an actress and used to

express her Duse visions by dressing up
in her mother's gowns.

"I was a terrific movie fan in those

days. I still am. I had several scrap-

books filled with pictures of such stars

as Claudette Colbert, Jean Harlow, Gin-

ger Rogers, and others. My sisters and
I were always rivals as far as our scrap-

books were concerned. Whenever I saw
a picture of Claudette Colbert, I'd yell

out, 'Dibs on Claudette' before my sister

had a chance to claim it. That 'Dibs'

rang through the house constantly."

It was while Dolores was very young
that she pulled a stunt that taught her

she could stick to anything she made up
her mind to—but one that almost cost

her her life.
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NEW. ..a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP under-arm PERSPI RATBON
1- Does not irritate skin. Does not rot

dresses and men's shirts.

2. Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop

perspiration safely.

3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval

Seal of the American Institute of

Laundering for being harmless to fabric.

Use Arrid regularly.

a lar
(plus tax)

(Also in 590 jars)

At any store which sells toilet goods
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Tom is moody, strange. He seems to avoid

Sue deliberately. Over and over. Sue seeks a

clue. Tom was once proud of her looks, of the

way she managed their home. That hasn't

changed. Why has he changed? Poor Sue. She
doesn't dream that carelessness about femi-

nine hygiene is the "one neglect" few husbands

can forgive. If only she knew about Lysol! . . .

yl^e woman ivA4) 4nou/s is/

Joan and Les are perfect marriage partners.

Wise Joan, like so many modern wives, uses

Lysol disinfectant for feminine hygiene. Her
doctor told her it is an effective germ-killer

that cleanses tliaroughly and deodorizes. Yet

Lysol is so gentle, used in the douche, that it

won't harm sensitive vaginal tissues . . . just

follow easy directions. "So simple and inex-

pensive to use!" says Joan. Try Lysol for

feminine hygiene.

Check these facts with your Doctor

Lysol is Non- caustic— gentle

and efficient in proper dilu-

tion. Contains no free alkali.

It is not carbolic acid. EfTec-

live — a powerful germicide,

active in the presence of organic matter

(such as mucus, serum, etc.). Spreading—

Lysol solutions spread and thus virtually

search out genus in deep crevices. Econom-
ical—small bottle makes almost ^ gallons of

solution tor the douche. Cleanly odor—Lysol
deodorizes completely. No odor of its own re-

mains after use. lasting—keeps full strength,

no matter how often it is uncorked.

7^/- fefnintne Hy^f^/^s use

'or new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard or

letter to Dept. A-44. Address: Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

k BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS it
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"I was twelve at the time," Dolores
said, tossing her flowing blonde hair over
her shoulders. '"I was about five feet

six and weighed all of 115. Because my
sister was inclined to be heavy, I was
afraid I'd get fat. I decided, therefore,

to reduce. I stopped eating all of the
foods that ordinarily provide a child with
the necessary nourishment. Finally, I

went without food for so long that my
stomach shrank. My parents couldn't
get me to eat. Soon I became really ill.

I went down to only eighty-five pounds.
My parents rushed me to a doctor. He
examined me and found I had a severe
case of malnutrition. For weeks I was in
the hospital and it seemed certain for a
while that I'd die. I remember even now
how much I suffered then.

"Yes, I learned by that foolish mis-
take that I could stick to my guns. But
I also learned that it's wise to look be-
fore you leap. I try now to temper my
impulses with reason."
The first two years of Dolores' high

school career were full of glamor for her.

She was the cheer leader, she partici-

pated in all activities, she was the girl

of the campus. She also made her first

appearance as an actress when she played
a ghost girl of Scrooge's past in "A
Christmas Carol." But her crowning
glory was the day she won first prize

in an oratorical contest. Her subject was
"Democracy in a Changing World."

This was an even greater honor than
winning first place in three beauty con-
tests and being named the Queen of
Butte County, California, in a festival.

She preferred being a persuasive speaker
to being adept at moulding herself be-

comingly into a bathing suit. The boys,
however, were far more interested in

her position as the top luscious lovely

of the campus.
"I hated school after those first two

years," Dolores said to me. "So anxious
was I to graduate that I worked hard
and graduated in three years instead of

four."

When she was fifteen, Dame Fortune
nodded to her. She was being escorted

to a picnic in Sacramento one Sunday
by an infatuated young man. He spent

his time just staring at her. But so did

another person. The latter who found
her intriguing was Solly Baiano, talent

scout from Warner Brothers Studio who
was in Sacramento visiting a friend.

After some maneuvering. Solly managed
to introduce himself. He asked her if

she would be interested in a screen

career.

"I was too surprised to answer him
at first," Dolores added. "I hesitated

because I didn't think I was ready. Then
I decided this was a good chance to

learn. I'd either sink or swim.

"I'll never forget my first entrance

on the Warner lot. I was sure I had to

look glamorous, but my ideas of glamor

were a bit mixed up. I had on a black

velvet dress, very short; my lips were

heavily rouged; I had spent hours get-

ting each hair in place. I must have

looked like something out of 'Stella

Dallas.' When Mrs. Rosenstein, the

drama coach, saw me, I sensed she was
bowled over. Later, she showed me my
mistakes in my appearance. I owe much
to her."



Susie Loves Jess!

Continued from page 25

dress—it's just your imagination.' Wlien

I stepped out on tiie Canteen stage and

the boys started wiiistling I knew it

wasn't just my imagination. I was so

embarrassed I don't know how I ever

got through my song. I don't remember
anything except getting away as quickly

as possible."

The following Friday night Susan, at

the request of the Women's Press Club,

signed autographs behind the Snack Bar,

and when she was seized with writer's

cram^, she went to the kitchen for a

cup of coffee. And there Mr. Barker

tracked her down. He was full of charm.

"After the show," he suggested smooth-

ly, "let's go out and have a sandwich."

Miss Hayward froze. "I do not go out

\\ith men I don't know," she said in

$5.50 opening night Theatre Guild tones.

"What do you take me for, a wolf,

yet.''" said Jess. "We met formally last

Friday night when I introduced you to

the Canteen audience. I distinctly re-

call saying that you were one of the

most beautiful and talented of the

younger actresses in Hollywood. So come
now, Miss Bernhardt, relax."

Susan went to the Mocambo with

him after the show that night. Then
he took her home and tried to kiss her

goodnight, as what man wouldn't. Susan
slapped him. Right in the kisser. Then
he called steadily three days to apolo-

gize, not that he was really sorry about
the kiss, but Susan wouldn't come to

the phone. To hell with her, he said

after the 'steenth call, that's that.

"Well, who do you think showed up
at the Canteen on Friday night to sign

autographs? Hedy Lamarr and Irene
Dunne and Judy Garland—and, of all

people, Susan Hayward. Despite the fact

that it was an MGM night, and Susan
is under contract to Paramount. Susan
just couldn't have been more pleasant
She said she was sorry she wore a ring

when she slapped him, next time she'd

remember to wear brass knuckles. They
went to the Mocambo again.

During December and January (Jess

kicked in with two big beautiful bottles

of perfume for Christmas) they dated
pretty regularly, dinner two nights a
week, and always a sandwich somewhere
after "the Canteen show on Friday
nights. Susan was making two pictures
at the time, "The Hairy Ape" and
"And Now Tomorrow," with Alan Ladd
and Loretta Young, and Jess was mak-
ing "Jam Session" at Columbia, where
he is under contract. In February Su-
san's sister came out from the East
with her baby, and Susan gave her her
room in the small Hayward house and
took an apartment at Peyton Hall. Jess
was living at the Villa Carlotta, only a
few spoons of gasoline away. Every-
body was saying what a nice attractive
young married couple they'd make

—

when the fights started in dead earnest.
They fought about everything, books,
pictures, friends, careers, and Susan be-
ing late. Jess is one of those very punc-
tual-to-a-dot people, and Susan is one
of those poor unfortunates who has

Are You in the Know?

How much should you tip?

10%

D A dime for each

Fifty cents

What is she doing?

D Slicing

Dribbling

O Lobbing

A special guest—so you splurge a bit. You
can defrost old frozen-face with 10%
—a safe tip in restaurants. (Though for a

modest tearoom meal, a dime apiece is right.)

Why be flustered by uncertainties? Forget

even the little worries of trying days by
learning the difference between Kotex and
ordinary napkins. Tlie ends of Kotex don't

show for they're pressed flat . . . not thick

or blunt ... so with Kotex there's no tell-

tale line . . . you'll look smooth, feel secure !

While you cheer from the sidelines—your
team's star is dribbling the ball. She's going
places, but fast! And what's to keep you
from going places—basketball games or
wherever? Surely not "difficult" days! Not
when the super safety and comfort of Kotex
can be yours! You see, Kotex has a 4-ply
safety center. It protects you in an extra

special way. And the softness of Kotex has
staying-po-iver. Unlike other pads, it doesn't
just "feel" soft at first touch, but actually
stays soft ivhile ivearing! So why shouldn't a
girl be carefree, more comfortable— with
Kotex sanitary napkins ?

Which neckline flatters a l-o-n-g neck?

V

Deep Oval

High

Poets write about "swanlike" necks—but

never an ode to an ostrich! No need to em-

phasize your lovely long throat. Wear your

necklines high, wide and handsome . . . round

or square. "Choker" beads will flatter you,

too. So will personal daintiness. Don't neglect

it, on "those" days above all. Remember
Quest Powder, the Kotex deodorant, was
made for use on sanitary napkins. Quest

removes all question of offending. It's the

safe, unscented powder that keeps you
assured—and sweet.

•T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Oft.

More women choose KOTEX*

than all other napkins put together
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ELYSE KNOX, FEATURED IN MONOGRAM'S
'A WAVE, A WAC AND A MARINE," A BILTMORE PRODUCTION

omance

say Elyse JJ^oxs Hands

I
NviTiNG, they are— such con-

fiding soft hands.

"Possible for any girl," says

Elyse Knox. "My hand care is

so easy, but so 'special'."

Elyse uses Jergens Lotion.

Loves the almost -professional

care Jergens gives a girl's hands.

Your hands look neglected,

persona) Hand Care

of the Star?,
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ytoi ,

feel a little harsh? Jergens helps

them to gracious smoothness

with 2 ingredients many doctors

prescribe for skin - beautifying.

No annoying stickiness when
you use Jergens Lotion. 10^ to

$1.00 a bottle for this favorite

hand care of the Stars. Just be

sure and use Jergens Lotion.

Vor Soft,
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never been able to cope with time. After
one of their better fights, Susan went oS
on an extended bond tour, and Jess

drooped around town like a wet chicken.

But her first Friday night in town, after

she returned from the tour, Susan
showed up at the Canteen, pretty; and
pert as ever. There followed a week of

no arguments, and Jess got all full of

love and asked her to marry him. Susan
said she'd need time to make up her

mind—and she'd let him know when she

returned from a camp show tour with
the Victory Committee. Well, anyway,
the date was set for June first. But on
May 31st they had a humdinger. My,
my, it was really a beauty. Jess just

happened to say casually that when
they got married Susan could have a
maid, of course, but that she was such a

good cook that he wanted her to do the

cooking. Susan was furious and said

she'd have him know she was an artist,

not a servant. The redhead from Brook-
lyn and the hot head from South Caro-
lina made Vesuvius look like a sissy.

Result, the marriage was called off, and
they didn't speak again for three weeks.

Then they met casually, but not quite

by accident on Jess' part, in Palm
Springs during the month of July. And
Jess pitched a bit of woo under the des-

ert moon, and Susan melted, literally.

Again they set the date, again they quar-

relled, and again they called it off. Su-

san said she hoped she'd never see him
again as long as she lived, and Jess said

that went double for him. This time

she did not show up at the Canteen.

Jess called up all the Hollywood beau-

ties and took them dancing.

And then a few days ago, just as

Susan was coming out of Howard
Greer's shop on Rodeo Drive in Beverly

Hills, she ran right smack into Jess who
was on his way to Romanoff's. For two
people who so fervently hoped they'd

never see each other again they acted

rather strangely. They fell into each
other's arms. Jess insisted that he drive

her around Beverly for her shopping

—

and under the first big palm tree

stopped the car and proposed. "The sun
was shining through her hair," he said

dreamily. "It was the most beautiful

sight I have ever seen."

Vivian Blaine, a gal you'll be asking about after

you see "Something for the Boys," poses with

S/Sgt. Evelyn Bell of Women's Marine Corps.
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"I never thought I'd marry an actor,"

said Susan, smiHng fondly at her fiance,

while I helped myself to a pastrami with

mustard. "I always said I wouldn't. As
a matter of fact, I never thought I'd

marry a man with blond hair and blue

eyes."

"Well," said JesS quickly, "that's not

peroxide, I can assure you. You'll take

blond hair and blue eyes and like it."

"The reason Jess and I love each

other so much," said Susan, "is be-

cause we never know what the other

is going to do next. Nothing is ever

planned. Everything is a surprise."

"Isn't she wonderful," beamed Jess.

"I never expect to change her, and I

know she never expects to change me

—

what did you say, you beautiful red-

head.''"

But his beautiful redhead has just

had an unhappy thought. "By the way,"

she asked, "am I the only redhead you
ever went with?"
The question seemed to knock Mr.

Barker slightly off center. "Um," he

ummed, torn between truth and peace

—

"Well, I must say, Susan, you have
picked a fine time to ask me a personal

question."

Your correspondent beat it. I don't

like bric-a-brac in my hair. But my
worries were completely unfounded, I

am delighted to report. Those two
cocky young love birds, who mix cayenne
with their ambrosia, were married the

next day, right on schedule, at a very
quiet and un-HoUywoodish church cere-

mony. Only a few close friends. No
frou-frou. Susan cried during the serv-

ice and her friends told her later she

"gave a very bad reading." Edith Head
designed her wedding dress, which was
turquoise blue crepe with a bustle ef-

fect. She wore a matching blue hat and
veil, and brown gloves and slippers. She
carried a bouquet of white orchids and
gardenias. After a small wedding re-

ception at Susan's apartment they left

for a honeymoon at Rancho Santa Fe.

The Barkers, I have a feeling, like

the Battling Bogarts, will remain mar-
ried a long time. They'll never bore
each other. It will be a little wearing
at times, and hard on the furniture,

but never dull.

Henry Silverberg, bedecked with service ribbons,
gets a break from 20+h Century-Fox starlet,

Vivian Blaine, wearing her patriotism proudly.

Who else wants to say "Goodbye"

to these 6 Face Powder Troubles?

1

Dees the face powder
yov use fail to give a
smoofh, even finish?

Does the face powder
you use fail to slay

Does the face powder
you use fail to stay

flesh and fragrant 7

Does the face powder
you use fail to hide

little tired lines?

Does the face powder
you use fail to hide

tiny freckles?

Does the face powder
you use fail to hide

tiny blemishes?

Women say this new-texture

face powder makes their skin

look smoother, years younger!
There's a thrilling new-texture face powder that

helps end all these 6 "face powder troubles"!

It's Lady Esther Face Powder—and it's di£Ferent

because it's made differently! It isn't just mixed in

the usual way -it's blown by TWIN HURRI-
CANES. And this patented hurricane method of

blending not only makes the texture much smoother
and finer than ordinary powder— it makes the
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Fifty Years a Queen

Con+inued from page 28

entered, and there she was, a woman
such as one seldom meets in a hfetime.

She was beautiful; not with the physical

beauty of a movie starlet, but created

out of something deeper and more mov-
ing, that shone like a light m her face.

The men tried to get a grip on them-
selves. They were tough. They were
hard-boiled. What was happening that

they should be standing there staring

like moon calfs? Then Ethel Barrymore
spoke.

"I'm terribly sorry to have kept you
waiting. I hope you will forgive me,"
and the magic voice whirled about their

ears. The Barrymore charm was weav-
ing its spell, and when the conference

was over and the men rose to leave, they

knew very well that they were lost.

There was nothing surprising in that.

Then there was Ginger Rogers. It was
the first day of shooting on "None But
The Lonely Heart." Producer David
Hempstead was on hand for the opening
scene. Director-writer Clifford Odets
stood ready to conduct Miss Barrymore
from her portable dressing room to the

set. And off to one side stood a girl in

slacks and sport coat, with yellow hair

streaming down her back and a shining,

eager face.

The scene was a kitchen in the back
of a second-hand furniture store, and
the clothes Miss Barrymore wore were
suitably old and shabby, and included

a rusty black hat, topped with a huge
bedraggled red rose. But they hadn't

reckoned with the Barrymore flair for

style. They had forgotten for the mo-
ment the elegant regal air her brother

John could give the most disreputable

fedora. Odets took a second look at

the be-rosed hat and shook his head.

"I think," he said, "you'd better do
without the hat. On you it looks like

Lily Dache." Miss Barrymore was dis-

appointed. "Leave it off until the later

scenes," Odets reassured her. "By that

time your character will be established

and it won't give the same impression."

So the hat came off, and Mr. Hemp-
stead and Mr. Odets led Miss Barry-

more onto the stage, truly like courtiers

conducting a queen.

Someone pounced on the girl with

the yellow hair with enthusiastic greet-

ing. But the girl frowned and pressed

her fingers to her lips, and kept on
staring at the stage.

Ethel Barrymore said: "Ready?"
"Action," said Odets.

The cameras rolled. Miss BarrjTnore

looked grim and not a little nervous.

"Ernie," she called, "grub's on the table

an' don't be all year about it or you'll

have to fight the birds for it."

"Cut," said Odets. "That's it."

"It was all right, then.''" asked Miss
Barrymore.
"Why shouldn't it be all right.f"' said

Odets.

"I thought I might be a bit rusty at

picture acting after all these years,"

Miss Barrymore smiled.

The girl with the yellow hair gulped.

Then she relaxed and waited for the next
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shot. Miss Barrymore was starting for

Iier dressing room when David Hemp-
stead spied the girl in slacks standing

in the shadows. lie called to her and
the girl looked nervous and startled.

"Miss Barrymore, may I present

Ginger Rogers," he said.

After Ginger had stammered a few

incoherent sentences, Ethel Barrymore
asked about Jack Briggs and then con-

tinued to her dressing room. Ginger
stood gazing after her, for all the world

like a school girl worshipper, silenced

and awed, at a stage entrance. And
that wasn't surprising either.

It was Producer David Hempstead
who was determined to have Ethel, and
' he was equally determined not to do
the picture. So there was a justifiable

expression of smugness on Mr. Hemp-
stead's face that first morning of

shooting.

"She told me I was crazy," he said,

"but I had decided there was no actress

but Ethel Barrymore who could play

Ma Mott."
They received a very firm "No" when

they first approached her. Why should
she? She was touring in "The Corn Is

Green," the greatest success of her entire

career. Dates were scheduled for months
ahead all over the country. Besides her
other experience in pictures, playing in

"Rasputin," had not made her exactly

what you would call happy. But never
let it be said that a determined pro-

ducer will take "no" for an answer.
Off to Portland, Oregon, where she

was playing, went a studio representa-

tive, with the completed script. In Hol-
lywood sat Hempstead and Odets,
hanging on to the one thought that it is

a very difficult thing for an actor to

turn down an outstanding part. Then
came the answer. "As a matter of fact,"

Miss Barrymore replied, with the calm
sureness of the years behind her, "I am
the only one who could play Ma Mott
the way she should be played. But"
(As if a "But" would ever phase a pic-

tured producer)
—

"It is not possible to

disband the 'Corn Is Green' company,
or to cancel the dates scheduled."

"We'll take care of that," was the
gleeful answer. And take care of it, they
did. The studio contracted to pay the
actors in the company their regular sala-

ries, and to pay the producer his antici-

pated profits while the show was closed.

"It all adds up to $11,000 per M-eek,

but we got Miss Barrymore and so we
still think it was a bargain," David
Hempstead gloats. It isn't surprising.

"She's terrific!" breathed an electri-

cian, perched behind a spotlight at the
back of the set. "We were comparing
notes about our kids in the service the
other day. Funny thing," he added,
"you see a great actress and then find

out what she wants to talk about are her
three children." He had a warm smile
on his face. He'd made a new friend,

who knew all the hopes and fears any
parent with sons has these days.

"Lord, does she know boxing!" ex-

claimed Nate Slott, an assistant direc-

tor. "She's seen and known 'em all per-

sonally." And he waited and watched
for her to be free for a moment so he
could ask her more questions about
Gentleman Jim Corbett. While on the
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set, Cary sighed, "What an actress!"

and' watched, completely entranced. And
why not.' The men from publicity coulc!

have told him. At sixty-five Ethel Bar-
rymore could charm the birds off the
trees. And it isn't surprising. She's

been doing it for fifty years.

1894. That was the date. January 25,

1894, Ethel Barrymore made her debut
at the Empire Theater in New York as

Jtdia in "The Rivals." It was in the

company of her grandmother, Mrs.
Louisa Drew, and Ethel was fifteen.

Lionel was painting, with no thoughts
of acting at all, and John was still a

child in school, but already getting into

endless scrapes. Fifty years ago this

year.

There followed several solid years of

work. No sudden overnight success in

those days. An actor had to learn his

craft, even if he was a Barrymore. There
was a brief fling in London, playing with
Sir Henry Irving and William Gillette;

being very social and meeting Winston
Churchill who has been a life-long

friend: being wildly and romantically

engaged to actor Gerald du Maurier, who
later would be the father of Daphne,
author of "Rebecca." But then there

was no marriage, and Ethel BarrjTBore
came home to "Captain Jinks of the
Horse Marines," and it was 1901.

"Captain Jinks" opened for its out-of-

town tryout in Philadelphia and Ethel,

in her first leading part, was stricken

with nerves and convinced she was not
good enough, the ever constant fear of a

Barrymore. With their name, they had
to be good—better than anyone else.

The curtain rose in the old Walnut
Street Theater. Ethel made her en-

trance. She opened her mouth to say
her first line—and nothing came out.

She tried again. Still no sound. She
began to shake with panic. Suddenly a

voice called down from the gallery.

"Speak up, Ethel!" it said, "you're all

right. The Drews and Barrymores are

all good actors." Ethel heard, and in a

brief second came the realization. She
had the weight of tradition resting on
her shoulders, but she also had the

warmth and love that audiences had be-

stowed upon her family for years. Sud-
denly everything was all right. Her voice

returned. The play went on. A few
weeks later she stood on the sidewalk

before the Empire Theater in New York,
where "Captain Jinks" had opened.
There were tears in her eyes as she saw
her name in lights. "Ethel Barrymore
In . .

." She was a star. She's been one
ever since, in a constant progression of

nlays. "Alice Sit By The Fire," "Lady
Frederick." "The Constant Wife," "Dec-
lasse," and "The Kingdom Of God,"
which opened the Ethel Barrymore
Theater. There was marriage with Rus-
sell Colt, of the socialite Colt family,

and retirement from the stage when she

had her three children, Ethel, Samuel,
and John Drew Colt. Then back into

harness again, when the marriage didn't

work out. There was the constant con-

cern and worry and love for her brother

.John, to whom she was always more
like a mother than sister. And there

was music in her house in Mamaroneck,
where she has lived for many years. For
like her brothers who wanted to be paint-



ers, Ethel never wanted to be an actress

at all, but a concert pianist. Economic

stress interfered, but she still plays beau

tifully, and one of her greatest satisfac

lions has been to see her daughter Ethel

follow a musical rather than actin<>

career.

"She made her New York operatic

debut a short time ago in 'Martha,'
'

Miss Barrymore tells you, and her eyes,

that are so alive they make any others

pale in comparison, burn with an enor-

mous maternal pride.

There was "Rasputin" with Lionel

and John, the only other picture she had

made until "None But The Lonely

Heart." Ask her why that picture was
the only one for eleven long years, and

she twinkles with amusement and says.

"I've been busy." Pursue the subject

further, and she says: "Doing that pic-

ture, 'Rasputin,' was the only way we
all could get together and talk over old

times. But," she continues, in case you'h

misunderstand, "I'm enjoying this pic-

ture. It's so pleasant working with Cary
Grant, who is so understanding, apprc

ciative, and thoughtful."

Just the same, it's quite evident thai

Ethel Barrymore is not here to stay

There's "The Corn Is Green" tour to fin

ish, and then a new play on Broadway,
come the Fall. For the home of fifty

years is not to be cast off lightly and
the theater is, and always will be, home
for Ethel Barrymore.
The fortieth anniversary of Ethel

Barrymore's elevation to stardom was
celebrated in 1941 by a mammoth radio

broadcast in her honor. Helen Hayes,
Louis B. Mayer, Alexander VVoollcott,

and Jack and Lionel were among the

great friends who spoke to commemo-
rate the day. Finally, as the last one
on the thrilling program, Ethel herseli

spoke. There were tears in her voice,

as she said:

"If my years are to be lined up and
counted off, I can think of no pleasanter
way for it to happen. I have been used,

for so long, to shuffling time back and
forth in my make-up box, that actual
time has lost its meaning. Thank you
all for this treasure you have stored for

me in my particular heaven. That's all

there is, there isn't any more."
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"I've Broken All the

Rules in the Book!"

Continued from page 31

had started 'Sullivan's Travels,' in

which they had given me the starring

role. There were plenty of fireworks

when I admitted it, too, but fate pro-

tected me in the clinches and they let

me stay in the picture. This was quite

unusual, you know, because Elaine, my
daughter, was born only one month after

'Sullivan's Travels' was completed."
Meanwhile, during the period when

Veronica was supposed to be balling up
her career with marriage and mother-
hood, she was nevertheless making the

experts look silly. Her peek-a-boo bob
had become the rage of the country, and
fan mail addressed to her was arriving

in bales. Nor did it cease when the

knowledge of "career killing" events in

her private life reached the public.

Anyway, Veronica had had her baby
and life was wonderful. Her marriage
hit an occasional cross current but other

compensations kept her and John on the
course. Her career was also flourishing,

moving through such pictures as "This
Gun For Hire," "The Glass Key," and
"I Married A Witch." Between her

labors before the camera and after John
had been transferred from the Los An-
geles area by the Army, she went to

Seattle and took a cottage where she and
Elaine could be with him at his new
post. During this period Veronica again

transgressed from the ways of career

girls, announcing she was going to have
another baby. But misfortune struck

this time and she almost lost her own
life along with the premature infant.

This latter event, more than anything
that had gone before, seems to have
added maturity to the little Lake girl's

make-up, but it didn't change her gen-

eral pattern of behavior one iota. Her
next grand slam was played on Jinie 53,

1943, when she admitted that she and
Detlie had agreed to go separate ways.

It is considered career suicide for a

glamor girl to divorce her husband dur-

ing wartime, but Veronica calmly said:

"Why be a hypocrite about it? John and
I -have concluded that we can't go on
and we both think it best to end our

marriage now." So that was that, but it

didn't alter her status with the people

who buy tickets at the box office.

Just as Veronica had always seemed
intent on breaking the set rules for get-

ting ahead in her career, so the fates

seemed equally determined to steer her

on to bigger and better breaks. You
may ascribe it to anything you wish,

but the seemingly little accidental things

that happened to her by way of pushing

her toward the top always occurred at

just the right time. When you piece

together the events that led to her star-

dom you get something resembling a

crazy-quilt pattern, only they seem to

have been correlated all along.

Take, for example, the thing that hap-

pened when she was attending Bliss

Hayden Drama school in 1940. "They
kept giving me roles that called for

sweetness and light," Veronica told me,
"but one day a bad girl part came along
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and I practically demanded it. When
they still insisted I was the ingenue type

I got mad. I worked on that i)art all

by myself, and although I didn't get to

do it "at Bliss Hayden, I handled it all

right three months later in 'Wings.' It

was the same type of role and I was
certainly glad that I had gotten mad
enough to learn how to do it while I

was still only preparing for the screen.

It boils down to the fact that I'm the

type of girl who can't be challenged.

"And then, there was the matter of

my test that got me the role in 'Wings.'

Freddie Wilcox, the test ' director at

MGM. had tried to impress his studio

bosses with it but they pooh-poohed him.

Freddie had done all he could do, and
I doubt if he ever expected much to

happen when he turned the test over

to the William Morris agency and asked

them to see if they could find something
for me.
"But it happened that an agent from

the Morris office walked into Arthur
Hornblow's office when he was just about
frantic trying to find that bad, little girl

for 'Wings.' He had tested all kinds of

established actresses and no one was
more surprised than I when he called

for me.
"I was so disinterested that I didn't

even dress up for the interview, but

he apparently saw something in me and
ordered another test. Then that other

important thing happened. I had had
my hair washed just before the test and
it kept falling over my right eye. I Avas

sure this had spoiled things for me, that

the test wouldn't be right, but the hair

gag gave Mr. Hornblow just the touch
he wanted. I was in."

The accident of the hair was quickly

accentuated a short time later when the

Paramount studio publicity department
saw exploitation value in the way Ve-
ronica's tresses hung down and had an
extensive picture layout shot. Public

reaction from these still photos was noth-
ing short of sensational, and the boys at

Paramount knew they really had some-
thing. It was time for Constance Kean,
born Constance Ockelman of a sea-going

Brooklyn father, to shed her last

chrysalis and emerge as Veronica Lake,
the actress. But the story about Ve-
ronica's family and her change of names
is an old one and we will not go into it

here. This is at about the point where
we should view a close-up of Veronica
Lake as she has developed in Hollywood.
But about that life story, Veronica

admits that she is given to fabricating

colorful little stories about herself. "You
can put that down to imagination," she
told me. "I just dream up things some-
times and I suppose that is a necessary
faculty for a person in my line of work
to have. More than one person who
should know has told me that I should
be a writer. I don't know, maybe I

could be, I don't even pretend to be an
actress. I have never studied enough
dramatics to know much about acting.

I just go before the camera and try to
do what is right.

"I read a part and let it go at that.

Then I try to fall into the role as I go
along. I alway try to make the char-

acter become me, basically, and depend
upon the variety of moods demanded of
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each separate role to make one character-
ization stand out from the others."

However she does it, Veronica has
picked up the reputation for being tem-
peramental. But she explains this by
the mere fact that she is herself and that

any individualist is on the receiving end
of that charge sooner or later. There is

one story she told me. however, that will

serve better than anything to show why
she is, as she puts it, occasionally "mis-
understood."

"The reason why I'm sometimes con-

sidered rather cold and indifferent to the

feelings of others," she went on. giving

me the story, "is because I have delib-

erately built a wall around myself to k^ep
from being hurt. I did this following one
particular incident that occurred only

three months after my marriage. It hurt

me more than anything that has ever

happened to me.
"It was the Christmas of 1940, and I

had gone to great lengths to make it a

happy celebration. I had invited both
mine and John's family over to my house
for a big Christmas dinner, and just as

we were getting ready to sit down to cat

I snapped on the radio to get some music.

And at that moment, as if timed to a
split second, a radio commentator blurted

out that I was the girl in Arthur Horn-
blow's life. You can imagine how hor-

rible this accusation was, and right

before my husband and our assembled

families. I decided after that to pro-

tect myself by that wall. It hurt me ter-

ribly, but I made up my mind never to

let anyone know I was hurt again."

Veronica admits, though, that she does

make mistakes. "We all do," she said,

"but as the saying goes, that's why they

put erasers on pencils. The trouble with

me probably is that no one has ever

bawled me out for my mistakes. They
seem to be afraid to, and yet I'm the

type of person who would take a good
dressing-down if I felt I deserved it.

And, on the other hand, I really never

light into anyone and blow off steam in

a personal way. I merely go along in my
own, seemingly indifferent way, watch-

ing things happen.
"That's the way it should be, I have

found. Believe me, I know that no one
should ever try to plan too much. Life

is headstrong. It pushes ahead no mat-

ter how hard you may try to regulate

it. It falls into a general pattern that is

mostly beyond our control. At best we
can only try to resist unhappiness when
it seems to be crowding in on us. And
yet, with all this, I believe there is no
such thing as failure. But why should

I, after the things that have happened
to me.?"

Speaking of Veronica's so-called atti-

tude of indifference, she doesn't seem to

have the slightest concept of time. She
does not miss appointments by minutes

but by hours, a fact well known by her

studio. If she walked into Paramount
for a wardrobe fitting on time, Edith

Head, the designer, would fall over in a

faint. The same goes for all other de-

partment heads who do business with

her. One department head once told me
that he expects Veronica for an appoint-

ment when she walks into his office, and

not one minute before.

Veronica herself offers no particular
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explanation as to why she seems to

gather more momentum in her career as

she goes along, despite her sometimes

erratic behavior. Her life is just a fluke,

as she pointed out during the opening

minutes of our interview. But there is

one incredible incident that happened to

her. which I would like to relate by way
of proving that she may have something

in assuming that she has a charmed life.

"This happened in 1940," she told me,

"shortly after John and I were married.

I took a sudden notion I wanted to see

him, but he was on location near Gal-

lup, New Mexico. I didn't let that stop

me, though. I picked up right' in the

middle of 'Wings,' my first picture, mind
you, and without saying a word to the

studio started out in my car for Gallup.

On the way there, out on a lonely desert

ridge, I started running into bad weather

—severe cold and plenty of ice. I don't

know what made me do it but suddenly

I stopped the car and turned off the igni-

tion. And at that moment the machine
slid from the highway and started roll-

ing over and over into a deep gully be-

side the road. I didn't get a scratch and
was able to climb back to the highway
and hitch a ride into Gallup. Later, I

learned that seven people had been killed

at that very point on the ridge the same
day."

It was while in Gallup on this trip

that Veronica met Rita Beery, wife of

Wally Beery, who has since become her

best friend. Veronica and her daughter

have lived with Mrs. Beery since she

parted from Detlle. She says she will not

even attempt to have another home of

her own until after the war. She will

have one then primarily because of three-

year-old Elaine, whom she adores. "But
I don't want my child to lead too shel-

tered a life," she told me. "I want her

to learn about life for herself because

I believe we learn best from our mis-

takes. When a child is too sheltered

it doesn't even have the chance to try

to make decisions of its own."
As for the future, Veronica is firmly

intent on getting married again and hav-
ing more children. Being a colorful, un-

predictable person she can only keep her

fingers crossed and hope that success will

crown her next venture as a house frau.

Now that she has completed "Bring On
The Girls" for Paramount, in which she

is co-starred with Eddie Bracken, Sonny
Tufts, and Marjorie Reynolds, she leads

a quiet, leisurely life, dating director

Andre de Toth very often, but appar-
ently steering clear of any serious at-

tachment for the time being. At the

same time, no one who knows her would
be surprised to read in the next edition

that she had eloped again. She hopes
to make a tour of overseas bases to en-

tertain servicemen during the coming
months, and she would also like to be-

come a nurse's aide with the Red Cross.

These pursuits would be a fitting

change of pace for a girl who has ex-

perienced such a hectic life for the past
four years. "After all," she concluded,
"I'm only twenty-one, the age when
most girls are just getting out of school.

But I've lived a full lifetime. I have
known marriage, motherhood, and suc-

cess in a career. I could hardly feel

cheated if I died tomorrow!"
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"C.B." Celebrates
Continued from page 35

in a brokerage agency, got the job.

Young DeMille started West immediate-
ly to start shooting a flicker version of

"The Squaw Man." He hired half a

barn (horses lived in the other half) in

a pretty orange-scented suburb of Los
Angeles, called Hollywood. "The Squaw
Man" was made in twenty-eight days
and cost $25,450. It grossed $400,000.

DeMille has been in the groove ever

since.

Many are the stories told about De-
Mille and his early days in the movie
industry. The former twenty-bucks-a-
week assistant pulled many a fast one
that quickly made him the envy of his

slow-witted competitors. For instance,

while he was shooting "The Warrens Of
Virginia," he decided to experiment with

lighting. Instead of flooding the actors'

faces as was the custom then, he de-

cided to leave half their faces in shad-
ow. But when he sent the film to New
York he promptly got an irate wire from
Goldwyn saying that the film buyers
said that, inasmuch as only half the

actors' faces were visible, they would
pay only half the usual price for the

picture. DeMille hastily wired back,

"Not my fault if you and your half-

witted buyers don't recognize Rem-
brandt lighting when you see it." Back
came a wire from Goldwyn, "Rembrandt
lighting, eh.'' I'll make these buyers pay
double." They paid double, and have
done so on DeMille pictures many times.

DeMille today is the liighest paid di-

rector in the industry. And as the pro

ducer of the Radio Theater he is als(

one of the highest paid radio performer;

on the air. This Fall he also celebratei

his ten years in radio. Ten years ago
when the Lux people decided to move
their hour-long program to Hollywood
they realized that they needed a pro-

ducer who not only knew liis drama from
"oh" to "ah," but one who had a radio

personality besides. DeMille was their

man. A born showman, he took to the

air like the well-known duck to the

aqua. "Think of it," he says enthusias-

tically of radio, "half of a nation open-
ing its doors to you, and letting you
come right into their homes. Think of

being able to say hello to fifty million

people!"

With DeMille, those Monday nights

when the soap program goes on the air

are nothing short of sacred. Nothing can
keep him away from his broadcasts. He
loves this intimate contact with the peo-

ple who have loved his pictures and
made him the big shot in the industry

he is today. He never lets them down.
He gives them a good show. Once when
the "heavy dew" in California tricked

the Chamber of Commerce and turned
into an old-fashioned flood that swept
bridges away, DeMille, who had been
week-ending at his luxurious Paradise
Ranch, threw a .saddle on one of his

horses and trotted into town, somewhat
the worse for the storm, but there in

person. Another time, when he broke
his leg he had the ambulance pick him
up at home, and, while the photogra-
phers stood by, deliver him to the Radio
Theater, where he was carried to the
mike on a stretcher.

The first Radio Theater broadcast
from Hollywood (June 1, 1936) was
"The Legionnaire And The Lady," co-

starring Marlene Dietrich and Clark
Gable. DeMille quickly discovered that

agents were just as nice to have around
as a basket of cobras. And there was
something about the ether that really

brought out the hambo in the actors.

The first show was a radio version of

Dietrich's "Morocco," in which she had
played on the screen with Gary Cooper.
Gable's agent insisted that the title be
changed. DeMille suggested "The Le-
gionnaire And The Lady," and the agent
was pleased—not only had he gotten
his client a new title, which would in no
way be connected with Cooper, but he
had also gotten him top billing over
Dietrich. DeMille expected fireworks

from Marlene's corner, but she only
smiled. In the picture Marlene had sung
a song and she was all for singing it on
the air. But Gable's agent protested.

Gable had no song. "If Dietrich sings.

Gable walks out," he snapped. DeMille
was about to tear out his hair, when
he saw Marlene smile again. He had
a feeling that she had everything under
control. And he knew so when he saw
her winking quietly at Lou Silvers, mu-
sical director of the program. They fin-

ished the show, with a few minutes to

spare. Gable said "Good night" and
walked away. Marlene sang.

From then on DeMille knew that life

would never be dull on Mondays. But
he was always one who could take
hysterics and ham right in his stride

—

and by some miracle or other actors and
things always got straightened out a few
seconds before the show went on the air.

But even he had quite a jolt the eve-

ning Bette Davis, her face white as a

sheet, dashed up to him just as Lou
Silvers was raising his baton, and gasped,
"I've just taken poison!" Seems that

Bette had sent an attendant out to the

drugstore for some spirits of ammonia
to settle her nerves, and after she had
swallowed a goodly bit of it discovered
that it was kitchen ammonia. But she
lived.

Confusion reigned the night that Bob
Hope turned two pages of his script and
threw himself off, not to mention the
three actors doing the scene with him.
Nothing was making any sense but the
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audience seemed to be enjoying it im-

mensely, so Bob shrugged his shoulders,

tossed his script on the floor, and ad-

libbed the rest of the sequence.

One well-known star, who appears oc-

casionally on the Radio Theater, is trou-

bled with failing eyesight. At times he

loses his sight completely. One night,

in the middle of a scene, his sight be-

gan to fail and, not being able to see

perfectly, he kept right on reading after

his own lines were finished. He not only

read the lines of another actor who was
in the scene but the typed instructions

as well. It may have been his beauti-

ful reading of the instructions to "fade

away from mike," etc., but no one in the

audience seemed to notice the mistake.

And no one wrote a letter. But the next

time he went on the air he suggested

that it might be well for him to memo-
rize his lines. DeMille agreed that it was
a good idea. They'd all live longer.

Seven-year-old Margaret O'Brien and
Akim Tamiroff, however, are the only
stars who ever memorized an entire

script for a Lux broadcast. Margaret
memorized the script of "Lost Angel"
because she couldn't read well "enough
to handle a script and a microphone at

the same time. Akim Tamiroff memo-
rized the entire script of "Captain Apple-
jack" for his first appearance on the

air. When DeMille told him afterwards
that it had not been necessary, he said,

"But I thought it was like the theater."

One of the many times DeMille has
found himself aging twenty years in

twenty seconds was one of the times
Don Ameche appeared on the program.
Don is a practical joker. One of his

favorite radio gags for years has been
to step up to the mike before they go on
the air, and move his mouth without
making a sound. This is supposed to

drive the radio engineer nuts because
he thinks something is wrong with the
sound. Most of them are wise to Don
by now. But one night there was a new
engineer in the sound booth, a young fel-

low who had never encountered gag-
loving actors before. When he saw Don
talking away a mile a minute and no
sound coming forth, the poor guy went
into a complete panic. With perspira-

tion running down his forehead he des-

perately began to twist knobs and pull

cords, until he almost ruined the sound
board. Undoubtedly he will go to his

grave disliking actors.

Alan Ladd claims that the most thrill-

ing moment of his life happened at a

Radio Theater broadcast about a year
ago. At the end of the program DeMille
stepped up to the mike and said, "And
tomorrow it will be Private Alan Ladd,
United States Army Air Corps." While
the audience cheered, Lou Silvers struck

up the "Star Spangled Banner."

Jean Arthur is probably the most
frightened actress who ever held a script

with shaking hands. But when it came
to knee-shaking she was given keen com-
petition by such experienced actresses

as Joan Crawford and Irene Dunne.
High stools had to be provided for both
the gals, they just couldn't tell when
their legs might buckle under them with
fright. Irene died a thousand deaths
when in the middle of "The Magnificent
Obsession" she dropped her script and
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watched with cold horror while it scat-

tered itself on the floor. Fortunately
one of the actors had presence enough
of mind to share his script with her for

the rest of the scene.

It isn't only the ladies, however, who
get nervous before a mike. Several years
ago Paul Muni, who was appearing in

"Counsellor-at-law," became so nervous
during the final rehearsal that even De-
Mille got worried about him. He called

several of Muni's friends aside and said,

"What do you do with Muni when he
gets nervous like this.''" '"We get a viol-

inist for him," one of them replied. "It

soothes him." So DeMille hastily ar-

ranged with the violinist in the program
orchestra to take Mr. Muni down to

one of the dressing rooms and whip off

a little Bach for him. Violins, stools,

spirits of ammonia, it's all in the day's
work.
From the very beginning of the Radio

Theater broadcasts from Hollywood
there have been more requests for Jean-
ette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy as a

team than for any other combination
of stars. When they played in June of

this year, in "Naughty Marietta," it

marked a reunion of the two after a long
dry spell. Ardent fans jammed the the-

ater, while hundreds of them crowded
Vine Street waiting for Jeanette and
Nelson to leave the theater. "Well, Nel-
son," Jeanette cracked as they pushed
their way through, "maybe we should
have made this a two weeks' engage-
ment."

Just about every important star in

Hollywood (with the exception of

Garbo) has appeared at least once on
the program, and many of them have
returned as many as sixteen times. Ac-
tors and actresses w-ho have appeared
most are Barbara Stanwyck, Claudette
Colbert, Loretta Young, George Brent.
Fred MacMurray, Herbert Marshall,
Edward Arnold and William Powell.

Ronald Colman was the most difficult

actor to induce to appear on a broad-
cast, but after he starred in "The Pris-

oner of Zenda" he suddenly took a lik-

ing to radio and has been on the R-adic

Theater nine times.

The biggest nights (with the excep-

tion of the MacDonald-Eddy appear-
ances) in the Radio Theater have been
when Jean Harlow and Robert Taylor
did a radio version of "Madame Sans
Gene," and when Alan Ladd, freshly

and honorably discharged from the
Army, appeared in "China" with Loretta
Young. The bobby socks were out in

full force. Strangely enough one of the

largest crowds on Vine Street in front

of the theater was when Roddy Mc-
Dowall appeared in a broadcast of "My
Friend Flicka."

DeMille, who is not the most patient

man in the world at the studio, works
painstakingly with his radio actors. He
prides himself on having a program that

runs smoothly, and with a minimum of

that last minute confusion always found
in a broadcasting station. He is still

trying to figure out exactly what Orson
Welles meant when he said to a friend,

following a recent broadcast at the Radio
Theater, "You know I was on the Lux
show last week. It was just like playing

a split week in St. Patrick's Cathedral."
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Education for a Home Girl

Continued fronn page 20

We were having tea in the wood pan-

elled study where Gypsy does her writ-

ing, overlooking the courtyard which is

surrounded on one side by a high white

wall and on the other three by the

twenty-six room house in New York's

fashionable East Sixties which she bought

last year over the protests of everyone

who knew her, especially her lawyer.

"Even the plumbers ask me why I

ever got roped into a deal like this," she

sighed. "Whenever a pipe needs fixing

it crumbles to dust in their hands. And
the electricians have been trying to

figure out the wiring so that we can use

the interhouse telephone system when
we want to get in touch with each other

instead of screaming out of windows.

It's like hving in a jig-saw puzzle and
I wonder if I shouldn't accept some of

those grand offers I've had for it."

Her eyes were staring down into the

flagged courtyard where Humphrey Bo-

cat, a striped gentleman of the alley who
had begun life under the Third Avenue
El and who, in the way of cats, wasn't

going to show he was unduly impressed

by the fact that he now owned a house

built by a Vanderbilt and had a celebrity

like Gypsy Rose Lee working for him,

lay casually stretched under a tree.

Sunshine filtered through the leaves

. of the tall tree and lingered on the ivy

growing up the white brick wall. Less

than a block away from the El and a

noisy trolley line, the only sound was
the water gushing from the fountain

almost concealed by the rhododendrons
and azalias growing around it.

It wasn't the twentieth century or

New York at all, that courtyard. It be-

longed to another age and another

, world. And anyone looking at it knew
why Gypsy had bought that house and
knew just as surely that she'd never be
able to bring herself to the point where
she could sell it.

"I love houses," Gypsy gazed wist-

fully about her and if ever a super-

fluous remark was made, that was it.

Not only does she love houses, she
loves everything that goes into a house,
right down to the last eggbeater. Even
the twenty-six room house in New York
and the fourteen room one situated on
top of a mountain overlooking the Hud-
son River aren't big enough to accom-
modate the things Gypsy has been ac-

cumulating ever since she's had the
money to buy them.

"Ever since I can remember I've been
fascinated by things. And I still am.
There was that wonderful enamel ther-

mos jug in a hotel room during the in-

between period when I had come to the
place where I could afford a room and
bath. I'd never wanted anything so

much as I did that jug. The waiter
who brought up my breakfast must have
been a mindreader. 'Miss Lee,' he said

the morning I was checking out, 'we
have a storeroom full of those thermos
bottles because guests keep taking them.'
And then before I had a chance to really

choke on that gulp of hot coffee I'd

taken trying to seem nonchalant, he went
on quickly. 'I know how much you like
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"I'll never forget how guilty I felt.

But I still take that thermos with me
whenever I travel and I've never gotten

over the fascination of acquiring things

one way or the other, either." She
smiled. "Before, I used to have ash

trays with Thompson's and Silver's on
them. Now they say the Ritz and the
Ambassador. Only the hotels have
changed.

"When my sister June (June Havoc)
and I were kids and mother took us

trouping all over the country in our
vaudeville act we used to carry a cre-

tonne bedspread, a trunk cover, a coffee

pot and a boudoir lamp shade with us

and the minute we got to a hotel we
started fixing our room to make it look

homey. Later on, and before the war
put a stop to such fripperies as traveling

with forty-six trunks, I carried a set of

dishes, paintings, a victrola and albums
of records with me wherever I went.
If my trailer had been big enough to

carry a house, I'd have taken that, too.

"So it isn't any wonder that I've

come to the place where I simply have
to hold an auction. I knew I would
when I realized that if I were going to

have my own house in Hollywood I

simply would have to get rid of one of

the two in the East, and the country
house seemed the logical choice. And
tliere isn't a corner left in this one where
I could squeeze in another thing.

"Getting ready for the auction, I

came across things I hadn't seen in years.

One was a collection of blue milk glass

that I fell in love with all over again.

But I was stern with myself and grim-
ly began cataloging it. Then the next

day I passed a little antique store and
saw a piece of blue milk glass in the
window. It would only be businesslike,

I told myself, to see what blue glass is

going for these days. So I went in and
came out with three more pieces of it.

The milk glass collection was on again."

There aren't many career women who
find as much joy or as much time to

devote to their homes as Gypsy. She's

a meticulous housekeeper and her cook-
ing is out of this world.

"I learned how to cook in speak-

easies," Gypsy will say beamingly when-
ever a new guest goes into rhapsodies

over a sauce. The ones who have been
there before have repeated their appre-
ciation so often they haven't any words
left that are synonymous with marvelous.

"That is, that's where I learned my best

cooking. The run of the mill variety I

taught myself, fixing little snacks in my
room after the last show.
"You know," she went on with that

engaging frankness of hers which is just

one of the reasons her collection of

friends is even bigger than her collec-

tion of antiques, "just a few years ago I

lived in a twenty-eight dollar a month,
four-flight walk-up, just a stone's throw
away from here and I don't mean a
taxi throw, either. It was a cold water
flat without heat over on Fifty-seventh

Street under the El and over a saloon

where a skeet ball game went on all

night making it almost impossible to

sleep. But once you puft'ed up those
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four flights and were inside you'd never

guess you were in a Third Avenue tene-

ment. Some of the nicest things I have

picked up in those second-hand stores

on Second and Third Avenue, before

they went ritzy and called themselves

antique shops, which were such a god-

send to people like me who wanted to

live the way they were accustomed to.

I found my first piece of Gregory glass in

one of them and I've been proud of

myself ever since for loving it on sight,

long before I ever knew it was a col-

lector's item. I paid a quarter for it. I

remember because a quarter was an
awful lot of money in those days.

"Just a few months ago June got

Humphrey Bocat over on Third Avenue,
too. She paid a kid three dollars for

him. He saw her coming and June didn't

know Humphrey was the sort of cat

people are delighted to give away. You
see, we'd never had a cat.

"June and I have had to learn the hard
way about things other people have
kno\^"n all their lives. Things like table

manners and grammar and hanging your
things in closets. I'd lived so many
years in wardrobe trunks that even when
a show I was in settled down for a run
I'd still keep putting things in my trunk
without it ever occurring to me that the

bureau in my room was there to be
used and the drawers weren't just orna-

ments.
"I can't tell you how I regret having

had the sort of childhood I did, not

being brought up in a regular family,

not going to school or being taken to

the dentist regularly. That's the reason

I have these twenty-eight little tomb-
stones in my mouth, otherwise known
as caps, and had to pay two thousand
doUars when I grew up.

"Most women know about linens and
furniture instinctively. But it cost me
thousands in mistakes before I really

got to know about them. That old hard
way again. Maybe that's the reason
I've picked the infantry as my pet
branch of the service—they have to go
it the hard way, too."

She smiled that gay, infectious smile

of hers which, with that lilt in her voice,

would certainly dispel any notion any-
one might have that she was indulging
in any orgy of self-pity. If there's one
thing that Lee gal has not collected it's

a neurosis of any kind. There isn't even
a glimmer of one in her makeup. No,
Gj^psy was being, she thought, just very
practical and businesslike about the
whole thing. And it was probably these
traits which caused her to decide to re-

turn to Hollywood by way of Reno
where she plans to file suit for divorce

against Alexander Kirkland. But the
big news about Gypsy is that she will

have two important releases in January
—not only the release of her picture,

"Belle Of The Yukon," but a brand new
baby, scheduled to arrive the first of

the year.

But I wonder if, clear-thinking and
down-to-earth and forthright as she is,

it has ever occurred to her that there
probably isn't a girl in the world who
wouldn't be willing to trade her happy
childhood plus all the advantages that
came with it for the things Gypsy has
gotten out of life, a sense of humor that

Who'll Be the NextVictim
in Your Family?

Ugly Skin Irritations* are

so embarrassing! Relieve, help
heal them the modern way

—

with Noxzema Medicated
Cream. Try it for just 10 days!

Rough, Red Hands. Medi-
cated Noxzema not only brings

quick relief, but soothes and
helps heal the tiny "cracks" of
rough, chapped hands.

Chafed Skin. Soothing Nox-
zema quickly relieves the sting

and smart, helps heal baby's
"diaper rash," chafing, and
similar irritations.

Nurses Discovered it!

Nurses were among the first

to discover the many ways
Noxzema helps. Try it for
minorbums, minorinsect bites,

too! Get a jar for your family
loday! »externally-caused

Burning Feet. Noxzema is

grand for tired, burning feet-
feels just like "wading in a cool
stream." It's greaseless; won't
stain—vanishes almost at once.

Shaving Irritation, Nox-
zema Specially Prepared for

shaving gives a grand, smooth,
easy shave; leaves the skin soft

and soothed afterward.

Trims, slims and streamlines your

figure with sublime comfort.

Raschel Knit, [ashiontd. to

fit . . .won't run, roll or

creep up. Coming . .

.

as soon as Lastex

is available.
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Stand and cheer near OUR goal

post," Eddie called from the foot-

ball field. "Then 1*11 score a dozen
touchdowns— just to catch a glimpse
of your bright, sparkling hair!"

"You toss compliments almost as

well as that ball," I laughed. But
how glad I was that Nestle Colorinse

gave my hair such glowing high-

lights—such lustrous sheen! And
Colorinse makes my hair sparkle

with richer, warmer color—makes it

so much softer and silkier, too.

After the game Eddie said, "You
helped us win today, Gorgeous.
How about a date to celebrate.'"'

Wouldn't he be surprised if he knew
how Colorinse is helping ME win
in the game of Love!

For yovr next permsntnl.aik isr sn Opalticinl Crtmi

( * Wave, by Nettle—eriginalsrs of permanent waving.

COLORINSE
AS teotttr fftSR?*^*

mP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG
For that well-groomed look, wheth-

er you wear your hair up or down
• —a delicately perfumed hair lac-

quer. Just a few drops of Hair<

lac will keep your coif in place

throughout the day. 2V2 oz.

bottle 25c.

HAIRIAC

any gag man would retire his joke books

on for life, a zest for living that's so

contagious it makes anyone spending

just a few minutes with her glad to be

alive, too, and an appreciation of the

good things of life which gives her the

emotional security any psychiatrist will

tell you is the only real security.

Certainly, anyone who knows her and
her joy in her home, would say it's the

best education for a home girl in the

world, never having had a home until

you've grown up. Only I have a sneak-

ing suspicion that to really make it work
you'd have to be born a Gypsy Rose Lee.

Bob Hope Tours Again

Continued from page 43

so they flew blind, but—and it was not

rough until they got off Diamond Head.
And if you don't think it was rough,

how come the automatic pilot bailed

out? And so they went even before they

got on a stage.

In seven days the Hope show aver-

aged four one-hour performances a day
and tossed in several more when Hope
found out that some of the smaller

camps he was passing wanted him but

were cut out because of the time ele-

ment. His show had been rehearsed for

an hour but at Schofield Barracks he

stretched it out to nearly two hours

when the soldiers would not let him
leave.

Bob Hope not only played all of the

bases and posts on the Island of Oahu,

he made flying trips to Hawaii, Mauai
and Kauai to entertain troops on the

other Hawaiian Islands. Following a

swing of the Hawaiian circuit he left for

a tour of the Central Pacific and South-

west Pacific battlefronts to play an even

stiffer schedule than Bob has ever let

himself in for. As Hope went down the

line Jack Benny with Carole Landis and a

troupe including Larry Adler were com-
ing back up the jungle circuit. They
had arrived together in Honolulu but

had separated so as to give the service-

men two shows.

While thousands of men turned out

for every Hope show it was at Schofield

Barracks that the SRO sign had to go

up six hours before he arrived. The big

Army Post, a permanent establishment

overseas and the Army's biggest peace-

time post and even larger now, has a

covered arena that can seat thousands

normally.

But the arrival of Bob Hope & Co.

was not normal. Scheduled to make his

first of two appearances at 7:30 p.m.. Bob
arrived early to find out that the big

Bowl had been filled to capacity by 5

p.m., and that several thousand soldiers

had been in their seats since early in the

afternoon.

The reception given Bob Hope and
to Jack Benny in his one show in Oahu
before shoving off should be ample

proof to the Hollywood big names that

they are wanted out in the Pacific. Mov-
ing pictures are wanted, of course, but

there is nothing like live talent to really

make battle-weary soldiers forget it all

for a brief spell.

DOH'T DYE

GRAY HAIR
. . . until you try the new
"Color-Control" method
—Mary T. Goldman's
Gray Hair Coloring Prep-
aration. Then watch your
hair take on the beautiful,

natural-looking color you
desire, quickly—or so
gradually your closest
friends won't guess!
So easy to use! Buy a

bottle of Mary T. Goldman's and comb it

through your gray, bleached or faded hair.

See how this new scientific "Color-Con-
trol" method gives you the youthful hair

shade you want. Pronounced harmless by
competent medical authorities (no skin test

needed). Will not harm your wave or change
the smooth, soft texture of your hair. Safe,

sure and inexpensive, too! Millions have
found new hair beauty by using Mary T.

Goldman's in the privacy of their homes.
So help yourself to beautiful hair—today!

Demand genuine Mary T. Goldman's at

your drug or department store on money-
back guarantee. Or, if you'd rather try it

first, mail coupon below for free test kit.

Mary T. Goldman Co., 166 Goldman Bldg.

St. Paul2.Minn.Sendfreesample.Check color.

O Black Dark Brown Light Brown
Medium Brown D Blonde Auburn

Name

Address

City ..State-
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PROTECT YOUR POLISH
WITH SEAL-COTE

Avoid the ugliness of
chipped polish—make
rour manicures last and
ast with SEAL-COTE
Liquid Nail Protector.
You don't have much
time these days for mani-
cures— yet well-groomed
hands are important to

morale. "SEAL-COTE
your nails today and
every day."

SEAL COTE
2 So at CosmeticCounters

For generous sample,

clip this ad and
send with lie to cover

mailing. Sea I-Cote

Co., 739 Seward,
Hollywood, Calif.

ENGAGEMENTWk II

V

BARGAIN
TEN DAYS' TRIAL

—

SEND NO MONEY
Introductory offer: With
every order for smart,
new. Sterling Silver Soli-
taire engagennent ring we
will include without extra
charge exquisite wedding
ring set with eight imita-

tion diamonds matching in
fire and brilliance the beau-

tiful imitation Diamond solitaire en-
nent nng (the perfect bridal pair). Send

1^ no money with order. Just name, address
jf" and ring size. We ship both rings In lovely

gift box Immediately and you make just 2
easy payments of $2 each, total only $4. We
trust you. No red tape as you make first pay-
ment and 20^70 Federal tax to postinian on ar-
rival then balance any time within 30 days.
Money-back guarantee. War conditions make
•upply limited. Act NOW.

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. ST-256. Jefferson. Iowa

WHAT'S WRONG with

THIS GIRL?
Free. Get the studio secret,

14 Points for Dressing by
Eleanore King, noted mo-
tion picture coach and
radio adviser. Join the
thousands of confident
women who know. They
have developed charm thru
Eleanore King's studio
methods, now available in

her home course. You learn

quickly, what to do and
how. Appeal . . . posture,

carriage, conversation, cos-

tuming, hair styling, high-

light and shadow make-up.
Vital questions solved for

you. No merchandise to

buy. Start now, get

Eleanore King's Studio Secret

"14 POINTS for DRESSING"FREE
Eleanore King Home Course
Box 1910, Dept. 3
Hollywood, California

MAIL COUPON
Without obligation, please aend me free, Eleanore
King's 14 Points for Dressing and information how
I, too, can develop my charm and poise.

Name ^

Address.

City _ZoNE ^State_

Just Call Me Jim

Continued fronn page 26

When James Henry Meador, known to

film fans as James Craig, was notified lie

had been advanced to the position of

sales promotion manager of a branch of

General Motors at Houston, instead of

going out on the town and throwing a

whing-ding to celebrate his very good
fortune, he sat down for the pause tJiat

refreshes.

"Look, son," he reasoned, "it lias taken

you three years to get from college here.

You're now getting the munificent sum
of $340 a month. From now on tlie a<l-

vancements will be much slower. Where
do we go from here.'' Where do you
end up?"

A loud silence was the answer. Jim
has always been a firm believer in that

tried and true geometrical proposition:

"A straight line is the shortest course be-

tween two given points." He strode into

the office of General Motors' main
squeeze—in Houston, Texas. "Bill," he
said without any preliminary beating

about the bush, "how much j'ou mak-
ing?"

Bill gulped and blinked. Jim's half-

wry, half-humorous grin took the edge
off his impudence. "$10,000 a year," Bill

admitted.

"How long did it take you to get

there?" Jim persisted.

"Ten years," Bill confessed. "Why?
Have I done something wrong?"

"Not at all," Jim generously assured
him. "You're terrific. Thanks."

Back in his own office, he sat down
again. "In ten years," he reflected,

"you'll be thirty-seven and, if you're
lucky, you'll be making $10,000 a year.

By the time you're fifty you may be
making $15,000 a year—if you get the
breaks. W^hen do you get rich?"

He glanced out the window. A thea-

ter marquee blazoned, "Get Rich Quick
Wallingford."

"Two and two make four," Jim mused,
still sticking to his mathematical propo-

sitions. "That's good enough for me."
Vacation was no problem to Jim that

year. He'd saved his money, he trimmed
his sails for Hollywood. The first place

he headed for was MGM where Oliver

Hinsdale was dramatic coach. Mr. Hins-
dale had been the director of the Little

Theater in Dallas, Texas. Jim was a
Texan. Texans are as clannish as the
Irish. "Two and two make four," Jim
grinned.

Mr. Hinsdale evidently saw possibili-

ties in the young giant but realized he
could stand plenty of polishing. "Y'ou'd

better go home and join the Little Thea-
ter and get some experience," he ad-
vised. "Come back in a year and we'll

try you again."

Jim followed his advice. He gave up
his apartment and moved into a $6 a
week boarding house. He could save
more that way. Being a salesman lie

knew the value of keeping up contacts
The year was punctuated with letters to

and from Hinsdale, giving the latter no
chance to forget him.
When Jim returned to Hollywood a

year later he headed for Paramount.

she's VAPvVACIOUS,

# •

/

Her presence is dynamic

. . . her attraction undeniable . . .

her impression unforgettable. In a

word—a new word—she's varvacious,

with Varva's exciting perfumes

"Follow Me" and "Nonchalant."

They've made her very fery ...

Varra extracts—$1 to SI 3 • Bath Powder, $1
Pace Powder, 6 guest pr/fjs. $1 ' Bubble Foam, $1

Sachet, $1 and S1J5 ' Talc, i5c
( plus tax

)

NONCHALANT
'Your Secret Weapon)

The Devil-May-
Care Perfume

FOLLOW ME
(Suite: .Mo/'

I

The Perfume That
Leads anj Lasts

VARVA
Evtptrc Slate Building, New \ ork 1, .\ . \ .
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WORTH

WAITING FOR

UNDIES

Victory! . . . the future stretching bright

before you. And for your young figure's

bright future, BLUE SWAN UNDIES . . .

irresistible new styles in heather soft

materials designed for form-flatfery,

comfort and good taste. Supplies are

limited today, so if your favorite

department store is temporarily short, do

try again. They're well worth waiting for.

INC.

EMPIRE STATE BUILDING • NEW YORK

MILLS, SAYRE, PA.

Hinsdale was now at Paramount. A con-

tract and mutual admiration society was
the outcome of the second visit.

His screen career was launched in a

series of Westerns. Two years later it

appeared Jim was doomed to wear chaps
and Colts to the end of the chapter. "I

guess I don't like this book," he told

himself, closing it right smack in the

middle of the chapter.

"Instead of storming Hollywood, let

Hollywood discover you" is a favorite

Hollywood thesis. Jim put it into effect,

shook the dust of Paramount from his

feet and headed for Broadway.
Guthrie McClintic signed him for "Mis-

souri Legend" and Hollywood promptly
"discovered" him. Several studios start-

ed bidding and he finally signed with

Columbia.
Back in what we denizens laughingly

call "The Land of Make-Believe," Jim
appeared little better off than before

—

except that his bank account was grow-
ing. When he wasn't making Westerns
he was making "B" and "Sub-B" pic-

tures. Just as he was preparing to take

another fling at Broadway, RKO bor-

rowed him for the part of the doctor in

"Kitty Foyle" opposite Ginger Rogers
and, almost immediately, bought his

contract.

One role followed another in dizzying

succession. "The Unexpected Uncle,"

"All That Money Can Buy," "Valley Of
The Sun," "Omaha Trail" (for MGM)

,

"Seven Miles From Alcatraz," "North-
west Rangers" (again for MGM) were
all crowded into one short year, but
there was never a peep from Jim about
being over-worked or needing a rest. He
was getting a good salary and he was
becoming known. "All That Money Can
Buy" was a surprise hit and he meant
to cash in on the unexpected publicity

by being in as many pictures and keep-
ing before the public as much as pos-

sible.

MGM started making eyes at him.
They had never quite got over drop-
ping Deanna Durbin when they had her
under contract at $50 a week. They
didn't intend having to live down a sec-

ond mistake. They bought Craig's con-
tract from RKO "for a cool $50,000 at

about the same time they bought Lucille

Ball's^ from the same studio.

"I rib the heck out of Lucy about
that," Jim laughs. "RKO had a picture

ready for me so they could afford to

hold out for a good price. For once,

nothing was scheduled for Lucy. So I

tell her RKO let me go for $50,000 pro-

vided MGM would also take her."

"The Human Comedy," "Swing Shift

Maisie," "Lost Angel," "Heavenly Body"
and "Kismet" have all been jammed
into the year he's been at the Culver
City plant.

Success hasn't changed Jim. Today
he knows more grips and props than he
does stars.

"Anyone with even a semblance of a
'name' can throw a couple of brawls and
be invited to enough parties to keep
him busy for a year." Jim argues. "And
it doesn't mean a thing. When I was
out here first and unknown, nobody
bothered with me. I get a bigger kick
out of having someone of the crew on a
picture yell, 'Hi, Jim. How's the bub.'''

"

You will /ove

In millionaire's mansions and collage

kitchens. you'U Und PADDY O'HAIR—the
beloved and amusing novelty ever

creaied. Shure •

water: spread special seed—then walch

the miracle! PADDY grows thick crop of bright green hair,

eyebrows end sideburns. You can give him haircuts; the

grass wiU grow for months; can be planted again and

again. Head is durable pottery; rich sunton color: S inches

tall. Thousands buy PADDY ior themselves then reorder

for gifts. Sent complete with

spe structi<

SI postpaid, money back guar-

antee. Supply is limited. Avoid

disappointment: buy full supply

oi this ideal Christmas gilt

NOW. Regular orders shipped

promptly, but we cannot make
C. O. D. shipments later than De-

cember 1st. Order PADDY today.

PADDY NOVELTY CO.
1 WASHINGTON AVENUK

GOLIAD, TEXAS

you. »S*r S2.50^ostftlJJ

UGLY WARTS GONE
Now She's Beautiful
Remove UGLY WARTS this quick,
easy way. lOD-ISE. remarkable new
preparation discovered by druggist, re-
moves ugly warts. lOD-ISE dries up
ymall. horny growths so they disappear.
Will not injure skin. Leaves no scar.

Results guaranteed or Money Back. At
all druggists, 35c—or mail order direct
to Dept. 12. lod-lse Co.. Clifton. N. .T.

POEMS WANTED
I———

For Musical Setting |
Mother, Home, Love, Sacred. Patriotic. Comic
or any subject. DON'T DELAY—Send us your

RICHARD BROTHERS 'SSt%Vol'f\'i^^r

148 PAGE GIFT CATALOG.
i rllttH Here's the answer to your
Christinas prohlem* Sove money. Buy your

Diamonds, Watches and Gifts direct from one
of America's oldest and greatest jewelry houses,

founded in 1877. Every quality item guaranteed or
money refunded. Thousands of satisfied customers.
Cash or easy monthly payments. Send for your free

copy today. TAPPIN'S, Jewelers, Broad Street

at Branford, Newark 2, New Jersey, Dept. A-17.

OAMy MEDICATION
Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS'* Soap is a special soap

containing the same costly medication as 104 year
proved Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Ointment. Whip
up the rich cleansing, FOAMY MEDICATION with
finger tips, washcloth or brush and allow to remain
on 3 minutes. Amazingly quick results come to many
skins, afflicted with pimples, blackheads, itching of

eczema, and rashes externally caused that need the
scientific hygiene action of Palmer's "SKIN SUC-
CESS" Soap. For your youth -clear, soft loveliness,

give your skin this luxurious 3 minute foamy medica-
tion-treatment. At toiletry counters everywhere 25c
or from E. T. Browne Drug Company, 127 Water SL.
New York 5, N. Y.
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Endorsed by

I
Powers

in fine rayons

about $;.7»
*>i[ at better stores

iiouis Herman & Co.

creators of
MOVIE STAR SLIPS

Dept H
S9 Madison Ave., N.Y. 16, N.Y.

If that tell-tale "painted" look is

giving away your Gray Hair "secret"
. . if you feel broken-hearted and

humiliated by the streaks and discolo -

^ ^ ations often caused by inferior tints

—

* do this today! Insist on Rap-I-Dol

—

the Perfected Shampoo Tint— a Four
Star Beauty Aid. Rap-I-Dol's sparkling, highlighted color
will match your hair and give you a NATURAL looking
eppearance! Rap-I-Dol is quickly applied—can't rub off

—will not alTect your "permanent"!

FREE! GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
Let us mail confidential color analysis of your hair, and
recommendation of correct Rap-I-Ool tint to match! Send
name and address, with a strand of your hair, today:

(CAUTION : Use only as directed on label)
Rap-I-Dol Distributing Corporation

151 West 46th Street Dept 3IL. New York 19, N. Y.

^SyOfJ CANHAVBjQ^

Don't let your I

be spoiled by siiame
embarrassment over a flat,

undeveloped or sagging form.

Help develop a glomorous, ollur^

ing contour of high youthful

rounded Fullness! Tested, proven,

easy-to-use methods given in tho

wonderful, scientifically authentic

book, "Approved Methods for

Care and Development of the

Form," Experience the thrilling

joys of having your contour ap-

pear shapely, rounded, romantic-

ally beautiful. Proven successful

by thousands of women. Lifetime

results, safely, easily, positively.

If not satisfied, return within 10
days and money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONEYI
Cenofit by this extroordinarY rgduction.
Formerly more than DOUBLE this price Now
only $1 00 Order now C O. D plui postage.
Pay postman on arrivol To love Postage
send SI 00 with order, and we ship prepaid
in plain wrapper

SUCCESS STUDIOS • BALTO.

Him BiFom

.

emAnrRimcB!,

MD„B0X89S-P

"The bub" is .Jim'.s four-y('ar'-()l(J .son.

who comes pretty clo.se to being the

mainspring of Jim's life.

Nor has success lessened his iipprecia-

tion of the value of a dollar. "Not so

long ago," he told me, "my wife wanted
a new dress. I've never run charge ac-

counts anywhere so when she said slic

wanted a dress I asked her how much she

needed. 'Oh, I think I can get a pretty

good one for about $150,' she said care-

lessly. '$150!' I yelled. 'Do you realize

that that's as much as either of our fami-

lies ever had to live on a month?' 'But

you're making all this money,' she ar-

gued. 'So I am,' I conceded. 'But that

isn't income. This golden stream isn't

going to flow forever. We have to live

modestly until we've put by enough to

make sure we're never going to have to

want for anything.'

"

And Jim practices what he jireaches.

An actor's wardrobe is part of his stock

in trade and for his pictures he never
begrudges anything he has to buy. But
I'll venture his private wardrobe is more
modest than almost any actor's in Holly-

wood.
His pride and joy is his ranch. He

had one beautiful place. Just when he
had about got it fixed up the way he
wanted it, a fire razed it to the ground.
He promptly turned the groimd in on
another place and every moment he isn't

working on a picture is spent out there.

"What got into you to want a ranch
in the first place.''" I asked curiously,

because if ever I've seen a chap who
looked like an urbanite it's Jim.
"Why," he exclaimed in surjtrise, "all

my people have been people of the soil

as far back as I can remember. None of

them has ever been in show business
before—not even a medicine show. I get

a tremendous kick out of planting things

and watching them grow—and out of

raising live stock. A farmer has to know
so much about so many things; he has
to be an agronomist, a mechanic, a

plumber, a veterinarian, a horticulturist

—well, you go on from there. You get

the idea."

"How do you manage to get enougli

help in times like these to keep it go-

ing?" I persisted.

"My brother and his wife run it." he
said, "and they really work. When I'm
out there / work—and I mean work. I

bought that place as an investment. It

isn't on a paying basis yet—but it soon
will be. I'm not one of these gentlemen
farmers. When I go out there I pitch in.

Nobody knows what's going to happen
when this war is over but the one thing
I do know is that I'll have that ranch
and I can raise all I need to live. Of
course," he continued, "it's only ten
acres and that isn't much of a 'ranch'

—

at least, not compared to Texas wheic
anything less than a thousand acres i.-~

considered a farm. But it's big enougli

to raise what I need. Just now I hav
3,000 chickens and I market them, too
I have 4 hogs, 6 head of cattle, beside.-

raising alfalfa and a Victory garden."
He didn't add that "just now" he i.-

also suffering from six broken ribs. He
fell in love with a six-months-old bull

calf and bought him. The attachment
grew and was reciprocated. Jim and the

calf (now two years old) had fine times

L LIPSTICK
gives your lips the

lure men dream
abouh

A Quality Lipstick
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Want The Best.

Nothing finer in

the cosmetic
field, no matter
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• STAYS ON LONGER
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• SMART SHADES ^5 plus

lax

fn bceufi/uf all-plastic sanifary case

at your favorite cham, depart-

ment or drug store, wi'h matching

rouge and other toiletries.
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flve cents, and v^e will send yoo o Carole
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ALLIED TOILETRIES DISTRIBUTORS, INC.

565 Fiftli.Avftnoe New York 17, N. Y.
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SCALP

ODORi

Her own fault— if she'd check her

hat, pillow or hairbrush, she
wouldn't be sitting home nights.

She'd realize that the scalp per-

spires, too—and that the hair,

particularly oily hair, quickly col-

lects unpleasant odors.

She'd use Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo regularly and never risk

scalp odor again. This gentle
shampoo, which contains pure me-
dicinal pine tar, cleanses the hair

and scalp thoroughly and leaves

the hair fresh and fragrant. The
delicate pine scent does its work
—then disappears.

Don't risk having scalp odor

—

and not know it. Let Packer's care

for your hair and scalp. You can
get Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
at any drug, depart-

ment or ten-cent
store.

SYNTHETIC

Rubber Heel& Sole

rough-housing until one day recently

when Jim liappened to glance the other

way the calf playfully brushed him with
the side of a horn and broke his ribs.

Mr. L. B. Mayer received a present of

a pedigreed bull for his ranch the next

day.

"I'm only living for the time priori-

ties are lifted." Jim went on, "so we can
enlarge the house and live there. We
can't get the materials now and, even if

we could, with gas rationing I couldn't

get back and forth to the studio.

"We have a place in Beverly now and
I hate it. It's a nice enough house but

I get the fidgets when I'm in it. I take

three steps from the den and I'm in the

kitchen. I take three steps in anothei

direction and I'm upstairs. It seems to

me there isn't room enough to swing a

cat. Anyliow. I want the Bub to grow
up out of doors."

The biggest thrill Jim has ever had

—

and it is indicative of his character

—

that same old geometrical proposition:

"A straight line " was while he was
playing his second year of football in

High School. He was playing left end.

They had worked out a play where the

right halfback threw a pass to Jim. The
interference formed on the right and Jim
was supposed to fade back and then

cross over until he could get in behind
them. They were playing their toughest

game of the season. The quarter called

tliis particular play. Jim caught the pass

but instead of falling in behind his in-

terference, he glanced up, saw the goal

posts ahead of him, charged like a bull,

literally ran over three men and scored

tlie only touchdown of the game.

He expected to be the school hero foi

practically winning the game single

handed. The coach gave him hell for not

taking advantage of perfect interference

but Jim still believes his theory is the

right one. You pick out the point you
want to reach and you make for it a.'

directly as possible. You get theri

sooner.

He hates liars. Of all the people ht

Ann So+hern's "Maisie Goes To Reno," with

fie-man Hodiak, will keep fans interested

while she takes time out for motherhood.

Moonlight magic

m
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Details and Complete Services for all ^ong\vriters.
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leading fashion magazines. All colors. By mail,
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for charming coiffures
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own locks. Choose to
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Fat Woman Loses

32 Lbs. Now Has a

Model's Figure
Miss Betty Reynolds, Brooklyn,
writes: "I weighed 156 lbs., now only
124—wear si/^e 14 again." .lust think.
Miss Reynolds though plump lost

weight weekly wilh AYDS Vitamin
Candy Reducing Plan. Your experi-
ence m;iy or may not be the same
but try this easier weight losing plan
yourself on our generous Money Back
offer.

With this plan you eat plenty—but
not too much. You don't cut out po-
tatoes, butter, etc. or meals. You just
cut them down.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
No laxatives. No exercise. No drugs.
It's simple when you enjoy delicious
AYDS before meals. Only $2.25 for

30 days' supply. First box must show
results or money back. Now—enjoy the comfortable
AYDS way to a lovelier figure. Sold at leading
department and drug stores everywhere.

''pair*'

DIAMOND RINGS
Just to get acquainted we will send you smart, new lOK
yetiow gold engagement ring or wedding ring. Romance de-
Sign eng-agement ring set with flashing, Rose cut diamond
solitaire in sentimental sweetheart mounting. Wedding ring
is deeply embossed, lOK yellow gold, set with 3 genuine
chip Diamonds. Either ring only $5.95 or both for $9.95
plus postage and 20Cyi Federal tax. SRND NO MONEY with
order, just name and ring size. Pay on arrival, then wear
rings 10 oavs on monev-bnck gunrantee. Rush order now!
EMPIRE DIAMOND CO., Dept. 724-DS. Jefferson. Iowa

COLOR YOUR HAIR „
THE,,

Shampoo and color your hair at the samel
time mth SHAMPO-KOLOR, quiddy, eas-\
lly, yourself, at home. Any shade, close to I

scalp. No dyed look. Will not rub off. Permits perm. wave.
Ko experience needed. Caution: Use only as directed on label.

Free Book. Valligny Prod. lnc.,Dpt.20>R 254 W.3ISt.,N.Y.

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY I

New, lovely proportions for your
k^^^^ \ ^^^^^^1 legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,

Y^^^^k \^^^^H etc.—in this healthful, new, as-

.\^^^^^^\^^^H tonishingly easy way. Only a tew

V\^^^^^^o.^^H minutes per day your twn liome,

X^^^^H^W EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!

VX^^^^^^Hb^H Used successfully by hundreds
^ * ^^^^^^^^ of smart women everywhere.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon K. SAN FRANCISCO.S, CAL.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

ha.« ever known he ha.s the greatest re-

spect for hi.s grandfather. He was visit-

ing him on the hitter's farm one summer
when he was a kid. There was to be a

fox-hunt and hi.s grandfalfjcr coiihln't

go. -Jim begged to be allowed to ride a

bay mare instead of liis own pony. His

grandfather was liesitant, fearing Jim or

the mare might become excited and lie

miglit come to grief. .liin plctidcd until

he got his way. His grandfalher gave

him explicit instructions about tethering

the mare if lie got off her, and loosening

the cinch of the .saddle.

Jim rode bravely off, feeling quite the

man. Suddenly he .saw the fox making
foi his hole. Jim and the others rode

hurriedly up to intercept him. The oth-

ers tethered their horses but Jim grabbed

a stick and ran at the fox. The mare
wandered home. His grandfather woke
about two in the morning, worried be-

cause Jim hadn't come in. He went out-

side, unharne.s.sed the mare, hung up the

gear and put her in the barn. Jim
trudged in at sunrise. His grandfather

never spoke to Jim. Jim stood it for

about two hours. "About that mare, she

must have broken loose ," he began

"She didn't break loose," his grand-

father interrupted. "You didn't tie her

You've lied to me and of all the ornery

people on earth, as far as I'm concerned,

a liar is the worst."

"He was right, too," Jim maintains

"You can lock your door against a thief

you can think up excuses for a mur-
derer, but you can't combat a liar. They
steal into your house and take advan-
tage of you. I've never lied since then

and I've no use for anyone wlio does.

When you get into hot water the best

thing to do is to come clean and get it

over with. You may be in for a bad
few minutes but at least people respect

you for being honest and when whatever
it is blows over you've nothing hanging
over you. On the other hand, if you try

to cover up you get yourself into such
a labyrinth of lies

"

"A straight line is the shortest dis

tance between two points." Shake hand-
with Honest Jim. Jim Craig.

'Pipff".
I wonder if this Tampax really is

l/(A^- jjjg marvelous improvement they

say it is for monthly sanitary protection...

tiB/lotX^- Your reasoning mind says

O.K. It appeals to your common sense

. . . Are you hesitating only because it

seems so different?

'Pip'ttu'
Perhaps you're right . . .Come to

l/KA^- think of it, the more alert and
progressive among my friends are the

ones who use Tampax!

Anyway, how can all those
TTS/lott^. millions of Tampax users

be wrong? Especially with a doctor^

invented product like this?

"Bftllj
'^^^''^ ^ challenge! Why should I

be the one to hang back from
adoptingamodern, scientific improvement.-*

I'm going to use Tampax this very month!

Tampax is worn internally and absorbs
internally. Made of pure surgical cotton
compressed in dainty applicators. Tampax
is extremely compact, handy and comfort-
able. No belts, no pins, no external pads.
Causes no bulges or ridges under even the
sheerest dress. Quick to change. No odor.
No chafing. Easy disposal . . . Sold in 3
sizes (Regular, Super, Junior) at drug
stores and notion counters. Whole month's
supply will go into your purse. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 Absorbencies

REGULAR

SUPER JUNIOR

Two-gun MaiSie warbles a song western

fashion in swank Reno hotel, surrounded
as usual by mystery, intrigue and romance.

Accepted for Ad-
rertisitig by the
Journal of the
AmericanMedicul
Association.
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Bing Crosby's Biggest Gamble

Continued from page 23

You feel your best and look your best

in the brassiere Maiden Forni! created

especially for your bosom-type. That

is because support and comfort go

hand in band with beautv. in every one of

Maiden Form's skillful designs.

If you can't find your style at first, try again] Dealers

get supplies monthly. Send for Style and Conser\'ation

Folders: Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York 16.

breath away. But they looked him
over, noted the broad shoulders, the

athletic build, and realized that the

phrase "beautiful hunk of man" could

have been coined to suit Dale Easton
instead of Victor Mature. There was a

whispered consultation between them
and then they said, "Okay. We'll arrange
an appointment for you to see Bing."

Although he'd faced the other two
producers with such assurance. Dale's

cockiness deserted him at the thought
of facing Bing. For he couldn't help

remembering the distance that separated

him, tlie lowly extra from Bing, the big

star. However, he decided that he
would figure out ahead of time just what
he would say to Bing. He'd take a tip

from Dale Carnegie and flatter Bing a

bit. He'd tell him just how much he
enjoyed his pictures. But he wouldn't tell

him about playing extra in the "Road"
picture for about a week. That would be
taking too much of a chance! Even
though Bing said he wanted an unknown,
he might not want to take a chance on a

guy who had been just an extra in his

last picture. To make such a guy a star

was too fantastic.

"I was very nervous about seeing Bing.

I went sky high. I had planned exactly

what I was going to say, but I didn't

say any of it."

In fact, just before he went into

Bing's office, he ran back to the water
cooler and had a drink of water.

Nervousness had given him an awful
thirst all of a sudden!

Bing looked Dale over. He liked

what he saw. Dale looks what he is

—

a clean-living guy, virile, mascuhne, the

kind women go crazy over.

"You look like Sullivan," Bing said

approvingly. "But can you act?"
,

Greg thought about his little theater

experience and the extra and tiny bit

parts he has played. "Sure, I can act,"

he said.

"Well, this is not strictly a fight

picture. It's mostly a love story. Do
you think you could act in love scenes?"

In all his life Greg had played just one
love scene, as the English flyer in "Heart
of a City" at the Carl Roth Theater.

"I'm strictly a lover," he said.

Bing laughed, and said that in that

case they'd better test him and see how
the film looked. And so he, was tested.

But in the meanwhile dozens of other

actors kept coming and going to and
from the studio—and it was obvious
Bing and his co-producers were testing

all the available talent before making
up their minds.

Dale should have known that he had
only one chance in a thou.sand of getting

the part; but he knew no such thing.

"Somehow I felt sure I'd get it," he
said. "Maybe it was the way Bing had
acted. I could sense that I'd made a

favorable impression during the inter-

view. I told my brother and all my
friends that I was going to play John L.

I told my wife the same thing.

"My wife tried to warn me: 'Dale,

they haven't promised you anything.

Don't set your heart on it. Don't have
your hopes too high. If you keep on
building yourself up to the idea that

you're going to get the part, you may be
in for an awful letdown.'

"

But Dale continued to be cocky, until

the day when he opened a newspaper
and saw the announcement in black and
white staring him in the face, "Brian
Donlevy is going to play the part of

John L. Sullivan in 'The Great John
L.' " .

At the time Dale didn't know that

you can't always believe newspaper cast-

ing notices. Sometimes on a dull day
press agents and columnists make up
such notices just to fill space.

Friends called him up during the day
to warn him that Donlevy had gotten the

part. Some of them said they'd heard it

from fellows who worked at the studio.

Others hinted that they'd heard it from
Donlevy himself.

That was a black day in Dale's life.

He saw what his wife had meant when
she had warned him against getting up
his hopes too high. Losing the part he
had counted on so much—well, it was
just plain misery, that was all. He felt

the way he had in high school, when his

team had lost a football game, only

worse.

The next morning Frank Mastroly
phoned him. "I'd like to see you," he

UNIVERSALLY PREFERRED.
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Solve Wartime Shortages
|

Wash Halt Shades Lighter With
New 1 1-Minute Home Shampoo
It's difficult staying blonde with wartime
shortages. So let Blondex, the new home
shampoo, made specially for blondes, help
keep light hair from darkening. Its rich
cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy
film that malces hair dark, old - looking.
Talces only 1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair
lustrous highlights. Safe for children. Get
Blondex at 10c, drug and department stores.

DO WRINKLES OR FROWNS
mar your Beauty

B &- P Wrinkles & Frownies will help
smooth them away. Be sure you get
the genuine, the Box with the two
Women used by Ladies of discriminat-
ing taste for over 4 years. 65c &
•'Jl.OO per tjox trial size 3 5c at Drug
& Department Stores or sent direct on
receipt of price.

THE B & P CO.
P. O. Box 2632 Cleveland, O.

Brenda-Will

You Step Out
WithMeTonight?

I know I've been an awful grouch not taking
you any place lately. But after standing all day at
my new job, my feet dam near killed me with cal-

louses and burning. Now I've reformed — or rather
my feet have— thanks to the Ice-Mint you advised.
Never tried anj'thing that seemed to draw the
pain and fire right out so fast — and the way it

helps soften callouses is nobody's business! Been
able to get some extra overtime money — so what
do you say, let's go dancing tonight. You can step
on my lee-ldint feet all you want.

WHIRLINC SPRAY
SYRINGE
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—
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hand, key, etc. (emblems of true love,
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10 DAY TRIAL — Money Back
Guarantee. Send name, address. Pay
postman only 49c plus iKjstage and
tax, or mail 60c in cash or stamps,
and we pai' poatagc and tax.

International Diamond Co.
2251 5. Calumet Ave., Dept. yN3,

Chicago 16, III.

said. "There'.s .sonic-tliiiis I 'l like to tall

to you about."

If it had been any otlier morning, Dali

would have been confident he wa.s goin^

t.) get the part. But after the new.s

paper announcement the day before—

he couldn't imagine why Frank wanted

to .see hini.

"Well, you're .John L," Frank Ma.st-

roly told him.

He met Frank Tuttle, the direcl(jr (j!

the picture. "Do you think you can

handle the gloves?" he a.sked Dale.

Dale had never been a fighter

although he wa.s an athlete. Tuttk
decided to stage a friendly bout in hi.'^

own home. Dale was to box with ;i

friend of his.

The new John L. didn't mean to make
his punch too punchy—but Tuttle'.s

friend stepped right in the way of a

punch and landed on the floor. Dale wa.^

apologetic. Realism was fine, he knew,

but he realized he'd accidentally carried

it too far. One doesn't usually gc

around knocking one's director's best

friends to the ground and punching

them right where it will do the most
harm.
The friend picked himself up gingerly.

Tuttle smiled. "I guess you'll do all

right with the gloves," he told Dale.

Johnny Indrisano, the boxer who
stages the big fights in Hollywood's

most famous pictures, was selected to

train Dale.

"Do you mind if we give you a new
handle.^" Bing asked the man he had
discovered. "No," laughed Dale, "'what

were you thinking of naming me.^"

"Greg McClure. It has an Irish .sounti

to it. And you are Irish, aren't you.^"

"You bet."

Greg and the trainer went to the Y in

Hollywood for the first boxing lessons.

Greg had plenty on his mind, but he
wasn't talking. When he'd been play-

ing football in high school, he had in-

jured his knee joint. He was afraid

that in the fighting scenes, maybe his leg

would cave in. But he hadn't dared tell

Bing that. He was taking no chances.

He wasn't going to say anything that

would lose him the part of John L.

Right after the first boxing bout, his

leg became sore and swollen. He could

hardly stand on it, let alone fight.

Johnny Indrisano said, "Don't you
think we'd better tell the producers

about this.^"

"Xo! What they don't know won't

hurt them. And I'll be all right. I'll

tape up my knee joint, just like I've

always done."

There were three big fight scenes in

the picture, Greg McClure knew. They
were tough scenes, but he'd get through

them somehow. If he told the producers

the truth about his leg, he might be

yanked out of the picture.

He didn't tell Bing, either, about the

leg. But he did tell him about working
as an extra on "The Road to Utopia."

Xow that he was sure he had the part,

he felt it was safe to confess. "I was
the extra who was always hanging
around the cameraman."
"Holy cow," said Bing, "so that was

you! Well. I wanted an unknown and I

certainly picked myself one."

Then he went on to give his new
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actor some advice. "Take it easy."

j

Bing said, "and you'll be all right. Keep
your voice down. Try to feel the part.

I know you'll be okay."
Greg wasn't so sure. "I'd been high

until I got the part," he told me.
"Then I realized I had a terrific respon-
sibility. I thought I wouldn't be able

to sleep again till the picture was over,

that I'd worry about every scene. And
I did worry till the picture started.

My wife said, 'Don't be afraid. They
wouldn't pick you if they didn't know
you could do it.'

"

He did it. The first day was tough.
Not that his own scene that day was
so hard, but one of the other men had
a difficult part and muffed his lines

several times. Each time a retake had
to be made, Greg got more and more
nervous.

But the first day was the worst.

After that, he calmed down. There was
no more insomnia.

Bing came on the set and talked to

him several times. "Well," Bing said

one day, "I just saw your latest picture,

'Cross of Lorraine.' You certainly had
a big part in that."

Greg grinned. He had had a very
tiny bit, playing a French soldier who
had to paint marks on the backs of his

fellow-prisoners. And now he had the

star role in a picture. It was incredible.

"How do I know it's not a dream.''"

he'd say to his wife. "Dreams can some-
times be awfully real."

There were to be about fourteen love

scenes in the picture. Though John L.

is remembered as a great fighter, he was
an equally great lover.

When Greg's mother-in-law heard
about the love scenes, she couldn't help

teasing him. "My, your work must be
tough," she said, "making love to Bar-
bara Britton and Linda Darnell."

Still, a fellow got a funny feeling when
he knew he was going to make his first

love scene. It was to be with Barbara
Britton. She looked like the kind of

girl it would be easy to make love to.

But then Greg's heart was really at

home with Margie and his twenty-two-
months-old baby, Teri-Ann. How was
he going to get into the mood of his first

movie love scene?

On the previous day, a scene had
been filmed between Greg and Lee Sulli-

van. Greg had said to Lee, "Now when
it starts to get dark, I'll walk her off,

and you sing 'Sweet Sixteen.' " And
the cameraman had shot the scene of

Lee singing that love song.

Now Greg and Barbara were supposed

to be in the park. He was supposed to

be in the mood for the love scene. But
he wasn't—not really. Frank Tuttle

said. "Lights, camera, action." And
then from just behind the camera, a

voice burst out: Lee Sullivan's voice

singing Sweet Sixteen, "I love you as I

never loved before." The director had
put him up to it.

It was just what Greg needed to get

liim into the mood for the scene. After

lliat it was a cinch.

When the scene was over. Greg's

stand-in said enviously, "Boy, I'd like

to stand in for you in the love scenes."

The men on the set just whistled. And
the servicemen came up to Greg and said
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for Scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 43 vears. Benj. N. Bogue

,

Dept. 3260, Circle Tower. Indianapolis 4, Ind.

ENLARGEMENT

FROM FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
mrj J"" acquainted we wiU make a beautiful 5x7

enlargement of any picrure or negative. Be sure to

l> include color of hair, e)'es and clothing and get our
bargain offer for having your enlargement beautifully

, hand colored in oil and mounted in your choice of
l\ handsome frames. Limit 2 to a customer. Please en-

^ l f^taMEga»gJv dose 10c to cover cost of handling and mailing each

^ KsS^^'^^V^ enlargement. Your original picrure or negative will

^j^TJiTkii\}S\\%. be renirned with the FREE 5x7 enlargcmeot post*
paid. Aa oow! Offer limited to U. S. A.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 459, Hollywood, Calif.

^FORM
Don't be embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped or sagging

bust. Do as thousands of other women just like yomself
are doing. They have learned how to bring out the loveliest
contours of their figures, whatever their bust fault*. Now
you. too, can do the same . , . safely, easily and Dositively.

HIGHLY ENDORSED
BY MANY DOCTORS
Your flat bustline can be

miraculously beautified in-
to full and alluring con-
tours. Or, if you are the
pendulous type, it can be
rounded into high and
youthful loveliness. All
you have to do is follow
the easy directions on ex-
ercise, massage, brassieres,
diet. etc.. sriven in the
ETeat medically-endorsed
book. --The Comnlete
Guide to Bust Culture."
Adopt these si mole, self-
help measures at once and
your bust will positively
appear full, firm and
shapely . . . the proud
E'lamorous curves which
make you more desirable
than ever.

OUR OFFER
SEND NO MONEY

You can now obtain this
unique, book bv A. F. Nie-
moeller. A.B.. M.A.. B.S..
at a remarkable price reduction. Formerly $3. SO. Now
only $1.98. Guaranteed harmless. Amazinff lifetime re-
SuIts^SEND NO MONEY. Just mail coupon now^

[" HARVEST HOUSE.50W. 17th St., Dept.N-316. N.Y.I 1 . N.Y. T
I

Send the COMPLETE GUIDE TO BUST CULTURE in !

* plain package. On delivet^ I will pay postman S1.9S •

I
plus few cents postage. If not satisfied I may return I

' hin ten days and my $1.93 will be refunded.

Name

Address

City Zone State
CHECK HERE if you want to save postage. Enclose
$1.98 with coupon and we ship prepaid.

Canadian orders $2. SO in advance.

I



NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

when You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
in one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives lustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 1 2 different shades. Try LOVALON.

Af slor»s which sell loilef goodt

250 for 5 rinses

lOtf for 2 rinses

WHITELENE
FOR CLEAN SKIN

Pure Cleansing Cream that's excellent for your
complexion. It lubricates while it cleanses—

•

without promoting hair growth. SARAH
WHITE, recognized Specialist of Hair Ke-
mo\"al. now offers direct to you her successful
product sold exclusively in her salon. Order
WHITELKNE today and you, too. will be de-
lighted with its results. Send ?1.20 includes
tax. postage. (If C.O.D., postage extra.)

SARAH WHITE, BOX 45 Albany, N. Y.

I Mail US $1.25 and we
]

1 will send you prepaid I

1 5 boxesfamous Rose- I

I bud Salve (25c size) Sa^^E
1 Bind will include with

I
salvethis lovely solid I

I
sterling silver Birth- I

stone Bing your size I

and month. You can I

•ell the S salve and gel back your $1.25 I

and have ring without cost. Rosebud is an old reliable salve
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, BOX 81, WOODSBORO, MARVUND.

One Best HomeWayTo

BVHOOP
iOBlOOD
To Get More Strength
If You Lack Blood Iron!

You girls who suffer from simple anemia or
who lose so much during monthly periods that
you are pale, feel tired, weak, "dragged out"

—

due to low blood-iron—try Lydia Pinkham's
TABLETS at once!
Pinkham's Tablets are one of the greatest

blood-Iron tonics you can buy to help build
up red blood to give more strength and energy— in such cases.
Just try them for 30 days—then see If you,

too, don't remarkably benefit. Follow label
directions. Well worth trying!

Lydia Pinkham's TAei€TS

they certainly envied him. Who woiilthi't !^

Later, there were the love .seene.s witii

Linda Darnell, who looked haunlinoly
bcautiliil, as she always docs. lim
Croshy came on the set one day when
Gre<; was playing a love scene with
Linda. After it was over, Bing came up
to the set and said, "Greg, yon ouglit

to tui'n in your pay on a day like this.

Why, you've been doing nothing all day
but shooting love scenes with Linda!"

Greg's wife anti Teri-Ann visited the

set one day diu'ing the shooting of a love

scene with Linda. Teri-Ann couldn't

understand why her dad, of all peojjle,

should be making love to a strange

woman. Every time he came near
Linda and jiut his arms around her, the
baby would burst out crying . She
didn't know what it all meant; but she

sensed her daddy had his arms around
the wrong woman. And she protested

so loudly that finally Mrs. McClure and
Teri-Ann had to leave the set.

Teri-Ann needn't worry. Love scenes

or no love scenes, Greg's heart is strictly

in her keeping and in Margie's. Their
romance dates back, in a way, to Greg's
high school days.

Greg was born twenty-six years ago
in Atlanta, Georgia, but his family
moved, while he was still quite young,
first to Hollywood and later to Oakland.
Greg went to Oakland High, where
Margie was one of the cutest co-eds.

She is short and pretty, with honey
blonde hair and hazel ej'es. Even then
Greg thought that she was one of the
prettiest girls he'd ever seen. He
would have liked to ask her for a date,

but he -barely knew her. They'd never
been in the same class together. They
went with different crowds. Greg had
no reason to believe that Margie gave
him a second thought. Sure, they had
danced together occasionally at school
dances. And when he passed her in the
hall, she smiled at him. But she smiled
just as warmly or more so at a dozen
other boys. And she was very popular.

Several years passed; Greg went to
Los Angeles, and worked at odd jobs.
He'd always dreamed of being an actor,
but he kne^\- it was tough to get any-
where in that field. So he took what-
ever he could get. He worked as a truck
driver for the Railway Express Com-
pany; he worked in a drug store; he did
the work of a longshoreman. He took
whatever came along and quit when he
thought he had a chance to get some-
thing better.

One night, he went with some friends
to a dance at the Ambassador. And
there among the dancers was a famil-
iar face. Margie's. She looked as cute
as ever. He couldn't resist asking her
for a dance.

AntI suddenly, on the dance floor, they
di.scovered each other. They began to
talk about their high school days and
Greg confessed that he had wanted to
ask iMargie for a date in those days,
but had been afraid she would turn
him down. And she told him that she
had liked him then and had sometimes
wished he would ask for a date!

That was all Greg needed to know.
"Will you go out with me tomorrow
night.''" he asked. She said yes.

The next night Greg called for her.

S C R E E N L .A N n

CREAM? POWDER? LIQUID?

For ordinary uses, you may prtifer Ofie

type of dtMttloraii I, your neigliljof

another. But tor one purpose— impor-
tant to you and to every woman—
there's no room for argument.

Use Powder for

Sanitary Napkins
for while creams and liquids are suit-

ahle for general use, a powder is hest

for sanitary napkins. That's because
a powder has no moisture-resistant

base; doesn't retard napkin absorption.

There is ONE Powder
. . . created especially for this purpose
—QUEST* POWDER— soft, sooth,

ing, safe. It's the Kote.x* Deodorant,
approved by tlie Kotex laboratories.

Being unscented, it doesn't
merely cover up one odor
with another. Quest
Powder destroys napkin
odor completely. It's

your sure way to avoid
oUending.

Curb them each

month with . .

.

COMPOUNDED ESPECIALLY FOR THIS USEI

Take KURB tablets only as directed on the
package and see how KURB cau help joul

Good for headaches, too
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ERUSH^WAY

problem

hair
MADE LOVELY AGAIN

Dulled and dingy hair needn't cause

despair. One refreshing shampoo with

Admiracion makes a thrilling difference.

It floats away dirt . . . loose dandruff . . .

soap film. Lets natural loveliness of hair

shine through, two types—"foamy" in

green carton or "no ^—. .

lather m red carton.
b^*^

Ask your Hairdresser I Good Housekeeping

for Admiracion.

flDmiRacion
OIL SHAMPOOS

Scientific, proven aid for Brittle. Splitting or Thin
Nails. Acts to ttiffen nails and help cuticle. Quickly
applied, non -staining, does not
affect polish.

25c and 50c AT TOILET GOODS
COUNTERS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

Vogue Products, 1/51 Seward St.,HoUywood }8, Calif.

PRAY
^tke RIGHT wAHf?

The prayers of the most worthy people often
fail. Why? The unworthy often have the great-

est health, success, riches and happiness. The
best, smartest, and most industrious people
often have only pain, poverty and sorrow. Why?
Thirty years ago, in Forbidden Tibet, behind the
highest mountains in the world, a young English-
man found the answers to these questions. His
eyes were opened by the stran gest m ystic he met
during his twenty-one years of travels in the Far
East. Sick then, he regained health. Poor then,

he acquired wealth and world-wide professional

honors. He wants to tell the whole world what
he learned, and offers to send a 9,000-word trea-

tise, FREE, to everyone who asks promptly. It

is a first step to the Power that Knowledge gives.

No obligation. Write for your FREE copy today.

INSTITUTE of MENTALPHYSICS, DepLK-285
213 South Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.

They went to Chapman's in Hollywood
and gorged on ice cream cones. They
talked some more about high school

days.

Greg learned one thing from Margie
that disturbed him. There was another
man in the picture. He lived in Oak-
land, and they had an "understanding."
When Greg asked for a date the next

night, Marge told him she was sorry,

but her other suitor was coming down
from Oakland to see her.

Shortly afterwards, Greg took Margie
to the beach. And to this day, he
doesn't know what he did or said that

annoyed Margie but when she came
home that night she told a friend of

hers, "You know that boy, Dale, I

liked so much when I met him at the

Ambassador? I don't know what I saw
in him. We went to the beach today
and I can't stand him."

It looked as if Cupid had surely been
kayoed. But you never can tell about
women. A week later Margie and Greg
were married!

They'd been planing to go to a dance
with about four other couples they
knew. And in spite of what Margie
had said only a week ago, there must
have been something in the air that day
that spoke of romance. It was obvious
to all their friends that Greg and Mar-
gie were in love. When she'd been with

her other suitor, there'd never been that

look of just plain ecstasy on her face.

You know how people look when they're

in love.'' Anyone could see That Look
passing between Greg and Margie.
One of their friends said, "Why don't

you two go and get married.''"

Greg knew he was smitten. He said,

"Why not?"
"We have no ring," said Margie. She

was in a trance—a love trance—and in

no mood to argue.

"I have a ring," said one of the girls.

"It's a dime store ring, but what differ-

ence does that make?"
To two love-smitten people, it made

no difference. And so Margie and Greg
were married four years ago, in Yuma.
They never stopped to think that

they'd really known each other only two
weeks, since you couldn't call their high

school acquaintance really knowing each
other. Any expert on marriage would
tell you that the two kids were just

crazy. Why, Greg wasn't even working.

He'd quit his job a few days ago. And
he had just about enough money to last

him for a few weeks. But neither Greg nor

Margie thought about that very much.
Greg knew he could get another job.

In the next few years, he worked at

a succession of odd jobs. He had a job

on the night shift in a warehouse pack-

ing fruits and nuts. Sometimes he saw
life in the raw, like the day when some
racketeers threw the body of a man they

had rolled and killed into the grounds
around the warehouse! He worked on
the labor gang at Warner Brothers,

cleaning stages and moving scenery. He
figured that maybe while he was work-
ing there, he might be able to learn

something about the way things were
done at movie studios.

There were times when he didn't work
at all for a few days; and for several

days his wife and he would live on rai-

10 YEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—Irom lightest
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used lor 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent ia

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or <»mb It tn. One applica-
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch aa new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of yotir hair.

60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-back euarant«e. Get BROWNATONE today-

YOURNAMES.PHOTO
ONSTAMPS!

Send in any size picture, snapshot
or negative. Name or initials up
to 7 letters on each stamp free.

Stamps are glossy, gummed, per-
forated, ready for immediate use
for personal letters, envelopes,
greeting cards, books, gifts, etc.

Oriiiinal photos returned.
Enclose $2 for 100. minimum order

ANNCO SERVICE
475-5thAVE»0EPI 34 RY!

DIAMONDS
Have the scintillating fire of diamonds.Finequalitymountings,
Prices: Rings—No. 13—(Replica diamonds all aroundi in
white—$6.75. yellow finish—$8.75. seven stones band,
$2.95. Better grade yellow finish. $6.75. Mo. 9—$7.75.
Similar to No. 9 Plainer Shank. $5.75. Earrings—No. 7,
$4.75. Prices quoted plus 20fVo Federal Tax. In ordering,
WRITE PLAINLY, giving No. and size. SEND NO MONEY.
PAY POSTMAN. MONEY BACK IF UNSUITABLE, if re-
turned same day as received. Remittance required with
orders from outside of the states. NATIONAL GEM CO.,
P O. Box 466, Dept. K.U.T. Chicago 90, Illinois

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Sin)?!e subjects if de-
sired. High school education is very important for advance"^""*- ™

I

business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped t

I High Schoo! graduate. Start year training now
>n request. No obligation.

.
American School, Dept. H -85, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

FREE! Great TVeu/
Popular Son^:

LEARN PIANO
In ONE WEEK
Or Your Money Baek!

Simplest Home Piano

^ Course Ever Offered!
from Actual Sheet Music!Play

You don't have to know a single note of music. In one
week you win play favorite melodies—WITH BOTH HANDS!
Tliousands of professional pianists have been trained this
aniazing-ly simple way. Clear, exact illustrations. Read
notes as musicians do! Surprise and delight your friends!
"Soark Simplex Piano Course" Sl.OO

LEARN BOOGIE-WOOGIE!
11 you can already play piano a little, here's a great op-
portunity! It's easy to lear'n how to beat out the hottest
music your friends ever heard. In authentic Boogie-Woogie
Style. Offer limited, so act quickly.
"Boogie-Woogie Is Easy!" $2.00
EXTRA GIFT! If you order either of these remarkable
courses at once, you will receive. WITHOUT CHARGE,
complete sheet music (words and piano arrangement) of
the great new song. "Love Never Says Goodbye."

FREE TRIAL
aparKiing r-ubitcations. Dept. TP-4
147 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Rush me the book checked below, and
also my FREE copy of "Love Never Says Goodbye."
I will pay postman on delivery, plus postage charges.
[ ] "Simplex Piano Course" [ ] "Boogie-Woogie Is Easy!"
Name
Address
City State
[ ] I enclose payment to save new high postal charges.
Money back if not satisaed after 5 days' triall
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PnPP ^X7 HAND COLORED

rntt fHOToENlARGMENT
As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER
we will send you a beautilul
HAND COLORED Professional
Enlargement FREE with your
order of six BLACK and WHITE
ENLARGEMENTS. Six 5 x 7 for

SI. 74 or six 8 X 10 Enlargements
for $2.34. Single Enlargement
5x7 costs 29c or 8 X 10 39c. Mail
your photo, snapshot or negative
(any size) mother, father, sister,
soldier, group pictures, etc. Your
or-ginal will be returned unharmed. State co or of eyes,
hair, and clothing. Mail Money Order or War Stamps,
or pay postman on arrival, plus a few cents postage.

MAX CHINKES. Photognapher (Dept. S.U.)
16J)7 Broadway New York 19. N. X.

Q̂
3B \n the lati'si stars

^I^^BjL^ and Poses List (iec-

^rf^^H^^^^^ orated muvie
^B^^^^^B^B s'ars
^^^^^^^^^B each
^^^^^^^^^H Send name voiir

^^^^^^^^^^B favorite 15c lo

^^^^^^^^^H rover expense^^^^^^^^^^ mailing.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN
EXCHANGE

BOX 1 151 - Dept.
HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIF., U.S.A

FREE PORTRAIT or PIN-UP

of your favorite MOVIE STAR

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS

^
BUY MORE WAR BONDS

^ ^ ^ ^

POEMS WANTED
Collaborate with the nationally famous hit
composer of "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles,"
•'When the Bloom is on the Sage," and over
3 00 others. Send your poems today for free
examination and liberal offer.

SCREENLAND RECORDERS
Dept. S Hollywood 28, Calif.

LET MC PROVE at no cost to yon
f C>lNREDUCE YOUEASILY
with Latest 30-Day Method
Ko harmfat Redacine: Dnjfrs ! No Hunfrer
Diet ! No hard exercises '. Yet Til show yea
amazing results in reducintr your own

: weiiTht the SAFE-QUICK-EASY ' FIG-
; URE RE-DO ' WAY! This LATEST.
SCIENTIFIC SO-DAY HOME METH-
OD" brought down my own weight from an
ugly 205 lbs. to a healthy, stylish 118 lbs.
SEE HOW QUICKLY IT CAN REDUCE
YOU. TOO !

MANY LOSE A POUND A DAY
Mrs. C. H.. Illinois, writps: "I wore size 20 1-2
dress. NOW I wear a Junior 15J I have a better fig-
ure now than 6 years ago! I'm sure glad I answered
your ad !

"

FREE "REDUCING-AID KIT'

Before yoo start any reducing WRITE TO ME
FIRST. Tell me about your FIGURE . . . what size
dress you'd like to wepr. and where yoo need re-
ducing most. I'LL ANSWER YOU PROMPTLY
and PRIVA TEL y and suggest what to do. No ob-
ligation whatsoever.

WRITE NOW TO

:

BETTY BATES, Figure Specialist, Director

Pei^nal Slenderizing Service New Yaik 10, N. Y.

MAIL COUPON FOR FREE OFFER
Betty Bates. Director. Dept. SC- 1 !

212 Fifth Avenue. New York 10. N. Y. |
« .

J "^'''h It's. I want to weigh lbs.
Rash me FREE PROOF showing what you can do for me and I
COMPLETE DETAILS of latest, scientific, safe, "50-i>A rFIGURERE-DO REDUCING SYSTEM. |

Name -Age—

L Paste on penny postcard or mail ia envelope

sins and potatoes. "She married me at

the toiiohest point in my Hfe," he says

today. "Sometimes 1 kid her about hav-

ing married me lor my money!"
One day when lie was down to his

last dollar, Greg decided to ask for a

job as an extra. And he got one—but

it lasted just a day! Tiien he began

calling Central Casting lor other jobs.

Sometimes he had to call thirty-five

times in one day. The idea is to call

them every ten minutes, so long as

there's any hope.
"A friend of mine," laughed Greg, "has

written a song which describes the feel-

ings of an extra. It goes something like

this: 'I've got those aggravating Gar-

field 3621 blues.' How right he is! 1

had them often—each time Central

Casting would turn me down. But I

did get some extra jobs—and gradually

I managed to get tiny bits, too. I never

had more than a line to say. But when-
ever I was an extra or a bit player, I

watched the way the scenes were shot. 1

think I watched what went on more than

any other extra did. You could always

see me hanging around the cameraman."
Today, all the extras in Hollywood

are rooting for Greg as they never be-

fore rooted for any star. For usually

it's only in fiction that extras become
stars! But here at last is a true-life

situation that's the equal of anything
in fiction. To all extras Greg is the

shining example of a dream come true.

I asked Bing Crosby why he chose

Greg out of all the actors who came to

him seeking the part. "Well," he smiled,

"to begin with, he looks the part. Greg
has the right build. But even that would
have meant little if he couldn't act. His
test proved he could. Greg is intelli-

gent, anxious to learn, eager to do his

best. He's an unknown, and yet he isn't

completely without experience. I know
he will go far."

I know he will, too. Already more
famous visitors have gone on the set

to get a look at Greg than you usually

see at the fights on Friday night. Mary
Pickford, Merle Oberon, Franchot Tone
and other Hollywood celebrities have
visited the set.

The press agents are glad for a change
they can tell the truth. As one of them
said to me, "When I first heard I was
going to have to handle Greg McClure.
1 was afraid it would be a dull job. I

was glad when Greg turned out dif-

ferent. For the first time in my life, I've

met an athlete with a sense of humor!"
There was the time when Greg wanted

to make a reservation at one of Holly-
wood's night clubs. They turned him
down. "I'm sorry I couldn't get the
reservation." he told ^largie. She grinned
up at him. "You should have told them."
she said, "that you were John L. Sulli-

van. I bet you Avould have gotten the
reservation then!"

But after you see Greg McClure in

"The Great Jolm L.." I'll bet he'll never
have any trouble making a reservation

again. "Here, Mr. McClure," they'll

be saying to him. "we've saved the best

table in the house for you."

Because it's true in Hollywood that
nothing succeeds like success. And un-
less every sign fails, Greg jNIcClure is

destined to make a sensational hit.

DOES THE LAXATIVE

YOU TAKE

GO TO EXTREMES ?

Some
laxotifes

are

too SttoT

It doesn't pay to

dose yourself
with harsh, bad-
tastinglaxatives

!

A medicine that's too strong can often

leave you feeling worse than before!

Othersare

And it's unwise
to take some-
thing that's too

mild to give you
the relief you need! A good laxative

should be gentle, yet should work
thoroughly

!

"HAPPY MEDIUM'LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives you a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and

effectively at the same time! And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine

chocolate ! It's as good for women and chil-

dren as it is for the men-folks. 10c and 25c.

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE
WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD

—

Don't dose yourself Avith harsh, upsetting purgatives. Take
Ex-Lax! It*3 thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

As a precaution use only as directed

EX-LAX The Original

Chocolated Laxative

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappear

t.;et a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme
this evening use as directed before going lo
hed look for big improvement in the morn-
mg. In a few days surface blemishes, muddi-
ness. freckles, even pimples of outward origin
should be gone. A clearer, fairer, younger look-
ing skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all
drug stores or sond OUc. plus Federai Ta.'j. to
Golden Peacock Co.. Inc., Dept. SU-7, Paris,
Tenn.. for regular 5 0c jar,
postpaid.

Golden Peacock f^^^i
BLEACH CREME
30 Million Jars Already Used
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Jagged cuticle "fringe"
spoils hand beauty.
Never cut cuticle. Use
Cutex Oily Cuticle Re-
mover to loosen and
soften ugly cuticle—
keep finger tips smooth
ana attractive. Won-
derful for cleansing un-

der nail tips, removing
stains

!

Buy a bottle today.

Only lOi, or 33(4 {plus

tax) Jor large size.

CUTEX
THE CHOICE OF MORE WOMEN THAN ALL

OTHER CUTICLE REMOVERS COMBINED

SPECIALLY PREPARED!
for Hair aiid Scalp for men and women.
About the first thmg' theyteach a movie
actress is to take care of her hair. Why j

nottakecareofyours? Helpsyouin win- I

fling success, love and romance. YOUR
HAIR IS YOUR CROWNING GLORY.
Send for largeSl.OO bottleandour beauti-
fulcosmeticcatalog. SENDNOMONEY^
—Pay postman $1.00 plus few cents post-
age and tax, if yea are not delighted re-
turn unused portion in 10 days and get
your full $1.00 back. Write now, todayl
J.E.MCBRADY&CO. (Eat.mi)
1041-49 Van Buren St.. Dept. H-17. Chicago 7,

TAKE OFF
UGLY FAT
12 TO 15 LBS. A MONTH
Safely . . . Pleasantly

NO REDUCING DRUGS
It isn't as difficult as It sounds. If

you follow the simple directions giv-

en here you'll find it easy, pleasant
and safe to lose as much as 12 to 15

pounds of ugly fat this very month.
Ask your ov^n doctor. You don't go
on strict, harmful diets— In fact you
EAT EVERYTHING. Here's all you do:
1. Eat your regular meals but ovoid

eating between meals and over-
eating.

7. Don't cut out starchy foods or
sweets— JUST CUT DOWN ON
THEM.

3. Be sure you get enough of a certain essential

vitamin and minerals while reducing—take 2
Bee-Fit Tablets after each meal.

They are ABSOLUTELY SAFE and help you feel fit

while losing those unwanted pounds and inches.

Try the Bee-Fit Way for 10 days. You'll shout tor

Joy at the improvement In your figure. SEND NO
MONEY. Just name and address. When postman
brings package pay him $1 plus 27c postage. If

you send $1 with order, we pay postal charges—you
save 27c. (Economy Size containing 3 times as
much $2.50— you save 50c.) Order today.
BEE-FITVITAMINCO.. Dept. 51, W. 42 St..N.Y. I8,N.Y.

Republic's new movie idol, Brad Taylor, is a

proud family man. Here he poses with his wife

and son, Michael, in suburban Westwood home.

Keep Them Smooth

Continued from page 16

If Nature endowed you with a neck too

long and thin, or too round and short,

there are means to remedy and camou-
flage these defects. Straightening and
stretching exercises can develop a

scrawny neck and can really lengthen a
heavy-set one. And, a hairdo, carefully

planned to counteract a naturally bad
neckline, will under-emphasize this poor

feature.

Why backs and upper arms are permit-

ted to become tough and unsightly is a

mystery to us! The prevention of such

skin states is so simple. Again brisk daily

scrubbing with a rich velvety lather plus

the use of a softening lotion will keep
shoulders, arms and back soft, white and
well-lubricated. Marjorie's upper body is

a perfect illustration of the effectiveness

of such treatment.

Elbows seem to us to be the forgotten

spots of many girls' anatomies! This is

too bad because actually they are as tell-

tale as your hands in matters of age and
grooming. These joints—as well as knees,

ankles and backs of heels—seem to have
a special proclivity for becoming rough,

red and gratey. Do try to keep them
clear, smooth and white. Scrubbing and
bleaching and softening lotions are once
more the answers.

If you would only remember to rub
your hand cream or lotion (which we
hope you use religiously!) into your el-

bows after you apply it to your hands,

you'd soon find that elbow care is simple.

Marjorie Riordan and many of the

other stars make a point of removing the

surplus hand preparation by massaging
their elbows with their lotion-moistened

hands. Try this on knees and backs of

heels, too!

MORE WAR BONDS
Speedier Victory

<:£^Scrafchinq
It May Cause Infection
Relieves itching caused by eczema,
athlete's foot, pimples—other itch-

ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-

less.Calms itching fast.35ctrial bottle

proves it—or money back. Ask your
druggist for D. D D. Prescription

BLACKHEADS
REMOVED IN ONE TREATMENT

WITH CHARL'S BLACKHEAD CREAM
Thorouq'ily Cleanses and Lubricates the Skin.
The Mist St ibbo-n Cases Corrected Quickly

Send Today $1.25. We pay postage—or you pay postman
plus few cents C.0.0. charges.

CHARL'S COSMETIC, P. 0. Box 44
Woolsev Station 5. Long Island City. N. Y.

Do YOU Need More
SHAPELY
CURVES?
If you are too skinny, flat

and run down, you can
use this safe way to gain
attractive pounds and
friends and make yourself
more desirab'e. Take

Wakita 711 Compound. Full easy directions are on your
package. Also eat plenty of good nou'-ishing food. 711
Compound is a special formula for skinny women. It is
an excellent hematinic and stimulates the gastric juices
for skinny women. Increase your appetite with this spe-
cial formula and then let your mirror be the best proof.
Use it until you are completely satisfied. Write now.
Just send your name and address. Pay only $1 plus post-
age on delivery or mall a dollar and save postage. Write
today. You must be absolutely satisfied or your money
back! Wakita, Dept. M-L, Station Y. Bklyn 4, N. Y.

SONGWRITERS
Place your song with us. Melodies sup-
plied WITHOUT CHARGE by well known
Hollywood composers. We record vour
.song and make it presentable to the jjub-
lishers. Lead sheets and records fur-
nished. Send your song material for free
examination. Write for details.
CINEMA SONC CO., Dept. 2-H, P. O. BOX 670

BEVERLY HILLS. CALIF.

PICTURE
RING$1.
ExqniBite Onsnr-liko Pictnre Ring—made from
any photo. Send No Money! Mail photo with paper
strip for ring size. Pay postman only $}.00 plus post-
eee. Hand tinted 25c extra. Photo returned with rin^.
Mooey back euarantee. Send photo and ring size now.
PORTRAIT RINGCO., Dept. B-52. CINCINNATI, O.

~ AT home:
Learn to color photos and miniatures
in oil. No previons experience needed. Good

P^er^and. Send for free booklet, "Make
Honey at Home" and reqairements.

NATIONAL ART School
131S Michigan Ave. Dept. 4438 Chicago 5

Yes, even these days there are bargains
in hard-to-get jewelry. To get new
customers, we offer this new. Guar-
anteed lOK yellow Gold Genuine
chip diamond Bridal Set. The en-
gagement ring (sweetheart design) set
with sparkling, genuinediamond Soii-
taire, in an exquisite mounting of
gold liearts, emblem of eternal love.
Matcliing the Solitaire in elegant
harmony, is a lovely lOK yellow
Gold Wedding Ring, deeply em-
bossed, set with three genuine dia-
monds. These precious, dazzling rings
will thrill you beyond your fondest
expectatioQst Lovely gift box.

Send No Money— 10 Days Trial

Wear 10 daya on Money Back Guar-
antee. Send name and ring size.
Either ring only 35.96, or both (the
perfect pair) for only S9.95. Pay
postman C. O. D. on arrival, plus
postage and tax. Supply is limited,
so write today.

Photo li
Actual Size

HOLLYWOOD
Spray Pin

with every order. Adds
dash and hparkle to
every costume. Ex-
quisite flowers and
petals design. En-
chanting, lovely!

I

International Diamond Co^ 2251 Calumet Ave., Dept YO-2, Chicago 1 6. Ill*
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THE MODERN WAY TO
BANISH CRAY HAIR

Beauty editors are raviriK
about it. Kverjoiie's biiyinpr
it. Ketouehes prra.v, faded
hair instantly. It will give
your hair a
natural eolor that ,
eannot be deteejed.
>»on-g:reasy. Easj' 'i^'

to apply, use it lilte

a pencil. Conveni-
ent to carry.

Specify shade: Black—dark, medium or light

Brown, and Auburn. Order Today.

Send 60c
( includes tax)

AIME 20 West 17th Street

Dept. IIA
New York 11, N. Y.

PSORIASIS
riXAC OL has br outiliL t eiiet Lo psoriasis suf-
ferers when everything else failed. A liquid, ii

is applied externally, dries quickly, is non-
creasy, convenient to use. Use only as directed.
Try a regular $1 bottle of PIXACOL without
investing a cent. Write for FREE details.

PIXACOL CO., Dept. K-3, Box 3583, Cleveland, Ohio

CORNS FAST
Dr. SchoU's Zino-
pads instantly
stop nagging
friction; lift pain-
ful pressure. Sep-
arate Medications
are included for
quickly removing
corns. Sold at Drug,
Shoe, Dept. Stores.

DrScholls
Zinopads

Specially Posed

MOVl'rSTARSi

PHOTOS
only 25c 6<3ch

Thrilling shots ol your (avor-

ile screen stars. Specially]
posed to bring you all the f

glamour of Hollywood. Full i

8x10 size. Glossy. You name
j

the stars . . . we'll send the \
pictures.

SPECIAL—5 different <

photos— $1 .00

t tree with (

50c or more. ( To avoid delay, slate Znd clioice

}

'

;alpha photo serviceI
I 1235 Sixth Avenue— Dept. R-1 1—New York 19, N. Y.

Free for Asthma
During Winter

If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
Asthiria when it is cold and damp; if raw.
Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp
for breath was the vei'y last; if restful sleep is

impossible because of the struggle to breathe;
if you feel the disease is slowly wearing your
life away, don't fail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a re-
markable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If you
have suffered for a lifetime and tried every-
thing you could learn of without relief; even if

you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing. .Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 460N, Frontier BIdg.
462 Niagrara St. Uuffalo. New Vork

News of Niven

Continued from page 44

and .serving two ycar.s willi llie garri.soii

at Malta. At the end of that time, lii.s

colonel wrote in hi.s report: "TliougJi

e.xcellent in some personal respect.s, this

officer knows less about the Army than

his friends in the Navy." So David
handed in liis imiforni and look a one-

way ticket to New York!

But this was different, and a few

days after David arrived back in Lon-
don he was wearing khaki again and re-

newing his acquaintances with parades

and carbines and bare drab barrack-

rooms. He was soldiering in earnest now,
with such keenness and efficiency he
soon gained his commission and became
lieutenant. He didn't even set foot in-

side a movie theater for over a year,

let alone contact any of his many friends

among the British screen celebrities. He
did keep his promise to write a letter to

.Sam Goldwyn every three months, ap-

j)reciating the sympathetic understand-
ing of the producer who had released

liim witliout making difficulties and
promised him his contract would be
taken up again from the point where
it had been broken ".iust as soon as you
can get back to Hollywood, Dave boy."
Romantic gossip had linked David's

name witli several glamorous stars at

different times but when he did finally

lose his heart, he did so with charac-
teristic rapidity of decision. He was de-
tailed for military duty guarding the
airfields from any attempts the Nazis
might make to sabotage them with para-
troops and when he duly reported at a
Fighter Station in Southern England, he
met Primula Rollo. She wore the trim
grey-blue uniform of the W.A.A.F., a
tall girl with dark gold hair and an oval
face bronzed by the long hours she
spent driving the gasoline wagon around
the field refuelling the Spitfires as they
landed. The same night David escorted
her to the Station dance. Ten days
later he proposed to her. A week after

that they were quietly married and
then told their respective families. Da-
vid found that his bride belonged to an

Besides Gypsy Rose Lee, "Belle Of The Yukon"
has G.l.'s favorite USO tourist, Dinah Shore,

and Williann Marshall, Michele Morgan's hubby.

SCKEENLAND

NOW YOU CAN
LAUGH AT THE
CALENDARS

TRUE LOVE
CAN BE YOURS!

ovc is not won lightly. Sweetness
love. Sympathy wins love. UN-
-1 DERSTANDING wins love—un-

derst.inding of the secrets that

in gi

i ll . \ : ^ % J -idored! These
izing books
astonishing
All 3 books

>st only SI. 00.

MODERN LOVE LETTERS"—
.viiow how ID write letters that

ay strain 1. 1 lo his Innermost heart! Put a
every word you write!

—Learn how to be your most lovable
ake him remember you!

THE ART OF KISSING"—In evei->' kiss bums, the chance
ir liietinie romance. It is yours if you know howl Act

FREE TRIAL

Kiish [lie in piain wrappt
1 3 tiooks 1 . 1 will pay pos

Check here il you wish to save postage by enclos-
ing only SI.00 with this coupon. Iff not satisfied after
a days' trial, your money back guaranteed.
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TAKES ONLY tO MINUTES
Whisk owoy grime, oil and hoir

odor in 10 minutes with Minipoo

Dry Shampoo. Think of it — no

soap ... no rinsing ... no drying.

This fragrant powder leaves hair

soft, lustrous, delicately scented

...with wave or curls enhonced.

Ideal for the sick room. At drug

or department stores. igQ

30 SHAMPOOS Witk Mltteg Applicatar ["^
COSMETIC DISTRIBUTOBS. INC.

NEW YORK 17. N. Y.

MINIPOO
J

DRY SHAMPOO

Stop a run on the spot

with just one drop! You

can take RUN-R-STOP

with you wherever you

go . . . in its smart purse-

vanity . . . and forget

about runs and snags.

Instantly

saves silk,

nylon, rayon

RUN-R-^STOP
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old aristocratic Scottish line, recognized

in social circles as highly as his own
titled relatives. "Not that I should have
worried if her mother had turned out to

be a washerwoman," David remarked

,
casually.

After a few snatched days of honey-
moon, the Nivens both returned to duty
again but posted now to different sta-

tions according to military rules. One
of David's friends to whom he had writ-

ten about his marriage was Leslie How-
ard and when Leslie came to see David,
he brought an interesting offer as well

as a silver cigarette-box wedding gift.

He was going to make the film of "'Spit-

fire" in which he played R. J. Mitchell,

who designed the famous fighter air-

craft, and there was a part of a test

pilot for which David was ideally suited.

Because this picture reflected the pres-

tige of the Royal Air Force, the authori-

ties granted David leave to act in

"Spitfire" but when his scenes were fin-

ished he returned to "his unit again. He
had several offers to star in important
future movies but he refused them all,

preferring to add his effort to the na-

tional service at the critical time when
Britain still stood alone against the

Nazi terror. So back he went to the

gun battery on the coastline.

For his home, David rented an old-

fashioned little country cottage, with
simply furnbhed white-walled rooms and
bright chintzes and leaded casement win-

dows and a rambling tree-shaded gar-

den. Primula resigned from the W.A.A.F.
and retired to the cottage for the hap-
piest reason. David, Junior, joined the

family circle there in due course, prompt-
ly nicknamed "The Egg" by his father

and visited and admired by almost every

famous screen star in England. Indeed
when he was christened at a big London
church, it became a more important so-

cial occasion than a premiere, with Noel
Coward as chief godfather and Vivien

Leigh and Diana Wynyard heading the

godmothers. Valerie Hobson held the

baby's shawl while Clive Brook and Rob-
ert Newton showed the guests into their

places. Lovely, laughing Primula had
entered into her husband's circle of fame
so charmingly his friends and fellow

actors all gladly came to greet her with

her little son. And copy of the film scenes

shot outside the church was sent to Sam
Goldwyn, who showed it to some of

David's erstwhile movie colleagues at his

own home.
Some months afterwards, David was

sitting in the mess at the end of a long

day's duty when he was suddenly sum-
moned to the general's office. There he

was offered another film role, one which
the War Office particularly wanted him
to accept and which indeed stirred his own
blood immediately because the screen-

play concerned was devoted to showing
the British soldier as he really is—and
David had learned to be appreciative and
enthusiastic about his men while he

shared the arduous training schemes and
the grim hours of raids and gunnery with

them.
So after two years of absence, David

returned to the studio once again, more
contentedly this time as he watched the

American troops so steadily entering

Britain. With Diana Wynyard's director-
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husband, Carol Reed, David worked on
the scenario and the technical details and
then played the star part of Jim Perry,
the young Englishman who becomes a
soldier and gradually evolves from an
awkward shambling recruit into the
tough finished product who goes to fight

in North Africa and Italy. He belongs

to "The Duke of Glendon's Light In-

fantry," actually fashioned upon a real

British regiment with battle honors as

long as a bugle call.

It was David's own idea to call the
film "The Way Ahead," explaining that

after Dunkirk days when Britain entered
a long dark tunnel of tribulation, she was
now emerging into sufficient light again

to see her future of victory and peace
with her Allies stretching ahead. Pene-
lope Ward plays Mrs. Perry and some of

our finest character actors have the parts

of the soldiers, but actually the great

supporting interest is provided by the

Allied Army itself. The unit went on
location in the African desert and in

Sicily and Naples, filming under fire and
with bombs dropping beside their fox-

holes. Quite a number or U. S. troops

appear in the battle scenes too, more
than one man afterwards getting David's
autograph to send to the girl back home.

Primula Niven attended the brilliant

gala premiere at London's fashionable

Odeon Theater in Leicester Square, along

with American and British generals and
the Duke of Gloucester. David wasn't

there because he had no means of coming
home from the war front—having com-
pleted the last scenes of his film in Italy,

he simply remained there and joined up
with the troops for active duty again.

He won't consider another film until 1945

and by then he is hoping he will be able

to fold his uniform away, put on his

favorite tweeds again and take his wife

and son back to Hollywood, which he
regards as his home and where his con-

tract still holds good for him in a drawer
of Sam Goldwyn 's desk.

Meanwhile he is wondering how Amer-
ica will like him in his soldier role. If

any of his fans should disapprove, they

are warmly invited to write and tell him
so because David sincerely reads every

scrap of his mail and keeps the rudest

specimens in a special book he gaily calls

"My Stinker Album." Not just the criti-

cal notes but letters and press clippings

so scornful they "absolutely smell aloud"

as David expresses it. With that sense of

well-balanced humor that will always

keep him from getting smugly careless on
the screen, David shows his album to all

his friends and reads it regularly "to keep

my head in decent unswollen proportions

and my smile from getting too superior."

His favorite razz to date is still the notice

from a New York newspaper discussing

"Dodsworth" which says: "We have seen

this latest English discovery of Gold-

wyn's. We can now state it is tall, dark

and not the least bit handsome, neither

can it act."

Though it is pretty Primula who will

be opening her husband's fan mail and
pasting up his albums for some time yet.

Like the man he portrays in the film.

David Niven still has a job to finish and
he means to stay at his post with his

comrades of the Allied Armies until the

day of final victory dawns.



BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg pains are making you miser-

able, don't just complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess

acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help

most people pass about 3 pints a day.
If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't

work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.

"These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-

matic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energy, gettinp.

up nights, swelling, puffiness under the eyes, head-
aches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages with

smarting and burning sometimes shows there is some-
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Dean's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

LONGER HA llJosttrythissystemonyour * M »
hair? days and see if you are l^B^BMBBBBB
really enjoying the pleasure of attractive
hairthat sooften captures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER ^^^^Ill^Ftt^s
are normal and the dry, brittie.breaking off hair
can be retarded, it has a chance to get ionper and

I much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENE
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.

Send Sl.OO. (If C. O. D. postage extra). Fully
gruaranteed. Money backif you're not delighted^

JUELCO.,1930lrvingParkRd.,Oet)t.A-b02.Chicagol3,lll.

EXCESS FAT
con be
REDUCED
EASILY..,
QUICKLY!

Don't give up attention and ad-
miration just because you are
loo fat to be attractive! Reduce
the Vita-Slym way and have the

slender, vital figure . . . the pep
and energy that men admire!

Simple . . Beneficial
You need not do tiring exer-
cises, starve yourself into a
nervous wreck or take habit-
forming cathartics. Eat as
much food as usual, but less
calories, and supplement this
food with Vita-Slyms. These
little capsules not only contain
\'itamins A, B, Bi, Be, D, G,
Riboflavin, Calcium Patothen-
ate and Glucose to give you
energy and pep while losing
weight, but also help to take
away that abnormal hunger
due to low blood sugar.

4 Weeks' Suggested Menus/
Included with each box of 180 capsules, we will send you
as a gift, a chart of suggested menus for 4 weelis. It is
not essential to follow tliese menus exactly, but you will
find them a time-saving help in planning your meals.
Vita-Slyms are sold only on a money back agreement.
You have 4 weeks to try this plan. If then, you feel that
you have not reduced to your satisfaction ... if you do
not feel better and have more pep . . . return the empty
bos and we will refund the price. Send only S2.98 and
save postage or order C.O.D. and pay postman S2.98
plus postage.

VITA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU
P. O. Box 159, Times Sq. Sta., New York City

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
VITA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU
P. O. Box 159, Times Sq. Sta., New York City
Send me one month's supply of Vita-Slyms (150
tablets) on money back agreement.

I enclose S2.9S.
1 will pay postman S2,98 plus postage.

Name.

City State
No Canadian Orders Please print plainly

Hello, Mr. Chips

Continued fronn page 45

and manager at the Wcstmin.ster Tlieater

where he siicces.sfiilly offered war-time

London one of Oscar Wilde's gay .satires

of Edwardian high society lite.

He hadn't even been inside a movie

theater for six months when he read in

the newspapers one morning that Korda
was back. So promptly Bob went off to

greet him, "Alec," his firm friend of years

who first discovered him as a small-part

player and gave him his opportunity in

the film, "The Private Life of Henry the

Eighth."

When Bob arrived at Korda's palatial

new offices in what was formerly the

town mansion of a Countess, he sat in the

big white and crimson room with his old

friend and told him all about his plan.s

for taking a stage company of unknown
young players out on the road for the

summerseason. Korda, that ultra-sensitive

and brilliantly clever psychologist, list-

ened attentively and agreed with all Bob's

enthusiastic notions. Then, almost cas-

ually, he mentioned he had been con-

sidering a few ideas for Bob's immediate
future himself.

Skilfully he outlined how Bob could be

a leading star in the new studio program,

directed by leading men from Holly-

wood again in films of the same calibre

as "The Citadel" and "Good-bye, Mr.
Chips." It was an enthralling prospect

which stirred Bob's emotions, especially

when Korda mentioned how some of the

pictures would be made at the MGM
studios at Culver City, under the ex-

change scheme by which the Hollywood
stars will come across to play here while

the British ones will travel there to work
from time to time.

For Bob's beloved family are in Cali-

fornia now, having settled there since

the blitz first drove them from London.
As Bob listened to Korda, he had an air-

mail letter from his red-haired little

wife Ella in his pocket, telling him how
daughter Joanna, so like her father, had
just graduated at Hollywood High School
and how the two boys, John and Brian,

had both decided to become actors and
were already taking juvenile parts in the

films. Reunion added still more attrac-

tion to the word-picture Korda was
painting for him.
When Bob finally left the house, he

had signed a long-term contract. That
flood-tide had caught him up and now
he is on his way to taking his proper
place among the world's great interna-

tional screen stars, the high place to

which his dark-eyed good looks and his

romantic personality and his warm, es-

sentially sure sense of drama rightly

entitle him.
He was obviou.sly a happier and more

contented man on the morning he re-

entered the Denham studio estate after

all his years of absence. He stopped to

admire again the celebrated magnolia
tree which stands beside the gate, curling

its delicate blooms to the sunshine. "It's

altered quite a lot since I was here last,

you know. But maybe so have I."

W^hen he came tJ the MGM lot, Bob
found to his delight he was installed in

See what they do

ff il:

DON JUAN Million Dollar

M

Lipstick stays on I

1, DON JUAN STAYS ON when you
eat, drink, kiss, if used as di-

rected. No greasy, smeary effect.

2. LIPS STAY LOVELY without fre-

quent retouching. Try today.

3.

4.

NOT DRYING OR SMEARY. Im-
parts appealing "glamour" look.

Creamy smooth— easily applied.

STYLE SHADES. Try Blackberry
or Raspberry shade.

DonJuan
MILLION DOLLAH

Lipstick
STAYS ON!

LIPS LOOK LOVELY

!SONG POEMS To Bs Set to Music

* Publishers need new songs I Submit one or more ol

Jr your best poems for immediate consideration. Any sub-
ject. Send poem PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.

* FIVE STAB MUSIC MASTERS, bua Beacon Bldg.. Boston. Ma;

''Before and Aftef'A^
\^ Read this new book about Plastic/'

Reconstruction. Tells how easy/
it is for noses to be shaped—

V protruding ears, thick lips\
1*^ wrinkles, and signs of age i

corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-
lous breasts. Plastic Surgery^

Explained. Elaborate illustration

125 pagtt. Only 25c— mail coin or stamps. Clenmrille
Publishers. 60 E. 42nd St.. Dept. CO.. New York 17. N. Y.
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HERE'Swhy
Ifs Differenf >

* IT'S HOMOGENIZED-scientiflcally 'liquid

polishes' the hair with just a few drops.

•k IT CONTAINS LAWLW-gives dull hair

softness and luster.

* IT'S PERFECT FOR DRY HAIR AND SCALP
removes dandruff scales, leaves hair

sparkling clean and easy to manage.

TWO ECONOMICM. tm si AA
SIZES 4 0!. Bottle OV* 8 02. Bottle I.W

SOLD AT LEADING DRUG, DEPT. STORES. BEAUTY SHOPS
FREE: Generous trial size bottle. Send 10c to cover postage to.

MIDDLEBROOKE LANCASTER/INC. - 540 B'way, B'KlynE, N.Y.

MFRS. OF NUTRINE HAIR L A C Q U E R & PAD E T T E S

O A Million Thanks!

^ Will be Yours . ^
When you Give ^ -

fo Any *
tt

Woman!

It's the

Perfect

Gift

Praclical—Desirable—Efficienf!

Excifing Cuficle Fountain Shaper
wifh SOFTOL Lubricant Removes Stubborn
Cuticles in a jiffy. It Shapes — Softens —
Lubricates and Removes Cii/icfe$. WITHOUT

CUTTIM6

Josf What A Woman Wants For
Home Manicures oncJ Pedicures!
Also specially packaged for men.

SOFTOL CUTICLE SET is Pack-
aged in Gay Christmas Boxes
— Especially for Gift-giving.
No Rewrapping is Necessary!

Complete CI AA plus
Set * ' 'WU Federol Tax

SOFTOL liquid refill bottle . . . 50c

his former dressing-room, with its win-

dows overlooking the lake and its big

leather chair and its radiogram, so that

he can relax between scenes listening to

the symphony music he loves. Korda had
even given instructions that all Bob's
favorite photographs of his screen friends

be carefully fixed round the walls so he
was greeted familiarly by the faces of

Rosalind Russell and Noel Coward and
Charles Laughton and Anna Neagle
among others.

This new Donat film is called "Perfect

Strangers," the story of a young married
pair living in London before the war, he
working in a big business office, she stay-

ing home and keeping house, their amuse-
ments an evening at the local movie
or playing bridge with the neighbors or

taking a Sunday afternoon drive in the

car or visiting mother and father.

Then he is called up for the Navy and
sent off to a destroj'er while she, lone-

some and restless, joins the Women's
Royal Naval Service and soon finds her-

self wearing dark Islue slacks and a

sailor cap, cyphering signals beside ad-

miring young officers and jumping in and
out of tossing little boats as nonchantly
as she formerly travelled on the subway.
Each of them gains a thousand exciting

new experiences, makes fresh contacts

and new companions in undreamed of

ways. Their only link for months on end
is the letters they exchange, until he is

unexpectedly invalided out and she is dis-

charged toa. They meet once more at

their old home in London, literally

"perfect strangers" to each other. How
are they going to take up their marriage
ties again and adjust their altered per-

sonalities to continue , their happy life

together?

Solving this problem is going to oc-

cupy the energies of many thousands of

men and women in America and Britain

alike when final victory brings peace and
the uniforms can be folded away. Maybe
these war-parted couples will find some
useful slants in the way Bob attempts it

with his lovely young partner, blonde
Deborah Kerr, who will be making her

first appearance before the majority of

American movie fans.

Slim and twenty-three and still un-

married by firm choice
—

"I'm far too

busy for romance yet awhile"—Deborah
is a real English rose of a girl, simple and
unaffected with her neat tailored suits

and plain war-time utility frocks, living

at a tiny old-fashioned country cottage

with an elderly housekeeper and dig-

ging the garden there whenever she has
Sunday free. She has played on the

London stage and made three earlier

British films and she's enormously
thrilled at supporting Bob in such an
important new production. Probably Deb
remembers that Greer Garson started

this way too, as Mrs. Chips in MGM's
last production at Denham, and is keep-
ing her fingers crossed for history to

repeat itself.

Bob himself helps her tremendously
on the set, coaching her between takes

and giving her confidence out before the

cameras. He has never been a scene-

stealer—he is far too sincere an artist

—

and every one of his leading ladies will

gladly pay tribute to his patience and his

cheerful friendliness and his constantly

gallant courtesy. There's a lot of those

qualities which go to make the English
gentleman in Bob's temperamental char-

acter.

When "Perfect Strangers" is finished,

an impressive programme stretches ahead
for Bob. He is to play the hero of "Vel-

vet Jacket," the life-story of Robert
Louis Stevenson, and his schedule also

includes a modern romance in which he

will share the stellar honors with Merle
Oberon. MGM are planning, and Bob
is undoubtedly passionately hoping, for

these two films to be made in Hollywood
this winter but these days movie produc-
tion is just one more thing irrevocably

controlled by the war situation, so maybe
Bob will have to work again at Denham
instead. But whether he acts in Cali-

fornia or Middlesex, the pleasant fact for

his fans still remains. Robert Donat is

back in Big Pictures once more and he is

going to stay in them now.

Frankie (The Voice) Sinatra and Fredric (Mark Twain) March meet on the air. It would be

interesting to know what the great wit would say about crooners, swing and bobby socks.

Sold at all leading drug, department stores

and beautjr salons or send 51.00 ip
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Please don't wake me anybody!

Everything's going to be just

the way he'll want it. His easy

chair. . . his slippers . . . and his

Chesterfields.

Aesfeme/cf
I^ICHT COMBIJVATION
WORLD'S BEST TOBACCOS

Copyrighc 19'14, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.
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(D MOMMA WAS LOSING PATIENCE WITH ME AGAIN. She says:

'I'm getting plenty sick of you looking like Flaky Joe, Hair's

Horrible Example! And I'm tired of you spending money for a

lot of junk that doesn't help. You'd never listen to me who has

been a nurse most of her life, butyoulllisten this time, Sonny Boy!"

'THIS PROVES WHAT I'VE

BEEN TELLING YOU for months," she

went on. "You've got a case of infectious

dandruff that ought to have repeated

Listerine Antiseptic treatment and per-

sistent massage. I've seen the records on

the Lambert research, and I know what
Listerine Antiseptic can do in killing the

'bottle bacillus.' And so, Baby, we're

starting right now!"

EVERYMORNINGANDNIGHT
SHE HERDED ME into the bathroom
and doused on Listerine Antiseptic. Then
she followed it with a swell, vigorous

massage. Boy! Did my scalp feel like a

million. And the way those ugly flakes

and scales began to disappear is nobody's

business. What a treatment!

"YOU'RE ALMOST HUMAN AGAIN,

"

she said a few weeks after,"and your hair

looks like it used to. After this, maj be

you'll listen to Momma when she tells

you that you ought to use Listerine .Anti-

septic, every time you wash your hair,

as a precaution against the infection

coming back." Will I listen? You said it!

Flakes? Scales? Itching? Germs?

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC-itfOlV/

THESE common little symptoms may
mean that you're in for infectious

dandruff.

Better start at once with Listerine

Antiseptic and massage, the treatment that

has helped so many . . . that may help you.

Listerine Antiseptic goes after the infec-

tion Itself— kills millions of germs, includ-

mg the "bottle bacillus", regarded by man}''

authorities as a causative agent of this

type of dandruff.

At the same time it helps to get rid of

those ugly flakes and scales and alleviates

itching. Your scalp glows and tingles and

your hair feels wonderfully fresh. In tests,

this twice-a-day treatment brought com-

plete disappearance of, or marked im-

provement in, the symptoms of dandruff

within a month to 76% of dandruff suf-

ferers. Listerine Antiseptic is the same
solution that has been famous for over

sixty' years in oral hygiene.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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The greatest

star of the

screen I

You remember how America thrilled as

a voice came over the radio
—"Our

planes have bombed Tokyo!"

We thrilled again and again to learn
how Lieutenant Colonel Doolittle led

his men in the greatest gamble of the
war—how they took off from the carrier

"Hornet"—how they loosed their bombs
on the city—how some were forced to
abandon their planes over China—and
how they found their way out.

*
Now that epic story reaches the screen
in M-G-M*s mighty film, "Thirty Sec-
onds Over Tokyo", based on Captain
Ted W. Lawson's Collier's serial and
best-selling book.

Now you can see for yourself what that
adventure meant to the men who went
out to avenge Pearl Harbor—thehuman
story behind the boys who left home
and sweethearts and wives to dare
death in the skies.

"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" is the
story of their courage and their glory.

It is one of the very few truly great
pictures to come out of this war.

Director Mervyn LeRoy and Producer
Sam Zimbalist have imbued it with
mounting excitement, gripping tension
and warm human understanding.

M-G-M has provided an ace cast—Van
Johnson, Robert Walker (great roles for

two rising young actors), Phyllis Thax-
ter, to name a few.

AND— as a crowning touch—
SPENCER TRACY as Lieutenant
Colonel Doolittle.

"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo" is a
thrilling picture that will make your
American heart swell with pride ... a
prophecy of things to come.

*
As this is being written our planes are
coming closer and closer to Tokyo. By
the time you read it they may even
have bombed Hirohito's capital again.
If not, it won't be long now.

And if we seem
a little excited
about the pic-
ture, you'll un-
derstand why
when you see it.
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Ifs theirfun-mosf comedy f(MGMafco«rse)

The Potentates of Comedy in an

Enchanted Paradise— playing tag

with the Sultan's Darlings and

his Evil-Eye Headsman! How'd you like

to be in their turbans?

Screen Play by Harry Ruskin, John Grant and Harry Crane • Directed by CHARLES RIESNER • Produced by GEORGE HAIGHT
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Diane's "Photo-
Revise" helped
her achieve new
loveliness.

Before- FORLORN!

BEFORE her Powers
Course, Diane Parker of
N. Y. says, "/ never had any

fun, I was in-

different. My
complexion
was blotchy
and I was so
'skinny'."

Now- POPULAR!
AFTER her Powers Course.
Diane is now popular. Her
"Photo-Revise" showed her
make-up secrets . . . gave
her glamour.

IN 49 DAYS, YOU,

too, may have new

loveliness, new charm,

a "MODEL" figure

Uyou think good looks,

a stunning figure, a new
personality are out of your

reach, discover the thrill-

ing benefits of Powers

Training.

Now right at home you

may realize your own
loveliest possibilities!

Simple daily assign-

ments in figure control,

make-up and grooming
make the entire course

fascinating. The cost? So

little you'll be amazed!

Diane's new "Model"
figure (left). "In thefirst

4 weeks," she says, "/

gained 12 bounds. . . and^

in the right places, too!"

Real "POWERS GIRL"

training!

Your Figure—How to

streamline it.

Your Face— "Photo-
Revise," drawn over your

own picture, shows you
make-up secrets.

Your Style—How to be
"best-dressed," yet save

dollars.

Your Voice—Exercises

for speech attractiveness.

You—Mr. Powers' for-

ula for charm and
magnetism.

Mail this Coupon NOW!

John Robert
Powers will send
yon free your con-
fidential question-
naire, illustrated
booklet, ''The
Powers Way," and
details of famous
Powers Training

Send for

Booklet

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave., Suite M-444, New York 17, N.Y.

Dear Mr. Powers: Ves, I'm really interested.
Please send me details of your Home Course.

Name-

Street

—

City
& Zone_ _State

-

Occupation. -Age-

Greer Garson dines out with hubby Lf. Richard

Ney while he is in town on a recent leave.

4 NN SOTHERN and Lieut. Robert
Sterling, who will be three before^ the year is out, have received

presents from fans all over the world.

Believe it or not, packages simply ad-

dressed to "Maisie's Baby, Hollywood,
California," have been delivered by the

mail man.

'yHOSE DATES between Faye Emer-
-* son and George Raft—weren't. Both

happened to be invited to the Mocambo
in the same party. During the chang-
ing of partners, George finally got around
to asking Faye for a dance. The colum-
nists did the rest. Speaking of the amaz-
ing Emerson, she really gave tourists

a treat at a local night spot recently.

Bobby Anderson, her boy friend, dared
her to walk across the room with a
champagne glass balanced on her head.
Faye took the dare and she didn't spill

a drop!

nPEN MONTHS of married life cer-

tainly made a disillusioned girl out of

Martha O'Driscoll. Whatever happend
has left her too dazed to talk about it.

Her husband's in uniform, which means
she can't get a divorce for the duration

—

unless he gives his consent. There are

those who don't think he will give it too

easilj\ Only time will tell.

P ACK IN Hollywood after participat-

ing in the battle at Saipan, Cesar
Romero was astounded to meet so many
new stars. Before he went to sea, such

stellarites as Van Johnson, June Ally-

son, Gloria De Haven, Joyce Reynolds,
Zachary Scott, Turhan Bey had never

been heard of. '"Wait until I get back
and tell the boys," Cesar told George
Murphy. "They won't believe me. Their

hearts belong to Betty Grable and Annie
Sheridan. These youngsters are faced

with snmp stiff competition."

The King Sisters
(bottom, Alice and
Donna; top, Luise

and Yvonne) are the

pretty featured sing-

ers in MGM's "Thrill

Of A Romance."

Screen L.xND
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Paramount Presents

Alan Ladd • Loretta Young ^
m RACHEL FIELD'S

"AND NOW Tomorrow

"

with Susan Hayward • Barry Sullivan

Beulah Bondi • Cecil Kellaway • Diiected by Irving Pichel

Screen Play by Frank Parlos and Raymond Chandler
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THE SEA-SIDE, SONG-STUDDED

STAR-SHOW OF THE SEASON!

More thrills, songs,

stars and beautiful

girls than

there are

grains of

sand on

the beach

imm FILMS
SetectecC

CONSTANCE MOORr^'' BRAD TAYLOR
feofur/ng

CHARLEY GRAPEWIN • JERRY COLONNA
and ROBERT B. CASTAINE • STANLEY ANDREWS

and PAUL WHITEMAN & ORCHESTRA
LOUIS ARMSTRONG AND HIS ORCHESTRA

with BUCK AND BUBBLES
DOROTHY DANDRIDGE

BELLE BAKER • JOE FRISCO
GALLAGHER & SHEAN
(Jack Kenny & Al Shean)

VAN & SCHENCK
(Guj Van & Chorles Marth)

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

KISMET—MGM
The whole rainbow of color has been tossed with stun-

ning effect into this film version of Edward Knoblock's

lamous play with Ronald Colman in the starring role of

Hafiz, a rascally beggar by day and fascinating prince

by night, whose one ambition is to make his charming
dark-eyed daughter queen of the realm. Marlene
Dietrich, as Jainilla. dancing girl who queens it over the

Grand I 'hicr's ladies, has a fine time spreading allure in

a variety of colorful costumes. Joy Ann Page and James
Craig provide romance a la Cinderella. Edward Arnold
adds some grand moments as villahi. Of course it's

strictly a fairytale. You'll find fun, but no greatmessage.

ARSENIC AND OLD LACE—Worner Bros.

Frank Capra, who produced and directed this film ver-

sion of the hit Broadway play just before he went to

war, must have been in a big hurry ! We admit that a

chiller-comedy dealing with so many corpses must have
speed, but a little time out to catch a breath would have
gone a long way toward a more general appreciation.

Cary Grant, whose job it is to straighten out two
maiden aunts who like to help lonely old gentlemen out

of their misery with arsenic, has himself a time, mug-
ging profusely over each cadaver. Josephine Hull and
Jean Adair, as the aunts, are nicely restrained. Ray-
mond Massey, Peter Lorre, rival murderers, and
Priscilla Lane, as love interest, add many complications.

HEAVENLY DAYS—RKO
Couched in the fun and merriment ably provided by
radio's Fibber McGee and Molly, there are several

worthwhile preachments to "the average man," who
spends his time griping but doesn't write his congress-
man about it, who doesn't vote because he has forgotten

to register, and many other typical traits which we all

know only too well. But we won't feel hurt, because
like all the other characters in the film—and in the
country—we are "above average." Absurdly comical are

Fibber's and Molly's trip to Washington, his speech
from the Senate gallery, his simplified questionnaire.

Gordon Oliver and Barbara Hale are good as romantics.

WING AND A PRAYER—20t/i Century-Fox

There's not a feminine face in the entire footage, but
nevertheless many's the gal who will find interest, sus-

pense and real drama in the account of an aircraft car-

rier and its part in the strategy our Navy played before
the battle of Midway when our boys were ordered to

dodge combat. It'll stand the scrutiny of a serviceman,
too. Dana Andrews, as a squadron leader, and William
Eythe, as a former movie star, will add more fans to

their following. Don Ameche, a tough flight com-
mander, Charles Bickford, Captain of the carrier,

Kevin O'Shea, Richard Jaeckel and Richard Crane are

stand-outs, offering a grand array of interesting types.

THE CUMAX—Universal

Here's a grand mixture of melodrama and mystery by
Boris Karloff and Gale Sondergaard, music and ro-

mance b)' Susanna Foster and Turhan Bey. The story

is slightly reminiscent of "The Phantom of The
Opera," but you'll find the maniacal doings of the opera
house physician, who hates voices, and strange disap-

pearing acts of the feminine stars enough to keep you
interested, especially with Technicolor setting the sinis-

ter mood. For the music lovers, Susanna Foster's trill-

ing tremulo is tops. (More reviews on page 15)
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HERE'S A SCREENFUL OF HUGGIN'AND KISSIN'WHERE
EVERY HUG AND KlSS FEELS LIKE IT'S MEANT FOR Y^!
WANT TO HAVE SOME FUN WHAT WE MEAt<[ F^?
THEN HURRY OVER FOR SOME HEAVY ROMANClN' WITH

mmmmammmmm
That big guy in his biggest hit! Dennis' sweetheart—and yours!

4M

Sensation of 'Destination Tokyo'!

/ I /

TUB ViRY PfCTURe FOft YOUt^^ - - -

.

:

'fe*'^*''''""
wi.h FAYE EMERSON • BEULAH BONDI • HENRY TRAVERS • WILLIAM PRINCE • ANDREA KING

Screen Ploy by Atvah Bessie and Delmer Doves Originol Story by Uonel Wiggam

JACK L. WARNER, Executive Produ Directed by DELMER DAVES

SCREE>fI, AND

Produced by JERRY WALD

9



to try

new things?

Do you habitually take the negative side

when a change is suggested? Or do you
say, "Let's try it and find outfit's better?"

These two questions really furnish a

very good test to find out how youngyou

feel. Take the case of Tampax. It is cer-

tainly a sign of the times that this form

of monthly sanitary protection (worn
internally) is so popular among
the students at the leading

women's colleges!

The principle of Tampax
{internal absorption) has long

been known to doctors, but

this famous product makes the

method available to women generally.

Pure surgical cotton is compressed into

dainty one-time-use applicators, so that

changing is a matter of moments. No
belts, pins or external pads. No odor or

chafing. Easy disposal. Start using Tam-
pax this very month!

Sold in 3 absorbencies: Regular, Super,

Junior. At drug stores and notion coun-

ters. A whole month's supply will go
into your purse. Economy box contains

4 months' supply (average). Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 Absorbencies

REGULAR

SUPER JUNIOR Accepted for Adver-
tising by the Journal
of the American
Medical Aisoctation

mn TO GLilMIIR
Beauty hints and new preparations
to meet needs for better groominq

For that finishing

touch, Janet Blafr of

Coivmbia Pictures

applies a bit of per-

funue to her eor

lobe, using the tip

of the glass stopper

FOR those deep lush colors of the winter
ensemble, there are equally lovely tones in

harmonizing nail lacquer. Among those seen

is Black Cherry by Chen Yu. It has that

dark lustre of the California black cherry.

IN NEW lipstick shades, there is Mariposa
' by Michel Its tone is a warm and vibrant

red, and it has stay-on power because of its

non-smearing creamy base. The lipstick con-

tainers are in black, ivory and white with a
small top for convenience.

A MAKE-UP cake with non-drying oil

base to match each of the six Alix-
styled shades of face powder is Jergen's

contribution to good grooming. The make-
up cake and powder are packaged together.

Easily and quickly applied, they give a fin-

ished appearance to the girl who is too

rushed for extra time on complexion care.

THIS time of the year, hair comes in for a

special treatment, and in the hair prepara-

tion list a new one has been added. It is

Ocean Foam Creme Shampoo which has
been used by beauticians and hair-specialists

throughout the country. It is now sold in

stores. Because it is a homogenized sham-
poo which is mild, yet stimulating, its pro-

ducers consider it ideal for giving life and
lustre to dry hair and scalp. Applied as a

frothy-whipped lather it cleanses and leaves

the hair silken-surfaced.

With more women at work who have a new
standard of grooming to meet and more money
to meet it with, deodorants are enjoying an

up-trend even though winter is here. Odorono
Cream now appears in a streamlined, pre-war

designed glass container with threaded cap for

an air-tight closure to insure the cream's

lasting qualities to the final applications.

For today's busy women, there's Dorothy Gray's

Liquid Cleansing Cream, a new product which

provides a delightful "change of face" in a few
minutes. Convenient because it consistently

permits an easy and fast flow over the skin to

quickly remove skin accumulations and stale

make-up. Compact and simple to handle when
traveling because it will fit into a tiny case.
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As I read his letter over and over, I could

almost hear Jim say, "Your lovely hair won
my heart the first day I met you."

And yet, a short time ago my hair was duller

than any girl's in the office. Then one day I

heard them talking about Nestle Colorinse.

"I use it after every shampoo," one of them
said. "Why Colorinse has made my hair

really glow with richer color and sparkling

highlights. Made it silkier, too, and gave it

a soft, lustrous sheen."

Would Colorinse do that for my hair.**, I

•wondered. That very night I tried it and—

What a breath-taking difference in my hair?

Jim says though he's thousands of miles

away he'll never forget its loveliness. Why
don't you let Nestle Colorinse make your

hair more glamorous, too?

A C For your next permanent, osk for on Opolescent Creme

Wove, by Nestle— originators of permanent waving.

COLORINSE
/n ^0t and 25/ sizes.

At beauty counters

everywhere.

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG
For that well-groomed look,

whether you wear your hair up
or down — a delicately per-

fumed hair lacquer. Just a few
drops of Hairlac will keep
your coif in place throughout

the day. 2V2 bottle 25^

C HAIRIAC

It's Your Concern!
Movies are made for your entertain-

ment ! So isn't it natural that Holly-

wood's movie makers listen to what
you have to say about stars in partic-

ular and pictures in general ? They aim
to please ! Write your comments to

Fans' Forum today. Monthly awards
for the best letters published: $10.00,

$5.00, and five $1.00 prizes, all payable

in War Savings Stamps. Closing date

is the 25th of the month.
Please address your letters to Fans'

Forum, Screenland, 205 East 42nd
St., New York 17, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

I don't keep up with the cinema world
like I used to, but we still see about four

good movies a week. We fellows here are

stationed at a rather small—for A.T.C.—
out-of-the-way station, and we do really ap-

preciate whatever movies we receive. Per-

sonally, I can't thank the stars and feature

players enough for keeping our morale up.

The real credit goes to the movie companies,

our own War Department and our own
A.T.C. for delivering them on time each

week. Although quite a few of the pictures

are sometimes dull and not quite up to par,

I know that all the women and us men real-

ize the difficult task of finding suitable play-

ers in wartime. Many of Hollywood's lead-

ing men are in the services, also many of

the supporting players and feature actors.

The actresses are selling bonds- and doing as

much Red Cross work as possible and going

on tours of the Army Camps in the States

and overseas.

Although we don't have as many USO
shows as we'd like, we all realize the strain

and hardships demanded of those who do
their best to entertain us. So far, in the al-

most 20 months I've been overseas, I saw
Martha Raye put on a very fine show to a

large group of us boys. Martha was all

alone except for a piano playing G.I. who
traveled with her. We had our own post

band called the "Bushtown Band" to accom-
pany Miss Raye. Martha was just the same
in real life as she is in her fine performances
on the screen. She sang some songs and did

some good mimicking.
Since then we've had Jack Benny, Larry

Adler, Winnie Shaw and Anna Lee in one
good, large performance. Jack is the same
witty guy in real life as he is in the movies
and on the radio. The only difference is he
didn't plug his Jello with its six delicious

flavors. Larry is a swell guy and very good
on the mouthpiece. Winnie Shaw sings her

famous song of a few years ago, "Lady In

Red," and "La Cucaracha." Anna Lee is a
nice dish, too, and sings very nicely.

Fredric March put on a very good per-

formance with his troupe. Luise Rainer is

as beautiful as she is on the screen and does
a scene from her fine performance, "The
Good Earth." She did a nice job of cheer-

ing up our boys in the hospital, some from
the war fronts, asking them about home,
who they'd left behind and what a wonder-
ful country we're fighting for.

Joel McCrea was through our station and
gave us a nice little pep talk. He's a great

guy and a regular fellow, that Joel McCrea.
As I work in the Post Exchange, I had the

pleasure of waiting on each of these famous
people once or twice. Joe E. Brown, that

famous clown of the cinema, put on a fine

show in spite of the fact that he'd just lost

his only son, Capt. Joe E. Brown, Jr. We're
all proud of him and we know the movie
world is, too.

Martha Raye wore an officer's uniform
complete with Captain bars. She fills her
uniform out right, no bulges in the knees or

elsewhere.

Jack Benny bought quite a few clothes

for his trip in our P.X. The fellows in the

clothing department gave him very good
service and he wanted to give them $5.00

each for their service. Of course theV didn't

take it, and I don't believe any G.I. would.
It's a pleasure to be able to see them in per-

son and wait on them, which is sufficient

award.
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IF YOU "HATE EXERCISE" AND "LOVE TO EAT"-

Here's a New lazyWay to REDUCE

-Qmk/y a^j^Safe/y
10 -Day Miracle Diet— Lose 10 Pounds in 10 Days!— and Still Eat

3 Delicious, Satisfying Meals a Day; Not Do a Bit of Extra Exercise!

PARTIAL CONTENTS

Showing HOW This Boolt Takes

Off the Pounds and the Bulges
I. THE SURE WAY TO REDUCE

Exercise Is a Practical
Joker. Why exercise alone la

a poor way to reduce.

No Drugs. No Sweat, No
Charge. Why you can ignore
costly sweat baths, reducing
drugs, dangerous fasting etc.

Counting Calories Isn't
Enough, "GalloDing calories"
that slim you faster.

II, WHY YOU DON'T GET SUM
Coffee, Tea, Cocoa, MiJk, Cocktail Calories. The

Water, Soft Drinks. How bev- strange role of alcohol In
erages affect weight control building fat.—with some surprises!

III. YOU CRACK DOWN ON CALORIES

The "Lazy Way" to Lose
Weight. How you can reduce
quickly and safely—no exer-
cise, no hunger pangs, no
drugs, girdles or gadgets.

How Much Do You Want
to Reduce—How Fast? Your
choice of diets that reduce
you rapidly or gradually, as

you wish.

How Proteins Help You
Get Slim. Reducing without
hunger or sacrificing vitality.

The Simple Arithmetic of
Reducing, Easy way to set
your calorie quota whether
you're a housewife, war plant
worker, stenographer, etc.

10-Day Miracle Diet. Safe,
easy way to lose a pound a
day for 10 days. Daily menus.

Heartier Diets. 3 dally
diets for losing 10 pounds
a month. How to substitute
other foods you like better.

2 "STAY Slim" diets.

The Fastest SAFE Slim-
ming Program. Diet safe-

guards that make speedy
weight reduction safe.

Two - Minute Calorie-
Counting Table. At-a-glance
chart showing kinds of cal-
ories in 26 meat dishes, 4
kinds of milk. Ki flsh. 10
cheese and egg servings, 41
vegetables, 29 fruits, 19
breads, cereals, 16 pies, pas-
tries, 17 fats, sugars, syrups,
7 nuts, 11 soups, 18 "llttlo
things", 15 beverages.

Eat as Often as You Want.
Exploding the no - food - be-
tween-meals myth and the
nothing - but - coffee - for -

breakfast error.

IV. YOU COUNT YOUR VITAMINS THE EASY WAY
You Needn't Pay Extra for

Vitamins. How to get all you
need from foods alone.

Your Daily Vitamin Needs.
Complete table showing units
of A, Bl, C. G, D needed for

Adults,Adolescents, Children,

Infants, Pregnant Women.
Lightning Vitamin Calcu-

lator. Vitamin units in 78
common foods in handy chart.

Cook Them Kindly. 9 sim-
ple rules to preserve vitamins
in preparing foods.

V. EAT FOR BEAUTY, CHARM AND-YES,
REALLY -SEX APPEAL

No Pep, No Joy, No
Friends. Is this youf
How you can remedy it— at the dinner table!

Gray Hair, Baldness
and the Diet. What sci-
ence has learned about
diet effects on hair.

Skin You Love to Touch.
How Vitamin A and other
elements promote clear, beau-
tiful skin.

Teeth You Love to Brush.
Food, for healthy teeth.

Diet Cure for Constipation.
"Scare" warnings vs. truth.

VI. EATING FOR "OOMPH"
Food and Glamour. Be- Anemia Wins No Love
lation of what you eat to Prizes. Red - blooded
personal appearance, vl- "romance" minerals: how to
tality, sex appeal. get them.

What This Book is Doing for Others

"Xost the specified 10 lbs. in 10 days.

Feel better than in years."—Wisconsin.

"My sister is very short, weighed 196.

Was so thrilled to be losing weight, would
even get up in the night to weigh herself.

Now weighs 120, is healthier, happier."
—Michigan.

"Kindly for^vard me the book. Have a

friend who lost 34 lbs., is now ever so much
better in health, appearance."—California

"Most sensible way to reduce I have seen
yet. I'm a registered nurse and can fully

appreciate sensibility of this means." —
Massachusetts.

"Lost 35 lbs. in 41 days. Compliments to

your book."—West Virginia,

Examine It 5 Days FREE
It costs only a stamp to examine this book

FREE. No money need be sent now. "The New
Way to Eat and Get Slim" (in a plain wrapper}
will be sent with the understanding that you may
keep it 5 days. If, even in that short time, you
are NOT convinced it offers you the quick, safe,

lazy-way to reduce—return it without obligation.
Otherwise, keep it for only $2.00, plus few
cents postage,

A body that Is slim, healthy, and alive will
win admiration the rest of your life. Take the
first step toward lovely, alluring slenderness now.
Mail Free Examination Coupon at once.
WILFRED FUNK, Inc., Dept. R2012, 354
Founh Avenue, New York 10, N. Y.

YES, it's tme-tWis new 10-Day MIRACLE
DIET — thanks to latest discoveries in

weight control! Now-WHETHER AMAN
OR A WOMAN-you can lose 10 pounds
in 10 days, 30 pounds or more within 3

months—comfortably, pleasantly, healthfully.*

WITHOUT strenuous, difficult exercises, WITH-
OUT dangerous pills or drugs. WITHOUT sweat-

ing in steam baths or spending money for massages.

WITHOUT suffering the dizziness, nausea, and
torture of self-imposed starvation!

You'll eat three delicious, fully-satisfying meals
a day, including a big breakfast. You'll be allowed

to "snack" between meals. This new scientific lazy-

way—described in the fascinating book, "The New
Way to Eat and Get Slim," by Donald G. Cooley—
brings you a slimmer, more attractive figure, and
also greater health and beauty! Your skin becomes
smoother, clearer . . . your hair softer, more lus-

trous . . . your eyes more sparkling. You have more
energy, pep, get-up-and-go.

What Is This Amazing Secret?

The whole secret lies in your food—not just how
much, but also which kinds. And it isn't (as you
may have imagined ) merely a matter of "calories."

It's the kind of calories that makes the difference!

Some foods are high in /<z/-producing calories.

Others are high in ewer^^z-producing calories. If

you merely cut down the amount of food—without
being sure to get more energy-Q2Xoz\t% than fat-

calories—you don't lose weight at all. Your body
simply "slows down"—and continues to store fat!

Many people think they know about calories. But do
they.' Suppose you had to choose between a large glass of
orange juice and half a sirloin steak? You would probably
reach for the orange juice. Actually, the steak would give
you 15 times as many precious ENERGY-aloiies. Yet the
total number of calories in each is roughly the same!

What This Book Can Do For You
Mr. Cooley's book shows you, quickly and clearly, how

to apply this simple principle of seleaing energy-ciyor\e^
instead of /ar-calories. It gives you a "10 -Day Miracle
Diet" by which you lose a pound a day for 10 days; a diet
for losing 10 pounds in 30 days; a 'tapering off" diet for
losing 8V5 pounds in 30 days; and a ' Stay-Slim" diet, so
that when you reach the right weight, you S'TAY there.

You don't have to adhere rigidly to these diets, either.
The book's Substitution Table gives you dozens of meats,
and other foods you may eat instead. The partial contents,
on this page, suggests only a ie%v of the ways this book
goes about improving your figure, health, appearance, and
general disposition.

^^IIFRED FUNK, Inc, Dept. R2012,

1

354 Fourth Ave., New York 10, N. Y. I

Please send me—in a plain wrapper—"The New Way I
to Eat and Get Slim" for 5 days' FREE EX AMIX.iVTION. I
If I keep the book I will send you $2.00 plus actual post-

I
age. Otherwise I will return it without further obligation. I

City.
Zone No.
(if any) State.

Check here if enclosing $2.00 WITH this coupon, |
and WE will pay the postage. The same S-day re-
turn privilege, for full refund, applies.
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Joel McCrea, I remember well, had a

lovely belt with rubies or soine other gems
in it. Being inquisitive I asked him about it

and he said it was given to him by Barbara
Stanwyck.

Besides these name people, we've had quite

a lot of nice people who aren't so well

known but they put on just as good per-

formances in most cases and sometimes bet-

ter than the name people. W e say three

cheers for tlvjm all and may they always
keep up the good work.

I guess I said enough for now. This will

probably be too much to print, but at least

you'll have read my opinion and gratitude

to the movie kingdom. I know I've mis-
spelled quite a few words, so I'll just blame
it on the heat. Or maybe it is just that

we've been away so long we have forgotten

the real meaning of some words.

PFC. FOREST D. STRATTON,
Somewhere in West Africa.

ScREENLAND is really up-to-date. Thanks
for a good movie magazine everyone enjoys.

I let anyone that likes to read my copy and
it sure gets around.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

* There are a few things about the motion
picture world and its inhabitants which have
always puzzled me. So may I call this let-

ter, "Answer Me This?"
Practically every young modern boy or

girl dreams of becoming an actor or actress.

The reason we all know. For fame, for-

tune, glamor and most of all the thrill of
being admired and mobbed wherever they go
by autograph seekers. When the fortunate
ones have realized their dream—why all this

pretense of boredom at the sight of an auto-
graph hound and making entrances and exits

through back doors and alleys ? Anyone who

Prtrss .'Association photo

Bing Crosby's talent goes a long way
toward making the opening of London's

Stage Door Canteen a huge success.

Everything's going Bing's way these days.

dislikes people or is a shrinking lily would
hardly choose acting as a profession.

Joan Crawford has been a favorite of

mine for many years and in my opinion she

is perfection itself when it comes to features

and figure. But why—oh, why—does she

insist upon exaggerating the lines of her

perfect mouth? Those Crawford pictures

in the September issue of Screenland were
delightful but I was sorry to notice that she

is again making up her mouth in the manner
which a few years back caused criticism.

The silent films gave us such individual

beauties as Gloria Swanson, Corinne Grif-

fith, Pola Negri, Alice Terry, Vilma Banky,
Barbara LaMarr, Mae Murray. Each one
had a quality of beauty which was different

from the other and very distinguishable.

Today, with the exception of Joan Craw-
ford, Norma Shearer, Greta Garbo, Con-
stance Bennett and Hedy Lamarr, all star-

lets look alike, confusing the theater-goers.
Paulette Goddard and Laraine Day, if not
for the name, almost always mix me up. So
does Janet Blair and Rita Hayworth. Betty
Hutton, Betty Grable, Lana Turner, Ver-
onica Lake, Arleen Whelan, \'irginia Field,

Constance Moore, Elyse Knox, and many
others. While these young ladies are very
lovely and sweet to look at—they offer very
little individuality to the screen. Why don't

talent scouts do something about it?

LIANE SOREL, New York, N. Y.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

I may be only thirteen years old, but some
of those prize letters in Fans' Forum burn
me up. I'm. going to start picking them
apart and numbering them off.

1. Would the so-called fans stop demand-
ing Joan Fontaine give her sister Olivia

some of her charm? If any of the fans ever
saw one of Livvy's pictures, they would see,

then and there, that Livvy can compete (and
probably win) against any glamorized star.

2. Please stop saying the stars should put

on more weight. 'They are the symbol of
American women. Do the fans want every
country in the world thinking the American
women are fat and sloppy?

3. Stop talking about "producer-made
stars.' Joan Leslie has been called one—the

gal who had the lead in "Sergeant York"

!

Gene Tierney, Victor Mature, Linda Dar-
nell are some more in that class. If these

stars didn't have anything on the ball, why
did the producers bother with them at all?

I believe laurels should go to such stars

(Please turn to page 98)

ike
00^

For gala hoU-dating, rely on the Inviting, exciting,

crushed berry tone of irresistible's raspberry

. . . outstanding favorite in a lipstick famous for

color flattery. The secret whip-text process gives

your irresistible lipstick luxurious creamy,

smoothness, making your lips so much lovelier

longer. Available now in a magnificent new

SWIVEL case. Lovely to look at, colossal in size

. . . yet only 25^. A wonderful gift for yourself

and the nicest girls on your list.

10C-25C SIZES

L
,
^^TOSJAY ON LONGER..

LIPSTICK
M:0-OJ-H-.£-R

A touch of

IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME

Assures Glamour
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Your Guide to Current Films

A SONG TO REMEMBER—Co/umb/o
Music lovers are in for a rare treat ! Tiie

haunting melodies of Chopin establish the

mood for this fine picture based on the life

and times of the Polish composer. Even the

jive set will be won over by the smooth
scoring of the immortal tunes—in fact, they

may find to their surprise that Chopin is dis-

tinctly on the beam. The super-photogenic

Cornel Wilde scores a personal triumph in

the role of the brilliant, moody Chopin
whose brief career and stormy romance
with Madame Sand are set forth in a series

of beautifully produced sequences. Paul
Muni plays to the hilt the devoted Pro-

fessor who discovered the genius ; Merle
Oberon, a vision in gorgeous costumes, is

the enigmatic Madame Sand who helped

him to success but almost cost him his soul.

FRENCHMAN'S CREEK—Paramount
When you consider the great success of

Daphne du Maurier's "Rebecca," it's rather

sad that her later romance, colorful story of

a 17th Century pirate and a slightly tar-

nished Lady, has little or no meaning in the

screen version. Joan Fontaine is lovely but

unbelievable as the Lady Dona who wan-
ders from her silly husband when she falls

in love with a suave French pirate. Her
gentle manner and sweet smile fail to estab-

lish the bitterness of a woman who was
forced to lead a life she abhorred. But it's

not all her fault. As she is written, the wil-

ful Lady would not have turned down love

and adventure for her children's sake. Ar-
turo de Cordova creates mild interest as the

pirate. Cecil Kellaway and Basil Rathbone
are fine. See it for Technicolorful action.

TALL IN THE SADDLE—RKO
This is the usual Western story plot of
bad men manipulating land deeds, rustling

cattle and mixing up murder suspects and
clues. But there's one difference. The hero-
ine is not the sweet young innocent, but a
vixen who is not averse to shooting at her
hero when he displeases her. It's a vivid
role, and Ella Raines docs well by it. John
Wayne is easy-going as the Sir Galahad in

chaps coming to the aid of the fair sex and
generally righting all wrongs. Gabby Hayes
has a strong role as the jovial drunkard.

15 Year Old Girl

LOSES 52 POUNDS
Long left out of school fun,

Betty Parker of Tuckahoe,N.Y.

is now slim, smart, popular.

"When you weigh 187 pounds and wear

size 42," explains Betty Parker, "you can't

take part in high school sports — dance,

skate, hike, ride. I thought everyone was

laughing at me, and probably they were!

"Then I read of the DuBarry Success

Course, and my mother said I

could take it if I earned the

money myself. So I did — tak-

ing care of neighbors' chil-

dren. I actually lost 52 pounds

in four months. But that's only

part of the change. I'm full of

pep and ready to 'go places'.

And I am asked to go to them

!

I dress like the other girls—
wear lovely pullover sweaters

and plaid skirts and bright

frocks . . . cute young styles in-

stead of women's dresses. My
skin is creamy smooth, I know
how to do my hair. And is my
family proud of me!"

Be Fit and Fair

Top -to -Toe

There's a glamorous new self

waiting for you to release it . .

.

concealed, perhaps, by extra
weight, an unbecoming hair-do,

a mistreated complexion. But you
can bring it to light! No matter

how busy you are— at home, in

office, school or war work— you
owe it to yourself and your job to

feel and look your best. More than

150,000 women and girls have found the

DuBarry Success Course a way to be-

come fit and fair from top to toe.

Your individual needs are analyzed-
skin, hair, figure, weight. Then you learn

how to follow, at home, the methods
taught by Ann Delafield at the famous
Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.

Before After

Jfhat a difference when Betty brought her
weight and measurements to normal! She re-

duced her waist 8V2 inches, her abdomen 9V^
inches, and her thighs 4 inches. Through im-
proved posture, she now stands an inch taller.

When the Course has meant so much
to so many, why not use the coupon
to find what it can do for you?

SUCCESS COURSE
Ann Delafield, Directing

BEAUTY mST INCLUDED
With your
Course you re-

ceive this Chest
containing a
generous sup-
ply of DuBarry
Beauty and
Make-up Prep-
arations.

Richard Hudnut Salon • New York

Richard Hudnut Salon
Dept. SM-66. 693 Fifth Ave., New York

Please send me the book, "Fit and
Fair—Top lo Toe," telling all about

the DuBarry Success Course.

City.
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IN
1922 Betty Compson wrote an article

entitled "If I Stood Behind a Toilet Goods
Counter." In it she expressed her lively

opinion that all salesgirls should thoroughly
understand the use of cosmetics in order to

help the women of America who buy them.

'I oday, twenty-two years later, Betty

Compson feels that not only the salesgirls,

but every woman in America, should have a
thorough understanding of cosmetics. And
to help them get that understanding, she is

going to make an extensive personal appear-
ance tour throughout the country.

We met Miss Compson in her Glendale
home where she lives with her mother.
When we arrived she was at the telephone
telling a friend about a reducing diet.

When she started to tell us about her
coming trip and her interest in cosmetics,

her eyes sparkled with enthusiasm. "I've

always been interest d in cosmetics," she

said. "Having appreciated their value all

these years, I thought it would be fun to

learn all about them. So 1 made a study of

beautifying preparations. I went through
many factories to find out how they were
manufactured. Then, I was in New York
for a year. There I decided definitely that

I wanted to go into some kind of business,

and cosmetics seemed the natural outlet for

my interests.

"This is the way I feel about it," she went
on. "Every woman wants to look her best.

She wants to look lovely, and as she grows
older she wants to retain her youthful ap-

Af right, Betty Comp-
son as she is today,

and at far right, when
she was famous screen

star of the silent days.

pearance. I think that's right—that's the

way every woman should feel. She should

be able to look into a mirror and say to her-

self, 'Well, I think I look all right today!'

"But don't misunderstand me," Miss
Compson hastened to add. "While I firmly

believe that every woman should study and
know the best type of make-up for herself,

all the make-up in the world will never
cover a bad disposition or an unpleasant out-

look. If you liave inner contentment you
can smile and be charming

;
then, add the

grooming of lovely make-up, and you have
everything ! But it works the other way
around too, because if a woman feels that

she looks well, her increased confidence

m.akes her happier.

"The use of cosmetics should never be-

come a drudgery or it defeats its own end.

Wisely selected and applied, their purpose is

to lend attraction and self-confidence.

"Many women say they haven't the time
to devote to skin care, and I am going out

to tell them that it isn't necessary to devote

so much time to it. Following the soap and
water routine, they should give ten minutes
a day to special facial care to prevent lines.

In so doing, I believe that they can retain

their youthful appearance for many years.

"Naturally, health too is vitally impor-
tant. Every woman should have exercise

and she sliould watch her diet," Miss Comp-
son added.
She herself does not eat fattening foods,

(Please turn to page 87)

"BMIM'S

YOU

MIE IT'

Betty Compson, a star

of long standing, teiis

her plans for shar-

ing beauty secrets

By Josephine Felts
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otker jnampoo

leaves hair so lustrous, and yet so easy to manage

!

Only Drene

with Hair Conditioner reveals

up to 33% more lustre than soap

. . . yet leaves hair so easy to

arrange, so alluringly smooth!

Does your hair look dull,

slightly mousy?

Maybe it's just because you're washing

it with soap or soap shampoos . . . letting

soap film hide the glorious natural lustre

and color brilliance. Change to Drene with

Hair Conditioner. Drene never leaves any

dulling film. That's why it reveals up to

33% more lustre than any soap shampoo!

Does your hair-do require

constantfiddling?

Men don't like this business of running

a comb through your hair in public! Fix

your hair so it stays put! And remember
Drene with Hair Conditioner leaves hair

wonderfully easy to manage, right after

Bhampooing! No other shampoo leaves

hair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrange!

Sssssshhhhh!
But have you dandruff?

Too many girls have! And what a pity.

For unsightly dandruff can be easily con-

trolled ifyou shampoo regularly with Drene.

Drene with Hair Conditioner removes

every trace of embarrassing flaky dandruff

the very first time you use it!

Product of PrjOCter & Gamble

Tonight . . . don't put it off . . . shampoo your hair the
new glamour way! Use Drene with Hair Conditioner!
Get the combination of beauty benefits that only this

wonderful improved shampoo can give! ^^E.xtra lustre

... up to 33% more than with soap or soap shampoos!
Manageable hair . . . easy to comb into smooth shining

neatness! ^'Complete removal of flaky dandruff!
Ask for Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner.
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NEVER BEFORE HAS THE SCREEN SO DARINGLY UNLOCKED

THE SECRET SANCTUARY OF A MAN'S HEARTS

20»h CENTURY-FOX PRESENTS

A. J. CRONIN'S

wr,. GREGORY PECK • IHOMAS MITCHELL • VINCENT PRICE • ROSA STRAONER

RODDY McDOWALL • EDMOND 6WENN • SIR CEORIC HARDWICKE

PEGGY ANN GARNER • JANE BALL • lAMES GLEASON • ANNE REVER[

RUTH NELSON • BENSON PONG • LEONARD STRONG

Directed by JOHN M. STAHL • Produced by JOSEPH L. MANKIEWICZ^

Screen Play by Joseph L. Mankiewicz and Nunnally Johnson
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AN OPEN LEHER TO MR. EXHIBITOR
DEAR SIR:

Take a bow, take a big bow!
It's about time you had an Oscar of your own.

Sure, stars are important, and so are the producers who
present the stars in their super-colossal vehicles; but

where would they be if it weren't for you, Mr. Exhibitor

of America?

And for that matter, where would WE be? I can speak

for myself because I practically grew up in a motion pic-

ture theater. We're the movie-going public who drop in

on you when we need a lift—it may be a good, clean laugh

or a good, hard cry—but we can count on you to give it

to us. A little peace, perhaps, for a tired heart; a dash of

glamor for a beauty-starved soul; solid fun for the kid;

these are the important things, and your theater provides

them. You probably think of yourself as a business man,

not a guardian angel—but you're actually the custodian

of a dream palace—oh, maybe not a Broadway show place,

just a small, comfortable haven on Main Street, where the

movie is the main attraction; but it's still the home from
home for millions of Americans. No, I don't know what
we'd do without you, all 16,500 of you—especially now,

Mr. Exhibitor. I mean now that the Sixth War Loan

Drive is on. Since we've made such a habit of dropping

in on you through the years, what's easier than to buy our

bonds at your theater? I know I will.



Exclusivel Flynn breoks long silence In this interview

with an old friend. Even tells his requirements

for o wife: "An angel with the patience of an

elephant and the disposition of a canary!"

""^^ By Virginia Wood j

20 Photos by Getie Lester

Errol tndlcaf.es fo June Allyson, leff, back-

stage at a "Command Performance" broad-
cast that she is only elbow-high, thus qualify-

ing as a "half-pint." Above, Flynn clowns by
looking incredulous when Linda Darnell

favors Sterling Holloway. Scene: rehearsal

for air show for armed forces overseas.

1ITTLE did I dream, that day I went
. out to see Errol Flynn on the set of

"Objective Burma," that we were
going to enter into a discussion of mar-
riage! But that's what happened.

"What's new.'" I asked, point—blank,
as Errol settled down in the camp chair

next to me. He crinkled up his eyes at

me quizzically.

"It's a bit hard to pick up threads aft-

er all these years, isn't it?" he inquired

thoughtfully. "So many things have
happened."

I'd almost forgotten how long it had
been since we'd talked, but suddenly
realized it had been almost five years.

He looked just the same, I decided, and
yet there was something different. Some-
thing indefinable, and yet it v/as there.

His next words, though, were most fa-

miliar.

"Oh, I mustn't grumble," he replied

in the usual bantering, make-the-best-

of-things Flynn fashion. One nice thing

about Errol, I reflected, was that he
never complains, as many of us are apt

to do, about how difficult life has gotten

to be—how hard luck has pursued him.

He has a way of facing himself squarely,

no matter what. Life will never have
enough hard knocks to subdue that Irish

spirit!

"There's nothing much new, Ginny,"

he picked up my question. "I've just

finished writing a book, a novel. Gene
Fowler's going to write the foreword for

it. I'm petrified at what he might say!"

We sat silently for a while, watching the

camera as it followed a handful of para-

troopers plodding through the jungle. It

was a pretty good facsimile of a jungle

for Whittier, California. Suddenly, Er-

rol leaned over, looking at me with a

well-known challenging gleam in his eye

and the air of a conspirator.

"Know something?" he whispered.

"What?" I answered, eagerlj'.

"I think I'm going to get married!'

Just like that!

"No!" I said.



-.ynn's latest for Warners is "ObjecUve

Burma." Above, in character for his role.

At right, a cup of tea between scenes on

location for the picture. After "Objective

Surma," Errol will star in "Don Juan," first

of a series of costume films in which he

•i^ill appear. No more modern roles for Flynn.

Errol nodded solemnly. "Yep," he
said, "all I've got to do is find me a

spouse."

"Oh, stop kidding, Errol," I said im-

patiently. "Now what—

"

"But I'm not kidding," he went on,

with that irritating mixture of wide-eyed

innocence that never lets you know if

he's kidding or not. "Maybe it's just a

question of growing up and wanting to

take root Some place. I have the farm
up there with a cow, a horse or two, a

Mctory garden—just the right size for a

small farm. I think I'll always want it

for a permanent residence. Now, if I can
just find a girl who'll have me, a com-
bination of martyr, saint, and reform

school matron
—

"

At that point, I knew I was in for it.

Errol, as I knew only too well, could go

on in this vein indefinitely. So I settled

down to the game. "Yes, yes, tell me
more," I said.

"An angel — with the patience of

'an elephant, and a disposition of a

:;anary
—

"

"You're not kidding now.'" I mut-
tered.

Errol threw his head back and laughed,

and immediately decided to preclude any
iiscussion \\ith the least pretense of

seriousness.

"Of com-se, you understand my wife

Would have to get used to certain things,"

-he began. "She'd have her own little

'house—perhaps a tent—out in back, and
meet me at the big house by appoint-

lent. You know, definite visiting hours,

t've always rather fancied the dinner
hour was a good time for husband and
wife to meet. At that time, she would be
unlashed from the stove and allowed to

3ome in and fan me—after my hard day
-splaying tennis, lying in my hammock,
and so on.

"Then, of course, the children—oh, yes,

well want half a dozen of those," Errol
chuckled, getting more into the mood of

his ridiculous word picture, "the chil-

{Please turn to page 91 )
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years ago, Miss Sarah JanWMfc of St. Joseph, Mo., J^ne Wyman, and set out to become a star. St

to California to lav sieee to Hollvwood. It was her souri's loss fthev loved her in St. Joe!) was Ho)
SEVEN years ago. Miss Sarah Janwl^Jfc of St. Joseph, Mo.,

came to California to lay siege to Hollywood. It was her
third attempt. This time she was not going to take a no

for -an answer. A hundred and twenty-five pounds of well-

distributed chassis, a pert button nose, a pair of brown eyes

that should only happen on an olive tree, collided with Warner
Bros. Out of the impact Miss Sarah Jane Folks and her fresh-

aa-paint personality emerged victorious, waving a contract.

June 10, 1937, was a very important date in the life of

Miss Sarah Jane Folks. It was the day when she signed the

contract, wrapped Sarah Jane Folks in mothballs, became

J^ne Wyman, and set out to become a star. St. Joseph, Mis-

souri's loss (they loved her in St. Joe!) was Hollywood's g^^MV'

To Jane, like to so many ambitious girls who get contttii^

in Hollywood, the mere fact of signing a contract meant that

she had arrived. Besides, she was used to always winning hat

way—and who in Hollywood was going to stog, ter?

Behind Jane was a wealth of experience: switehboard oper-

ating, hairdressing, manicuring, and modeliiig. Smart as

whip, ambitious, she tried each, until each profession'?

sibilities were exhausted. Jane had never been one to lin^

in a situation once she got the best out of it. Now she had

Actress, wifi

mother, moral
booster— ond

hit In eoch ro

is record Jar

Wyman has s<

her long-coveted movie conitract. She was mighty pleased

with herself. But that self-satisfaction was short-lived. Now
for the first time she was faced with a situation over which
she had no control. "Be patient," executives droned in her

ears. "Get lots of experience. Your break will come." Jane
seemed to hear those words in her sleep.

But all these croakings were poor consolation. She felt she

was on her way up. After being just a line girl in several

musicals, she was a contract player in one of the largest stu-

dios. She was being studied, photographed, interviewed. Be-

fore long she found herself becoming the cheesecake queen
of Burbank. Her five feet five inches of well-placed pulchri-

tude filled numberless batliing suits magnificently. And still

those dullards were telling her -to "take it easy."

Having fought for herself all along the way, Jane wasn't

going to be defeated without putting {Please turn to page 81)
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YOU are a Great Lover, Joe. By which I do not mean
what the gentle reader is probably thinking I mean. For
what I mean is, you are a great lover of life. Li all its

phases. You are, moreover, a faithful lover, never disloyal

even when life does the shabby by you. And it has. For you
have been poor and obscure and unwanted. You've known
hard times when three skimpy meals a day dwindled to one
skimpy meal a day. You shook hiinds with discouragement
when, trying to break into the theater in New York, you
saw nobody "more imposing than the reception clerk" in pro-

ducers' offices. Rejected by the medium you wanted most,

you turned your hand to jobs that would have gaUed a less

blithe spirit—you sold paint, typewriters, real estate, potato
salad. Now you have fame, a name and the rewards thereof

—but throughout, during the downs as well as the ups, while

eating the lean and eating the fat, you've loved life, with
unflagging and unquenchable enthusiasm.
You once said, "I made up my mind, a long time ago, that

life is very exciting and can be so, under any circumstances."

So, for you, it is. I think it was your good friend, ace-director

Alfred Hitchcock, who once made the observation that your
outstanding quality on the screen is that of "Terrible alive-

ness." Mr. Hitchcock said, "He has that extra heartbeat, the

little more blood in the veins, that makes the difference be-

tween a man of great and little talent."

So you find in life what is, perhaps, a reflection of what
is in you—that "extra heartbeat," the "little more blood in

the vein." {Please turn to page M)



lOok In dressing room mirror before rushing to the

|bove; closeup, below, with charming Mrs. CoHen.

Makes fair skin look fairer

. . lends clear, fresh allure ^

v^. . . adds exciting smoothness

Is your skin cameo-fair like Veronica Lake's? See

exquisite If^oodbury Natural glorify you! And whatever your type

. . . there's a Woodbury shade as flattering. Exclusive Color

Control blends this powder color-even, color-clear— to stay

fresh on your skin . . creates smoothest texture— to

veil tiny blemishes, to cling for hours.' Choose from the

eight enchanting Woodbury Powder shades today.

COLOR
CONTROLUD

YOUR MATCHED MAKE-UP I . . . Now with your
big $1 box of Woodbury Powder, you also get

your just-right glamour shades ot matching lipstick

and rouge—at no exfro cost! ... All 3 for only $1.

ALSO BOXES OF WOODBURY POWDER, SOf!, ISt, \0t

(AM prices plus tax)





BETTE DAVIS is a busy girl these

days. With her finger in more pies

than you can find in a bakerj'.

(Those bustling abolitionist ancestors,

no doubt.) Alert, energetic, enthusiastic,

and intelligently interested in the world's
problems—^and if this old world hasn't

got problems I don't know who has

—

Bette is just about the most exciting per-
son you can find on this bit of repos-

sessed desert called Hollywood. Bette
feels strongly about everything, and says
what she feels. In a town where there is

much too much double talk, Bette is as

candid as a plate-glass window. Which
makes for friends. And makes for en-

emies, too.

But as far as the Industry is concerned
Bette's most important activity at pres-

ent is being a producer. She steps out as

a producer on her next picture, "Stolen

Life," at Warner Brothers. Yes, that

same studio that ten years ago consid-

ered her a dead loss, and wanted to

slough her off as eagerly as if she were
the Black Queen. But not today they
don't. Miss Davis, even when she gives

them plenty of lip, is worth several times

Wifh her screen successes since "Of Human
Bondage" and including "Mr. SkefRngton" as

background, Beft« loob forward io her new
career combining acting and producing. She
makes every minute count, conferring on the

set between scenes—see candid picture at left.

her weight in gold. And they know it!

Well, it seems that aU movie stars want
to be producers. We typewriter pushers

have long suspected that all movie stars

wanted to be writers. Just give one a
pencil when she is reading an article

about herself, and when she gets through
it looks like something Sherman marched
through on his way to the sea—prac-

tically the only words intact, standing up
forlornly like chimneys after the destruc-

tion, being such words as "beautiful"

and "talented."

This itching to be a producer by the
thespians is nothing new under the Cali-

fornia sun. In the lush daj's of Holly-

wood, Gloria Swanson, Charles Ray, and
many others took a fling at producing
and lost their shirts, chinchilla-lined of

course, trying to make pictures that cus-

tomers wanted to see. With each flop

the producers became more and more
smug. The rumor started that actors,

poor dears, were an impractical lot "who

never knew what was good for them, and
that successful box office pictures could

only be made by the Old Guard, the

Goldwyns, Mayers, Warners, Schencks,

et al. That fallacy is now getting kicked

right in the pants. And bj' such elegant

kickers as Jimmy Cagney, Bing Crosby,
Gary Cooper, Don Ameche—and Bette
Davis.

Bette wants it strictly understood that

in spite of their little "misunderstand-
ings" in the past (confidentially, they
were knock-down-drag-out fights), she

thinks that Warner Brothers know more
about producing than she knows. "I

wouldn't do it on ray own—^I don't know
enough about it," she says modestly. So
she isn't really one of those full-fledged

producers with her name on the door.

{Please turn to page 16 ) £7
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HOLLYWOOD'S
MOST

COLORFUL

JOAN FONTAINE said she simply
wouldn't wear it. Not in a million

years. She closed her eyes to half

mast, tossed out her chin in a manner
that would have startled Jane Eyre, and
took her stand. A red dress with red

hair? In Technicolor.'' Never! No woman
in a red wig and her right mind would be
seen dead or alive in a red dress. Maybe
Lady Dona St. Columb in Daphne du
Maurier's "Frenchman's Creek" was a

little screwy (all royalty was screwj

the days of Charles II, or so history,

Daphne, would have you believe)

Dona wasn't that crazy. And eveij

she was—she, Joan Fontaine, wa
She told Director Mitchell Leisen

he could do with his red lame dress?!

Mitchell Leisen, fondly called Mitel
j

his friends, was not disturbed in

least by Joan's outburst. He isn't |
(Please turn to page 72)

Meet Mitchell Leisen.

who has bossed more

famouswomen around

than any other man m

history^nd stdl re-

tains a sense of humor

28



>ick lunch while studying the s«|pt.

)o,pite formal elegance of h.s ott^ce

MTtch" .i« hard-working. informaL

J'ortrait Mitchell Leisen is holding is of

•auiette Goddard as Duchess of Mai-

Tiunster. in current Leisen film. Mtty.

eisen, gitted composer and pianist.

.,11 grounded in all the arts, .s prob-

bly Hollywood's most versatile director.

UNDER THE MISTLETOE

Hands busy the year round at victory -speeding work must be

smooth and enticing under the mistletoe. Give them the forget-me-

not gift of beauty — Sofskin Creme, to cherish and keep them whiter,

softer, lovelier. In gala Christmas wrappings.

In star-spangled cotton

$1.00 Size (Plus tax)

In sprightly florals

60^ Size (Plus lax)

SOFSKIN COMPANY • FINDLAY,OHIO
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Her success sfory

began when she

refused a movie

contract! Meet
Marilyn Maxwell,

a blonde beauty

who is different

THE GIRLWHO
SAID "NO!"

MARILYN MAXWELL is the shining exception to the
Hollywood rule. Her success story began when she

refused a screen contract. She dared to say "no" not
once, but again and again, loudly and firmly.

Her first "no" was to Mary Pickford who recognized
Marilyn's star potentiahties when she was singing with Buddy
Rogers' band. Instead of the usual ecstatic "Me—in pic-

tures!" the golden-haired vocalist thanked Miss Pickford and
calmly declared, "I don't think I'm ready for Hollywood."
Ted Weems, her next bandmaster, almost swallowed his

baton when Marilyn dechned his offer to advance tuition fees

for her dramatic training. She wasn't the first talented

youngster Ted had offered a boost, but she was certainly the
first to reject it. "Hollywood sounds vague and far-off. Any-
way, I'm having too much fun travelling around the country
with the band to give it up now," she told him.
When Marilyn finally succumbed to an offer of a long-term

contract with MGM, she earnestly requested insignificant

"bit" parts from which she hoped to graduate to featured

roles. Instead, her first appearance before the camera was
the romantic lead opposite Robert Taylor in "Stand By For
Action." In a panic she fled to a dim comer of the sound
stage where she prayed to remain undiscovered. Only Bob's

tact and understanding carried her through the ordeal of her

first scenes. Today, six pictures later, Marilyn performs with

a poise that refuses to be shattered by the puckish pranks

of such expert ribbers as Abbott and Costello, or the long

low whistles that greet her appearance on the set of "Lost

In A Harem," in a devastating costume a few beads this side

of the Hays Office. Sheej- white harem trousers, jewel-encrusted

at the hipline, bare midriff and a scanty bodice bristling with

pearls, Marilyn looks like a Petty version of The Sultan's

Delight. Five feet six and beautifully arranged, with eyes

that change from blue to hazel depending on the color of her

costume, she is unmistakably "star-stuff."

She had the courage to hold out against the enemy of life

itself. Between the ages of four and fourteen, "my dangerous

decade," she was burned, poisoned, almost drowned, fractured

her skull, broke an arm, sphntered her collarbone and still

survived. The drowning incident haunts her yet. "I was only

four, but I endured all the adult agonies. As I felt myself

going under for the third time, my - er - sinful past unreeled

before me like a roll of film. I recall {Please turn to page 84)

Marilyn kept, right on saying "No!" to contracts and

Cupid until she was cast as feminine lead with Abbott

and Costello in "Lost In A Harem." Then John Conte
(right, below) made her sav "Yes!" They're married!



Laughs HO onthe Horizon
Tropical islands, treasure, Adventure, and
Pirates too, beautiful Goldwyn girls, and
Hope "with a cargo of roaring comedy i





From the Broadway
stage, Eve Arden
clicked in "Cover
Girl," and now you

are seeing her as

the Russian guerilla

firebrand in "The

Doughgirls," below.

By special request of

you readers who liked

her in "Cover Girl" —
here is a clever close-

up of the Lady Eve

To LOOK at vivacious Eve ("Doughgirl") Arden today,

your imagination would have to make like lastex to real-

ize that just five years ago she was ready to hurl her

form fatale over the most convenient cliff.

Eve went through a twelve-month period of triple-bar-

reled tragedy that set the pattern of her life moving in a

series of concentric circles. In frightening rapidity Eve lost

her grandmother, her favorite aunt, and her lovely mother.

whom she adored. The last blow came- at a time when Eve
was separated from her mother by three thousand miles.

Working with the Shuberts, Eve found herself in the unfor-

tunate and maddening position of having to remain in the

New York cast as star comedienne for the very good reason

that her weekly check was maintaining the special nurses

required by her mother's desperate condition. And then, too,

there was the iron-clad contract that bound her to the

Broadway stage producers.

Not satisfied with this already unhappy state of affairs.

Fate stepped in to deal a knockout punch to Eve's morale.

Her first radio show was scheduled for the day of her mother's

funeral. To top it all off, the skit in which Eve played the

lead role was a wholesome, bright comedy about death! But
Fate's little irony boomeranged because Eve didn't collapse,

didn't chain-smoke, and didn't go out and get plastered. She
simply delivered her brittle lines like a real trouper and then

made a typically level-headed bee-line for home. But then!

Suddenly finding herself without a family, with no ballast

to steady her exuberant personality. Eve found herself going

nowhere rapidly. She acted crazy, she craved a laugh a

minute—and got them, at anyone's expense, particularly l=er

own. Why? She was beholden to no one. No one. it seemed

to her then confused way of thinking, cared what she did,

why she did it, or when.
Then one day the Arden gal (Please turn to page SS}





Here's a bright young star who isn't ashamed
to admit: "If you believe it, it comes true!"

By Alyce Canfield

"J BELIEVE in Santa Claus!" says

I June Allyson. Oh, not really, of

course, 'cause Junie's a big girl now,
but in the spirit of Santa Claus. As for

Red Riding Hood and the Big Bad \Vo|
THERE'S the fairy tale! No Holly
producer has twirled a silky Wu&t;
and said, "Be mine or else!' NXp^Si
Legree has cracked his whip^^^d
pered slyly, "Polish apples, Jittli

get ahead." June is blissfully va^y&Te of'^down to her toes, and she m
// y bones about it. Let Clark Gabl

studio politics, sly innuendos, knife-in-

the-back technique. She ju.st hasn't run

into any of the old Hollywood game. It

may be because she plays a straight-

shooting game herself.

At twenty, June isn't yet b<jred with

it alJ. When a magazine has a picture of

her (and what magazine hasn't these

days?) , she squeals ecstatically, "Look!
j/ook! I'm in a magazine!" She's thrilled

makes no
e accept

tribute gravely, he's been a star a bit

longer. Right now Junie wakes up night.s

^rliphpinches herself to make sure it's all

renty years old is kind of young to

(Please turn to page OJij

Af W^nty, June !s already an established star,

wrth\'tTwo Sisters And A Sailor" to her credit

and YMusic For Millions" coming up. In this

story (he tells you how her faith sustained her

in heryfight for success. And June gently re-

minds you: in the spirit of Santa Claus, give

the soldier boys a chance to get home for

Christmas; stay off the transportation systems.

Avoiddouble wrapping of your holiday packages.
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TALL, blond and handsome Richard Haymes was strictly

down for the umpty-umpth time in the spring of J948.

He sent his beautiful young wife and their son, Richard

Ralph, better known as "Skipper," and not quite a year old,

I
from sunny Hollywood to live in a drab furnished room in New

!York. Dick, today one of America's best radio and screen bets,

went onto a diet of hot dogs and milk. He was busy fiddling

songs he had written. Even though broke, he was famous, for

he had been featured with Harry James' band, as well as

others. He had tossed over band singing after a long term of

i it because: "I'd reached a point where there was nothing else

J to do and no place to go but down. I figured I'd starve before
' I worked with another band." So he was starving, practically,

j
"Fate," Dick continues, "might be said by some to be kick-

i
ing me in the pants. If fate was, it no longer hurt. It had

' happened too often. Furthermore, I always feel that some-

thing better will grow out of a tough experience. Things get

I straightened out, and whatever bad happens can be turned to

I
good use later."

I The very fact that he had been forced to send his wife,

I Joanne Marshal, former dancer, east—both are very much in

I
I love and he has given up jobs rather than be away from her

—

jl was the latest turning point in his ups-and-downs career.

I

Blonde Joanne is a very dear friend of Helen O'Connell, the

singer. Helen's manager was Bill Burton, a wise-cracking,

snappy-eyed, fast-thinking magician. Not a master of stage

legerdemain, but a dark-haired ijrac:titioncr of magic in real life.

"Sure," agreed Bill, when Helen asked him to take over the

managemeat of Dick, lock, stock and barrel. "I know the

boy. He's got what it takes."

Bill moved Joanne and "Skipper" into an apartment, wire<l

rail fare to Dick, booked him in Hartford and Newark, planted

him in a featured spot at a night club in New York, .sold him
to a coast-to-coasi radio program, got him a contract with a

record company. Dick's fir.st record, "You'll Never Know," ha.^

.sold over a million and a half platters.

Bill took a deep breath of air to refresh himself, dickered

with Twentieth Century-Fox, and got Dick a contract. He
closed his New York offices, came to California with his bari-

tone, and Dick was off to a film career.

"When I met the guy." Bill says, "he had two suits. One
was dark blue, and the other was for bathing."

Dick says: "Bill put eight thousand dollars into my career be-

fore I made a dime."
Twentieth Cen-,

tury-Fox executives,

all smiles, said:

"The boy not only

can sing, but he can
act."

{Please turn to

page 60)



TRUE-LOVEonJ FRIENDSHIP
QIM^ And Matching

iARRINGS
What makes both the ring
and the matching earrings
so unusual and attractive is

the twin, Sterling Silver,
pendant hearts that dangle
daintily like sentimental and
charming settings. Either
the ring or earrings can be

• worn separately but together they
are truly captivating. Everyone who
sees this altogether new and alluring
^ivy and matching earrings immediately
wants a set. No other gift is quite so appropri-

ate among friends or lovers now that so many good friends, pals and
sweethearts are far away from each other. The precious Sterling

Silver ring is extra wide. Both the ring and earrings arc beautifully

embossed with the very newest "Forget-Me-Not" design with two
pendant hearts suitable for engraving initials of Jpved ones.

V AEACt-

SEND NO
eaTh money

NEW ^^"^^"^ Heart Design
" WKt W w The supply of these Sterling Silver "True-Love-and-

Friendahip" ringa and earrings is limited. Mail the cou-
pon today giving your name, address and ring size. Your package sent
immediately and you pay postman only $1.95 each plus a few cents mailing
costs and 20% Federal Tax for either the ring or earrings, on arrival.

SEND NO MONEY with order. Wear 10 days on money back guarantee.

GIVEN Send The
Coupon Now

Fsr Your Rine Sizt

mark off the sit

It ruu order
KUTH the Ring AND

Earrings and send yoar
order FROMPTLY. Beau-

tiful, Kcnulnc leather photo
folder. ! Comes with pictores of

two popular Movie StJtrs.]

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. 56-EP, Jefferson, Iowa

Use handy ririK measure below. Put a strioir

around your finffer. cut when both ends meet
B on this scale.

(j J 2 3 4 5 W

1

I EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.. Dept. 56-EP, Jefferson, Iowa

' I want to take advantage of your special bargain oflfer.

I
I'lease send me the following:

I
r—I Kxtia wide band Sterling |—| Matching Sterling Silver

L—
I Silver •Forget-Me-Not" Ring. —

I Pendant Heart Earrings.

I I understand I can lelum my order within 10 days for any reason and

I

you win refund promptly.

I Name

Address.

City

^Stale Ring Size.





^ pop anb W ®og at Cf}ris;tmas(

Jackie Jenkins and Lassie celebrate the holiday season. Jackie, who first rose to screen
prominence in "The Human Comedy," and is currently featured in "Notional Velret,"
was discovered for pictures at about the same time that Lassie was selected for title

role in "Lassie Comes Home." Now Lassie is making a sequel, MGM's "Son of Louie."

r'Tniminii



mOman

ihances GifFord, who started out to

's a lawyer, now finds herself girl

1
the case in countless movies

By Constance Palmer

"TW'7'HAT'S there about me," asked

y\ (Frances Gifford, "that makes
producers give me the part of

the Other Woman?"
The question wasn't logical; she'd be

a menace to any female's happy home.
Tall, auburn-haired, with beautifully

modeled face and figure, one look from
those wide-set, level blue eyes and the

gentleman involved might forget, in one
dizzy gulp, his duties and obligations

to the Little Woman.
"I know all the answers," she went

on. "I go gliding through pictures wear-
ing smart clothes, sipping highballs and
waving long cigarette-holders. Every-
body knows by my cynical remarks that

I have the situation well in hand. That
is, up until the end of the story, when
I always lose the man I've been after."

As she spoke, she took a long, black-

and-gold holder out of her purse and
stuck a cigarette in it firmly. "Since

they think I'm the type," she said, "I

might as well learn to manage this

thing."

The holder is actually as foreign to

her real personality as the parts she
plays. She tries to remember to use it

not only because it was a gift, but be-

cause she supposes it adds to the sophis-

ticated air her bosses want her to have.

"I guess, though, the Other Woman
(Please turn to page Sfi)

And again! Preffy Miss GifFord gets

"the other woman" role in Lana Turner's

new film, "Marriage Is A Private Affair."

it-''
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ips to teen-agers

Hollywood's most- dated girls

from one of

WELL! Tonight's the night! Your big brother, just home
from college, is bringing over a blind date for you.
The way he has described his pal is really something.

Of course, you've been told he's as handsome as John Hodiak,
with a voice like Sinatra and a build like Errol Flynn. As for

his personality—it just wows you! So in walks Superman.
Hold on, now, don't let your face betray you. Superman, in-

deed! Looks more like Eddie Bracken. It's things like this

that cause revolutions!

Well, let's just suppose it ISN'T Frank Sinatra who has
come calling It isn't even Clark Gable. In a word, little doll,

you've been betrayed. The buildup on your blind date was
terrific. And it's an anti-climax, to say the least, to discover

he's a droop.

Whatever you do, it's only good manners not to let your
disappointment show. You don't have to go out with him
ever, ever again, but while you're with him, be nice as you
can. If you find him dull, remember that he probably thinks

you're dull too. There's no priority on being a droop. The
feminine of droop, as a matter of fact, is drip. And it could

happen to you! The tipofi is for you to work harder than

ever at being nice. Do your utmost to be charming. If he's

dull, it may not be his fault. It may be yours.

Then, for future reference, just remember to discount by
fifty percent any similar buildup "brother" ever gives you

again. Expect nothing, then you can't be disappointed. Don't

go on your date with a glooroy disposition. Be prepared to

NOT a blind date! Bonita with Air Corps Major John McKee.



MARIA MONTEZ co-starring in UNIVERSAL S "QUEEN of the NILE"

IN TECHNICOIOR

Bonifa has a pleasant dinner date
mlh good-looking Lf. Joe Wade.

have a good time. You probably will.

After all, Eddie Bracken is a pretty nice

guy-

Enter into the evening's entertainment
with enthusiasm. If your date wants to

go bowling, go bowling. If he has no def-

inite plans, don't both of you stall for

the whole evening. You take the reins

in your hands and suggest a place,

always bearing in mind, of course, the
boy friend's pocketbook.
My favorite date is dinner and a

movie, or dinner and dancing. But if

your date's pocketbook is a bit on the
slim side, skip the dinner hour. Or com-
promise with sodas at a corner drug-
store, and a neighborhood movie. But
do have things fairly well organized;" find

out early in the evening where you are

going. And take another couple with
you, if possible. It makes it less awkward
and easier to get acquainted.
A lot of men are bashful, but this

doesn't mean they are not intelligent.

If you make an effort, they'll follow

suit. It's up to you to make a date "go."

(Please turn to page 69)

look lovelier

with pearls .

.

Lustrous, luminous DeltaH PEARLS* heighten the allure of your decollete

. ..blend perfectly with your natural fleshtones. Smart women recognize the

effectiveness of pearls— and in your DeltahS you'll discover breathtaking

resemblance to precious Orientals. Necklaces and earrings, perfectly-

matched. At better jewelers, l. heller k son. inc . fifth avenue, new york
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PRESTON
FOSTER

SOLID CITIZEN
You asked for if and here if is!

Picforial peek info fhe privafe life

of one of Hollywood's ablest actors

Bedtime story: "Pres reads to f!ve-year-old daughter Step-
\^

hanie, in homey living room at Foster ranch, "Twin Oaks."



Foster keeps all the books himself for his working ranch

of 460 acres of cattle, horses, chickens, fruit trees.

Ranch 4tome is built and furnished strictly for comfort.

Game room has pool table, houses fine collection of guns.





Here's Lana at work on the set. Be-

low, rehearsing with leading man
John Hodiak, who shares scene with

her on facing page. Left, a do2en
strokes of the brush to bring out the

sheen of lovely tresses. Far left,

Lana and James Craig encourage
little Jimmy Hawkins to look at the

birdie — baby plays Lana's son in

MGM's" Marriage IsA Private Affair."

Circle, center, shows makeup man
enhancing Lana's lashes. Above,
Lana as wartime bride in her latest

film has wedding dance with bride-

groom Hodiak. Left, a littJe punish-

ment for art's sake and, far left,

Lana adjusts sombrero at just the

right angle for closeup. Turner is

really a serious worker these days;

th ere's no stellar temperament here.



"DarkWaters" ofFersan Oberon

we never knew till now! The

lovely Lady Korda becomes

a storm-tossed heroine in -^
this eerie thriller. W
with Franchot Tone ^
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N«w and colorful film from the 2(Hh

Century-Fox Studios, which produced
"Wilton": "Nob Hill," above, features

George Raft with Peggy Ann Garner.

It's Raft's first picture since "Follow

The Boys." Little Missy Garner, since

initial nit in "Jane Eyre," is one of

the busiest, and best, of the child stars.

Center above, grand new team: Anne
Baxter and John Hodiak, co-starred in

"Sunday Dinner For A Soldier." Ro-

mance rumors have linked Anne and'

John, but it's our prediction that Miss

Baxter's heart still belongs to William

Eythe. Hodiak, however, is top man
with many ecstatic femme film fans.

"Keys Of The Kingdom" is one of the
most important of the forthcoming

films. Gregory Peck has fine role in

this picturization of the A. J. Cronin

novel. Jane Bail is shown in scene

with Peck, at top left. And now, here's

to young loveliness in person: Jeanne
Crain, left, in "In The Meantime,
Darling."



You'll find fun, drcHmi, romance
in these latest fihn ofFerings

Welcome back, BeHy Grable, in the

gaudy, gliftennq "Diamond Horseshoe,"

first film since the birth of little Victoria.



The fur stole of grandmother's day makas

a picturesque reappearance. The one Ida

Lupino models on this page is of beau-

tifully marked silver fox, carefully matched.

Photos by

Bert Six,

Warner Bros

9ur mrry
. I "Mallvwood Canteen,

. next oppeoring in the big ""^f;';^^," off the wintry blasts

Ida Uupino. new furs designed to wara o

lends grace and charm



Jutt what the doctor ordered when snow flies it the full length greatcoat of
natural stone marten (top)—luxurious and flattering, as well. Cut on boxed lines,

it has a high collarless neckline. Above, Mandarin style coat of white American
broadtail lends itself to botJi daytime and evening wear. Cuffs may be worn
turned back. Popular too in the medium-priced furs is the gray Bombay Lamb
stroller length jacket (top right) perfect for daytime wear. The all-time favorite

oj those who can afford it is the beautifully blended mink Ida Lupino wears at
right featuring a shawrl collar and comfortable three-quarter sleeves with cuffs.
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Judy Garland, seen at fop of page with Watson
Webb at the party hosted by Decca Records

organization, gives advance showing of new

head-gear—just the thing for cold weather!

Above, Dick Powell and June Allyson, a two-

some at the same party. Right, Ingrid Berg-

man's "time" is Rudy's "time" on the new Val-

lee radio show—his first guest star of the season.

Gossip by Weston East

Condids by Gene Lester
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CARY GRANT and Barbara Hutton have gone
back together—which is the way Gary hoped
it would happen. According to close friends,

i Barbara wasn't too anxious at first. Evidently she

i

finally made up her mind that there would be no

j

repetition of the original cause of their separation.

All's well that ends well. Gary has moved out of

Freddy and Rosalind Russell Brisson's home, where

he was a temporary house guest. The Grants cele-

brated with a second honeymoon.

ALEXIS SMITH and Graig Stevens (who are Mr.
. and Mrs. Gail Shikles on their marriage cer-

tificate) have a new landlord. He's Fred MacMurray

,

who bought the apartment house they are living in.

Wonder how Alexis and Graig felt making out a
check to Fred—after seeing his yearly earnings listed

in the public tax report?

FRANGHOT TONE'S Beverly HiUs home is up
for sale, which gives credence to the rumor that

, he may leave pictures and take over his late father's

business. Franchot's son and heir, Pascale Franchot
\ Tone, came in for a large inheritance. Franchot has
' been appointed legal guardian of the estate until his

|jj
son comes of age.

E\rERY second she isn't before the camera in

"Kitty," Paillette Goddard spends on the

phone trying to get reservations to visit her hus-

band, Lieut. Burgess Meredith, stationed in the

Middle West. So much for those silly separation

nmiors.

AFTER a siege of insomnia Olivia De Havilland
. is back to her lovely normal self again. Her

romance with John Huston seems at end. Gareer
is the most important thing in her life right now.
Both Paramount and MGM are rivals for her signa-

ture on a lucrative contract. As soon as her legal

difficulties with Warner Bros, are straightened out,

yoji'll see her back on the screen,

UNLESS the newspapers get the story before

Weston East gets to you, here is a scoop. The
Alfred Drakes (he was the sensational singing star

of "Oklahoma") are going to have a baby. You
won't be seeing Alfred in pictures this year because
of the blessed event scheduled at Rita Hayworth's
house. It was this way. The Theatre Guild shares

Alfred's contract with Golumbia. He has six months
each year that belong to each. For the past six

months he has been in Hollj^ood, drawing salary,

having a wonderful time and feeling guilty because

Above, Ron°

Hume, at»e

Rita Hoyworlh, Ma

on tocoHon tor Ihe ,„ckson tome. " . ,



they didn't have a picture for him to do.

He was all scheduled to do the next Hay-
worth picture when the stork interrupted
their plans. In the meantime the stork
didn't neglect Alfred either! The baby
will be born in New York where he has
returned to do another musical. He returns

to Hollywood in the Spring.

VERONICA LAKE walked into the
Paramount commissary wearing the

tightest fitting, brightest red sweater in

town. When Eddie Bracken stopped
whistlmg she explained there was method
in her madness. Ronnie was going hunting
in the Sierras. She figured if she wore the
bright red sweater it would attract a buck.

AVhen he stopped to take a good look,

she could get a bead on him. He'd proba-
bly end up with buck fever and she

couldn't eat him anyway!

BILL EYTHE is a friendly soul. And
one who knows his publicity. Every-

where he goes, around the lot, shopping
in Westwood Village, to the barber shop.

Bill takes along a thermos of hot coffee.

He's simply dee-lighted to serve you a

cup, even if he doesn't know you. All you
have to do is ask—and bring your own
doughnut if you want to dunk.

THATFAMOUS two-hundred-year-old

crib is now being slept in by Juliet

The Gary Coopers
"in step" at Giro's.

Colman, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Colman. Previous to Juliet, it

was used by the babies of Dennis O'Keefe,
Lee Bowman and Bart Marshall. A silver

plaque bearing each famous baby's name
is set in the headboard of the crib. It's

actually owned by Connie Moore and
Johnny Maschio. They sort of keep it in

circulation, like a book from the lending
library.

PHIL TERRY is a devoted husband.
Every day he eats lunch in his dressing

room, so he can be there to receive wifey
Joan Crawford's phone call. At long last,

Joan starts shooting on "Mildred Pearce,"
which takes care of this year's one picture

a year deal she has with Warner Bros.

THE MOST disappointed actor in

HolljTvood is Fredric March. He
would have given his left arm to play the
dj'psomaniac in "The Lost Weekend."
Anyway—^he would have given a lot to

have a crack at it. Paramount, which
regards Ray Milland as their most valu-

able male property, had him pencilled in

for the role, ever since they first bought
the book.

REMEMBER handsome Richard
Greene, the young British star who

ven, above, with Jack Sosson at the Trocodero.

Lake, Mrs. and Chief Jerry Halsecher, Sonny

ilyn Maxwell make with the jive after airshow.
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gave up his career at 20th in 1941 and
joined the 27th Lancers Division, in

England? He's been given a medical dis-

harge and wants to come back to Holly-

,vood if you fans still want to see him.

How about deluging his studio, 20th

Century-Fox, with requests and making
iiis retuirn an eventful one? He, as well as

1^ the boys who went into uniform,

ieserve the utmost consideration.

GUESS WHO Lionel Barrymore thinks

is the finest actress on the screen

today? Davis? Bergman? Garson? Not a

bit of it. It's Margaret O'Brien. On an
autographed photograph to the magnifi-

:^nt moppet, he wrote: "I hope you never

learn 'how you do it, because if you do,

you won't."

IF JOHN HODIAK would sign a no-

marriage clause, there's a brand new
contract waiting for him at MGM. That's

how important they think he's going to

be. But John ain't a-signin'.

A MEDICAL discharge brings John
Payne back to HoUwood again.

To give you an idea of the casting diffi-

culties since the war, 20th Century-Fox
has ten scripts ready for shooting. Any
one would be perfect for John, so you can

bet he won't be idle long. Looks hke his

first will be "Waltz Me Around Again,

Willie," opposite Joan Bennett.

NOW WE have heard everything. A
rival studio wanted to borrow

"Lassie" from MGM and put in a bid.

Word came back that as soon as "Lassie"

finished her current picture, she was due
at the dentist. After that they had
promised her a vacation. Spent up in the
giant redwoods, no doubt!

WHEN BETTY HUTTON was a
vocalist with Vincent Lopez' orches-

tra, she got just enough money to make
expenses and buy a do-dad now and then.

Recently, Betty, who got fifty percent

of the gate, did a week's singing in

Boston. It ran more than a reputed

$55,000. Half of that for a httle gal who
was bom on the wrong side of the sound
tracks, is a lot of lettuce. We Hope Betty
is as proud of herself as we are of her.

DON AMECHE (a practical jokester

at heart) is off the 20th-century lot,

so he couldn't have been the guilty party
who sent a 75-year-old extra to Joan
Blondell's dressing room. "Pardon me.
Miss Blondell," said the extra. "I just

wanted to pay my respects. I've been one
of your greatest admirers ever since I was
a little boy!" Joan swears she'll get even.



Cornel Wilde, we predict, will

some day be one of Hollywood's

important, players if his future

roles give him such opportunities

as Columbia Pictures' "A Song To

Remember." As Frederic Chopin,

Wilde is seen, top, with Merle

Oberon as Madame Sand and,

above, with Paul Muni as his pro-

fessor. Center above, informal

photo of the Wilde man at home.
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Her Rin^—a beautiful

diamond with baguette

on each side. It is set

in a platinum band.

Mary Florence McKenna—adorable young Bride-to-Be of Marine Corps Flyer

<3^^^<^^ 6^hmS(:3^c^^^ea^i^

jMri. Ernest Ju Pont, Jr.

ne countess ol L/'arnarvon

M.rs. Cliarles Ai-organ, Jr.

Mrs. A. J. D rexe 1, III

Tlie LaJy Tennyson

ary's dream-sweet face has the shining,

unsophisticated beauty of the first spring

snowdrops.

She is another engaged girl with that

soft-smooth "Pond's look" about her.

"I have ever so sensitive skin," Mary
says, "and Pond's Cold Cream seems to

be just what I need— it's such a fine, soft,

lovely cream, it just makes my face feel

grand—so clean and so smooth."

Mary's Beauty Care with Pond's

She slips Pond's luscious Cold Cream all

over her face and throat and pats on

briskly to soften and release dirt and

make-up. Tissues off.

She rinses with more Pond's Cold Cream
—going over her face with little spiral

whirls of her white, cream-coated fingers.

Tissues off. "I adore the nice extra clean,

extra soft feeling this gives my skin,"

she says.

Use your Pond's Cold Cream Mary's way
—every night and morning— for in-between
clean-ups too! It's no accident so many
more girls and women use Pond's than any
other face cream at any price. Ask for the
luxurious big jar—and help save glass. Yoa'il

enjoy it more, too, because you can dip the

fingers of both hands in this wide-topped

big Pond's jar.
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HOLLYWOOD STARS YOU KNOW

XEW...FROM HOLLYWOOD COMES OYERGLO
WESTMORE'S LIQVID-CREAM FOUXDATIOIV MAKE-UP

NOT A CAKE . . . NOT A CREAM
DOES NOT CAUSE DRY SKIN

/^VERGLO has a lanolin and oil base . . . Does

not give an artificial masked appearance . . .

Overglo effectively hides tiny wrinkles, lines, and

minor blemishes . . . Goes on evenly— does not

streak. Easy fingertip application— no sponge or

cotton needed . . . Gives you a flawless looking

complexion and a fresh, well-groomed appearance

for the day without constant repovvdering ...

Overglo comes in six flattering skin-tinted shades

. . . Economical— one bottle lasts many months.

$1.50 plus tax

FOR WESTMORE PERFECTION in a heavier cream-type

base— Westraoie (the largest-selling and original) Foun-

dation Cream. Fifty cents, plus tax. J/ all good stores.

Complete y our make-up with

W'estmore^sfamous Lipstick^

Rouge, Face Powderand Creams

PRODUCTS OF THE HOUSE OF WESTMORE

PERC WESTMORE.
Director of Make-Up at

Warner Bros. Studios
in Hollywood, giving

Ann Sheridan a glamo-
rous make-up with
House of Westmorc

beauty aids.

Success Song

Continued from page 37

Forthwith, they put him in the lead
role in "Four Jills And A Jeep." He did
the job so well that he was immediately
given a top spot in "Irish Eyes Are Smil-
ing" with June Haver.

Dick now is really up, you see. He's
booked for "Diamond Horseshoe," with
his pal, Betty Grable. And it looks as if

his song-writing has choked at last, for

Bill Perlberg, the producer, is thinking of
buying his latest creation, which he wrote
with Charlie Henderson, "The Same Old
Dream," to use in the production.

Dick now lives in a home in exclusive
Longridge Estates, which overlooks the
San Fernando Valley. He has a swimming
pool, which is practically a necessity for

him, as he has been a swimmer of
championship quality for years. He also

has a new car, that is, a car as new as
you can buy these days. And, to top it

all, his beloved Joanne has presented him
with a sister for "Skipper," one Helen
(after O'Connell) Joanne (after mother)
Haymes.
Dick has one of the most romantic

backgrounds of all Hollywoodites, and it

starts in Buenos Aires even before he was
bnrn. His father, Benjamin Haymes, was
a wealthy rancher. Wealthy, and a suc-

cessful singer—she introduced Debussy
to two continents—Marguerite Wilson
came to the Argentine on tour. She was
romantically wooed and quickly wed by
Rancher Haymes.
Dick was born there, son of a success-

ful English father and a talented and a

wealthy Irish mother. Marguerite Wilson
Inved music and she loved to travel.

Dick Haymes inherited these leanings

cnid her voice. Today, Benjamin Haymes
is dead. He passed on four years ago.

Alarguerite Wilson has re-married, lives

in New York, and is on her way to a

third personal fortune, teaching music
by correspondence. Up-and-downish like

her son .she first scored professionally and
financially singing in such productions
as "Blossom Time" and "The Merry
Widow" in London. Her second fortune

was built in the twenties when she

established a dress shop in Paris and
secured large contracts with American
distributors. This collapsed in the crash

of 1929.

"My mother taught me the fundamen-
tals of singing," savs Dick, "and she

taught them well. I've never forgotten

anything, and if I can sing todav, credit

her."

Marguerite Wilson taught the same
f"iidamentals to her second son, Robert.

Robert is now under contract to Colum-
bia and, like Dick, is heading toward
success.

Dick, who speaks three languages.

English, French and Spanish, started

travelling when he was two years old.

His mother took him and his younger
brother to New York while his father

remained on the Argentine ranch to look

after his interests. After a year in New
York, Mrs. Haymes took her sons to live

with her parents in Santa Barbara.

Soon after, she resumed her career.
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and the boys travelled all over the world

with her. Dick attended school in Laus-

anne, Switzerland; in Paris; at Irving

Preparatory School in Tarrytown, N. Y.;

at Peekskill Military Academy; and at

Loyola, in Montreal.
His debut as a singer occurred in an

amateur show at the Hotel Monmouth,
Spring Lake, New Jersey. He was spot-

ted by Johnny Johnson, the orchestra

leader, and started as a vocalist during

the summer for $25 a week. This was
his first "up."

Dick, returned to school, organized a
dance orchestra which played at under-

graduate affairs. He also sang after

school in local taverns, amusement halls

and at private parties.

His schooling was interspersed with
trips to France and to South America.

He undertook all sorts of odd jobs

around the world. At Cannes, he was
swimming at the Palm Beach Club when
the swimming coach spotted him.

"Join the club and I'll make a cham-
pion of you," said the coach.

"I'm broke," said Dick, with custo-

mary candor. "I can afford to swim here

about once a month."
"I'll fix that," returned the coach, and

got him a special membership. He taught

the youngsters all he knew. Dick was
Mediterranean champion for the next
two years.

Dick gets quite a kick out of talking

of Hollywood, which was more or less

his base of operations from 1933 until

1938.

"When I came into the Twentieth

Century-Fox studios," he says, "it was
the second time I'd been around. I used
to get two dollars a week for driving

Chick Chandler, the comedian, to work."
That was during a "down" period. Dick

did just about everything. He worked as

an extra in Westerns, although he doesn't

care to rent and ride horses today. "If

I am going to ride a horse, I want the

horse to know me," he says. "I want the

horse to have as much fun as I do. No
hired, bored plugs for me."

Dick was hungry most of the time.

He still has a lean look, and his six foot,

160 pound frame is hard, although he
contends his avocation is loafing and
lying in the sun. During those days he
sang with Bunny Berrigan's orchestra,

organized a five-piece jazz band which
fell apart for lack of funds, and sang on
a sustaining program at a local radio

station. The "down" lasted too long, so

he took a sheaf of songs to New York
and tried to interest Harry James in

them.
"Your songs aren't good, but you are,"

James told him. "Come to work."
The men have always been good

friends since that first meeting. A run-
ning gag concerns Harry's Irish terrier.

James was always going on the road and
always giving the dog to Dick. Dick fell

in love with the dog, and dognaped him.
Dick's mother now has custody of the

pooch, whose title is Flanagan. When-
ever Harry meets Dick, his first question

is "Where's Flanagan.''" The animal in-

spired Harry's song "Flatbush Flanagan."
Incidentally, Harry has tagged Dick

"Zombie" and Dick calls Harry "Man-
drake," after the magician in tlie comic
strip. Western movies, chillcr-dillcrs and
comic strips are all on Dick's mental bill

of fare.

While Dick was singing with Harry
James at the Paramount Theater, in New
York, a group of dancers from the Copa-
cabana were on the same bill. James and
Dick were also playing at the Lincoln
Hotel, and the dancing troupe showed
up there.

Dick fell in love with a blonde dancer.

He wangled an introduction. Her name
was Joanne Marshal. Dick made a date
with her for dinner, and she broke it.

Dick made another date, and then he
deliberately broke it.

The third date worked.
"We've got to stop being silly like

this," Dick told Joanne. "We'll have to

get married."

They were married on September 1,

19U.
Dick tossed over his job with James

when the band leader decided to go on
the road. Joanne was expecting "Skip-

per" and he wouldn't leave her. Dick
started down again, this time organ-
izing a 14-piece dance orchestra. The
draft took his key men, the band folded,

and Dick sang with Benny Goodman
during his engagement at the New York
Paramount.

In August, when Joanne was well

enough to travel, and when funds were
low again, Dick signed with Tommy
Dorsey and headed for sunny California

to do a picture called "DuBarry Was A

I. ^^^^^^^^^
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PHIUP MORRIS
scientifically proved less irritating

to the nose and throat

SMOKERS CHANGED TO PH»-^—

J

Ora^cKxI^^r OK SmTEEV
IMPROVED

!

That is from the findings of distinguished doc-

ZtL clinical tests of men and women ..okers

Z7;ported in an authoritative medical journal.

SoZ proof that this finer-tasting cigarette is

fes.^rritatmg to the nose and throat I

CALL FOR

PHILIP MORRIS
America's Finest Cigarette
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TODAY YOUR
DIFFICULT"PAY?

Why worry about the calendar? Why be

uncomfortable, distressed, ill at ease—wish-

ing desperately you could escape for a few

minutes and change.

Switch to San-Nap-Pak— and laugh at the

calendar! San-Nap-Pak gives you comfort

and security you've never known before,

gives you wonderful new peace of mind!

NOW! SANITARY NAPKINS

THAT GIVE YOU AN

EXTRA MARGIN OF SAFETY

San-Nap-Pak is made with the famous
"Pink Layer of Protection" that guards

against accidents. A highly absorbent

napkin, requiring fewer changes.
And cotton-faced for extra comfort!
San-Nap-Pak stays soft as you wear it.

Get a package today.

Try Countess Lydia
Grey—the facial tis-

sue with the "doe-
stiln" finish ! Real
luxury—^Yet costs less

than other brands!

Lady." Dorsey also was booked into the

Palladium, a dance palace.

Dick looked forward to his movie
career. It consisted of wearing a pow-
dered wig, knee breeches and other ton-

sorial and sartorial equipment, com-
pletely burying the Haymes charms. It

was at this point that Dick forever re-

nounced singing with bands.

Dick slid down the toboggan again.

That ride ended in the furnished room
for Joanne and "Skipper," separation

—

and the amazing activities of one Bill

Burton.
Dick, with all his speed on the up-

beat, has not forgotten his war activities.

When we met, he had just returned from
a two-weeks' tour of hospitals with Jack
Benny and his troupe. He was enthu-

siastically planning—with Burton—an-

other and longer tour of the hospitals

with Helen Forrest, vocalist, and a group
of at least three others, under the au.spices

of the Victory Committee.
Joanne is very proud of her husband.

She doesn't regret turning down a Metro-
Goldwyn-lNIayer contract to marry liim.

She teases him now and then about
resuming her career, and Dick draws
himself up to his full height, sticks out

his chest, and makes a speech about pro-

viding adequately and about a woman's
place being in the home.

Dick plays the piano, the guitar and
the drums. He composes simply by hum-
ming until he catches a tune. Then he
gradually develops it. He considers him-
self a singer of popular songs and, very
smartly, turned down a chance to sing

with the Milwaukee Symphony with the

level-headed statement that "it was out
of his class."

Joanne will tell you Dick is supersti-

tious, because he knocks on wood and
turns his handkerchief inside out before

going on stage. He aspires to be a writer,

and once sold an article on hoboes to a

national magazine. He believes in hun-
ches, and claims it was a hunch that sent

him to Harry James. He is not overly

fond of his title "King of the Juke Boxes."

As an athlete he not only swims but is

proficient in tennis, riding, sailing and
skiing, saying that he "kind of likes

sports which don't make you work too

hard." His qualifications leave this state-

ment open to question.

He has a collection of pipes which now
numbers more than 600, but seldom
smokes them. His ambitions are to be

tops in tlie entertainment world; to own
a sailing boat like the one he once had
with his brother, Bob; and to travel all

over the world.

"Watch 'em come true," he says. "I

think I'm done with the 'downs.'
"

The above picture ap-

peared in the August

1944 issue of SCREEN-

LAND together with a

caption stating this

was Gloria Alvord

and. Errol Flynn hav-

ing cocktails at the

Mocambo. This refer-

ence to Gloria Alvord

was made in error

and we are glad to

publish this correc-

tion. Miss Alvord,

who has appeared
pronninently in Ken

Murray's "Bloclcout

Revue" in Holly-

wood, is shown in

the picture at left.
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j-hoiding herWhite Hand'^^
toward the dazzling sunrise"

"Sleep and Poetry"—John Keats

White hands are

easy—ifyou don't have

to clean a

Grimy Stove
before sunset!

Housework and young-looking hands can go together!

As for you, lady, don't neglect your

hands, and they won't get old-look-

ing before their time ! Today . .

.

pick up a jar of Pacquins.

Pacquins helps keep your hands

smooth, white, "young-looking."

From the moment you try it, you'll

be partial to Pacquins

!

Pacquins
|

Hand Cream

Now LOOK, Mr. Keats, maybe

the gals sat on satin cushions

back in your time. Anyone can keep

her hands white that way ! But now-

adays, our gals are cookin' with

gas, doing their own work and lov-

ing it! (Even if it does make their

hands dingy, dry, old-looking.)

Originally formulated for doc-

tors and nurses, whose hands

take the abuse of30 to40 wash-

ings and soruhbings a day.

ANY DRUG, DEPARTMENT, OR T E N-C E N T STORE

"I Believe in Santa Claus!"

Says June Allyson

Continued from page 35

have everything, including the world, on
a silver platter. A lot of girls would be
spoiled. "You don't have time to be
spoiled," says Junie. "You work hard to
turn in a good performance. You have to
get up at 6: 30 to be at the studio at eight.
At night you have to learn your songs
and your lines. You're almost constantly
on the lot, surrounded by stars a lot

more important than you are, and THEY
aren't stuck up, so why should you be.''

"I guess it would be harder if you were
plopped right down in Beverly Hills
High, for instance. If you were a fish

out of water, and no one else you knew
was in pictures, then maybe you'd get a
feeling of self-importance. I don't know.
I only know you don't have time to feel

important when you're knee-deep in
your .I'ob."

When June Allyson first arrived at
MGM, she was a bit frightened, like

anyone else. "I'll have to be careful!"
she thought, thinking of all those wild
Hollywood tales, "anything can happen
here!" The first day she was wary. She
had to see a big producer, none other
than Arthur Freed, who had discovered
her in New York and brought her to
MGM. She expected a great hrrmphJ,
or at least a glint in his eye. But when
June went in to his office, he was as
embarrassed as she was. "Hello," she
said. He answered, very shyly, "Hello."

Really, it was quite a letdown. "Here
I was getting all set for a motion picture

version of a big bad producer," said
June, "and he didn't oblige. He was just

plain nice.

"Then I had been warned of Hollywood
stars. The women stars, in particular.

'They're jealous,' I was told. 'Don't
ever take their advice, they'll give you
bum steers on purpose.' Well, the very
first star I met was Lucille Ball, and to-

day she is my best friend. Her show-
girl roles don't do her justice, for Lucy
has the greatest, warmest heart in all

Hollywood. Van Johnson is just one of

the many who would never have got that

first break if it hadn't been for her. She
took me under her wing in 'Meet The
People,' and I didn't have to learn things

the hard way. Never once was her advice

anything but good. One day they were
waiting on the set while I took my own
time combing my hair. Lucy said, 'Never

keep a shot waiting. You hold up all

the other actors and workers. At the end
of the week, the whole production will

be three or four scenes behind schedule.'

I've never kept a shot waiting since. But
think of the enemies I could have made
while I learned this simple fact the hard

way!

"The second star I met was Dick
Powell. And there is a wonderful person!

He watched over me like a guardian

angel. He and Lucille used to get to-

gether and censor my dates. Sometimes
Dick would say it was all right to go

out with a certain man, but Lucille

wouldn't approve. They'd get into regu-
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lar argunieilis about it. In the morn-

ing, I'd have to tell them how my date

went, like reporting to a teacher!

"Dick always set me a wonderful ex-

ample, too. When 'Two Girls And A
Sailor' was playing at the Chinese, I was

all eager to see myself on the screen.

Dick and I were with a party of friends,

and when we went to the ticket office,

we were told the house was sold out.

'Oh, please!' I pleaded. But the cashier

didn't bat an eye. Right about then the

manager got a knowing look on his face

and came rushing over. I was all pre-

pared to accept tribute, like a little

queen. After all, it was my picture that

was playing in his theater. But he

looked past me and said to Dick, 'Come
right in, Mr. Powell, and bring your lit-

tle friend along with you!' If I'd been

acting important at all, the wind went
right out of my sails. Very meekly, I

followed Dick inside. I took a tip from

Dick, who accepted the manager's rec-

ognition with great modesty.

"Well, with Lucille and Dick looking

after me, I began to be less wary of

Hollywood. I began to think. 'Tain't

true what they tole me back home!'

Everyone here feels I must be taken

care of. Joe Pasternak, M'ho is giving me
my big chance in 'Music For Millions,'

gets upset when I don't have lunch with

him. He wants to know what I am eat-

ing, so I won't lose weight. He's so re-

served, so quiet and unassuming, that

you'd never know what a genius he is.

Except that I've noticed all truly great

men have a certain wonderful humility.

"In New York, I was warned about

child stars and how they steal scenes.

Well, in this picture we have darling

little Margaret O'Brien. She's only seven,

but she has great wisdom. One day I just

couldn't get my lines. I kept fluffing

them. Little seven-year-old Margaret,

as usual, was letter-perfect. After about

the fourth take, she patted me on the

shoulder. 'Don't worry,' she said com-
fortingly, 'you'll get it!' When I'm a

'little sister' even to a seven-year-old,

I'm beginning to believe there's some-
tliing about June Allyson that is on the

'little sister' side!

"As for scene stealing, Margaret
doesn't do it on purpose. She's just so

adorable no one notices anyone else but
her when she's on the screen. Leave us

face it! But there is compensation, work-
ing with her. One day I saw her mincing
in front of a mirror. 'Do you think I'll

look like Hedy Lamarr when I grow
( up?' she asked her mother. 'Well, now
that you ask me,' said Mrs. O'Brien,

'no!' That didn't dampen Margaret at

all. 'Good!' she said. ' 'Cause I want to

look like June Allyson!'

"Seeing Margaret with her mother
makes me miss a family. Dad and moth-
er were divorced when I was little. My
older brother is in the Navy, and Mom
and my little brother are in New York,
where we've always lived. They like it

better than Hollywood. When Mom saw
'Two Girls And A Sailor,' she sent me a
brief letter. 'My darling baby,' she

WTote, 'just saw your picture. Take care

of yourself.' That meant more to me
than the press notice I saw the next
morning that read: 'Last night a star

DURA-GLOSSY
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was born.' And I cut that out for my
scrap book because I was so happy
about it.

" 'A star is born!' I treasured those

words, for I remembered the first time
I ever faced a camera. I was scared to

death of the big black thing! Absolutely

petrified. But then I looked beyond and
saw all the grips and prop men, all my
friends out there, plugging for me, and
I wasn't scared any more. Because that's

what they've always seemed to me, not
just people I work with, but friends.

Tliey ask for my autogi-aphed picture,

and I'm thrilled to death. It's simply
incredible to me that anyone would want
a picture of me. I could understand it

if they wanted a picture of the director.

Bobby (Henry) Koster, who is so mar-
velous, but not of June Allyson, who
does just what Mr. Koster tells her
to do."

It must
today she

life she's never had any money. She's

not used to money, and today her busi-

ness manager gives her $15 a week to

spend. If she wants extra clothes (not

included in her budget) , she has to save
for them out of her $1.5 per. She takes
her lunch and saves a dollar and a quar-
ter at lunch time, for the habit of thrift

stays by her. There were too many years
before movie star days for her to take a
fabulous salary for granted.

Only once has she "treated" herself to

a luxury. When Junie was first brought
to Hollywood as a member of the New
York cast of "Meet The People." she
had $25 to last her until her first MGM

seem incredible to June that

is a star. For in her whole

The picture Is complete! The Cornel

Wildes with Punch, their French

poodle, and SCREENLAND
rival for a vacation

on ar-

Manhattan.

pay day. Now she had never owned an
expensive bottle of perfume, so what
should she see the first day in Hollywood
but a bottle of Tabu. It was a sultry,

sexy perfume, and Junie would have
given anything for that bottle. But it

was expensive. Junie went home and hid

her $25 to overcome temptation. But
after three visits to the perfume counter
for three consecutive days, she gave in

and bought the wonderful, fascinating

perfume. She lugged the big bottle home
proudly, and dumped it on her like toilet

water.

"I could hardly stand myself," grins

Junie, "and people walked the other way
when they saw me coming. But I kept
right on dumping it on me. You see, it

cost so much that it made me feel ex-

travagant to use it up. And feeling ex-

travagant is one thing that had never
happened to me before. It went to my
head like dope. But after that one time,

I got it out of my system, and today I

even save money from my $15 allow-

ance. The lovely aftermath of the story

is that everyone gives me perfume now.
.\nd that is another thing I can hardly

believe, that those lovely, glistening bot-

tles belong to me, me, June Allyson, who
never had a bottle of good perfume in

her whole life!"

It's true that June didn't have money
when she was growing up, but that didn't

^top her career one bit. She couldn't

afford dancing lessons, but she taught

herself by going to movies and watch-
ing Fred Astaire. She saw "The Gay
Divorcee" eighteen times. She became
quite an expert and bragged to her
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|
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girl friend, who said: "Aw! If yoirre so

good, go get a job in a show." Accepting

the challenge, Junie answered an ad for

chorus girls in "Sing Out The News" and

did get a job while she was still at

Roosevelt High School in Westchester,

New York. She must have been good,

becau.se following this she was in the

choruses of "Very Warm For May,"
"Higher And Higher," "Panama Hattie,"

and was graduated to a featured role in

"Best Foot Forward," where MGM dis-

covered her. Maybe she went about be-

ing a movie star the hard way, but she

remembered the advice of her beloved

grandmother, who said: "Keep trj'ing,

especially when the odds are against

you."

\es, June had to have grit and char-

acter, and great determination, to land

in Hollywood at nineteen. But there is

something else I think shows the stuff

of which June AUyson is made. Until

she was fourteen she wore a brace. An
accident when she was nine gave her a

compound fracture of the leg and a

twisted spine. Her tomboy days ended
suddenly. She couldn't play with the

other children. After months in a hospi-

tal, she remembers the brace and trying

to walk again when she was ten. She
tried to make her legs move. They
wouldn't respond. She toppled to the

floor, again and again. Instead of weep-
ing, she ground her teeth. "I'll learn to

walk, I'll even dance!" she promised her-

self.

But it was five long years before the

brace could be discarded. Maybe this

could have made June Allyson a neurotic

child, continually sorry for herself, men-
tally twisted, a misfit for life. It did no
such thing. Today, she is even grateful

for it. Skips lightly over the tragedy of

a childhood that kjiew nothing of run-

ning or walking. "If it hadn't happened,"
she insists, "maybe I wouldn't have de-

voted myself to my studies so thor-

oughly. As it was, I had nothing else

to do. I couldn't play, so I studied. And
I got high marks as a result. To get an
education, early, was important. Be-
cause after I started on Broadway, at

half-past fifteen, there w'as not to be
much more time for school."

No, there wasn't much more time for

school. After Broadway, came glitter-

ing, fabulous Hollywood, and within a
year, June Allyson was a star. Thrilled,

humble, excited as a child at Christmas
eve, June laughs and clowns her way into

everyone's heart.

"I've got 'commissary eyes,' " she
grins. "I keep my eyes peeled for the
stars when they come in for lunch

—

Clark Gable, Katharine Hepburn. Greer
Garson, Judy Garland, Lana Turner,
Ann Sotiiern. I'm an awful fan!

"I don't know- what I am going to do
with me! I just can't get over the feel-

ing I'm living in fairyland. I drive by
theaters just to see my name in lights. It

still doesn't seem real. I've seen my pic-

tures a halt a dozen times. Please don't
think it's self-w-orship. It's the farthest
thing from that. It's just that it seems
so incredible that everything I ever, ever
wanted, I now have.

"I never thought I'd have a big blue
convertible car with a top that would
go up and down with the flick of a but-
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In wariime as in peace

A special process keeps

KLEENEX
luxuriously soft . . . dependably strong

!

In your own interest, remember— there is only

one Kleenex* and no other tissue can give you

the exclusive Kleenex advantages!

Because only Kleenex has the patented proc-

ess which gives Kleenex its special softness

. . . preserves the full strength you've come

to depend on. And no other tissue gives you

the one and only Serv-a-Tissue Box that saves

as it serves up just one double tissue at a time.

That's why it's to your interest not to con-

fuse Kleenex Tissues with any other brand.

No other tissue is "just like Kleenex".

In these days of shortages

—we can't promise you all the Kleenex you

want, at all times. But we do promise you

this: consistent with government regulations,

we'll keep your Kleenex the finest quality

tissue that can be made !

ton. Today I have one. I never thought
I'd be in pictures, but here I am in

Hollywood. I never thought I could
make plans for my eight - year - old

brother, but now I dream of sending
him to all the very best schools. Then
I thought, because I started in musicals
with singing and dancing roles, that I'd

be in them for a couple of years before
I got a chance at a straight dramatic
role. Look how long Judy Garland has
had to wait! But here I am in 'Music
for Millions,' and I don't dance a step,

or sing a note.

"I open magazines and see my picture,

and I stop and pinch myself. I don't

think I'll ever stop being thrilled when
I see a story about me. I'll never get

used to people wanting my autograph,
or to cameras clicking when I go to the

Clover Club.

"I get a kick out of walking down
Hollywood Boulevard, of standing on
Hollywood and Vine. I still get excited

when someone says, 'Let's have lunch
at the Brown Derby.' And I even go to

the forecourt of Grauman's Chinese
where famous footprints are captured
in cement. I fit my foot in Mary Pick-

ford's prints and think, 'Maybe, some
day . .

.'

"Nothing bad I heard about Holly-
wood is true. Dreams don't die! This
is where dreams are born. And not at

great cost. I haven't seen any predatory
women, or Hollywood wolves. Holly-

wood Boulevard really glitters, the

lights have never been dimmed. And
you can see the stars overhead, just

like you knew you would.

"That's why I kind of believe in Santa
Claus, I guess. Oh, not in that sweet

old man with the white beard, but in the

SPIRIT of Santa Claus—the Cinderella

story, the great goodness of people, the

American tradition of the happy ending.

If vou believe it, it comes true!"

There is only one KLEENEX*
« 'Trade Mark Reg. U. S. Pat Off.

George Sanders on the set of

"Hangover Square," the story about

a man with a split personality.
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How to Behave

On a Blind Date

Continued from page 43

It's strictly up to you whether or not a

date is a washout. One thhig is vcrv

important. BE CAUTIOUS IN YOUK
JUDGMENT. Don't make nj) your

nimd for l)etter or for worse in the first

ten minutes. For, although you may
not find the love of your life, you may
find a darned swell friend. -

However, suppose the buildup you
got from that "third party" was the real

McCoy and in walks the most terrific-

ally terrific thing this side of heaven.

In a word, if he's your dream man
walking around in the flesh, then don't

SCARE him by going overboard. If he's

THAT terrific, he's probably got half

the United States chasing him as it is.

Don't wink and blink adoringly at every-

thing he says. Don't look calf-eyed at

him. Treat him like a normal being,

even if you're sure he's a Greek god in

disguise.

You don't have to be rude. Be gracious

and sweet, just not gaga. Keep your own
mind and your own personality. Don't

be arbitrary at all; but on the other hand,

don't "yes" him. If you've heard he's

interested in basketball, try to draw him
out about it by asking intelligent ques-

tions. Don't be too obvious, or he may
suspect it's a plant, rather than true

interest. Encourage him to talk. Even
Greek gods like to talk about themselves

to a pretty girl.

Yep, this blind date is pretty snappy.

Super. As a matter of fact, now you
think it over you've been planning for

it a long time. If you've been really pre-

paring constructively, well, goody for

you! The more things you can do well

— bowl, swim, dance, play tennis, ride,

skate and so on, the more apt you'll be

able to do the thing this "dream man"
wants to do that very evening. If you've
also come by some education in passing,

if you speak good English and have a

brain under your bonnet, that's good
too. It helps when a girl can talk about
things other than a new shade of nail

I)olish and what her girl friend told her

last night.

You want this beautiful creature to

come back, don't you? Then, no mattei'

what, don't encourage kissing and pet-

ting. On any first date, it's not exactly
smart, but on a blind date, it's just in-

viling trouble. A man doesn't like what
is easily had. As for the oldie, "Love at

first sight," I don't think, personally, that
even a super date can cause you to fall

in love at first sight. After all, you know
nothing about him. You can't really

fall into a love that will last forever in

ju.-t one night. However, this is just one
girl's opinion, so even supposing it IS love
at first sight, restraint is still a good thing.

On a blind date, DON'T kiss him
goodnight. He'll make the gesture, yes.

It's a point of masculine pride. Further-
more, it may surprise you to know that
boys feel if they don't at least TRY to
kiss a girl goodnight, the girl will be
insulted! Girls want the privilege of
refusing. So he'll try, all right. Then
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don't be brusque. No face slapping Is

necessary. In perfect good humor, just

say, "Uh-uh, none of that, my friend!"

You can always flirt a little bit. I'm
not against that. It's one of the things

that make women feminine. But don't

ever kiss a boy to make him want to see

you again. If he really likes you, he'll

come back. And if he only wanted a

date because he thought you were "easy."
he's not your dream man, after all.

It may seem strange, but it's true:

boys always respect a lady. Being a lady
will prevent a lot of things. Not that
you have to act prissy or superior. Just
don't be loud aiid noisy, don't be con-
spicuous in either dress or manner. Don't
invite "passes" by the way you dance,
look, or walk. Even if he's "no gentle-

man," he will act like one if you quietly

demand his respect.

Personally, I don't believe there are

so many wolves. There are very few men
you have to struggle with. If you go on
a blind date—and they can be fun!—^just

be doubly careful not to invite trouble.

The boy doesn't know you yet; he's

taking his cues from you. First impres-
sions mean a lot.

As for men in the service, don't get

caught in the "pity" trap, which a wolf

in uniform may use as bait. He may
have a long tale of woe. Nobody under-
stands him. He's going off to war with-

out ever having lived. He wants some-
thing to remember. Well, go right ahead
and be understanding, up to a point. But
beware of pity. Time is NOT short. The
boys are going away, but they are com-
ing back. At least, they expect to, when
they are here—so that robs this argument
of its force. They are even planning a
future. So if they use that "so little time"
line, it's taking unfair advantages. After

all, you may get run over tomorrow by
an automoljile, yourself! There is no
certainty governing life or death. Besides,

it's doubly important right now that

boys—not only who are your blind dates

but who are all over the country

—

know there are nice girls to come home
to. Don't break your ideals, or theirs.

Some perfectly swell boys I met at the

Canteen told me they want to meet nice

girls. They want companionship, not

shoddy romance.
Supposing your date is being shipped

out. You can give him a wonderful

evening he will long remember without
benefit of moonlit nights and kisses. If

he hasn't a sense of humor, bring yours

out in full dress uniform. Have fun on
your date. No first date is real love, but

it could he. How do you know where it

will lead.'' Make that blind date one you
would treasure always, should it just

happen to turn into a beautiful anniver-

sary.

As for general tips. Supposing the

blind date is more casual than your bro-

ther's best friend. Supposing he's a

friend of a friend! You won't know much
about him. You won't have listened for

hours to your brother's description of

"good ole Muggy." Then your best bet

is to immediately take interest in your

blind date's family and his life. Don't be

prying. Just remember that men like to

talk, even shy men. On first meeting, you
can very quickly find out what type of

person he promises to be if you'll en-



courage him to talk about the things

he really likes.

A great habit of girls who go on blind

dates—or any date for that matter—is

to have a lot of pat dialogue, smart

sayings that they think are cute. No
matter how smart and clever you think

you are being, if you aren't sincere, it's

ten to one that your date is on to you.

He may be polite, but don't let that

mislead you into underestimating his

intelhgence. He probably sees through

you like a pane of glass. Be honest.

Do awaj- with lines, and you'll do all

right.

If you run into a blind date that is

just out-and-out fresh, don't mince words
or be afraid of hurtmg his feelings. Just

sit on him good and proper. You can
do it in an easy way with a sense of

humor, but get it understood that he's

playing the wrong cards.

Some of my "big brother" boy friends,

who are continually advising me and
looking after me, tell me that fellows try

you out. They want to see if they can go
further. If he looks at you with come-
hither in his eyes and gets encourage-
ments from you, then he'll start holding

you closer when you dance, and so

on. Stop advances when they start,

immediately, even if it's just a look. And
don't tell me you don't know when it

starts. Every girl does! You know
darned well when he is looking at you
as if up-to-no-good. Maybe you want to

appear surprised and naive with him,
but if you can't be honest with him, at

least be honest with yourself.

Another thing I believe is important
is not to be ashamed of your home.
Don't make a blind date any different

from a regular date. Have him pick you
up at home, not on some street corner.

Let your blind date size you up for

himself. He can probably do it without
diagrams from you. Don't go on about
the boys who are crazy about you, or

who you were out with last week. If

he has good taste, he'll be offended by
such braggadocio and poor taste in you.
If he swallows your "line" naively, he'll

just fade out of the picture, figuring he
could never hope for another date when
you are so popular.

A last tip is this: Don't stay out too
late. On a blind date, before you really

know each other, when you are both
forming first impressions, a girl has to be
a little more circumspect, perhaps, than
she ordinarily would.
And if you're out scalp-hunting, re-

member that the No. 1, no-fail idea that
you think your date is wonderful and
tliat he is smart and intelligent and
charming is golden techniciue. If sincere,

it will boomerang very pleasantly. And
he will go home tliinking the same things
about vou!
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Continued from page 29

worrying kind. And besides he's used to

firm, strong-willed movie stars with a

mind of their own. Marlene Dietrich,

Claudette Colbert, Rosalind Russell, Gin-
ger Rogers, Jean Arthur, Paulette God-
dard—he's directed them all, and there's

not a bird brain in the lot. "Now, listen,

Joanie," he said pleasantly, "all I'm ask-

ing you to do is test it. If you don't like

it, ajter you see the test, out it goes.

You can wear any color you like. Isn't

that fair enough?"
Joan tested the bright red dress. And

she wore the reddest of the red wigs.

(Everybody wears wigs in "Frenchman's
Creek"—no hairdresser could cope with
the fancy period styles of 1668.) And
later she went with Mitch to the projec-

tion room, all prepared to prove her point,

and rub it in good. But, when the test

had run off, and the lights came on, Joan
was as pleased as a kitten with a saucer

of cream. "Mitch," she cried enthusias-

tically, "you're a genius!"

When you see the banquet-murder se-

quence in "Frenchman's Creek" (Techni-

color at its finest) you'll understand
Joan's enthusiasm. Never in her screen

life has she looked so brilliantly beauti-

ful, so thrillingly alive, and so intriguing-

ly sexy, as she does in her red wig and her

red dress in the candle-lit ball room of

Navron House. Although Joan suffers

from no inferiority complex (don't ever

let an actress put that tired one over on
you) she gladly gives Mitchell Leisen

credit for making her a "glamorous
female." He has given her screen career

a double shot in the arm when she was
beginning to need it badly. Joan had
gotten typed, a nice, colorless, mousey
typing. "Rebecca," "Suspicion," "Con-
stant Nymph," "Jane Eyre." \Vlien you
thought of Joan Fontaine you thought of

pigtails, gingham, and a plain earnest

face. Whenever a producer had a mousey
part he called up Fontaine. She was
rapidly becoming a second Luise Rainer.

But after her love scenes with Arturo
("Frenchman") de Cordova, her fight to

the death scene with Basil [Rockingham)
Rathbone, it will be something else again.

When the producers want a high-spirited

wench with a lot of flashy sex they'll call

Miss Fontaine. Thanks to Mitchell Lei-

sen, someone else can now be Holly-

wood's Head Mouse.
Teaching movie stars to be alluring is

nothing new with Mitch. He started a

long time ago with an awfully nice kid,

named Carole Lombard. He had seen

Carole in small parts in minor pictures

and he was convinced that if handled
correctly the girl had great promise. He
recommended her to DeMille for whom
he was working at the time, and DeMille
rehearsed her for two weeks for a part

in "Dynamite." "Fire her," he stormed at

Leisen. It was one of the hardest things

Mitch ever had to do. But he kept in

touch with her, and passed on a Httle

friendly advice about clothes and make-
up occasionally, which Carole was smart

enough to take, Then when he became
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a director in his own right he starred licr

in ""Hands Across tiie Table" and "Swiiin

High, Swing Low," two pictures whicii

helped make iier one of the most ghmi-
orous stars in Hollywood. '"Mitch," said

Carole many times, "is one of the grand-

est guys I've ever known." It was Mitch
who stood beside Captain Clark Gable
last winter when the U.S.S. Lombard
was launched at a Wilmington shipyard.

And teaching, movie people about
color is nothing new with Mitch either.

When he was starting work on "Lady
In The Dark" the color people gathered

around to tell him what colors would go
with what colors in the different setjuen-

ces. Mitch listened politely to all their

"cannots" and then said, "My theory is

that you should handle color in pictures

just as you would in your own home.
If a woman is giving a dinner party she

doesn't call her guests and say, 'I'm

wearing my cerise tonight—what are you
wearing.'—please, not the orange.' Or
if she has invited a few friends to lunch

with her at Romanoff's she doesn't call

in the morning and say, 'I'm wearing
my purple suit—don't wear anything
that might clash with it!' " In "Lady in

the Dark" colors were grouped together

that had never been grouped together

before on the screen. And nobody had
to rush to an oculist.

Little over a year ago Paramount had
$8,000,000 sunk in unreleased Leisen

pictures, "No Time For Love," "Lady In

The Dark," and "Frenchman's Creek."

With eight million bucks in red ink in

your books you would have thought that

the boys in the front office would have
been considerably nervous. But quite on
the contrary. They've got complete con-

fidence in that guy Leisen. "He's not one
of the most publicized directors in the

business," one of the top men at the

studio told me, "but he's one of the

best. If we had eight million sunk in the

properties of some other directors I could

name—well, we'd be nervous wrecks."

Twelve years ago the guy who run
up an eight million dollar bill on Para-
mount without causing the flutter of

an eyelash was doing his Hollywood
entertaining at the drive-ins. DeMille
had gone on a trip around the world,

depression had set in, and Mitch was
working as an extra. Two girls who are

still good friends of Mitch's tell about
those days. "He'd ask us for dates,"

they relate, "when there was a Paramount
preview because he knew he could pro-

mote passes. Then he'd take us later

to a drive-in. Sometimes we'd long for

a chocolate soda and a club sandwich,
but we didn't want to embarrass him.
so we'd swear we weren't the least bit

hungry and really couldn't eat a thing

—

we'd settle for a five cent cup of coffee."

Today these same two girls, an actress

and a designer, are still invited out by
Mitch. But what a difference. Vintage
wines, and the most deliciously cooked
foods in the world. Exquisitely served

An orchestra. The best in entertain-

ment. Mitch's parties make all other

Hollywood parties look as if they came
from Macy's basement by the way of the

five-and-ten.

Mitchell Leisen could easily have been
an architect, a sculptor, a designer, a

draftsman, an interior decorator, an avia-

^Our husband tglonqs to us again \"

Julie: Can it be true? Jack has fallen

in love with me again! He's mine-
just like in the beginning!

Her Other Self: Of course it's true,

darling— except you mean he's OURS.
It's US he's in love with, this time!

I'm your smarter self . . . remember?

I'm the one who told you to go see

Dr. B. when you wanted to go home
to mother after that big quarrel.

Jolie: Yes, that was wise— seeing the

doctor.

H.O.S.: W^ise! That's a prize under-

statement! Dr. B. turned out to be a

one-man rescue party for your . . . our

marriage when he explained about

the "one neglect".

Julie: But I never even dreamed that

a wife can lose her husband's love by

being careless about feminine hygiene.

H.O.S.: W^ell, Dr. B. set you straight

on that—and he told you what to do

about it, too.

Julie: Yes. He told me to use Lysol

disinfectant for my feminine hygiene

care. "An effective germ-killer that

cleanses tlioroughly and deodorizes"

—that's what he said.

H.O.S.: Correct! And it doesn't harm
sensitive vaginal tissues, either. All

you have to do is follow the simple

directions for douching.

Julie: How right he was! I've found

Lysol so easy to use— so quick and

economical.

H.O.S.: And . . .

Julie: And it works wonderfully!

H.O.S.: AND . . .

Julie: All right, 'Mrs. Sraartie—since

you love hearing it. I'll say it : Our

husband belongs to us again!

Check
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tor, or a musician. But he chose to be
a director. He has had a far more
interesting life than most of the actors

he has directed. He was born in Me-
nominee, Michigan, in a house that had
more than its share of ginger-bread

decorations, due to the fact that the

Leisens owned the local brewing company,
and were the town's leading family.

When his father, a dashing young cap-

tain in the U.S. Army, died as the result

of a tropical disease contracted while

fighting in Cuba, Mitch fell heir to the
brewery fortune and properties. "Quite
a tidy sum," he recalls. "At least it was
until prohibition. The brewery folded in

those dry years, and so did my fortune.

The full endowment I ultimately received

amounted to exactly $600."

Mitch inherits much of his sense of

humor and his joy of living from his

grandmother, Mathilda Veronica INIit-

chell, who crossed the wilderness from
Ohio to Kansas in a covered wagon,
popping Indians along the way. With
her family reared, her children married
properly, Grandmother Mitchell was for

twenty years the prim and proper "little

old lady" her children wanted her to be.

She sat quietly on her front porch, rock-

ing and knitting. Then suddenly, at

eighty. Grandmother Mitchell got pretty

fed up with the quiet life. She moved
out to Hollywood to live with her favorite

grandson, and what a whirl she had.

Mitch dressed her in fashions he especial-

ly designed for her which put the Holly-

wood beauties to shame, He took her to

Hollywood premieres and parties, where
her laughter was gayer than that of any
starlet. She enjoyed her daily nip too,

in fact, she insisted upon it.

When Mitch, "a callow youth," came
to Hollywood some twenty-five years

ago he came out on what he thought
would be a short vacation. He had a job

as draftsman with Marshall and Fox,

well known architects, who at that time

were planning the famous Drake Hotel

Dinah Shore, the G.l.'s favorite song-

stress, back from recent USO tour, poses

with husband, George Montgomery.

Viil



in Chicago. Mitch had presented some
ideas for the new hotel, which they
liked, and they had given him a job.

Vacationing in Hollywood with a cousin,

he met Cecil B. DeMille and his noted
scenarist. .Jeanie MacPherson. at a party.

At Miss MacPherson's request (she had
been struck by Mitch's artistic and cap-

able hands) the great C.B. summoned
Mitch to his office a few days later and
suggested that he submit some sketches

for Gloria Swanson for "Male And
Female," which was just about ready to

go into production. In less than two days
he designed three original costumes for

Gloria, and designed and made 35 others.

(He also designed the famous peacock
dress which Gloria wore in that picture,

and which is still considered one of the

greatest pieces of designing ever done
for motion pictures, i DeMille was
tickled pink. At last he had found some-
one with originality, and who wasn't

afraid to work. He put Mitch imder
contract at once, and for twelve years

they worked together on one successful

picture after another. "Marshall and
Fox built the Drake without me," says

Mitch with a sigh.

Under De]\Iille, Leisen worked as set

dresser, designer, art director, assistant

to anyone who needed a job done. It

was the best way in the world to learn

the mo-^ie business, and ^Slitch was smart
enough to realize it. When DeMille
embarked on his famous bathtub period

which was responsible for revolution-

izing the bathing habits of Main Street

from Maine to California, it was Mitch
who designed many of the black marble
plumbing fixtures. (His masterpiece was
the milk bath for Claudette Colbert in

"The Sign Of The Cross.")

One of the most humiliating experiences

of his life occurred on the set of a Gloria

Swanson picture. He was carving up
plain ordinary bars of soap into charming
rosebuds for Gloria's next dunking. A

li'ttie Worlti pholo

Fred Astalre. in London for opening
of Stage Door Canteen, previews a

couple of fast steps for two G.l.'s.
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newspaper man from the East saw Mitch
fashioning roses out of soap and was.

horrified. "This," he roared, "is typical

of the decadence of Hollywood. Flowered
soap!" He wrote a lengthy article about
flowered soap in that Sodom and Gomor-
rah called Hollywood, and it was syndi-

cated all over the country. So what?
So a few months later department stores

all over the United States were selling

soap in the shape of flowers. And still are

In the early 1930s Cecil B. DeMille
decided he needed a vacation, so he sailed

on an extended trip around the world.

For the first time since he came to Holly-

wood Mitch found himself without a job.

You'd think that after twelve years as

the master's right hand he'd find it easy

to get his name on a studio payroll. But
everyone assumed that Leisen would
carry on the "DeMille tradition." And
the depression was on in full force. Holly-

wood, overplaying as usual, was econo-

mizing like mad. '"Sorry, Mitch," the

movie moguls would say, "you're too

expensive. You've been trained by De-
Mille. Too lavish. No more chinchilla

night gowns, old boy. Nothing luxurious

in pictures now."
Mitch didn't worry. He became an

extra. And while he was making a few
dollars a day a few days a month, he
gathered up a lot of valuable knowledge.
Une thing he learned was about extras,

the most scorned bunch of people in

Hollywood. "Extras are actors," says

Mitch, "and much more intelligent than
a lot of accepted actors. The main
reason they -don't do things properly is

that they are told to walk or stand or sit

down or do a million other things by an
assistant director who never tells them
why. In my pictures I make it a point to

know that every extra knows what the

story is about, and what he is doing. It

makes a lot of difference in a picture."

Apparently Hollywood's extras like to

work with Mitch. They recently verted

him their favorite director.

Mitch who had been trained in camera
technic|ue by DeMille, along with every-

thing else, next got himself a job as a

camera assistant with Stuart Walker,
famous stage director, who was starting

"Tonight Is Ours," with Claudette Col-

bert and Fredric March. "The most
horizontal picture I ever worked in,"

says Mitch. "It wouldn't get past the

Hays Office today." And then timidly,

and with plenty of misgiving. Paramount
handed him the megaphone on "Cradle

Song." "Cradle Song." made from but-

tons, firmly established Mitchell Leisen

as a director to be reckoned with. He
has been under contract to Paramount
ever since. His present contract gives

him the privilege of producing his pic-

tures also—but Mitch insists that being

a director is quite sufficient.

Mitch's passion for accuracy is well

known. And it had Paramount going

around in circles when he was hand-
ed Daphne du Maurier's best seller,

"Frenchman's Creek."

"I believe quite firmly," says Mitch,

"that if the set is wrong the audience

will be aggravated without realizing it

—

but if the set is right the audience will

be completely at ease."

In a Victorian living room you can be

quite sure you won't find anything from
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Louis XlVth in a Leisen picture. And
you won't find anything from Grand
Rapids in any living room, "French-

man's Creek," and you can bet your
bottom dollar that the studio would
never have bought the story in the first

place if they had known the trouble and
expense they were in for, was something

new in periods in Hollywood—it was the

little known period of 1668, when Charles

II of the Stuarts was on the throne in

London. A period with which Hollywood
was utterly unable to cope. Neither,

suspects Mitch, was the author. Miss
du Maurier wrote the novel in an air

raid shelter during the London blitz and
filled it with inaccuracies. Largely, Mitch
thinks, because she placed it in the Vic-

torian era and belatedly moved it back
to 1668 when she discovered that to be

the heyday of pirates.

"There was not one costume or prop
of the period available anywhere," says

Mitch. "We had to make everything."

It was the rufHy period for men, and the

actors had to be supplied with tons of

lace, not to mention 300 "poodle-dog"

wigs. Hooks and eyes were unknown in

the days of Charles II, said research, so

Joan Fontaine had to lace up her nine-

teen changes of costumes. A few timid

souls in the front office faintly sug-

gested that Mitch might fake a few
props, but they received merely a scorn-

ful glance from Mr. Leisen who is a

stickler for authenticity. Even when it

comes to detail. For instance, for the

banquet scene Mitch ordered a quantity

of king size prawns imported from the

North. The company that shipped them
sent only enough for one dish. The
banquet scene took three days to film.

And the shrimps weren't getting any
younger under those high-powered Tech-
nicolor lights. Finally Joan spoke up,

"Mitch, don't you think these shrimps
are getting a bit high.'' Could we just

use some papier mache ones from the

prop department?" But racy or not,

turned up actors' noses or not, those

shrimps stayed right there on the ban-
quet table until the sequence was in the

can. Nothing faked in a Leisen picture.

Not even shrimp.

Among the props which had to be
made to order for the picture were rose-

patterned china; two-tined solid silver

forks; a harpsichord; Venetian glassware;

a coach (copied from the Royal Museum
of Portugal) ; chicken skin gloves to keep
hands soft, and playing cards of the

period especially designed and printed

from plates. And of 'course the 110-foot

pirate ship which was built on the Para-

mount lot, trucked to San Pedro, and
towed 650 odd miles to the location in

Northern California.

Daphne du Maurier thoughtlessly

wrote how fond Sir Harry (Ralph
Forbes) was of his two spaniels, Duke
and Duchess, and that started nothing
less than a five alarm fire. King Charles

spaniels are a breed now almost extinct

in America. But Mitch finally ran down
a couple of them in a kennel in St. Paul,

Minnesota, and Paramount bought them,
at a great expense of course. When Miss
du Maurier writes another book, and the

studio assigns it to him to film, Mitch
says he hopies she'll make it George VI
of England. But he doesn't really.
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Soft

Cozy Comfort
in these

UNIVERSAL
GOWNS and PAJAMAS

You'll love their soft, caressing warmth
—and adore their elegant needling and

styling. In gowns and pajamas, these

flannelettes by Universal are your answer

for winter nightwear. The pajamas have ad-

justable waistbands. On sale at better stores

everywhere — at prices excitingly moderate

Reliance manufacturing company
212 W. Monroe St., Chicago 6, III.

New York Offices: 200 Fifth Ave. • 1350 Broadway

MAKERS OP Kay Whitney and Happy Home Frocks

Universal Pajamas • P.nsenada Shirts and Slacks •

No-Tare Shorts • Parachutes for Men and Materiel.

Bette Davis, "B.G."

(Business Girl)

Continued from page 27

"It comes off too easily," says Bette the

;

practical one. Jack Chertok, who is the
producer on "The Corn Is Green," the

picture she is making now, will represent

the studio's interest, and sort of guide
Bette on her maiden voyage. But she

has the privilege of sitting in on story

conferences, with a pencil in her hand,
casting, directing, and general discus-

sions of production problems. And when
Bette is "sitting in" it doesn't mean that

she's merely occupying a chair.

"I've said for years," said Bette over
the rattling of dishes in the Warner com-
missary, "that you can shoot a picture in

six weeks. There is no reason in the

world it should take longer. Barring what
the theater calls 'an act of God,' of

course. 'Mr. Skeffington' took eighteen
weeks—in fact the company had a run-

ning gag that the war would be over be-

fore the picture was finished. Most major
productions run three, four, and even
five months—with staggering costs, and
frayed nerves. All because the difficul-

ties weren't ironed out before the picture

went before the cameras. You'd be sur-

prised how many times a director is

called in the night before the shooting
schedule starts and handed a half-baked
script that he has never seen before. He
doesn't believe in the picture, and neither

does the star when she gets a chance to

read the script. Tempers flare, and pro-

duction is held up. How easy it would
be if they'd just sit down together for

several weeks and smooth out all the
problems before the picture started.

George Arliss taught me many things

when I worked with him in 'The Man
Who Played God' my second year in

Hollywood—among them, that the best

pictures are made by happy people, from
carefully prepared scripts. I expect to

have happy people around me and a care-

fully prepared script before I start. None
of this shooting from the cuff."

Bette broke into sudden laughter. "Of
course," she added, "you know what will

happen. I'll probably put the movie in-

dustry back twenty years!"

"Stolen Life," which Bette chose for

the first of the "B.D. Inc. Productions,"

which is what she calls her corporation,

will be a remake of an Elizabeth Bergner
picture which was made in Europe some
years ago, with Bette playing a dual role

of the twin sisters. But before you have
a chance to raise your eyebrows and say

"Wouldn't you know," thereby intimat-

ing pohtely that Miss D. is a ham, I feel

that I should advise you that one of the

sisters dies early in the picture. Bette

hopes to get Fred MacMurray or Joel

McCrea to play opposite her. She chose

Curtis Bernhardt to direct her first pic-

ture exactly one hour after she had seen

"My Reputation," starring Barbara Stan-

wyck and George Brent, which she con-

siders one of the best pictures she has

seen in ages. When someone told her that

Bernhardt was inclined to be sarcastic

with his stars, and sometimes made them
cry, Bette said, "I can take the sarcasm
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if he can give me a picture like that!"

She Hkes working with Jack Chertok.
"Mr. Chertok," she says, "is the kind of

a guy who says what he says he says.

Which is something I don't think I al-

ways do."

Now that Bette is a producer Mr.
Chertok felt that she should eat lunch in

the executive dining room along with the

Warner Brothers and all the big shot pro-

ducers on the lot. In India and Holly-
wood the caste system flourishes. Bette

is a democratic soul and much prefers to

eat her ham and eggs with the "just peo-

ple" in the commissary, but she was will-

ing to string along with this producer
business so she allowed Mr. Chertok to

lead her to the holy of holies. She went
from the set. of course, in her red wig,

and her muchly padded bosom ( she plays

a matronly school teacher in "The Corn
Is Green") . At the table she took out a
cigarette and leaned over as Mr. Harry
Warner struck a match to light it for her.

The padded bosom brought her up to an
abrupt stop—much to her obvious sur-

prise—and the executive dining room
had the best laugh it's had in days.

Bette has recently been approached by
a representative of a big publishing com-
pany in New York to write a book about
"the post-war woman." The idea being
that women should return to their homes
and make a pleasant home life for the

returning soldiers. She's terribly thrilled

about it, but a little worried over where
she's going to find the time. "It isn't

something I could do with my hat on,"

she says tersely. Women-after-the-war,
Bette feels, are going to be one of our
country's major problems. Now that they
have had a taste of making money, and
an exciting whirl at working in ofSces

and aircraft plants, they aren't going to

want to go home and sew on buttons and
cook three meals a day. Bette read me a
few lines from a letter sent her by a sol-

dier in the South Pacific: "We boys want
to come home and find our wives just as

we left them. Everything is so different

now. The world has changed. We have
changed. But we want to find that our
wives haven't changed . .

." At the Hol-
lywood Canteen, of which Bette is the
president and guiding light, she hears
many a soldier complain about the girl

he left behind.

All during our conversation I noticed
that Bette's eyes kept darting to a table
in the corner. Finally, by looking around
Bob Hutton and over Rosalind Russell

and through a dame I don't like, I saw
what was attracting her attention, with
a sort of fascination. It was Eleanor
Parker, in the makeup and shoddy dress

of Mildred, the cruel httle waitress in

Somerset Maugham's "Of Human Bond-
age"—which Warners is now in the proc-

ess of remaking. "Looking at her," said

Bette quietly. "I feel sort of spooky, I

should feel older, I guess, but I don't,"

Bette, as you well know, got her first

big break in pictures playing Mildred,
opposite Leslie Howard. It was eight

years ago when RKO first made "Of Hu-
man Bondage." They desperately wanted
a Mildred. No actress would touch the
job. Because in those days actresses were
Glamor Girls and if they played the part

of a hussy, on the screen, they were cer-

tain they'd lose their fans. W^arner
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BLACKHEADS
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REDUCE
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SAY

Physician's Wife: "1 lost 15

Mrs. C. M.. Ithaca. N. Y.:

pounds in 24 days."

"My hips were 53 inches; now
measure 43 inches. I feel liUe a new person. I like the taste
also. My doctor says it was O. IC"

Mrs. P. M., Fresno, Cal.: "I lost 18 pounds in 3 weeks."

Wash., 0. C. : "Had to tell the wonderful news. Reduced from 200 to
in 3 months following .\our plan. It's great to be able to wear youthful

and many of them are following the plan now.

Miss H.
136 poundi
clothes. My friends are amazed,

MEN and women all over this country are
reporting remarkable results in losing

weight easily. Many lost 20 pounds a month
and more. They are following the Easy Re-
ducing Plan of Dr. Edward Parrish. well-
known physician and editor, former chief of
a U. S. military hospital and a state public
health officer.

Dr. Parrish's Easy Reducing Flan makes
reducing a pleasure because it has NO
STRICT DIETS, requires no exercises.
HARMLESS, too. because it calls for no
reducing drugs.
Here is Dr. Parrish*s Easy Reducing

Plan EXACTLY as given over the air to
millions: For lunch take 2 teaspoonfuis of
CAL-PAR in a glass of juice, water or any
beverage. Take nothing else for lunch except
a cup of coffee, if desired. For breakfast
and dinner EAT AS YOU USUALLY' DO.
but eat sensibly. Don't cut out fatty, starchy
foods—just cut down on them. By followint;
l)r Parrish's Easy Reducing Plan, you cut
down your daily caloric intake, thus losin'.:

weight naturally. You needn't suffer a single
hungry moment. CAL-PAR is not a harmful

it d special dietary product, fortifying your diet

with certain essential minerals and vitamins. Most overweight people

are helped'by'Drr Parrish's Easy Reducing Plan. Try it and you and
Tour friends will marvel at the vast improvement in your figure.

Get a $1.25 can of CAL-PAR (30 days' supply) at health food.

reducing drug. It is

NO EXERCISE!
NO REDUCING DRUGS!
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS!

aiul drug stores.
If your dealer hasn't C.\L-PAR we will send

you postpaid a special introductory can for only
$1.00. This $1.00 can is not sold at stores.
Money back if not satisfied. Fill out coupon,
pin a dollar bill to it and mail today. We will
also send you FREE. Dr. Parrish's booklet on
reducing containing important facts you ought
to know including weight, tables and charts of
food value.

CAL-PAR Dept. 76T.
685 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

I enclose $1.00 for a special CAL-PAR can,
to be sent postage paid, and Dr. Parrish's
booklet on reducing. If not satisfied 1 may
return unused portion and my $1.00 will ba
refunded. (C.O.D. orders accepted.)
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Brothers, who considered Bette slightly

less than a pain in the neck, and didn't

think she had any fans to lose anyway,
loaned her to RKO. For the first time a

hussy was played on the screen as a

hussy should be played. Well, you know
the rest. Bette's popularity climbed like

a thermometer in the Mojave Desert.

The first day Eleanor Parker worked
on the remake Bette sent her gardenias

with a note that read, 'T hope the part

of Mildred turns out to mean as much
to your career as it did to mine—and in

your hands I'm sure it will." And when
one of those busy-bodies, the studios are

lull of them, hoping to curry favor with

Bette told her that no one thought Elea-

nor Parker was the type for Mildred.

Bette said, "History is repeating itself.

When I played Mildred the whole town
said I wasn't the type."

Well, of course, with a new Mildred
eating ice cream only a few tables away
from us, a little reminiscing was certainly

in order. "I remember the first day on
the set," Bette said with a giggle. "John
Cromwell, who was directing it, called me
'Boston.' He said I was saturated in New
England principles. And he predicted

that my career would be held up ten

years because I had had the misfortune

of having been born near Boston. He
was so right—but heaven knows there

Isn't any of that left in me now. I was
terribly embarrassed about playing the

sexy scenes (Writer's note: Mildred won t

be so sexy in 1944, due to the Hays Of-

fice) with Leslie, and I used to pretend
that I didn't know what they meant.
What a little hypocrite I was! I'd go
home at night and talk to myself. 'Why
Bette Davis,' I'd say, 'you shouldn't do
things like that on the screen. It's

wicked.' But somehow or other the ac-

tress in me always won over the Puritan.

But the day they put me in a nightgown
for the first time I nearly died of shame."

(In a recent picture, "Old Acquaint-
ance," Bette wears pajama tops without
the bottoms. Ah me, those straight-laced

abolitionist ancestors must have turned
over in their graves.)

To change the subject, Bette like

everyone else in Hollywood is having
servant problems these days. It's hard
enough to be a producer, an actress, an
author, a humanitarian, and a cause-

fighter, without having to be chief cook
and bottle washer too. Servants have
come and gone, usually not bothering to

give reasons. But one of them gave a

reason. And it's a humdinger. When she

came back from her farm in New Hamp-
shire, where she spent six months follow-

ing the tragic death of her husband,
Bette found that her mother, in closing

up the house in Glendale for her, had
had the phone disconnected. Phones are

as hard to get in Hollywood now as ny-

lons. So when Bette opened up her house
the phone company would only give her

a party fine. Well, one day she got a

cook whom she thought would be a jewel.

But that night when Bette got in from
the studio Madame La Cook had her hat

on, and informed her, "Miss Davis, I

can't work in a house where there is a

party line. My friends would have too

much trouble calling me."
Bette was too startled to say anything

but "Damn."
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Janie's on the Job

Continued from page 22

up a stiff battle. At first she wise-

cracked. She kidded the situation. She
was young, full of health, happiness, and
all the right answers. But promises were
made and promises were broken. AVhere

she'd expected a featured pnrt they gave
her a bit. In "Mr. Dodd Takes The
Air," her first important part was given

to her, and she clicked. This time no one
could make Jane believe that stardom
was not within reach. Her fan mail

poured in. Fellow actors commented on
her performance. Studio officials beamed
when they met her in the corridor. Surely

great things were in store. How could

she miss?

And then—nothing happened. No one
was really to blame. And surely not
Jane. The whole situation was as old as

Hollywood itself. Why wasn't it work-
ing out the way it should? The way it

worked out on the surface? She was dis-

appointed, then hurt, then bitter. Grad-
ually her jaw began to set. Jane, who
has a definite mind of her own, spared
no details in expressing her point of view.
She was being abused, deliberately

shelved, her talent was being burned un-
der a bushel.

As she looks back at it now, she real-

izes the unwisdom of it all. It was like

fighting windmills. But then it seemed
serious, vital, real. Several times, in des-
peration, she asked for her release. Just
as many times studio officials pacified
her, told her: "You are getting paid,
aren't you? Relax. Take that chip off

your shoulder. Wait. Your time will

come." By the time she wast cast in
"Brother Rat," Jane was known as "hard
to handle."

On this picture Jane met Ronnie Rea-
gan. From that moment on, her entire
life, her personality, her attitude toward
people began to change. She found her-
self suddenly happier with the same peo-
ple who before did little more than irri-

tate her. She made no secret of her
liking for Reagan. He wasn't exactly dis-

interested himself!

At the end of the picture Jane and
Ronnie made a date for the beach. For
hours they talked on the sand. Ronnie,
quiet, gentlemanly, inclined to take
things mildly. Jane, tempestuous, viva-
cious, quick on the trigger. Two oppo-
sites that were meant to attract, and did.

The rest is now history. They live in

a beautiful hilltop home overlooking all

of Hollywood. Their romance and mar-
riage, going to auctions, putting away
furniture, building the home, birth of
little Maureen, decorating the home

—

wonderful plans, wonderful future—out

of all this emerged the Jane Wyman of

today. And a far cry it is from a cute
but fisty little girl who felt the whole
world was against her!

Recently Jane was made a star, in

"Make Your Own Bed," playing opposite

Jack Carson, also in his first stellar part.

On and off the screen everyone notices

that in disposition, in personality, in

poise and charm the Jane of today is a

new person. Lessons learned on the way
to the top have given her understanding
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Mark back of picture 1 & 2

COLOR • Picture No. 1

Hair .

Eyes

Clothing

COLOR - Picture No. 2

Hair

Eyes-

and tolerance and kindliness by which
little Maureen now profits especially. It

has really been a wonderful metamor-
phosis.

When Ronnie, who was a reserve offi-

cer in the U. S. Cavalry, went into serv-

ice, once again .Jane had to make an ad-
justment. And again, because things had
been going so smoothly, it was not easy.

In spite of successful career, a beautiful

home, a lovely child, there were lonely

moments, unhappy moments.
One night, sitting home alone in front

of the fireplace that burns cheerfully in

her upstairs bedroom, she took mental
in\'entory. With Ronnie away, war had
become real. She knew that career and
home were not enough. There was some-
thing else she could do, must do. She
could of course join the Gray Ladies of

the Red Cross in rolling bandages. She
could do canteen work. There were many
other wartime services that she could
perform.

But Jane was too honest to try and
fool herself. She knew that sort of thing

would never do as far as she was con-
cerned. Because that would not be the
very best she could give. She was a
trained vaudeville entertainer, and now
this training would come handy. She
would go and entertain servicemen in the
far-flung remote camps. Yes, that is

what she would do.

At first studio officials mused and
wondered. But Jane's eloquence won

—

again. And out she went, her shoulder-

length hair bobbed very short—almost
to G.I. ringlets—to bring the boys any-
thing from "Cow-cow-boogie" to be-

loved classical numbers.
Under the sponsorship of the Holly-

wood Victory Committee and Warner
Bros., Jane has entertained G.I.'s from
Carolina to Colorado; from desert troops

to mountain ski-troops. On that last

jaunt Janie went up, her ears popping,
to 11,800 feet, and over the Great
Divide. Still groggy from altitude and

Moods and moments on the air: James Cagney,



fatigue, she gave six shows, chatted with

a bewiskered general, lunched and enter-

tained at the officers' mess hall, and

visited several hospital wards. "They all

asked me to come back." Janie chuckles

reminiscently. "bring word from a sweet-

heart or wife, or see how a newborn son

was doing." There were se\ eral more odd

commissions. Janie nodded to all, prom-
ised to do the errands, and did. Which
only made more work, becau.se grateful

G.I.'s wrote letters by the bushel, and,

Janie confesses, she got to the point

where she needed a couple of boys with

shovels to sort and handle her Army fan

mail.

Of course one might assume that all

this entertaining, plus Jane's heavy
studio schedule, would not leave very

much time for her daughter Maureen.
But somehow Janie's five-year-old always
is around Mother \\henever Mother is

home. They weed the garden together:

they plant new plants (which Papa
Reacran has to replant when he arrives

home I . To make sure Maureen Eliza-

betli does not forget her daddy in the

meantime, Jane makes her play a game
which involves an imaginary train stop-

ping at various imaginary geographical

locales.

A row of chairs is placed in the middle

of the room, with little Maureen at the

head of her "train." Humbly Janie vralks

up and buys a ticket. "Where to?"

]\Iaureen Elizabeth inquires, very busi-

nesslike. '"To Cucamonga." Jane says

without batting an eye. "What for?"

asks Maureen Elizabeth. "To see Daddy
Reagan," Jane says. At the end of each

trip Maureen Elizabeth changes the

chairs around—just as a real train would
be re-arranged at the end of its trip.

Again she sells her mother a ticket

—

to New York, or maybe Chicago or San
Francisco Valley. And thus the game
goes on, until both of them are too

tired to play, and switch to coddling

Maureen's teddy bear, or their two
Scotties—Scotch and Soda.

'DOVE SKIN BECOMES YOU

tUXURAY, 450 SEVENTH AVE., NEW YORK I \ \\

on't let- your iifa^^B

H£ WILL LOVE YOU with

36 Spoiled by shame or

nbarrassment over a flat,

undeveloped or sagging form.

Help develop a glamorous, allur-

ing contour of high youthful

rounded fullness! Tested, proven,

easy-to-use methods given in the

wonderful, scientifically authentic

book. "Approved Methods for

Care and Development of the

Form." Experience the thrilling

joys of having your contour ap-

pear shapely rounded, romantic-

ally beautiful Proven successful

by thousands of women. Lifetime

results, safely, easily, positively

If not satisfied, return within 10

days and money will be refunded,

SEND NO MONEYI
Beneflf by this ©xf roordinary reduch'on.

FormeHv more than DOUBLE this price. Now
only $1 00 Order now CO D plui pajtog«>

Pay postman on orn^ol. To sav« Posfoge

Mnd S1-00 with order, end we (hip propaid

in plain wrapper

SUCCESS STUDIOS • BALT0.,MD.,BOXg95 -P

jHevm seFOKe soi

mATiritiDuaDii

NEW HAIR GLAMOURTREATMENT
Men Jove to run their fing-ers thru a wo-
man's long wa\-y beautiful hair—one of tlie
secrets to a woman's charm in winning
Liie one she loves. Now vou. too. can use
this NE\^^ AMAZING '-HAIR GLA^IOUR"
TREATMENT. Its SECRET FORMI.XA
helps retard dr\', brittle hair from break-
ing off due to lack of natural oils. There-
fore, this formula may help HAIR GRO^V
LONGER if other hair^-scalp conditions are
normal. And if you also like your H.AIR
WA\T, beautiful and- soft you shouldn't
miss trj-ing this sensational treatment!

SEND NO
MONEY :

Don't send a cent. Trr this 'HAIR
GLAMOI."R" TREATMENT at our expenses
for 10 daj-s and then see if he will notic
and thrill to the new glamour of vour hail
Also FREE PERSONAL DIRECTIONS. Just deposit with
postman on delivery 98c plus postage, or send onlv Si
and we pay postage. 2 treatments S1.G9. MON'EY BACK
GU.^RANTEE if not completelv satisfied. Ever\- day you
delay—romance passes you bv! ANTIITE NOW: ' Guarantee
Sales. 21 West 45th Su. Dept. S94. N. Y. C.

RNKLE

gay; and Brian Donlevy, intent upon his script. —

Wear the Symbol of your Love. Beoutiful Sweetheart Anklet of 1 4-

Kt. rolled gold on Sterling Silver can NOW be yours for only $ 1 .49

plus federal tax. FREE—Each Anklet engraved with 3 initials, either

yours or his. Don't Delay. Send Todoy to BRENT-CDthf WOOD for your personalized ANKLET. Send pre-

I Ikkba paid and save postage and CCD. fee.

DDCUT%A#^^r> "'P'- '^^^ Broadway,
DI\tniT¥wWl^ New York 10, N. Y.
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*0f course you know

about MIDOL-but

HAVE YOU

TRIED

IT?

Before you break another date or

lose another day because of men-
strual suffering, try Midol! These

triple-acting tablets contain no
opiates, yet swiftly relieve the

functional cramps, headache and

blues that periodically make life

miserable for many girls and
women. Millions

rely on Midol reg-
,\ ^ * A Guaranteed by ^-i

Ularly. (aet it now I Cood Housekeeping

at any drugstore, ^^mmla!:^

MIDOL
Used more than all other products offered

exclusively to relieve menstrual suffering

CRAMPS -HEADACHE -BLUES

%afveL

Free Booklet—The M;

WHIRLING SPRAV
SYR I N CE

T THE WOBID '

Have

AT home:
1 Learn to color photos and minlaturea
in oil. NopreviouB experience needed. Good

Tdemand. Send for free booklet, "Mak«
'Money at Home" and requirements,

NATIONAL ART SCHOOL
1315 Mrchtgan Ave. Dept. 4439 Chicago 5

"^B-
—

(juam

,Ld with

'^'c". R S T N A M f

**:' rne^ o"^"*' LlldV 0-^"°"''

"'^IL. .eo\ thing-

Patented and Manufactured by
ON GUARD, 30 Irving Plac«, Ntw /ork 3, N. /.
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$0.95

Plus 20% T»«-.

Pin and Earrfnsi
are tntirely hand-

,
made of I2K Rolled
Gold Plate on Ster.
ling Silver bale.

SEND NO MONEY
Fay posfman $3.95 plus tax and
small postage fee on delivery.

MAIL COUPON TOO AX
ON GUARD Dept. H-12
30 Irving Place, New york 3. N. /.

Send the ON GUARD SWORD PIN.

Name desired is .

On delivery, I will pay postman
plus tax and postage.

— Nan^e

Address

Clty^&^Sta^
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The Girl Who Said "No!"

Continued from page 30

repenting the little white lies I'd told

mom; the stray cat I'd hidden in my
room; trying on mom's new hat while she

was out. My brother Leland, who was
eight, almost drowned trying to rescue

me."
The poisoning episode was even more

serious. Marilyn was in the first grade
when she fell and bruised her knee in the

school yard. Nothing, seemingly, to

make a fuss about, but by noon blood

poisoning had set in and she was run-

ning a high temperature. Rushed to the

hospital, she spent thirteen months there

fighting the deadly infection. "Then
suddenly I stopped getting hurt, as

though the Powers That Be were con-

vinced I could take it." A significant

pause while Marilyn knocks on wood.
"It's positively uncanny. I've been in

two major accidents since then, in which
everyone but I was hurt. Once in a

train wreck; the other time I was trav-

elling with a band in a special bus when
we were forced off the road by an on-

coming truck. The bus dropped two
hundred feet. By some miracle nobody
was killed, but I was the only one to

escape without an injury."

"Being nice to Marilyn" is an easily

acquired habit. Impossible to resist the

friendly warmth of her grin, her genu-

ine interest in everyone she meets. "We
all make a special effort for Marilyn,"

comments Josie, her hairdresser on the

set. "She's so appreciative." Even mem-
bers of the publicity department, con-

stantly knee-deep in rotating crops of

new stars, admit being smitten with the

Maxwell charm.

Bing Crosby is another Marilyn Max-
well booster. To give her experience,

Bing throws every kind of chore at her

on his weekly broadcasts, from charac-

terizing a belle of the deep South to

playing a telephone operator from
Brooklyn. "Bing won't take 'no' for an
answer," says Marilyn. "According to

him, if I blew up in my lines, so much
the better. Gives him a chance to ad
lib. Working with Bing has given me
confidence and taught me how to relax."

Personal interest in Marilyn is not

confined to her professional friends. A
group of fans voted her National Sweet-

heart of Delta Sigma Phi. The Mayor
of Chicago presented her with the key
to the city. The Grandmothers of Amer-
ica, a national organization, elected her

their Ideal Granddaughter. "At first I

thought it was merely an honorary title,

but while on a bond tour my train was
met at every stop by a Committee of

Grandmothers. I had the cosiest feel-

ing of being grandmothered w-herever I

went."

Like the jingle-jiving lady of the

nursery rhyme, Marilyn must "have mu-
sic wherever she goes." As indispensable

as food and air, music lulls her to sleep

each night and prods her awake in the

morning. Her "lines" are studied to the

beat of Ravel—or the bleat of a hot

trumpet, her extensive record collection

ranging from Swing to Shostakovitch.

Her parents, who were musicians,



J Endorsed by

John Robert Powers

!n fine rayons

about $1.79
'4 at better stores

Write for free

booklet — "A
Word About
Modeling" by
Jolin Robert
Powers ^ f,'

• trade mark
Louis Herman & Co.

creators of
MOVIE STAR SLIPS

Dept. H
159 Madison Ave., N.Y. 18, N.Y.

Follow the KELPIDINE
REDUCING PLAN

Simply ttke a half tea-

spoonful of KELPIDINE with

any meal (preferably at break-

fast). EAT AS YOU USUALLY
DO. DONT CUT OUT fatty,

staichy foods, just CUT DOWN
on them. That's all there is to itt

USERS SAY 'Doctor approveti." "Makes

one feel wonderful." "Lost 15 pounds

in 5 weeks." "Feel so much better."

"Lost 21 pounds in 4 weeks."

AMERICAN HEALTHAIDS CO., B-9 '

871 Broad Street, Newarit 2, N. J.

EtidSwd find Sl.OO for the KELPIDINE REDUCING
PLAN and one month s supply of KELPIDINE to be

sent to me postage prepaid. If not satisfied I may return

unused portion and my Sl.OO will be refunded.

NAME -

CITY.
/ encloie 52 %tni a lltrttmonlh tupfly—postage frtpaid.

planned her musical career before she

was born, choosing the rhythmic name
Marvel Marilyn Maxwell for liieir ex-

jjected baby. MoUicr, who had been

forbidden a theatrical career by her

parcnt.s, saw her flreams materialize

in Marilyn's achicvenieiils. The first

glimpse of the child's bright future took

shape at a dancing school recital wlierc

the three-year-old tot jjirouetted about

in a home-matle butterfly costume.

The first professional helping hand
held out to Marilyn belonged to Ruth
Budd, a famous aerialist who had re-

tired to the Maxwell's home town. Ft.

Wayne, Indiana, after a fall which frac-

tured her wrists. When Ruth returned

to the vaudeville stage, fifteen-year-old

Marilyn was engaged to swing from a

trapeze in tights and warble "Hello,

Cutie, Hello." The act folded at the end

of a week, but Marilyn had attained the

status of a paid professional with her

five dollar .salary check. This led to

singing and dancing in local vaudeville

revues where she was spied by .Johnny

West, a song arranger, and advised to

stop knocking herself out with violent

dance routines and get a job as vocalist.

From a short apprenticeship with

small-time bands, she was signed by
Amos Ostot to supply the feminine

touch to his male swing ensemble.

Her decision to try for a Hollywood
career came as a surprise even to Mari-
lyn. "I was horseback riding in the

Colorado hills when the realization came
to me that there was no room for fur-

ther advancement as a vocalist. I was
making top money in my line singing

for Ted Weems. When I informed Ted,

he stared at me wildly for a minute.

'That's what I've been telling you for

months. W^e'll call the Pasadena Play-

house right away.'

"

Marilyn settled down with her mother
and a cat named Scoofy in a Hollywood
bungalow that boasted the busiest door-

bell in town. Movieland's handsomest
eligibles courted the fair lady, but she

declared time and again, "I don't be-

lieve in hasty marriages and love at

first glance." But that was before she

got her first glance at the Prince who
plays opposite her in "Lost In A
Harem." They put their hearts into their

love scenes and before the picture had
been completed Hollywood's "No Girl"

had said "yes." John Conte of screen

and radio is the Prince who persuaded

her to change her mind. They were

married recently in New York's Little

Church Around the Corner.

SCALP ODOR

No man can entertain thoughts of ro-

mance if you're not dainty—and cer-

tainly scalp odor won't help you win
him.

The scalp perspires, too—and oily

hair in particular absorbs unpleasant

odors. You might have scalp odor

—

and not know it. To be sure, make this

test: check up on your hairbrush, your

hat, your pillow.

Be on the safe side all the time

—

shampoo regularly with Packer's Pine

Tar Shampoo. This scientific shampoo,
containing pure medicinal pine tar,

not only cleanses the hair and scalp

thoroughly but also leaves the hair

fresb and fragrant. The delicate pine

scent does its work—then disappears.

Why take a chance that scalp odor
will spoil romance.^ Get Packer's Pine

Tar Shampoo— at any
drug, department and
ten-cent store.

P^CKtRS

Marilyn Maxwell, the new Mrs. John Conte
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Columbia diamond rings

M:<nv ti>rli]Malf 4 .hri>liH;iv
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coi l MIHA DIVMOMI
l?l\<;S for thoir iiiiirph
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'COLliMniA' ill the riiifi-

Priced to meet the meant
of the mot,t conservative.

Buy o SsrMitter Oiamond
an<i a Bigiser Bond!!

ON SALE AT AMERICA'S FINER JEWELRY STORES

There IS tt AfaiV/fTf Form
for Every 7 ypc of Figure}

'

Accuracy of fit, fine materials and
superior workmansliip make Maiden
Form's brassieres your logical choice —

<

for lovelier contours plus that extra

length-of-service you must demand of

every brassiere you purchase today!

If you can't finJ your style at first, try again! Dealers

get supplies monthly. Send for Style and Conservation

Folders: Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York 16.
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Jagged cuticle "fringe"

spoils hand beauty.
Never cut cuticle. 'Use

Cutex Oily Cuticle Re-

mover to loosen and
soften ugly cuticle—
keep finger tips smooth
and attractive. Won-
derful for cleansing un-

der nail tips, removing
stains

!

Buy a bottle today.

Only 'Wi, or 3H (f*'"*
lax) Jor large size.

CUTEX
THE CHOICE OF MORE WOMEN THAN ALL

OTHER CUTICLE REMOVERS COMBINED
Screen LAND

Must I Always Be

"The Other Woman?"

Continued from page 41

is a necessary evil," she went on. "She
certainly makes the Little Woman real-

ize she's slipping. After all, there's

usually a reason for her—or she wouldn't
be there."

Frances is under contract to Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer, for whom she has just

glided through "Marriage Is A Pri-

vate Affair." In this, she comphcated
life for Lana Turner. Before that, she

involved the situation in "Cry Havoc!"
For a girl who started out to be a

lawyer, she's come a long way on another
path. Soon after she entered the Uni-
versity of California as a pre-legal stu-

dent, she was signed by Samuel Goldwyn
when she went to his studio on a sight-

seeing tour.

Six months later she went to RKO
under optional contract, where she was
used for fashion-photos and leg-art. This
was no novelty to her, though, as she

had often earned extra money as a

model when she went to high school in

Long Beach.
Frances gave up her career for the

three years she was married to James
Dunn, the actor, and resumed it briefly

when they appeared together in "Mercy
Plane." After their divorce, she played
in "The Reluctant Dragon" for Walt
Disney and then went to Paramount.
"I don't want to marry again—now,

at least," she said. "There is a right

time for everything, and I don't believe

this is the right time for me to marry.
And when I do, I want to be very, very
sure. I don't think it will be to a man
in this business. Two careers in pictures

don't mix. Yet, how can I be certain

about that? Naturally, it depends on
the person and the circumstances."

she lives with her parents in Beverly

Hills in a house .she and her father have
just bought jointly. About a year ago

they sold their Long Beach home fur-

nished—and the wartime problem of

finding things to .sleep, sit and eat on is

being solved piecemeal.

"With me, the house was a case of

love at first sight," Frances said, "and
I thought we were in luck because an
electric refrigerator and a radio-phono-

graph went with it. But I found out

right away how very viTong I was. We've
been sleeping on the floor for weeks; we
sit on the floor and eat off an orange-

crate; I sit on the floor—and forget how
hard it is—when I play records on the

phonograph."

But it's all fun and an adventure,

with Frances taking it in stride. She

wonders if she's gone too far in painting

the play-room a gorgeous coral-pink and

hopes the bamboo furniture—which she

hasn't found yet—will make it as smart

as she thinks it will.

She wants more than anything to do
straight leads. She's done them before

and would like to do them soon again.

But until the studio sees fit to give her

a part that will bring out the sweetness

and humor that are hers—look out, wives

—there's danger in those curves!



YOUR CHILD'S LAXATIVE^

HOW DOES IT ACT?

Keep your hair alluring with Ogilvie

Sisters CREME-SET, delicate hair

make-up . . . SCALP POMADE,
for full-bodied hair loveliness . . .

JUMBO HAIR PENCIL, a discreet

disguise for greying streaks . . .

SPECIAL PREPARATION, refresh-

ing in-between-shampoo cleanser.

AT BETTER DEPT. AND DRUG STORES

604 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

IMPROVE Your FIGURE
Only

50c
Would you like to hava
a FIRM, FULL &
LOVELY bosom? Are
you self-conscious of a flat, pen-
dulous, sagging bust line? Thou-
sands of women have corrected
their bust contours. Why can't
you? Learn how you too, may
have a lovely figure. For only 50c
we will send you a copy of "THE
SECRET OF IMPROVING
YOUR FIGURE." It contains

information, instructions and simply illustrated, easy
to follow exercises. It also contains information and
suggestions for those who wish to lose or gut on weight.
Calory and weight table and other helpful information.
Act today, send only sOe in coin or stamps to —
CEAGEE Co.. 72 5th Ave., Dept. 19-J. N. Y. C. II.

GRAY HAIR
KILLS

ROMANCE
You know that gray hair spells

the end of romance . . . makes you
look years older . . . might even cost
you your job I Yet you are afraid to
color your hair— afraid people will
know your hair has been "dyed"!
These fears are so old fash-

ioned! With Mary T. Goldman's
scientific color-control you can trans-
form gray, bleached or faded hair to
the natural-looking shade you de-
sire—quickly, or so gradually your
closest friends won't guess! Pro-
nounced harmless by leading med ical

authorities (no skin test needed).
Inexpensive, easy to apply—combs on in a few min-
utes. Won't harm your wave or hair texture. For over
50 years millions have found new hair beauty by using
Mary T. Goldman's in the privacy of their homes.

So help yourself to beautiful hair— today. Buy a
bottle of Mary T. Goldman's at drug or dept. store
on money-back guarantee. Beware of substitutes!
if you'd rather try it first, send for free test kit
(give original color of hair) to Marv T. Goldman
Co., 167 Goldman Bldg., St. Paul 2. IVMnn.

"Beauty's What You

Make It"

Continued from page 16

sweets or any greasy i'ood.s. Slie wisely

favors leafy vegetables, drinks jjlenly of

water and always tries to get sufficient

rest and sleep. Efinipped with a .sound

knowledge of health and fliet, plus hcj-

complete understanding of the use of

cosmetics, Miss Comj).son is in a good
position to speak on beauty.

We asked about the diet she was out-

lining to her friend over the telephone
when we arrived, and here it i.s—a high

protein diet that has made her lose five

pounds in four days. (This diet may be
right for you too; tliat is, if your ration

points bold out! You might clip this diet

and refer to it after wartime restrictions

have been lifted. Also, remember that
if you have any real health problems, it's

always wise to consult your doctor be-
fore you diet.)

Each day, the same breakfast:
one orange and cofifee

FIRST DAY
LUNCH

1 grilled lamb chop trimmed of fat

DINNER
Broiled steak—green salad

SECOND DAY
LUNCH

2 lamb chops—half grapefruit—2 tomatoes

DINNER
2 lamb chops— 1 hard or soft cooked egg

—

spinach, grapefruit

THIRD DAY
LUNCH

Broiled steak—2 sliced tomatoes—

•

half grapefruit—coffee

DINNER
2 scrambled eggs—3 saltines, a little jelly

—

half grapefruit

FOURTH DAY
LUNCH

Half broiled chicken—spinach

—

half grapefruit—2 saltines

DINNER
2 broiled lamb chops—2 tomatoes—

half grapefruit

We also asked Miss Compson how she

chooses her particular brand of cosmet-
ics. "I studied many," she replied, "but I

like those best whose ingredients I know
and whose effects I am familiar with.

"Then, just like the use of vitamins,

any cosmetic cream or lotion must be
used again and again for satisfying re-

sults. Knowing how products are made. I

can tell women how to use them to get

the best results I am also going to

introduce a new cake make-up which,

from study, I found outstanding. When
I make this trip I will have a consultant

with me to show the women how to

apply these cosmetic products."

Betty Compson looks forward to her

trip for the "House of Hollywood" with

all the eagerness of a per.son who is ter-

ribly enthusiastic and can hardly wait to

tell others about it.

Some

Too $fro»r

Forcing a child

to take a harsh,
bad-ta.sting laxative is such needless,
old-fashioned punishment! A medi-
cine that's loo strong will often leave
a child feeling worse than before!

Too /if

A laxative that's

too mild to give
proper relief is

just as unsatis-

factory as none at all. A good laxative

should work thoroughly, yet be kind
and gentle!

—Treat the Children to the—
"HAPPY MEDIUM' LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But

Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and

efifectively at the same time. And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good—just like fine

chocolate! It's America's favorite laxa-

tive, as good for grown-ups as it is for

children. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE

WHEN YOU «AVE A COLD—
Don't done you rscl f wiili ^arsh. upsetting purgatives. Take
Ex-Lnx! It's thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

As a precaution use only as directed

EX-LAX The Original

Chocolated Laxativo

He Said He'd
Never Marry!

Then he met this girl. She
had read the secrets of
"Fascinating Woman-
hood." a daring new book
which shows how any
woman can attract men
by using the simple laws
of man's psycholotiy and
human nature. A-ny other
man would have been
eciually helpless in her
hands. You, too, can have
thi5 book ; you, too, can

enjoy the worship and admiration of men, and
be the radiant bride of the man of your choice.
Send only 10c for the booklet, "Secrets of Fas-
cinating Womanhood," Mailed in plain wrapper.

PSYCHOLOGY PRESS, Dept. 86M, St. Louis 5. Mo.
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SHOP BY MAIl, DIRECT FROM HOLLYWOOD! "Comrade" Arden

Continued fronn page 33

SKIRT-Glamorous.slimming wraparound,

deftly draped of rich rayon fabric.

Chorfreoje, futchia. Gold.

Siie$ 10 to 18 $4.99
plus postage

BLOUSE — Be-rufDed 'round neck and
puffed sleeves. Soft rayon fab-

ric. White on/y. Sizes 32 to 38. $3.99
plus postage

W£ DELIVER PROMPTLY!

You must be delighted or your
.money will be instantly refunded!

RITA HAYES of Hollywood
Dept. M-11, £404 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Send no money.We ship C.O.O. (Or send cashier's

check or money order, including 25i mailing fee)

I

" ' "
"J

; RITA HAYES OF HOLLYWOOD Dept. M-1 1
j

i
6404 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 38, California

j

i

PIcQi. lend mc lh« following: i

I
D *Movie Skirl" $4.99, plus postage ;

; Chortteui.n FulchiaO GoldQ Citel. liic: 10 12 14 H It
|

j
{Check 111 Odd 2fid choice)

J

I

"Movie Blouse" $3.99, plus postage ;

;
(White only) Circle <i>e: 32 34 36 38 :

[ Nome (pleoi. print) •

; Sir.el or R. f. D. No - I

' City or Town _ , _ - Zone ;

' State — •

lee* ....e.eeeeeeee e e.eeeeeee.ee..*
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met the successful insurance broker.

Ned Bergen. Ned was one of the hand-
somest men to come across Eve's par-

ticular pike. His crisp, curly, black hair

(the kind made for running fingers

through) and his yellow turtle-necked

sweater were definitely eye-catching. Eve
admits now the combination was com-
pletely devastating.

"There was one hitch," says Eve. "I

didn't like handsome men."
As it happened, however, she and

Ned began seeing each other every day,
although every meeting precipitated a
quarrel

—"A provokingly silly quarrel,"

Eve recalls.

Suddenly Eve woke up to the realiza-

tion that all the bickering and misun-
derstanding was part of a metamor-
phosis of her personality. Subconsciously
she was adjusting herself to the fact

that she suddenly had someone who
cared—to whom she was accountable
for her actions. It was rather like living-

all over again. But she was—well,

scared. It's understandable, after what
she had been through.

She tried escape and trained to Holly-

wood. But Ned followed her and con-
vinced her it was impossible lo run
away from herself or from the inevitable.

A month later he drove Eve to Reno,
and they were married.

Now Reno isn't exactly a Gretna
Green, but Eve and Ned thumbed their

respective noses at convention and de-

cided they'd prove they could make a
go of their marriage—Reno notwith-

standing. And they've done a darned
good job of it for six years.

If her "escape" into the wilds of Holly-

wood did nothing in the way of discour-

aging Ned Bergen, it did bring Eve a
flock of good meaty picture roles that

established her quickly as one of—if

not the—top-ranking, fast-talking come-
diennes on the screen. She wound a limp
white cat around her neck for her role

in "Stage Door" and probably copped
more laughs in the picture than anyone
else in the cast. She did yeoman work
in a parcel of other pictures, too, most
notable and recent of which was the

colorful "Cover Girl," in which she

found herself immortalized in Techni-
color.

Although another studio had produced
"Cover Girl," it was Warner Bros, who
promptly signed her after viewing the

first reel of that epic. They handed her

a plump part in "My Reputation" with

Barbara Stanwyck and George Brent.

She didn't even have time to kiss the

crew boys goodbye on this set before

producer Mark Hellinger (for the broth-

ers Warner) grabbed her hand and
trotted her over to stage 14. Before

the bug-eyed Arden gal could get her

.second wind, somebody slapped a severe

wig on her shapely head, handed her a
rifle, fitted her for boots, and shoved
her in front of the camera for the role

of the Russian guerilla in "The Dough-
girls."

She stood there in the middle of the

elaborate W^ashington hotel suite and
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stared around her at the stars of the
comedy—Ann Sheridan, Alexis Smith,
Jane Wyman, and Jack Carson.

"Kids," she said in her forthright,

downright, frank, honest, sincere way,
"I'm sorry. I know you've all been root-

ing for Faye Emerson to get this part.

I think she'd have been swell, too. But
here I am. Let's make the best of it."

Now this is unusual talk from an
actress—especially from one who is as
easy on the eyes, ears, camera and mike
as Miss A. It startled the other gals

on the set. But they decided they liked

her. They slapped her on the back of

her Russian G. I. uniform.
"You're okay. Eve," they sounded.
"Tovarich!" said Eve, roHing it out

from somewhere back of her pretty,

shapely teeth.

People like Eve. All sorts of people.

And the feeling is mutual, we assure
you. She's on the level every minute,
with a noticeable and appreciable lack
of the feminine folderol displayed by so

many of her cinematic sisters-

Eve's biggest drawback is that people
are never sure if they're talking to the
same gal twice. Her voice changes al-

most weekly, depending on the role she
is in at the moment. Currently she is

Russian from the top of her black page-
boy wig to the soles of her size 6I/2

campaign boots. That rifle she totes

throughout the picture is Russian, too.

And plenty heavy. Maybe next week
she makes with the Greek gimick, the
Suthin' drawl, the Brooklynese—or any-
thing at all that flits into her blonde
head. It's kind of a crazy hobby of hers.

The whole thing is probably a throw-
back to the days when Eve was still

Eunice Quedens (a name that gives her
the horrors even today because everyone
consistently mispronounces it) reciting

her first poetry for the Outdoor Art Club
up north in Mill Valley, California. "No
Kicka My Dog," prattled the gangling

blonde in pretty good dialect. She was
sensational. When everyone in the audi-

ence laughed and beat their sides just

for pure joy, it filled her with a love

of the sound of applause that stuck with
her all through school.

Then when she finished her high school

stint with alacrity and aplomb, she

promptly assailed Henry Duffy, the pro-

ducer of the stock company playing The
Alcazar at San Francisco, and bowled
him over with her variety of tongues,

her vivacity, her wit—not to mention
her abundant ability. Eve's salary was
a hearty thirty-five dollars every week,
but before she'd finished her year and a

half of acting (in just about every play
ever written) for the Duffy outfit, she

was drawing half a hundred every Fri-

day night.

"With that wonderful, glowing con-

fidence of youth, I felt I was ready to

handle any theatrical job that came
along," Eve recalls. "So I sauntered

south to Los Angeles to try my luck.

There wasn't anything available at the

time, and I promptly lost ten pounds
until Mother came to the rescue and
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.sent me a weekly check to ti<le me over

the lean day.s."

Somehow or other Eve found herself

a member of the Bandbox Kejjertory

Company, a sort of high cias.s borschi

circuit troupe that made a grand tour

of the resort hotels and presented their

plays in lounges or lobbies with almosi

any props they could pick up in the

good hostelries.

Eve swears it was the most wonderful

experience of her life. It made her glib

on ad lib lines, it made her quick on

improvi-sation (she made her entrance

one night to find a complacent dowager

sitting in a chair that was one of her

important props) , and it gave her valu-

able confidence in herself as an actress.

After a year and a half of getting al-

most too familiar with the rocking chair

brigades of every hotel of any conse-

quence in California and environs. Eve
left the Bandbox group to join the Pasa-

dena Community Playhou.se. Here, in a

musical entitled "Lo and Behold," in

which she worked with a handsome, un-

known juvenile named Tyrone Power
III. Eve was seen by someone who told

someone else, who wrote a letter to a

friend, who sat down and phoned Lee

Shubert, about this wonderful find of a

comedienne.
Eve was floored, flustered and flabber-

gasted, but .she made a quick-like scrawl

on the unusually elusive dotted line and
her career was off to a Whirlaway start.

Once in New York, Lee Shubert decided

to put the clever girl's name in light.s

—

an outstanding feat for an unknown. But
when he took another' look at the length

of Eunice Quedens' monicker, he called

a lialt to the whole proceedings. Being

nobody's fool, Eve quickly realized the

importance of adopting a short-and-to-

I he-point handle.

Eve laughs about it now. "The 'Ar-

den' end of my name," she says, "was
inspired by a cosmetic ad in a magazine.

'Eve' just sort of fitted in naturally in

front of it."

Satisfied, Mr. Shubert followed through

on his "name in lights" promise, and
Eve's performance v^indicated his un-

precedented faith in her.

But then. Eve is darned faithful about

not letting people down. It's a habit

now—and probably one of the main rea-

sons she is such a popular gal wherever

she goes. Typical of her nice, healthy

state of mind is the case of the fabulous

Ford. As a gag one anniversary Evie

up and bought a pip of a Ford touring

car, vintage ''23, for Ned. He promptly

sank two hundred dollars into the ma-
chine, fixing it up with a new paint job.

tires, and a lot of oddments. He and
Eve used to tour the town in it fre-

quently for laughs. Now Eve's going

to put the jaloppy to work in pictures,

and keep its rental in a special fund for

Ned.
"I think he would like the idea," she

says, "of having something working for

him while he's toting a rifle for Uncle

Sam ."

The Ford is only one of thousands of

antiques that overrun the Bergen house-

hold. The entire place is furnished with

them. But, typical of Eve, everything

is practical. And who else would buy
a child's sled and use it for a magazine

problem
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rack? Well, Eve did, and it's .stunning.

Besides that, there isn't a tabiC in the
house that doesn't take kindly to an
iced glass, a hard-sitting guest, or an
energetic fist-banging.

Eve and Ned, together, designed and
built their home in the Outpost Estates,

in the hills overlooking Hollywood, This
enterprising gal even designed and hand-
colored the tile shingles on the roof. Eve
always knows exactly what she wants
—and that includes every antique that

makes her home so warm and friendly.

Her notorious knack for finding rarities

she particularly desires is the envy of all

her friends and relations. To test her-

self she has even been known to invent
strange and unheard of pieces in her
mind, walk into a shop the next day and
find exactly what she had just dreamed
up. Even Eve admits this sort of luck

is nothing short of indecent.

Now that Ned is away, Eve is sharing

her home with her friend Helen Par-

rish, and the actress's husband, Charles

Lang, screen writer. The Langs live in

the small guestroom and work all day
on a beatup version of a portable type-

writer on the terrace, while Eve gardens
noisily around them and the Bergen
beast, Nipper (a diminutive Daschund)
worries their heels.

Eve's favorite meal comes the day
after roast turkey. The mere thought
of it sends her into raptures, and she
frankly and readily admits that the
quickest way to win her heart is to ar-

rive bearing a cold drumstick from the

night before.

One of her dearest possessions is an
autographed photograph of Ray Milland,

who was her agent (that's right)
,
way

back when Eve first invaded Hollywood
from the Duffy company. The now fa-

mous actor never did get her a job and
admits this defeat rankles within him,
for he frankly considers her one of the

finest comediennes on the screen. Says
the autograph: "To Eve, who knows I

haven't always been in this racket!"

h. true claustrophobiac. Eve thinks

this trauma dates back to the days when
her mother would punish her for childish

crimes by shutting her up in the clothes

closet.

"I'll bet," Eve laughs, "that I in-

spired the famous story of the little girl

in similar position who explained her
silence by saying she had 'pit on every-
thing in sight and was just waiting for

more 'pit."

This phobia and the "what-did-you-
say-your-name-is.''" affliction are the only
blots on the Arden escutcheon. But the
what-is-your-name routine is the most
painfully embarrassing ritual Eve has to

face every day.

She has been known to cross the

street to avoid having to introduce two
people whom she knows well but cannot
call by name. She admits having muffed
the introduction of her agent to her

oldest and dearest friend, whose name
escaped her at the last moment, and left

her standing there speechless, with egg
on her face.

Studio bigwigs praise Allah that Eve
doesn't forget her lines in similar man-
ner. Paradoxically, she is quick to re-

tain dialogue (including the Russian)

,

and has been known to prompt everyone
in the cast of a picture after a ten-

minute perusal of a script.

And that's Eve Arden; a typical Amer-
ican gal who is humorous, friendly,

warm, who has everything under control

except the ants in her plants. She's a
flora fanatic! Every conceivable recep-

tacle from skuttles to shoes, from tank-
ards to teacups, from cannisters to coffee

mills, holds greenery that sprouts from
everywhere like a misguided patch of

Burma jungle. Even Eve's bathtub is

banked high with philodendron. On one
occasion she sat bolt upright in bed
in the middle of the night and exclaimed,

"That soup tureen I saw today! I'll

plant it with pelargonium!"

If you ever pop in at Chez Arden
for a chummy chat, be careful where you
lay your hat (poem)—Eve's likely to put
a potted petunia in it.

Just such a careless telephone conversation as Jim Bannon, playing the role of Pic, is

having with Jeanne Bates, as his wife, in the OWI short for the War Department, "It's Murder,"
may be happening in your own home town. Even YOU may be guilty—if you don't watch out!
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Errol Flynn Finally Talks!

Continued from page 21

dren would be trained from infancy to

read me bed lime stories until I got

sleepy. At thai f)oint, having also bec^n

trained as weight lifters, they would
gently lift daddy up and carry hiin ofl to

bed and tuck him in. Tliat, you under-

stand, would be a big concession. They'd
not be cncourage«l to take this treat for

granted as a regular tiling."

1 realized, as 1 hafl when I first started

probing, that I wasn't going to get any-
where with this subject. Underneath the

banter, though, I had the feeling that

the nonsense wasn't all nonsense.

"Tell nie about your work," I said,

changing the subject before he got wound
up again.

"You know," he began, seriously, "1

really love the picture business. Ginny

—

they're fun! Besides, pictures Jiave been

darned gcjod to nie, and I'm grateful.

The studio bosses, too, give me much
more say nowadays, and I'm grateful

for that, too—and careful not to abuse
the confidence. Just recently, we had a

conference to decide whether or not I'd

do nothing but costume parts in the

future. Like all actors, I've shied away
from this angle. We're all afraid of be-

ing typed. But after it was pointed out

so strongly that the general public

seemed to want it that way, well—that

was it. Beginning with 'Don Juan,' I'll

be in costume from then on—waving so

many swords I'll look like an asparagus

patch on a windy day.

"But being on the inside, so to speak,

is what makes the business so fascinat-

ing. I like the added sense of responsi-

bility. Makes it much more interesting

—the way the scripts read—the mechan-
ics behind a picture—not only the part

I'm playing. Most important, though,

is that I'm able to do something for the

pals—you know, get them jobs now and
then. That makes it exceptionally worth-

As a result of a slip of the tongue a ship is

sunk and someone receives a telegram from the

War Department. George Noltes plays the son.
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while. Personal success is a pretty vacant
sort of thing if you can't do something
for the people you're fond of."

"But you always have
—

" I began, but
he interrupted me.
"Never as much as I wanted to. I had

my work cut out trying to get into a
position so that I could do a pal a bit of

good. I'd say that's the thing I like best

about movies—being able to help the
pals."

There was something new I'd noticed

about this Flynn set when I arrived that

morning—a feeling of camaraderie which
seemed to exist between Errol and the

boys on the set. There had been a time,

in his early days in pictures, when Flynn,
unexpectedly shy when meeting new
people, hadn't learned to make friends

easily. As a result, they shied away from
him, feeling he didn't want to be a part
of the gang. He's definitely one of them
now—and they love his breezy humor.
They had all been mad at him when I

first got there. Laddie, a young blond
Viking, recently discharged from the Ma-
rines because of injuries received in the
South Pacific, expressed himself vocif-

erously on the subject at the lunch table.

"Yeah," he mumbled between bites, as

he dove into a huge plate of hot roast

beef, potatoes and string beans, "if it

wasn't for Flynn, we'd all be having hair-

cuts today. He would have to come to

work!"
It seemed that Errol had been at home

ill for a couple of days, as a result of

long and dreary hours spent in a swamp-
land location. If he'd only managed to

stay ill for another day, the boys com-
plained, the cast had been promised a

holiday in which they could get hair-

cuts. But Errol, pronounced fit enough
by his doctor, was coming out.

"It's a wonder anyone is on speaking
terms on this picture," Ward Hamilton,
the makeup man, remarked. "We've had
four months of this location stufl^, with

no sun half the time, which means we're

way behind schedule. Usually everyone
gets tense and nervous under these con-
ditions. But look at the boys—they seem
happy enough."
And so they did. Card games were

in full swing on the now empty lunch
tables, checkers were being played with
coke bottle tops, and a noisy game of

horseshoes was going on in the back-
ground. Suddenly, a recalcitrant sun
emerged from the heavy fog. The card
games came to an abrupt end, as the

crew began to stir about.

On the dot with the sun, a car drove

"Right on the beam!" Herbie, the as-

sistant director, quipped, as Errol paused
to wave and then jumped nimbly from
the car to disappear into his portable

dressing room for his uniform. "He said

he'd be here in time for the sun, and
there he is!" Herbie was pleased. It was
that feeling of good-^fellowship, again.

While Errol and I were sitting there,

talking, a young character actor came
up and casually removed a canvas roll

from the side of Errol's chair. Errol

smiled blandly.

"Learned to hide them now, have
you.''" he beamed, as the boy unwrapped
a book from the canvas. "Poor chap,"

he went on sympathetically, "he's lost

three books since he's been on this pic-

ture. Someone always makes away with
them just as he's half way finished.

Filthy trick!"

As the boy disappeared into the bushes
to find a comfortable spot in W'hich to

light, Flynn leaned toward me, that up-
to-no-good twinkle in his eye. I'd for-

gotten how he always smiles with his

eyes first. Then came the chuckle.

"It's me that's been swiping 'em," he
whispered. "It's a wonder it hasn't driven
the poor guy crazy! I'm going to wrap
them all up and give them back at the
end of the picture, but I like to watch
him blaming everyone else."

We got to talking about the war.
"Naturally, I wanted to get in on

the big show," Errol admitted, seriously.

"I tried to enlist so often they began to

think I was on the medical board, I was
around so much. I guess they can get

along without me in this man's Army

—

or Navy, either. I had a crack at that,

too. I would miss out on the biggest

show on earth, dammit!"
Well do I know how Errol hates to

miss anything. I recalled his venture
into Spain during the first days of the
revolution there and how he had fought
and pleaded to be sent over as a war
correspondent, and finally, how no one,
even the studio officials and his closest

friends, had been able to anchor him
while anything as important as a war
was going on.

But now, his years in the tropics as a
youngster, battling the elements, lack of

medical care, and continued strenuous,
vital living, have precluded his partici-

pation in the present strife.

We drove up to 'the property' later

on. 'The property' for the past seven
years has been the bit of heaven Errol
purchased so long ago on a high hill in

the canyon overlooking the San Fer-
nando Valley—all of it. Many times I

had seen it during the initial landscaping
and levelling off of the home site. There
it had always ended. Time and again,

blueprints would appear, were discarded,
and new ones begun, in an effort to arrive

at the important decision as to the type
of house to be erected.

"How everything has grown!" I ex-

claimed, as I looked down through the
tall trees and heavy growth of shrubs
and flowers.

"I guess it has changed a bit, at that,"
he acknowledged thoughtfully. Then
that chuckle again. "Funny thing, I for-

got to build an entrance. Have to go in

through the garage." And sure enough,
we did. The large gate marked "Mull-
hoUand Farm," which we passed, led to

nowhere except a series of flagstones in

the lawn in front of the house. "An-
other funny thing," he went on, "when I

got all through with the series of blue-

prints and started building, I found I

had an extra room. Couldn't figure out
where it came from. It's handy, though
—sort of a store room."

I was immediately enchanted with the
interior of the house—large airy rooms,
spreading out fan-like, with no doors to

separate the dining room from the living

room, bar and book-lined den. I couldn't

tell you the color scheme. One isn't con-
scious of that, but only of a restful feel-

ing of greens, greys, and blues blending
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CITY & ZONE STATE.
(Please Print or Write Legibly)

together, with occa.sioiial red ea.sy chair.s

about. It'.s a hoii.se dcsif^iuM] in excellent

ta.ste for comfort and cliarmirig, graceful

living. The bar might prove the excep-

tion, with its gi(jle.s(iue and gory mural
def)icting a tiiiilfiglit, iii.s friend. Direc-

tor Raoul Walsh, fantastically and un-

expectedly |)eering out among the .spec

tators. 'l\y))ically and perversely, Errol

had felt the urge to break up .somehf)\\

any too conventional, t(K) ])erfect plan.

I admired the priceless Van Gogh and
the Gauguin paintings on op|)osite sides

of the walls in the living room. Errol's

eyes brightened, especially when I men-
tioned the Van Gogh, and I knew pres-

ently why he loved it.

"It was smuggled out of Holland just

before the Nazis moved in," he enthused.
"Dr. Gachet—you remember, the physi-

cian who treated Van Gogh—his son had
a devil of a time getting it out. Goering
was after it and young Gachet literally

took it out the back door as Goering's

crooks came in the front. He carried it

by roundabout methods to South Amer-
ica and then it was brought into this

country. It's quite a thing to have

—

even if it's only loaned."

"Loaned.''" I questioned.

"Oh, yes, I saved my pennies and
bought it right enough," he admitted,
"but things like that—you don't really

buy them. They're just loaned to you
to enjoy for your lifetime. Just like

dogs—they're onlv loaned to you for a

time."

Errol's eyes wandered to the far cor-

ner of the property, barely visible

through the long ^^-indows.

"That's the dog cemetery out there,"

he said, a bit wistfully. And I knew he
was thinking of Arno, his beloved
schnauser, who died a year or so ago. Hg
brightened, as he pointed to the lawn
just outside.

"See that little fellow.'"' he said, smil-

ing. "He's only a pup, but he's got a

lot of the same characteristics Arno had.
He's going to be a good dog!"

And sure enough, there was a minia-
ture edition of Errol's favorite, and mine,
chewing away on a bone. He was pres-

ently joined by a lady dachshund and
an odd-looking hound of uncertain par-

entage. As I watched, the schnauser
gently put them both in their places,

having informed them that the bone was
his alone, and went on chewing. I saw
what Errol meant. Like Arno, the pup
was going to be his master's head dog.

"I don't know where the dogs come
from," Errol protested. "Sometimes
there are as many as twelve or fourteen

around here. I keep them about imtU
the cook has hysterics, and then I try

and find homes for them. I don't know
who brings them, or why. They just

seem to drop in."

I left him, then, on his hilltop—the

same old Flynn—tongue-in-cheek, devil-

may-care. Yet something new has been

added—an indefinable something that's

made up of a thoughtfulness, an analyti-

cal appraisal of what he is and where

he's going—it's a balance that wasn't

there before. He was definitely thinking

seriously about things. Yes— this was

ii£w—for Errol!
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Memo to Joe

Continued from page 24

You love so many things. When you
talk, you begin sentences, almost every
sentence with "I'm crazy about " or

"I'm excited about " or "I really

love
"

You love your home in Pacific Pali-

sades, California, as few men love their

homes. I don't believe I've ever known
a man to take such a genuinely passion-

ate and absorbing interest in a home.
It's been told how competently you can,

and do run it, when your wife Lenore
is away. It's pretty well known, among
your friends, that your pride in yourself

as a handyman, skilled at making furni-

ture, coping with plumbing problems,

repairing electrical gadgets, varnishing,

painting, etc., comes before any pride

you may have in your skill as an actor.

Of which—although you must have it

—

I, for one, have never heard you speak.

You shop for your home, too. Your
wife once told me that you buy things

for the house she never.thinks of buying.

"Let's get those plates," you'll say, on
one of the frequent window-shopping
journeys you and Lenore take, "they're

good. " Or "How is the soap situation

at home?" you'll ask and if Lenore says

"At low tide," you'll buy up as many
bars and boxes of soap, hand and laun-

dry, domestic and imported, as are legiti-

mately available. You love the feeling

of well-stocked shelves and cupboards
and pantries. The ice-box in your kitchen

is in chronic state of bursting hinges.

Yours is a rich nature, Joe. You love

to laugh, and do. You laugh a great

deal. You're a terribly merry person,

and gay. You love the sun, can't get

enough of it, love to feel warm. I've

often heard you say, "A day can't get

too warm for me." You love color,

bright color, in decoration, in the land-

scape, in women's clothes.

"He is a very sensuous man," a friend

of yours remarked', "and sensuous men
are always conscious of, and sensitive to,

the fabric of life, the texture—and ap-

preciative."

You love having your house filled with
people. And it always is. Never a day
goes by that there's not someone, usually

several someones, on hand for lunch,

cocktails, dinners, and, because your
friends are as various and diverse as

your interests, doctors, lawyers, neigh-

bors of all kinds and types, including

that real estate salesman from Santa
Monica "who plays such hot tennis."

Even when a friend just drops in to

say hello, he must have something to

eat. And it must be something good.

That's the Southerner in you, of course;

that's the Petersburg, Virginia (your

birthplace) in you. That's remembering
your mother and your grandmother, as

you do. "They'd never permit anyone
to be in the house for five minutes with-

out stuffing something down him," you
said, laughing, "even if it was eleven

o'clock in the morning."

You are allergic to calculating, overly-

ambitious people; love light and gay peo-

ple, warm humorous people, with good
minds and good manners. You also

love people who can do what they do
in life well; dislike those who function

with fuss, tension and what-not."

Thing is, you are a completely extro-

verted, completely adjusted human be-

ing. A state of being which comes, not

by happenstance, but out of the mind
and will of a very thoughtful person.

You told me, recently, "I live one hour
at a time and make the best and most
of each minute of each one." Which
means that you do not harbor grudges

belonging to yesterday or feel concern

for what may go amiss tomorrow. Which
means that you are a free man.
You are not greedy, or envious. You

have never pushed or grabbed. Yours
is the philosophy—and you live it—of

"Easy Does It." What is more, you sim-

ply do not admit into your conscious-

ness things you don't like. Cocktail par-

ties you hate so, with rare exceptions,

you skip them. Ditto fussing, fretting

people who get themselves all tangled
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up in their own skeins. If you have
any fault, Joe, it's that you haven't, I

should imagine, too much patience willi

people who are not as self-reliant as you
have had to be.

If you have any great fault, and it'.s

astonishing how few complaints I could
drag or dredge out of your wife (wlui

said, "I have always thought Joe almosi
completely faultless," and this, mark
you, after 13 years of marriage!) yo'.ii

young step-daughter, your friends, youi
directors and colleagues in the studio.s

—

it's that you are constitutionally unable
to live by schedule or routine. You just

will not be in time for meals. You will

not hear of the 8-o'clock breakfast-l

o'clock-lunch-8-o'clock-dinner time-table.

Result: Lenore does have to cope with
servant problems that, otherwise, would
not exist.

In all other respects you are, I have
it on the best authority, a "perfect pet"
around the house. You are, I quote
Lenore, "inordinately neat." Your clothes

closets, bureau drawers, desk, meticulous.
You always hang up your clothes im-
mediately you take them off; take the
cuff-links out of your shirts, the change
out of your pocket, hang up your tie.

You have a great respect for nice things.

You are equally meticulous about your
appearance. You aren't the kind of a

man who ever looks sloppy. If you come
home in a business suit, vest, suspenders,

you never shrug off your coat, slip off

your suspenders and relax a bit; you go
immediately to your room and put on
something different. Not that you are

finicky; you love to go to places like

The Barge, in the East River in New
York, eat off counters; but in your home,
you like to observe and preserve the

niceties.

You love music. Good music. Bach,
best of all. But you also like dance
music and you love to dance. Not the

samba or the rhumba, you never learned

them and, I'm sure, you've never head-

manned a conga line^—the waltz is the

dance you love, the Vienna waltzes.

You're a marvelous swimmer, practically

an amphibian, and a baseball enthusiast,

both as fan and player.

You are crazy about clowns. You have
the most fascinating clown collection

imaginable—clown toys, clown mechani-
cal banks, books about famous clowns,

circus posters of clowns, rare ones,

French prints, English. You always go

to circuses when a circus is reachable.

You would give a lot to be in one. You
think Emmett Kelly one of the greatest

artists and greatest men in the world

and would like to do his stuff—play

solitaire in the middle j'ing, feed the

audience cabbage leaves. Clowns and
circuses are your great enthusiasm. You
think you have a face "singularly adapt-

able to clown makeup"—well, perhaps;

but after my most recent look at that

face in "Since You Went Away," it seems

to me that to disfigure it with a fake

nose and blobs of paint would be a pity.

On the other hand, you'd like to do a

season of Shakespeare, a season of the

17th and 18th Century dramatists on the

stage, and you probably will. Not that

you want to quit Hollywood. You said,

"I'd never thumb my nose at a place

that has been so kind to me and where
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Tax. In orderinET, WRITE PLAINLY, giving No. and siz«.
SEND NO MONEY. PAY POSTMAN. MONEY BACK IF
UNSUITABLE, if returned same day as received. Remit-
tance required with orders from outside of the states.

NATIONAL GEM CO.,
P. O. BOX 466, Dept. T.P.A. Chicago 90, IllinoU

PIN-UPS
25 Glamorous Beouties

that will make your heart skip a beat.

All 25 for $1.00. 8x5 photographic off-

set. 4 in glorious colors. Pin a dollar

to this ad and write your name and
address plainly.

RICHMAN. 1211 6th Ave.,
K New York 19, N. Y.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

You will iove

and his growing hair

In millionaire's

kitchens. youH Eind PADDY CHAIR—lh«

mosi beloved and amusing novelry e

crealed. Shure — 'tis magic! Fill \

water: spread special seed—then watch
acle! PADDY grows thick crop of bright green hair,

ws and sideburns, Ycu can give him haircuts; th«

Afill grow lor months; can be planted again end
Head is durable pottery; rich suntan colon 5 inches

ands buy PADDY lot themselves ^en^ rccrdci

r gifts. Sent complete with

ecial seed and instructions.

SI postpaid, money back guar-

antee. Supply IS limited. Avoid

disappointment: buy full supply

ol this ideal Christmas gift

NOW, Regular orders shipped

promptly, but we cannot make
C O. D. shipments later ihon De-

cember 1st. Ordor PADDY today.

PADDY NOVELTY CO.
3 WASHINGTON AVENUK

GOLIAD. TEXAS
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SolveWartime Shortages
|

Wash Halt Shades Lighter With
New 11 -Minute Home Shampoo
It's difficult staying blonde with wartime
shortages. So let Blondex. the new home
shampoo, made specially for blondes, help
keep light hair from darlcening. Its rich
cleansing lather instantly removes the dingy
film that makes hair dariv, old - looking.
Takes only 1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair
lustrous highlights. Safe for children. Get
Blondex at 10c, drug and department stores.

LONGER HA K
bair7days and see if you are M^^BMBHBl
really enjoying the pleasure of attractive
hairthat eooften captures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LOWGER ^^t^.lltuolt
are normal and the dry. brittle.breaking off hair
can be retarded.! t has a chance to get longer and

. much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENE
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.
Send $1.00. (If C. O. D. postage extra). Folly
guaranteed. Moneybackif yoa'renotdelighted^

JUELCO.,1930lmng Park Rd.. Dept.A-b02Xhicago 13. ItL

S^O^NGW R I T E R S
WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER. Outlining prices.
Detiiils and Complete Sei\iLes IHi all Songwriters.

VARIETY SONG SERVICE, Salem 5, Indiana
•AMERICA'S FINEST"

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappear

Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im-
provement in the morning. In a few days surface blem-
ishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry

counters. 30 million jars already used . Ask for I mperial size.

CLIP AND MAIL THIS
GOLDEN PEACOCK CO., INC.
Dept. SU-14. PARIS. TENN.

Please send me a free sample of Golden Peacock
Bleach Creme. 1 want to try it.

Name

Address

City State

UNLUCKY
IN LOVE
No Need To Bel

Now, the nationally advertised TURBRO CHARM KIT
can help you attract and fascinate others. Men and
women user.s everywhere are learning the secrets of
bewitching others. The kit contains tour Items, each
of which was designed to help those that use it gain mag-
netic, romantic personality. You get a generous size
bottle of "Ideal Charm Drops." These drops when
applied as directed will attract others to you compellingly.
One tiny drop is all that is necessary. You receive free
personal directions on how to use the drops. You also
get an article on "How to Write Interesting Romantic
Letters," and also "How To Conduct A Courtship."
If romance Ls passing you by, or has faded lately, you
should have this kit. The cost Ls small, the benefit "to you
can be tremendous. Don't delay. Romance Is precious.
Rush us a SI.00 bill and we pay all postage charges, or
order CCD. and pay postman SI.37 on delivery.

TURBRO, G. P. O. Box 313-SU, New York, N. Y

I would like to stay for more than a
little time longer. But I can't under-
stand why actors there can't do stage
jilays a7id films. Perhaps it's a geo-
graphic problem or, more likely, an
economic one—for when a Hollywood
actor moves to New York for a play
he runs the risk of paying dearly for
the privilege."

You have never been the "Wolf" type,
Joe. You notice pretty girls, of course,

have quite an eye for 'em but, you once
said, "A woman I am really drawn to
could look anything short of repulsive."

Your completely compatible marriage
with Lenore is sufficient to account for

your lack of "Wolfhood," I am sure,

but it may also be accounted for by the
fact that you like women for the same
qualities that you like in men—for their

gaiety and warmth, humor and com-
petence. You adore Katharine Hepburn,
for instance. You said so. Not from any
romantic angle, but becau.se she has the
adventuring mind and spirit, fights for

what she wants, gets it, handles it well.

You're noticing of women's clothes,

too. You should be, since you like to

shop with Lenore for everything she
wears. You feel that smart clothes, worn
well, are a part of a woman's job, of her
competence in handling her job.

You like career women. You wouldn't
want Lenore to go back to her editorial

work because that would mean office

hours and, you said, you'd miss her com-
panionship too much. But you like it

that she still works at the piano a great

deal, practices, plays as superbly as .she

did when you first met her.

Not that you aren't a Romantic. Joe:

quite a one, I take it, when you are
courting. When you first met Lenore, at

Miami Beach, in 1929, instantly you set

your eyes on her you said to the man
who was her escort. "Who is that woman
with you?" and added, under your
breath, "That's for me." Come to that,

Lenore reacted similarly. Having re-

cently divorced and determined never
to marry again, she looked at you and
thought, "That is just the kind of a man
I—that is just what I need." It was. you
said, "One of those amazing exchanges."
.4nd after that, you allowed no Florida

foliage to grow under your feet. You
were uncommonly ingenious about mak-
ing excuses to see Lenore—you'd find

out (how?) that there was a package
for her at the freight station and would
bring it to her hou.se—things like that.

No, not a laggard in love, dear know?

—

and the flowers you send her, the gifts,

now as then; now more than then be-

cause now you have the means as well

as the desire..

With the exception of horses ("which
appear to me as prehistoric monsters
with lethal hooves") and fir.st nights on
the stage, when you get butterflies in

your admii-ably flat tummy, you have
no more fear of anything than the leop-

ard in a jungle fears things. You don't

know the meaning of the word "claus-

trophobia" for which I, as a reporter,

am thoroughly grateful. For if ever again

I have to hear an actor complain of be-

ing a sufferer from claustrophobia I will,

so help me, bury him alive! You once
said "I really wouldn't care if my whole
career fell to pieces." I think you would.

Can't Keep
Grandma In

Her Chair
She's as Lively as a Youngster—
Now her Backache is better

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When ai^order of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss ot pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffiness
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times snows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.
Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

SERVICE STAR
JEWELRY
ARMY — NAVY
AIR CORPS

Solid Sterling Silver
Friendship Ring and
Pine. Price Ring S2.95,
Pin $3.95, plus 20%
Federal Tax. Order by
Number and give Size

of Ring. SEND NO MONEY—PAY POSTMAN. Re-
mittance with order from outside the States.

NATIONAL GEM CO., P. O. Box 466, Dept. N. H. A.
Chicago 90, Illinois

Give
Your Feet An
Ice-Mint Treat

Get Happy, Cooling Relief For

Burning Callouses—Put Spring In Your Step

Don't groan about tired, burning feet. Don't
moan about callouses. Get busy and give them an
Ice-Mint treat. Feel the comforting, soothing cool-

ness of Ice-Mint driving out fiery burning . . .

aching tiredness. Rub Ice-Mint over those ugly
hard old corns and callouses, as directed. See how
white, cream-like Ice-Mint helps soften them up.
Get foot happy today the Ice-Mint way. Your
druggist has Ice-Mint.

Scientific, proven aid for Brittle, Splitting or Thin
Nails. Acts to tuffen nails and help cuticle. Quickly
applied, non -staining, does not
affect polish.

25c anil 50c AT TOILET GOODS
COUNTERS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

Vogut Products, Seward St., HoUyuiood Calif.

PS OR I AS IS
PIXAC'OIj has brought relitf to paoi lasis suf-
ferers when everything else failed. A liquid, it

is applied externally, dries quickly, is non-
greasy, convenient to use. Use only as directed.
Try a regular $1 bottle of PIXACOL without
inve.sting a cent. Write toi F'REE details.

PIXACOL CO., Dept. K-5, Box 3583, Cleveland, Ohio

rSpecially Posed,

Enihralling

MOVIE STAR
PHOTOS

Camera portraits of
your lavorite screen
stars. Specially posed
to bring you all the
glamour and excite-
ment of Hollywood
Full 8 X 10 size
Glossy. You name
the stars . , . we'll
send the pictures . .

only 25c each.

SPECIAL—5 different pholos—$1.00
FREE I Catalog of over 200 shots sent free with every
order of 50c or more. {To avoid delay, state 2nd choice.)

ALPHA PHOTO SERVICE
1235 Sixth Ave., Dept. R-12, New York 19, N. Y. ^
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Pimples Disappeared

Oversight
Yea, it ia true, therein a safe,

' harmless, medicated liquid
/called KLEEREX that dries up
'pimples over niprht. Those who

' followed simple directions and ap-
' plied Kleorox upon retiring were
amazinglysurprisetl whenthoyfound

their pimples had disappeared. These users enthusiastically

praise Kleerex and claim they arenolonirer embarrassed and
are now happy with their clear complexions. Don't take our
word for it. use Kleerex tonight. If one application does not
satisfy, you g-et your money back. There Is No Risk so do
not hesitate. Send only 60c for full size packapte or $1.00 for

2 packages. (Few cents CKtra for C. O. D.) Write today to:

KLEEREX CO., Dept. 64. 2005 S. Michigan, Chicago 16. III.

Hisib School Course
at Home Mony Finish in 2 Years

I Go as rapidly as your time and abiUtlf*.s permit. Course

I

equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. SinKle subjects if do-
sired. Higb school education is very important for advancement in

I

business and industry and socially. Don't be handicupped iall your
life. Be a High School firntdunte. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obliuMtion.

i
American School, Dept. H-95, Orexel at 58th, Chicaoo 37

Free for Asthma
During Winter

If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
Asthma when It is cold and damp; if raw.
Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp
for breath was the very last; if restful sleep is

Impossible because of the struggle to breathe,
if you feel the disease Is slowly wearing your
life away, don't fall to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a re-
markable method. No matter where you live

or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If you
have suffered for a lifetime and tried every-
thing you could learn of without relief; even If

you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 460-N Frontier Bhlg.
462 Niagara btreet, Buffalo 1, New York

LOSE 3 to E IBS.
n UIEEH

the Safe & Sane Uloy

NO EXERCISE - - - NO DRUGS

NO STARVATION DIET!

DOCTOR APPROVED
SCIENTIFIC REDUCING PLAN
used by many stage and screen stars

to retain their enchanting-alluring
form and by many thousands of dis-

creet women in every walk of life,

who enjoy possessing a figure men
admire and women envy.

LOOK AND FEEL YOUNGER
Send for f/i/s safe one/ sane eosy-fo-

follow reducing plan TODA Y

ONLY

$1

SEND CASH OR
MONEY ORDER
for COMPLETE PLAN to

NU-DYNE CO., Inc. Dept. C

18 East 41st St., New York 17, N. Y.

Joe, but not for long. You aren't afraid

of death but, which i.s far more coura-

geous, neither are you afraid of life.

Lenore once remarked that you would
be a wonderful i)er.s<)n to he with in a

disaster. "He'd kcej) his head," she said.

"He'd get you out of it, bring you back
alive."

You've got terrific curiosity. You eat

books, pick people's mintls, ask ques-

tions. Between takes, on the sets, you
don't play gin rummy with your col-

leagues, retire to your dressing-room for

40 winks or even study your scri])t. You
really hang around. Still curious about
making movies, you spend your between-
time talking with cameramen, sound men,
technicians. And it's always the director

and assistant director in a picture with

whom you strike up (as with "Hitch"
when he directed you in "Shadow Of A
Doubt") the warmest friendships. You
were friends, the best of friends, with

Claudette, Jennifer Jones, Shirley Tem-
ple, Monty Woolley, Robert Walker and
the others on the sets of "Since You
Went Away" but practically every time

I stopped by, you were dishing with

Director John Cromwell. I'll be surprised

if you don't turn into (among other

things) a producer-director some day.

You talk shop at home, so the folks

say, adding, "Of course." Lenore added,
"How can an actor not talk shop at

home? He comes home, all keyed up,

still going. So of course he must talk.

And Joe does. He tells me everything

that was said on the set. Funny things

that happened. Pleasant things. Never
the unpleasant things because those Joe.

being Joe, just sort of ignores. How
many times this or that scene was shot,

and why."
You also live at home, the character

you are playing In your current picture

—

yes, you do, Joe, just a little. Speaking

of Uncle Charley, the lethal guy you
made so unforgettable and, incredibly,

so lovable in "Shadow Of A Doubt," you
said, "Don't know how you can be neu-

rotic all day on the set and turn into a

vegetable as you roll into the driveway

at home." (The one thing I can't possibly

imagine you as, Joe, is a vegetable. Broth-

er, kin you may be to the winds, seas

and stars, kin you may be to the sleek,

swift-moving animal kingdom. But as a

member in good standing of the vegetable

family—NO!) Not that you are Uncle

Charley, planning a juicy, new murder
while at home, nor yet the gay, fast-

talking cavalierish Tony in "Since You
Went Away," not wholly in your screen

roles, by any means: but some little turn

of speech you're using in the picture,

some little gesture, sticks with you.

So there it is, Joe, what I've had in

mind to write to you, and about you.

What it adds up to, I guess, is that you
make a success of acting because you
make a success of living. Which comes
first. As you know.

Just fo remind you

—

BUY YOUR . . .

Sixth War Loan Bonds
at your favorite

MOTION PICTURE THEATER

A TRULY PERSONAL GIFT • A TRULY PERSONAL GIFT

PERSONALIZED KEY HOLDERS
HAND MADE FROM NATURAL WOOD,
BEAUTIFUL LACQUER FINISH, HOLDS UP
TO TEN KEYS ON SAFETY LOCK CHAIN

O
z

ANY noma or Initial made 50c
ient postpaid, chock, money order, stamp*

^ niontereY bay distribufing co.

box 1 322 m o n I e r o y, cal

A TRULY PERSONAL GIFT • A TRULY PERSONAL GIFT

I MniluB $1.05 and we 1

I
will Bead you 4 boxes I

of ROSEIJUD Salve

J
(2Scsizc)and williij-

|

I dude with scttve this

I
lovely Solid Sterling
Silver Blrthston*

I Ring, your eize and
' month. You can sell I

the 4 salve and get back your$1.00.The L
Sc extra is for U.S. Sales Tax oaring, so make remittance $1.0 5.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box SI, WOODSBORO.MARVLAHD.

''Before and After
Read this new book about PlastI
Reconstruction. Tells how easy
it Is for noses to be shaped-^
protruding ears, thick lips*^

11/ wrinkles, and signs of age
corrected Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-

,

ious breasts. Plastic Surgery
explained. Elaborate illustrations,

pages. Only 25c,—mail coin or sta
Publishers. 60 E. 42nd St., Dept. CP. New York 17. N

M|EET YOUR FAVORITE
O V 1 E STAR

- BRAM STUDIO PHOTOS
FRFP Pin-Up & Movie Star
rntt Forderwith 1st order
Die finest selection of
photos of all movie stars
. . , scenes of recent pho-
to-plays . . . and a spar-
kling collection of enticing
pin-ups! AH photos finest
quality 8x10 gloss prints.
Mall your order today!
We'll rush them to you at
4 photos for SI. or 12 for

S2.50. Foremost firm spe-
cializing In movie star pho-
tos . . . since 1912. Send
M.O. or U.S. 3c stamps.

(566)

30b West 44th St.

New York City 18

TRUE LOVE
CAN BE YOURS!

is not won lightly. Sweetness
Sympathy wins love. UN-

DERSTANDING wins lovs—un-
derstanding o» the secrets that
make you adorable . . . and
adored! These secrets ar»
found in three amazing books
that will give you astonishing
Power to win love. All 3 books
cost only 91.00.
"MODERN LOVE LtTTERS"—
Know how to write letters that

find their way straight to his innermost heartl Put a
love spell In every word you write!

"TRUE LOVE GUIDE"—Learn how to be your moat lovabl*
self. Know how to make him remember you I

"THE ART OF KISSING"—In ever>- kiss bums the chanc«
for lifetime romance. It Is yours if you know how! Act
nowt

r FREE TRIAL 1
I

Albert Publications. Dept. LT-S
|

I
147 Fourth Ave.. New York 3. N. Y. !

I Rush me In plain wrapper your Modem Love Library

I

t3 hooks). I will pay postman $1.00 plus posUige. !

, Chock here if you wish to save postage by enclos- !
I iMi: only SI.00 with this coupon. If not satisfied aftsr I

I
5 days' trial, your money back guaranteed.

|

! I

I
Nam*

I

> I

I AddreM I

! I
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-Desirable—Efficient!

Excifing Cuticle fountain

to Any >

Woman!

It's the

Perfect

Gift

Practical-

Shaper
with SOFTOL Lubricant Removes Stubborn
Cuticles in a jiffy. It Shapes — Softens —
Lubricates and Removes Cuficfe^V^IXHOUT

CUTTING

Just What A Woman Wants For
Home Manicures and Pedicures!
Also specially packaged for men.

SOFTOL CUTICLE SET is Pack-
aged in Gay Christmas Boxes
— Especially for Gift-giving.
No Rewrapping is Necessary!

Complete Cl ftA plus
Set ^ • 'WW Federal Tax

SOFTOL liquid refill bottle ... 50c

Sold at 3il leading drug, department stores

and beauty salorts or send SI.OD to

W. B. ASSOCIATCS T NEW YQRK 17, n! v. DISIRIBUIORS

Gef Your Fovor/fe
Movie Stars Also Pin-ups
Original Pliotos of your favorite stars,
and scenes from any recent ptiotoplay,
the finest anywhere. Size 8x10 glossy
prints ready to frame or for album. We
have the largest collection of photos in
the country. Remit by money order.
4 for $1.00— 12 for $2.50. plus postage.

PYRAMID STUDIOS. Dept. 29-3
P.O. Box 127, Stn. P. Brooklyn 12. N.Y.

Quickly,EASILY
_ AT HOME
Splendid Income, new social contacts, and the*.

,

Batisfaction ot seriing humanity can be yours \ •
'

as a Trained Practical Nurse. Ages 18 to 6(1. y
High School not necessary. Training plan welcomed by
physicians. Prepare In spare time. Iilany earn while
learning. Nurse's Outfit and placement service included
FREE ol extra cost. Write now lor tacts and lascinating
FREE sample lesson pases.

WAYNE SCHOOL of PRACTICAL NURSING, Inc.
2301 N. Wayne Ave.. Dept. AD-I, Chicago 14, Illinois

GENUINE
DIAMOND
RING

Tax Included

14-K1-. SOLID GOLD SETTING
Amazing value ! Sparkling genuine diamond, mounted
in an exquisitely designed 1-1 kt. solid gold setting.

You'll be proud to wear this ring, its flashing ele-

gance is unsurpassed by rings costing much more.
Just send your name, address, ring size or string
for size. Send $11.95—we will pay postage. Or we
will ship C.O.D.—you pay postman $11.95 plus a
few cents' mailing charges. Return within 7 days
for full refund, if not COMPLETELY SATISFIED.
FREE- WRITE FOR BIG CAT.^LOG OF XMAS

JEWELRY AND OTHER GIFT.S.

BONDED JEWELRY COMPANY, Dept. D12
140 Northampton St., Boston 18, Mass.

Fans' Forum

Continued from page 14

as Betty Hutton for life in a picture, guys
like Bill Bendix for laughs. Van Johnson
and Lon McCallister for human portrayals,

Claudette Colbert and Gary Cooper for re-

maining the same honest-to-gosh actress and
actor they always were, Judy Garland, June
Allyson, and Gloria DeHaven for musicals.

The list is endless, and these aren't even a

starter to all my favorites.

LORRAINE BARNES, Longview, Wash.

I would like to put in a small rave for

"Going My Way.'' After seeing that pic-

ture I came out of the theater with a clean

taste in my mouth and a truly light heart.

I have never seen a greater tribute to a

motion picture than an advertisement that

appeared in the Miami Herald. It read:

"It's not our picture ' It's not at one of
our theaters ! Yet Wometco Theaters, proud
of its association with an industry that could
produce such a masterpiece in entertain-

ment, urges you to see 'Going Mj"- Way'
(currently showing at the Paramount Thea-
ter).

L. B. MARK, Ivfiami, Fla.

Thank goodnness those glamorous sweater
and sarong actresses are quickly becoming
the past, and talented "down-to-earth" nat-

ural beauties like Ingrid Bergman are tak-

ing their places. Could you imagine one of

those glamor girls taking Ingrid's part as

the mad-driven wife in "Gaslight,'' a part

which she portrayed as magnificently as

Maria in "For Whom The Bells Toll"?
Ingrid has plent\^ of beauty, too. but she

doesn't need to show her shapely legs and
curvacious body to prove it. With more
actresses like Miss Bergman, the movie in-

dustry will be even greater.

BLOSSOM ELBRIG, Brooklyn J, N. Y.

In your May issue Van Johnson said he
liked older women. My opinion is he will

marry someone about 35 and by the time she

is 40 he will trade her ofif for two 20's

!

However, he is a swell actor and I enjoy
his pictures. I've seen all of them, even
"White ClifTs" in which he played a small

part.

By the waj% did you ever notice how many
stars use the word "goring" or "gorn" in-

stead of "going" or "gone?" No, I'm not

kidding ! For instance. Ginger Rogers said

"goring" (with the accent on the "gor")
many times in her picture, "Ladjr In The
Dark." If you don't believe me, the next
time you go to a movie listen very closely.

BARBARA SCOTT, Great Bend, Kans.

During my 22 days in the hospital I've

been reading movie magazines and thinking

about what I dislike about films.

First, I have been a Roy Rogers fan for

years, but I have always found something
wrong with them. He always wins his horse

instead of the girl. I have read tliat this

is because hi'" young child fans call kissing

"sissy stuff." So in 43 pictures he rode off

into the sunset without a kiss, and conse-

quently we are right in saying these 43 films

were strictly for children. Wtll. there isn't

a man or woman in or out of uniform who
calls (if they're normal) kissing "sissy

stuff." So how about a famous Rogers
Western for grown-ups? We'll send the

kids to see the "Rangers" or a reissue of an
old Western.
How about passing this on to Roy, for a

couple thousand older Rogers' fans?

PVT. HAROLD V. 'W IGGINS,
Warrensburg, Mo.

leffhse fuys

There's a day coming •when you'll

want to stand up and cheer the great-

est victory in history.

But let's not start cheering yet.

In fact, let's not start it at all

—

over here. Let's leave it to the fello'ws

•who are doing the job—to begin the

celebrating.

Our leaders have told us that smash-
ing the Axis will be a slow, dangerous,

bloody job.

If we at home start throwing our

hats in the air and easing up before

the job's completely done, it will be

slower, more dangerous, bloodier.

Right now, it's up to us to keep
on bu\'ing War Bonds tmtil this war
is won.

Let's keep bearing down till we
get the news of final 'victory from the

only place such news can come: the

batt'ieline.

If we do that, we'll have 'the right

to join the cheering when the time

comes.

SCREENLAND

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertise-
raent

—

prepared under auspices of Treasury
Department and War Advertising Council
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Two diWerenf shadings-^

in the same color family fo sparkle with your

daringf two-tone high-voltage clothes this Fall I

It's Revlon's wonderful co/or idea . . . fo gfve you an uiferfy new look.

"Pink Lighfning" lipstick . . . and more intense "Pink Lightning" nail enamel!

Both members of the frankly daring fuchsia color family ...

to charge your Hps and fingertips with that same startling play of

electric color you II see in all the important new two-tone couturier designs.

Both perfect proof of Revlons never-to-be-disputed fashion

leadership . . . Revlon's never-to-be-challenged linger-longer quality!

(And with them, Revlons new "Pink Lightning" Face Powder.)
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otker Skampoo

leaves liair so lustrous, and yet so easy to manage

!

Only Drene

with Hair Conditioner reveals

up to 335o more lustre than soap

. . . yet leaves hair so easy to

arrange, so alluringly smooth!

Does your Iiair look dull,

slightly luousy?

Maybe it's just because you're washing

it with soap or soap shampoos . . . letting

soap film hide the glorious natural lustre

and color brilliance. Change to Drene with

Hair Conditioner. Drene never leaves any

dulling film. That's why it reveals up to

33% more lustre than any soap shampoo!

Does your hair-do require

constant fiddling?

Men don't like this business of running

a comb through your hair in public! Fix

your hair so it stays put! And remember
Dreue with Hair Conditioner leaves hair

wonderfully easy to manage, right after

shampooing! No other shampoo leaves

liair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrange!

Sssssshh h h hi

But have you dandruff?

Too many girls have! And what a pity.

For unsightly dandruff can be easily con-

trolled ifvou shampoo regularly with Drene.

Drene with Hair Conditioner removes

every trace of embarrassing flaky dandruff

the very first tune you use it! Newest accessory trick is tliis ribbon
"choicer" tied fetcfiLngfy in front. Wonderful to

dress up tfje new, low-necked evening sweaters!

Newest iiair-do trick is this braided arrange-

ment with the ends of the front hair turned

over the braids, on top, to form a smooth,
shining puff! Extra lustre and smoothness
due to Drene Shampoo wth Hair Conditioner.

D

(3^
rene SI

w i t li

M.4KE A DATE WITH

lampoo
'i^ Guaranteed by ^
k Good Housekeeping ,

Product of Procter & Gamble

Tonight . . . don't put it off . . . shampoo your hair the
new glamour way! Use Drene with Ifair Conditioner!
Get the combination of beauty benefits that only this
wonderful improved shampoo can give! Extra lustre
... up to 33% more than with soap or soap shampoos

!

Manageable hair. . . easy to comb into smooth shining
neatness! Complete removal of flaky dandruff!
Ask for Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner.



A radiant smile

holds a world of charm!

Help keep your smile bright and
sparkling. Start now with Ipana and
Massage!

REACH FOR A STAR, plain girl. You can

-find happiness, fun— without being

beautiful.

Take a look at other girls who stir up
excitement. Proof, most of them, that good

times don't go just to the prettiest Proof

that you can be singled out by your smile.

So smile, plain girl, smile. Not a mere

shadow of a smile, but one of radiant

charm—the kind men can't resist. Remem-
ber, though, a smile like that needs sound

teeth—sparkling teeth that depend so much
on firm, healthy gums.

"Pink Tooth Brush" is a warning

If you see "pink" on your tooth brush, see

your dentist. He may say your gums have

become sensitive— deprived of

exercise by soft, creamy foods.

And like so many dentists, he

may suggest "the helpful stim-

ulation of Ipana and massage."

Ipana Tooth Paste not only

cleans teeth but, with massage,

helps the gums. Massage a litde

Ipana onto your gimis every

Product of Bristol-Myers

time you clean your teeth. Circulation

speeds up within the gum tissues—helping

gums to healthier firmness.

For brighter teeth, firmer gums, a smile

that really sparkles, start today with Ipana

Tooth Paste and massage.

Stafftoday wifA

IPANA and MASSAGE
Eyes Light Up at the sight of the girl with a bright, shining

smile. Let Ipana Tooth Paste and massage help you keep
your smile sparkling and attractive!

Screen LAND 3
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Published In

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen

!

We're full of the milk ofhuman kindness
at this writing.

We're gay, carefree. You can borrow
money from us if you want to.

In short, we're in good humor, and all

because we've seen the most alluring
musical motion picture since our movie-
going began . . . M-G-M's "Meet Me
In St. Louis".

Whoops! Back you go to the old World's
Fair in St. Louis as the guests of the
Smith family, of which our favorite
members are played by Judy Garland
and Margaret O'Brien.

What gay, nostalgic, wonderful enter-
tainment this is, enriched in every scene
by rainbow Technicolor!

Judy Garland seems
to have been born
for the part of
Esther, a high
school girl just
awakening to love—
for the boy next

door. Esther is young, innocent, viva-

cious, and 'golden-voiced.

*
You will have to decide for yourself
whether you prefer Judy's provocative
presentation of a young girl in love or
Judy's singing. Perhaps you'll find, as
we did, both talents perfectly fused in

"Over The Banister", "The Boy Next
Door", or that bell-ringing success,

"The Trolley Song". And these are
only three of eight songs!

Judy (that is, Esther)
has a sister— an impish,
devilish, utterly lov-

able kid named
"Tootle". In this part,

Margaret O'Brien will

become everyone's
sweetheart—if she isn't

everyone's sweetheart
already.

Tom Drake, one of M-G-M's latest

finds, plays the boy next door and heads
a splendidly-chosen supporting cast in-

cluding Mary Astor, Marjorie Main,
Lucille Bremer, Joan Carroll, Henry H.
Daniels, Jr., Leon Ames, and Harry
Davenport.

The script was written by Irving Brecher
and Fred F. Finklehoffe. Arthur Freed,
who gave us "Girl Crazy", produced,
and Vincente Minnelli directed. They
all have cause for pride.

Mark our words

:

M-G-M's "Meet Me
In St. Louis" will
strike you as about
the best tuneful re-

past ever displayed
for your delight

!

—J!eo
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''He took off from Shangri-La

Ted and Ellen had been to a dance the night before—exr

cited and gay, as if they knew the parting would be soon.

And they had whispered the refrain of a song to each

Other . . ."I love you, I love you, I love you'."

Then, next morning, the word came that he was to

take off—with the others— on the most hazardous

mission of the war.

One hundred and thirty-one days after December 7,

1941, a handful of young men who had never dreamed

of glory struck the first blow at Japan.

Out of Captain Ted W. Lawson's true story of that

most epochal bombing mission in all history—when

Lieutenant Colonel Jimmy Doohttle led his vahant

group manning their B-25's from Shangri-La directly

to the heart of Japan . . . out of the glorious adventiu-e

of these men who flew into the unknown— M-G-M
has made a truly great motion picture.

It is a drama of stirring courage and deep, abiding

devotion— a picture you will never forget.

Captain TED W. LAWSON,
author of "Thirty Sec-

onds Over Tokyo", was
pilot of "The Ruptured

Ducl(", one of the bomb-

ers that took off from

the " Hornet" at Shangri-

La and blasted Tokyo.

A MERVYN LeROY PRODUCTION with

VAN JOHNSON
PHYLLIS THAXTER

scon McKAY .

DON DeFORE .

JOHN R. REILLY .

• ROBERT WALKER
. TIM MURDOCK

GORDON MCDONALD

ROBERT MITCHUM

HORACE McNALLY and

SPENCER TRACY
as LIEUTENANT COLONEL JAMES H. DOOLIHLE

Screen Play by Dalton Trumbo

Based on the Book and Collier's Story by

Captain Ted W. Lawson and Robert Considine

A METRO GOLDWYN • MAYER PICTURE

Directed by MERVYN LeROY • Produced by SAM ZIMBALIST

Screen LAND



INVEST 3c A DAY NOW

- CASH
WHEN YOU NEED

1
00

A MO. FOR THE

AMAZING NEW

GOLD SEAL
POLICY

^6000.00

^2400.00

PAYS accumulated

ACCIDENT BENEFITS
for Accidental Loss of Life,

Limb, or Sight up to . . .

For LOSS OF TIME!
Accident Disability Benefits
up to $100 a moiith for as
long as 24 months, or . . .

SICKNESS BENEFITS
For Loss of Time due to
Sickness, a maximum
Monthly Income of

HOSPITAL EXPENSES
for Sickness or Accident, in-

cluding $5.00 a day for hos-
pital room, up to

Cash, for almost every emergency! Benefits that are bigr

enough to be worthwhile! . . . yet. thia extra-liberal

'Gold Seal" policy, issued by old-line LEGAL, RESERVE
Service Life Insurance Company actually costs less than
$1 per month. DON'T TAKE CHANCES! Remember that
Accidents happen to 20 persons every minute of every-
day . . . Sickness strikes when least expected , . . and
an average of one person in every family goes to the hos-
pital each year. Consider these facts, and ACT NOW to
get this policy which pays for any and ail accidents, all
the common sicknesses, even for minor injuries, and for
hospitalization, according to the liberal terms of the pol-
icy. Important also, disability benefits start the first day,
no waiting period.

1650.00
PROTECTION

No Medical Examination
required! No red tape! No embarrassing
investigation! Policy issued by mall at
BIG SAVINGS to men or women, ages 15 ,

to 69. Actual policy made out in your /

name, payable to your beneficiary sent
|

for 10 Days' FREE EXAMINATION. No
cost. No obligation. No salesman will call. 1

Use coupon below. Mail it today. Remem-/,
ber, tomorrow might be too late! \

\

@l
Fl^fF 10-Day Inspection Coupon

1 THE SERVICE LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
' 4S2B Service Life BIdg., Omaha, Nebr.

J
g Without cost or oblig^ation, send your GOLD SEAIj
1 $l-A-MONTH Policy for 10 DAYS' FREE IN-
1 SPECnON. 1

1 City State 1

\ Beneficiary „ „ ^ _

6

PARAMOUNT has asked Diana Lynn
not to marry Major "Doc" Living-

stone, at least until her career is a bit

better estabhshed. In the meantime, Doc
flew out from Cincinnati to help Diana
celebrate her 18th birthday. His present
to her was a pair of jewelled wings to

pin over her heart.

lAUREN BACALL gets the lead op-^ posite Humphrey Bogart in "The
Big Sleep." This is her second picture

and her second with Bogart. He person-
ally asked for her—which has never
happened before in his interesting career.

Bacall is literally walking on air. After
the preview of "To Have And Have
Not," the critics rushed back to their

typewriters and compared Lauren to a
combination of "Garbo and Bergman,
with everything that Lana Turner would
like to be." That's quite an order, yes?

IX/rORE THAN anything else in the
the world, Dorothy Lamour wants

a baby. So far she hasn't been blessed

and if the stork doesn't call on her soon,

Dotty is going to adopt a little girl. As
Mrs. William Ross Howard, the 3rd, she

has never been happier. When the war is

over and her Major comes home, every-

one seems to think that Dorothy will re-

tire from the screen.

bCREENLAND



MOST EXCITING RONll^N'^*^
^

WITH

COBURN
Screen Play by Virginia Van Upp and F.Hugh Herbert

Produced by VIRGINIA VAN UPP • Directed by CHARLES VIDOR

SCREENLAND



^^hen you're home curled up

with a book it doesn't matter if

your hair slips its moorings . . . But

when the party's in full bloom and

the music to your taste, you want

a hair-do built for speed and en-

durance.

So anchor it, for keeps, with

DeLoncl Boh Pins . . . They have the

strength of true love and the grip

of a habit . .They'll hold your curls

securely, keep your hair-net snugly

in place and help make you the

glamour-puss of the party.

StrongerGrip
Won't Slip Out

mm niMS

Quality :ManuJadurers /or Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS

SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS a EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

TO HAVE AND HAVE NOT—Warner Bros.

Exciting entertainment for a variety of verj- good rea-

sons. First, Bogart at his salty best. Second, most
pungent dialogue heard yet, pointing up most torrid

love scenes. Third, first screen appearance of exotic

blonde Lauren Bacall, who might be called a combina-
tion Lake-Bergman-Hepburn except that her sultry

charm is all her own. Hemingway's story about Harry
Morgan has been called his best work by at least one
critic—well, Hollywood has "improved" on Harry by
setting his scene in Martinique, calling upon him to aid

the Free French cause, and the blonde. Watch the girl

;

listen to Hoagy Carmichael sing and play his own songs.

MEET ME IN ST. LOUIS—MGM
Ideal family picture, particularly for this season of the

year, which will enchant practically everybody with any
heart at all. Sally Benson's popular stories about the

"typical American family" and their everyday adven-
tures form a framework for this wonderful period
piece, a romance with music, all in Technicolor. Judy
Garland plays to perfection one of the four sisters

whose natural and wholesome doings provide many
laughs, and a few nostalgic tears. Margaret O'Brien .

as the adorable baby of the family, Lucille Bremer as
the provocative beauty, Mary Astor as the attractive

mother, Tom Drake as Judy's suitor — all grand.

MRS. PARKINGTON—/MGA<
In this film version of Louis Bromfield's novel, the
romantic appeal of co-stars Greer Garson and Walter
Pidgeon reigns supreme. The story covers a great and
colorful era—1875 to 1938—taking the heroine from
a poor mining .town to the heights of New York so-
ciety, when she becomes the wife of a handsome and
ruthless tycoon. She is his "Sparrow" but he finds her
business acumen equals his. The surprising thing about
this strong union is the weak, selfish grandchildren.
Only one great-granddaughter (Frances Rafferty)
shows admirable qualities. Edward Arnold, A gnes Moor-
head, Gladys Cooper are standouts in a notable cast.

AND NOW TOMORROW—Poro/noun*

The film based on Rachel Field's novel has all the ele-

ments to make it touchingly sentimental—a young doc-
tor who has succeeded in spite of his impoverished
background; a beautiful, wealthy but deaf girl of a

New England town's first family; and a pert "minx"
who falls in love with her sister's fiance. All this,

with Loretta Young and Alan Ladd, too ! It's Ladd's
first attempt at being a thoroughly nice guy in a movie
and after you see what a good job he makes of it, you
won't want to see him any other way. Susan Hayward
cops some honors in the "other woman" role and Barry
Sullivan has a strong appeal, as the "other man."

THE SEVENTH CROSS—MGM
There is a subtle change of trend in this film based on
Anna Segher's novel about the "seventh" fugitive from
a Nazi concentration camp, and whether it is premature
is not for us to answer. Stressed more than sligiitly is

the fact that all Germans may not be double-dealing,

black-hearted Nazis. Spencer Tracy plays the starring

• role, and handles the psychological reaction of a tor-

tured man rediscovering human kindness as deftly as he

holds the suspense of his search for the German under-

ground. Hume Cronyn is good, and Signe Hasso plays

a fine romantic interlude. {More Rcvieivs on page 16)
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with JOHN RiDGELY • JOHN ALEXANDER • CRAIG
STEVENS • BARBARA BROWN • ALAN MOWBRAY

Directed by JAMES V. KERN
Screen Ploy by James V. Kern and Sam Hellmon • Additional Oiologue by Wilkle Mahonay

From the Stage Ploy by Joaeph A. Fields • Produced by Max Gordon

JACK L. WARNER, execuf/Ve ?jodMz^i Produced by MARK HELLINGER

SCREENLAND



$H E'S VA KV a CI OU S /

The moment she enters, all

else stops; she wins eyes and hearts

effortlessly, without seeking them

... for she is varvacious! Varva's

perfumes "Follow Me" and

"Nonchalant" are the subtle reasons

she's so very very . . .

Varva extracts—$1 to $15 • Bath Powder, $1

Face Powder, 6 guest puffs, $1 • Bubble Foam, $1

Sachet, $1 and $1.75 • Talc, 55c

(plus tax)

NONCHALANT
(Your Secret Weapon)

(prg^lif The Devil-May-
" " Care Perfume

FOLLOW ME
(Siiivez Moi)

The Perfume That
^^^^^ ^^^'5

VARVA
Empire State Building, New York 1, N. Y.

Critiques or Cheers
Everything YOU have to say about the

stars or pictures is of interest to the

producers of America's No. 1 enter-

tainment. Your comments act as valu-
able signposts, showing the movie-mak-
ers what you need, as well as what you
want to see in films. Enter the Fans'
Forum today ! Monthly awards for the

best letters published : $10.00, $5.00 and
five $1.00 prizes, all payable in War
Savings Stamps. Closing date is the

25th of the month.

Please address your letters to Fans'
Forum, Screenland, 205 East 42nd St.,

New York 17, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

Open Letter to Producers : "Heavy, heavy
hangs over your head !" I mean the respon-

'

sibility of spreading education or delin-

quency. You have more influence with our
young people than the home, school or
church.

Too often you are inadvertently respon-
sible for delinquency. You make your law
breakers have an untimely end but you never
fail to make the audience feel that he de-

served another chance. This puts an idea

into the young and fertile brains of school-

age boys and girls and they feel that they
could be a little smarter and "beat the rap."

I am not talking through my hat, either, be-

cause we have had several cases of juvenile

delinquency in our community that were
traced to ideas picked up at the movies.

On the other hand, pictures like "Wilson"
give real life to the school classroom. Chil-

dren are eager to learn more about the

years that Wilson lived because the film put

reality into hard facts and figures.

Why not do more super jobs like "Wil-
son" with such men as Nathan Hale, Ben-
jamin Franklin, Andrew Jackson, Alexan-
der Hamilton, etc. ? You would be doing a

great educational service and maybe our
young people would grow into adults with
some knowledge of their country's history.

Our children believe in YOU. Your pic-

tures are law to them. Think this over be-

fore your next gangster picture.

MARK DICKINSON, 'Walker Park, Ga.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

Two great pictures recently made their

appearance, each of them religious in char-
acter. These pictures were "The Song Of
Bernadette," dramatizing the great appari-
tions of Lourdes ; "Going My Way," a beau-
tiful portrayal of a typical Catholic parish.

Soon to make an appearance is "The Keys
Of The Kingdom," also having a religious

theme. These pictures make more impres-
sion on movie-goers than a thousand ser-

mons. For the time being the theaters be-
come churches where the great truths of
eternity are told in a simple and pleasing
manner. Divine grace is on the march.
When these pictures are shown, lines in

front of the box office attest to the fact that

divine grace is irresistible. People want to

know the great truths of Christianity. The
philbsophy of Christianity is the only true
philosophy of this age and every age.

Every clergyman is startled by the possi-

bilities of this beginning. It reminds them
of the biblical quotation, "Behold I stand at

the door and knock." Christ is knocking at

the door of a new world, the world of enter-

tainment, where once the powers of dark-
ness held undisputed mastery.
These religious pictures are not only ex-

cellent in themselves, but they seem to have
a refreshing influence upon the entire indus-

try. We need pictures of this kind to re-

mind us that Providence is still running the

world. Today, radio commentators have al-

most supplanted Providence, as if the puny
hand of man had anything to do with the

tide of history. A new light is shining in

Hollywood, a light which may be the salva-

tion to many poor souls who belong to no
church and have not time to determine what

(Please turn to page 17)
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A surging, tempes-

tuous story . . . aglow

with tenderness...

powerfully emotional.

COLUMBIA PICTURES
presents

ong toMmember

MUNIitOBERON
with CORNEL WILDE

NINA FGCH • GEORGE COULOURIS
Screen Play by Sidney Buchman

Directed by CHARLES VIDOR

SCREENLAND
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look out for a COLD

and SORE THROAT!

z^rgh Listerine Antiseptic-Qw'c^/
Literally millions of colds and sore

throats due to colds are transmitted by
direct contact such as a kiss or a hand-

shake. Millions more are transmitted by
eating from utensils loaded with germs.

Still other millions travel through the

air by way of a cough or a sneeze, and
still other millions develop as a result

of lowered body resistance which often

allows germs to get the upper hand.

If you've been thus exposed, better

gargle right away with Listerine Anti-

septic . . . attack the germs associated

with colds and their sore throats before

they attack you.

The prompt and frequent use of

Listerine Antiseptic may help you to

head off a cold entirely or reduce its

severity once the cold has started.

Fewer Colds In Tests

Listerine, you see, reaches way back

on throat surfaces to kill millions of the

"secondary invaders" that so many

nose and throat specialists say are re-

sponsible for some of a cold's most

distressing symptoms.

You can see how important it is to

guard against a "mass invasion" of the

tissue by these ugly customers. (See

panel at right.)

Listerine's quick germ-killing action,

we believe, explains its impressive rec-

ord against colds as shown by tests

conducted over a period of 12 years.

Regular twice-a-day Listerine Anti-

septic users in these tests had fewer

colds and fewer sore throats than non-

garglers. Moreover, their colds, when

they did develop, were generally milder

in character and of shorter duration.

Surely, when you feel a cold coming

on it is just plain common sense to

start gargling with Listerine Antiseptic.

Meanwhile, get all the rest you can

and eat lightly.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

SCREKNLAND

TOP ROW. left lo right; Paeumococcus Type III, Pneumococcus
Type IV, Streptococcus Vlridans, Ftledlinder's Bacillus. BOTTOM
ROW. left to right: Streptococcus Hemolyticus. Bacillus Inlluenzae,

Micrococcus Catarrhalts, Staphylococcus Aureus.

The ''Secondary Invaders"
Above are some types of "secondary in-

vaders", millions of which may e.xist on
the mouth and throat surfaces. They may
cause no harm until body resistance is

lowered when they may invade the tissue
and set up or aggravate the troublesome
aspects of the infection you call a cold.
You can see how important it is to attack
them before they get the upper hand.

Note How Listerine Reduced Germs
Actual tests showed reductions of bac-
teria on mouth and throat surfaces rang-
ing up to 96.7% fifteen minutes afcer

the Listerine Antiseptic gargle, and up to

80% one hour after the Listerine gargle.



Homespun yarn presents Elizabeth Taylor,

12, in her first big role, with Mickey Rooncy

Elizabeth, black-haired and blue-eyed, is a
perfect subject for the Technicolor cameras.

All this, and Jackie "Butch" Jenkins, too! Remem-
ber Jackie and Mickey in "The Human Comedy"?

^Vi /til ^do^f
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These people

bu/ a battleship

— every week

!

MeeJ John S and MaryD
John works at an electronics plant on

Long Island, and makes $85 a week. Al-

most 16% of it goes into War Bonds.

Mary has been driving rivets into the

hide of one bomber after another out at

an airplane plant on the West Coast.

She makes $55 a week, and puts 14%
of it into War Bonds.

John and Mary are typical of more
than 27 million Americans on the Pay-

roll Savings Plan who, every single

month, put a half a BILLION dollars

into War Bonds. That's enough to buy

one of those hundred-million-dollar bat-

tleships every week, with enough money
for an aircraft carrier and three or four

cruisers left over.

In addition, John and Mary and the

other people on the Payroll Plan have
been among the biggest buyers of extra

Bonds in every War Loan Drive.

When you come to figure out the total

job that John and Mary have done, it's

a little staggering.

They've made the Payroll Savings

Plan the backbone of the whole War
Bond-selling program.

They've helped keep prices down and
lick inflation.

They've financed a good share of our

war effort all by themselves, and they've

tucked away billions of dollars in sav-

ings that are going to come in mighty
handy for both them and their country

later on.

When this war is finally won, and we
start giving credit where
credit is due, don't forget

John and Mary. After the

fighting men, they deserve a
place right at the top of the

list. They've earned it.

You've backed the attack-now speed the Victory!

SCREENLAND
This is an official U.S. Treasury advertisement—prepared under ausp'ccs ol Treasury Department and War Advertising Council
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RONRIGO
mm

The Rum Connoisseur contains-
over 100 tested drink and food
recipes. Send for your Free
Copy. Ronrico Corporation,
Miami, Florida. Ronrico Rum 86,
90 and 151 Proof. United States
Representative: Import Division,
McKesson 6- Robbins, Inc., N.Y.C.
Copvright 1945 Ronrico Corp. •Trademarks , :.

GUARD YOUR NAILS
WITH SEAL-COTE

Busy hands deserve
tection for beauty's sake
More and more smar
women are finding SEAL
COTE an amazing beauty
aid. SEAL-COTE pro
tects the nails and thi

polish — adds lustre.
Make your manicures last
longer—SEAL-COTE
your nails today and
every day."

SEAL-COTE
2 Sc at CosmeticCounters

Your Guide to Current Films

THIRTY SECONDS OVER TOKYO—
First a book retold those terrific "thirty sec-

onds" in World War II. And now they're
all down on film—a fine tribute to the air-

men who participated in the dangerous mis-
sion, as well as a fine production full of sus-
pense, excitement, interest and romance.
Action centers around Van Johnson as Lieu-
tenant (now Major) Ted Lawson, pilot of
the "Ruptured Duck," and his crew (played
by Robert Walker, gunner ; Tim Murdock,
co-pilot ; Gordon McDonald, bombardier

;

and Don DeFore, navigator). Van Johnson
has never been better in his love scenes, and
Phyllis Thaxter will attract attention, too.

Spencer Tracy's short role as Lieutenant
Colonel (now Lieutenant General) Doolittle
adds a great dignity to" the film. A "must."

LAURA—20f/i Century-Fox

Here's a murder mystery that will wake you
up just when you think everything's going
according to formula and you've got the
whole thing solved. It starts ofif all right

with a neatly committed murder, a nice

handsome detective (Dana Andrews) deftly
lining up his suspects: Vincent Price, a
wastrel with a southern accent and a past
history, who casts eyes toward pretty models
while he's engaged to Laura; Judith Ander-
son, a jealous female who is perfectly will-

ing to spend money on the man she loves

;

and Clifton Webb, a dapper, elderly column-
ist who molds Laura into a vision of loveli-

ness. Gene Tierney nicely fills center of in-

terest in title role. Not a routine picture!

GREENWICH VILLAGE—20t/i Century-fox

It's the same old story about the hick from
the sticks with a concerto to sell in the big
city, the singing star who's waiting for her
chance, meeting this time in a gaily Techni-
colorful Greenwich Village in the speakeasy
days. But you won't mind seeing it again

with Don Ameche, Carmen Miranda (better

than ever), a new lovely who will go places:

the cherry blonde Vivian Blaine, and Wil-
liam Bendix dishing out the romance, music,

and comedy in generous portions. Among
the tuneful new songs, an oldtime favorite,

"Whispering," makes a pleasureable come-
back standing out in several sequences.

THE PRINCESS AND THE PIRATE—R/(0
What Bob Hope does to storybook pirates,
princesses and hidden treasures is murder-
ous but mirthful. And when you try to pin
the story down to the correct era when the
skull and crossbones terrorized the Seven
Seas, he will jolt you back to the present
with some inane witticism that's typically
Bob Hope. The rest of the cast—Virginia
Mayo, who does a fine job of her royal high-
ness, Victor McLaglen, playing the bold
pirate behind a black shaggy beard, Walter
Slezak, the oily governor out to collect the
ransom—take their roles seriously, making
fine foils for Bob's quips. Samuel Goldwyn
produced it all in Technicolor, including the
pretty Goldwyn Girls all done up in attrac-
tive costumes. There's a surprise ending.

MARRIAGE IS A PRIVATE AFFAIR—MGM
What they are called upon to do in this pic-

ture the co-stars, Lana Turner and John
Hodiak, perform with admirable sincerity.

But in our opinion it would be hard to find

two such people in the world of reality.

The wife is the daughter of a many times
married mother, which might explain her
precarious feeling of instability in her mar-
riage. The husband is the son of staid New
England parents, who have been married
to each other for thirty years. Real or not,

however, you'll enjoy seeing the final meet-
ing of minds of this handsome team—with
such a pretty distraction as Frances Giflford

upsetting the husband's illusions, and stal-

wart James Craig vying for wife's attention.

MAISIE GOES TO RENO—MGM
The latest of Ann Sothern's "Maisie" series

finds the female riveter in the famed divorce

city, but not for the obvious reason, since, as

her fans will realize, she has never yet been
able to snare a mate. The helpful blonde
from Brooklyn this time becomes involved
in preventing a serviceman's wealthy wife
from getting a divorce, and in so doing
cracks open a ring of forgers, extortionists

and what have you—with the able aid of
handsome John Hodiak, a dealer on the
gaming tables, who really takes a shine to

our heroine. Tom Drake, Ava Gardner,
Paul Cavanaugh are tops in supporting cast.

IC SCREENLAND



Fans' Forum

Continued from page 10

church would be best for them. These are

the people who say, "Lead, kindly light, of

Hollywood."
REV. HENRY DUNN, Bison, N. D.

FIVE PRIZE LETTERS
$1.00 Each

Stop me if you've heard this one. Mar-
garet O'Brien is a wonderful little actress.

Enough can never be said of her perform-
ances.

My ancient grandmother once told me
that the tears we shed when crying fill large

buckets up in Paradise that we must carry
when we get there (if we do). So please
don't let little Margaret make us cry any
more for I'm quite sure now I will never be
able to carry mine two feet.

"WALTER EDWARD OZEMINA,
Wall, N. J.

If Sinatra is nicknamed "The Voice,"
Crosby "The Groaner," Grable "The Legs,"
etc.. why doesn't Hollywood name June
Allyson, that sweet, new sensation, "The
Personality?" She certainly has plenty of
it. \\'hen I saw Aliss Allyson in "Two Girls

And A Sailor," she won my heart com-
pleteh'. I didn't care if she could sing,

dance, or act (all three she does wonder-
fully). For my money, all she had to do
was stand there and look sweet.

Here's one actress that I personally hope
gets every break that's possible. I'll be
watching for Miss Allyson and I hope she
gets to the very top of the ladder and stays
there.

BETTY SCIOTTI, Albany, N. Y.

Were told "The Greeks Had A Word
For It." but I think our good friend Robert
Benchley should be given credit right here
and now for using two H'ords most effec-

tive!}- recently when he gave some subtle
hints to movie-goers in a classic called,

"Movie Pests."

Actually, that short was the piece de re-
sistance on an all-good bill — because it

showed up well-known movie pests in a
hilarious bit of goings-on in a way that
kidded the entire movie audience until it al-

most split its sides laughing. When one
noted the women in the audience at last re-

membering to remove picture hats (but not
for picture shows ! ) , and when the lady next
to me laughed almost hysterically as she
guiltily hunted her one tight and discarded
shoe (under my seat), one just knew the
picture had struck home and had done it so
humorously that no one was offended.
My only criticism is that Air. Benchley

doesn't make it a regular weekly or monthly
feature. Surely there are enough character-
istics of movie pests that could be used for
more such shorts, with, who knows, a much
needed reforming effect on the worst of us.

RUTH BRACKER STONE,
New York, N. Y.

My husband and I saw "Double In-
demnity'' last night. Although we agreed
after the show was over that it was unusual
entertainment, a curious sense of disgust
sweeps over me today as I think about it.

\\'hat was Barbara Stanwyck thinking
of? She was always one of my favorite
actresses. Whether she portrayed a stream-
lined hussy or straight-laced women, her
pictures unfailingly guaranteed two hours
of solid entertainment. But as Phyllis, the
sexy, blonde murderess, she was just plain
horrible. (Please turn to page 80)

Now I know why they say

Evening in Paris is made for Ifionianee

EvE>iNG IN Paris face powder, toucliing the skin witii silken bloom

. . . faint flush of feather-light Evening in Paris rouge ; . . a sweet

mouth glorified by the satin flame of Evening in Paris lipstick.

Yes, truly Evening in Paris is the make-up for Romance

...the reason why it is said "to make a

lovely lady even lovelier.

Evening in Paris."

Tnne ih ''Dere's to Romance,"
with Jim Ameche and Ray
Bloch's Orchestra, featnriug
Larry Douglas with guest star

—Thursday evenings,
Columbia Network.

Face Pow der $1.00

Lipstick 50c

Rouge 50c

rerfume S1.25 to S 10.00

{I 'Ins lax)

Distributed by

om-

BOURJOIS. W YORK
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PRESENTED BY

It's the story of guys

like Alan, Pinky and Irving...

of girls like Dorothy, Helen,

Ruth. ..of things like gallantry,

guts and glory! Filmed

from the Army Air Forces'

own smashing Broadway

and Hollywood stage hit!

H. LON McCALUSTER • JEANNE CHAIN •
Sgt. EDMOND OlIEN •M BALL • Sgt. MARK DANIELS • MARROLL DENNISON • CdL DON TAYLOR •M HOLUDAY

U. LEE J. COBB • I/Sgt. PEl UNO HAYES • CdL AlAN BAXIER • ..«..t, DARRKl E. ZANUCK • cec^t. GEOBGE
' "

'

Sitge anit Screeo Pla) t}i Moss Half
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AN OPEN LETTER TO

D
FRANK SINATRA

EAR VOICE:
There's been a lot of talk about you lately, and not too sweet. I

for one don't want to believe it and won't if I can help it, so I'm

going on record on your side. Until further notice.

No—I'm not one of those who started waiting in line at 4:30 A.M. out-

side the Paramount Theater in New York during your recent engagement

there. I have never stolen a Sinatra tie, or squealed at a broadcast. But I am
a Sinatra fan from way back and I want to keep on being one, if possible.

It's all up to you. "They say" you kicked Hollywood in the teeth; that you

only condescend to make pictures there because the climate is good for chil-

dren. Of course you denied it but the story of "temperament" stuck. You're

smart, so you'll want to do something about that. You know that feeling

that way about Hollywood—if it does indeed to you stink—you couldn't do

a good job anyway. After all, you don't HAVE to make pictures, as you

point out. Not when you can stand 'em in line around the block waiting

to see and hear you in person; not when you have your CBS airshow; not

when you've become such a national figure that you are even called in on

political meetings. And you've just had a transport plane named after you.

Now that is really fame. I mean it. After all, planes have been named after

glamor girls but this is the first one I know of to be named for a glamor

boy. It's quite anjionor. It's something to live up to. Thitik you can do it?

Sinatra, right, In

cockpit of Douglas
C-47 troop-cargo
transport plane
which was christened

"The Voice" during

Frank's visit to Lon
Beach, Calif., ATi

Base for his airshow^

Left, Frank in latest

movie role in MGM's
"Anchors Aweigh."
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"Meet Me !n St. Louis',

brings Lucille Bremer sud-

den screen glory— scent
left, with Hank Daniels ir

MGM nostalgic romance

HEAD,
Mot Jeet

Lucille Bremer from Broadway i$

dancing her way to Hollywood

fame—fasti Read how she does it

By Hattie Biison

AGLIMPSE into the personal history

of Lucille Bremer reveals a series

- of startling incidents indicative of

a wilful, stubborn tem|>erament. "But
I'm neither wilful nor stubborn," states

Lucille in her own defense. "I just get

hunches and play them for all they're

worth, especially if my big right toe is

tingling. That's a sure sign of good luck."

Her most spectacular hunches came
in bunches one evening last year at a
swank New York restaurant where she

entertained nightly as the glamorous
half of a ballroom dance team. "I was
about to go on, when I suddenly got a
feeling that this was The Night. The
orchestra played our entrance music
again and again while I dashed back to

my dressing room and changed into a
gown I had been saving for a special

event. During the number my partner

whispered, 'What's got into you tonight,

Fleety-Belle.'' You never danced like this

(Please turn to page 69)
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"They" say y<
can't get along

Hollywood by ac!

ing normal all tl

time! But Robe
Walker shows ho

it can be dov;

Canfield

Now In "Thirty Seconds C
Tokyo" wifh Van Johnson | ]

low) Bob Walker repeats i (

success of "See Here, ?n\ i

Hargrove" and "Since
Wenf Away." He's Hollywo
boy from now on. Facing iw

new exclusive home phc'
^
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1 k^OBERT WALKER bas the setup all wrong. In Holly-

U-m- wood, it's positively fatal to go around minding your

r| own business and staying home smoking a pipe and

|.reading things like "Storm Point" and "Miracle In The Rain"

jmd letting your dinner get cold while you look at a sunset,

t'ou see, Mr. Walker, you gotta have drama and dash and
polor to be a movie star, and you'll just never get along

icting so normal all the time!

I

I appraised Bob Walker over our roast beef and coffee. He
ilidn't look like a movie star—he looked like the boy next

Jljioor. And what with yelling "Hi, bub!" to this passerby and

I

fhat one without malice aforethought but just with undesign-
I Ing friendliness, there was something wonderfully wrong with

{jthe picture. Where was the famous old Hollywood caste

^
jjystem (stars don't speak to extras, you know) and where

"ll)ias the conceit, and the round table of yes-men.'* All notice-

y absent. Everyone knows you have to play it smart
«-ith the right people, be publicity-wise and hit all the gossip

JCcolumns, to be a success. Maybe vou just don't know, Mr.
^^Valker!

Take that time you were five. You stumbled on a couple

bf driuns down in the basement, whereupon you and your
older brother took a liking to drums. I mean, you see, to

do a good story we'd have to color it up a bit, let on like

S'ou fell in the drums, or something!

You go on with the drum business and you say you went

i
put and sold magazines and bought yourself a set of drums.

I Well, it ought to wind up that today you just can't stand

j

the sight of them. So when you say that today you play

j

the drums with recordings for relaxation, that's not true to

form. What I mean is that most people he in the sun at

CpPalm Springs for relaxation, or at least just lie in the sun.

They don't go around beating drums! So perhaps you'd

ktbetter soft-pedal that part, Mr. Walker. Not that I doubt

'Y'bnt that's exactly- how yon spend a weary Sumlay eve-

ning, but it's just not the kind of thing you go around
"fdoing when you're a star. It's not commercial. You could

^take baths in goat milk, you understand, and that would
be unusual too, but in a different way—then we could say
you were eccentric or sensational or good copy.

I asked when you had your first romance, your really

Serious one, and you said when j'ou were six. Really, Mr.
Walker, that's not what I meant!



r
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EDMUND O'BRIEN: "Well kid,

tomorrow's the last day of shooting

on 'Winged Victory,' and it's good-
bye now to Hollywood—how did you
feel, by the way, when you knew you
were coming back to Hollywood for the

picture?"

Ray MacDonald: "Glad. Glad to get

back here. Met Judy Garland the day
we got in and she asked me what I'd

missed most while I was away. Night
baseball, I told her, golf (I'm a golf nut)

,

the climate, the sight of the hills as the
sun goes down—yeah, glad! When I had
the mixed emotions was when I got my
orders to report to Moss Hart in New
York, for the Broadway show."

O'Brien: "I know. An assignment to

Broadway, in wartime—^kind of incon-

gruous."

MacDonald: "Not the kind of mis-

sion I'd imagined when I enlisted with
the Air Corps, directly after I finished

working with Judy in 'Presenting Lily

Gladys Hall listens in as Edmund
O'Brien and Ray MacDonald, two of

the"Winged Victory" boys, discuss the

picture and their plans for the future

26

Left and right above: Closeups of Sgt. Ed-

mund O'Brien and Cpl. Ray MacDonald. Right,

reading down, scenes front the filnrt version of

Moss Hart's AAF play, "Winged Victory":

Jeanne Grain and Cpl. Barry Nelson; Jane
Ball in a closeup with Pvt. Lon McCallister;

Jo Carrol Dennison and S/Sgt. Mark Daniels.

Mars' I was all hopped up about being

a pilot-combat, not cinema—took my
cadet training, washed out when exams
disclosed I am red-green color-blind—you
know, can't distinguish red from green

and vice versa. Washed me out clean,

that did, for since signals for planes

taking off and landing are red and green

—Red, Stay Up; Green, Come Down

—

it's a cinch to figure what the score

would be for me."
(Please turn to page 88)





WHEN Xavier Cugat released his

rhumbas (which seem to have a
most releasing effect on the al-

ready uninhibited hips of Hollywood) at
the newly decorated Giro's recently, the
most ogled young man in the entire room
was Van Johnson. Van, completely un-
aware of the excitement he was causing,
was beaming happily at a ringside table
with his pals, the Keenan Wynns. "Ogle"
means to look at fondly, and that's ex-

actly what the feminine guests were
doing to Van. Despite the fact that he
had some pretty stiff competition in that
opening night crush, including handsome
Johnny Payne, back from the wars, all

eyes were glued on Van. And you didn't

need a Dunninger to tell you that every
girl in the place was thinking how nice

it would be if Van Johnson would come
over to the table and ask her to dance.

She'd gladly toss her escort out on his

left ear.

When Van left Giro's at a nice conserv-

ative hour because he had to work the
next day, bedlam broke loose in the park-
ing lot. Seems that the sweater and skirt

brigade knew he was there that night

and they were waiting for theii" idol in

full force. The Voice never got a rush

more terrific than that, believe me. "He's
got freckles," one girl screamed, and
swooned on his fender. "He's cute,"

another cried rapturously, and shoved
one of our better glamor girls into a pot
of geraniums. On them she looked good.

This Johnson rush, I am reliably in-

formed, is nothing new. It goes on all the

time. Van has only to stick his head out
of a movie theater, a broadcasting station,

a restaurant, or a night club, and the

bobby socks swoop. It's getting so the

guy can't keep a handkerchief or a tie.

Why, he's crowding Alan Ladd and
Frank Sinatra right out of top place in

Hollywood.
Van's fan mail is jumping by leaps

and bounds. It has already surpassed

that of every other actor or actress on
the Metro lot. And mind you. that lot

has such nifties as Lana Turner, Judy
Garland, Gene Kelly and Glark Gable,

who aren't exactly goons. The UTiters

and publicity folk and the "just people"

who have been caught in the Johnson
rush say, as they nurse their bruised

shins, that the fans were never so enthu-

(Please turn to page 62)
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IN HER ELEGANT WORLD . .

.

A LADY OF ICE . .

.

IN HIS WORLD OF ADVENTURE

A WOMAN OF FIRE!

IN TECHNICOLOR
with

BASIL RATHBONE • NIGEL BRUCE

CECIL KELLAWAY • RALPH FORBES

B. G. DeSYLVA, Executive Producer

Bored and beautiful—weary

of the daH world she knew—

she foixnd happiness in the

arms of the bold brigand

who swept her away on the

wings of the wind for 24

reckless hours . . . From the

exciting novel by DAPHNE

("Rebecca") DU MaURIER . .

.

PARAMOUNT presents

Joan Tontixine

flf&irok Corbou

Scieen Play b» Jalbol lennings • From Ihe Novel by Daphne in Mauiiei

PRODUCTION

Directed by Mitchell Leisen



IS WHAT
i BELIEVE

Straight from the heart, and
in the spirit of the season,

this confession of faith by
a great star who is also, by
Hollywood or by any other

standards, afine human being t

1 BELIEVE in God. I believe in pray-

er. And in never taking anything for

granted.

I don't believe in taking good breaks

for granted, for if you do, you are lack-

ing in gratitude, and gratitude is a form
of continuing prayer. I do not believe

in taking bad breaks for granted, for if

you do, you may cease to fight for the

things you have it in you to accompUsh.
I do not believe that life should be

lived easily and softly. People are x^Tong

in craving the easy way. Orphaned at 4,

I had a harsh childhood. I do not regret

it. The pruning of a tree gives it strength;

just so standing up to harshness, not
bowing to it, strengthens a human being.

My greatest temptation is to do every-

thing I can for Dion, my adopted son.

Because of meager, hard childhood, I'd

like to make his easy. I would get

pleasure from giving to him. But I am
sure I would be depriving him of the

most important preparation for the prob-

lems he will face as an adult. How could

he develop a proper sense of values?



Stanwyck, hard and seri-

ous worker on the set,

can always find time to

make friends witfi the

crew. Far left, cutting

birthday cake while
Reggie Gardner, Dennis

Morgan look on. Scene

from Barbara's new
Warner Bros, picture,

"Christmas In Connecti-

cut."- Right, wUh George
Brent and, far right,

with director Bernardt.

So my greatest self-discipline is in resist-

ling the temptation to shower him with

gifts—oversupply his needs. But I know
that it is better for him to have a fine

sense of values later than the things it

would please me so much to give to him
now. I even limit the Christmas gifts he
may receive from my generous, warm-
hearted friends. He is allowed only five

ieach year, though I would have liked him
to have a hundred. He gets twenty-five

jtcents a week allowance, and is allowed

to earn anything he wants above his

necessities. To earn extra money, he
cleans the back yard or clips the hedge
or delivers newspapers, or works as pool

boy at a nearby hotel,

'jj
I think this is the American w^ay of life.

IPeople say, "Americans are lucky. They
jare spoiled. Everything is theirs with-

lout struggle."

, What do they mean by that? Since

America was settled by the Pilgrims,

Americans have worked hard for every-

Ijthing. Hard work with the prospect of

(rich reward has always been the Ameri-
'can way. But hard work comes first.

If any country was ever founded by
harder work, I don't know what country
it could possibly be. If any country was

l ever developed by halrder work, I don't

know what land that could be. America

i
was developed by blood, sweat and tears.

'And now in this war it is blood, sweat
and tears, which will keep America alive.

I am confused by man's cruelty to

man. I think it is ostrich-like to believe

. that because this is the biggest war the

I
world has ever had, we'll have the great-

est peace. The most we can hope for right

now is the longest peace. Until human
beings change, nations won't, and until

, they do, the fantastic practice of war
won't cease.

I believe in sentiment. I believe that

, men should not be afraid of it. I believe

I

that we should bring up our children so

j that they will not be afraid of showing

] honest sentiment. I do not believe that it

is wrong for a boy to cry, if . the circum-
stances warrant tears.

I have seen Skip (Dion) in tears. Twice
he cried out of sympathy for other
people. I was glad of those tears. If we
women raise sons who are callous over
the tragedies of others, we wilt breed

5 a race of men as contemptuous of senti-

ment as the Nazis. We know what Nazi
lack of sentiment did to the world.

{Please turn to page 70

)



She's got

a saucy swing

. . . and a ^

golden tone! ip.

mimkmmX. pictures, inc. presents

RANDOLPH scon • GYPSY ROSE LEE

DINAH SHORE • BOB BURNS
in

BELLE oi'i^EYUKON
Produced and Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER

CHARLES WINNINGER wiuiam Marshall
GUINN "BIG BOY" WILLIAMS • ROBERT ARMSTRONG
FLORENCE BATES Written for the screen by JAMES
EDWARD GRANT - Story by Houston Branch Music
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He'd have you believe he's a hard guy! Here's a

sharp pen impression of a rather fascinating fellow

ONCE LAIRD CREGAR was a
mountainous creature aged
twenty-seven who looked

forty-seven, who stood six feet three
inches tall, weighed three hundred
poujids, played devils and bullfight-

ers, cops and pirates for the screen,

and was working himself up to be a
younger and sassier man-who-came-
to-dinner. Then Cregar, whose very
few remaining friends call him Sam-
my, became the Man Who Went on
a Diet, and now his barbed ire is

strictly from hunger.
Cregar is bringing all his weight

to bear in his struggle against hu-
manity, and latest weighings-in at-

testing, he may yet come out top

man. To date, he's still a baby
bogey, his detractors insist, but he's

the most promising of the younger
crop since Orson Welles threw in

the towel and joined a circus.

He lives by the theory that nine

people out of ten are bores— and
he's not shy to point a finger at the

{Please turn to "page 76)

Barbara Berch From top down: befora-
and-after pictures of Laird
Cregar. *He reduced 100
lbs.! Left, lining up Faye
arlowe on set of "Hang-

Square," his latest.



RECENTLY, when Susie and I were having luncheon
with friends, the subject of mail received by actors

came under discussion. Susie, who is almost as inter-

ested in my fan letters as I am, said that one question

remained continuous, month after month. Literally thou-
sands of girls seem to want to know what feminine character-

istics most appeal to men.
So here goes Ladd, sticking his neck 'way out! I can't, of

course, speak for any other man on earth except myself,

because men are as different as women are, but at least I

can describe the specific attractions that I have admired in

the girls with whom I have worked in pictures.

In some respects, successful actresses share the same quali-

ties. Each of the girls I am going to mention is lovely to

look at; each has histrionic talent; each is a hard worker. I

might mention here that actresses work harder than actors

do. They have to be up around 5 or 5:30 in the morning
because of their hairdressing and wardrobe problems, and
they seldom get away from the studio until 7 or 8 in the
evening. An actor jumps up thirty minutes before he has
to be on the set, dresses, shaves, sometimes slaps on a pan-
cake makeup (although I, personally, don't wear any)—and
he's ready to go to work. When the last take of the day is

in the cans, he washes and he's ready for dinner. Lucky
break for the boys.

T have just finished my part in Paramount's "Two Years
Before The Mast," in which I worked with Esther Fernan-
dez. Esther is one of the most intelligent and loyal girls I

have met: I think a girl could benefit by trying to be like her.

I know that inteUigence in a woman is supposed to be a

detriment, but that is surely a {Please turn to page 66)





Constance Moore, above, who worked on her new picture up to

the last minute the day before Christnnas, did a brisk job of last

minute shopping. Amos and Andy, famed radio comics, below,

plan the festive day at home with their wives and children, and
recording the youngsters' wide-eyed reaction on movie film.





SURVIVES SEPARATION!

Says to Dora Albert

Scoop! Sweet singer of love songs tells you how her.own
romoiitic union with Jon Hall has weathered all storms



Jon and Frances play "Where to next?" on opposite page. Above, planning Rorida
home; unusual autograph for G.I. Right, viewing snapshots taken on her last USO trip.

IN THESE days when force of cir-

cumstances separates so many
couples who love one another,many

people have wondered whether those
couples will ever again be as happy as

they once were. They have asked
themselves, "Can love stand frequent

separations? Do time and distance

make people care less for each other?"
Every woman who has a husband

overseas wants to know the answer to

that question. Every man overseas

wonders whether the woman he loves

will feel the same way about him when
he comes back after a long absence.

One Hollywood marriage—that of

Frances Langford and Jon Hall—has

' Below, closeups of the Halls at home. Frances' proud husband has made a recording of every one

of her broadcasts! Right, her collection of souvenirs include Japanese flag, Luger and saber.

had to undergo every test, every trial

that can possibly conae to two people
who are separated from each other be-

cause of the war. This is the story of

what really happens when a Holly-

wood actress leaves her husband and
Hollywood for lengthy intervals on per-

sonal appearance tours and war effort

entertainment. And the true story

ought to prove to all married people

who love each other that love and mar-
riage are not Tiarmed by separation,

when those separations are necessary.

Frances, back in Hollywood just

after her recent trip to the Pacific, said

to me, "If people want to be happy,
(Please turn to page 6i)
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BEHIND the convulsive, perpetually

stricken facade of Eddie Bracken
beats the heart of a Solid Citizen.

Please don't allow yourself to be deceived

by his successful characterization of a
jerky jitterbug. Eddie knows just what
he's doing. The frightened eyes and hys-

terical behavior are merely shrewd busi-

ness assets. They mask a psyche as well-

adjusted as a banker's or a plumber's.

Although his movie roles would have you

believe that he belongs just this side of

a nut factory, Eddie is only playing on
your gullibility. Off the screen he is that

determined American specimen, a sober,

ambitious husband and father.

On his last trip to New York, Eddie
made that perfectly clear. He told me
that, with . his first struggles over and
with success staring happily at him, his

next plan was to become an actor-pro-

ducer.

^'It's only logical," he said. "The first

thing you do is realize your ambition.

I've been sure of what I wanted to be
from the time I was three, when I won
one of those 'cutest baby' contests in

Astoria. Since I walked on that stage

and got all that attention, I've known
that I had to become a performer. After

you've realized your ambition, the next

thing you want is money. I've been
doing pretty well in that respect lately.



By

Irving

Drake

He's no nut, no
jerky jitterbug,

but on oble, ont-

bitious citizen
wiiose coreer is

only just beginning

And then you strive for power. That's the

stage I'm at now."
Eddie grinned disarmingly. For a young

man still in his early twenties, his ambitious

drive was frightening. Yet, in spite of

what he was saying, I couldn't quite be-

lieve him. To all appearances a Dizzy
Kid type, I couldn't see him as a poten-

tial Simon Legree, holding a whip hand
over his terrified employees. He saw my
incredulous look and hastened to elabo-

rate on his theme.
"I've been in Hollywood for five years,"

he said, "and the only two pictures of

mine that I've liked were 'Miracle Of Mor-
gan's Creek' and 'Hail The Conquering
Hero.' The rest of them you can have

—

in spades. I'm very critical of my work
and think I know when I do a good job

and when I do a bad one. Before I'd

made those two Preston Sturges films,

Paramount had tried to give me funny
lines to say, I don't think it's a good idea

for me to tell jokes and perform gags in

pictures. I'm a character comedian who
gets laughs through situations and not

(Please turn to page 78 )

The happy young Brackens, at right, salute a

friend in gay, unstarrish gesture. Below: Eddie
in one of his favorite films—^two scenes from
"Hail The Conquering Hero." Next Brackens will

be: "Bring On The Girls" and "Out Of ThisWorld,"





Keye Luke, foremost Chin

1HAVE plenty of reasons to hate Hirohito. One of them is that

in spite of my Chinese parentage I am as American as ham
and eggs. It is not that I hate him personally (though it

would be easy to learn) , but I hate everything he stands for:

treachery, death, wanton destruction.

After Pearl Harbor, when half the world was up in arms
against the daik forces of the Axis, I, too, wanted to do some-
thing to help. But a physical handicap prevented me from wield-

ing a bayonet or a gun; as for knowing something useful like

welding or riveting, what I did not know would have filled a
couple of books. T\Tiat could I do to help?

At first glance my background looked pretty discouraging: it

included study and professional application of writing, music, and
commercial art. With the world in flames, all that seemed like

pretty idle pudding. Of course, you may remind me, I was also

an actor. I was often trjnng to remind myself and the studio

officials of that. I wanted to portray (Please turn to -page 84)

Keye Luke, distinguished porfrayer of Oriental

characters for MGM, is also an artist of note

—

see charming drawings, center and right at top of

page. Top left, Luke indulges in a modernized ver-

sion of an old, old dance with pretty Jean Porter.

ese aetor in Hollywood, soenl,. u:.
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IK HOME
Command Performance! Myrna
Loy returns in her originol role;

gives first "come-back" interview

OKAY, OKAY, Leo, will you please shut up! Myrna's back, and it's a good
thing, or maybe you'd break all the sound equipment out at Mugum. You
can quit roaring; as a matter of fact you can even settle down to a nice quiet

purr. You and those fans. Honestly! You'd think nothing of letting the "Thin
Man" series just die out. You'd drop dead on your paws before you accepted a
substitute for "Mrs. Thin Man." Of course, we can understand the fans' insistence

on a Command Performance. But you! You just want all the fun and stuff that

happens on the lot when Miss Loy comes to town. Such preparation. Signs all over

the place, "Welcome home, Minnie!" And, furthermore, I had a spy at MGM, and
it was personally reported to me that you spent all thAt morning washing your face

with your paws, instead of those fast licks with your tongue, even doing a hangup
job behind your ears. Like everyone else that day, you really outdid yourself.

Bill Powell came in from Palm Springs the night before so he would be on hand
when the train rolled in at the ungodly hour of 9:30 in the morning. He even took



V

her «9e!n: "Mr.
Mrs. Thin Man"
iam Powell and
Loy) w!fh famous

Asia, of course!

his friend and publicity representative home with him to

wake him up, since Bill intensely dislikes opening his baby-

blue eyes at the crack of dawn. And after wires and phone

calls from MGM to Myrna, in New York, then when she came
back at the great insistence of her fans, what did you say, Bill,

when you surprised her at the station?

"Minnie! To think you came all this way just to see me!"

And Myrna chortled, "Same old Bill!"

From there on out, it wa£ Myma's party.

For instance, there was the red carpet that was rolled out

in her honor. Frends, learning that she was to report to the

portrait gallery, arrived there early and decorated the studio

in regal style. A red carpet, strewn with crepe paper roses,

led to the door. Banners reading [Please turn to page 74) TKat capricious profile is back with us: the

screen's most enchanting matron twinkles again. 45





After a steady diet of box lunches Director Frank

Ryan, Deanna Durbin and David Bruce show there's

not much difference between the box and the lunch.

Deanna is not successful when she tries to get photographer
to snap Cameraman Woody Bredell instead. Can you
blame him for focusing on a piece of feminine pulchritude?



THAT
NEW
GIRL!

When you see Lauren Bacall

posite HumpKrey Bogart in "ft

Have And Have Not," you'll

want to know all about her;

Here's first, exclusive interview

WHEN Lauren, then Betty Bacall,

received a wire from Producer-
director Howard Hawks asking

her if she wanted a screen test, the tall,

wide - shouldered, sun-bleached blonde
bought a ticket for California. Rather
than wire a "yes" from New York, she
decided to make a personal appearance.
She'd been disappointed by stage pro-

j

ducers, and had decided, that movie pro-

Sensafional! She's th« tali new blonde who
makes you sit up and take notice as Bogart's

screen sweetheart in the Hemingway pic-

ture. Top right, facing page, Lauren with

Hoagy Carmichael and Walter Brennan.



ducers had the same trouble— absent-

mindedness.
It was raining cats and dogs when she

alighted at the Union Station in Los An-
geles. There was no mayor to greet her,

no band to serenade. She couldn't even

find a hotel room. She wound up in a
tiny hostelry out in Westwood, and tried

to get warm.
Lauren Bacall proved herself smart

when she raced westward rather than send

a wire saying she'd like a test. Evidence
lies in the fact that today, a year and a

half later, she has the lead opposite

Humphrey Bogart in one of Warner
Brothers' biggest pictures, "To Have And
Have Not."

It is characteristic of Lauren not to

(Please turn to page 67)

By

Barbara

Flanley
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iIKE TO ADAPT .

rO DO SO"

EVEN before the war limited the
sources of fashion, Ruth Ford,

currently appearing in "Wilsoji,"

found her liking for original clothes

could be realized only by designing

them herself. This talented actress

has taken materials at hand, coupled

some of them with materials from an-

tique shops and ornaments found in

out of the way places, conjured up
dramatic designs to suit particular

fabrics, and continues to find herself

with a wardrobe that is the envy of

all her friends.

Ironically enough, though Ruth
wears glasses and plays a slightly

spinsterish part in her latest film, in

private life she is one of Hollywood's
best dressed, one of the few women
who can carry exotic styles with the

correct flair. All of her clothes, from
lounging apparel to evening dress, re-

flect her originality. She has the keeb-
{Please turn to page 80)

RutRuth Ford, seen in the

20th" Century-Fox epic,

"Wilson," has an envi-

able reputation in Hol-

lywood for designing

her own clothes. Here,
Miss Ford models her

new black evening
gown, with long bod-
ice and draped skirt.

Miliiiiiiiimi

Exclusive photos by

Frank Powolny,

20th Century-Fox Studios

.»
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Early American Spice Trunk bo« filled with toilet

water, soap, bath salts ond talcum. Shulton.

ll

Samba, sweetly scented cologne and both talc in 'Merry Christmas" heart leads to gay holiday From Hollywood. Christmas cheer in compact^ , , ^. . , ^ , , , . - cheer in compact £k

'

!; prettily designed magenta ond rose bo«. Wrisley. packaged rouge, powder, and lipstick. Marvelous. box, pancake makeup, rouge, lipstick. Mo« Foctor. .U

Navigator manicure kit in leather of printed Greetings with duo for hands and face, cleansing For under tree or toe of stocking. Sofskm Cre

fabric with all nail groonning essentials. Cutex. cream and cake makeup with lanolin. Miner's. in starry Christmas dress, for hands and ski



"Angel Child' ,
in her arms a dram of fine per-

fume, for her background, cylinder of talc. Varva.

Choice all-in-one little kit for home manicures

3nd pedicures, packed in a colorful bo>. Softol.

A gift of time, a beautiful wrist watch set off

jn a lovely, rich, jewel-like bo«. Welsbro piece.

Gift ensemble of lipstick, rouge and cake makeup
ia a handsome black and white box. Don Juan.

\ sochets, scents ot April violets. Strand ot pearls, with subdued iridescence and A stocklng-ful for Christmas, lipstick, motchlng

«^|^ blended fragrance. Yardley. the texture of genuine Oriental pearls. Len^^re. rouge, dreamflower powder in pet shade. Pond's.

HOLIDAY

REMEMBRANCES

eUMOR and BEAUTY





JUST BEFORE she left for overseas,

Betty Hutton returned Mervyn
Leroy's signet ring—given to her for

good luck when she went out on her recent

vaudeville tour. Just in case her voice

gives out, she took along a recording of

herself singing "Murder." She carted
along records of other recorded songs of

hers to give the boys, also 5,000 photo-

graphs to sign and give away. She would
have taken more but they wouldn't allow

her any more weight for luggage. She's

still in the South Pacific area, giving out

with jive for servicemen.

WHEN BOB HOPE returned from his

latest USO trip, he had a real sur-

prise waiting for him. His beautiful wife,

Dolores, met him at the airport, looking

like a new person. Pounds thinner, a very

becoming hair-do, and in an Adrian model,

Dolores looked more wonderful than any
of Bob's leading ladies. Bob took one look,

gulped and cracked, "Say, Dolores, how
would you like to go into pictures.^"

THEY HAVEN'T made the night clubs

(yet) , therefore Hollywood doesn't

know that Joan Fontaine and Robert
Cummings have been seeing each other.

And nice dating it is, too. Right now the

Cummings brand of naturalness and
humor should get better results than all

the doctors' prescriptions. As soon as a

decision is made in his long drawn out

suit with Universal, Mary Pickford wants
to sign him up to a three-year contract

—at a very nice salary. 'J'hen it won't l>e

long before movie-goers c;an take a^l van-

tage of hLs "special medicine."

JUDY GARLAND and Bob Walker
care enough to work together all day

long and have dates four times a week.
Unlike her cinema sisters Judy likes 'em
serious. Bob is that, most of the time.

But, the inimitable Judy, with her charm
and gaiety, has enough for both.

UNLESS there's a hitch, those we<lding

bells should be ringing for Veronica

Lake and "Bundy" de Toth. (Andre in

Hungarian is "Bundy," hence the nick-

name.) It will be a small wedding, in a

church and in Hollywood. Designer Edith
Head is making Ronnie's wedding outfit.

"Bundy" gave her some vivid Chinese
silk pajamas, as a first trousseau present.

r >eaa\n9 Gloria ^^jone

Greer-. ^^'Vnna RomoV' G\oria



WHEN a gal takes

56

up navigation for

a guy, it must be you
know what! June AUyson is

the gal who is cramming
'that pretty head of hers for

boy-friend Dick Powell. Recently
Dick bought the Santanna from Ray

Milland, who bought it from George Brent.
Dick and June go sailing on Sundays and it's all wonder-
ful except June can't understand Dick's nautical (but

nice) talk.

BOB HOPE arrived at a Hollywood party, almost an
hour late. "Terribly sorry, terribly sorry," he

apologized quickly to the host and hostess, who hap-
pened to be Robert Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck.
"I was playing poker with the butcher," continued Bob.
"But what were you playing poker with the butcher
for?" exclaimed Barbara. "For small steaks!" cried Bob.
Then he fell at Barbara's feet in a swoon of appreciation,

because she had given him the right cue line.

JEANNE GRAIN, 20th Century's lovely new starlet,

has a special clause in her contract. Very special.

Jeanne is the proud possessor of one of the most beauti-

ful heads of hair in Hollywood. Her contract protects

it from ever being cut or dyed. Jeanne also has it heavily
insured. At a recent Elsa Maxwell party, two local

wolves (whose initials are E. F. and B. C.) took one
look at Jeanne, threw back their heads in front of every-

one—and howled!

BRENDA MARSHALL is another actress who won't
mind putting her makeup kit away in mothballs,

once the war is won. Brenda just received her release

from 20th Gentury and plans to free-lance until husband
Bill Holden is home for good. Then she plans to sj^y at

home and raise a larger family, doing a picture now and
then when a good part comes along.

AGOLD cigarette lighter, worn on a chain around
her neck, is owned by Faye Emerson. It was sent

by an "eastern" admirer. Just the mention of his name
makes Faye's eyes light up. The lighter is to keep them
company.

THE FILMING of "The Lost Weekend" is quite an
experience in Ray Milland's life. To get a gaunt and

haggard look, producers Brackett and Wilder put Ray
on a strict diet. He had to remain unshaven. For the

New York scenes at Bellevue Hospital, they hid the

camera in packing cases on a huge moving truck. Ray,
running down the driveway to escape, was stopped by
a real cop who thought it was the real thing. Just

playing the role of the dipsomaniac is making one cock-

tail awfully hard for Ray to take.

GERALDINE FITZGERALD with a new sylphlike

figure is the talk of Holl.ywood. Since "Wilson" she
has every studio trying to borrow her. For over a year
Geraldine couldn't get a job. In the meantime, she de-

cided to take off weight. It's changed her entire person-

ality to such an extent, a new career has opened up
for her.

IF GREER GARSON could have suddenly walked
in on Sonny Tufts at Alan Ladd's party, she would

have received the surprise of her life. Sonny, who is the

life of every party, has a terrific "Mrs. Miniver" routine.

He acts out the entire picture himself, a one-man pro-

duction, as it were.

DO YOU want to help cast a picture? Columbia
Studios is searching frantically for a young star

who can sing, dance, and do a wonderful impersonation

of Al Jolson. The name of the picture, "The Life of Al
Jolson." Weston East's personal nomination was going

to Gene Kelly, until Gene was ordered to report for

Army duty.

DENNIS MORGAN and his wife, Lillian, went to

look at a house for sale. "Oh, Dennis!" cried

Lillian. "We must buy it. What a beautiful garden for

Kristen to be married in!" P.S. Kristen is six!

WHEN you see "From Pillar to Post," you're going to

get your first screen gander at the new knee-length

nightgown" Ida Lupino wears it and thinks it's wonderful

—except for one thing. Her legs get cold. For the scenes

in bed, Ida wears long woolen stockings. But she has to

kick them off when the action calls for her to walk across

the room and turn on the radio. BiU Prince, Ida's handsome

leading man, refers to her as "Legs Lupino."

FRANCES ROSE SHORE and George Letz have

legally changed their names to Dinah Shore and George



Montgomery. One of the most unkind rumors in years,

at Dinah's expense, is said to have been started by
another singer. As Mrs. George Montgomery, Dinah
is so happy she refuses to allow even vicious gossip to

cloud her horizon. Smart girl, that one.

FRED ALLEN, making "It's In The Bag," com-
pares working with Robert Benchley to Jack Benny.

"Benchley doesn't wear a hair-piece," cracks Fred, "so
there isn't so much to worry about. It's nice to have a
leading man they don't have to assemble!" (P.S., The
Aliens and the Bennys are inseparable in Hollywo<xl.)

THEIR second baby, expected by the Jack Carsons
this winter, is going to be called Jacqueline—if it is

a girl. After daddy, of course. If it's a boy they'll have
to do some fast thinking. They already have a son.
Jack, Jr., and their order to the stork specifically states
that they must have a daughter.

JOHNNY MILES, six feet two, just twenty-one with
a pair of blue eyes that look like headlights on a

racing car, has fallen for Joan Leslie. Johnny's under
contract to Warner Bros., so he gets to see Joan every
day. Finally he got a date with her on a Saturday night.

They went to Grauman's Chinese Theater but had to
stand in line so long he had to take her home before
they got to see the picture! Johnny used to play base-
ball before a knee injury took him out of the Army and
turned him into a movie star.

OVERHEARD by George Murphy in the Holl^-wood
Brown Derby: First waiter to second waiter:

"Things must be getting much better. The customers
are beginning to talk back!"

GREER GARSON now has Garbo's old dressing
room. When the Swedish siren had it, she never

liked to answer her phone. So they hooked up a buzzer
direct from the set. Whenever they needed her they just

buzzed. Every time they moved to a new set, it meant
setting up the buzzer system all over again. Greer
wanted to continue using it. No one dared say no. One
day when she wasn't working, her director, Tay
Garnett, slipped into her dressing room and replaced

the buzzer with a cow beU. Greer almost went out the
window the first time she heard it. At first she wasn't
too pleased. But her sense of humor finally got the best
of her and she roared along with the rest.

ESTHER WILLIAMS and Frances Rafferty are

rabid Sinatra fans. When they went to one of his

broadcasts, they dreamed themselves up in black satin,

silver fox and pearls. They sat right in the center of the

very front row—very conspicuous in Frankie's bobby
SOX world. When he started to sing, they forgot they
were dignified ladies of the cinema and took to swoon-
ing, too.

IT TOOK only one weekend at Victorville to bring

romance into Angela Lansbury's life. The young
English refugee, who scored such a hit in "Gaslight"

with Boyer and Bergman, met up with Bob Abbot,
wealthy and attractive ranch owner. Bob, who was
once on the verge of marrying Margaret Lindsay, has
fallen too. Every week he sends Angela a huge basket

of butter and eggs. He's a butter and egg man in more
than one sense of the word!

FOR A RAIN sequence they put rubber boots on
"Lassie" to keep her precious feet from getting wet.

A Hollywood wit you all know and love now refers to

the famous canine star as "Greer Garsou with Fur!"

THERE won't be any griping for a long time to come
from Spencer Tracy. The MGM star returned from

a two-weeks trip to Hawaii, where he visited 13 Arm%'
and Navy hospitals in 13 days. The courage displayed

by the wounded men made a terrific impression. It's

almost like a religion with Spence. he was so impresse<l.

He came back loaded with messages to wives and
sweethearts of the boys he saw. Rest assured they will

be delivered, many of them in person.





Betty Field's gown gets a last minute going-
over by the efficient wardrobe departnnent.

Lester Cowan's "Tomorrow The World" gives Betty Field a sym-

pathetic part and Fredric March a modern role—for a change.

Are You The Girl He Wants To Come Home To?

Continued from page 20

to draw up a completely new set of con-

clusions which, summed up briefly, says

the pin-up girl is here to stay.

"Being over there, though," she said,

"has given me a different slant on the
pin-up situation. There's nothing senti-

mental cooked up with it at all. The boys
pin our pictures on the wall and put the

ones of their own girls under their pil-

lows. We Hollywood girls can't hope to

compete with the ones they left behind.

We're completely a thing apart from
reality, just as we were when they were
home.

"Sure, they think of us as glamor girls

the way they always have. But any
romance connected with our pictures is

purely sjmthetic. They like to look at us

and remember the movies we've been in,

but it's the girl who sat beside them as

they saw those movies who really makes
their hearts go wobbly as they remember.
Maybe you can describe us as one of the

symbols of home, of going to the movies
on Wednesday and Saturday nights, but
you can take my word for it they're

every bit as sentimental about the choco-

late soda they had afterwards at the

corner drug store.

"Glamor is all right in its place, but it

stays definitely in its own little niche,

and that niche isn't in a man's heart.

The average man isn't unduly concerned

about the looks of the girl he's interested

in. Glamor impresses, but it doesn't last.

The girl he wants is the downright home
type. And I ought to know. I've listened

enough to the bovs talk about them.

Leslie Fenton, who has been directing pictures

in England, steps in with final instructions.

SIcippy Homeier, as the Nazi-minded youth, de-

serves the slap he gets from Betty in the film.

A touch of the comb to an already perfect

hair-do, and Betty is ready for the cameras.
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"Since they've been away they've come
to appreciate that girl, the typical Amer-
ican girl, more than ever. Right now,
they're idealizing her so much that it's

going to be difficult for the girls to fit

into those exalted pictures their boys
have dreamed up.

"There's another yardstick the girls

will have to measure up to when their

boys come home again, and that's the

one our American nurses and Red Cross
workers have so unconsciously provided.

Our boys can't praise those women
enough, for their unstinting efforts in

their behalf. I've seen those girls myself
and talked to them, girls who don't stop

at any hardship in line of duty, girls

who tote their own load, and more, with-

out beefing.

"They've made the little selfish, de-

manding doll a thing of the past as far

as the boys are concerned. The poor
sport will seem pretty small fry after the

selfless devotion shown by women at the

fighting front. Excessive vanity will be
out, too. The boys won't think those

little feminine foibles the cute tricks

they used to before, and any girl who
takes up a good part of her date with a

returned serviceman combing her hair

and fixing her face will certainly suffer

by comparison to the women in uniform.

"For instance, I was so impressed by
those girls I met on my trip I wanted to

send them something, just to show in a

very small way the things I felt about
them. But when I suggested stockings

or lipsticks or powder, they refused to a
woman.

" 'No, please don't bother with any-
thing like that,' they begged. Can you
imagine how long a pair of stockings

would last out here? And makeup doesn't

mean a thing. The heat melts it off our
faces even before we've finished putting

it on. But if you could send us some
canned mince meat and prepared flour

to make into pie crusts, we'd bless you
forever. It would be so marvelous to be
able to make the boys pies for Christ-

mas dinner and with shipping space out

here being at the premium it is, it's im-
possible to get hold of any luxuries

like that.'

'Some of the girls back home who
used to rely on little feminine wiles to

intrigue the boys should remember things
like that if they're tempted to go back
to the old-fashioned, clinging ways that

they could get away with before men
realized there were other types of women
in the world. Not that the boys won't
like a few frills and bits of lace as much
as they ever did, not that a pretty face

and figure won't go over just as big. But
fundamentally they're looking for char-

acter in a girl, and the women they've

seen in the long months they've been
away have set an awfully high mark for

the girls at home to shoot at."

If ever a girl is entitled to talk about
good sportsmanship, that girl is Ann
Sheridan. With the other members of

her unit, Ben Blue, Jackie Miles, Mary
Landa and Ruth Denas, she gave fifty

jperformances in a show that ran an hour
and a half, not counting the impromptu
entertainment they gave on their many
hospital visits. In Karachi, India, they
were caught in a ^-day monsoon; in

China they went through with their show
in a driving rain storm, their only cover

the huge tarpaulin a platoon of GI's in-

sisted on holding over their heads. AH
of which wasn't exactly fare for the

chicken-hearted.

But all of this was nothing compared
to the ribbing Ann had to take from
Ben Blue every time she appeared on a
stage with him. And Ann not only took

it, she loved it.

"Of course I was a stooge," she laughed.

"What else can you be with a guy like

Blue? He makes up gags as he goes

along, and when you feel he's reached

the limit he'll top it with one even more
devastating.

" 'I'm a great admirer of yours,' he'd

say with one of those leers of his. 'I

have been ever since I was three and
my mother took me to see you in The
Covered Wagon.'

" 'But I never played in The Covered
Wagon,' 'I'd say and he'd come back
with, 'Oh, so you had the top down.'

"Or, he'd look me up and down with
a disparaging glance and say: 'You look
like an old bat. Did you ever play 3rd
base for the Yanks?' And then before I

could get my breath: 'Did you ever
shovel coal on the B and O? Did you
ever shovel? Did you ever have BO?'

"Sometimes he'd follow up with: 'Say,

I liked you in that picture 'Withering
Tights.' And when I told him the pic-

ture was 'Wuthering Heights' and that
I hadn't been in it he'd glance at my
legs and say, "Hmmmm! Well, it's

not a bad idea.'

"I used to steel myself for anything
every time I got out on the stage with
him. But it didn't help. He always man-
aged to throw me completely.' And how
the boys loved it, and how we loved see-

ing them laugh. There was only one
thing they liked better than laughing
and that was real honest to goodness
sentimentality.

"At the end of the show I used to sing

'I'll Be Seeing You' and follow it with a
tear-jerking patter that was so drooling

with hearts and flowers it almost used
to make me cringe when I did it. But
they ate it up, those guys, who would
have hooted me off the stage back home
if I'd ever attempted anything half as

corny. They were so quiet you could

have heard a pin drop as I sang it.

"I'll never forget the night we gave a
performance, just off the Ledo Road in

Burma. There was a natural amphithe-
ater, vaguely reminiscent of the Holly-

wood Bowl right there in the middle of

the jungle, a wonderful place to give a
show. It was at the bottom of a hill so

steep that the jeeps that crawled up the

narrow path cut through the dense trees

looked as if they were climbing up a
wafl and our hearts used to pop into our
mouths when they came down again, for

there wasn't room to turn and they had
to come down backwards.
"The stage was lit up with headlights

Last-minute conference before the cameras

roll. On Hedy that 1890 gown looks good.
Hedy Lamarr, surrounded by male admirers. Carl Esmond, George Brent and Albert

Dekker in scene still from RKO's "Experiment Perilous," a psychological mystery.
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the boys had taken from jeeps and
strung up for us. It was a warm, still

night and nothing had ever struck me
as lovely as that steep hill absolutely

covered with thousands of tiny, shifting

lights. I thought they were fireflies at

first, then suddenly I noticed they were
cigarettes and saw that men were sitting

in every one of those trees clear up to

the top of the hill. It was just about the

most impressive thing I'd ever seen.

"That was one of the highlights of our

trip. Meeting Jackie Coogan was an-

other. He did a great job, that kid, and
he was awfully popular with the other

men. They were the ones who told me
they'd never expected Jackie to come
back from that glider landing for the

Japs were firing on him as he landed.

"It was fun meeting Melvyn Douglas,

Captain Douglas now, in China—and we
all got a kick out of it when he accom-
panied us as Special Service Officer. And
no fan was more tongue-tied than I

when we met General Stilwell and Gen-
eral Chenault. That was something!

They both have a grand sense of humor
and Stilwell insisted on showing us some
caricatures an artist on another USO
tour had made of him. No caricatures

are exactly flattering and tl ese were
nothing short of libel but he was mad
about them.

"There were other highlights, too. See-
ing Casablanca and recognizing it from
the picture. It was so true to Hollywood
we were expecting Bogy to pop out from
every cafe we passed. But the movies
hadn't done right by the Casbah. which
we insisted on visiting when we were in

Algiers. Mary Landa took one look at
the women and decided Hedy La Marr
had been vastly overdressed for the part.
And we didn't meet any Charles Boyers,
either.

"We got a terriffic jolt out of seeing
the beautiful Taj Mahal but the most
fascinating places of all were those that
had been just taken from the enemy.
The bomb craters and other evidences
of battle left us goggle-eyed and droopy-
jawed and we felt like taking our hats
ofi" to every GI we saw."

Well, all we can say to that, .\nn, is

that if we civilians are any criterion,

we're pretty sure that those boys felt

like taking their hats oft" to you, too.

For that's the kind of girl i/oti are, the
sort those kids would like to come
home to.
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What Is The Secret of Van Johnson's Appeal?
Continued from page 28

siastic about anyone before. And never
so plentiful. Like amoebas they seem to

split and multiply whenever Van appears.

Now what is all the shouting about?
Why all the pushing and shoving? Van
certainly isn't as handsome as Robert
TayJor, or as rugged as Clark Gable.
He hasn't got Jon Hall's physique, or

Frank Sinatra's voice, or Gary Grant's
cleft in his chin. He isn't a Turk like

Turhan Bey, and he isn't a wolf like

Errol Flynn. Why is the feminine popu-
lation not only of Hollywood but of

America nuts about him? Why Van?
Why not some other actor? What is the

secret of Van Johnson's appeal?
The girls in Hollywood who know Van

best are the girls who have made pictures

with him. An actress always knows more
about the young man who is playing

opposite her than his own mother, sister,

cook and sweetheart put together. (If

they have a kind word to say of him,
brother, you can believe it) . So I

decided to ask three of the attractive

actresses Van has played with in pic-

tures what they thought was the secret

of his great appeal. Maybe you'U agree
with them, and maybe you won't.

It was in the Irene Dunne-Spencer
Tracy starring picture, "A Guy Named
Joe," that Van got his first really impor-
tant part. I ran down Irene on the
Columbia lot where she is co-starring

with Charles Boyer in "Together Again."
I found Irene in her slip, which is not the
usual way you find Irene.

"I've just been mistaken for a strip

teaser," explained Irene. And when I

looked utterly incredulous she further

explained that the scene called for her
to be standing in the ladies room of a
New York restaurant in her slip. It

seems that Charles Boyer, the oaf, had
spilled wine on her, and she was standing
there nonchalantly while the l.r. attend-
ant cleaned her dress. The police decided
to raid the place at that inopportune
moment and seeing her there so scantily.

and draftily, attired mistook her for the

strip tease dancer in the floor show, and
hauled her off to jail.

While they were arranging for a retake

of the raid Irene settled down in her

dressing room, and I popped my question

about Van.
"Van," she said, "doesn't appeal only

to the bobby socks. He appeals to men
and women, young . and old. He has

charm for the older women who would
like to have him for their son, and charm
for the young girls who would like to

have him for their sweetheart. The
secret of his appeal, I think, is that he is

the typical American boy—young, whole-

some, with a sense of humor.
"I found Van to be one of the most

delightful actors I have ever worked
with. He was enthusiastic, sincere, and
above all, eager to learn. He would
often ask Spencer, or me, to advise him
about certain scenes, and how we thought
he should play them. And he was always
so appreciative of any help we might give

him. Unlike so many beginners he wasn't

a know-it-all. He was more than willing

to listen to the director and the more
experienced players on the set.

"Van will have much the same appeal

as a man of forty as he has today. And
I am certain that he will sustain the

popularity which is his now."
Well, the assistant director stuck his

head in the door and said they were ready
to raid again, so I left Toots La Dunne
to the mercy of the police.

June AUyson I found looking very
smart in a white robe and a blue polka

dot scarf. She was having her breakfast

coffee in her apartment on Wilshire

Boulevard. June had just finished "Music
For Millions," in which she does a fine

bit of emoting, and was leaving that

afternoon for a well-deserved weekend
rest. Soldiers and sailors in the South
Pacific, and in France, write that they
are seeing "Two Girls And A Sailor"

over and over again, sometimes as many

as seven times, in preference to seeing

any of the other films Hollywood is send-
ing them. And they aren't the only ones
who seem to be enjoying that picture.

People on the home front seem to be
doing right well by it too. Repeaters at

the box office are no novelty.

"I first met Van in New York in 1941,"

said -June, delighted to talk about Van.
(One of her boy friends who accompanied
her to the "Something For The Boys"
broadcast recently and endeavored to

steer her through the clamoring fans

calls her ' "the female Van Johnson.")
"He. was Gene Kelly's understudy in

'Pal Joey' and I was understudying Betty
Hutton in 'Panama Hattie.' Besides

understudying Gene, Van danced in the
chorus and had various bits to do in the
show. I caught the show at a matinee,
and I must have the blood of an agent in

my veins because right away I said to the

girl who was with me, 'See that boy with
the freckles? He has personality plus.

I haven't the slighest idea who he is, but

I bet you he will go places. He looks so

clean and fresh and American. But he's

probably terribly conceited.'

"I met Van several weeks later at a

party at a friend's apartment. And to

my surprise he wasn't conceited at all. I

had never met a boy as sweet and whole-

some as Van. And he's just the same
today as he was then. I guess that's the

secret of his appeal. We got off in a

corner together that first evening and
formed sort of a mutual admiration

society. He had seen me in the chorus

of 'Panama Hattie' and he encouraged
me by saying, 'You can't miss, June, you
have talent. You'll get a break, believe

me. Don't get discouraged.' And I'd say,

'Van, you're the best thing in the show.

Why Hollywood isn't screaming for you
I'm sure I don't know.' And we weren't

kidding. We truly believed in each other.

No one else thought we were any good.

But we did."

June poured more coffee for us. Told

Columbia. Here she goes through the motions of a native dance with Aggie Auld.
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A torrid love scene to match the climate is enacted by David O'Brien and Jinx

Falkenburg, while the Four Vagabonds, as the crew of the native canoe, look on.

one of her boy friends she'd call him
later. That AUyson phone! Surely works
overtime.

"Van and I never had any dates in

New York," she continued. "We were
both too busy, I guess. When I read that

he had been given a Hollywood contract
I was very happy for him. I didn't see

him for several years. Not even after I

came to Hollywood late in 1942. Then
one day the studio told me they wanted
me to make a test for the part of Patsy
in 'Two Girls And A Sailor' and that I

was to report at a certain time to a
certain sound stage. When I got there I

saw Van Johnson sitting on a bench in a
sailor suit. My first thought was that he
had enlisted in the Navy, and then I

remembered about his terrible automo-
bile accident. 'Van,' I shouted, making
with the big hug, 'what are you doing
here.'' I'm supposed to be testing on
this stage.'

" 'And I'm testing with you,' said

Van, and right away we revived the old

mutual admiration society. I told Van
that this was my first important part

in a picture, that I had only done
specialty bits before, and I was so eager

to make a good test that it hurt way
down in the pit of my stomach. 'June,

you can't miss,' he assured me. All during

the test he'd wink at me every now and
then, and I knew that meant, 'Don't

worry, you're doing fine.' Van was so

sweet all through that test, and later

all through the picture.

"Van is just like he was that first

night I met him in New York. Except
that he is quieter, more serious. And he
looks exactly the same as he did when
I picked him out in 'Pal Joey'—the same
grin, same freckles, same blond hair,

same clean, wholesome American boy.

"I have had quite a few dates with

Van since we finished the picture. He's

great fun to be with. Sometimes we go
to a night club to dance. Van likes to

dance, and sometimes we just sit here in

my apartment and discuss our careers

and the great problems of life. We get

very profound," June added with a
giggle, "but I am sure we haven't hit

upon anything new.
"Van is wonderful to talk to. When

you talk to him you know that he is

listening to every word you say, and you
talk from your heart. He's that kind of

a person. And when you're talking to

him in a scene on a crowded stage it's

just as if you were talking to him in

your own home. He always listens to you.

It's amazing. I've never before seen an
actor who listens to you while you're

playing in a scene!

"When you go to a night club with

Van he is the perfect gentleman. He is

always quiet and reserved, never does

anything that might attract attention

to you or himself in any way. And thank
heavens, he is not a table hopper. You
don't find yourself suddenly sitting all

alone with your consomme while your
date drops in on all the neighboring

tables for a friendly chat. This has hap-

pened to me several times, but never with

Van. Van likes to rhumba, and so do I,

so when we go to a night club we usually

pick one where there is a good rhumba
orchestra. Van is an excellent dancer—

I

just won't mention," she added with a

laugh, "that the last time he took me to

Mocambo he danced a bow right off my
right slipper."

At present Van is co-starring with the

very easy-to-look-at Esther Williams in

"Thrill Of A Romance." (Van joined the

galaxy of Metro stars with his role of

Lt. Ted Lawson in the soon to be released

"Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo.") Esther,

who swam her way into Hollywood, has
had cinema woo pitched at her only by
Mickey Rooney (in a couple of "Andy
Hardys,") and by comedian Red Skelton
in "Bathing Beauty," so a romantic
young man like Van Johnson to make
love to her must be a treat indeed. And
I must say Esther looked very happy as

she waited on the sidelines to do a love

scene with the idol of millions of Ameri-
can womanhood.
"The one big quality that has made

Van so popular with his fans is his

naturalness," Esther said in answer to

my question. "Van, I have noticed
working with him in this picture, is

completely natural in all his scenes.

There is no straining for a personality

effect. And he's the,same person oft' the

screen as he is on.

"I've learned a great deal from Van,
probably more from him than from any
other actor or actress with whom I have
appeared. He's shown me, for instance,

how to show on my face what I'm think-

ing, without a lot of false gestures. This
is one of Van's foremost traits of acting

—this conveying what he is thinking
during a scene.

"No popularity is more deserved than
Van's. He earned his stardom by hard
work, constant plugging, and consistent

good acting. And success hasn't made
him lose his sense of humor. It's been a

great opportunity to work with him. .\iul

it's been fun too."

Well, the next time I get caught in a

Van Johnson crush, I shall look around
cautiously. Wouldn't surprise me in the

least to find the Misses Dunne, Ailyson

and Williams right in there witii the

bobby socks.
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The new cherry blonde at 20th Century-Fox, Vivian Blaine, next bewitches in "Nob Hill."

My Marriage Survives Separation!

Continued from page 39

they can be happy, even though they

are separated. I don't think separations,

if necessary, ever harm a marriage. If

the separations are unnecessary, that's

different. If anybody has to take a

vacation from marriage, he'd better do
something about it. I do not beheve in

separate vacations for two people who are

married. When you love someone, you
don't want to spend your vacations

apart from him.

"But if there is a good reason for a
separation, like some imperative war

necessity, then time and distance cannot

hurt your love. Of course, I don't like

being separated from Jon, but he under-

stands the way I feel about going on these

long trips to entertain the servicemen."

Frances looked up at me directly and
earnestly. We were sitting at the Brown
Derby, and a waitress hovered solicit-

ously about our table. It turned out

that she wanted Frances' autograph. It

seemed as if the world wanted that

autograph. Our table was besieged by
servicemen, who came up to Frances to

tell her how much they thought of her,

and to beg her to scrawl her name for

them. One boy shyly said, "Will you
sign my best girl's picture?" So Frances
did. In an aside, the young soldier

whispered to me, "Gee, it's wonderful
meeting Frances, but I don't know how
to act."

Frances herself looked as beautiful as

ever, even more so. For a change her
blonde hair was piled high on her head
in an upswept bob. (She usually wears
it down, to please the servicemen.) Her
eyes were as clear as ever, and yet there

was a faint sadness in them, telling a
silent story of the strain she had been
undergoing on her last trip away from
Jon.

"This last separation," she said, "was
in a way different from all the others."

I knew what she meant. For this last

separation had been the acid test of the
devotion between Frances and Jon. Ever
since Frances started entertaining service-

men, reporters have besieged both her
and Jon to ask them, "What do these

separations mean? Are you going to get

a divorce?"

The question always infuriated Fran-
ces. Because her love for Jon has never
wavered. Between them, there has al-

ways existed a perfect understanding.

"There is a stubborn streak in me
which has made me feel that entertain-

ing servicemen was the right thing for

me to do," said Frances. "Jon saw how
much it meant to me to go on these

tours, and so he agreed to let me do
what I thought right.

"At first, Jon was unhappy to see me
go. He feared for my safety; and hated
the thought of our being separated. You
see, for the first three years of our mar-
riage we had never been separated for a
single day. Jonny and I idolize each
other; and we spent all our free time
together. If it had not been for the war,
Jonny and I would still not have been
separated for a single day. But Bob Hope
got the idea of entertaining servicemen in

different camps in the United States.

He wanted me to go with him. 'They're

used to hearing you on the radio, Fran-
ces,' he said, 'and the show won't seem
right or complete to them without you.'

"Well, Jonny and I would be separated

only for a day or two at a time. I asked
Jonny about it. Reluctantly, he gave his

consent. He felt it would be unpatriotic

to say 'no' to me. But both of us recog-

nized that the separation would be the
first break in our companionship.
"Then came Pearl Harbor, and we

were really at war. Now Bob Hope got

another idea. It was not enough to enter-

tain men in this country; he felt we
should entertain those overseas. Again
he wanted me to come along. But that

would mean that Jon and I would be
separated for weeks—perhaps months at

a time. Besides, my mother and Jonny
felt it was dangerous for me to go over-

seas. Jonny would take any risk for him-

self—but he was afraid for me.
" 'Jonny,' I said, 'I know I am going to

come through this all right. My hunches
have never failed me yet; and I have a

hunch I shall come through this trip

without a scratch.'

"And so Jonny, somewhat against his

will, was persuaded. He found I was
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right. Although we were in great danger
. sometimes, we always escaped unharmed.

So gradually, Jonny came more and more
to believe me, when I would say, before

starting on a trip, 'None of us will be
hurt, Jonny. I know it.'

"I knew, too, that our marriage would
not be harmed by our separations. Jonny
and I both knew that they were as much
a part of the war as when a serviceman
goes overseas. And I knew too, that his

was a worse job than mine—waiting,

hoping, praying, beset by fears for my
safety—while I had all the excitement of

the trips and the knowledge we were

j

really cheering those soldiers up.

I

"At first there were stupid rumors to

the effect that we were breaking up and
that our marriage could not survive so

much separation. Once in New York,
Walter Winchell, the columnist, asked me
at the Stork Club, 'Frances, once and for

all, what is the purpose of these separa-

tions? Are you and Jonny going to stay

married?'

"We were hurt in the beginning when
people misunderstood. But our love was

' stronger than our hurt. We had complete
and implicit faith in one another."

When Frances was in the South Pa-
cific on her recent trip, that faith under-

went its greatest and severest test.

Because of an unfortunate set of circum-

stances, that separation was given a

terrific blast of publicity in the news-
papers. It has always been understood
between Frances and Jon that when they
are separated, neither of them can pos-

sibly live like a hermit. Jon knows that

Frances likes to dance, and when she's

overseas, he expects her to dance and
dine with other people. Frances doesn't

expect Jon to shut himself up at home
and go nowhere.

Jon hadn't heard from Frances for

several days (her letters had been de-

layed) and he was terribly worried about
her. And so, feeling blue, he went to a

party. And there was a fight. You've
read about that in the newspapers.

The radio carried the news to the

islands of the South Pacific. ^Vhen Fran-

ces flew into Guadalcanal in a P-38, the

news had preceded her. A newspaperman
there said to her, "I suppose you've heard

about the fight your husband was in. His
face was all cut up. He'll never be able

to act again."

Frances said, "I don't believe it. I'm
not going to worry about anything I

don't believe."

But wherever she went on the island

after that, people told her fantastic

stories of what happened.
"There is no room for jealousy," she

told me, "in a marriage in which two
people love each other. If love is one-

sided, then there is an excuse for jealousy.

Otherwise, it is just stupid. But I was
worried about the reports that Jon had
been injured."

Then came a cable from Jon, "Darling,

for heaven's sake don't believe the ugly

rumors. I wasn't hurt as badly as the

papers and radio said."

At first even that wire didn't banish

all Frances' fears for Jon. "Perhaps he
is badly hurt," she thought. "He may be
telling me he isn't just to reassure me."
Then another cable came from Jon,

even more reassuring than the first one.

"I can't be hurt so badly," it said. "I am
working at the studio again."
That comforted Frances. After all, she

knew that if Jon had been injured as
badly as the newspapers said, he couldn't
be working so soon afterwards.

Bob Hope, too, was a source of great
comfort and understanding. '"I'lic news-
papers always build these things up.
You know that, Frances," he said. "I'll

bet the whole thing isn't half as bad as
they say it is."

Fortified by Bob Hope's reassurances
and by Jon's cables, Frances was able

to face the people who told her how ter-

ribly they believed Jon had been injured.

In Bougainville, Carole Landis,who was

Betty Grable next gives the boys something to

entertaining with Jack Benny's troupe,
said to Frances, "if it's as bad as they
say, I don't know how you can go on."

"I'm not going to worry till I get home
and see for my.self," Frances said.

"If a marriage is really .serious," Fran-
ces .said to me, "and two f>eople have an
understanding, it is foolish to let any-
thing anyone .says Ixjther you. All you
have to do is have a little bit of intelli-

gence and you can figure things out for

yourself."

When Frances found that photogra-
phers dogged her footsteps constantly
in the obvious hope that she woulii do
something unwise to strike back at

Jonny, she locked herself in her room.

whistle at in "Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe."
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She was suffering terribly, and was hurt

and angry that people understood so

little about the depth of her love for

Jon.

Meanwhile, on the other side of the

ocean, Jon Hall was going through a

private hell of his own. Because word
came to him that Frances' plane had
crashed amid the islands of the South
Pacific. "Is Frances safe.''" he wanted to

know. "Sorry, we've had no word yet,"

the radio station told Jon. He begged
them to let him know the minute they
did have word. Meanwhile, his fears for

Frances' safety mounted.
This is what really happened. The plane

in which Frances was flying to one of the

islands of the Pacific made a forced

landing—really it was a crackup. Frances
had heard that when there is danger of

a forced landing, it's a good idea to lie

down on the floor of the plane and brace

yourself. But there was no room. So she

sat in the navigator's chair, which is

something like a swivel chair. The seat

belt support was supposed to hold her

in. But it was eight inches too big. Fran-
ces told the co-pilot and he said, "I'll be
back and see that you're fastened more
securely." But he wasn't able to come
back.

The plane lost altitude very fast. The
first time it hit, it landed in the water.

The pilot lost control. The plane, doing
45 knots, about 60 or 70 miles an hour,

bounced and ran straight into a sand bar.

It came to a sudden dead stop. Frances
was thrown into the cockpit. Instinc-

tively she put her hands up, to protect

her face.

She fell, and Bob's suitcase fell on top

of her. Her arms and legs were badly
bruised. She was so painfully injured

she could hardly stand up, but with

typical Langford gallantry, she said, "As
long as nothing is broken, I'm satisfied."

Today Frances admits that it is a

miracle that no bones were broken. But
the skin was rubbed off her arms and legs

in several places. She knew that if she

wired Jon about the abrasions and

bruises, he would worry about her. So
when she cabled him, she told him a

white lie—that she had landed without
being hurt at all. Later on, when she saw
him, would be time enough to tell the

whole truth.

"I didn't want Jon to worry about
me," Frances said simply.

Four weeks after these dramatic events,

Frances and Jon were reunited at the air-

port. Each must have been haunted by
fears about the other. Then Frances saw
Jon. Her heart melted with happiness.

There he was, looking the same as ever

not a sign of any injury, except for the

tiniest scar, almost unnoticeable, on the
tip of his nose. In spite of everything

that had gone before, it was a joyous
homecoming. To Jon it was heaven to

have Frances in his arms again. And to

Frances it was heaven to be with Jon.

Frances knew that soon she would
have to go with Bob Hope on another
tour, this time to Canada, to entertain

the servicemen of our ally across the bor-

der. In the meanwhile, she and Jon
would make the most of every moment
that fate permitted them to spend to-

gether. They spent. the greater part of

their precious days at home. Never had
their home meant more to them. It is

the perfect symbol of the unity and har-

mony of their lives together; of the way
in which those lives are enmeshed and
bound together. There is the rumpus
room, for instance, filled with the treas-

ures Jon brought home from Tahiti and
the South Seas. There is the hall, with

a portrait of Frances looking down at you
from the walls. There is the living room,
with the rug which Frances brought back
from a previous trip to Africa. Every
room in the house is an expression of the

personalities of Jon and Frances.

Frances said to me, "Each time Jon
and I meet again, it seems as if we
haven't known each other for very long,

and it is wonderful to become acquainted

all over again. It's like being married

again, and it's delightful. We have learned

to appreciate being together, and get

more pleasure out of it than most people
would ordinarily.

"A lot of people who have been separa-
ted by the war are going to feel the same
way when their sweethearts and hus-
bands come back from the services.

They'll discover then that such separa-

tions cannot harm love—not real, true
love—and they'll find even more pleasure

in each other's company than they knew
before the war.

"No distance can truly separate two
people who love one another," Frances
said. And she has proved it triumphantly
in her own marriage.

Later I talked to Jon, and he told me,
"Frances and I are just like any other
two people in love. We hate to be separa-

ted from each other. I'd like to go with
Frances on her trips, but I have to stay

home and work. Her work is with Bob
Hope. I can't arrange my schedule to

go with them.
"It's the war that has caused these

separations, and we're not the only indi-

viduals who have been separated because
of the war. Besides, Frances and Bob
Hope and all his troupe are making a
splendid contribution to the morale of

our men.
"I do my best to help the war effort

in my own way. (Jon is in the Coast
Guard reserve.) I haven't made personal

appearance the way Frances has, because
the servicemen see nothing but men all

year round, so that they're not interested

in seeing another man, unless he can sing

or is a terrific comedian."
And Frances said, laughing, "I'm afraid

Jon's appearance, even in a sarong,

wouldn't do a thing for the morale of

the boys. They want to see girls. You
don't even have to sing to make them
happy, if you're a girl. They just like to

look at you."

"I'm looking forward to the end of the

war as anxiously as anyone," said Jon.

"When it's over, I don't intend to let

anything keep Frances and myself apart.

We love each other, and we don't want
to be separated."
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That New Girl

Continued fronn page 49

wait, but to rush right into the ring and
wrestle with opportunity. She has always
wanted to be in the movies. She has
always wanted to be on the stage, too.

She has the talent, the looks and the
audacity. You look at her and you de-
cide instantly that she's an actress. Even
at previews she attended before she had
appeared in her one and only picture,

kids came up and asked for her auto-
graph.

"But, really, I'm not a star!" she pro-
tested to two young high school girls

who accosted her. "I haven't been in a
picture."

"Oh, that's all right," replied one.
"You look like you will be. Besides, we
like nice people, anyway."
Lauren Bacall was very happy about

that.

When she arrived at Warner Brothers
she was faced with the inevitable. War-
ners' artisans wanted to do her over.

"I don't get it," she told the writer.

"\Mien you go to a store and you buy
something, you buy it because you like

it and can use it. You don't take a po-

tato masher home and carve it into a

wooden spoon.

"I admit several things. I admit that

because I never wear a hat my hair is

two-toned. I admit my eyebrows are

crooked. My mouth is big. My teeth

aren't too straight. But I was bought

for what I was, and I'm going to stay
that way. There'll be no changes."

She has made one concession. She has
dropped plain Betty for Lauren, which
is a family name, so it really isn't much
of an alteration, anyway.
At 16, Lauren was hopelessly stage-

struck. She had seen every picture in

which Bette Davis had appeared. When
Bette visited New York, Lauren got the

name of the hotel at which she was stay-

ing and would go into the lobby and
wait for hours. When Bette came in,

Lauren would ride up in the elevator

with her, never speaking, but worship-
ping from afar. One day she summoned
all her courage and, bringing a girl friend,

called on Bette.

The star was very sympathetic with
her ambitions. But then came complete
disruption. The girl friend swooned.
Lauren and Bette had quite a time with
her and Lauren was very, very embar-
rassed. Bette and Lauren are on the

same lot, now. Lauren, still embarrassed,

is trying to summon up nerve to speak!

Lauren alwajs has been with her

mother, Natalie. Her parents were sep-

arated when she was very young. Mrs.
Bacall. a skilled secretary, has always
worked, as long as Betty can remember
—pardon, Lauren. Mrs. Bacall was dis-

turbed when, while still in private school

—Lauren had not yet even enrolled in
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Julia Richman High School in New York
—Lauren expressed a desire to be an
actress.

"Being an actress is a very hard job,"

her mother told her, "and you'll have a
lot of hard knocks. I'd rather have you
try almost anything else, but if your
heart is set on it. I'll help all I can."

Natalie Bacall kept her word. Lauren,
born in New York City on September
16, 1924, was permitted to start model-
ling when she was 11 years old. ^Miile

in high school she became a part-time
student at the New Yoi-k School of the
Theater. When she was graduated from
high school at the tender age of 15

—

she was precocious—she entered the
American Academy of Dramatic Arts.

"At 15 and 16 I was very awkward,"
Lauren relates. "I didn't stand much
chance as a model, but I tried. And in

the summers I got jobs as junior coun-
sellor in Connecticut camps. I staged
plays and pageants and things like that."

In 1941, wlaen Betty—we mean Lauren
—was 16, she began pounding pave-
ments, as she puts it. She got a job in

downtown New York modelling, but at
lunch hour she'd rush up to a drug store

at -iith St. and Broadway, where down-
at-the-heels actors hung about. She'd
engage them in conversation.

"Show me Max Gordon." she'd ask,

or "What does George S. Kaufman look
like?" or "Where can I see Brock Pem-
berton or John Golden?"
By persistent questioning and obser-

vation she became able to recognize them
and other producers and directors. One
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day, alter hearing that Max Gordon was
about to rehearse a road company of

"My Sister Eileen," she accosted him on
the street. Practically dog-trotting be-

side him, she panted: "I'm Betty Bacall,

Mr. Gordon, and I'm sure that I'd be
a real asset to your road company. I've

had lots of experience, and I'm a very
good actress and "

"We have a reading this afternoon at

two," Gordon replied, smiling at her

breathlessly serious manner. "You re-

port."

Lauren called the clothing company
for which she was modelling and told of

a sudden, mysterious illness which had
overtaken her, and how she must go to

the home of a friend and lie down for

a few hours. She reported to Gordon at

two, was put on the stage, and proceeded
to read the lines hanging onto the back
of a chair which was practically in the

wings.

"Come out into the open. Miss Ba-
call," said Gordon. Lauren stuck to her

post.

"What else could I do?" she recalls.

"I was perspiring, I was shaking so I

could hardly hold the script, my knees
were wobbling, and if I'd let go of the

chair I'd have fallen flat on my face."

If she had taken the road job, she'd

have been out by Christmas, 1941. She
had several readings, and also read for

George S. Kaufman, Brock Pemberton
and John Golden. Then she met Paul
Lukas, who was starred in the famed
"Watch On The Rhine." Lukas was very
sympathetic, gave her a lot of good ad-
vice, one line of which she quotes, ver-

batim: "The most important thing is

sincerity. Don't try to act. Live what
you are doing." Lukas advised her

against going on the road. She might be
away from Broadway for a year or two,
and your career would be postponed that
long."

Lauren's career from this point on was
very spotty. She got a full taste of re-

hearsals, road openings, draughty stages,

hard work. She won a "walk-on" in

"Johnny Two-by-Four" at $15 per week,
and played it for two months, three

weeks on the "subway" circuit—meaning
New York's lesser houses and in nearby
cities. In 1942, Max Gordon gave her
a chance in "Franklin Street." Scared
to death, she reported in flat shoes and
a cotton dress. She wore no make-up
and had her hair pulled back tight

against her head.

"I was tall and I looked older, and I

wasn't taking any chances," she ex-

plained. For a while Lauren played the
part of Adele. Then Kaufman, who was
directing, summoned her. "This is it,"

she told herself. "I'm going to be fired."

She waited for the blow to fall, only to
find that Kaufman wanted her to switch
parts with another girl and play the
character of Maude.

"Franklin Street" opened in Wilming-
ton, Delaware, went to Washington. Mrs.
Roosevelt attended a performance and
Lauren was ah a-dither. But even Mrs.
Roosevelt's generous applause failed to

put the piece over and it folded, after

about a fortnight. Lauren got $50 per
week for this chore, was hopelessly broke
when the last curtain fell. She was pretty
blue when she got back to New York.

Turhan Bey and his best girl—his mother.

"I'm going to introduce you to the
fashion editor of a national magazine,"
a gentleman of her acquaintance said.

"You'll get a good break."

"But I don't want to model any
more," she protested. " "I'm an actress

now."
Nevertheless, she did meet the editor,

did pose, did model a blouse, and the

caption said "young actress." It was
this picture and this caption that Mrs.
Howard Hawks, the wife of the produ-
cer-director saw in her home nearly 3,000

miles away, and showed to her husband.
"That girl has possibilities," Mrs. Hawks
said.

"I'll test her," said Hawks, who is

credited with many film discoveries, the

latest prior to Lauren being Universal's

Ella Raines.

So Lauren got the telegram and, just

as she dashed after Max Gordon she

dashed to California, figuring that if she

was a bust she'd go right back to New
York. She brought her pet golden cocker

spaniel, "Droopy," with her, but left her

mother at home, as she didn't want to

waste two round-trip tickets on a wild

goose chase.

She waited four weeks for her test.

She played a" scene from "Claudia."

Hawks invited her to see it.

"I sank lower and lower in my seat,"

she said. "I hoped the projection room
would swallow me."

After it was over. Hawks turned to

her and asked: "What do you think?"

"I think," she replied, "that maybe I

ought to be a dish-washer."

Nevertheless, Hawks put her under
personal contract. He told her to read

everything she could aloud. As months
drifted by, she went into the hills above
Beverly Hills and read at the top of her

voice. She tried Shakespeare, newspa-
pers, poetry and various modern plays.

A cruising police car stopped one day,

and its occupants asked her what she

was doing. "I'm .studying," she said.

"I'm an actress."

The pair shook tolerant heads, went
on cruising. They were used to things

like that. The studying lasted about five

hours each day. Came her six months
option and it was lifted. Hawks con-

gTatulated her on keeping the pitch of

her voice down. She'd expected to be
fired. Then she was summoned for her

test opposite Bogart for "To Have And
Have Not." Bogart played a fisher-

man, running free French on the side at

Fort du France, Martinique, in 1940.

Lauren was cast as a drifter, frank,

down-to-earth, stranded in Martinique
by lack of funds.

Lauren, unassuming, frank and sincere,

was a hit on the sets at once. Bogart
went out of his way to coach her, in-

sisted on having lines re-written to im-
prove her part, "stood-in" off-scene in

close-ups so that she could look at him
and get more out of her lines than if she
was addressing empty space.

There was considerable horse-play.

Bogart, in playful mood, hand-cuffed her

to her dressing room door. Everyone was
very kind and solicitous, but nobody un-
locked the hand cuffs. She called for a

glass of water, pretending thirst, and
when Bogart got within range she gave
it to him.

Rushes indicate a great find.

Lauren, following Lukas' sterling ad-
vice and her own instincts, is being
Lauren Bacall on and off screen. She has
sent for her mother, who is now in Hol-
lywood and seeking employment. They
live in a modest furnished apartment in

Beverly Hills with "Droopy." Lauren
loves the sun, and the streak of light

blonde hair which the sun has put in

her hair. She loves to swim. She hates
night clubs. She says: "If you like some-
one, you don't have to go to a night
club to have a good time. If you are

so bored with a person that you have to

go to a night club to relieve the monot-
ony you're not very bright to go out
with him."

Lauren, intent on a career, admits be-

ing in love. She says she has been for

eight months, that the man is not in

motion pictures, not in the services, and
is in a profession. Further than this she
won't go. "My career comes first," she
says. "As long as I'm not going to marry
right away, let's be mysterious."

Lauren believes that her hard knocks
have made her a better actress than she
might otherwise be, thinks schooling is

necessary and recommends college "if

you haven't the ambition to educate
yourself." Bette Davis is still her favor-

ite actress, Paul Lukas her favorite actor,

George S. Kaufman her favorite stage
director. She is still a bit wide-eyed over
the patience of Howard Hawks, and
thinks it's wonderful he should have paid
her salary for so long while she was
bringing in absolutely nothing. She's
mighty grateful.

Lauren doesn't own a fur coat, and
when she "steps out" she wears a black
chesterfield which has a black velvet col-

lar, and which is two years old. The day
we talked she was without make-up,
wore a tailored beige suit, high-heeled

slippers and a chartreuse blouse. She
says she likes slacks better, and runs
around her apartment in bare feet.

She is glad her mother isn't the stage

door type. Probably her greatest ambi-
tion is to own a boat, not a yacht, but
the kind you open cans in and just sun
yourself. "Droopy" is her best pal, and
she confesses that when she gets low
she puts a symphony on her phonograph
and proceeds to confess all to him. He
seems to understand.
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Red Head, Hot Feet!

Continued from page 22

before.' I couldn't stop to explain. I

was too anxious to get back to my dress-

ing room and see if my hunch was right."

It was. A keen-eyed gentleman awaited
her. He studied her heart-shaped face,

blue eyes, and red hair for an instant

then came directly to the point. "Ever
thought of working in pictures, Miss
Bremer?"
"Only all my life," said Lucille, also to

the point.

"What sort of roles would you like to

play.?"

Her toe tingled like crazy as she replied,

"I know exactly what I want. To work
in a picture with Judy Garland and dance
with Fred Astaire.

The gentleman from Hollywood re-

garded the dancer with awe. Strangely
enough, Arthur Freed had come to New
York to solve two casting problems—

a

girl to play Judy Garland's sister, and a
new dancing partner for Fred Astaire.

This girl not only seemed to read his

mind, she considered herself the answer
to both problems! It was enough to curl

a producer's hair. "We'll make a screen

test and find out what you can do," he
muttered weakly.

At the MGM Studios Lucille followed
still another hunch. For her screen test

she stepped out of her dancing shoes to

stride through the tragic death scene
from "Dark Victory," the Bette Davis
vehicle. (She strongly resembles La
Davis, even to the arrogant tilt of her
chin.) Result of this strategy was a long
term contract and a dramatic role in

"Meet Me In St. Louis," starring as you
might know, Judy Garland.
Working out half a hunch would

satisfy most people, but not our Lucille.

Every moment she could steal from the
"St. Louis" set she spent on a rehearsal

stage practicing^ Astaire routines. Most
of them she knew by heart, having sat

through countless Astaire performances
on the screen. While prospective Astaire
partners were being tested on other
stages, Lucille went right on dancing,
confident that her hunch and her ting-

ling tootsies would carry her into the
coveted part. Right on schedule, Fred
happened by the rehearsal stage and
attracted by the tap-tap of dancing feet,

wandered in. From behind a set he
watched in amazement as Lucille went
through a routine, step for step as he had
created it. "May I have the next dance?"
he politely inquired, emerging from his

hiding place. Lucille nodded a shaky
assent, and five breathless moments later

the year-long search for a dancing part-

ner was ended. Rehearsal for the lavish

musical numbers in "Ziegfeld Follies"

were under way.
A little-girl hunch at the age of seven

started her on the road to stardom. The
Bremers had just moved to Philadelphia

from Amsterdam, New York, Lucille's

birthplace, when she got that tingle for

the first time. Without warning she

announced to her mother, "I'm going to

be a dancer!" Mama thought Suzy a
mite young for dancing lessons, but
little Lucille fretted and talked about

Taooster, d
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FRED MacMURRAY speaking:
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nothing else for weeks on end. "I've got
to start now. It might take years before
I'm good enough for the stage."

The stage! That almost did it. Sarah
Bremer finally consented, certain the
child would get over her whim as soon as
the novelty had worn off. However,
Lucille stuck to her ballet shoes, working
with amazing fidelity in preparation for

her chosen career. Five years later came
the bombshell. "I'm going to audition
for the ballet of the Philadelphia Opera
Company," she calmly declared.

"A child of twelve in the opera ballet?"

gasped Mama. "Really, Lucille, where do
you get these wild notions?"

"I've got a hunch I can make it," was
the reply.

And she did.

It took Mrs. Bremer a while to grow
accustomed to the idea. By the time she
learned to settle back and view Lucille's

"operantics" with maternal pride, Lucille

was ready to follow her next hunch,
which prompted her to quit the ballet and
head for New York. Her tingling digit

carried her directly into the world-famed
Rockettes, then into the stage musical
comedy, "Panama Hattie." The hunches
came faster after that. In addition to

her stage work, she secured a job model-
ing in the mornings and dancing at the
Copacabana Club after the show.
She hasn't had time for romance, but

has a very special hunch about the man
she will eventually marry. "He will be
definitely bright, and with a sense of

humor. Rather tall, I think. With an
interesting profession. Perhaps a doctor.

I've always favored doctors." (Doctors
qualified to fill this prescription may now
proceed at their own risk)

.

Her studio has important plans for the
girl with Stardust on her dancing toes.

After "Ziegfeld Follies," she will dance
again with Astaire in "Yolanda And The
Thief." She is also slated for the lead

in "Red Shoes Run Faster." With
Lucille Bremer's feet in them, they cer-

tainly will.

This Is What I Believe

Continued from page 31

Yes, indeed, I believe in sentiment. One
day I took Skip to the Orthopedic Hos-
pital. I wanted him to see those bright,

brave little soldiers in their braces, or

wheel chairs. I wanted him to appre-

ciate his healthy, strong body. He didn't

do anything dramatic like sinking down
on his knees and thanking God that he

didn't have to go through such pain. But
I know the contrast between his good
fortune and their tragic limitations was
quite obvious. He was still. He had no
words. But deep in his eyes was under-

standing. They were filled with tears of

sympathy. I am sure he M'ill not be the

kind of man who hates all expression

of sentiment.

I believe in going to church—but not

just to give lip service to the Lord. Very
often, on my way home from the studio,

I stop at a little church. I go inside

—

and just sit there. I don't even pray
formally on those occasions. But I find

complete relaxation and a sense of well-
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being and renewed strength. I. go out

with my shoulders back and my chin a

little higher, my step a little surer.

I believe in being self-reliant—in doing

the best you can as thoughtfully as you
can, and in praying right along with

your activities. Not turning to God in

a last minute frenzy asking Him to

straighten out mistakes you've made. I

believe in specific prayer, too. \Vlien

Jack Benny was gravely ill with pneumo-
nia in Chicago, Mary called long dis-

tance. She asked us to pray. I went to

my tiny church for that prayer. Jack
Benny recovered. Plenty of people will

say, "He would have recovered anyway."
It is such a human failing to forget to

be grateful. We ask God for what we
want, and when our prayers are answered,
we take our blessings for granted. That
is almost worse than having no faith

at all.

A prayer for personal gain should carry

the qualification, sincerely added in all

humbleness, "If it be Thy Will." So
many people think their prayers aren't

answered. They are really telling God
what to do. I don't believe that is prayer.

I beUeve real prayer relinquishes one's

outlined desire to Divine Wisdom.
I believe that faith is stronger than

fear, and can conquer it. Once I was
trampled by a horse. I was badly injured.

They told me that I might not walk
again. Afraid of being paralyzed, I got up
and walked! I had to walk. Faith
replaced fear. When I got to the hospi-

tal, they couldn't believe that with the
injuries I had sustained, I had walked.
Months of treatment followed, of course.

Call it faith or call it fear, but walk
I did!

I believe that friendship should never
be taken for granted. Never kick friend-

ship around. What crimes of omission are

committed against friends! We neglect

our friends and shower attention upon
our enemies. Why, in heaven's name?
You wouldn't let your house go to wrack
and ruin; let your silver remain un-
polished; your flowers go unwatered and
untended. A friend needs to be tended,
too. Do things for them. Put yourself

out for them. You'd expect them to do
it for you.

I believe in cherishing love. A success-

ful marriage doesn't just happen. You
give great thought to your life, your
health, your job—give tender, caring

thought to every facet of your marriage.
Give it the care and attention you'd give

a garden in which you expect things
to grow. No one would deliberately

plant weeds in his garden. So watch the
thoughts, ideas, words, you sow in mar-
riage.

I believe in showing appreciation for

a kind gesture. I believe in the thank-
you note. I even believe—heaven help
me—in men opening doors for women.
(A lot of good it does me. The only
people who seem to open doors for wo-
men nowadays are professional door-

men, and even they are sometimes too
busy to bother.) I believe that men
should be gallant toward women even
though there's a war on. I believe that

gallantry toward women is one of the
things we're fighting for.

I believe that you should give the best

you've got to your job, and work every

MARIA MONTEZ, STARRING IN

"QUEEN OF THE NILE"

A UNIVERSAL PICTURE

IN TECHNICOLOR

YOU: // / could only have such alluring-soft hands!

MARIA MONTEZ: And why not— if you'll use Jergens Lotion.

YOU: Really, now—do you use Jergens, Miss Montez?

MARIA MONTEZ: Of course ! I always use Jergens.

Hollywood Stars use Jergens Lotion, 7 to 1.

Here's why: For sure protection against rough hands

Jergens Lotion furnishes softness-guarding

moisture for your skin. Persuades even harsh hands

to dream-girl smoothness with 2 ingredients

many doctors use for skin care. Divine

to use! No stickiness. So—

FOR THE SOFTEST,

ADORABLE HANDS USE

JERGENS LOTION
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BUY WAR BONDS

Don't be embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped or sagging
bust. Do as thousands of other women just like yourself
are doing. They have learned how to bring out the loveliest
contours of their figures, whatever their bust faults. Now
jou, too, can do the same . , . safely, easily and positively.

HIGHLY ENDORSED
BY MANY DOCTORS
Your flat bustline can be

miraculously beautified in-
to full and alluring con-
tours. Or, if you are the
pendulous type, it can be
rounded into high and
youthful loveliness. All
you have to do is follow
the easy directions on ex-
ercise, massage, brassieres,
diet, etc.. (riven in the
ereat medically-endorsed
book, "The Comolete
Guide to Bust Culture."
Adopt these simple, self-
help measures at once and
your bust wi M Dositively
appear full, firm and
shapely . . . the proud
plamorous curves which
make you more desirable
than ever.

OUR OFFER
SEND NO MONEY

You can now obtain this
unique, book bv A. F. Nie-
moeller, A.B.. M.A.. B.S..
-"•t a remarkable prite reduction poim^ riy so Now
only SI.98. Guaranteed liarmle.ss. Amazintt lifetime re-
suits. SEN D NO MONEY. Just mall coupon now.

! HARVEST HOUSE, SOW. 17thSt., Dept. A-3I6,N.V.11,N.y!~'
j Send the COMPLEfE GUIDE TO BUST CULTURE in
I plain package. On delivery I will pay postman $1.98
I

plus few cents postatje. If not satisfied I may return
I

it within ten days and my $1.98 will b« refunded.

Name

City Zone State. ...
CHECK HERE If you want to save postage. Enclose
$1.98 with coupon and we ship prepaid.

Canadian orders $2.50 in advance.

day as hard as you did when you were
aching to make good at your job.

There is a time for everything—and
differences of opinion and private prob-
lems should be ironed out before an
actor or actress gets to the set. No actor
or actress has a right to bring his per-

sonal problems to a studio. Once a young
actor, getting his first big break in a
picture I was in, was grouchy and sullen

on the set. So was everyone else when
he was around. He was worrying about
a personal problem, I knew. Finally he
said to me, "What's the matter with
everybody?" So I told him. "You, son."

And then I let him have it. "You're head
man in this picture. And as head man,
you have no right to bring the effect of

your personal problems to the studio.

As head man you're getting the breaks.

You'll get the applause, the fame and the
dough. And you may as well face it

right now on your first picture—you'll

pay some heavy penalties. You must
never be unhappy (at least no one must
ever guess you are) ; you must never
even look sad. Don't ever come grousing
in the morning. Everyone has problems.
As head man, honey, let the guys who
aren't getting the big breaks be the
grouches or the tired or bored or pouting
ones. As head man, listen to their prob-
lems; never unload your own." He was a
swell, eager kid and actually took my
advice!

As a rule I don't give advice to people.

I believe in minding my own business.

If, as in that case, I am asked, I will

say what I think, but unless I've been
asked or unless the need is so obvious
words aren't necessary, I will keep my
trap shut. I have a terror of interfering.

Once in a while, though, I can't help

myself. Once I remember the time I

found my manicurist crying. When I

asked her if I could help she told me no
one could help. That she was very much
in love; that she and her fiance wanted
to marry and have children. But her
mother was dependent upon her for

support, and the young man didn't earn
enough to support both of them. She
was crying because they had just quar-
relled and broken their engagement. She
had always been such a happy kid.

I had to do something. I was hicky
enough to discover a better paying job
for her fiance, and a job her mother
could handle nicely, Now they are hap-
pily married. But, brother, I have to be
sure before I'll interfere.

I don't believe that what I believe

must be believed by everyone else.

When I was a youngster, I wanted to

be a missionary, but as I grew up, I

narrowed my feeling of responsibility. I

came to see that if I did a darn good
missionary job on myself, that if I

policed my own thinking the best way
I knew how, I would be a greater mis-

sionary than if I went to the jungles.

I wasn't too sure I would do anything

but confuse instead of convert the na-

tives. And I decided to mind my own
business. The natives I saw in pictures

looked pretty happy to me, anyway.
Goodness breeds goodness. The best

sermon is a good example.

I believe that nothing on earth is

permanent. There is no such thing as a
success that can be taken for granted.

I like Kipling's lines, which express a
world of meaning in thirteen words:
"Meet with triumph and disaster

And treat these two impostors just the
same."

I believe that material things of them-
selves are unimportant. It is what they
stand for that gives them whatever im-
portance they have.

Being human, I enjoy the softness of

downy cushions, the lustre of fine china,

the sparkle of crystal, the shine of good
silver. I enjoy the possession of such
things as evidence of some measure of

success and an appreciation of the

artistry and fine craftsmanship of others.

I love books and the possession of fine

books is a genuine thrill. I should die

a little without them.
I believe that my greatest blessing is

to have had enough talent to have
achieved my opportunities; and through
those opportunities, to have gained the

wherewithal to do for others. I'm hum-
bly aware of that blessing. I get gret-t

happiness out of the little I manage
to do for others. I respect organized

philanthrophy and support it to as

large a degree as I can—but I feel that

helpfulness to others shouldn't be limited

to signing a substantial check. There
is such great joy in doing things, per-

sonally; in giving some measure of your-
self in doing. It isn't how much you
give—it's how and what you give. And
maybe a friendly visit is more important
than a box of groceries. Or maybe some
flowers delivered in person are more apt

to overcome discouragement than the

prescription the doctor ordered.

I do not believe in lending money to

a friend. I believe in the old adage, that

the best way to lose a friend is to lend

that friend money. If a friend is in need,

give her all you've got if necessary, but

never, never lend. You can generally

get more money but you can't replace

a friend.

I believe in the warmth and richness of

the trouper's creed. Show business isn't

what it used to be. Kids coming along in

the theater or pictures today just don't

have the chance to grasp the spirit or

depth of feeling which was part and
parcel of the business. The trouper's

creed! It isn't something you commit to

memory. Almost its only articulate

expression was "The show must go on."

The rest of it you sort of get in your
heart from the heart of a fellow trouper.

But it means courage and determina-

tion, sportsmanship, appreciation. It

means kindness and understanding. It

means being there when a pal's in need.

Pat O'Brien and Spencer Tracy lived

by it in New York when they shared

one good shirt between them. When one

got a call for a job, he put on the good
shirt and wore it. When the other got

the call, he ironed the good shirt and
off he went. If both got calls they tossed

a coin. Some call it the Golden Rule.

Navy men say it's being "shipmates."

Nowadays people call sentiment "corn."

So maybe this is "corn." So I like corn!

Call it what you like. You'll never get

beyond its truth. Principle is indestruct-

ible. The good instincts are effective to-

day whether you call their principles

the Trouper's Creed, Brotherly Love,

the Golden Rule or phrase the whole
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thing- in a "Malizy Doats" language.

I believe that you'll never be young
again. And who wants to go backward?
Take each day and get as much as you
can out of it so you can grow into the

graciousness that can come only if you
don't fight the passing of time. I believe

more women age themselves by resisting

time than they could ever be aged by
time. Golly, they literally wear them-
selves out staying young! Every age has

its appeal and its compensations.

No woman today is alone. Today the

majority of us are sharing with millions

of others. All over the land are the

same quiet homes, missing their men.
A woman can't be alone today unless

she wills herself to be. We are all part

of a pattern. A giant war-necessity pat-

tern.

Anyone who seeks constant happiness

seeks the unobtainable. A friend of

mine once said, "Happiness is merely the

cessation of pain." Perhaps that is a

pessimistic way of phrasing it, but I

think myself that happiness is not the

book, the page, or even the paragraph.

. It is the exclamation point. It is the

perfume, the dessert, the bright trim-

ming. It is the reward and not the

experience. The moments of happiness

are not like pebbles on the beach; they

are as rare as emeralds, as bright and
flashing as diamonds. Happiness is the

most ephemeral of emotions—but it is

the brilliance that points up living. I

cherish my happy memories and hopes,

as though they were jewels.

There was a time when I used to ask
myself, "I have so much; so many bless-

ings. Why can't I be happy all the

time?" Then I came to see that I was
asking too much. AVhen I began to think

of my happy moments, behind each bit

of happiness, there was a background of

unhappiness. Someone very wise once
said that happiness and sorrow are in-

separable; that you cannot feel the one
emotion without the other lurking in

your heart, as a sort of measuring rod.

For you cannot understand one without
the other.

I believe it is not necessary that the

people you love, love you in return.

Sometimes a woman complains bitterly

because she has loved some man deeply,

and feels that he proved unworthy. Per-

haps he was. But his was the real loss,

not hers. Regardless of whether you are

loved or not, if you love, you possess

richness. Loving is an inspiration. Being
loved the benediction.

I do not believe in being content. For
content is the end of trying—a sort of

peace without victory. When you get to

the place where you don't think tomor-
row is going to be better than today,

you are through being alive, no matter
how many years you actually live. For
you lose the source of strength and
courage when you lose expectancy.

I believe I am a rich woman. For I

have all those things which I have prayed
and worked for. And I know that I have
to keep hard at work and faithful with

prayers to keep this richness. If my
house burned down and all my material

possessions were melted into its ashes,

I would not feel deprived. As long as I

can go on believing—all these things I

do believe.

/n tvariime as in peace
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DON JUAN Million Dollar

Lipstick stays on!
,
DON JUAN STAYS ON when you
eat, drink, kiss, if used as di-

rected. No greasy, smeary efifect.

, LIPS STAY LOVELY without fre-

quent retouching. Try today.

NOT DRYiNG OR SMEARY. Im-
parts appealing "glamour" look.

Creamy smooth— easily applied.
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RIGHT moif?
The prayers of the most worthy people often
faiL Why? The unworthy often have the great-

est health, success, riches and happiness. The
best, smartest, and most industrious people
often have only pain, poverty and sorrow. Why

?

Thirty years ago, in Forbidden Tibet, behind the
highest mountains in the world, ayoung English-

man found the answers to these questions. His
eyes were opened by the strangest mystic he met
during his twenty-one years of travels in the Far
East. Sick then, he regained health. Poor then,

he acquired wealth and world-wide professional

honors. He wants to tell the whole world what
he learned, and offers to send a 9,000-word trea-

tise, FREE, to everyone who asks promptly. It

is afirststep to the Powerthat Knowledge gives.

No obligation. Write for your FREE copy today.

INSTITUTE of MENTALPKYSICS, Dept.M-746

213 South Hobart Blvd., Los Angeles 4, Calif.

"Mrs. Thin Man" Comes Honne

Continued from page 45

"Welcome Home" were on every side.

Her portable dressing room, all newly
decorated, was deposited outside the
gallery door for a preview. But Myrna,
that one! She walked in the wrong door!

Then on the set the next day her
friend and secretary, Dorothy Fields,

newly from New York and unfamiliar
with studios, opened one of the prop
doors and walked into a scene, a major
error she hasn't lived down yet, with
Myrna her chief heckler.

In fact, with Myrna's return, every-
thing started happening. Quick, Watson,
a psychiatrist, was the reaction to anyone
who happened to wander in on the set of

"The Thin Man Goes Home" practi-

cally any time.

One particular day William Powell,

notwithstanding his reputation as the
screen's ace detective, was trying to

locate a misplaced collar button, to no
avail. Myrna was engrossed in a jitter-

bug lesson from her maid, Theresa Penn,
Central Avenue champion. Eddie Brophy
in a far corner M^as muttering, with
gestures, greeting card sentiments ap-
ropos of Mother's Day, for the next scene.

Asta, the wirehair, was sniffing around
trying to locate the delightful odor of

frying hamburger. At least, that's, what
we ho-pe he was sniffing for Camera-
man Karl Freund was lining up on a
supposedly murdered body stretched

across the floor. And Director Richard
Thorpe? He was the body! I mean, it's

things like that!

Then there was the day the cast and
crew tried their hand at this thing called

modern art. With an art store as the
setting, and plenty of supplies on hand,
the results were frightening, but not too
much so to keep them from being dis-

played on the walls of the shop for the

scene. You'll see them in the picture, too,

little realizing the prominence of their

creators.

Powell gave up trying to decipher

the meaning of the canvases when one
by Miss Loy, which he titled, "Subtle

Study in Cheese and Crackers," turned
out to be a portrait of himself. Notice-

ably bad form, as you can see, for a
super-sleuth.

Bill is bland about it all. "As far as

this detecting business is concerned,"

says he, "I'm sunk without a script. I

can be pretty smart when all that is

required is to turn the page of dialogue

and find the answer to a puzzling situa-

tion. But in private life I can't even
locate a collar-button when I drop it."

"Don't you worry," soothes Myrna.
"Off-screen detecting is not for me,
either. As far as feminine intuition is

concerned, it has either been over-rated

or I was somewhere else when they par-

celled it out."

But one thing that IS as true of Myrna
and Bill as it is of Nick and A^ora is their

sense of humor. That's what completely

captivates Leo. In a war-torn world,

they can still laugh at themselves.

But it isn't all laughter. Because Myrna
cried when she saw her dressing room

all newly decorated in her favorite

shades of periwinkle blue and violet,

with fresh flowers to match. And she
was very deeply touched when Tony,
the gardener, brought her an offering of

little cacti which he planted for her.

Neither has Myrna been just chor-
tling with glee these three years she has
been off the screen. For the thing that
has kept her away is one of the greatest
jobs that has ever been done during
these trying times.

When Myrna married John Hertz, Jr..

and went to New York to live, she didn't

intend to retire from the screen. "That
was a rumor that got started and grew
like a snowball," she says. But Myrna
ran smack into a big project, bigger than
careers or Hollywood. And it is a proj-

ect she has no intention of letting die.

Myrna looks seriously toward the future,

for she is vitally interested in Red Cross
work, not only for now, but for later,

when the flagwaving has let down a bit.

In New York Myrna discovered that
although entertainment for the morale
of men was being offered to those who
could attend in recreation halls, the men
in beds—who needed such heart-lifting

even more—were neglected. Working in

conjunction with the Red Cross, Myrna
started what became known as the
United Theatrical War Activities Com-
mittee. She consulted with doctors, psy-
chiatrists, patients, to find what type of

entertainment would be best from a
medical standpoint. She acted as sort

of a liaison between the professional

world of talent and the Red Cross. For
a long while the Red Cross has been
in charge of manual therapy, helping
disabled men to become interested in

learning crafts. All this work is valuable

in rehabilitation, but Myrna found the

boys were greatly interested in enter-

tainment also. They love comedians

—

Jack Benny, Bob Hope. They love James
Melton.

Myrna found out what type of enter-

tainment was tabu: no routines that are

too noisy; no songs that are too nostalgic

or dreary. She organized the entertain-

ment so that a definite schedule was set

up and the boys could depend on certain

days. The talent tryouts were tremen-
dous. Remembering tabus, refusing sin-

cere talent on certain grounds, getting

not only the best for bed-ridden boys
but the most helpful kind of entertain-

ment, required a mistress of diplomacy.

But so well organized in the East is this

committee now that Myrna has dreams
of setting up similar organizations all

over the country.

"The thing I want to do now," says

Myrna, who is returning to her war work
in New York immediately upon comple-

tion of "The Thin Man Goes Home,"
"is to plan for when the war is over. To
make sure that entertainment, hospital

tours, this morale-lifting will go on when
the bands have stopped playing. People

are in a fervor of patriotism now. But
later, I don't want the boys who are the

gallant casualties of today to be for-

gotten."
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The forgotten man! Many entertainers

have spoken about the white-haired vet-

erans of World War I, who—in wheel

chairs, still suffering—see none of the

shows, see troupe after troupe pull up
only in front of wards filled with young
faces. Stumbling into such a Veterans'

Ward once, an entertainer was asked,

"Wrong Ward?" "Wrong war," she an-

swered. The years are long when the

flags stop waving, and Myrna is deter-

mined to keep entertainment going for

rehabilitation long after peace has come.
But this doesn't mean she goes around

with a long face. Laughter and a sense

of humor are part of Myrna. Siie doesn't

wear her heart on her sleeve or discuss

her personal problems with even her

most intimate friends. However, these

friends know that when she returns from
Mexico City, she will be Mrs. John Hertz,

Jr., no longer. Myrna isn't one to mope
and cry, to go around wearing the mask
of tragedy.

For instance, right now—instead of be-

ing annoyed—she gets a kick out of

strangers who invade her gardens. When
Myrna returned to Hollywood, she rented

a home whose huge living room window
faces on the Bel Air Golf Course.

"Life on the edge of a golf course,"

laughs Myrna, "is quite a show. Since

there is no fence to separate the course

from my gardens, I am continually look-

ing out the window to see huge men
sheepishly skulking around my back yard
in search of their precious golf balls. Sat-

urday was quite a day. Clark Gable, Bob
Montgomery, Bing Crosby were only a
few of my famous trespassers. I told

Clark I was going to set up a lemonade
stand. I could do quite a business!"

As for Myrna's career, she's going to

stick to light comedy. She feels there is

a need for it right now. She looks won-
derful, her hair its lovely natural red-

gold, her mouth with humor in it, her
tip-tilted nose that started a trend in

Hollywood for cute, little noses. And she

doesn't mind being "Mrs. Thin Man."
She loves it. As for being typed, she'd

like to do a few other things so people

would remember she's Myrna Loy some-
times, too.

She told of an incident which amused
her heartily, and proved her point as

well. Before she rented her house, she
stayed at the Beverly Wilshire Hotel.

Walking through the lobby, she was the

focal point for all eyes.

Suddenly she was conscious of a stage

whisper to her right where an elderly

couple, a man and woman, obviously

"visiting" Hollywood, were seated.

"Look quick," said the little old lady,

"There goes the 'Thin Man's' wife!"

Yep, there she goes, folks! New York-
bound after her Command Performance
in Hollywood. But she'll be back. As a

matter of fact, she'll be making two or

three pictures a year—if she can sand-
wich them in between her war work.

Now, Leo, stop sulking! Next time
isn't so far away, and then think of all

the fun there'll be. Meanwhile, remem-
ber all the laughter those boys of hers

will know.
Why, Leo, you old softie! I always

KNEW you could purr, if you had
something to purr for. Don't tell me
Myrna brings out the catnip in you!

What medal is he wearing?

Sharpshooter

Purple Heart

Congressional Medal

Every medal has a meaning you should

know! Maybe he has been wounded in

action, or awarded the highest military

honor. Or, he may be a crack marksman

—as the sharpshooter medal above tells

you. Being sure saves you embarrassment.

And it saves you needless dismay on

"certain days" to be sure of extra protec-

tion—with Kotex—the napkin with the

4-ply safety center that keeps moisture

away from the edges, assuring safety plus.

Do you think her dancing position

Is smooth and relaxed

Helps a tall girl look shorter

Looks affected

Let your dancing be light but not fan-

tastic. Strangle-holds are tiring. Any ex-

aggerated pose looks affected. So stand

naturally, comfortably . . . for comfort

is the first step toward dancing skill.

That's why, on trying days, most prom-

trotting girls choose cushion-soft Kotex

sanitary napkins. They know there's all

the difference in the world between Kotex

and pads that just "feel" soft at first

touch . . . because Kotex stays soft while

wearing.

Between sets, do you preserve your wave
By combing only

By brushing and combing

By using a net

You can brush your wave and keep it,

too. Best hair care calls for brushing and

combing in direction hairdo will follow.

Then wave can be gently coaxed into

place. Fastidious grooming promotes your

confidence. So does Kotex—for unlike

thick, stubby pads Kotex has patented

ends

—

pressed flat, so they don't cause

revealing lines. And only Kotex comes in

3 sizes for different women, different

days. Choose Regular, Junior or Super

Kotex to suit your own special needs.
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EXCESS FAT
can be
REDUCED!
Easily . .

.

Quickly
Don't give up attention
just because you are too
fat to be attractive! Re-
duce the beneficial Vita-
Slym way and have the
j^lender, vital figure . . .

the pep and energy, that
men admire!

LOSE 20 lbs. in 4 WEEKS!
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follow the entire Vita-
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ly lose 20 pounds or more
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sugar.
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With every box of 150 tablets and GO capsules,
we give a chart of 4 weeks' suggested menus
. , . a time-saving help in planning your meals.
Try the Vita-Slym plan for 4 weeks. If you
have not lost 20 pounds or reduced to your
satisfaction ... if you do not feel better and
peppier, return the box for your refund. Order
C.O.D. and pay postman $2.98 plus postage or
send money and save postage. Act TODAY!
Vlta-Slym Co., Dept. SU-2, I'.O. Box No. 159,

Times Sq. Sta., N. Y. C.

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
Vita-Slym Co., Dept. SU-2, Box No. 159,

I Times Sq. Sta., N. Y. C.

I Send me 1 month's supply of Vlta-Slyms (150 tablets

I and 60 capsules). If not delighted with results, you

J
will refund my money.

I
I will pay postman $2.98 plus postage.

I
I enclose $2.98. Send postage prepaid.

I Nam*

' Address
I

J
city

1 No Cmadian Orders

L

. state
Please print plainly

WANTED
^IWUM 1^ VklfIl9 TaBeSettoMuito
^ Publishers need new songs I Submit one or more of

your best poems for immediate consideration. Any sub-

7^ sect. Send poem, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.
W Five Star Music Masters. 605 Beacon BIdg., Boston 8, Mass.

SONGPOEMS

UTHFUL
LOVELINESS
Can Be Yours!

THE NEW
SELF TENSOR
METHOD

1
One Dollar
Complete

Raises saggy bust line

. . . Rebuilds tone

. . . Assures poise
No Braces. ..l^lo Bras.. .No Creams

Satisfaction assured... Be convinced

Mail stamp and One Dollar today to

LINDA LEI, Box 2790
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. H-2

Bold. Bad, (Bluffing) Cregar

Continued from page 33

offending nine. Individuals are tolerable,

he says; mobs are impossible. Thus, he
has no use for unfortunates in groups of

more than three at a time.

Not long ago he upstaged a syndicated

columnist on the set of a picture in which
he is starring because the columnist

ignored him on another set, two years

ago, in which he was only featured. He
asked for his release from Twentieth
Century-Fox during the filming of "The
Black Swan" because they kept him
waiting two days, fully costumed in cor-

sets and shoulder curls, after sending

out a rush call for him. He spiels satirical

versions of the holy Academy Award
dinners, mimics the winners mercilessly,

and dismisses even his chosen dining

companions as the "dullest people imag-
inable."

He wallows in distemper. He refused

to eat at the studio commissary for six

months because the management accused

him of hogging two <;ups of coffee dur-

ing rationing. Cregar was indignant

enough to spill the extra coffee—a gift

from a nearby abstainer—surge past

three weeping, head-shaking waitresses,

one hysterical hostess, and the irate man-
ager-in-chief, and eat at the Beverly

Brown Derby regularly until the com-
missary manager made a formal apology.

At the insistence of Mr. Cregar 's as-

sembled directors who could no longer

afford to wait production while Laird

ate in angry splendor down the street.

They're still fighting it out, however,
with Laird—forty minutes late for shoot-

ing last week—because the commissary
hostess "forgot" to inform him—on the

temporary receiving end.

In an unexpected surge of filial love

recently, Cregar imported his mother,

plus his aunt and two brothers, to come
live with him in a house in Santa Monica
he couldn't afford anyway. Three days
later Laird clashed with Mom (a decisive

character named Bess) , moved out,

checked off the experiment as "costly

and unwise," and found a one-man
house in the middle of a lemon grove

where he and his notable hulk have to

crawl in sideways. With five miles of

good beach land between them. Laird is

a good son again, editing Mother Cre-

gar's autobiography a chapter at a time,

and contributing notably to her support.

So notably, that when he wanted to buy
a house of his own he found only six

thousand dollars left in his bank ac-

count, although he collects $2,000 a week
regularly from his grumbling bosses.

Cregar is in Hollywood through a

Rotary Club fluke which financed his

trip out from Philadelphia and set him
up to a course of lessons in acting at

the Pasadena Community Playhouse.

Cregar, not in training to be indebted

to a Rotarian, has paid back every cent.

"I was planning to be the writing white

hope of the theater, not the acting gray

hope of the screen," he counters, trying

to talk away his Rotary backing, and
the spirit of brotherhood, in general.

Cregar was big and jolly and kind at

Pasadena, and came out of the two-year

course marked as the Second Most Likely
to Succeed, following a romantic juvenile,

at 165 pounds, who came out first. Right
after graduation Cregar ran out of

money so he moved into the back seat

of a parked sedan and spent his nights
sleeping pretzel style. Mornings he
toured the Hollywood casting offices and.
came away with the impression that he
was a "grotesque type." "Too big, too
fat, too young, too old—too fresh!"

Oh.'' Cregar forthwith decided he'd

have to swing a part for himself if he
was serious about keeping his bulk at

its usual flabby mark. He scooped up
the coast rights of the play "Oscar
Wilde," found an ice-cream manufacturer
with a yen for the theater to put up the
money, a jobless Mack Sennett man to

direct, and the trio went right out to

make history on Hollywood Boulevard.
"I was magnificent." Cregar says,

soberly. The ice-cream man has long
since gone back to Iowa, and the dairy
business, and the Mack Sennett man is

still looking around for a job.

Cregar was so good as "Oscar Wilde"
that the studios which had previously

dismissed him as "grotesque" now sub-
mitted so many offers that Sammy could
say no to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, with
Tracy, Beery, and Arnold to buck; no
to Warners, with Sidney Greenstreet,

Alan Hale, Huston, and Claude Rains
around before actually signing with
Twentieth Century-Fox, top-heavy with
musical comedy favorites.

Right after Cregar finished one of his

fat character parts, something he de-

scribes more accurately as "shmaltzy,"
in "Ten Gentlemen From West Point,"

he turned his eyes to the stage again,

foaming over the possibilities of playing
the starring role in a West Coast version

of "The Man Who Came To Dinner." A
few days of mulling over the growling
Sheridan Whiteside and Cregar was
ready to open up shop on Hollywood
Boulevard again, with or without the

dairy industry behind him. A month
later he was playing to overflow busi-

ness.

With the theater-going West Coast
clutching him to its rock-bound bosom,
Cregar watched from his prop wheel
chair, noted well, then sped out to Bur-
bank between the Wednesday matinee

and evening performances to insist upon
playing the Whiteside role in the film

Warners was going to make of the play.

He was laughed off the lot and re-

sentenced to his Delineations-in-Techni-

color. back at Fox. "Now MGM is mak-
ing 'The Picture Of Dorian Grey,' and
they tested everyone in sight for the

Oscar Wilde part. Do you think they

even asked to test me for it.''" Cregar

fumes illustratively. "No!"

Cregar is one hundred pounds lighter

now than he was either as Wilde or

Whiteside— result of a bird-like diet,

thyroid shots, and six weeks of lying flat

on his back in a hospital. His new waist-

line mellowed his fife for a short while.

Right after the pounds oozed off he

played an understanding devil in "Heaven
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Can Wait," pronounced, moon-eyed, that

he had fallen in love with Dorothy Mc-
Giiire, courted her with boxes of liUes

and pails of fruit, and was reasonably

happy on seven hundred calories a day.

Then they cast him as Jack the Ripper

in a picturization of "The Lodger,"

buried his snappy new figure under a
spreading false blond moustache, and
Dorothy McGuire married another man.
Cregar gave vent to his grief in a

mashed-potato binge. He ate mountains

of the stuff, his hips began to sag famil-

iarly, and he was gorging down three

and four pieces of cheesecake for dessert

again. Now he's out of the hospital

again after being shot with thyroid, and
fiddling around with lettuce leaves and
cottage cheese.

Cregar's originally a dandy from Penn-
sylvania Scotch stock, right oft Phila-

delphia's Main Line. The first few years

of life he lived quietly in the valley of

the giants—brother to five other over-

size heavyweights, and son to a cricket

champ hitting the six-feet, four-inch

mark, and weighing well into the two
hundreds somewhere. 'Shorty' Cregar

was Laird's youngest brother who could

stretch himself to no more than six-feet,

one-and-one-half inches.

With the death of his father, and the

dissolving of the family fortune. Laird,

after a childhood of private schools, a
year at England's Winchester Academy,
and another year at Philadelphia's Epis-

copal Academy, had to go to work.
Pride, however, never interfered with

the eating habits to which mother had
accustomed him. With the topsy-turvy
in their living arrangements, Cregar took
a day job selling books at Gimbel's de-

partment store, and doubled in brass

(knuckles) at night, working as a
bouncer in a movie house.

Cregar used to sit down to seven-
course dinners, eat well and hearty, wipe
his contented mouth, then order the

whole works all over again. Now he
keeps his mind off food by taking piano
lessons, singing lessons, by writing bal-

lads, and musical comedies with ghoulish

undertones.

But he still needs another five years
to turn into the full-scale Hollywood
churl he's grooming himself to be. To
date, he can't quite have old ladies fired

when they steal his best scenes, nor
poison his leading lady's pet chow when
it walks all over his dressing room rug,

nor make for New York in a steaming
rage because he's mad at his studio. To
begin with, he'd have to reckon with
Mother Bess if he took to beating old

women; secondly, he's still young enough
to fall in love with all his leading ladies;

and thirdly, he can't zoom away to New
York when temper dictates, because he
can't afford it yet.

Even in handling the autograph situa-

tion, "he has much to learn. He roars

"no" as soon as he's asked for his sig-

nature but it doesn't carry the firm ring

of finality or the sting of fire-breathing

venom. It won't, either, as long as he
follows up his booming "no's" by biting

his lip (for being weak) , reaching for

pad and pencil, scrawling his name in his

very best script, and hoping the kids

aren't trading three Laird Cregars for

one Frank Sinatra!

Tireless war worker—busy film maker— is dazzling Dorothy

Lamour, like many other Hollyvv'ood stars. Lucky for their

loveliness, they've discovered that Woodbury

Complete Beauty Cream does everything

for skin beauty . . . takes just seconds!

Dorothy Lamour
soon to be seen in "ROAD TO UTOPIA," a Paramount Picture

5e>ee this satiny cream help your skin look

film-star lovely as it gives complete care: Cleanses. Softens,

smooths. Holds powder. Helps erase tiny dry-skin lines. And Stericin,

exclusive ingredient, works constantly right in the jar to purify the

cream, helping protect against blemish-causing germs.

linvi^^C and every night take the

Beauty Night Cap of the Stars: First, cleanse

with Woodbury Complete Beauty

Cream— then, use as a night cream for extra

softening. Use for daytime clean-ups, too.

Jars 10^ to $1.25, plus ta.x.Jars

COMPLETE BEAUTY CREAM

FORMERLY CALLED COLD CREAM. CLEANSES AS THOROUGHLY— DOES SO MUCH MORE BESIDES
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^te EYES
are the first

things he sees

Deep set. Bright with color. Engaging
eyes that invite a second glance. Smart
indeed is the girl who knows the impor-
tance of good eye make-up

!

Just a touch ofWiNX Mascara fCream
or Cake)— a few strokes with a WiNX
Eyebrow Pencil

—

Winx Eye Shadow
softly blended—and all the natural beauty
of your eyes has been emphasized. For
Winx has deepened them, set off their

brilliance and character.

Winx is a natural beautifier, water
resistant, easily used and comes in the
popular shades. Buy Winx today at any
10^ store, and see for yourself what a
difference it makes.

FOR LOVELY EYES

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to suffer without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today for New
Booklet—"THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years ol
success. Praised and en-

i

dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METH0DS,3284 N.Green BayAv
Dept. A-26, Milwaukee. Wisconsin BOOKLET

BeYourOwn MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME FOR LESS THAN 7c A DAY

lections, in-
;ad real notes—no
r 750,000 students
print and pictures,
picture shows you

Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of
stead of tiresome exercises. You re;
"numbers" or trick music. Some of our
are band LEADERS. Everything is
First you are told what to do. The
how. Soon you may become an excellent musician.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book "" V— ' ^and Print and Picture sample. Mention your C ^lirrPCCCIII 7
favorite instrument. U. S. School of Music. 7 ^^,? '^"''V
1191 Brunswick BIdg., N. Y. 10. N. Y. C 47 — YR,^
U. S. School of Music, 1191 Brunswick BIdg., N. Y. 10, N. Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

(Please Print)

Bracken Breaks The Rules!

Continued from page 41

through speaking funny lines of dialog.

"What I want are roles that combine
pathos and comedy. I'd like the audience
to believe in me as a person. I want to

feel that every time I get into trouble

in a picture, the audience will have an
urge to come up on the screen and help

me. I'd like them to feel that I'm a nice

guy, a regular guy, and I think they did
feel that in the two Sturges films.

"I'm going to do all in my power to

preserve that warm audience-feeling, and
I believe the only way to make that

possible is to have more to say on the
production end of my pictures."

Even if he had the inclination to

bounce around with Hollywood's bobby-
socks set, Eddie wouldn't have the time.

After his big hit in "Miracle," Paramount
rushed him into leading roles in "Hail The
Conquering Hero," "Rainbow Island."

"Bring On The Girls," and "Out Of This
World." In the latter, Eddie took his

first step toward becoming a producer
by contributing an important gag idea.

He plays a Frank Sinatra tj^ie of role in

the film and his suggestion that Bing
Crosby's voice be used for the numbers
was gleefully accepted by Paramount.

Also, by the time this appears, Eddie
expects to be a father again and that
will take up even more of his time.

Eddie's wife is the former Connie Nick-
erson, George Abbott ingenue who played
on the road with him in "What A Life!"

"There's something wonderful about
the way I met her," he said. "The first

time I ever saw her was on the stage in

a company of 'Brother Rat.' She was
playing the part of Clare and I thought
she was very good and went backstage
to tell her so. She just thanked me and
walked away. She didn't make a very
good impression.

"Then when we were both chosen for

'What A Life!' I met her again at the

first rehearsal. She's a very cute girl,

pug-nosed and sweet, and I found I was
crazy about her. During the run I tried

my damnedest to get her to marry me.
Finally I won her over and we were
married a year later at the Little Church
Around The Corner.

"That was three days before the

opening of 'Too Many Girls' which was
the kicker that brought me to Hollywood.
If it had been a flop, we would have been
living in tenement houses. Luckily, as it

turned out, it was a hit."

The Brackens already have one daugh-
ter, Judith Ann, who is now two years

old (she was named after Judith Abbott,

the daughter of Eadie's favorite stage

producer) . I asked Eddie if his wife

wasn't anxious to continue her acting

career after their marriage and he shook
his head blissfully.

"She's not interested," he said. "When
we first went to Hollywood, she received

fabulous offers to appear in big produc-
tions. They wanted her for 'King's Row'
and 'The Constant Nymph,' to name
only two. Then recently Preston Sturges

was after her to play opposite me in

'Hail The Conquering Hero.' But she

turned them all down because she

decided when we were married to make
that her career. That was pretty damn
nice of her and don't think I'm not ap-
preciative. I guess she feels that we're
one and that when I'm acting, she is too."

"We started living very immoderately,"
he said. "We had a big house in Beverly
Hills with a swimming pool and all the
works. We were in that for a year and
it was a good thing, I guess, to have
done it and gotten it over with. I wanted
it because that had always been my
dream of how a Hollywood Star should
live. But I soon got tired of that sort

of life. I love my wife and I wanted to
see her occasionally. The place was so
big, half the time I couldn't even find

her!"

The next year Eddie came down to
earth and bought a small $9,000 house
on the south side of Wilshire Boulevard,
which he described as being "on the
wrong side of the tracks." He's lived
there for almost four years now and
enjoyed it tremendously because he could
always go out into the street to play ball

with the neighboring kids without being
hounded by sightseers. Connie is very
much interested in keeping her own
home; the Brackens have no regular
nurse or maid, hiring a cleaning woman
who comes in for the heavy work three
times a week.
"My wife doesn't believe in bringing

up a child with a nurse, except for the
first month or so," Eddie said. "She
wants the fun of doing it all by herself.

And she's certainly handy around the
house. She's an excellent cook. Her
roast chicken is out of this world. All

her roasts are excellent. Her cakes are
delicious, especially her angel food cake.

She seems to have a great knack for any-
thing that comes out of the oven."
With the expected addition to the

family, Eddie recently sold his house and
bought a larger one in Brentwood, which,
he explains ruefully, is on the right side

of the tracks. The new house has four
bedrooms and an acre and a half of land,

with orange, lemon, plum and avocado
trees all over the place. Directly across

the street from him lives Gary Cooper;
and Tyrone Power, Deanna Durbin,
Keenan Wynn, Anne Shirley, Nelson
Eddy, Van Johnson and the Andrews
Sisters are near neighbors.

Eddie explained that these were all

acquaintances but that he had no close

friends among actors. "I seldom go out
with people in the business because I

don't want mj' conversation limited,"

he said. "When I was on Broadway, I

went out mostly with professionals

because I didn't care much about learning

things in those days."

Now, the only close friend of his con-

nected with pictures is Martin Jurow, his

former agent and manager who is now
an executive at Warner Brothers. His
other intimate friends are Mr. and Mrs.
William Procter of the soap manufactur-
ing family and Mr. and Mrs. Ray Gor-
don. Mr. Gordon is in the winery busi-

ness and Mrs. Gordon is an interior

decorator.
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When Eddie is not working, he plays

golf or reads books. He is passionately

interested in religious books, his latest

adventures in that field having been

"The Apostle," a life of St. Paul, and
"Joseph, the Provider." Somehow or

other, he hasn't yet got around to read-

ing "The Robe," although he is anxious

to tackle it.

The Brackens don't go to parties or

dances. They never even go to the

theater in Los Angeles, which is sur-

prising for two former legitimate stage

actors. As Eddie explains it, "Somehow
or other, Broadway seems to be the only

place to go to see plays. I'd rather

travel 3,000 miles to see one than 30

miles or so into Los Angeles. I don't

know why, but it seems more exciting

in New York." They do go to the movies
a great deal, though.

Usually the couples they are intimate

with get together at one another's houses

on Saturday nights for a stiff game of

pennyante poker. For variety they also

play hearts and Chinese checkers. These
Saturday night gatherings are the

Brackens' chief form of diversion.

Eddie is very much the serious-minded

young family man. Away from the

camera, he is no longer the "exuberant

youth," fresh and jocular, as someone
referred to him early in his career. Gone
are the novice days in Hollywood when,
along with other movie youngsters, he
used to play practical jokes on and off

the set. He recalled wistfully the high

jinks during the making of "The Fleet's

In," which was Betty Hutton's intro-

duction to pictures. On her first day in

the studio, Eddie sent her to president

Frank Freeman's office to get the key to

the camera. An old gag but it worked,
and no one enjoyed it more than slap-

happy Betty when she discovered she'd

been victimized. That started everyone
sending her everywhere for everything.

Eddie is too serious-minded now to play
practical jokes. "I don't think they're

too funny any more," he said. "I found
that they were selfish and that they
only entertained the guy that's doing
them."
His family and his career take up all

his time and thoughts. However, in spite

of himself, he can't quite settle down
completely to being a staid codger. On
his recent trip to New York, he was put
on at the Paramount Theater for one
day of personal appearances in conjunc-
tion with the run of "Hail The Con-
quering Hero." He was scheduled to

play four shows with an act that was
to last ten minutes. He stuck to his set

routine for his first show, but by the
time the last show came around he was
forced to remain on stage for forty

minutes and received twenty-seven cur-

tain calls.

Later on, he made an appearance at

the Harvest Moon Ball in Madison
Square Garden and the crowd broke out
into cheers. Eddie was as thrilled as any
hep youngster would be in the circum-
stances.

"In Hollywood," he said, "you wonder
just how important are you.'' But when
you come to New York and get the
kind of reception I got, you realize your
good work is appreciated. And gee, you
certainly appreciate that!"
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^^i^Are your hands

^'0 Rarely Soft? o^*

Really Kough

as a January
T^or'easler?

Don't let Winter make your hands look OLD
DROWSY zephyrs," did you say, Sir

Poet.' Wake up! -Mr. Riley -this

is January. And a brutally workaday

world. Don't you think there should be

a footnote to your lovely lyric to lovely

hands? Something like . . ."If you want
'em, use Pacquins— quick!"

Because work and weather chap,

roughen, redden, ruin a woman's hands

. . . often make them look older than

her actual years. And Pacquins Hand
Cream says "pooh" to work and weather
— hands keep smooth, white, youthful-

looking. Snowy-white, non-greasy. As
delightful to use as the results are to

see. Get Pacquins now!

* Hand ^creaM

Pacqums
Hand Cream
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Fashions For You

Continued from page 51

*See These Amazing Shades at 5c & 10c—
and Neighborhood—Stores Everywhere. In
plain finish only 15c. In washable finish

only 29c. Full 36 in. x 6 ft. size, ready to

attach to roller. Beautiful, new, modern
decorative effects possible at lowest cost.

POEMS WANTED
Collaborate with the nationally famous hit
composer of "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles,"
"When the Bloom Is on the Sage," and over
300 others. Send your poems today for free
examination and liberal offer.

SCREENLAND RECORDERS
Dept. S Hollywood 28, Calif.

ENLARGEMENT
o/youfTai/Of/fe Photo
FROM HMOUS HOLLfWOOD FILM STUDIOS
Just to get Bcquainted we will make a beaoti-

^ ful 6x7 enlargement of any picture or ncRa-

tive. Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and

clothing and get oar bargain offer for having

your entargement beautifully hand colored Id

oil and mounted in your choice of handsom©

frames. Please enclose lOc and your original

^iliUVkVV picture or negative will be returned with the

ilargement postpaid. Act now! Limit 2 to a customer.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 523, Hollywood, Calif.

When V Day comes

You'll want fo say . .

.

f bought War Bonds

Out of my pay!!

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY !

New, lovely proportions for your
lege: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
etc.—in this healthful, new, as-

tonishingly easy way. Only a lew

minutes per day In your own home.

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!

Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon K. SAN FRANCISCO.S, CAL.

NAME „
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

est of eyes for possibilities in fabrics,

in "different" accessories— in all tho.se

things that represent great chic at little

price.

In the days before Ruth came to Hol-

lywood via the Broadway stage—she

spent some time in Orson Welles Mer-
cury Theater in New York—she was one
of the country's highest paid models,

commuting to Paris and London for

prestige publications such as Harper's

Bazaar. That is where she learned to

harvest ideas that paid high fashion div-

idends, but didn't put too much of a

dent in the budget. She has kept it up
ever since, contending that originality

can't have a price tag put on it; if a

fabric intrigues her that is expensive,

she'll buy it with a sigh—but her real

delight, and a lot of her wardrobe suc-

cesses, come from "discoveries" on the
bargain counter that can be snagged for

a song.

One of her most -successful short eve-

ning dresses is made from a chalHs that

cost $1.25 a yard on a sale counter. The

border-printed floral pattern would have
suggested a dirndl to the average woman.
Style-wise Ruth envisioned a gown in

which the material appeared to have
been draped and wrapped, a combina-
tion at once sophisticated and exotic,

and so she purchased and forthwith trot-

ted off to her dressmaker, who by now
understands the various effects she

wants.

Antique shops have yielded some of

her choicest and most effective wardrobe
treasures. A pair of fabulous stockings

that once belonged to.the famous Julian

Eltinge, a necklace and earrings of paste

from the same source, are means in

which she highlights a number of formal
items in her wardrobe. While these were
not had "for a song," they will reappear
from time to time for years to come. On
the other hand, the investment of ex-

actly two dollars brought chic to an eve-

ning ensemble in the form of two deli-

cate and glittering ornaments picked up
in Chinatown. These she wears in her
hair, with a nose veil for final accent.

Fans' Forum

Continued from page 17

Granting the fact that she played her

part superbly, I had the feeling that she

was masquerading throughout the film.

Her hair was too blonde and too per-

fectly arranged. It didn't match her per-

sonality. It gave the effect of artificiality.

Then too, she showed as much emotion
as a mummy. It was apparent to the

audience from the very first that she

didn't feel too strongly about Walter,

her partner in crime, played by Fred
MacMurray. What a cheap degrading
role for an established actress to play!

As for Fred MacMurray: Imagine
feeling sympathy for a cold-blooded mur-
derer. And this was the exact feeling

that the picture so cleverly imparted.

For instance, when their car wouldn't

start after they planted her husband's

body on the tracks, you held your breath

just as they did and heaved a sigh of

relief when they finally were on their

way. Or when Phyllis was almost seen

visiting Walter at his apartment by
Keith, who, incidentally, was excellently

portrayed by Edward G. Robinson, you
literally sat on the edge of your seat and
bit your fingernails until he was safely

out of sight in the elevator.

There you are! Unconsciously plugging

for a couple of deliberate murderers.

Rooting for them all the way through.

An unfaithful wife with murder on her

mind, and an insurance salesman with

trim ankles and curves on his, not to

mention their common goal—money!

And yet when the show reaches its cli-

max and you see them get their just

deserts, you feel sorry for them. Espe-

cially for Fred MacMurray. Why? Be-

cause a writer, producer, director and
two of our finest actors blended their

talents to present this sordid mess to the
American public.

MRS. ROGER TREMBLAY,
Aldenville, Mass.

When I heard the title, "Mr. Winkle
Goes To War," I wasn't much impressed.

When I heard that Edward G. Robinson
was playing in the picture I decided I

would see it. I am glad I did. I never
miss seeing him if I can help it, but of all

the roles I have seen him play, I thought
that this was his best. It fitted him like

a glove, just as all his roles seem to, but
it takes him to bring out the real mean-
ing of the picture.

It was the kind of a picture that I

feel safe in saying PTA's would be glad

to approve of. I am very careful what I

let my children see, and I let them see

that one. I wish we could have more of

that type so that we mothers could feel

when we send our children to the movies
they will see something that will build

for the future. Scripture says: A little

child shall lead them. How well it was
depicted in that picture. Even the chil-

dren spoke of the fact that it w-as the

little boy that opened the woman's eyes.

The home life was so typical, and after

all I think that* is what you might call

reaching the people. It touches the

heart-strings and brings a response that

can work for the good of the home. I

hear pictures blamed for many things,

but if we could have more of this type,

I'm sure that those who condemn
movies could be won over. And when
you give us this type of picture give us

Edward G. Robinson playing the lead-

ing role.

ESTELLA T. IRWIN,
South Gate, Calif.
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You Can't Do That,

Bob Walker

Continued from page 24

I wanted to know if you had been ter-

ribly in love when you were seventeen or

so and you had never, never forgotten,

and even now when you heard the "Free

Ittie Fitties," it DID something to you,

deep inside, you know.
It doesn't improve matters, either, by

going on to state that between five and
ten you had so many girls you couldn't

keep track of them. It might give people

the mistaken idea that the same is true

today, and that's not good publicity, not

unless it hits Louella O. Parson's column
with the little girls a bit older than five

or ten.

But it's no use changing you now,
Mr. Walker, what with "See Here, Pri-

vate Hargrove" under your belt, and
"Since You Went Away" and "Thirty

Seconds Over Tokyo." You can't argue

with success. Only I wish I'd been

around when you were growing up, so

completely natural and on-the-level; and
I'd like to be around twenty years from
now when interviews will be old, old

stuff, and see, if by some miracle, you
were able to hang on to that wonderful

forthrightness and honesty and modesty
in this star-studded city of fable and
legend.

Just how did you grow up, Robert
Walker? What route did you take to

Hollywood?
When Robert Walker was fourteen, he

felt—in common with all normal adoles-

cents—that he wasn't understood. He
just wasn't understood! He was always

wanting to run away and be his own boss

and snap his fingers at discipline.

"Right now," admits Bob reflectively,

"when I remember how stubborn I was,

how certain my parents didn't under-

stand me, it scares me a little. You see,

I have two boys myself—^INIichael and
Bobbie, Jr.,—and I wonder how I'll ever

get it across to them, how I'll ever put
it into words when they're fourteen that

I DO understand them. Because my
parents are wonderful people, really, and
they did understand me—only the con-

nection was lost somewhere along the

line, and they couldn't get it across to

me how they felt.

"Fortunately, I had an aunt, a won-
derful down-to-earth person, who volun-

teered to send me away to school, and
although I didn't like discipline, it's life

for you that I should wind up at the

San Diego Army and Navy Academy,
where discipline IS discipline!

"I was at the so-called 'awkward' age,

and although I'd always thought girls

were definitely worth my while, I got to

that gruesome stage where all little girls

had bands on their teeth and giggled all

the time. I went through a period when
•I thought liking girls was kind of sissy,

and carrying their books home from
school a sure sign of weakness in the

head!

"But man cannot live by bread alone.

With thirteen-year-old glamor girls off

my list, I immediately became conscious

of the most beautiful woman in the
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world—Mrs. Virginia Atkinson, my dra-

matics teacher.

"I had been at the military academy
about a year, and hating every part of

it, when one day Mrs. Atkinson asked
me to read. She was a kind and won-
derful woman, and she must have been
a really fine psychologist, too, because
she got me so interested in dramatics I

forgot how much I hated discipline. For
the first time in my life, my future came
into focus. From that day to this one,

I have had just one ambition—to be a

good actor. What would have happened
if she hadn't seen something in me other

people did not, what would have hap-
pened if I hadn't taken that first course

in drama, I don't know. I think that

perhaps my whole life might have been
changed. Of course, it helped that I

thought she was the loveliest woman in

the whole world!

"When anyone asks what my first

'break' was, I always say, 'Meeting Mrs.
Atkinson.' I've always kept in touch
with her, and I hope some day she'll

be proud of me."
/ hope SOMEDAY! Well, here we go

again! No doubt Mrs. Atkinson is very
proud of her star pupil today, but—when
it comes to talking about himself—
Robert Walker is past-master of the art

of understatement.
After the San Diego Army and Navy

Academy, Bob's aunt, Mrs. Hortense
Odium (and Mrs. Odium is to depart-

ment stores what the Vanderbilts are to

society) sent him on to the American
Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York.
And there Bob met Jennifer Jones.

They fell in love and were married,

as the story books say. Then they had
a period when the going was tough. They
were trying to crack the New York
stage. They lived in a sixteen-dollar-a-

month room in the rear of a tenement.
But they were young, very young, and
it didn't matter much that they were
two against the world. They were de-

liriously happy, because in spite of

heartaches and setbacks, there was joy

in their home—Michael and Robert, Jr.

One day luck brushed them with radio

roles for Bob, and the grim waiting for

a bre^Ji, the waiting so curiously sunshot

with happiness, was over. The time came
when both were Hollywood bound.

Bob met Jennifer at the Academy of

Dramatic Arts, and when he was ques-

tioned about his first real love affair, he
said, "Can we say that it wasn't until I

went to New York to study drama that

I fell in love? And then can we just say,

'period'?"

Because neither Bob nor Jennifer will

speak of their break-up which followed

on the heels of Jennifer's triumph as

"Bernadette." This, too, is not tradi-

tional Hollywood pattern. No gossip

columnist got a scoop; no intimate

secrets were bared; no breakfast table

gossip was furnished. Bob and Jennifer

were guilty of stark good taste.

Today, Bob is going through a change.

Where before he was shy, a home man,
a family man, today he is more social. If

someone happens along at studio closing

time and says, "Why don't you drop in

at the house for awhile?", Bob drops in.

And he spends an evening with them.
When he leaves, he has made more

friends. Making friends is a never-end-
ing "lift" for him. He used to feel, with
typical Bob Walker modesty, "Gosh,
why would they want to talk with me?"
Now, often, he is the one to take the
first step, make the first advance. He
is less shy, more sure of himself. It has
come as a pleasant surprise that any
number of people are very eager to be
friends. He hasn't yet adapted that pro-
tective shell, Hollywood's famous tech-

nique of "Don't be too nice, or they
might want something!"

Also, he's not as inarticulate as he
used to be. Once on the subject of some-
thing in which he is interested, he goes
all-out. Take Tay Garnett. "He's a
swell person," says Bob, and then goes
on from there for hours. Or Robert
Taylor. Let's talk about Robert Taylor.

"I had my first real picture break in

'Bataan,' as the young sailor. Robert
Taylor was the star, of course, and I was
just a punk kid. But he was wonderful
to me—always giving me tips, telling

me about things that would help me.
The night of the preview, he came by in

his car and took me to the preview him-
self. Imagine that! A top star like Rob-
ert Taylor! After the preview, on the
way home, he said he thought I had a
great future. It was typical of his won-
derful generosity that he didn't keep his

opinion to himself. Right after my first

preview, feeling kind of shaky, his words
were heart-warming—an assurance 1
badly needed.

"Without a doubt he's the most be-

loved guy on the lot. Those who know
say he's never changed since the first

day he came here. He's never too busy
nor too important to see people, to help
them. He doesn't have a big-shot com-
plex. If success ever really came to me,
I'd feel very proud if I could wear it as
well as does Robert Taylor.

"AVhat kind of a person am I? I'm a
mixture, I guess. For instance, although

I like to go dancing with someone like

Judy Garland—who is a very good friend

—that doesn't mean I'm the night club

type. In fact, in contrast, I love the
country. Someday I'd like a farm in

Connecticut. When I'm out in the open
where there are trees and water, I find

peace and contentment. Then, too, I

read an awful lot. I like things like

'Portrait of Jenny'; I like Thomas Mann.
Sometimes I like to be alone, and some-
times I like to be with crowds. I like

to sit around with people and get into

stimulating discussions. Like most nor-

mal folks, I thrive on a balanced diet

—

two parts quiet to one part excitement.

"As for my future in movies, I just

want to do a good job. Years later, I'd

like to direct. I liked directing and pro-

ducing very much when I took a fling

at it in the Cherry Lane Theater in

Greenwich Village. I've had a variety

of roles since I came to Hollywood, and
I'm glad. I don't want to be typed, and
no less a personage than Mr. Louis B.

Mayer, himself, promised me I wouldn't

be. His word is gold in the bank.

"I think I've been lucky. Tremendous-
ly lucky. I remember when I left the

Academy of Dramatic Arts in New York
and went to sea. I thought it was ad-

venturous and romantic, and perhaps I-

always would have, if I hadn't tried it
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out. It was luck that made me get on

a boat and get it out of my system, or

today I might still have had a hidden

hankering for the 'wind and the rain

and the sea.' In Hollywood, it's been

the same way. Most comedians burn to

do 'Hamlet'; most great dramatic actors

long for a fling at comedy. But I've been

lucky in having a crack at both types.

Not that I want it just to be a matter

of luck, however. I want to work hard,

to give everything I've got, to keep

right on trying for perfection, until

—

someday, later—I can do something of

which I am genuinely and sincerely

proud."
Just then a man came to the table.

"It's all set for that radio show. Bob,"
he said. "You have a swell part, and
when you can, come up and look over

the script in my office."

Robert Walker could hardly finish his

lunch. He was as excited, as thrilled as

a small boy. You would have thought
being on that show was the greatest

thing that ever happened to him. No
bored - with - it - all routine. No phony,
"That's great. I like to dabble around
in radio now and then, old boy!" No,
none of the old Hollywood line.

I thought of "See Here, Private Har-
grove." It came to me suddenly that

the same enthusiasm and honesty were
typical of that picture too. I went to

see "Hargrove" expecting a laugh. I got

it. I almost split my seams rocking with

laughter during the water sequences, in

the "little corporal" scenes. But then, at

the end, something happened. All at

once it wasn't Hargrove up there, it was
all the privates in the United States

Army. And when the train pulled out,

with Hargrove aboard, when he realized

he wanted to BE aboard and not in

some office sitting out the Big Show, a
great message got across to me—with-

out benefit of the customary speech-

making. The rnessage was in the expres-

sion on Robert Walker's face.

That one scene lifted "See Here, Pri-

vate Hargrove" from slapstick to im-
mortality, made it one of the things

that will last and be forever identified

with the spirit of this war, as was "Over
There" and "It's a Long Way to Tip-

perary" in the last.

It wasn't the script, or the story, that

lent this touch of immortality; it was
Robert Walker, himself. For a moment,
up there on the screen, he was all men
of all time. Gallantry and hoj>e, courage
and enthusiasm were there, and I felt

like getting to my feet and cheering.

Only I couldn't; I had a lump in my
throat.

I always thought there had to be flags

waving and bands playing before I felt

like joining the WACS or the Waves.
That's what I always thought . . .

See HERE, Robert Walker, you can't

do that to me!
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My Private War With Hirohito

Continued from page 43

nasty Japs on the screen. I wanted to

wage my war with Japan through the

medium I knew best. I knew I could do
it: for hours I sat cloistered in my study,
making faces at myself in the mirror.

When I made an especially horrible one,

my wife entered, and fled with a shriek.

I chalked that down as a mark of ex-

ceptional success. I had succeeded in

creating a truly photographic character-

ization of a Japanazi! Elated, I rushed
to MGM with the great news: I could
play a Jap villain, and WHAT a villain!

Studio officials listened to me politely

—too politely. And nothing happened.
The truth of the matter was, in private

they chuckled up their executive sleeves.

Keye Luke a villain.'' Preposterous!

Possibly they were right. You see, for

years I had played a mild-mannered,
blundering, and most unhelpful ama-
teur detective—son of Charlie Chan. My
placid personality, created for that series

of pictures, stuck in the minds of stu-

dio big shots. I was typed as a nice sort

of lad, and no one wanted to see me go
wrong—even in a picture.

When I nearly gave up, my chance
to play a nasty Jap came with another
studio: I was given a part of the Jap-
anese spy in the Warner Bros, picture,

"The Spy Ship." The part pleased me no
end, and I packed plenty of punch in

portraying the sleek, lying, sneaking Jap.

I spared no realism, and you will be-

lieve me that I had succeeded when I

tell you that as soon as the picture was
released, I received an anonymous letter

from some Jap sympathizer, threatening
my life if I continued in the same dis-

respectful vein. I showed this letter to

everyone who would look; I pleaded to

be given a chance to do another Jap
part on the screen. But as usual I got

nice parts to play.

I was growing despondent. It seemed
my chance to get back at Hirohito would
never come. But it did, and sooner than
I had expected. What is more—it was
shown to me in an allegorical sort of

way, that a choice of weapons where I

was concerned, was much more varied
than I'd suspected.

One afternoon a call came from the
China Relief Committee. It appeared
the Committee was planning a gala show
with Kay Kyser, Eddie Cantor, and Ed-
ward G. Robinson as part of the scin-

tillating cast. I was wanted for Master
of Ceremonies. This seemed like a far

cry from waging war on Japan, but I

accepted and put all my heart and soul

into preparing for the show. I took
charge of getting the right kind of cos-

tumes and makeup for Edward G. Rob-
inson; I wrote a speech for him, in

Chinese and in English. I coached him in

the Chinese part of it until it was letter-

perfect. To dwarf a long story, Eddie
made a terrific hit, as did the show. The
receipts were almost twice what they'd

even anticipated. As receipts were being
counted, a great glow spread over me.
Suddenly I realized that in my small way
I had contributed toward rehabilitating

the people of China—some of them,

bombed out of their homes, would get a
roof over their heads again; the hungry
ones would be fed until they can get
back to raising crops on their farms.
The China Relief Committee "job"

was the first swallow. From then on, as
if Fate had sided up with me to com-
pensate for my not being able to play
ugly Japs on the screen, many more calls

came. I could not begin to give a full

list of organizations before which I have
spoken. Suffice it to say that the au-
dience had always been distinguished and
varied—club women, leading doctors,

lawyers, college professors, missionaries.

Chinese students, American students,
flyers. To show why each one was sig-

nificant, I'll illustrate with the story of

my talking before one group—an ex-

ample selected at random.
On one occasion I had to speak be-

fore a group of newly-arrived Chinese
flying cadets at the Santa Ana Air Base.
I welcomed them to this country, and
then did my best to entertain them,
with the support of four other Chinese
actors—Willie Fung, Philip Ahn, Sen
Yung, and Richard Loo. The spirits of

these young cadets were lifted. They
cheered, and in turn sang a couple of
their military songs. You may tlunk it

was not important to have wasted all

that time and effort on just seventy-five
Chinese air cadets. But those seventy-
five boys will form a strong link of
friendship between America and China
in the postwar world, and in the war-
torn world of today. No Japanese-forged
propaganda would make Chinese people
believe that Americans are not their

friends. Those seventy-five boys upon
their return to China would see to it

that their countrymen got their infor-

mation about America straight. For t'hey

were no ordinary Chinese youngsters

—

they were the picked seventy-five, the
flower of China's young manhood.
Throughout this war, and after it, they
will gather round themselves countless

numbers of their countrymen, teaching
them good things about America.

Another speech I made was before a
group of art lovers and critics at the
Los Angeles Museum of Art. The sub-
ject will sound innocent enough: Survey
of the History of Chinese Art (from
the early days to our time) . But art is

inextricably interwoven with people's

daily lives, with their national identity.

And so, in speaking of Chinese art, and
in comparing it with our American art,

I could not help but speak of Chinese
and Americans as people, and draw a

parallel as to their use of art in war.

The most distinguished artists in this

country and in China have given their

energies and their skill to fighting Jap-
anese propaganda and Japanese aggres-

sion through the medium of a war poster.

Their manner of giving this type of mes-
sage had become a common medium—

a

common meeting ground. Common ideas

have sprung between China and Amer-
ica through the medium of the war
poster, ideas which will lead to closer

understanding and friendship after the
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war. At least that is the way I think,

and that is the way I told it to my
audience.

Since I believe in the power of the
poster, I have done some satirical ones

—

ridiculing the Japs—and some serious

ones, showing the plight of China, or the

spirit of unity among the allies. The lat-

ter I did in a conventional Chinese man-
ner, and titled it, "The Spirit of United
Nations." It shows a blithe spirit in flow-

ing ancient Chinese robes, with the cov-
enant of peace in one hand, standing on
an open lotus flower. (Editor's note: re-

produced on Page 43.)

As part of my anti-Jap campaign I
have painted recently some stage sets

for Orson Welles' Wonder Show, now
making a tour of Army camps all over
the country. At the moment I am busy

, on a cartoon poster, dedicated to Hiro-
hito—wait till you see it!

But posters are only a small part of
visual education helping to counteract
Jap propaganda and show the Japs in a
true light. Motion pictures are a much
more powerful medium—a weapon which
I can use not only now but after the war
as well. Yes, I've been told there is a
good chance of my being given a nasty
Jap part in a forthcoming MGM pro-
duction. Until then I have been work-
ing

_
on an important motion picture

project of my own, directly involving
China's struggle against Japan.
For several months now I have been

in close touch with T. Y. Lo, president
of the China Motion Picture Corpora-
tion of Chunking. That outfit had made
pictures in China during the worst of
bombings, working against almost un-
surmountable odds. To make a picture,
"Storm Over Mongolia," the produc-
tion unit was sent from Chunking
to Inner Mongolia over difficult and in
places impassable terrain. The round trip
took three months, and one year was
spent in completing the picture. In spite
of the war, free China now maintains
over a hundred mobile motion picture
theaters in which American, Chinese, and
documentary war films of both makes
are shown. Those mobile theater units
travel from city to city, village to village,
showing those films and combating the
soul-corroding Jap propaganda. Those
films have helped to develop the peo-
ple's interest in motion pictures and their
curiosity about the Western world, es-
pecially America.
Mr. Lo and I have discussed and laid

plans for postwar cooperation between
the motion picture industry of China and
Hollywood. We outlined an ambitious
program of visual education which will
include the training of thousands of tech-
nicians and actors. This sounds like a
large order, but if we are to have lasting
peace, the power of motion pictures after
the war cannot be over-estimated. There
will be a new world to construct; the old
to patch and rebuild. The younger gen-
eration will have to be brought up on
the ideas of peace and friendship in-
stead of those on conquest and struggle.
But these are all ideas for the future.

At the moment Mr. Lo and I are work-
iiig out an idea for an American motion
picture \yith a Chinese background. The
story will revolve around the epoch-
making 2000-mile trek accomplished by
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masses of Chinese men, women, and chil-

dren, who on their backs and in wheel-

barrows transported the heavy industries

of China to the yet uninvaded part of

the country. It is a great story, a true

story, and a proud page in the history

of China. The part which has been
chosen for me, is that of a young stu-

dent leader responsible for the idea.

Until the chance to play in that pic-

ture comes, I am portraying on the

screen the character of a young Chinese
doctor, assistant to Dr. Gillespie (Lionel

Barrymore) in the MGM Dr. Gillespie

series. This series has recently won the

plaudits of the Office of War Informa-
tion for helping erase the barrier of race

in the world of science. Unbeknown to

me, I was aiding the war again.

When I am not busy at MGM, I wage

my little anti-Jap campaign by giving

blood to the Red Cross; frying ham-
burgers or entertaining at the Canteen
in Old Chinatown. Not so long ago I

have been told that the Federal Bureau
of Investigation was looking for Chi-

nese language experts. I was anxious to

offer my services, but unfortunately I

know the Cantonese dialect, while the

one required was Mandarin. So, strange
as it may sound to you, I am going to

school and study Mandarin Chinese un-
der the celebrated cinologist. Dr. Von
Koerber, at the University of Southern
California. Also, through another pro-

fessor at the same institution, Dr. Theo-
dore Chen, I have placed myself at the
disposal of the government, should it

need what knowledge of Chinese and
Spanish that I have.

Laddie and the Ladies

Continued from page 34

canard thought up by a stupid man who
was undoubtedly afraid of being shown
up. I certainly admire intelligence in

either man or girl, particularly if it is a
courteous type of intelligence that doesn't

seek to put me back into seventh grade.

Esther reads, and remembers what she

reads; she doesn't confine her reading to

any one type of book—she loves anything
that's printed. This makes her an inter-

esting conversationalist. I love to listen

to her talk.

As you know, Esther is Mexican. There
is nothing that irks her more than to

have someone introduce her as Spanish;

she is quick to correct such a statement.

I admire her loyalty to her people, to her

language, to the cavalcade of her race. I

think any girl who adopts an Oxford
accent when she was born in lolanthe,

Kansas, just isn't bright. One of the

greatest evidences of Esther's intelligence

is her eagerness to be exactly what she is,

but to be it in the greatest and most
admirable degree.

Once a girl is relaxed enough to be

intellectual without giving a lecture

about it, I think she can ask herself,

"Why don't I be just a little naive and
reserved, as Michele Morgan is?"

I worked with Michele in "Joan Of
Paris," the first picture she made after

coming to this country. One of the initial

things one observes about Michele is that

she has nice eyes—they are turquoise.

But her great charm lies, not in her

physical appearance, but in her quaint
personality. Michele is really a sophisti-

ate; she knows rare food, good wines, the

exotic life of continental cities before the

lights went out all over the world. She
has the true Frenchwoman's flare for per-

fume, clothing, and unspoken coquetry;

BUT, she actually blushes when startled

or shocked. A blush is something you
can't feign; it either happens or it doesn't.

But when a man sees a woman blush,

he has an inclination to protect her.

She seems young (no matter how old she

may be) and defenseless. A blush is an
outward symbol of an inner state: a
definite reserve. I may be wrong, but I

suspect that most persons are intrigued

by a woman who is charming, but just a

bit aloof. One likes to think, "She's
interesting, she'd grow even more inter-

esting as one grew to know her, but that
would take time."

Once a girl is intelligent, but also
naive and a little reserved, I think she
should develop a sense of humor. A
sense of laughter is like a life raft: it

will save you when the going gets rough
and it will make you very popular with
anyone who happens to be around.

Helen Walker is my idea of a girl with
a gift of giggles. It's difficult to describe
a sense of humor because it's like a
million dollars: you never see the fact
itself, you just notice the pleasant things
it produces. I began to observe that,
when she and I were working in "Lucky
Jordan," we always got excellent coopera-
tion from the technicians. She kids every-
one—not rrtaliciously, as some wits do

—

but kindly, and with respect for the
limits to which fun must be confined.
She always manages to say the right
thing at the right time, with a Lou Cos-
tello twist.

She's a great gal with a gag. She and
Gail Russell started their careers at
Paramount at approximately the same
time, but Gail just happened to get her
breaks faster. One day, Gail learned
that she was to be given a dressing-room
on the main floor; she no longer had to
climb a flight of stairs. That sort of

thing is trivial, of course, but the attain-

ment of a superior dressing-room is one
of the signs of attention from the head
office and makes an actor or an actress

feel good.

When Gail was established in her new
quarters, Helen sent her a massive
bouquet of flowers; set daintily in the
very center of the bouquet was a pair of

battered, step-weary, worn old shoes to

which wa^ attached a card. "Congratula-
tions to the Star, from the mere Act-

ress," it read.

I've worked with Loretta Young in

two pictures: "China" and "And Now
Tomorrow," and the thing about her that

I admire and think many girls would do
well to copy is the fact that she's a
great woman's woman. She has dozens

of sincere women friends; on the set
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she's thoughtful of the hairdresser, the

wardrobe girl, the maid.

Despite the funny feminine notion that

it is smart to describe oneself as a "man's
girl who doesn't get along very well with
women," I don't think this statement
impresses men nearly as much as it is

supposed to. It leaves me, personally,

stone cold. An intelligent man knows
that there are likely to be times in his

life when his wife's ability to make
friends of both sexes, genuine, helpful,

interested friends, may influence his

entire future. What guy would like to

bring his boss and his boss' wife home
for dinner some evening, only to discover

that The Little Woman couldn't get on
well with members of her own fraternity!

Loretta's unfailing sponsorship of her

o^vn kind makes her a perfect wife, par-

ticularly for a man in her husband's
responsible position. It also makes Lo-
retta a nice human being in her own
right.

Veronica Lake was my leading lady in

"This Gun For Hire;" I'd like to say for

her that she has at least one characteris-

tic that every girl should try to develop:

she's an individualist.

A good many girls seem to worry about
the fact that they are small; Veronica is

pint-sized, but perfect of her type. A
good many girls say that the theatrical

market is overstocked with blondes, yet
Veronica is sunny-headed. However,
Veronica had what other small girls and
other blondes sometimes lack: she had a
trademark. A good many thousands of

words have undoubtedly been written

about her unique hairdo, so I'm not going
to add to the collection: I'm only using
it as an example of smart showmanship.
She was aware of her outstanding feature

of individuality, and capitalized on it.

The thing that I noticed about Bonita
Granville and heartily admired during
the months we were working in "The
Glass Key" was that her manners were
perfect. She looks like, and is, a great

lady. She always does the right thing at

the right time—^she's completely mas-
tered the technique of the beau geste.

Frankly, I think her name at this time
should be one of the biggest in town;
there were real touches of greatness in

her work. But Bonita has the face and
bearing of a Roman Empress, and it may
be that not until she is somewhat older,

wiU she come into her full heritage as a
superb dramatic actress. In the mean-
time, I think she has the greatest gift of

concentration, and poise, of any young
girl I know. One of the problems that
most women have to overcome is a ten-

dency to rush things, to want the future

too fast, to live in next week instead of

today. Such a girl should take a lesson

from Bonita.

"Why don't you develop your
latent talents.'' The best example of a
girl who had every advantage, but who
has continued to study in order to add
another string to her bow of abilities, is

Edith Fellowes. She and I worked to-

gether so many years ago that I'm not
going to get out my adding machine to

sum it up; we did a funny little picture

called "First Romance"—which was
amusing for us no matter how it was for

the audience!
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Edith was one of the prettiest adoles-

cent girls I had ever seen; she was in-

telligent, quick on the come-back, and
sensible. I don't think I ever saw her do
one silly, senseless thing all during the

production of the picture. I told her

that I thought she had a great future in

pictures, just working along as she was.

"I'm taking voice lessons, too," she told

me. "In show business, the more accomp-
lishments you have, the more breaks

you'll get."

.

That statement is not only true of

show business, but of life in general. The
last time I saw Edith she was playing

in the road show of "Junior Miss" and
doing a wonderful job. You'll be hearing

more from her.

When I was in camp, the fellows used

to ply me with questions about Holly-

wood. I expected them to be interested

in Lamour, and Colbert, and Veronica,

but I'll admit that I was somewhat sur-

prised to learn that they wanted to talk

about Mabel Paige. She played my
"pick-up" mother in "Lucky Jordan,"

you remember. It goes without saying,

of course, that she is a gifted actress.

More than that, she is" one of the most
lovable human beings I have ever known.
Obviously the boys sensed that warm,
responsive, sympathetic quality of her

nature—it translates to the screen with
remarkable fidelity.

She has a great sense of humor, too.

You may remember that one scene in the

picture called for me to eat a meal of

stew that she had prepared. Well, several

days before we were set to make that

scene, I happened to be discussing local

restaurants with her. I mentioned that

if there is anything in the world that I

really can't stand, it is lamb stew.

You guessed it: when my steaming

meal was served before the camera, the
bowl contained lamb stew. Mabel had
explained to the assistant director who
has charge of such things, that my
favorite dish was l.s. Under her breath
she said to me, "Now let's see what
kind of an actor you are. Let's see you
register delight over your dinner!"

Sometimes it seems to me that as
women grow older they lose their light-

heartedness, their joy in living. Mabel
hasn't. She probably has more fun now
than she has ever had, and she adds to

the pleasure of everyone around her—an
excellent trait to copy.
Now that I've shooed Susie out of her

room for a few moments and can write

the following lines without having her

ask me to leave them out, I can add the
final characteristic that I think every
girl should cultivate: the art of comrade-
ship.

A girl can be beautiful, intelligent,

humorous, sensible, individual, a credit

to a man in a dozen ways, but if she

lacks the knack of being a playmate and
a helpmate, she won't appeal to a man
permanently. Susie is the best little pal

a man ever had. If I wake up at three

in the morning and say that I'm hungry,
is there anything in the ice box.?—Susie

laughs and says she's hungry, too, and
she thinks there are some drumsticks
left. If I want to go grunion hunting,

Susie puts on a pair of clam diggers and
gets drenched in the surf with me. She's

always around when I want her—which
is the prime accomplishment of a wife.

I hope that I've been helpful. As I

said in the beginning, a guy puts his

neck out when he goes in for something
like this article, but if my ideas can be
put to use by some girl, and they help at

all, I'll be happy about the whole thing.

"Conversation Piece"

Continued from page 26

O'Brien: "My case, rather ditto. I

left for basic Air Corps training in Flor-

ida two days after I finished 'The Amaz-
ing Mrs. Halliday,' with Deanna; then

sent to school in Chicago, to learn to be
radio operator gunner; washed out in

Chicago, grounded, because of eyes; then

to Wisconsin. One day, told to report to

Orderly Room. Orders read, go to New
York, report to Moss Hart for part in

'Winged Victory.' So, I'm off. Okay by
me. Taking Army as it comes. Make no
pleas. My feeling is, a lot of sensible

people are running this war and know
where to put you where you'll serve the

service best. Very lucky, too, to be able

to do my own stuff, during a war. Take
my work seriously. Like most hams."
MacDonald: "Me, too. I hoped I

could do a dramatic part in the film of

'Victory.' When MGM first cast me in

the first dramatic part I ever played, the

dancer who commits suicide in 'Life

Begins For Andy Hardy,' I tried to con-

vince them they were crazy. I'd been

strictly a song and dance man, I told

them, mostly dance, and couldn't commit
suicide satisfactorily to, so to speak,

save my life. They didn't see it njy way.
So I did it their way. And didn't land

on the cutting-room floor. Ever since,

I've been hankering to act all over the

place, like crazy, so I asked Moss Hart."
O'Brien: "What'd he say.?"

MacDonald: " 'You look too young,
Ray,' he said, 'too young, Ray, too young,'

he kept repeating. I said, finally, 'Just

how old you think I am, Mr. Hart?'

'Twelve,' he said, and dismissed me. I

crawled out of his office on all fours.

Made me think of the days when my
sister Grace and I were just beginning

in show business and had an act at

Leon & Eddie's. I was fourteen then, and
looked (Mr. Hart, please note) four.

So I had to produce a fake birth certifi-

cate and wear- a felt hat, with a John
Barrymore snap to the brim, to make me
look old enough to get by. Is this going

on forever.? I had hoped the war might
age me."

O'Brien (laughing) : "Tough break.

But at least you didn't have to lose

your—ah—oomph! Look at me. Thirty

pounds heavier than I was the day I left

Hollywood. By orders of Miss Hart, who
thought I should take on weight so as

not to confuse my part of Brooklyn-bred,

fat and funny Irving Miller, with the

romantic interest in the play. Mr. Hart
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flattered me. Actually, I am not a lead-

ing man. Or shouldn't be. Not the

glamor-boy type. Anyway, he wanted
weight and got it. Two lunches a day.
Snacks between meals. Then it became
a habit. I liked it. Felt relaxed and
extraordinarily sweet-tempered. Then
what happens? We get out to Holly-
wood to make the picture. George Cukor
has a talk with me, says nice things
about my characterization of Miller in

the stage show. I tell him the credit, if

any, is due the Army. T know the
character well,' I tell him, 'because I

patterned him after a lot of Brooklyn
G.I. Joes I met in the service. Particu-
larly after a comic but lovable Brooklyn
taxidriver I got to know while training
in Wisconsin.'

" 'Fine, fine,' said Mr. Cukor, 'but

—

er—isn't there something you can do to
improve that pan of yours? Jowly, you
know,' he added, 'quite jowly,' 'Mr. Hart.'
I began. Cukor said, 'I know. Being a
"stout fella" on the stage is one thing but,
as you know, the camera enlarges. And
since I'll be shooting closeups of you

—

'

'IVIr. Cukor,' I said, firmly, 'I'm afraid
the Army wouldn't like me to look too,
too. You see, after the picture is finished,
my unit may be assigned to replacements
for overseas duty. Uncle Sam wouldn't
like me to look so beautiful that I'd jump
over the top profile!'

"

MacDonald (laughing) : "Well, you
have modified some since making the
picture—our G.I. training, under Lt. Col.
Walter Dunham, plus work before the
cameras, is fixing you fine—anyway,
none of us soldier-actors have any beef,
as you pointed out. To be able to do, in
the service, what we did in civilian life

is getting the breaks, boy. What's more,
to be able to do your own job and help
the war effort, too (which, since all the
proceeds from the movie, as from the
play, go to Army relief, we are doing)
is pretty stunning."

O'Brien: "It's a kick for you, too,
isn't it, to dance again with your sister,
Grace?"
MacDonald: "You said it. When we

first tackled show business as kids, Grace
and I, we planned never to be separated.
Then, right after we did 'Babes In Arms,'
on Broadway, and were getting places, I
broke my leg. Few weeks later, I broke
it again. Doctors said I would never
dance again. So Grace went out, alone,
in a show called 'Very Warm For May.'
Next thing you know, I'm on my pins
again and in the movies. Grace, too. A
star, on her own. Then there's a war on
and I'm in the A.A.F. And we realize
our childhood dream is just that. But in
one sequence, in this one picture, at least,
we hoof it together again."

O'Brien: "Matter of fact, in this film,

it's not too important, the parts we play.
Because we are, all of us, name and bit
parts alike, only parts of a stirring and
significant whole. Something that adds
up to more than any individual. Did you
hear what Cukor said couple of days
ago? 'In most of the pictures I've
directed,' he said, 'the stars—Kate Hep-
burn, Ingrid Bergman, Spencer Tracy
and others—have carried the story. In
'Winged Victory.' the story itself plays
the leading role."

MacDonald: "It does, too. But I
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think it's because it's not a 'story'—it's

the truth."

O'Brien: "That's it—the truth, both
in spirit and in fact. Remember the huge
outdoor set, the acreage the technicians
inundated in order to give the. desired

swampy effect, to show the dank bleak
conditions with which America's fight-

ing men are confronted in the Pacific?

Well, those technical men got their

effect, and realistically. We marched
through two inches of oozing mud."
MacDonald: "I was on the set the

day that minister who had just returned
from New Guinea visited us on the South
Pacific set and was amazed at its authen-
ticity. 'It's a remarkably true duplica-

tion of the Pacific Islands on which our
men are fighting,' he said. 'The only
thing it lacks is—Japs.' Then he added,
with a grin, 'Of course, thanks to our
boys over there, quite a few real South
Pacific Islands are now lacking Japs.'

"

O'Brien: "The night flying sequences
are exact, too—exact in representing the

gruelling ordeals—even for us soldier-

actors, grim stuff. The hours of shooting
were from 6 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. Cukor
said, 'The eagerness of these boys amazes
me. It would be impossible to subject

civilians to the long hours and countless

hardships these soldiers take in their

stride.' Smart thing Moss Hart did,

personally visiting air bases all over the

USA, recruiting men in the service for

'Victory.' Hope everyone who sees the

picture realizes those night-flying scenes

were shot at a U.S. Army Air base, where
the facilities were available. The use of

the base was, as you know, Ray, given

official sanction by the government,
which regards 'Winged Victory,' apart
from its entertainment value, a public

service."

MacDonald: "The entertainment
value is going to have a plus, too. for my
money—not only all the specialty acts,

which include my humble self, but the

fact that it's the story of all the 'boys

next door'—the sons of a small town bar-

ber and a bank clerk and a farmer, the

story of their mothers and dads and
sweethearts and wives. I've stood on the
sidelines quite a bit, watching Jeannie
Grain and Jane Ball and the other girls

do their scenes—made me think of my
own folks, their hopes for me, their

ambitions. Our being on the stage was

my Pop's idea, right from the be^nning.
He used to take us to see shows at the
Palace, Grace and me. 'That's where
you're going to be some day,' he'd tell

us, believing it. Makes me," Ray added,
slowly, "glad I fell in love with Elizabeth
when I met her in the New York cast,

because I want to get married, be a
part of a home, of—well, of all the things

we're fighting for, today."
O'Brien: "Sure, I know. I walked up

Broadway, first day we got in town;
thought of my dad, who died when I

was four, of my mother, left with seven
little O'Briens on her hands and how,
somehow, she did it—fed us all, clothed

us, educated us. I was the only one who
didn't go on to college—in high school,

used to save all my money for the
movies, skip classes and rollerskate

down to them, my interest being, not in

textbooks, but in actors. Anyway, walk-
ing up Broadway, in uniform, I tipped
my hat to my mother, still living—

a

stout, Irish heart, that's what did it."

MacDonald: "It all adds up, doesn't

it, this 'Mission to Hollywood.'
"

O'Brien: "In every way, I believe.

In our professions as soldiers and as

actors. A lot of stars are going to come
out of this show."
MacDonald: "Definitely. You, for

instance, will be bigger than you ever

were, I bet. Lon McCaUister, too—what
a 'plus' his role of Frankie Davis is going
to give his career, already on the way
up; and Mark Daniels, Mark had mostly
minor roles before the war—watch him
after he comes marching back to Holly-
wood again. And Don Taylor, who plays

Pinky and breaks you up. Don says he
was on more cutting room floors than any
actor in Hollywood, but he's sure headed
for the movie Milky W^ay after this

chore."

O'Brien: "A production like this will

add stature to us all, can't help it—even
to the kids who are making their first

bows to the public, as actors. Cukor
said of them, few days ago, 'I feel as

though I am bathing in a pool of fine,

unexplored talent. For these youngsters,

many of whom have never faced a
motion picture camera, read their lines

like experts. As I look at them, I can't

help but feel that I'm looking at the

Cagneys, Tracys, Barrymores of. the

post-war period."

Two "Winged Victory" boys pose with their attractive wives—Cpl. Don
Taylor with the former Phyllis Avery, S/Sgt. and Mrs. Mark Daniels.
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leaves your Kalr so lustrous, yet so easy to manage

!

I

Only Drene

with Hair Conditioner reveals

up to 33% more lustre than soap

... yet leaves hair so easy to

arrange, so alluringly smooth!

Does your hair look dull,

slightly mousy?

No wonder—if you're washing it with cake

soap or liquid soap shampoo! Because soap

of any sort leaves a soap film which dulls

lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Change

to Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner!

Drene never leaves any dulling fdm. That's

why it reveals up to 33% more lustre!

Does your hair-do require

constant fiddling?

Men don't like this business of running

a comb through your hair in public! Fix

your hair so it stays put! And remember
Drene with Hair Conditioner leaves hair

wonderfully easy to manage, right after

shampooing! No other shampoo leaves

hair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrange!

Ssssssfthh h h !

But have you dandruff?

Too many girls have! And what a pity.

For unsightly dandruff can be easily con-

trolled if you shampoo regularly with Drene.

Drene with Hair Conditioner removes

every trace of embarrassing dandruff the

very first time you use it!

Drene Shampoo
y with ^—

Back-view glamour—in this

lovely, new evening hair-do!

The back hair is set as for a

page boy, then pulled to-

gether -with the stunning
beaded hair ornament. The
sliining smoothness of her

hair is due to Drene with

Hair Conditioner! No other

shampoo leaves hair so lus-

trous, yet so easy to manage!

Product of Procter & Gamble

MAKE A DATE WITH

Tonight . . . don't put it off . . . shampoo your hair the new glamour
way! Use Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner! Get the combi-
nation of beauty benefits only this wonderful improved shampoo
can give! Extra lustre. .. up to 33% more than with soap or
soap shampoos! ^Alanageable hair . . . easy to comb into smooth
shining neatness! ^Complete removal of dandruff! Insist on Drene
Shampoo with Hair Conditioner, or ask your beauty shop to use it.



GIRL: Don't be stupid, Cupid. I adore dancing

with Junior! I onlv wish he were a httle taller . . . older . .

.

arid not my brother!

CUPIM: Well, then, how about helping me help you?

With a smile, for instance!

GIRL: Smile? Me? Plain old me? Look, Cupid: I'm

no beauty. And my smiling wouldn't help.

CUPID: Help? Heavens, Girl, look around you!

Beautiful girls aren't always the most popular. It's the girl

with the radiant smile who wins attention — and hearts!

Get busy, Girl! SmUe! Sparkle!

GIRL: Sparkle? Pardon, Cupid. But with my
teeth, I couldn't even glow. I brush my teeth, but—

CUPID:— but you never do a thing about the

"pink" on your tooth brush! By gosh. Girl, there

ought to be a special sign for every girl i?i the country:

^'Never Ignore ^Pink Tooth Brush'!"

Plain girl . . . that "pink" is a sign that you'd better

see yaiir dentist right away. He may say that your

gums have become tender, robbed of exercise by

today's soft foods. And he may suggest, "the helpful

stimulation of Ipana Tooth Paste and massage."

IPANA AND MASSAGE

GIRL: Yes. But we were talking about my smile,

Cupid. Not niy gums.

CUPID: And that's just it! Ipana and massage

are designed to help your smile. Ipana not onlv

cleans teeth. It is specially designed, with massage, to

help stimulate gums to healthier firmness. Massage

a little extra Ipana on your gums every time

you brush your teeth. You'll help yourself to

healthier gums, sounder, brighter teeth . . . and a

lovelier smile. And someone else to dance with!

Get started on Ipana and massage today, Child!
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this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen I

This is our 72nd column ! Our 40 million

readers now know that we never rave
without reason.

And, brethreri and sistren, we're raving
about two new films coming around
the mountain of the New Year.

First, there is "Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo", the deeply moving dramatiza-
tion of Captain Ted Lawson's true
account of the surprise thrill of the
war—the first bombing of Tokyo by
those gallant men who took off from
Shangri-La!

Spencer Tracy turns in his most com-
manding performance as Lieutenant
Colonel "Jimmy" Doolittle; handsome
Van Johnson (did you read LifeP) adds
to his laurels as Lawson; and Robert
("Hargrove") Walker is the dead-eye
gunner of their B-25 bomber, "The
Ruptured Duck."

Lovely Phyllis Thaxter (a new dream)
plays Ellen, Lawson's bride, warming
the picture with a tender romantic note
that makes "Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo a truly magnificent-story of -

deep-abiding love anclinspiriftg courage^

Then, M-G-M has forthcoming a gay,
gorgeous, grand and Technigloriousfilm
delight, "Meet Me In St. Louis." It

takes you back to the St. Louis Fair as

a guest of the Smiths, a family that
might be your own— if you have one.

Judy Garland is the
star—young, viva-
cious, golden-voiced
Judy— as the girl

just awakening to

love for the boy next
door. And with her,

as an impish, devil-

ish, utterly lovable
kid sister, is that
great artist, little

Margaret O'Brien.

Happy-hearted, brimming with music
and the joy of living, "Meet Me In St.

Louis" includes seven smash songs,
among them that bell-ringing success,

"Clang, Clang, Clang,Went theTrolley"
that you're hearing on the hit parade.

When you "Meet Me In St. Louis" and
spend "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo",
you'll get a good idea of the great enter-

tainment to expect
from M-G-M all

through this Happy
New Year.

Which, by the way,,
we've wished you.
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Golden-voiced Judy

aaid little sweetheart

Margaret in the happy-

hearted joy-film of the

nationi The St. Louis

Fair enchants you. . .

young hearts are in love

. . .auid songs fill the

air I And it's all in

rainbow Technicolor!

That Hil Parade tune

Trolley Song" is just one of

the seven great melodies—
merry ones, romantic ones

!

inTECHNICOLOR
STARRING

^"liim/MtO'Bmt
In M-G-M's J) Glorious Love Story

MEET ME IN ST.LOUIS
MARY ASTOR- LUCILLE BREMER -TOM DRAKE -MARJORIE MAIN
Screen PIqy by Irving Brecher and Fred F. Finklehoffe • Based on the Book by Sally Benson • Directed by VINCENTE MINNELII • Produced ty ARTHUR FREED • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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WIVES! ENJOY
'extra' advantage of

this higher type

INTIMATE FEMININE

HYGIENE

Greaseless Suppository

Gives Hours of

^ Continuous Medication

Here is a frank, important message
about intimate physical facts which
may mean so much to a married
woman's happiness.

Today well-informed women no
longer use weak, home-made mix-
tures. No longer do they resort to
overstrong harmful poisons because
science has given you a higher type of
antiseptic cleanliness— and so much
easier and convenient — called
ZONITORS!

So Powerful Yet So Harmless

Positively No Burn

Zonitors are a greaseless, stainless,
snow white vaginal suppository— so
powerfully antiseptic and germicidal.
Zonitors give hours of continuous
medication— yet are safe to most
delicate tissues. Positively non-burn-
ing, non-irritating, non-poisonous!
Zonitors actually destroy offending

odor and Instantly kill every germ
they touch. Of course it's not always
possible to contact all the germs in the
tract. BUT YOU can be sure of this!
No other germicide kills germs any
faster or more thoroughly. Zonitors
kill every reachable germ and keep
them from multiplying. Follow easy
directions.

FREE: Mail this coupon for FREE
booklet sent in plain wrapper.
Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. 9232A, 370 Lex-
ing-ton Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

Name

Address.

City

.
^ Yvonne 0«

Carlo starring role m un

'^a^^ HoiiruiooD
EVER SINCE fans at a radio station

ail but sent Van Jolmson liome in

liis birthday clothes, he isn't taking

any chances. He now carries a complete
change, from imdervvear out, in the trunk

of his car. A year ago Van wouldn't

have been recognized if he did a strip

tease on the corner of Hollywood and
Vine.

YY^HEN LOUIS HAYWARD spent the
' ' day on the set with Ida Lupino,'

everyone expected the news of their

reconciliation. It turned out they had a

broadcast to do together. Ida couldn't

get away early for a rehearsal. So Louis

came to the studio and they went over

their lines between scenes. In Holly-

wood fliafs friendship!

Rosalind Russeil and Jack Carson play Mr.
and Mrs. in Warners' film,"Roughly Speolcing."

'T^IS SAID that Olivia De Havilland
^ and Joan Fontaine would be just as

pleased if their mother ivouldn't become
a movie star. Be that as it may, Lillian

Fontaine has deserted the little theaters
long enough to play Jane Wyman's
mother in "The Lost Weekend." Very
good she is, too. Paramount is talking

contract, so it looks like the girls will

have to reconcile themselves to having
a movie mama.

TUST about the time Judy Garland
" switched over to Robert Walker, Alex-

ander Knox (then Judy's current boy
friend) switched over to Doris Nolan.
Whether poker-faced Knox is serious or

not, we wouldn't be knowing. Doris, on
the other hand, behaves suspiciously

like a lady in love.

Capt. Burgess Meredith strongiy resembles

Ernie Pyle, columnist he'll play in "G.I. Joe."

_Stafe_
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A MASTERPIECE OF MYSTERY
from the Thrilling Novel by GRAHAM GREENE

who wrote "This Gun For Hire." Thrilling

Direction by FRITZ LANG, who gave you

"Fury" and "Man-Hunt."

MARJORIE
REYNOLDS
CARLESMOND - PERCY WARAM

HILLARY BROOKE

Directed by

FRITZ LANG
Screen Play by Seton I. Miller

SCREENLAND



WHAT
GiRI.

DOESN'T!

And it's so easy to make your hair more
glamorous with richer color and radiant

highlights when you use Nestle Colorinse.

AT WORH-
You'll thrill to the compliments of your
friends when they admire the loveliness of

your hair. For Colorinse transforms dull,

drab-looking hair into brighter, shining

locks—gleaming with colorful highlights.

Am AT HA^I
Men go for girls with silky-soft, glamorous
hair. Let Colorinse help give your hair this

bewitching new beauty. Whatever its coloi;

there's a shade of Colorinse to help it look

brighter, more entrancing. Try it after your
next shampoo.

'J

—

TTI Ask your beoufitian for on Opiilescenl Creme Wo»e
\H0 \ " by Ojstij _ orjginotors of permonent waving.

COLORINSE
fn tOi andiSi tizes.

At beauty counters

everywhere.

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY L0N5
For that well-groomed look,

whether you wear your hair up
or down — a delicately per-

furrted hair lacquer. Just a few
drops of Hairlac will keep

your coif in place throughout

the day. 2V^ oz. bottle 2ii.

Tfeatie. HAIRLAC

mm m%

HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN—Worner Bros.

We hope too many GI's won't get the idea that they,

too, can follow in the footsteps of Slim (Robert Hut-
ton) and Sergeant (Dane Clark) in this film utilizing

the talents of practically every star on the Warner
lot, plus five name bands, Roy Rogers, Trigger and
the Sons of the Pioneers. Bette Davis and John Gar-
field, who play their real-life roles as President and
Vice-President of the Hollywood Canteen, turn over
all facilities to make Sliiii's dream date with Joan Leslie

come true—which, of course, it does in the movie. While
Robert Hutton is very appealing, it's Dane Clark who
runs off with the acting honors—especially when he
tries his GI French on Ida Lupino. You'll see STARS !

THE THIN MAN GOES HOME—
Popping up after four years' absence from the screen,

N'ick and Nora Charles go about in the latest of the

series solving mysteries as blithely as they ever did. W

e

don't know how she does it, but Myrna Loy looks love-

lier and younger than ever as Nora, who this time makes
it her job to convince Nick's father, a small town doc-
tor, that her husband is a genius. It's a job easily

accomplished when the husband is played by suave Wil-
liam Powell, fortified with all the tricks of the "Thin
Alan"—but not with the usual alcoholic spirits. Situa-
tion gets precarious when he starts pointing to promi-
nent townspeople as spy suspects. Asia does tricks, too.

TOMORROW, THE WORLD!—Lester Coy/an-UA
The transplanting of a German boy, fanatically faithful

to Hitler, to a dyed-in-the-wool American town pro-
vides engrossing situations and problems. Skippy
Homeier's cold heartlessness in the role of Emil Bruck-
ner registers even better on the screen than in the suc-

cessful Broadway play. In vivid contrast is Joan Car-
roll's part as the daughter of the house who tries her best

to make a human being out of the little beast through
her ever-present good humor. His final rehabilita-

tion is capably handled by Fredric March, as the uncle,

and his half-Jewish fiancee played by Betty Field.

DARK WATERS—Un/'ferf Artists Release

Merle Oberon and Franchot Tone take you on a tour of
the Louisiana bayous, which form a wonderful setting

for Benedict Bogeaus' darkly mysterious melodrama.
Except for the co-stars, almost everyone else in the cast

is a villain, intent upon the problem of driving the hero-

ine insane so that they may possess the plantation which
rightfully belongs to her. Oi course they are defeated,

but not before there is a quicksand death, a wild chase

in the swamps, and many other chilling events. Fay
Bainter, Thomas Mitchell, John Qualen and Elisha

Cook, Jr., give vivid pictures of the characters they play.

IRISH EYES ARE SMILING—20t/i Cenfory-fox

The tunes popular in the years around 1910—"Let the

Rest of the World Go By," "Mother Machree," "A Lit-

tle Bit of Heaven," plus the title song—are enough to

attract a large audience of nostalgic memory seekers.

Dick Haymes is smooth as the composer, Ernest R. Ball,

and has a voice exactly suited to his songs. June Haver,
as the other half of the love interest, collects a variety

of envious sighs and whistles in showgirl costumes—in

Technicolor, too. Monty Woolley and Anthony Quinn
have the best roles in their careers. Story is strictly

formula, but who cares? {More Rcviczi's on page 15)
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arlQllyWOoSheart isin it^

^^dOE E BROWN
^EOOlE CANTOR^

DANE <2LAR< ^

doANCf^AWFORD'

\ BETTE PA\/I9
- FAYE EMER?0^
MtCroR FRAnCEN
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f\lACHARrfC0Tr

Ooi^/iLO WOODS

YANK"

"YOU

Original Screen Play by Delmer Daves • Musical Numbers Created & Directed by LEROY PRINZ • Directed by DELMER DAVES

JACK L WARNER, Executive Producer Produced by ALEX GOTTLIEB
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Hair

By Josephine Felts

HAIR that shimmers and glimmers with well-groomed brilliance I Arrange-
ments that star hairlines and features ! Gay ornaments that fit and emphasize
lovely contours ! Color that brings new gifts to beauty 1 This is the 1945

Hollywood picture of your crowning glory.

At beginning of new year our beauty ambitions always seem to reach their peak.

What girl doesn't resolve to look her prettiest for her soldier beau or husband? And
who doesn't think of surprising him with a charming new hairdo?

If you're among the many who are just dying for a change of hair and are uncer-
tain what to do about it, take a look at your last year's magazines and compare them
with this season's. You'll soon find that there are noticeable changes not only in

coiffures themselves but in the ways they're being decorated. The movie stars have
definitely switched from the casual, blown-away style to a mode characterized by a

"just-came-out-of-a-bandbox" neatness. Also, upstanding flowers and feathers of

past seasons are being replaced by head-hugging clips, pins and posies.

Don't let this prevailing note of smoothness convince you that hair styles aren't

varied and becoming. They are. Actually, the new look can be achieved in dozens of

different ways, provided that always an impression of slickness and tidiness is striven

for. Many of the actresses have found that they can make one cutting, and one setting

the basis for several different hairdos. Faye Emerson, whom you'll soon see in War-
ner Brothers' "Hollywood Canteen," demonstrates how her beautiful hair once set

can be easily rearranged from one to another quite differing up-to-the-minute style.

For both the up and the down arrangements, Faye's medium length, blonde

hair is set in exactly the same way. It is parted on the left side, combed flat

across the head and held in place with a barrette. The ends are rolled forward
in very large pin curls, forming rows across the back and one row on either side.

(An easy way for any girl with a good permanent to set her hair at home!) The
pinned up hair in Faye's first photograph has been combed smooth to the nape of

the neck, then separated and rolled forward into those soft coils over each ear.

When Faye prefers to let her hair down, she brushes (Please turn to page 97)

At top of page, Faye Emerson's locks, always

so neat and perfect, lend themselves to

two charming new arrangements. Above,

Gene TIerney's new hairdos glimmer with

healthful radiance. Flat, sparkling orna-

ments follow the shapes of her coiffures.

10 SCREENLAND



Ar^ you in the know ?

Can this WAC Lieutenant

marry— A Private

, n A Captain

A Sergeant
/

If your writing runs uphill, are

you— Moody

Indifferent to people

An optimist

Even if she's an officer, a WAC can

wed her One and Only, whether he's

a brass hat, a non-com, or plain

G.I. Joe. Perhaps you'll be asked

to be one of the bridesmaids in a

furlough wedding party. You can

be on the scene—serene—whatever

the time of the month! Kotex

will keep you confident, because

unlike thick, stubby napkins, the

patented ends of Kotex are pressed

flat so they don't show. Let them
be your sentry, guarding you from

revealing lines!

It's fun to read character through

handwriting! If you study up on the

subject, beforehand, it tells all! Do
you write uphill? You're an optimist,

says Dorothy Sara, noted handwriting

analyst. Why not keep that cheery

outlook—even on trying days ? You'll

never be a "worry-bird" when you
choose Kotex sanitary napkins, be-

cause that 4-ply safety center keeps

moisture away from the sides. That's

why you can count on getting pro-

tection plus—with Kotex.

How do you get out of a car?

Step down gracefully

Wriggle out like Grandma

[H Jump out like Junior

Let this sad Sal be a caution to you!

Step down gracefully, keeping knees

as close together as possible. True
grace depends on good posture. On
comfort, too, at "those" times . . .

the dependable comfort of Kotex, so

different from pads that just "feel"

soft at first touch ! That's because

Kotex stays soft ivhile ivearing . . .

doesn't wad up, doesn't get lumpy
like some napkins. Kotex keeps firm

... its softness really stays with you.

Lip rouge lingers longer

if you— O Moisten the lips first

Apply it over powder

Repaint a previous job

To make your lipstick sticl:—first,

powder lips lightly. Apply lip rouge
over powder, blot with BCIeenex and
you're set—for longer than you
think. And your confidence can linger

longer—on problem days. Just be
sure your sanitary napkin is suited

to your special needs. Only Kotex
comes in 3 sizes, for different women,
different days. Choose Regular, Ju-
nior or Super Kotex by the color

of its box.
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she's VA PvV ACf OUS /
/

Her presence is dynamic

. . . her attraction undeniable . . .

her impression unforgettable. In a

word—a new word—she's varvacious,

with Varva's exciting perfumes

""Follow Me" and '"Nonchalant."

They've made her very very . . .

Vari'a extracts—$1 to $15 • Bath Powder, $1
Face Powder, 6 gt/eil pnffs, $1 • Bubble Foam, $1

Sachet, $1 and $1.75 • Talc, 55c

( plus tax)

NONCHALANT
The Devil-May-

iriy Care Perfume

FOLLOW ME
{Suivez iMoi)

The Perfume That
Leads and Lasts

VARVA
Empire Slate Building. New York 1, N. Y.

Wanted: Opinions!
YOU made the movies what they are

today, and you'll make them what
they will be tomorrow, too, by your
comments about the stars and their

pictures. Let the movie-makers know
what you think through your "Fans'
Forum." Monthly awards for the
best letters published: $10.00, $5.00
and five $1.00 prizes, all payable in

War Savings Stamps. Closing date is

the 25th of the month.

Please address your letters to Fan's
Forum, Screenland, 205 East 42nd
St., New York 17, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

As enlisted man and officer, I have
watched Hollywood stars, supporting players

and extras working before servicemen foi"

three years, and the following conclusion

could well be heeded b)' most of them:
For some vague reason, entertainers seem

to feel they must conclude every perform-
ance with flag-waving of some sort. A
revue "dedicated to OUR boys." Or a
medley of songs which are supposed to send
chills running up your spine, but never do
in these instances. Or plain gush with a
patriotic theme.

I have never seen such a finale that didn't

fall flatter than a pancake. Soldiers, sailors

and marines just don't go for such stuff.

Patriotism to them is something you just

don't talk about. Flag-waving, they feel,

should be done by a stiff breeze—not by a
breezy stifle

!

Some entertainers look awfully silly ac-

knowledging applause with a salute—usually

improperly done. A bow, or the same
acknowledgment that would be given a
civilian audience goes over much better

—

and doesn't look half so stupid.

Bob Hope, I am happy to say, knows this,

and is himself. He doesn't try to tell fight-

ing men what patriotism is. They know
better than somebody can tell them.

Your servicemen have good taste. They
enjoy and appreciate the efforts of profes-

sional entertainers. But obvious attempts
to get applause through use of flag-waving
tricks leaves a very bad taste in the mouth
of G. I. Joe.

LIEUT, (jg) FOY EVANS,
Jacksonville, Fla.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

I'm not exactly a rabid movie star fan,

but I'll stand up for anybody who's been
done an injustice. And I certainly feel that
the movie stars who went to the China-
Burma-India war theater to entertain the
troops are being unjustly criticised.

It's no easy matter, especially for \oung
women such as Ann Sheridan, to undergo
the rigors and hardships of such a trip in

disease and insect-infested jungle. It is

difficult and tragic enough that our sons

must go there. My own boy, in that area,

writes of the wonderful men and women
entertainers, who stop at no hazard to give

them a laugh.
My personal opinion is that no women

should travel to remote areas as enter-

tainers; let them entertain the boys in the

camps at home. In the long run, it's the
men who have made the greatest hit with
our boys—witness Bob Hope, Bing Crosby,

Joe E. Brown, (one of those criticised, whose
own son made the supreme sacrifice) and
many others.

Let the girls "keep the home fires burn-
ing."

MRS. BEVERLY BEAUFORT,
Baltimore 17, Md.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

After seeing "The Hairy Ape," the ques-

tion arose in my mind: Which is more im-

portant, the play or the player? I am now
firmly convinced that it is, definitely, the

play.

William Bendix, whom I had considered,

up to now, just good comedy relief, emerges

12 Screenland



in the picture as a first rate dramatic actor.

I don't know who could have done greater

justice to this role of half-beast, half-child.

It took a strong part, however, one com-

bining all the great human emotions, to

prove the talent of Bendix, and establish

him as a really fine actor.

As for Susan Hayward—well, she was

just another cute female player whom one

saw from time to time in average moving
pictures. But in this movie! Why, she

was an even greater surprise to me than

Bendix. Amazing is hardly an adequate

word. She was hard, and selfish, and

despicable, to perfection. But then, she,

too, was fortunate enough to have a part

which gave her all the opportunities any
actress could hope for.

Yes, 1 believe that an actor or actress

may be a "natural," may possess all the

requisites for successful acting, but I main-

tain that it takes a meaty story like this

O'Neill play to bring out the real talent in

a performer.

EDITH ZITTLER, Chicago 23, 111.

As a member of the air arm of the Navy,
I have a suggestion: I would like to see

our film stars in shorts. And I mean the

educational type and not wearing apparel,

although a mixture of both in certain cases

would be 4.0 — which is Navy sign for

perfect

!

Movies in general have done a tremendous
lot for the armed forces in recreation and
relaxation. The entertainment and laugh

relief from strenuous duty and battle fatigue

that movies give cannot be over-estimated.

But on the score of information for instruc-

tion, a lot more can be done. Educational
shorts are one of the most potentially help-

ful sources of information available for

training. However, too often the acting in

shorts is bad and the voices so poor that

the whole job is a mess and the work it is

attempting to do is torpedoed.
Why not have our film stars work in these

important educational shorts for the armed
forces? It would lend interest and genuine
ability to a worthy field. Who wouldn't be
interested in seeing Robert Montgomery in

"Ships of the Navy," Henry Fonda in "Sea-
manship," Mickey Rooney in "Basic Train-
ing," and Ginger Rogers in "First Aid for

Yourself"? The appearance of stars in

these short films would bring audiences
crowding in instead of crowding out. Let's

have our shorts tailor-made by Hollywood
stars!

ADE A. O'KEEFE, Y2c, FPO,
San Francisco, Calif.

James Cagney's new picture, "Blood On The
Sun," provides fine comeback for Sylvia Sidney,

who made her last screen appearance in 1941

in Warner Bros.' "The Wagons Roll Ai Night."

Five little, false little words:

I never

perspire

in Winter!

Don't let the thermometer trick you into offending.

Avoid underarm odor with MUM.

It's a mistake so many girls make-
thinking they don't perspire in winter.

But how wrong. How foolish!

For even in zero weather, there's a heat

wave under your arms. And odor can form

without any noticeable moisture at all. Yes,

form and cling to your warm winter wool-

ens, stealing away your charm.

But why risk this winter danger? Why
take chances of offending when it's so easy

to be sure? Just remember, your bath only

washes away past perspiration. Mum pre-

vents risk of underarm odor to come.

So play safe. After every bath, befon

every date, a half minute with Mum means

long hours of carefree daintiness.

MUM'S QUICK— Half a minute with Mum
prevents risk of underarm odor all day or

evening.

MUM'S SAFE— Gentle Mum won't irritate

skin. Dependable Mum won't injure the

fabric of your clothes, says American Insti-

tute of Laundering.

MUM'S SURE—Mum works instantly. Keeps

you bath-fresh all day or evening. Get

Mum today.

For Sonitary Napkins~^mW eniharrassment. You
cayi always depend on Mum jor this important pur-

pose. It's gentle, safe—sure.

ProJ:ici oj Bris'.ol-Myers

Mm Mes f/?e Ocfor oufofPersp/rafm
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8UZING WITH MORE BRILLIANCE

CLASSIC $175 t

MUIU'FACET* fofty-extro-focef diotnond rings

bring you brilliance, color and rodionce never

before possible— priced to your fiance's budget!
,

See the only modern diamonds as briltiont as>

your most fobulous dreoms at leading jewelers.

MULTI-FACET* DIAMOND KINGS with matching wed-

ding bonds $90 to $7,500 ttax included

Send for the romontic: "STORY OF A DIAMOND".

MULTI-FACET DIAMOND CO.

SSI Fifth Avanut, New YorV )7, N. 1.

I'd lovt to read "The Story of a Diamond."

I enclose lOc posloge for the booklet.

SF

MY NAME-

MY ADOeESS-

I

I witnessed the grand opening of Darryl
Zanuck's new picture, "Wilson," at the
Omaha Theater in Omaha, Nebraska, and
heard Mr. Zaniick make the most startling

statement ever made by a movie producer

—

to my knowledge.
He actually admitted that the picture,

"Wilson," is propaganda—for America. A
great hush went over the vast crowd as Mr.
Zanuck spoke these words and it seemed
like. minutes before the throng realized what
he said. His words received an ovation and
it was quite some time before he was per-

mitted to resume.
I'm sure Screeni and readers would like

to read what Mr. Zanuck said. Here it is:

"It is our hope that this picture may show
us the errors of our post-World War I days
that we may not repeat them and have to

fight another war in 20 years. So, if any-
body tells you the picture, 'Wilson,' is

propaganda, you tell him it is—American
propaganda."

Mr. Zanuck is a great fellow—and so is

his "Wilson."

RALPH A. FORAL, Omaha, Neb.

One of your dramatic actresses in Holly-

wood is going to seed. Sure we like Greer
Garson. In fact we more than like her, we
love her. But honestly, anyone can get in

a rut and is she in one"! A long time ago I

heard Miss Garson over the radio. She was
in a comedy, and it was swell. I think it's

about time Hollywood let Greer out of the

"dark ages." It's about time she let her

hair down and had some fun. So please

let us see Greer in just one comedy role

for a change. Then she can go back to a

thousand "Mrs." series and we'll love her

all the more.

LORRAINE BARNES, Longview, Wash.

I would like to disagree with a few of

the opinions that were set forth recently in

"Fans' Forum." First, the man who said

that he never could "tie down the meaning
of 'the great heritage' Ginger Rogers talks

about in 'Tender Comrade.' " She said, as

I remember it, "Son, your father didn't

leave you a lot of money,' but he gave you
something much greater. He left you the

right to live in a country that's free and
where you have the same opportunities as

anyone else. That's your heritage—and he
went out and paid for it with his life." I

don't know how she, or I, can make it any
clearer what that heritage is.

Next, the lady who considers herself a
critic and who thought that Bette Davis,
especially her voice, in "Mr. Skeffington"
was very poor. I'm not a critic m3-self,

but I do recognize effort by an actress when
I see it, and although "Mr. S." was not
her greatest, it was one of her hardest.
That voice was a carefully calculated char-
acteristic of the silly, vain creature she was
portraying, and it was one of the finest

parts of her characterization. It's a pity

that a woman who "has seen over five

hundred pictures in the larst two years"
couldn't understand the meaning of so

obvious a piece of stage mechanics.
Now for the person who doesn't like

"long-hair sirgers "
I am in my teens

myself, and I understand her feelings, but
I am also broad-minded enough, I hope,
not to criticise a person who appreciates
the genius that goes into the making of a

picture like "Gaslight," for instance. Her
"Frankie" hasn't half the ability of the
lowliest opera singer, and she should be
mature enough to realize that!

R. E., Quincy, Mass.

P. S. Please use initials if published,

have a Sinatra fan sister.

HONORABLE MENTION
I read the "Open Letter to Betty Grable"

in the November issue and I just couldn't

help writing in her defense.

I am not a devoted fan of Betty, I just

happen to see her pictures once in a while

and she strikes me as being a very sweet and
modest girl. As stated in the letter, she

came to New York strictly as Mrs. James.
Well, what's wrong with that? Isn't she

entitled, like all human beings, to live a
life of her own? I agree that fans do make
the star—that they help to keep her name
in lights. But, does that mean she has to

stand for a lot of nonsense and awkward
chasing by them? When she had her baby
she was quite ill, as you know, she must
have gone through a terrible ordeal—so,

why not let her live her life once in a while?

She did not come to New York in search of

publicity. She came to be beside her hubby
and to be just Mrs. James.
When she returns to New York as Betty

Grable, I am sure she will be the same sweet,

warm-hearted' and friendly girl we all love

on the screen.

H. MIRABAL, New York City, N. Y.

RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL.

*PAT. u. ». PAT. orr, a> foreign countries . . .

REG.U.8.PAT.OFF.ENTIHECONTENTSCOPVRIGMTED
Jack Benny helps Fred Allen make up before one of their verbal tiffs in "It's In The Bag.'
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L0IEH5 POUNDS

"My husband's birthday gift to me—the

DuBarry Success Course—has brought

new happiness to us both," says

Mrs. Rita Unger of Hagerstown, Md.

"Just to stand before the mirror and see a figure

you're proud of! Just to have the satisfaction of

slipping into a size 14 dress after wearing a 38 for

years! Just to hear the compliments of your family

and friends on how wonderful you look ! Those arc

rewards any woman would be willing to work for.

But they came to me when I finished the DuBarry
Course, and the weeks I had

spent on it hadn't been work at

all—they had been more of an

exciting adventure.

"I had put on weight after my
babies came, until I weighed

178. Then, for my birthday my
husband gave me the DuBarry
Success Course. (Don't tell me
husbands aren't observing and
thoughtful ! ) The very first week

I lost 8 pounds, and began to

feel buoyant and gay. Today I

weigh 133, and my figure is as

slim as the day I was married.

My skin is lovelier and softer,

my hair lustrous and alive, and

for the first time I know how to

use make-up effectively. With

all that weight gone, I have a

surprising amount of energy.

Thanks to DuBarry, I am get-

ting more out of life than ever

before. I can really enjoy my
pj^^

family and my home. Of course, TJnger when shew'eighed

my husband takes the credit, 178. Never tired now, she
, , , . , .

, ,„ says: 1 do my house-
but that s all right with me! work in half the time."

Be/ore

to above shows Mrs. VA" LESS

THIGHS

4" LESS

Your Guide +o Current Films

GUEST IN THE HOUSE—Hunt Sttomberg-UA

Have you a little menace in your home?
Here's how to handle the intruder—or better

still, be on your guard against the kind of

little guest portrayed so cruelly and effec-

tively by Anne Baxter in this movie version

of the Broadway play. Seems a sweet young
stranger can ingratiate lierself into the

hearts and home of a fine young couple and'
practically wreck the place before they dis-

cover what a little monster she really is—

a

pathological case, no less. To Miss Baxter's

credit as an actress, there can be little sym-
pathy for her plight even when her husband-
snatching tactics turn into tragedy. It's

good, sound drama all the way, sensitively

directed by John Brahm, beautifully acted

by the all-star cast including Ralph Bel-

lamy, Ruth Warrick, Marie MacDonald.

THE MASTER RACE—R/CO
The producers have designed this film as a

comprehensive handbook of what the Nazis
might attempt to do to perpetuate their

feeling of mastery in the post-war period.

The story, crowded with many details of

havoc wrought by retreating German armies,

follows the career of Von Beck (George
Coulouris), a Nazi who goes to Belgium to

plant hatred and disunity among the patriots

trying to restore order under the kind and
helpful military guidance of an American
major (Stanley Ridges). It has a fine cast

—including Osa Massen, Carl Esmond,
Nancy Gates, Morris Carnovsky, to name a

few — and a powerfully dramatic impact.

3 IS A FAMILY—So/ Lessei-UA

Motherly-minded audiences will find great

delight in this farce about babies. There's a

blessed-event in practically every reel, and
twins Donna and Elissa Lamberlson will

win everyone's heart. Action centers in a

New York apartment run by the housekeep-
ing father (Charles Ruggles) and business

executive mother (Fay Bainter), witli spin-

ster sister (Helen Broderick) a permanent
guest. It gets pretty crowded when daugh-
ter (Marjorie Reynolds) moves in with
the twins, and son and blessed-eventing

wife (Arthur Lake and Jeff Donnell)
make it their abode also. It's all very
illogical—or is it, these days?—but fun.

HOW ABOUT YOU?
If you are dissatisfied with your personal ap-

pearance, find out about this simple plan that

has helped Rita Unger and more than 160,000

other women and girls to be fit and fair, ready

for strenuous wartime living. The DuBarry
Success Course shows you how to bring your

weight and figure proportions to normal, how
to care for your skin, how to style your hair

becomingly, how to use make-up to enhance
your natural beauty— how to make the most
of yourself. You follow at home the same
methods taught by Ann Delafield at the fa-

mous Richard Hudniit Salon, New York.

Use the coupon— it will quickly

bring you the full story of what
this Course can do for you.

' ANN DELAFIELD, Directin

RICHARD HUDNUT SALON

NEW YORK

Richard Hudnut Salon,

Dept. SP-66, 693 Fifth Ave.. New York. N. Y.

Please send the booklet telling all about the DuBarry- Home
Success Course.

Miss
M rs.

Witn your Course yon receive a Chest

containing agenerous supply ofDuBarry

Beauty and Make-up Preparations. ^
* |
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A woman doctor perfected the Meds
insorber—approved the size and shape,
the use of soft Tecil COTTON for cotn-

fort, and the addition of the SAFETY-
WELL for extra protection. Let "next
time" be a "Meds time" and see how
much more comfortable you can be!

FOR 10 IN APPLICATORS

• Meds "SAFETY-
WELL" absorbs

so much more
so much faster!

# Meds' fine soft

COTTON insorber

adapts comfortably

to individual needs.

Because of these dainty, carefully designed
applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-use!

With
the New
Year come
new grooming
essentials and prep-

arations to pretty-up

CREAM masks can do much to provide

that extra lubrication which helps tre-

mendously to produce that soft, cherished

appearance. Among those seen at toilet goods
counters is Tussy Cream Masque. Soothing,

delightful, creamy, it goes quickly into ac-

tion. And a time-saver, too, because it takes

only about ten minutes to do its job. Remove
the day's makeup with cleansing cream, fol-

low with a quick over the skin lotion and
then apply the masque. It has no drying or

irritating qualities.

AND in the realm of lipsticks, Pond's an-

nounces its new brain-child, Beau Bait.

A full "round" rosy-tones color, it is aimed
to capture attention. And, furthermore, it

doesn't bleach out under electric light.

FOR that tailored bag with tailored clothes,

there's Lentheric's squared-off wooden
vanity. Its loveliness lies in the grain of the

wood itself and in the classic gilded catch

with softly scalloped edge. A felt padded
recess which contains sifter and puff faces,

an ample round mirror on the inside cover.

TO the aid of last minute grooming, comes
the new Dry Shampoo Powder by Ogilvie

Sisters. It is heralded as an emergency
shampoo for homebodies, hospital sick-a-

beds and travelers who want their hair in a

jiffy to be clean-polished and fragrant. It

does not disturb waves or curls. There are

45 shampoos in the shaker-top box.
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In an emergency A Mighty Good Friend To Have Around

There's nothing like a good friend to help you

through an emergency whether it be great or small.

If Listerine Antiseptic isn't in your medicine cabinet

you're missing a wonderful feeling of security and

protection this trustworthy antiseptic inspires.

Think how often it can render real first-aid . . . how
often you and your children may
appreciate its quick germ -killing

action!

Remember how Listerine Anti-

septic was called in to take care of

those little cuts, scratches and

abrasions that you grew up on?

Sixty years in service

Listerine Antiseptic

And, of course, you simply can't overlook its value as

a precaution against the misery of colds and their

accompanying sore throats. Bear in mind that in tests

made over a 12-year period, those who gargled

Listerine Antiseptic twice dailv had fewer colds and

usually milder ones, and fewer sore throats, than

non-users.

Keep Listerine Antiseptic al-

ways at hand to fi^ht infection. It

combines a delightfully refreshing

effect and complete safety with

rapid germ-killing power.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.. St. Louis, Ma.

SCREENLAND 17



LOVE STORY THAT WILL WARM
EVERY LONELY HEART IN THE LAND...

and^ thrill every happy one!

A lonely soldier ... a heart-

hungry girl . . . It's all about

love... and just about pierfect!

18 S C R E E N L A N D



AN OPEN LETTER
TO LAUREN BACALL

DEAR MISS BACALL:
Thanks for not making a liar out of me ! I mean

for backing up my snap judgment of you as a

coming star, based only upon your "still" photographs.

I knew I was leading with my chin, assigning a writer

to interview a girl not yet seen on the screen. But you

have certainly lived up to my predictions, and then some

!

I thought you'd be good, but I wasn't prepared for the

sensation you caused.' No, you haven't disappointed me.

Miss Bacall—but you've surprised me.

You see, I knew you had to be good to live up to that

combined Veronica Lake-Hepburn-Garbo appeal; but I

never suspected such a sense of humor. Those tough-

tender scenes with Bogart in your first picture introduced

a new brand of allure to the screen—almost but not quite

realized by little Miss Lake, never achieved by Garbo or

Hepburn. You're definitely 1945 star stuff; women will

like your realistic approach to romance and while you

may shock the men in your audiences you will make them

like it. I might have known that Howard Hawks, who
"discovered" Rita Hayworth, was making no mistake

when he signed you up. And I like the way you have

not forgotten your struggling days on Broadway. It's one

thing to boast about a "model" past, that's glamorous;

it's another to recall that you marked rime as an usherette.

And now you're ushering in a new era for movie heroines.

The slinky, sloe-eyed

blonde, Bacall, won
sfArdom with one
picture: "To Have
And Have Not," op-
posite Humphrey Bo-

gart. You'll see her

next in ''The Wig

Sleep," also with Bo-

gai+-^hat a team!



Like other teen-agers, Shirley likes to have fun.

Here, out of an evening with Andy Hotchkiss.

Latest role for Shirley is in Selznick's "I'll Be

Seeing You." Above, closeup with Joseph Gotten.

Exclusive! The one and only Shirley talks, straight
from the shoulder, to girls and boys the world over
(with a word or two to wise parents listening in)

SIXTEEN-YEAR-OLDS are not the
giggly, silly extremists that most
movies would have you believe.

We're young, of course, but either the
screen writers don't have children of their

own, or they have forgotten how they
really acted when they were our age.

I haven't any special mind of a young
genius, but I do have what I think is

an average mind. And I have an average
group of friends, who have the average
problems, trials and joys of all teen-

agers. We're a rather quiet, studious
group.

Not that we don't have lots of fun. Of
course we do! But we're also well aware
that after the war we are going to be
faced with great problems. And we
reaUze, too, that we can do our part
toward solving them. You see, we're
not children any longer. We're not apart
from this thing that is happening now.
Our boy friends, with whom we went to

school, who took us to our first high
school dances, and who, we hoped, would
invite us to their proms, are being
bombed and shot at every day. They are

paying for the problems the generation
before us dumped ih our laps. We're
thinking seriously of what we can do to

make it up to those boys who are coming
back, and to those who won't ever come
back. ^

The way to help is through under-
standing, and this is where movies can
take the lead. And as for anyone who
doesn't realize that motion pictures are

the biggest single factor in shaping young
minds—well, all I can say to them is that

they are very foolish, and I don't care

whether they're young or old. Consider
what movies have done for us already.

Perhaps I am young, but, despite my
youth, the motion picture industry is a
field I can speak of from experience. I

grew up with them. I know their faults

as well as their good points. Movies can
help after the war; they are helping now.
as they have in the past. For here is one
thing I know for a fact

—

the boys and
girls of my generation love their movies.

Why? Well, think back before motion
pictures. Mothers used to read fairy

tales to their children. The children!
could only hear what was being read to|
them. They couldn't appreciate ^e full i

beauty of the words, or paint with real

vividness the mental picture of the fairj*

tale. When motion pictures began,
parents felt they were a little beyond a
child's mental comprehension. They were
right. It wasn't until children began to

appear in children's pictures that parents
started taking their sons and daughters
to see motion pictures. Think of the
wonderful world of imagination that was
unlocked for my generation, and of how
exciting it was when your favorite story

book tale actually came to life.

{Please turn to page 74

)

Shirley, serious, at work. Right, holding dress

she wore in fir«t fifnr) hit, "JB«by Take A Bow."

|v _



WHAT MOVIES HAVE DONE
for YOUTH My ^UyJ^^r^
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G!rl most dated
by John Is Anne
Baxter, with whom
he co-stars in

"Sunday Dinner

For A Soldier."

I*

22

YOU MAY live to be ninety and
never have a date with John Hodiak.
And then again, you may have a

date with him during the next nine

weeks. Better make it soon. John may
be seized by that old love and marriage

bug any minute.

Just in case you have a date with him,

and you want to please him, and believe

me, you couldn't want ta please a nicer

guy, here are a few helpful hints.

"Dates" with John fall loosely into

two classes. There's the semi-formal

date, and there's the strictly informal

date. If you want to dress up in the

nakedest evening gown this side of Hattie
Carnegie, and go dancing at a night club

where the photographers and columnists

ply their trade—you can count on one
take with John. There'll be no retakes.

He doesn't like girls who dress conspic-

uously and he doesn't like night clubs

where people go to have . their pictures

taken and get their names in the papers.

He'd rather be a mule.
John will call you for a date and very

politely ask you, "Anything you want
to do.''" If you're a smart babe you'll

simply take that line and give it a dif-

ferent reading. You'll say, friendly-like,

"Anything you want to do." Dropping
the question 'mark, and emphasizing the

anything, ever so slightly. Don't be
obvious. Since you have left it to his

(Please turn to page 80)







Latest for lovely Linda: "Hangover Square," with Laird Cregar. Photos at left and right, above, show Linda

in character for drannatic role. Center, Linda at her hobby, sketching, in her dressing-room between scenes.

IF THERE IS anyone in Hollywood more beautiful

than Linda Darnell, I haven't seen her. On the set

of "Hangover Square" she was enticing Laird Cre-

gar to forget his symphony and write a popular song
for her, and Laird—naturally—forgot his symphony.
During the scene, the grips stood around with adora-

tion written all over their faces. The makeup man, the

hairdresser, even the director looked at her as you'd

look at a painting. Add to this setting a coterie of

typical studio yesmen, and you start wondering how
Linda has managed her life and career so wonderfully;

how—in spite of such adulation—she has managed to

keep her feet on the ground.

'Phe answer is that she had to come by this wisdom
the hard way. Linda's road up hasn't been all roses.

She may twinkle about it, poke fun at herself, but she

does so with tongue in cheek. More than once Holly-

wood came close to breaking her heart. It's been five

years—from fifteen to twenty—since Linda walked,

starry-eyed, through the gates of 20th Century-Fox.

"At first, everything was like a fairy tale come true,"

remembers Linda. "I was starred in my very first pic-

ture. I went to New York. I was starred with Tyrone
Power when I was only fifteen. The studio rolled out

the red carpet, and I stepped into a fabulous land

where, overnight, I was a movie star. I was very

young and naive. I accepted everything at face value,

and it came as a shock to discover there was another
side to Hollywood, a side which could break your heart.

"I didn't realize it all at once, because the change
and realization was very subtle. There was no resound-

ing crash, with me on top of an idyllic world one in-

stant and down on the ground picking up the pieces

the next. It was a slow awakening.
"You sec, in pictures, you're built up by everyone.

On the set, in the publicity office, wherever you go
everyone says you're wonderful. It gives you a false

sense of security. You waltz through a role, and every-

where you hear that you are beautiful and lovely, a

natural-borh actress. Y'ou figure. Acting is so easy;

why, it's a cinch!' And you don't work very hard. But
perhaps you are depending on that picture to get an-

other role. Y'ou believe what the people around you say.

It is quite a shock to pick up the critic's reviews. WTiile

they don't pan you, they don't go all-out, either. Right

under youi' very nose someone else is brought in for

that prize part you wanted so terribly.

"It comes as a shock, too, to realize that sometimes
other actresses on the lot are jealous. A lot of them are

wonderful, but there are always a few who never

believe you have arrived where you are because you
have worked hard. 'Who's her friend.'' they'll ask.

'What's the innocent gag.'' This side of Hollywood I

don't like, the people who believe there is no such thing

as a nice girl. At fifteen, fresh from Texas, I was dumb-
founded and terribly hurt by the vicious gossip of

jealous women.
"One time, I remember, a big executive called me

into his office. Someone had told him that / had said

I was in solid with him. I hardly knew the man, and

—

obviously—he hardly knew me, either! Unilerstandably

enough, he thought I was using his name to push my-
self forward. I was embarrassed, to death!

"It was things like this that gave me a rude awaken-
ing, caused me to be upset {Plea.se turn to page 84)

To Alyce Canfield



Read what happens when
an ingenue discards her
dirndls and gets ambition

By Liza

SIX MONTHS ago Barbara Britton
looked at herself somewhat mourn-
fully in the mirror and decided that

something was wrong with her. Drastic-
ally WTong. Here she had been in Holly-
wood two whole years, and under contract
to Paramount, one of the biggest studios
in the industry, and she'd gotten nothing
better than a "Hopalong Cassidy" and a
few choice bit parts. She had played her

best scenes, without benefit of camera,
at conventions and chamber-of-com-
merce shindigs, where pretty Hollywood
girls are considered as necessary as long-

winded speeches.

Other girls who have started at the
same time as she had two years before

were now going great guns at Metro,
Warners, Twentieth Century—and, what
hurt most of all, at her studio, Para-

Evolutlon of an actrsss! Cloteups of Barbara

BriHon thows her growth from a sweet child to

a sophirKcated young woman. She's sfarfing

work !n "The Virginian," in which she will co-

star with Joel McCrea. At left, passed by Para-

mount Studio gateman; studying her script.

mount! Some of those girls had been
made stars already. Some were even
having stories bought and tailored spe-

cially for them. Nothing was ever bought
and tailored for Barbara. Here she was,

twenty-four years old, "practically an
old hag" (heaven forbid) and she hadn't

even done anything of the slightest in-

terest in front of a camera. Why? Bar-
bara is a nice girl (as many a Hollywood
wolf has discovered to his annoyance)
and certainly not given to profanity.

But when she got so worked up she either

had to smash a mirror or say "damn"
she said "damn" wholeheartedly.

26 J



If there was anything to that old one
about being beautiful and dumb (let us

cliche while we may) Barbara would just

. have gone along casually in her pleasant

manner, posing for publicity stills, tie-

ups, holiday art, et al, and would have
undoubtedly waked up one fine morning
and found herself without a contract.

But back of all that refreshing loveliness

is a brain. Since she didn't know what
was wrong with her, she decided to ask

an authority. She called up B. G. De
Sylva, the executive production manager
of Paramount, and asked for an interview.

"]VIr. De Sylva," said Barbara, "what
am I doing next."*"

"Nothing in sight right now," said Mr.
De Sylva.

"That," said Barbara with an engag-

ing smile, "is just what I suspected.

What's wrong with me, Mr. De Sylva?

Why don't I click as an actress?"

Well, when you ask Mr. De Sylva, a

question, it seems you get an answer.

"May I give you some fatherly advice?"

he ask'ed kindly, and when Barbara nod-
ded, he gave it to her, right between the

eyes—which, according to the photog-

raphers, are the most beautiful in Holly-

wood.
"He told me a lot of things were

wrong with me," said Barbara. "I was
a little stunned at first. But the more
I thought about it later the more I

realized how very right he was. One of

the things he told me was that I'm too

young for my years. After all, I'm not a

child any more and I shouldn't go around
acting like one. I shoidd get rid of my
childish ideas and have a more adult ap-

proach toward life. If you're not adult

by the time you're twenty-four, you are

clearly a case of arrested development.
Then he said that it was silly for a tall

girl to act like a little girl. I am five feet

six, and I guess I did look pretty silly

dressing like a five-one. He told me
that I not only dressed and walked like

a little girl, but I talked in a high voice

like one. Well, it all boiled down to the

fact that I lacked dignity—and that if

I took stock of myself now, and worked
on myself, I just might become eligible

for Irene Dunne roles. H'm, I certainly

wouldn't ask for anything better than
Irene Dunne roles. That's for me, I

thought to myself."

A few days later Barbara started work-
ing on herself. First of all she got a voice

teacher w-ho assured her that he could
take the girlish shrill out of her voice and
lower it until it was beautiful and deep
and reeked with dignity.

"He had the weirdest sounds coming
out of my throat," Barbara said with a
laugh. "It was frightening. But even I

can see that I have improved immensely.
And in another month now he seems to

think I VA'ill have a well modulated voice.

Just in time for me to start the remake
of 'The Virginian.' I'll be co-starred,"

she added happily, "with Joel MacCrea."
Next thing Barbara did was to look

over her wardrobe. "I seem to have
specialized on sweet little-girl dirndls,"

she said. "I had dozens of them. I gave
them all away. I didn't have any hats.

For two years it seems I just loped
around with my hair flying, ^^^len I think
about it now I wonder why somebody at

(Please turn to page 82)

m-Finish Powder
gives Shirley Temples skin that smooth

and flawless look . . .

Sweet -sixteen Shirley Temple, just

beginning to wear make-up, chooses

Woodbury Film-Finish Powder, made

for the stars and you! For that

screen -glamour -look you cherish!

New five-way blending creates stay-

Jresh shades, smoother new te^xture

that clings, hides lines and blemishes,

never clogs, cakes, nor turns pasty.

Choose fjfoi^ eight film -star shades!

SHIRLEY TEMPLE David O. Selznick player, co-starring

v^^ith Ginger Rogers and Joseph Gotten in "I'll BE SEEING YOU" Shirley

uses Windsor Rose to dramatize her medium pink-toned skin!

YOUR MATCHED MAKE-UP $1 . . : Now with your big

$1 box of Woodbury Powder, you get your glom-

our shades of matching lipsticl< and rouge ... of no

extra cos) No change in the box— oil Woodbury
Powder now on sale is the new "Film-Finish."

Alio boxM of Woodbury Powdar, 504, 35<, \0i. plus lax

WoodLur/FilmFinish
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THE TRUMPEI

Harry and baby Victoria fust befor* nap
time. Typical California baby, Miss Vickie

is a one-garment type, in this case a lone
diaper. Exclusive candid shows father and
daughter in Harry's sitting room-b«droom.

Harry James answers his critics

By Neil Rau

Nation s number one trumpet footer and husband of Betty Srable, at home. Harry, currentiy^^

seen in MGM's "Bathing Beauty," is shown, below, going over ^lew music for his band. Harry, ^

a passably gooid piano player" irt his oWn-words/^pfte/i works out his; own arrangements.'
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tportrait of Harry James—and novel lamp
^ned for him. Harry, after years of travel, has

seHled down, finds he prefers family life.

WE HAD been hearing complaints
about the "Trumpet." We thought
it was pecuhar that he hadn't tried

to defend himself. For the first time in

his caireer, Harry James had been accused
of going high-hat. They said he had re-

fused to play requested numbers and was
nasty to fans about signing autographs.
This is a serious charge to make against

a band leader, for we were sure that
Harry realized that his fans could break
him just as easily as they had made him
successful. Had Harry's great movie
success gone to his head? Was he pull-

ing a Garbo for a publicity stunt, or

just what? There was nothing else to do
but go and ask the gentleman himself.

We couldn't get to him. Sorry, Mr.
James is out. No, Mr. James is not in.

Mr. James won't be back until late to-

night. I was almost ready to believe

that Harry was going high-hat. He had
always been available before at any
time convenient to the interviewer, but
this time, he obviously didn't want to

talk. Finally my phone rang and it was
Harry. He was sorry I had had such a
bad time getting to him, but it was the
day he played at the Naval Hospital in

Long Beach, rehearsed for a broadcast
and had an official meeting with the
heads of the studio to decide on a new
picture for him. Could I meet him for

dinner at the Hollywood Brown Derby
about eight o'clock? He and the orchestra

Getting ready for an appearance on the band
stand. Note dressing room with plaid wallpaper,

and Harry's gay red and white bathrobe.

were rehearsing in a nearby studio and he
would be having dinner there. Would I?

I certainly would.
Harry faced me across a plate of steak

and potatoes, his favorite dish, and
sounded off. "The reason I didn't answer
those criticisms was because they were
entirely untrue, and they were not worth
answering. People who know me know I

am not rude and that I appreciate rather

than resent anyone's taking the time to

ask me for an autograph or to play a

special number. Sometimes there are too

many requests for special numbers, and
then we play the ones that are requested

the most, to try to please the most

Wide World
Photo

Newest records are kept in top drawer of cab-

inet until Harry has a chance to play them. See

Harry's trophy collection, and Betty's picture.

people. Occasionally that way someone
might be slighted, but it certainly is not

intentional. I make a sincere effort to

sign every autograph that is requested.

However, when the band is ready to play.

I feel my first duty is on the bandstand
to play for the people who have paid

admission to hear the band. I excuse

myself and then return to sign more
autographs when we finish the set. This

(Please turn to page 60)





Irene Dunne and Charles Boyer combine their

charm and falents in "Togefher Again." Here's

fhe npfed team in action, at right below. Lower
left, Dunne and Boyer in a scene with Charles

Coburn from Columbia's new romantic comedy.

WHEN I was sixteen, I fell in love,

or believed I was in love, with a
young man of twenty. He was

handsome. He was charming. He came
from a fine, old Kentucky family. He
had tradition in back of him and bright

prospects ahead of him. My family
approved him. My girl friends considered
him a "catch" and envied me like mad.
He paid court to me with all the gal-

lantries and graces and. marriage, with
him, would have been socially and fin-

ancially secure, a gracious and civilized

pattern of life. Young as I wag, my
common sense told me to say "Yes" and
my heart prompted nie to say the same
thing. For he represented everything any
girl could want and everything I thought
I wanted. Yet when he asked for my
answer suddenly, as by the light of a
flare, I saw the years ahead set out
before me, orderly, conventional, with-

out variation, had a hunch this was not
what I wanted, said "No"—and sent my
life moving down a different avenue.
The right one for me.
Some years later I met my husband

for the first time, at a supper party on
the Biltmore Roof, in New York. Dr.
Griffin was a member of another party

that evening but he had a nodding ac-

quaintance with someone at our table

and contrived to join us. As we were
introduced, I had a hunch—manifested,

this time, by a quiet little voice, which
said, "This is the man you are going to

marry." "Don't be absurd," I whispered

back, impatiently, but without much
conviction for, by this time, I'd had con-

siderable experience with my hunches
and had found them to be, almost with-

out exception, prophetic and infallible.

After that first meeting, I did not hear
from Dr. Griffin for some time. Which
seemed odd, for he had asked for my
telephone number and I'd supposed

—

and hoped—that he would use it. Well,

this time, I thought derisively, my hunch
has played me false. One morning, just

as I locked the door of mj^ apartment
and was on my way to work, the phone

(Please turn to page 77)
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9. back from overseas,

rs souvenir helmet.
Crosby as Duke Johnson

in "Tlte Road To Utopia."

Latest rSle requires this

bewhiskered disguise.
Knq in studious mood for

new Paramount comedy.

IT WAS on a bright and sunny morning I wandered on to
the set of "The Road To Utopia" seeking a word with
Mr. Crosby about his war activities. As mentioned be-

fore, there is no one in the picture business who gi^es more
freely of his time and talents than "der Bingle" when it comes
to entertaining the armed forces.

Spotting Bing on the far side of the set, I made my way
toward him. Before I had taken a dozen steps there was a
not so gentle tug at my coat, while simultaneously, it seemed
to me, the Metropolitan Opera chorus was yelling "Mookie!"
Glancing around I beheld the four Crosby youngsters—Gary,
aged ten; the twins (Phil and Dennis) aged nine, and Lynn,
aged four. They were all done up in full picture regalia.

"What are you made up for.''" I asked.

"Pitchers!" they yelled. "We're in pitchers!"

"Pitchers!" I echoed. "How come? The wolf howling at

your door."*"

"Helps pass the time," Gary explained laconically. "You
know," he went on, waxing confidential without further

preamble, "we haven't been to a picture show in weeks."
I cast an apprehensive and slightly jaundiced eye at them.

Foiu* faces with grim determination written on every one of

them met my gaze. I know when I'm licked.

"Well," I began weakly, "I came over to get some dope
from your old man. // I get it and if you're not on call this

afternoon, we might take in the Hitching Post," the Hitching

Post being a theater that shows only Westerns.

"We don't have to work this afternoon," screamed L>Tm.
"Story trouble," the twins hollered.

"You stick with me, pal," Gary advised. "I'll see you get

what you want. Tell you what," he went on, lowering his

voice to a man-to-man key; "we're lunching in the cafe" (pro-

nounced "calf" in the Crosby argot) . "You come along and

you and the old man can volley chit-chat back and forth

across the steaks—if any."

By this time Lynn had wandered off and was squirming in

and out among the light standards. Bing saw Lynn before

he noticed me. "Hey, you!" he bellowed, "what are you try-

ing to do? Upset one of those lamps on you?"
Lynn glanced around in a panic, Uke a cornered rabbit.

Finally, seeing there was no escape, he put his forefinger

across his lips and shushed Bing, as he had seen the assistant

director do when there is noise on the set. A laugh went up
from the crew and extras.

"Look at that Geezer showing off!" Gary remarked dis-

gustedly. "From that dead pan he's wearing you'd think he
didn't know straight up but he's not overlooking any chance
to be cute."

"Geezer?" I repeated, "Geezer" being a new one on me.
"Geegan, the Geezer," Gary explained. "That's what we

call him."
At that point there was an agonized yelp from Barney Dean
—a friend of Bing's and the boys'. The twins had given him
a hot-foot. "Barney," Bing besought him when the hubbub
had died down, "if you value my friendship—if you have any
regard for my sanity—take them for a walk aroimd the other

stages. Take them for a walk around the stages at MGM.
That's about as far as you can get from here." Barney and
the kids left.

In an hour they were back, four pairs of jaws moving up
and down as rhythmically as any cow ever chewed on her

cud. They, had scarce set foot on the stage ere Bing spied

them. "Where'd you get the gum?" he demanded.
"Aw, you gave it to us," Gary reminded him. "We been

chewing it all week. Why don't you break down and buy
ns a new package?" (Flease turn to page 91)

Three of the kids call on Pop at the Studio. Gary was in school. That zany trio again: Crosby, Lamour, Hope in "The Road To Utopia.





THE MacMURRAY

MYSTERY

Why don't you know more
about Fred MacMurray?
You'll find the answer in this

exclusive interview, first he

has given in several years

By Bee Bangs

AN AUTOGRAPH hunter stopr)e(l at

. Fred MacMurray's table. He got

his signature and, gazing around
the restaurant, asked, "Are there any
more of 'em here?"

Brother, the answer to that is "No!"
For MacMurray is probably the only star

in Hollywood whose list of leading ladies

reads like a Hollywood Who's Who. He
has talked with, fought with, made love

to, pursued and been pursued by more
glamorous ladies than Don Juan himself.

Ann Sheridan, Claudette Colbert, Irene

Dunne, Madeleine Carroll, Paulette God-
dard, Marlene Dietrich, Barbara Stan-

wyck, Rosalind Russell, Dorothy La-
mour are just a few of the glittering gals

who have shared the clinch in the fade-

out. Stately ladies, petite charmers,
blondes, brunettes and redheads have
lured him on through thousands of reels

of film.

Paramount handed him some $400,-

000 for the above activities last year,

but it's a cinch he repaid the Paramount
coflFers w ith a bigger box-office sum than
that. Not bad for a lad who once couldn't

even get a job as a carpenter at the same
studio. And the effect of such heady
glamor and steady cash? Fred Mac-
Murray is one of the most soundly and
happily married men in the hills of Holly-

(Fleme turn to page 70)

"I'm just not
good copy," says

Fred — and then

gives us this

swell story. New
photos show him

in latest role in

"Where Do We
Go From Here?"
musical fantasy

which co-sta rs

Joan Leslie, left,

and June Haver,

at top of page.
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You TVIAY HAVE all the greatness in the world, the great-

est talent imaginable, but unless you have that intangible,

(not necessarily sexy) , quality that makes you popular,

you will starve! That certain quality is an intimate "some-
thing" that affects not only the audience as a whole, but each

individual. This, combined with sincerity and honesty of pur-

pose, makes a successful movie star.

Before naming my choice of those I predict will succeed and
win stardom within the next year, I want to bring to your
attention the two players whom I think have made the great-

est improvement in themselves over and above any other

players in Hollywood. They are Robert Taylor and Paulette

Goddard. Here are two screen personalities who have devel-

oped themselves into competent players of roles. Each has

done a fantastic job of learning what the picture business is

and doing their job well. They are not ycsunger players, but

are two fine examples of development of talent. I might add
that in each case they have done it by themselves and with

full realization of what they were up to, and have achieved

their goals and more. And now for my predictions.

DIANA LYNN:
Diana Lynn has a sweet, lovely quality, and I predict that,

if given the right parts, she will reach top stardom. There is

38



PREDICTS
Famous star selects the six

players she thinks will win
Awards first and fastest

'i. ^eshness about her that makes you think she should be
as the ingenue, but as everyone who saw her in "The
ir And The Minor" knows, she beUes everything she

ib^fcs, which is an amazing combination. She is a versatile

fOUDg actress, and her career will have many facets.

rUNEALLYSON: ^

lune Allyson has a quality that will allow her to act forever.

She has vitality, a friendly warm quality, but I do think she

should have varied roles. She could be a wonderful young
dlramatic actress and doesn't need music to back her up.

9he could become a great young {Please turn to page 88)



IT'S

A
SCANDAL
It's a "Royal Scanda
directed by Lubitsch, c

starring Tallulah Bai

head.-William Eythe, o

Anne Baxter. First sti

lady of royalty, and sweet Anne bVJ.
"'•9«P'»one: dynamic Bankhead as the gay
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Jane Powell "grows up"—but only for

one scene in her new picture. She's still

Hollywood's most unspoiled 15-year-old

WHEN YOU watched "Song Of The Open Road " you
saw for the first time Jane Powell, the fifteen-year-

old singer who, some experts predict, may be the
Deanna Durbin of 1945 and for years to come.
Recently on the set of "Delightfully Dangerous," I saw

a startling transformation. The scene was a garden party
in a lavishly decorated garden in New York. A group of

uniformed men surrounded a lovely, oomphy girl of about
twenty. Her dark hair was done (Please turn to page 64)

it

"Delightfully Dangerous,"

the new Charles R.Rogers
production, presenH Jane
and Connie Moore as sis-

ters, left. Above, the liHle

Powell girl with maestro

Morton Gould, rehearsing

a number. Top, tranrfor-

mation: Jane made up to

look twenty for a scene in

the picture. She sings with

Gould 's85-pieceorchestra.
41
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TRACKING down Betty Huttoii, as a rule, is easy. You
simply stand still and listen. When you hear the blast,

a fine blend of college rooting section and three alarm
fire, you've located your favorite brand of "murder." Betty
is leaving for San Francisco, enroute to the Army camps of

Honolulu and the South Pacific, so you take your stand in

the middle of Grand Central Air Terminal and concentrate.

No use. You don't hear anything that sounds like a betty-

hutton going off. She's there all right. Ahead of schedule in

her eagerness to get started. But she is waiting quietly.

For Hutton, silence is practically a disgui.se. So is the trim

near-uniform dreamed up for her by Paramount designer

Edith Head. The suit is smooth and extremely becoming,
made of sand-colored Air Corps officers' cloth, with Camp
Shows insigtiias prominent on left sleeve and cap. The latter

is definitely WAC-cky abd a perfect topper for Betty's

cropped curls. Flat-heelecJ oxfords and brown shoulder bag
complete the flying erisemble.

A gawky kid stares pop-eyed with admiration while Betty
obliges with her autograph. "Gee, Miss Hutton, you sure

look super. I never saw anybody look so super. What I mean
is, you're just stiper, that's all!"

Junior is in a rut; but Betty smiles and pats his shaggy
head. "Thanks for those kind words, son. It's really—er

—

suj>er of you to say so."

Coming from Betty Hutton, this sort of mild gabbing is

positively hair-raising, as is the fact that she has occupied
the same chaif for the past five minutes without once
galumphing across the waiting room to backslap a pal or

scream "Lover Boy" or "Dream Boat" at embarrassed
acquaintances. Not an ear has been tweaked or a bald head
kissed although thefe are several handy, a weird state of

affairs with Betty in the immediate vicinity.

Nervously you grope for a topic to start Hutton off.

Clothes, you decide. Your eyes pick out her airplane luggage.

"Those bags must be crammed with glamor. Low-cut evening

gowns and scanty playsuits to give the boys a Gee-Eyeful."

"You'd be amazed." whispers Betty. "I gave the matter
plenty of thought and decided against slinky clothes. I figure

men in service have troubles enough without the added fea-

ture of a semi-strip tease from Hutton to keep them awake
nights. I don't want to be a problem to the Army. No slink.

Just some cotton shirtmakers in pretty colors and a couple

of suits. And some slacks to relax in. Can't get along without

my 'relaxing clothes.'
"

You become more confused every minute and finally ex-

plode. "What's this all about? Whispering—sitting still

—

dressed in tho.se conservative clothes? Where is the Blonde

Blitz? The Magnificent Screwball? The Hutton Bomber?"
Betty beams. "So the change is noticeable. Man, that's

solid! After knocking myself out for years, this 'how j'do'

routine is a slide for home. No more .screwl>all antics for me.
From now on, I'm so proper, Emily Post consults me." Her
mouth curls with the beginning of a grin which is quickly
suppressed.. 'Maybe my last picture, 'Here Come The Waves,'
had .something to do with it. I play twins; blonde Susie who
is a lot like me, and red-headed Rosemary who is normal.
I howled when they first told me the red wig gave me dignity.

'That's what I've always wanted,' I .said. 'Dignity' I .said.

'Imagine me with dignity!' After a while, though, sweet
Rosemary began to get under my skin, and I couldn't help
thinking how much like me and my own sister those two
characters were.

"I was a freckle-faced, tow-headed kid and skinny to boot.

Marion was gentle and pretty, and everybody paid her a lot

of attention. Mom's friends used to say it was a pity I wasn't
more like Marion. What they didn't know was that I felt

the same way about it. All that noise I made was merely an
act—a lonely kid's defense. After a while, it stopped being
an act. It was me."
Every advance in Betty's career was made via screwballism.

In her own words, "The only way I could reach the top in

the entertainment world was to tear down things enroute."

When Vincent Lopez fired her from her first worthwhile job
as vocalist in his band, Betty went wild. "When you get the

axe, it follows that you lose your head. I lost mine during
my final performance. I yelled! I screamed! I sent the mike
crashing! I swung on the curtain, finishing my number on
top of the piano, beating the trombone player's head like a
drum. I expected my notice lovingly enclosed in a straight-

jacket. Instead, Lopez gave me a raise and a new contract

stipulating that I have hysterics at every performance."
That was the beginning of Betty's professional career as a

madcap. Her personal appearance tours have turned half the

population into gluttons for Hutton. Give her a cheering

crowd and there's no telling what she will do. On her last

bond tour, instead of remaining in the procession down Chi-

cago's Euclid Avenue to smile and wave hke a movie queen,

.she had her car driven right up to the grandstand so she

could leap out and kiss the startled mayor. In Detroit, her

home town, she went completely beserk. She hopped out of

the jeep and onto the back of a pohceman's motorcycle,

zooming up one side of the street and down the other, grab-

bing any familiar figure in the crowd, and throwing the entire

parade into utter confusion.

Her escapades are often as much (Please turn to page 83)

Facing page shows Befty at her zaniest—as she is in "The Incendiary Blonde." But, below, you'll find anotlier phase of her per-

sonality-—developed for her tour of the South Pacific. Right below, leaving improvised dressing room ready to face thousands of

applauding sailors at the U.S. Naval Air Station, Pearl Harbor, where she appeared with her USO Camp Show recently. Left,

below, the blonde bombshell introduces Arthur Herbert, and, far left, Virginia Carroll, acrobatic dancer of Camp Show No. 370.

O ffirinl Phntographa, V. S. Xory



DIANA LYNN i.s growing up. The baby-faced killer of

"The Major And The Minor" and "Miracle Of Morgan's
Creek" (surely you remember her lethal repartee in

those kid .sister roles) has graduated to sub-debutante parts.

Before she could get into a rut playing blistering brats, Diana
maneuvered her.selt into the role of Emily in "Our Hearts
Were Young And Gay," a fond memoir of the flappers of the
early !?0's. Paramount is so jileased with the result that they
have assigned her to two more, "Our Hearts Were Growing
t'p" and ' The Trouble With Women."
This fits in with the kind of career Diana has mapped out

for herself. At eighteen, she has a clear idea of what .she

wants to do. "I've grown tn realize that I'm no Hedy La-
marr," she told me receiith-, arlding wistfully, "I'll just never
be glamorous!"
Wearing baby-blue and speaking in her fuimy, a[)pealing,

cracked little voice. Diana seemed the antithesis of exoticism.

Her round, child-like face and her neatlv-brushed a.sh-blonde

hair ("I'm .sort of a half-hearted blonde") offered uj) no smoky
vision of secret sin. Her metier obviously is the ice-cream
emporium rather than the cocktail lounge. And being a sane
youngster, she is aware of it.

"I'd like eventually to do Jean Arthur parts or Margaret
Sullavan parts—you know, that sort of pixie thing. I don't

want to be put into ick ingenue roles,'" she said.

Diana typifies the younger Hollywood player of today. She
is quick and bright and, unlike many of the preceding genera-

tions of movie kids, she is not taken in by the romantic hulla-

baloo built around the film capital. She is aware that acting

is her job and that, away from the studio, there is another and
sometimes completely different world.

As she puts it, "I like being in the movies, but I don't think

I'm dazzled by the glamor of it any more. I got over that

when I was fourteen or fifteen. I sat around for two years do-

ing nothing and grew to realize that I'm no world-shaking
beauty and that if I finally do get anywhere in a motion

1



picture career, it will be through extremely hartl ^v()rk.

"So far as Hollywood itself is concerned, I think you can be
in pictures without being of pictures, if you know what I

mean. In the movies, as in most business, it is possible to

become completely engrossed. You can meet your friends

and talk with them about nothing else except pictures day and
niglit. People have buried themselves under the Hollywood
Reporter and never gotten out of it. I think one should try

to have other interests."

Diana's clear-headedness undoubtedly comes from a sen.se

of independence instilled in her by her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Louis Loehr. Her father is an executive with a Los Angeles

oil supply company and her mother has long been one of the

outstanding piano teachers in that city. She was born in Los
Angeles on October 7, 19^26, and christened Dolores. This was
.soon discarded for the pet name Dolly, which Paramount later

changed to the easier-.sounding Diana Lynn. Her movie
career was accidental rather than planned.

'When I was a child I never thought much about going into

]>i<'tures." she recalls, ".^t one time I wanted to Im; a movie
star, of course, hut then I also wanted to be a nurse and all

the lime there was the piano in back of my head."

Diana was given piano le.s.sons by her mother almost from
the time she could walk. When she was six she was already

playing .solos for various women's clubs and civic organizations.

At the age of eleven she was cho.sen as pianist for the Los
Angeles Junior Symphony, with which group she remained for

two years. The orchestra grew in size an<l importance, attract-

ing attention throughout California. When she was twelve,

she received the thrill of thrills when Leopold Stokowski
vi.sited the group and she, with the others, played for the

famed conductor.

Chance brought her to the attention of Paramount. In

1940, that studio was planning to produce 'There's Magic In

Mu.sic," centered around the Interlochen, Michigan, summer
camp project for juvenile mu.si- (Please turn to page 88)



Ingrid serves the cake for Alfred

Hitchcock's birthday on the set.

Bergman's artistry captures tense
Irqma for Hitchcock's "Spell-
>ounci," while her genuine sincerity
nakes friends of cast and crew



lb role of psychiafrlsf, Ingnd has difficulty in sfraighfen-

*it the emotions of her patient, played by Gregory Peck.

Gregory Peck takes it easy while the hairdresser furnishes La
Bergman's crowning glory with another pin before the cameras roll.

flar's face reflects dramatic suspense of scene she's watching

Adele Cannon, script girl who keeps tabs on minor details.

Gregory Peck points the finger at Ingrid Bergman in this scene,

but does she know anything about the unsolved murder mystery?

! than fifty members of cast

crew join in the celebration.

Ingrid and Greg find a mutual

interest—the theater, of course.

Getting ready for the big scene in

which important clue will be found.



Noted director has a new

slant on those ambiti-

ous folic who yearn

to crash Holly-

wood cpates

IF THE dictionary had a defini-

tion for a Hollywood producer
the popular description would be

an egomaniac with 16 secretaries, 18

telephones on his desk, a blonde on
each knee and 64 disconsolate people

waiting in his outer office.

In other words, a producer is a
prize nut who has a big job, little

sense and positively no feeling for

other people, as immime to the out-

side world's troubles as a clam.

That's what people think. And how
wrong they are. I know several

Hollywood producers. They live in

shells because everyone wants to ^ve
them a lefthanded Dale Carnegie.

People want to make friends with

them so the producer can use his

influence to get them a job in the

movies.

Of course, they're well paid and
have a lot of power. But it's no fun
to feel that every time a pretty girl

smiles at you she's doing so to show
those pearls that ought to be in front

of a camera. Or when you meet an
old friend, even relatives, they pop
up with ulterior motives.

A producer friend told me this

story. I'm quoting him:
I remember Uncle Joe and Aunt

Sue as being two kindly, lovable

people with whom I spent many
happy hours as a youngster up until

(Please turn to page 9.3)

Director Lang, left, with his star of "The

Woman In The Window," Joan Bennett.

Above, on the set with producer William

Goetz and, below, with Eddie Robinson.



/ , \ by a Love
^ ^ that Destroys

!

Two men locked in

deadly conflict over this

fascinating woman
dangerous secrets

behind her lips, strange

fear in her eyes.

Within these

walls . . . evil

things take

place.

To Families and Friends of Servicemen: Thij is one of the films chosen by the

War Department ond provided by the motion picture industry for showing

overseas in combat oreos, Red Cross hospitals ond ot isoloted outposts.
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Time {|!e$ as Ella calls

a friend, eats breakfast,

shampoos the puppy,
fakes a sunbafh, and
finally writes a letter to

her husband. Scene still

at bottom of the page,
with Charles Laughton
in "The Suspec t."



• • is the Word!

DEANNA ih TECHNICOLOR for the First Thnlhng Time

!

with the Miracle .Ji^^ Melodies of JEROME KERN!

SIX NEW 30/V<^5/
"More and More", "Californ-i-ay",

'° "Any Moment Now". . . and others!

IN TECHNICOLOR

..ROBERT PAIGE

AKIM TAMIROFF

DAVID imi LEONID KINSKGV Uf COLLINS JUNE VINCENT ANDREW TOMBES THOMAS GOMEZ

Dincied by FRANK RYAN fioduced by FELIX JACKSON Assoc f^oducermU SHAW /»/„s,V Ay J E R M E KERN Lyrus byl.\.UmU
een Play by LEWIS R. FOSTER, FRANK RYAN • Story byJohn Klorcr. LeoTownsend • Based on'Girl ofThe Overland Trail" by Samuel J. and Curris B.Warshawsky • A UNIVERSAL PICTLTRE



y^ne 1/ Uaman,

Maria Montex, star of "Quaan Of The

modak har naw glamor clothas. Laft, bl

availing, brigktanad wifh saquins. Abe
color combination: moss graan for tha

$kirt and ona sida of fha jackaf and dac

lum; brown and gold for the ofhar sida,

jachat. Balew, brown gabardina with tli f
fippad by ciii-away jackat which rev*

baiga and brown stripad waskit Hndt



'•rf«ctly su!t«d for the m-
{3«nci«( of her trip, the

emp show tour scheduled

|y the Hollywood Victory

committee, Maria is trim

1 blue grey bound in navy
|lue bengaline, designed

y Irene Saltern (right),

i^esaup below shows Ma-
id's favorite new hat, tiny

itdora fashioned of sable,

^om with matching scarf.

Selected by the California ap-

parel market as their choice

for "one woman fashion repre-

sentative," Maria Montez was
presented with a complete
wardrobe for her Camp Show
tour scheduled by the Holly-

wood Victory Committee

For dress-up occasions, to cheer up the sol-

dier boys on her tour, Jean Carol designed
for Montex the short dinner dress below. It

is black crepe, with the side drape for which
the designer is noted. The new broad shoul-

der-no sleeve efFect is emphasized through
a softening border of sheer black lace.

A matching border of lace is carried down
on the skirt to outline the side drape.

Exclusive photos by Freulich,

Universal Pictures
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Graci* Allan {oins fit* lin*

•uiogrAph M*k*r», intanf on
fing Van Johnson's "John Han

Merc'sMollywood
GOSSIP BY WESTON EAST CANDIDS BY GENE LESTER

IT'S
BACK to the soil for Alan Ladd, if he can find a ranch

close enough to commute to Hollywood. It was Joel McCrea
who sold Alan on the idea. He's got Alan so interested in

the project, all his spare time is spent reading up on fertilizing

and fumigating.

EVER SINCE she returned from an overseas trip, Annie
Sheridan has been receiving mysterious phone calls ^ When

she answers, there is no one there. Just a record playing "The
Song Of India." Ann strongly suspects Bruce Cabot and Errol

Fl.vnn of having their little joke. As if she could be foi^etting

her experiences in India so soon!

AFTER his divorce from Gypsy Rose Lee, Alexander Kirk-
land, her ex-husband, flew out to Hollywood to dispose of

their household furnishings. To give you an idea of the public's

reaction, when the stuff was put up for auction the crowd went
mad outbidding each other for the exotic Venetian bed slept

in by the famous strip-teaser. The bed was on display for days.

Some wag had afhxed a sign, "Gv'psy Rose Lee Slept Here."

Sport of Icings aftracH stars to Hollywood Park. From left: Randy Scott and Frad Astaira; Kay W!li!ami and Van Johnson; Errol Flynn and Bruca Cabot.



I jf
and gray momanH are expressed at fhe track by George Raft, left, George Burns and Grade Allen, center, and Merle Oberon and Bill Girard, at right.

PAULETTE GODDARD is a very excited and disappointed

young woman. She and her Captain Burgess Meredith are

expecting the stork in about six months. We used to think

Paulette knocked herself out over a new hunk of jeweh-y.

But you should see her excitement now. However, she
wishes the news hadn't leaked out so soon. If she wants to

know how, she might question the elevator operator in her doc-

tor's building. 'Tis said this is the source that tips off the press.

FI\TE HUNDRED hysterical, howling females forced Clark
Gable to leave a radio station via the fire escape. It was his

first public appearance since returning to civilian life. "And
flying in a bomber over Europe is supposed to be dangerous,"
cracked Clark to the cops who came to his rescue.

CRAIG STEVENS walked into the market where he and
Alexis Smith have been trading since the day they got

married. A new clerk walked up to him. "I'd like two pounds of

bananas," said Craig. "Do you have a baby?" came the unex-

pected reply. "^Vh-y-y no-o," stammered Craig. "We've only
been married six months!" It wasn't until he got home (without
the bananas) that Alexis explained that bananas are scarce,

therefore only sold to families who need their nourishment for

growing children.

REMEMBER ten months ago when Weston East reported

that Hedy Lamarr was furnishing a nursery? Even that

far back she was planning on having the baby that is now
actually on the way. The day that Hedy definitely foimd out

it was true, her husband, John Loder, was driving home from
the studio. His radio was on and over the air he heard it an-

nounced once again that he and Hedy were expecting. When
he got home he told Hetly about the sUly rumor. It was then

that Hedy told him the rumor was finally no rumor!

BETTY GRABLE is disconsolate. She's convinced it isn't

practical for her to accompany Harry James when he takes

his band out on a series of one night stands. 'T tried it once and
got into trouble." Betty confided to W^eston East. "After all,

Harry is an important celebrity in his own right. It was his

show and I thought I could just go along as his wife. But I was
so criticized because I didn't give a lot of interviews, I've

decided that much a^s I miss Harry, it's better for me to remain
at home in the future."

DORIAN GRAY" is in love! Or, in other words, Hurd
Hatfield, whose movie fate rests on the public's recep-

tion of him as Oscar Wilde s notorious hero, has fallen hard for

Virginia Hunter. She's an ex-ballerina, wlio danced for Garbo
in "Two-Faced W'oman." Virginia, who is inider contract to

MGM, met Hurd on the lot. It was one of those things from
their first exchanged look.

JUDY GARLAND'S gift to the boys overseas was a recording

titled, "Have Yourself A Merry Little Christmas." Judy
broke down in the midst of making it and had to start all over

again. When she finished there wasn't a dry eye in the room.

SONNY TUFTS finally found himself a house to live in—
but now he can't get a telephone. Just to make sure he

won't oversleep and be late to the studio, he's put the neighbor-

hood kiddies on his private payroll. Each one gets twenty-five
cents a week. They take turns ringing his doorbell at six-thirty

each morning.

TURHAN BEY may take himself seriously, but he does have
a sense of humor about Lana Turner. The day she had to

get down on her hands and knees and scrub a barracks floor

in "Women's Army," the torrid Turk showed up on the set at
nine in the morning. He came supplied with pipe, magazines
and a box of candy. He stayed until six that night. Lana was
tempted to let him have a bucket of dirty water. At the last

minute she weakened.

DOLORES MORAN and Dean Harens have discovered each
other. The way it happened couldn't be more romantic.

Dolores was trying to get Warner Bros, on the phone to talk

to the casting director. Dean was also calling the same studio,

trying to reach his friend John Dall. The wires got crossed and
Dolores and Dean found themselves talking to each other.

Being that they have mutual friends who had been threatening

to bring them together, they made a date. They've been dating
steadily ever since.

DESPITE all those shows she's put on somewhere in the

South Pacific. Betty Hutton has gained ten pounds. She
wrote to her wardrobe woman at Paramount and told her to

make the changes on the model they use when they fit Betty's

clothes for her pictures. "Be sure that you add the extra weight

in the ri^kt places!" kidded Betty.

DOROTHY LAMOUR'S new album of Hawaiian melodies

is a honey. Because she spends most of her time in San
Bernardino keeping house for her husband. Dotty isn't able to

do as much as she'd like for the USO. So she's sending albums
of her songs to Army camps all over the country. It s her way
of saying it with music.

WITH BEWILDERING succession,- events in Eleanor
Parker's life have left her wondering if stardom is worth it.

Not long after she won the coveted role of Mildred in the remake
of "Of Human Bondage," Eleanor confided to intimates that

she wanted a baby more than anything else in the world. The
day the picture was finished she received word that her husband
was due back in this country . Eleanor seemed overjoyed . Then
he was confined in the San Diego naval hospital. Slie eagerly

visited him as often as possible. Then she was rushed to the

hospital for a necessary appendectomy. From her sick bed
Eleanor announced her plans for divorce. Her friends, her

studio, everyone in general was simply astounded. Some think

it was her husband who decided on the issue. No one actually

knows. Careers come high in Hollywood.

ARUMOR, constantly repeated, can become an actuality-

in Hollywood. Bob Hutton and his beautiful wife, Natalie
Thompson, were merely going through those first-year adjust-

ments. The gossips gave them no rest, however, until eventually

they found themselves in the midst of a trial separation. Right
now it looks like they'll be back together even before you're

reading this. Those who seem to know feel that Natalie could

be a bit more tolerant of Bob. He's quite young. His career is

still thrilling him beyond words. He probably has a lot to learn

but he's so eager and willing, no one could doubt his sincerity.
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EVE ARDEN is about to l)ecome a mother. By the time this

reaches print, there will be a little girl occupying Eve's
spare bedroom, which has been converted into a nursery. How
do we know it will be a little girl? Because Eve is adopting her.

It's all been done quietly because, like other Hollywood
"mothers," Eve feels the less attention given the adoption,

the better it is for the child's welfare. Eve couldn't be happier.

IT JUST so happened that the wives of Dane Clark, John
Garfield and Gene Kelly decided to go to New York at the

same time. Dane, John and Gene, being temporarily grass

widowers, each called up his friends. Those who weren't out
were busy. Finally, the three unattached male stars who
couldn't find a single place to go or a single thing to do, ended
up at Schwab's drug store for a soda. They were so happy to

.see each other, they spent the rest of the evening ribbing them-
selves. It's true, girls, so help us!

Glamother Alice Faye finds herself catching Mrs. Mark Hellinger's
infectious laugh. We'd like to have heard the story, too. Alice
still likes playing "Mother" better than any film part offered lately.

THREE Little Sisters^' is certainly an appropriate theme
song for IVIaria Montez these days. Lucita, Consuelo.

and Adita, all younger than Maria, have arrived in this coun-
try to make their home with their famous sister. They won't
Ije forgetting their first day in Hollywood in a hurry. Maria
bought them new wardrobes, rushed them over to Westmore's
for an original hairdo, took them to a broadcast and hired an
English teacher. Maria says it's the most fun she's had since

she hit Holl>'wood.

FOR TWO years Dane Clark has struggled along, hoping
someone would eventually give him his break. Then came

the night they previewetl "The Very Thought of You." Instead
of l>eautiful Eleanor Parker and handsome Dennis Morgan
walking off with the laurels, it was Dane's wonderful comedy
that kept the audience applauding. The next day they called

him into the front office. Salaries are frozen but they did offer

him a wonderful bonus. Now the same producers who were too

busy to see him are searching frantically for Dane Clark roles.

KATHR'YN GR.\YSON'S new home is being done by
Helen Conway, the famous decorator who did such a

sensational job for Ann Sothern and Hedy Lamarr. Before she
closed the deal, however, Kathryn insisted on one clause in

the contract. She was leaving on a tour. While she was away
the painters and wallpaper hangers must agree to feed "Throck-
morton," the St. Bernard, and "Midnight," the cat. With
servants at a premium these days, Kathryn cleverly solved her

problem.

GREER GARSON'S forthcoming appendectomy couldn't

have MGM more upset. She's their most valued piece of

property but unfortunately getting an appendix removed is

one thing Greer's stand-in can't do for her.

IRENE DI NNE'S daughter, Mary Frances Griffin, cele-

brated her ninth birthday by visiting her famous mother
for the first time at the studio. Barring none, Irene ha.s the

Loretta Young and Joe Gotten have co-
starring rdlas-in Screen Guild air drama.



picest mannered child in Hollywood. She's sweet and simple
and not embarrassingly well-mannered like some of the over-
disciplined children of movie stars.

rr^HERE'S a glamorous market out on the Sunset strip ifi

J. Hollywood. The employees are so star-conscious, they have
autographed photographs of all their famous customers. Need-
less to say who gets the best of everything! In the vegetable
department there's a framed photo of a star you all know and
love. Maybe she was kidding but she actuaily signed it, "To
Tessie, I think your squash is lovely!"

DIRECTOR Eddie Buzzell was trying to get an important
scene out of little Margaret O'Brien. "Do it real good this

time and I'll get you anything you want," bribed Eddie.
Margaret did it real good. "Now what can I get you?" said
Eddie. Margaret regarded him seriously. Without batting an
eye, she answered, "Ginger Rogers' autograph!"

HIS WORK in "A Royal Scandal," opposite Tallulah Bank-
head rates stardom for Bill Eythe. With five pictures

under his belt and three thousand fan letters a month. Bill has
made magnificent strides. He still hasn't forgotten how to
blush, however—espec-ially when he's reminded about his
tights splitting during a love scene with la Bankhead!

BEFORE he became a movie star, Zachary Scott started out
in hfe as a rigger in a Texas oil field. With everv star on

the Warner lot wanting him for her leading man. Joan Craw-
ford won out and Zach gets the big lead in "Mildred Pierce."
To top it aU, a forgotten oil well he partially owns suddenlv
came in. Things are going great for the great Scott.

THE BOYS on the boat with Gig Young regarded hin\ as
just another seaman. But when the transport landed at

their first undisclosed port, a movie was shown on deck. It Aas
Bette Davis' "Old Acquaintance." When Gig came on the

scene, now that his liea<l is clipped an<l he is mirnjs a mous-
tache, no one recognized him. Gig was just as liappy. Then one
chara< ter <lid. Wliat followe*! was < los<- to. a panic-. Gig t<jok a
terrific ribbing but .secretly loved it.

APEST at a cocktail party was finally s(pi<-lcher! b\' Charles
Laughton. "Tell me mon; alnjut yourself." said the

bouncing Britisher. "1 just Imc horror stories."

UNLESS he reads it here, Gcnirge Jess<^l will never know that
he was the victim of a rib. In a popular He liywcxxl restau-

rant a big, good-l(K)king Army lieutenant came over to (ieorgic's

table and accused him of stealing his girl. Jessel was Uto sur-
prisecl and C(mfuse<l to notice that a famous he-man star was
sitting at a nearby table, doubled uj) with laughter. Weston
East promised he wouldn't divulge the nain«'. Think back over
your list of .stars who like to play pra< ti<:al jokes. VVi-'ll give you
a clue. It isn't Errol Fh tin!

MM
Lt. James W. Watson and T/Sgt. Samuel J. Davis get Cheryl

Walker, June Haver and Marjorie Weaver to sign their "short

snorter," comprrsed of both American and foreign legal tender.

}ltt6 of Uncle Sam's servicewomen, Virginia

chaffer and Norma Johnson, are the happy
»cipiants of the big celebration the USO
iav« for five millionth serviceman. Below,

ith Bob Hutton, Joan Leslie and Bob Hope.



SCREENLAND SALUTES

Doring new drama has superla-

tive cast of splendid performers

Hunt St ro m b e rg's finest

production is "Guest In The

House." Director John
Brahm has made the nnost

of his unusual cast, with

Anne Baxter as the neurotic

girl who almost wrecks a

happy household; Ralph

Bellamy as the artist hus-

band, Ruth Warrick as his

wife, Marie MacDonald
(right, and below) as model.

In such a cast there can be

no "best" performance; but

Bellamy's return to the

screen is stirringly cele-

brated. Misses Baxter and

Warrick excel their past

portrayals, and Marie Mac-
Donald, gorgeously blonde

and shapely as Bellamy's

realistic model, foreshadows

a great future as a movie
siren with a sense of humor.

Hnnt Stromhcra-V nited Art\!:ts



Ma^'oz anc^Mz^. Iloiva^PJaned

o^JV^^, N6t<rYoz^, m^a^£(/^

C/iii/i/ed JloeS/cfz^. Meidane^, Ji.

I.t's easy to see why her tall blond

Navy fiance adores Patricia!

There is a bright, warm aliveness

about her that is infinitely endearing

—

and she is so lovely to look at! Eyes of

deep, sparkling bro%\'n . . . rich, glossy

hair . . . and from the tip of her little

pointed chin to the top of her smooth

high brow, a skin as arrestingly beau-

tiful as a new-opened rose.

Like so many other engaged girls,

Patricia trusts her flawless complexion

to Pond's Cold Cream.

"I began using Pond's -^vhen I was in

college at North^\'estern—and loved it

right from the start— it's such a

soothing, silky-textured cream!

"Then, while I was studying acting

and stage make-up at the American
Academy of Dramatic Art, I grew to

respect Pond's more and more. It does

such a grand job of removing make-up
and of keeping my skin really clean

and really smooth !"

Patricia has a pixie charm—dancing eyes and a glowing, ivory-smooth skin

CHARLES CHOSE
this square-cut, beauti-

fully mounted 2H-carat
diamond for Patricia.

AT THE STATION,
Patricia and Charles

silently share the

memory of wonderful
days together. Till

A ictory, Patricia is

writing for The Nyadc
V.S.O. Councilor, serv.

icemen's newspaper.

Patricia's complexion is disarmingly fresh

and sweet—a lovely tribute to her daily

Pond's beauty creamings—

Every night, every morning, Patricia

smooths Pond's Cold Cream over her

face and throat. Pats to soften and release

dirt, make-up. Tissues off.

She rinses with more snowy-satin
Pond's, whirling finger tips lightly over her

face for extra cleansing, extra softening.

Tissues off. "My double Pond's creaming

makes my skin feel so blissfully smooth,"

Patricia says.

Give your face this Pond's beautv care.

\ou'll see that it s no accident so many
more girls and women use Pond s than

any other face cream at any price.

Ask for the hig]as— you'll love being

able to dip the fingers of both hands in

the luxurious big jar

!

PoncA SodepSeau^iej

L.\DY LOmS MOUNTBATTEN

MRS. PIERPO.NT MORC.\N H.\MILTON

MRS. ROBERT B.VCO.X WHITNEY

THE LVDY MORRIS

GLORU VANDERBILT DE aCCO
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"The Trumpet" Talks!

Continued from page 31

seems logical to me, does it to you?"
I agreed heartily with this plain-spoken

man. Then I ventured the question,

"What about Betty traveling with you
and refusing to make an appearance with

the band?"
Harry hit the ceiling. "Betty traveled

with me as Mrs. Harry James—not

Betty Grable. Other men in the band
had their wives with them too. Betty-

had some free time and she wanted to

go on the one-nighters with me. I know
that Betty is a movie star, but when she

is with me, she feels, and I agree with

Stamp honoring movies' 50th Anniversary

makes film city happy, especially Betty

Grable, above; Alan Ladd, Gail Russell

and Sue Patrick, of Paramount, at right.

her, that she is my wife, nothing more.

As a movie star, Betty is paid for every

personal appearance she makes. She is

under contract to a studio and must have
their permission before she makes ap-

pearances. Frankly, even if they would
give that permission, the band cannot af-

ford to pay the .salary she would receive.

Whenever Betty and I were out togetiier,

at a station changing trains or coming out

of the place where we played, she signed

autographs all the time. Her refusal to

appear with the band was right and
shoiJd be respected and understood.

"I've heard these reports, and they
have upset me very much. I realize how
important the public is. I don't deny
that the public, the fans who want
autographs, the people who request num-
bers, and the folks who come to hear

the band on our one-nighters, are the

people who are responsible for making
the band a success. Yet, no man wants
to have his wife on display with him.
He feels that he wants to stand on his

own feet. Gosh, I've even heard that

the reason Betty went out on the tour

with me was to make sure that the band
would do big business. You see, no mat-
ter what we do, it seems to be wrong."
Harry was genuinely disturbed. He
pulled a periodical out of his pocket.

"Here, read this." he said. "I just

picked it up on a news.stand, and it

makes me feel pretty good."
It was a copy of a music trade publi-

cation, and the artitle that Harry pointed

out was an editorial with a blaring

headline that read, "AS MRS. HORN,
LEGS BELONGS TO HARRY!"
The editorial sided with the Jameses.

A few excerpts read, "Certainly there

was obligation on the part of Betty, who
was traveling as Mrs. James, the wife

of a band leader, not as Betty Grable,

the movie star, to give the avid crowd
double its money's worth by parading
her slick chassis on the band stand! . .

And reports from everywhere the James
band has played, prove that the Horn
is a right guy witli his public. He spends

ion that Harry James was a right guy.

We changed the subject and started

talking of general things. Harry is a

changed man since he married and
settled down in Hollywood. Harry has
come to the end of his travels, and
you'll have to admit he's been plenty of

places for his mere twenty-seven years.

Of course, he will still have to get around
a little, keep in touch with his public,

as it were, but since he can do this

mostly via celluloid now, he tells you
with a smile in his twinkly blue eyes that

he's a homebody from here on out. And
with Betty Grable sitting across the
breakfast table every morning, that ain't

a bad deal.

Of course, Harry's kind of settling

down is a bit unconventional, because he
still has more to do than a couple of

other hard working guys.

"It's a cinch. I'm still going around
in circles, but they have become much
smaller. Of course, the Hollywood area

covers a lot of territory when you're

mixed up in radio, pictures, camp shows,

recordings, rehearsals and what have you.

But all this is nothing compared to the

criss-cross hops we used to make around
the country to earn our bread and

.
butter."

The eight-room English farm house in

Coldwater Canyon, where Harry is doing
his settling down, and which he shares

with Betty Grable and their baby
daughter, Victoria Elizabeth, is the first

real home he has known since his boy-

hood sojourn in Beaumont, Texas, where
he lived with his mother and father after

their circus travels, so he could attend

high school. Harry was fifteen when
they arrived in Beaumont, but he was

more time on the stand than any of his

men, signs autographs until the last fan

is satisfied, and is pleasant . . . And we
still believe that, when before the camera
or on a personal appearance tour of her

own, Betty Grable's curves belong to her

public, and the G.I. Joes overseas. But,

when she is touring as Mrs. James, the

legs belongs to Harry."

That was good enough for me. I

could take the word of Harry and an

authentic trade publication. I decided

to discount all the rumors I had been

hearing and reconfirm my original opin-

back on the road again within a few

years.

"So you can see how it is," he told us.

"I settled down just long enough to dis-

cover the possibilities of life when you
stay put in one community. And I like

the idea, although I had to pull stakes

to follow my line of work. I like it even

better in Hollywood. I have my family

and friends here, and can still keep in

close touch with the music world and
do my work besides. And all this with

the advantage of being able to kick my
shoes under the same bed every night.
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YOU MAY WIN LOVELIER SKIN L

THE ACTIVE-LATHER WAY!

starring in Columbia Pictures'

"A SONG TO REMEMBER"

In recent tests of Active-Lather Facials with
Lux Toilet Soap, actually 3 out of 4 com-
plexions improved in a short time! Lovely

Merle Oberon tells you, "My Lux Soap beauty
facials really make skin lovelier—leave it feeling

wonderfully smooth and soft—looking so fresh!"

FIRST COVER
yOUR FACE
GENEROUSLV

WITW THE CREAM/
"^S LUX SOAP LATHER-

I

WORK IT IN

THOROUGHLY.

RINSE WITH

WARM WATER,
SPLASH WITH

COLD—THEN
PAT TO DRy.

g want the loveliness that
romance. So take Hollywood's tip-

youT skin gentle Lux Toilet Soap care I

wins

-give

* FIGHT WASTE *
Use your Lux Toilet Soap wisely,

for soap contains material vital to

the war effort. Never waste it.

Lux Toilet Soap L-A-S-T-S...lt's hard-milled! 9oc/fof/0 Screet? Sfa/v use if-
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Photo by Uthcial I. .v .
i'hutcirathcr.

William Seiter and Arthur Lange greet George Montgomery Marine Air Corps' Lt. Tyrone Power reads a dramatic poem by

and Dinah Shore. See her next in "Belle Of The Yukon." fellow flier on "We, The People." Right, Milo Boulton, m.c.

Yes sir, this time it's for keeps. It's

really home."
As we talked, our imagination kept

dwelling on the thought—how does a hot

trumpet player behave around the house

when he's enjoying the role of an ordi-

nary father and husband?
"The answer to that," Harry told us,

"is that I like to think I'm the .same as

any other family guy. But I'm afraid the

average American family man is much
more efficient than I am. I'm crazy about

puttering around the place, but I'm an
awful bungler when it comes to fixing

gadgets and things. I make an honest

effort though, but usually wind up leav-

ing it to my father-in-law to do it right

when he drops around to visit us.

"I actually restrain myself as much
as possible from these little repair jobs

by voicing the conviction that the inside

of the house belongs to Betty and the

outside—the grounds—are my domain.

We have eighteen avocado and four

orange trees, and I take care of them as

well as overseeing the care of the lawn
and shrubbery. And boy, is it wonder-
ful to wake up in the morning sniffing

the odor of orange blossoms and honey-
suckles instead of the smell of gasoline

fumes, as I have done for so long in the

big cities!"

Being able to keep steady hours like

the average citizen isn't the boon to

Harry that you'd expect. "I have shifted

my sleeping time from night to day and
vice versa over such a long period," he
said, "that it doesn't matter to me when
I sleep. But I'll admit, it is nice to wake
up with the dawn instead of going to

bed with it. All I care about, though,
is that I get my eight hours of sleep.

"Betty and I both have studio jobs,

so it does make it handy for us to keep
the same hours. We get up together and
she fixes me a nice breakfast before she
takes off for the studio. That's real

living, all right, just like the man who
has to catch the eight o'clock bus to
the office."

Harry is enthusiastic about appearing
in movies, but he is smart enough to
know just where he fits in. His roles in

"Best Foot Forward," "Two Girls And
A Sailor" and "Bathing Beauty" have
all been increasingly important, but
"Don't get the idea that I will ever be
an actor," he told us. "I'm just myself,
Harry James, a guy who blows a horn

and leads a band. And as long as I

don't have to play anything else on the
screen, I think I'll be able to get along.

I've been out before the public making
personal appearances for so long, I

don't believe I'd be convincing if I tried

to play a fictional part."

He says that he and his wife never
discuss pictures in their home from the
acting standpoint. Betty has her job to

do and he has his, and he doesn't think
it is too smart for them to mix their

private and professional lives. "Anyway,"
he explained, "Betty could hardly give

me any acting tips, because I'm playing
myself all the time, and if I can't do
that without coaching from the side-

lines, then I'm a first class fizzle."

Harry is dead serious about his music.
He's the kind of fellow who would much
prefer to have you offer him an honest
constructive criticism rather than to hear
you gush over his work in a flattering

way. But of course, he doesn't appreciate

rough, overdrawn criticism any more
than the next man who is interested in

his work. Actually, about a fourth of

the music he plays is of the "hot" variety,

the kind the bobby sockers go for. The
rest is sweet, and appeals to the more
mature people who really constitute the
greater part of his audience.

Although everyone knows the public

appeal of his band lies largely in him,
his personality and his horn, Harry' is

honestly one of the most modest enter-

tainment figures we have met on the
Hollywood scene. When he speaks of his

musical activities and has to use a per-

sonal pronoun, he always says "we,"
referring to the entire band rather than
to himself only. When asked how it feels

to bowl the public over by the thou-
sands, he replied that the music does it,

not he.

Harry defends the youngsters who go
into boisterous ecstasy over the hot
music purveyed by his band, and chides

their critical, misunderstanding elders

with this remark: "The kids' reaction

to swing is the same thing that happens
to the older people when they watch a
good baseball game. The next time you
go to a game, see if I'm not right. Some-
body makes a smart play out on the
field, and the fans become practically

delirious. They jump up and yell and
slap each other on the back, and in gen-
eral, behave just about the same way

the youngsters do when the rhythm takes

hold of them."
As for his personal tastes in music, he

likes the works of composers such as

Debussy, Ravel and Stravinsky, because
he says they are more relaxing. But he
also speaks highly of certain contem-
poraries and really gets excited when you
talk about Louis Armstrong. "Arm-
strong played the kind pf music we are

doing today when he first came up from
New Orleans years ago," he said, "and it

was just as good then as it is now."
Like the proverbial busman on a holi-

day, Harry likes to arrange music as a
hobby. He does only an average amount
of reading, confining his literary pursuits

to such works as the novels of Thorne
Smith and the stories of Ring Lardner.
Lardner also had something of his own
feeling for baseball and Harry can't get

enough of him, reading some of his

stories over and over. A part of each day
is devoted to the newspapers, but mostly
during the baseball season, when he
follows the doings in the big leagues with
great zeal.

With all his success and obvious abili-

ty, which is certainly evident in the way
he handles his large organization, Harry
has a boyish charm which is reflected

in his little impracticalities. There is a
locksmith in Beverly Hills, for example,
who will tell you that Harry is as dreamy
as one of his sweet, high-key solos. On
three separate occasions, he has been
awakened to come to the James home
in the dead of the night to let the wool-
gathering musician into his own house
because he has forgotten his keys and
locked them inside.

Being a moderate young man, Harry
is even a light smoker. He • says that

smoking doesn't bother his wind because
the pressure that sends him zooming up
to those stratospheric notes above high

C come from his stomach, just as with an
operatic singer. And so, by professional

compulsion, he follows a frugal diet.

In other words, Harry knows that, if

he is to go on functioning in his best

form, the life of the average, home-loving
man will suit him perfectly. And he con-
siders himself lucky that such an exist-

ence is to his liking. All of which led us
to philosophize that you really discover

the strangest things when you go probing
into tbe life and habits of a top-register,

hot trumpet player.
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i. MOOeSS WITH VeoDORANT

Z. STANDARD MOPSSS
Here's modess with TWO wonder-

ful kinds of sanitary protection.

Now you can take your choice.

1. Softer, safer Modess with a

fine deodorant powder sealed in— for

those who want daintiness protection

right inside a napkin. Tried out for a

year by thousands of women; tested

by a famous impartial laboratorj' and
proved to be most effective.*

2. Softer, safer jNIodess—without

deodorant— if you'd rather have it

that way.

And, either way, you're bound to

get greater safety, greater softness,

because:

209 nurses, in hospital lests, found
Modess gives far more proteclion

than nationally known layer-type

napkins.

49,701 women stated that they
switched to Modess because it's

"So soft". . . "So safe". . . or "So com-
fortable."

Both kinds of Modess cost the same.

But— to get softer, safer sanitary pro-

tection—be sure to ask for Modess!

STANDARD OR WITH DEODORANT

*LOOK! Facts about MODESS containing a DEODORANT
3. ModesskasbeenproredhyU..^.

Testing Co., Ittc, to guard dainti-

ness more effectively than any other

napkin containing a deodorant.

1. The sanitary napkin with

fine deodorant powder sealed

right in.

2. Only sanitary napkin with

deodorant tested for the past

year . Fa st id ious Southern women
who tried it are overwhehningly

enthusiastic— prefer it to any

other napkin they've ever used.

4. Only Modess gives you such

proof of its effectiveness. So if

you prefer a napkin with a de-

odorant right in it, Modess is the

only napkin for you.
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Going On Sixteen

Continued from page 41

BONITA GRANVILLE,
Untveral's IT'S NEVER TOO LATE,
finds her pet canary another one of her

"admirers."

a
...THE ONLY PET

THAT SINGS!

Here's a singing gift ... a
delightful pet . . . that will

be long remembered as

a living token of your
affection.

Give a perky, cheerful
Canary— a bit of singing
sunshine to brighten drab
hours and chase away
the blues.

KW% EE f Every lover of pets will want
• Frenches siiperb book about

/lie Canary, the pet you'll love. Specially

posed photographs — some in full color —
of famous Hollyxvood stars with their

Canaries. Pages of human-interest stories

about the only pet that sings.

Send for FREE copy—
TODA Y ! Simply mail your
request— with name and ad-

dress— on a penny postal card
tr> The R. T. French Company,
'2585 Mustard Street,
Rochester, X. Y.

KEEP YOUR CANARY
HAPPY WITH FRENCH'S

FRENCH'SBird Seed
(with Bird Biscuit) sup-

plies 11 aids to song and
health. Feed your Ca-
nary FRENCH'S—
today and every day I

LARGEST SELLING BIRD

SEED IH THE U. S. A.

in an enchanting up-do style, witli bangs
falling over lier forehead; her blue eyes

were gay and flirtatious under long, false

lashes. She wore earrings and bracelets

and was dressed in a seductive black

evening gown which hugged every line

of her body.
Then she began to sing. The voice was

the voice of Jane Powell, but the girl

—

why, it just couldn't be. Then I stole a

look at her mother. Her eyes were bright

with unshed tears. '"I feel awful," she

gulped. "To have Jane age so fast so

soon!"

Then she laughed. "I'm glad it's just

for a scene in a picture," she explained.

"In this scene Jane deliljerately pretends

to be twenty because she wants to

become a musical comedy star. In her

own clothes she looks so very different."

Jane herself was thrilled at this chance

to play at being twenty, just as almost

any girl of fifteen Would be. She confided

to Arthur Lubin, the director, that .she

just couldn't wait to be really twenty

and go out with older men. She likes

men of nineteen and twenty much better

than boys of her own age. "Well,"

laughed Arthur, "here's your one big

moment to really wolf it." She turned

those long-lashed eyes upon him and said,

"Thank you, Mr. Lubin."

Just before the scene began, she said

to him, "Oil, this is the moment I've

been waiting for." Then she began sing-

ing, "Throu.iih Your Eyes To Your
Heart," the first torch song she has ever

sung. The words rang out, from her

heart to her throat. This was the way
she would feel when ' she was twenty.

She sang as though under the spell of

the music. In the group of servicemen

surrounding her there was one dark-eyed,

dark-haired young.ster in a sailor's uni-

form who was looking at her witli greater

adoration than his part called for.

Watching him, I thought. "That puppy
dog look in his eyes can't be all acting."

It turned out it wasn't. For Chris

Drake, the boy in the sailor's uniform,

has a crush on Jane—and Jane has a

crush on him, too. So let's take another

look at him. Actually, though he's in a

sailor's uniform, he's a marine, and has

a medical discharge. He's entitled to wear

tlie Purple Heart.

Wh'-n Jane met him. she fell for him

immediately. That night she said to her

mother, "I like him. I'd like him to like

me. How do I go about it?"

"Just be nice to him. Go out of your

wav to speak to him."

"Will that help?"

"Yes. I think so," Mrs. Burce (that's

tlio real name of the Powells) .said

smiling.

But even if Jane hadn't done a thing.

Chris was already smitten. The next

day he said to her mother, "I'd like to

take Jane out. But where would a boy

take a girl like Jane? To a show or to the

beach? Do you think she'd go with me?"

"You might ask her and see what she

says."

Still Chris had a hard time gathering

up courage enough to ask Jane. He spoke

to her stand-in, Hilda Title. "How do
you ask a girl like that? What- shall I

say to her? I'm not much on this Holly-
wood stuff and I've never taken a girl

out."

Pleased at the chance to play Cupid,
Hilda told him what she thought.
"But Jane's always surrounded by

people. I never have a chance to speak
to her alone."

Hilda giggled. "The next time you see

me with Jane, come up to us. I'll walk
away, leaving you alone. Then you can
ask her."

And so Chris came to dinner at the
Powell home one night, and the next day
he took Jane to her first football game.
It was at the Gilmore Stadium, between
the Wildcats and the Clippers. As the
game progressed, Chris explained exactly

what football was like, and Jane enjoyed
both the game and his explanations.

However, the Wildcats, for whom she
was cheering, lost. She cheered because
they represented Los Angeles.

The Burces live now in a very com-
fortable home in Beverly Hills. It's a
white house with blue shutters over the

windows. The chairs are the kind you
really enjoy sitting in. There are no
ermine bedspreads in the house and no
gilded cupids in the doorway. This is

exactly the sort of home in which the

Burces might live if they were still in

Portland, Oregon, where Jane was born,

"In Hollywood," said Jane, "many
people seem to want to keep up with the

Joneses. They want to have just as

beautiful clothes, elaborate cars and
homes as the Joneses do."

"And don't you?"
"No—because the Joneses are not us.

I don't want to try to keep up with

anyone."
I told Jane that she and her mother

and father remind me of the "Hardy"
family. There is that simplicity about
them which one usually finds only in

small town folks. She admitted the ac-

curacy of the comparison. "It is like

that," she said. "We don't think of

going to night clubs as a rule. We have
lots more fun around the house. One
night. I went with mom and dad to the

Biltmore Bowl. It was a kind of family

party. But I didn't really like it very

much. I'd rather have dinner at home,
listen to my records and play with Punky,
my cat, who's just had three kittens."

If any other child said that, you'd

think it was just an act. But there is

something about Jane that tells you

that she doesn't -do any acting off the

screen. She's miles removed from the

average movie child. And because that's

true, she's sometimes been rather lonely

in Hollywood. At home in Portland, she

went to shows and shopping, to parties

and school affairs with girl friends like

Nancy Lee Dixon, who liked to do the

same things she liked. Suddenly her

whole world changed. Her parents came
to California with the idea of a vacation

uppermost in their minds. While they

were in Hollywood, they thought it might

be a good idea for Jane to appear on the
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ADVICE FOR

ABUSED SKIN
DON'T BE AFRAID AND STOP WORRYING NOW ABOUT EXTERNAL

SKIN TROUBLES. FOLLOW THESE EASY DIRECTIONS. YOU CAN

NOW ENJOY A PORCELAIN-LIKE SOFTER SKIN

LJAVE you evei- stopped to realize that the leading screen stars that you
admire, as well as the beautiful models who have lovely soft white skin,

were all born just like you with a lovely smooth skin?
Almost everyone can have a natural, healthy, normal complexion which is in

itself, beauty, and which gains admiration and is pleasing to look at. All you
must do, is to follow the simple rules of nature. Models and screen stars must
give their skin special attention. So should
you because everyone looks at your face. Your
social success may depend upon your being
good looking and pleasant to look at. A lovely
skin may be a short cut to success in love and
business. Your pleasure is worth it, and you
owe it to yourself to give yourself a chance
to enjoy a healthy, beautiful complexion.
Medical science gives us the truth about a
loyply skin. There are small specks of
dust all around us most of the time.

When these little specks, which are in

the air. f^et into an open pore in your
skin they oan in time, cause the pore
to become larger and more susceptible
to dust and infection. These open pores,

begin to form blackheads which becom(i
infected and bring you all of the misery'
of pimples, irritations, or blemishes.
When yon neglect your skin and abuse
it by not giving it the necessary external
care it retjuires. you leave yourself wide
open for external skin miseries which
cause embarrassment, self consciousnesSi
inferiority, and make you feel like a,

prisoner within yourself. When you
know that your skin is smooth, white,
and fine, you have more confidence and
it helps improve your personality and
your entire well being. A flawless skin is

priceless, yet it only costs you a few
pennies daily to keep it nor-
mal, natural, more healthy and
lovely. Many never realize or
even suspect that the differ-

ence between having a glamor-
ous complexion and being
ordinary is just the difference
between having blackheads
and pimples, and not having
them. A little care and the
proper attention with the dou-
bleViderm treatment can mean
the difference between enjoy-
ing fine skin or missing out on
many pleasures because of an
ugly, abused skin. The double
Viderm treatment is made un-
der the supervision of a doctor
and costs you only a few cents
for a treatment which you can
give yourself.

Just write or mail the

coupon below, and you
will receive two jars of the

double Viderm treatment

with full directions which
aie written by a doctor.

One jar contains a jelly-like

formula which is a highly

concentrated soap which
penetrates and acts as an
antiseptic upon the pores.

This is used after you wash
your face in the usual way.
After you use the special

Viderm skin cleanser, you
apply the Viderm fortified,

medicated skin cream. You
rub this in, leaving an al-

most invisible protective

covering for the surface of

your skin. This double
treatment has worked
wonders for so many cases

of abused skin and it must
amaze you, too, or it won't
cost you a penny. You must
be absolutely pleased and
delighted within ten days,

or yourmoney will be cheer-

fully refunded. It is a guar-

anteed treatment. Enjoy it.

Send for it now.
Use your double Viderm treatment every day, until your skin is as smooth and

clear as you may want it. Then, use it only once a week to remove stale make-up and
dust specks that infect your pores and to aid in healing external irritations. When
you prevent blackheads, j'ou prevent externally caused skin miseries and pimples.

SEND NO MONEY
Just send your

name and address, or

if you wish you can
save postage and
C.O.D. fee by mailing
Two Dollars with
your orders. Mail the
coupon to the New
York Skin Labora-
tory, Dept. 4-B, 20G
Division Street, New
York City 2,New York.

NEW YORK SKIN LABORATORY, Dept. 4-B
206 Division Street-, New York City 2, N. Y.

City-

Slat e -

Kindly send mc one Jar of Viderm Medicated Skin Orcam and one jar iit

Viderm Skin Cleanser along with full, easy directions on how to use them. It is

understood, the Viderm treatment is guaranteed and I must be delighted and
pleased with it. In every way. or my money is to be cheerfully refunded. I will
pay two dollars on delivery of everything.

Clieck liere if .voii .are enclosing Two Dollars ca.sh or money order (for

regular size). (You save postage and money order charges.)

Check here if you wish special Uiealrical models triple size. Five Dollars.

No C. 0. D. to Canada and foreign possessions.
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NAIL POLISH
Compare Dr. Ellis' Nail Polish with any
other nail enamel— for sheer beauty of
color, for wearability, for economy.
You'll know then why more and more
smart fingernails daily— coast to coast

— are wear-
ing those

0>> I lovely Dr.
Ellis colors.

Be sure to try "Mystic
Rose", the passionate
new Dr. Ellis shade-
of-the season

!

On/y one price

J
AT YOUR FAVORITE 5 & 10 or DRUGSTORE

air on a national radio program. She'd
already been appearing for some time
on a radio station in Portland. Also she
was the Oregon Victory Girl, and was
always singing at War Bond rallies.

The owner of the Portland radio

station gave the Burces a letter of intro-

duction to Hal Hudson of CBS. He
arranged Jane's appearance on the
Hollywood Showcase, which frequently
put talented newcomers on the air. And
while Jane was far from being a new-
comer to radio, she'd been heard only

on a local station. And so one night

people who tuned in their radios to the

Hollywood Sho^\-case program heard a
voice, young and true, which stirred

them as no young person's voice had
since Deanna Durbin was discovered.

Immediately two agents wanted to sign

up Jane. Three Hollj'^vood studios

offered contracts and promised plum
parts in motion pictures to the girl they
knew would be a star.

The Burces were completely unpre-
pared for this. They knew that if they
agreed to Jane's signing a contract, they'd
have to leave their home in Portland; Mr.
Burce would have to give up his job,

and Jane's dreams of going to high school

with her Portland friends would have
to be given up. So quietly they dis-

cussed the matter with each other and
with Jane.

"Jane needs the finest voice teachers

we can find for her," Mrs. Burce said.

"Sooner or later we'd have to leave Port-

land, to give Jane a chance to study
with voice teachers in New York, Chi-

cago, or Los Angeles. Don't you think

now might be a good chance to make
the break?"
Mr. Burce agreed with her. All three

of them hated to leave Portland—but
Jane's mother and father felt that she

ought to have this chance to get ahead
in her career. So there was a hurried

dash back to Portland, where Mr. Burce
settled his affairs. Then the family went
back to Hollywood. Jane went on the

air again for Hollywood Showcase and
also on Edgar Bergen's program. Charlie

McCarthy fell in love with her complete-

ly. It was mutual.
Jane's movie contract was divided

between MGM and Charles Rogers.

Charles Rogers was the first to find a
story for Jane. When he told her the tale

of "Song Of The Open Road," she was
flabbergasted. "Wliy, it's my own life

backwards," she said. "The girl in the

picture starts off as a movie star and ends
up on a bicycle. I started off on a
bicycle and ended up in the movies."
The girl in the picture w^as named Jane

Powell. The studio bosses liked the
name so well that they suggested that

Susan (that's Jane's real name) be re-

named after the new heroine. Her par-

ents and Susan liked the name Jane
Powell, and agreed.

Like Jane Powell in the picture, the

real Jane sometimes finds herself very
lonely. This loneliness comes from being

a movie star, and from being fifteen.

"Fifteen is an in-between age," she

told me. "I'm really just an in-between.

I'm too young for some people and too

old for other people. Usually I'm too

young for boys in the service and too old

for boys in my own grade. A girl is

usually older than boys her own age.

Don't you think so? I look forward to
the day when I'll be seventeen or eigh-

teen. I wish I could become eighteen over-

night and then stay eighteen forever,"

In Holly^^"ood Jane knows very few
girls her own age. She doesn't think of

herself as a movie star, and is bored
when she meets movie children who ham
it all over the place.

"I loved public school," she said, "but
I hate private school. I don't like going
to the studio school because either I'm
the only student or else there are only
a few besides myself, and not one of

them is in the same grade.

"A good many of the girls in Holly-

wood are rather sophisticated. Some of

them go in for a lot of gossip. I guess

all girls gossip, but some of the girls in

Hollywood are interested in talking about
things that are very different from those

I'm interested in. And it seems to me
either fhe girls don't study enough or

they study too much. Studying is all

right, and an actress should study dra-

matics, I know. It's grand to be ambi-
tious, but I like to have some fun out of

life, too. I like to dance. I love to jitter-

bug. I'm not an expert but I love it. I

also like the foxtrot and all ballroom
dancing. I love the orchestras of Henry
Busse, Benny Goodman, Morton Gould
and Fred Waring. I like to go to a
show or party or sit around at home and
play records. My favorite is Judy Gar-
land singing 'Journey To A Star.* She
sings it so beautifully."

Other things that "send" Jane are

spaghetti (she kids herself that it's good
for singers) , sports clothes, and play-

ing with her cat and her three kittens.

She also wants a collie—and may give

away two of the kittens, so as to have
room for the collie she hopes to get.

"The stars I've met are very nice

people," she said, "and are not at all

Hollywoodish. But I've met some people

M'ho aren't anything who are Holly-

woodish. In fact, usually it's the people

who've done the least who go Holly-

wood. They are the ones who don't know
much about anything but who want to

have a finger in every pie."

She can't get used to the idea that

she herself is a Hollywood celebrity.

"Being a movie actress is just a job, like

any other job," she said. "There are just

as many things to stump you. It looks

glamorous from the outside but there are

many things about it that aren't glam-

orous, like having to take the same scene

over and over again. L^sually after you've

played a scene three or four times, they

change the script."

At heart Jane is still Susan Burce. She
wants to have the same kind of fun that

Susan Burce had in Portland. Susan

could go to the beach there, and ride

around on merry-go-rounds to her heart's

content or go whirling about on the ferris

wheel or the even more exciting dipper.

Right after she made "Song Of The
Open Road," Jane went to New York,

and had a very exciting time. The first

thing she did was visit an Automat. Then
she rode in the subway. She loved it.

"You see the funniest people there," she

exclaimed. She felt at home with those

strange people from all the corners of

New York. She giggled to herself watch-
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Take Your Pick of 400 Little Blue Books at Bargain Price of S<^ Each
THE IDEAL GIFT FOK SERVICE MEIV

Add le per book for packing,

handling and carriage. Order by

numoer. Order at least 20 books

—as many more as you like. Can-
ana and foreign. 7c per book, pre-

paid. If you order every book in

this ad — 400 books — remit only

$19.75 and we will prepay all

carriage charges.

Self-Help Books
25 Rhyming Dictionary
75 On the Choice of Boolcs

78 Hints on Public Speali-
ing

82 Common Faults in Writ-
ing English

86 On Reading. Brandes
93 How to Live 100 Years

112 Secret of Self-Develop-
ment

192 A Book of Synonyms
326 Hints on Writing Short

Stories
514 Hints on Writing Poetry
5.">6 Hints on Etiquette
629 Hand-book of Legal

Forms
639 4.000 Most Essential

English Words
681 Spelling Self Taught
682 Grammar Self Taught
683 Punctuation Self Taught
703 Physiology Self Taught
725 Zoology Self Taught
734 Useful Phrases
748 Plane Geometry Self

Taught
751 How to Merchandise
801 A Rapid Calculator
815 Familiar Quotations
821 How to Improve Your

Vocabulary
822 Rhetoric Self Taught
823 English Composition Self

Taught
835 Useful Tables
847 Card Games
835 How to Write Letters
836 Arithmetic Self Taught

Part I
857 Arithmetic Self Taught

Part II
868 Hints on Self-Improve-

ment
872 Manual of Parliamen-

tary Law
891 Your Talent and How to

Develop It
894 How to Advertise
895 Astronomy for Beginners
994 Physics Self Taught
1004 How to Save Money
1031 How to Own Your Home
1174 How to Write Business

Letters
1206 How to Swim
1319 How to Study
1351 How to Get Ahead
1357 What You Should Know

About La'w
1427 Law for Workingman
1503 ESective English in

Speech and Writing
1504 How to Overcome Self-

Consciousness
1355 Rules for Success in

Business
1726 How to Think Creatively

Biography
33 Braun: Smasher of

Shams
123 Life of Madame du

Barry
141 Life of Napoleon
142 Life of Bismarck
253 Heart ASairs of Henry

VIII
324 Ijfe of Lincoln
343 Diary of Columbus In

1492
395 Autobiography of Cellini
412 Life of Mahomet
490 Life of Michelangelo
506 Life of Voltaire
522 Life of Thomas Paine
523 Lite of Franklin
525 Life of Goethe
526 Life of Caesar
528 Life of Shakespeare
537 Life of Barnum
563 Magellan and the Pacific
604 Life of Roosevelt
718 Great Women of

Antiquity
769 Life of Thomas Jefferson

1482 Career of Gen. U. S.
Grant

1723 Career of Al Capone

Entertainment
606 How to Play Chess
626 Old Favorite Negro

Songs
fi.">8 Toasts for All Occasions
704 Facts to Know About

Palmistry
787 Pacts to Know About

Astrology
845 Facts to Know About

Pertune-Telling

893
!)f)5

1006
1010

1049

1103

1139

1175
1183
1210
1239

1234

1277

1278

1285

1R88
1747

220
313

Five Hundred Riddles
How to Play the Piano
Children's Games
Book of Amateur Magic
Tricks

How to Teach Yourself
to Sing

Book of Puzzles and
Brainteasers

Photography Self
Taught

Amusing Riddles
How to Flay Checkers
Mathematical Oddities
Party Games for Grown
Ups

Contract Bridge Made
Easy

Hindu Magic Self
Taught

Ventriloquism Self
Taught

Gamblers' Crooked
Tricks Exposed

100 Cocktails
Games of Solitaire

Famous Books
L Rubalyat of Omar

Khayyam
Vest's Tribute to a Dog
Decay of Lying. Oscar
Wilde

337 Pippa Passes. Robert
Browning

.149 Apology for Idlers
394 Boswell's Life of Dr.

Samuel Johnson
406 Essay on Man. Alexan-

der Pope
785 Ballads of Sir Walter

Scott
1196 Girl with Three Hus-

bands
1332 Don Quixote. Cervantes

Fiction
12 Mystery Tales. Poe
21 Carmen
23 Great Sea Stories
40 House and Brain
58 Tales from Decameron.

Boccaccio
102 Sherlock Holmes Tales
107 The Dream Woman
145 Great Ghost Stories
215 Miraculous Revenge.

Bernard Shaw
223 Wanton Wife of a King.

Jack London
277 Man Without a Country
290 The Gold Bug
332 Short Stories, William

Morris
375 Love Story of an Old

Maid
630 Second-Story Man.

Upton Sinclair
672 Illicit Love. Boccaccio
673 Tales of Love and Life.

Boccaccio
698 Tales of Chicago. Ben

Hecht
699 Broken Necks. Ben

Hecht
746 A Daughter of Eve
1166 Infatuation
1457 Sketches of Naughty

Ladies. Goethe
1458 The Princess and the

Tiger. Goethe
1605 The Girl in the Snappy

Roadster
1610 One Lover Among Many
1624 The Woman Who In-

spired Fatal Passion.
Anatole France

1669 The Jolly Beggars. Robt.
Burns

Fine Arts
387 History of Painting
403 History of Music
466 History of Sculpture
468 History of Architecture

French Literature
in English

3 Fourteen Little Essays.
Voltaire

6 Love. Maupassant
27 Last Days of Condemned

Man. Hugo
28 Toleration. Voltaire
52 Oration on Voltaire.

Hugo
66 Crimes of Borglas.

Dumas
85 Attack on the Mill. Zola
87 Love: An Essay.

Montaigne
103 Pocket Theology.

Voltaire

104 Battle of Waterloo.
Hugo

178 One of Cleopatra's
Nights

198 Majesty of Justice.
France

199 The Tallow Ball.
Maupassant

200 Ignorant Philosopher.
Voltaire

221 On Women. Maeterlinck
292 Mademoiselle Fifl.

Maupassant
314 Short Stories. Daudet
344 Don Juan. Balzac
886 The Piece of String.

Maupassant
887 The Necklace. De Mau-

passant
888 Memoirs of Madame de

Stael

1242
1321
14'26

1433

1443

1478

1479

1534

1553

1363

126
149

150
214
276
538

596

597

627
1003
1241
1757

291

347
348
382
670

771
971
1115
1146
1191
1199
J 200
1261

130
158
188

391
516
334
559
716
819
836

Health
Care of Skin and Hair
Fasting for Health
Foot Troubles Corrected
Constipation: Its Cor-

rection
Daily Exercises for Busy

People
Poor Posture Corrected
by Exercise

Correction of Under-
weight and Over-
weight

How to Test Urine at
Home

Exercises for Nervous-
ness and Indigestion

Marvels of Sunlight

History
Paine's Common Sense
Marriage: Its Past, Pres-

ent and Future. Annie
Besant

History of Rome
Historic Crimes and
Criminals

Lost Civilizations
Speeches of Lincoln
Speeches of Washington
Great Pirates. C. J.
Finger

A History of Modern
Mexico
History of American
Revolution

History of the Jews
Lives of U. S. Presidents
Outline of U. S. History
Facts About Alaska

Humor
Let's Laugh. Nasby
On Going to Church.
Bernard Shaw

Witty Epigrams. Oscar
Wilde

The Jumping Frog.
Twain

Riddle Rimes
Best Wit of the Scotch
Humor of Lincoln
Josh Billings' Comical
Lexicon

Humor of "Bill" Nye
Humorous Anecdotes
Ridiculous Stories
College Humor
Broadway Wisecracks
Laughable Lyrics
Nonsense Stories
Prize Winning Tongue
Twisters

Juvenile
Aesop's Fables
Rip Van Winkle
Andersen's Fairy Tales
Akce in Wonderland
Adventures of
Munchausen

Dog of Flanders. Oulda
Real Adventures
Child's Garden of Verse
Robinson Crusoe
Mother Goose
Strange Murders
Bluebeard, Cinderella

Literature
79 Enoch Arden
95 Confessions of an Opium

Eater
146 Snowbound; Pied Piper
148 Strength of the Strong.

Jack London
152 Son of the Wolf.

Jack London
177 Subjection of Women

2'29 Ridiculous Women.
Mollere

283 Unconventional Amour
2S!) Pepy.s' Diary
313 Travels of Marco Polo
001 Neurotic America and

the Sex Impulse
799 Deserted Village.

Oliver Goldsmith
829 Voltaire. Clarence

Darrow
1.3C9 Boccaccio—Lover and

Chronicler of Love
1673 Runaway Wife

Love and Romance
lOG Frenchwoman's Views of

Life
196 The Marquise: Secret

Passion
283 Courtship of Miles Standlsh
404 Romances of Paris
410 French Amorous Misadven-

tures
438 Secret Memoirs of French

Royal Mistress
540 Brightly Colored Tales of

Passion
541 French Love Stories of

Many Hues
665 Love Letters of a Parisian

Actress
713 Byron and the Women He

Loved
786 Catherine tne Great and

Her Lovers
810 Some Polite Scandals of

Parisian Life
817 Her Burning Secret
915 Mad. and Other Stories
016 Night In Whltechapel
917 Room No. 11
918 Man with the Blue Eyes
919 The Clown
920 Queer Night In Paris
921 Mme. Telller's Establish-

ment
922 Wife's Confession
975 Cleopatra and Her Loves
976 Casanova: World's Greatest

Lover
990 Wagner's Great Love Affair
1046 Coquette vs. a Wife
1047 Mysterious Exiles
1067 Splendors of a Courtesan
1113 Love from Many Angles
1195 First Love, and Other Tales
1203 Forbidden Love
1213 Romance That Balzac Lived
1270 Among the Mormons
1393 Confessions of a Gold

Digger
1428 Curious Love Affairs
1445 Wild Women of Broadway
1587 Amazing Loves of King

Carol of Rumania
1620 Merry Tales. France
1632 Five Women and the Grand

Passion. France
1656 The Girdle of Aphrodite

Philosophy
11 A Guide to Nietzsche
19 Nietzsche: Who He Was
35 Facing Plain Facts of Life
96 Dialogues of Plato

101 Thoughts on Man. Pascal
153 Chinese Philosophy of Life
159 Guide to Plato
195 Thoughts on Nature.

Thoreau
414 Art of Happiness. Powys
520 A Guide to Spinoza. Durant
571 Story of Kant's Philosophy
671 Moral Discourses of

Epictetus
839 Anatole France: Laughing

Cynic

Religion
4 The Age of Reason. Paine

61 What is Religion? Tolstoy
184 Primitive Beliefs
593 As a Man Thinketh
600 The Essence of the Bible
636 Greatest Thing in the

World
684 Essence of Judaism

Russian Literature
(in English)

24 The Kiss. Chel;hov
43 Tolstoy's Short Stories

100 Red Laugh. Andreyev
105 Seven Hanged. Andrevev
239 26 Men and a Girl. Gorky

Science
53 Insects and Men: Instinct

and Reason
92 Hypnotism Made Plain

1;}0 Psycho-Analysis: The Key
to Human Behavior

217 The Puzzle of Personality
408 Einstein's Relativity Ex-

plained
447 Auto-Suggestlon
467 Facts About Evolution
491 Psychology for Beginners
524 Death: and Its Problems
555 Structure of the Earth

HALDEMAN -JULIUS CO.
Dept. A-148 Girard, Kansas, U. 5. A.

003 A-B-C of the Electron
Theory

679 Chemistry for BcBlnners
727 P.sycholoKy of Afleciloos
701 Food and Diet
804 Freud on Sleep and Sexual

Dreams
806 Facts About the Nature of

Science
808 Man's Debt to the Sun
876 Curiosities of Mathematics
1299 Origin of Life
1429 Airplanes, How to FlyThem
1442 Facts About Graphology
I.'il4 Inventions of Edl.v>n
l.'')93 Facts About Calendar
1722 Fortune Telling from

Dreams
1754 How to Read Finger PrlnU

Social Hygiene
14 What Every Girl Should

Know
74 Physiology of Sex Life
91 Manhood: Facts of Life
98 How to Love. Wood
172 Evolution of Sex. Wood
189 Eugenics Made Plain
203 Love Rights of Women
648 ReJuvenatlon-"Fountain of

Youth. Fielding
651 How to Psycho-Analyze

Yourself
653 What Boys Should Know
654 What Young Men Suould

Know
655 What Young Women

Should Know
656 What Married Men Should

Know
657 What Married Women

Should Know
089 Woman's Sexual Life
690 Man's Sexual Life
691 The Child's Sexual Life
717 Modem Sexual Morality
<2G Simple Facts About

Venereal Diseases
783 Psycho-Analysis and the

Mind and Body
784 Tests Used in Psycho-

Analysls
800 Sex in Psychoanalysis
864 Confidential Chats With

Husbands

Miscellaneous
986 How to Talk and Debate
987 The Art of Kissing
988 The Art of Courtship
1003 How to Think Logically
1009 rypewriting Self Taught
1012 Best Negro Jolces
1013 Best Irish Jokes
1014 Best American Jokes
1018 Humorous Limericks
1023 Popular Recitations
1040 Bedtime Stories
1043 Study of Woman. Balzao
1069 Conquest of Fear
1070 How to Fight Nervous

Troubles
1078 Morals in Greece and Rome
1093 Amusing Puns
1097 Memory: How to Develop
1109 Spanish Self Taught
1126 Eating for Health
1170 Funny Ghost Stories
1176 A Mad Love
1184 Book of Best Scotch Jokes
1207 French Self Taughl
1331 Facts About Will Power
1228 Best Jokes About Drunks
1331 Book of Best Jokes
1249 Best Jokes About Lovers
1293 Best Short Stories
1330 How to Get a Husband
1j33 Common Sense of Health
1340 How to Get a Job
1341 Unusual Menus
1343 Typical Love-Problems
1354 Book of Striking Sii...les
1413 My Prison Days
1418 Broadway Gangsters and

Their Rackets
1419 Curious Deaths
1130 Shorthand Self Taught
1434 How to Think Clearly
14j6 Strange Marriage Customs
1473 Book of Best Jokes
1476 What to Know About Your

Sensations
1508 Facts About Poisons
1524 Famous Eccentric Ameri-

cans
1548 Chinese Cook Book
15U2 How to Live Long
1567 Making Men Happy with

Jams and Jellies
IG33 Exploits 01 a Fiddler
1677 How Army and Navy Fight

Venereal Diseases
1710 The Magic of Numbers
1712 Great D;Ues in History
1714 Determinism vs. Free

Will
1715 Funeral Services Without

Theology
1717 Religion and Progress
1719 Inge's Apology lor

Christianity
1721 Gambler s Luck
1737 Fifty Famous Sauces
1738 How to Win Prize Coniestj
1739 Hints on Developing Per-

sonality
1740 True Prison Escapes
1746 Mediums Tricks and

Rackets Exposed
1753 Why Many Women Ar«

Unattractive
1756 Simplified Cook-Book
1761 America's Little Hitlers
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ing the man loaded down with pretzels

in cardboard boxes while flies buzzed
all around him, and the other characters

who might have stepped out of the pages

of a book of cartoons.

Then came Coney Island, and more
excitement. Most people hadn't seen

Jane in pictures then and so few people

rubber-necked at the sight of an excited

fifteen-year-old girl and her mother and
father seeing the sights of Luna.

Recently, however, Jane found out

what it means to be a movie star. She
and Chris, after leaving the football

game, decided to stop at a small amuse-
ment park in Los Angeles on their way
home. Jane went on the ferris wheel and
loved it. Suddenly she found herself

surrounded by people asking, "Are you
Jane Powell?"

She went on the merry-go-round, and
was again recognized and surrounded.
Even before the ride was over, she and
Chris left to escape the by-now curious

crowd. Jane is flattered that anyone
should recognize her. She's thrilled when
they ask for her autograph. But at the

same time, she can't get used to it. "It

gives me the funniest feeling to think

that they recognize me."
When she went to the premiere of

"Song Of The Open Road," in Portland,

she discovered another disadvantage to

being a movie actress. Her old friends

—

the youngsters she's grown up with

—

were abashed to talk to her. They didn't

feel as if this could be the old Susan.

This girl was someone new to them, a

movie actress—they didn't know just

how to treat her. They didn't know what
to talk to her about. They thought per-

haps she might have gone Hollywood.
When they found out that Susan hadn't

really changed fundamentally, they be-

came more at ease.

But the truth is that in her picture

career, too, Jane is at an in-between

stage. Because she's now a movie actress,

she finds that even when she goes back
to her home town, the girls are interested

in things that are different from those

that now interest her. In Hollywood, the

difference between other more sophisti-

cated movie girls and Jane is even
more marked.

However, she has a grand sense of

humor which will help her over the pit-

falls. Ray Noble once kidded her, say-

ing, when the subject of shoes and shoe

rationing came up, "When Jane used to

come down to the broadcasting studio

at first, she came barefoot." Jane laughed.

She hasn't gone barefoot since she was a

kid in Portland. But she was quick on
the uptake. "And look at the progress

I've made," she said. She looked down
at her shoes. "Why, now I sometimes
wear shoes with even the toes covered."

She's very naive about some things.

When she came on the set the day she

was dolled up to look twenty, the boys
on the set all whistled at her. She turned
around, gave them a lovely smile and
said, as though they had just paid her

the greatest compliment of her life.

"Thank you. Thank you very much."
There were some scenes in "Delight-

fully Dangerous" which called for her

to weep bitterly. Arthur Lubin, the
director, wanted to give her the usual

false tears (you know, the old menthol
stuff) . But Jane wanted to cry naturally.

So Arthur started to explain the scene

to her. "The person you love most, your
sister, is a burlesque queen. Think how
you'd feel if you had a sister and the

men were all o^^arse and vulgar and
wanted to tear her clothes off

"

That required quite a stretch of the

imagination for a fifteen-j^ear-old. Jane
said quietly. "Will you leave me alone

for just a minute.''" When she came out,

the tears were streaming down her face.

The day she went to the preview of

her first picture, she was the most excited

youngster in Hollywood. When the pic-

ture was over, she was as weak as her

favorite kitten. And no wonder! Un-
consciously, she had been mouthing every

single note her screen replica sang and
repeating every single word. "I've never
been so weak in my life," she admitted.

She likes California, when she's very
busy and not lonesome for the friends

she had. "I hated to leave home," she

admits, but gradually she's getting to

like her new life more and more.
Movies have always been important

in the Burce family. When Susan was
three weeks old, her mother grew tired

of staying at home. She took Su^an to

her first movie, and whenever the baby
started to cry, stuck the bottle in her

mouth. One of Susan's most vivid mem-
ories is seeing "Smilin' Through" when
she was three years old. She can still

describe the scenes in it.

ADVERTISEMENT

"Wear that dress—serve him a Pepsi-Cola or two—and you'll

have that young lieutenant eating out ofyour hand.''''
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No curative power is claimed for

PHILIP MORRIS ... but

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
IS worth a pound of cure

!

PhiupMobris are scientifically proved
far less irritating to the nose and throat

When smokers changed to nose or throat—due to smoking
Philip Morris, substantially —either cleared up completely,

every case of irritation of the or definitely improved

!

—from the findings of a group of distinguished doctors.
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She's mad about her charm bracelet,

which contains charms from many people
who have met and liked Jane. Ann Mc-
Gill of Charles Rogers' publicity depart-

ment gave her two masks of the theater,

the mask of comedy and of tragedy;

there are tiny airplanes from servicemen
and a set of silver wings from Captain
Ray Elder, who plays a small part in

"Delightfully Dangerous." He only re-

cently got out of the war zone, where he
shot down four German planes. When
Jane herself buys charms for the brace-

let, she buys little gadgets that work, like

a box with two little dice she can play
with, a miniature lipstick, a tiny comb.
Even before she met Chris Drake, Jane

had many crushes. Her first one occurred
when she was in the first grade in gram-
mar school. As a rule the boys in the
liigher grades paid no attention to the

youngsters in first grade, but one boy in

the third grade who lived nearby brought
Jane a ring that had come in a package
of prize candy—the kind that sold, rmg
and all, for a penny. Jane was so thrilled

by the gift and the unaccustomed atten-

tion from an "older man" that her crush
lasted all of six months.
Her mother, Mrs. Burce. married when

she was nineteen. "However," Mrs. Burce
admitted to me, "I hope Jane won't
marry that young. It's all right when
you're sure of your own mind, but early

marriage is a terrible mistake if a girl

isn't sure. And in Hollywood so many
young stars have gotten married at an
early age, only to seek a divorce later.

I should hate to have anything like that

ever happen to Jane. She is a very sen-

sitive child; and when she marries, I hope
it will be to a man of great understand-
mg.

Ordinarily Jane doesn't think of mar-
riage. But when you bring the subject

up, she says, "I'd like to get married
at twenty. I d like the man I marry to

be of medium height and build, quite

dark, and with a good disposition and a

fine sense of humor. And then she began
to giggle. I knew why she was giggling.

She was describing Chris Drake to a T.
That might be coincidence—but if it is,

why the giggle?

Of course, Jane isn't seriously in love

yet. She's too young, too untouched by
life. She looks forward to the day when
she'll be eighteen. However, she doesn't

expect to be like the girl she plays in

"Delightfully Dangerous" when she

reaches eighteen, nineteen, or twenty.

For one thing, she doesn't believe she'll

wear false eyelashes. "They're too much
trouble," she giggles. "And so is wearing

mascara," she confides. "Why, the day
I had on all that makeup, I lay down
for just a few minutes to rest. I just

happened to rub my eye. The mascara
started running down my face, and I

looked as if someone had hit me!"
When she's not working in a picture,

Jane lives the same sort of life a girl in

a small town would. Every night she

dries the dishes. And even when she's

working, every morning she makes her

own bed.

Jane's becoming a star has changed
the life of her family a great deal. Her

mother has to accompany her to the

studio every day, and spends her days
on the set. Mr. Burce, when he gets home
from work around two or three in the

afternoon (he's a baby food salesman
and doesn't have to put in very many
hours) does the cleaning and vacuuming
around the house. On Saturdays he plays

nursemaid on the set to Jane and Mrs.
Burce does the washing and ironing.

When Jane is working on a picture, she

has to be in bed each night at eight. On
Saturday night she's allowed to have
dates with boys whom her mother knows.
Things were different in Portland, Mrs.

Burce admits. There Jane went out to

weenie roasts and to dances, too, some-
times on Saturday nights. But usually
when she went out with a boy, the
parents of the boy went along, as in

Portland most of the boys didn't have
individual cars—the car was a family
affair. Even today Jane's mother
wouldn't allow Jane to go out in a car

with a young boy doing the driving—un-
less he were a very careful driver indeed
or had some older person accompany-
ing him.
Automats—eating spaghetti—and play-

ing with a cat who looks like a pump-
kin—those things don't somid much like

a Hollywood star., do they.^ It's because
Jane isn't at all like the average Holly-
wood star that you're going to like her.

When she sings "Through Your Eyes To
Your Heart," you'll find that she's

readied your heart through your eyes

and your ears. And once you've heard
her, you'll never forget her.
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Mail The GiftCoupon

TheseNewf

arrings
for promptness to Readers of this

Magazine who order Matched Bridal
Pair for ten days' examination.
Beautiful Gardenias that glow in

the dark; are truly romantic and
alluring. Lovely earrings by day.
Mystifying and thrilling at night.

Just send the coupon and accept

^%^ these earrings as

BRIDAL PAIR
Wedding and

Engagement

RINGS
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Diamond solitaire in

sentimental, orange
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wedding ring is deeply
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Solving The MacMurray Mystery

Continued from page 37

wood. The lucre he cannily sinks into

real estate and ranches.

But he has earned it—and earned it

the hard way. For six months, back
in 1929, he was the forgotten man at

Paramount. He spent most of his time

haunting the Casting Department, and
wondering if they were paying him to

keep him from working. Once started,

however, he made up for lost time. Fred
has been an editor or reporter in five

different pictures; a band leader in four

others, a law enforcement officer three

times, an air pilot twice, in addition to

being a cavalier, engineer, lawyer, garage

mechanic and various other types. He
lias made as many as sixteen pictures in

three years' time. He made forty-one

pictures under contract to Paramount
and is now swinging into his forty-

second, under his new 20th Century-
Fox deal

—"Where Do We Go From
Here?" co-starring Joan Leslie.

But to go back to those first idle

months of wondering about the ways of

studios. Paramount must have been
wondering about him too, fi.ir they turned

him over to RKO for his fiist assignment.

Fred had as his first leading lady, May
Robson in "Grand Old Girl." Painfully

self-conscious and retiring, Fred then

began his long fight with shyness. "I was
introduced to May Robson," he recalled.

"She sat down and chatted with me.
Pretty soon she had me so much at ease

that I confessed I was nervous because

it was my first picture. 'Just help your-

self, son,' she said. 'You'll go over fine.'

And that was my first experience with

the kindness that stars cain show toward
a newcomer."
He was new. all right. He was also a

comer, but he didn't know it. "Option
time was coming up at Paramount. I

was sure I was out. Then all of a sudden
came the chance to work with Claudette

Colbert in 'The Gilded Lily.' I was
half-paralyzed with fright. Naturally,

tests with Miss Colbert were in order. I

got halfway through the first scene and
my knees were shaking so I could hardly

stand. Perspiration was breaking through

my makeup. I happened to look at Miss

Colbert, of whom I was in complete awe
—and she winked at me! I've never for-

gotten that, because the jitters passed

and I've never had them quite like that

since."

Since that test Fred MacMurray has

made five pictures with Claudette Col-

bert, more than with any other star.

"The Gilded Lily" was followed later

with "The Bride Comes Home," "Maid
of Salem," "No Thne For Love," and
now "Practically Yours."

"I couldn't begin to tell all the little

ways in which Claudette helped me learn

the ropes of acting," said Fred. "During
our second picture together, she noticed

that I had developed a peculiar, un-

conscious facial contraction. She came
over to me one afternoon and said, 'Fred,

that's all right, but don't overdo it.' Nat-

urally, when I was aware of it I could

watch it and overcome it."

Fred said they couldn't drag him near

a projection room to see the rushes. He
thought he was such a loss it would
have made him sick to see himself on the
screen. "It was a lucky break for me to

play opposite Claudette Colbert and to

learn from her when I was just starting.

She's probably one of the most intelligent

actresses in the business," he said.

Fred mused on about funny little recol-

lections of "Maid of Salem"—the time
he stuck his hand in a racoon cage and
got thoroughly bitten for his attention.

"Guess I didn't know one end of a
racoon from the other when it was curled
up," he laughed. Claudette teased him
plenty about that.

He recalled the trouble they had get-

ting the scene where he had to gallop a
horse madly through a crowd of people.
"I'm only a Wisconsin cowboy," he
grinned, "but I thought I could ride a
horse. But the first one they gave me
was movie trained and just wouldn't,
couldn't gallop into a crowd. Then they
gave me another that must have been
trained for racing. He didn't care how
many people got in his way."

Fred's third picture was with Ann
Sheridan, in a little number called "Car
99." "W^e were both kind of knocking
on that door marked 'success.' and hoping
it would open for us," he said. Ann Sheri-

dan wasn't the big star she is now, and as

two babes in the wild woods they tried

hard to make the most of every screen

moment. "Ann was awfully cooperative,

and easy to get along with," he went on.

"We didn't think we were so hot, but we
did the best we could."

Marlene Dietrich was the current

queen of the lot at that time. Ann asked
him how he would like to make a pic-

ture with Miss Dietrich. It seemed like

a remote idea to the hero of "Car 99,"

but twenty-eight pictures later, he was
the man who wooed and won the lady

Dietrich in "The Lady Is Willing."

Madge Evans, "pleasant and dignified

and quiet," was his heart interest in

"Men Without Names."
Then came Katharine Hepburn in

"Alice Adams." Fred held his own beside

her strong personality. Looking back,

he lists her as one of the finest actresses

he has worked with, and feels that the

experience added to his own confidence.

Lovely Carole Lombard was his next

leading lady in "Hands Across The
Table," the first of four that he even-

tually shared with her. They did "The
Princess Comes Across," "Swing High,

Swing Low" and "True Confession" to-

gether. Fred MacMurray's voice dropped

a little when he talked about Carole Lom-
bard—but he soon smiled. His first rec-

ollection was the fun they had together.

"She worried because my eyes are

small," he said. "She said she knew
some actors had a trick of raising their

eyebrows to help the situation. W'ell. I

wasn't doing any eyebrow raising, so she

got a pair of tweezers or pluckers or

whatever you call them. She pushed me
down in a chair and started in on me.

Three hairs had me howling so loud, she

had to give up. "What a wonderful
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person," he mused on. "She was a real

friend. She'd had five years' more acting

experience than I. and knew so much
more. But she didn't keep that knowl-
edge to herself. She gave me plenty of

tips on my work and helped me through
many a difficult scene.

'"Carole Lombard was unusual in this

way: she never thought of herself as the

star. She considered herself as import-

ant as anyone else in a picture, but no
more so. Sometimes she deliberately

cheated in scenes so that I'd show up to

better advantage. She was fair, honest
and frank."

Her wonderful, natural personality

did much to break down Fred's shyness.

'She had a way of putting everyone at

case. When she entered a set, the whole
place seemed to light up," he said quietly.

But Fred was still fighting his bedevil-

ing demon of shyness during that time.

He ruefully recalled one afternoon when
lie went to a large department store

with his mother. A youngster asked for

his autograph and yelled after him, "Say,

Mr, MacMurray, did you really fall out

of that bed.^" Fred knew the kid was
referring to a scene in "Hands Across The
Table," but he also knew that people i

were staring at him in a startled way.
He beat a hurried and blushing retreat.

The reporter asked about Sylvia Sid-

ney in "The Trail Of The Lonesome
Pine." "I don't think Miss Sidney w^as

very happy during that picture," he
leplied. "We were on location most of

the time. It was kind of inconvenient for

her all around, I guess, and she was
anxious to get back to town. I don't

think she enjoyed the mountains like

Hank Fonda and I did."
j

Fred wrapped up his first year of screen
[

work, by adding Joan Bennett to the

star record. During the making of "Thir- i

teen Hours By Air," Joan happened to
{

hear that Fred had reached the first

anniversary of his film debut. So Miss !

Bennett, assisted by Claudette Colbert

and Carole Lombard—then Hollwood's
three top glamor girls—gave Fred Mac-
Murray a surprise partj' at the studio.

"You can talk all you want about the

supposed selfishness in movies," he said.

"I mean the way an actress is supposed
to keep anyone from stealing the scene.

But those three stars not only let me
steal them, they told me all the camera
tricks that it took plenty of experience

for them to learn."

Romantic moments with Jean Parker,

Gladys Swarthout and Frances Farmer
followed. But Fred remembers that time,

mainly with thoughts of Lillian Lamont,
the attractive girl who came out from
the East and soon became Mrs. Mac-
Murray. They met in New York when
both appeared in "Roberta," and Lillian

joined him in New Mexico when he was
on location for "The Texas Rangers."

She stayed a week with the troupe and
came into Los Angeles with them on the

Paramount special train.

They didn't marry at once. Lillian

took a small apartment and worked in

a dress shop for awhile. She had no
interest in an acting career of her own,

and never has had since they married. She
now devotes all her time to their home
and their two adopted children, and
leaves the screen to Fred.
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Harriet Hilliard, Madeleine Carroll,

Irene Dunne and Alice Faye came into

Fred MacMurray's screen life about this

time. "I didn't have a chance to talk

with Miss Hilliard much during 'Cocoa-

nut Grove,' " he recalled. "I had to jump
from that picture to another, and used
to go off and study my next script when-
ever Al San tell called 'cut.'

"

But one time Fred and Harriet raided

the Ladies Wardrobe Department. ]\Iiss

Hilliard had received a letter from a lady

in Oradell, New Jersey, asking for some
pieces of silk for a quilt. She wanted
pieces from costumes so she could exhibit

her quilt at the World's Fair and raise

money for a playground for poor child-

ren in Oradell.

"I was mighty poor there once, my-
self," he said. "Our orchestra was
stranded there for a week. Harriet and
I thought we should do something about
that request so we went up to wardrobe
one morning and wangled a big bunch of

pieces for her. The lady wrote again to

thank us and said she never even expect-

ed to get an answer."

The reporter wanted, to know, about
Madeleine Carroll who made four pic-

tures with Fred. Perhaps she held a top
spot in this glamorous gallery. "Miss
Carroll frightened me at first," he said.

"Let's see, that was 'Cafe Society,' I

guess. She is so darn beautiful and has

so much poise. Naturally, after four

pictures, you get to know a person a
little, but I was still in awe of her. She's

extremely intelligent and loves to sit and
talk about literature and music and world
affairs—anything but pictures."

But what about all those very roman-
tic love scenes, he was ruthlessly urged
on. "Well, I'd say she was one of the

most feminine actresses I know," he
replied aimiably. "But you know, for

quite a while she lived way out in Palos
Verdes. That must be 40 miles from
Paramount and she liad to get up at

6:00 in the morning, to get in and be
ready by 9:00. That must have been a
chore, but she said she liked the country
so much, she didn't mind it at all."

And he scored neatly, stepping aside

with ease. The man is more adroit than
a diplomat, but the reporter didn't give

Fred met Irene Dunne in "Invitation

To Happiness," and the pair made a big

hit at the box office. He said he noticed

how seriously Miss Dunne takes her

work. "She is very conscientious about
her scenes and worries if she thinks she

isn't right. I've heard people say they

were surprised to find Miss Dunne even
more attractive off the screen than on.

And she surely photographs beautifully."

He smoothly went on without com-
mitting liiraself to any partialities. Alice

Faye provided her share of romance in

"Little Old New York." They had a lot

of fun on that production, largely due to

the pleasantness of their work together.

He found her easy-going and never ruf-

fled about anything. He felt she gave
a lot of warmth to her role. "Really a

swell person," he said, "just the same
off screen as she is on."

Fred was the choice of Jean Arthur in

"Too Many Husbands." "There's an
actress," he said. "Miss Arthur changes

completely when she steps in front of a

camera. Between scenes she is always
very quiet and reserved, very serious."

Mary Martin gets the MacMurray
medal for spending least time fussing

with hair and makeup. Marlene Diet-

rich has the star manner more than any-
one he knows. Rosalind Russell was
quite different from Dietrich. In ''Take

A Letter, Darling," she and Fred spent

off-scene moments talking and joking

"We'd get into wonderful discussions and
arguments," he said. "Miss Russell would
get started on a subject and I'd throw in

just enough arguments to keep her go-

ing." Then he'd get a penknife and start

whittling. He admits he likes to do that

—he picks up anything he can find that

isn't nailed down or needed in front of

the camera. In no time at all, a piece

of wood becomes a horse or a dog.

"Paulette Goddard works hard on a
picture," he said. When they were doing
"The Forest Rangers," Fred got into a

book called "How to be a Succos.sful

Farmer." Paulette wanted to know wliat

he was reading and teased him merci-

lessly about it. She thought it was funny
that Fred, after seven years of a success-

ful screen career, should want to be a

farmer. They started calling him "Far-

mer Fred" on the set.

"But I am a farmer," he insisted. He
owns an 860-acre prune ranch in Santa
Clara County. Not so long ago he went
up to install a dehydrator for the prunes
which are sent to fighting men abroad.

Some of the acreage is used to grow
fodder for his herd of cattle, and sheep

graze on the hillsides. He also owns a

citrus ranch in Riverside County, wliere

he grows oranges and lemons.

"A writer once called my ranch my
'Shangri La,' " he laughed. "Why. it's a

real working ranch, and whenever I can
get away I go up there to work."

Fred was in the midst of much ro-

mance in "And The Angels Sing," with

Dorothy Lamour, Betty Hutton and
Diana Lynn, his triple threats. "I had
to play a saxophone and I'd been away
from it so long, I had a swollen lip by
the end of the first day with it," he .said.

"Of course I got kidded plenty about that.

"Diana Lynn is sweet, and a darn good
little actress. Betty Hutton is a lot of

fun—but Lord, what .energy."

What about temperament in that cast?

Nina Foch tries out a new sly glance.
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"No—and I think it's ridicnlous to

think that actors can't work unless

they're in the mootl," he said with em-
pliasis. "'Just hke anyone in business,

we all start working at 9:00 and stay at

it until 6:00, doing whatever is required

of us. The only way an actor can hit the

top and stay there is by working hard."

It's a business—a plain, matter-of-fact

business with Fred MacMurray. But the

reporter was still hanging on.

"There was Joan Crawford," she prod-

ded. "It was interesting to work with

Joan," said Fred. "She's no Betty Hutton,
but she certainly has a lot of energy too

—never seemed to get tired—and with

all that fussing they have to do with

their makeup and hair and clothes. I

should think that would wear them out.

But not Joan. As soon as we'd finish a

scene, out would come her knitting and
she'd get to work on that. I u.sed to kid

her about it, ask her if she didn't think

more of our servicemen than to make
them wear those things. She didn't

seem to mind; it didn't stop her any-
way.

"There's only one word for Barbara
Stanwyck and that's 'wonderful.' I

thought so the first time I worked with

her in 'Remember The Niglit,' and I

thought so even more after 'Double
Indemnity.'

"

Fred didn't want to take that role at

first. He isn't squeamish about roles, it's

all a business to him. But he was afraid

of this one—afraid it was too heavy and
dramatic for him to handle. "I'm sure

glad I did, though," he added. And well
|

he might be, for not only did he do a ^

swell piece of work but the picture itself

is a tensely exciting film.

"Barbara Stanwyck is such a grand
person about everything. We didn't do
much joking on that production because

the whole thing was pretty serious and
sober. But she never gets upset when
things go wrong. And she's always ready

to help someone else."

Barbara Stanwyck was beginning to

sound like a favorite to the questioner's

quivering ears. "Well, she certainly is

one of them," he said cheerfully—and
laughed as he eased himself out again.

The reporter gave up.

As if to apologize, Fred said, "I'm
sorry, but you know I'm just not good
copy. Everyone says they can't get any-
thing out of me. The other day someone
from the publicity department asked me
what I'd done the night before, so I told

him. I was out in the kitchen fixing a'

hole in the wall in back of the sink.

No story in that—but it was the truth."

"Where Do We Go From Here?" is

the appropriate title of his first picture

as he swings into his new contract at

20th Century-Fox. It's a fantasy comedy
that has Joan Leslie, June Haver and
Fred, a lively romantic trio, hopping
first into one century, then into another.

Joan Leslie is thrilled to be working
with him and June Haver, a newcomer,
says he is helping her a lot. He makes
her feel at ease and teaches her little

tricks of voice. "She doesn't need any
lielp from me," he said. "She's a natural."

So maybe that's where Fred Mac-
Murray goes from here. He is now in a

position to help other newcomers. And
he will. He's that kind of a guy.
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As the child grew older, certain things

were impressed upon his mind when he
went to the movies. The policeman was
always right; crime did not pay; justice

always triumphed. The cowboy pictures

never had a scene where the hero either

smoked or drank. Even in adult fare,

we see characterizations of the oily in-

dividual, or the girl who is sweet and
lovely as contrasted with the sneaky,

catty girl who is caught and shown up
for what she- is. We may not have
wandered very far from our schoolhouse,

but—through the medium of pictures—
we ha^'» learned character types pretty

well. We don't want to grow up to be

the cheap girl; we want to grow up to be

the girl everyone admires. We don't want
to fall in love with the villain who lies

and cheats and steals, who spends his

time in bars and with shady company.
We want to grow up to marry a boy like

the hero—strong, fine, and dependable.

During adolescence, certain problems
come up. In the movies, we see these

problems solved. An original way of get-

ting a job; the way to iron put a mis-

understanding with friends. We see the

charm of easy conversation, of the casual

way of life. We see, again and again,

the Cinderella and the Horatio Alger

stories—and they give girls and boys the

country over a wonderful feeling of a
goal that can be won—if you try hard
enough. For youth believes. Older

people may come out of such a picture

rather cynically. "Oh, yeah?" they'll say.

"It doesn't happen in real life!" or "It's

too hjard a job getting to the top." But
you^ doesn't feel that way. -It has

energy and spirit, and doesn't yet believe

the fairy tale may not have a happy end-

ing. I think that's why there are so many
young playersyTvhoL^are stars—Kathryn
Grayson, Judy GarlandTMrckey -Roeney,
June AHyson, Gloria De Haven—all

around twenty. They didn't have a de-

featist attitude which prevented their

trying for success. After all, you can't

get anywhere if you don't start. These
stars just believed they would succeed

—

and they did. Movies give even the most •

unfortunate child hope. After all, doesn't

the heroine always solve her difficulties?

Eventually, after many setbacks, doesn't

the hero always get what he went after?

Then, there's history. It can be fascinat-

ing. But text books are often dull, just

names and dates. In the movies, when
Betsy Ross makes the flag, you never

forget it. You get a complete picture, the

way she was dressed, the house she lived

in, the drama of the moment. "Gone
With The Wind" presented history of a

certain era to us, with all its conflicts

and problems, bitterness, and even the

consequences in the fight for the right,

so that it seemed we were actually living

during that era. We saw the South's side

of the Civil War. We saw, too, the

costumes of the day, the cities and man-
sions, as they were then.

History has been presented to us, too,

in the biographies of great men. Thomas
Edison, Mark Twain, Alexander Graham
Bell, Lincoln, and, now, Wilson. What

book could give us every detail of the
setting, the scenery, the occasion and the
man with a single scene? The convention
scene when Wilson was nominated for

president was a revelation to many
Americans. They saw how things were
done, and it made them feel more iVmeri-

can—more a part of our country. Pic-

tures can knit a nation closer together,

the West to the East, the people to the
Government.
Geography is no less important. Trav-

elogues of Alaska, India, the Orient, big

game hunts in the interior of Africa,

show the country and the customs of the
people to us in a way that makes maps
of the world come to life. Who has for-

gotten the call from the minaret as
white-hooded crowds bow on their knees
to Allah? If we ever visit these strange
countries, we will know their customs.
And this is something that has always

impressed me. Children in foreign lands
are greatly influenced by young people
in American pictures. They see children

playing baseball, football, and all the
rest of our fascinating sports. They see

what wonderful schools we possess, and
how much healthy fun we all have. Some
Australian children saw me on a pony in

one picture, and—accompanying the fan
mail one day—were two dizzy and sick

kangaroos. This I mention just to show
how deeply children appreciate motion
pictures.

It has made me humble, but it has
made me proud, too—when I realize I

have helped, a little, to spread the knowl-
edge of our American ideals. Because
they are wonderful. Don't think teen-

agers don't realize it. We've learned
through our movies how rich our way of

life is, and how different is the way of

life for Europe's children. If it's true

that we learn from example, then the
goodness shown through American pic-

tures designed for large audiences of

young people is far-reaching.

Learning through example—that is the

key to how movies can help the teen-

agers meet the problems that will come
to them after the war. We've grown up
rather fast, this generation of mine. Some
of our school chums aren't coming back.

That's sobering. Some of us have been
working in jobs left vacant by war work-
ers. We've had our own money. Inde-

pendence. Where does childhood end and
maturity begin? How grown up ARE
we? There's the problem of whether to

stay in school or to go out and get a

job. Stay in school, by all means! We're
going to need as much education as

possible to hold our own in the post-

war world. And we should leave every

available job open for those boys who
are coming home. Pictures should present

this problem, and its solution. Make it

the smart thing to do, the clever thing

—

to stay in school.

After the war, movies should stop

sliowing the villain as a German or a

Japanese. If we want universal under-

standing at all, then the tendency toward

always having the villain a gravel-voiced

foreigner should be stopped. They should
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also stop making pictures which present

other nationalities as being so good they

are icky. The good Italian houscwii'e,

bubbling with constant genial spirits,

can be just as irritating as the Italian

count who tortures his unhappy victim.

No one is that good all the time, and the

average audience resents an angel as

much as the devil. Pictures dealing with

countries whose customs are different

than our own should be shown to us

not as a race, but as people who are just

like us—with the same emotions and
weaknesses and faults that we have.

Right now movies could help by ed-

ucating the people how to treat 4-Fs and
other men out of uniform. Everyone is

in the service who is supposed to be.

Not all men discharged from the wars
wear their discharged-from-the-service

button. Some men out of uniform are

frozen in war plant jobs; others are bril-

liant research chemists or engineers. Still

others are G-men.- A man out of uniform

because of imperfect health feels self-

conscious enough about it, as it is, with-

out the slighting remarks he is always
hearing. Some 4-Fs have illnesses that'

have caused them great self-consciousness

and embarrassment. Perhaps one ear

drum is punctured, and the boy has
hoped all through his life no one has

noticed he is slightly deaf. He's sensitive

about it. He shouldn't have to wear his

private heartbreak on his sleeve. We
should assume the Government knows
what it is doing and not pry into affairs

that don't concern us. And, remember,
almost every man who isn't in uniform
wants to be. He feels worse about it than
you do—so don't be too juvenile in your
judgment. A movie along this line right

now would create greater understanding.

On the other hand, I strongly believe

that these pictures showing how the

younger generation is going to the dogs,

presenting juvenile delinquency, are NOT
GOOD FOR CHILDREN TO SEE. It

may give parents the smug feeling of

"I'm so glad little Johnny isn't in reform
school," but it only gives the average
teen-ager a lot of ideas of how to get

into trouble.

Pictures that show sixteen-year-old

boys and girls getting married I think

are bad, too. Sixteen is too young to get

married. There's a period between six-

teen and twenty-one that is very pre-

cious. You're over the awkward age,

braces on your teeth, all arms and legs.

You're going to school dances. You're
yelling yourself hoarse at football games.

You're having the crowd in for cokes and
jive. The days of motherhood, respon-

sibility and worry, and even being with

the man you love, need a more mature
person than the average sixteen-year-old.

You have to have those growing-up
years to round out and mature.

After the war, a great responsibility

will rest on the motion picture industry.

It is going to have a main part in the

rehabilitation of the returning service-

man. They say children are thoughtless

many times. Well, we should be taught

—

through the movies—how to treat men
with war-cracked minds, men who are

maimed or wounded. My last picture,

"I'll Be Seeing You," is about a boy who
came back looking perfectly okay but

whose mind had been affected by the
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war. Not that he was insane, but just

that he needed a certain type of treat-

ment to keep him from being a misfit for

the rest of his life. Ginger Rogers treats

him casually, just as she would anyone
else, and that is the secret for dealing

with boys who have had all their nerves
and minds can stand.

When I visited a hospital back East,

I went into a ward that was almost
entirely composed of boys who had lost

arms and legs. I didn't want any camera-
men because I felt the boys might think

a Hollywood star always has to have
her barrage of photographers. But there

was one woman who was ti-om a news-
paper. She barged right in. I was stand-

ing next to a boy who had lost his leg

Before I knew it, the woman had rushed
in, thrown back the covers, and .said,

"Show your leg, now! We want to show
Miss Temple talking to a boy without a

leg!" The kid pulled the pillow up over

his head and turned away, helpless and
frustrated before all those eyes. I pulled

the covers back on as fast as I could.

I was hurt and humiliated. And I was
so sorry for the boy. I could have died.

I found when you are with boys who
are handicapped, the thing to do is to

pretend not to notice. Keep your eyes

on their faces. And never mention their

disability. Let them speak of it, if they

wish. Then .accept the comment in

exactly the spirit in which it is given. If

the boy is terribly dispirited, tell him
about the kid who lost both legs and
who won a jitterbug contest ia San Fran-

cisco the second day he was out of the

service. One did, you know, and it was
in the papers. If he offers it casually,

says he has lost his arm, for instance,

accept it as casually. If he jokes about
it, joke right back. Once, on a tour of a

hospital, the boy who was showing me
around had a wooden leg. When I said,

later, "I'm so tired!" he said. "YOU'RE
tired! What about me? This isn't my
own leg, you know!" I pretended he was
kidding, "Really?" I a.sked. "Then you're

lucky; your leg doesn't get as tired as

nine!" He laughed, and we walked along.

And every time he mentioned it, I'd say,

"I don't believe it!" He felt pretty proud

of himself, and it W.\S true—you could

hardly tell it wasn't his own leg.

You see, they have something new in

surgery now. Artificial arms and legs are

put on permanently. No taking them off

like a wooden leg. They are very in-

tricately fastened to the muscles. A little

platinum bar goes thi-ough the leg and is

attached to the big muscles so that all

the reflexes are normal, no jerky move-
ments. The same is true of artificial

arms. They are made of plastic, and
even the nails look so real that it's im-

possible to actually tell they aren't real

unless you're just looking to see the

difference. I think educational movies

should be shown school children who are

taking anatomy and physiology explain-

ing new discoveries like these in surgery

and medicine. It would do away with a

lot of fear people have instilled in them
from birth about such things.

But here is something else many
people have overlooked. After the war,

not only should pictures be made show-

ing civilians how to act, but there should

be a great campaign launched showing

soldiers how to react to civilians. After
the boys have gone through so much,
they are not apt to understand when a

girl complains of small annoyances due
to the war. Servicemen have to remember
that the war didn't change the people
at home the way it changed the boys at

the front lines. People are people, and
human nature is human nature. There
are still a lot of selfish, self-centered

people. It will take more than a war to

change them. .-Ml a returned hero can
do is not to get permanently mixed up
with anyone with a small, mean mind,
who thinks only of herself.

After the war, we should start educat-
ing the people of Europe all over again.

I mean the conquered countries. Start

right in with very small children and
show them our wonderful way of life. We
should send our religious pictures like

"The Song Of Bernadette" and "The
Robe." Maybe the older generation is

lost, but if the right kind of movies are

shown in scliools, at least we'll have
understanding, and that will be the firsi

step forward.

I consider my.self lucky to have grown
up in Hollywood, because in the studios

we have a common spirit of working
together toward a common goal, regard-

less of race, creed or color. That spirit

is a wonderful heritage. I have friends

that I've made among charming and
brilliant people from all over the world,

and I've learned that, given exactly the

same opportunity and treatment, they all

react exactly the .same way. It's not news
to any person who has ever thought or

read about it: that American motion
pictures influence the thought patterns of

the world. Even we sixteen-year-olds

realize this. We're a lot more serious

than you think.

I think movies have enriched my gen-

eration far more than any other genera-

tion has been enriched. I think they have
pointed out social problems and how to

correct them. I think they have shown
the wrong way to live, and the right way.
I think they have promoted the good
neighbor policy, given us history and
biography. I think they have stirred our

feelings of patriotism. And I think they

have taken a long step forward in show-
ing us the true meaning of humanity.

That's because Hollywood stands on
such firm foundations. Here people are

accepted for their individual characters.

Prejudice in any form finds a "No Visi-

tor" sign on every door. Intolerance

does not exist.

Every week I get thousands of letters

from boys overseas. These boys are from
every state in the Union, and yet I find

their ideals are not far from those I grew
up with in Hollywood. They want to

come home to understanding,- the Ameri-

can way of life, the place where every

man has a chance. I'm a little young to

be their "Pin-up Girl" but around the lot

they call me "G.I. Joe's Kid Sister."

I'm taking the title seriously. That's

why I want you to know that we young
feel that everv problem can be met

—

EVEN BY TEEN-AGERS—when our

boys come home. Read, study, talk to

your doctor about how to treat the

returning hero. And go to the movies.

Just like in the past, you'll find they'll

help a lot!
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"I Play Hunches"

Continued from page 33

rang. Tempted to go on my way and let

it ring, for I was late, something told

me that it might be Dr. Griffin, and I

went back. It uas Dr. Griffin. It seemed
that he had lost my nunioer and nad
just succeeded in finding a mutual friend

who had told him where to reach me.
AYhen, in 1936, my husband and I

decided to adopt a little girl, I made an
exhaustive, baby-to-baby canvass, saw
thousands of infant faces and couldn't

make up my mind—until I saw my
daughter: The moment I looked at her,

the very moment, and although there

were prettier babies to choose from. I

had an instantaneous we-belong-together
feeling which was so strong that I

—

well, I took her home with me and we
have lived happily ever after.

Long since sold on the validity of my
hunches, tfie completely satistymg way in

which my marriage to Dr. Griffin has
worked out and the happiness Mary
Frances, pet-named Missy, has added
to our home life makes it impossible

for me to discount the wisdom of them.
Perhaps because my father was half

Irish, playing hunches, which is a typi-

cally Irish trait, was born in me. Still,

the Irish are superstitious, too, and I

am not. I do not take detours in order

to avoid walking under ladders nor step

on a comb, when I drop one, and make a

wish. I do not throw salt over my left

shoulder when I see a new moon nor,

when a bird flies in my window, do I

prepare to mourn my next of kin. Gary
Grant has whistled, loudly and larkily, in

my studio dressing-room many a time and
I've suffered no forebodings of disaster.

On the other hand, while making "A
Guy Named Joe," I set my alarm clock

for six o'clock one morning. Van John-
son and I were scheduled to do one
of our most important scenes together

that day and I wanted to be on the set

early so we would have plenty of time to

rehearse. But as the alarm woke me, I

turned it off and went to sleep again
thinking, quite unaccountably, / icon't

he needed on the set today. An hour
or so later, at the breakfast table, I was
told of the dreadful automobile accident

j

which had happened in the night and
which so nearly cost Van his life. After

the first numbing shock had passed I can
truthfully say. however, that I hadn't

'

the shghtest doubt Van Avould recover

and that we would complete our scenes

together.

Superstitions and playing hunches may
,

be related, but if they are the relation-

ship is, I believe, a distant one. Super-
j

stitions are eerie bits of folk-lore, old

wives' tales which are handed down from
one generation to another and in which
you may believe, or not, as you please.

Whereas playing hunclies is instinctive,

and involuntary. Must be. for I've played
hunches ever since I can remember, and
probably before. As a child in school, I

relied on them to see me through reci-

tations and examinations and found them
to be more dependable than my memory
of things read in books. Many a time I

j

answered questions I knew I did not
|

ijlj. A lovely line

—

but remember, no one's

lips are "dazzled" by
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know but which I nevertheless answered
or h;ui answered for me, and correctly.

My father v\as a builder and owner of

Ohio River steamboats and when I was
a child, in Louisville, I .spent a great deal

of time on or near the river. The first

lime I saw a showboat, I had a curious

presentiment that someday I would have
some connection with these floating pal-

aces. As I grew up, far away from the

riverboat playworld, I remembered it and
always saw myself as part of it. Which
may account for the hunch I played
when, some years later, I accepted the
role of Mof/nolia in Florenz Ziegfeld's

production of "Showboat" on the New
York stage. Definitely a hunch, for I

had several offers that season and was
advised that any one of them would
be more advantageous to my career

than the role of Magnolia. My better

judgment told me the advice was good.
Nevertheless, I rejected it and it was
during my engagement in "Showboat"
that I was given the opportunity to go
to Hollywood and make pictures.

On more than one occasion, my
obedience to my hunches may have
actually saved my life. I was seven. I

think, when half a dozen youngsters in

our neighborhood stopped by my house
one afternoon and asked me to go swim-
ming in the river. It was a very hot day,
I remember, and the idea of a swim
seemed heavenly. Having obtained my
mother's permission to go, I was halfway
down the front porch steps when, to my
stark amazement, I heard myself saying,

"I feel sick. I don't want to go." I didn't

feel sick. I did want to go. Instead, I

turned back, went into the house, ran up
to my room and cried. Later that after-

noon, there was a bad storm on the

river. Two of the six children did not

come back. At the risk of seeming com-
ing up a vacation between pictures, I had
gone, three would not have come back
and that I would have been the third.

Some years later, in New York, wind-
ing up a vacation between pictures, I had
made my reservations on a westbound
train but, the day before I was to leave,

abruptly changed my mind and decided
to go abroad instead. And did. The
first day out, I was despondent, for I

told myself that I was merely indulging

a caprice and a darned expensive one,

since I had no real reason for going to

Europe at that time. When I landed in

Southhampton, I was shocked and star-

tled to hear that the train I had planned
to take had been telescoped by another
train on a Chicago siding.

In matters of less consequence than
accidents averted, my hunches have
often cued me right, too. The first time
Dr. Griffin and I planned to go to Hono-
lulu, I had a feeling that something
would prevent the trip. We sailed, all

right, but from the moment we got on
the boat I was in a panic for fear 1

would be called home. For two hours
after we'd docked and had registered at

the Royal Hawaiian hotel, I sat there

—

somewhat to my husband's annoyance
at what he considered my irrational be-

havior—and refused to unpack. Sure
enough, while we were at dinner, my
studio wired me to take the next boat
home.

I suppose it is only fair, in relating

hunches that have worked, to give the
low-down on one or two that didn't.

As, for example, an off-the-beam moment
when, on the subway in New York, in-

tending to get off at 91st Street, where
I had a dinner engagement, I had a

terrific hunch that something was going
to happen, that I'd better get off at

88th and—in a cold sweat—did. So strong
was my conviction that I had narrowly
escaped some horrid fatality that I

watched the evening and morning papers
for news of an accident. Nothing had
happened.

I played a wrong hunch again when,
a few years ago, I engaged a kindly-faced

hearty-looking woman as a cook under
the distinct impression that she was one
of those "jewels" you read about. Which,
indeed, she was—until I awoke one morn-
ing to find her gone and, with her, several

of my rings, my best fur coat, one of

Dr. Grifiin's watches and two of my fav-

orite hats.

Hunches are amiable things, however,
right or wrong. For if they turn out
right, your self-satisfaction is terrific.

If they turn out wrong, you are not
nearly so annoyed as you would be
otherwise for you can't be resentful of

anyone else, having no one but your-
self to blame, and it is always so easy
to alibi yourself.

With these exceptions, and a few others

of similar inconsequence, I've played most
of my hunches to win. Not only in

matters of the heart and happenstance

Woody Herman table-hops at Hollywood Palladium to greet Susan Hayward and Jess Barker.
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but also where my career is conceiiied.

In fact, playing a hunch, deuces wild,

decided my career for me.
We were living in the small town of

Madison, in southern Indiana, my mother

and I, when I graduated from high school

and began to make plans for earning my
living. Having no outstanding talent or

strong impulse in any direction, teach-

ing school seemed the most likely pro-

fession for me. So, having obtained the

necessary Cjualifications and after appli-

cations had been filled out and accepted,

I was given an appointment to teach in

Gary, Lidiana. Before beginning my
career as a school-marm, however, I spent

a few weeks visiting relatives in Chicago.

One morning, at the breakfast table, I

read in the paper that the Chicago Mu-
sical College was offering a scholarship

to some young singer of merit. Auditions

were being held that day. Half a dozen
times during the morning I read, and
re-read, that provocative offer. My com-
mon sense said to me, "Irene, this is

idiotic." As, indeed, it was. I had always
loved to sing but my appearances—and
experience—had been limited to our par-

lor at home where, with my mother
accompanying me, I sang Bartlett's

"Dream," "Goodbye, Summer" and
other "specialties" while family friends

applauded and said, obligingly, "What a

'pretty voice!" No one, so far as I know,
ever went beyond the bounds of common
courtesy and advised my mother, "My
dear, that girl of yours should be on
the stage!" Nor, being a plain child, the

mousy-monotone type, had my mirror

suggested the idea to me.
There wasn't a - reason in the world

for me to suppose that I would be given

an audition, let alone a scholarship. But
proving—at least to my satisfaction

—

that something higher than reason can
provide motivation, I was given the

audition and was awarded the scholarship

for voice. So I spent the winter going to

school instead of teaching it and, thanks
to what anj'one who had been asked
would have called a perfectly preposter-

ous hunch, have spent the time since

doing what I love best.

When I first came to Hollywood, I had
every reason to consider myself miscast

in what seemed to be such singularly

inappropriate roles for a musical comedy
actress as were those I played in "Leather-
necking," my first picture, and in "Cim-
arron," my second. Later, in "The Silver

Cord," "Magnificent Obsession," "Penny
Serenade" and other dramas, I should
have felt a square peg. I never did. For
my hunches that these parts were right

for me weighed in more heavily than my
considered judgment that, because of

precedent, they were wrong. And no
harm done. On the contrary.

I believe in my hunches, and am grate-

ful to them. In fact, I have so much
respect for them that I dislike to call

them "hunches" because I consider it a

belittling term to use for the illuminated

moments in which I see more clearly

than at other times. Perhaps instinct is

a better word. Or intuition. Or insight.

Yes, insight. For that is what I have
when I play my so-called hunches—

a

suddenly vouchsafed insight into what
is, truly and exactly, the right and best

thing for me to do.
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If You Had a Date with Hodiak

Continued "from page 22
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discretion Jolni will hesitate half a

second. He knows what he wants to do,

he wants to have a home-cooked dinner

and listen to phonograph records, but

he is not a selfish fellow, and he realizes

that girls like to pretty up a bit and go

places. "I'll call for you at seven," he
says, and you know then that you're

going to get the semi-formal date.

John will call for you perhaps a few

minutes before seven. Which is flattering.

Shows he's eager. He is definitely not

the Hollywood wolf type who drops by a

few cocktail parties on his way over, and
arrives anywhere from a half hour to two
hours late, with a slight smear of lipstick

on his collar. Not John. He'll be freshly

scrubbed and as tidy as a Tiffany show-
case. He'll bring you flowers to put in

vases around the room. He never sends

Howcrs. He likes to bring them.
Although John was born in Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania, the s6n of Walter and
Ann Pogorzelliec Hodiak, both Ukrain-

ian immigrants, I suspect there must
have been a French grandmere or grand-

pere. A little French blood got in there

somewhere. For John, like the French,

thinks there is no color for a woman as

distinctive and chic as black. He likes

black for daytime and nighttime both.

'T have no feelings about hats," says

John, "but I ju.st rather hope that my
girl will wear a black dress." He dislikes

all vivid colors, particularly green.

He certainly doesn't want you to look

as if you were just about to step in

front of the camera on stage five,

every lash in place. At the same time

he doesn't want you to look as if you'd

just come in from a good hearty tramp
over the Pacific Palisades. He wants you
\o use makeup, but don't overdo it.

Rpmember his horror of a girl who looks

conspicuous. He likes a nice mild per-

fume too, sort of romantic and tantaliz-

ing, but none of that heady overpowering
stuff that announces your presence long

before you get there, and long after

you've gone. Unlike a lot of men John
doesn't go into tizzies over a girl's nail

polish. Of course he'd just as soon you
flidn't look as if you'd dipped your fing-

ers into the entrails of a freshly killed

chicken. Or that you'd been growing
your nails since the last Ming dynasty.

When John has tucked you in his car,

a small roadster, (and you can count
his remembering to put the top up so

you won't arrive looking like a witch out

of "MacBeth") he'll probably drive you
down to a restaurant in Santa Monica
near the Pacific Ocean. This particular

restaurant, a . favorite of his, is famous
for its delicious foods, and also famous
for its delicious prices. The steaks are

big. and so are the checks. But John is

no pinch-penny. He likes to take his

"dates" to this restaurant for three

reasons, all of them good. (1) It's

romantic having dinner with your girl

by the ocean, especially when there's a

moon, and John is both a romanticist

and a sentimentalist. (2) He can always

count on getting a table as the prices and
distance keep out the crowds. In wartime

Hollywood, "eating out" has become a
major problem. All the smart eating
places have become so jammed that

you have to stand knee-deep in people
waiting for a table. Hollywood restau-

rants are a shambles todaj'. Such push-
ing and shoving, nothing like it except in

the Times Square shuttle train. And
what fun is there romancing a gal in the

middle of a snarling mob scene? E.spe-

cially when you have the feeling that the
food will give out before you even get a
table. And (3) John has been brought
up all his life on good, well-cooked food

—

his mother cooks divinely—and he hap-
pens to be the kind of a guy who appreci-

ates good food. With plenty of time to

eat it. No elbows in his ribs. No one
breathing down his neck when he is

making pretty compliments to the vision

(I trust you'll be a vision) sitting next

to him.
After dinner John will bustle you in

to Hollywood or down to Los Angeles to

a concert, the Hollywood Bowl in the

summer, the Philharmonic in the winter,

or perhaps to the ballet if it's in town.
John loves music, and if you expect to

get along with John you might as well

love it too. "My taste in music," says

John with a grin, "runs the gamut from
gut-bucket swing to concertos. I love

anything that's music."
Well, after a few symphonies, John

will turn to you and say, "And now I

have another treat for you—a jam ses-

sion." And a jam session, Hollywood
style, is indeed a treat.

Seems that lately, when they don't

have to work the next day, or on Satur-

day nights, a group of Hollywood celeb-

rities who are musically inclined will

gather together of an evening at some-
one's house, and make with the music.

Musicians from the well-known bands,

who have a night off, wander in, word
gets around, and first thing you know
there's a jam session. "Only last week,"
says -John, "a bunch of us got together:

Judy Garland, Jose Iturbi, Stokowski.

.'Vrtie Shaw, June Allyson, Dick Powell,

Hoagy Carmichael, Charlie Barnett.

There was music there that night you
couldn't buy with a million dollars."

Well now, of course you may be the

type who'd rather go to the Mocambo.
or Giro's or the Clover Club, instead of

to a jam session at somebody's house.

If you want to meet celebrities you'll do
better at the jam session. But of course

if you want your picture taken with John
Hodiak, and have all the columnists print

that you were out with him, you'll prefer

the night club. If you insist, John will

take you—but he'll probably make a

mental note never to ask you out again.

And he very likely won't dance with you.

Though you can count on him not doing

any of that rude table-hopping. John
pretends he's not a good dancer. He is,

really. But he just doesn't like to dance

at night clubs. "I go to a night club very
rarely," says John, "and when I do go

it's for a definite purpose. In the past few

months I have gone to Giro's once, to

hear Xavier Gugat. and to the Glover
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Club once, to hear Maurice Rocco. I don't

go to night clubs just to be seen out."

And what about that strictly informal

date? John will tell you that he'll jiick

you up at seven, and that you'd better

wear slacks. John is one of those guys

—

and there are a lot of them—who hates

to see a girl in slacks or shorts, unless

the occasion calls for it. If you are on a

tennis court, swell, sliorts are just the

thing. But why go parading down Holly-

wood Boulevard at high noon in them!
Slacks are fine and dandy if you're going

on a picnic at the beach. But heavens-

to-betsy, why wear them when shopping

in Beverly Hills! So when John tells you
to wear slacks you can be be darned sure

the occasion calls for them. He'll have
on blue-jeans when he picks you up,

and he'll drive you over to his small

house in Westwood Village, which will

smell so wonderful you'll start drooling

the minute you step inside. "My mother
is cooking dinner for us," he'll say

proudly, happy as a lark. When Mrs.
Hodiak cooks, the food is right out of

heaven. There'll be a borscht, and then

a delicious dish made of veal, pork, rice,

and saute onions rolled in cabbage leaves,

and served with mushroom gravy. Then
there'll be shaslik with red wine, and
home-made bread. And you mustn't pass

up Mrs. Hodiak's special sour cream
dressing which she pours over a salad

made of cold vegetables. "We don't go

for desserts at my house," says John.

And I should think not. Where would
you put a dessert after that feast.'

After dinner, while Mr. Hodiak helps

Mom arrange things in the kitchen, you

and John will stretch out on the floor

(hence the slacks) in front of the open
fire and listen to records, of which John
has dozens and dozens. "I can watch a

fire for hours," says John, "v\ ithout say-

ing a word." Wlien your dinner has
settled, and the fire has died down, and
you've played everything from "Clair de
Lune" to boogie-woogie, John will take
you over to the Village tp a bowling alley.

John is an all-around athlete. He likes

to swim, fish, golf, play tennis and })ad-

minton, but most of all he likes to bowl.
He doesn't care whether you bowl well

or not. He just wants you to be inter-

ested in trying it. He likes a girl who is a
good sport about things.

If you want to be a success with John
don't try yessing him all over the place.

He likes a girl who has a mind of her

own. He doesn't like "yes" girls. On the

other hand he doesn't like stubborn girls

—you know, the type of girl who's going

to have her way, or else. "Boss lady"
may be all right in the movies, but not

in real life. And of course you just must
have a sense of humor.
John has no ambition to be a Great

Lover off the screen or on. "I don't think

I'm the type," he says. His chief ambition
is to have people say, when he's out of

the movies, "John Hodiak wanted to be
a credit to this profession—a good actor.

He was sincere in what he attempted."
After John made his great success in

"Lifeboat" and knew for certain that

he was a part of the Hollywood scene,

he said, "For a long time, getting in the

movies has been my goal. But not be-

cause I wanted glamor. What I wanted

was to earn enough money to give my
mother and father a break. They've al-

ways had tf) work hard to make ends
meet. I wanted them to have a little

farm and sonic <jf the luxuries of lift

—

including iridei)endence. 'I'hat's what I

still want. All I want for myself, out of

the movies, is enough to buy a fishing

lodge some day in the Wisconsin woods.
And if, and when, I can achieve that

ambition for my folks, I want them to

feel that I earned the money honestly'

—

as their son, John Hodiak."
Well, John has just about achieved his

ambition. A montfi ago he rented a small

house in Westwood and had his mother
and father, who had been living in

Detroit, come out to live with him.

Right now he is looking for a plot of

ground out in the San Fernando Valley

so they can have the farm they've always
wanted. In the meantime, Mrs. Hodiak
is having a great time of it, seeing how
movies are made, meeting John's friends,

and cooking Sunday night suppers for

them.
When he finished "Marriage Is A

Private Affair" with Lana Turner at

Metro, John was again borrowed by
Twentieth Century-Fox to co-star with

Anne Baxter in "Sunday Dinner For A
Soldier." John sort of fell for Anne, and
Anne sort of fell for John, during that

picture, and their friends rather think

that when John gets his farm for Mom
and Pop, he'll next be looking for a

home for Anne. So, if you want a date

with John, better hurry up—before he
ceases to be one of Hollywood's most
eligible bachelors.

GLORIFYING
FAMOUS BEAUTIES

Her beauty changed the course of an empire

. . . yet how much more fascinating she would

have been with a lovely cold permanent wave!

Cleopatra would have given priceless treasures
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originator of cold permanent waving . . . yet you

may enhance your beauty at reasonable cost,

with the soft, lustrous magic of a Willat Wave.

At leading salons everywhere.
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EYES
are the first

things he sees /

Deep set. Bright with color. Engaging
eyes that invite a second glance. Smart
indeed is the girl who knows the impor-
tance of good eye make-up!

Just a touch ofWiNX Mascara fCream
or Cake)— a few strokes with a Winx
Eyebrow Pencil

—

Winx Eye Shadow
softly blended—and all the natural beauty
of your eyes has been emphasized. For
Winx has deepened them, set off their

brilliance and character.

Winx is a natural beautifier, water
resistant, easily used and comes in the
popular shades. Buy Winx today at any
10^ store, and see for yourself what a
difference it makes.
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METHOD
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Consplete
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. . . Rebuilds tone

. . . Assures poise

No Braces...No Bras...No Creams

Satisfaction assured. ..Be convinced

Mail stamp and One Dollar today to

LINDA LEI, Box 2790
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. H-2

Barbara Gets Going!

Continued fronn page 27

the studio didn't accuse me of trying to

imitate little Margaret O'Brien. I was
just about as childish."

Well, I must say the girl who sat across

from me eating mushrooms Colbert could
certainly never be confused with Metro's
wonder child. Miss Britton wore a smart
suit that had been perfectly tailored by
Hollywood's most expensive and best.

And she has a figure that certainly does
something attractive to a suit. An ex-

tremely chic hat was perched atop beauti-

fully coiffured hair. And gloves, no less.

Very snazzy gloves. The persnickerty

maitre d' of the swank Colony in New
York would have taken one look and
given her, immediately, the best table

in the room.
"As soon as I gave away my dirndls,"

Barbara continued, "and started wear-

ing suits, I promptly felt more grown up.

j\nd then I made a wonderful discovery.

Tall girls can wear «iuch more exciting

hats than small girls. They can even get

by in hats that are as big as cartwheels.

For the first time I was glad I was a tall

girl. For the first time in my life I went
on a hat-buying spree."

And the next thing she did was to find

an apartment of her own and move out

of the Studio Club. The Studio Club is

a perfect place for a young girl to live,

when she first comes to Hollywood. "I

was a small town girl who suddenly found
herself in a big town business," said Bar-

bara, "and the Studio Club was wonder-
ful for me." Here she could count on
being well-fed, and well looked after,

along with dozens of other young girls,

at very moderate prices. It was like go-

ing away to college. "But I couldn't

keep on being a dormitory girl forever."

So now Barbara has her own apart-

ment, and what with coping with ration-

ing, the telephone company, and the

servant problem she is indeed becoming
an adult. She needed responsibilities, and
now she can't complain; responsibilities

she has plenty of.

The next thing she did on her "dignity"

program was to stop having dates every

night in the week. Barbara doesn't

drink, and she doesn't smoke, and she is

certainly not a night club habitue

but somehow or other she met Jots of

soldiers, and they always had buddies

coming to town on leave, and besides the

girls at the Studio Club were always ask-

ing her to help out with the extra man,
and for a while there Barbara found her-

self dining or dancing with the armed
forces every night. Well, a girl wants to

do her part toward winning the war,

naturally, but Barbara was rapidly

becoming the "date girl" of Hollywood.

And that ain't good—especially if you're

an ambitious young actress.

She laid down a new set of rules for

herself. When she is working in a pic-

ture she doesn't go out at all at night

except over the weekend. At night she

studies her part, and goes to bed early so

she'll be fresh and rested for the next

day's work before the cameras. And
when she isn't working in a picture she

spends several evenings a week with a

nice young doctor who takes her to con-
certs. She is very fond of music, and
never gets enough of it.

Finally after months of "doing over"
herself Barbara asked the studio if she
might make some grown-up tests to show
Mr. De Sylva. The makeup department
made her up as a charming, sophisticated

young woman, and Designer Edith Head
slipped her into a most alluring evening
gown. The tests turned out extremely
well. "Now," said Barbara gleefully,

"bring on those Irene Dunne roles."

So what? So they hastily washed all

the makeup off her pretty face, fairly

tore the alluring dress off her, put her
in a nun's robe, and told her she was
playing opposite Ray Milland in "Till

We Meet Again." The picture, it seems,

had been in production six days when the

doctors decided that Maureen O'Hara,
who was playing the nun, should not
work any more until after the birth of

her baby. Frank Borzage, who was
directing the picture, told the Paramount
folk that he only knew one other girl in

Hollywood who could play the part

—

Barbara Britton, who was right there

on their own lot. He had tested her for

the part in "Stage Door Canteen" which
Cheryl Walker was given.

As the little French novice, torn be-

tween a dedication to the church and an
awakening earthly love, Barbara had a

rare dramatic opportunity. A sincerely

religious girl, she could bring to the part

the understanding it needed. After her

studio bosses, including Mr. De Sylva,

saw a rough cut of the picture they
promptly changed Barbara's billing from
featured player to co-star with Rav
Milland.

"After the preview I saw Mr. De
Sylva," said Barbara. "He said to me,
'You don't always want to be a nun, do
you.''' So just because I happened to

have had the good luck to be made a

star I don't intend slowing down on my
'dignity' campaign. I'm taking all kinds

of lessons now which I think will improve
me. I'm even taking riding lessons. I go

out to the stables in Glendale every morn-
ing and they give me an old nag who has

completely lost interest in life. I'm build-

ing up gradually to a spirited beast."

Barbara's real name is Barbara Brant-

ingham. She was born in Long Beach,

California, where her parents still live.

After attending the Lincoln Grammar
School and Poly High, Barbara enrol-

led in the Long Beach Junior College,

majoring in English and dramatics.

But just about that time Hollywood
muscled in. During her second year at

Junior College Barbara rode on the Long
Beach float m the annual Pasadena
Tournament of Roses. During a pause

in the parade a newspaper photographer

got a good look at her, decided she was
the most beautiful thing he had ever

seen, and snapped a picture of her. When
the picture was turned into the editor,

he whistled, and blew it up big. One of

those see-all Hollywood agents saw the

picture, tracked Barbara down to the

Junior College, and arranged to have
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lier meet a Paramount talent scout. Para-

mount lost no time in signing her. But
they lost two years and a half in making
her a star.

But Barbara Avill not have Paramount
blamed for anything. "Let's face it," she

says, "I was a young twenty when they

signed me. It took me time to grow up."

As soon as she finished "Till We Meet
Again" Barbara was borrowed by Bing
Crosby's newly organized production

company for its initial Venture, "The
Great John L." And very soon she starts

work on "The Virginian." Things are

picking up for Barbara. Have you any
dirndls? Give them away.

Taming Of The Screwball

Continued fronn page 43

of a shock to Betty as to the public. She
never knows just when she will explode.

"Worst stunt I ever pulled was in Madi-
son Square Garden. The way that audi-
ence received my act made me feel so
wonderful I wanted to give them a thrill

in return. So I opened my big mouth
and out came, 'You've made me so
happy, I'm going to let you in on a
secret.' Fine place to tell a secret. To
my own amazement, I said, 'I'm going to
marry Charlie Martin, one of your own
boys.' Charhe had asked me at dinner
that evening, but he didn't expect to get
his answer coyly shouted over Madison
Square Garden's public address system!
I had a time getting out of that one."

Second home to her is Lucey's, a pop-
ular eating place opposite the Paramount
Studio. In her favorite booth near the
patlo-entrance Betty lunches, dines and
spends most of her free evenings playing
gin rummy with owner Fred Brozio or
clowning with the gang. To everyone
from the newest bus boy to the sophis-
ticated headwalter, Betty is the "Prime
Rib," a double-dealing nickname spring-
ing from her prankish wit and enthusi-
asm for "great big steaks." Her arrivals

never fail to charge the atmosphere.
"Boy, am I hungry!" she exclaims,
elbows flying, blonde head bobbing at
fellow actors. Meetings with Bob Hope
are particularly hectic, with Betty match-
ing Bob rib for rib. She often keeps the
place alive with laughter long after clos-

ing time, but is just as likely to announce
'T'm going" at the crucial point of a
story or game. Her friends know better
than to try to stop her.

All these zany goings-on are part of
her past, to hear Betty tell it. They can't
possibly happen again. "I'm a reformed
character," she insists as she boards the
Army transport. She settles herself

sedately in the seat by the tiny window
and gives you a discreet little wave of
the hand. "What our fighting men in

the South Pacific need least right now
is a tame Betty Hutton," you observe
gloomily. Then your spirits zoom sky
high as Betty leans forward and kisses

the bald head of a colonel seated in fi-6nt

of her! By the time the appalled ofiicer

can recover, she is gazing innocently out
of the window.

Hallelujah! Now you know there'll be
plenty of action in the South Pacific.

"HOLLYWOOD SXTRA
THEATRICAL COLO CKfAM

The stars' cleansing cream that

fits extra girls' budgets. ..Now
millions of smart women
everywhere agree,

"it's foolish to

pay more."
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The RABIN COMPANY, LOS ANGELES
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"Powers Girl" Creator Offers

YOU, too, new charm, loveliness

A "Model" Figure

Worried about your beauty and
figure problems? Let the Powers
Home Course teach you the per-

sonaHzed beauty secrets that have
given hgure-perfection and loveli-

ness to thousands ot "average"
. girls . . . made them "Powers

Girls", the world's envied
women!

Easy, daily "lessons" for 7
w eeks, in figure control, make-up
.irul grooming. The cost? Amaz-
ingly little!

Real "POWERS GIRL"

training— right at home

"Before my Powers Course", says

Mona Desmond of Cal.,"I was fat,

mostof it on my hips". Now Mona
has lost 20 lbs., has a"Powers Girl"
figure (left), is a model in N. Y.

Clip the Coupon NOW
Write John Robert Powers today
foe free confidential questionnaire,
illustrated booklet "The Powers
Way", and details of Powers

training.

if

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave.,Suite B445, New York 17,N.Y.

Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I'm really interested.
Please send me details of your Home Course.

Name

—

Street

City
& Zone- -State

-

Occupation_ -Ase_

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
AND BANDLEADERS

We have the pick of all the Hollywood lots.

Old stars, new stars, new pos&s, new roman-
tic shots, new scenes, new pin-ups, new
glamour stills. ALL YOU CAN ASK FOR.
ALL 8.\10 ORIGINAL GLOSSYPRINT.S,
4 tor Sl.nn. 12 for S2.50, send money order
or cash (Free Folder).

FREE PHOTO
With Every Order
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GRAY
HAIR

...AND LOOK lO YEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

Btreaka of gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightest

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent Is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb It in. One applica-

tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

Retain your youthful charm. Get BROWNATONE today.
60c at all drug stores—on a money-back guarantee, or

—

FREE TESt BOTTLE
The Kenton PharmacalCo.
804 Brownatone Bldg.. Covington, Kentucky
Without obligation, please send me. free and post-

paid. Test Bottle of BROWNATONE and Interesting
Illustrated booklet. Check shade wanted:
D Blonde to Mediam Brown Dark Brown to Black

Name
Address

City State

II
Print Your Nam. and Address

"Hollywood Is

Heartbreak Town!"

ContInue<d from page 25

and nervous and in tears most of the

time. I thought Hollywood was cruel.

I still tliink it can break your heart

—

ij you will let it. It takes a while to

accept everything complimentary witli

a grain of salt. I couldn't get used to

being told by the lesser lights around
the studio that I was going to get a

certain part. I didn't realize that some-
times I was being told the.se things

because of studio politics. These people

would think I was on my way up; they
felt it would be a good policy to pat me
on the back. But, at fifteen, I believed

them. If they said I was going to get

a certain part, I'd study for it, spend
weeks planning for it. And then I'd

find out that not only was I not going

to get it but that I hadn't been con-

sidered for it, even. The promise I took

for gospel truth had no basis of fact.

"However, it wasn''t always like this.

There was compensation in other things.

For instance, Tyrone Power was wonder-
ful to me. If I would blow my lines, he'd

blow his, too, and take the blame for

muffing the scene. And he teased me
and thought up gags, and before I knew
it, I was taking things in my stride

—

even disappointments. Once he 'gagged'

me in a kissing scene. Knowing they

always embarrassed me, he thought up
a dilly! It was the last shot before lunch,

and there had been one 'take' after

another. According to Hays office rules,

a kiss can only last so long before the

camera. Well, we went into our clinch;

one minute passed, two, three. I was
beginning to get nervous. Why didn't

they yell, 'Cut!'.'' Tyrone was acting his

role of the ardent lover very well. Sud-
denly he started to giggle: I did too. I

thought we had ruined the scene, and
turned around to face the camera. There
wasn't a soul on the set! Ty had bribed

them to steal away and leave us alone.

I didn't hear the last of that for weeks!

"One of my first boy friends was
Mickey Rooney, and he helped me such a

lot. Mickey is a protective sort of person,

and he took it seriously. He wouldn't

let anyone make even the slightest crack

in my presence. Like a big brother, he

watched out for me. I didn't go out

with the sophisticated crowd; neither did

Mickey. I think we were good for each

other. He took his fabulous success in

his stride, and I saw that it was possible

to keep your balance. You grow up very

quickly in this business. You don't have

the casual fun you have if you go to high

school or live in a small town. I never

went to a football game or to a school

dance. Mickey grew up fast, too. We
understood each other. He taught me
that in pictures you don't grow up
gradually; you either sink or swim. You
either learn to make mature decisions far

beyond your years or you are lost in the

shuffle. I learned to 'swim' early. I had to.

"In Hollywood, more than anywhere

else, you have to learn to keep your fin-

gers crossed. I still am learning, even to-

day, not to believe in yes-men. You can
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•A MEDICINE OF PROVEN
MERIT FOR THE MANY
WHO KNOW THE VALUE
OF NATURES HERBS"

For Beginner or Professional
Here's an entirely new and different boob
of art instructions.

"It's Easy to Draw the

FEMALE FIGURE"
!I6 pages (7x10) containing hundreds of

different, revealing poses and graphic in-
struction that you can easily follow, and
learn to draw. Pin a Dollar Bill to this
"ad" and send to: The Research. 1211

6th Ave.. New York. 19, N. Y.

HE WILL LOVE YOU with

NEW HAIR GLAMOURTREATMENT
Men Jove to run their fingers thru a wo-
man's long wavy beautiful hair—one of the
secrets to a woman's charm in winning
the one she loves. Now you, too, can use
tliis NEW AMAZING "HAIR GLAMOUR"
TREATMENT. Its SECRET FORMULA
helps retard dry, brittle hair from break-
ing off due to lack of natural oils. There-
fore, this formula may help HAIR GROW
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miss trying- tills sensational treatment!

Read What a Few Satisfied Users Say:
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. . it is good. My hair really looks bet-
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Mrs. M. L. S.. Willianisport. Pa. "... I

can't thank you enough. It did my hair so
much good. . .

,"—Miss R. M., Carlsbad
New Mexico. . . It really worked won-
ders for nie. , . ."—R. C, New York. N. Y.
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'sink' very easily in movieland; or you
can stay on top, depending on how much
character you have. Here nice people can

be spoiled. They can't take the terrific

concentration on their ego. They lose

their perspective, start believing their

own publicity. Hollywood can ruin your
character. It's understandable, for you
can't imagine how people flatter you from
dawn to dusk. You never hear one un-
favorable thing from anyone. One way
to keep your balance is to remember
that the highest and mightiest fall.

"The other day I stopped to give a

woman a lift. She was an extra on the

picture. She told me that she had been
a star, used to wear $85,000 worth of

jewelry at big parties. She still knows
many important executives. But there

she was—working as an extra.

"Another actor—now dead, God rest

his soul—had been one of the most
fabulously wealthy in Hollywood. He
had owned his own studio, had hired

top directors and stars to work for him.
He kept muffing the scene I was in, and

—

not knowing who he was—at last I got

impatient. It was costing the studio
money. I went over to the director. 'It's

only one line,' I said, 'why not let some-
one else do it and go ahead with the pic-

ture?' The director took me aside. 'Do
you know who he is.'' he asked me, and
then told me. I was shocked. 'I'm just

trying to help him,' the director ex-

plained. 'I want to give him a $25 check
for speaking a line, instead of $6.50 for

an extra. And, Linda,' he said soberly,

'let that be a lesson to you!'

"It was. I have a business manager
who watches out for me. I have a trust

fund. You see, you don't get half of

what you think you earn. Newspapers
always quote fabulous salaries, but the
government gets 60% your agent 10%,
and so on. Movie stars are supposed to

live on an elaborate scale, drive expensive
cars.

"Many stars go overboard on this. But
when I saw that extra, to whom a $25
check meant so very much, and realized

that there stood—broke—-one of the
greatest stars of all time, I made up my
mind it would never happen to me. And
I am taking precautions to see that it

doesn't!

"For what do you have in this business
when you are through? A scrap book, a
memory of momentary fame. If you
build your whole life around yourself and
your achievements in pictures, life can
be very frightening and empty at the
end of the road. That's why I am inter-

ested in other things besides acting. I
love painting, both oils and water colors.

I am interested in sculpturing. I love my
iiusband and my home. Some stars

live their movie lives and their careers

twenty-four hours a day. I don't. I
never read the gossip columns; I never
try to keep up with what Hollywood is

doing. When I go home at night. I try

to divorce myself from Linda Darnell,

the actress.

"At first all of the hullabaloo is a great

thrill. Y'ou get a feeling of pride when
you see your name in print. But this

little thrill can become a vice if you'll

let it. Y'ou've got to keep your balance.

It's hard enough when you are surround-
ed day after day by flattery. If you
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took this exalted opinion home with you,
it would be impossiljle. Hollywood people
have a difficult enough time remaining
normal.

"If I have kept my balance here, it's

because I was lucky enough to find some-
one like my husband Pev. He has his

feet on the ground. He's been around
Hollywood a long time, and he has been
one of the top three cameramen in the
business since he started with DeMille
twenty-two years ago. Pev, too, has all

his money in investments—so that later

we can say, 'Thank you, picture business,

glad to have known you!', and then re-

tire. Perhaps we will go to Chile. We
both have friends down there, and I

speak Spanish. Or maybe we'll just

travel. But it's nice to know that after

the years of hard work are through, we
can go about enjoying life. We can com-
pletely forget the side of Hollywood we
don't like, the back-biting, throat-cutting,

back-stabbing part.

"Pev feels your vision should be broad.

It's fatal to become narrow and tliink

Hollywood is the world. If picture busi-

ness were wiped ofP the face of the earth

tomorrow, the world would go on! We
want to stay normal and not let the

business throw us. It's a sign of the shal-

lowest kind of a mind when people start

going high-hat and egotistical. As for

temperament—the greatest part of it is

just bad taste.

"I've been lucky to find Pev. I know
I sound prejudiced, and I won't say I'm
not. After all, I married him! But he's

been around too long to be taken in by
the superficial things. And he has point-

ed them out to me for what they are.

Pev Marley is a wonderful person. He
has great self-respect and reserve. He
doesn't fall for everything. And he helps

me when the going is tough.

"For, even now, it's no bed of roses.

In the first place, you have to work hard.

It takes intelligence to be an actress. You
have to study, master the tricks of your
trade. You can^t fool the screen, and you
can't fool the audience. When you make
a mistake, it's up there on the screen for

all the world to see. Furthermore, it's

not easy not to make mistakes when
things are always happening to make
you unhappy and uncertain.

"Once when I was on location making
'Buffalo Bill' and Pev was in the hospi-

tal with a serious operation, there ap-

peared in a column: 'Linda Darnell and
Pev Marley were seen at the Tropics

squabbling over breakfast.' How could

we have been together when we were
700 miles apart? Also, according to the

papers, I'm always going to have a baby.

Last time that appeared," twinkled

Linda, "I said, 'Just because I'm work-

ing at Twentieth is no sign I'm having a

baby!' (Twentieth's Betty Grable, Mau-
reen O'Hara, Gene Tierney, Alice Faye.

Cobina Wright, Jr., Brenda Marshall

have all been visited by the stork dur-

ing the past year, causing quite a dearth

of glamor girls on the iTwentieth lot!)

When I went with Alan Gordon to Yuma
to be maid of honor when Lana Turner

married Steve Crane, all the papers had

me eloping with Alan. The price of fame

is that you live in a glass house. You
have absolutely no private life, and it

isn't until you lose your privacy that you
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realize how much it really means to you.

"Many Hollywood marriages go smash
because of gossip items that aren't true.

For husbands are human. Much as Pev
loves me and well as he knows me, he is

sometimes uncertain when he reafls: 'Lin-

da Dariiell and Pev Marley have sepa-

rated.' Someone on the set says to him,
'Gee, I'm sorry about you and Linda.' He
says, 'What about Linda and me?' And
the item is pointed out. He thinks, 'May-
be this is her way of telling me.' He
comes home that night, relieved to find

out that it is just Hollywood gossip at

work again. It takes a strong belief in

each other to keep above the spiteful

digs and innuendos that weave the
counterpoint to the Hollywood jjattern.

"But, at home, between the two of us.

we can laugh and tease each other. We
have such fun! For instance, Pev is crazy
about Irene Dunne. During 'White Cliffs

Of Dover' he just sat there in the
theater and raved. But I got even with
him! I'm crazy about Cary Grant. I go
to see all his pictures and I tease Pev un-
bearably by almost swooning dead away
and saying, 'Oh, what a man!' When-
ever Pev gets too much out of control

about Irene Dunne (and, by the way,
she is my ideal) , I threaten to borrow a

cup of sugar from Cary Grant. He lives

right up the hill from us, and I've never
met him, so I tell Pev I'm going to be
neighborly and go up and borrow a cup
of sugar so I can meet him.' When you're
locked away from it with someone you
love, Hollywood can have its lighter side

"But I feel sorry for the youngster>
who come here all starry-eyed. They
don't know that Hollywood is heart-

break town. It isn't every girl who meet.*

and marries someone like Pev, who is so

wonderful. Things happen fast here; you
go through so much. You feel wiser than
j'our age. Every day you learn so many
lessons. You get so many bumps.

"If you're a star all by yourself on a

shiny pedestal, it's easy to lose your
sense of values. The thing to do is to

come down from your pedestal. It's a

very lonely place anyway. Hang on to

your sense of values; learn to accept
flattery for what it is—and find a man
to share life with you who has great

understanding, depth and character.

"Like Pev."
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Joan Crawford Predicts

Continued from page 39

character actress. I hope she won't allow
anyone to glamorize her, for she has such
a fine quality that it could easily be lost

and covered up.

PEGGY ANN GARNER:
She is my favorite actress of all time,
and in "Jane Eyre" she took me apart
and didn't bother to put me back together
again! She set the key for the entire pic-

ture and cast. She will never go through
the awkward stage; she will just go right

on, and I predict that, because she has
a quality like June Allyson, she will make
a young character actress. She will be on
the screen for as long as she likes

ROBERT HUTTON:
The greatest mistake made against Rob-
ert Hutton is that he has been compared
to Jimmy Stewart. This could hurt him.
He has a sweet quality that makes every-
one feel they would, like him for their

brother. I think he is younger emotion-
ally than he is in years, but by the time
he gets a few more pictures under his

belt, he will have every chance of be-

coming a fine screen personality.

GENE KELLY
In ' For Me And My Gal," he proved he
was not only a fine dancer but could act.

He has a dapper quality and the ability

of being sweet and simple and mascu-
line. In the various roles he has por-

trayed since "For Me And My Gal," he
has proved he can play a leading man or

heavy with equal authority.

JOHN HODIAK:
Hodiak is again the victim of compari-
son in that he is labeled "The New
Gable." He has the shrewdness to live

down such remarks and the intelligence

to vary his roles to pick the sort of parts

that won't type him as an imitator of

Gable. In "Lifeboat," he has a Gable
type of part which was unfortunate in

that respect, but fortunate for Mr
Hodiak in that it showed his capabilities.

Glamor-less Girl?

Continued from page 45

cians. They began a wide search for

child prodigies. There was no opening in

the cast for a pianist but there was one
for a violinist, and Diana went to Para-

mount to accompany a young girl fiddler.

During the audition, Diana was asked to

play a solo. After which they thanked
her and sent her back to Los Angeles

to continue her piano studies. That was
the end of it, as far as Diana was con-

cerned.

But four weeks later the casting

department put in a call for her. She
drove to the studio with her mother and
was told there might be a spot for her

in the picture. They asked if she could

learn the Grieg Concerto in two weeks.

Diana, unaware of the hard work en-

tailed, said, "Of course." But her mother
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was astounded. The Grieg Concerto was '

too difficult for a child and besides, two
weeks was not nearly enough time.

Nevertheless she agreed to try.

With her mother's expert coaching

plus her own determination, Diana man-
aged to learn the concert piece in tlie

record time allotted her. The studio

listened to her rendition and was so

enthusiastic that she was chosen not only

to play with the orchestra but also for a

speaking part. She emerged with a role

second to that of Susanna Foster in the

juvenile portion of the cast.

"They attached one of those seven-

year things to the contract,'' Diana re-

members, "but we never thought any-
thing would come of it." When the

picture was previewed, however, execu-

tives were so impressed with her possi-

bilities that they asked to pick up her

option. Then came the difficult decision,

whether she wanted to be an actress or
]

a concert pianist.
]

"There was plenty of discussion about
it at home," says Diana. "Mother and
Dad put it up to me. They thought I

was old enough to decide for niy.self."

Being only fourteen, Diana decided
in favor of the movie career. She thought
she would be put in another picture im-
mediately but that wasn't the way it

worked out.

"I sat around for two years developing
a terrible inferiority complex. I just went
to school at the studio every day, taking
dramatic lesson after dramatic lesson. 1

|

got terribly discouraged and I was often

sorry I had signed the contract. I hated
just being around doing nothing but it

finally did develop a determination in

me not to quit."

Ironically, her talent as a musician
was what was holding her back. Each
time she was suggested for a part every-

one would say, "Oh yes. that nice little

pianist girl," and then dismiss her as a
possibility. But she had enough rooters

in the studio to keep her under contract.
Somehow, at option times, she would
always be re-signed.

Finally Bob Mayo, on the Paramount
lot, who had been one of her strongest

rooters, heard of an opening for a brat
part Ln "The Major And The Minor."

;

He took her around to William Wilder,
Charles Brackett and Arthur Hornblow,

j

executives on the film, and sold them
on her. They tested her for the role

]

and decided she would be perfect. Diana
'

herself was not so sure.

"Very truthfully." she says, "I expect-
j

ed to be replaced. After a week of shoot-
;

ing I was positive they didn't want me.
I would sit in my dressing room and

!

tremble every time the business manager
passed, for fear he was coming to tell me
I was no good. I went around asking
the grips and the hairdressers and every-

one else if I was all right and got into a

terrible mess with all the different criti-

cisms. It's a wonder I gave any kind of

performance at all.

"AMien I saw the preview, I was ter-

ribly disappointed and discouraged. Dur-
ing the shooting, they hadn't let me use
any makeup except my own lipstick,

which they knew wouldn't show on the
screen. And I was dying to look glam-
orous, with false eyelashes and every-
thing!"

Endorsed by

John Robert Poweri
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nail tips, and removing jp^-
stains. Only 10^, or 35^
(plus 20% Federal tax).

CUTEX
The choice of more women than
all other cuticle removers combined

For Victory Today . . . And Securify Tomorrow

BUY WAR BONDS

TAKE OFF UGLY FAT
MANY LOSE

3 to 5 Pounds
a Week Yet EAT Plenty!

Physician's Wife: "I lost 15 pounds In 24 days."

Mrs. C. M.. Ithaca. N. Y.: "My hips were 53 inches: now
measure 43 inches. 1 feel like a new person. 1 like the taste
also. My doctor says it was O. IC."

Mrs. P. M., Fresno. Cal.: "I lost IS pounds In 3 weeks."

Miss H., Wash.. D. C: "Had to lell the wonderful news. Reduced from 20U lo
136 pounds in 3 months following .^our Plan. It's great to be able to wear youthful
clothes, M,v friends are amazed, and many of them are following the plan now.

USERS
SAY

MEN and women all over this country are
reporting remarkable results in losing

weight easily. Many lost 20 pounds a month
and more. They are following the Easy Ke-
ducing Plan of Dr. Edward Parrish. well-
known physician and editor, former chief of

a U. S. military hospital and a state public
nealth officer.

Dr. Parrish's Easy Reducing Plan makes
•educing a pleasure because it has NO
STRICT DIETS, requires no exercises.
H.\RMLESS. too. because it calls for no
reducing drugs.

Here is Dr. Parrish's Easy Reducing
Plan EXACTLY as given over the air to

millions: For lunch take 2 teaspoonfuls of

CAL-PAR in a glass of juice, water or any
beverage. Take nothing else for lunch except
a cup of coffee, if desired. For breakfast
and dinner EAT AS YOU USUALLY DO.
hut eat sensibly. Don't cut out fatty, starchy
foods—just cut down on them. By following
Or Parrish's Easy Reducing Plan, you cut
down your daily caloric intake, thus losin-.:

weight naturally. You needn't suffer a single

hungry moment. CAl.-PAR is not a harmful

rcduuiu uru" It is i special dietary product, fortifying your diet

with certain essential minerals and vitamins. Most overweight people

are helped by Dr. Parrish's Easy Reducing Plan. Try it and you and

jour friends will marvel at the vast improvement in your figure.

Get a $1 25 can of CAL-PAR (30 days' supply) at health food.

NO EXERCISE!
NO REDUCING DRUGS!
ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS!

and drug siore.^

It your dealer hasn't CAL-P.AR we will send
you postpaid a special introductory can for only
$1.00. This $1.00 can is not sold at stores
Money back if not satisfied. Fill out coupon,
pin a dollar bill to it and mall totlay. We will
also send you FREE. Dr. Parrish's booklet on
reducing containing impjriant facts you ought
to know including weight, tables and charts of
ii>od value

CAL-PAR Dept. 76B
685 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

I enclose $1.00 for a special CAL-PAR can.
to be sent postage paid, and Dr. Parrish's
booklet on reducing. If not satisfied I may
return unused portion and my $1.00 will ba
refunded. (C.O.D. orders accepted.)

NAME
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BLONDES

3 for $1.25

WHAT BOOKS DO YOU WANT?
We quote the lowest market prices. No charge for locating

Hard-to-Find and Out-of-Print Books. All books, OLD or

NEW, mailed POST-FREE.

Searchlight Book Land. 22 East 17th St., New York City

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 X 10 inches
on DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER
Same price for full length or
bust form, groups, landscapes,
pet animals, etc., or enlarpe-
menrs of any part of group
picture.
Original returned with your

enlargement.

SEND NO MONEYw mail photo,
negative or snapshot (any size) and receive your
enlargement, (guaranteed fsde'ess. on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 57c plus postage—or send 59c with order

^

and we pay postage. Take advantage of this amazing offer^oW. Send
your photos today.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street Dept. 495-B Chicago (1&)« III*

Misery of

Piles Fought
In Few Minules

Within a few minutes of the very first applica-
tion, the doctor's prescription China-Roid^ usually
starts fighting the agony of Piles in 3 ways: 1.

Soothes and eases pain and itching. 2. Helps
shrink sore, swollen tissues. 3. Promotes healing
by easing irritated membranes and alleviates
nervousness due to Piles. Has helped thousands
while they worked and enjoyed life in greater
comfort. Get China-Roid from your druggist today
under positive guarantee of complete satisfaction
or money back. Don't wait. Fight your Pile misery
with China-Roid today. TeaT this out: take it to

your druggist. Be sure to get genuine, guaranteed
China-Roidj a Knox Company Quality Product. It

sold out, ask him to order it for you. Only 75e.

The hit she made in "The Major And
The Minor" brought her the choice role

of Betty Hutton's kid sister in "Miracle

Of Morgan's Creek." She would probably

still be playing brat parts if she hadn't

taken matters into her own hands.

"I wasn't chosen for 'Our Hearts Were
Young And Gay,' " she told me. "I

worked to get it. I'd read the book and
I was crazy to play Emily. I went around
the studio dressed up for the part, wear-

ing draped skirts and putting my hair

up. From being a kid around the lot, I

appeared very grown-up all of a sudden

1 went around seeing everybody and
working on them. I got great help from
the masseur who was for me and who
spoke to Miss Skinner and Miss Kim-
brough (authors of the script) about me.

I'd been practically everybody's kid

sister on the lot and I knew if I didn't

break away quickly, I might not get

another opportunity."

Even though she now seems all set

for the kind of picture career she wants,

Diana is taking no chances. "If I find

that I'm not a success in pictures, I can

always have my music to fall back on. I

don't want ever to get to the point where
I'm forced to take dismal little parts in

dismal little pictures."

She is continuing her piano studies,

which take up a good deal of her spare

time. Last January she made her concert

debut and received encouraging reviews.

Also, she would like eventually to appear

on the stage. This summer she was
eager to play with an Eastern stock com-
pany but her mother thought she was
too young to be living away from the

family. Also, the studio probably

couldn't have spared her.

"I think it's very important for an
actress to do all she can t;o improve her-

self and I think the theater is necessary

for any performer. I don't want to

sound too lah-de-da, but you know what
I mean. I've only recently played with

an audience in radio and there really is

something about the difference in timing

in pictures and before an audience. And
you can only get that audience-thing

through practice. In pictures, of course,

you have to feel it, make it for yourself."

Because of the hours she must spend
studying and practicing music, Diana
doesn't have too much liberty in which,

to run around. When she is in a picture,

she is required to be at the studio in

makeup by 7 A.M., which requires an

early bedtime. During those weeks of

work, she only has dates on Saturday

nights. These she generally spends going

to Navy dances. Her mother told me
Diana had several servicemen on the

string, but both she and Diana refused

further to identify them, only assuring

me that they were "just boys" and not

former movie professionals.

Although she enjoys a good time,

Diana's preference in young men is for

those capable of holding serious discus-

sions. She is at present very much inter-

ested in psychology and may take some
college courses in that subject. However,
if she does, she will go into it whole-

heartedly. "I don't want to learn just a

smattering of anything," she says.

Besides dancing and attempting to

settle the world problems of her genera-

tion, her favorite recreation is going to

YOUR Pensomlized
GOLDEN INITIAL PIN

Two Huge Handsome Scroll Initials . . .

especially for you . . . the rave sensation

... in rolled gold on sterling silver . . .

hand wrought by master craftsmen. Be the

first to wear Your Very Own Initial Pin on

coat, dress or pocketbook. Supply

limited so order today. ?t'm\ initials

you desire and enclose $1.98 sav-

ing yourself 40c Federal Tax and
Postage. (Sorry NO C.O.D.'s on

initialled items.)

I

STYLECRAFT JEWELRY CO. 507 Fifth Ave.,

Dept. E-8. N«w York 17, N. Y.

Hair
OFF Face
Lips. ••Arms...Legs

Now H3ppy . I had ugly superfluous hair... was
unloved . . . discouraged. Tried many things . . . even
razors. Nothingwas satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book, "Howto Overcome Superfluous Hair Problem"
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040. Merchandise Mart, Dept. 7S Chicago 54, HI.

IF YOU SUFFER
FROM A STUBBORN

SKIN DISEASE
you owe it to yourself to try

The New SULFA Formula

FOR SKIW APPLICATION

Confoins SULFANILAMIDE
and SULFATHIAZOLE/
The Wonder Drugs of the World War.

Quickly checks skin infections caused by

pus-producing germs in;

ECZEMA, ATHLETE'S FOOT, DERMA-TITIS,
SKIN RASHES, ITCHY SKIN. PIMPLES.
SCALP SORES. ACNE, and many other annoying

and unsightly skin conditions.

SULFA SALVEROL is stainless . . .
greaseless

instantly effective in secondary skin infections.

No germs can live on the skin when SULFA
SALVEROL is applied. Never injures or irritates

the most tender tissues . . . promotes natural

healin" A true blessing for externally caused skin

conditions. Send for a tube of SULFA SALVEROL
todav ... the easy-to-apply. fast-action ointment,

with the pleasant odor. For external use only.

YOURS FREE TO TRY. Sold to you on a 10-day

'Satlsftction or Money-Back" Guarantee.

'Mail this coupon—NOW!' ~l

Research Drug Co., Inc., Dept. B-250, |

100 Fifth Ave., New York 11, N.Y.
j

Send me tubes of SULFA I

SALVEROL at $2.00 per tube. I enclose i

herewith [ ] Money Order [ ] Check [ ] Cash
for $ [] Send C. O. D. (plus ap- I

proximately 35c postage). Unless satisfied '

with results after 10 days' trial, money will I

be refunded upon return of tube, with unused
contents. |

I
Name..

I Street.
I

Zone State j

(Please print or write legibly) ^
j

City.
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REDUCE

FAT

^JEWELERS MASTERPIECE/

PHOTO PIN

EVERY MEMBER OF
THE FAMILY SHOULD
WEAR ONE TO HONOR
THEIR FICHTINC MAN

OR WOMAN
Wear this beautiful piece of jewelry on lain
dress i)r blouse. Send any size snapshot i r

photo. We'll reproduce it perfectly and clearly in
a gorgeous setting of valuable Sterling Silver and
fine enamel. Picture remains vivid and cleai.
A masterpiece of Uie jewelers' art — created i>y master
jewelers. Makes a thoughtful and precious gift. You'll he
proud to wear this VICTORY PIN at all times. PHOTO
PIN is for ALL branches of the service. (U. S. .V. stands
for United States of .America.)

SEND NO MONEY
Just mail any photo or snapshot. Deposit with postman'

$1.9.'i for one or $:!.iio for two. plu.s postage and 20% Fed-
eral Tax or. sciul price and tax and we'll i>av postage.
YOUR PHOTO RETURNED WITH PIN. Wear pin 10
days, and if not positively Ihrillcil return for full refund.

PHOTO PIN JEWELERS
179 W. Washington St., Dept. 63, Chicago 2, III.

I Mail U8$1.05 and we I

rill Bend you prepaid I

1 4 boxes of Rosebud I

I Salve (25c size) and I

I will include with the I

I BalvethisladiesBter- I

I ling silver sparkling I

I White Stone set |

ring, your size. Yo
can sell 4 salve and get back your $1.00.

1

The 5c is for U.S. Sales Tax on ring^, somakeremittance'$1.0S.
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 55, WOOOSBORO, MARYUND.

9} ''Before and After''
^ Read this new book about Plastic/

FiJS Reconstruction. Tells how easy
J

' ^m. it i^ for noses to be shaped.^
T \ protruding ears, thick lips\

wrinkles, and signs of age '

corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-
lous breasts. Plastic Surgery^

\ r "Explained. Elaborate illustrations.

125 pages. Only 25c,—mall coin or stamps. Glennville
Publishers. 60 E. 42nd St.. Dept. CC. New York 17. N. Y.

Sell TRU-FIT HOSIERY
Write for Outfit and Stocking FREE!
Make money, boild steady business, prepare for return of
NYLON HOSIERY by taking orders now
from friends forTru-Fit Rayon Hosiery.
Sensational Customer-Fit Serv ice provides
exact leif-pattem for every type customer.
Your personal hose FREE as sales bonus.
Outfit and sample stockint? FREE. Write
AMERinAN HOSIERY MILLS
DEPT. G-7. INDIANAPOLIS?. IND.

PREPARE
FORIFORI

nylon

BUNIONS
QUICK PAIN RELIEF

. Fairyfoot quickly relieves terrible
I stinging itching bunion pains . . .

' Swelling goes down, — No special
shoes. Apply soothing Fairyfoot
and g'^t blessed relief quickly.

FREE SAMPLE.—Write Todayl
It's Free. No cost to you

FAIRlfFOOT. 1223 So. Wabash, Oept 3812, CHICAGO 5. ILLINOIS

Neglected Piles
Invite Chronic Troubles

FREE BOOK—Brings Good News
to Many SufFerers

w\v Avoid
^^1 Dangers
iof Delay

If afflicted with Colon and Rectal troubles,

or Stomach conditions, write today for large

122-page FREE BOOK. McCleary Clinic, 288
Elms Boulevard, Excelsior Springs, Missouri.

the movies. "I know it's awfully dull to

say that," .she admits, "but il'.s true.

And I'm one of tho.se kind of girls who
don't enjoy the movie unless it can give

me a good cry." Her favorite performers

are Charles Boyer, Ingrid Bergman. Judy
Garland, Teresa Wright, Gary Grant,
Eddie Bracken, Gary Cooper—the list

could go on indefinitely for she is fond

of almost all the .stars.

As I was leaving, I asked Diana to tell

me what sort of person .she thought .she

was. "Sometimes," she said, "I think I'm
very unusual, that I'm a delicate creature

of mood.s—and then," she added mis-

chievously. "I read articles about adoles-

cence and find I'm just about the same
as any other girl!"

A Day With Bing's Boys

Continued from page 35

His rejoinder set. off a spark in Phil's

brain. "Want to see the camels?" he
asked me.

"Sure," I bit.

"Get him a pack," he and Denny en-

joined Barney.
"Ve-ry funny," Gary sneered sar-

castically.

"Aw, you're just sore you didn't get

a chance to pull it," the twins sneered
back.

Bing's father appeared on the set and
tapped Lynn familiarly on the shoul-

der. Lynn spun around like a whirling

dervish. "Well!" he shrilled, "fancy
meeting you here! Whaddaya know,
"Gramps.''"

"Lunch!" called the assistant director

so we repaired to the "calf."

Bing read the menu through for them
—from the upper left hand corner
straight through to the lower right. As
usual, there was an embarrassment of

riches. They couldn't make up their

minds. After giving them ten minutes
while the harassed waitress hovered
obligingly about with pencil poised. Bing
solved the problem. He ordered ham-
burgers with chow-chow and French
frieds. When the food was set before

them and they had finished doctoring

the sandwiches with slabs of raw onions,

ketchup, pickles and what not, they were

so thick the boys couldn't get their chop-

pers around them. Eventually Phil gave

up the struggle and laid a dainty morsel

back on his plate. "I'm so full I can't

eat any niore," he announced. "I can't

even eat any ice cream and cake."

Bing ordered him some anyhow. "I

don't want any," Phil protested.

"You've 170* to keep up your strength,"

I reminded him. "We're fighting Indians

this afternoon."

So. in the interests of pushing civili-

zation past the last frontier, Phil man-
aged to force about a pint of ice cream

and a quarter of a layer cake past his

reluctant palate, to say notliing of clean-

ing up some Lynn by-passed.

Lunch over, we repaired to Bing's

dressing room. The walls are so thickly

plastered with photographs it would take

a magician to stick a pin between them.

There is one—a publicity still—of Bar-

ney Dean surrounded by a bevy of Para-

Pounds Off Hips, Etc.

Positively Safe, Easy
Science nowr shows that most fat people

don't have to remain overweight any
longer. Except a comparatively few
cases, every one of the-e thousands of

persons can now
reduce quickly
and safely—with-

out' unwarranted
e.Kercise, discom-
fort or diets.

Something

New & Quick
Are you one of
these thousands,
most of whom
have tried to re-

duce by following
food fads, menus,
etc.—and failed ?

If you are, here's
sonietliing new,
what modern sci-

ence has discov-
ered on reducing
foods, drugs and
devices. Here's
how you can re-

duce scientifically,

with new health
and attractiveness— and without
unnecessary exer-
cise, dieting, mas-
sage, etc.

REDUCE
Chin, Neck.
Abdomen.
Arms, Hips.

Thighs,

Calves.
Ankles

Simple Directions

Guaranteed Harmless
The "Complete Weight Re-
ducer," a wimderful new book,
lias just pnUtished these niar-
vcldiis rediicinn reveIation.s.
No matter how overweight j'ou

may be from nnn-filandiilar dys-
functions, these measures will
liclp slim you considerably in
a few slinrt weeks. Just follow
the simple directions on gen-
eral reducinE and spot reduc-
iiiff on abdomen, double^ chin,
hips. neck, tiiifihs. arms. leKS.
etc.. at once and your r^uciblo
pounds and inches of excess fat
will CO down, diuvn. down . . .

until you soon feel like a dif-
ferent person, with new pep
and popularity.

Endorsed In

Medical Journals
Illinois Medical Journal
.^ays : "Can be used
M 11 i i-k ly and easily,"
Michigan State Medical
Journal says: "Gives
P'l.siiive advice and In-
>i I uctions." Medical
World says: "Shoidd be
read from cover to cover
''flore startiiiij any treal-
riient." Mississippi Val-
ley Medical Journal says:
•'Physicians can recom-
iiu-nd to their overweight
patients."

Also praised by many
editors and columnists

all over U.S.A.

Send No Money—Examine it FREE

1
Reduce Uom
Heavyweight Middli'weight

(0

Ughtweight

HARVEST HOUSE. Dept. 8-688.
.%3 Broadway. New York 13. N. Y.
Please sciut me at once in phiin pnekaKe. for 5 days*
free e.vaniihalion, (lie I.O.M IM.KTli WEIGHT REUU-
CEU. When it arrives. I will deposit ?1.0S (plus a
few eeiits for piistase and lianJIInst with the postman.
If wiihin 5 days of followinc its simple reducing in-
strucLinns. I am not completely saibiicd. 1 may re-
lurn it and ,vou will refund my full deposit of $1.9S.
Otherwise. I will keep It and the deposit will be con-
sidered payment in full.

NAME
.\DDRESS

Check here If you want to save postage. Enclose

SI. i^S with coupon and- we ship prepaid. Same
jeturn prliilege with rcfund--euttr«nt<?<\i.

tC.i.iadian Orders $2.50 In Adv.ince)
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,
5-Day

for 01

Quick acting I

Helps overcome \

hyperacidity and
that "tired feel-

ing." Not a ca- w^'
thartic. Follow direc-

tions and you will not
only lose fat but will

feel so much better
and peppier that your
friends will be amazed
at the change. Slender-
Forms are put out by a
reducing salon nation-
ally famous for 3 7

years.

SEND NO MONEY!
Simply mail coupon to-
day. Deposit 98c plus
postage with postman on
arrival. (If you prefer to
send 98c with order, we
pay postage.) Try it for
15 days. If not delighted
with the way you look
and feel— return empty
box and your money will
be refunded.

SLENDER - FORM CO.
Dept. SV Box No. 331

Times Square Stfition.
New York 18. N. V.

REDUCE or MONEY BACK

Slender-Form Co., Dept. Sr, Box No. 331
Times Square Station. New York 18, N. Y.
Send me 15 days' supply of Slender-Forms
with instructions for reducing. If not delighted
I can return empty box and receive my money
back.

Q Send C O.D. 1 will pay postman 98c plus
postage.

Q I enclose 9 8c Send postage prepaid.

Name ,

Address .

City . State
No Canadian orders. Print plainly.

BUY WAR BONDS

TRUE LOVE
CAN BE YOURS!
True love IS not won lightly. Sweetness
V ins love. Sympathy wins love. UN-

DERSTANDING wins love—un-
derstanding of the secrets that
make you adorable . . . and
adored! These secrets are
found in three amazing books
that will give you astonishing
Power to win love, AM 3 books
cost only $1.00.

"MODERN LOVE LETTERS"—
_ . , Know how to write letters thatnna their way straight to his innermost hearti Put a
love spell in every word you wi-ite!
**TRUE LOVE GUIDE"—Learn how to be your most lovable
self. Know how to make him remember you!"THE ART OF KISSING"—In evei-y kiss burns the chance
for lifetime romance. It is yours if you know how! Act
nowl

I
— — FREE TRIAL —

1

I Albert Publications, Dept. LT-G I

J
147 Fourth Ave., New York 3. N. Y.

j
« Rush me In plain wrapper your Modem Love Library \
J (3 books). I will pay postman SI.00 plus postagre.

J
I Check here if you wish to save postag^e by enclos- |

I ins only $1.00 with this coupon. If not satisfied after

I
5 days* trial, your money back guaranteed. !

I I
j Name j

J Address '

} ;
! city state I

mount lovelies. "Look at that Dean,"
Gary invited disgustedly. "And is he
loving every minute, of it. The big sissy!"

The phone rang. It was the assistant

director informing Bing shooting was
over for the day, until the script writers

caught up with them.
"Tell you what," Bing turned to me.

"As long as I have the afternoon off I

better run out to one of the nearby
camps and do a show. I'll take Gary
along with me and you can have the

others."

A howl went up that could be—and
probably was—heard in the far reaches

of San Francisco. "You're the luckiest

stiff on earth!" Denny hissed at Gary.

"Well!" I protested. "I like that!"

Denny whirled in alarm. "Please don't

think we don't appreciate you taking us,

Mookie, but he gets to go everywhere.

He's going to an Army post and he'll get

to eat there, too!"

"Yeah, and he'll get to stay up till

9:00 o'clock, too," Lynn put in resent-

fully.

"Oh, well," I tried t-o placate them,

"one of these days you guys will be stars

and you can go out to the camps by
yourselves. Didn't Phil play Scrooge in

'A Christmas Carol' last year when youi

school put it on?"
"Yeah," Gary admitted in a disparag-

ing voice. "And you know what he wore

when he played the part?"

"No, Mr. Bones," I replied, donning

my interlocutor's robe, "what did he

wear?"
"A blue cap he wore last year when

he played one of The Seven Dwarves,"
Gary informed me witheringly, "and a

navy blue bathrobe, and all the while he

was reciting his speech he was sopping

up his gruel with the tassel of his bath-

robe!"

"Well, that's an idea," Bing observed

dryly. "I know Lionel Barrymore will be

glad to hear something new has been

added. On your way."
As we started to leave he gave each

of the kids a dime, adding, "And don't

buy anything to eat with it—no candy,

peanuts, or popcorn—^nothing to eat."

"Then what'd you give us the dime
for?" Denny demanded.

"In case an emergency arises," Bing
averred positively.

After sitting through two Westerns
twice we emerged into God's fresh air.

I was beginning to wilt a little but the

kids were still going strong. "I think,"

Phil observed confidentially, "strictly on
the Q.T., we'll have a candy bar."

"I think," I retorted, "strictly on the

Q.T., we won't. Your dad said 'Nothing

to eat.'
"

Another howl went up from the mob.
"Barney always lets us and nobody ever

knows anything about it," Denny pro-

tested.

"Well, I'm not Barney," I cut him off,

"and your dad put us on our honor."

As we crossed the street to the park-

ing lot Denny remarked dismally, "This

money is burning a hole in my pocket."

"Yeah," Phil agreed. "What'll we do
with it?"

"I know!" Lynn exclaimed excitedly.

"We can buy Mommy a present!"

Knowing Dixie's passion for perfume,
they decided on that. So we went into

MANY NEVER
SUSPECTCAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
roost people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffinesa

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there ia something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

MEDICATION.
Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Soap is a special soap

containing the same costly medication as 104 year
proved Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Ointment. Whip
up the rich cleansing, FOAMY MEDICATION with
finger tips, washcloth or brush and allow to remain
on 3 minutes. Amazingly quick results come to many
skins, afflicted with pimples, blackheads, itching of
eczema, and rashes externally caused that need the
scientific hygiene action of Palmer's "SKIN SUC-
CESS" Soap. For your youth-clear, soft loveliness,

give your skin this luxurious 3 minute foamy medica-
tion-treatment. At toiletry counters everywhere 25c
or from E. T. Browne Drug Company, 127 Water St_
New York 5, N. Y.

SONG POEMS WANTED
To Be Set To Music

Send your poems to us today for free
examination and consideration. (No
Obligation.) Write for Free Instruc-
tive Booklet Outlining- Opportunities.

UNITED MUSIC CORPORATION
Dept. 28 Salem, Indiana

Hospital Paid
Sickness or Accident

90 Days!
Surgeon's Fee

Sickness or Accident

Z $150.00
Loss of Income

$25.00 Wkly.

Lost of Limbt or Eyes

$750.00
Accidental Death

$1000.00
Also many extras

Hospital bills, surgeon's bills ! .

.

what a hole they put in savings!

But tod.iy 10,000.000 people use
their policies to pay these bills.

SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
From the very first day you are

trospitalized our 3c a-day plan
pays hospital room, surgeon's
fee, ambulance, many e.'ctras.

Choose your own doctor and
hospital. Individuals or families

insured, age 1 to 60. No sales-

men. Mail coupon how/ You
never can tell what
tomorrow may bring! i

Commonwealth Mutual Ins Co of America
206 E. Leilnglon St. Baltimare-2 Md. Dept. S.2

Send details & free book—no obligation.

Nomf.

Address,.

Cily...:... Stale

SEND FOR BIG FREE BOOK NOW!
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Don't let youi

be spoiled by shame or

embarrassment over o fiat,

undeveloped or sogging form.

Help develop o glamorous allur-

ing contour of high youthful

rounded fullness! Tested proven,

easy-to-use methods given in the

wonderful scientifically authentic

book. Approved Methods for

Core and Development of the

Form Experience the thrilling

foys of having your contour ap-

pear shapely rounded romantic-

ally beautiful Proven successful

by thousands of women Lifetime

results safety, easily, positively,

}f not satisfied, return within 10

days ond money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONEYI
eenef.t by oducf.c

1 DOUBLE thi

onlv $1 00 Ordc now C O D ploi postage.

Pay postman on oinvol To lovo Postage

««nd $1 00 with order end we thip prepoid

in ptapfi wroppor

SUCCESS STUDIOS • BAITO.

Hl'^lR BlfOH SOi

CRlAnYRlDUaO!,

,MD .B0X895 -P

Your Photo On 1^9
250 Stamps I

—
Use them on Letters,

Books, Greeting Cards
It's nevvl It's exciting! Your
favorite photo or snapshot re-

•produL-ed on smart, exclusive
stamps. Large - sized

on fine gummed paper-
just uet the back and apply.
That man of yours in service
uill get a real thrill seeiiis

your picture in every letter.

Hundreds of Novel Uses
Photo Stamps can be used on
greeting cards, announcements,
business cards, job applica-
tions, etc. Identify your books,
records, sheet music, etc.

The Photoplate Co.. Dept.62-BB
(51 W. Harrison St.. Chicago, 5

Send No Money
lU-

siniplj- ^end photo or
~hoi mn necfalivest. On ar-
lival. pay postman $1.69
olus CCD. postage on
MONEY - BACK GUARAN-
TEE, ir cash accompanies
order, we pay postage.
Oiipriiial photo returned.
\T;iil vour order TODAY!

^SONGPOEMS To Be Set to Music
^ Publishers need new songs! Submit one or more of

^ your best poeme for immediate consideration. Any sub-

ject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.
^ Five Star Music IV1 asters, 603 Beacon BId g.. Boston 8. Mass.

picTURERrNGn
Host Precious Keepsake You Can Own

Made from Any Photo

SEND NO MONEY!
Any photo orsnapshot clearlyrepro-
duced as setting in beautiful, onyx-
lilie Ring! A keepsake of a loved
one you will treasure for years!
Picture stays sharp and dear-
withstands rubbing, washing,
wear—unharmed by water,
weather—won' t tarnish .SEND
NO MONEY! Just mail photo
with strip of paper for ring size.

Pav postman only Sl.OO plus
postage. Hand-tinted 25c extra.

Picture returned. Money-back
guarantee.ORDERNOW. PORTRAIT
RING CO., Dept. E-52 Cincinnati, Ohio

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS.
EASILY, QUICKLY !

New, lovely proportions for your
'

'gs. hipa, thighs, calves, ankles,

etc.—in tliis healthful, new, as-

tonishingly easy way. Only a lew

minutes per day In yonr own home.

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!

Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,

by mailing eouton immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon K, SAN FRANCISC0.8. CAL

NAME
.\DDRES.?

CITY STATE

a cut-rate toilet good.s .store but they
couldn't make up their niiml.s. Thei-e

were sizable bottles for iS.'Jc but Denny
wanted an orange color, Phil was holding;

out for green and I>yrui wa.s as unyield-

ing as a piece of flint in hi.s demand for

blue that wouM "match Mommy's eyes"
which, incidentally, are brown. Conster-

nation reigned until it wa.s suddenly dis-

covered Lynn Iiad only a nickel. "Wha'd
you do with the other one?" the twins

demanded fiercely. Lynn protested that

was all he ever had. A hot debate arose

between Phil and Denny as to whether
Bing had short-changed Lynn or whether
he had lost the other one. tJnder pres-

sure (and I do mtjan pressure) Lynn
finally admitted he stufi^ed one nickel

into the peanut machine when I wasn't
looking but it failed to pay off. Denny
closed the argument by conceding a
point: "Mookie can go in with us and
we'll put his name on the card."

Then Lynn had another idea: "I know!
jNIommy has a pair of China rabbits on
her dresser. We can get her something
to go with them."

'"Aw," Denny scoffed, "something like

that would cost about $.57."

"Well, we said Mookie could go in

with us," Phil reminded him.
We meandered down the street a few-

doors to a Chinese Gift Shop. They had
some cheap porcelain miniatures. The
boys were enthralled, but they were oOc
each—some even 75c.

Denny plucked at my sleeve. "IVIookie."

he whispered wistfully, "do you suppose
you could spare that much?"

"Well," I hesitated, "I suppose I could
but you know I had to buy all those

tickets to the show and pay for the

parking lot and it's left me kind of short.

Anyhow, I think your mother would ap-

preciate it more if it was something you
fellows bought by yourselves."

We moved to the back of the store

and lo and behold! There was a whole
table of glass miniatures for 25c! They
were in all colors—orange, red, purple,

green, blue, amber. There was a variety

of animals—horses, dogs, pigs, a giraft'e,

deer, cats. xVn anemic green turtle had
worked its way back from the oOc table.

Denny wanted the turtle. It would go

well with the rabbits because they're all

pets, anyhow. Phil wanted the giraffe

because not many people have giraffes in

their house.

Suddenly the proprietor came up.

"Please," he requested smilingly, "don't

let the boys touch the things. You see.

(pointing to Denny) he's already broken

the head off the turtle."

Denny turned white. "Honest, Moo-
kie, I didn't touch it! I was just looking

at it and the head fell off. He's just try-

ing to get me into trouble." I surrep-

titiously paid for the turtle and the boys
finally settled on a purple glass dog.

although, they grumbled, "it's very little

for the money." I was hooked for the 2c

.sales tax but Phil generously reassured

me they would certainly put my name
on the card.

On the way home I put the purple

pup in the glove compartment for safe

keeping. "I still think we should of gx>t

that giraft'e," Phil mused.

"You know it would only get broken

with a long, thin neck like that," Lynn

TAKES ONLY 10 MINUTES

Whisk awoy grime, oil ond hair

odor in 10 minutes v/ith AAinipoo

Dry Shampoo, Think of It — no

soap ... no rinsing ... no drying.

This fragrant powder leaves hair

soft, lustrous, delicately scented

...with wave or curls enhanced.

Ideal for the sick room. At drug

or department stores. 100
30 SHAMPOOS With Mitten Applicator I

DRY SHAMPOO

Smart round neck, long tuU sleeves. ^ C C
Luscious rayon jersey BLACK,
WHITE, LIME, AQUA. Size; 32 to 38. plus pos»oge

Send no mone/. We ma// C. O. D.
{Or send money order or cashier s check plus

25C mor/jng fee fo sove C.O.D. chorges.j

SPEEDY DELIVERY!
Prompt refund if not satisfied!

HOLLYWOOD-MISS, Dept. 2-U
5S55 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif

Send me HOUYWOOD BtOUSf ot$5.95»^~-»^

Color Size- —
Name -

Street —
City Zone Sfote
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BEAUTIFY YOUR
BUST LIIME

(Instantly)

WRITE
NOW

Day
Guar-
antee
Offer

An attractive !ull Bust Line is a sliort cut to glamour,
poise and more self-assurance. If your Bust Line
makes you self-conscious, try the new (special up and
out) Peach Cupbra. Use it for a week. If you are not
delighted, send everything back and your money v\'ill

be refunded. Write now. SEND NO MONEY. Send
only your name and address and size of your old
brassiere. (State whether small, medium or heavy.)
When you get your Peach Cupbra with direction book-
let, pay postman $1.08 (plus postage). (Plain wrap-
per.) Read .vour direction booklet and wear your
Peach Cupbra for a week. If >'ou are not absolutely
delighted with your new lovelier figure, send it back.
It is positively guaranteed to please you, ,Toln the
hundreds of women who enjoy a lovelier figure with
Peach Cupbra. Please print name and address clearly.
Write today to

Party Peach Co.. Dept. lO-B, 72 5th Ave., N.Y. II, N.Y.

YOU'LL WANT TO
BROADCAST THIS
NEW DISCOVERY!
FACE MOULDING is easy
and it takes so little of your
time to acquire tliat fresli,
youtliful looic . . . It's all in
knowing how to apply tlie
proper exercise metiiods . . .

Write today for free folder.

FACE MOULDING
Oep't E

P.O. Box 341. Houston I, Texas

ramma *
Scientific, proven aid for Brittle, Splitting or Thin
Nails. Acts to tuffen nails and help cuticle. Quickly
applied, non -staining, does not
affect polish.

25c and 50c AT TOILET GOODS
COUNTERS THROUGHOUT AMERICA \

Vogue Products, ii ji Seward St., HoUywootJ }8, Calif.

mmmm
12 foron/ynoo

Thrill to the exciting

glamour of your
fovor'te screen stors.

Special, individually

posed, glossy p otos.

Latest shots. Most
complete assortment

Order today!

p PF ^ Catalog of over 200 fascinating minia-
- tore photos with each order. (To avoid
delay, indicate 2nd choice.)

Also STUNNItMG PIN-UP PHOTOS — 12 for $1.00

GLAMOR-TONE PHOTO SERVICE
1233 Sixth Ave., Dipt. H-2, New York 19, N. Y,

JUNE ALLYSON
MGM Star in

"Music For Millions"

squelched him. "Look what happened to

the turtle and he didn't have any neck!"

The sun was dropping toward the hori-

zon, I gratefully noticed, as we nego-
tiated the hill to the Crosby Cloisters.

"This'U all be over in a few minutes,"
1 kept telling myself.

But, no! "We'll just have time for a
game of 'rounders' before it gets dark,"
Denny announced. "I'll be the batter,

Geezer can pitch, Phil can play first and
you can play fielder, Mookie, because it

prob'ly don't make any difference to you
whether you bat or not and, anyhow, you
can get around faster than we can."

"That's what you think," I muttered
with grim forebodings,

"Let 'er fly, Geezer," Denny invited.

Geezer wound up and let go. Denny
swung. There was a thud as bat ' met
ball, followed by the sound of tinkling

glass. I wondered if I could make it to

the car and downhill before Georgia (the

house-keeper) arrived.

"It don't do any good to run," Phil

announced, reading my thoughts, "She
knows there's nobody out here but us,"

"Put that bat and ball down!" a stern

voice ordered from somewhere inside the

house,

"Boy!" Lynn breathed. "Would we
have caught it if you hadn't been here?"

"I know," the resourceful Denny ex-

claimed. "We'll get out the bikes and
play 'Follow the Leader' out in the back,

Mookie, you can ride Mommy's, She
won't let us touch it but she won't say

anything to you. The old man's got his

at the studio,"

"I don't know about that," I de-

murred, "I haven't been on a bike for

about seventy or eighty years,"

"Aw, don't be a spoil-sport," they

urged in unison,

Denny took the lead, closely followed

by Phil, Lynn and self. He was making
hairpin turns at a breath-taking speed in

a small, paved court, "Faster, Mookie,"
he called glancing over his shoulder.

"You've got to keep up,"

Sweat poured down my face. Suddenly
there was a sickening crash as the lead

bike collided with a pile of carefully

stacked logs. The second, third and fourth

bikes piled up on top, knocking the logs

to hell and gone, Lynn was weeping
silently as he nursed a skinned wrist,

Phil and Denny were near blows as they

argued whose fault it was. I was rue-

fully examining a rent in my slacks,

A deathlike silence enveloped us sud-

denly as we glanced up simultaneously

to find Georgia bearing down on us like

a goddess of vengeance, "How many
times," she panted, "have I told you

boys not to ride those bikes back here?

Put those bikes back in the shed and
pile every one of those logs back up
again. Mr, Mook, I'm surprised at you

—at your age!"

Still in silence, we meekly piled the

logs while Georgia, arms folded across

her chest, watched us,

"Now," she exclaimed triumphantly

when the last log had been stacked,

"march! Maybe if I put you to bed .with

nothing but a glass of hot milk for sup-

per, you'll mind next time!"

"Georgia," I whispered plaintively,

"could I please have a glass of hot milk

and a bed, too?"

Do YOU Need More
SHAPELY
CURVES?
If you are too skinny, flat
and run down, you can
use this safe way to gain
attractive pounds and
friends and make yourself
more desirable. Take

Wakita 711 Compound. Full easy directions are on your
package. Also ea; n'enty of good nouristiing food. 711
Comrcund is a spRcial formula for skinny women. It is
an excel'ent hematinic and stimulates tile gastric juices
tor skinny women. Increase your appetite with this spe-
cial formula and then let your mirror be the best proof.
Use it until you are comp'etely satisfied. Write now.
Just send your name and address. Pay only $1 plus post-
age on delivery or mail a dollar and save postage. Write
today. You must be absolutely satisfied or your money
back: Wakita. Dept. 25B. Station Y. Brooklyn 4. N. Y.

IDENTIFICATION

BRACELETS
No. 28— Solid Silver —
Lighter Weight— S7.95
With Massive Curb

Chain and Sig-net—S 1 0.95 Plus 20Cc Federal
Tax.
INSIGNIA AND SERVICE STAR PINS—No. 21
.Army, Navy. Air Corps — Price S3. 75. Pltis
20f7c Federal Tax. In ordering WTite plainly
t^iving Nos. and size of ring. SEND NO
MONEY. Pay Postman. Order today. Supply
uncertain. Money back if unsuitable and re-
turned same day as received. REMITT.ANCE
REQUIRED WITH ORDERS FROM OUTSIDE
OP THE .STATES.

NATIONAL GEM CO.
P.O. Box 466, Dept. A.T.I. . Chicago 90. Ml.

MAKE MONEY COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating new occupation quickly
learned by average man or woman.Work
full or spare time. Easy to understand meth-
od bring:3 out natural, life-iike colors. Many earn"'

while learning. No canvassing.
Free Book tefls how to make good
money doing this delightfol home

*s>£i^
work for studios, stores, individ- v.

oats and friends. Send today for W i^T . ;

yoarcopv. No obligation.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
131S Michigan Ave. Dept. 4432 Chicago S. III., U. S. A.

Easy
to

Learn

CHECKED IMA JIFFY
[Sutlerers from the torturing itch

I
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

I
scabies, athlete's foot, "factory" itch,

and other' itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid D. D. D. Prescription.

A i This time-proved medication—devel-
oped by Dr. D. D. Dennis—positively
relieves fhat cruel, burning itch.
Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and

comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask vour druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

Be a Designer of

EARN GOOD INCOME. LEARN AT HOME!
Prepare now for thrilling career. Profitable
field. Originate yourownclothes. Many open-
ings with style salons and manufacturers. Or
start your own smart shop. Practical personalized
liome study training under guidance of skilled

V Desijrners and Stylists. Send for free booklet "A
' ^Career in Dress Designing" and reqairements

NATIONAL dCHOOL OF DRLSS DESIGN
1315 S. IWichtgan Avenue - Dept. 4432 - Chicago S, U.S.A.

BOW-LEGGED?
Send for my Book Corrective Exercises. Can be done Any-
where. Anytime. Ko embarrassment. Price $1.00.

T. Brown. B. Sc. Post Office Box t2. New York. N. Y.

Asthma Suffering
If choking, gasping, wheezing, recurring at-

tacks of Bronchial Asthma rob you of sleep and
energy, accept this liberal trial offer. Get Men-
daco, a doctor's prescription, from your druggist;
take exactly as directed and see for yourself how
quickly it usually helps loosen and remove thick
strangling mucus, thus promoting freer breath-
ing and refreshing sleep. You be the judge. Unless
delighted and entirely satisfied with results, sim-
ply return the empty package and your money
back is guaranteed. Don't suffer another night
without trying guaranteed Mendoco—only 60c.

you ARE
what your mind is. The science ol metaphysics will

make your mind what it ought to be to radiate

vibrant life, success and attractive personality. A
copy of "Practical Metaphysics" will be mailed upon
receipt of One Dollar. The Psychodominist Guild,

101 Chancery Building, San Francisco 4, California.
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UNLUCKY
IN LOVE
No Heed To Be!

Now. tne nationally advertised TURBRO CHARM KIT
can help you attract and fascinate others Men and
women users everywhere are learn ine the secrets of
bewitching others. The kit contains four items, each
of which was designed to help those that ase it eain mag-
netic, romantic personality. Vou get a generous size
bottle of "Ideal Charm Drops." These drops when
applied as directed will attract others to you compelHngly
One tiny drop Is all that is necessary. You receive free
personal directions on how to ase the drops. ^ ou also
get an article on "How to Write Intere-ting Romantic
Letters." and also "How To Conduct A Courtship."
If romance is passing you by. or has faded lately, you
should have this kit The cost is small, the ben^Mt to you
can be tremendous. Don't delay. Romance is precious.
Rush us a ?1.00 bill and we pay all po-^tage charges, or
order C.O.D and pay postman SI.37 on delivery.

TURBRO G. P. O. Box 313-SU, New York, N. Y.

I Mailus $1.05 and we 1

I will send you 4 boxes I

of ROSEBUD Salve
|

]
(25c size) and will in-

clude with salve thii I

I lovely Solid Sterling

I
Silver Birthstone

I
Ring, your size and
month. You can sel)

the4aatveand get back your Jl.OO. The |

5c extra is for 11.S. Sales Tax on ring, boma emittance$1.05.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 81. WOOOSBORO. MARVUNO.

Improve Tour
UPPER

COXTOtTR
THE NEW

Auto Tensive System
REGENERATES TONE . .

LIFTS SAGGY BUST LINE!
. . . PEPS L'P PERSONALITY
Only ONE DOLLAR

iNothtng' else to buy
No C ream—No Apparatus

1 osit!ve Results
To start on yonr way to Better Busi

id your name. address and
postpaid .of Auto

Control
$1 for comi li

Tensive Sysiei

DuWITT RITE
2304-L W. 7th St., Los Angeles 5, Calif.

POEMS WANTED
Collaborate with the nationally famous hit
composer of "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles,"
"When the Bloom Is on the Sage," and over
300 others. Send your poems today for free
examination and liberal offer.

SCREENLANO RECORDERS
Dept. S Hollywood 28. Calif.

DON'T DYE

GRAY HAIR
. . . until you try the new
"Color-Control" method—Mary T. Goldman's
Gray Hair Coloring Prep-
aration. Then watcli your
hair take on the beautiful,
natural-looking color you
desire, quickly—or so
gradually your closest
friends won't guess!
So easy to use! Buy a

bottle of llary T. Goldman's and comb it

through your gray, bleached or faded hair.

See how this new scientific "Color-Con-
trol" method gives you the youthful hair
shade you want. Pronounced harmless by
competent medical authorities (no skin test

needed). Will not harm your wave or change
the smooth, soft texture of your hair. Safe,
sure and inexpensive, too! Millions have
found new hair beauty by using Mary T.
Goldman's in the privacy of their homes.
So help yourself to beautiful hair—today!

Demand genuine Mary T. Goldman's at

your drug or department store on money-
back guarantee. Or. if you'd rather try it

first, mail coupon below for free test kit.

Mary T. Goldman Co.. 524 Goldman BIdg.
St.PauU.Minn.Sendfreesample.Clieckcolor.

Black Dark Brown Light Brown
Medium Brown Blonde Auburn

Name

Address..

^ City State j

So—You Should

Be In Pictures

Continued fronn page 48

the time I went away to try my luck on
a vaudeville circuit.

Uncle Joe and Aunt Sue were comfort-
ably fixed back there in a little eastern

town, uncle being a local storekeeper and
Aunt Sue a fine mother who belonged to

the PTA and who did her bit in the other
village activities. They were pretty young
at the time and shortly after I left they
started having children and into the
world came at intervals, three youngsters,

two boys and a girl.

Only a few times, in short stop-overs

of a couple of hours, did I get a chance
to visit the family in the small town.
They were still doing nicely and the kids

were growing up. Then, after becoming
connected in Hollywood, I received many
letters from home and kept track of the

family in school.

A year ago I learned my uncle had
retired from business with a nice little

nest egg, enough to keep them in moder-
ate circumstances for the rest of their

lives. And, yielding to the appeals of the
youngsters, the parents had decided to
move to sunny California and settle in,

guess where, Hollywood. Which was fine.

Hollywood's a nice place in which to

live, good climate and everything that
goes with it.

Came the day of their arrival and some
of us relatives were down at the depot
to meet them. Before the train pulled in

I asked an aunt where the family intend-
ed to stay in Hollyw^ood until they got
settled and bought a home.

"In your house," was the reply.

"In my house?"
"Yes, Aunt Sue figured that naturally

you'd w^ant them inasmuch as you have
a large place."

That was all right with me, although
I was a little surprised to hear about it,

since I had not been notified in advance.
It seemed as though they naturally con-
cluded that I had a mansion with eleva-

tor operators, English valets, French
maids and a doorman to welcome visitors

Which was all right too, although I

haven't been able to keep even a couple
of servants for any length of time since

the war started.

Well, I set the family up in my house
and everything was cosy and comfor-
table, with a few exceptions. Uncle Joe
hadn't changed a particle, the same en-
gaging small town merchant, interesting

conversationalist with a delightful philo-

sophy all of his own. I like to talk to

him, I think I can learn as much good
homespun thinking from him as from
the late Will Rogers.

But Aunt Sue's change bothered me
some. Seems as though the influence of

the kids had affected her to a great

degree and she had become a climber

—

not a social climber but a movie climber.

She read the fan magazines regularly and
had decided that she hat! three wonder-
ful performers in the family. The kids

were way ahead of her. They had
heartily agreed with her even before she

got the idea.

* Remarkable re-

sults reported with
new Ktl-Ray method.

You DON'T CUT OtJT
starchy, fatty foods, you
merely CUT DOWN on
them. Take half teaspoon-

ful Kel-Ray ( a purely veg-

etable produa ) daily, fol-

low easy, lazy plan, and
fat vanishes.

That's all there it to it

USERS SAV: "Leit 5 Ihs. in } days.

Mrs. A. C. "Lost 2 inches around waist,

firstweek. "saysMrs.G.H. "Lostu eight

and ate everything.Kel-Ray is-wonder-

ful." M.TS. ]. C. "Doctor approved.

noTti I have a slim figure.
'

' says J. G.

3 months
supply

$2.00

McRAE HEALTH PRODUCTS CO.
^ Dept. 1 9, 14S7 Broadway, New York 18, N. Y.

1 enclose $1 for Kel-Ray method for reducing
and month's supply of Kel-Ray to be sent post-

age paid. If not satisfied 1 may return unused
portion and my SI will be refunded. (C. O. D.

orders accepted. Same guarantee.)

Name....

Address..

City

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

BUY WAR BONDS
RIPAHS OF HOLIYWOOD

PERFUME.//;^

Moment «'/////^

Sophisticates
L' Oripah> sound* the opening

note to a >j mphony of fragrance
reflectinif lo\eiv romance. It's

enchanting:; lt'> compelling! It's heart
throbbing: One need not feel unpatrioticallv

extravagant bv using L" Oripahs. it is an OiL
ESSENCE. .Merely one drop on fingertip applied to

face or throat is sufficient to make VOl' more charming and irre-

sistible . . . like Hollywood's glamorous movie stars. Let the hollow
of your ear serve as a chalice for that precious drop insuring lasting
value to L" Oripahs' fresh fragrance. Sold at better stores or order
direct from HollyT*ood. Attach j^l.OO to coupon and .MAIL TODAY!

ORIPAHS OF HOLLYWOOD
764 So. Normandia, Los Angeles 5, Calif., Dept. S-1

Enclosed $1.00. Send me (tax and postage prepaid) Trial
Bottle L" Oripahs. tif properly us*d constitutes a 3 months'
supply.)

NAME
Prim name and addrtsft plainly

I

ADDRESS-

I
cm'

... IF ORDERED CO.D- %\M .
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IMPROVE Your FIGURE
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TEETHING PAINS

RELIEVED

auicKU

When your baby suffers from
teethitie pains,just rub afew d rops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, lender, b'tlle gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the en lire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Jv^f ruh it on the gums

GENUINE
DIAMOND
RING
$||.95
Tax Included

14-Kt. SOLID GOLD SETTING
Amazing value ! Sparkling genuine diamond, mounted
in an exquisitely designed 14 kt. solid gold setting.

You'll be proud to wear this ring, its flashing ele-

gance is unsurpassed by rings costing much more.
Just send your name, address, ring size or string
for size. Send $11.95—we will pay postage. Or we
will ship C.O.D.—you pay postman $11.95 plus a
few cents' mailing charges. Return within 7 davs
for full refund, if not COMPLETELY SATISFI ED

FREE—WRITE FOR CATALOG OF
.TEWELRY AND OTHER ITEMS

BONDED lEWELRY COMPANY, Dept. D2
140 Northampton St. Boston 18, Mass.

SONGWRITERS
WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER. Outlining prices
Details and Cotniilcfe Services for all Songwriters

VARIETY SONG SERVICE, Salem 5, Indiana
AMERICA'S FINEST"

EASY PAYHACNT PLAN
UFE INSURANCE

New low -cost "buy -by

-

mail" Budget Plan ena-
bles you to own Life
Insurance backed by Le-
gal Reserves, to suit your
pocketbook! You don't
have to pay more than
you can afford for reli-

able protection. Policy
provides full benefits for
as little as 5c a week! 10c
a week pays double bene-
fits; 15c pays triple bene-
fits, etc. So economical,
so easy to own. you and
every member of the fam-
ily can afford an indi-
vidual Pioneer Life In-
surance Policy! No Red
Tape—NO MHDICAL EX-
AMINATION! No agent
will call. Get complete de-
tails FREK! Write today.
PIONEER LIFE INSU
I860 Pioneer Buildins

AS LITTLE AS

w
Policy Provides

DEATH BENEFITS
Doe to Sickness or Natural

Causee

DOUBLE INDEMNITY
For Accidental Death

TOTAL D!S,«iBIL!TY

CASH Sili^REHDER
VALU£

EXTENDED INSURANCE
Otbcr Liberal Benefits

RANGE COMPANY
Rockfordi Illinois

Each night when I returned from the

studio there was a session in the Hving
]oom. Hazel, aged 17, played the piano

and sang. Not well but volubly. "I think

you'll have no trouble getting her a part

like those played by Ann Siieridan." .\unt

Sue whispered sweetly when Hazel was
doing her damndest at the piano. "She
lias the same appeal, and the snap shots

we have taken prove she's very photo-

genic."

1 coughed. Hazel is my cousin and I

like her a lot. She's a nice girl and has,

perhaps, every talent except those re-

quired on stage and screen. But Willie

and Gerald, ages 12 and 18, were even

more sensational. Willie was an embryo
Donald O'Connor and IMickey Rooney
combined, he had decided, and did a

neat job of tap dancing with right foot

preferred. He would leap up to execute

a few intricate steps at the least provo-

cation, and gosh help the floor when he

landed. Gerald, 18, spent most of his

time posing. He considered a nice com-
plexion and black curly hair the Open
Sesame to every girl's heart and what

Valentino missed, that kid was certain

he had in abundance. Singing and danc-

ing talent were unnecessary, he reasoned,

inasmuch as he hadn't .seen Charles

Boyer do either and if Boyer could get

by on looks and personality he could

make it too.

For a couple of weeks I did my best

to act interested and for Aunt Sue's sake

I racked my brain to try to figure out

how any of the three could fit into pic-

tures. All three kids lacked personality

because of the way they had been spoiled.

Uncle Joe had seen that they had every-

thing tlieir little hearts desii-ed and Aunt
Sue had contributed to their foolish con-

ceit by concurring with their silly stage-

struck ideas.

One night Aunt Sue confided in me.

"The children have enjoyed a nice vaca-

tion. I think it's about time they get to

work in the studios."

"Yes, yes," I stammered. "Yes, per-

haps I'll see some of the bosses tomorrow.

There might be something in the cut-

ting department for Hazel, sometimes

there's an opening. And the big boy
might learn electrical work. It's very

interesting, you know."
Aunt Sue just giggled coyly. She said

she realized I was only kidding. That I

practically owned the studio and could

give them very good parts in my next

picture.

"Of course," she said, "I think mucli

consideration should be given their parts

in advance. I've i-ead it is very bad
practice for young actors to become
typed."

She was right there. Only the kids

had become t.vped before arriving in

Hollywood.

To spare you further explanation it

might be chronicled that, after six weeks

at my home. Aunt Sue became thor-

oughly impatient, muttered something

about getting her own agent for the kids,

and announced rather indignantly that

she thought I did not have their best

interests at heart. I did not argue the

point.

When they were packed up and were
moving, the kids and Aunt Sue were
rather huffy about it all. It seems as

Only

50c
Would you like to have
a FIRM. FULL &
LOVELY bosom? Are
you self-conscious of a flat, pen-
dulous, sagging bust line? Thou-
sands of women have corrected
their bust contours. Why can't
you? Learn how you too, niay

''^'^^S "^^B * lovely figure. For only 50c
we will send you a copy of "THE

/ ^* SECRET OF IMPROVING
' YOUR FIGURE." It contains

infoi niatiun, instructions and simply illustrated, easy
to follow exercises. It also contains information and
sugqestions for those who wish to lose or put on weight.
Calory and weight table and other helpful Information.
Act today, send only 50e in coin or itampt to —
CEAGEE CO.. 72 5th Ave., Dept. 19-B. N. Y. 0. 11

Lowest Wholesale Prlcet!

FREE CATALOG
Buy direct from one of tlie)

oldest direct seUing: fur com'
panies. The latest styles, highest quality,
all silk lining's. Sizes 12 to 46. in a wide
and varied selection to choose liom:

• Persian Lambs • Caraculs • Coneys
• Silver Foxes • Opossums • Muski

Plus Many Other Furs. Also Scarfs, Muffs.
Satisfaction guaranteed or money refund-
ed. Jvist send a penny postcard for com-
l>lGte rock bottom prices, details and oiiv

tree big- color catalog. „ ^ j (jO.

150-L West 28th St. New York 1, N. Y.

WHY DON'T YOU
WRITE?

Writing short stories, articles (tn homemaldng, business,

hobbies, fashions, travels, local activities, etc.. will enable
vou to earn extra money. In your own home, on your own
lime, the New Torli Copy Desk jMethod teaclies you how to

write— the way newspaper men learn, by writing. Our unique
"Writing Aptitude Test" tells whether you possess the

fundamental qualities essential lo successful writing. You 11

en,iov tills test. Write for It. without cost or obligation.

NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Suite 558-B, One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

STAMMER?
riiiS new 12ti-page book, btainmering. Its Caus.;

and Correction," describes the Bogiie Unit Methol
for Scientific correction of stanimering and pliii

terin^—Kuccessful for 44 years. Benj, N, Bcgiie.
Dept. 3263. Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

Get your Favorite
Movie Sfars Also Pin-ups
Original Photos of your favorite stars,

and scenes from any recent photoplay,
the finest anywhere. Size 8x10 glossy
prints ready to frame or for album. We
have the largest collection of photos in

the country. Remit by money order.

4 for $1.00— 12 for $2.50, plus postage.

PYRAMID STUDIOS, Dept. 29-3
P.O. Box 127, Sta. P. Brooklyn 12. N.Y.

REAL COMPOSER OF MUSIC WILL CO-OPERATE
WITH LYRIC WRITERS IN SONG PRODUCTION.

FINE PUBLICATION PROPOSITION
Recordings Made, Copyrights secured. Write New.

C. Isabel Mayer. Box 3896, Portland 8, Ore.

PSORI/^IS—ECZEMA
You Can Hove a Clear Skin! It is Possible!

With Non-Greasy
Non-Sta;ning EN -EX a liquid,

app'ied externally

SENSATIONAL RESULTS REPORTED BY MANY!
Eruptions Vanish Completely or Money Bjck in Two Weeksl

$4 nn regular size bottle. Send currency or Money

I UU Order, or sent C.O.D. Write TODAY!

"EN-EX" COMPANY
465 Society for Savings BIdg. Cleveland. Ohio

WITHAMAimGYPSMREAM
FORTUNETELLING CARDS
There's hilarity telling fortunes new easy
way with sensationiil c;yps>' Dream fortune
telling deck. Fascinate Wends, have loads
of fun. Every card tells a story. Easy in-

structions In each deck. No experience, no
special study. SEND NO MONEY. Mail
name and address, paj' postman on arrival
only SI.00 plus postage. Money back it

not delighted. AddresslVlr. Luck'sCu^ioCo.
Oept.4zO,215 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago!

SONG POEMS
Song poems set to music by famous
Hollywood Motion Picture composer-
arranger. Your song recorded by noted
radio singer. Send your poem today
for consideration and liberal offer.

HOLLYWOOD MELODIES
P. O. Box 2168E Hotlywood 28, Calif.
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Free for Asthma
During Winter

If you suffer with those terrible attacks of
Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw.
Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp
tor breath was the very last; if restful sleep is

impossible because of the struggle to breathe;
if you feel the disease is slowly wearing your
life away, don't fail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a re-
markable metliod. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If you
have suffered for a lifetime and tried every-
thing you could learn of without relief: even if

you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co. IIS-K. Frontiev Bids.
462 Niasraj-a Street, Buffalo 1. New York

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS!
HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS

!

Write for safe, correct procedure !

SONG SERVICE
333 W. 56th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

PSORIASIS
PIXACOL. has brought relief to psoriasis suf-

ferers when everything else failed. A liquid, it

is applied externally, dries quickly, is non-
greasy, convenient to use. Use only as directed.

Try a regular $1 bottle of PIXACOL without
investing a cent. Write for FREE details.

PIXACOL CO., Dept. K-b, Box 3583, Cleveland, Ohio

COLOR YOUR HAIR„THE^,
Shampoo and color your hair at the same]
time with SHAMPO-KOLOR, quickly, eas-
ily, yourself, at home. Any shade, close to!

scalp. No dyed look. Will not rub off. Permits perm. wave.
No experience needed. Caution : Use only as directed on label.

Free Book. Valligny Prod. IncDpt 20.R 254 W.3ISt.,N.Y.

If you'd like to know what's new
in Hollywood gossip, news about

forthconning pictures, doings of

your favorite stars, new natural

color photos of movie personal-

ities, beauty hints, picture re-

views, etc., you'll want to sub-

scribe to SCREENLANDI

SAFEf l

With the present uncertainty in

transportation, make sure you get

your SCREENLAND every month

by having it delivered to your

door by the U. S. Mail. Fill out

the coupon below and mail it

TODAY!

Check
which

SCREENLAND, Dept. 2-45

205 E. 42nd St., New York 17, N, Y.

Send me SCREENLAND for

1 year $2.00

2 years 3.50

I enclose $ CD

Send me a Bill C]

Name .

Address

City , Zone. . . . State

.

thousli I liad let them down, had for-

j^otten ipy old frientls and relatives and
was cunsed with a Hollywood .swelled

noggin.

But Uncle Joe came over, shook hands,

and said, "So long, fellow. Sure appre-

ciated the hospitality. And by the way,
I've just about decidefl that my kids are

ready to go to work. I've let them get

away with murder long enough just

because of Sue. Ain't women funny?"

GUARD YOUR NAILS
WITH SEAL-COTE

Stars In Your Hair

Continued from page 10

it out thoroughly, combing the ends

into a soft wave which frames her face.

The back hair is brushed into a page-

boy bob.

Piquant Gene Tierney now making
"Dragonwyck" at 20th Century-Fox,
shows her two versions of results ac-

complished after one visit to the studio

hairdresser. As always, her lovely dark
hair is set in large, loose waves. It's

brushed back above her ears and then

allowed to hang softly in the back.

A change in just her forehead locks

gives the effect of an entirely new hairdo.

Isn't coiling that front hair over the brow,

and catching it with a little jewelled

buckle a sweet idea? When for gala occa-

sions, Gene wants her jewelled hair clip

and earrings to show to best advantage,

she smooths down the top hair and holds

it in place with a velvet band to which
she attaches her diamond flow'er spray

Notice the way this jewel piece follow.^

the line of her hair and head? In all its

gorgeousness, even the jewel touch is neatl

For gay effects, try using your semi

precious—or even decidedly fake—jew-

elry in this fashion.

Although Faye's and Gene's photo-

graphs delight us with their charming
originality, they also prove our old story

that only perfectly cared-for hair can be

really beautiful. If you would have your

tresses as radiant as theirs, make con-

sistent hair grooming a holiday beauty

resolution.

Resolve first, that your hair will always

be shining and immaculate. Hair that

doesn't sparkle with cleanliness is unfor-

givable when there are so many excellent

shampoos whose weekly use will keep it

soft, fresh and bright! And. of course,

that daily brushing-for-beauty is so rou

tine that a reminder should never be

necessary.

Second, resolve that you just won't let

drab hair detract from your looks or per-

sonality. It is so easy to use a lightening

or brightening rinse which will give the

kind and amount of color you desire. A
glint of gold, or a touch of red may be all

you need to provide sparkle to your

whole appearance.

Add a good permanent, a clever cut

and efficient hair-holding equipment to

clean, healthy hair and there's no reason

why a stunning new coiffure should not

be yours. It's nice to realize that tractable

curls are no longer heaven-sent gifts to

the favored few. Every color, type and

quality of hair can now be waved into

manageable locks that will arrange easily!

Busy hands deserve pro-
tection for beauty's sake.
More and more smart
women are finding SEAL-
COT.li an amazing beauty
aid. SEAL-COTE pro-
tects the nails and the
polish — adds lustre!
Make your manicures last

longer—"SEAL-COTE
your nails today and
every day."

SEAL-COTE
25c at CosmeticCounters

DoYoutVantllJIin
LONGER HA KJosttrythia systemonyoar " *

hair7day3 and see if you are^i*****
really enjoying the pieasare of attractiv*
hairthat aooftencaptures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER l^^^:^^^^,
are normal and the dry, brittle.breaking off hair

can be retarded, it has a chance to get longer and *

,
much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENC
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.

Send $1.00. (If C. 0. D. postage extra). Folly
gaaranteed. Moneybackifyoa'renot delighted,

IUELC0.4930lrvineParkRd.,Dept.A-b02.ChiGagol3,IIL

FORM
Don't be embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped or sag^glne

bust. Do as thousands of other women just like yourself

are doing. They have learned^ how to brtng out the loveliest

contours of their fibres, whatever thetr bust faults. Now
you, too, can do the same . v . safely, easily, and positively.

HIGHLY ENDORSED BY MANY DOCTORS
Your flat bustUne can

be miraculously beautl-

fied Into full and allur-

ing contours. Or, If you
are the pendulous type.
It can be rounded Into

high and youthful love-
liness. All you have to

do is follow the easy
directions on exercise,
mas sage, brassieres,
diet, etc., given tn the
great medically-endorsed
book, ' 'The Complete
Guide to Bust Culture."
Adopt these simple, self-

help measures at once
and your bust will posi-
tively appear full, firm
and shapely . . . the
proud glamorous cur\'es

which make you more
desirable than ever.

OUR OFFER
SEND NO MONEY

You cm now obtain this unique book by A. F. Xtemoeller,
A.B., M.A., B.S., at a remarkable price reduction. Formerly
$3.50. Now only SI .98. Guaranteed harmless. Amazing
lifetime results. SEND NO MONEY. Just ma ll counon now.

!~ HARVEST HOUSE. Dept. B-316. 363 Broad w.iy, N .Y.C.
13*^

I
Send the COMPLETt: GUIDK TO iSl'ST CCLTCKE In

I
plain package. On delivery I will pay postman SI. 93

I plus few cents postage. If not satisfied I may return

I

It within ten daj-s and my $1.93 will be refunded.

I Name

J
Address

I (—I CHECK HERE If you want to save postage. En-

I 1 I
close SI. 98 with coupon and we ship prepaid.

Canadian orders, 53.50 In advance \
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America's Biggest Bargain Book Club'' Makes Tliis Amazing Offer To New Members Only!

oi

THIS EXTRAORDINARY OFFER TO NEW MEMBERS
is first of kind in history of "America's Biggest Bargain Book Club"!
YOURS ABSOLUTELY FREE-choose any one of FOUR modera
best-sellers at left . . . and any one of FOUR masterpieces at right!

TWO FREE BOOKS-Best oL Old and Best of New-both fine

library volumes.

THE BEST OF THE NEW

Neither love Nor Wealth

Could Lure Him!
THE RAZOR'S EDGE, by W. Som-

erset Maugn-erset Maugh-
am, who gave
vou "Kain," "O.
Human Bond-
age ' Women did
ovcrvthing to

t!ivc Larry Dar-
rell happiness
Yet he turned
down love,
ric-lus, career!

Anil why was he
fascinated hy
drunlien .Sophie,

playth ing ot
: Over l,i:il> 1,000

s published!

Just PEOPLE... Some

with Star-Dust in Their Eyes

THE BEST OF THE OLD

ATREEGROWS
N BROOKLYN,
by BettySmith,
is the great, teem-

ing story that

has clutched
America by the

heart! Greatest

liction best-seller

of all time—sold

more copies in its

first year than

any other novel

ever published.

Her Toys Were...Money

and Menl
(•UNGRY H:LL
iiy Daphne du
Mauriep. Fanny
Rosa was only 17

—

1 ut men and money
were her play-
things! A powerful

passionate tale o)

wUd love and
wilder hillings" by

the famous author

o£ REBECCA!
Over 535,00 1)

copies

Angel or Devil... Which

Was She?

THE STRANGE
WOMAN, by Ben
AmesWilliams.
To the New Eng-
land world Jenny
Hager was a
charming, right-

eous woman. But
to eight men who
really knew her
— father, hus-
tiands, sons,
lovers — this
Maine Cleopatra
was a shameless
passionate she
devil'

A Terrible

Secret Cursed Their Love*

JANE EYRE, hv
Charlotte Bronte
contains the full

text of the most
banned booli of .

the 19th Century— now smash-
movie, starn
Orson Welkv
Joan Fontaint
A passionate
daring lovi
story of ;i

woman's love
for a married
man with an
illegitimate
child and in
sane wife.

50 Tales of love and
Passion!

SHORT STORIES
OF DE MAUPAS-
SANT-contains over
50 tales of love, pas-
sion, madness, !eal-

ousy — complete
and unexpurgated
the irankest
stories of their

kind ever writ-

ten! Ball-of-Fat
Love, Mademoi
selle Fifi, Sto.-

of a Farm Gir
Bed No. -9-

Daring Story of NANA..i
Other Famous French Works!
BEST KNOWN
WORKS OF ZOLA
contains, togethe:
with other Zola
masterpieces, the
famous novel
which Parisians
bought secretly
carried home un
der their cloaks-
scarlet story of ^

. harlot whom ^4tJ
i Zola took from
streets and
made into ini

mortal
ANA

BEST KNOWNWORKS OF
SHAKESPEARE
This cNcitinK 4:i2-

paKc rditioii con-
tains all must fa-

mous dramas-
Romeo and
Juliet, Ham-
let, Othello,
Merchant of
Venice, Mid-
s u m m e r

Night's
Dream, Ju-
lius Cae-
sar, and
others.

Greatest Writer of All Time!

Accept FREE MEMBERSHIP/^^ t/te lSoo^leaftfe^l¥/

BOOK mm. OF AMERICA

Dept. SU 2, Garden City, N. Y.

Send nie—FKEE—these
below)

:

2 books: (write TITLES

(Choose one from best -sellers at left above)

(Choose one from classics at right above)

Within 5 days I may return them if I wish, with-
out cost or obligation. Otherwise I will keep them
as a gift and continue to leceive forthcoming monthly
double-selections for a year—at only $1.39, plus few
cents postage, for BOTH books,

int.
I

Ifimder21,
MRS. \ age please. . . |
MISS ) (Please print plainly)

|

ADDRESS
I

Zone Kg. |
CITY (if any) ... _

-Occn- H
ST.VTE pation B

HANDSOME DE LUXE BINDING: Check box
if you wisli your masterpieces (one each month) I

ill simulated leather, silvei stamped, for only 50c "

extra nionthl>. We will then send you, in this same P
binding, your FREE copy of tlie classic you choose. S
Slightly higher in Canada. Address, 105 Bond St.,

Toronto 2.

NOW is the most opportune moment of

all to begin your membership in the
Book League of America! Because NOW
for the first time in Book League history-
New Members are entitled to a FREE
COPY of any of FOUR widely acclaimed
best-sellers (above, left), and at the same
time, ALSO A FREE COPY of anyone of

FOUR recognized world masterpieces
(above, right). TWO BOOKS FREE-just
for joining "America's Biggest Bargain
Book Club"!

The Best of the New— AND of the OLD
Each month ONE of the Book League's

selections is a modern best-seller by a fa-

mous author like John Steinbeck, Somerset
Maugham, Ernest Hemingway, Ben Ames
Williams, or Ilka Chase—a book selling for

$2.50 and up in the publisher's edition.

The OTHER book is a masterpiece of
immortal literature. These volumes of the
world's classics are uniformly bound in
durable cloth. They grow into a handsome,
lifetime matched library. The great authors
in this series include Shakespeare, Poe,

Oscar Wilde, etc. ( Since they are great

classics which you will always cherish in

your lifetime library, you may prefer the

beautiful DeLuxe Edition bound in simu-

lated leather with silver stamping. Just

take your choice.)
This is the ONLY club that builds for you a

library containing the best of the new best-

sellers AND the best of the older masterpieces!

The TWO books sent you each month are

valued at $3.50 to $4 in the publisher's edition.

But you can get BOTH for only $1.39!

5-DAY TRIAL—No Obiigation

Send the coupon without money. Simply
write on the coupon your choice from KACH
of the two groups of books shown above. Read
the modern BEST-SELLER you have chosen
AND read the CLASSIC you have chosen—for
five days. If these two books do not convince
you that this IS "America's Biggest Bargain
Book Club." simply return them; pay nothing.

But if these volumes DO demonstrate that sub-
scribing to the Book League is the wisest move
a reader can make today then keep them as a
gift; your subscription will begin with next
month's double-selection. Mai) coupon for your
TWO FREE BOOKS Now! BOOK LEAGUE
OF AMERICA, Dept. SU2, Garden City, N.Y.

93 Screen LA NO PRINTED IN THE U.S. A. BY THE CLNEO PRESS, INC.



WITH THESE NEWLY LUSTROUS, NEWLY RICH, TRUE LACQUER SHADES

Pi^jj
You have known Chen Yu as the true lacquer makeup that just

Sapphire* hates to chip . . . you have adored Chen Yu's exclusive shades
(always first in fashion). Now, have you thought of trying a new

Oriental shade—to go with a new dress or just to lend your hands new
Sapphire* enchantment? See the Chen Yu color card at your favorite

Black store or send the coupon from this announcement, for generous

Sapphire* ^^^^^ bottles in any two shades (enough for months of new
beauty). T^'e'll include FREE a bottle of Lacquerol base. And

Black if )'ou choose, we'll send harmonizing lipsticks to match. Mark
Cherry the coupon. Send it in today.

* Note especially "Pink Sapphire," "Oriental
Sapphire," "Black Sapphire," and remember

any Chen Yu shade just hates to chipj

CHEN YU
made in U. S, A.

Canton iqNG LASTING NAIL LACQUER AND LIPSTICK
Red

Royal

Plum

Mandarin
Red

Opium ^^^^^m
Poppy ^^^y

China

Doll

Blue

Moss

Weeping
Willow

Flowering

Plum
SEND COUPON

FOR TWO SHADES

Imporlont: This special coupon offer

-FILLED FROM CHICAGO OFFICE ONLY-
ASSOCiATED DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
30 W. Hubbard Sireet. Dept. HSU. Chicago 10. Ill-

Send me two sample size flocons of Chen Yu Nail Lacquer and a
FREE bottle of Lacquerol base. I enclose twenty-five cents to cover

cost of packing, mailing and Government Tax.
For an additional twenly-five cents. I will receive two trial size Cben

Yu lipsticks in harmonizing shades to the lacquer colors i selected.

Lacquer shades hej-e:.

Alark X if you wish 2 harmonizing lipsticks

COPYRIGHT 1944 ASSOCIATED DISTRIBUTORS. INC.. DISTRIBUTORS. CHICAGO • NEW YORK OFFICE: FRENCH BLDG., ROCKEFELLER CENTER.
IN SOUTH AMERICA, ADDRESS CHEN YU, SANTA FE 802, BUENOS AIRES. ARGENTINA







FEB 10 1945
Her lovely hair shines just like jet. No wonder she's the brunette threat!

mm nu hair so mnm, m so mi to manage!

Smart, neiv combination ... checks and stripes worn together!
A blouse of <Tisp I'ayon over a sweater of soft, warm cotton and
wool. Her lovely hair, swept up from her face in an unusual
new center-i)art arrangement, owes its shining smoothness to
Drene with Hair Conditioner. No other shampoo leaves hair so
lustrous, yet so easy to manage!

MAKE A DATE WITH

Tonight . . . don't put it off . . . sliampoo your hair the new glamour
way! Use Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner! Get the combi-
nation of
can give!

soap shampoos!
shining neatness! Complete removal oi dandrufl\ Insist on Drene
Shampoo with Hair Conditioner, or ask your beauty shop to use it.

btjauty benefits only this wonderful improved shampoo
e! Ext^ lustre. .. up to 33% more than with soap or

1 ^Manageable hair . . . easy to comb into smooth

Only Drene

with Hair Conditioner reveals

up to .33% more lustre than soap

. . . yet leaves hair so easy to

arrange, so alluringly smooth!

Does your hair look dull,

slightly mousy?

No wonder—if you're washing it wifb cake

soap or liquid soap shampoo! Because soap

of any sort leaves a soap film which dulls

lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Change
to Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioner!

Drene never leaves any dulling film. That's

why it reveals up to 33% more lustre!

Does your hair-do require

constant fiddling ?

Men don't like this business of running
a comb through your hair in public! Fix

your hair so it stays put! And remember
Drene with Hair Conditioner leaves hair

wonderfully easy to manage, right after

shampooing! No other shampoo leaves

hair so lustrous, yet so easy to arrange!

Sssssshhhhh!
But have you dandruff?

Too many girls have! And what a pity.

For unsightly dandrulf can be easily con-

trolled ifyou shampoo regularly with Drene.

Drene with Hair Conditioner removes
every trace of embarrassing dandruff the

very first time you use it!

WITH '

,

HAIR CONDITIONER

X^^* "
"f?*^ Product of Procter & Gamble

Guaranteed by -^^

.Good Housekeeping ,



CIRL: Cupid dear . . .isn't that a sort of silly question?

CVPIW: Silly? Listen, Child: My business is Romance.
And the way you let those boys skate off

without you . . . well, it isn't so good for business.

filRL.: Let them skate off? How could I

stop them? I'm no glamour girl!

CUPID: You could have tried smiling at them!

Even a plain girl can be pretty when she smiles.

GIRL: Not this plain girl, Cupid. My teeth—honest,

I'm a one-woman dimout. I brush my teeth every-

CUPID: Ever see "pink" on your tooth brush?

1 1Rl,: Well, yes, but...

GIRL: But we were talking about ?ny senile! Not my—

CUPID: Listen, Child . . .Tpana Tooth Paste and massage

were bom to help your smile! Massaging a little

extra Ipana on your gums when you brush vour teeth

helps your gums to healthier, ruddier firmness.

And healthier gums mean sounder teeth, a brighter

smile . . . and somebody to hold your hat while you skate

Get started on a brighter smile today, Baby!

CUPID: ...you Ignore it! By the Everlasting

Double-Ring Ceremony, Child! Don't you know that tinge

of "pink" is a warning to see ymir de?itist right away?

GIRL: But—

CUPID: . . .because he may say your gums have gotten

tender, robbed of exercise by soft, modern foods. And he

may suggest "the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

IPANAand massage
SCREENLANO
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Tlie greatest

star of tiie

screen I

NATIONAL
VELVET

IN TECHNICOLOR.

This month's col-

umn should really

be called "The
Audiences Roar".
In the twenty years
that this leonine
toastmaster has
been introducing
films, we have yet
to experience an
audience reaction
like that revealed at
the previews o f "National Velvet".

"National Velvet" is a baby we're
proud of—almost proudest of. It is

something!

The story is as simple as an alphabet.
The suspense mounts like Everest.
You'll just love it.

.

It's the kinship with the characters that
makes it. You just want to see "Velvet"
win out.

After you've seen it you may stop per-

fect strangers in the street and say
"Have you seen 'National Velvet' ?"

You may get some dirty looks at first,

but after those people have gone to the
picture they may come around and
thank you.

.

What is it that makes this picture so
great? Surely it's not just a horse
race—even though the Grand National
steeplechase—done as it's done— is a
high spot in all entertainment annals.

No. It's what's behind every action.

It's in the playing—in the direction

—

in the production.

That's why Clarence Brown, the direc-

tor, has reason to be proud. "National
Velvet" is enough to allow anyone to
rest on laurels. And that goes for Pandro
Berman, the producer.

Mickey Rooney, as the
trainer of "Pi", gives

an acting performance
that outranks every-
thing he has ever done
on the screen.

Dear Us! What super-
latives! But we can't
help it. We'll have to

go even further. Eliza-

beth Taylor's perform-
ance means her dis-

covery.

^

Enid Bagnold's best-selling novel could
not have been entrusted to a more
excellent supporting cast. Special men-
tion for Donald Crisp, Anne Revere,
Angela Lansbury, Jackie Jenkins,
Arthur Treacher.

England's "green and pleasant land" is

so beautiful in Technicolor. And the
screen play by Theodore Reeves and
Helen Deutsch is exceptionally right.

It has greatness—charm—excitement.
It has our absolute recommendation

—

That's "Velvet"!

Paul Hunter, Publisher

Delight Evans, Editor

Elizabeth Wilson,

Western Representative

Helen Fosher,

Assistant Editor

Frank J. Carroll;

Art Director

Anthony Ferrar A,

Assistant Art Director
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HERE AT M-G-M, WE SINCERELY BELIEVE

C4NATIONAL VELVET" IS ONE OF THE FINEST

PICTURES WE HAVE EVER MADE...AND WE'VE

BEEN MAKING THEM FOR TWENTY YEARS.

A CLARENCE BROWN Production
Based on the Novel "National Velvet" by Enid Bagnold

STARRING

MICKEY ROONEY
wUh

DONAU) CRISP • ELIZABETH TAYLOR

ANNE REVERE-ANGELA LANSBURY-JACKIE JENKINS

ARTHUR TREACHER . Directed by CLARENCE BROWN
Produced by PANDRO S. BERMAN • Screen Play by Theodore

Reeves and Helen Deutsch • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture
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Among your friends one or two may
still have vague ideas or wrong ideas

about Tampax. You will be doing them
a kindness by explaining the real facts

about this internal method of monthly
sanitary protection.

BEGIN BY TELLING your friend how Tam-
pax banishes pins, belts and external

pads—how odor cannot form and sani-

tary deodorant is not needed.

ALSO EXPLAIN how Tampax can cause
no bulges or ridges under any costume
-—how it is really invisible in use and
can even be worn in a tub or shower.

THEN SHOW HER WHY Tampax brings

about all these improvements—its in-

vention by a doctor, its internal absorp-

tion principle, its all-cotton construc-

tion, its tremendous absorbency, its

patented applicator that makes inser-

tion so quick and easy.

SEND HER OUT TO BUY Tampax at a

drug store or notion counter, where it

is sold in 3 absorbency-sizes—Regular,

Super and Junior. A whole month's
supply will slip into her purse, while the

Economy Box contains 4 months' aver-

age requirements. Tampax Incorpor-
ated, Palmer, Mass.

( REGULAR

3 absorbencies < super
I JUNIOR

EdwardG. Robinson, Jane Wyman and Groucho

Marx ara cut-ups at recent Hollywood party.

Miss Margaret O'Brien, the seven-

year-old movie moppet, was frankly em-

barrassed. They were doing a scene for

"Our Vines Have Tender Grapes." Ed-

ward G. Robinson was supposed to take

her out of bed and help her unbutton

her nightgown. He was supposed to stop

at the second button. Eddie forgot to

stop. When he got to the fifth button,

Margaret reached up fast and grabbed

his hands. Then she almost burst into

tears for spoiling the scene. "But why
were you upset, Margaret?" asked the di-

rector. "You were dressed underneath.""

Margaret pulled him down and whis-

pered in his ear. "Jackie Jenkins is over

there in the corner watching the scene!"'

Janis Paige is the pretty

damsel who brightens

up this corner. You'll

see her in Warners'

"Of Human Bondage."

Bing Crosby talks sports with Boys Town foot-

ball coach, Skip Palrang, and Father Flannagan.

John Payne and Gloria De Haven al-

most didn't have a honeymoon! Everyone

in town was trying to get them a hotel

or resort reservation. One was finally

found just as they were walking down
the aisle. In his excitement, John forgot

to tell his very good friend, "Walter Lang,

that he wanted him to be the best man.
Fortunately Walter Lang reads the news-

papers and so saved the date!

Accebtedfor Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Screen LAND



"It*s practically a riot when a hero comes
back to the girl he didn't leave behind him!"

A hero who'd put the Japs

on the spot finds himself

on the spot--like this I

A fox-hole was never like

this—but beds bore him af-

ter what he's been throughl

:In public--she ' s his

sweetheart--and how the

public will love it I

When that collapsible boat

expands--they almost scuttle

the subway and will surely

shuffle away the blues I

In private--she ' s his

problem even with 'the other

fellow' out of the picture I

What a gay 'dog' MacMurray

is--and has I No wonder

Claudette's worried.'

If's a laughing, loving

riot fbaf hands a man a
sweetheart when he isn't

looking.

with GIL LAMB • CECIL KELLAWAY
ROBERT BENCHLEY • JANE FRAZEE • MIKHAIL RASUMNY

MITCHELL LEISEN Production

Written by Norman Krasna
Directed by MITCHELL LEISEN

Screen LAND 7



Permanently Wise

\

Selected Sif

It's a smart gal who insists on the

best in a permanent— because she

has to live with it a long time.

The same applies to the Bob Pins

that keep it in line.

DeLong Bob Pins are the perma-

nent answer.They have a StrongerQrip

and an indestructible way about

them, holding your hair-do firmly

when your permanent is only a

beautiful memory . .

.

StrongerGrip
Won't Slip Out

Quality 2ianujactiirers for Over 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS

SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS a EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

WINGED VICTORY—20t/i Century-Fox

Classic play of this war becomes a motion picture

classic, with all Moss Hart's superb situations and
characterizations intact, and the added impact of the

screen's intimacy, bringing the AAF boys, and their

girls, in sharper focus by means of the closeup. If you
saw the play you will find yourself thrilled anew by
the picture. If you missed the play, then let nothing
stop you from hurrj-ing to see the movie—for it is

a magnificently stirring show. The proof of its im-

portance is that not only servicemen's families, but the

men themselves like this picture, recognizing its reality,

its sincerity, as contrasted with the Hollywood hokum
of some other war films. The story of clean-cut Alan,

gay Pinky, cut-up Irving from Brooklyn, and their

buddies ; of their adventures in fljang and loving and
living and, in some cases, dj'ing—is a great story,

simply and touchingly told. Fine acting from the

soldier cast, with Mark Daniels and Don Taylor new
star discoveries, and Edmond O'Brien, Lon McCallis-
ter, George Reeves outstanding. Jane Ball, Jeanne
Grain, and Jo-Garroll Dennison shine as service wives.

THE KEYS OF THE KINGDOM—20t/) Certtury-Fox

Adding a great deal of momentum to the religious

cycle of film-s is this picture based on A. J. Gronin's

best selling novel. Tempered with more of a human
touch than in "Song Of Bernadette" and less of the

modernity than in "Going My Way," Gregory Peck's
performance is one of the best as the priest who
establishes a mission in Ghina to further Christianity

in the midst of Confucianism. His heroic self-sac-

rifice is a dramatic revelation to all those who dwell

too much on their own worries and sorrows. And so is

Rosa Stradner's portrayal of Motlier Superior, who
finds .her former aristocratic life hard to forget.

MUSIC FOR MILLIONS—MGM
An appealingly sentimental story that so many of our
young matrons are actually living is very nicely blended
with some of the world's best music by Grieg, Debussy,
Chopin and Tschaikovsky. Add to that the charm of

June Allyson and Margaret O'Brien, and you have a
heartwarmer. The story, anent a young bride who
worries when she doesn't receive letters from her
husband overseas, is a little flimsy, but the attempts
of her friends and co-musicians in a symphony orches-
tra to keep the news of his loss from her very ade-
quately retains interest. Jose Iturbi, not to mention
Jimmy Durante, are well worth the price of admission.

, NATIONAL VELVET—MGM
Just when we were ready to say there's nothing new
in horse-racing pictures, MGM set us back on our
heels with this one based on the Enid Bagnold novel.

And if these new tricks weren't enough to accom-
plish this feat, little Elizabeth Taylor certainl}^ would.
Her performance as J 'civet Brozcn, the little girl who
loves devotedly the horse she won in a raflJIe and rode
to victory in the Grand National, is a thing of beauty
and inspiration. Balancing this idolatry is Mickey
Rooney's homeless wanderer who becomes her friend

and adviser. Donald Crisp, Anne Revere and Jackie
Jenkins help make it fine. ore Reviews on page 12)
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inspired by the colorful romanee of the im-

morial "Vl'oltz of the Flowers" by Tsehaikovsky

PERFUME

'A OZ. $2 50

I OZ $3,75

Pius Tdx

Eau de Cologne 4O2. $1.00

Bubble Bdth Liquid 4 Oz. $1.00

Perfume and Sachet
Combinations $1.50

Dusting Powder $ .50

Gift Sets from $1.50 to $7.50

AH Prices P!ua Tax

Sold at Perfume Counters

Everywhere

Write in a Wrong or Right
Everyone has a right to his own opin-
ion, and even if your friends in Fans'
Forum do not agree with you on your
particular pet peeve or praise, Holly-
wood's movie producers and stars wel-

come your comments with open ears.

Don't keep it to yourself, but write it

in a letter to Fans' Forum. Monthly
awards for the best letters published:

$10.00, $j.00 and five $,.00 prizes, all

payable in War Savings Star.^ps. Clos-
ing date is the 25th ot the nio ith.

Please aa^.ress your letters to Fans'
Forum, Sculi nland, 205 East 42nd
St., New \o,k 17, N. Y.

CEDA DISTRISUTINS COMPANY
55! FiJJh Ave. • New Yorl 17, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

Just prior to reading "The Robe," I

learned that the book was to be made into

a picture. Knowing this, it was impossible
to meet the characters without seeing a
screen personage in each role.

The young, just, and tragic Roman, Mar-
cjllus Gallio, took on the appearance of

Joseph Cotton, and I couldn't seem to see

him otherwise. His mischievous younger
sister who worshipped him was lovely Diana
Lynn. The aged and childish Emperor Ti-
berius might well have been Barry Fitz-
gerald, whose amazing acting ability would
warrant his being assigned this role. The
spirited Diana who loved Marcellus and
died with him was Ida Lupino. Much of the
story was without her presence, but the
character carries strength and demands the
ability and youth of Miss Lupino. The faith-

ful and handsome slave of Marcellus, whose
educatio'i and poise made him more than
just a slave, must be Turhan Bey—only
Turhan could give life to Demetrius. The
gentle countenance of Eleanor Parker would
make her a perfect Miriam—the cripple girl

whose singing helped Marcellus find his way.
With the best direction Hollywood has to

offer, and with careful character selection,

this picture-to-be could carry the powerful

impact that Lloyd Douglas put forth in his

bojk. As successful as "Magnificent Obses-
sion" and "The Green Light" proved to be,

and as forceful as their teachings, they could
never compare with "The Robe," brought
to the screen as Hollywood can, and doubt-
less will, do it.

MRS. B. A. BATTLES, Oklahoma City, Okla.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

I had the good fortune, when in Holly-
wood recently, to attend a radio broadcast
starring Clark Gable—one of his first acting
assignments since his return to civilian life.

The studio audience was tense with antici-

pation, awaiting his appearance. The recep-
tion given him when he did come on the
stage was one of the most sincerely hearty
I think I have witnessed. Here was someone
the fans not only admired as an actor, but
truly respected and honored as a person.

His splendid war record, the dignity with
which he has conducted his private life, his

off-screen natural friendliness, all have made
of Gable something of a beloved tradition.

It occurred to me then that the type of

pictures he once starred in wouldn't be
quite acceptable now. He has outgrown
them, just as the public's feeling toward
him has changed. The What-A-Man Gable
days are obviously gone, and if his produc-
ers are wise I think they will realize this and
choose a different type of story for him now.
Something with more dignity and import-
ance.

The new Gable possesses all the easy
charm and humor of the old, plus an added
depth which, it seems to me, shouldn't be
ignored.

D. H. CHAPMAN, San Francisco, Calif.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

They say winning an Academy Award
makes a star. Well, Katina Paxinou was a
great star before winning her award, but
some people in Hollywood neglected to

{Please turn to page 92)
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YOU HAVE A DATE WITH A BEAUTIFUL PICTURE

!

THE msrmAT^pmmmsm . .

.
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AS BIG MD LAVISH

AS ITS COLORFUL

SETTING . .

.

WE SCANDAL SPOT of the WEST

The call of adventure an-

swered in the full flare of

romance! Exciting! Lusty!

Stars ! Dancing Lovelies

!

Tuneful melodies!

JOHN WAYNE
ANN DVORAK

FLAME OF
BARBARY
COAST

It's two-fisted, sock enter-

tainment with a stirring

climax crowded with shock,

and thrill!

feafvring

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
with WILLIAM FRAWLEY
VIRGINIA GREY and

RUSSELL HICKS • JACK NORTON
PAUL FIX • MANART KIPPEN

A REPUBLIC PICTURE

Your Guide to

EXPERIMENT PERILOUS—RKO Radio

This psychological drama of a criminally
jealous husband, starring the lovely Hedy
Lamarr, George Brent, and Paul Lukas in

demanding roles, makes fascinating movie
fare for adults. The enfolding of the story
which uses the detective technique, except
in this case it's a doctor's investigation of a
beautiful woman's sanity, is engrossing and
suspenseful. The denouement in which the
distorted mentality of the respected citizen

and philanthropic husband goes on a ram-
page is played to the hilt and becomes a ter-

rifying, shocking scene. Olive Blakeney,
who plays the disappearing sister, is excep-
tionally good in cast including Albert Dek-
ker, Carl R-mond and Margaret Wycherly.

lOGEiHER AGMH—Columbia
Many movie-goers who hark back to the

pre-war pictures teaming Irene Dunne and
Charles Boyer will have a bad case of nos-
talgia when they see this film produced by
Virginia Van Upp. The same lighthearted

inanities are in this one, too, but the story

about the highly respected and respectable

lady mayor and her love for the most at-

tractive sculptor who "does" her deceased
husband's statue, just doesn't ring the same
bell that it would have before the war. Even
so it's a welcome respite from the serious

type of picture, and the co-stars still have
plenty of romantic appeal. Charles Coburn
does a fine comic job. Mona Freeman and Je-
rome Co)irtland are interesting newcomers.

BRING ON THE G\RLS—Paramount
Here's one of the bright, gay, completely

escapist romantic comedies for which only
Paramount seems to know the recipe. In-

gredients are apparently the same as in

other companies' concoctions—but some-
where in the mixing a master hand takes

hold, with entirely captivating results. Take
Eddie Bracken as a shy sailor who also hap-
pens to be one of the richest young men in

the U.S.A. Take Veronica Lake as a crafty

night club siren on his trail
; Marjorie Rey-

nolds as pretty competition—then add Sonny
Tufts, the ingratiating blond giant, as Ed-
die's fellow sailor, body-guard, and rival

in love—and you have a very palatable pas-

try with Sonny Tufts the particular plum.

12 SCRKENLAND



Current Films

BELLE OF THE YUKON—R/(0 International

Pictorially and vocally on the entertain-

ment side, Gypsy Rose Lee and Dinah
Shore are plenty to attract audiences to this

film with an Alaskan setting in the 1890's.

Randy Scott and \Mlliam ^^larshall are

enough to provoke a few sighs on the

romantic side. So, the spasmodic quirks in

the stor}-, which is sometimes serious melo-
drama and sometimes definitely kidding, can
easily be passed over. It deals with a con-
fidence man who turns honest in spite of
himself when he becomes the town's banker.

There's much to-do about the bags of gold

dust, and which of them contain real pay
dirt and which are filled with river sand is

as fascinating as the old shell game. Bob
Burns is in solidly for a few sequences.

MURDER, MY SWEET—RKO Radio

"Jade, jade, who's got the jade necklace?"
is the theme of this detective thriller, serv-
ing up a tough case for our sleuth, Dick
Powell, to solve. He does it, but not with-
out plenty of bodily harm. In fact, he loses
consciousness through beatings and strang-
lings so many times that we wonder how
he ever came through it alive enough to
fall in love with one of the pretty suspects,

Anne Shirley. Responsible for his many
downfalls are the master mind, played
suavely by Otto Kruger ; the "Aloose" with
super-human strength, Mike Mazurki; and
the alluring siren, Claire Trevor. But don't
get us wrong. It's good film entertain-
ment in spite of its scandal-sheet aura.

BEACHHEAD TO BERLIN—Worne/- Bros.

In this twenty-minute Technicolor special
subject, the U. S. Coast Guard photog-
raphers have captured for all time one of
the greatest events of this war—the Nor-
mandy invasion. Showing the practice ma-
neuvers, the training and briefing of our
boys, the co-ordination of various forces,
and finally the actual invasion and warfare,
this film should be part of America's educa-
tion. Designed to give an over-all picture of
the event, the film also oiTers a splendid
symphony of color photography. Congratu-
lations are in order, especially to the Coast
Guard for dedicating it to the unsung branch
of the seri-ice, the U. S. Chaplain Corps.

Take half a minute more—
or that heavy date

be a dud!

That's the smart girl! Wouldn't he be a dis-

illusioned hero if you let underarm odor spoil

your evening — and shatter his dreams of

dainty-you. And you might never know what
happened!

Wonderful Mum to smooth on in a jif,

<j//fr you're dressed. Now you're set. Yes
bath took care of past perspiration, and
will protect underarms against risk of

to come.

even
your
Mum
odor

The End of a Perfect Dote . . . and the begin-
ning of a beautiful romance! Keep those stars

in your eyes, Mary. They're as becoming as

your flower-fresh charm that lasts all evening.
Mum sure helps a girl get along!

mum's quick — only 30 seconds to use Mum. Even after

you're dressed. MUM'S SAFE — won't irritate skin. Won't in-

jure line fabrics, says American Institute of Laundering.

MUM'S CERTAIN — works instantly. Keeps you bath-fresh for

a whole day or evening. Get Mum today.

For Sanitary Napkins —Mam is so gentU, safe, dependable that thousands

of women use it this way, too.

MUM

Product of tSnslol-Myers

Mm Mes f^e Oc/or oufofPersp/raf/on
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i um TOmm
Many special grooming products march In

to help you greet the Spring attractively

Mortha Vickers, of Warner Brothers, demonstrates the

correct application of Overglo Face Powder by Westmore.

Soft as Spring breezes is L'Orle's "Doeskin" per-

fume and matching.cologne. Doeskin labels and

ties present a new and attractive packaging note.

IT'S
the right "finish" that brings the super

touch to your spring grooming. And, you
can depend on the brothers Westmore to

come out with a powder designed to add a

glowing loveliness to their other m.akeup
preparations. Overglo Face Powder is the

new one-shade, non-coloring finish which
they suggest for use over their tinted Over-
glo foundations. It is a feather-weight
product that goes on in satin-smooth fash-

ion, and, what's more, is said never to cake,

streak, or turn yellow on the skin.

Then, for a quick, comfortable spring
facial, there's Clin, a greaseless, stain-

less preparation by Kleerskin, Inc. After a

good face-scrubbing, you spread Clin on
with your fingertips and leave it on for half

an hour. Result : a cleansing, stimulating

home treatment.

The birth of another new makeup idea

comes from Jergens. This time it's twins!

J^rgen's Twin Makeup combines cake make-

up and matchmg face powder both in one
box—a set that should be a time saver and
a beauty boon to many a girl. There's a

shade for every type of skin. The cake is of

the sponge-on non-drying kind, and the ac-

companying powder is superfined to give a
velvety long-lasting finish to the complexion.

Of course, no bathing ritual is com-
plete without the assurance of day-
long protection from possible perspiration

of¥ense. Dorothy Gray has a creamy tex-

tured, fragrant cream deodorant which also

checks perspiration for from one to three

days. It's actually a clothes-saver, too, be-

cause while it helps prevent perspiration

stains, it will not harm precious fabrics.

Another exciting new cosmetic com-
bination planned for makeup harmony
is "Synchrotone" by Pinaud. As the name
suggests, colors of lipstick, rouge and cake
are synchronized so that any and all will

blend to meet your special makeup needs.
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THIS AMAZING NEW BOOK FOR

7 DAY TRIAL!

Simplified, SteP'ty-

'SEWING MADE EASY!
Big, NEW Complete Guide fo Successful Sewing
Everything the BeginnerorExpertNeeds to Knov^

How to Make, Mend, Make-Over
For Yourself, Children and Home
17

4 to**

Shows how to
Imake this smart I

52.95 dickey for
only 38c.

Now you can rrtalto, mend and make-over all the things you need for

yourself, children, and home- andhave tun, too—lor here is "The Com-
plete Book of Sewing", an amazing brand-new guide that takes apart

and simplifies every step in sewing—shows you hundreds of short

cuts to save time and money. See for yourself how easily you can
follow the amazingly simple directions for making and remaking
drelses, coats, suits, undies, slip-covers, curtains, bedspreads, etc.

Mail coupon now for FREE examination. Send no money!

BEAT HIGH PRICES AND SCARCITIES
Even if you've never sewed a stitch in your life — you can follow the simplified

directions in this amazing book! For it guides you through the ABC's of every
basic stitch and seam — step-by-step — through to the finished article you want!

Exciting as a whole new wardrobe! And so easy you can't possibly go wrongs
thanks to its clear easy-to-understand. non-technical language

and helpful *'how-to-do-it" pictures. Over 750 of them, spark-

ling with glorious color. Crammed with Short Cuts!

Imagine saving $9 on a handsome new slip-cover. '

covering a sofa to match! Imagine making over last year's i

outfit — at practically no cost! Or fixing-up colorful new f

playsuits for the children from a shabby old house-

coat! Just one item you make with the help of this

practical "Complete Book of Sewing" may save you
many times the cost of the entire volume. On
you see it — even if you just glance through its

320 pages — packed with thousands of practi- I

cal facts, ideas and suggestions — you'll agree

that it's easily a $7.50 value! You'll wonder
how it can be sold for the astonishingly

low price at which it can now be yours!

So mail coupon now for free exami-

nation! No obligation!

Make your
own hats,
nxatchlng
blouses,
gloves,belts[
other accea-
sovies.

>f«ke mitchine drapes. .

ihsdes and pillows for a traction of their s

cost. B* your owd deooralor wlih aid of 1

' complete color-chart and suggestions for a

''J^ youf rwin* "lih sewlnit aeraps.

Make t

cute play
from an
B h It t
apron.

his
suit
old

o r

This smart Drav/-
elrlng Bag sells for
as hi&b as S8.95.
Make it with hat to
match for only
51.48.

Read ¥fhat Great
Newspapers Say I

"Possible for practically snyono
io learn to sew with the aid oF

the Complete Book of Sewing."
Intflinapolli Sunday 8tar

"tt would be difBcuItt If not
impossible, to think of anything
important peitaining to sewing
that was ignored in preparing
this book." Ssuth Bend Trlbuna

"Thoroughly practical and sim-
plified! Packed with information
about everything any person
might want to know concerning
Mwing." The Portland Oregonlan

**With -the wealth of illustrations,

ijiagrams and cherts it would
seem tha veriest novice could
manage to turn out sewing jobs
that would do credit to a pi'ofes-

lional dressmaker or decorator."
Waihlngton, 0. C. Evening Star

"No home should be without It.

Answers the prayer of every
who has a needle."
Fort Wayne Newi Sentinel

Easily a $7.50 value — but be-
cause of the unusual need for

practical and simplified sewing
instructions, we have printed a

first edition far greater than
normal. The savings thus ef-

fected have enabled us to offer

this remarkable Complete Book
of Sewing for only $2.95. And
you can pay in 2 easy install-

ments. Mail coupon today for
Free Examination.

There )ifls never been a 1>o6k like tbls

"Complete Book of Sewing''. 320 BIG
pages; over a qtiarter of a million words;

over 750 pictures, drawings, diagrams*

This wholly new and complete practical

self-instruction guide gives you the exact

how and why of every basic stitch, seam,

and construction detail. It shows the latest

proven time-saving "dressnutker" methods

in cutting, fitting, making and remaking

dresses, coats, jackets, suits, slip-covers

and curtains. Tells you all about patterns

and how to alter them so they fit exactly-

even the most difficult figures!

SEW AND SAVEI

How to choose, cut, assemble and fit

garments yourself all about fabrics, lin«

ings. sleeves, trimmmg details, pockets,

buttonholes, collars, skirts. Now you can

choose your most becoming colors, fabrics

and styles; follow the simplified make-it-

yourself directions for clothes you can

wear at work, at play, and for country.

Learn how to make dozens of gay acces-

sories like belts, scarves, aprons, negli-

gees, dickies, slippers and even sports

clothes and evening dresses without pat-

terns—right from this great book itselfl

Learn to make clothes for your children—
make-over outmoded or even shabby

clothes into sparkling new outfits — alter

ready-made clothes — make and remake

750 HOW-TO-DO-IT Pictures

Make Every Step Easy!

Ixamine 7 Days FREE!
Send No Money! Mail Coupon Now!

curtains, alip-covers, draperies, lamp
ehades and hundreds of other stunning

home accessories.

MAIL COUPON NOWI
We know that if you once see this book,

you wouldn't give it up for all the money
in the world- And that's why we make
this sensational offer! -Let us send you

"The Complete Book pf Sewing" for one

week's free examination. Don't send a

penny now. Use it for one full week. Then,

if you're delighted with it—as we're sure

you will be—send us $1—and one month
later pay us the small balance of only

$1.95 (plus a few cents postage)— as

complete payment,

NO OBUGATiONI
If, for any reason whatever, you decide

rot to keep the book, just return it and
owe nothing. So you see, you have every-

thing to gain—nothing to lose by mailing

the FREE EXAMINATION COUPON.
But you must hurry/ For nearly 50,000

copies have already been bought. And
with paper rationing (which is already in

effect) don't risk disappointment. For you

may never be able to get this great "Com-
plete Book of Sewing" again — at any

price! Mail your Free Examination Cou-

pon today to Book Presentations, 3

1

West 57th Street, New York 19. N. Y.

Choosing The Right Ctothet

How To Chooto The Right
Fabrics

&ewing Tools
Save And Sew
The ABC's Of Stitchet
Seomi
Part), Tucka and Pleati
Gathers, Ruffles, and Heading*
Hems, Facings. Bindings
Embroidery and Appliquo
Time-Saving Measurement.

Routines
How To Alter A Pattern
The Science of Cutting
How To Baste
How To Make Fitting

Altera tionfl

Becoming Necklines
Collars, Vests, and Dickie*
Sleeves
Smooth Fitting Waistlines
Fasteners-From Buttons To

Zippers
Time-Saving Details

Pockets
Trimmings
Utility Clothes and Tailored

r;
I

Everyday and Sport Clothes
Afternoon Dre«tes and Fonnals
Cotton Garments
Maternity Presses and Infants*

Wear
Coats and Jackets
Underwear
Teaching Your DaughterTo Sew
Accessories and GifU
Care of Qothei
Mending
Restyling—Remodeling-*

Remaking
Holding A Room Together
Fabrics For Th© Home
Slipcovers

Bedspreads, Couch Covers,
Dressing Table Skiru

Cuctains
Formal Draperies
Measurements For Horn*

Sewing
Covering and Re-Covering

Lampshades
Camps. Recreation and

Children's Rooms
Old Curtains For New Windows
Quilting Spreads and Accessoridi

Etc., Etc.

Everything You Want to Know • • •

About Everything You Want to Sew!

FREE EXAMINATION COUPON
BOOK PRESENTATIONS H-SU
31 West S7th Street. New York 19, New Yoffc

Without obligation to me. send me immediately, prepaid for •
week's free examination, a copy of THE COMPLETE BOOK
OF SEWING, by Constance Talbot. 320 pages, over 750 How-To-
Do-It Illustrations, 2000 items indexed, large over^ze pages of

9^/4x7 inches, with' sparkling color throughout, in handsome
binding of gay cloth. At the end of the week I will return the
book and owe you nothing. Or I will keep it and send you $1
then; SI.95 one month later (plus a few cents posUge charges)
as payment tn full.

Check here if you desire beautiful DeLuxe Editic* bound In

spcciat-tinish Simulated Leather-gorgeously grained, stamped m
genuine gilt. Only $1 extra.

(Please Print Pla.^ly)

CITY STATE.
CHECK HERE AND SAVE MORE. SHIPPING WEIGHT

3 lbs. Send full cash with (his coupon, and we will stand shippmK
coits. Same return privileges!MAIL FREE EXAMINATION COUPON TODAY! ^
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The EYES have it in Judy Garland's good
looks picture. As Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer's

singing star, Judy uses subtle and clever

makeup to bring out the full ioveftness of

her syes, making them a "special footur©.
'

Fresh and soft as a flower petal is Ido

Lypino's COMPLEXION. She keeps it that

way with soap and water, softening creams

and protective lotions. Ida's next are
"Hollywood Canteen" and "Pillar to Post."

An exquisite MOUTH beautifully outlined

in color, ond TEETH sparkling with white-

ness play ieoding roles in Dusty Ander-

son's beauty portrait. Dusty will next be
seen in "Tonight and Every Night."

SPECIAL FEATURES '*
Take tips from the movie beauties and star your most attractive features

By Josephine Felts

WHAT'S your special claim to beauty?

Perhaps it's lovely eyes, an alluring

mouth, or dazzling hair. Or, maybe
a peaches-and-cream complexion, a knock-

out figure, or wonderful bone structure is

your biggest attraction. Fortunately, most
of us have some one good-looks attribute

that merits particular attention. So, if you
would be beauty-wise, our advice is copy the

movie stars and, whatever your best feature

is, bring it into focus I

Although all the actresses whom we have
chosen to illustrate this article can boast of

many good features, we have selected each
for the particular beauty emphasis which
appears in the photographs we're showing.
These pictures of Judy Garland's starry

eyes. Dusty Anderson's charming mouth,
Ida Lupino's petal-soft complexion, and
Lana Turner's glorious figure—all serve to

prove how you can dramatize your whole
appearance by playing up your outstanding
beauty asset.

By bringing out the full loveliness of her

eyes, Judy makes herself much envied. If

you follow faithfully an eye treatment, you,

too, can add sparkle to your eyes. First,

keep that "tired look" away by frequent use

of eye-cleansing lotions. Then see that your
brows are always kept in tidy outline by
plucking stray hairs which occasionally ap-
pear to mar their well-arched shapeliness.

When brows do not make a full arch, it's a

good idea to continue them with eyebrow
pencil until they extend slightly beyond the

corner of your eyes. An expert application

of the right shade of eye-shadow—remem-
ber, in the daytime a little of this goes a

long way—a careful brushing on of mas-
cara to your lashes, and your eyes will shine

Who wouldn't be proud to have Lono
Turner's lithe and supple FIGURE—espe-

cially considering she is a young matron?
Daily exercise and good posture is her

recipe for lovely lines. Lana's next picture

will be MGM's "ThereWere Three Of Us."

out like stars ; and will look larger too.

The bright lipstick which Dusty Ander-
son puts on her pretty mouth certainly ac-

cents its shapeliness and makes her teeth

appear more sparkling (if possible!) than
they are. For your own lip beauty, outline

your mouth carefully with a little brush

laden with color. Then fill in the whole
mouth surface, bringing the rouge well in-

side your mouth. A thorough blotting with

tissue, or a powdering over with your face

powder, and another going over with your
lipstick itself, and your mouth is perfect.

Recently the trend has been toward nat-

urally pretty mouth shapes. "Rosebuds" and
"squared off" mouths are definitely out of

vogue ! (We needn't add that Dusty brushes

her teeth religiously and sees her dentist

often.)

Blending and matching makeup colors is

a fine art. Powder base, lipstick, eye-

shadow, mascara, brow pencil and nail pol-

ish always should blend with your natural

coloring. Choose a powder just a shade dark-

er than your skin and rouge that tones in

with your powder and emphasize your eyes.

Lots of soap and water scrubbings, light

massage with creams and skin softeners, and
good body health are again the answer to

another beautiful complexion. Ida Lupino
is proud of her delicately fine skin so she

gives it conscientious daily care, as all wise
women do. As an extra precaution for this

weather, a good way to protect your skin

from the elements is with a non-drying
makeup foundation.

Lana Turner's figure is Exhibit A on how
to make the most of lovely body lines.

Through exercise you can prevent the thick-

ening of your waist or the drooping of your
bust. Walk, sit and stand straight and high.

Remember your kind of posture can make
or break a beautiful figure

!
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wan
W^fl^Madame La Couturiere (neeMinnie Mooney) whis-

pered about Barbara—now trying on herJourleenth hat—
was cruel, but it was the truth. Everybody in town knew

what Barbara's trouble was except Barbara herself . . .

ivhy men fell over themselves to meet her, then turned sud-

denly indifferent . . . why she was the "last resort''' when a

fourth atbridge oran extra girlwas needed tofdl out a party.

How About You?
Clothes, charm, good looks can count for little when

your breath is off-color. You perhaps do not realize that

halitosis (bad breath) is so common and that anyone
may be guilty at some time or other

—

without knowing it.

It's wise to be always on guard against this condition,

which can put you in such a bad light so quickly.

Listerine Antiseptic, used as a mouth rinse and gargle,

offers you a simple and wholly delightful precaution

that so many popular people rarely omit. Use it always

before any "date" where you want to be at your best.

Listerine's rapid germicidal action halts food fermenta-

tion in the mouth and the odors it causes. And, although

halitosis is sometimes systemic, this food fermentation,

in the opinion of some authorities, is a major cause of

unpleasant breath. Almost at once, in such cases, your
breath becomes sweeter, purer, less likely to offend.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Missouri.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
for Oral Hygiene

p. <S>. A little loving care is what your teeth need, and this delightful dentifrice helps give it. LISTERINE TOOTH PASTE

Screen LAND 17



LlOl IMasMcSharPEGGYINGMR asFrancie-TED DOfflDSONasttF
andlAMESGLEASON • RUTH NELSON • lOHN ALEXANDER • B.S. PULLY • Directed by ELIA KAZAN • Produced by LOUIS D. LIGHTON.

Screen Play by Tess Slesinger and Frank Davis • Adapted from the Novel by Betty Smith
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"The Three Cabalieros," above: Donald Duck, Panchifo

and Carioca, characters in the new Walt Disney feature.

AN OPEN LETTER TO WALT DISNEY
DEAR WALT:

So you've done it again

!

Just let 'em tell you it can't be done,

and you go ahead and do it. It started

twenty-one years ago when you landed in

Hollywood with forty dollars and an old

(before Lana Turner) sweater. In those

early days, animated cartoons were the step-

children of the motion picture business

—

just fill-ins on programs, practically given

away to exhibitors. You realized what a

wonderful medium of fantasy cartoons could

be, and by 1928 you were proving it.

Mickey Mouse and Donald Duck moved
right into the American home; the Seven

Dwarfs and Bambi followed them. "Fan-

tasia" won critical acclaim. And now you're

showing 'em again
—

"they" said cartoons

and live actors couldn't be combined, so

you made "The Three Caballeros," in which
Donald Duck meets up with pretty senoritas

and joins in jollity with Jose Carioca and
Panchito.

You wouldn't like to be called a man
with a message, would you-? That's what I

thought. But the fact remains that Disney
cartoons have done and are doing a great

work in the world. Take the war—ninety

percent of your studio was set off for in-

structional films; the Navy uses your car-

toons for the mass instruction of Navy
fliers, the Army to teach plane spotters, the

State Department to teach Basic English.

And that's not all. Your program of visual

education, a project in typical Disney style,

is already in operation to bring vital educa-

tional knowledge to many people in Latin

America ; and in the post-war world its pos-

sibilities are limitless.' People will always

go to see a Disney cartoon. Even when
they're educational, they're fun.

Disney has won Academy

Awards and international

toons.

Three

Ĥ„ late'st.
"The

TUree Caballeros," ««

„ith cartoon fiqu^" .°"

. «. .creen. Musical
the same screen.

1 u o > II t i e s trom

CthVthrRio.^-^^;
Toin Donald Duck m a fes-

Tal spirit of fun. See .t.
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IVtth captions by Mary Livingstone Benny

hiu

"Don Wilson's laugh it familiar to radio listenors," says
Mary Livingston* Benny. "It's spoirtanaous, too. Jack
getting off a deadpan line gets howls from Don, and
as you can' see, this is one I do think is funny."

My Life I

(jag
by Mary Livingstone Benny

Exclusive! You're Hlvited to the home
of the JcKk Bennys, where you will

learn just how the Benny brain-trust

works out those hilarious scripts

IF THE powers-tbat-be in the City of Beverly Hills read

this article, I hope they will not descend on oiir home
and condemn it simply because I choose to call it a gag

factory. Our street is not zoned for industrial activity. It's

strictly residence territory. And, however we might choose
to kid about it, the Benny domicile is likewise strictly resi-

dence.

But, for nine months of the 3rear, this home of ours

is likewise the scene of activity which produces some thirty-

nine weekly radio programs and is a contributing force in

such motion pictures as my spouse, one Jack Benny, gets to

play in.

There was a day when a radio performer, especially a

22 comedian, woidd cringe at the thought that the public was



"The writers are so sure that their gags are wonderful
they can't wait until Jack finishes his breakfast to

pounce on him. Ballin pours the coffee, but still talks.

Tackaberry, Perrin, and Balzer really gang up on him."

"Jack and I listen to a new song by Larry Stevens, the young
chap who is taking Dennis Day's place. Jack asked me
to listen to all the candidates but when I heard Larry (who'd

never sung professionally before) I knew we had a find."

"Wa start reading the script. It's a bit between Rochester and
Jack and makes Larry (in big chair) laugh—me too. Reading
takes place in our playroom. Rochester, in case you don't
know, will soon be seen on the screen in 'Brewster's Millions.'

"

wise to the fact that he didn't write all of his own broadcast
material. That day has long gone, and if you follow the
columns about this hectic profession of ours you see constant
references to huge stables of writers for one performer or an-
other. Now, Jack doesn't have a huge stable, but he has a
nice-sized team of five. They are, reading from left to right,

up or down, on the bias, or running around in circles, which
is more usual, Sam Perrin, Milt Josefsberg, George Balzer,

John Tackaberry, and Jack Benny. Yes, Jack works with
the boys and provides the locale for its many and long writ-

ing conferences which go on a good part of the day for some
five to seven days per week.
The innocent little script which is to flow merrily along

for exactly thirty minutes on a Sunday evening is carved
out of hard rock, syllable by syllable; gag by gag; floor-pacing

by floor-pacing; re-write by re-write.

The brain-trust confers for a policy meeting ten minutes
after a Sunday broadcast in Jack's dressing room at the

studio where a very rough outline of what they expect to do
for next week is drawn up. Then each scrivener goes to his

own home to pick his own brains for next week's laughs.

They may team up into two groups of twos the following

day, but by Tuesday, bright and early—I know because their

merry prattle and their foot-pounding, fist-pounding, and
argument-pounding awakens me—^they are at the Benny
menage loaded with cute gags and funny sequences.

Then it starts. They may come up to Jack's bedroom.
Jack, since it's his house and he's the boss, avails himself of

the privilege of sleeping up to the last minute of their arrival.

He probably puts on a bathrobe, gets word through the grape-

"Jack does the famous Benny pace routine as he describes

a piece of •business and gives the sound - man directions.

%od,ucer Bod Ballin takes a few technical notes. That's

'Play, Phil' Harris looking so serious at the extreme left."

vine to the kitchen that he's ready for a little coffee and
juice, and then the gang starts to really put together the show.

There's a soft-voiced amanuensis (and that's a $50 word
for secretary that would throw Phil Harris completely out of

gear) whose name is Jane Tucker, and who acts as sort of

a script girl. I would say hers is the most difficult job because
first, she has to record the basic gag. Then she has to extract

from each person's reaction to the basic gag exactly what
Jack wants to have kept in the final script. There may be
eighteen reactions, one topping the other, before they all feel

they've got something. Then Jack will say, "Read it back,

Janie." Janie reads it and this time he might say that it

should be changed thus and so, and then they're off again
with another dozen toppers to the line she just read. And
finally that thirty second to two minute spot is ironed out.

Now this goes on all week. Sometimes they'll call me in and
say, "Mary, this one will kill you. What do you think of it.'"

I listen. If it kills me, I act properly dead. If it doesn't, I

react properly or improperly deadpan and Jack sighs a dis-

appointed "Oh" and they start all over.

And if you think that I'm the only one in the house who's
called in to act as gin'nea pig, then you don't know what hap-
pens to my daughter, Joan; to the cook; to the man who
comes over to take care of our garden and who would be
summoned from the other end of the Victory patch, and to

the boy who might be delivering a bimdle of laundry, the

grocery man, or even the mailman, if he happens to ring

twice just when the Benny brain-trust is in and wants a fast

reaction. I'm certain that if most of our neighbors weren't

professionals themselves, they {Please turn to -page 87

)
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Chasing Colbert into her private life, with
our star reporter taking intimate notes

IT HAPPENED
ONE NIGHT TO
By Elizabeth Wilson

EVER SINCE her doctor husband
enlisted in the U. S. Navy, and
that was long before Pearl Harbor,

Claudette Colbert has longed to be a

Navy Wife. While most women shud-
dered when they read gruesome stories

in magazines and newspapers about
Navy wives huddled together like cattle

in broken-down old inns, firetraps, and
beaverboard shacks, cooking on hot
plates and doing their own laundry,
Claudette tingled with excitement. When
a Navy Wife one day, on the set of

"Practically Yours," recounted in all its

hoiTor her plane trip across the con-
tinent to join her husband at Long
Beach—being "bumped" at every air-

port, no food for eighteen hours, drafts,

cold and rain—Claudette sighed with
envy. But every time her husband, Lt.

Conmiander Joel Pressman, got near a

24 seaport, Claudette was in the midst of

a picture, which kept her in Hollywood.

F'mally she figured it out that if she

did two films quick-like right in a row,

then she'd have time to spend several

months with him wherever he was sta-

tioned. Hardly had she finished "Since

You Went Away" before she was facing

the cameras on the "Practically Yours"
set. As a matter of fact for several

weeks there she was racing back and
forth <iaily from David O. Selznick's

studio in Culver City to Y. Frank Free-

man's Paramount in Hollywood—and it

just goes to show what a clever actress

she is that she never confused Joe Cot-

ten in a Navy uniform with Fred Mac-
Murray in a Navy uniform.

With both pictures completed she

was all set and equipped, even to the

hot plate, to be a Navy Wife. But her

husband was at sea. With time on her

hands she decided to do over a room.
Did you ever see a movie star with

time on her hands who didn't decide to

(Flsase turn to page 60)
ClaudeH-e and Fred MacMurray In a clinch for

"Practically Yours," directed by Mitch Leisen.



m"WEST OF THE PECOS" .fn /<A:o-/i«c//o Pkmre

...the color stays on

through every lipstick test

Dramatize the appeal ofyour lips with the

Color Harmony shade for your type. Glamorous

reds, lovely reds, dramatic reds...all exclusive

with Tru-Color Lipstick and all based on an

original, patented* color principle discovered

by Max Factor Hollywood. . .one dollar.

Hollywood ^hto

•U. S. Patents
No. 2 1 57667

221 1465

Complete your make-up
IN COLOR HARMONY... WITH
MAX FACTOR HOILYWOOD
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Albert

Wealth and fame have
come his way but have
failed to change Joe E.

Brown or cast a shadow
on his perfect marriage.

Hh story is an inspira-

tion to all of Hollywood

HOLLYWOOD CANT SPOIL!
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IN HOLLYWOOD, where marriage is often just an inter-

lude between divorces, the Joe E. Browns will celebrate

their thirtieth wedding anniversary in 1945.

This in the town where Lana Turner, John Wayne, Deanna
Durbin, Judy Garland and dozens of other stars havfe failed

to keep their marriages off the rocks. Very often, the failure

of Hollywood marriages is blamed on the town itself. There

are those who say that no marriage can be a complete success

in Hollywood, where ambition is king and glamor is some-

times considered more important than hfippiness.

How do the Browns do it? Perhaps, if other couples knew
their secrets, they might stand a better chance of making
their own marriages succeed.

Marriage experts warn us that today at least one out of

five marriages end in the divorce courts, and predict that

if the divorce rate keeps on growing, the time will come
when one out of two marriages will end in divorce. So it's

time to stop, look, and listen to the Joe E. Browns, who
know how to insure their marriage happiness.

I talked to Joe in the charming living room of his home
in West Los Angeles. You can't be in that home five minutes
without being reminded of the personality of the Browns.
For everything in it is a reflection of two hearts that seek

the same things.

You remember, too, that Joe E. Brown and his wife have
won through to their present happiness by conquering grief.

They might have let themselves become bitter and resentful

For a year Jo« gave up picture to d«vot« h!ms«lf to hit war
toUrt, on which h« traveled imore than 100,000 mites. He con-
tinues to spend his spare ttjfte entertainin<| service men and
women. You'll see him on the\screen in "Hollywood Canteen."

when hfe took Captain Don E. Brown from them. But their
home reflects no bitterness, only pride in the memory of a
boy who gave everything he could to a great cause.
Captain Don E. Brown's portrait is on the wall. On one

side of it is an American flag; on the other the flag of the
Capt. Don E. Brown Post, Mb. 3868, Veterans of Foreign
Wars. The Post honored Captain Brown by naming itself for
him; that mute portrait on the wall honors both the Post
and Don.
In a ^ass case in the room are mementoes of Don—^his hat,

scarf, belt buckle, dog tags, service ribbons, wings and baby
picture. Since he was killed in an air crash, everything that



This Joe E. Brown family group includes the late Captain Don E. Brown (top left), who was

killed In the line ot duty. Son at Mrs. Brown's left is Joe Leroy Brown, now a Captain in the

Army Air Corps. The daughters seated with the veteran comedian are Kathryn and Mary.

Joe E. Brown has done has been in a way a memorial to his

son. He has traveled over 100.000 miles to entertain G.I.

Joes on all the war fronts to honor the memory of the

G.I. Joe who was his son. He has entertained at hundreds of

benefits. For a year he gave up pictures to devote himself

to his war tours. Kecently he made his first picture in a year,

"Hollywood Canteen." He is also entertaining servicemen
and civilians all over the country with his gay, bright, laugh-

provoking radio show, "Stop or Go." His book, "Your
Kids and Mine," is a best seller. Several studios want to

produce it, with Joe in the starring role.

Joe E. Brown might have buried himself in his grief if he
had wished to do so. He might have let his unhappiness
throw a shadow over his marriage. Instead, he decided

to live as Don would have wanted him to. He would go on
making the world laugh. When a man can by his mere pres-

ence brighten the lives of hundreds of thousands of service-

men, it is extremely selfish for him to do otherwise, no matter

how gi'eat his grief. And since Joe E. Brown is anything but

.selfish he had to go ahead with all of his entertainment tours.

Recently, another tragedy clouded the happiness of the

Browns. Their two daughters, Kathryn, 11, and Mary, 14,

were in an automobile accident. Kathryn recovered quickly.

Mary's life was spared, though she is still ill as this is written.

But Joe E. Brown's faith has carried him above his fears for

Mary's .safety. He knows that Mary will recover.

Neither tragedy nor happiness, neither failure nor success

has ever harmed the Brown marriage. There has never been
a hint of scandal about the Browns, in a town where the

merest gesture is enough to start serious gossip. Even the

columnists who usually are quick to make up stories about
separations when news is scarce have never had the brass

to invent such tales about the Browns. Their marriage is as

.solid as the red bricks in their home. If you said that about
almost any other Hollywood marriage, you would be sticking

your neck way out. The Brown marriage is almost the only
marriage in Hollywood about which I would dare to say this.

'If either member of a married couple decides that he
wants a happy marriage, he can assure and insure it," Joe
told me. "Li our case, we've been lucky because both Mrs.
Brown and I wanted a happy, jjermanent marriage. But any
man or woman who makes up his mind that he or she is

going to get happiness out of marriage will achieve it. You
just have to take the other person with his or her faults,

without considering those faults as such. That may sound
like a big order, but when you really love a person, you
want to do everything you can to make him happy, and
that's one way to do it."

"Well," I asked, "do you and Mrs. Brown ever argue?"
"Of course we do. There are no wings starting to sprout

on me yet," laughed Joe. "Just before Mrs. Brown married

me, her mother told her, 'Always remember there will be

days when you are out of sorts {Please turn to page 981

Jo% IS an actor's actor, one of the most popular with his brother

stars. At left he is seen with Jack Benny and Rudy Vallee. Joe's

radio program, "Stop or Go," is a quii show. Fellow enter-

tainers recently honored Joe E. on a nation-wide hook-up.

T7
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By Constance Palmer
WHEN Randolph Scott snaps, "Put up them sbootin'

irons, pardner!" the boys and girls know he means it.

When he tells Mary Lou he'll be back for her as soon
as the cattle-rustlers or the U-boats or the Japs or the claim-
jumpers are disposed of, the ladies in the audience are prac-
ticaUy willing to bet their last pair of nylons Mary Lou
won't sprout any gray hairs waiting for him.

Randy's been the hero of robust adventure for fifteen

loyal years. Blond, blue-eyed and square-jawed, he's Dick
Tracy in the flesh. Six feet two of stalwart masculine virility,

he's the dream-wish of American womanhood. He's a symbol
and the fans love him for it.

"But I guess most of the excitin' adventures in my life

happened on the screen," he admitted in his soft Southern
drawl. "Now you take Errol Flynn, f'instance. He plays
adventure-parts on the screen and—all jokin' aside—he's

had an adventurous life off the screen, too. Why, he eametl
his liviii' as a real sailor before he ever went into pictures!

"But as for me," he went on, "you can't call cross-country
fox-hunts, or hanging onto an overturned fishing-smack with
sharks nippin' at your heels, or trying to make port in a
hurricane adventure. The excitin' events back in those days
all came in the line of havin' fun."

Scott's a modest fellow and casual about the place he's

established for himself on the screen. In his opinion, there
it is and that's that and none of the credit is his.

He's come a longer way than across a continent from
Orange County, Virginia, where he was born. Though he's

RaiKly, the 9«ntiemaii fro

Virginicu has been the screer

symbol of robust odventui

for fifteen loyal years no^

RKO-Radio proudly pretonts the perennial «<
venturer, Randolph Scoft, in two new picture:

"Belle Of The Yukon," with Gypsy Rose Le

(top), and "China Sky," with RuthWarr!ck,abov<

only fifteen years away from the riding-to-hounds, he's more
than a generation away from the life that was planned

for him.
His people thought he'd be happy as a textile manufac-

turer and so did he. But even a course at Georgia Tech,

graduation from the University of North Carolina and a

year of travel in Europe couldn't make it so. A short busi-

ness association with his father didn't h^p, so he left for

California and did what he had wanted to do all along.

First he appeared as a fledgling actor at the Pasadena
Conununity Playhouse, then came a flutter on the stage in

Hollywood before he soared—aptly enough—into pictures

after he played a young flier in "The Broken Wing."
His picture career began with super-Westerns for Para-

mount. The titles—"Heritage Of The Desert," "Wild Horse
Mesa," "The Thundering Herd," "To The Last Man"—
read Uke a five-foot shelf of cowboy adventure. And, since

it's an axi<Mn in Hollywood that the tried and true Jiorse-opry

is the mainstay of the industry, Randy's pictures made
money and his bosses loved him.

And, as a corollary to that, his fans grew to love him,

too, and carried their devotion right along when he pro-

gressed into hght comedy and drama. They were devoted to

him as the romantic lead in "Roberta" and were not at all

surprised that Irene Dunne was perfectly happy with him
for seven years on a desert isle in "My Favorite Wfe."
But the old Western formula came back again in "Virginia

City," "Western Union," "Belle {Please turn to page 83)



Imagine, for the first time

on any screen—Donald

Duck and company

romping, singing, dancing

and especially romancing

with live and lovely

senoritas in the same
scenes! It's the kind of

"seeing-is-believing" magic

only Disney can bring you

—and wonderful

!
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New Hit Tunes
including:

"THE THREE CABALLEROS"
"YOU BELONG TO MY HEART"

"BAIA"
(by the composer of "Brazil")
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Full-length Musical Fiesta in Technicolor

See Donald and

Aurora Miranda
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Samba-Jongo

together!
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ICTIONARY

By Gladys Hall

Hep chick Ryan elucidates the new
language and incidentally interprets

the morals and manners of "our crowd"

%W 7 ELL, JACK, glad t'ssseee ya! Ginune some skin.

Look, taHc-time and eat-time. Time to latch on to

the ever-lovin' dialogue. Beating ya gums with a
hep Uttle chick will be just about perf. We can laugh it up
or swap a little badinage. On the beam?"

Thus, incredibly, in the dim-lit dignity of the lounge in

the Sherry Netherland hotel in New York, did Peggy-the-
size-of-a-flower-stem greet me.
To which I replied (and what would you have said?)

"UgggglugggmflFtshsnaxsy."

Whereupon Peggy, regarding me with obviously quickened
admiration not unmixed with envy, explained, "Dig that

language! Mop! Groovey-as-a-movie, what?"
"Oh, well," I said, modestly, "mmmsgshstq."
"Eat-ville!" Peg said then, and led the way into the dining-

room. "Eat-ville!" she kept on chanting, happily.
" 'Eat-ville!' " I echoed, outwardly poised but inwardly

going to pieces.

Over Peggy's dark fall of curls, the waiter hovered. "Nice
veal chops today. Miss Ryan," he suggested.

"Bonnnggg!" said Miss R. "Twwannggg, you're on the

beam, Jack!"

"And now," I said firmly when, the luncheon orders given,

we were alone, "please translate."

Peggy viewed me, disappointment darkening her very dark
blue eyes. She said, "That new language you were sending

—

I took you for a hep little chick."

"Well, thanks," I said, flattered, as I knew I was intended

to be when designated a hep little chick. "Sorry to disillu-

sion you, Peggy, but—afraid not. Calling me 'Jack,' for

instance, and the waiter, too. Now, why? And that 'Talk-

time' and 'Eat-time' and 'Eat-vLQe' routine—^you mean, I

mean— mean, what does it mean?",
"Look," Peggy said, "we greet someone, or someone says

something, and we say, 'Well, Jack'—on account 'Jack' means
anybody, anybody at all, male or female. Dig it? And 'Dig
it?' means 'D'you follow me?' Or 'I dig it* means 'I follow
you.' Or we may say of a beautiful house or a field of
flowers, 'Dig that view.' And that means 'Latch on to the
landscape.' And that," P^gy said hastily, observing how
my eyes were glazing over, "means simply, 'Look at the view.'

'Latch on to the ever-lovin' dialogue' is just our way of say-
ing 'Let's have a good talk.'

"There are," Peggy informed me with Websterian pride,

"around 300 words and phrases in our jive vocabulary—if you
want to knock yourself out. And with new ones being added
from time to time; such as three new ones coined quite
recently by," Peggy said, making with the blush, "myself.
'Bonnnggg!' for example, and 'Twwannggg!' They're jive for

'Terreeefeeec' or 'You know what's for me.' 'Bork!' is another
of my most recent. 'I'd like to bork him!' I say, and make
with the fists.

"It's very important," Peggy continued with a schoolmarm
manner, "to imderstand that this jive talk, like French or any
other language, depends quite a bit on accent and inflection.

Like, for example, we stress our 'esses.' 'Gla' t'ssseee youssse,*

we say. Got to be throaty with it and sorta hissy. Under-
score words, too. We also lop letters off words. Or whole
syllables. It's very sssswissssh right now to abbreviate
words. Instead of saying 'It's perfect,' we say 'Perf,' or, 'It's

magnif'.' Or, instead of saying 'It's a situation,' we say
' *S 'sitch'.' Shortened versions of words, that's what it is.

All the hep characters use it and it's basic. Like every-
thing else, there's a reason for it, or it wouldn't fee. Saves
time, you see. And kids, these days," Peggy added with
unconscious pathos, "have, most of them, so little time. It

all began, mostly, when Don-face and I
—

"

"Don-face?" I parroted imcertainly.

"That's Donald O'Connor," Peg explained patiently. "See,
when it's someone we like a lot, or someone with a funny
face, Uke the O'Connor's, we use 'face' like a middle name.

30
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Peggy, above, with her coutin,

Glenn Snyder, home on furlough

affer the battle of Tarawa.

Peggy "takes up" Ice-ikating,

but !t lets her down. She stars !n

Universal's "Patrick The Great."

"Like we say 'time' after everything, too. *Eat-time,'

we say when we're hungry, or 'Tired-time' when we're sleepy.

Or 'Eat-ville,' or 'Tired-ville'—^like what we're going to do

is a place to which we are going."

"I see," I said. And didb't. "Just who, by the way, are

'we'?"

"Our crowd in Hollywood," Peg explained. "Marcy
McGuire, Lon McCallister, Jane Withers, Mickey Rooney,

when he's in town. (He's never off," Peg interpolated,

admiringly, "he's always on the beam, you know—^that

Mickey!) The Mauch twins," she went on, "the Merry
M&cs, Sidney Veiler, Inez James, who writes all the hep
soiigs for our pictures, Don's and mine, Ray McDonald, the

O'Coimor, of course—and his wife, now—all in our little

group. All of us hep characters, all speaking the jive

language.

"When Don and I started making pictures together, there

was little jive-talk going around. It was when we mide
'What's Cookin',' one of the first of the fourteen we did

together before Don enhsted—and a hep little job it was

—

that we began talking this way. Pretty soon our crowd
latched on to it. Now all the hep kids use it.

"There are, by the way, in case you didn't know, two
sets of kids: the hep and the not-hep-at-all. They're the

icky ones, just don't dig our language. Not on the beam.
"I won't attempt," Peggy said, "to teach you the jive lan-

guage today, but just so you won't be a square (a square is

someone who doesn't know what's cookin') I'll give you
the definitions for the words and phrases in most common
usage. For example, 'Gimme some skin.' Look, I stick out
my hand, palm up, you slap off my palm with yours in sort

of a sweeping motion. Tha's right. Now blow on your palm,
put it in your pocket, and what we've said is 'Hello.'

" 'Chick,' short for 'chicken,' of course, means 'girl.' A
'hep little chick' is a hep Uttle girl who really knows what's
there. Is on the beam. 'On the beam'—she knows what's
cookin'. We never say, 'Do you really know what you are
talking about?' We say, 'You hep?' Or 'You on the beam?'
In a good jive dictionary, which we'll have in time," Peggy
added, "you'll probably find: 'Hep little chick; antonjin:
A square.'

"When we're jitterbugging, we say 'Mop!' Tall praise, that.

Means you're really in there with your boots laced high;

you know from where you start. {Please turn to -page 81) 31
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In which a popular singer who is also a

movie fan calls attention to the pet prac-

tices of those pests who apparently toss

their mannersinto the ticket-chopperwith
their stubs when they enter a show. What
can be done? Doc Downey prescribes

OUTSIDE of kids, home, and hearthside, there are

three big things in my life. They are:

(1) Singing.

{'2) Ice Cream.
(3) Movies.

No one can spoil my singing but myself. Ice cream is

a static stream of satisfaction. It never palls because I'm
an omnivorous addict, ranging happily among all flavors.

The movies—that's another story.

Through no fault of my own, and I'm billed as a smiling

Irishman, I have stepped from countless movie marquees
into bright sunlight with a frown as black as the shades

of night. I have writhed, suffered and bitten my finger-

nails all through many a first-class picture I should have
enjoyed.

Why.'' Because a few (praise the Lord, an infinitesimal

few) fellow movie fans apparently toss their maimers into

the ticket-chopper along with their stubs when they enter

a show.
I wish Screenland's readers would give me the answer.

It's beyond me, this disconcerting puzzle of why some
American movie-goers, in their ordinary characters the

most instinctively polite people on earth, thoughtlessly

infringe on the precepts of good manners inside a darkened
movie house. It is doubly puzzlesome to me because the

people who do so are the most considerate and gracious of

hosts. Their good taste and decorum make an unobtrusive

success of tea party, dinner or an evening of bridge.

They're generous, kindly folk who would sooner cut off

their right hand than weaken the enjoyment of a friend or

neighbor.

If, for instance, they should recommend to you a best-

selling mystery novel—even lend you the volume from
their own prized library—they would consider it unthink-

able to hint to you the climax, the identity of the fictional

slayer or the key clue to the plot. But !

Recently I went to see "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo." I

had not read the book and was primed for a thriller-diller

of a picture—which it is. Seated directly behind me were
two obviously college-cultured young matrons. Fashion-

ably yet simply dressed, voices cool and calm, they would
grace with charm any social gathering. Except the movies.

It developed, alas all too soon, that one had seen the

fast-paced picture before. In her own kindly way she was
determined that her friend should miss no significant part

of the action. And so, her voice curling insistently into the

Downey eardrums, she gave away every bit of the sus-

penseful drama before it occurred. If you remember the

soul-stining cUmax of the picture, you'll appreciate my
let-down feeling. Because, long before it happened, I knew
that Van Johnson (as Ted Lawson) would rise to greet

his wife (Phyllis Thaxter) at their long-delayed reunion

—

and so rising, unmindful of the leg he had lost in the

Orient, ciumple forward on his face. You need suspense
to appreciate that, and this girl had killed my suspense.

(SOLUTION: I have since studied lip-reading and now
carry ear-wads at all times. Let 'em talk—now I enjoy
the movies.)

Some people can take their movies or leave them alone.

I can't. I am nuts about movies. That's all, I'm nuts

about 'em. Period. Beyond that, they give me the enjoy-

ment and relaxation I need. As they do you, and you.

But enjoyment can be soured and relaxation made
misery by little acts of thoughtlessness. Like little Miss
Wig-Wag in her fashionable bonnet moving quietly to her

seat just in front of you. She sits sedate and silent through
the picture. Her only crime (and she is serenely un-

aware of it) is the wagging of her head from side to side

with the rhythmic regularity of a metronome. By the time
you leave the show you're sore-necked and bug-eyed from
trying to outwag her head so you can see the picture.

Here's the littJe earfui who gives away the plot and spoils the sus-

pense. She's the one who has seen the picture before and lets every-

body know it. Nothing can be done about her, admits Doc Downey,
except to invest In some ear-wads and take a course in lip-reading.

And here's the habit of waiting to unwrap your candy or peanuts or

other snack until the heroine is speaking in passion-hushed tones to her

lucky lover. You'll never know what she said, of course. Solution: why
not give heroine an even break by unwrapping before picture starts?

Consider, friends, the tlu-eat we face with the new chapeaux

and their manmioth feathers!

(SOLUTION: Be nonchalant— BUT MAKE HER
TAKE OFF THAT HAT!)

Speaking of hats, it's lucky that .some of my best friends

are hat-makers, lience I know what sterling characters

they are. Otherwise I might suspect the.se pillars of the

communitv of conspiring to increase their output in col-

laboration with PEOPLE-WHO-PARK-GUil-UNDER-
SEATS. If you think that practice went out with silent

pictures, I'm sorry but you're moving against traffic. Any
theater owner will tell you it's no minor problem for his

cleaning staff. And there's many {Please turn to page 91

)



HOW NOT TO

The tiaf problem is among the worst, sayj
Downey. By the time you leave the show you're?

sore-necked and bug-eyed from trying to out-"

wag that head ahead so you can see the pic-i

ture. Of course you can always ask her toj

taice it off—uh-huh. Then there's the one wh©;
parks gum under seats. If you think that prob-i

lem went out with silent pictures you're mov-j
ing against traffic. Any theater owner will telij

you it's no minor problem for his cleaning staff.';

If you don't want to en;oy movies, or let]

others enjoy 'em—ignore these admonitions.''
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Meet the newest glamor girl, not a starlet this time, but a writer—Kathleen Winsor, photogenic author

sationai best-seller, "Forever Amber." Movie rights of her book have been bought by 20th Century-Fox

$200,000, with Gene Tierney slated to play title role. Author may wind up in movies if screen tests click.

By Elizabeth B. Petersen

Portrait of

Kathleen Wim
author of

"Forever Amh
{MacmSlan]

by Brocknuui
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L L N e w
York and
Hollywood

are talking
about a girl

again, only this

time she isn't a
Hollywood starlet or a Broadway show
!^rl or this seasonV Cafe Society glamor
firl. She is, of all things, a writer—the
author of the year's sensational best

seller, "Forever Amber." Her name, as
iif I have to tdl you, is Kathleen Winsor.

Less than a year ago when Kay typed
the words. The End, to the last of a
bulky pile of manuscript pages and called

five years of gruelling work a day, all

;hat she knew about successful writers

was what she had read in the papers.
She thought that if she was lucky the
oook would maybe sell in the thousands
ind that she'd be able to buy a couple
jf rather substantial war bonds and if

ihe was very lucky indeed she might, be
nvited to come to New York and be
fuest of honor at a literary tea and get

meet a few of the important writers

ind maybe, just maybe, her book might
?ell to the movies and then she'd have a
real nest egg to put away.
But when it came to dreaming Kay

proved herself a piker. She really hadn't
reckoned on either Amber or herself.

Amber is one of those heroines who
makes people ride past their subway
stations, who brings men and women to

heir offices with circles under their eyes
Old disrupts the housekeeping in a mil-

'ion homes, because once anyone starts

reading about the fascinating little

minx they just can't stop, let sta-

tions pass as they will, sleep fly

where it may and dust settle where
it .must. So that less than a month
Jter iiublication copies of "For-
: ver Amber" were as non-existent

a carton of cigarettes or air-

[)lane stamp No. 3 in your ration

x)ok. And Kay herself is just as

ascinating as the amber-eyed hero-

ine she has created.

Book reviewers just couldn't believe

their eyes when the photograph of the

tall slender girl with the heart-shaped

face, lovely melting brown eyes and the

shoulder-length black curly hair looked
wistfully up at them from their desks

the day a copy of "Forever Amber" ar-

rived for review. It was a mistake, they
decided. The picture must have been
intended for the motion picture depart-

ment. Then they read the very dignified

caption attached to it and realized this

girl in her early twenties who looked

like a Hollywood star was the author

of the book that before the week was
ended would climb right to the top of

the best-selling list.

Hollywood thought it was a mistake,

too, when they saw the picture of the

sloe-eyed ^rl whose book every studio

in town was bidding for, even though the

Hays office had warned that it would
have to be tidied up a bit before it

could be brought to the screen. But
Hollywood decided to do something
about it. For beauty such as that was
wasted on a writer, they decided. She
ought to be up there alongside of Gene
Tiemey and Betty Grable and all the

other glamor girls. Invitations to take

a screen test began pouring in with the

same regularity the offers for her best

seller had.

Kay herself was bewildered by it all.

Literary success wasn't at all what she

had thought it might be. Instead of dig-

nified teas there were hordes of auto-

graph hunters pouncing on her una-

wares; instead of decorous interviews

in literary journals there were layouts

of her in national picture maga^iines des-

tined to make her the number one pin-up
girl of the day and which made model
agencies and photographers grit their

teeth and wish they'd discovere<l the

girl before she ever had an idea of writ-

ing a book.

She was asked to go on bond tours

and found hersdf landing in the Broad-
way and Hollywood columns with the

regularity of Lauren Bacall and Choo
Choo Johnson, and a magazine receiving

a picture of her looking as sedate as a
glamor girl can manage to look in a staid,

upright position, printed it tilted so that

the effect was quite different indeed,

showing a luscious brunette lying down
in a most seductive and unliterary pose.

Her mother back in Berkeley, Cali-

fornia, was quite shocked when she saw
it. "Goodness gracious, Kathleen," she

wrote to her famous daughter, "are you
even starting to pose for cheese cake?"

Her success was even more of a sur-

prise to her family than it was to her.

During those five long years when she

was working on the book her family

and friends thought she wasn't doing a

thing but cleaning her small apartment,

cooking for her husband and struggling

to keep an elusive budget within bounds.

They really should have known better.

They should have remembered that very

pretty little girl who used to spend hours

in her room scribbling in a five-cent note

book and who, when asked what she was
doing, would murmur a non-committal

"nothing" and then maneuver to

get all by herself again so she

could go on with the fascinating

novel she was writing.

"They would have been apjjalled

if they had ever seen it," Kathleen

confused as we sat in her hotel liv-

ing room in New York, "and I

must admit that I'm a bit appalled

myself when I think of my eight-

year-old views on life. Where I got

them I'll never know.
{Please turn to page 88 )

-eHy enough to play her own heroine,

«y Winsor is current talk of New York

1^ Hollywood. In private life she is

'le wife of Lt. Robert Htfrwig of the

'inited States Marine Corps (right).

Hollywood-bound as we go to press, Kath-

leen Winsor may carve a new career as a

movie star, with three companies bidding

to make her screen tests. She plans no

sequel to her book, "Forever Amber."



ONELSLADY
FAJZ EMERSOi
ROOJ£V£lT

Hollywood actreu Faye Emerson, bride of
Colonel Elliott Roosevelt, is not giving up
her career. She is back at work at Warner
Bros. Studio where she won popularity
in a wide variety ol roles, in such screen
successes as "Between Two Worlds"
and "The Very Thought of You." Forth-
coming Emerson filnts will be "Nobody
Lives Forever" and "Berlin Hotel*."

* 4
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Since "Going My Way." Barry Fitzgerald has come
into his own as a great character actor. But he

still blinks when the limelight gets in his eyes

By Neil Rau

I

'^7"HEN you sit for a spell with
m Barry Fitzgerald to get a story

! such as the one you are about to

it is questionable whether you or

ligerald gets the better of the deal.

<
• quite frank in answering your ques-
s, but he makes you squirm a little

n he tells you, in effect, that as far

le's concerned, you're just an ani-

I

ed hunk of research.

:!>o elaborate on that, Barry is a
• lent of human nature. He has gone
ugh the major portion of his fifty-

I

years eyeing people up and down
neatly filing away the impressions

lis pigeon-hole brain. And then one
. when the role and the occasion call

it, he is Ukely to drag out one of

j
gestures he saw you use and hang
n his portrayal of a bum or a galley

V. He will soon be seen as the latter

5*aramount's film version of Charles
la's classic, "Two Years Before The
?t." It might be added that Barry
sn't give a hang from whom he
lers his character material. The high
the low are equally interesting when
cross his observing gaze.

"To be honest with you," he admitted,

when I pinned him down about Father

Fitzgibbon in "Going My Way," "I took

that character from an old priest I

knew in a parish just outside of Dublin.

He was an irascible old fell6w, very set

in his ways. I used to go to his church

occasionally, and he was such a grand
character study that he interfered with

my worship more than once."

According to Barry, there is nothing

at aU technical about his system of

acting. He claims most i)eople do the

same thing, whether they earn their

cakes before a camera or not. "You'll

notice," he said, "that many individuals

unconsciously take on certain manner-
isms of {jeople they come in contact with
often. It is verj' common for a person

to find himself suddenly imitating some
action he has admired in a friend. The
only difference between a layman and
myself is that I do a thing like that

consciously.

"For example, when I am handed a

part I immediately start casting around
in my mind to remember someone who
will serve as a basis for the character I

have to do. The answer usually comes to

me just as I'm about to drop off to sleep

{Please turn to page 70)

WHAT YOU WANT

TO KNOW ABOUT

BARRY

FITZGERALD

Fifzgerald, above, the man behind
the actor. Left, his latest characteri-
ration in 'Two Years Before The Mast."

As Father Fitzgibbon in "Going My
Way," with Bing Crosby, Barry Fitz9«r-

ald created an unforgettable cKaracter.

Forthcoming "Incendiary Blende," rtar-
riiig Betty Hutton. also presents fiti-

geraid in another typically salty role.

Smallest 'part of his career, with Alan
Ladd in "Two Years Before The Mast,"
is nevertheless one of Fitigereld't b«tt.





girl. These are not publicity

pictures, but the re«l thing.

Far right, at her favorite

pastime, decorating old

Umpt with modem dengns.

She doesn't look it, but Lucille Ball is still

a home town girl at heart. Back home,
she fought her hardest battles— and
won. There's grit behind that glamor!

By Vivian Cosby

WHAT HAPPENS when a movie star revisits her home
town? Well, this is Lucille Ball's story. When she went
back to Jamestown, N. Y,, she found the town buzzing.

Everyone wondered what she would be like. Would she be
^amorous? Would she be hi^-hat? Would she remember
aid friends?

The desk clerk at the leading hotel also speculated about her.

He and Lucille had been playmates. She had been a regular

dd with a lot of lovable qualities. But maybe being a movie
;tar had changed her. To his amazement, when Lucille arrived

>he walked over to the desk and with a nice smile said, "Hello,

ZecU." She had not only remembered him but his name as well.

The &st person Lucille visited was Gertrude Strodoff. See-

ng Gertrude for the first time in years brou^t tears to her

eyes, for if it had not been .for her friendship Lucille might
never have realized her ambitions.

Lucille first met Gertrude when she was seventeen, during
one of the most tragic periods in her life. At that time her

legs were partially paralyzed, caused by spinal fracture

received in an automobile accident. The doctors claimed it

might be three years before she could walk again, if ever. A
terrible ordeal for a young girl to face, and for a while Lucille

thought she would never be able to rise above it.

Six months before the accident, Lucille had gone to New
York City. Like all girls she had dreams of returning to her

home town a big success. She was just getting a good foot-

hold as a model, when the accident occurred. So instead of

returning to Jamestown in a flame of glory, she came home a

very downhearted girl—in a wheel chair.

At first all her friends ralhed around her. They brought all

sorts of gifts and tried to amuse her with tid-bits of gossip.

But it was noticeable that everyone tactfully made no mention
of her legs. Lucille began to feel that her friends came to see

her out of curiosity. She resented this, and after a while

refused to see people at all. Nothing interested her. She felt

useless, spent the time brooding. Then Gertrude Strodoff

came into her life.

Lucille had always admired this (Please turn to page 78)



"T\ANNY KAYE has a Chamber of

U_P Horrors!"

This intriguing remark sHps out
'twixt the cup and the lip of a notorious
Hollywood gossip at a cocktail party
and is obviously not intended for repor-
torial ears. I remove mine from the key-
hole and bolt for the nearest exit. Down
Santa Monica Blvd. I speed in quest of
heaven knows what horrors.

The green-shuttered Colonial house the
Kayes lease from Chester Morris looks
harmless enough, and Danny and Sylvia
are far more gracious than an intruder
deserves. We chat easily in the den,
room-of-all-work .littered with Sylvia's

manuscripts and musical score sheets,

evidently more of those marvelous Kaye
routines in the making. The atmosphere
grows positively cozy as Danny and I

discover that we hail from the same
section of Brooklyn, fished for half-sour

pickles from identical barrels, and were
kept after school by a certain teacher at
Public School 149. Following this nostal-

gic orgy of childhood remembrances I
feel ready to pop the question.

"How did you find out about my
Chamber of Horrors.''" Danny wants to
know, his incredibly blond hair fairly

bristling with indignation. "Can't a guy
have any secrets in Hollywood.''"

"Not after he's made a picture like

'Up In Arms,' " I counter.

"Let's talk about something else. Do
you play baseball?" I had heard that no
visitor to the Kaye manse is .safe from
Danny's hobby. Male or female, he
usually thrusts a baseball glove on them
and bullies them into playing "catch."
The bandaged middle finger of so many
of the "Up In Arms" cast was not the
symbol of a my.sterious cult but mute
tribute to Danny's fast ball. Members of

the cast of his new Technicolor produc-
tion, "The Wonder Man," were forbid-

Danny and his clever wife—Sylvia Fine, v^ho writes most of his

hilarious material—are pictured at home in Beverly Hills, the first

real home these two Broadway celebrities have ever owned.

Danny loves to clown, on or off the screen or stage, and here he is

convulsing the family cook, above. Below, Danny rehearses a song

for his second movie comedy for Sam Goldwyn, "The Wonder Man."

den by Samuel Goldwyn to play wjth
him.

Slender, dark-eyed Sylvia comes to my
rescue. "Why don't you tell her about
the Horrors, Danny.' They're not really

so—horrible." The pause between the last

two words sounds ominous, but a story

is a story and to get one I'd gladly juggle

a pair of screaming skulls. (WTiat am I

saying?)

.

"All right, I'll show you my Chamber
of Horrors, but you'll have to keep it

a secret."

"Of course. Just between you and me
and the readers of Screenland."
Danny leads the way down the cellar

stairs, his flashlight throwing strange

shadows on the walls. The small cellar

{Please turn to page 85)

-•1 !
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|f laugh lender from Brooklyn

you in on some zany secrets

|»ut only after his wife aids and
|its our reporter in ferreting

|m out. (You see, our re-
rter came from Brooklyn, too)

By Hattie Bilson

» '^X VN -v-
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THE LADY: lovely Vera
Hruba Ralston, whose tal-

enH as actress and ice-

skater, will be exhibited to
best advantage in "Lake
Placid Serenade," new musi-
cal romance set in the
scenic splendor of the
famous winter resort.

THE COWBOY: Roy Rog-
ers, who is currently starring
in "Utah" for Republic Pic-

tures, has his own radio show
as well—and fans are still

singing his 'Hollywood
Canteen" hit, "Don't Fence
Me In, ' right alongwith him.



Jim Brown, left, who
hopes that some day
he'll be a good ac-

tor. Right, he gets

his hope with a strong

characterization in

"Objective Burma."

Closeup
of a
young

character
who defies

Hollywood
type

casting

kol Flynn in a

rom new War-
s. drama, Jim

is a very dif-

ellowfrom the

^e college boy
Hearts Were

I
and Gay.'

i

By

S. R. Mook

A GUY NAMED BROWN
"T KNOW I'll never be a great actor," James Brown re-

i marked to me once with breath-taking candor, "but I

hojje some day to be a good one."
I should have been prepared for the comment. In the

year and a half I've known Jim intimately I've seldom had
a conversation with him that hasn't jarred my eye-teeth at

least once. I can recall our first meeting.
"Is your name really Brown?" I gasped, as we were intro-

duced.

"James Edward Brown," he amended, "but just call me
Jim. Everybody else does."

Jim and Verna (his wife) must often pinch themselves to

make sure the life they're living these days is real and not
a figment of their imaginations. So much has happened to

them in the last few months they still have not caught their

respective breaths. Their home, a small but extremely at-

tractive i^ace in San Fernando Valley, is constantly over-run
with visiting firemen from Jim's home state until it reminds
one of nothing so much as the Texas State House at the
World's Fair.

"When they're really friends of Jim's we're always glad
to see them," Verna explained plaintively, "but at times it

seems as though everyone from Texas calls up and tells him
they went to school with him. That's all Jim needs. 'Well,

come on out.' They come, all right—and stay and stay and
stay. If they come in the morning they're a cinch for

luncheon and dinner and half the time they spend the night

—or did until we moved out here where we have no guest

room. Then, when they've finally gone and I've knocked
myself out trying to entertain them, Jim will scratch his head
and say, 'It's funny, but I can't seem to place that chap!'

"

Unknown until the release of "Air Force," Jim is now one
of Hollywood's top flight juveniles and finds himself in the

enviable position of owning a contract shared jointly by
Paramount (who originally signed him) and Warner Broth-
ers (who gave him his big chance as Tex in the aforemen-
tioned "Air Force")

.

As if that were not enough, every studio in town is trying

to borrow him. Following 'Corvette K-227" Paramount cast

him in two pictures simultaneously and he was shuttling back
and forth between "Our Hearts Were Young And Gay" and
the Bing Crosby picture, "Going My Way," with "Objective
Burma" underlined as his next.

I have often mentioned "overnight leaps to fame" and
stressed the fact that when you go back into the beginnings
of the people who make those leaps you find they have spent
years of gruelling work preparing for them. (Read up on
.\lan Ladd, for instance.)

Jim is the exception that proves the rule. He had only
bit parts in three pictures to his credit before "Air Force"

—

"Young and Willing," "Forest Rangers" and "The Good
Fellows." The hit he made in "Air (Please turn to page 7o)
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Wow! When Peter Law-
ford dates a girl, it's fod-

der for the gossip columns

By Sylvia Conrad

^HE American girl is my favorite,

among the women of all countries,"

said Peter Lawford. And coming
from Peter, that's a compliment. For at

twenty he has done more traveling than
most men do iij a lifetime. He has met
French women, English women, Span-
iards, Italians, Australian women, Rus-
sians and women of the Balkan coun-
tries.

He knows how devastatingly charm-
ing these foreign women can be. And he
knows that many of the women of our
own country who have sweethearts and
husbands overseas, sometimes wonder if

their men •will fall for the foreign

charmers.

"Many of these foreign women are
wonderful," he said, "but American wo-
men can hold their own with any women
on the face of the globe. No matter
where American boys are sent, I am sure

they will nearly always come back to

their American ^rls. Entertainers who
have been to the South Pacific tell me
that women are greeted with cries of joy
by American boys. The boys tell them,
'We remembered that American women
are attractive—but we didn't remember
how attractive they are.' And the boys
were right. Each nationality has its own
charm; but the American girls have more
unusual qualities than any other girls I
have ever met. \Miat other girl but an
American, after the hardships they
endure on these overseas trips, could look
fresh as a daisy, as these girls do?
American girls are athletic. They can
take it. They look wonderfully feminine
and well-groomed, yet they can take in

their stride the most difficult hardships,
if need be.

"American girls are so relaxed; they
like to have fun, and they have glorious

fun doing simple things. They like to

do the things I like to do," laughed
Peter. "You see, my tastes are so

American. I like everything American
from hot dogs to American movies."

Peter him.self was born in England.46



Latest r6|e for Lawford: !n

"The Picture of Dorien Grey."

But he has been in this country since

1937, and he has acquired a multitude
of American tastes. You remember Peter,

of course. He is the charming Enghsh
actor who played Irene Dunne's son in

""White Cliffs Of Dover." Then he
played the grown-up Joe in "Son Of
Lassie," (Roddy McDowall played the
boy Joe in "Lassie Come Home.") When
I saw Peter, he was just getting ready
to go on location in Canada for three
months to shoot scenes for "Son Of
Lassie." And he was excited about the
miUion and one things he had to do to
get ready for the trip. But not too ex-

cited to talk about one of his favorite

subjects—American women.
"They are so adaptable," he said, as

he drank his milkshake. (Milkshakes
are another of his American tastes.) "Li
England life is pretty well set. You
ride and you hunt—you do everything
in season. There is a time and a place for

each sport. No Englishman would dream
of asking an English girl to go riding in

the hunting season or hunting in the
riding season. But you don't have to

make your plans strictly according to

season in the United States. You can do
things on the impulse of the moment

—

which is something I love to do. Suppose
you're with a group of friends, and
you're all planning to go to the beach.

But someone in the group decides it

would be more fun to go dancing.
No American girl would think of protest-

ing, 'But that isn't what we planned to

do.' She'd fall right into the spirit of

th^ group."

One thing you can certainly say for

Peter. If he thinks American women are

wonderful, they think exactly the same
thing about him. There isn't a girl in

Hollywood who isn't proud and happy to

have him as her escort. Lana Turner.
Judy Garland, Anne Baxter—he's dated
them all. And why not? For Peter is

the most eligible young bachelor in

Hollywood. He's young and good-look-

ing, with light brown hair and blue eyes.

He's just the right height—six feet tall.

New romentic duo of Donna Reed
and Lawford loob promising.

He comes from a very fine family. He's
the only son of Lieutenant General Sir

Sidney Lawford and Lady Lawford.
His father was a distinguished general in

World War I. He has had a wonderful
background—and it's always fun to talk

to him. Think how you would feel if

your escort had been to Paris, Monte
Carlo, Nice, Cannes, Deauville, Hono-
lulu, Tahiti, Bombay, Panama, Lisbon,

and almost every exciting town and city

you could think of. You can be sure

conversation would never lag between
you!

And then too, Peter has never been
married or even engaged. Let's face it

—

that is a novelty in itself in Hollywood.
A man who has been married three or

four times but happens to be temporarily
between wives is known as a "bachelor."

But a real bachelor like Peter—one who's

young and unattached and never has
been attached—is rarer than the dodo
bird in Hollywood and a million times

more sought after.

"I don't intend to get married until

I'm at least twenty-five." Peter said.

"I know exactly what qualities I like in

a woman now—but I'm not at all sure

that my tastes won't change completely

in five years. I think the years between
twenty and twenty-five are excellent

years in which to remain unattached.
I'm not in love and I don't believe in

going steadily with one girl until I'm
much older. Very often you see chaps
marry at twenty. But they're not really

ready to settle down. A few months pass,

during which they may seem happy.
Then either they of their brides get the

idea that they'd like to be free—and
boom goes the marriage. Or a man of

twenty marries one kind of girl and in

a few years discovers that his tastes

have changed, and if he had only waited,

he would never have married that girl

but someone entirely different.

"As for me." laughed Peter. "I'm
afraid I'll never meet my ideal girl. X

know I'm asking too much. There
(Please turn to page (w)
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MEETS

BATHING

BEAUTY

V

Van Johnson and Esther

Williams team up for

Thrill Of A Romance."
Here are first informal

pictures of new co-stars

-J:

\

way, 1* 5 "V^" . bout tWe same time
, ro<lucea bV r**, ^ k Romance

screen career at abo ^ j,„icolor mus.cal p j^^. .-^riU Ot A ^

TWeir co-s;amng f.l- - ^ whicK zoomed Van tojt
^

'=<'"^-'rerlitH ^arUyn

Maxwell 'n

4.



Beautiful oil paintings
by the famous artist, Albert Fisher,

were used for these 16 portraits!

The pictures are actual postcard size,

5H"x3M", and printed in gorgeous,

glowing color! Use them hs pin-ups, or

as novel postcards. Each set contains

pictures of Perry Como, Tommy Dor-
sey, Duke Ellington, Lena Home, Spike

Jones, Sammy Kaye, Freddy Martin,

Hal Mclntyre, Glenn Miller, Vaughn

Monroe, David Rose, Artie Shaw,
Dinah Shore, the King Sisters, Charlie

Spivak and Fats Waller.*

Only through Victor can you get

these exciting color portraits— and you
get all 16 for only a quarter! But the

supply is limited, so send your order

today. Use the handy coupon or write

direct to Box 23, Camden, New Jersev,

enclosing per set.

Askyourdealerfor records ofthese Victorand BluebirdArtists
Perry Como • Tommy Dorsey . Duke FMington • Shep Fields • Erskine Hawkins
Lena Home • Spike Jones • Sammy Kaye • If ayne King • Freddy Martin • Hal
Mclntyre • Glenn Miller • Vauglm Monroe • Tony Pastor . Alvino Rey • David Rose
Artie Shaiv • Dinah Shore • King Sisters • Charlie Spivak • Martha Stetvart • David Street

Listen to "The Music America Loves Best" Sundays,
4:30 p.m., EWT, over NBC. Buy More War Bonds

THE WORLD S MOST POPULAR ARTISTS ARE ON

Victor
AND BLUEBIRD RECORDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION, CAMDEN, N.J.

TEAR THIS OUT NOW!
RCA Victor Division, Radio Corporation of America
Box 23, Camden, N. J.

Gentlemen: Please send me sets of 16 portrait pin-ups
(*listed above), for which I enclose 25i per set.

PLEASE WRITE PLAINLY OR PRINT.

Name-

Street-

Citv— -State-



Lauren;

Line!
It's a good, modern lin*

whether on the screen wH
Bogart in "To Have And Hav
Not," or in her own wort
robe which expresses Bocdlf

strong,functional personalif

Bacall beReves in free-

dom—^freedom of line in

her personal wardrobe,

freedom of speech on the

screen, as you don't have

to be told if you heard

the pungent dialogue de-

livered in her young,
throaty voice in her sen-

sational picture. Here,

her "best" dinner dress,

.

extravagantly simple,

flawlessly white. Not even

a jewel to detract at-

tention from the "line."

Photos by
Bert Sir,

Warner Bros.

I



Illusfrafing the easy freedom of her favprife slacks ouffif,
Lauren also shows off her lifhe, natural 'grace, long arms.
Sill; fringe of sash is only concession to ornamentation.

Slacks, loose tunic, ballet shoes for comfort—Bacall likes to lounge in leisure mo-
iBlents. Strong, colors are not for her. Cap sleeves, collarless necklines definitely
lare. A former fashion model, Lauren knows values, refuses to splurge on fussy
ielothes. The new star'j next for Warners will be "The Big Sleep," again with Bogart.

Another at-home lounge suit, its only bright note, but-

tons on sleeves and on tabs at waist. Ail Lauren Bacail's

clothes are dateless, will be just as smart day after tomorrow.
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to

YOUTH
By

Mervyn LeRoy

latest LeRoy epic, "Thirty

Seconds Over Tokyo, "stars

Van Johnson and intro-

duces ne^jrcomer Tim Mur-
dock, far right. Noted for

/

his many talent discoveries,
'

L^Roy is youngest of /

screenland's top directors.

'

/

Famous director makes strong plea to Hollywood to give young blood a break

52

IrFE of the film industry is

J the young blood that

flows into it each year.

And the myopia gripping

most of us older heads in

respect to adolescents try-

ing to crash the charmed
circle is something worthy

of analysis. We remember our own early

struggles. We vividly recall that every
rung of the ladder seemed to be greased,

and whenever we grabbed hold we had
to squeeze for dear life lest we tumble to

the bottom again.

So what? \\T)en, after years of fight-

ing we finally get up on the platform
and take a deeji breath, we are inclined

to gaze down at the youngsters starting

to climb and with all the altruism of a
Spartan stepmother coyly remark, "Let
'em get up the best way they can! / did."

We sometimes forget that we all re-

ceived many a helping hand, many a
boost from some kindly and considerate

old-timer when we were trying to get
going in the new and confusing game of

motion pictures. Without the encourage-
ment and aid of those veterans we could
never have made it.

In my case it was that grand old man
of the stage and screen, Theodore Rob-
erts, who opened the door for me. It was
the .stage door to the Alcazar Theater
in San Franci.sco. There was a kid part

available in "Barbara Frietchie." I was
.selling newspapers at the time, and the

kindly Mr. Roberts got me the job

because he believed any kid who hustled

sheets after school deserved a lift. I

received $3 weekly for climbing a prop-

erty tree at each performance and yel-

ling "The Yanks are coming."
But this article isn't intended (the

paper shortage being what it is) as a
biography in which Old Man LeRoy sits

Jack Warner, vice-president in charge of

production, welcomes Mervyn LeRoy back
to the Warner Bros. Studio, with Oscar
Levant, center, adding his congratulations.

back and chronicles his early thrills and
disappointments. I'll save that for a few
decades hence when the grandchildren

condescendingly submit to being tho-

roughly bored by some gargantuan tales.

However, remembering my early efforts

to learn the game, I have always advo-
cated as a constructive measure the

establishment by the industry itself of

an academy to train boys and girls in

various arts and sciences of the screen.

It is true that at the present time therr

are a number of good, legitimate schools

scattered around the country where some
of these crafts are taught. But the un-

initiated nowadays must always be
skeptical lest he be taken in by one of

the outfits with instructors who never
saw a film studio. Many of these schools

have only one objective, and that is to

separate the student from hi§ money.
How much better it would be if, under

one roof and on one campus, a talented

boy or girl could pass quahfying exami-

nations and enroll for training as either

an actor, cameraman, film laboratory

worker, costume designer, publicity

director, scenario writer, film editor,

electrician, property man, director or

some other studio craftsman.

To insure a high I.Q. among students,

the academy could make its entrance

examinations difficult. The number of

{Please turn to page (i.))



The girl with the funny nanne and fascinating future: Ton! Seven — or 7 — nicknamed,
10 they tell u$, "The Number" by boys of the armed services. Toni's also called the

film industry's only eugenic baby, being the daughter of the late June Caprice, silent

screen actress, and Harry Millarde, noted director. Toni is 21, weighs 108 pounds.

New to movies though not to radio: Martha
Tilton, signed by PRC for "Swing Hostess" and
"Crime -Incorporated." G.l.'s know and like Martha's
voice and potent personality through her USO tours.

Here's Barbara Belden, new face and all that goes
with it, including acting ability — as you know if

you saw her in "When The Lights Go On
Again." Reported she's all set for television, too.



"The Look," -formally known as

Lauren Bacoli, has a devastating

effect on the inimitable Bob Hope.
Just look what happened when they

appeared on a recent air show!

Clarit Gable has a warm greeting for Lana
Turner at the Los Angeles Press Photographers'

porty at Giro's. Below, Lana with Turhan Bey.

Fans' top favorites, Van Johnson and June
Allyson, attend premiere. Below, Paulette

Goddard and spouse, Copt. Burgess Meredith.

Jane Wyman and Ronald Reagan meet June
Allyson at a premiere. Below, Alice Faye and
Andy Devine give into that impulse to clown.



HERE'S HOLLYWOOD
GOSSIP BY WESTON EAST CANDIDS BY GENE LESTER

DIRECTOR Andre De Toth's wedding
present to his wife, Veronica Lake,

was a hilltop home that overlooks all of

Hollywood, Beverly Hills and the beaches.

It's perfect in every respect but one. The
house is so high up the butcher and the

baker refuse to make deliveries. Oh well,

Ronni and Andre are so happy, they

probably wouldn't be missing a little

thing like food anyway!

IUCILLE BALL and Desi Arnaz cele-

j brated their fourth wedding anni-

versary—together. Their divorce suit has

been dropped, much to the relief of her

MGM bosses, who consider Lucille one of

their most valuable properties. Someone,

and Lucille would certainly like to know
who, sent her and Desi a stuffed dove

—

the dove of peace, no doubt. It rests

gently on the mantelpiece of their Chats-

worth Park ranch. Desi has moved back

and will reside there when on leave from
the Army Medical Corps at the Birming-

ham Hospital.

IT'S SUPPOSED to be nice work if you
can get it. But Jimmy Cagney doesn't

want it. Love scenes, we mean. In "Blood

On The Sun," Jimmy and Sylvia Sidney
have some torchy moments. Every time
things were beginning to get interesting,

Sylvia's false eyelashes got tangled up
with Jimmy's real ones. They finally got

in on the twentieth take. "Maybe we
should have compromised and rubbed
noses," cracked Cagney.

WAYNE MORRIS (Lieut. Bert D.
Morris of the armed forces) returned

to Hollywood Wearing the Distinguished

Flying Cross, a Gold Star and an Air

Medal. His war record, released by the

Navy Department, is sensational. Mrs.
Morris, the former Pat Stewart, could
hardly wait for him to see their new
daughter. Wayne took one look, mut-
tered his appreciation and promptly fell

asleep. He was so exhausted he didn't

open his eyes until two days later.

OUT 20th-century way, they are prac-

tically dancing in the streets. Alice

Faye has finally signed a new long-term
contract. She gets the best story proper-

ties and plenty of time off to be home with
her two babies and husband, Phil Harris.

There are other concessions, too, never

before accorded a star. Maybe the con-
tinual carloads of fan mail Alice still re-

ceives had something to do with it. What
with John Payne back in harness too, the

studio is just a little haven of happiness.

WHAT follows remains to be seen.

However, all eyes were on civilian

Clark Gable and Ann Dvorak at the
David Selznick's Sunday afternoon tennis

party. Clark hardly left her side all after-

noon. Interesting news that Ann, who
once walked out on a Warner contract to

sail around the world with husband Leslie

Fenton (now separated) , is being paged to

resume her acting at this same studio. At
the time, they said she'd never darken
their door again.

10NG before this reaches print, Glenn
J Ford and Eleanor Powell will be a

papa and-mama. It couldn't happen at a
more important period in Glenn's life.

Because of a stomach disorder, he was
recently given a medical discharge from
the Marine Corps. There is rumor that
there's trouble a-brewin' between Glenn
and Columbia. After two and a half years
in the service, Glenn feels he needs good

It's an Army date for Major Gene Roymond
and wife, Jeanette MacDonold. Below, Edgar
Bergen with his best girl, Frances Westerman.

Esther Williams and Sgt. Ben Gage laugh it

up with Ginny Simms. Below, Alan Ladd squires

his charming wife and agent, Sue Carol.

The new Mr. and Mrs.—Andre Oe Toth and
Veronica Lake. Below, the Preston Fosters add
their shekels to "Winged Victory" proceeds.



Ann Sheridan, Burgess
Meredith and his wife,
Poulette Goddord, at
"gh+. get together over
their rodio scripts to
sell more wor bonds.

Below, Cloric Gable
offers two tasty morsels to
co-stors, Lucille Ball
ond Anno Lee, oppeoring

«>" o Screen
t'oild Theoter performance.

Robert Montgomery^

above, makes his first

radio appearance
since leaving the Navy

on the Lox Theater

with Laroine Day.

Paulette Goddord
and Fred Astaire, «rt

left, have a laugh

at their own routines

while rehearsing foi

a radio broadcast
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parts to make up for lost momentum. So
far he hasn't seen any such evidence. His
Marine training has certainly made an
improvement. Glenn was inclined to be
too easy-going, at times almost too kind
and considerate. Now he's a handsome
adult, a very definite and objective

jjerson

.

WITH HEDY LAMARR and Vir-

ginia O'Brien expecting their first

babies in June, Rita Hayworth and Ann
Sothern produced theirs in December.
Speaking of Ann, while she was in the hos-

pital, Ray Milland and Jack Benny came
to call on little Patricia Sterling. Ann sent
them out to look at the baby through that
long glass window. It never happened.
When all the other fathers lined up to look
at their progeny, they recognized Ray and
.Jack. The actors were besieged to point
out the most beautiful baby in the group.
Being fathers themselves, Ray and Jack
got out of the place while it was still

healthy!

THAT new outfit worn by Betty Hut-
ton is original to say the least. It's a

tailored navy blue suit, worn with a

blouse and a man's bow tie. A heavy gold
watch chain from her belt to a side skirt

pocket, makes for an added touch. Actu-
ally it isn't very attractive. But on Betty,
a clothespin on her nose would be be-

coming.

L\NA TURNER was dinin? informally

I with Turhan Bey. Informal itwas.Tur-
han wasn't even wearing a tie. When they
were handed the menus, Lana looked at

Turhan and said: "What are you going to

have—daddy.'" The poor waiter became
so startled he dropped his pad and pencil.

So did we.

WHETHER the Jack Oakies are act-

ually back together again, we
wouldn't be knowing. But Jack is escort-

ing Venita to this place and that place.

He's allowed all his weight to come back
and to quote Jack, "I haven't seen my
feet since the Fourth of July."

THE NAME of Tom Trout means ab-

solutely nothing to you or us. But
Weston East is going out on a limb to

make a prediction. We met Tom, who has
been signed by MGM. He's the most

fantastic, unusual personality we've met
in many a year. And boy, what a back-
ground! More about Tom later. Remem-
ber ScREENLAND discovered him for you
first.

ROBERT YOUNG has never been as

happy before. In his role of the
scarred Army officer in "The Enchanted
Cottage," his makeup requires two hours
time each morning. A rubber mask pulls

his eye and jerks his mouth down at the
corners. An ugly red gash apj)ears on one
cheek. The finished job is sprayed with
liquid rubber that causes his face to itch.

But Bob is happy. "I'm still the romantic
lead," he said. "In my movie life, it

doesn't happen often!"

FAYE EMERSON is certainly the girl

of the hour, as far as Hollywood is

concerned. The President's son. Colonel

Elliott Roosevelt, is so crazy about his

bride, the day before their wedding he
accompanied her to the Warner Bros,

wardrobe department where her bridal

outfit was being made. "That looks won-
derful," said the Colonel, with pride in

his eyes. "I certainly like that color."



The Lou CottelloJ

ore caught holding

handi at U<t, with

Mrt. Eddie Sherman,
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Below, Merle Oberon
and James Cagney discuH
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Milo Anderson, the designer, couldn't

hold it back. "You should like that color,"

he grinned. "It's Eleanor Blue!" For the
record, when Faye Emerson married the

President's son she wore something old

and borrowed along with her Eleanor Blue
suit. There wasn't time for shopping. So
Faye carried a new mink muff belonging
to Alexis Smith. She borrowed a mink
bandeau to wear on her hair from Barbara
Stanwyck. To show you the kind of girl

Faye is, while the front oflBce executives

were trying to rush her to the main dining

room for lunch Faye was making the

rounds of the lot introducing Colonel
Elliott Roosevelt to her wardrobe girl, the

hair-dresser, and the prop man. Funniest
crack of all was made by Geraldine Fitz-

gerald. Said that inimitable lady, "I hope
Faye goes right to Congress and gets them
to pass a bill bringing Olivia De Havilland
back to the screen!"

WHEN GARY COOPER decided to

produce as well as act in "Along
Came Jones," he hadn't figured on one
thing—the hunting season. Every year,

come what may, acting in a picture or not,

Gary sets out with gun in hand. Now
when he isn't in front of the camera, he's

chained to the desk, handling all the de-

tails of production that go with the job.

He is still suffering from "shock" over the

latest bill handed to him for okay. It was
for $80.00. covering the cost of "Flit."

Producer Cooper hit the ceiling and de-

manded an explanation. It seems there

were horses in the picture. Where there

are horses, there are horse-flies. Hence the

Flit!

EVERYONE is very amused at the

camaraderie that exists on "The Big
Sleep" set. Bogart. Bacall and Howard
Hawks are working togetlier again. They
kid each other all day long and the acting

results are terrific. The other day, Bacall,

picking up a pet Bogart expression, re-

ferred to someone as being a "Creep."
Bogart gave her his number one menacing
look. "Don't try to be a character in such
a hurry," he said, with a poker face.

IF JOAN FONTAINE were paying off

in dollars and cents, she couldn't

afford George Brent's services. We mean,
as a press agent! Maybe George's recent

experiences at RKO have something to do
with it, but he certainly is doing a rave
about working with Joan in "The .\ffairs

of Susan." What a happy little set it is

these days, with Joan co-operating and
all. Even visitors are allowed.

FOR YEARS Bob Hope's wife has been
trying to pay back a few social obli-

gations. Whenever she planned a party.
Bob was sure to be off on another camp
tour. Finally Bob actually stayed home
long enough to make plans. Just like

Topsy. the party grew and grew. Hun-
dreds of jjeople arrived. Bob, greeting
everyone at the door, announced: ' Right
this way, all you folks from Central Cast-
ing. Free food being served in the dining
room."

AMERRY little group at a Hollywood
party were discussing Robert Walker.

Someone wanted to know if he ever took
off those thick, tortoise shell glasses. A
little later on in the evening Errol Flynn
ran into Bob in the wash room. Making a

hasty and excited exit. Errol announced
to the crowd, "Yes, he does!"
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GREGORY PECK

in

'THE KEYS OE

THE lilNGDOr
The splendid performance of

Gregory Peck brings him

new acting laurels — and

movie audiences a superb film

As A. J. Croniw?*^-
beloved character,
Father Francis Chh- '

holm, whose religious

devotion is tempered
with a fine human un-

derstanding, Gregory
Peck gives a memor-
able performance that
should place him
among filmland's
top - notch ' sta rs.

Above, Rosa Stradner adds another fine per-

formance as Mother Maria-Veronica, in charge
of the nuns at Father Chisholm's mission in

China. Below, Eunice Soo-Hoo, as the cunning
piece of humanity left in the priest's care.



to a member of the

Rojal Canadian Air Force

HER RING—an upraised center

diamond flanked by smaller dia-

monds on intricate design in gold.

FRANCES KING, of Poughkeepsie,

N. Y., of the old Hudson River family—
another lovely Pond''s bride-to-be. Her

engagement to H. Paul Richards, of the

R.C.A.F., was announced last May

Pretty as a picture—and a complexion so

petal-clear you'd think Frances' beauty was

just happenstance.

But Frances herself says, very positively,

she keeps it that way with her faithful

Pond's devotions.

"Skin needs regular care," she declares.

"I love my daily and nightly Pond's Cold-

Creamings. They make my skin feel glorious."

HOW FRANCES BEAUTY-CARES FOR
HER FACE WITH POND'S

First—she smooths snowy Pond's Cold Cream
all over face and throat, pats it with brisk

finger tips to help soften and release dirt and

make-up. Tissues off well.

Next—she rinses with more luscious-soft

Pond's, plying her white-tipped fingers around

nose, mouth, cheeks, forehead. Tissues off.

"This double-creaming is important " Frances

says, "makes skin extra clean, extra soft." •

Use Pond's Frances' way—every morning,

every night. Daytime, too, for clean-ups.

You'll find it's no accident engaged girls like

Frances, noted society beauties, love this

soft-smooth beauty care.

Get a big jar of Pond's Cold Cream today.

You'll like being able to dip the fingers of

both your hands in the luxurious, big jar.
SHE'S A DARLING! Frances is petite, with wistful brown eyes and skin baby-:

"I keep it nice with Pond's Cold Cream," she says. "It's such a grand cream

!

ON HIS FURLOUGHS Paul and Frances are in-

separable.While he is away she serves, too—in the

Red Cross, at the canteen, the Halloran Hospital.

TODAY—many more women and
girls use Pond's than any other face

cream at any price.

MRS. \1CT0R DU PONT, m
LADY BRIGID KING-TENISON

MRS. GERALDINE SPRECKELS

MRS. CHARLES MORGAN, JR.

MRS. J.\MES J. CABOT
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fiUZmO WITH MORE BRJlliASCE

I

like wearing a star on your finger...

MULTI-FACET* diamond rings sporkle in radiant

brilliance. MULTI-FACET* forty -extra -facet

diamond rings bring you brilliance, color,

radiance never before possible — priced to

your fiance's budget!

MULTI-FACET' DIAMOND RINGS with matching

wedding bands $90 to $7,500 tax included,

at leading jewelers.

Send for the romantic: "STORY OF A DIAMOND".

j
Roseloar MULTI- FACET Co. S3 1

1 551 Fifth Avenue, New Yofk 17, N. i.

1
I'd love to read "The Stoi^ of a Diomond."

1 1 enclose 10c postoge for the booklet.

1 UV NIUF

1 MY ADDRESS

RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW DETAIL.

•pat. u. s. pat. off. a foreign countries . . .

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. ENTI RECONTENTSCOPYRI GMTEO

It Happened One

Continued fi

do over a room? And then in the
midst of decorators, materials, carpen-
ters and whatnot, the call came. Clau-
dette snapped out of being a movie star

as quickly and easily as Houdini used
to snap out of his locks and chains.

She was lucky enough to get a ticket on
a train (she'd have to make several

changes, nothing is ever simple in the
Navy) for the following night. All

right, so they didn't have a drawing
room, or a compartment, or even an
upper in a Pullman, she could sit up
all night in the regular coach along
with the other folks. In war times she
might have to sit around for days wait-

ing for a reservation, it happens even
to movie stars, and she didn't intend
losing any time. She ate her dinner out
of a box, an Adrian box but a box, and
she drank her milk out of a thermos.
And she shared the chicken and the
fruit with the numerous wailing kids
who constantly scrambled up and down
the aisle to the water cooler. When the
Army wife she sat next to got off at
her station, Claudette carried the baby,
the baby's bottle, and the baby's pottie
off the train for her.

Claudette doesn't say much about
that night's trip in the crowded coach,
so similar to the one she made with
Shirley Temple and Jennifer Jones in

"Since You Went Away." With sleeping

kids and exhausted mothers all around
her she had lots of time to think. And

—

a lot of things that had seemed awfully
important suddenly seemed awfully
silly. I don't mean that Claudette "got
religion" that night. I don't mean she
ran out the next morning and got a
welding job, the way she did in "Since
You Went Away." I just mean she did
a lot of thinking.

Her husband met her while his ship
was on a precommissioning detail before
it was ordered to sail. The Navy wives,
with their children, all eager to be as

near their husbands as possible, as long
as possible, had gathered together there
from all parts of the United States.

They all lived in a hotel some fifteen to

twenty miles out from town. The hotel

had been a famous resort hotel in the
good old days, but had gone into bank-
ruptcy and disrepair. Not long ago two
enterprising Irishmen bought it, and
turned it into a Navy hotel. The entire

guest list was Navy.

There, too, was the servant problem,
even as in Hollywood and Keokuk. In
that vast hotel, where once maids and
waiters were so plentiful they stumbled
over each other as they dashed around
with fresh linen, champagne cocktails,

fruit and flowers, there were only two
maids to do the rooms, and three wait-

resses. But the Navy wives were so

grateful to the Irishmen for keeping the

hotel open at all, and saving them from
the inconveniences of motels and trailer

camps, that it would never have oc-

curred to them to complain about any-
thing.

"They pitched in and helped with the

Night to Claudette

m page 24

work," said Claudette, "and I pitched
right in too. The two maids were hard-
working, efficient girls, but it was utterly

impossible for them to clean all the
rooms, so most of us did our own clean-
ing. The wives took turns at running
the switchboard, and they lost no time
in suggesting that I take a turn at it

too. H'mmm, I thought, that should be
fun. I can listen in on everybody's con-
versation. 'It's a little difficult at first,*

one of the girls said, 'do you think you
can catch on to the hang of it, Mrs.
Pressman?' Well, really, I thought to

myself, does she take me for a case of

arrested development? You pull out a
cord, and you plug it in a hole. That's
all there is to it.

"I was wrong. It isn't all there is

to it. Well, anyway, they gave me a
night shift to begin with because there

aren't so many calls at that time, or so

they said. I think maybe I was the
freshman being initiated. I came in

from the ship after having dinner with
my husband, and was told that it was
my turn. I had hardly settled myself
comfortably (hoping no doubt to over-

hear a few juicy tidbits) when bedlam
broke loose. I knew that when a red
light flashes someone in the hotel is

calling the operator, and when the green
light flashes you have an incoming call.

But suddenly that switchboard had
more red and green lights than Fifth

Avenue and the buzzer was buzzing
loud enough to wake the dead. That
switchboard really had me puzzled. After

I had jammed up everything beautifully

by .
plugging all calls on the same line,

a nice Navy wife from Chicago said she
guessed she'd better take over."

Well, after that blow to her pride

Claudette knew she had to do something
spectacular so those other wives wouldn't
think she was stupid and incompetent.
When she had arrived at the hotel she

had noticed that the elevator had a "Do
Not Use" sign on it.

"AMiat's the matter with the eleva-

tor?" Claudette had asked. "Is it

broken?"

"Something's wrong with it," one of

the wives had answered. "But the man-
ager can't get an elevator boy to run it

now anyway. Manpower shortage."

Uh huh, Claudette thought, after the

switchboard fiasco this is my chance.

Claudette has always been very good
at tinkering around machinery, espe-

cially if the machinery is greasy and
oily, arid leaves big smudges. (If the

switchboard had been greasy and oily

she could have conquered it, I'm sure.)

Claudette is the only girl I know, or

have ever known, who can crawl under-

neath an automobile on her back, whack
away at this and that with a wrench,

and come out some minutes later look-

ing like a fugitive from an oil explosion
—-but the car works! If she hadn't been
an actress .she could have made a
damned good mechanic.

Well, anyway, Claudette fussed

around that elevator all morning, and
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IS THIS THE WORLD'S
MOST BEAUTIFUL COMPLEXION?

YES! say

DEANNA DURBIN'S fans

^'Goodness, no!'''' says this lovely

young star modestly. But her enthusi-

astic admirers insist her smooth,
exquisite complexion is the loveliest in

the world.

To guard its million-dollar beauty,

the lovely Deanna Durbin depends on
Active-lather facials. "Lux Soap care

really makes skin lovelier!" she says.

'T cover my face generously with the

creamy lather, work it in thoroughly.

Then I rinse with warm water, a dash

of cold. Pat gently with a soft towel

to dry." You try this gentle care!

IN RECENT TESTS of Lux Toilet Soap
facials, actually 3 out of 4 complexions
improved in a short time I

Star of

Universal's Technicolor Production

"CAN'T HELP SINGING"

/fo m/f(/er9 scree/;sj^t
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was certain she had the thing repaired.

Now if she only knew how to run it.

She sat down and started figuring it out.

"All my life I have wanted to run an
elevator," she confessed, "I suppose be-

cause I was brought up as a child in a
New York apartment house. Well, now
I have. The first thing I lilt it on the

nose—stopped the elevator level with

the floor—T felt as excited as if I had
solved the Einstein tlieory."

I'm sure you have read in magazines
where Miss Quainty Dainty of Holly-

wood tells you how to make an angel

cake, or whip up a batch of cookies.

But now you're in for something dif-

ferent. Miss Claudette Colbert of Hol-
lywood will tell you how to run an
elevator. You may have to run an
elevator. Anything can happen these

days. I'm certain DeMille never thought
his Cleopatra would run an elevator.

"The lever goes along the wall in a
half circle," explained Claudette. "You
push the lever forward when you want
to go up, and you push it backward
when you want to go down. When you
want to stop, the lever is in the center.

The secret of running an elevator suc-

cessfully is starting and stopping with-

out jerking, and leveling the elevator

with the floor. It's quite a trick to stop
the elevator right on the nose. You
have to know when to shut off the
power. And momentum has a lot to do
with it, too. I figured it out that you
have to shut off the power two feet

before you come to the floor, to make
a perfect landing. But somehow or other
gremlins got into that elevator. Some

days it was six inches, instead of two
feet. I remember the first time I hit it

right on the nose I was so pleased with
myself I turned around to the passen-

gers expecting applause. But two new
wives from Pennsylvania and four babies

got off without even noticing. I took a

bow just the same.
"My first passengers had rather a

bad time of it. They asked for the
third floor, but landed in the basement.
It was quite some time before I could
coax them back into the elevator. They
seemed to prefer walking up and down
the steps. Occasionally a new group of

wives would arrive. AVhen I would start

the elevator and politely inquire, 'What
floor, please?' they would give me a
quick, startled look, recognize me, and
forget their floor completely. I just gave
them a beautiful ride up and down until

they adjusted themselves to seeing an
actress running an elevator."

Besides cleaning her room, running
the elevator, and helping wrap bandages
for battle dressings for the ship in what
was once the grand ballroom of the
hotel, Claudette soon found herself with
another regular job. The hotel, due to

the servant problem and the food short-

age, served only two meals a day, break-
fast and dinner. No lunches. Two miles

away there was a grocery store run by
a woman, and her eighty-odd-year-old
mother. They would make hamburgers
and malted milks for the Navy wives
and children at the hotel, but they
wouldn't deliver them. So Claudette
would drive to the grocery store in the

hotel's battered station wagon every

day at noon, have her own lunch, and
pack the hamburgers and malted milks
carefully in the back of the car. "And
don't ever let anyone tell you that ham-
burgers and malted milks are bad for

children," she said. "I never saw a
healthier bunch of kids."

Sometime, I fear, the mothers and
kids back at the hotel waited a little

impatiently for Claudette to return with
their lunches. For Claudette fell in love

with the little old lady at the grocery
store, and while she slowly ate her eggs

and drank her milk she listened intently

to her wonderful stories about the

early settlers some sixty or more
years ago. "We used to drive ox teams
all day to get to a dance that night,"

she'd tell Claudette. "And then after

dancing all night we'd drive the ox team
all the next day to get home. We're
healthy people," she boasted. "Before
my daughter stopped me last year I used
to drive the 120 miles to the city in my
Ford several times a month."

Claudette was often delayed in the
grocery store too by the Coast Guard

—

all of whom had Brownies and wanted
to take a picture of her. "Unfor-
tunately," said Claudette, who doesn't

like candid camera shots anyway, "I
was there long enough to see those pic-

tures developed. I never saw so many
horror pictures."

Claudette's husband is again in the

South Pacific. But she's keeping her
fingers crossed and hoping awfully hard.

She"d like to be a Navy Wife again.

Before she has to start being a movie
star in Columbia's "Jubal Troop."

AN ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COLA COMPANY

*'He says as long as he's going to he tied to a desk for the
rest of the war, he may as well relax and enjoy it,'**
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An Ounce of

Prevention
IS Jt^rf/i aPound

ofCure/

Philip
Morris

are scientifically

proved far less

irritating to the

nose and throat.

When smokers

changed to Philip

Morris, substantially

every case of irrita-

tion of the nose or

throat—due to

smoking— cleared

up completely or

definitely improved

!

^findings reported in an
authoritative medical journal

GAU fOP

pm/PAfO/l/l/S

Betty Grable Defends Mrs. Harry James!

Continued from page 20

along Fifth Avenue, visit the shops, see

the plays—have the same sort of happy
time (within the limits of my strength)

that any girl wants to have in New York
with the man she loves.

I wasn't really well. I have not before
called attention to the fact of my baby's
birth, but now it seems that I must.
Vicki had to be brought into the Morld
(in order to give her a chance to sur-

vive) by Caesarian section. Tliis meant
that it took me much longer to recover
from her birth than it would have, ordi-

narily. Believe me, I felt very badly for

many weeks afterward. Yet I was scolded
bitterly in print for not doing things that

were, at that time, physically impossible.

At last, when we knew that Vicki was
going to be all right, and could get along
very nicely with the fine nurse we were
fortunate enough to secure for her, the
doctor suggested a change of scenery
for me. There was nothing that I could
do for Vicki, because she was already
getting expert care, and the doctor
thought that—if I would be careful—

I

would benefit by a trip. So I joyously
joined Harry.

\Aliile we were in New York, I rested

most of the time, had dinner almost
every night on a tray. Harry would have
dinner with me on a wheeled-in table.

It was cosy and intimate. I was with my
husband and I was happy.

I gained strength, and when Harry

was ready to go on tour, I decided to

go with him. Not as Betty Grable, you
understand, but as Mrs. Harry James.
He had signed to do a series of one-night

stands, but that didn't frighten me.
However, had I realized what was going
to happen, I would have been terrified.

Do you know what one-night stands
mean.' The band would work until mid-
night, or one, or two in the morning.
Then we would catch the first train

bound for the town in which the band
was next scheduled to play. If you have
traveled lately, you know how rugged
conditions are. Frequently we had to

take local trains on which there was no
diner, no Pullman coach. We slept, sit-

ting up and fully clothed, in the baggage
car many times.

One early morning, we straggled off

a train to be met by a local news photog-
rapher. Let me tell you how I looked:

I was wearing my hair in pigtails that

needed to be taken down, brushed, and
re-braided. I wasn't wearing a particle

of makeup, not even lipstick. My blouse

was wrinkled, so was my skirt; my bobby
SOX were travel-weary. In otlier words, I

was nobody's pin-up girl.

How would you feel if, when you were
feeling and looking your all-time worst,

a strange photographer insisted upon
taking your picture.''

Harry explained the situation, and said

that I would be a better camera subject

that evening. Unfortunately, when even-
ing came I was sound asleep in bed,
completely worn out. I understand that
the photographer was highly exasperated.
I'm truly sorry, but I don't know what
else I could have done, under the cir-

cumstances. Remember, I'm just an
ordinary girl. I have my pride, too.

A few days later, in another town, a
crowd formed in front of the bandstand,
and set up a deafening hullabaloo for

Betty Grable to make an appearance. I

was sitting in the wings, perspiring freely

because it was a hot niglit, and wearing
some tired little peasant outfit. I stayed
\vhere I was. I don't think I could have
done otherwise. I was there to be with
Harry, not to make a personal appear-
ance. But because I tried to remain
unobtrusive, I was criticized in the paper.

In another town, when Harry and the
band had to catch a tram in a rush, he
asked for police assistance so that we
could hurry. Not that he wanted to

refuse to give autographs, or that I did,

but a train missed means a booking
missed, and that's serious. Yet we were
criticized because we didn't stop and
give autographs.

I was criticized, too, because, when
fans and even friends phoned me, it was
said they were told I wouldn't talk to

anyone. Well, the truth is that I never
knew about any of these calls. You see,

Harry, being concerned about my health,

asked one of the boys working for him
to take all telephone calls for me. Well,

this boy, with the best intentions in the

world, told everyone—with no exceptions

—that I couldn't talk over the phone
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at all. He meant to protect me from
becoming nervous and over-tired, but
perhaps he didn't explain fully enough
that I was not well and had to rest a
great deal. Anyway, the first thing I

knew I was being called "snooty," and
accused of "going Hollywood." Yet, in

all fairness, I don't see how I can be

blamed for "refusing" to answer tele-

phone calls I didn't know had been made.
I've forgotten where it was that a girl

reached out, as I was passing by her,

and grabbed a fistful of my hair. I pre-

sume that she wanted some strands as

a souvenir, but that didn't make it hurt

any less. At another time a girl, waiting

at a stage door, called out to me, "You
stink!" I had never seen the girl before

in my life; I had spoken no syllable to

her. I wasn't in studio makeup; I was
wearing my hair in braids, and I was
dressed in a simple suit. I hope that I

looked clean, even though it was a
scorching hot day. Yet I suppose I must
have been a far cry from the glamor this

girl expected of a person from Hollywood.
Let us suppose that I had taken along

a studio hair-dresser to keep my hair in

perfect condition at all times; suppose
I had taken along a glamorous wardrobe,

and had played Movie Star wherever I

went—posing for pictures, giving inter-

views, and handing out autographs. I

wasn't on tour, remember. Harry and
his band were the stars of the trip. What
would people have said about my trying

to snatch a share of Harry's spotlight?

/ think I would have been a very poor
wife if I had done this. Harry is a superb
musician, and it seems to me he should

share his applause only with his band.
When I am with him I try to be his wife,

not Betty 'Grable.

I think the whole controversy boils

down to this: Does a person who be-

comes prominent in the public eye, have
a right to a private life? If an actress,

for instance, gives an honest performance
before the camera, and cooperates with
photographers and magazines whenever
it is possible, do her fans still have the

right—when she is ill, or tired, or not

prepared to see even her closest friends

—

do her fans have the right to demand
that she give up all privacy because of

the money she has earned at the box
office?

I know that the outside world is quick

to criticize Hollywood because an occa-

sional marriage ends in divorce. Yet,

sometimes, it is that very outside world

that causes the first rift. Suppose I

hadn't joined Harry last summer. There
would have been those who would have
hinted that we weren't happy—when
nothing could be farther from the truth.

• Suppose that I had been willing to

seize some of the public acclaim belong-

ing to Harry! Luckily, Harry is the kind

of person who wouldn't have minded, but

you can bet your last dime that there

would have been those along the way
who would have said, "Who does Betty
Grable think she is—taking bows for

doing nothing except having married

Harry James?"
Oh yes, I would have been criticized,

believe me. One little thing might have
lead to another. Harry and I might have
quarreled. (It seems impossible to me.

but the same thing has happened to other
couples.) And, if we had, there would
have been a little murmur: "No wife
should try to share her husband's spot-

light. It serves Betty right."

If it is true that a girl must take her
choice between being the happy wife of a
famous man, or having a career of her
own, I know what my choice will be.

All my life I have dreamed of the time
when I would have a home of my own,
a husband, and a baby. Of course, I love

to make pictures; I have been flattered

and deeply touched by the kindness of

those who have liked ray screen work;
I should like to continue to make one or

two pictures a year. BUT if I find that
being Betty Grable is going to interfere

with being Mrs. Harry James—goodbve,
Betty Grable!

Thank you so much. Delight, for allow-

ing me to express myself. Thank you for

giving me the opportunity to thank the

millions who have been wonderful to me,
to thank the men in uniform whose
admiration I prize very, very highly, and
to say to anyone who has ever called me
"snooty": It isn't true.

I have been placed in a difficult situa-

tion by people who didn't understand
my attitude, or know of my condition.

I hope that after reading this, everyone
will understand my side of the story a

little bit better. All that I ask of anyone
is fairness—and the courtesy due any
woman.

Sincerely,
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Open The Door To Youth!

Continued from page 52

those trained each year could coincide

with contemplated openings in the in-

dustry to prevent a surplus of workers

and a consequent unemployment prob-

lem.

Such a school would supply the in-

dustry with reliable skilled workers. It

would eliminate a lot of the old romance
of the industry, wherein a fellow crashed

a studio gate, bluffed his way into a job

and held on by his wits. But it would
be of great benefit to motion pictures.

In my opinion the industry would profit

a hundredfold from its investment in

subsidizing such an academy.
Of course, the graduates of such an

institution would be far from expert

technicians. But they would have the

proper basic training. As instructors we
could select veterans of years of film

production who could pass on to the

youngsters the tricks of the trade they
otherwise would take with them into

retirement. Some of the most active

directors, actors, and technicians in

Hollywood could take off a day or two
between pictures to devote to giving

instructive lectures.

We all know that under present con-

ditions, one of the biggest talent prob-
lems is separating the chaff from the
wheat. Many deserving young people

are now deprived of auditions because a

studio boss can't waste his time listening

to a score of untalented kids while he's

trying to find one with potentialities.

One of the important features of such
an academy would be its scholarship

funds. A youth showing genius in any of

the many fields in which his talents could
be applied to motion picture production
could be given free tuition if necessary.

Throughout the country universities

every day in peace times turn out experts

in other professions; why not career men
and women for the films? As one of the
nation's most important industries it

would seem natural that motion pictures

have its own training grounds instead of

relying on what drifts in from vaudeville,

community playhouses and the Broad-
way stage.

Of course, motion pictures have gone
through the most amazing growing con-
vulsions imaginable. This billion dollar

giant could not be properly harnessed
and made to operate perfectly overnight.
From slapstick to sound and from "The
Squaw Man" to our finest present-day
productions in less than 30 years, repre-

sented leapfrog progress during which it

was often a case of catch-as-catch-can
operating. However, it is high time that
we sit back and contemplate the future
of the industry and make plans for its

perpetuation.

There are many reasons why an
academy for training film talent of all

kinds would be a distinct advantage over
the present sHpshod system, but the most
important to me is the fact that there
is a lot of effort going to waste among
worthy kids doing some needless strug-

gling. They should be given a helping
hand.
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Hollywood's Most Eligible Young Bachelor!

Continued from page 47

probably is no such person in this world

or the next. I'd want her to be attractive

and to have something on the ball men-
tally. I'd want her to be all things at all

times—serious when the occasion arises

and very gay and mad at other times. I

couldn't stand a girl who was just purely,

solely and entirely an inside type. I'd

want a girl who likes everything; who is

a gracious hostess inside her own home,
and who also fits perfectly into any
occasion, a dance at a night club, swim-
ming at the beach or talking about world
affairs!"

According to some of the newspaper
columnists, Peter Lawford found his ideal

girl in Lana Turner. Both Peter and
Lana were embarrassed by these reports.

For they are not in love with each other.

They've dated each other often. But
Peter has also dated a dozen other

glamor girls in Hollywood. He has even
taken Lana to his home to meet his

mother and father. But he's also taken
Judy Garland and Anne Baxter to his

home to meet his parents. For one of

Peter's first instincts when he likes a
girl—even though he hasn't the faintest

idea of falling in love—is to have her
meet the two people who mean so much
to him. He's proud of the girls he goes

out with, and likes to have his parents
meet them.
He and Lana have known each other

for quite some time, and they are great

friends. He met Lana for the first time
at the home of their mutual friend,

Keenan Wynn. He and Keenan, Dick
Whorf and Lana frequently bumped into

each other on their way into the MGM
commissary for lunch. Then what more
natural than that all of them should

eat together?

When Lana and Peter had their first

date they went to a movie, and then
stopped at a drive-in for hamburgers.

"Lana," said Peter, "has been pub-
licized as a tremendous glamor girl.

Few people realize that she really has
very simple tastes. She loves to go to

the beach; she plays tennis; she rides

beautifully. She is one of those amazing
girls who does well anything she tries.

But we were never serious about each

other, as some of the newspapers said.

I've found a lot of girls who wanted to

do the same things I like to do."

For instance, Judy Garland. He's

known Judy for six years. They met for

the first time at a wiener roast. Freddie

Bartholomew and Jane Withers were
there, and they all enjoyed themselves

thoroughly.

Peter and Judy have gone to the

beach and to Mocambo together. "No
matter where Judy goes," says Peter,

"she's always fun. She's gay and has

such a good time, you can't help enjoy-

ing yourself, too. I've always been very

lucky in the girls I've gone out with.

I've never been with a girl who was a
drag."

And what's a "drag".'' According to

Peter, a drag is a girl who is too pos-

sessive, who wants to be around your
neck all the time. She's the kind of girl

who makes an exhibition of herself. Peter

hates to see a woman who has had too

much to drink or who makes herself con-

spicuous. He feels a woman's a drag

if she's always fixing her face and comb-
ing her hair in pubhc; or if she pays no
attention to her escort but does every-

thing she can to attract attention to her-

self.

"Thank goodness, there are very few

girls like that," says Peter, "but once in

a while you do see them, and then you
can't help feeling sorry for them and
even more sorry for their escorts."

Although he has never been in love,

Peter admits that like most young men,
he has had his crushes. "My first big

crush," he confessed, "was on an Ameri-
can girl. She was a lovely brunette with

black hair and brown eyes. I met her at

a party at Long Island, and learned she

was a professional skater. She skated

beautifully, of course. But then she did

everything beautifully. She was wonder-
ful at all outdoor sports. We used to go
swimming and riding together. We also

went dancing, and it was this girl who
first taught me to jitterbug. I was only

seventeen at the time, and so my crush

wasn't really very serious. But this girl

set a pattern for the type of thing I

admire so much in American women

—

their wonderful adaptability, flexibility,

and the great range of their interests.

Some day, I hope, I'll marry an Ameri-
can woman."

Although Peter expects some day to

fall in love with an American girl,

actually his theme song is "I want to

marry a girl like the girl who married
dad," and if he ever meets a woman with
the charm and understanding that his

mother possesses, he'll probably get mar-
ried, regardless of what her nationality

is. Lady Lawford is a lady in every
sense of the word. She is a slender

woman with light brown hair, patrician

features and a warm smile—and she

is blessed with wonderful understanding
and a grand sense of humor.
When Peter was a small boy, his

parents were fabulously wealthy. Some-
how, he got the idea that he wanted to

be a child actor. He told his mother
this. In families like theirs, it was the

tradition that the oldest boy always
joined the Army and became part of his

father's regiment. Sir Sidney Lawford
took it for granted that his only son
would follow in his footsteps. Neither

he nor Lady Lawford ever dreamed the

child might want to become an actor.

To have her seven-year-old son tell her

this must have been a shock to Lady
Lawford. But she rallied immediately.

"Of course you may become an actor,"

she told the boy, "provided you get your
own job."

"All right, mother." Peter agreed. And
so he tried to figure out the best way to

get a job. He knew that Monty Banks
was directing a picture known as "Old
Bill." So he went to Sir Thomas Poison

who belonged to the same political party

as Lady Lawford, and asked him for a

letter of introduction to Mr. Banks. The
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astonished Poison produced the letter,

and the boy got the job.

His father was rather shocked at first

but agreed reluctantly, feeling that Peter
would get over the idea in a short time.

Surely this was just a passing phase.
But it wasn't. Peter continued to be
interested in pictures. He made such a
hit in "Old Bill" that he became known
as the Jackie Coogan of English pic-

tures. He was entertained by many of

the crowned heads of pre-war Europe,
who were probably amazed that a boy of

such excellent background had become a

movie star.

His parents continued their globe
trotting whenever possible. Lady Law-
ford felt that if Peter's interest in pic-

tures was genuine, he'd have time enough
to resume his career when he got older.

In the meanwhile, the family would
travel.

They did. Finally they visited Cal-
ifornia, where they went on a tour of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios. At the
time talent scouts were looking for a boy
to play in "Lord Jeff." Peter looked like

just the right child, so MGM gave him
a role with Mickey Rooney and Freddie
Bartholomew.

Again Lady Lawford showed her great

understanding. She found that all their

travels had not obliterated the idea of

pictures from Peter's mind. Since that
was what he wanted to do, she agreed.

But perhaps the greatest test of her

understanding came one day several

years ago in pre-war France. At the time
they were living in a pleasant cottage in

a small town outside of Paris. The
cottage had beautiful French windows
opening on a garden.

One day when his parents were out,

Peter was playing with some other boys
a game similar to tag. While playing, he
ran up the steps and stumbled. He
grabbed the handle of the French win-

dow. But it gave him no suppwrt. The
boy tumbled to the ground, terribly in-

jured. He was a mass of bruises, and his

left arm was bleeding terribly.

At the time his father was at the

Casino; his mother was walking the dog.

Neither of them had seen the accident,

and they couldn't be located in a hurry.

Friends brought Peter, who was bleeding

profusely, to a doctor in a nearby hotel,

who adjusted a tourniquet. But Peter's

arm was so seriously hurt that the

doctor insisted that the boy must be

taken to a hospital. He began phoning

the nearby hospitals. The only surgeon

at one of them was so busy he couldn't

undertake to do anything for Peter. At
another hospital, the surgeon was out of

town. Finally the doctor located a small

clinic which had a surgeon on its staff

who promised to take care of Peter. But
the hospital had no ambulance which

they could send out! The boy would

have to be moved in a hotel bus.

And so Peter lay ,on the floor of the

bus and it began its journey. Shaken

by the accident and with his arm in a

tourniquet, the boy was a sorry sight.

He was frightened, too, for he knew
that if gangrene set in, he would lose his

arm. If anyone at this point had uttered

a word of sympathy, he might have

been broken up completely.

Just as the bus was pulling out, his
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father arrived. His mother got in at

the bottom of the hill. You can imagine

how she felt, when she saw her son bleed-

ing in front of her eyes. But she knew
Peter like a book. She knew how
dangerous sympathy would be. And so

she managed a quivering smile and said,

"Well, Peter, you would have to pick the

dinner hour to do this."

At the unexpected reproach Peter

smiled. For the moment he was lifted

out of him.self—and he forgot the ter-

rible gnawing fear, "What shall I do if I

lose my arm?"
Actually it was three or four days

before the doctor at the clinic was sure

that the boy's arm could be saved. But
the doctor made his reports to Sir Sid-

ney and Lady Lawford; and they never
mentioned it to Peter, until the danger
was past. Today his arm looks 100 per
cent right, but isn't actually. It has kept
him out of the Army.
When he was nineteen, Peter tried to

enlist in the British Army, but was
rejected. Later on, he was considered
for the American Army and again re-

jected.

When the war broke out, Peter's

family, which had been receiving a
splendid income from England, learned
that in the future their money would
stop coming. Till that time, Peter had
made pictures simply because he enjoyed
acting. When his voice broke, he had
given it up. Now he was faced by the
urgent necessity of doing something.
The family was in Florida at the time,
and a friend offered Peter a concession
on his parking lot in Palm Beach. Work-
ing at this, Peter earned enough to come
to Hollywood.

For awhile he acted as assistant man-
ager of the Village Theater in West-
wood. Then MGM offered him a small
part in "Mrs. Miniver." And so Peter
began the slow climb which was to take
him out of the Jackie Coogan class and
into the class of grown-up actors. The
charm which he had shown as a boy
was doubled and tripled now by the ease
and casualness of the grown-up Peter.
Around the MGM lot, they all like

him. He has more friends than almost
anyone you can think of. His family,
too, has adjusted itself to the new world
in which they live. Lady Lawford is just

as gracious and understanding as she
does her own work in their Beverly Hills

apartment as she used to be when she
lived in palatial suites in Monte Carlo
or in Cannes or Deauville.

Sir Sidney has almost forgotten that
he ever objected to his son's becoming an
actor. One day he went to visit Peter on
the set of "Dorian Gray," in which
Peter was appearing. The director took
one look at Lawford and said, "By
George, you could fit beautifully into a
part I have in this picture. Would you
consider it?"

For a moment Sir Sidney looked
amused. He, a lieutenant general of

England, play a part in a picture? Then
he smiled. If his son could do it, why
not he? And so when you see "Dorian
Gray" watch sharply for a gallant old

gentleman with white hair playing a
small role. He'll be Sir Sidney Lawford.

Like his son, Peter, Sir Sidney is get-

ting accustomed to American ways. One
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Douche ihorougidy with Lysol is gentle in proper
correct Lysol solution. Its dilution.Powerful—Lysol
low "surface tension" is an efficient gcnnicide.
means greater spreading Economical—small bottle
power which reaches makes almost 4 gallons
more deeply into folds of solution. Cleanly odor
and crevices to searchout
germs. Non-causfic- FOR FEMININE HYGIENE USE

—disappears after use.
Deodorizes effectively,
lasting — k e e p s full
strength even when un-
corked. 4

Copr. 1946. by I.ehn & Fink Products Corp.

'For new FREE booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard or

letter to Dept. A-45, Address: Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Avenue, New York ii, N. Y.
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"MINE IS A STORY
no pictures con tell

— says Mrs. Louise Sullenger
of Dearborn, Michigan

"T AM SENDING you two snapshots," writes Louise
Sullenger, "one, of the woman I used to be—

one, of the woman I am today. They tell you
something of the physical change in my appear-
ance. But no photograph can reveal the buoy-
ancy, the zest for living, that now fills me with
eagerness for the adventures of each new day."
And Mrs. Sullenger does live a busy, exciting

life. A 27-year-old live wire, she goes to business
every day, yet finds time to look after her hus-
band, her home, and her two children.

"No one need tell me what an overweight wom-
an thinits about!" says Mrs. Sullenger. "I know
all the tortures of buying a size 40 dress. I know
the misery of refusing invitations because of
being ashamed of my appearance. Not so long
ago, I was wallowing in

self-pity, with only one
remaining grain of reso-

lution: I would try the

Success Course.

"In ten weeks from
the time I started, I lost

25 pounds and got back
the waistline I had as a
girl. Then I bought a
new suit—size 14!

"But no words and no
pictures can express
how it feels to look into

the mirror and see re-

flected a shining, radi-

ant face—to feel that all

of life is still before you,

and to know that you
have the energy, the
courage — yes, and the

beauty—to enjoy it."

These are the
snapshots Mrs,
Sullenger sent
to Ann Delafield
—the one above
showing her "as
she used to he,**

the one at right
showing her as
she appeared on
finishing the
DuBarry Suc-
cess Course.

Mrs. Sullevger reduced her bust 3 inches, her
waist 7V2, her abdomen 7, her hips 7V2, through
improved posture stands % inch tallei—now
5 feet 5V4, inches—and every inch a suecessl

HOW ABOUT YOU? Haven't you 4,000 are registered nurses. Hundreds are now
wished that yoa could be slender again, hear enrolling every day.

the compliments of friends, wear youthful The plan is intensely practical. It fits into

styles, feel like a new person? The DuBarry your daily life. You get an analysis of your
Success Course can help you.

Just five years ago, the DuBarry Success

Course was founded, bringing to women all

over America the methods taught by Ann
Delafield at the famous Richard Hudnut Salon,

New York. Since then more than 175,000 wom-
en and girls of all ages from 12 to 60 have fol-

lowed this practical plan for achieving beauty

and vitality. More than 50,000 are housewives,

40,000 are in business or war work, 10,000 are

teachers, 6,000 are school and college students,

ANN DELAFIELD, Directing

needs, a goal to work for and a plan for

attaining it. You learn how to bring your

weight and body proportions to normal, care

for your skin, style your hair becomingly, use

make-up for glamour, look better, feel better

—be at your best for strenuous wartime living.

When the Success Course has meant so

much to so many, why not use the cou-
pon to find out, without the slightest

obligation, what it can do for you.

RICHARD HUDNUT SALON

NEW YORK
Accepted for advertising in publications

of the American Medical Association Richard Hudnut Salon
Dept. SQ-66, 693 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

Please send the booklet telling all about the
DuBarry Home Success Course.

Miss
Mrs..

Guaranteed by ^
k Good Housekeeping J

<Dytaiistp 'jiiS^

With your Course you re-
ceive this Chest containing
a generous supply of Du-
Barry Beauty and Make-up
Preparationsfor your type.

Address-

City_ . State_

can imagine him live years from now
greeting his American daughter-in-law.
Nine chances out of ten, Peter thinks,
she'll be an actress. For he doesn't hold
to the idea that an actor shouldn't marry
in his own profession. "When you have
a 'take' to do at the very last minute
just when you'd planned to go danc-
ing," said Peter, "very few girls would
understand it. It takes an actress usu-
ally to unders'and the demands of the
business. I've iiften had to cancel ap-
pointments ai the last moment, with
girls like Lana and Judy, because a re-

hearsal was suddenly called. It would
take an extraordinarily understanding
person to put up with that sort of thing,
unless she herself was in this business.
So I suspect I'll marry an actress."

And so we can imagine Sir Sidney
Lawford greeting the girl who'll be the
future Mrs. Lawford. He rises to wel-
come her. He notices how beautiful she
is; how gracefully she holds herself; how
patrician her features are. And he
smiles.

"It's extraordinary," he says. "I knew
Peter would know just the right sort of
wife to pick. But I never imagined that
he would find an American girl who looks
and acts so much like Lady Lawford
when she was your age."

Because, I predict, some day the
words of that famous old song will come
true for Peter. Some day he's going to
marry a girl just like the girl who mar-
ried his dad!

What You Want To Know
About Barry Fitzgerald

Continued from page 37

at night, and as likely as not it will turn
out to be a composite of the cigar clerk

at the corner drug store, a man I played
golf with the previous week and several

other people I have known for the past

forty years. It's tlie sort of thing Shakes-
peare meant when he wrote about hold-

ing the mirror up to nature."

So much for the Barry Fitzgerald as

you see him masticating one of those

juicy characters on the screen. The pur-

pose of my visit to his small bungalow,
located a hefty throw from the heart of

Hollywood, was to discover the things

about him that his fans do not know.
I caught him at a lucky time, too. He
had a bag packed and was all ready to

take off for the mountains the following

morning. He was literally fleeing the

reporters who have hounded him since

"Going My Way" was released, and
because this was to be his last interview

for some time he entered into it with the

spirit of a man who is having one last

fling before a lenten fast.

This desire to get away from acclaim

is really one of the sincerest, most out-

standing characteristics of Barry Fitz-

gerald the man. Although he is extremely
fond of human beings and everyone is

interesting to him, he hates being on the

receiving end. He likes to mosey around
among people, so to speak, making a

friendly pause here and there for a brief

conversation as long as he himself can
remain inconspicuous. He isn't at aD
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GOODBYE DULL DRAB SKIN

!

Make the "PATCH TEST"!

See and feel this exciting difference!

Dry Rough Flakes Disappear! Skin Takes

on Instant New Freshness! New Clarity!

difficult to get to, however, and is always

cheerful: but at fifty-six, as he puts it,

"a man likes all the peace and quiet he

can get." He has become very philo-

sophic about success.

And that, in fact, is what Barry is

more than anything else—a philosopher.

He carries this attitude even to the

smallest things in life, such as when he

recently grew a mustache. His associates

assumed the lip adornment to be a whim,
but it was actually the outgrowth (no

pun intended) of a practical problem.

An insect had bitten him, and when he

tried to shave he irritated the spot where
the varmint had deposited its stinger.

So the actor shrugged his shoulders and
let nature take over.

"At my age." he told me—he uses this

expression frequently
—

"one has a right

to be philosophic. And as long as you
have asked me to express my feelings

about life in general I'll put it this way.
I'm firmly convinced that the simple

things in life are best. That was the

conviction of Father Fitzgibhon, and
one of the reasons I was so fond of the

characterization. My memory associates

happiness with little pleasures such as a

visit with a friend, a week-end in the

country or a pleasant game of golf when
I have had a low score. But wait—a low
golf score isn't exactly a simple thing

in my life. It's an event of shocking
magnitude.
"But I really think there is no great-

er pleasure than to sit around with a

friend for an evening and talk on the

hundreds of things I know nothing at

all about. People live confused, com-
plicated lives for years, only to discover

in the end that what they were search-

ing for all along was something so

simple that they didn't even bother
about noticing it."

Barry's own approach to this conclu-
sion also came after a great many
detours, although he insists he has always
felt instinctively the way he does today.
He was a civil servant in Dublin, Ire-

land, for eighteen years before he even
entered the profession of acting, and he
philosophically ascribes that to accident,

too.

"I had gone to the Abbey Theater one
night with a friend," he exclaimed, "and
when the director was notified that one
of the players was unable to show up
he asked me to do a walk-on part. I did
it after some hesitation and was almost
scared speechless, but it was enough to

intrigue me into coming back for more.
.A.t the time I was a junior administra-
tion officer at the Dublin Board of Trade;
but apparently I wasn't very impressed
with my title. After my first appearance
in the theater my interest gravitated
away from my regular work with sucii

insistence that I finally gave it up, pen-
sion and all, to cast my lot among a

group of thirty-five dollar a week actors."

He had tried to do his regular work
and continue in the theater in the
evenings, even changing his name from
his real moniker of Barry Shields to his

present one, so as to cover up his noc-
turnal activities behind the footlights.

But being a civil servant became very
boring, and since his brother, Arthur
Shields, was a director in the theater

and wanted to help him become an actor.

IN just 30 seconds— half a minute

—you can prove Lady Esther

Face Cream, the most beautifying

face cream you have ever used!

Just make the "Patch Test "1 Rub
a little Lady Esther Face Cream
on one cheek—wipe it off—and look

in your mirror! See how that patch

of skin has taken on radiant new
freshness! Touch it! Feel how the

dry rough ^akes are gone!

Now imagine your whole face

refreshed that way! Your whole

face instantly beautified— by a sin-

gle application of Lady Esther Face
Cream! Here's what this one cream
does: (1 ) It thoroughly cleans your

skin. (2) It softens your skin. (3)

It helps nature refine the pores.

(4) It leaves a smooth, perfect base

for powder. The proof of all this is

right in your mirror! Just make the

"Patch Test"—and compare!
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he finally decided his die was not only
cast—it had set into such a hard mold
he would never be able to change it.

He was forty-one at the time, mind
you, and within easy reach of the modest
clover he would realize from a pension;
but he explains why he was able to make
so drastic a change in his life by sum-
ming up the character of Irishmen in

general.

"They will fight like the devil for

something, particularly if it is of an
abstract nature," he told me. "And at
that time my idea of a future in the
theater was as hazy as the mist on an
Irish bog. But most Irishmen can't be
kept down, either. They're like a virulent

type of Bermuda grass. I suppose I had
enough of this spirit in me to take the
chance and I was really excited about
the theater."

Barry was later to learn that being an
actor involved an occasional departure
from the quiet, easy life he cherished.

The first turbulent note came in 1929,
when he went to London with the Abbey
players to speak his piece in Sean
O'Casey's play, "The Silver Tassie." The
critics did nipups over his performance
and descended on him in droves for

interviews. "I was taken completely off

guard," he chuckled as he told me
about it.

But he managed to adjust himself and
for the next several years got along
serenely enough—until his second dis-

covery in "The Plow And The Stars" in

1936. In the role of Fluther Good, an
old sot, he did such a bang-up job that

even the paying customers saw snakes
when they went home to their respect-

able beds. This time Barry was not to

get off so easily. Director John Ford
took on the assignment to film the play
in Hollywood in 1937, and the actor,

after some plain and fancy dickering

from Ford, gave in and decided to put
Fluther on celluloid.

He remained in America to tour with
the Abbey players, and was welcomed
with open arms by the New York critics.

They had made a noisy discovery of the
Fitzgerald technique on a previous junket
in 1933, when he had covered the coun-
try with the players. Barry has toured
the United States three times, and is a
walking encyclopedia when it comes to

giving data about towns and cities all

over the country. He is very fond of

Chicago, where he developed a lasting

fondness for newspapermen. They were
always able to provide him with a fru-

gal nip of good Irish whiskey during the
arid days of prohibition.

As for his latest film triumph, Barry
is not nearly as impressed as the people

who have tossed him so many kudos.

The truth is he has never been very
impressed with himself. "I get a bang
out of my work not through pride," he

said very convincingly, "but more from
satisfaction. In the Father Fitzgibbon
role, for example, it makes me feel good
to know that I helped portray a priest

as a real human being. I knew so many
of these men in Ireland and I always
had a great respect for them. But actu-

ally, when you get a thing like the

Fitzgibbon role to do, it's like going

down hill on a bicycle. It's that enjoy-

able."



Speaking of bicycles, Barry gets

around on one quite a bit in Hollywood.
When he isn't working he often pedals

down to the nearby super market to

get groceries. His stand-in and house
mate, Gus Tallon, is an expert in the

pots and pans department, and he and
Barry frequently have dinner at home.
"My eating tastes are also very simple,"

he laughed, "but they haven't been very
simple to satisfy here lately. My favor-

ite food is a good, thick sirloin steak a

la Tallon." Tallon, by the way, is a full-

blooded, peace-loving Iroquois Indian.

The actor's favorite mode of travel,

however, is on his motorcycle. His con-

stant use of this vehicle during his work
on a picture, in order to get to the

studio in a hurry in the morning, keeps
his producers and directors in a constant

sweat. Although they consider this

rather an unconventional way for a

fifty-six-year-old, prosperous character

actor to travel, they permit it only with
frequent lectures on caution to their

sprightly charge.

At the request of Leo McCarey, Barry
refrained from wearing a priest's cassock

while riding to and from work during

the making of "Going My Way." "It's

not that I fear for the dignity of the

church, Barry," McCarey assured him.
"It's just that I'm Sure that flying cas-

sock will catch in the spokes and break
your neck."

The home the actor shares with Tallon

Is a two-bedroom bungalow, and they
have lived there together for the past

three years. Barry has no desire to

acquire a new place in keeping with his

mounting prosperity. He has become a

sort of fixture in the neighborhood, which
is peopled with householders who pursue
ordinary professions not connected with
the motion picture business. "We have
very nice neighbors," Barry exclaimed.

"The lady next door is quite thoughtful

and occasionally sends us over a pot of

preserves. And there is a man across the

street who helps me a lot with the flow-

ers and shrubs. He has given me several

new plants for the garden. And Gus and
I are not bashful about borrowing • a

cup of sugar when we are caught short."

The actor and his stand-in have their

meals out most of the time, and Barry
likes to return home for a quiet evening
with a book or to play the piano. His
reading is just another projection of his

interest in human nature, because he
dotes on biographies. Thus, even when
alone, he is constantly working on his in-

satiable curiosity about the human per-

sonality, trying to find out what makes
the homo sapiens tick. He started taking

piano lessons three years ago to fulfill

a lifetime ambition to learn to play.

"!My favorite composer is Chopin," he
confessed, "but I disgrace his illustrious

memory every time I sit down to the

keyboard."

Admitting that curiosity about Holly-

wood cafe life prompted him to visit a

couple of night clubs during his early

days in the film capital, Barry also

frankly confessed that such cavortings

bored him to distraction. "I always feel

like going to sleep in the twilight haze
of tobacco smoke that fills those places,"

he chuckled wryly. The remainder of

his social life boils down to a couple of

kre you in the know?
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A good skate

A pretty Kitty

Queen of the Ice Follies
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napkins, Kotex stays soft
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of chafeless comfort with

Kotex sanitary napkins.
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O Learning sign language

Getting glamour-hands.

Time on your hands is well spent. Glamour-
hands can be yours by faithfully massag-

ing each finger with a softening cream.
(Pretend you're smoothing on a snug
glove.) Shrewd grooming helps to banish

self-consciousness. So, too, on calendar

days, self-consciousness departs when you're

shrewd enough to choose Kotex. Kotex is

different from thick, stubby napkins be-

cause Kotex has flat, tapered ends that

don't show. So no revealing lines can
ruffle your snjoothness, your poise.

For tearless tweezing, should you —
Soften brows with hot water

Spread skin taut
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When weeding out wayward eyebrows

—

weep no more, my lady. Just follow the
routine given above. (All three answers
are correct.) By the way, did you
know that Kotex offers three answers

to napkin needs? Yes, only Kotex
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different days. There's Regular, Junior and
Super Kotex. And all three sizes of Kotex
have that special 4-ply safety center that

gives you extra protection.
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evenings a, week at the home of his

brother, Arthur, who is married. He
has a great respect for Arthur's judg-

ment and always consults him about
his roles.

As for female companionship, there

just isn't any for Barry. He is such a

confirmed bachelor that he chuckles

gleefully at your supposed humor when
you suggest that there is bound to be

a favorite lady friend somewhere in his

life. To hear him sum it up, no such
creature has ever existed or ever will.

He is noticeably bashful on the subject

of romance, leading one to believe that

his native shyness is the thing that has

stood between him and I'amour. "The
truth of the matter is," he sputters tact-

fully with a mischievous t\vinkie in his

small, expressive eyes, "that I have
always admired the ladies so much in

general that I could never bring myself
to settle down with one in particular."

Barry is fond of all outdoor sports,

golf being his favorite. He says he is

notoriously unskilled on the links, and
recently tried to bolster his ego by
taking up tennis in the hope that he
would be better at this sport. "But I

was even worse with tennis than with
golf," he sighed.

A typical day for the actor starts

at seven-thirty in the morning, when he
climbs out of bed after a restless night.

He is a wakeful sleeper, never averaging

more than six or seven hours. The first

thing he does after a cold tab bath is

to write letters, keeping up on his per-

sonal correspondence faithfully every

day. This, believe it or not, before

breakfast. He sleeps in pajamas winter

and summer. He is usually working, so

the remainder of his day is spent at the

studio. But when he has time on his

hands he merely loafs around, playing

golf, reading, playing the piano or tak-

ing an occasional short trip on his motor-
cycle. He also likes to work in his

"pocket handkerchief sized garden." He
always winds up his day with a warm
tub bath.

"I try to take an interest in my
clothes and general appearance," he told

me, "but I'm afraid I have none of the
dandy in me and can't stay well

groomed. I can buy a new suit on Mon-
day and on Tuesday one of my friends

will see me in it and ask why I don't

throw that old thing away and wear
something decent."

As for his physical appearance, Barry
reminds you of a merger of all the well-

known characters he has played. This
is probably due to the fact that he in-

variably stamps his personality on any-
thing he does. He is a wiry, bantam
weight type, five feet three inches tall

and weighs one hundred and forty-five

pounds. "I had quite a nasty temper
when I was young," he told me, "but I

learned to bring it under perfect control.

When you weigh no more than I do you
can't afford to have hot flashes of temper
and take the chance of provoking
people."

All his actions are highlighted by a
great sense of humor, which you always
detect right beneath the surface and
which breaks through on the slightest

encouragement. He has twinkling blue
eyes and blondish gray hair that seems to

bristle because it is cropped fairly close

to his small head in a manner similar to

the crew style. He has a habit of

registering the changes in his thoughts
by odd pursings of his very mobile
mouth. This accentuates his pointed
nose and prominent cleft chin and gives

him the pixie look of one's imaginary
concept of an Irish leprechawn. I have
never seen him wearing glasses except
during a screen portrayal.

Now that acclaim has come to Barry
more times than he cares to admit, he
would like nothing more than to with-

draw into his small, personal world and
let it go at that. The trouble is that
he probably will go on and on causing
periodic revivals of interest in himself

because of the way he handles his career.

For example, the role he recently fin-

ished in "Two Years Before The Mast"
is the smallest of his career. So when he
does take another important part it will

have all the flavor of a comeback and
will cause a new barrage of publicity on
him.

"I don't think it's too good to be too
prominent in too many pictures," he
summed up his attitude for me. And for

tliat matter, this seems to reveal Barry
Fitzgerald in general—a pleasant, quiet

little gentleman who blinks when the
limelight gets in his eyes and who is

slightly bewildered when fame gets in

his hair.
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A Guy Named Brown

Continued from page 43

Force" caught both Warner Brothers

and Paramount completely off guard.

Nobody at either studio knew anything
about him!

The publicity man assigned to the

picture remarked, "If I could have a

piece of any actor's contract in Holly-

wood I would unhesitatingly ask them
to write me in on Jim's." That man is

no fool. Jim is what studio executives

pray for—an actor whom the public

discovers for itself and whom they won't
have to force down the public's throat.

On top of that, they don't have to

worry about Jim going into the armed
forces. Six feet two, weighing 197, he
looks the picture of health. Well, one
ear-drum has been broken so often it

won't even heal. He can never go swim-
ming and unless he wears a stopple of

cotton in his ears when he takes a
shower that ear starts running. In addi-
tion, he has a chronic injury in his side

for which he underwent an operation
but which refuses to heal because he
insisted upon playing tennis six weeks
afterwards instead of following the doc-
tor's orders and waiting three months.
A publicity man at Paramount opined,

"Allien you meet Jim he seems like a
friendly over-grown kid from the sticks

—good education, swell personality

—

and no color. Yet the moment he steps

before the camera he has all the assur-

ance in the world!"

Pretty starlet Marjorie Riordan makes a

habit of turnrng in not only newspapers
but Valentines, other greeting cards, let-

^ers, telegrams, etc., in the good and vi-

tally important waste paper salvage cause.

Gail Russell
. Co-starring in

"the' UNSEEN"
A Paramount Picture
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already sell it. Soon available ever^^vhere. $1. plus tax.

Complete your make-up with Westmore's famous

Lipstick, Rouge, Face Powder and Creams.

PRODUCTS OF THE UOISE

Wally Westmore, Director of

Make-up at Paramount Studios,

«ho with his brothers Perc and
Bud, comprise the famous
HolK-wood-Westmore trio of

make-up ardsts.
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HERE'S SOOTHING RELIEF

If your hands get so red and chapped that

they actually feel sore, take a tip from
nurses! Get a jar of the Medicated Skin
Cream, Noxzema, and see how quickly it

brings soothing, grateful relief.

Noxzema is so effective because it's a
medicated formula. It not only relieves the

stinging soreness, but helps heal the tiny

cracks. Actual tests with Noxzema show it

helps heal chapped hands faster— definite

improvement ofteQ

being seen over-
night! Surveys have

revealed that scores of
nurses (who have trou-

ble with their hands
from frequent washings) use Noxzema
and recommend it to their patients.

Noxzema is greaseless, non-sticky, van-

ishes almost at once. Get a jar at any drug
or dept. store today and see how quickly

it helps heal your chapped hands ! 10^, 25^,

50«* and $1 (plus tax).

NOXZEMA
"VAGRANT SEAMS"

Gold mark Wearlon

NO-SEAMS can't twist,

can't turn — for there

are no seams to mar the

sculptured beauty of your

legs. Less danger of

garter runs caused by

constant readjusting.

Knit of fine, fine rayon

...they fit your legs

perfectly . . .morning,

noon and night !

V^rite for name of nearest store!

GolJ Marl* Hosiery Co., Dept. K, 392 FiflK Ave., N. Y. 18

Jim has a ready explanation for that.

"When you're in the public eye, as I

was when I was playing tennis tourna-
ments, you lose all self-consciousness.

You're used to performing before people.

Well, whether you're playing tennis or

acting, it's pretty much the same."
The publicity man on another pic-

ture said: "How the deuce could we
know he was going to make such a hit?

We have dozens of young actors and
actresses under contract but you can't

go around being buddy-pals with all of

them in the hope one of them may
click. We have to concentrate on our
stars. And Jim had only appeared in

two B pictures. His part in 'Forest

Rangers' was so small if you closed

your eyes for a second you were apt to

miss him. How could we publicize any-
body like that?"

And all they said was true. Jim has
led about as ?<7!colorful a life as anyone
I've ever interviewed. He has never
worked in logging camps or on river

boats. He's never been to sea or worked
as a car-hop in a drive-in restaurant.

He has no Broadway hits behind him.
Why, the guy hasn't even a Little The-
ater production behind him to which he
can point with pride and say (as Jack
Benny does) "They loved me in Azuza."

Jim, however, has his own ideas about
"color." "My mother and father were
divorced when I was about fourteen,"

he relates, "and I lived with my mother.
Our four room 'mansion' burned to the
ground one night and nothing was
saved. We moved to a respectable but
utterly unfashionable neighborhood. We
were so poor that for weeks we prac-

tically existed on corn bread. We couldn't

even buy molasses to pour over it.

Mother used to boil sugar and water to

make a syrup for us. My kid brother

broke his arm, an infection set in and
he died. I came out here one Summer
with a friend and our money ran out.

We lived so long on a couple of loaves

of bread, a jar of peanut butter and a

jar of mayonnaise that now I retch if

I even smell peanuts. Whaddaya want
for color?"

When Jim was fifteen he took up ten-

nis. An aunt had given him a two bit

racket. He was out on the courts one
day with some kids he knew. The game
looked interesting and when they were
through playing Jim batted the ball

around with one of the die-hards who
wouldn't give up when darkness fell. He
liked it and began practicing at home

—

batting the ball against the side of the

house. A year later he was playing in

tournaments.
His skill won him a scholarship at

Schreiner Listitute in Kerrville, Texas.
Finishing there he was offered another
scholarship at Rice Institute, Houston.
Texas. His mother was anxious to have
him go there on account of the school's

high scholastic rating. Jim wanted to

go to Baylor.

No offers from Baylor being forthcom-
ing, he took his things to Rice, dumped
them in his room and went home to

Waco for the weekend.
'T went to see my old coach," he rec-

ollects, "and he said he could get me a

scholarship at Baylor. "I've already

matriculated at Rice," I told him.
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"V\'ell, i/H-niatriculatc," the practical

coach advised.

"I don't even have bus fare to go

down there and get my things,'" Jim
moaned in his best blues voice.

"I'll drive you," the coach volun-

teered. "I want you at Baylor."

So the two of them drove all night

to Houston, collected Jim's belongings

and drove all the next day back to

Baylor. The registrar at Rice is prob-

ably still wondering whatever became
of Jim.

During his first Summer vacation he
came to Hollywood to see the sights and
play in the Pacific Southwest Tennis
Tournament. One day on tlie courts he

noticed a news photographer eyeing him
as he goggled at celebrities present. The
man took pictures of Jim, his doubles

partner and a girl. Next day eight pic-

tures of people at the matches appeared
in the paper. Seven of the pictures were
of filmites. The eighth was Jim's.

The following day an agent called

him, made an appointment and signed

him, agreeing to try to find him pic-

ture work.
Nothing happened. At RKO, where

the agent took him for an interview,

the casting director shook his head. "It

would be at least eight months before

we could even use you in a picture.

That Texas accent of yours is so thick

you could cut it."

Other studios were equally unrespon-
sive and Jim, feeling he owed it to Bay-
lor to try to win them the Southwest
Tennis championship (which they had
never managed to garner) returned for

his sophomore year. That was one of

the few tournaments he lost. "It was
a fluke," he explains. "I had already

beaten most of the men who were play-

ing in it."

He came back to Hollywood the fol-

lowing Summer. His whole family have
always loved to sing. Music is the real

love of Jim's life, although he insist?

acting is now his prime motivating force

and music secondary. He's kidding him-
self. He sings at the drop of a hat and
when no hat is handy he sings anyhow.
He is never so happy as when some or-

chestra leader recognizes him and invites

him up on the bandstand to croon a
number.
Jim found a pianist in Santa Monica

and they started experimenting and fid-

dling around with music. They tried

out with various orchestras. Finally he
auditioned for a certain band leader.

"I really wanted a canary," sighed the

orchestra man, a canary being a beau-
tiful girl who is supposed to be able to

sing but usually can't. No canaries ap-

peared, which left Jim.

"I can't pay you much," the leader

wailed.

"Anything is more than I'm making
now," Mr. Brown reasoned.

"$25 a week.?" the bandman sug-

gested, his moans changing to a hope-
ful urge.

"Sold!" said Mr. Brown.
Almost the next day his agent signed

him to a term contract at Paramount.
The orchestra leader, who up to then
hadn't much cared whether he got Jim
or not, grew obstinate. "I'm entitled to

two weeks' notice," he stated. "You sing

or I sue." Jim sang—one night in Okla-

homa City and two weeks in Houston.

Back in Hollywood, his agent saw to

it he met "the right people." Jim may
not be colorful but he's romantic. He
didn't live eighteen years under that

Texas moon for notliing. Quicker than

you can say "Scat" he fell heels over

head in love with Barbara Britton and
Frances Gifl'ord and, wliilc on a date

with Mary Brian, proposed to Elyse

Knox half an hour after he'd met her!

—

and ended by marrying Verna Knopf.

"I don't like that part about his fall-

ing in love and proposing to so many
other girls first," Verna objected, read-

ing over my shoulder. "It makes him
seem sort of—of second-hand and it

makes me look like-—well, like I'd got

something nobody else wanted."

"Maybe I am a little shopworn and
frayed around the edges, darling," the

venerable Mr. Brown comforted her,

"but you'll get a lot of good use out of

me yet. And if I'd dreamed I was going

to meet you I'd never even have looked

at them. Didn't I propose to you five

minutes after I met you.''"

Verna is one of the few real beauties

in Hollywood. Brown hair, blue eyes,

the skin you'd love to touch, the kind

of figure you dream of, she had been

a model in Chicago when Howard
Hughes saw her and signed her to a

term contract. He had her tutored for

two and a half years but before she

ever made a picture she married Jim
and retired.

"Regardless of what he says now,"
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the KELP-I-DINE REDUCING
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FREE
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Verna told me, "it was a hal^ hour
after we met until he proposed. I said,

'Are you kidding.?' and he said, 'No.' I
said, 'Well, don't ask me again.'

"

They met at a party to which a girl

friend of Verna's took her, and to which
Jim's astute manager had got him a bid.
As Verna and her friend entered the
room Verna spotted Jim sitting on the
floor. '"That's for me," she said to her
pal. "You meet him and introduce me."

But Jim was having himself a time
and, after meeting Verna, proposing to

her and being rejected, he gave himself
up to other pleasures. "For weeks,"
Verna wails, "I asked everybody I met
if they knew Jim Brown. Nobody did.

Even now I'm still hoping some day
he'll be well enough known that when
I call the studio and say, 'This is Mrs.
Brown, I'd like to speak to my hus-
band,' they'll know who he is instead

of the operator who answers my call

saying to another one, with the hne
open, 'Who's Jim Brown—an actor.'"'

"Well, I used to be over at Jack and
Cereatha Beutel's almost every day.
Then they moved to the Valley and it

was too far away. I never saw them
until Cereatha called and told me they
were going to move to Beverly. I told

her I'd come out and help pack. All the

way over to Beverly she kept talking

about their friend Jim. When we ar-

rived at the new place there were Jack
and Mr. Brown. He started right in

where he'd left off—proposing. I said,

'I warned you not to ask me a second
time.' He said, 'Well, I am asking you.'

So three months after I met him we
drove to Las Vegas and were married.

I still hadn't collected myself when the

baby came.

"The day we were going to be mar-
ried we went by the Beutels to tell them
and we were both pretty excited. I sent

Jim to the store to get some lettuce,

.bread and bacon so we could have some
sandwiches. He came back with a loaf

of unsliced bread, a head of 'puny let-

tuce and no bacon. I told him he'd

have to go back for the bacon so he
might as well exchange the bread and
lettuce. He came back with the bread

and lettuce but still no bacon. He had
to make a third, trip. Can you imagine

such a dope as our Mr. Brown?"

"Just call me Jim, honey," Mr. Brown
generously suggested.

Home Town Girl

Continued from page 39

woman for her great courage. Gertrude's

husband had been the orchestra leader

at the vaudeville theater. When he had
passed on, his wife, an excellent musician,

took his place.

Whenever Gertrude came to see Lucille

she played the piano for her. One day
Lucille remarked that she had always

wanted to play. Gertrude offered to

teach her. Lucille protested that she

could not use the foot pedals. Her friend

claimed this was to her advantage in

acquiring a technique. So, seated in her

wheel chair, Lucille started to take piano
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For the lovely!

lesions. And as the lessons progressed

the two women developed a great under-

stjanding.

; Lucille confided to Gertrude how she

rtesented people pitying her. Her friend's

reply changed her whole outlook on life.

She told Lucille that she had been

greatly blessed—because she had the

opportunity to help other people by in-

spiring them with her faith and courage.

And that she also had been given a great

gift—time. Time to read, to do any
number of things to develop herself into

a fine human being.

From that moment on, Lucille was a

different person. She radiated sunshine,

took a great interest in her personal

appearance—tried her hair in various

styles, took care of her complexion and
learned to use her hands gracefully.

Someone gave her a phonograph. She
collected records and learned to listen

to music intelligently. She read the best

books and even found time to correspond

with some other invalids. With the

change of attitude her health began to

improve. Of course at times when the

doctor examined her legs, she would
fuss and fume at how long it was taking

to start walking again. But she had
learned to reason with herself, to realize

that being impatient did not make things

happen any sooner.

Occasionally she would change her

surroundings by visiting her grandparents

and aunt and uncle on the farm. Here
she found new interests. Her grand-

mother taught her to sew, knit, crochet

and embroider. She also learned to

cook and as another pastime collected

recipes.

In the quiet of the night Lucille used

to think of the things her illness had
taught her. She learned that it is tre-

mendously important to build a power
within one's self which is the one thing

that can never be taken away. Before

her injury a career had always been the

most important thing in her life. Now
she knew that the art of living is a career

in itself. With this knowledge she felt

she could adjust herself to any circum-

stances life might offer. This experience

had also taught her to be important to

herself. For the development of herself

was the one thing in this world for which
she alone was responsible.

These well-learned lessons helped a
great deal, in the ordeal of learning to

walk again. At first huge weights were
put in her shoes. Her first attempts to

manipulate them were discouraging. Lu-
cille, however, had the determination
to keep on trying and after a while, with
the aid of crutches, she was able to walk
outside. After many months the crutches
were replaced by a cane.

The cane was a symbol that she had
won her first major fight in life. With all

her heart Lucille was grateful for her
recovery.

Since that experience Lucille has spent
much time giving understanding to

others who have been injured. Instinc-

tively she knows just the right thing to

do or say and in this way she has started

the spark of fight in more than one dis-

couraged invalid.

Lucille is particularly anxious to help

hospitalized soldiers in making readjust-

ments. She remembers how she felt about

BATH ACCESSORIES

In the Black and Gold jars —
35^ • 60(« • $L00 sizes*

*Plus Tax X

Are your hands
ready for that sweet

moment when he places

the ring on your finger?

Are ihey smooth, white,
caressingly soft to his touch?

They will be if you use Sofskin as

a regular part of your daily beauty rou-

tine. Sofskin softens and smooths wrists,

elbows and ankles as well as hands. Get
your jar today.

sofSKin cR£m<

YouT beauty salon or cosmetic counter iiill be

delighted to give you a free Sofskin application.

SOFSKIN COMPANY • FINDLAY, OHIO
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6 glamorizing shades

49t, lot, plus tax

her legs, so she does not hesitate tc men-
tion a boy's injury to him. Treat sick

people as if they are all right, is her rule.

And at the Van Nuys soldiers' hospital

she witnessed one doctor carrying out

this theory.

A soldier in a cast hysterically objected

to pictures which were being taken to

help raise money for the hospital. The
doctor bawled him out, the same as he
would any other unreasonable person.

Soon the boy was cooperating and having
a good time doing it.

Another thing she wanted to do was to

interest the boys in a hobby. Time to

think is bad medicine. She made out a
list of two hundred hobbies. When a boy
selected one she saw to it that he had
the material to work it out.

All this Lucille told her home town
friend. As she listened, Gertrude felt

very proud that her little music pupil

had grown up into such a fine woman.
Lucille's visit with Gertrude Strodoff

was the last bit of private life she was
able to indulge in for several days. Her
mission in Jamestown was to sell war
bonds.

She spoke to the employees at Biglow's

department store. This rather amused
her because at one time Fred Biglow had
refused to give her a job. If he had she
might have become Miss Ball, head of

millinery, instead of a Hollywood star

wearing creations by Irene. Among the

employees in the store were girls with

whom she had gone to school. Needless
to say the meeting developed into one of

those "do you remember?" affairs. It

was fun.

Toward the. end of her visit she spent

a few days on the farm with her relatives.

Then, before leaving she went back to

the department store to buy them all

gifts. By this time wherever Lucille

went tliere was a crowd of bobby sox
fans at her heels.

To follow a picture star on a shopping
tour was an extra treat. These young
fans, however, were perplexed when Lu-
cille passed up the departments selling

luxuries and went to the basement. She
bought cotton dresses, warm night go\vns,

sunbonnets, working gloves, sewing kits

and chewing tobacco. In giving, she

believes in useful things. Even at the risk

of disappointing her fans she was not
going to bring her relatives things which
were useless to them.
The days on the farm were wonderful.

She relaxed and found out a few things

about running the place. On her ranch
in Hollywood, she had bought a bunch
of chickens and when they stopped laying

replaced them with others. Her uncle

scoffed at this and gave her instructions

about raising poultry.

When the time came for Lucille to

return to Hollywood, she felt a little sad.

For Jamestown stood for more than just

the place where she had spent her child-

hood. Here as a girl in a wheel chair she

learned the things which had provided

her with a firm foundation to build her

life. How little she had realized then

that out of every disaster comes good if

a person really wants to look for it.
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Peggy Ryan's Jive Dictionary

Continued from page 31

"We all call our mothers and fathers

'Mater' and 'Pater.' The 'Brater' and

'Sater' are our sisters and brothers.

Mother and father, sister and brother,"

Peg said, disdainful, "sound so square.

"We never say 'Hello' on the tele-

phone. We just pick it up and say 'It's

your slug,' or 'Commence.'
" 'It's really rugged.' That means

'It's tough.'

"Instead of saying 'Let's have a

party,' we say 'Let's laugh it up.' 'Havin*

a ball' means we're going to have a good

time, 'All get groovey,' we're going to

knock ourselves out. 'Latch the door at

four' is jive for 'Push 'em all out.'

'Jump into the lily-whites' (which are

sheets) and 'Dig the early bright' is our

way of saying 'Get a little shut-eye.'

"If we say 'It's been grand, I'll sssseee

ya,' that's the brush-off, and means
you're getting rid of a sad person.

"When someone cracks a bad joke, we
don't laugh at him or defrost him with

one of Those Looks. Just say 'Yak-yak-

yak.' S'a wonderful way of expressing

yourself, jive talk is," Peggy sighed con-

tentedly. "When you're hep, when you're

groovey, it's a gay language. And if we
can express ourselves in a happy little

way in these days of so much war-talk,

it's better than being hep. It's being

helpful. Wish you could see some of the

service kids who come back after even six

months with war-lines on their faces.

AVhen our crowd gets through with them
—laugh it up with them, swap some ever-

lovin' dialogue, give 'em some open danc-
ing, jive ('Lindying,' we call it)—then,

safer, they're groovey-as-a-movie with
laugh-lines on their faces.

"We latched on to a lot of service jive,

too—propinquity, ya know—like 'Hitting

the sack' which means 'Going to bed.'

A sailor's a 'swabbie'; an Army man, a
'dog-face'; any marine is called a 'Mac'
"But to get back. 'Goodbye' is 'See

you,' or 'Toodle-oo.' But that," Peggy
said, slightly apologetic, "is reverting

back to the slang of 25 years ago—like

'Geewhilikins!' or '23 Skidoo!' or 'Ish-

kerbibble'-—the mother-tongue of today's
jive talk. We borrow from it, now and
then," Peg added, being fair, "but we do
give it the switch. So instead of saying
'You're keen,' we say 'You're peachy
keen

,'

"We all talk French too, by the way,
and none of us know how to speak it.

All I know of French, for instance, is

'I love you,' 'Why do you pass me by?'
and 'If you please.' But when we get the
roll of the 'R's' handle it fast, waiters
are so confused, we leave 'em in a heap
in the corner. Buddy Pepper—he was
my second fiance

—
" Peg explained,

conscientiously, "and I thought that up.
" 'Beating your gums' or 'Beating your

chops' is just our way of saying you're
jabbering away, don't know what you're
saying. 'Swap a little badinage' (pro-
nounced bad-i-narge) . On the other
hand—well, we're a high-class jitterbug
set, our crowd. We're all pretty basic.
None of the old red carpet, such as they
rolled out for the movie stars of ten

When V Day comes

You'll want fo say . .

.
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OF YOUR F A V O R I T E P H O T O

TO GET ACQUAINTED! WE WILL MAKE

A BEAUTIFUL 5 X 7 ENLARGEMENT OF ANY

SNAPSHOT, PHOTO, OR NEGATIVE ABSOLUTELY I

Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and clothing, and get Our Bar-
gain Offer for having your enlargement beautifully hand colored io
oil and mounted in a handsome frame. Limit 2 to a customer. Please
enclose 10c each for handling and mailing the enlargements. Orig-
inals returned. Be sure to include all information. Act Now!
HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS • 7021 Stoti Monlci S\U., Hoiliwiil ]|, Cillf.

D^pt. 575I
*

I
I

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS,
021 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood 38, Calif.

iclosed find .snapshot or ne<|ative.
[specify number, limit 2)

ease make free enlargements.
[specify iiumOer. limit 2)

dling and Mailing charge of 10c each is enclosed

LOOK THRU rOUR HLBUM
SELECT TOUR FAVORITE SNAPSHOTS

Eye$_ . •

LCily Slate Clothing I«B •» —ia • Zon* m _ ^_ _

Filt outdescrlptlon below.
Marit back of picture 1 & 2

COLOR - Picture No. I

Hair
,

Eyes
.

Clothing

COLOR - Picture No. 2

Hair
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In the bright new world
of tomorrow, smartly

groomed women will
depend more and more

on Victory hair aids
for flawless "head-lines.

The new
VICTORY AIDS
are worth waiting for!

Invisible Hair Curlers.

Improved Hair and
Bobbie * -Pins.

Revolutionary new
Hair aids.

years ago, for us. We've all M'orked hard
ever since we were kids for what we've
got. Now, we're just grateful for the
breaks that we worked for. So, when
we say 'Like to swap a little badinage.''

that means serious talk. (Of which, in

our little group, we do a great deal.) Talk
about careers and ideals and the mean-
ing-of-life and music.

"Music, for instance. Dorsey's records
are our all-time favorites, especially with
Sinatra singing. But although we use
mostly originals, we like the old-time
jazz records, too. 'Red Nickels,' for in-

stance, and right now, 'And Her Tears
Flow'ed Like Wine' is groovey. Speaking
of Sina'_-^, we like to hear his 'Night and
Day'^ and 'The Night We Called It A
Day.' But—well, I tell you—we love
Bing. We couldn't desert Bing-face.

"Same wdth love. When we talk about
love, the jive talk peels off and it always
comes out 'I love you' in the good, old-

fashioned way. We may add 'madly'
but more likely we say, 'I've got a mad
love for you.'

"Kids," Peggy added with a sort of

defensive ferocity, "the so-called 'young-
er generation,' are really in there. They
can really take it and don't let anyone
think differently. Like Betty Jane
Graham," Peggy said, a pulse in her

voice, "and her young husband, Bill

O'Kelly, a lieutenant in the Air Corps,
killed on his third mission over Burma.
And Betty Jane Hainey with her baby
nine months old and her husband, Glenn
Turnball, away for fourteen months and
never has seen it. And some of the

others who are in and out of our crowd.
They leave their babies upstairs in my
room, some of these kids, and come
down and get groovey with the rest of

us. Do they fracture their ribs over their

hurt hearts? Not they..

"You hear about all the wrong things

we do," Peggy added more calmly, "never
about the good things, quiet and brave.

But for the most part, 'Let's keep it gay.'

as Margaret Sullavan said in 'Voice Of
The Turtle,' is our 'motter.' And why
not? With so much sadness and sorrow
in the world," Peggy answered her own
question, "a little gaiety is a 'must.'

"

The waiter appeared, again hovering.

"A nice souffle. Miss Ryan?" he sug-

gested. "Chocolate?"
"Bonnnggg!" said Miss R.

SMITH

'

CORP.
ROV S. BA/N, Pres. Buffafo M, N. Y. "(^

VtCTORYSETSTHEHEADLINESOFTHEWORLD
'Reg. U 5. Pol, Oft

Shirley Temple poses with Canada's Prime

Minister, the Right Honorable W. L. Mac-
Kenzie King, at opening of War Loan Drive.

Since Using This New
11 'Minute Home Shampoo

Mothers and daughters stay young together
when sunny golden curls are gloriously
lovely. That's why Blondex. the special sham-
poo that helps keep light hair from darken-
ing and brightens faded blonde hair, is so
popular. Blondex makes a rich cleansing
lather. Instantly removes dingy, dust film
that makes hair dark, old looking. Takes only
11 minutes at home. Gives hair attractive
new lustre and highlights. Safe for children.
At 10c, drug or department stores.

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

REDUCE
with

V-TABS!-
Anti-Acid . . . .

Anti-Fatigue . .

.

Vitamin Tablets

4i
don't bloat and

few of th«
'OU M« wliat

"LOST 17 Lbs.

IN 14 DAYS" . . .

"Lost 17 lbs. In 14 dayu and feel as
Eood as ever,*' Bays Mrs. E. P. "Re-
duced 1 5 lbs. and never felt better
in my life."—J.V. "Used to wear size
42 . . . now wear a 20."—R.M. "Do-
ing m» m world of good. Don't liave
gas . . . losing weig"ht . . . more
enerirv."—Mrs. R. S. "Most amazinff—lost 7 lbs. in 1 week . . , can't
thank you enough."—Mrs. L. I. "Lost
14 lbs. and feel so mucb better . , .

have gas."—Mr*. O. K. These are buV*many letters in our files. Why don't TO
V-Tabs will do for youT

NOT A CATHARTIC!
V-TABS arc not a cathartic They help reduc* fat by
supplementing your regular diet when taken Instead
of a heavy lunch, and also tend to take away that
abnormal appetite caused by over-acidity or fatigue.
If you are overweight, always tired, full of acid, and
yet like to eat. try V-TABS. As fatigue and aciditv
disappear your normal appetite will return and you'll
no longer crave the quantities of food that cause the
excess fat deposits.

QUICK. HARMLESS. PLEASANT
With intake curtailed, the body feeds on its own sur-
plus fat. and weight goes down . . . quickly! Mail
coupon today with S 1.981 and save postage, or order
C.O.D. plus postage. Take the fuU month's supply
according to directions in the booklet. If not satisfied
with results ... if you do not lose weight and feel
better . . . we will refund the coat. Act NOWl

V-TAB CO., Dept. SU-6, Box 305
Times Sq. Sta., New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
V-TAB CO., INC., Dept. SU-6, Box 205
Timo Square Station, New York City

Send me one month s supply of V-TABS (120 tablets)

[ I I enclose SI.98.

[ ] I Hill pay postman H.98 plus pa«t«c«

Nam*

AddreM

City State

No Canadian orders. Please print plainly.
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HOSPITAL and DOCTOR
BILLS

POLICY PAYS

SB"" Da'^r$1080'«'

HOSPITAL
Maximum Benefit for Room.
Board, General Nursing for
each insured adult. Includes
up to 90 days per year for
Accident and up to 90 days

per year for Sickness.

$26 Each Week
LOSS of TIME $300

DOCTOR$f OCOO
EXPENSES
Maximum benefit for addi-
tional Medical or Surreal
care while in Hospital due to

injurieB.

$1000.00
Accidental Loss of Life,

Limbs or Entire Siglit

Many other liberal
benetits. All as plainly

sUted in Policy. m

Don't go into debt when
Sickness or Accident strikes.
Be prepared—protect your-
self NOW! This dependable
Hospital and Doctor Expense
Policy PAYS YOUR BILiS
FROM THE VERY FIRST
DAY of Hospitalization, ex-
actly as provided. Also in-
cluded are additional bene-
fits for LOSS of TIME from
work while in hospital, due
to accident disability. Any
recognized Hospital and any
Doctor may be selected. Pol-
icy issued to Individual or
Family. No red tape — no
medical examination — no
agents. Write today—NOW!
George Rogers Clark Casualty

Co., Rockford, III. Dept. 3640—— MAIL COUPON NOW!
1

George Rogers Clark Casualty Co. Dept. 3640
Rockford, Illinois

Please rush FREE information about Hospital
and Doctor's Expense Policy,

Name
Address

City & State

Be a Designer of
LEARN AT HOME. SPARE TIME.
Fascinating- and thrilling field. Manv career op-
portunities for women with aptitude, training
and experience in fashion. Originate own clothes.

Design for family and friends. Basic "learn-
by-doing:" course under guidance of quali-
fied teachers. Thorough foundation traln-

r free booklet, "A Career In
„ ling."

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN .

So. Michitjan Ave. Dept. 4433 Chicago 5, III.

Meet your javorite
OVIE STAR.^^

Fn r C Pin-Up and Movie Star Folder
^ ^ with first order

The finest selection of photos of all mo-
vie stars . . . scenes of recent photo-plays
and a sparkling collection of enticing pin-
ups! All photos finest quality 8x 10 gloss
prints. We'll rush them at 4 photos for
$1, or 12 for $2..-30. Specializi^ng in mo-
vie star photos . . . since 1912. Send
M.O. or U.S'. 3c stamps.

BRAM STUDfO (592)
306 West 44th St., New York City 18, N. Y.

SONGWRITERS
Place your songs with us. Melodies supplied
WITHOUT CHARGE by well known Holly-
wood composers. We record your song and
make it presentable to the publishers. Lead
sheets and records furnished. Send your
song material for free examination. Write
for details.
CINEMA SONG CO., Dept. 2-N, P. O. Box 670

Beverly Hills, California

DUE TO COLDS,
kWORRY, FEAR, ETC.

Tmxons

JAXON PRODUCTS.D.rt.io'
4730 SHtRIBAN CHIOkSO ILLINOIS

"Pardner" Scott

Continued from page 28

Starr," "When The Dalton.s Rode" anrl

"The Spoilers." Even "Pittsburgh,"
"Bombardier" and "Corvette K-227"
came under the boom-bang classifica-

tion, and now—at RKO—he is combin-
ino- a domestic triangle, mildly sexed,

with Jap-strafing in "China Sky," to say
nothing of his quizzical romancing with

Gypsy Rose Lee in International's

"Belle Of The Yukon."
And, through it all. Randy is exactly

the same Southern gentleman he was
born to be. The life he has made for

himself, outside the work of picture

star, is much the same life he would
have lived had he stayed in Virginia or

North Carolina.

He's made money here as he probably
would have there, because he's a think-

ing and conscientious man, treating his

profession in pictures as he would any
other business. He has invested his

earnings wisely and conservatively. Only
lately he sold a ranch he loved because
it no longer made money for him.
The decision to part with this ranch

was a difficult one for him to make, but.

as he said to me, "There was nothing else

to do. Crops are seasonal, of course, and
some of them are gathered by squads
of itinerant laborers that move from
ranch to ranch. 'Grapes Of Wrath' to

the contrary, they get good housing and
high pay. And when I found they were
demanding twice the established wage
from me because I'm in the movies, I

told my foreman to feed the crops to

the hogs. Then I sold out."

Scott's an energetic man and, with
the ranch gone, so was driving the trac-

tor, pitching hay and hand-plowing
behind a team of horses .iust for the fun

and exercise of it. Golf with his good
friends Gary Grant and Fred Astaire

and—rain or shine. Summer or Winter

—

an early morning swim in the Pacific

will have to suffice for awhile.

He's just been married for the second

time and this marriage, like the first,

he insists on keeping entirely apart from
his professional life. He married the

first Mrs. Scott in South Carolina on
March 23, 1936. She was Mrs. Mariana
DuPont Somerville, of the DuPont
family of Wilmington, Delaware, and
little was known of her here as she was
never seen in public on her very infre-

quent trips to the Coast.

She and Randy were divorced after

five years of intermittent married life

and he, as a bachelor, escorted this and
that film beauty to Giro's, Mocambo
and the races. And then he met Pat
Stillman.

It happened at a party the Townsend
Netchers gave, and from the moment
he first saw Marie Patricia Stillman's

clean-chiseled, fresh young beauty, there

was never anyone else for him. The
courtship was the sincere and old-

fashioned kind and they were married
by Justice of Peace R. A. INioore in

Riverside, California, in a simple cere-

mony with only the bride's mother and
brother with them.
"We agreed from the first," he ex-

SCREENLAND

SH E S V A KV A CI OU S ,
/

e moment she enters, all

else stops; she wins eyes and hearts

effortlessly, without seeking them

... for she is varvacioiis! Varva's

perfumes "Tollow Me" and

"Nonchalant" are the subtle reasons

she's so very very . . .

Vart'a extracts—SI to S15 • Bath Powder. SI

Face Poivder. 6 Rtiest pnfff. SI • Bubble Foam, $1

Sachet, S! and ^!.75 • Talc, 53c

( plus tax

)

NONCHALANT
The Devll-May-
Care Perfume

FOLLOW ME
(Snivez Moil

Tlie Perfume Tiiat

Leads and Lasts

VARVA
Embire Stale Building, Nctv York I, i\. Y.
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Mail The Gift Coupon

TheseNewt

for promptness to Readers of this

Magazine who order the Matched
Bridal Pair for ten days' examina-
tion. Beautiful Gardenias that glow
in the dark; are truly romantic and
alluring. Lovely earrings by day.
Mystifying and thrilling at night.
Just send the coupon and accept^ these earrings as

our get-acquainted

BRIDAL PAIR
—Wedding and

Engagement

RINGS
The romance design
engagement ring is set
with flashing, simulated
Diamond solitaire in

sentimental, orange
blossom mounting. The
wedding ring is deeply
embossed yellow gold
plate in the exquisite
honeymoon design (the
perfect bridal pair). No
other ring design so
expresses the sentiment
of true love.

Simulated diamonds are al-

together thrilling so closely
do they imitate genuine diamonds in flaming, gleam-
ing sparkle and life. Simply send the coupon for both
the Simulated Diamond Solitaire and the matching
wedding ring and accept them on 10 days' trial so we
can include, without cost, the mysterious, glamorous
Gardenia Earrings that glow in the dark. If you do
not fully agree that the Matched Bridal Pair is a
marvelous bargain return the rings within ten days
and your money will be refunded. BUT YOU ARE
TO KEEP THE EXOTIC, GLOWING EARRINGS
AS OUR GET-ACQUAINTED GIFT.

SEND NO MONEY
—TEN DAYS' TRIAL—
The coupon should be sent today as supplies are
extremely limited. When your package arrives you
pay the postman only $1.98 for each ring or $3.89
for both rings, plus mailing cost and 20 % Federal Tax.
You will be thrilled and delighted with the sparkling
beauty and sentimental design of this Matched
Bridal Pair.

Empire Diamond Co., Dept. 39-GN, Jefferson, Iowa.

Please send me: Solitaire Ring Wedding Ring.
I can return my purchase in 10 days and you will re
fimd my money but I am to keep the earrings as your
get-acquainted gift, in any event. I am to receive
a gift of the Gardenia Earrings If I order the Matched
Bridal Pair.

Ring
Size

Name. .

.

Address

.

City.

FOR YOUR RING SIZE ^lloT'^ut^i'^S'
around your finger, cut when both ends meet and mark
off size on this scale. 01234S67

EMPIRE DIAMOND CO.
Dept. 39-GN Jefferson, iowa

plained, "that publicity would have no
part in our marriage, neither then nor
later. We've been photographed together,
of course, but we would both prefer
nothing further than that."

The new Mrs. Scott was a San Fran-
cisco girl, with no professional interest

in the picture business. She is the only
daughter of Mrs. Marie C. Stillman,
widow of the late Wilhelmus M. Stillman
of New York. It is obvious that the casual
type of press-prying into private lives

would be abhorrent to her—and Randy
himself is too well established to wel-
come any ballyhoo.

They bought, from Norma Talmage,
a house fronting directly on the ocean
at Santa Monica. It is comfortable and
homelike, with swimming-pool and high
wall that is meant to insure privacy.
Here they live the life of any normal,

well-to-do, unassuming couple. They
niglit-club occasionally, swim every day,
golf and ride horseback. The current
servant-trouble that everyone is having
is theirs, too, and between departures
and arrivals of incompetents, Randy can
scramble as fancy an egg as anybody
could wish.

Although you'd never suspect it from
the parts he plays, he's an avid reader
of serious books as well as being the
possessor of strong political convictions.

He's a great letter-writer and loves to

hear in return from boyhood friends who
are scattered now over the face of the
earth.

Scott has just come back from an
18,000-mile USO tour of the South
Pacific bases. He was gone sixty-two
days, making his way by plane, boat and
jeep. He and Joe De Rita, his partner,

did two or more shows a day, some-
times in torrential rain-storms and some-
times under Jap bombing-raids.
Randy isn't a professional comedian,

but he has a natural friendliness that
warms and draws everyone he meets.
The boys liked him for his simplicity

and understanding. Through Munda,
Bougainville, Guadalcanal, he left a trail

of cheer and good-fellowship.

"Those boys in the hospitals down
there have been through hell in battle,"

he said earnestly, "but there's nothing
the matter with their morale that letters

from home and the latest and best mov-
ing pictures won't cure. Some of them
feel they've been forgotten—that's bad."

"It's easy to be a comedian for the
boys down there," Randy explained

modestly. "Most of the time they're so

bored with the monotony of their duty
that even a guy like me can make them
laugh. They'd a million times rather be
in the midst of a battle, risking their

necks with every step they take, than
endure the endless days on those tropic

islands out in the middle of the ocean."

He has only contempt for four-flush-

ing and the grand manner. He makes
friends not for their station in life, but
for their good qualities, and he is loyal

to them from that time onward, come
hell and high water.

Another fifteen years will still find

him righting wrongs, foiling the villain

and rescuing Mary Lou from a fate

worse than death.

Randolph Scott's an institution; no
one could ever quite fill his place.

POEMS WANTED
I.

For Musical Setting
Mother. Home. Love. Sacred. Patriotic. Comic I
or any sublect. DON'T DELAY—Send us your I
Original Poem at once—for immediate examlna- I
tlon and FREE RHYMING DICTIONARY. |

2S WOODS BUILDING
CHICAGO. ILL.Richard Brothers

NEW HAIR GLAMOURTREATMENT
Men love to run their fingers thru a wo-
man's long, wavy, beautiful hair—one of
the secrets to a woman's charm in winning
the one she lov*s. Now you. too, can use
this NEW AMAZING "HAIR GLAMOUR"
TREATMENT. Its SECRET FORMULA helps
retard dry. brittle hair from breaking off
due to lack of natural oils. Therefore, this
formula may help HAIR GROW LONGER if
ether hair, scalp conditions are normal. And
if you also like vour HAIR WAVY, beautiful
and soft you shouldn't miss trying this sen-
sational treatment!
Read What a Few Satisfied Users Say:
'.

. . it is good. My hair really looks bet-
ter and has more life than before. . . ."—
Mrs. M. L. S., Williamsport, Pa. "... I

't thank you enough. It did my hair so
much good. . ."—Miss R. M.. Carlsbad.
New Mexico. ". . It really worked won-
ders for me. . . ."~R. C, New York. N. Y.

SEND NO MONEY ! FREE 10 DAY TRIAL !

Don't send a cent. Try ihis "HAIR GLAMOUR" TREAT-
MENT at our expense for 10 days and then see if he will
notice and thrill to the new glamour of your hair. Also
FREE PERSONAL DIRECTION.S. Just deposit with post-
man on delivery 98c plus postage, or send only $1 and
we pav postage. 2 treatments SI. 69. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE if not completely satisfied. Every day you
delav—romance passes you bv! WTtlTE NOW!
FREE! "HOW TO SET YOUR HAIR IN LATEST STYLES
BV YOURSELF." This ne v hair improvement guide is
yours fiee with order of "Hair Glamour" Treatment. Con-
taiDs many latest hair styles—some used by movie stars.
Each style has simple step by step illustrations instructing
you how to set your own hair beautifully, quickly and
professional like! Hair styles that help you appear glam-
orous, sophisticated, casual, demure, etc. Remember,
LONGER. SOFTER HAIR is easier to manage when setting
your hair. Limited copies—get yours now!

GUARANTEE SALES, 21 W. 45th St., Dept, b53, N.Y.C
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ARE YOU GIVING YOUR
CHILDREN THE WRONG
KIND OF LAXATIVE?

BE/IIJTIS'V YOUR
BUST LINE

(Instantly)

Send

No

Money

WRITE
NOW

7
Day
Guar-
antee
Offer

An iittrattive full Bust Line is a sliort out to glamour,
poise and more self -assurance-. If your Bust Line
makes you seU'-conyi'ious, try the new (special up
and out) Ptuch Cuplua. Use it for a week. If you
are not deli^lited send everything back and your
money will he refunded. Write now. SEND NO
MONEY. Send only your name and address and size
of your old brassiere. (State whether small, medium
or heavy.) When you get .vour Peach Cupbra with
direction booklet, pay postman $1.98 (plus postage)

.

(Pain wrapper.) Read your direction booklet and
wear your Peach Cupbra for a week. If you are not
absolutely delighted with your new lovelier figure,
send it back. It is po.^itively guaranteed to please
you. .loin the hundreds of women who enjoy a love-
lier figure with Peach Cupbra. Please print name
and address clearly. Write today to

Party Peach Co., Dept. I0-C.7a5th Ave,, N.Y. 1 1, N.Y.

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS!
HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS

!

Write for safe, correct procedure

!

SONG SERVICE
333 W. S6th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

BOW-LEGGED?
Send for my Book Corrective Exercises. Can be done
Anywhere, Anytime. No Embarrassment. Price $1.00.

T. BROWN. B.Sc. P. O, Box 12. New York 61, N. Y.

CORNSCALLUSES
REMOVED

VftTH

MOSCO

Quick—easy. Just rub it on.

Relieves Ingrown Nails. Jars,

30c and SOc. At your druggist.

Economical t Money refuncT-
ed if not satisfied. The Moss
Company, Rochester, N. Y.

PIClURERING'l
Most Precious Keepsake You Can Own

Made from Any Photo

NO MONEY!
Any photo orsnapshotclearlyrepro-
ducedassettinglnbeautllul, onyx-
like Ring I A lieepsalie of a loved
one you will treasure lor years I

Picture stays sharp and clear—
withstands rubbing, washing,
wear—unharmed by water,
weather—won' t tarnish.SEND
NO MONEY! Just mail photo
with strip ol paper for ring size.

Pay postman only SI.00 plus
postage. Hand-tinted 25c extra.

_ icture returned. Money-back
guarantee.ORDERNOW. PORTRAIT
RING CO., Dept. F 5^, Cincinnati, Ohio

Clowning wi+h Danny Kaye

Continued from page 40

is dim and eerie. I can hardly licar my
knocking knees for rny chattering teeth.

Dann.y puslic.s an electric switch and a

blinding light fills the room. "There it

is! Tlie Chamber Of Horrors!" He points

a long, wavering finger at what looks like

a pirate's treasure chest. It is an old-

fashioned trunk, square, with wide brass

bands. Across the top in lurid red letters

are the words, "Chamber Of Horrors.

Hands Off! Keep Out!" The rusty

hinges make like the Creaking Door of

the Inner Sanctum. I lean forward with

a fearful shudder. Inside is a jumble of

articles about as sinister-looking as John's

Other Wife's pre-war girdle.

The corners of Danny's mouth reach

for the ceiling. "What did you expect?

Karloff and Lugosi playing Murder with

Peter Lorre?"
"Not exactly. But what's so horrible

about this pile of stufl? Why all the

mystery? And that screwy label?"

"That," says Danny firmly, "I am not

telling—even to a gal from Brooklyn."

At the top of the heap is an old the-

atrical photograph of Danny at twenty,

flaunting a straw hat and three pretty

chorines on each arm. This innocent-

looking "still" has a criminal record, a

distinction acquired when Danny was on
a world tour with a musical unit quaintly

billed "A. B. Marcus' La Vie Paree." In

Tokyo the entire troupe was arrested lor

giving an "indecent" performance.
"We had no idea that in Japan it is

a criminal offence for men and women
to appear on tlie stage together," explains

Danny. "We were sentenced to thirty

days in jail, but instead of throwing us

in the lockup, they put our pictures in

jail instead. Maybe those crazy Japs
thought we were too expensive to feed.

I was so grateful to this picture for serv-

ing my time, I've kept it ever since as

one of my Horrors."

Another Japanese item in the Horror
Chamber is part of a gilt cornice that

once framed a second story hotel window
in Osaka. Danny was peacefully sleep-

ing through a typhoon when the cornice

struck him with such force it woke him
up and knocked him unconscious at the

same time. (Danny swears this is pos-

sible and is willing to prove it—on any
one.) When he regained consciousness

his head was throbbing with pain. He
staggered to the window to call for help.

The sight of a Jap flying through the

air on a bicycle still pedalling furiously

caused him to collapse again.

"I still wish you'd give out with what's
behind this collection," I murmur, dig-

ging deeper into the trunk. This time I

come up with three small items: a striped

hat band, a short length of rope, and an
elaborately decorated hinge. Danny clas-

sifies these as Lesser Horrors. The hat
band once encircled a wide-brimmed,
dashing straw he wore during his hard-
working days on the "Borsht Circuit,"

the Catskill Mountain hotel resorts. On
that grind, a Social Director provides

entertainment every waking moment,
arranges games and parties, dances with

the wallflowers, helps wait on table, and

Forcing a child

to take a harsh,

l)ad-tasting laxa-

tive is such need-
less, old-fashioned punishment! A
medicine that's too strong will often

leave a child feeling worse than before

!

OHiersare

A laxative that's

too mild to give
proper relief is

V just as unsatis-
^ factory as none

at all. A gooi! I.ix.uive should work
thoroughh, yet be kind and gentle!

Treat the Children to the-

HAPPY MEDIUM'LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and
effectively at the same time. And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine

chocolate! It's America's favorite laxa-

tive, as good for grown-ups as it is for
children. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE

WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD—
Don't dose yoursel f wirh harsh, upsetting purgativeg. Take
Ex-Lax! It's thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

As a precatitton use only as directed

EX-LAX Tfie Original
Chocolated Laxative

BRUSHAIVAY
^

GRAY
HAIR

... <x/Mf£eroA lO

YEARS YOUNGER
• Now. at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from Ugliteii
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used tor 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men. too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent la

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb It In. One applica-

tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

GOc and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-baci euarant«e. CJet BROWNATONE toda»-
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LUSTRE-CREME SHAMPOO REVEALS

A BREATH-TAKING BRILLIANCE
This amazing new creme shampoo, extra

rich with lanolin, brings natural lustrous

loveliness to your hair after only a single

shampoo. Lathers instantly—even in hard-

est water. .. thoroughly cleanses hair and

scalp . . . leaves hair fresh, glistening, so

easy to manage. No lemon or vinegar after

rinse necessary. At fine cosmetic counters

everywhere ••• one dollar.

Mo/7 25c for a generous size trial jar.

Sorry, only one jar fo each farrtlly.

[usffu-(^

by KAY DAUMIT

540 N. MICHIGAN AVE.

CHICAGO 11

for shining lustre...

a glorious new color effect

TODAY, glamour is up to you. Through the

modern miracle of hair "make-up," you can

capture loveliness and brighten your -whole

appearance ... with sparkling, colorful hair!

No matter what color hair you have, with

Marchand's Make-Up Hair Rinse you can give

it new lights and add an "overtone" of glowing

color — without coloring it permanently

!

So safe, so easy to use at home, this exciting

new hair "make-up" helps you achieve the very

color effect you want ! With it, you can heighten

the natural color of your hair . . . give it a
"warmer" or "cooler" tone . . . even blend little

gray streaks in with the original shade! A
color chart on the Rinse package shows which
of the 12 Marchand shades to use.

After your shampoo, dissolve a package of
Marchand's Rinse in warm water and brush or
pour it through your hair. Almost instantly,

all soap-film vanishes! Your hair is gleaming
with new color, softer and easier to manage!
Marchand's Rinse is absolutely harmless.

Not a bleach—not a permanent dye—it rinses on
and washes off as easily as your facial make-up.

Made by the Makers of Marchand*s Golden Hair fFask

Premiums o^SMiW Send No
GIVEN! ^^i^^^^ Money Now!

Send name and address! Girls! Boys! Ladies! Attractive
Wrist Watches with face smaller than a dime, rings, dishes,
jewelry; other personal and household premiums or CASH
COMMISSION easily yours! SIMPLY give colorful pictures
with White CLOVERINE Brand SALVE for chaps and mild
burns sold to friends at 25c a box (with popular picture) and
remit amounts stated for premium wanted, as explained in
catalog sent with order, postage paid by us. Our soth year.
Write for trial order of salve and pictures on trust to start.
WILSON CHEM. CO.. Dept. 82-49, TYRONE, PA.

even minds babies on occasion. When-
ever Danny needed a sure-fire laugh he
would "accidentally" fall into the swim-
ming pool, fully clothed, including the
straw hat.

The rope is a recent addition to the
collection, a souvenir of a trip to Catalina
Island to entertain Merchant Marine
trainees. "There were Dick Powell, Dale
Evans, Helen Parrish, Rodney Bell and
myself on a Coast Guard cutter crossing

the meanest stretch of water I've ever
been seasick on—or in. The sea was so

rough, they had to tie us to the deck
to prevent our being washed overboard.
If they hadn't, I probably would have
jumped. Compared with what I was go-

ing through drowning seemed like a
pleasure."

Aha! I sense a clue. "So your Chamber
Of Horrors is really a collection of
souvenirs of your most horrible ex-

periences.''" I venture.

"Now here's an article with an object
lesson," says Danny evasively. "This
fancy hinge is all that is left of one of

my 'sensational bargains.' Originally, it

adorned the most beautiful travelling

trunk I ever saw. Picked it up in a
country store for only twelve dollars.

Yes, picked it up and carried it on my
back to the hotel before the shopkeeper
could change his mind. At the next
town, it was dropped off a station bag-
gage truck and that's the last I saw
of it in one piece. From the litter of

crumpled cardboard I salvaged the only
solid scrap—the hinge, to remind me you
get nothing for nothing."

Most baffling* article in Danny's col-

lection is a Venetian blind. "Tliis is a
memento of the worst quarrel Sylvia and
I ever had."

This I cannot swallow. "You mean to

say your worst spat was over a Venetian
blind?"

"Absolutely! And I can prove it!"

From the foot of the cellar stairs he calls

for Sylvia. "Tell this doubting female
about our worst argument," he says the
moment she appears.

"I'm afraid it's not very interesting,"

protests Sylvia. "You see Danny didn't

like the way I adjusted a Venetian blind

in our New York apartment a few years

ago. He yelled at me as though I'd

pulled his arm off. Didn't you, dear?
"Most people keep souvenirs to remind

them of romantic moments of their lives.

Danny's are reminders of his most hor-

rible experiences and mistakes. You see,

he's a worrier of the worst sort. He wor-
ries most when things go right. That's
when he's certain something terrible is

going to happen. The Chamber Of Hor-
rors title is just a gag, of course, but the

contents are not. They represent the

tough breaks in his life. When the going

gets too smooth he takes a look at the

Horrors and realizes his troubles are

behind him. Locked in a trunk. Then
he stops worrying."

Too late Danny finds his voice. "But
Sylvia, I didn't want anyone to know!"

A painful silence ensues, during which
I exit quietly. Outside I realize I've for-

gotten my gloves, but I make no attempt
to retrieve them. I don't dare. They
probably will wind up in the trunk,

reminder of another Horror Danny Kaye
met this night.

Your Favorite

MOVIE STARS
Old and new! Finest col-

lection in the world ! You
name the stars, we'll send
the pictures!

All glossy photo prints,
8x10, 4 for $1; 12 for
$2.50.

Specially posed pocket
size pinups, 4x5, 7 for $1.

A special introductory souvenir free with each
purchase of $1 or more.

Send postal money order.

DE-LUXE STARS
Dept.C , 412 East 15th St., New York 3, N. V.

Don't let your

be spoiled by shame oi*

embarrassment over a flat,

ndeveloped or sagging form.

Help develop a glamorous, allur-

ing contour of high youthful

rounded fullness! Tested. provePy

eosy-to-use methods given in the

wonderful, scientifically authentic

book, "Approved Methods for

Care and Development of the

Form " Experience the thrilling

joys of having your contour ap-

pear shapely, rounded, romantic-

ally beautiful Proven successful

by thousands of women. Lifetime

results, safely, easily, positively.

If not satisfied, return within 10

days and money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONEYI
Clenelir by th<s extrooidinory roduction.

formerlv more than DOUBLE ih.s price Now
only SI 00 Order now C. O. D plui postago>

Pay postman on arrival To savs Postage
•end SI.00 with order, and we ibtp prepaid

in plain wropper.

SUCCESS STUDIOS • BALTO.

NOW ONLYj

$|.00

NCVEg Birom

.

emnrRBHmu
M0.,MX89$-P
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COMrrtOL IT

Dept. A2

DIADEM/ INC./ LEOMINSTER, MASS.
*Trademarks Registered

High School Course
at Home Wany Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Com^
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

Ameriean School, Dept. H-35. Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37

SONG WRieS AHENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records, ixhil-

arated by more than 300,000 "'Juke Boxes," warrant;

your immediate consideration. To song poem writers

we are offering the rare opportunity of having the

collaboration of Nationally Known Composers on a

percentage basis. Submit poems for examination at

once. Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, Cal-

Gef ITour Favorife
Mov/e Sfars >4fso Pin-ups
Original Photos of your favorite stars,
and scenes from any recent photoplay,
the finest anywhere. Size 8x10 glossy
prints ready to frame or for album. We
have the largest collection of photos in

the country. Remit by money order.
4 for $1.00—12 for $2.50.

PYRAMID STUDIOS, Dept. 29-3
P.O. Box 127. Sta. P, Brooklyn 12. N.Y.

IMPROVE Your FIGURE
Only

50c
Would you like to have
a FIRM, FULL &
LOVELY bosom? Are
you self-conscious of a flat, pen-

i '^T dulous. sagging bust line? Thou-
• ^ sands of women have corrected

JH .iv' their bust contours. Why can't

vW ^SIm Learn how you too, may
"•(ijfcjl have a lovely figure. For only 50c

*^ send you a copy of "THE
/ . ^ SECRET OF IMPROVING
'

. - YOUR FIGURE." It contains
information, instructions and simply illustrated, easy
to follow exercises. . It also contains information and
suggestions for those who wish to lose or put on weight.
Calory and weight table and other helpful information.
Act today, send only ."iOc in coin or stamps to —
CEAGEE CO.. 72 5th Ave.. Dept. 19-C, N. Y. 0. II

My Life in a Gag Factory

Continued fronn page 23

would all think we were slightly nuts
and would wonder what kind of a house-
hold I was running.

Sometimes I wish I could share the
five to six day non-concern of most of

the members of our troupe. Phil Harris
can play tiddly-winks or backgammon
with Alice and his youngsters, and not
worry about Benny from each Sunday
until the following Saturday. Don Wil-

son can make small talk with his wife

and be the squire who examines the fruit

on his citrus ranch in the Valley without
a concern about Jack or his sponsor for

the same length of time. The same
Beiinyless five days go for Rochester who
can, unless he is doing a picture, tinker

with his model airplanes, or spend time
with his model wife and model son. But
not Mary Livingstone. She is Mrs. Jack
Benny, keeper of the key to his kingdom,
steward of his household, foil for his

jokes, mother of his child, and, above
all, audience supreme, and guinea pig

deluxe.

During the summer, my house was
comparatively peaceful. I could wake up
in the morning any time it pleased me,
and there -would be a luscious quiet,

broken only by a faint whir of a lawn
mower, or possibly by distant sounds of

breakfast being prepared in the kitchen.

I could come downstairs and eat with
my daughter, Joan, and carry on an un-
interrupted conversation. I could wander
from room to room and contemplate the
furniture Jack and I are pleased to call

our own and were so pleased to shop for

when we built the house. I could walk
into the garden. I could chat -with the
gardener. I could go into my own
kitchen and have an unharrassed talk

with the cook, and find out what we
had in the house and what we
needed for the next day or two. I could
sit at my desk and write letters without
tripping over gag writers. I could -R-ork

at my household accounts and figure

out, on my fingers of course, how well

within (or without) my budget I was
keeping, and do it without making any
false starts because of interruptions. All

this was because the summer was with-

out Benny, without jokes or joke writers,

without radio. Mr. B. was in the South
Pacific entertaining G.I.'s. That's the
way he spent his vacation, and it was
a rest for him because he didn't have
any gag men in his hair either—and no
cracks about the hair; he has some, you
know. Or don't you?
The first two or three weeks he was

gone, this new-found quiet was paradise.

Then the letters started coming from
the South Pacific, and though it was still

kind of paradise to be at peace, I began
to wonder what the new show would be
like for the following season. By the

end of the second month the quiet I

wanted so badly began to bore me. And
by the middle of the final month there

was nothing so noisy as that same silence.

I literally yearned for the return to our

normal life of abnormal activity. Soon
I would hear the patter of gag writers'

feet. Soon the pacing would recom-

This month, give Midol a chance

to keep you brighter . . . more
active . . . enjoying life at the time
when menstruation's functional

cramps, headache and blues might
have you miserable.

Take Midol at the first twinge
of pain. See how swiftly it acts to

relieve your suffering. And trust

these effective tablets ; Midol's com-
fort does not depend on opiates.

Millions of girls and -women rely

on it regularly as a ^-r:^^;;^^
periodic pick-up. ^'cuoro^ed by*^

Ask for Midol at I Good Housekeeping ;

? any drugstore.
iiocri(Ii«o>

MIDOL
Used more than all other products offered W
exclusively to relieve menstrual suffering

CHAMPS-H£ADACH[-BWeS '

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUS/C

Free Examination. Send Your Poemi To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria loj Angeles 5, Calif.

You will /ove

millionaire's mansions and
cottage kitchens, you '11 find
PADDY O'HAIR — the most
beloved and amusing novelty
ever created. Shure— 'tis magic!

Fill with water; spread special ^ed—then
watch the miracle! PADDY grows thick crop
of bright green hair, eyebrows and sideburns.
Vou can give him haircuts; the grass will grow
lor months; can be planted again and again.
Head is durable potterj' of rich suntan color.
5 inches tall. Thousands
buy PADDY for them-
selves; then reorder for gifts.
Ideal gift for St. Patrick's.
Mother's Day—and every
other day. Sent complete
with speci al seed and in -

structions, $1, postpaid,

MONEY BACK GUAR-
ANTEE. Order at once.
Only SI complete.

PADDY NOVELTY CO.
130 Washington Avenue

GOLIAD. TEXAS
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MY DonJuan

\_ LipSIICK
\ STAYS ON!''

Soys

Paula Stone
FAMOUS ON SCREEN,

STAGE AND RADIO

"My lips stay lovely

hours longer without

retouching... That's why
Don Juan is tops with me.

^^^^
See what they do

for your lips

1. DON JUAN STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss, if used as di-

rected. No greasy, smeary effect.

2. LIPS STAY LOVELY without

frequent retouching. Try today.

3. NOT DRYING or SMEARY.Im-
parts appealing glamour look.

Creamy smooth—easily applied.

4. STYLE SHADES.TryRaspberry,

rich, glowing, or Number 5,

medium red, flattering, youthful look-

ing. Other shades, too.

De luxe size $1. Refills 60c. Jianior size 25c.

Tax extra Matching powder, rouge & caka
make-uD. Trial sizes at 10c stores. In Canada also.

IIM«.lllllMW.^.UnJilllHN«

COLOR YOWrHAIR THE
Shampoo and color your hair at the samel
time with SHAMPO-KOLOR, quickly, eas-j
lly» yourself, at home. Any shade, close tol
^caip. No dyed look. Will not rub off. Permits perm. wave.
Ko experience needed. Caution : Use onlv as directed on label.

Free Book. Valligny Prod. IncDpt. lo-R 254W.3ISt.,N,Y.

Hospital Paid
Sickness or AccidenI

90 Days!
Surgeon^s Fee

Sickness or Accident

Z $150.00
lost of Incomai

$25.00 Wkly.

Loss of Limbs or Eyes

",^$750.00
Accidenfal Death

$1000.00
Also many extras

Ho.spit.al bills, surgeon's bills ! .

.

what a hole they put in savings!

But today 10,000.000 neople use

their policies to pay tnese bills.

SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
From the very first day you are
hospitalized our 3 c a-day plan
pays hospital room, surgeon's
fee, ambulance, many extras.

Choose your own doctor and
hospital. Individuals or families

insured, age 1 to 60. No sales-

men. Mail coupon nowl You
never can tell what
tomorrow may bring! i

Commonwealth Mutual Ins Co of America

206 E. Letineton St. 8altimore-2 Md.Dept. S-3

Send details & free book—no obligation.

Name

Address..

City...... . Stale

SEND FOR BIG FREE BOOK NOWl

mence. Soon I would be interrupted as

I was brushing my teeth by Jack run-
ning in and saying, "Doll! Thi.s is ter-

rific. It will kill you! What do you
think.?" Soon agents would come up
with picture offers, Bob Ballin, the radio

program producer, and sound effect men
would come up with gadgets, gimmicks
and bit players to which Jack would
listen. Soon I would be going crazy
again and that would make me sane, be-

cause, believe me, by September this

sane existence had me literally insane.

So Jack arrived home from the South
Pacific September 15 and the brain-trust

started functioning the following week.
We went on the air on October 1 and
just to make it a little more compli-

cated Jack went back to work in his

picture out at Warners, "The Horn
Blows At Midnight," early in October.

At this point not only did he saturate

the household with his radio activity,

but his producer, his director, his picture

writers were out to the house making
plans. Looks like Warners established

a beachhead at the Bennys, then Jack
established a beachhead at Warners

—

in his dressing room—for his radio writers

and himself to carry on with each week's

program, but he kept in constant com-
munication with the house to make sure

that we were all part of everything that

went on.

However, I'm not complaining. I can

still remember the summer quiet, par-

ticularly at the latter part of the sum-
mer, where I swore that never again

would I resent living in a gag factory.

Along Came Amber
Continued from page 35

"My father must have had an inkling,

though, at what I was doing, for he
would give me five cents for writing com-
positions on such subjects as the English

Sparrow. But even though the lure of

such easy riches swayed me I couldn't

wait to get back to my heroine Gloria

again. She was a painted vamp and so

very, very wicked that she even lured

her best friend's fiance away from her

on the wedding day itself.

"His name was George and he and
Gloria were always cavorting together on
yachts or riding around in taxis at ninety

miles an hour and life would have been

all sunshine and roses for them if it

weren't for the old man who had such

a mysterious, even to me at the time,

hold on her.

"Gloria wasn't a girl life could hold

down, though. She solved her problem
in her own inimitable way. She simply

pushed the old man under a trolley one

day and then, looking up and seeing

George in the crowd that had gathered,

she called brightly, 'Oh, George, now we
can be married!'

"But maybe you'd better not print

that," she said with the sense of humor
that has kept her pretty head firmly

attached to her shoulders. "People will

say I haven't developed at all and that

I'm still writing the same stuff I did at

the age of eight."

Kay doesn't talk any more like the

author of a sensational best seller than

"GLflmOUR
StIlWWfllST

Hollywood sport collar, flattering %Jt ^>g
tucks. Soft rayon jersey. BLACK, *T«yJ
WHITE, LIME, AQUA. Sizes 32 to 38. plus postage

Send no money. We mail C. O. D.
{Or send money order or cashier's c/iecfc plus

25t mailing fee to save CCD. charges.)

SPEEDY DELIVERY!
Prompt refund if not satisfied!

HOLLYWOOD-MISS, Dept. 3-U
5855 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, California

Send "CLAMOUR SHIRTWAIST'- $4.95 plus postage.
1st and 2nd choice of color.

Color 1 _

Name

Street—

City

. Size-

Do YOU Need More
SHAPELY
CURVES?
If you are too skinny, flat
and run down, you can
use this safe way to gain
attractive pounds and
friends and make yourself
more desirable. Take

Wakita 711 Compound. Full easy directions are on your
package. Also eat plenty of good nourishing food. 7(1
Compound is a special formula for skinny women. It Is
an excellent hematinic and stimulates the gastric juices
for 'Skinny women. Increase your appetite with this spe-
cial formula and then let your mirror be the best proof.
Use it until you are completely satisfied. Write now.
Just send your name and address. Pay only $1 plus post-
age on delivery or mail a dollar and save postage. Write
today. You must be absolutely satisfied or your money
back! Wakita, Dept. 25-C. Station Y, Brooklyn 4, N.Y.

Good News for

Fistula Sufferers
FREE BOOK—Explains Causes,

EfFects and Treatment

Health

Book

Tells

Facts

Anyone suflering from Fistula, Rectal
Abscess, Piles or other rectal or colon
troubles is invited to write today for a
FREE copy of a new 1 2 2-page book tell-

ing about these ailments and related
disturbances. The McCleary Clinic,

38 8 Elms Blvd., Excelsior Springs, Mo.
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EYELASH DARKENER
To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark
and alluring . . . even after swimming, crying

or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes". This indelible

darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks . . . thus ending
daily eye make-up bother. Caution : Use only
as directed on the label. Try it ! Get a package
of "Dark-Eyes" today!

$1.00 (plus tax) at leading drug and depart-

ment stores. If your favorite dealer does not

yet carry "Dark-Eyes", mail coupon today!

"Dark^yes", Dept~47-C-5 ~
j

2 1 8 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111. I

I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size I

package of "Dark-Eyes", and directions.
|

Check shades: Black Brown
|

I
Nafflf

Address

I
Town State-

SONG POEMS WANTED
To Be Set To IVIusic

Send your poems to us today for free
examination and consideration. (No
Obligation.) Write for Free Instruc-
tive Booklet Outlining Opportunities.

UNITED IVIUSIC CORPORATION
Dept. 28 Salem, Indiana

UNLUCKY IN LOVE?
No need to be. Men and women everywhere are finding
new romance with the help of the new. exciting Turbro
Charm Kit. You get 4 articles in this amazing kit. con-
taining a generous size bottle of "Ideal Charm Drops,"
full secret directions on how to use. an article on "How
To Write Interesting Romantic Letters." and "How To
Conduct A Courtship." Surprise everyone with your new,
thrilling personality. Send now. Romance is precious.
Send only Si .00 bill for the entire tit. and we pay postage,
or order C.O.D. and pay your postman Sl-37 on delivery.

TURBRO, G. p. 0. Box 313-SU, New York, N. Y.

RHEUMATISM
• ARTHRITIS - NEURITIS •

Get Mendenhall's Number 40 from your
druggist or by mail postpaid for $1.25.
Money back if first bottle fails to satisfy.

J. C. MENDENHALL MEDICINE CO.
Dept. 164 Evansville, Indiana

Improve Tour
UPPER

CONTOUR
THENEW

Auto Tensive System
REGENERATES TONE . .

LIFTS SAGGY BUST LINE?
. . . PEPS UP PERSONALITY
Only ONE DOLLAR

(Nothing- else to buy)

No Cream—No Apparatus
Positive Results

To start on your way to Better Bust
Control send your name,address and
Si for complete set.postpaid. ofAuto
Tensive System Illustrations witb
clear directions.

DnWlTT RITE
2.304-L W. 7th St., Los Angeles 5, Calif.

she looks like one. In spite of ail those
royalties piling up for her she hasn't any
plans for spending them at all. Most
writers take the first thousand dollars

they make free and clear above their

living expense and plank it down as a
first payment on a house.
But Kay isn't talking of houses. She

isn't talking of trips, either, or all the

plays she's seeing or the parties she's

invited to. Even succe.ss itself doesn't

seem to mean very much to her. For it

isn't much fun for a girl who had
dreamed of the house she and her hus-

band might be able to buy some day
to plan it by herself.

"How can I make any plans.''" she

asked wistfully, "while Bob is in the

Southwest Pacific.'' How can I talk of

the future when the future is so uncer-

tain.''"

"Bob" is 1st Lt. Robert John Herwig
of the United States Marine Corps, a

member of the daring band of Marine
raiders who has been making history al-

most the space of the whole world away.
And twice since he has been there Kay
has received telegrams from the War
Department saying he was wounded and
has gone through the ordeal of waiting

for further news. Now that he is on
active duty again she haunts the post

office near her hotel unable to wait for

the regular delivery to see if there is a
letter from him.

Bob was an .\11-American football

player and, success must be awfully
fond of the young Herwigs, he was an
Ail-American basketball player, too.

They met when they were both fresh-

men in Berkeley University and married
when they were in their junior year.

Kay says she worked awfully hard to

get him, but looking at Kay and knowing
her sense of humor a large grain of salt

is indicated.

The young Herwigs began housekeep-
ing in a small furnished apartment near
campus and it was there Kay met Am-
ber, her landlady's very beguiling Per-
sian cat. The name fascinated Kay and
when she began thinking of her novel
the name Amber just instinctively

popped into her mind and she couldn't

get it out again. It seemed so perfect

for the girl she was beginning to bring
ahve on the first of those thousands of

sheets of manuscript paper.

"I didn't realize what I was starting,"

she said, "when Bob brought home the
reference books he needed for a paper
on the death of Charles II. I began read-

ing one of them and became so fasci-

nated with the Restoration period I had
to go right on reading about it. In all,

I read three hundred and fifty-six books,
some of them in three or four volumes,
and in my research I became so im-
mersed in the customs, morals, language
and other aspects of the time that I

began seeing it not as a Twentieth Cen-
tury American but as one who lived in

the Seventeenth Century. Maybe that's

why I'm so amazed when I hear my
book referred to as shocking, because it

certainly wouldn't have been shocking
to the people who lived in the days of

the second Charles. I suppose reading

so much about the period left me shock-
proof. I thought I had taken out every-

thing that could shock anyone and was

SCALP ODOR-
/yot you ?

It's so easy to have scalp odor

—

and,

not know it! But if you want the real

truth as to whether you offend, just

consult your hat.

Your scalp perspires, you know

—

just as your skin does. But with
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo at hand,
you needn't risk offending with scalp

odor. There's pure, medicinal pine

tar in this gentle, thorough shampoo.
The delicate pine scent does its work,

then disappears. Oily hair, which so

quickly collects unpleasant odors,

particularly benefits from Packer's

Pine Tar Shampoo.

Don't take a chance. Assure your-

self soft, lustrous hair ... a clean,

fresh scalp. Get Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo today at
any drug, department
or ten-cent store.

SCREENLAND



Do i^C symptoms
betray yourage?

Often many women between the ages of
38 and 52—are shocked to realize they
are in the class commonly known as
"middle-age" with its annoying symp-
toms which so often betray their age.
So if you suffer from hot flashes, feel

weak, tired, nervous, restless, a bit blue
at times — all due to the functional
"middle-age" period peculiar to women
—try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound to relieve such symptoms.

This Great Medicine HELPS NATURE
For almost a century—Pinkham's Com-
pound has been famous to help great
numbers of women go "smiling thru"
such middle-age distress. Thousands
have reported remarkable benefits!
Many wise women take Pinkham's

Compound regularly to help build up
resistance against such symptoms. This
great medicine helps nature and that's
the kind you should try.

INEXPENSIVE: Pinkham's Compound
costs very little compared to some other
methods but this doesn't detract from
its effectiveness. Follow label directions.

V VEGETABLE COIVIPOUND

WHY DON'T YOU WRITE?
Writing short stories, articles on honiemaking, business,
hobbies, fashions, local and club activities, etc., will enable
yiiu to earn extra money. In your own liome, on your own
time, the New York Copy Desk Method teaches you how to
write— the vvay newspaper men learn, by writing. Our unique
"Writing Aptitude Test" tells whether you possess the
fundamental qualities essential to successful writing. You'll
enjoy this test. Write for it. without cost or obligation.

NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Suite 558-C, One Parl< Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

Two Huge Handsome Scroll Initials . . .

especially for you . . . the rave sensation

... in rolled gold on sterling silver . . .

hand wrought by master craftsmen. Be the

first to wear Your Very Own Initial Pin on

coat, dress or pocketbook. Supply limited

iso
order today. Print initials you

desire and enclose $1,98, saving

yourself 40c Federal Tax and Post-

age. (Sorry NO C.O.D.'s on initialled

items.) 2 week delivery FreeCotalog.

STYLECRAFT Jewelry Co., Dept. E-12

507 Fifth Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

surprised when my publisher took out a
few more passages. But that surprise

was nothing to the amazement I felt at

the clamor that arose when the book
was published.

"Another surprise is that women seem
to like my book better than men do,

and I never realized before that they are

so much less conservative than men are."

Bob wasn't one of the men who were
shocked by "Forever Amber." The only
person who even knew she was writing

a book, he read it page by page as she

wrote it and his enthusiasm was an en-

couragement from the beginning.

When they graduated from college he
took the .I'ob of football coach at Berke-
ley so that she could be near the

library so necessary to her work, as it

is one of the four most important in the
United States. When her book was fin-

ished, whether it were accepted or not,

he would begin his own career, he told

her.

Neither of them had imagined how
successful that book would be any more
than they had ever imagined they would
win a sweepstake pr inherit a million

dollars. She writes to him every day and
now she doesn't have to think of things

to write on days when nothing happens,
for things are happening every day. She
sent him the layout in the national pic-

ture magazine, the tilted cheesecake pic-

ture, the reviews of the book, the stories

written about her. She wrote that Twen-
tieth Century-Fox had bought it for a

reported price of $200,000; that she had
been signed as technical adviser and to

assist on the screenplay. She wrote him
about screen tests, too.

"Do you think he'd mind if you be-

came a star?" she was asked.

"Mind.?"' Her eyes twinkled. "Why,
Bob wouldn't mind if I wanted to make
my living climbing telephone poles. Any-
thing I want to do is all right with him."

He sounds like a grand guy, that Bob
of hers. It isn't any wonder that Kay
would gladly exchange all the fanfare

that has come to her for the chance to

cook his breakfasts and lunches and din-

ners the way she used to do before he
went away. Yes, on top of everything
else; the girl can cook, too!
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Author Kathleen Winsor and Producer William

Perlberg confer on filming of "Forever Amber."

, Screen LAND

Stay! on for days. Posl-

•ly harmtess. Not
^ dye. Block and Brown—
2Sc ol Toilet Goodi
Counters throughout
Americo.

VOGUE PRODUCTS t1£1 Seward St.. Hollywood 38. Calif.

WATERPROOF
EYELASH MAKEUP
Smudge Proof

Tear Proof Bath Proof

Easy to Apply

BUNIONS
QUICK PAIN RELIEF

Fairyfoot quickly relieves terrible
stinging itching bunioQ pains . . .

Swelling goes down, — No special
shoes. Apply soothing Fairyfoot
and g'^t blessed relief quickly.

FREE SAMPLE.^Write Todayl
It's Free. No cost to you.

FAIRYFOOT, 1223 So. Wabash, Dept 3813, CHICAGO 5, ILLINOIS

MAKE MONEY COLORING PHOTOS

Easy
t'O

Learn

Fascinating new occupation quickly
learned by average man or woman.Work
full or spare time. Easy to understand meth- ^
od brings out natural, life-likecolorg. Many earn

while learning. No canvassing:.
Free Book tells how to make good,.,,,^
money doinj? this deligrhtfnl home Vrt'l^^>y?~"^^
work for Btudios. stores, individ- \l ^"V^W^^^^
Dais and friends. Send today for \ ^ li/
yourcopy. No oblisration. ^ T ^-5? .'i^^
t4ATI0NAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL

1315 Michigan Ave. Dept. 4433 ChicagoS, III., U.S. A.

Hair
OFF Face
Lips•••Arms... Legs

Now Happy. I had ugly superfluous hair... was
unloved discouraged. Tried many things . . . even
razors. Nothingv^as satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book, "Howto Overcome Superfluous Hair Problem"
e-xplains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Rox4040,MerchandiseMart,Dept. 98, Chicago 54, 111.



BE PREPARED FOR

SICKNESS or ACCIDENT
. THIS HOSPITALIZATION PLAN

JlJJJl
PROTECTS YOU AND

mm

FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT^
Hospital Expenses paid, up to . . . $340.00

(beclnnlng with the first day)

FOR ACCIDENT
Doctor Expense paid, up to .... $135.00
Loss of Waees reimbursed, up to . . . $300.00
Loss of life by Accident . . . . • $1000.00
WAR COVERAGE AND EXTRA BENEFITS
Childbirth Expense paid, up to ... . $60.00
# It's easy to run Into debt when slcknc33 or

accident hit. Under the Family Mutual Plan,
you'll be able to pay your hospital bills. And In
case of accident, your doctor expenses, and you'll
be reimbursed for loss of time from work. You
can enter any hospital In the United States or
Canada. In the hospital you may have the care
of your family doctor. Simply present your Fam-
ily Mutual card at the time of admittance.
Benefits applying to children are 50% of those
paid adults.

MAIL COUPON TODAY • No Agent Will Dother You

Family Mutual Life Insurance Co. ^^-^

Wilmington 99, Del

Please setuime, without obligation, completeinfor-
mation onyourEconomical Hospitalization Plan.

NAME
ADDRESS.

CITY -STATE.

I^ou did if fhen when called upon

. . . Now Do It Again . . .

Buy A WAR BOND!

Deformed or

Injured Back

used sixty -eight

Thousands of
Remarkable Cases

A Man, helpless, unable
10 walk, because of a
spinal injury, was.
through support of the
Philo Burt Appliance,
riding horseback anil
playing' tennis, within
a year. A Lady, 7^
years old. who suffered
a severe spinal disorder,
found relief. A Child,
paralyzed from a spinal
deformity was able to
play about the house,
in three weeks' time
The Philo Burt Appli-
ance has been successfully
thousand cases in the past 43 yeavt.

30 DAYS' TRIAL TO PROVE ITS
VALUE IN YOUR OWN CASE
The Appliance is light, cool, flex-
ible and easily adjusted—huw dif-
ferent from the old torturing plaster
casts, leather and celluloid jackets
or steel braces. Every sufferer with
1 weakened. Injured, diseased or

deformed spine owes it

lo himself to investigate.
Physiciansrecommend it.

and we work with your
Doctor. Reduced price
w i r li i n reach of all
afflicted.

Send for descriptive book

Describe your case so
we cun give you def-
inite information.

PHILO BURT CO..

144-15 0^d Fellows
Temple

Jamestown, New York

How Not to Enjoy Movies

Continued from page 32

a lial; lliat ficndi.sli prac;tice has oo.st me.
^Oil .slide your .sUiiniiier un.su.'-i)t'(:liiio|y

under the scat, .slij) it on wlien you leave

the show and, when you get home, prac-

tically have to chisel it oil the old bean.

Unless you're a hantJy Andy witii a rag

and gasoline, the hat is ready for the ash

heap. As a graduate cum laud of the

chewing-gum school I speak with au-

thority.

(SOLUTION: When the flavor is

gone, fold up your cud in the wrapper it

came in and (Iroj) it in a waste basket.)

(Italics) PLEASE! (end italics)

.

A robustious American, I am not one
to cavil at the good old American prac-

tice, antedating even the Mack Sennet

t

days, of kec]jing a jawful of candy or

peanuts rolling around from molar to

bicuspid during a show. It is a sound,
solid practice and on such are the foun-
dations of the Republic reared. But 1

should like to summon all who have read
thus far to a crusade. It's the ANTI-
UNWRAPPERS crusade.

Is our conscience so atrophied we can
view with equanimity the many un-
offending souls we have committed to

the looney bin? Can sanity be retained
while the crackle-crackle-crackle of wrap-
pers coming loose tortures their nerves
and drowns out the passion-hushed voice

of their screen favorite as she droops
on her lover's shoulder in sweet surren-
der.? How many, like me, had to write a
fan letter to Hedy Lamarr to find out
what she really whispered to Charles
Boyer in "Algiers".''

(SOLUTION: We can be bigger, better

men and give our heroine a break by un-
wrapping the candy before the picture
starts. Or, foxily, we can time the
crackle-crackle to coincide with the stac-

cato snapping of machine guns during
the newsreel.)

And big men or small, we can do
everybody a favor by keeping our bro-
gans out of the aisles. Including our-
selves. While it's no fun to the other guy
to trip over our feet, my chiropodist
friends assure me it does our own bun-
ions no good. And let's harden our re-

sistance to the temptation of the empty
aisle seat. Let's pass up the aisle seat

when the entire row is empty. It's easier

to have people slide into a seat next to

us than have them climb over us. Any-
way, the ladies save their stockings and
the men keep the crease in their pants
longer.

A final word. I can envision movie-
house owners reading this and rubbing
their hands self-righteously. That Dow-
ney, they're saying, he'll maybe educate
them.
Okay, Mr. Owner, it's your turn at bat

and you can make witll your own solu-

tions. Put on the false whiskers and
step up to your own ticket window.
Movie houses practically everywhere are
doing a record business, but are you win-
ning friends whose post-war memories
will number your house as a place of

welcome relaxation?

See W'hether the cashier greets you
with a smile. See whether she conjures

Yes! Reborn every minute of

your life! . . . Take advantage

of your hair's continuous rebirth.

Keep it young-looking, pliant . . .

—not "abused". One refreshing

Admiracion Shampoo treatment

floats away dirt, dandruff, dulling

soap film. Leaves hair alluring!

flDmiRAcion

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappear

Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im-
provement in the morning. In a few days surface blem-
ishes, muddiness. freckles, even pimples of outward

'

origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry

counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.

BUNIONS
Enlarged Or Tender Joints.

Doctor's Quick Relief

Stop suffering! Apply sooth-
ing, cushioning, protective Dr.
Scholl's Zino-pads on your
painful, sensitive joints.
You'll marvel atthequick
relief you get; how al-

most magically shoe
pressure is lifted. Do
not comeoffin the bath.
Cost but a trifle. At
Drug, Shoe, Depart-
ment Stores and Toi-
letry Counters.

D-SchollsZino-pads
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Quick acting
Helps overcome
iiypei-acidity and
that "tired feel-

ing." Not a ca-

thartic. Follow direc-

tions and you will not
only lose fat but will

feel so much better
and peppier that your
friends will be amazed
at the change. Slender-
Forms are put out by a

reducing salon nation-
ally famous for 3 7

years.

SEND NO MONEY!
Simply mail coupon to-
day. Deposit 9Sc plus
postage with postman on
arrival. (If you prefer to
send 98c with order, we
pay postage.) Try it for
15 days. If not delighted
with the way you look
and feel— return empty
box and your money will
be refunded.

SLENDRR - FOR3I CO.
Dept. SU Box No. 331

Times Square Station,
Xew York 18, N. Y.

REDUCE or MONEY BACK

Slender-Form Co., Dept. SU-1. Box No. 331
Times Square Station, New York 18, N. Y.
Send rae 15 clays' supply of Slender-Forms with Instruc-
tions for reducing. If not delighted I can return empty
ho.\ and receive my money bact.

Send CCD. I will pay postman 98c plus postage.

I enclose 98c. Send postage prepaid.

Nome

I Mail us $1.05 and we I
I will send you prepaid I

1 4 boxes of Rosebud
[

I Salve (25c size) and I

I will include with tile I

I
salve tbis ladiesster- I

I
ling silver sparkling I

I White Stone set |

ring, your size. You
can sell 4 salve and gel back your $1.00.
The 5c is for U.S. SalesTax on ring, so inakeremittance'$1.05,
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 55. WOODSBORO, MflRVLAWD.

ft}. "Before and After
' ^ Read tliis new book about Plastic

Reconstruction. Telts how easy
it is for noses to be shaped-^
protruding ears, thick lips'

wrinkles, and signs of age
corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-
lous breasts. Plastic Surgery

plained. Elaborate illustrations,

pages. Only 25c,—mall coin or stamps. Gtennville
lishers. 60 E. 42nd St., Dept. CC, New York 17. N. Y.
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IF YOU HAVE

GRAY HAIR
and DON'T LIKE a

MESSY MIXTURE....
then write today for my
FREE TRIAL BOTTLE

As a Hair Color Specialist for over 40 years. I am proud of

my Color Imparter. As you use it. the Gray Hair slowly

becomes Darker; each application deepens the color. EASY
and CLEAN to use; it can't leave stains. I want to con-

vince you by sending my Free Trial Bottle, and booklet All

About Your Hair. No skin test needed.

^.RTHUR RHODES. Hair Color Expert, Dept.10, LOWELL, MASS.

up a scowi or a squelching remark if you
push a $5 bill at her (especially if you're

buying an inexpensive seat) . And go on
from there. Be a confused newcomer and
see whether the ticket-taker gives you
directions clearly and politely, or mo-
tions you contemptuously inside.

And the final test—does your usher

direct her flashlight dowmvard to check

your ticket or shine it blindingly into

your eyes so you have as much chance

of finding your seat as a deer of Escaping

"sportsmen" who use a flashlight when
hunting?

That's all, folks. See you at the

movies and what I mean is, let's (ital-

ics) ALL (end italics) enjoy them.

Fans' Forum

Continued from page 10

realize this fact. Her truly memorable per-

formance in "For Whom The Bell Tolls"

was a fine beginning in pictures for her, but
then she was given a minor role in "Hos-
tages," and hasn't made a picture since.

I don't understand it. A fine actress as she
is should be given far better parts. Perhaps
her forthcoming Broadway play will open
the eyes of the Hollywood producers, and
give her a deserving chance. I, for one,

hope so!

PAUL ANDERSON, San Francisco, Calif,

Why do Hollywood producers com-
plain about the dearth of story material
when libraries are full of good books that
have never been transferred to the silver

screen, and which have far more possibilities

for becoming good movies than do some of

the stories that have been used?
First in my thoughts, of course, is the

Tolstoy play "Redemption," which must
by all means star George Sanders, and Tur-
genev's "On The Eve," which could use
Turhan Bey to advantage. Can't Universal
realize that "In The Palace Of The King"
would be just the thing for Maria Montez

—

entertaining, with lots of chance for lavish

spectacle and excitement, and at the same
time retaining a dignity that has certainly
been lacking in her other pictures?

"Whosoever Shall Offend" should appeal
to the vast audience that thrilled to "Gas-
light," giving another unforgettable role to
that great actor who is unsurpassed in per-

sonality and polished acting—yes, that's

right, George Sanders, again. It would be a
disagreeable part for him, but is there any-
one else who can be so enticingly disagree-
able? Why didn't Warner Bros, use Hichens'
"Lady With The Fan," which would have
given Bette Davis a far better picture than
"Mr. Skeffington"?

If they must keep on re-hashing some of

the same old things that have been made
two or three times already, why not bring
out some of the old Clive Brook pictures

like "The Perfect Crime," "The Constant
Wife," or "The Dangerous Woman"? But
there's only one actor in Hollywood I could
bear to see play Clive Brook's parts—yes,

you guessed it: George Sanders.

LAURA DAVIS, Wichita, Kans.

I think that many older stars could take
lessons in courtesy from that very charming
little lady, Shirley Temple. Shirley has
probably more reason to be self-satisfied,

self-centered, and just plain seli-ish, than
any other celebrity her, or any age. Withal,
she is not. And the reserve which keeps her
from all this is a credit to a good family
and a fine training.

Let us hope that she maintains her pres-

^/Nadinola's 4-way actiony^^^jw

PIMPLESS BLACKHEADS
^SDULLDARKSKIN
^* Don't give in to unlovely skin! Try famous
^ Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thou-

sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a
Irealment cream that acts to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin—clear up externally
caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and
remove blackheads. Its special medicated
ingredients help to clear and freshen your
skin—make it creamy-white, satin-smooth.
Buy Nadinola Cream today and use only as
directed. A single treatment-size jar is posi-
tively guaranteed to improve your complexion
or your money back! Costs only 55^, trial

mm size lOfi. Also

—

• NADINOLA. Dept. 40. Paris. Tennessee ?
Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi-

• tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color, •
• with actual photographs and sworn proof of the •

wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola. ^
• Name •
• Address ^
• City State •

Free for Asthma
During Winter

If you suffer with those terrible attacks ef
Asthma when it is cold and damp; it raw.
Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp
for breath was the very last; if restful sleep is
impossible because of the struggle to breathe;
if you feel the disease is slowly wearing your
life away, don't fall to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a re-
markable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If you
have suffered for a lifetime and tried every-
thing you could learn of without relief; even if
you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing. Address
Frontier Asthma Co. 160-K Frontier Bldg.
4G2 Niagara Street, Buffalo 1, New York

OoYouWant 1 1 I R|

LONGER HA R
Just try this system on your m O
hairTdays and see if you are^BH
really enjoying the pleasure of attractive

/ hairthat sooften captures love and romance.

HAIR MAY GET LONGER ^i>™,rdfe-^
arenormaland thedry, brittle,breakingoff hair
can be retarded, it has a chance to get longer and
much more beautiful. Just try the JUELENE
SYSTEM 7 days, let your mirror prove results.
Send Sl.OO. (If C. 0. D. postage extra). Fully
guaranteed. Money back if you're not delighted^

IUELC0.4930lrviiigParkRd.,Dept.A-b02,Chicagol3JIL

WRITE SOIVGS
The writer of "BOOTS AND SADDLES" and
other song hits will compose the melody for
your song poem. Never has such an oppor-
tunity been offered new writers. Send j'our song
poems and Ivrics for FREE examination.
Write for details and FREE INSTRUCTIVE
BOOKLET.
HOLLYWOOD HARMOISY HOUSE, Studio C
12G South La Brea, Los .Angeles 36, Calif.

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS, |
EASILY, QUICKLY! I

New, lovely proportions for yotir J
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,

J
etc.—in this healthful, new, as- '

tonishingly easy way. Only a few

minutes per day in your own home. '

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS! g
Used successfully by hundreds B
of smart women everywhere. I

I
WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!

J

I
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation, |

I
by mailing coupon immediately to g

I ADRIENNE I

1 915SHREVEBLDG.,SalonK.SANFRANCISCO,8,CAl_

I NAME I

ADDRESS
J

\ CITY STATE I
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FREE! Great T^eiv
Popular Son^!

in ONE WEEK
I

Or Your Money Back!

Simplest Home Piano

I

Course Ever OflFered!

Play from Actual Sheet Music!
You don't have to know a sinprle note of music. In one
week you will play favorite melodies—WITH BOTH HANDS!
Thousands of professional pianists have been trained this
amazins:Iy simple way. Cleai-, exact illustrations. Read
notes as musicians do! Surprise and delifrht yoiu- fi-iends!
"Soa-'k Simotr-K Pi;ino Cour^o"

, $1.00

LEARN BOOGIE-WOOGIE!
If you can alicaay pmy piai.M a MLile, iil-.l a ^,c;jI oi>-

portunity! It's easy to learn how to beat out the hottest
music your friends ever heard, in authentic Boogie-WooKle
Style. Offer limited, so act quickly.
<'Boogie-Woogie Is Easy!" $2.00
EXTRA Gl FT! If you order either of these remarkable
courses at once . you will recei ve . WITHOUT CHARGE,
complete sheet music (words and piano arranprement) of
the exeat now ^nnrr. "Love Nevor Say*; Gnodhye."

FREE TRIAL
Spa-'kiing Publications. Dept. TP7.
147 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Rush me the book checked below, and
also my FREE copv of "Love Never Says Goodbye."
I will pay postman on delivei-y. plus postage charges,
r ] "Simplex Piano Course" f J "Boogie- Woog-ie Is Easy!"
Name
Address
City State
f ] I enclose payment to save new high postal charsres.
Money back if not satisfied after 5 days' trial!

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS

like
appearance. "-""^ _ V^N

r-nCCI Cotologofover

FREE! 200 shots, in-

.M-,ng ••Pin-up P-odW,«;^

«pha Photo Sewce

New Vork 19, 1^-

VAN
I

JOHNSON
MGMStai
Now In

I

•Weekend

At The
Waldorf

PSORIASIS
PIXACOL has brought relief to psoriasis suf-

ferers when everything else failed. A liquid. It

is applied externally, dries quickly, is non-
greasy, convenient to u.'?e. Use only as directed.
Try a regular $1 bottle of PIXACOI> without
investing a cent. Write for FREE details.

PIXACOL CO.. Dept. K-7, Box 3583. Cleveland, Ohio

YOUR FACE
tells the world what you are. The science
of metaphysics will develop your mind,
and your face will display the qualities
that attract the world. A copy of "Prac-
tica! Metaphysics" will be mailed to vou
for One Dollar. The Psychodominist Guild,
101 Chniicery Blila:.. San Frniioisco 4

Now She Shops~

Cash And Carry
ft

Without Painful Backache
Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,

once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, pufhness
under the eyes, hearlaehes and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pilb.

ent popularity. When a personality like hers
is recognized and admired, it is a healthy
sign for America.

MARY GARVEY, Hempstead, N. Y.

Recently, rummaging through a second-
hand magazine store, I came across an issue

of ScuEHNLAND for December, 1933. I

bought it and read it.

Golly, what changes! Joan Crawford was
cover girl. And on this page was a little sort
of a stamp—NRA. Remember it?

The honor page was for Leslie Howard
and his performance in "Berkeley Square"
earned it for him. Leslie is now gone—

a

hero of World War IL There were pictures
of Jean Harlow, Marie Dressier, John Gil-

bert, Carole Lombard—all so full of life.

A full page ad of "Little Women"—still

one of my ten best-of-all-time pictures.

Dietrich—as a brunette! Wallace Beery,
Bette Davis, Claudette Colbert, Maurice
Chevalier, John Boles—all so young-look-
ing. One ad had a model with the currently
popular baby bracelet shoes on her feet.

And, on the last page, William Powell was
surrounded by three glamorous platinum
blondes. These three wei^e wearing some-
thing rare just now—silk stockings!

Golly—once more—what changes!

CPL. STEVE MARKIEWICZ,
Grand Island, Neb.

Sometime ago my sister and I persuaded
my "movie hater" mother to go and see the
much talked about "Johnny Come Lately."
When she left the theater she was raving,
but it wasn't about "Johnny Come Lately."
It was all over the unheard of co-feature,

"Young and Willing," a comedy. The only
well-known star in it was Robert Benchley.
Mother didn't care. The rest would some
day be famous. Mother was right. Susan
Hayward is now starring in "The Hairy
Ape," and plays a selfish girl to the highest
degree. Martha O'Driscoll is still in smalt
pictures but everyone knows her face well

and she is graduating to stardom. Barbara
Britton has won more recognition in "Till

We Meet Again" than any new actress for

her superb acting. Eddie Bracken is now
better known as the father of a sextet, or
even more recently as the "Conquering
Hero." William Holden, the "Golden Boy,"
is doing the most wonderful job of all in the
uniform of Uncle Sam.
You see, Hollywood does give newcomers

breaks and I think it deserves a pat on the
back. I would certainly like to give them a
lot of praise for all the good work they are
doing. Hollj'wood and its stars have done
more than any other company to keep up
the morale of our boys and let real actors
and actresses get breaks when they de-

serve them.

NANCY LAMSON, Howard Beach, N. Y.

The Star Hollywood

Can't Spoil

Continued from page 27

and ready for an argument. If both

Joe and you are out of sorts at the

same time, the fur will fly. There's just

one thing to do about it;' let the other

person win.'

"We both carried that in mind
through the years. Most arguments are

over small, inconsequential matters. But
if you're square-headed and always in-

sist on winning, the other person can

get pretty sick of it after a while."

So Rule 1 for the Browns is: Let

the other person win an argument

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

when You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
in one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives lustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as It rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye

or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.

At storas which sell loilef goodi

25^ for 5 rinses

10<; for 2 rinses

Make quick profit showing charm-/
ing cards for Birthdays, Anniversaries, t
and other Everyday occasions. Friends,
neighbors buy them. Easy to take orders for these beautifu)
Assortments of 15 cards, retail for 51.00. YOU GET YOUR
PROFIT RIGHT AWAY. Extraordinary designs, fancy pa-

^

pers, startling effects—original, clever
' " " ' " week

JOW!

SAVE YOUR
NYLON STOCKINGS

DON'T tlirow away precious stockings because
of runs or snags. (Our experts can repair

them.) We give new life to Nylon. Silk. Rayon:
20c first short drop I'.n'ead, lOc each additional
one. Snags 5c an inch. Simply wash stockings and
mail to u^ with name and address. They will be
returned C.O.D.
DAMAGED CLOTHING REWOVEN PERFECTLY—KNITTED GOODS RESTORED
Burns moih tioles. tears aii'l siniilar damages to
ut-iolens. cottons. rayons, etc., exi)ert;y repaired
( Frettch systetii, which remakes the fal)ric itselt.

thread by thread). We also restore jerseys, knitted
wear (sweaters, etc.). underwear, blankets and rugs.

Mail them to us. We will send you estimate and
await your O.K.

Satisfaction auarantccd or moncv hack

A.B.C. REWEAVINC SERVICE
Dept. S53, 125 West 33rd St., New York 1 , N. Y.
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RONRICO"

The Rum Connoisseur contains
over 100 tested drink and food

recipes. Send for your Free
copy. Ronrico Corporation, Dept.
(S) Miami, Florida. Ronrico Rum
86, 90 and 151 Proof. U. S.

Representative: Import Division,

McKesson (dV Robbins, Inc.,N.Y,C.

^SONGPOEMS To Be SettoMusio
^ Publishers need new songs ! Submit one or more of

your best poems for immediate consideration. Any sub-
ject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS M.ADE.

if Five Star Music Masters, 605 Beacon BIdg.. Boston 8. Mass.

I HATE

GRAY HAIR
OF COURSE you do ! Gray

hair makes you look years
olfler, kills romance. Yet you
'are afraid to color your hair
i—afraid people will know!

These fears are old fash-
ioned! With Mary T. Gold-
man's scientific color-control

fC
iMi^ '-'^^ transform gray,

^m^^ :
bleached or faded hair to the

^tojfc^^ natural-looking shade you
desire—quickly, or so grad-

l|^pR^ ually your closest friends
?: won't guess! Pronounced

liarmless by leading medical
'( authorities (no skin test

I needed). Inexpensive, easy
to apply. For 50 years, mil- •

'lions have found new hair
beauty by using Mary T. Goldman's. So
help yourself to beautiful hair—today ! Buy
a bottle of Mary T. Goldman's at drug or
dept. store on money-back guarantee.
For free sample, mail coupon below

.

Mary T. Goldman Co., 525 Goldman Bldg.
St.Paul2,Minn.Sendfree sample.Checkcolor.

Black Dark Brown Light Brown
Medium Brown Blonde Auburn

Name

Address

City Stale

sometimes. "What's so important about
winning an argument after all.''" Joc
says. "People who quarrel and refuse

to let the other person win remind me
of the driver who races up to the per-

son who pulled in front of him and
yells, 'You dirty so-and-so!' What does
he gain by bawling the other person
out? The other fellow isn't going to

change because of the bawling out he
received. And maybe the person who
ranted and raved so about it will find

himself doing the same thing some time
later on."

Rule 2 for the Browns is: Argue
without leaving a scar. "When an ar-

gument is over," explains Joe, "it's im-
portant not to leave yourself too far

apart in your views. End the argument
by saying, 'Well, maybe you're right.'

"Many people, suing for divorce,

charge incompatibility. And what is in-

compatibility? Usually it's not incom-
patibility of actions but incompatibility

of thoughts. Thoughts are responsible

for our acts. If at the end of an argu-
ment, a husband and wife feel poles

apart, then there's the beginning of a
,slight breach between them. That
breach may grow in time. Naturally,

each one of us feels that he is right.

Then if the other person disagrees vio-

lently, he must be wrong. Soon we're
telling ourselves that he is a square-
headed fool, and that he's probably
just as wrong about everytliing else."

Rule 3 for the Browns is: Don't go
to bed with an argument still raging.

Kiss and make up before you go to

sleep. "Before we were married, Mrs.
Brown's sister suggested this idea to

her. We have found that it's very help-

ful."

Rule 4 for the Browns is: Try to un-

derstand the other person's likes. "The
same thing that applies to world prob-
lems applies to marriage," said Joe ear-

nestly. "In order to solve world prob-
lems there must first be understanding.
In order to solve the problems that arise

in marriage, you must first understand
the other person. You shouldn't try to

force your political or religious beliefs

on other people. Not even on your wife!

You should understand her likes and dis-

likes. Unless her likes and dislikes are

interfering with the health and happi-

ness of other people, you shouldn't try

to change them.
"However, you yourself should try tc

become interested in the things your mate
likes. When Kathryn married me, she

knew and cared nothing about baseball.

But she knew how much baseball meant
to me, and today she knows and cares

about baseball games. She is almost as

much of a fan as I am. When I bought
a racing stable, she had no interest in it.

But she began to take an interest, be-

cause she saw how absorbed I was in my
new venture. Soon she took a rabid

interest.

"I, too, have changed because of Kath-
ryn's interests. I don't care much for

cafes and night clubs. She likes a little

cafe life now and then. So we go out
spasmodically. I don't feel I'm sacri-

ficing anything by going. Kathryn has

such a good time that I've learned to en-

joy myself too. If I felt that by going

to a night club with Kathryn I was mak-

HO
CotAes'

'^liff'lC' INDEMNITY

LIFE INSURANCE
POLICY PAYS MAXIMUM BENEFITS

$3000.00
Policy Costs Only $1.00 a Month
Provide for those you
love this wise, easy way.
Only a few pennies a day
will pay for TRIPLE IN-
DEMNITY LIFE INSUR-
ANCE, backed by Legal
Reserves. Old reliable
Pioneer Life Insurance
Company offers this as-
sured protection without
restrictions as to your
Occupation, Travel or
Residence and includes
*valuable IncontestabiUty Clause—all as plainly
stated in the policy. Men, women and children
from 1 day to 70 years of age eligible. No Red
Tape—No Medical Examination! Pull details sent
by mall. No Agent will call. 'Write at once
for FREE Inspection offer. DON'T DEHLAY'
PIONEER LIFE .INSURANCE COMPANY8750 Pioneer Building • Rockford, Illinois

COMPLETE LIFE
PROTECTION
POLICY PAYS

for

LOSS of LIFE
DUE TO

ANY CAUSE!

the 4 salve and get back your $1.00. The I

5c extra is for U.S. Sales Tai on ring, eo makeremittance $1.05.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO, Box 81, WOOOSBORO, MARYLAND.

Your Photo On 1 69
250 Stamps

Use Them on Letters,
Books, Greeting Cards

It's new! It's exciting 1 Tour
favorite photo or snapshot re-
produced on smart, ex^hisive
stamps. Large - sized (l*^"s
IV2") on fine gummed paper

—

just wet the back and apply.
Tliat man of yours in service
will get ' a real thrill seeing
your picture in every letter.

Hundreds of Novel Uses
Photo Stamps; can be us^d on
gre-?ting cards, annouicemppts,
business cards, job appUf^a-
tlons, etc. Identify your books,
records, sheet music, etc.

The PhotoplateCo.. Dept.62-CC
161 W Harrison St., Chicago 5

Send No Money
You don't risk one cent

—

simply send photo or snap-
shot (no neg-atives). On ar-
rival, pay postman SI -69
plus C.O.D. postage on
MONEY - BACK GUARAN-
TEE. If cash accompanies
order, we pay postage.
Original photo returned.
Mail your order TODAY!

PSORIASIS—ECZEMA
You Can Have a Clear Skin! It Is Possible!

EN -EXWith Nan-Greasy FlU FY a liquid,
Non-Stainina tl^ ~ t/V applied externally

SENSATIONAL RESULTS REPORTED BY MANY!
Eruptions Vanish Completely or Money Back in Two Weeks!

$4 AA regular size bottle. Send currency or Money
1 OU Order, or sent C.O.D. Write TODAY!,

"EN-EX" COMPANY
482 Society for Savings Bldg. Cleveland, Ohio

FREE'
Beautiful Sample Enlargement, also a DeLuxe
Studio Folder—both absolutely free. Just send
this ad with any photo. Enclose only 10c for
mailing. Canada also. Two Natural Tone sent
C.O.D. for only 58c ea. plus post. Negs. 59c.
New Ynrk Art'«:c.rv/;o«. onrt W. 72 St.. N.Y.C.

MEDICATION.
Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Soap is a special soap

containing the same costly medication as 104 year
proved Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Ointment. Whip
up the rich cleansing, FOAMY MEDICATION with
finger tips, washcloth or brush and allow to remain,

on 3 minutes. Amazingly quick results come to many
skins, afflicted with pimples, blackheads, itching of

eczema, and rashes externally caused that need the
scientific hygiene action of Palmer's "SKIN SUC-
CESS" Soap. For your youth-clear, soft loveliness,

give your skin this luxurious 3 minute foamy medica-
tion-treatment. At toiletry cotmters everywhere 25c
or from E. T. Browne Drug Company, 127 Water St.
New York 5» N.Y.
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TRUE LOVE
CAN BE YOURS!
True tove is not won lightly. Sweetness
wins love. Sympathy wins love. UN-

DERSTANDING wins love—un-
derstanding of the secrets that

35t only $1.00.

MODERN LOVE LETTERS"—
Know how lo write letters that

find their way straiprht to his innciniost heart! Put a
'ove spell in every word you write!
'TRUE LOVE GUIDE"—Learn how to be your most lovable

self. Know how to make liim remember you!
THE ART OF KISSING"—In every kiss burns the chance

lifetime romance. It is yours if you itnow how! Act
now!

I
———— FREE TRIAL 1

Nf
Uush me in plain wrapper your Modern Love Library
i3 Ijooks). I will pay postman $1.00 plus postace.

Checl^ here if you wish to save postage bv enclos-
mu only $1.00 with this coupon. If not satisfied after
5 days' trial, your money back guaranteed.

Name .

Address

City . . .

liETTY GRABL.E
20th Century-

Fox Star
1 "Diamond
lorseshoe"

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS

12 Regular High Gloss Photos $1
These are REAL authentic glossy

Hollywood photos. Absolutely latest

shots of your favorite stars. Com-
plete assortment. Order today!

CDCpi Catalog of over 200
fascinating miniature

photos with each order. [7"o avoid
delay, slate 2nd choice.)

ALSO STUNNING PIN-UP PHOTOS
12 for $1.00

Glamor-Tone PhotoService
1233 Sixth Ave., Dept. H-3,

New York 19, N. Y.

^Scratchinq
Relieve Ifchinaji^
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

.
scabies, athlete's foot, "factory" itch,

»5 and other itch troubles, are praising

,
J cooling, liquid D.D.D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication—devel-

oped byDr. D.D.Dennis—positively relieves that cruel,

burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

D I A MO N D S
Dlil.l'HI
KEi'LlCA

- ....Mi\]alitvmo^ihtlngs.
Prices: Rings—No. 13—(Replica diamonds all around)—
$6.75: seven stones band. S4.75. Better ^ade, $6.75.
No. u—$7.75. Similar to No. 9 Plainer Shank, $5.75.
Witlioul sets on shanks, $3.75 and $4.75. EarrniiiS—No. 7,
*4.75. Prices quoted plus Federal T.ix. In orciering,
WRITE PLAINLY, KivinsT No. and size. SEND NO MONEY.
PAY POSTMAN. MONEY BACK IF UNSUITABLE, il re-
tui-.ied same day as received. Remillaiice reiuiired with
nrdiMS fl-om outside of the states. NATIONAL GEM CO.
P. O. Box 466. Dept. A.P.T.

DRAWforMONEY
Be An ARTIST!
Trained Artists Are Capable
of Earning $30—$50—$75

A Week
Learn at Home in Your
Spare Time for a Fascinat-

ing Hobby and Profitable

Post-war Career!
It's pleasant and interesting to
studv Art the W.S.A, way. COM-
MERCIAL ART, DESIGNING, CAR-
TOONING all in ONE complete
home study coiu-se. No previous
Art expei-ience necessary—hundreds
have protited by our practical meth-
ods since 1914. TWO ART OUT-
FITS furnished. Full information
in FREE BOOK. "Art for Pleasure
and Profit." Write today. State age.
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART,

Studio 173P. 1115—15th St.,
N. W.. Washington 5, D. C.

uig a sacrifice, then tliat would ruin

the evening's fun for both of u.s. There's
no u.se in a man .saying, 'I l)ate tiie

darned place. It bores me to death, but
if you insi.st, I'll go.' That .sort of atti-

tude ruins everything. Thi.s seems like

a very small problem, yet I know a
couple who have gotten a divorce be-

cause they had the same problem and
didn't solve it. They were both in the
picture business. The girl liked good
times and wanted to go out. The man
didn't want to. Their marriage went
on the rocks. I believe the whole thing
might have been solved if he'd gone to

night clubs with her a few times."
Rule 5: Don't show jealousy. "Jeal-

ousy can also be ruinous to a happy
marriage. Men sometimes claim that
their jealousy is a proof of love. That
isn't necessarily so. People can be in

love without being jealous; and they can
be jealous without being in love. Jeal-

ousy can sometimes be just envy or hurt
pride.

"I knew a couple who were madly in

love with each other. Because of the
war, the wife, who was in pictures, had
to remain in Hollywood, while her hus-
band was stationed in another part of
the country. He had always been jeal-

ous, and the separation inflamed his
jealousy. He'd always hated it when
another man looked at his wife. Be-
cause she is very beautiful, it is inevi-
table that other men do look at her
admiringly. She has never given any
of them any encouragement. Sometimes
she'd go out with Mrs. Brown and my-
self. Her husband tortured himself with
thoughts of other men whom she might
be meeting. He would call her up on
the phone and catechize her on just
whom she was with. Finally she could
stand it no longer. She told him she
wouldn't put up another day with his

jealousy. She would get a divorce.
"I talked to her, shortly after the

newspapers had carried her announce-
ment. 'You're not going through with
it,' I told her. T know you're not. You're
madly in love with your husband, aren't
you.?'

" 'Yes,' she said, 'but I can't stand his

jealousy. He says he loves me. Why can't
he trust me.''

" 'You're right,' I told her. 'He should
trust you. Let him stay on the bench
awhile. Let him worry and stew for a
little while. But know in your own mind
that you're going to take him back.'

"She followed my advice. I think she
would have done the same thing even if

I hadn't talked to her. Some people
have said that I helped bring the two of
them together again. I don't think that
I really did. They were so much in love
that God wouldn't let a marriage like

that break up."

Today those two young- people are
happier than they have ever been. The
husband has learned to overcome his

temptation to be morbidly jealous of his

wife. Once in a while he starts saying
to her, "What did you do last night?

Whom did you go with? Were there any
men at the party?" There's fire in her

eye right away. "Are you going to start

that again?" "Oh, no, no dear. I just

wondered if you were enjoying yourself."

And the episode blows over.

LOSE 5 lbs.

or MORE (<
per WEEK or

MONEY BACK
Most over-fat in'-n :inf!

women who follow the
entire Vita-Slym plan
lose at least •"> lbs. a week.
YOU may rlo the same,
or return the empty box
at the end of 1 day.s
and we will refund your
money. And the most
amazing part of the
plan is th.1t people .say
they feel .so much bet-
ter peppier and more
energetic.

PRIVATE PLAN of

N. Y. DOCTOR
A well-known New York
physician fii st prescrilied
this method of reducing
for his exclusive clien-
tele. At last we have
persuaded him to re-
lease it for Y'OU. No need to over-exercise or
starve yourself. Nor are Vita-Slyms a cathartic.
Eat plenty of food, but eat less calories and
supplement your diet with Vita-Slyms. They
not only contain Vitamins A. Bi. H:. C and D,
Niacin, Amide, Iron, Calcium, Phosphorus and
Dextros-: to make you feel better, but also help
to take away that abnormal appetite due to
low blood sugar.

4 WEEKS' MENUS FREE!
With every hox of 75 Tal>kns and 30 Cupsules. we give
Vou a convenient chart of menus for one month ... a
time-saving help in planning your meals. Try the Vita-
Slym plan for 15 days—see for yourself how quickly you
lose weight and how fine you feel. You risk nothing. If
not delighted you return the bo.'C and we refund your
money. But don't delay . . . act NOW! Mail coupon
TODAY! Order C.O.D.. or. if you send cash, we pay posUge.

VITA-SLYM CO.. Dept. SU-?., I5ox No. loO
Times Sq. Stu., New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
Vita-Slym Co., Dept. SU-3. Box No. IS9, I
Times Sq. Sta., New York. |
Send me 15 days' supply of Vita-Slyms (75 tablets |
and 30 capsules). If not delighted with results,
will lefund my money.

Q I will pay postman $1.98 plus postage.

QI enclose 51.98. Send postage prepaid.

' Name

No Canadian Orders

POEMS WANTED
Collaborate with the nationally famous hit
composer of "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles."
"When the Bloom Is on the Sage," and over
300 others. Send your poems today for Iree
examination and liberal offer.

SCREENLAND RECORDERS
Dept. S Hollywood 28, Calif.

WOMENr^^S^^K»se^
Sell l-RU-FIT HPSIERY
Write for Outfit and stocking FREE!
Make money, build ^temiv hiKvinoss. pr
NYLON HOSIERY by taking' onlers nou-
from friends forTru-Fit Rayon Hosiery.
Sensational Customer- Fit Sen.' ice provides
exact leg-pattern for even' type customer.
Your personal hose FREE as sales bonus.
Outfit and sample stockint:: FREE. Write
AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS
DEPT. H- 7. INDIANAPOLIS 7, INO.

; for return of

PREPARE
FORI

nylon

Pnd! ^X7 HAND COLORED

tHtt PHOTO ENIAR6MENT
As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER
we will send you a beautiful HAND
COLORED Professional Enlarge-
ment FREE with your order of six
BLACK and WHITE ENLARGE.
MENTS. Six 5x7 for $2.0^ or
six 8 X 10 Enlargements for $2.64,
Single Enlargement 5x7 costs 39c
or 8 X 10 49c. Mail your photo,
snapshot or negative (any size)
mother, father, sister, soldier, group
pictures, etc. Your original will be
returned unharmed. State color of eyes, hair, and
clothing. Mail Money Order or War Stamps, or pav
postman on arrival, plus a lew cents postage.

MAX CHIXKES, Photogrnpher lUept. S.U.
1607 Broadway New York If), N. X
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Danger!

1UTTING can be
painful— even dan-

gerous—leaves nails looking
rough and ugly ! Try Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover — see how
smooth and neat it keeps cuticle

!

Quickly it softens and loosens

dead cuticle, so you can wipe it

off. Wonderful, too, for cleaning

under nail tips and removing
stains. Only 10^, or

35^^ for the large size

(plus 20% Federal
Tax). Get Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover [f

today.
11

CUTEX
OILY CUTICLE REMOVER

Point Number 6 in the Brown Deca-
logue for married happiness is—listen

to your mate's advice. Think it over.
He or she may be right.

There have been many times in Joe's
career when he would not have been so
successful if he hadn't listened to his
wife. Once he was appearing in a show
called "Listen Lester."' The show was an
enormous success, and Joe felt he ought
to be making more money. He asked
for a raise, but the owner of the show
refused to give it to him. So he decided
to quit. He had already handed in his

notice when he called his wife long dis-

tance (she was in California at the
time; he in the East) and told her.

"I think you've made a mistake,"
Mrs. Brown said. "You're a hit in the
show. You're getting terrific notices.

You're building up a reputation for your-
self in 'Listen Lester.' You've got a con-
tract with John Cort for another show
next year. If you leave him now in mid-
season, what's to keep him from giving
you notice the middle of next season?"

"I thought it over and realized she was
right," Joe told me. "I went to the man-
ager of the show and did one of the
hardest things I've ever done. 'I don't
know whether I'm too late,' I told him,
'but if I'm not I want to withdraw the
notice I gave. I'd like to stay.'

"He said it wasn't too late, and he con-

gratulated me on making the decision I

did. Like my wife, he felt that appear-
ing in dilTerent cities with that .show

would help my career. And it did. The
F' Howing season I was in 'Jim Jam Jems,'

•i/0 ^'^^

QUEST
All-purpose DEODORANT

A most effective powder, for body odors, for foot comfort.

free Miniature
ofyour favorite portrait or snapsiiot

To introduce the fine workmanship of world-famous STAR
OF HOLLYWOOD STUDIOS, we will make, absolutely free,

a beautiful wallet-size miniature portrait of your favorite

photo, snapshot, enlargement, or negative. Please include

color of eyes, hair and clothing so that we can send you

our Special Introductory OfFer for having your miniature

beautifully and naturally hand-painted in oil and mounted
in an attractive frame. Please enclose 10^ for handling and
mailing the miniature. Original returned. This offer is

limited. Please mail your photo today.

9012 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood 46, Calif.

When in Los Angeles, visit our Studios at 138 South Broadway,
for a glamorous Star - of - Hollywood Portrait of yourself.

S C R E E N L A N D

which was a big hit. I would have felt

terrible if John Cort had given me my
notice then. And he probably would
have if I hadn't hstened to my wife!"

Point Number 7 in Joe E. Brown's in-

surance program for marriefl happiness
is this: have children if po.ssible. Statis-
tics bear him out, proving that childless

marriages are more apt to end in the
chvorce courts.

Joe E. Brown says, "A marriage should
have something to anchor to. Build your
marriage around a family, if possible."
The Browns have three children, be-

sides the late Captain Don E. Brown,
who died in the air crash. They are
Captain Joe Leroy Brown, who is a flier

in the Air Corps; Kathryn, and Mary.
Joe has an eleven-months-old grand-
daughter, Cynthia Lee (Cindy to Joe)
Brown. She is the daughter of Captain
and Mrs. Brown.
"My wife and I." Joe said, "have

always had very similar ideas about
bringing up the children. None of the
children was ever spanked. I don't be-
lieve in the old saying, 'Spare the rod
and spoil the child.' If children need to
be punished, you can do it by denying
them something they want. However, I
believe you should never lie to a child.

Build with your children as you do with
your friends. If you promise them any-
thing, good or bad, keep your promise.
"We taught our children to think for

themselves. We taught them not to
hate other people.

"Don was as fine a reasoning pacifist

as ever lived. He did not believe in

war. But when war came, he was one
of the first to volunteer his services. He
did not hate the Germans or the Japs

—

only the things they stand for. He be-
lieved, as I did and still do, that if they
are re-educated, they can be taught to
live and think differently.

"I sent my boys to military school,
even though I believed in peace, not in

war. Most people have the wrong idea
about military school. They think thai
in military school a boy learns to love
the idea of war. That's not true. Instead
he learns to do things with other people.
And he gets excellent phj^sical training.

Learning how to cooperate and work in

coordination with other people is im-
portant in the education of every young
man and woman, I believe."

Rule Number 8 in the Brown house-
hold is: Leave domestic matters to the
Missus. "Mrs. Brown's job is to handle
the house. I never interfere. She makes
the decisions about the furnishings, the
servants, the domestic schedule. She has
complete charge of the girls. I may
make suggestions in regard to the chil-

dren. But she makes the final decisions.'"

Though the Browns have now worked
out a pattern for marriage which has
made theirs one of the happiest mar-
riages in Hollywood, it wasn't always so.

Like any other young couple, they faced

bewildering experiences when they were
first married. They had a great deal to

learn about each other. Kathryn was
a non-professional, and so were her peo-

ple. They didn't quite understand actors,

and didn't altogether approve of them.
Kathryn's father was dead set against

Joe until he met him. He thought it

would be much wiser for Kathryn to
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marry a respectable business man. But
after he met Joe he changed his mind;
and decided that a man could be an
actor and still be a fine upstanding in-

dividual. Joe says he thinks he made a
hit with Kathryn's father by agreeing
with liim on politics (temporarily) and
on baseball.

And so the Browns were married. At
the time of their marriage Joe had $80
in the world. He knew that Kathryn,
bless her Irish sentimental heart, would
have liked a wedding with all the trim-

mings. But he couldn't afford that. So
they went to New York's City Hall, and
in the Alderman's office, they pledged
their lives and hearts. Then they be-

gan to discuss what their marriage was
going to be like. Joe was just about to

lift Kathryn over the threshold of their

New York home when an impish sense

of humor possessed him. Kathryn was
being so solemn about the future.

"I want to tell you something," Joe
said. "I have a very bad temper. If I

ever get mad and hit you, don't feel

badly. Rest assured I'll be sorry for it a
minute later."

Kathryn looked at his poker pan and
didn't know he was kidding. "If you
ever hit me," she stormed; "you'll prob-
ably never live to regret it. But if you
do, I'll walk out on you that very min-
ute, and go back to my mother!"

After their honeymoon, Joe and Kath-
ryn returned to the apartment. Kath-
ryn cleaned up the place and fixed Joe's

breakfast. She didn't know what kind
of food Joe liked, but she knew her fa-

ther had always been mad about milk
toast. Sp she brought a tray loaded
with milk toast into the room—and gave
Joe a big smile.

He looked at the milk toast and gri-

maced. "Good heavens," he said, "what
are you serving, graveyard stew.''"

Joe says that broke the little woman's
heart and it took him a long time to

square himself with her.

Actually, he says, Mrs. Brown is an
excellent cook; and though they have
a maid, he's always very happy when
on the maid's day out Mrs. Brown
serves one of her specialties. Even if

she served milk toast today, Joe vv'ould

probably eat it.

Once in a while, even today, the

Browns argue. Usually it's because Mrs.
Brown feels Joe isn't resting enough and
that he ought to conserve his energy.

For instance, when his secretary was
out, she objected every time Joe bounded
up the stairs to answer the phone.

"Darling," she said, "why don't you
just let it ring till Mr. Culbertson gets

back.'' Anyone who wants you will call

again. Why use up precious energy?"

On their twenty-fifth anniversary, the

Browns were remarried. They went
through a second ceremony because Joe
wanted Mrs. Brown to have just the kind

of wedding she'd always dreamed of, the

kind with all the trimmings. Something
beautiful to remember.
"Marriage is like anything else," Joe

says. "To get anything out of it, you
must give all you can without consider-

ing that you're giving. The moment you
feel you're making a sacrifice, that's bad.

When you're in love, it's your pleasure

to make the other person happy.

"In marriage as in everything else, I

believe it is more blessed to give than to

receive. I believe that every time we do
anything, it is going to be reflected in

our future. The chif)s we put down in

marriage and in life return. I had a

striking instance of this recently. You
remember my two girls were in an auto-
mobile accident. We rushed them to the

hospital. For the time being it seemed
possible that we might lose both of them.
They were put into an emergency ward.
There was no nurse in' the room. I prac-

tically had to grab a nurse and bring

her in. She looked at the pulse back of

Mary's neck and said, 'I'm awfully
sorry.'

"I bent over Mary. A little air came
out of her nose. The nurse was afraid

to take the responsibility of feeling the
pulse on her wrist. In an accident case,

even feeling the pulse on the wrist can
be risky. But a faint pulse was beating
in her wrist.

"I rushed out of the ward and stoj)[)ed

the first doctor I saw. T want you to

come with me to the emergency ward,' I

said. 'Aren't you Joe E. Brown?' he
asked. 'Yes. It doesn't matter. Will you
come with me?' 'It matters to me. I'd

do anything in the world for you, Joe,'

the doctor .said.

"I hardly knew what he was talking

about then. But he came straight with

me into the ward, and worked over my
two daughters. That doctor gave up
everything else to save Mary's life."

What Joe had forgotten, in that awful

moment when his daughter's life hung
in the balance, was that he had met this

physician once before. In 1932 that very

same doctor was working with a bunch
of crippled kids in the Orthopedic hos-

pital in Los Angeles. On Christmas morn-
ing, the hospital staft' didn't know what
to do for those kids. They wanted to do
something to make their Christmas a

merry one. But how can you cheer up
kids who are going to be in wheelchairs,

kids who can't walk and who can't play?

Then Joe E. Brown came to that hos-

pital. He entertained those children. The
doctor saw their faces break out in

smiles. He made up his mind then that

if the time ever came when he could do
anything for Joe, he would. And by a

strange coincidence—or was it the hand
of God?—this was the physician whom
Joe summoned when he was looking

around in desperation for a doctor to look

after his daughters.

This incident illustrates Joe's philosc-

phy that the chips you put down today
return tomorrow. Little did he dream
that day in 1932 that a physician watcli-

ing him entertain a bunch of crippleil

kids would one day hold the lives cf

his daughters in his hands. But the chips

he put down in 1932 returned in 1944.

"Everything we do is reflected in the

future. When the sun has gone down yo i

can still see the reflection in heaven.

"Everything you do today will helj)

make your life in the future either a

happier or a sadder one. You alone can

make sure that the reflection in heaven
is one that will brighten your days. And
the same thing is true of marriage. Ev-
erything you say to your mate and
everything you do will be reflected in

the future happiness of your marriage."
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Weakling
—who became "The World's Most

Perfectly Developed Man"

"I'll Prove that

YOU too, can be

a NEW MAN!"

CHARLES ATLAS
Holder of title. "The
World's Most Per-
fectly Developed

Man"

T KNOW, myself, whar
it means to have the

kind of body that people
pity! Of course, you
wouldn't know it to look
at me now, but 1 was
once a skinny weaklinti
who weiyhed only 97
lbs. I was ashamed to
strip for sports or un
dress for a swim, i was
such a poor specimen of
physical development
that i was constantly
self-conscious and em-
barrassed. And I felt

only HALF-ALIVE.
Then 1 discovered

^'Dynamic Tension." It

gave me a body that won
for me the title "World^
Most Perfectly Devel
oped Man."
When I say 1 can make

you over into a man of
giant power and energy,
1 know what I'm talking
about. IVe seen my new
system, '^Dynamic Ten-
sion," transform hun-
dreds of weak, puny men
into Atlas Champions.

Only 15 Minutes A Day
Do you want big, broaJ shoulders—a fine,

powerful chest—biceps like steel—arms and legs,
rippling with muscular strength—a stomach ridged
with bands of sinewy muscle—and a build you can
be proud of? Then just give me the opportunity to
prove that "D>t)amic Tension" is what you need.
No "ifs," "ands," or "maybes." Just tell me

where you want handsome, powerful muscles. Are
you fat and flabby? Or skinny and gawky? Are you
short-winded, pepless? Do you hold back and let
others walk off with the prettiest girls, best jobs,
etc.? Then write for details about "Dynamic Ten-
sion" and ;earn how I can make you a healthy,
confident, powerful HE-MAN.
"Dynamic Tension" is an entirely NATURAL

method. Only 15 minutes of your spare time daily
is enough to show amazing results—and it's actu-
ally fun! "D>'nam(c Tension" does the w^ork.

SEND for FREE BOOK
Mail the coupon right now for full details and

I'll send you my illustrated book. "Everlasting
Health and Strength.*' Tells
all about my "Dynamic Ten' .-^^s^^-^^""^^^^-^ A
sion" method. Shows actual ^
photos of men I've made into \

\

Atlas Champions. It's a val- \ ^j,,v
>'

uable book! And it's FREE.
\Send for your copy today.

Mail the coupon to me per-
sonally. CHARLES ATLAS,
Dept. 653, 115 East 23rd -f?^.
S(reet. New York 10, N. Y J

CHARLES ATLAS, Dept. 653,
115 East 23rd St., New York 10, N. Y.

I want the proof that your system of '*Uynamic
Tension" will help make a New Man of me

—

give me a healthy, husky body and big muscular
development. Send me your free book, "Ever-
lasting Health and Strength."

Name
iPle.-isc print or write pl.TinlyJ

Address ,

City State

Check here if under 16 for Booklet A
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Meet America's //hf^ FamilY

the Wonderful Nolans of

BrooklYn!^

Auitt Sissy , . .

"Witty, Harm-
hearted. . . with
roving black
eyes."

Francie . . .

"She had a
passionate
love of life."

mi
with Dollar Book Club membership

this laughing, loving story that has captivated
millions of readers and inspired a great movie!

ANATION of readers has hugged A
Tree Grows In Brooklyn to its

bosom. The presses haven't stopped
pounding to keep pace with its enor-
mous popularity. In its first year it

outsold any novel ever published—
including Gone With The Wind and
Anthony Adverse. Now you may
have it FREE if you join the Dollar
Book Club.

This is the story of the Nolans, the
lusty, struggling, undaunted Nolans
who managed to wrest happiness,
humor and love from their tenement-
bound, poverty-ridden lives. It is the
story of young Francie, who learned
in her early years that the simple
things of life—eating enough, keep-
ing clothed and being able to go to

school—were not easy to get. But to

Francie and her brother Neeley, the
world was a shining place and every
day too short for the adventures it

held. So it was too for her father

—

Johnny, the singing waiter, who
didn't earn much but spread sun-
shine wherever he went. So it was
even for Katie, their young mother,
who worked hard but dreamed
happy dreams for the family. And to
gay, affectionate Aunt Sissy, life was
lived for laughter, even if her mar-
riages were many and mysterious.
A Tree Grows In Brooklyn is rich

in its probing of the human heart,
tender and frank and uproarious in
its details, packed with drama and
romance. "Excitingly beautiful" said
the Chicago Sun of it. It's yours
free with Club membership.

BBBBaHHanei DOLLAR BOOK CLUB MEMBERSHIP IS FREE!
MAIL THIS
COUPON
FREE: "A Tree Grows in Brooklyn"

Doublcday One Dollar Dook Club
Dept. 3SUA, Garden City, New York
Please enroll me free for one year as a Dollar Book
Club subscriber and send me A TREE GROWS IN
BROOKLYN. FREE. With this book will come the
current selection for which I will pay postman
only $1.00 plus a few cents shipping charges. I am
also to receive my first issue of the free monthly
Club magazine called. "The Bulletin," describing
the one-dollar bargain book for tire following month
and several alternate bargains which are sold for
$1.00 each to members only. Each month I am to
have the privilege of notifying you in advance if I

do not wish the following month's selection and
whether or not I wi'-h to purchase any of the alter-
nate bargains at the Special Club price of $1.00
each. The purchase of books is entirely voluntary
on my part. I do not have to accept a book e\'ery
month—only six during the year to fulfill my
membership requirement. And I pay nothing except
$1.00 fnr each selection received, plus a few cents
handling and shipping costs.

Mr.
Mrs
Miss (Please Print)

City Zone No..
(it any)

State

If under 21,
Occupation Age please
Slightly higher in Canada: 105 Bond St., Toronto

HERE are the advantages of DOLLAR BOOK
CLUB membership: First, it is the only book

club that brings you books by outstanding au-

thors, for only $1.00 each. This represents a
saving to vou of 50 to 75 per cent from the

original $2^00 to $4.00 price. Every Dollar Book
Club selection is a handsome, full-sized library

edition, well printed and bound in a format ex-

clusively for members.
Second, members are privileged to purchase as

many Club books as they wish at the special

price of $1.00 each. Although one selection is

made each month and manufactured for mem-
bers at only $1.00 each, you do not have to

accept a book every month; only the purchase
of six selections a year is necessary.

The Economical, Systematic Way to

Build a Library of Great Books

Dollar Book Club selections are from the best
modern books—the outstanding fiction and non-
fiction by famous authors—selected from the im-
portant new books submitted by the leading pub-
lishers. The Club offers books by Sinclair Lewis,
Edna Ferber, W. Somerset Maugham. Pearl
Buck, and many other noted writers. Such out-
standing best sellers as Random Harvest, Mrs.
Miniver, Kings Row, Dragon Seed, The Strange
Woman, and The Song of Bernadette were alt

received by members at $1.00 each, while the
public was paying from $2.00 to $3.00 for the
publisher's edition, at retail.

300.000 discriminating readers are enrolled in
the Dollar Book Club. This huge membership
enables the Club to offer values unequalled by
any other method of book buying.

Start Enjoying Membership at Once
Upon receipt of the attached coupon you will

be sent a FREE copy of A Tree Grows In Brook-
lyn. With this book will come the current selec-
tion and your first issue of the free monthly
magazine called "The Bulletin," which is sent
exclusively to members of the Club. This Bulle-
tin describes the next month's selection and re-
views about thirty other books (in the original
publishers* edition selling at retail for $2.00 or
more) available to members at only $1.00 each.
If, after reading the Bulletin, you do not wish
to purchase the next month's selection for $1.00,
you may notify the Club any time within two
weeks, so that the book will not be sent you.
You may request an alternate selection if desired.
This order-by-mail method has been of great
help to members during these days of curtailed
travel for shopping. There are no dues or mem-
bership fees, at any time.

Send No Money-^Just Mail the Coupon
When you see A Tree Grows In Brooklyn and

consider that this free book is typical of the
values you will receive for only $1.00, you will
realize the great advantage of free membership
in this popular Club. Don't miss this wonderful
offer. Mail the coupon now.

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, Garden City, New York
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Come on Chester

were changing to

a new ou0t...

And when your G. I. Joe steps out of khaki into a

blue pin-stripe and he's home for keeps, you'll again

enjoy Chesterfields together and agree that nothing

measures up to their ...

RIGHT COMBINATION WORLD'S BEST TOBACCOS

Copyright 1945, Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co.





171"HERE COME THE CO-EDS
A Universal Picture

1 i

l..it imparts a lovely color to the skin

2. .it creates a satin-smooth make-up
3. .it clings perfectly... really stays on

SHARE this make-up secret of the Hollywood
stars... individualize your beauty with your Color

Harmony Shade of Max Factor Hollywood Face

Powder. There's a shade for your type, whether

you are blonde, brunette, brownette or redhead

...so try this famous face powder today... $i.oo

Max factor Hollywood color harmony make-up
,

...face powder, rouge and tru-color lipstick

USTm IN!

THE FRANK SINATRA SHOW
Every Wednesday Evening— CBS



(RT: Spinst— ? Oh, now really.

Cupid! The way things are, I'm lucky

to even have a chess date with Uncle
Burt. Nobody has dates these days! Nobody!

CVPIU: Pardon, Child. But if that's true,

then a lot of girls are marrying perfect strangers.

People they never had dates with. Because

they're getting married honey. Left and right.

<ilRL: All right! All right! So I'm not popular.

I'm not a glamor girl. Can / help that?

CCrPID: You could smile a little more, Sugar. Even
a plain girl's pretty if she's got a sparkling smile. In fact,

some of my best customers—

GIRL: You mean just because I-

CUPID: Sis, that "pink" may mean your gums are

being robbed of exercise by today's soft foods. Your

dentist would probably tell you that. And that's why
so many dentists suggest, "the helpful stimulation of

Ipana and massage!'

GIRL: But my smile, Cupid. My smile! What about—

CUPID: This, Child: Ipana not only cleans your

teeth. It is specially designed, with massage, to help

your gums. Massage a little extra Ipana Tooth Paste

on your gums every time you brush your teeth and

you help your gums to healthier firmness. And healthier

gums promote sounder, brighter teeth. And a smile

you'll be using on somebody else beside vour

Uncle Burt. Get going on a lovelier smile now, ChUd!

GIRL: Sure. Yes, indeed. But it happens I haven't got

a sparkling smile, Cupid. I brush my teeth, and all, but—

CUPID: Ever notice "pink" on your tooth brush?

GIRL: The other day I—

CUPID: And you didn't do anything about it? By the

eternal Double-Ring Ceremony, Child! Don't you know
"pink tooth brush" is a warning, to see your dentist?

-^4 Product of Brisiol-Miicrs

IPANA AND MASSAGE

SCREENLAND
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Published In

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen I

Ilo-hum ! We've got spring fever ! And
a column to write

!

* T*r >V k
But this month we're lucky. America's
most illustrious columnists are right on
tap to do our job for us

!

Walter Winchell, for in-

stance! Walter is the
nation's No. 1 radio re-

porter. This is what he has
to say about M-G-M's
newest Technicolor hit:

"NATIONAL VELVET will be hard to
match all year long for the tops in
entertainment

!

"

And our very good friend,

"Lolly"—Louella Parsons,
the nationally known Hol-
lywood columnist. For her
money, "NATIONAL
VELVET is tops in enter-

tainment
!"

Then there's that distinguished duo,
Bosley Crowther of the "New York
Times"and Howard Barnes of the "New
York Herald Tribune", who tell you
they have both selected NATIONAL
VELVET as "one of the ten best pic-

tures of the year !

"

And that's not all ! We've got millions
of 'em! We mean those other well-

qualified critics—the people who braved
rain and sleet and snow (some of them
standing on lines four blocks long) to

smash all box-office records at Radio
City Music Hall, the world's largest

theatre! ^ ^ ^ ^
And just for your record, NATIONAL
VELVET is a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
picture in Technicolor, based on Enid
Bagnold's novel. Mickey Rooney is the
star, supported by Donald Crisp, Eliza-

beth Taylor and Anne Revere. Other

Tins is Elizabeth

Taylor. She's defi-

nitely the star-find

of the year, says

every critic.

roles are portrayed by Angela Lansbury,
Jackie Jenkins, and Arthur Treacher.
A Clarence Brown production, the pic-

ture was directed by Clarence Brown
and produced by Pandro S. Berman.
Theodore Reeves and Helen Deutsch
wrote the screen play.

Yes. sir, we have a hit on our hands!
It looks as though March will come in
like a lion—as usual, an M-G-M lion !

—£ea
P.S.—Keep your eyes open for "Keep
Your Powder Dry!" Yes, and another

picture you'll want to see is "The
Picture of Dorian Gray!"
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Remember "The Women", thai film of

the battling, wise-cracking dames? Well,

here's the topper! A story of one who

played around with the playboys, an-

other who went for those dashing Army

men, and a third who lived only for

love, until . . . ? It's an M-G-M picture:

intimate, revealing and intriguing

'

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURE with

AGNES MOOREHEAD • BILL JOHNSON • NATALIE SCHAFER • LEE PATRICK • JESS BARKER • JUNE LOCKHART
Original Screen Play by Mary C. McColi, Jr. and George Bruce • Directed by EDWARD BUZZELL- Produced by GEORGE HAIGHT

SCREENLAND



This higher type of

'cme

Widely Used In U. S. Among

Intelligent Women

Greaseless Suppository Gives

Hours of Continuous Medication

Zonitors are very popular among high-
ly intelligent and exacting women
who for a long time have wanted a
higher standard of antiseptic femi-
nine cleanline.ss — eas er, daintier,
more convenient — powerfully germi-
cidal yet harmless.
Thanks to Zonitors-these women

no longer use weak, homemade mix-
tures or overstrong harmful poisons!

So Powerful Yet So Harmless

No Burn—No Smart

Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,
snow white vaginal suppositories.
When inserted, they instantly begin
to release their powerful germicidal
properties and contiriue to do so for
hours! Yet they are safe to most deli-
cate tissues. Non-irritating, non-poi-
sonous!
Zonitors actually destroy offending

odor and immediately kill every germ
they touch Of course it's not always
possible to contact all the germs in
the tract, but you can be sure of this:
No other germicide kills reachable
germs any faster or more thoroughly.
Follow easy directions.
IMPORTANT: Zonitors have the ad-
vantage of being easily removed by a
plain water douche without leaving
any greasy, sticky residue.

FREE: Mail this coupon for FREE
booklet sent in plain wrapper. Re-
"als frank intimate facts. Zonitors,
Dept. 9 432, 3 70 Lexington Avenue,
New York 17, N. T.

Nome

Address

-

City _Stafe_

JUNE ALLYSON is positively radiant

in her new mink coat. Not Dick

Powell and not anyone else but little

Junie bought and paid for it herself. She

worked and saved for years. Showing it

off at a recent Hollywood party, June

was stopped cold by Bob Hope, who

said: "Stand back. I want to take a good

look at a mink coat that a girl paid for

herself. It's got to look different!"

ANN SHERIDAN, who has hoped and

prayed for another picture as good

as "Kings Row," took a suspension

when they handed her the script of

"When Old New York Was Young." It

was another musical, similar to "Shine

On Harvest Moon." Annie felt she was

entitled to a better break. The role was

handed to Jane Wyman, who is Ann's

best friend. Ann got a terrific kick out

of it when Jane called up and said:

"Annie, do you mind if I do it?"

THAT shaved head for his role of Ernie

Pyle in "G. I. Joe" is causing Burgess

Meredith no end of embarrassment. His

Hollywood buddies keep sending him

bottles of hair restorer and mange cure.

Burgess wears a black skull cap when

he goes out in public. He'd still like to

know who sent him the bright red toupee.

At top, Alana has a kiss for Papa Alan Ladd

when he poses for the first time with his 21-

month-old-daughter. At right, Jack Benny and

Bob Hope show off terpsichorean talent^ for

Frances Langford's show at Shrine Auditorium.
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When Karon grew f'arcleas about one little matter* she practically

hung on herself the ''Don't Disturb" sign. Because, after rnen found out

what her trouble tvas, they let her severely alone. Too bad . . . she was

such a charming girT otherwise.

You can't always be sure whether or pot you have halitosis (bad breath)*.

Anyone can offend at some time or other. So many clever people, popular

people, realize this and use Listerine

Antiseptic before appointments where

they want to be at their best. Almost at once Listerine Antiseptic

makes the breath purer, sweeter, less likely to offend. Never,

never omit it before any date.

While some cases of halitosis (bad breath) are systemic,

most cases, say some noted medical authorities, are due

to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles in

the mouth, Listerine Antiseptic halts such fer-

mentation and quickly overcomes the odors

fermentation causes.

Lambert Phaumacal Company, 5^. Louis, Mo.

Lmsterijve Antiseptic
- . . for oral hygiene
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Before . .

.

SELF-CONSCIOUS!
BEFORE Diane Parker of
N. Y. began her Powers

I felt dull, listless

— I was 50 under-
weight." Diane's
"Photo- Revise"
helped her
achieve new
loveliness.

Now " " "

SELF-CONFIDENT!
Diane Parker's personal-
ized Photo-Revise showed
her a new hair arrange-
ment, little make-up tricks
that gave her real glamour!

In 7 Short Weeks—

new loveliness,

new confidence

in your charm!
Ifyou think good looks,

a stunning figure, a new
personality are out of your

reach, discover the thrill-

ing benefits of Powers
training. Now right at

home realize your own
loveliest possibilities!

Simple daily assignments

in figure control, make-

up and grooming make
the entire course fasci-

nating. The cost? Solitde

you're amazed!

Diane's alluring netv
"model" figure, "In the first

4 weeks Igained12 lbs.—and
in the right places, too!"

Real "POWERS GIRL"

training— right at

home . .

.

Your Figure—How to
streamline it. Your Face—
Photo-Revise, drawn by an ex-

pert over your own picture,

shows you make-up secrets to

bringout>o«rbeauty highlights.
Your Style—Shows you how to

be "best-dressed" yet save dol-

lars ! Your Grooming—Complete,
time-saving beauty schedule.
Your Voice—Exercises to make
your speech more attractive.

You—Mr. Powers' formula for
charm and magnetism.

Clip the Coupon

NOW
John Robert

Powers will send
free your confi- JJ,
dential question-
naire, illustrated
bookie t,"The
Powers Way," and
details of famous
Powers training.

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave., Suite D445,
New York 17, N. Y.
Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I'm really interested.
Pleasesendme detailsofyourHome Course.

Name
fPT.EASE PRINT!

Street

City State

Occupation Age

mm HiMs
Selected

P

CAN'T HELP SINGING—Un/versa/
In her first Technicolor film and doing all the things

that her fans enjoy so much, Deanna Durbin does more
than her share in boosting morale. She's gay, glamor-
ous in costumes of 1850, and in fine voice for the melo-
dious tunes by Jerome Kern. There's another kind of
beauty that vies for honors, too. That is the splendor

of the scenery right here in our own United States.

In keeping with the mood of the film, the story scampers
gaily after our heroine, a Senator's daughter, on a
harem-scarem chase cross country to catch and marry
the man of her choice. Robert Paige makes a fine hero.

Leonid Kinsky and Akim Tamirof? excel as comics.

HERE COME THE WAVES—Poramoiint

There's a nice change of pace for Bing Crosby in this

filmusical which, besides furnishing a grand array of

new hummable songs, humorous situations, a double
portion of Betty Hutton and that great big bashful

Sonny Tufts, does a fair sized job of helping to recruit

Waves. The story rather clouds that worthy purpose,

dealing mostly with -a popular crooner who finds his

bobby-spck followers getting in his hair, a shy sailor

who never finds any gals in h\s hair—but would like

to—and a set of twins, one played by a surprisingly

serious Betty Hutton, the other with her usual vigor.

Bing's subtle imitation of a "certain" crooner is superb.

SUNDAY DINNER FOR A SOLDIER—20t/i Cenfury-fox

Warmly human with the accent on homey sentiment de-

scribes this film, telling little more than the event stated

in the title. But it was not a commonplace occurrence in

the lives of the Osborncs, living in dire povertj'^ on a

rickety houseboat. It was an occasion planned weeks in

advance, giving the scripters ample opportunity to pro-

vide plenty of conflict to add to the family's suspense.

They lean a little too heavily, however, on the pet hen
which must not be fried at any cost. Anne Baxter
and John Hodiak make a grand romantic team.

Charles Winninger and Anne Revere are excellent.

THE THREE CABALLEROS—RKO Release

Walt Disney deserves great praise for his temerity

in combining different art forms—with such success,

too. In his latest half-cartoon, half-flesh-and-blood
Technicolor extravaganza, he has sent his beloved and
quaint characters, Donald Duck (who needs no intro-

duction) Jose Carioca, (the parrot seen in "Saludos
Amigos") and the Mexican rooster, Panchita, on a trip

to Latin America, where they join in native dances and
songs with the live artists, Aurora Miranda, Carmen
Molina and Dora Luz. The Cold-Blooded Penguin and
the Flying Donkey will especially charm the kiddies.

THE SUSPECT—Un/verso/
Acting on the part of Charles Laughton and Ella

Raines, and direction by Robert Siodmak show fine

craftsmanship in this crime picture, unusual in that it

depends not at all on mystery for suspense, but discloses

tiie identity of the murderer as soon as he commits the

crimes. The murderer, too, is not the usual dyed-in-the-

wool villain, but a mild-mannered London tobacconist

whose fine ideals are blasphemed by an insanely shrew-
ish wife who delights in torturing him. Even the detec-

tive shows unusual wisdom in bringing in the criminal

of his own free will. Outstanding in the cast are

Henry Daniels, Rosalind Ivan and Stanley C. Ridges.
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A man searches the skies

. . . and finds faith! Faith in

a woman's love, and the

laughter of children— in the

steel-spitting guns of a

shark-jawed P40—in the

Comrade-in-Arms who flew

beside him through fear and^%

flak into high adventure!

— OS Gen. ChennauU
Ibe fiercest Flying

Tiger of them oil I

You cou/d counf on fhe

Flying Padre for com-
fort—and a laugh I

His hobby was painling—

/ Jap flags on the fuselage!

WARNER BROS.
proudly add to such current successes as

"Hollywood Canteen", "To Have And
Have Not" and "Objective Burma" a pic-

ture that ranks with our all-time greatest

from the all-exciting, best-selling book by

Col. ROBERT LEE SCOTT, Jr.

n n
I

TTie most Uscinanng . _

I stoo' of the war."-,ii^^004/ ,

Wlth

JACK L. WARNER
Execvlive Producer

Produced by

Robert Buckner

DEIIS MORGAN -DANEMK
RAYMOND MASSEY • ALAN HALE

ANDREA KING • JOHN RIDGELY
Directed by Robert Florey

Screen Play by Peter Milne & Abem Finkel • Music by Franz Waxman
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adds sparkling highlights

. . . lustrous color effects

"She's almost attractive" too often describes

the girl whose make-up stops at her hairline

. . . who depends on a shampoo alone to reveal

the true beauty and brightness of her hair.

For your hair — like your face — needs a note

of color to look its loveliest!

No matter what color hair you have, you can

give it fresh sparkle and achieve a smart new
color effect with Marchand's Make-Up Hair

Rinse! You can enrich the natural hair color

...give it a "warmer" tone or a "cooler" hue...

even blend little gray streaks in with the orig-

inal shade! A color chart on the back of the

package shows which of the 12 Marchand
shades will give the effect you desire.

After your shampoo, dissolve a package of

Marchand's Rinse in warm water and brush or
pour it through your hair. Gone is all soap
film! Your hair is glorious with shining new
color— softer and more manageable, too!

Marchand's Rinse goes on and washes off as
easily as facial make-up. Not a bleach — not a
permanent dye — it's absolutely harmless.

Made by the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

WHEN WE WIN . . . I
You Can Buy the

Things You Want .

If You Save Now in

WAR BONDS
,Uf IP- v

I

10

OBJECTIVE BURMA—Worners
And now, the paratroopers ! About time
Hollywood has worked its way around to

picturing the exploits of these gallant men,
and fortunately Warner Bros.' drama is a
stirring salute to their indomitable courage
and self-sacrifice. Not for the squeamish is

this story of a band of hard-bitten Amer-
icans who are assigned to a mission to be
dropped behind the Japanese lines, in Burma,
there to destroy an enemy radar station.

When only eleven return, they report "Mis-
sion accomplished"— familiar words from
American soldiers in this war. An all-male

cast is headed by Errol Flynn as the Cap-
tain— Flynn's finest performance, with no
trace of stellar swagger which has marred
his portrayals in the past— and including

such splendid troupers as James Brown,
George Tobias, Henry Hull, William Prince.

A TREE GROWS IN BROOKLYN—20th Century-Fox

Frantic, with her girlish romanticizing in

the midst of dire poverty; Johnny, her alco-

holically "sick" father with a lilting cheery
tune on his lips; Katie, her plodding hard-
working mother, who once had a song in her
heart too; Neelcy, her brother, who is just

plain boy—these are the characters from
Betty Smith's novel who will show you that

life can be happy, even in a squalid tenement.

Never have roles been more faithfully per-

formed than these by Peggy Ann Garner,

James Dunn, Dorothy McGuire, Ted Don-
aldson, and Joan Blondell, a perfect Aunt
Sissy. But they will make you very sad in

their quest for happiness. Don't miss this one.

THEY SHALL HAVE FAITH—Monogrom
In this picture, scripters Neil Rau and
George Sayre have provided Gale Storm
with plenty of highly dramatic moments
which she handles surprisingly well. They
also give her time out for a couple of songs,

and dances in which she charms. The story

dealing with a new method of treating pa-

ralysis, may or may not be successful. But
we can say that faith and hope, as registered

by the heroine when she becomes the victim

of infantile paralysis, are two good things

to hang onto. Cast including Conrad Nagel,

Johnny Mack Brown, Sir Aubrey Smith,

Johnny Downs, Mary Boland and Frank
Craven turns in very fine performances.

SCREENLAND

I'LL BE SEEING YOU—Se/zn/c/c-UA

Triumph for all concerned is this deeply
moving drama of the rehabilitation of the
returned soldier, with powerful appeal to
every American with a man in the service^

First producing job of screen writer Dore
Schary, under the supervision of David O
Selznick, this picture packs a powerful wal-
lop from first scene to last, as it tells the
story of a double furlough—the battle-fa-

tigued soldier on leave from an Army hospi-
tal, the girl given a brief Christmas holiday
from prison for good behavior. How they
face up to their problems and meet them with
honesty and courage provides the most stir-

ringly human drama to be found on today's
screens. Joseph Gotten gives a superbly
honest performance as the soldier. Ginger
Rogers, Shirley Temple, Tom Tully and
Spring Byington round out the perfect cast.

TONIGHT AND EVERY NIGHT—Co/umb/o
Something strangely difTerent in screen
musicals, this big Technicolor production
unreels rather laboriously against the back-
ground of London during the first blitz,

with a theaterful of talented performers
carrying on in the great tradition of the
show world, let the bombs fall where they
may. Rita Hayworth as an American girl

who wini the hearts of British audiences
and of one handsome RAF pilot in particu-

lar is as gorgeous as ever, though her ma-
terial this time lacks the sparkle of former
musicals. Marc Piatt, dancing newcomer
from Broadway, scores strongly in his first

number. Big-name cast includes Lee Bow-
man, Tnnpt Blair, new eyeful Adele Tergens.

COLONEL BLIMP—L/n/ied Artists Release

This English film painstakingly follows the

career of Clive Candy from a gallant young
soldier of the Boer War to a crotchety old

Colonel who finds "aboveboard" tactics out-

moded in today's war. Robert Livesey
does an admirable job of this role, very
neatly adding suspense and interest. Deborah
Kerr gives fine performances in three roles

—an English governess in Berlin who helps

trap a German anti-British propagandist, a
World War I nurse who becomes the colo-

nel's wife, and as Johnny who drives his

car when he organizes the Home Guard.
Anton Walbrook is splendid as an Uhlan
officer and the colonel's lifelong friend.



SHE SKATES . . . More glitteringly

glorious than ever, the world's

greatest skater takes you out of

this world with her unbelievable

ice -delights.

SHE DANCES...Yes, for the

first time, you see Sonja
whirling through the thrill-

ing excitements ofdances as

scintillating as her skating.

4\

SHE ROMANCES . . . In this heart-

lifting love story, you discover a Sonja more
exciting, more heart-warming than ever, as

a girl who battles for the man she loves.

///"

For the First Time in

TECHNICOLOR!

HENIE

MICHAEL O'SHEA
MARIE Mcdonald • bill johnson
GUS SCHILLING • IRIS ADRIAN • CHERYL WALKER • PEGGY O'NEILL • ARTHUR LOFT

screenplay by LYNN STARLING and ELLIOT PAUL

PRODUCED BY DIRECTED BY

DAVID LEWIS • WILLIAM A. SEITER
An International Picture Released through RKO -RADIO PICTURES, INC.
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A WORD OF
WARNING TO

LAXATIVE USERS

Some
Laxa^es

are

Too S^^ronf

It doesn't pay to

dose yourself
, - . with harsh, bad-

• tastinglaxatives!
A medicine that's loo strong can often
leave you feeling worse than before!

Ofhersare

at all. A good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!

A laxative that's

too mild to give
proper relief is

just as unsatis-

factory as none

L -Try the-

"HAPPY MEDIUM'LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives you a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too! It works easily and
effectively at the same time! And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine

chocolate! It's as good for women and chil-

dren as it is for the men-folks. 10c and 25c.

IF YOU NEED A LAXATIVE
WHEN YOU HAVE A COLD —

Don't dose yourself with harsh, upsetting purgatives. Take
Ex-Lax I It's thoroughly effective, but kind and gentle.

As a precaution use only as directed

f m m The OrieinslE .J%k Chocolated Laxative

ONLY 98CSEND NO MONEY
Xlnk your friends together with tbls everlasting symbol
of love and friendship. Latest rage of Broadway and
Hollywood. You'll cherish these lovely heart memos of
friendsj sweethearts aod loved ones. Graceful, beautifully
band finished, highly polished heart charms— 6 tiny images
of delight that capture the heart as well as the imagination.
Exquisitely HAND ENGRAVED withany 6 names you desire.

Wear 10 days on MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Send name and address. Pay postman only 98c plus postaee
and 20% Federal tax. or mail SI.20 and we pay poataae and
tax. Supply is limited, bo write today.

ii...fnatlonal DIamona Co.. 2251 Calumtt Ave..D£pl 991. Chicago 16. \l.

Helpful Hints
All of those random thoughts you have
about pictures and players are helpful
hints to the men who make your mov-
ies. So write them down while they're
still fresh in your mind and send them
to Fans' Forum. Monthly awards for
the best letters published: $10.00, $5.00
and five $1.00 prizes, all payable in

War Savings Stamps. Closing date is

the 2Sth of the month.

Please address your letters to Fans'
Forum, Screenland, 205 East 42nd St..

New York 17, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

A long time ago when I was still in the

States firmly ensconced in the warmth of a

USO, I wrote a letter to your wonderful
magazine describing how much I liked the

picture "Random Harvest." Since then I

have seen nothing in the way of movies to

warrant my writing you another letter. But
only a few months ago my buddies and I

saw something on the screen which aided

largely in winning a major victory over

our hated enemies, the Nazis.

My infantry company was poised in a

bivouac area only twenty-four hours before

what was to be the most concentrated of all

attacks against the Jerries. Our CO, a rabid

believer in providing good entertainment,

made it possible for the entire company to

see a movie. The name of the movie was
"Two Girls And A Sailor" and, believe me,

gentlemen, none of us will ever forget it.

Even to try to describe how the boys re-

acted while this picture went on^would be

futile. The boys should have been tense,

especially on this warm spring night before

the big attack, and they would have been

iust that, had it not been for the great en-

tertainment provided by Harry James,

Jirnmy Durante, Gracie Allen and Lena
Horne, to mention a few.

What made the proverbial "lump in the

throat" appear was the role played by little

June Allyson. She came right to us that
night and encouraged each and every one of
us present. We could hear her saying in her
soft, sweet voice, "Everything is going to
be all right, boys." I don't have to mention
that little June has been installed as the
sweetheart of our company, because to us
she proved to be the incentive which spurred
our boys relentlessly on through mountains
and mud. The boys were actually hoping
that, instead of carrying a few days' ra-
tions, they could carry a dehydrated version
of little June.

SGT. ANTHONY M. CHIECO,
c/o Postmaster, New York, N. Y.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

The other day I was talking to a young
married woman and she told me something
which I think you and the readers should

know. She told me that her soldier-husband

one day went to a golf tournament where
Bob Hope was appearing and where pur-

chase of a war bond was admission. Serv-
icemen were admitted free, and feeling sort

of depressed and lonely he decided to go.

His low mood soon passed, for he saw Bob
Hope and what followed made him a happy
G.I. Just for the "heck of it" he walked up
to Bob and began talking to him. Naturally,

he expected a polite "hello" and "good-by,"

but received the surprise of his life when
Bob began talking to him as though he were
an old friend. The soldier told his wife that

he thinks Bob is "one of the greatest guys
that ever lived," and that the best and happi-

est time he's had since joining the service

was his talk with Bob. The fact that he

treated him like an old friend is one thing

that he will never forget. A few friendly

words from, a big star made him feel happy
and important. If more stars were like Bob
how much easier and happier it would be

for the boys. Hats off to "one of the great-

est guys that ever lived," in a soldier's ov^'n

words.
BERNICE O. MATTSON,

Weymouth 88, Mass.
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"Frankly, this was written for lazy people

What This Book is

Doing for Others

'Xost the specified 10 lbs. In
10 days. Feel better than in
years."—Wisconsin.

"My sister is very short,

weighed 196. Was so thrilled

to be losing weight, would
even get up in the night to

weigh herself. Now weiglis

120, Is healthier, happier."
—Michigan.

"Kindly forward me the
hooit. Have a friend who lost

34 lbs., is now ever so murli
better in liealth, appearance."
—California.

"Most sensible way to reduce
I have seen yet. I'm a regis-
tered nurse and can fully ap-
preciate sensibility of tliis

means."— IVIassachusetts.

"Lost 35 lbs. in 41 days.
Compliments to your book."—West Virginia.

—who want to get slim

—who don't like to exercise

—who do like to eotT'

Lose 10 Pounds in 10 Days, Yet Enjoy Glowing Healtii,

3 Delicious Meals a Day—No Exercise or Drugs!

HERE at last is the pleasant, sensible, scientific

way to REDUCE. To see those unattractive

bulges of fat "smooth out" and disappear as if

by magic, at the rate of a pound a day. To enjoy the

frankly admiring glances that a slim figure always

attracts. This slenderizing miracle can be accom-
plished quickly, safely, comfortably—whether you are

a man or woman, young or old. And, best of all

—

WITHOUT starving yourself! (You'll eat three

delicious, satisfying meals a day, including a big

breakfast.)

WITHOUT the drudgery of exercise! (You can be
as lazy as you please.)

WITHOUT drugs, pills, or compounds! (They can
definitely hurt your health and appearance.),

WITHOUT steam baths or massage! (So often they

don't work—and they are usually terribly expensive.)

How then? By simply knowing certain newly-

discovered scientific secrets of food-selection!

It's Easy—Once You Know THIS Fact!

"Oh, of course," you may reply, "it's just a matter

of calories." But IS it? Suppose you had to choose
between a large glass of orange juice and half a sir-

loin steak? You would probably reach for the orange

juice. Actually, the steak would give you 15 times as

many precious ENERGY calories. Yet the total num-
ber of calories in each is roughly the same!

So you see, it ISN'T "just a matter of calories." It's

the KIND of calories that makes the big diflference!

Calories, Yes-But Which KIND?

Some foods are high in to-producing calories.

Others are high in energy-pioducing calories. Science

has discovered that if you eat the first kind of foods,

your body produces LESS ENERGY and MORE FAT.
But if you eat the second kind, your body produces
MORE ENERGY and LESS FAT

!

This simple scientific secret explains why most ordi-

nary "dieting" fails . . . and why "The New Way To
Eat and Get Slim" (as explained by Donald G. Cooley
in his new book) produces such amazing results.

How Much Do You WANT to Lose?
You get a "10-DAY MIRACLE DIET," by which you lose

a pound a day for ten days ; a diet for losing 10 pounds a

month; and a "stay-slim" diet, so when you
reach alluring slenderness, you can stay there.

You don't have to stick to each day's menus
either: Substitution 'Table gives you dozens ot

other meats and foods you may eat instead.

These diets give you a slimmer figure, and also

(for definite scientific reasons) greater health
and beauty! Skin becomes smoother, clearer . . .

your hair softer, more lustrous . . . you have
more pep, "ginger," zest for living! Partial

Contents on this page can only suggest a FEW
of the matiy ways this book goes about improv-
ing your figure, health, appearance.

Examine It 5 Days FREE
It costs only a stamp to examine this book

FREE. No money need be sent now. "The Netv
Way to Eat and Get Slim'' (in a plain wrapper )

will be sent with the understanding that you may
keep it 5 days. If, even in that short time, you
are NOT convinced it offers you the quick, safe,

lazy-way to reduce—return it without obligation.
Otherwise, keep it for only $2.00, plus few
cents postage.
A body that is slim, healthy, and alive will

win admiration the rest of your life. Take the
first step toward lovely, alluring slenderness
noui. Mail Free Examination Coupon at once.
WILFRED FUNK, Inc., Dept. R- 204. 3S4
Fourth Avenue. New York 10, N. Y.

PARTIAL CONTENTS
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WILFRED FUNK, Inc., Dept. R-204

354 Fourth Ave.. New York 10, N. Y.
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Ingrid Bergman ofHciates at dedication of fhe new "Whole Blood" laboratory

for the Red Cross in Los Angeles. The Annerlcan Red Cross also empha-
sizes the urgent need for nurses to qualify immediately for military service.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

For years I have chosen to look back on
Eette Davis' portrayal of the doomed girl

in "Dark Victory" as perfection. Nothing
had been able to make a deeper impression.

I had seen no acting that equalled it.

Then a few months ago, while seeing

Ingrid Bergman in "Gaslight," I realized

that here was as fine a job of acting as

that I had so long cherished as perfect. I

admitted Miss Bergman readily into my
realm of perfection. Then I sat back ex-
pecting to wait another six or eight years.

I must admit that I was startled out of

my theater seat to discover that Loretta
Young was not to be outdone. Her role of
the debutante, stricken deaf, in "And Now
Tomorrow" should rate her all the praise

an actress can receive. Her mannerisms,
sensitivity and attitude were completely
typical of a deaf person.

It is interesting to note that in each of
these instances the actress found herself in

a situation which she had never personally
faced and possibly never would. In Miss
Davis' case, she was facing blindness and
death. In Miss Bergman's case she believed
herself to be going mad. In Miss Young's
case she was deaf. It should not be difficult

for an actress to enact an emotion she has
felt—love, hate, anger, fright or sympathy

;

but to Miss Davis, Miss Bergman and Miss
Young should go boundless praise for mak-
ing a reality rather than a performance out
of these roles.

HARRIET ANTHONY,
Oklahoma City 7, Okla.

For the last few years I have carefully

avoided seeing any picture in which Linda
Darnell was starred. By accident a few
weeks ago I saw her in "Summer Storm."
I received the shock of my life. Not only

was Miss Darnell the most beautiful creat-

ure I had ever seen on the screen, she could

act. I sat through the picture twice.

Since then I have seen "Sweet And Low-
down." In this picture she was, of course,

very good but her full talents were not used.

She is much better in drama. I'm looking for-

ward to seeing more of her in a better role.

GAIL T. LIPSCHULTZ, Philadelphia 3, Pa.

The article, "What Movies Have Done
For Youth," by Miss Shirley Temple, pub-
lished in your February issue of Screen-

land, prompted me to write this letter.

I truly believe that this article, is one ol

the best, if not the best you have ever pub-
lished. Shirley has told your readers just ex-

actly what I would have liked to tell them.
Most teen-agers today could very well be

called adult thinkers. Possibly this was
brought about by the fact that the war has
affected our age group just about as much
as it has any other, taking our most constant

companions, older brothers and sisters. But.

I think that the teen-agers had an earlier

and, figuratively, a more descriptive teacher

irresistible lips are

There's lure for him

in the rich smouldering tone of -

IRRESISTIBLE FUCHSIA PLUM...

in the velvety s-m-o-o-t-h-n-e-s-s

of your lips kept irresistible with

IRRESISTIBLE LIPSTICK. WHIP-TEXT

to be creamy-soft,

non-drying, longer-lasting.

Matching rouge and powder.

WHIP-TEXT TO STAY ON LONGER ... S - M -O - O - T H - E - R ! A TOUCH OF IRRESISTIBLE PERFUME ASSURES

fuchsia plum
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—the motion picture industry. It has taught

us to think deeply and plan for the future

and I think it will be one of our greatest

inspirations to reach the high standards of

living which we have set for ourselves,

with the help of understanding parents.

Please accept my thanks to the movie in-

dustry for all it has taught me, to Shirle\'

Temple for putting those teachings into

words, and to your Screenland for pub-

lishing such fine articles.

ROBERTA ELLIS, Centralia, 111.

The Bing Crosby-Bob Hope combine and
rib-fest is really one of national interest

Young, middle-aged and old trek to their

\'aried "Roads" ; radio shows and personal

appearances of these heckling heroes are

always over-attended, speaking in a sense

of capacity. Both of these gentlemen are
verj- glib of tongue and it "pleasures" to

hear their slippery sayings. Bing and Bob
are certainly doing a marvelous job in the

entertainment of service people—a credit-

able record these turbulent days. Easy to

enjoy, probably aptly describes the enter-

tainment with which they delight. A pleas-

urable pair, may they travel many more
'Roads" together.

PVT. THOMAS GALLAGHER,
Camp Atterbury, Ind.

In civilian life my occupation was that of
theater projectionist and manager and now
since being inducted I am assistant manager
of the Post Theater here. So I think that

I have seen my share of pictures, and until

now I have never said anything about them.
The best thing that has come out of Hol-

lj'\vood in the last two years is "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo." I think Van John-
son certainly deserves a lot of credit and
he gets it. There was a girl who, if she
doesn't deserve stardom, no one ever will, as

she added more to that picture than anyone
could. I say Phjdlis Thaxter with all her
beauty and talent is destined to be one of
our really big stars in the near future.

Why a company comes out with a picture

as good as "Two Girls And A Sailor" and
builds up a star like Gloria DeHaven only
to turn around and put her into a part like

the one she drew in "The Thin Man Goes
Home" is more than I can see.

I say make more musicals with beautiful

girls like Marilyn Maxwell in good parts

with plenty of songs.

CPL. ED. DOTY, C.A.A.F., Charleston, S. C.

The National Founda+ion for Infantile Paralysis

is always one of our worthiest causes, Margaret
O'Brien is shown here giving the matter her seri-

ous consideration in recent "March of Dimes."

Time out for 30 seconds—

to keep you from dancing

your charm away!

Away with you—before underarm odor has

a chance to spoil your fun! What good

would sweet music be if your dancing part-

ner gave you the cold shoulder—and every-

one but you knew the reason why?

Mum to the rescue! And not too late even

though you're dressed. Isn't it well worth

30 seconds to guard your after-bath fresh-

ness with Mum? No risk now of underarm

odor to come!

On with the dance—you're near and you're

dear to the one you love! And you're tak-

ing no chances with happiness like that.

Not while there's Mum to keep you sweet

and dainr>'—to win you encores the whole
evening long!

.

mum's quick— Only 30 seconds to use Mum.
Even after you're dressed, even when you're busy,

you still have time for Mum.
MUM S SAFE—'"JCbn't irritate skin. 'Won't harm

fabrics, says American Institute of Laundering.

MUM S CERTAIN—Mum works instantly. Keeps

you bath-fresh for a whole day or evening. Get

Mum today. ...
For Sanitary Napkins—^Maw is SO gentle, safe, depend-

able that thousands of women use it this way, too.

Sen F. EN LAND

Product o] Brislol-Myeri

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSPIRATION
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Plain soap 'n' water brings the bloom to youthful looks

By Josephine Felts

OUR DESIRE to start people early

on the right paths to beauty is so

great that we've spent lots and lots

of time investigating the hows and whys of

teen-age good looks. To us, the younger
stars in Hollywood represent all that's

pretty and charming in teen-agers. And
we're also very sure that they are on the

way to becoming beautiful young women !

As everyone knows, many of these girls

have grown up in the movies. You may say,

"Of course, they are lovelj-. Who wouldn't

be with all the attention that has been given
them?" Actually, though, the secret of the

young movie generation's loveliness is a

very simple one. The answer they give to

questions on the best beauty care for girls

of their own age is the same as that we get

from experts everywhere. It is: Wash,
wash, and wash again, with plenty of soap
and water. Scrub your face at least twice
every day. Shampoo your hair every week.
Take daily soapy baths. Keep your nails

immaculate. In other word^, no matter

what a variety of beauty tricks you may
learn while growing up, soap and water
cleansing is your basic good looks formula

!

And when we give you a little picture of

what happens to the skin—and to the whole
body as well—during growing years, you'll

understand why the soap and water pre-

scription is so important. The years between
twelve and twenty are critical ones in the

lifetime beauty cycle. Very rapid growth
is going on ; internal glands are changing
at a hurried rate; appetites and energy are

great ; emotions and ideas flare up quickly.

Each of these states effects our skin and
hair. When one realizes this, doesn't it stand

to reason that the body, inside and out, must
be properly fed, rested, exercised and
cleansed?

In this article, naturally, we're only go-
ing to give you tips on that outside cleanli-

ness which brings blooming loveliness and
which helps prevent those teen-age skin

complaints which occasionally occur. Of
course, it's up to j'ou, girls and boys, to

control your appetites for cokes, chocolates
and rich sweets ; to see that your elimination

is good ; to devote some time each day to

outdoor exercise; and to spend sufficient

time sleeping instead of fooling 'round at

night. (Incidentally, our up-and-coming
actresses, to keep pretty for their movie
roles, must observe this kind of health

care.)

Xow let's see the magic that can be
wrought with our good old soap and water
treatments. We'll start with face washing.
Although one might think that everyone
knows how to wash her face, it's good to be
reminded of the best procedure. With warm
water and a soft cloth—or a little com-
plexion brush, if you have one—scrub the

face with a bland, pure soap. 'Round and
'round with a rotary motion. The scrubbing
makes your skin glands perk up, opens the

pores and gives the soap a chance to clear

away all impurities which might lead to

blemishes. Remove all the suds with more
warm water. Then try a second warm rins-

ing, and finish up with several dousings of

{Please turn to page 82)

At sixteen, America's own beloved Shirley Tem-
ple radiates adolescent beauty. Shirley appears
in David O. Selzniclc's "I'll Be Seeing Vou."

LOOK
HERE,

GIRLS

AND
BOYS
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for exquisite daintiness ^^^^.'f^^J a new safeguard

-t's locked in ... so it can't shake out

rV TOW you get this new protection

for your charm, your daintiness

1^— at no extra cost to you.

A deodorant is locked inside each

Kotex sanitary napkin to help keep you

ifresh, lovely, confident. The deodorant

can't shake out, because it is processed

right into each pad—not merely dusted on!

There are so many important reasons

iwhy you should always insist on Kotex:
'

(1) Patented, flat ta^erd mis of Kotex
mean no bulges, no revealing lines.

(2) You get lasting comfort, because

Kotex is made to stay soft iflnle wearing.

(3) The special /our-ply safety center

gives you extra hours of protection, pre-

vents roping and twisting.

'

(4) Only Kotex has three sizes—
Regular, Junior and Super Kotex— for

different women, different days.

(5) And now this extra safeguard

—

the new deodorant in every Kotex napkin.

No wonder most women simply won't

be satisfied with any other brand!

More women choose KOTEX*
than all other sanitary napkins put together

. Eee.D. S.Pat. Off.
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A PICTURE WITH A HEART AS Big AS TODAY'S GOLDEN WEST!

Heed the call

to adventure great and thrill-

ing! All the sweep and power

of "My Friend Flicka". . . more

rousing . . . more compelling!

HDNDERHEAD
SON OF FLICKA^

with

RITA

J

20».
CENTURY-FOX

PICTURE

Directed by LOUIS KING * Produced by ROBERT BASSLER
Screenplay by DwightCummins& DorothyYost • Based on the Novel by Mary O'Hara
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At the Ashford General Hospital in

West Virginia, Esther Williams sang,

swam, clowned for the men. Above,

she is autographing the cast of a

smilingly appreciative veteran.

Visiting overseas veterans at the

Army's Newton D. Baiter . General

Hospital, West Va., Esther talks with

Cpl. Clyde Plummer, above, and

Pfc. Harry R. Sanders, top of page.

AN OPEN LETTER TO ESTHER WILLIAMS
DEAR ESTHER:

When you walked into that smart restaurant on your

first trip to New.York, looking so handsome and healthy,

bubbling over with good humor and high spirits, with sup-

posedly jaded Manhattanites buzzing, "Look, Esther Williams!"

and you loving it all, I thought, now here's a gay girl, and a nice

girl, but strictly on the giddy side. Never a thought in her head.

Doesn't she know there's a war on?
Yes, Esther, you know, I found that but. And you know a lot

of other things, too—important things; real things that are too

big to talk much about, you only feel them. And you do feel

them, 1 know that now; what's more, you are doing something

about them. And I beg your pardon, Esther, for thinking that

nothing is going on in that handsome head of yours except

visions of yotur next scene with Van Johnson (at that, I suppose

a girl should be forgiven for getting a little giddy being co-

starred with Van Johnson two times in a row).

What you're doing is something not all of us can do. In faa,

""ire's no one else, movie stars included, who can do what you're

doing. On your recent totir of veterans' hospitals you not only

talked with the boys, ate with them and sang for them—other

girls have done all that; but you swam with them and danced

with them. Now some of those boys you danced and swam with

had felt sort of strange about ever swinuning or dancing again.

It takes time to get used to walking on new legs, and as for

swimming—but they did fine, you told me, once they had taken

that first plunge ; and they kept at it. Perhaps because you kidded

them along casually instead of commiserating
; surely because you

treated them exactly as if they were still the same boys they were
before there ever was a war. The rest of us can learn a lot from

you, Esther Williams, when it comes to welcoming those boys

back home.
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Here's the acfual Ernie, above leff, and the movie version

(Burgess Meredith] as they met in Hollywood studio.

Columnist and comedian. Bop Hope dropped in to say hello

to Ernie on the set. They first met in Sicily a year ago.

Startling resemblance! Ernie Pyle

strongly approved selection of Mere-
dith to impersonate him on the screen.

By Alyce Canfield

Brilliant young reporter, Alyce Canfield, at

right, secured our scoop interview with Ernie

Pyle, only interview granted by the great

war correspondent while in Hollywood.

ERNIE PYLE, hero of G.I.'s every-

where, is in Hollywood. But not Photo by

for long. Before you read this, he John Emjstead

will be in the Pacific area and writing

for the 12,255,000 readers of his daily newspaper column the

down-to-earth story of what our fighting soldiers think, say,

feel, and believe. Home on a so-called "rest" after 29 months
overseas, Ernie had little time to rest. He spent a few weeks
at his home in Albuquerque, New Mexico, but for much of

the time he was in New York and Washington on official

business. In Our Town, he made just a brief stop.

He was here to look in on Lester Cowan's picture, "Story
Of G.I. Joe." This is the picturization of Pyle's Pulitzer prize

column as collected in his books, "Here Is Your War" and
"Brave Men." If the film retains not only the simplicity of

Ernie Pyle, himself, but of the story his books tell, Lester

Cowan will find on his hands the greatest picture of World
War n.

I had only to talk with Ernie Pyle a few minutes before I

realized that he came here to speak for Joe, G.I. Joe, the

"little" man of this conflict. "Yes, I have a mes.sage," he
told me soberly, "and I hope the film gets it across. If the

picture is good, it will present the utter misery and nobility

of the infantry to the American pubUc, who, for the most
part, are* not fully conscious of what a price is being paid

for their security, prosperity and serenity.

"I want the film to present the true story of the men
who are getting killed, the honest picture. And I want it to

pound the fact home that the infantry boys are the ones

who are carrying the war. Make no mistake about that. They
get the least pay, the most hardships, the least recognition,

the biggest casualties, the hardtest, dirtiest fighting.

"I think Burgess Meredith is going to be wonderful, and
that he will give strength and authenticity to the picture.

He is a great actor, and he would have been my personal

choice for the part of 'Ernie Pyle,' if I had been choosing.

It's uncanny to see a personification of yourself on the screen,

to see what other people feel are your identifying gestures

and mannerisms. I saw some of the rushes, and it's amazing
how much he looks and talks like I do. He'll be good, and
I hope the picture will be. It's too soon to tell. Yesterday
I saw one and a half hours of rushes. But because I'm a

neophyte at the business, I couldn't tell how it's going. You
know how rushes are—all chopped up, a scene here and a
scene there, no continuity.

"The best encouragement I've had is that G.I.'s I've seen

on the sets in Hollywood keep telling me it's going to be a

good picture. When it's shown them, they'll know if it's

their story or just commercialized flag-waving. That's why
I hope it will be honest and sincere.

"Of course, I didn't have anything to do with the film

version. The picture can't follow the books because the

books are just my column. They have no plot. A story had
to be formulated. But all througk the film are incidents out
of the books. The one scene I hope will turn out well, because

it's my favorite, is where the beloved companj' commander.
Captain Waskow, is killed, and his body is brought down the

mountain on a mule. The men say goodbye to their dead
captain. It can be effective if they do it right.

"You see, on the front lines, the men are very close to

the officers. There is almost no distinction between the two.

The red tape and Army etiquette are forgotten because they
are all in the same boat together. They are all hungry, wet,

afraid and courageous. They live together and they die

together.

"I hope the picture will wake a few i>eople up. Over here,

we differ in our reaction to the war. We're too far away.
If you're actually in the war zone, you know what war is

and what it means. It's nothing you can put your finger on,

but it's there. In America, you can tell by the attitude of

the people that they just don't know what it's like. It's not

their fault. You can't know unless you've been through it.

"Some boys come back and say (Please turn to page 9.))
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J^AND THE

GIRLS

If

Gloria De Haven's

heaH- belongs to hub-

by John Payne, but

her trouper's admira-

tion goes out to San-

ders. Fellow thespians

respect his smooth
technique, ironical

humor. That goes for

June Allyson (right,

with George ) also.

Myrna Loy greets George when he comes
MGM to make "The Picture Of Dorian Gra

At left, Sanders, all made up for his Lord He
role, studies his script studded with the Os
Wilde witticisms he delivers in the part. Typi

of Sanders: reclining even when he's worli

You fefflmes in the audience oren't the only Sanders fans. Hollywood girls like him, too







Soys courageous actress Day: "We can take it—but what
I would like to know is, why should we have to take it?"

in this sizzling article, the star blazes away at the unjust

attacks on Hollywood, and ofFers a rather daring solution

EVERYONE is quick to take a rap
at the movie actor in his swank
Hollywood home. Sure, we have

our faults; we're just like other people;

we do a lot of things that are wrong;
but make up a chart of our rights and
our wrongs and you'll see that we're not
such bad people after all.

A few months ago, Joe E. Brown, Ann
Sheridan, Paulette Goddard, William
Gargan and a lot of our other overseas
entertainers received a wonderful com-
pensation for risking their lives and
bringing entertainment to the boys. They
were criticized by an Army newspaper
in India for "wanting to go home too

soon." That came as a big laugh to

Hollywood, because we knew better. But
to the thousands of people outside of

Hollywood—those readers who had no
way of knowing whether these things

were true or false—it was a serious mat-
ter. Paulette Goddard went where no
entertainer had gone before. She was the
first woman to go over "the Hump" from
Burma into China. She put on shows
in the midst of the jungle in pouring rain.

She missed three days of her tour because
she was ordered to bed by an Army
doctor. For that reason, she was criti-

cized.

Naturally our scandals and divorces

are played up. That's news. It's too bad
that Joe E. Brown isn't news. He lost

a son in this war, and yet he has done
one of the greatest jobs of entertaining

the boys that has ever been known. He
was married long before I was born, and
he's still a happily married man—and to

the same wife, too.

No one ever plays up the happy mar-
riages of the Cecil B. DeMilles, the Gary
Coopers, the Ray Millands, Joel and
Frances McCrea, Claudette Colbert and
Dr. Joel Pressman, Irene Dunne and Dr.
Francis Griffin, the Lou Costellps and the
Biid Abbotts, the Eddie Cantors, Bob
Hopes, the Don Ameches, Paul Henrcdds,

Bob Burns' and hundreds more. No, no
one ever features those marriages. No
one ever features them because they're

happy, and happily married couples

don't make news.

We don't read much about the num-
erous charities that are constantly sup-

ported by Hollywood. Joan Crawford
won't talk about the room she has kept in

the Hollywood Hospital for years for

people who can't afford hospitalization.

The nation is not too aware that Holly-

wood always goes over its quota for the

War Bond Drives, the Community Chest,

the War Chest.

Fights, divorces and scandal that

come out of Hollywood are played up
big all over the country, yet the fine

accomplishments of Hollywood are

usually relegated to a place next to the

obituary columns. Hollywood can do a

thousand constructive deeds during the

course of a year which rate only passing

comment, yet when someone gets into a

nightclub brawl, the event brings forth

the comment from the public and the

press alike, "Huh, that's Hollywood."
I can readily understand that Mr.

"Wolf's" amours may be of more interest

to the public than the job that the

In MGM's "Keep Your Powder Dry," La-

raine plays a member of the WAC. Here,

she gets a few pointers on the real thing.

On her recent rapid tour of a number oi

Southern cities on behalf of the national

Red Cross Drive -for funds, Laraine Day
dropped in on wounded veterans of the

Pacific battle areas in the recreation hall of

the Army's great new Kenny General Hos-
pital in Memphis, Tenn. Photos above are

typical of her visits with the soldier boys.

motion picture industry has done in

furthering the war effort, yet I fly into
a rage when I have to sit down and
explain to people that the motion pic-

ture industry is the only industry that
gives away free the oriceless commodity
which it has to sell.

I don't argue that our war industries
have done a magnificent job, yet the
individual plant owners and the workers
have derived and are deriving substan-
tial profit from their efforts. Do Jack
Benny, Bob Hope, Frances Langford,
Paulette Goddard or Gary Cooper derive
any profit when they risk their lives to
bring entertainment to G.I.'s all over
the world? Not onlj' do they risk their

lives by going into combat areas in New
Guinea, Guadalcanal, France, Italy and
.\frica, but every one of them has under-
gone high personal expenses on these

trips. Their only compensation, their only
profit is that they are helping to win the

war the best way they know. Few people

realize that every Hollj^ood person-

ality derives his main source of income
{Please turn to page 62)
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MEETS HER
MATCH

Her happy marriage to Di-

rector Andre De Totii has

changed the little Lakegirl

from a rebellious young-
ster into a radiant woman

In her firsf exclusive interview since

her marriage, Veronica tells Elizabeth

Wilson the real story of her romance.

Above and right, "Ronnie" with her new
husband, brilliant director De Toth. Be-

low, in Paramount's "Bring On The Girls."

VERONICA LAKE simply radiates

happiness these days. You get sort

of a warm glow just being near her.

She is so sweet and thoughtful and
gracious—well really, butter wouldn't

melt in that child's mouth. 'Twas not
always thus with our Veronica, indeed
'twasn't.

This time last year Veronica's friends

were pretty provoked with Veronica.

Her one idea evidently was to toss over

a million dollar career as quickly and as

effectively as possible. Somewhere along
the way she seemed to have lost aU her

ambition to be an actress—and when a
person who has talent deliberately

throws away talent in an industry

which isn't particularly loaded with

talent—why, that person should have her

face slapped, good and hard. Veronica,

according to studio sources, was getting

to be a bigger production holder-upper

than fogs on a seacoast location. If she

had a nine o'clock call she would often

arrive on the set at ten. If the company
was toid to take an hour off for lunch

Veronica invariably took two.

The studio pouted, and Veronica

pouted right back. And when it came to

'

name calling it was a photo finish.

Well, of course it doesn't take a ten-

bucks-a-visit psychiatrist to figure out

what was wrong with Veronica. She was
terribly imhappy. One disappointment
had piled up on top of another imtil,

not being an Atlas, she was practically

near the breakiag. poiat.

And then it happened. Veronica fell

in love. When her friends heard she had
fallen in love they shuddered, and were

afraid to look. Movie stars have a way
of falling in love foolishly. Don't ask me
why. They just do. But not Veronica.

She had the good sense to fall in lovf

with Andre De Toth, a director, and on«

of the nicest guys in Hollywood. Anc
ever since then there has been a decidec

change in the Lake girl. My goodness,

yes. Paramount up and gave her a ten

thousand dollar bonus at the completion

of her last picture. They said no star

who ever faced a camera on that lot

had ever been more considerate and co-

{Pkase ium to ^page 73)

By

Elizabeth

Wilson



leaves your hair

lustrous, yet so easy

to manage

!

Only Drene with Hair Conditioner

reveals up to 33% more lustre than soap

. . . yet leaves hair so easy to arrange

so alluringly smooth!

ant all your hair-dos to look more glamorous? Then

|: a "Drene Girl!" Always use Drene Shampoo with

jair Conditioner. No other shampoo . . . not a soap in

ije world . . . can make your hair look so lovely!

ieveals far more lustre than any cake soap or liquid soap

ampoo. For Drene never leaves any dulling film, as all

laps do, to rob your hair of its lustrous beauty! Drene

jveals up to 33% more lustre than any kind of soap.

eaves hair so manageable! Now that the new, improved

rene contains a wonderful hair conditioner, it leaves hair far

ier, smoother, easier to manage . . . right after shampooing

!

\emoves every bit of dandruff the very first time you use

! So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioner ... or ask your

&auty shop to use it!

FROM THE [JIRLS WHO KNOW!
Lisa Fonssagrives . . . glamorous New York

fashion moJel, Cover Girl and "Drene Girl"

. . . shown you (above) her lovely new eve- y»

ning hair-do for Spring! The adorable hair-do

gadget is jiiint wired ribbon, bent into Bhap^^^
then covered with flowerB. Your milliner

can do it! The shining smoothness of Lisa's

hair is due to Drene Shampoo with Hair

Conditioner, which she always uses. No
other shampoo leaves hair so lustrous, yet

so easy to manage!

ti-iclc. ;. vi?„

>/.-''^'*-He:j^;,«r^....""---^:
' A

^nii.ojr""''"'"^ bl ""e M
'can " '""•S

'-'«el".''<-^''"e

on,/,-
'""one

Lisa adores hair-do gadgets!
But 8ay8,"IVIake sure that they,

and- your hair-do, too, match
the mood of your clothes!"
Every hair in place is her first

rule for a smart hair-do. And,
says Lisa, "for shining-smooth,

manageable hair there's no
shampoo like Drene with Hair
Conditioner!"

'Ha fia.
'e.'

c^T^^9 WITH HAIR CONDITIONER
'•^^ Prnrliicl of Procter & Gamble
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ADOPTS
A

NIECE
A letter from the Mc-
Dowall lad to Maureen
O'Hara's baby daughter

DEAR BRONWEN:
I've appointed myself your uncle.

Your mother is my first love. From
the day I walked on the set of "How
Green Was My Valley" and met Ang-
harad, my sister in the picture, she has

been my first love. Not just Maureen
O'Hara, the actress, but Mrs. Will Price,

the woman, as well.
,

You're too young for me to take you
to the circus and fill you with hot-dogs,

soda-pops and merry-go-round rides as

an uncle does. You're only a few months
old as I write this. But this letter is

written for some tomorrow when youH
wonder about these days. I want to tell

you about your mother.
Let me teU you, my dear, she leads a

double life! And that's not gossip, it's

the truth. As actress Maureen O'Hara,
she's one of the most beautiful women in

the world. One of the accepted rights of

a great beauty is to be waited upon, to

be given everything, to live as a magnet
attracting much and giving little. But
your mother is also Mrs. Will Price, who
was Maureen Fitzsimons before her mar-
riage. Maureen Fitzsimons was born

28

Irish—Free Irish at that. About as stub-

bornly independent as any people on
earth, so my history books tell me. Your
mother affirms this too. Your mother
would no more compromise with her

sense of right and wrong than she'd cut

off an arm. No person is so irajwrtant he

isn't apt to get the fiery lash of her

tongue if he offends her sense of right.

You always know where you stand in her

opinion, no matter who you are. Her likes

and dislikes are definite.

You're in for a lot of training, Bronwen.

One evening I dropped in to find your

mother, her sleeves rolled up, doing a

pile of laundry. To my surprised excla-

mation, she replied, "Well, it has to be

done. I've advertised for help. No com-
petent person answered at the wages I

can afford. So I'm doing it myself. I can,

you know!"
Your grandmother believes a girl

should know how to be a good home-
maker—to sew, cook, clean, wash, iron

and do all the other things a woman may
find herself called upon to do. "Mother
always said," Maureen continued in ex-

planation, "if you marry a rich man, you

Roddy, "appointed uncle" of Maureen's baby,

pens a lefier fo his new niece. Bronwen Rtz-

simons Price's first family photograph, above.

can manage servants better. If you
marry a poor man, you'll know how to

do the work yourself."

Your mother wouldn't pay a black

market price for a servant, but if she

were to break down today it would be
for a gardener. Because that's what your
daddy particularly likes—^his garden.

Since he's an officer in the United States

Marine Corps, he can't look after it him-
self nowadays. Your mother, therefore,

will stretch a point to see that his garden
is kept as he likes it.

But don't think for a minute any ^r-
dener can fool her. She knows which

{Please turn to 'page 77)



/^t^ilm-Finish Powder
Smoother new texture ... lovelier shades

for that flawless film-star"finlsh"

It's star dust magic . . . this new

Woodbury Film-Finisli Powder!

Made to give your skin the same en-

chantment... fwry day... stars hke tlie

lovely De Haven have on the screen

!

New five-way blending creates stay-

jresh shades, smoother new teyture

that clings, hides hnes and blemishes,

never clogs, cakes, nor turns pasty.

Choose from 8 film-star shades now!

GLORIA DE HAVEN now appearing in "BETWEEN TWO WOMEN",

a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture. Woodbury natural odds flower-

petal fairness to a pink-and-white skin like Gloria's.

YOUR MATCHED MAKE-UP $1. Now with your $1 j!

box of Woodbury Powder, you also get your shades .5*

of matching lipstick and rouge. No change in the
j

box; all Woodbury Powder is the new "Film-Finish."

Also boxes of Woodbury Powdor 75i and 10^, plus tax

WooJL Film
ury Finish R)wcl er



By
Jack Holland
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WHEN the news first leaked out
that Red Skelton was 1-A and
vulnerable, there were a few eye-

brows raised. Could the Army take such
a chance by welcoming into their ranks
the wonderfully wacky Red? Could dis-

cipline be maintained in the face of such
complete and utter abandon? Well, the
Army only smiled and said something
like, "Wait and see—."

All is serene now. Red recently re-

turned to town for his first furlough.

The Army is still efficient and effective.

And Red isn't much the worse for wear.

Red, in fact, is just about the same, at

first glance. Then it's evident that he
has mellowed, become more serious in

many ways. From all reports—^not ac-

cording to Red—he has proved a model
soldier. He's more than doing a job.

SKEITON
Red and I were talking about his

Army career at his apartment during his

furlough. He looked a bit heavier and
he was ruggedly tan. When I walked in.

he was sitting out on the porch with his

fiancee, Georgia, working on an oil paint-

ing, of all things. This, incidentally, isn't

the result of his Army training. Red has
always hked to dabble in art, but since

joining up, he hasn't had much time for it.



Sad sack! Here's Red as a typical G.I. Joe. Camp life

has proven no novelty to Skeiton; before donning khaki

he was one of Hollywood's most tireless camp entertainers,

making more than 600 appearances at military posts.

"My sole claim to fame at Camp
Roberts where I have been stationed,"

Red explained, "is that I am known as

the guy who double-timed to a tree

faster and oftener than any other soldier

in the outfit. The rugged individualists

who make up the Army know what
double-timing to a tree means, but to

the uninitiated, it's a form of discipline.

Whenever a guy doesn't do exactly the

right thing, he has to run to a tree

several hundred yards away. Sort of

hide and go seek with a punch. Sounds
kinda silly, I guess, but take it from a
fellow who has embraced more trees than
he cares to think about, it's an efiFective

way to get us to behave. You know,
there's something about his running back
and forth several times a day that gets

a little monotonous.
"I seemed to have made all the mis-

takes in the book. For example, one day
we were liaving maneuvers. We were
simulating a battle. I was standing
innocently out in the open field when
suddenly a Lieutenant barked at me,
'Skeiton, you're going to be shot!' I

thought, 'What have I done now to

bring about capital punishment ?
' Quickly

I yelled back, 'Why?' 'Because we're
simulating that the enemy is on that
hill,' the officer roared, 'and you're in

perfect range.' Well, not to be topped in

a gag, I said, 'Oh? Well, I'm simulating
I'm behind a rock.' A few minutes later,

the Lieutenant had me on my "way to a
tree again.

"Then there was the time when an-
other guy and I were to dig a trench.
Not just a httle ditch—but a seven-foot
one. It had to be that big so we would
be concealed, and we were both over six

feet. 'Get that trench dug in 45 minutes,'
the officer in charge said. 'The enemy is

near, so hurry.' Well, we looked around.
We couldn't see any enemy. So we
decided to take our time. The job

seemed too much, anyway.
Too much digging, we thought,

for an enemy we couldn't even
locate. But to do something,
we started to dig, and when
the time was up we had a

three-foot trench dug. And
then we saw the Lieutenant
coming. Somehow feeling that
we'd be getting together with
those trees again, if we didn't

think fast, we hurriedly began camouflag-
ing the trench to make it look deeper
than it was. When the officer came
closer, we got down on our knees and
crawled around so it would look as

though we had dug the full seven feet.

"The Lieutenant came over, saw only
our grinning pusses peeping up behind
the trench. Then he turned to the rest

of the fellows and said, 'See men, these

men have shown that it can be done.'

TTien, beaming at us, he said, 'Good
work, boys.' But he was an officer who
believed in a thorough inspection. He
started to go all around our three-foot

trench. And there we were blissfully

smiling and crawling bravely around like

mad on our knees. "Yep, you guessed
it. We double-timed to a tree for quite

a while after that.

"This business finally got so annoying
that whenever I knew I was in for it,

I'd just say, 'Point to the tree and IH
start running.'

"

One of the hardest things for Red to

get used to was the Army's lack of con-

sideration of his need for sleep. Up at

(Please turn to page

Private Red 'Skeiton poses with fellow soldiers

at Camp Robert?. As a S.I. Joe, SVeiton ?s

studying field artillery, but the Army has put

no dent in his humor. Before lights ou+, he en-

tertains with vaudeville routines; has appeared
in two camp musicals since his induction, and
is staging a revue using all-Army talent.
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JUNE HAVEF
TKc sweetie pie who first

attracted! your attention

in ''Home in Indiana/'

then won your heart in

"Irish Eyes Are Smil-

ins/' will soon be seen

opposite Fred Mac-
. Murray in ''Where Do

Go From Here?"



they are, the Haver family: Eve, June.i

Mm. Maria Hanson Haver, who addressetj

h^ daughter on th!$ page, and OorothyJ

rnusicali

DEAREST JUNIE:
The time has come for me to

write you a note, clarifying some
of my past parental edicts, and starting
us off with a fine feeling of complete un-
derstanding. I'm doing this because I
think yom* pubhc career is now well-

launched. More than that, the founda-
tions of your character have soUdified.

I'm siure of your blossoming wisdom; I'm
reasonably certain that you are growing
mto the kind of woman I have always
wanted you to be.

So, with a happy sigh, may I point
back along the road we have come,

An open letter to June
Haver from her mother

taking a mother's pouter-pigeon pride

in the decisions we made? Some of

those decisions weren't popular with you
at the time they were handed dowTi.

That's why I want to justify them to

you at this time.

You were always an active youngster,

June. You were small for your years,

so you were always judged to be younger
than you were. Strangers used to stop

me on the street, attracted by your
diminutive but dynamic personality, and
ask your age. They always ended these

extemporaneous conversations by ex-

claiming, "Well, that child should cer-

^erjtud.o,
20th X

"~ '

" * favorife.

tainly be in Hollywood. If she isn't
motion picture material, I never saw
daylight."

The first time I heard that, I simply
smiled as any mother would. The hun-
dredth time I heard it, I reahzed that
I had a decision to make that would
have a bearing upon your entire future.
I suppose there are hundreds of deci-
sions made by parents each day that
have a direct bearing on their child's

future, but usually it isn't easy to see

the direct hne from ruling to result.

Well, my dear, I postponed the day
{Please turn to page fib) 33



Jtouywood's NBVii

Blackguards and eccentrics are his meat
in movies, but at home Zachary Scott

is just part of a happy family circle

By Joan Michaels

ANY similarity between Zachary Scott

and any other Hollywood actor is

strictly myopic, and if you see

any, you ought to run—not walk—to

tJie nearest occulist! Zachary Scott is as

individual as a front door key, as rugged
as a gridiron hero, and as charming as an
Indian flutist piping to his favorite snake.

He is tall and well put-together. As the

novelists say, he's well-knit. He has a

grin full of shapely white teeth and eyes

like a Beagle. His eyelashes shouldn't

happen to a glamor gal.

Just to show you the kind of guy the

screen has on its hands, Scott, in his

first role—the title part in Warners' "The
Mask Of Dimitrios"—played the deepest-

dyed villain on record. Yet this smooth
arch-criminal had ladies all over the

land swooning spectacularly in the aisles

of their local movie houses.

If this sort of thing keeps up, Zach
will find himself inevitably tagged as a

romantic rogue, and will spend the rest

of his flicker days alternately stealing

kisses oft' the heroine and making lethal

swipes at the hero. Whatever he does,

this one small voice of the people pre-

dicts he'll have every femme in every

audience rooting on his team—-black as

its record may be.

This idea pleases young Mr. Scott no
little, it being his firm opinion that the

only interesting people in the worlds of

history and fiction are either black-

guards or eccentrics. His fondest hojje,

and one that Bette Davis entirely ap-

proved the day he discussed it with her

on his initial visit to the studio, is to

immortalize these types on the screen.

"I think," said Miss D. with her usual

enthusiasm, "that you have something
there! Exotic or sensational characters

are always more interesting than nice,

normal people. I think that's why I've

always loved to play 'gutty girls.' " And
if there is a male counterpart of "gutty
girls," maybe something like "bruiser

boys" or "lovable louses," they're what
Zachary Scott hopes to make his

specialty.

Bom in Austin, Texas, back in 1914

—

February 21st, to be exact—Zachary had
no idea of the sinister path he was des-

tined to cut through the Hollywood scene.

"My father. Dr. Z. T. Scott," Zach
recalls, "harbored the fond hope that I

would become a lawyer. Mother, true to

maternal tradition, wanted me to follow

in Dad's footsteps and become a great

surgeon. But when I finally announced
my intention of going on the stage, the

family gave me its collective blessing and

voiced its hope that whatever job I

tackled, I should become the best in that

particular field."

So that he could become the best in

his field, Zach, first nibbled by the acting

bug in Austin Junior High, pursued dra-

matic studies there, in senior high school,

and at the University of Texas. Not
satisfied with the "book learning" variety

of dramatics, Zax;hary crammed his per-

sonal effects into a beat-up satchel and
headed for England, which boasts the

famous and traditionally impressive

Royal Academy of Dramatic Arts.

Before he left college he met someone
who stimulated him even further in the

direction of the drama: attractive, intel-

ligent, vital Elaine Anderson, who also

carried the thespianic torch. Zach, a

little later, was to carry a torch—the

more familiar kind—for her.

In New Orleans, Scott signed as cabin

boy on a cotton boat plying her trade

between that southern city and Hull,

England. But before our boy had
swabbed too many decks, the friendly

fates blew up a storm that swung, the

ship off her course and had her steaming
right up the Thames itself, to unload at

the East India Docks. Zach paused only

long enough to lick the hand of his

guardian angel gratefuUy before he dis-

embarked, still wearing his salty dun-

garees and sweat shirt.

In England to bone up on dramatics,

Zach found himself sidetracked when he

met and fell in love with the EngUsh
cockneys. For several weeks he haunted
their haunts. He rode with them on
lorries, mingled with them around the

public buildings. He even became familiar

with the basement of St.-Martin's-in-the-

Field Church where the down-and-outers
swapped their gutter garnerings—cig-

arette butts and the like—for sand-

wiches and tea.

"I love those cockneys," Zach says

sincerely. "I think they're the real people

of England. I was around them so long

I began to talk like a 'native,' and when
the cockney got mixed up with my Texas
drawl the results were more than a

little frightening.

"You know what," he announced, look-

ing up through those fantastic eyelashes,

"someday I'm going to write a book
about the cockneys. The real ones. Not
those comic servants we see on the screen,

but the honest picture of them."
Whether he ever does or not is another

question. He is going to have so little

time for writing or anything else, if

studio heads have their way. They al-

With daughter, Waverly, and wife

former Elaine Anderson who was i

anf stage manager of "Oklahc
21ach poses for family-album poi

Zach finds a pleasing compant(
well as active parficipanf in spo
the person of daughter Waverly,
giving papa a token of her affe
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Since his first movie role in "MasI
Dimitrios," movie fans have "disc

ered" Zach and kept him busy ansv

ing their letters during his spare ti



Take a good look, giris! But if you swoon, you'll nuis seeing a fine

talent on the screen in Warner Bros, pictures. They've big plans for him.

ready have a stack of scripts earmarked
for him that will keep him on the go
for the next several years.

By the time he had made the acquaint-
ance of his Soho friends, Zach's appoint-
ment with the Royal Academy was long
overdue, and he skipped across England
to Bath where the historic Citizen House
School of that city was holding an annual
summer festival of plays guided by Lon-
don's finest stage directors.

Foregoing elegance for the atmosphere
he loves, he rented a small room above a
pub, directly across the street from the
school. Luck dogged Scott's heels, and
the first person he met in Bath was a
secretary to one of the heads of the
school, and the person who made possible

his first professional part.

"Her name," Zach tells you, "is Ann
Morgan. And she is the person who did

more to change my life than anyone I've

ever known. A wonderful woman. She
encouraged me and advised me. She
introduced me to the real family side of

England. And she got me my first break
in the theater. Elaine and I still corre-

spond with her.

''Gerard Neville," Zach continues, "was
then in Bath. He was Britain's outstand-
ing impresario of the provinces. .Ann

arranged" an 'accidental' meeting in an
outdoor tea shop in the botanical gar-

dens. Neville and I spent an interesting

time together, just getting acquainted.

The premeditated accident was a heaven-
sent inspiration, because the next morn-
ing he phoned and offered me the juvenile

lead in his play The Outsider.' As I

recall, I screamed my acceptance into the

phone before he had finished asking me."
In just six days (some sort of record)

Zach was '"up" in his part and making
{Please turn to page 91)



SONNY SINGS

Tm Gonna Hate Myself
;

in the Morning •

'

and "Egyptian Ella'" >.

It's an eyeful in

TECHNICOLOR.

.

.

BRINC ON THE DANCING^^<^ol nimble Johnny Coy

who trips the Hght ^wfantastic fantastically!



WHIT

We mean that
Guy named Madi-

son. With but a

moment's appear-
anceonthescreen,

he captured mo-
vie fans' fancy

Und«mMth tliatCo««t<^ard
uniform ha !t wearing now,J
!t a torso even a Hercula

might envy. A former lint

man for the telephone con

pany, hit one ambition w|
to bacome a commarclal
fithamtan. But if David O.
Selinicic, who spotted hift at

a radio bro4idcast and put

hini under contract, h4< any-

thing t« do with it. he will

undoubtedly become a movie

star after the w/ltr is over.



SCHIAPARELLI Interprets Cut^f^^^&Uf^
That famous Paris dressmaker—the ingenious

Schiapareili—catches the heart-stirring mood of Cutex

Honor Bright with her "EifTel Tower" evening dress

. . . chooses four other dramatic, vivaciously enduring

Cutex shades to highlight the liberation fashions in her

first spring collection since the fall of Paris.

MGM's big new musical, "Zjegfeid Fol-

lies," offers not only a cast of stars, but a

collection of dazzling damsels. Posing

as Petty girls, above, are Virginia Hun-

ter and Eve Whitney (facing page).

One of the glorified Ziegfeld girls in th
j

production is Dorothy Van Nuys, wh I

was a model before movies signed he



e Home lends her sultry voice and exciting personality to '.'Ziegfeld Follies," with a solo spot singing a new number, "Love,"
well as the George Gershwin song, "Liza." The high-stepping drum majorette shown at right is Lorraine Miller, brainy beauty
3 was salutatorian of her class at Michigan State and state debate champion as well as the prettiest co-ed on the campus. 39



Only to our Liza did Gloria reveal fhe role Alan La
;

played in her romance. Read about it in this exclusive sto
'

WHEN Mill
Gloria De Haven's own
love story of her romantic

i marriage to John Payne

I
By Liza

ALAN LADD is as sraug as a bug

^ in a rug over Hollywood's newest
M marriage. Really, nothing makes a

M person smugger than playing Cupid,

^ successfully of course. And Alan has
j

a pulled off as neat a job of Cupiding as I

a has been seen north of Hollywood and
j

Vine in quite some time. If

it hadn't been for Alan, Gloria
\

De Haven—^for whom the i

boys sigh—and John Payne i

—for whom the girls pant

—

might not have met each
other for months and months,
or maybe years and years.

Gloria, young, unaffected,

vivacious and curvaceous,

told me about her meeting
with John a few days before

their wedding. Gloria, inci-

dentally, has been picked by
the columnists and trade paper

|

pollsters as one of the hottest
\

feminine discoveries of 1944,

along with Lauren Bacall and
June Allyson, and they pre-

dict that she will become one
of the biggest box office stars

in Hollywood in 1945. Gloria

is an ambitious kid, has

worked hard for a career, and
naturally she is delighted with

MGM's prize starlet, Gloria De
Haven, won recognition in "Two
Girls And A Sailor," followed up
success with "The Thin Man Goes
Home" and "Between Two Women." i



CeMC Lester Photo Press Association, Inc., Photo

pirsl date! Jofin Payne escorfs Gipria De IHaven Engagement date! John and Gloria just before The great event! Gloria becomes Mrs. fayne.
jo "Thirty -Secoads Over Tokyo" premiere. their marriage, hand-holding at Mocambo. John's filming "The Dolly Sisters" for Fox.

Im mm ^^'^/^
I sJl this—but the day I lunched with lier

she was far more concerned with where

, she could find a pair of nylons to be

married in than she was with her career.

I

"All I have is rayon," she sighed, "and

I

they're so sloppy at the knees. Imagine
i a bride with baggy knees. Just look

how they bag." I looked, and now I

know what the servicemen are whistling

j

about. I hate to depress you, girls, but

even in a flour sack the De Haven gams
would look good,

ij "I met John on a bUnd date—^my first

' blind date," Gloria related. "I had
always heard dreary things about blind

dates, so up until then I had avoided

them as carefully as I would the measles.

But one night last October, Sue Carol

Ladd called me and said she and Alan
were having a party for a magazine
editor who was visiting them, and would
I come to the party. 'And oh yes,

Gloria,' she added, 'Alan has a friend in

the Army who's in town, and Alan.

wants to know if you will come with

; him.?' Well, what could I say but yes, so I

said yes—thinking of course that it was

I

one of Alan's buddies he had met while

i
he was in the service.

"The night of the party the bell ran^,

I

I opened the door, my knees became
wobbly, and I'm sure I did a double-

,
take. Standing there was the tallest

man I had ever seen, and certainly the

handsomest. 'I'm John Payne,' he said.

'The Ladds asked me to bring you to

their party.'

"I had never seen John in person
;i before, only on the screen, and I never

j

go by what I see on the screen."

i Maybe that sounds a little sophisti-

cated for a nineteen-year-old. But don't

forget, Gloria is a member of a famous
theatrical family who've been trouping

[
{Please turn to page 84)





"A BELL

FOR A
ADANO"^

I probably do a

Me-take" of the

^ at right, but it

is Gene Tier-

Wth her tresses

|<1 blonde for the

hating and lu-

e role of Italian

in the 20th

ry-Fox film.

It's an important

role for John Ho-
diak, too, shown at

left an4 "ght as

A^ojor Joppolo, as-

signed to adminis-

trate the civil affairs

in the liberated town

of Adano, Italy. The
portrayal of this man,

who recognizes the

symbolic and spirit-

ual importance of
a seemingly minor

problem— replacing

a church bell stolen

by the Naiis— fur-

nishes plenty of

good, strong drama.

43



IF TONIGHT, this very night, a boy,
handsome as a god, walks into the

room, and your heart stands still

—

don't say "This is Love!"
Or if you must, because you're young

and there's music and a moon, believe it's

love, don't think of marrying him tomor-
row! Not for quite awhile. For love isn't

all in marriage, but only a part. Besides,

with rare exceptions, the love that lasts

a lifetime doesn't come into being at first

sight.

That there are exceptions to this, as to

every rule, I know very well. I have sev-

eral friends and acquaintances—among
them, the Joseph Cottens, the Sonny
Tufts, the Otto Krugers—who fell in love

at first sight and have lived happily ever

after. But in attempting to write this

warning, " 'Ware of love, that it wear the

face of a friend," I am taking, not the
exceptions, but the average.

I have, myself, been wrong so many
times about first impressions (which do
not always last the longest) that I have
come to completely mistrust them. Now,
not until I've met a person foiu- or five

times, observed his reactions, found out
what his interests are, do I presume to

judge him, let alone call him friend. Sev-

eral of my friends, men and women of

whom I am deeply fond, are those I actu-

ally disliked when I first met them! On
the other hand, I've been instantly drawn
to someone only to discover, later, that

we could not carry on a four-minute con-

versation because we hadn't a blessed

thing in common.
Love at first sight is a very provocative

idea. It is, also, a dangerous one. Hold-
ing, as it does, so many potentialities of

disaster. Suppose, let's say, you meet an
attractive man, a very handsome man,
and say to yourself, "Ahhhh!" and
"Goodbye, Heart!"—and then you learn

that he is Public Enemy No. 1 . You can't

say "It doesn't matter, I love him." It

does matter. And you don't love him.

Love isn't built on wrong things. Not the

love that lasts. You can't build a house
on the shifty stuffs of shale and sand.

Neither can you build the house of life,

which is marriage, on nothing more en-

during than a chemical attraction, which
is all you can feel for an individual you
don't know.
Nor can you, being wise, believe in the

naive fallacy that your love will be great

enough to "change" him. If he has a vio-

lent temper—and hasn't learned to con-

That's a daring
declaration from
file star who is fa-

mous for her ro-

mantically fragile

r6les. But there is

good, sound sense

behind it. as Lo-

retta's successful

marriage proves

trol it by the time, being adult, you nave
met him—he won't control it for you.

Unless he has basic ideals of fidelity, he'll

continue to meet that girl in St. Louis

and you will live a life of heartache with

a congenital Casanova. If he is lacking in

integrity, deficient in intelligence, the de-

ficiencies, short of a miracle, will remain.

Miracles can happen, yes. I believe in

miracles. I also believe it takes one to

change a full-grown man or woman.
"As the twig is bent, so is the tree in-

clined" is a fact. Too many of us pre-

sume we can do more than, in fact, we
can do. Going on the hypothesis that the

handsome gent who slays you may be a

Public Enemy is, of course, going pretty

extreme. But to speak more moderately,

you simply cannot be sure, in the sketchy
spotlight of a first impression, that what
you feel for any man, even though he

may be your brother's room-mate at col-

lege, is the stuff of which lasting and
happy marriages are made.
You can't be sure until you know, not

only who he is, but what he is. Until you
know, not only surface things about
him, but the things in his heart and mind
and the quality of his spirit. You can't

be sure until you've laughed together at



Exclusive new home photos show LoreHa !n her favorite real-life role of Mrs. Tom Lewis. She shares
her secrets of combining happy marriage and career in our accompanying story. At left, closeup
of Loretta's latest screen role, that of a pioneer heroine opposite Gary Cooper in "Along Came
Jones." Below, first scene still from the forthcoming Cooper-Young picture for International.

the same things, been sad together for the

same reasons, discovered that you have
the same values, share a fudamental
behef in the basic things. One can't be an
atheist, for example, and the other a

devout believer in God. There would
eventually be a pull there.

You can't be sure until you know that

you like him as well as love him; that yon
would want to be his friend even if the

human chemistry called sex attraction

had never drawn you together. For that

you can love someone without liking him
at all is, unfortunately, a fact.

But even if you do love him, that is not
enough. For love alone is not, I repeat,

the all in marriage. I know a young cou-

ple I'll call Lynn and Lewis, which are

not their names. Ljmn and Lewis were as

—passionately and rejjeatedly, they told

each other, and their friends—^"violently

in love." That "violently" was the word,
there is no doubt. Theirs was a case of

love at first sight and marriage three

days later. They exchanged the most
solemn vows possible"between a man and
a woman without knowing anything
about one another except that He was
dark and handsome, and danced divinely,

and that She was blonde and beautiful

and also danced divinely. And they

found, after marriage, that they were
strangers who did not understand one
another, had no mutual interests (ex-

cept in frantic love-making and merry-
making) no trust and no real respect.

Having no interests in commpn, except

to make love and make whoopee, they
slept all day and lived their lives by
night, when they could go night-club-

bing, dancing and drinking. Having no
mutual trust, they were insanely jealous

of each other. Apart half an hour, he

would call her to make sure she was
where she had said she would be at that

moment. Or she would call him. In their

more idyllic moments, they shared a state

of feverish rapture. During those inter-

ludes, fewer and fewer, as time went on,

he sent her gardens of flowers, lavish

gifts. Then they'd have scenes, terrific

quarrels, separate, were never going to

see each other again, always did see each
other again. There was a terrific tug be-
tween them. But it was a tug of war.
They knew no peace. Came the day
when the one vivid strand that bound
them together frayed and broke and the
marriage with it. They are perfect exam-
ples of what I mean. They were in love.

They were quite desperately in love.

It was not enough.
When Tom and I were first married,

an older and ver>' wise woman said to
me, "My dear, there will come a time
when you will find that, when your hus-
band walks into a room, your heart won't
pound any longer nor your pul.ses

race." I remember thinking, how silly!

Well, it hasn't happened. But I know
now what she meant to imply. I know
now, also, a peace and contentment when
my husband walks into the room, a
warmth and a togetherness—the deeper

{Please turn to page 8?'*
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romff THAT

(Congratulations,

Dick Powell.

You're terrific

in your NEW
tough role.

She's <lot

Trouble ahead, mister!

That fellow who hired

you to find his woman
won't stop at murder

...if you don't deliver!

Neither will she... if

you do!

R K O





pamlly group: Mr. and Mrs. Roberf S. Sparks The piano gets a steady workout at the Sparks

at home. Mrs. Sparks, professionally known as menage. Both her daughters inherit Penny's love

penny Singleton, popularly known as "Blondie," and talent for music. "Blondie" has a lovely sing-

bids three-year-old Suzie to look at the birdie. ing voice which is too seldom heard publicly.

Penny is a capable housekeeper, with a grand

little helper in ten-year-old Dorothy Grace.

They are working together on the long-suffering

neighborhood grocer in this catch shot at home.

A MARINE MAJOR, his wife and
children set out from Quantico,
Virginia, to Camp Pendleton, Cali-

fornia, in a station wagon loaded down
with infants' paraphernalia. Frequent
stops were

.
necessary while the blonde

young woman dashed out to scrub her

hands before feeding the baby. By-
standers gaped and screamed, "It's

'Blondie'!" but Penny Singleton was too

busy being a mother to respond like a

movie star. The inconveniences she en-

dured during those eight days—prepar-

ing sterile formulas, coping with the

baby's laundry, keeping thermos jugs

filled with hot water for heating bottles

to the ideal temperature—and the un-

certain sleeping accommodations—make
the leisurely covered wagon trail of

frontier days seem luxurious by copi-

parison. Penny sums up this experience

in three words: "It was dvfferent!"

This is typical of Penny. She's a

streamlined version of her own pioneer

great-great-grandmother whose daguer-

reotype graces the mantel of her home.
Like her pretty ancestress, Penny is

lean and spunky and hard to discour-

age. She drives a tractor and sews a

fine seam with equal ease and enthusi-

asm. Glamor is something she never

thinks about. The sun beats down on
her and the freckles fall where they

may, which is practically all over.

She arrived in Hollywood some eight

years ago, a dark-haired dancer named
Dorothy McNulty, to star in musical

productions. Studio wands were waved
and presto!—Dorothy McNulty van-

ished. In her place emerged Penny
Singleton, golden-haired star of the

"Blondie" series for Columbia Studios.

The new Columbia comedy, "Leave It To

Blondie," resumes the popular series by fan

demand, with Penny Singleton and Arthur

Lake reunited in their original roles. Far

right, happy family trio photographed on

the patio at the Sparks Beverly Hills home.

fhotos by Tad Gillum

Columbia Pictures

Her very voice was altered, raised two
full tones. Apron strings appeared where
beads and tassels had swung before.

Her consistent playing of "Blondie"
on radio and screen has colored even
her private life. She has developed
into a domestic soul, home-loving and
dependable as her comic-strip character-

ization. Married to Major Robert S.

Sparks, she lives like "Blondie" in an
unpretentious house with two small chil-

dren and a dog, managing her own
housework with true "Blondie" effici-

ency. Only concession is a nurse to care

for the young 'uns when she is busy
making a picture. "I've probably in-

fluenced 'Blondie's' life as much as she

has mine," comments Penny. As a mat-
ter of fact, she has. Chic Young, cre-

ator of the comic strip, is a neighbor

and undoubtedly gains many an inspi-

ration from the lively antics of the

Sparks household.

The four Sparks do most of their

sputtering in a rented house on the

shores of Toluca Lake in North Holly-

wood, but "home" to them is a one
hundred and twenty acre ranch in Green
Valley, around which most of their post-

war plans are being hatched. Here in

the San Bernardino Mountains they

spend every bit of available time, living

in rugged splendor in their frontier-tyi)e

cabin. Last winter things got a bit too

rugged when they were trapped by a

heavy snowfall that came in the night.

Baby Suzie was entranced with the "big

white bubble bath" but Penny, with a

broadcast to make, was not amused.
A desperate attempt to drive back to

town landed them smack up against the

(Flease turn to -page 80)



Gorgeous red-head, Lucille Bremer,

follows in the dancing footsteps of

Ginger Rogers and may catch up
with Ginger dramatically as well.

For the beautiful Brem6r scored in

her first screen role, in "Meet Me
In St. Louis," and now assumes an

entirely different personality opposite

Astaire in "Ziegfeld Follies." She is

pictured here in a scene from the

bubble number which is the finale

of MGM's spectacular new musical.



THE LOVERS o/"CLAUDIA"

In the thrilling story of

a girl who wanted to be loved

and a man who wanted to be

forgotten! Magnificently filmed

byJohn Cromwell, the director

of "Since You Went Away"!

Directed by JOHN CROMWELL • Produced by HARRIET PARSONS • Screen Ploy by DeWitI eodecn end Honrian J Monkiew.ct • land on !(.« ploy by S,r Arthur Wlog firw



Ruth Husse)
who plays a lad

medico in "Be(i

side Manner,
selects for he

own persona
wardrobe thes

new clothes e

quiet dignit
and distinctic

The Cossack in'Huenceisce

ried Into Spring wardrob
in the costume worn
Miss Hussey at left. Tl

straight-away black cre|

dress is combined with <

ice blue flannel jacket, r

lieved in richness of pet

and jet embroidery. Cc
sack chapeau is light-weig

felt with cascading frini

at the side. Far left, shoci

ing pink is the color

Ruth Hussey's dinner gow
with decorative pockc

embroidered in simulat)

pearls, rubies, sapphire^

Costumes from Harry Coope
Beverly Hills.

Exclusive photos by St. Hilai



Rufh Hussey, currently starring In Andrew Stone's production for United

Artists, "Bedside Manner," chooses as her first Spring suit this crimson and
brown check, left above. Gay accessories are green felt hat with crimson

feathers, and gleaming green lizard bag. Center, above, navy blue is again

good for Spring, and enhanced with taffeta at the square neckline makes

Miss Hussey's favorite short dinner dress. The corsage of roses is in deep
and soft pinks. Right, above, another suit, this one of robin's egg blue

flannel accented by sable stole, grey gloves, and grey feathered doll's hat.

Hollywood's smartest women dote on lounging pa-

jamas, perfect costume for an at-home evening. Ruth

Hussey's long smock-like tunic is kelly green, embroi-

dered wi^h rust and yellow applique and paillettes.



n. Gene Kelly !s proud of fhat uniform her

d is wearing. Jean Arthur $eh a new hair rfyle,

with her husband Frank Rou and Frank Sinatra.

mmmmm m \ JBBm
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FRANK SINATRA has a new fan

who doesn't wear bobby sox. All of

which comes under the heading of

news. Frankie-boy's fan is none other than
Cary Grant. In his recording library, Gary
has every record made by "The Voice."
Now he's asking for an autographed
photograph and says he's even willing to

send a quarter.

AFTER her well-publicized vacation in

. the .south, Bette Davis returned to

her home lot two months late. She was
greeted by an invitation to a testimonial

luncheon. It was given in her honor by her

boss, J. L. Warner. Speeches were made.
Bette was praised to the sky. Finally they
called on her. "If I get this kind of a re-

ception when I'm two months tardy,"

What could be sweeter than a bit of harnnoniiing

by the Andrews Sisters and Frankie-face Sinatra?

grinned Bette, "next time I think I'll stay

away four!" She has never looked as well,

and couldn't be more anxious to settle

down to serious work. Gorporal Lewis
Riley has been sent overseas. Bette says

they aren't married. Bette doesn't say
that they won't marry in the future. In
the meantime, she's plugging for Robert
Alda (some day to be seen in "Rhapsody
in Blue") for her leading man in "Stolen

Life."

TIME heals all wounds—or maybe the

war has minimized the importance
of such things; One of Robert Taylor's

unhappiest pictures was the one he made
with Norma Shearer. He openly declared

they would never work together again.

Norma is now retired and the happy wife

Van Johnson, showing that smile the fennmes sigh

for, is pictured at Ciro's with Jacqueline Oalya.

of Marty Arrouge. Bob, temporarily off

the screen, is doing a fine job in the ser-

vice. Recently when the Taylors and the
Arrouges met at a Hollywood ]jarty, they
all sat together at one table. They laughed
and chatted gaily the entire evening.

WHEN Joyce "Janie" Reynolds mar-
ried Marine Lieut. Robert Lewis,

there were moments during the ceremony
when she had a very pained look on her

face. And for a very good reason. In her

great excitement, Joyce put her shoes on
the wrong feet. Being superstitious, she

wouldn't change them until she had-

walked down that aisle.

NE NIGHT recently, Van Johnson
returned late to his isolated hilltop

Our cameraman catches up with Joan Leslie

Lt. A. C. Lyie chatting together at the Mocan



home. To his surprise he found the lights

on, his bed turned down, his sUppers and
pajamas laid out. Two bobby soxers had
broken in and surprised their dream boy.
Van fled from the place and didn't stop

until he found himself safe in a Beverly

Hills hotel. He's going to remain there in

a small two-room suite. Now he knows
how Bob Taylor felt that time when two
little girls hid under the bed in his state-

j

room.

DONNA REED and her makeup man.
Bill Tuttle, couldn't make up. So

they were divorced in Mexico. Donna,
who is a fugitive from the farm, has come

i a long way since she deserted the cows and
\

chickens. She is one of the real beauties of

Hollywood. Several romances are hinted,

lolent galore — personified by Eddie Canfor, Joe E.

rown, Dick Powell, June Allyson ond George Burns.



Above, Jerry Colonna gives

Bing Crosby a lesson in

technique—with Ann Sheri-

dan OS the pretty subject.

At right, above, Dinah
Shore point's up her story

to Bob Hope, her husband,
George Montgomery, and
Edward G. Robinson.

including one with Tony Owens, a "flesh

peddler" of Hollywood. Tony has also

been rumored the big moment in Ava
Gardner's life.

THAT Hollywood columnist who an-
nounced a blessed event for Alexis

Smith and Craig Stevens really cooked up
a mess of headaches for the stars. Craig's

family called up from Kansas City, hurt
because he didn't let them know. Presents
for the little stranger began to arrive—all
of which had to be returned with notes of

explanation. Then to top everything,
Alexis was almost taken off pay roll, be-

cause her studio bosses thought she
wouldn't be available for production.
Alexis is available for production, but the
stork definitely isn't doing the casting
this season!

LAUREN BACALL is wearing a new
J gold "slave" bracelet. If you ask her

where it came from (which everyone
does), Bacall nonchalantly answers, "Oh,
it was a gift." She's just finished her
second picture opposite Humphrey Bogart.
It's called "The Big Sleep." Ribbing

Bogart (which is one of the things she
enjoys doing as a pastime) , La Bacall sug-
gested they release the picture as "The
Big Kreep in the 'Big Sleep'!" Startling,
especially to his studio pals , wasHumphrey
Bogart's declaration that it was a serious
romance between himself and Lauren
Bacall. The statement came from Louis
Bromfield's farm in Ohio, where Bogey
was having a vacation. Bacall has been on
a spot, being as how the Bogey man and
his Mayo haven't announced any definite

plans. They probably will any moment, as
their resj)ective attorneys are now in con-'

ference. Recently Bogey confided that he
wanted a home and babies more than any-
thing else in the world. This is probably
his first step in that direction.

Lauren was named the most outstand-
ing actress of the year and her recent trip

to New York was a triumph. Gilbert

Miller, the famous Broadway producer,
wanted her to remain and star in his new
play. Less than two years ago when she
was Betty Bacall with two valk-ons to her
credit, she waited in Gilbert Miller's re-

ception room for two weeks. She never got

to see him. Studio commitments make it

Eat-time lor Vincente Minnell! and Judy Garland, en-

gaged to be married when her divorce beconnes final.

Eileen Barton and Peter Lawford, one of Hollywood's most
eligible young bachelors, take a table for two at the Palladium.

\



impossible for her to accept the current
ofiFer.

IT PROBABLY was just coincidence,

but Bob Hope took one look at Lana
Turner wearing a sweater. Automatically
he began whistling "Don't Fence Me In."

WHAT'S happened to the fun and
sparkle that were so much a part of

Betty Grable.'' Suddenly Betty has quieted
down, has become almost the mousey
type at Hollywood parties. All her friends

who love that Grable gaiety can't quite

understand it. Some of them think she is

taking on the i>ersonahty of Harry James.
B«gular as he is, no one could ever accuse
Harry of being the life of the party.

Here's hoping it's only a passing fancy.

We couldn't stand to lose the "old" Betty
Grable.

AFTER four years, in which he did

great credit to himself and the United
States Navy, Bob Montgomery is back in

makeup again. He's testing for "They
Were Exi>endable" and will undoubtedly
play in it. When he walked on the set for

the first time, fellow workers gave him a
big hand. Bob, who has really seendrama,
grinned his appreciation.

THOSE ultra-modern maternity smocks
designed by Adrian will not be gently

tucked away in moth baUs by Ann
Sothem. To the contrary, Ann has loaned
them all to Hedy Lamarr. Of course,

Hedy, being taller, has to have her own
skirts to go with them. But the smocks
fit |>erfectly. Speaking of Hedy, she's

looking for a house in Beverly Hills. Her
beautiful hilltop home will be sold to Joy
Page and Bill Orr, as soon as they become
bride and groom. Hedy's now living in the
trailer that serves as a dressing room,
while she's working in "Her Highness and
the Bellboy." And the trailer remains
right on theMGM lot. It's that long drive

home up into the foothills that gets Hedy.
She wants to make sure that the stork has
a hearty welcome and is taking no chances

.

Husband John Loder doesn't mind the
trailer so much. But his feet do get cold

at night when he straightens out and finds

them on the pavement!

Abov* left, Jack Benny findt

Hia Gary Cooper type hat
mor* of a "way" with
FrancAt Longford. Lona
Turner, wearing a dream of

a hot, it pictured above
with SCREENLAND'S Vice-

President, Homer Rockwell.

Errol Flynn and Beverly Carroll strike this pose for

our cameraman while they enjoy a dance at Ciro's.

Lana's hot proved quite an attraction at Danny Kaye's party at the
Beverly Wilshire. Danny, June Aliyson and Turhan Bey give it an ogle.
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In this David O. Selinick pro-

duction for United Artists re-

lease, co-stars Gotten and

Rogers turn in fine charac-

teriiations: Gotten as a sol-

dier on -furlough from the

Army hospital where he Is

under treatment as a neuro-

psychiatric, Rogers as a girl

on Ghristmas furlough from

the prison where she is serv-

ing a sentence for man-
slaughter. How they face and
solve their problems provides

the stirring appeal of a mag-
nificent motion picture drama.

Shirley Temple gives her best

"grown-up" portrayal as the

daughter of the household

where Ginger Rogers and Jo-

seph Gotten find a warm wel-

come, with Tom Tully, in scene

with Shirley above, superb as

the father, Spring Byington

(right) charming as the mother.
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A new producer. Dork
Schary, has made a great

motion picture with a strong

and timely tiieme. For the

first time the screen faces

the problem of the battle-

fatigued soldier—and, con-

trary to Hollywood's usual

issue-dodging, oflFers an la-

spiring solution. Fine per-

formance by Joseph Gotten

as the soldier, sympathetic

appeal of Ginger Rogers awd
the entire cast, make "I'll B€

Seeing You" the movie ol

the month, truly a "must"



She's Engaged!

She's Love^I

She uses Pond's!

There is quicksilver magic about

Lola Pierce's beauty—her arresting

blue, blue eyes, the radiant clarity

of her exquisite complexion.

She's another engaged girl wdth

that adorable Pond's look. "I cer-

tainly do love Pond's Cold Cream,"

Lola says. "It has such a perfect way

of making my face feel gorgeously

clean—and ever so soft."

How she beauty-creams with Pond's:

One—She smooths snowy-white Pond's

Cold Cream completely over her face and

throat. Pats quickly to release dirt and

make-up. Tissues all off.

Two—She rinses with more Pond's,

swirling her cream-coated fingers quick-

ly round and round her face. This to

make her face extra clean, extra soft.

Then she tissues off again.

Use Pond's this twice-over way

—

night and morning— and for in-

between-time beauty clean-ups too!

Her face is engagingly soft and smooth. "I just leave it to Pond's!" she says.

Her engagement to Lieutenant I. C. Noyes, U.S.N. R., was announced by her parents

HER RING—an exceptionally beautiful,

clear diamond, flanked with smaller

diamonds and set in platinum.

FOR THE DURATION—Lola, has volun-
teered as a Nurses' Aide, serving at the

hospital regularly each week. "It's grand
to feel that I can do something so badly
needed," she says. Four local hospital is

short-handed for nursing help right now.
Why not find out how you can help there?

A FEW OF THE POXD'S
SOCIETY BEAUTIES

Mrs. William Rhinelander Stewart

Mrs. Morgan Belmont

Lady Kinross Mrs. A. J. Drexel, m ;

Lady Louis Mountbatten I

She helps at the hospital—taking tempera,

tures, bathing patients, carrying trays

!

SCREENLAND

GET THE BIG LUXURY SiZ£—You'll
like its wide top that lets you dip in

with both hands. Such a grand lavish

feeling! Get your own big jar of soft-

smooth Pond's Cold Cream today! At
beauty counters everywhere

!
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FOR DULL "WINTER" HAIR
' (fVcJ of mv owft <{u!l, drab-Iook-
logs "winter" haif. An<} pretty discour»
ftKedi, too. Until that wonderful day
ifvhen I heard about Nestle Coioi jnst-

trooj my beauty shop girl.

"Coiorin'te, g!\es your hair the
warmer color it needs," she said. -

don't you try it?" I couldn't resist her
suggestion and how thrilled I was,: For
Colortnse gave my hair richer color—
k soft satiny sheen and beautitu? spar,
khng highlights. And I nude inocHv^
discovery, too—

la tiic Spring, a young man's fancy
Uirns to , . . girls with bright, sparkling
hair. Let Nestle Colorinse add Spring.
fin»e glamour to your hair. Whatever
its color, there's a Colorinse shade to

tnake it lovelier.

k\k ywr beou'tictan fer an Opalescent Crem« Wove

fey lfestle~originatof$ of permoflent waving.

COLORINSE
in 10/ and US/ sizes.

At beauty counters

''^ KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG 5

Delicately perfumed Nestle

/ Hairlac keeps all styles of

hairdos looking well-groomed
' throughout the day. Also adds
sheen and lustre to your hair.

'y 21/2 oz. bottle 25 f.

1 „ HAIRLA

Marsha Hunt, featured in MGM's
"Music for Millions," finger-tips a

bit of Shameless behind her ears.

Perfumes and make-
up for added lift

and better groom-
ing of skin and hair

GUIDETO

GLIMOR
WITH April and Easter in the offing,

a woman's fancy turns to perfumes
and bright yet soft makeup. Theyare

natural complements to gay new bonnets.

Among the new fragrances, there's

Shameless, introduced by Nadair Parfums
of Los Angeles. It is an eau de parfum,
said to have the happy combination of

being potent and lasting yet not heavy. It

is smartly packaged in three sizes, with gold
kid crown and a saucy green suede leaf.

Pink pink for lipsticks is in the air. Many
of the most notable cosmetic manufacturers
have brought out sticks in tones of pink.

One of the latest is Angelus Orchid Pink by
the House of Louis Philippe. As the name
suggests, it is a combination of the bright
orchid and soft pink which has a flattering

note, and can be worn with practically any
color in your wardrobe. Like other Angelus
lipsticks, the texture is fine and smooth.
From Pond's coines the announcement

that Beau Bait, the lush "young" crimson
color is now in rouge as well as lipstick.

This makes a choice set for spring color

pink-er-upper.

New on the horizon is Tangee Petal
Finish Cake Makeup which is keyed to

match exactl}^ the six popular shades of

Tangee face powder. This particular make-
up foundation is especially formulated for

the woman with dry skin. Scented with the
perfume of crushed flower petals, it goes on
easily and stays. It tends to cover up freckles
and discolorations, and hide small blemishes.
When you can't wait for an appoint-

Pretty smooth is Brit-tex for brittle

nails, and calloused, rough skin spots.

ment with your hairdresser, you do the

shampooing job yourself. And it doesn't

prove such a task because there are many
excellent products on the jnarket today to

make it easy. There is for example Flozor
Lathering Oil Shampoo by Tussy, with
complete instructions for a home shainpoo.

The method suggested has been developed

on the simplest and easiest plan. There is

Flozor for blondes and redheads, too.

Long associated with nail perfection Brit-

tex is found to be an excellent smoother
for rough, chapped skin and those hand
callouses, elbow and back of the heel spots.

It's a sweet, pink cream which has disguised

in its scented prettiness an antiseptic amount
of iodine content.
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Its 1 part Beauty

and 9 parts

//

Beauty Care

"The man in your life," says

this lovely star, "just takes

it for granted you were bom
beautiful if your hair is shin-

ing, your eyes are bright, and

your skin is soft and fresh.

But we women know how
important day-to-day care is

in order to look and keep

looking our prettiest."

Star of

International Pictures

In recent tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials,

actually 3 out of 4 complexions improved

in a short time!

YOU will find it's true I

His eyes will tell you

i t pays never to neglect

the daily care that

gives you the appeal

of soft, smooth skin,

the fresh radiant look

that says "glamour,"

always.

"What a wonderful feeling. ..when you know
your skin looks smooth and lovely. That's
why I never neglect my daily Active-lather

facials with Lux Soap. Feels like smoothing
beauty in when I cover my face with that
creamy lather, £md work it in thoroughly!'

"In any man's vocabulary it's 'glamour'. . .

skin that's lovely to look at— soft to touch."

And our star concludes:"After you've rinsed

with warm water, then cold, and pattedyour

face dry with a soft towel, you know your

Lux Soap facial's a beautycare that works!''''
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Ponds "Lips" stay on

.

and on .

.

Hollywood Must Fight Back

Continued from page 25

from appearances, whether they be in

motion pictures, radio, or the stage.

When he devotes his time to the war
efFoit, he is dei);iving himself of his only

means of income. That, the way I see it.

puts him as close or closer to our fight-

ing men than any other class of worker
who is doing a war job.

They aren't looking for sympathy any
more than our fighting men want it;,

but I do think the least they can get

is respect for the wonderful job they are

doing. Don't forget, these Hollywood
entertainers have not been conditioned

for war zones as the soldiers have, and
that they stand the almost unbearable
conditions as well as they do—and come
up smiling—takes real stamina. Our
boys call it "guts."

When I deeply resent unfair attacks

that have been made on Hollywood, I

do not do so as a martyr or for unselfish

reasons. I resent, and I wish to fight

back against, these attacks because T

believe that, when the motion picture

industry is attacked, it affects me as

much as it dees any Individual at whom
the finger of scorn is pointed.

Even as a child. I couldn't keep quiet.

I remember at the dinner table in our

home in Roosevelt, Utah, my father used

to ask me to be still so th^it someone
else could have the floor. Being a well-

mannered youngster, I would obey my
father—that is, for about twenty seconds,

and then I would start right in again,

chattering about anything that hap-

pened to be on my mind at the moment.

Of late, I have been a quiet, sweet
young thing. I have kept my mouth
shut. Ever since my last outburst, when
I accused Army officers of monopolizing
the time of film personalities who are

doing camp tours, I have put my head
in the sand and ignored things that wer»;

going on about me.
A few months ago, this ostrich looked

up, and what I saw has had me seething

ever since. My well-meaning friends have
said, "Now look, don't stick your neck
out. This is none of your business: it

doesn't affect you; why should you get

excited?" Yet, I have always felt that

anything that affected the motion pic-

ture industry affected me. I am sure

that, if someone attacks the coal miners,

every cr-al miner in the country resents

it. He resents it primarily for the most
selfish of all reasons: Because it might
affect his livelihood and his well-being.

Attacking Hollywood is not new. It

probably started when I was in rompers,

but naturally it didn't mean anything to

me until I became associated with the

industry. I remember during the Spanish
Civil War those actors who contributed

money to the Loyalist cause were branded
as Reds. James Cagney made a state-

ment at the time that I will always
remember. Cagney said that, when i

man is sick, hungry or dying, he doesn't

ask him his race, color or creed. There
was a Congressional investigation at the

time, because far-sighted Hollywood in-

dividuals who sought to help were called

Communists and war mongers. Here, at

A starlet Monogram
can be proud of

—

Gale Storm. Her next

picture is "They

Shall Have Faith," in

which she entertains

with song and dance
numbers, as well

handling a highly
dramatic role.

6 glamorizing

shades . .

.

49 ^, lOf, plus tax

And the big case is METAL again!
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Which kind of Civilian are Yon?

The Gloom. Guaranteed to set ciny

convalescing soldier back two months.

"Oh, you poor, poor boy. I just can't

bear to look at you. Boo-hoo-hoo." This

type Army doctors would cheerfully

throttle.

Dome front hero. "For days

we went without butter." And they

wonder why returned fighters are

sometimes moody. This particular

veteran of Saipan is wondering
whether it was really worth it.

Lady with the saucer eyes.
Stares at every disabled veteran as

though he were a sideshow performer.

This is a very successful method for

keeping him always reminded of his

changed appearance. A sure way to

break down his confidence.

*'Bver use your
bayonet. Sergeant?"

This type never fails to ask for the

gory details so as to have something

juicy for the gang at the club. Can't

understand why soldiers duck him.

Thinks they'd like to talk about the

war. He does.

"Boy oh boy, you look marvel-
ous ! " This type thinks that the way to

cheer up an injured veteran is by pre-

tending he hasn't changed a bit. Since

the soldier knows better, this treatment

makes him think he must look so ter-

rible his friends don't dare mention it.

The Man We Hope Is Yon. Like

most civilians he asks no questions,weeps

no tears. Just treats returned soldiers

like people he's glad and proud to wel-

come back. Realizes they're more able

and resourceful citizens than when they

went away. Makes it his job to help get

them back into normal civilian life. How
about you?

Prepared by the War Advertising Council, Inc.

in Cooperation with the Office of War Information

and the Retraining and Reemployment Administratiun.

PUBLISHED IN COOPERATION WITH THE DRUG, COSMETIC AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES BY

WORLD'S FAVORITE EYE MAKE-UP
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Be honest, now!
Be honest, now! Have you ever really

investigated Tampax? Have you dis-

cussed it with women who are using it?

Have you asked about Tampax at drug
stores or notion counters? Do you under-

stand the principle of internal absorption
for monthly sanitary protection?

Tampax has grown to be an important
name in feminine circles and to avoid
confusion we want to give a clear, con-
cise statement concerning it Invented
by a doctor, Tampax is worn internally.

It is specially designed for this purpose
—made of pure surgical cotton com-
pressed and firmly stitched. It comes in

neat applicators for dainty insertion

—

your hands need not even touch the

Tampax. When in place the Tampax is

"conforming" in shape—wearer cannot
feel it.

No belts, pins or externalpads. No bulges
or ridges caused in clothing. No odor,

no chafing. Quick to change. Easy dis-

posal. Sold at drug and notion counters

in 3 sizes: Regular, Super, Junior. Whole
month's supply will go into hmm
purse. Economy Box contains

4 months' supply (average). njfflM
Tampax I ncorporated. Palmer, h jWjjjH

Mass. 1^^^^

Acceptedfor Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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least during my short career in Holly-

wood was the first example of an unjust

smear on the motion picture industry

and its people.

I don't wish to become involved in

politics in this artide. It is just that 1

am writing in a state of anger, and hardly

know where to begin. Do you remember
in 1941 when the Interstate Commerce
Committee was appointed to investigate

war mongers in the motion picture in-

dustry? The investigation went on in

Washington for weeks and weeks. Such
pictures as "Confessions Of A Nazi
Spy," "Escape," and others of like theme
were branded by our isolationists in Con-
gress as dragging us into a war in which
we had no business.

Here in Hollywood, we've just gone
through another uncalled-for attack.

This time Rosalind Russell was the vic-

tim. Several months ago, when RKO
announced that they would bring the
-story of Sister Kenny to the screen. Miss
Russell was given the starring role. She
was very happy, because she had for a

long time been interested in the magnifi-

cent work of the former Australian nurse
for victims of infantile paralysis.

Not only did the actress lecture en-

thusiastically for the cause, but she also

contributed money for the foundation
Sister Kenny hoped to establish. When,
not so long ago. Miss Russell was sud-

denly confined to her bed with a complete
nervous breakdown, many people scoffed.

It was just a ruse, they insisted—

a

clever method of getting a release from
a picture she had no intention of making.
Even the fact that her illness was verified

when she was admitted to a local hos-

pital, failed to convince those gossip-

mongers who are always "in the know"

about everything that is—or should be

—none of their business!

The Motion Picture Industry, one of

the largest industries in the country, has

been singularly remiss about protecting

itself against these attacks. Perhaps it is

because it is not just a business—but a

combination of art iplus business. Per-

haps it is because the makers of motion
pictures feel that to build an organiza-

tion to protect its reputation is unneces-

sary, or not in keeping with a creative

art. I don't know what is the reason, but

W'hatever it is, surely our studio heads

must realize by this time that we, as

well as any other big business, should

have the courage to stick up for our

rights.

Our trouble, I think, is that we have
not acted like a big business. Every
other business I know anything about

has its representatives looking out for its

best interests, clearing the path for its

more perfect operation. An ironic note

here is that Hollywood, which pays
tremendous money every year to pub-
licize its pictures, its stars, its directors,

its product generally, has failed to do
anything about its own reputation. May-
be someday soon, we'll have that kind of

protection, too.

But even if we don't, I feel, as does

the rest of Hollywood, that this great

industry of ours will go riglit on function-

ing, will go right on turning out enter-

tainment that the world needs and wants.

W^hether we're criticized or not, no one
can say we ever give up to despair.

There's one thing everybody's got to

agree. Hollywood can take it! There's

no argument about that. But what I

wo"ld like to know is: Whv hould
Hollywood HAVE to take it?

'
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<)c ^ THEN TRY THIS
PROVEN EASY SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR

• • • ffe/ps Prevent Brittle Ends From Breaking Off!

HERE IS THRILLINGNEW HOPE for millionswho want their

dry, lusterless , unruly, brittle and breaking off hairmore lovely
. . . longer. The Juelene SYSTEM has helped men andwomen all

over the nation to find new happiness and confidence in more
beautiful, healthy appearing hair. Yes, hair may get longer—

>

the scalp and hair condition being otherwise normal— if the
breaking- off process of dry, brittle ends can be retarded.
That's why Juelene is such a natural way to help your hair gain
its normal beauty. This wonderful SYSTEM helps relieve hair
dryness that is caused by lack of natural oils. It helps soften
harsh, brittle ends, thus giving your hair a chance to get longer
once the breaking-off and the splitting ends have been curbed.
If your hair is dry, rough and hard to keep neat, try the easy
Juelene SYSTEM for just 7 days. See if Juelene's tendency to
softenharsh, difficult-to-manage haircan help yours tobecome
softer, silkier, more lustrous than ithas beenbefore—In just one
short week! You may win compliments from both men and
womenwho admire andenvy yourhair in its newlovelybeauty.

MAKE THIS EASY

7-OAY TEST..*

FULLY GUAfiANTEEO

LONGER HAIR
Dresses Belter
fit Latest Styles

rfsr JUELENE
imFOR 7 DAYS

Thrilling Results «r

MONEY BACK IN FUU!
That's all we ask you to do. Justmake the
convincing Juelene testfor? days and see
for yourself if your brittle, splitting hair
can be softened,made more sparkling and
lovely.Your mirrorwill tell you the thrill-

ing results and so will your friends ! If you
aren't absolutely amazed with the glistening
sheen,... if you aren't delighted with the ease
in which you can manage your hair, we will re-
fund every cent of yourmoney. What could be
fairer? This proves to you how excellent we
think the results will be! So don't wait. Mail
the coupon right now. And like thousands of
others you may find new beauty, be rightfully
proud of your hair. You run no risk because
you have absolute guarantee of delightful
results or your money back. Send for it now!

^ MAIL'cc-S'JpTn'NOW!
If you do want longer hair, mail the coupon today. Then test Juelene and
notice the remarkable difference in the appearance of your hair— lustrous
and we)'-dressed. See how nicely it lies in place, how easily it combs. With
our positive guarantee you can't lose, and have everything in your favor to
gain. So make this effort now. Send the Introductory Coupon immediately!

rOR DRY, BRITTLE HAIR
Dry hair is not only hard to manage but a continual source

of embarrassment. Why be ashamed of unlovely hair when
it may be so easy to make it beautiful, sparkling with new
healthy looks, lovely luster. A women's hair is one of the

first things noticed by men— sleek, shining, glamorously
long hair is always alluring. And men, too, attract admir-
ing attention when their hair lies smooth, thick and neat.

Try Juelene. See how much more beautiful your hair may
be in such a short time, after the dry hair condition has been
relieved. Actually make your hair your "crowning glory"

!

This introductory offer gives you an opportune chance to

prove to yourself that you, too, may have sparkling . . .

longer hair ! Be convinced !—Send for your Juelene NOW.

Make This 7-Day Test
• ••SEND NO MONEY!

JUST MAIL THE CONVENIENT INTRODUCTORY COUPON!
Upon arrival of Juelene pay Postman $1.00 plus postage. Or if you
prefer, send a remittance with your order—we will pay the post-

age. Then test Juelene. Notice how much more silky and soft your
hair may be in just seven short days. So take advantage of this

INTRODUCTORY, GET -ACQUAINTED - OFFER today— NOW.
and know at last the happiness of possessing really lovelier hair.

INTRODUCTORY COUPON...
JUEL COMPANYp Dept.B-602
1930 Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, 111.

Yes, I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the
JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn't show
satisfactory results, I will ask for my money back.

I am enclosing $1.00
Send C.O.D. plus postage

NAML

ADDRESS.

JUEL CO., 1930 Irving Park Road, Dept B-602, Chicago 13, ill. L
JQHE. STATL-CITY

XI^^ Our Customers Participate in Lovely Gifts
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The Army and Red Skelton

Continued from page 31

5:30 or earlier, on the go all day, in bed

by nine—-or later—and up again.

"It's a vicious circle," Red continued.

"I swear I don't think any of us ever

got enough sleep. You work so hard all

day that when you finally hit that lovely

hard hospital cot, you just collapse.

"In the Army, you've probably heard

that training films are shown. These
were my downfall. I'd be sitting there,

trying to concentrate, and the .first thing

I'd know I'd be sound asleep. I got

caught so many times that I figured I'd

better work out a system whereby I'd at

least give the appearance of being awake.

Not being too inventive, the only thing

I could think of was to put little rocks

on my eyelids. To my surprise this

worked. I looked as though I were

awake, but all the time I was dozing

away to my heart's content.

"I think I know now why the Army
keeps you so darned busy all the time.

If it didn't every guy in camp would

be falling sound asleep. I've actually

seen fellows so tired that they have gone
asleep standing up. And that's no gag.

"Since I've been home on my fur-

lough, I've been able to catch up a

little with my beauty naps—but there

is only one difficulty. I can't sleep at

all unless I use the hospital fold. And
that's one thing I thought I'd never like.

But after being in the Army a while,

you get to like that convenient way of

choking yourself to death when you go
to bed. When we make our bed, they
have to be made so tight that you can
take a quarter and throw it on the cot

and it'll bounce. There was one kid who
was always getting gigged because his

bed was never made right. We got to

feeling kinda sorry for him, so one night

we told him to sleep on the floor. We
pinned the blankets and the sheets down
so tightly that even a penny would have
bounced to the ceiling if it had been
thrown on the bed. The last I heard the

kid still hadn't gotten on to the hang of

making an Army bed. There weren't

enough safety pins around."

Red is in the field artillery. He has to

know all about engineering, communica-
tions, be able to identify different types

of planes, and know first aid—except for

surgery. And his work has just started.

However, already he has proved himself

very proficient at. an integral part of

Army training.

In target practice, the target re-

sembles, from a distance, a man. The
guys aim at the object and the idea is to

get a high score. Thirty-nine is con-

sidered tops. Red—now known as Eagle
Eye Red—knocked off a mean thirty-

seven.

"One of the interesting things about
being a G.I.," Red continued, "is the

characters you meet. There was one kid

who loved a fire—but he also hated

observation posts. And therein lies a

yarn. Our company had to march to

the observation post, which was about
twelve and a half miles from camp, and
back again several times during the

week. None of us liked it, but this boy
just plain couldn't stand it. One night,

he said to us, 'I'm going to burn the

post.' And off he started. We tried to

stop him, but we couldn't. About an
hour later, he was back.

" 'What happened?' we asked him.
" 'Oh, I didn't burn it,' he replied. 'I

was afraid they'd make us walk to the

next post then—and that's twenty-five

miles away. I'll leave that one stay.'

"Another time during a lecture, the

boy came over to me and said, 'Better

get your bucket.' I couldn't get his angle.

'Why?' I asked. Grinning broadly, he
sang out, 'You'll find out.' Finally, I

happened to look up to the platform

where a lieutenant was talking. Smoke
was rising behind him. I took one look

at the kid. He just went on grinning.

Then a lot of us fellows grabbed some
buckets and went charging up to the

platform. W^e got the fire out in time."

Red sighed, "I don't know about that

kid. He may not get along so well in the

Army."
Red has a reputation in camp as a

swell guy. He is known as the Chaplain
because he's always fighting someone's

battles, and as the fellow who does more
cleaning up than is quite necessary.

Many is the time he has risen to the aid

of boys he felt were getting a raw deal.

More than once he has gone to see the
General on the hill with what he con-

ADVERTISEMENT

^Vanity nothing! Somebody dropped a bottle of Pepsi-Cola in the pool"
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No curative power is claimed

for PHILIP MORRIS . . . but

AN OUNCE OF

PREVENTION

Philip
Morris

are scientifically

proved far less

irritating to the

smoker's nose

and throat.

CAll fOM

sidered an injustice being done to some
fellow. He wasn't being a busy body.
He was of genuine help. Even now,
many of the boys come to him with their

problems. He is visited as often as the

Chaplains there. His reputation as a

friend in need reached four Chaplains
and they even asked him to go overseas

with them as their assistant. The motto
around Camp Roberts now is: "If you
got a beef, tell it to Skelton."

As for his mania for cleaning, the guys
just stare at Red and wonder. When he
first came to camp, he decided to clean

the barracks all by himself one day. One
of the guys who had been there longer

came over to him and said, "Now look,

Skelton. You can carry this too far.

Don't work so hard." To which Red
merely answered, "This is going to be

my home for a while and I want to keep
it as clean as I would my own place."

The kitchen also worried Red. The
floors are cleaned three times a day and
are spotless, but the pans and skillets

—

in the hurry and confusion—are occasion-

ally given the once-over-lightly treat-

ment, boys being the dishwashers they
are. One day, Red happened to be in

there when he saw the cooks making a

cake. They were going to pour the dough
into pans that were clean but that Red
thought could use more scrubbing.

"Aren't you going to clean those pans
more?" Red asked.

"No, they're clean enough," the cook
said. "And the way you guys do K.P.
—well!"

"Well, I sure would clean them."
"Okay, clean 'em, bud."

So Red went to work and scrubbed
every pan that he thought needed it.

Red's work at camp isn't confined only
to the routine matters. Several times he
has gotten up at five a.m. and has done
his Army work until five p.m. He's then
had a quick dinner, gone to the hall, and
entertained the boys until eleven r.t

night. Besides his shows he gives for the
boys and for those at other camps, he
has given five shows a week at night for

the Boy Scouts camp, at the request cf

his own officers. He has never objected

to any of this. He has a!ccepted no
privileges. And he has gained, as a re-

sult, the complete admiration of all the

men in camp.
As we sat talking about the kids in

camp. Red suddenly became serious.

"I'd like to issue a direct appeal, if I

may, to the American people," Red
began. "And it's about the matter of

rides. Our camp is located near just a

little town, but we can go there on our

short passes. There's not much to do
there, but at least we get away from
camp. Yet every day I see kids hope-
fully standing on the road waiting for a

ride. And I see many selfish civilians,

their cars empty, go merrily past the

boys. I know how those boys feel. I've

waited for rides too. I know how tired

they get and how low they are when a

car passes them up. So—won't you all

remember to give a boy a ride.-' It means
a lot to him!"
Here was a new side of Red to me.

Not a crusader exactly. But a serious,

solemn person. As he spoke, there was
real sincerity in his voice.

"I would also like to say something
else to the folks back home," Red went
on. "And, to me, it's a very important
something. A lot of kids come home on
a furlough and act as though they aren't

happy to be home. And their folks

worry. Well, the boys are so happy to

be home that they don't want to enjoy
themselves too much because that only

makes the going away again harder.

They may not enjoy their cars so much
either, but only because they know how
hard gas is to get at home. It's because
I know how hard I've tried to fight

against enjojang myself too much on my
furlough that I'd like to pass on a few
tips to the folks at home.
"For one thing, don't try to arrange

parties for him. If he gets up early,

don't ask him why he didn't stay in bed.

Don't make him feel he should go to bed
early at night just because you are

retiring early. If a kid of eighteen comes
home and is smoking for the first time,

don't be surprised. Don't forget, too,

that it's wrong to tell the boy what to

do when he's home. He's used to being
told what to do at camp and he doesn't

want any orders when he's away from it.

"In short, remember one thing above
all else: let your boy live when he's with
you and live as he wishes, for he may not
get back to you."
As I left Red that day, I saw what

the Army can do—and is doing. It's a

great leveling-oft' process, a true example
of democracy at work. Red was still a

star, yes, but he was a star as a G.I.

He's a guy Hollywood can point to with

pride.
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HOLLYWOOD STARS YOU KNOW
USE

Barbara Stanvwck
Starring in the Warner Bros. Picture

"My Reputation"

FROM HOLLYWOOD . . . WESTMORE'S SENSATIONAL

NEW LIQUID-CREAM FOUNDATION MAKE-UP
NOT A CAKE ... NOT A CREAM

DOES NOT CAUSE DRY SKIN

T71OR the flawless-looking complexion of the stars

•L
.

. . one drop of Overglo . . . and presto! Quickly,

evenly applied with your fingertips, this new
liquid-cream foundation of the Westmores camou-

flages large pores and little lines. Adds youthful

smoothness under powder and rouge. Keeps make-

up fresh all day. Never gives a masked appearance.

Non-drying, definitely! Its emollient lanolin and oil

base helps defy dust and weather, too. One botde

lasts for months. Six flattering shades. $1.50 plus tax.

Perc Westmore, famous
Hollywood ?nake-up
genius, and Director of
Make-up at Warner Bros.

Studios in Hollywood.

NEW . . . ONE-SHADE . . . OVERGLO FACE POWDER
A make-up discovery! Practically colorless—per-
mits your foundation-tinted skin to glow through
with youthful beauty. A face powder specially

created for use with Overglo or any tinled cake,
cream or liquid foundadon. $\. plus tax.

PKOI»LCTS OF THE DOUSE: OF WESTMOKE

Mom's Girl

Continued from page 33

of making up my mind, thinking that
you might show no inclination toward
show busmess. You might like to read
or to cook, or to play hockey. But one
day a month after you had started
kindergarten, I opened a letter that had
come through the mail, and discovered
that It was a bill for a month's piano
lessons for you. "What is this all about.?"
I asked you.
"A lady came around to each room at

school and asked everyone who wanted
to learn to play the piano to raise her
right hand, so I did," you said. "Do
you want to hear me play.?"

_
Sitting down rather hard in my favor-

ite chair, I simply nodded. You whirled
the piano stool up your height, and
played an easy, fragile melody without
error I bit my lips hard so that I
wouldnt cry and ruin your triumph
because you wouldn't have understood
a mothers proud tears at such a time
You might have thought that I was
worried about the expense, and given
lip the lessons because that's the kind of
little girl you were.
Although I didn't know much about-

music, I realized in the dim but positive
way that mothers have, that you had
ability. Not just the pleasant ability of
a youngster who loves harmony and
rhythm, but a spark—iht beginning of
a lifetime of understanding the power of
sound. From that small moment in our
living room at home, your pubhc career
began. Your teachers advanced you so
rapidly that, when you were seven, you
won the Cincinnati Conservatory of
Music's Post Music Contest. The prize
was the opportunity to play a piano
concerto with the Cincinnati Sym-
phony Orchestra, conducted by Eugene
Goossens.

I'll never forget how you looked on
that huge stage, before the enormous
black piano, backgrounded by the vast
orchestra—black and white and ghtter-
ing with instruments. You looked so
small, June, but so sure of yourself.
Your legs were too short for you to use
the pedals, so you had to achieve your
tonal modulations entirely with your
fingering.

You'll never know how hard I worked
while you were playing with the orches-
tra. I lived and breathed and vibrated
with every note you struck. The meas-
ures slipped away behind us—there had
been no mistake—just a little more, and
a little more, and a little more. And
there! The crescendo finale. I found
that my mouth was dry, my eyes were
burning, there wasn't a muscle in my
body that didn't ache. Honey, I had
done two weeks' work in the space of
twenty minutes!
Afterward, everyone made a great fuss

over you. You behaved very well. You
were always a polite little girl, not at
all shy, but rather solemn. Even when
people were silly, you handled yourself
with dignity. I thought I would burst
with pride in you.
At that time, 20th Century-Fox (it

doesn't seem possible, does it, that those
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.vords were strange to us in those days)

lad Shirley Teinple under contract and
.vas making millions of dollars from lier

pictures. MGM felt, with justification,

hat it would be wise for them to develop

I child star to share the great audience

;hat is always attracted by a lovely

youngster. You were offered a contract

a very handsome, enticing contract,

i had loiown this moment was coming,

ko I was prepared for it. I said no, we
keren't interested.

! The money was tempting. In those

days the Coogan law had not yet been

i?nacted. so your contract would have
meant that our entire family could have
lived in luxury on your earnings. Neither

(j our father nor I would have done such

!a thing, but we were only human and I

koon't say that a mink coat might not

Sliave found its way into my closet,

loney. But to me, other things have
[always been more important than
money. I know that sounds—as you
fuould say

—
"corny," but it's true.

iMoney will buy everything except the

things you really want. I wanted more
'expensive things, more precious things

'for you, than a fine home, cars, trips,

land fame.

ji

I wanted you to grow up knowing
ihundreds of school friends, instead of

|the few to which a famous child must
be restricted. I -wanted you to live in

I
a family where the purchase of a new
coat meant a certain amount of figur-

'ing—then, in years to come, no matter
what happened, you would be able to

[live economically if need be. You would
know how to save, to cut corners; and
you would never develop a grandeur

I complex.
I wanted you to be able, as a sub-

deb, to go anj'where at any time with-

! out being stared at, or questioned. I

wanted you to have your small secrets,

your independent adventures, your price-

less young freedom. A famous child

must be constantly guarded, trained.

It's "A Thousand and One Niqhts" next for

Cornel Wilde, seen here with Adele Jergens.

Columbia made it a Technicolor extravagania.
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THE DIFFERENCE' THE DIFFERENCE!

MY ONE CREAM INSTANTLY

BEAUTIFIES YOUR SKIN -AND
THE PROVES IT!

See and feel your skin

become fresher, clearer,

younger-textured I

I
don't just SAY that Lady

Esther 4-Purpose Face Cream

does wonderful things for your

skin. I PROVE it-prove it by

means of the "Patch Test"!

Just choose a part of your face

that is too oily, or too dry— or

where you have a few blackheads

or big pores. Rub Lady Esther

Face Cream on that one part of

your face, and wipe it off. Wipe it

off completely. Then see how that

patch of skin gleams with new

brightness and clarity! Touch it—

feel how the dry little flakes are

gone!

What happens to that small

patch of skin will happen to your

entire face when you use Lady

Esther Face Cream. For it does the

U things your skin needs most for

beauty! (1) It thoroughly cleans

your skin. (2) It softens your skin.

(3) It helps nature refine the pores.

(4) It leaves a smooth, perfect base

for powder.

AAake the Tonight!

You'll never believe the difference a single

application of Lady Esther Face Cream can

make in the appearance of your skin— until

you see it for yourself. So get a jar and make

the "Patch Test" tonight. See living proof that

this one cream is all you need for a softer,

smoother skin— a dazzling-fresh skin!

4-Purpose Face Cream

protected, hemmed in, because the world
contains some evil men.

And, darling, I wanted something else

for you. Because I belong to the "older"
generation, I suppose I'd call this in-

tangible thing I wanted for you, "moon-
light and roses," or "honeysuckle and
a soft guitar." I wanted you to have
your sixteenth year as an ordinary girl.

You see, I was married when I was
seventeen. I think, occasionally, that
it is a bit too young to assume the
very real responsibility of marriage; I

think I missed some things, by being
married, that a girl also misses by being
in the limelight.

Perhaps, June, I should explain here
—lest you get the wrong impression

—

that in nothing I have written do I

mean to criticize the mother of any child

star, nor the star. I have the greatest
admiration and respect for the mannei-
in which many child stars have been
brought to maturity. It is an accom-
plishment almost beyond proper evalu-
ation and evidences a diplomatic ability

that I'm sure I never had. But, to re-

turn to the thing I was telling you, we
turned down your contract, dear. You
didn't quite understand what it meant
in those days. Some of the children at

school heard about it and asked you if

you were going to Hollywood. You said

no, that you liked Cincinnati.

But from that time on, I saw that you
were given dramatic training. On your
own, you entered all the school oratori-

cal contests and won most of them. I

vviU never forget one contest you lost,

though. Ordinarily, the winner was given

a medal, so that you had medals jingle-

jangling in every dresser drawer in your
bedroom, but this particular night the

first prize was a book.

After having given your "all"—as you
said—in your oration, it was heart-break-

ing to see the prize go to another girl.

On the way home you cried bitterly.

You hadn't had much experience at

being a loser. I would have been more
openly sympathetic if I hadn't knowTi

in the depths of my doting heart that

It's a sea-going adventure for George Raft in

his next RKO-Radio picture, "Johnny Angel."

Rusty Farrell aids him in untangling mystery.
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an occasional defeat was good for you.

You had to learn to take it, because we
all do.

As I say, you sobbed wretchedly. You
said it was unfair for anyone to work as

hard as you had, then to fail. You said

you would never enter another contest

as long as you lived. Your younger
sister had been listening patiently to

this tirade. Heaving a vast sigh she

said at last, "Well, I don't see what all

the yelling is about. What did you want
of that crazy old book, anyhow? You've
already got a book."
You stopped in the middle of a gulp

and laughed. I knew, that instant, how
right I had been to keep you with your
sisters—they were a leavening influence

that your forming character would have
missed if you had been in Hollywood.
And another thing: one of the most
satisfying of benefits accruing to girls

who have sisters, is the availability of

more than one wardrobe. The three of

you were never fully dressed in your
own clothing—you were always wearing

at least one borrowed item.

Remember, when you were thirteen

and made your debut with Dick Jurgens

and his orchestra? I've laughed a hun-
dred times at the way you got your
booking, not only with him, but with

the other name bands that came to

town. Saying to them, "If you have a

home town Soloist singing with you.

you'll get front-page news breaks that

will really bring in the crowds," was not

only true, but ingenious. It revealed an
enterprising mind.
You didn't have a dress that was

really suitable for that kind of an ap-

pearance, so your older sister loaned you
one of her dresses and we worked like

mad to get it cinched in around the waist

and shortened in length. The flurry and
excitement were fun. We would have
missed that in Hollywood, because we
would simply have gone down to a shop
and bought a dress. Not very dramatic,
when you recall what Scarlett O'llara
could do with velvet curtains.

I'll never forget the tour you and I

And a poignantly tender love story for Robert
Young and Dorothy McGuire in modernized
version of Pinero's "The Enchanted Cottage."

j
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'TRIPLE COLOR-BLENDED

Makes You Lovelier

Than You Dream ...

It is exclusive with Bourjois! A French blend-

ing process creates luscious living shades in

Evening in Paris face powder . . . colors that

seem to touch your face with the soft, deli-

cate bloom of a flower petal . . . exquisitely

fresh, supremely natural on your skin.

Try this glorious "triple color-blended" face

powder . . . notice its incredible smoothness

. . . test it for long-clinging without retouch-

ing . thrill to its haunting Fragrance of

Romance. Your own mirror will tell you why
they say "to make a lovely lady even lovelier

Evening in Paris face powder."

FACE POWDER $1.00 • LIPSTICK 50c

ROUGE 50c • PERFUME $1.25 to $10.00
(All prices plus tax)

BOURJOIS
Tunein ^'Here's to Romanc**,^' wilh

Jim Ameche and Ray Bloch^s Or-
chestra, featuring Larry Douglas
with guest stars—Thursday 10:30
P.M., EWT, Columbia Network.

NEMF YORK. DISTRIBUTOR

made with Ted Flo Rite's banrl when
you were 15. You had begun to seem
very grown up to me then, and I came
to the conclusion that perhaps the time
had come to begin to think "career" for

you. When we arrived in Cahfornia, I

Hked it so much that I decided we might
as well remain here. We sent for your
sisters, though, so that we could main-
tain our home and family life. Then,
when your father got his wonderful po-
sition out here, I knew we were set. But
you weren't yet sixteen—and I wanted
you to have that year, remember?
You didn't much want to go to high

school. You wanted to start making
the rounds of the studios. I'm not sorry
that I insisted upon your enrolling. I

wanted to see you going to high school
football games and high school dances.
I wanted you to meet the fine group
of boys (many of whom are now flying

planes or ground-fighting in France and
the South Pacific) who were in your
class and in the upper classes.

That year over, I agreed with you
that it was time for you to sign with
20th Century-Fox. I hope sincerely,

that when you look back over your
years of full, normal adolescence, you
will be persuaded that I did the right

thing when I refused, not once but
several times, to allow you to start your
picture career until you were on the

threshold of maturity. This has been
my gift to you: the gift of your own
irretrievable girlhood.

The years you have had can never
be surpassed by any amount of fame,
darling. The life you have lived has
given you a strong sense of family tie,

and of team play. It has let you know
your contemporaries without the false

barrier of prominence. And it has al-

lowed you and me to grow up together.

For those things I am truly thankful

and I think you are too.

With dearest love,

Your Mother.

Here's "Mom's Girl" all dressed up for her

picture, "Where Do We Go From Here?" Ma-
jor Robert S. Johnson is chatting with her.
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Veronica Meets Her Match

Continued from page 26

operative! Well, what do you know!
In December, nine months after they

met, Veronica and Andre De Toth were

married at the Bel-Air home of the Ed
Gardners (Duffy's Archie) . Seems they

had done a lot of their courting there at

the Gardners' Sunday afternoon parties,

and they had a sentimental feeling about

the place. They were married at 7:30

in the evening, and at 10:30 they moved
into the home they had bought a few

weeks before high up on a Hollywood
hill. There wasn't much in the way of

furniture around, just a lot of crates

and packing cases, but the De Toths
didn't seem to mind.

Soon after her marriage I had lunch

with Veronica, and over a plate of

spaghetti—hers, not mine, heaven forbid

—I said to her, "Veronica, I hear that

marriage has changed you for the better.

Has it.''" You know me, the very soul

of tact.

Veronica is never slow on the uptake.

Not even when she's radiating happiness.

Instead of assuming that hurt look that

most movie stars assume when someone is

so crass as to suggest that there might
have been a time when they weren't the

epitome of perfection, she broke out in

a laugh.

"I haven't had time to be a bad girl,"

she said. "After all, I've only been mar-
ried two weeks. And I'm up to my ears

in crates and responsibilities. Give me
time."

I admired her wedding ring, a small

plain gold band, and Veronica quickly

launched into her favorite subject

—

Bandi. Pronounced Bondy. Bandi is a

Hungarian nickname. Andre De Toth
was born in Mako, Hungary, went on
the stage when he was sixteen, and
started directing pictures in Hungary

Lena Horne and pi-oducer-composer Roger
Edens give the cast of "Ziegfeld Follies" a

treat with impromptu music between scenes.

How to get that Feeding-Time Smile!
Do as thousands of mothers do— start your baby on Gerber's Strained Foods,

recommended by doctors for these four benefits: (1) Made to taste extra

good, (2) Cooked the Gerber way by steam to preserve precious minerals

and vitamins. (3) Famous for uniform, smooth texture. (4) Every step in

the making laboratory-checked. So be sure to get Gerber's—with "America's

Best-Known Baby" on every package

!

If your baby is over 3 months
Doctor will tell you that most babies over

3 months are likely to need extra iron.

Gerber's Cereal Food and Gerber's
Strained Oatmeal have generous amounts

of added iron and Vitamin Bi. Both
cereals are pre-cooked, ready-to-serve.

Just add milk or formula, hot or cold.

Buy both-, and give baby variety!

erber's
FREMONT, MICH OAKLAND, CAL / i ti.,di of
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Name

My baby is now months
old, please send me samples of
Gerber's Cereal Food and
Gerber's Strained Oatmeal.

Address City and State..
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CAN RUIN
THE WOMAN!

Protect your natural SWEET SELF with NEW

ODORO-DO
CREAM DEODORANT

Lady, you re sweet. So is your dress.

But it may rob you of your dain-

tiness and charm by imprisoning

and building-up offensive, under-

arm perspiration odor.

Stop this threat to your Sweet Self

before you dress with fast-acting,

long-lasting Odorono . . . the new
cream deodorant that works to pro-

tect you faster than you can slip on
your slip!

The new Odorono Cream Deodor-
ant contains science's most effective

perspiration stopper . . . protects you
against perspiration troubles up to

three days.

Be Just as Sweet After You Dress with ^^^^

Soothing, smoothing . . . the new
Odorono Cream Deodorant does

not irritate your skin. Prevents per-

spiration stains, will not harm fine

fabrics. Can be used right after shav-

ing. No waiting to dry. Will not turn

gritty in jar.

So before you think of what dress

to wear . . . think of your Sweet Self

. . . use new, snowy-white Odorono
Cream Deodorant for instant, full,

long-lasting
protection.

(Plua Fed. Tax)

when he was nineteen. He first came to

Hollywood in 1937 where he got a cool

brush-off. After practically starving he
returned to England with Alexander
Korda. He directed, produced, and
wrote many pictures in Europe, but his

goal was always Hollywood. He tried

the West Coast again four years ago,
and after a terrific struggle finally per-

suaded Columbia to let him direct a "B"
picture, "Passport to Suez." The pic-

ture turned out so well, to the studio's

surprise, that they assigned him to an
"A" picture, "None Shall Escape." He
did such a brilliant job on this that Ben
Bogeaus signed him to direct Merle
Oberon and Franchot Tone in the re-

cently released "Dark Waters." Mr.
De Toth is well on his way to being one
of Hollywood's top directors.

"I never did believe in that old say-
ing that opposites attract," said Veronica
in that quiet way she has of speaking.
"And now I'm convinced I was right

about it. Bandi and I are very much
alike in every way. We both have very
definite personalities, but Bandi's is the
stronger of the two. All the men I've
ever known before always allowed me to

dominate them, they were always kow-
towing to me—but not Bandi. He tells

me. I don't tell him.

"For instance, at the champagne sup-
per the Miklos Doras gave for us at their

Little Gypsy restaurant (Miklos Dora
is one of Bandi's Hungarian pals, and was
his best man at our wedding) I was
having a perfectly wonderful time, and if

I had had my way I would have stayed
on until the party ended at two in the
morning. But at ten o'clock Bandi said.

'You have to be at the studio at nine in

the morning. We'd better go home.'
We did."

Well, I'm telling you, when we saw
Veronica stop in the middle of a rhumba.
tell everybody goodbye, and it only ten
o'clock, you could have knocked us all

down with a feather out of Hedda Hop-
per's hat. Could that be the same Ver-
onica who used to sit up in night clubs

night after night with dreary drips who
you could see were boring the daylights

out of her!

"Bandi is a very ambitious man,"
Veronica continued, "and I think his

ambition must be catching. Suddenly I

find myself becoming ambitious too.

Ambitious for him, and for myself. I
recall one of the first dates I had with
him he talked to me for hours about the

early struggles he had had in Holly-

wood, and how he had had to fight his

way to recognition in the industry. He
spoke with great enthusiasm of the plans

he had for the future. I think I must
have sat there with my mouth open in

utter amazement. How could anyone
care that much about a career.'' And
then one night at dinner he told me that

he had seen several of my pictures and he
thought that I was an excellent actress,

and that I could easily reach the top

in my profession if only I'd stop kicking

my talent around. No one had ever

talked to me like that before. No one
had ever had confidence in me before.

Suddenly I found myself so consumed
with ambition that I decided then and
there that I'd work my head off for—of

all things—an Academy Award! \\niich
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Roddy Adopts a Niece

Continued from page 28

trees have to be watered, pruned and
tended and how often and when, too.

I've seen lier win the respect of more than

one professional gardener or rancher

when she starts "talking. Talking—that's

something you'll have to understand.

When she starts talking, you can't get a

word in edgewise unless you shout. And
sometimes she shouts louder than you
do, even then. Your father just stands

there and grins. Some people stand there

with their mouths open. Others, through
experience, just go home for a couple of

hours. She talks, Bronwen, she talks!

That's one of her M'orst faults. But once

you get used to it, you learn how to get

along with it and her sense of fair play

gives you a chance sometime.

Like many persons coming from an
older country, I had looked forward to

America but was bewildered by it when
I arrived. I was homesick at times and
looked back with longing on my old

home. But not your mother. And today,

neither do I.

Your mother says, "Why, back in Ire-

land they call America 'Greater Ireland.'
"

And that's the way she made me see it.

For America is ''greater" than anything
we've known. There's more of every-

thing. There's peace a thousand miles

ui every direction. The wheatfields flow

mile after mile. Railroads run on time.

People complain if it takes more than
three days for a letter to cross the con-

tinent. (That will sound odd to you 20

years from now, but it's significant to-

day.) A man, hungry, knocks at the

back door and the housewife wonders
whether she should feed him there or

let him come to the breakfast table. Log-
cabin born boys become president. North
fights South and settle their fight within

one generation, continuing it only in

verbal skirmishes. That's America. Your
mother taught me all that, Bronwen.
Americans are idealistic and good-hearted
for the most part. She taught me the
kindliness of their laughter.

Your mother could have had one of

the most glamorous weddings in Holly-
wood. But she had one of the most senti-

mental instead. Because she couldn't be
married in her parents' home, she went to

the home of your Price grandparents in

a little Mississippi town. She has a whole
book full of snapshots which were taken
there. They're as homey mementos as

any girl could have. On her dressing

table today, there is a sprig of her wed-
ding bouquet bottled in alcotiol anu
sealed.

Your mother is a good wife. She tries

always to please your daddy. He makes
the final decisions even in minor things.

She likes to wear purple, red and pink,
but your father doesn't like those colors

on her. He selects the clothes she wears.
VMien someone asked her, "But don't
you ever want to wear those colors any-
way?" she answered, "If I did wear
them, W^ill wouldn't go out with me."
That is that.

Your mother and father make their

home the important center of their lives.

They hke to experiment in the kitchen

LITTLE LULU

LUXURIOUSLY SOFT-
DEPENDABLY STRONG

Watch for Paramount s latest LITTLE LULU cartoon in technicolor at your favorite theatre
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she's quite a responsibility, too. Elaine

goes to a nursery school during the day.

"I'm six years old. and go to high school,"

she informs everyone importantly—that's

her story and she sticks to it. Elaine

adores Bandi, who in turn double adores

her.

After they bought the house they

decided it had to be re-painted before

they could move in. But with painters

being hard to get these days it began to

look as if the house wouldn't be finished

in time for them to move in on their

wedding night, as they planned, and the

wedding would have to be postponed.

The painters over at General Service

Studios (where De Toth made "Dark
Waters") heard about their dilemma,

and as a wedding present to the De Toths
they rushed over and gave them a good

last minute paint job. The paint was dry
enough the day before the wedding tor

them to move in their crates, trunks,

and packing cases. Part of their fur-

nishings they had picked up at auction

sales in Hollywood and Los Angeles ("We
seemed to have all our dates at auction,"

said Veronica.) Then, too, Veronica had
a few things in storage which she had
salvaged from her home in Seattle when
she was married to Major Detlie. They
plan to have a lot of new furniture made
especially for their home, but it takes

time, what with war-time priorities.

The studio gave Veronica the day off

when she got married (she's starring now
in "Good Intentions") but naturally she

spent most of that day getting herself

prettied up for her wedding that evening.

"All day." she said, "I tried to find time

to run over to the house to get the bed
made at least—but with all the fuss and
excitement I couldn't make it."

After the wedding Bandi drove his

bride up the hill to their home, and in

the tradition of bridegrooms, carried her

over the doorsill.

"If there's anything I don't feel like do-
ing right now," sighed Veronica wearily,

"it's making a bed."
"Too bad, dear, but you have to face

it," said Bandi casually. "It's your re-

sponsibility."

The "new Veronica" didn't even bat

an eyelash. She dragged her tired bod>
up the stairs, and was all set to dig

around in a lot of packing cases until

she could find sheets and blankets. Sh?
opened the door of the bedroom—and
what a surprise! Bandi had been there

all afternoon getting things into shape
The bed was made, a fire was burnino

in the fireplace, lamps were glowing
brightly, and there were flowers every-

where!

How did Veronica meet such a wonder-
ful, thoughtful man? Well, she nearly

didn't. Veronica's agent wanted to get

her for the starring part in "Dark
Waters." He thought he could arrange

a loan-out deal with Paramount, pro-

vided Andre De Toth, the director of

"Dark Waters," wanted her for the part.

Twice the agent made a dinner date for

Veronica and De Toth to meet, and twice

Veronica didn't show up at all. The
third time the agent suggested a dinner

date De Toth, who was getting bored

with having dinner alone with the agent

said, "I will wait in my apartment until

eight o'clock. If she arrives at the res-

taurant before eight call me and I will

drive over immediately."
Veronica got in just under the wire,

the agent flew to the telephone, caught
De Toth just as he was leaving, and told

him Miss Lake was waiting for him at

the Players.

"I was prepared to dislike her in-

tensely," De Toth now confesses.

The "Dark Waters" deal didn't work
out. But that dinner at the Players

started things. For the next three

months they had a date once a week.

And then they feU in love. They went

together nine months before they mar-

ried, which is pretty long for a Holly-

wood courtship. But if two people with

such definite personalities can survive

nine months they can survive a lifetime.

"I wanted our first Christmas together

in our home to be one of those beautiful,

unforgettable days," Veronica told me.

"But I did an awful thing. I could have

kicked myself." My ears perked up like

those of an Airedale. Did she slip arsenic

in the egg nog? Did she forget to buy
her husband a Christmas present? "Tell

me," I coaxed.

"We were invited over to the Gardners

for Christmas dinner," Veronica sighed,

"and we had forgotten what time they

wanted us there. So I called the Gardners

house and asked to speak to Mrs. Gard-

ner. 'Who's calling, please?' asked the

butler. 'Miss Veronica Lake,' I said with-

out thinking. Then I saw the hurt look

in Bandi's eyes. T could have died. It

almost ruined the day for me."

When a movie star worries about some-

one's feelings-—it must be love.

SO PRECIOUS A MOMENT
..SO LOVELY A RING!

£1 jT/ «iM«iHi (leittote ^ ,

Keepsake
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING

MELODY Set 437.50

Engogemenr Ring 350.00

Also S500 and 975

For this lifetime gift of deep-hearted

significance you choose wisely if you

choose a Keepsake. Only one diamond
in hundreds meets the high standards

of color, cut and clarity that Keepsake

has maintained through six decades.

The Keepsake Certificate of Guarantee

and Registration is part of your pur-

chase. See the new matched sets at

your Keepsake Jeweler . . . $100 to

$3500.

UDY DIANA Sef 350.00
Engogement Ring 225.00

Alio S350 and 500.

*ln white at well '

oi nalurol gold.

If it is a "Keepsake"

the name is in the ring.

Rings enlarged to ihow delaill

Prices include federal tax

*Trade MarV Registered

Keepsake Diomond Rings, A. H. Pond Co., Int.

214 S. Worren St., Syrocuse 2, M. Y. ^0^°^^^"^

I
Please tend the book, "The Etiquette of the Engagement ond Wedding," wild supple. Gufliantetd b\( W
menl on "Wartime Engagements and Weddings," illustrotions of Keepsoke Rings ond V G"*"' HoUSekMpingJ

I

the name of the nearest Keepsake Jeweler. I enclose 10c to cover moiling. ^^^̂ aatlaian^^S
^^'^

Nome H

* Street and No J
I City SL 4.45 I
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reminds me," Veronica hastily gulped

her last swallow of coffee, "I only have

an hour for lunch. I must rush like mad."

Last year she would have said, "Let

them wait." But if there is any waiting

done on Paramount sets these days it

is not being caused by Mrs. De Toth.

So, thanks to a nice Hungarian direc-

tor, Veronica has discovered time. It

never meant anything to her before.

But she hasn't been late on a set, or late

to an appointment, business or social,

since she fell in love with Bandi.

Veronica was born irresponsible. A lot

of people are. When she was little more
,than a child (she's only 22 now) she

married John Detlie and he took on the

responsibilities of organizing and running

their home. Following her separation

from him she moved in with Mrs. Rita

Beery (and there is a beautiful woman
if you ever saw one) who naturally as-

sumed all the household responsibilities.

"Veronica," Rita who loves her dcai'ly

often told her, "you are really the most
disorganized, irresponsible person I ever

met. Heaven help the man who marries

you!"

Well, the man who married her not

only introduced her to "time" but also

to "responsibility." Since she became
Mrs. De Toth she has been loaded with

responsibility—and she likes it! Takes to

it like a duck to water. The De Toths

have only one servant (and lucky to

have one these days) and so Veronica

pitches in and helps with the cleaning,

the marketing, the laundry, and even the

cooking. Her curly-headed, three-year-

old daughter, Elaine, lives with them, of

course, and as Elaine has no nurse now

Judy Garland found the newest model of pin-

up pictures when she started to answer re-

quests by enclosing this snapshot which one of

her girl friends took on a recent vacation.

I lost 77 pounds in 6 months!
—soys Mrs. Jane Ende of Rock Island, ///.

"Most women worry when their weight

goes up just a few pounds," says Mrs.

Jane Ende. "Can you imagine, then, how
I felt—watching those scales go up ... UP
... UP! until I actually weighed 202. I

think my greatest jolt came when I went

to buy a dress and had to take a size 44.

Right then was when I decided to start the

DuBarry Success Course."

The first six weeks she lost 30 pounds.

She kept right on and went through her

course again and again. Today she weighs

just 125—is slim, trim, attractive.

"Life is very different now^ she declares.

"I look and feel as a young woman of 28
should. I can wear smart, stylish, youth-

ful dresses in size 14 instead of matronly

44. I have the pep and vitality to keep up
with and enjoy my two children. And I

know that following the DuBarry way, I

need never be ovei-weight again."

MRS. JANE ENDE'S MEASUREMENTS TELL THE STORY

Before After Total Change
Weight 202 lbs. 125 lbs. 77 lbs. less

Height 5'3V2" h'iV/' 1"

Bust 421/2" 341/2" 8" less

Abdomen 44" 32" 12" less

Hip 46" 34%" 111/2" less

Thigh 26V/' 20" 6 1.2" less

Accepted for advertising In publications

of the American Medical Association

(' .<

ANN DELAFIELD, Directin

HOW ABOUT YOU? Precious days are

slipping away . . . days when you might be
discovering for yourself how to have a figure

you're proud of, gain vital energy for strenu-

ous wartime living.

The DuBarry Success Course brings you an
analysis of your needs, then shows you how
to bring your weight to normal, care for your
skin, style your hair becomingly, use make-up
for glamour. You follow, in your home, the
very same methods taught by Ann Delafield

at the Richard Hudnut Salon in New York.

Why not use the coupon now to find

out what this course can do for vou?

RICHARD HUDNUT SALON

NEW YORK

Richard Hudnut Salon
Dept. SR-66, 693 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

Please send the booklet telling all about the

DuBarry Home Success Course.

Name

Guaranteed by
I fiood Hoasekeepiog i

With your Course, you receive a LItesr

containing ageneroussupply ofDuBarry
Beauty and Make-up Preparations.

Street-

I
City- JState-

Screenland



Why Ugly Blemishes
respond to this medicated cream

Nurses among first

to discover tliis

effective skin aid

•Are ugly externally-caused pimples,
blemishes and other annoying skin
irritations spoiling your appearance?
If they are, get a jar of the Medicated
Skin Cream, Noxzema, and see how
quickly it can help your skin back to
normal soft smoothness. Nurses were
amon g the first to discover how
Noxzema helps. That's because it's

a medicated formula; it not only
smooths and softens rough, dry skin,

but helps heal pimples and blemishes."'

Try Noxzema today! It's greaseless,

non-sticky. At all drug counters; 10c,
2 5c, 50c, $1 (plus tax). *extefnally-caused

NOXZEMA

WHEN GOOD FORM COUNTS

together. They like to read together.

They play badminton and swim together.

Your mother believes in "waste not.

want not." Because of that, you have
a layette of pure silks and hand-made
lace. When your mother came from
Ireland, she brought hand-made under-
garments fashioned of those fabrics.

When they went out of date, she packed
them away carefully. Now that silks and
laces are impossible to find, she has them
for you. She made your layette herself.

Babies need certain things for only a

short time. Some mothers squander
lavish sums of money on them. Others
borrow from friends whose children have
outgrown them. Your mother did that.

Mrs. Dave Savage, whose husband is a
film-cutter at 20th Century-Fox Studios,

had rubber sheets to contribute. Sue
Dailey, once your mother's stand-in and
now one of her best friends, provided
your bottle-warmer. Mrs. Muriel Harris,

whose husband is also in the Marines,
lent the sterilizer. Your bassinet was
used by Antoinette Maureen Wagner,
your mother's godchild and daughter of

the Clem Wagners. Your mother redeco-

rated it in white organdy and blue silk

—

blue not because she had her heart set on
a boy, but because you'll probably have
red hair and you know how your father
feels about pink for a red-head.

Your mother bought unpainted fur-

niture for your room and painted it her-

self. She made the fluffy white organdy
curtains which go so well with the blue

wallpaper polka-dotted in white. She
made the yellow satin down comforter
for your bed.

All these good, practical, sentimental

and fine qualities are your mother. And
yet she's one of the world's most famous
beauties! But your mother, Bronwen.
wisely considers her beauty God-given.
She considers her talent a combination of

gift and hard work. But she considers a
woman's greatest achievement a happy
marriage, fine children and a good home.
She never brings her work home with her.

She never discusses her work with your

The Willidms Brothers, Bob, Don, Dick and
Andy, have harmonized since their cradle days.
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father. If she has any difficulties, she

expects her agent to smooth them out for

her. She doesn't make beauty and talent

a burden to lier family or her friends.

But I must add some warnings—be-

sides her fault of talking, she has an Irish

temper. Whenever you see her scrubbing

floors, keep out of the way. She's con-

trolling her temper when she gets down
on her hands and knees with a scrub-

brush. Never, Bronwen, call Irish legends

just superstition. Your mother believes

in the little men, the banshee and the

leprechawns. She believes in signs and
omens. You can't change that in her.

Your mother buys hats, too. Scads of

tlicm. So keep her away from hat-stores

when you want a new dress or something.

She wanted you! How she wanted you!

This past year was memorable in Holly-

wood as the year the stork blitzed the

studios. Some persons say your mother
talked half the actresses in town into

taking time out from work to have a

baby. Now she has you, I know how
happy she is. ,

Yes, she was my first love. I fell in

love with her when I was eleven years

old. I'll soon be fifteen now. Soon, I

shall begin thinking about my true love.

I'm sure she will be much like your
mother. My mother, father and I have
loved her a long time. A cable has just

come from my father sending you his

love. He is an officer in the British

Merchant Marine and a real hero of this

war.

As I write this, neither my mother nor
I have seen you yet. I'm an actor, too.

I'm up in the Kaibab Forest making a

picture called "Thunderhead." I'm en-

joying looking out over miles of pine

forest, great mountains and great open
spaces. And my mother and I are eager

to get back to Hollywood so we can
meet you.

When you are able to read and under-
stand this. I hope you will permit me to

remain
Your devoted

Uncle Roddv.

They now hold an MSM contract and will

make their debut in "Ziegfeld Follies."

GUARANTEED
a lovelier

make-up...

6 shades

J|-50'-25'

plus tax

Hampden Cream Make-up gives

you a glamorous new complexion

Immediately. Makes you look youth-

fully fresh; keeps your skin soft as a

butterfly wing. Conceals skin flaws

and holds powder on for hours.

Try Hampden; if it does not give

you the loveliest make-up, return to

251 Fifth Ave., N. Y., for full refund.

POUJDER-BASE
ever dries or cakes your s;kin!

Bestform Brassieres

790 to S1.50

Bestform Foundations

S2.50 to S6.50

BESTFORM
memdS&it^mn"
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Let your hair be a real ^noUAHUi^ ^loncf. with

Madame Love creations to suit your exact type
POMPAOOUR

ROLLS...

The rage todoy

$165

$6.85, $7.50,

$10.50, $15.00

This Typej^

Only 56"'

For the latest pompadour coiffure, .'^^^^ 5°". '.'.^

featured in leading fashion magazines Long Lurl halls

All colors. By mail, $1.75. Send check $25.00 and up
or money order, and be sure to en- Braids, Curls,
close sample of your front hair. Transformations

Designed for your Above Style Chiijiioii (Ills in

romantic moments bacli of ears, vis- ^IQOO
-these charmingly ibie from front. . . . '"up
natural Chignons,
so easy to attach firmly to your own
locks. Choose to match exact hair shade.
When ordering, send lock of back hair.

Your order by Moil will hove the same attention as if you personally visited our store

fPi \^Mfieclciliiid in cMcu/i GneaiicM/i- ike j^i^iedi ttf^

IlljQjdjClt!t$JU)VB \

MABISON ST., CHICAGO 2, ILL. (Ground floor) Dearborn 0304

The ORIGINAL and ONLY Madame Love Shop

S E E - T R Y ' (^omfi^f

PEN AND PENCIL SETS IN HANDSOME $075
GENUINE LEATHER iOX - , f

SEE YOUR
DEALER

PEERLESS PEN CO.
,14 WEST 17th ST.' NEW YORK 11,N.Y.

THE NEW

PEERIESSP38
&*en Pencil «^<^
WITH SETS MUCH HIGHER IN PRICE

QPP the new streamline design
featuring a 14 kt. Solid Gold

Iridium Tipped Point, the Auto-
matic Leak-Proof Lock Section, the

14 kt. Gold over Sterling Silver

Caps, Clips and Lever, Visible Ink
Supply, Du Pont unbreakable
"Pyralin" Barrel in Ebony Black,

Burgundy, Navy Blue and Battle-

ship Grey.

ypY its Velvet Smooth instant
' ^ ' writing point, GUARAN-
TEED FOR ALWAYS, and backed
by over 25 Years of Dependability.

COMPARE rn'^ric?!"''""

REDUCE
Physician's Wife: 1 lui^i 10 pounds in 24 <lAyi."

Mrs. C. M.. Ithaca, N. Y.: "My hips were 53 inches; now
measure 43 Inches. 1 feel like a new person. I like the taste
also. My doctor says U was O. Iv."

Mrs. P. M., Fresno, Cal.: "I lost 18 pounds In 3 weeks."

H., Wash.. D. C. : "Had to tell the wonderful news. Reduced from 200 to
nunds in y months following >our plan. It's great to be able to wear youthful
s. My fi lends are amazed, and many of ihem are following the plan now

EN and women ail over tliis country are
iVX reporting reniarUalile results in losing'
iveight easily.' Many lost 20 pounds a monih
and more. They are fuiluwing the Easy Ue
ducing Plan of Dr Edward Parrish, well-
known physician and editor, former chief of
a U. S. military hospital and a state public
iicalth officer.

Dr. Parrish's Easy Ueducing Plan makes
reducing a pleasure because it has NO
STitiCT DIETS, requires no exercises.
(iARMLESS, too. because it calls for no
1 jducing drugs.

Here is Dr. Parrish's Easy Reducing
I'ian EXACTLY as given over the air to
millions: For lunch take 2 teaspoonfuls of
CAL-PAR in a glass of juice, water or an.v

beverage. Take nothing else for lunch esr*ept
a cup of coffee, if desired. For breakfast
and dinner EAT AS YOU USUALLY DO
but eat sensibly. Don't cut out fatty, statchy
foods—just cut down on them. By followin':
Or Parrish's Easy Reducing Plan, yon cut
down your dally caloric intake, thus ins in ,

weight naturally. You needn't suffer a sin^^I('

hungry moment. CAL-PAR is not a harmful
is >i special dietary product, fortifying your diet

with certain essential minerals and vitamins. Most overweight people
are helped by Dr. Parrish's Easy Reducing Plan. Try it and you and
jour friends will marvel at the vast improvement in your figure.

Get a $1.25 can of CAX^-PAR (30 days' supply) at health food

reducing drug

• NO EXERCISE!
• NO REDUCING DRUGS!
• ABSOLUTELY HARMLESS!

and drug sLures.
It your dealer hasn't CAL-PAK we will sena

you postpaid a special introductory can for oiilv

?1.00. This $1.00 can is not sold at stores
Money back if not satisfied. Fill out coupon
oin a dollar bill to it aiid mall tt.day. We will
iilso send you FKEE. Dr. Parrish's booklet on
-educin^i containing iraporta^-t t'uiis you ougli'
f t know includinii weight, tables and charts of
. ud value

OAL-PAR Dept. 76-D.
685 Broadway. New York. N. Y.

I enclose $1.00 lor a special CAL-PAR can.
to be sent postage paid, and Or. Parrish's
booklet on reducing, tf not satisfied I tii.iy

return unuse;! portion and my $1.00 will b,
refunded. (C.O.D. orders accepted.)

NAME

A Penny for Your Thoughts

Continued from page 49

side of a mountain. Luckily no one wa,?

hurt, but Penny and Major Bob were
forced to trudge two miles through deep
snowdrifts to tlie nearest cabin, toting
the children on their shoulders. The
family in the cabin were hospitable but
cramped for space: for the next five

days nine peciji^e shared three rooms and
a dwindling lovid supply. When they
were finally rescued by Forest Rangers
ten-year-old Dorothy gurgled, "Wouldn't
this make a lovely 'Blondie' picture,

mommie.''" For her it had been high
adventure. For Penny the five days had
been fiUed with anxiety over her only
failure to appear on a "Blondie" show.

Shortly before Suzie was born. Penny
decided she wanted to be with her hus-
band when the baby arrived. The only
way this was possible was to fly to
Quanlico with him. She went to her
family doctor for permis.sion with little

hope of getting it. "Of course it's all

right for you to fly," said the under-
standing phj'sician. "Having babies
didn't prevent our pioneer women from
crossing the country in covered wagons,
arid it needn't hold you back. You're
perfectly strong and healthy." So Penny
Singleton Sparks had her baby at the
Marine base hospital just like any other
G. I. wife and settled down in one of

the small cottages available to families

of men stationed there.

Her attempts to "brighten the corner"

she occupied at the base furnished her

neighbors with plenty of amusement.
There was the incident of the garbage
pails, for one. With busy brush and gay
red paint she transformed the ugly black

receptacle into a thing of beauty. On
garbage collection day she was exasper-

ated to find her painted pail gone and
another old black one in its stead. Un-

Lt. Robert Taylor dses an exceedingly fine job

of commentating in Navy war short, "The

Fighting Lady," released by 20th Century-Fox.
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daunted, she carried on with paint and
brush and another pail was glamorized.

Came another collection day and another

switch. If a kindly neighbor hadn't in-

formed her that all garbage cans were

carted to a central dumping ground and
impartially redistributed Penny might
have gone on until every pail in Quan-
tico was redecorated.

Then there were the ruffles. Penny
tacked them everywhere. And shelves.

She lined the entire back porch with

shelves for her home canning. What
she didn't know was that authorization

was necessary before improvements
might be made. When word reached

the Colonel that Penny was considering

sawing the upper half of the door from
the lower half for "quaintness' sake,"

he came at a haughty trot. With un-
believing eyes he viewed the changes
and bellowed, "Who gave you permission

to make over the place?" Petrified

Penny dropped the chintz petticoat she

was draping around the belly of the
kitchen sink and removed the tacks from
her mouth. Before she could reply, how-
ever, the Colonel caught sight of the

bathroom with its gilded pipes and be-

ruffled bathtub. His magnificent control

was shattered. When he could stop

laughing long enough to speak he gal-

lantly admitted he liked what she'd done.

To this day the cottage remains as

Penny left it, shelves, ruffles and all. It

has become one of the sights of Quan-
tico, where visitors are taken to see "The
house 'Blondie' lived in."

An intriguing sight is Penny and her
daughters, each with hair screwed up
in four neat buns on the top of their

heads and wearing identical dotted swiss

pinafores. Across baby's bodice is em-
broidered "This Is Suzie" to distinguish

her from big sister whose pinafore bears

the information that "This Is Dorothy."
Penny is labelled "This Is Mommie."
The living room walls are covered with

He takes time out for a date with his wife,

Barbara Stanwyck, while they are in New York.
Warners' "My Reputation" is her next film.

Transform your daily baths into soothing, glam-

orizing "beauty treatments" with Bathasweet

bath aidsl They moke ordinory water levon

hardest water) extro-cieonsing, and as soft os

summer rain. And the alluring Bathasweet fro-

grances seem to cling to your skin for hours. Try

a Bathasweet beauty bath tonight, and see how
flower-fresh you feel!

Bathasweet Water Softener Bothosweet Foam
Bathasweet Shower Mitt Bathasweet Talc Mitt

Bathasweet Pine Oil Bathasweet Soap

Sfragroncesi Gorden Bouquet,

Forest Pine, Spring Morning.

BATH ACCESSORIES
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HERE'S A SENSIBLE WAY
TO RELIEVE

keadc&clte

OfXBITMKDIYS'oftlieaionlli

Helps Build Up Resistance

Against Such Distress!

If you suffer this way due to female
functional periodic disturbances, try
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound to relieve such symptoms. This
famous liquid formula does more than
relieve such monthly pain. This great
medicine also relieves tired, cranky,
nervous, blue feelings of such days

—

when due to this cause.

Taken regularly — Pinkham's Com-
pound helps build up resistance against
such symptoms, a very sensible thing
TO do!

HELPS nature: There are positively
no harmful opiates or habit forming
Ingredients in Pinkham's. This medi-
cine helps nature. It's one of the most
effective and best known medicines of
its kind. Also a grand stomachic tonic!
Follow label directions, inexpensive!

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

OWN A CANARY—THE ONIV PET SINGS

family snapshots, birth certificates, diplo-

mas or anything else that sentimental
Penny has been able to stick on a mat
and frame in maple. Red-haired blue-
eyed Suzie displays no interest in any
of these, preferring a crumpled picture
of a Marine she tore out of a magazine
and fondly dubbed "Dopey Joe." To
him she confides all the problems con-
fronting a two-year-old mother with a
delinquent doll. For "Dopey Joe" too,

she performs her grandest accomplish-
ment, a rendition of "Shortnin' Bread"
in its entirety. Evidently she takes her
lyrics seriously, for a radio commercial
recommending a particular brand of

vitamized bread recently threw her in-

to an infantile rage. "No no no," she
shrieked at the radio. "Mammy's little

baby loves shortnin' bread!" Dorothy
Grace, blessed with enormous brown eyes
and hair to match, is naturally beyond
the "Dopey Joe" stage. Last year,

though, she startled her mother by an-
nouncing, "I know what I want for my
birthday—Frank Sinatra." Penny finally

persuaded her to settle for an auto-
graphed likeness.- This year Dorothy's
heart belongs to Van Johnson and she

has already declared she will accept no
facsimile, no matter how reasonable.

Major Bob, over six feet tall and
strikingly handsome with blue eyes and
brown wavy hair, has been retired from
the Marine Corps and is preparing now
to resume his career as motion picture

producer. His homecoming brought no
•troublesome "adjustment" period, for

Penny had planned and prepared for

that moment from the day he joined the

service. "When Bob returned he found
everytliing just where he left it. Not a

sock was shifted from its accustomed
place. His civilian clothes were neatly

pressed. Home was exactly as he remem-
bered it. I think every woman who loves

her husband is keeping their home intact

while she waits. The same is true of

their spiritual home. The love they
shared will be the stronger for having
weathered the upheaval of a normal
home life. I know that." Penny's seri-

ous face breaks into a "Blondie" grin,

her blue eyes shine with amusement at

her own intensity. Back of the grin,

however, is the steady glow seen only

in the faces of women who have known
the joy of welcoming home a returned

soldier and resuming a happy marriage.

In Penny's there is the added strength

of a twentieth century pioneer, manag-
ing a full career, home and children with

an unwavering heart.

Look Here, Girls and Boys

Continued from page 16

really cold water. The cold application

closes up the pores and helps to keep
them dirt-resistant. We repeat that twice

a day is not too much for soapy face

scrubbings, and, if the skin is inclined

to oiliness, more frequent washings are

recommended.
Clean hair, too, is important in itself,

but it's also a necessity so far as clear

skin is concerned. Maybe you don't know
it, but dust and impurities in the hair

nd Pin-Upfolder with each order. Prompt
livery from the world's Foremost movie

photo concern. Your first order will convince
you. 4 for $1.—12 for $2.50 postpaid. Send
M. O. or U. S. 3c stamps. Address Dept. 599

BRAM STUDIO 506W.44H5T.NEW YORK 18, N.Y

=5€=

WHEN WE WIN...
You Can Buy the

Things You Want
If You Save Now in

WAR BONDS

STAGE
SCREEN
RADIOACTING

PREPARE AT HOME FOR AN ACTING CAREER
ExcltlngI Thrllllngl Easy to understand. The finest
training at lowest cost. Develop a glamorous
personality — charm — radiant appeal. Invaluable
for self-confidence and social success. Write for
details and FREE BOOKLETS—today. lOlh year.

NATIONAL DRAMATIC GUILD
240 Broadway New York City

MONEY $ MONEY $ MONEY
FORYOUR SPARE TIME

,
Your spare time Is worth money. It's a cinch to

1
make $$$ at club meetings or friendly calls with

I Everyday Greeting Cards, Birthdays, Anniver-
\saries, "Get Well," etc. They're unique—clever,

\ luxurious. "Diamond Dust" finishes, unusual
I papers, startlingeffects. No experience needed.
I Gives you YEAR 'ROUND EXTRA INCOME. Send
\only 60 cents for SAMPLES worth $1.00—TODAY.
1 ARTISTIC CARD CO.. 251 Way Street Elmira. N.Y.

SONG POEMS
WANTED ""seS"'
Send your best Poems for Free Exam-
ination. (No obligation.) Write for Free
Instructive Booklet outlining opportuni-
ties. Recordings furnished.

UNITED MUSIC CORPORATION
408 North High St., Salem, Indiana

FREE / Great JWeiv
'Popular Son^!

LEARN PIANO
In ONE WEEK
Or Your Money Bock!

Simplest Home Piano
Course Ever OfFered!

Play from Actual Sheet Music!
You don't have to know a single note of music. In one
week you will ptay favorite melodies—WITH BOTH HANDS!
Thousands of professional pianists have been trained this
amazingly simple way. Clear, exact Illustrations. Read
notes as musicians dol Surprise and delight your friends!
"Soark Simolex Piano Course'* $1.00

LEARN BOOGIE-WOOGIE!
If you can alieady play piano a little, here's a great op-
portunity! It's easy to leam how to beat out the hottest
music your friends ever heard, in authentic Boogie-Woogie
Style. Offer limited, so act quickly.
"Boogie-woogie Is Easy!" $2.00
EXTRA GDFT! If you order either of these remarkable
courses at once, you will receive. WITHOUT CHARGE,
complete sheet music (words and piano arrangement) of
the "^reat new song. "Love Never Sayg GooHhye."

FREE TRIAL
Sparkling Publications. Deot. TPS.
147 Pourth Avo., Now York 3, N. Y.
Gentlemen; Rush me the book checked below, and
also my FREE copv of "Love Never Says Goodbye."
I wili pay postman on delivery, plus postage charges,
r ] "SimpiexPiano Course" { ] "Boogie-woogie Is Easy!

"

Address
City State
r ] I enclose payment to save new high postal charges.
Monev back if not satisfied after 5 days' trial!
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and scalp often spread to the surround-

ing complexion. So, don't neglect that

weekly shampoo if you would have shin-

ing locks and a pretty face. You can buy

a bottled shampoo, or make your own
by melting down any pure soap. (This

latter is an excellent way to use up the

remains of cakes of soap.) A really good

shampoo consists of: First, wetting the

hair thoroughly with warm water; then,

an initial soaping to remove the surface

dirt; a thorough rinse and a second

lathering to be sure that all soil is gone;

at least three rinsings with clear warm
water, and again, a final colder dousing.

Oh, and of course you'll massage your
scalp vigorously as you soap your head.

Just as on the face, the combination of

stimulation and cleansing is the most
effective means of keeping the hair and
scalp shiningly healthy and dandruff-free.

And now about that daily bath.

Whether you are a shower or a tub
addict, don't think that a quick dunk in

the tub or that hasty waterfall on you
makes you clean! So many girls do not
take their bathing seriously enough. They
should, because it's the all-over soap-and-
water cleanings that keeps the body skin

lovely. Now is a very good time to start

careful bathing, because those beach days
when everyone wants nice smooth necks,

arms and legs are close at hand.

Make your daily bath a pleasant, re-

laxing and beautifying business. In a
tub, or shower, of nice warm water use

your soap and bath brush conscientiously.

From top to toe lather and scrub until

your skin is glowing. (A little extra

scrubbing will keep back and chest

blemish-free and will soften roughened
knees and elbows.) Sponge off with cooler

water to close the pores and to prevent
taking cold when you emerge.

This constant face washing, shampoo-
ing and bathing is, without a doubt, the

A-1 health and beauty ritual for every
normal skin and hair. But it's much
more than that, because it's also the best

way to prevent and counteract those dis-

figuring skin troubles that sometimes
accompany growing up. Naturally, young
people resent pimples, blackheads, and
rashes which sometimes appear to mar
their good looks and to spoil their good
times. When blackheads and pimples
start to appear, any beauty expert will

tell you to increase your soap and water
scrubbings!

If blemishes already have a head start

on you, rely again—and be patient about
it—on soap and water, medicated creams
and cover-up antiseptic lotions. (Simple
calomine lotion to which color has been
added serves this last purpose well.)

Five or six times a day is not too often
to wash your face. Remember, pimples
re-infect themselves and new ones appear
when absolute cleanliness of face, hands
and hair is not observed. At any time
when skin is inclined to bumpincss let

soap and water substitute for the
cleansers and use as little make-up as

possible. Add prettily colored hps and
shiny eyes to your clean, clean, lotion-

covered face and your spots won't be half

so obvious as powdering and rouging
would make them. There'll be plenty of

time, M'hen complexions are clear again,
to beautify with those ever-alluring cos-

metics!

"HOUmOOD EXTRA
THtATniCAL COLO CREAM

The stars' cleansing cream that

fits extra girls' budgets...Now
millions of smart women .

^

everywhere agree,

"it's foolish to

pay more."

. 'ah quality cold cr'^f';^ Cl
=>er,s,to(y oriced. l-ia"f' _
'flake,.. ,„ «.fs
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her abdomen and S'/a from her hips . . . you can lose the

10, 25, 35 pounds or more you're away from figure beauty.

Learn, too, the make-up and hair-styling tricks that

brought Mrs. Thorne a whole, new sparkling and glamorous

personality. All your hidden loveliness can be brought out
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Her own fault— if she'd check her

hat, pillow or hairbrush, she

wouldn't be sitting home nights.

She'd realize that the scalp per-

spires, too—and that the hair,

particularly oily hair, quickly col-

lects unpleasant odors.

She'd use Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo regularly and never risk

scalp odor again. This gentle

shampoo, which contains pure me-
dicinal pine tar, cleanses the hair

and scalp thoroughly and leaves

the hair fresh and fragrant. The
delicate pine scent does its work
—then disappears.

Don't risk having scalp odor

—

and not know it. Let Packer's care

for your hair and scalp. You can

get Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
at any drug, depart-

ment or ten-cent
store.

When Alan Ladd

Played Cupid

Continued from page 41

for years. Gloria is quite hep to all the

secrets of makeup and lighting. But
John, she hastened to add, as if I didn't

know already, was no disappointment, in

fact, much better looking off than on.

After the Ladd party, which was on a

Saturday night, John took her to the

Clover Club for a dance or two, and then

saw to it that she got home at a nice

conservative hour. This made a bigger

hit with Mrs. De Haven than it did with

Gloria. She began to worry. Gloria is

good at worrying. Maybe John didn't

like her. There was a difference of

twelve or thirteen years in their ages.

Maybe he considered her a child. Maybe
she wasn't woman of the world enough
for him. Maybe she should have worn
a little makeup, instead of just lipstick

which is all she ever wears. But she

didn't have to worry long. John was on
the phone the next day inviting her to

Giro's on Wednesday night when Xavier
Cugat's orchestra opened there. Gloria

was probably the only girl in the entire

club that night who wasn't casting

longing, covetous glances at Van John-
son—who was stagging it. Gloria just

looked at John.

For six weeks after their first date

they just had "casual" dates. If John
wanted to take another girl dancing it

was all right with Gloria, and if Gloria

wanted to have a date with another

boy, it was all right with John. Then
gradually they noticed that instead of

having only one or two dates a week

SAY GOODBYE TO
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they were seeing each other every night!

"It was on a Sunday night," continued

Gloria, "that we started to go steady.

So now we celebrate every Sunday as

our anniversary. Our favorite place ol'

celebrating is a restaurant at the beach

where you don't have to wait hours for

a table, and where there are so few

people that you can talk as quietly and
comfortably as if you were in your own
dining room. And the food is heavenly.

John and 1 both love food. John is

always teasing me about my appetite.

He says he eats more than two truck

drivers and that I eat even more than he

does. I tell him every day that I am
going on a strict diet, but I never get

around to it.

"John likes to tease me. He calls me
Button because he says my nose is ex-

actly like one. He insists that I am only

mari'ving him because he has a house
and a cook—and as you know both
houses and cooks are as scarce as hen's

teeth in this town. But I tease him
right back. I assure him that he never
in this world would have thought of ask-

ing me to marry him if he hadn't dis-

covered that I have a new Ford—well,

practically new—better than his second
hand car, anyway."
Metro had no idea their future big

star was seriously contemplating matri-

mony—nor did most of Gloria's and
John's friends suspect it—until a week
before the wedding when Gloria had to

appear in court. All players under age
imder contract to studios have to appear
in court once a year—California wants
no more child stars (remember the Jackie
Coogan case.'') suddenly to find them-
selves at the ripe old age of twenty-one,
and penniless. Nineteen-year-old Gloria

Los Angeles Business Men's Association names
Vanguard's Shirley Kay Fedderson "Miss 1945."
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With Smartly Styled
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Prevent lhat hard — tired —drawn look,

by wearing OCL'LENS— the restful sun-
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CLEAN VISION S U N C I. A S S E S

shook hands with the judge real friendly

hlce and told him it had been nice know-
ing him. "But," she added, "I hope this

will be the last time I have to go to

court—about anything."
Well, that let the cat out of the bag

as far as nosey Hollywood was concerned.
A player is officially declared of age

when she marries.

John, as you recall, enlisted in the

Army Air Corps in the fall of 1942. He
was stationed at different Army fields in

Arizona, Colorado and Washington. But
every chance lie had at a furlough he
would fly to Hollywood to see his little

daughter Julie, now four years old, to

wiioni he is utterly devoted. Then when
lie had tucked little Julie in bed at

nights John, handsome as all get out in

his uniform, would go stepping with June
Havoc or Sheila Ryan, both of whom
have been reported engaged to him at

various times. A few months ago he was
given an honorable discharge from the

Army Air Corps, and once more became
a civilian, and a movie star.

The first thing John wanted when lie

returned to Hollywood w as a home, with

a room in it for Julie. (When Anne Shir-

ley and John were divorced in 1942 it

was agreed that Anne should have little

Julie Anne Shirley Payne nine months
of the year, and John three. But to

John's great delight Anne told him he
could have her nine consecutive months,
to make up for the time he lost while he
was in the Army.) He decided he liked

a certain neighborhood in Brentwood, so

one afternoon he drove from house to

house asking if the owner by any chance
wanted to sell. And finally he got a

break. "As a matter of fact," said the

owner of the house that had really

caught his fancy, "I have to return to

New York soon. Sure, I'll sell."

It's a small house, but just what John
wanted. He tore out walls, put in al-

coves, bought second-hand furniture, a

second-hand Frigidaire, and new wall-

paper. Julie selected the wallpaper she

wanted in her room. He quickly acquired

a cook, and a dog and a cat. Every-
thing a home-loving, serious-minded man
like John wants—except a wife. And
then Alan Ladd played Cupid, and now
that's been attended to quite nicely,

thank you.

Gloria and John were married at the

Beverly Vista Community Church in

Beverly Hills a few days after Christ-

Ruth Hussey, who poses for "Fashions for a

Lady" on pages 52 and 53, diagnoses John Car-

roll's case in their new film, "Bedside Manner."
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U.S. Army Signal Corps

Marlene Dietrich chats with Army Photographer
Pfc. Robert Wescott after giving performance

for American Forces somewhere in Germany.

mas. Director Walter Lang was John's

best man, and Marjorie De Haven was
her sister's maid of honor. The wedding
was very quiet and un-HoUywoodish
with only the members of the family and
a few close friends. Because John's

favorite color is blue (she likes green

better) Gloria wore a blue satin suit

and a black tulle hat with blue flowers

on it.

They hadn't really intended marrying
during the holidays but they wanted a

week's honeymoon at least. And good
old Twentieth Century-Fox was wasting
no time in getting John back before the

cameras—John being one of their big-

gest money makers at the time he left

the screen (his last picture was "Hello,

Frisco, Hello") to enlist in the Army.
Immediately they returned from the

honeymoon in the desert John went to

work in "The Dolly Sisters," with Betty
Grable and June Haver. Gloria, follow-

ing her sensational success in "Two
Girls And A Sailor," was rushed by
Metro into "Between Two Women," with
Van Johnson, and "Step Lively" with
Frank Sinatra and George Murphy. But
at least she'll have a breathing spell now.
While the studio is readying her next

picture she will have a few months off

in which to practice being a good house-
wife.

"John doesn't want me to give up my
career," Gloria told me. "He's one of my
staunchest critics, and best audiences
too. I am glad John feels that way about
it because I have always thought that

you can be a good actress and a good
wife if you're smart about it. I'll see to

it that I stop being Gloria De Haven at

the studio gate and turn into Mrs. Payne
until seven o'clock the next morning."
As the bow-and-arrow boy, I think we

can safely say, Alan Ladd gave a sterling

performance.

UNDERSTUDY A NURSE!
As a Nurse's Aide you
can relieve graduate
nurses for active duty.

"Like Dipping Your Fingerj into Stars"

says glamorous JOAN BENNETT, starring

in Twentietli • Century Fox production

"Colonel Effingham's Raid"
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HEN your baby suffers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
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the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
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baby for the entire teething period.
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"Love Isn't All In Marriage!"

Says Loret+a Young

Continued from page 45

and dearer emotions, such as poor young
Lynn and Lewis never knew.
To me, the whole answer to everything

is a happy married hfe. I believe that a

woman's love is her whole life (and career

women are no exceptions) and her mar-
riage is the house in which her life is

lived. I also believe it is, or should be,

the same for a man. And that both man
and woman should give, not 50 per cent

of themselves to their marriage, but 100
per cent. But in order to give 100 per

cent of yourself to any relationship, it

must be one well worth such giving. And
to make it worth the giving, there must
be, in addition to the thrill of physical

attraction (so often mistaken for love)

the other elements; all of them.
I know of one very young marriage

which has, I am sure, all the potentiali-

ties for perfect fulfillment and perfect

happiness. When I met Gloria at Palm
Springs last winter, she was nineteen.

Her young husband had been overseas

for two years. Gloria looked the silliest

little scatterbrain in the world. She wore
absurd clothes. Too much makeup. She
was forever playing jitterbug records. But
I noticed that when the young officers

stationed there came over to our hotel to

date the girls, Gloria never went with

them. One day, I asked her, "Gloria,

why don't you ever go out with the boys?
It's all very innocent and gay, isn't it?".

"Yes, it is, Mrs. Lewis," she said, then

added gravely, "but I don't believe in it.

I think it's bad propaganda for the boys.

Even if my Hank had told me he

wanted me to go out, I wouldn't go. But
Hank asked me not to. 'Gloria,' he

said, 'don't you go out with anyone.' So,

I don't. Not .iust because he's over there,

fighting the war and not because, as I

said, there would be any real harm in it,

but .iust because Hank asked me not

to—and Hank's right."

Gloria had respect for Hank's wishes

because he had succeeded, appar-

ently, in building in her such respect for

himself that she accepted unquestion-

An autograph per pint! Joseph Gotten, star-

ring in "I'll Be Seeing You," trades his sig-

nature for blood for the American Red Cross.

Improve Your
UPPER

COXTOUR
THE NEW

Auto Tensive System
REGENERATES TONE . . .

LIFTS SAGGY BUST LINES
. . . PEPS UP PERSONALITY
Only ONE DOLLAR

fNothin? else to bay)

No Cream—No Apparatus
Positive Results

To start on your way to Better Bnst
Control send your name.address and
$1 for complete set .postpaid, ofAuto
Tensive System Illustrations with
clear directions.

2.304

DnWITT RITE
L W. 7th St., Los An)ieles 5, Calif.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly aa your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-
sired. High school edacation is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all your
life. Be a Ui^h School graduate. Start your traininK now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

% American School, Dept. H-45, Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37

SONGPOEMSWANTED
^ Publishers need new soags! Submit one or more of

+ your best poems for immediate consideration. Any sub-

^ ject. Send Boem, PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.
it Five star Music Masters, 605 Beacon BIdg., Boston 8. Mass.

REDUCE
witi\

V-TABS!
Anti-Acid . . . .

Anti-Fatigue . . .

Vitamin Tablets

"LOST 17 Lbs.

IN 14 DAYS" . .

"Lost 17 lbs- in 14 days and feel as
g-ood as ever," says Mrs. E. F. "Re-
duced 15 lbs. and never felt better
in my life."—J.V. "Used to wear size
42 . . . now wear a 20."—R.M. "Do-
ing me a world of good. Don't have
gas . . . losing weight . . . more
enerp-v."—Mrs. R. S, "Most amazing
—lost 7 lbs. in 1 week . . , can't
thanu you enough."—Mrs. L. I. "Lost
14 lbs. and feel so much better . . . don't bloat and
have gas."—Mrs. O. K. These are but a few of the
many letters in our files. Why don't YOU see what
V-Tabs will do for you?

NOT A CATHARTIC!
V-TABS are not a cathartic. They help reduce fat by
supplementing your regular diet when taken instead
of a heavy lunch, and also lend to take awav that
abnormal appetite caused by over-acidity or fatigue.
If you arc overweight, always tired, full of acid, and
yet like to eat. try V-TABS. As fatigue and acidity
disappear your normal appetite will return and you'll
no longer crave the (Quantities of food that cause the
excess fat deposits.

QUICK, HARMLESS, PLEASANT
With intake curtailed, the body feeds on its own sur-
plus fat, and weight goes down . . . quickly! Mail
coupon today with $1.98i and save postage, or order
C.O.D. plus postage. Take the full month's supply
according to directions in the booklet. If not satisfied
with results ... if you do not lose weight and feel
better . . . we will refund the cost. Act NOW!

V-TAB CO.. Dept. SU-6, Box 205
Times Sq. Sta.. New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
V-TAB CO.. INC., Dept. SU-6, Box 205
Times Square Station. New York City

.Send me one month's supply of V-TABS (120 tablets

[ ] I enclose $1.98.

Ill will pay postman $1.98 plus postaso

Name .

Address *

City State

No Canadian orders. Please print plainlv
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COMS
SORE TOES

TENDER SPOTS
FROM TIGHT

SHOES

/itstafft^/ief
Instantly—that fast—Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads stop
tormentinK friction, lift painful pressure of new or
tight shoes on corns, sore toes, and tender spots.

So soothing, cushioning, these thin, soft, protec-

tive pads put you right back on your feet.

Included in every box of Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads
are separate wonder-working little Medications
for quickly, gently and painlessly removing corns
while you go your busy way. No.other method
does all these things for you. Get this quick, scien-

tific relief of Dr. Scholl's today at your Drug,
Shoe, Department Store or Toiletry Counter.
Costs but a trifle. Don't accept a substitute.

D-SchollsZino-pads

FEET HURT, BURN?
Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm quickly relieves foot
discomfort caused by exertion,
fatigue. Soothing, refreshing.
Senel it to boys in service. 35(J.

DrSchoiis ss?;:,

PICTURE RINGn
Host Precious Keepsake You Can Own

Made from Any Photo

SEND NO MONEY!
Anyphoto orsnapshot clearlyrepro-
duced assettingin beautiful,onyx-
like Ring! A keepsake ot a loved
one you will treasure lor years!
Picture stays sharp and clear—
witlistands rubbing, washing,
wear—unharmed by water,
weather—won't tarnish.SEND
NO MONEY! Just mall photo
with strip of paper for ring size.

Pay postman only SI.00 plus
Jostage. Hand-tinted 25c e.xtra.

Picture returned. Money-back
guarantee.ORDEKNOW. pORTRArr
RING CO., Dept. G-S2, Cincinnati, Ollla

UTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY !

New, lovely proportions for your
legs; hips, thighs, calves, ankles,
etc.—in this healthful, new, as-

tonishingly easy way. Oniir a few
minutes per day in yeur own home,

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!
Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon K, SAN FRANCISCO.B. CAL
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

iiigly and obeyed iiii()licilly lil.s ev(;iy

wish. I find my.seif praying, often, thai'

Hank will come baci<. Ilaiik lia.s

.soinetfiitif^ to come back to: A marriage

that i.s .sweet and .snug and sound because

a young wife, wiio respects him, as well

as loves him, will keep it so. For love,

without respect, is not enough.
Too many marriages are based on

"What is he going to do for me?" instead

of "What am / going to do for liim?" or.

ideally, "What are we going to do for

each other, to cheer, comfort, sustain?"

Girls, particularly American girls, I

think, spoiled as we are by our men, are

liable to tend toward a lack of considera-

tion for the men we love. I've known
young wives to pout and sulk because

their husbands come home tired and
won't take them out when they'd wanted
to go dancing or to some party where
they could show off a new dress. It's

important, if your husband comes home
tired, to know that he is tired, can't help

it and so, be considerate enough to defer

to him and go dancing another night.

Love of home, in addition to love of

one another, is a vital factor in an endur-

ing marriage. For without a love of home
marriage tends to become, as in the ca.se

of Lynn and Lewis, little more than a

legalized love affair. Men are, even more
than women, I think, home-lovers. Men.
especially very nice men, usually go back
in memory, most nostalgically, to their

mothers' kitchens, the good smell of

them, the sense of security they found in

them. They go back to their schooldays
when, coming home in the late after-

noons. Mom was there to greet them.
For women with enough mone.y to have

servants, and especially for career women
who must have servants since they can
not always be at home themselves, to

give a man this sense of hominess is diffi-

cult. One must be alert to many little

attentions to compensate. In my own
case, ever since the day when, shortly

after we were married. Tom said to

me, "Unless you are working, be here

when I get home at night, won't
you?" and I said, "I will, of course, but

ivhii, darling?" and he said, "I don't

know—I just like to come in and call you
and know that .you will answer." I have,
unless T irn.s working, been here.

By special request of his faithful fans, here is

a good cioseup portrait of Cpl. Harry Lewis,

one of the soldier-actors in "Winged Victory."

COMPLETE
MATCHED 5J98

SET

EARRINGS & GARDENIA

GORGEOUS, GLAMORIZING, IIFE-IIKE GARDENIAS

THAT Glow IN THE DARK IN FULL COLOR

Beautiful and everlasting in a rich, creamy while by

day—at nighl IT GLOWS in TECHNICOLOR to excite

admiration from all who see it for its exquisite loveli-

ness. Thrill to its beauty—wear it in your hair, drees

or coat to enhance your own charm and alluring radi-

ance. Scented to the fragrance of fresh flowers.

A GIFT lor a lifetime's enjoyment. Everlasting—never

fades or wilts. A sensational novelty you will adore!

GLOWS IN THE DARK in 2 full colors,

EXQUISITELY MATCHED

SCENTED GLO-SHEEN EARRINGS

A most thrilling acGessory — He'll adore them

Beautiful, ornamental earrings by day—by night

they glow in FULL COLOR to enchant and

allure romance. Everlasting, never fades or

wilts. Perfectly matched earrings that glow the

WHOLE NIGHT THROUGH. You'U be thrilled

by their exquisite pattern of Glow-lite fresh-

QUANTITY LIMITED. ORDER NOW!

C/ n ONE

CLO-SHEEN
FLOWER CO. OEPT MS

333 S. Morket St.. Chicago i. III.

j ]

ONE PAIR SCENTED GLO-SHEEH EARRINGS
'—

' S1.29 plu» 26c FEDimAL TAX fTOTAi SliS)

I j

ONE SCENTED GLO-SHEEN GARDENIA

I

I

SPECIAL OFim MATCHED Sa SCENTED GLOSHEEN EARRINGS>—
I
AND GARDENIA ONLY 51.98 pliu 20c FEDERAL TAX ON EARRINGS

luBi jend yout njmB And addiCis w,iK this SPECIAL COUPON OFFER jod upoa
atiivjl—mrnply fMy postman, plu* low cenu posiaqe and CO-0 le« Of li y«u
preloi oncloso rrmitunc^ *,lh ordet »nd SAVE pcrauq* and C OJ) («>• 4nd •>«
ship order PREPAID Th,e SPECirj. OFFER lor a luniied tune o.-Uy-»> HURRV
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NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

when You Ute This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives I ustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as It rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
Af stores which tell loilel goodt

25i for 5 rinset

10^ for 2 rinset

IMPROVE Your FIGURE
Only

50c
Would you like to have
a FIRM. FULL &
LOVELY bosom? Are
you self-conscious of a flat, aen«
dulous, sagging bust line? Thou-
sands of women have corrected
their bust contours. Why can't
you? Learn how you too. may
have a lovely figure. For only 50c
we will send you a copy of "THE
SECRET OF IMPROVING
YOUR FIGURE." It contain*

Information, instructions and simply illustrated, easy
to fallow exercises. It also contains information and
•uggestions for those who wish to lose or put on weight.
Calory and weight table and other helpful information.
Act today, send only sOe in coin or (tamps to —
CEAGEE CO., 72 5th Ave.. Dept. 19-0, N. Y. C. II

You will love

5^

and his growing hair

millionaire's mansions and
cottage kitchens, you'll find
PADDY O'HAIR — the most
beloved and amusing novelty
ever created. Shure— 'tis magici

Fill with water; spread special seed—then
watch the miracle! PADDY grows thick crop
of bright green hair, eyebrows and sideburns.
You can give him haircuts; the grass will grow
for months; can be planted again and again.

Head is durable pottery of rich suntan color.

5 inches tall. Thousands
buy PADDY for them-
selves; then reorder for gifts.

Ideal gift for Mother's Day
—and every other day. Sent
complete with special seed
and instructions, $1, post-
paid. MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE. Order at

once- Only SI complete.

PADDY NOVELTY CO.

132 Washington Avenue

GOLIAD. TEXAS

In any and every marriage th^re must
be fidelity, absolute fidelity, of course.

And there must be mutual trust, def-

initely. Lacking these, the House of Mar-
riage would be without foundation or

support; would be flimsy, slippery, and
insecure.

Since even the most passionate lov-

ers cannot always be making love, al-

ways exchanging kisses in the moonlight,
cannot always be dreaming and dancing,

there must be friendship, which means
mutual and varied interests, small and
large. Interests in the children, of course,

in their welfare and training. Interest in

the career of one, or both. In books, in

people, in laughter. In experiences which,
if not shared, lose their savor. As when
I first saw "The Song Of Bernadette"
and loved it and could hardly wait for

Tom to see it with me.
I often think of Carole Lombard and

Clark Gable; the friendship in their

marriage; how they worked and played

together; how Carole, essentially a
city girl, became a country girl, an
outdoor girl, learned to share with

Clark and to love with Clark ranching,

hunting, duck-shooting, camping. The
marriage of Clark and Carole may. or

may not, have been founded on friend-

ship. But that it grew into a perfect ex-

ample of Jeremy Taylor's magnificent

definition of love: "True love is friend-

ship set on fire," I know.
So what it all adds up to is that love,

lacking respect, fidelity, consideration,

love of home, mutual trust and friend-

ship, is not enough. Is not, in fact, love

at all.

Taking time to be sure is especially im-
portant today when so many girls whip
up enthusiasm 'lor boys they wouldn't
look at twice, or even that once, if their

special Joes and Jims, Teds and Toms,
were not overseas.

A short while ago my beautiful kid

sister, Georgiana, said to me, "Do you
realize, Loretta, that I haven't had a

date in three weeks?"

If she had said, "Do you realize that I

haven't had a bite to eat in three weeks?"
she couldn't have looked bleaker.

I said, laughing, "Now, isn't that too

bad!" Then felt ashamed when Georgie
answered, a catch in her voice, "But it is

tragic to me. I'm nineteen. I want the

things that belong to nineteen, dates,

dancing, romances." Felt ashamed be-

cause I realized that, for nineteen, such

things are tragic, and said, "I know,
Georgie, but do war work, get a job, keep
busy, work and wait. Don't take second-

best."

Georgie worked for the Blood Bank,
She went to New York for several months
and did modelling. She had a problem

—

so have all young girls who are deprived

of today and fearful of tomorrow—but

she solved it. And will wait, I hope, for

the love that will be enough for marriage.

THE NAVY NEEDS NURSES!
THE ARMY NEEDS NURSES!
Thousands are needed for duty in

this country, at sea, and overseas.

On land, in base hospitals, and in

fleet hospitals, the need is great,

too. Eligible nurses, how about you?

Says

Paula Stone
FAMOUS ON SCREEN,

STAGE AND RADIO

"My lips stay lovely

hours longer without

retouching... That's why
Don Juan is tops with me.

See what they do

for your lips

1. DON JUAN STAYS ON when

you eat, drink, kiss, if used as di-

rected. No greasy, smeary effect.

2. LIPS STAY LOVELY without

frequent retouching. Try today.

3. NOTDRYING or SMEARY. Im-

parts appealing glamour look.

Creamy smooth—easily applied.

4. STYLE SHADES.TryRaspberry,

rich, glowing, or Number 5,

medium red, flattering, youthful look-

ing. Other shades, too.

De luxe size $1. Refills 60c. Junior size 25c.

Tax extra Matching powder, roujie & cake
make-up. Trial sizes at 10c stores. In Canada also.

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR LIPSTICK

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappear

Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening

—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im-

provement in the morning. Id a few days surface blem-

ishes, muddiness. freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking

skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletr>'

counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial

size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.

A Bond bought today means

a bomb dropped tomorrow.

Buy Extra War Bonds

REMOVE
HAIR without

razor, liquid OC
paste orpowder £WC
Baby Touch Hair Remover Is the

modern way to remove hair from

the arms, legs and face. No chemi-

cals—no odor. Use like a powder

puff. Women prefer it because it

is so convenient to use, and costs so little, fry it— if you

don't like it better than any other method just return It

to us. Your money will be promptly refunded. At druB

and department stores or send 25c for one or $1.00 for

five of the Baby Touch Pads. Baby Touch Mittens (Two

sides) 35« each. 3 for SI. 00.

BABY TOUCH HAIR REMOVER CO.

4839 Fyler Ave. St. Louis 16, Mo,
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For cuslom-type fil with ready-

mode convenience. .."Bias-Cup '

,

the precision fashioned bra. Four

cup depths .. .one for every Fig-

ure type. At better stores. Send

lor your Beauty Hint Booklet.

ft

3S8 fifffs Ave„N.y, I, N.r..

t j pmfectei3 byU.S,Pt3t.No,22*7£5!S ,

Hollywood's New Stop,

Look and Sigh Man

Continued from page 35

his professional debut at the 17tli-Cen-

tury-built Theater Royal in Bath. His

performance and personality clicked, and
he beat his linguistic critics to the punch
by announcing that his strange dialect

was Australian.

For two years Scott played every con-

ceivable type of role as a full-fledged

member of the English Repertory Com-
pany. Bath was the scene of their sum-
mer successes, and winter saw them
moving to London for tlie season. The
hard work and practical experience he
had been looking for were crammed into

the next twenty-four months, for, while

one play was in production, the next was
in rehearsal.

Despite this stiff schedule, Zach found
time to scribble faithfully to Elaine,

although, by this time, they were both
engaged to a couple of other people.

Surprising even himself, Zach one day
wrote, "I'm coming home to marry you."

Replied Elaine garrulously, "Come
ahead."

And he did, sitting back calmly in his

deck chair and planning his bland ac-

ceptance of the conquering-liero recep-

tion he was sure to be given by (1) New
York's entire population and (2) Elaine.

His girl, at least, didn't disappoint him.

Little daunted by Broadway's cold

shoulder, Zach trained home to Austin

and, on his 21st birthday, married Elaine.

The young Scotts combined a honey-
moon with another Broadway trip that

turned out to be just as cold-shouldered

as the first venture. They returned home
and three weeks later Zach emerged from
an automobile accident with a smashed
jaw.

The best bone surgeon they could find

lived in Houston, so off they traipsed

again to take up residence in that city

until the Scott jaw could heal properly—

•

a long and painful procedure. During
this period young Waverly made her

appearance, a dead-ringer for her ma.
To keep the family in a healthy, well-fed

condition, Zach took a job in the Anahuac
Oil Fields.

Roustabouting in an oil field didn't call

for speech, which was just as well, because
with all the jaw wiring he had to tote

around, Zach couldn't have squeaked
out a "help!" if his life had depended
on it. From roustabout to sample runner
to lab assistant in the oil refinery went
Zach, and just about the time he got

really set in the last job his jaw was pro-

nounced healed and he found he could

talk.

The three Scotts made tracks for

Austin again. Wasting no time, they
promptly built a small house and Zach
became director of the Austin Little

Theater. By the time Waverly had
turned two, the old thirst for knowledge
was parching the Scotts' collective throat

and the three of them returned to school

—Waverly to the University Nursery
School, Elaine to college to finish her

drama major, and Zach to snag his B.A.
Not content with his directorial and
student activities, Zach also took up

Screen LAND

DO YOUR HAilS

6R£AK EASILY?

• Then try Brit-tex, the nail

cream with lanolin base.

For Brit-tex is mode espe-

cially for brittle nails, hard-

ened cuticle or callouses

due to the rigors of house-

work or work on the pro-

duction front. Brit-tex for

14 years has been a favor-

ite with beauty experts and

fastidious women. Brit-tex

is packaged in two sizes

— 50 cents and economy

85-cent size.

On sale at Department and
Drug Stores and Beauty Shops.

THOMAS PRODUCTS INC.

45 N. Divison St., Buffalo, N. Y.

iT'S HSnS!
... A NEW

SECURITY

SICKNESS or ACCIDENT

Don't allow Hospitalization

expense to ruin your life sav-

ings. Insure NOW . . . BEFORE
IT'S TOO LATE! In case of

tinexpected sickness or ac-

cident you may go to any

Hospital in the U. S. or

Canada, under any Doctor's

care. Your expenses will be
paid in strict accordance

v/ith Policy provisions. Indi-

vidual or entire family
eligible (to age 70). The

Company -s under the super-

Vision of the Insurance De-
partment, No agent will call.

MAIL COUPON AT ONCI

CASH BENEFITS
INCLUDE

Hospital Expenses for

Accident up to

$540.00
Hospital Expenses for

Sickness

(beginning 7th day)
up to

$540.00
Doctor Expenses for

Accident up to

$135.00
loss of Time from Worl

up to

$300.00
Accidental Death

lOOO.OO
WarCoverage& other
vatuoble benefits.

^ortI^mer!CaI^jjtuamnsur^c?co^
I

Dept. SC5-4 Wilmington, Del.
'

' Please send me, without obligation, details obout |

I
your "3c A Day Hospitalization Insurance Plan".

" Nome •

II
Addreu -

g City Sfole-
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RONRICO*

The Rum Connoisseur contains
over 100 tested drinlc and food

recipes. Send for your' Free
copy. Ronrico Corporation, Dept.
(S) Miami, Florida. Ronrico Rum
86, 90 and 151 Proof. U. S.

Representative: Import Division,

McKesson £KRobbins,jnc.,N.Y.C.

Send only 25c and
^ 5c tax for dainty,

. purse - size sample coUec-

[ lion of 5 GENEROUS SIZE

< VIALS EXPENSIVE RHODI-
^ US PERFUMES. Find^
^ YOUR type perfume

y by victual test. Mail 30c

^ stamps or coin to

y H. U. RHODIUS, Perfumes^
^ 1600 Perfume Bldg. • San Antonio 6. Tex.

Palmer's SKIN SUCCESS Soap isaj/xraa/soap

comaiiiing the same costly medication as 104

year proved Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Oint-

ment. Whip lip the rich cleansing FOAMY
MEDICATION with finger tips, washcloth or

brush and allow to remain on 3 minutes. Amaz-
ingly quick results come to many skins, afflicted

with pimples, blackheads, itching of eczema and
rashes externally caused that need the scientific

hygiene action of Palmer's "SKI.N SUCCESS"
Soap. For your youth-clear, soft loveliness, give

your skin this luxurious 3 minute foamy medica-

tion-treatment. At toiletry counters everywhere

25c or from E. T. Browne Drug Company, 127

Water Street, New York 5, New York.

night work teaching drama at nearby
St. Mary's Academy. This three-ring

circus might have sent a lesser man to

the local Bedlam, but Zachary thrived

on it.

When, in 1938, the Lunt and Fontanne
Company stopped off in Austin while on
tour, Lunt and Richard Whorf (also in

the troupe) impressed upon Zach that he
was being wasted in his home town and
should make another stab at Broadway.
The actors promptly dispatched a letter

to John Haggott and Lawrence Langner,
who had the Theater Guild and West-
port County Playhouse, recommending
both Elaine and Zach.

This time the venture clicked and the

Scotts found themselves active members
of the Westport group. After a summer
of plays in that resort, they moved to

New York to do revivals with the Guild.

When Zach left to do his first lead on
Broadway in Dolly Haas' "Circle Of
Chalk," Elaine stayed on to become the

Theater Guild's stage manager.

For Zach Broadway was a series of

blackouts. He played many roles in many
plays that opened gloriously and closed

suddenly for a variety of reasons. Then
came the coveted lead in "All Those
Endearing Young Charms." Good no-

tices and flattering Hollywood offers

made Zach a proud boy. But his greatest

pride lay in the fact that Elaine was
efficiently stage-managing the smash
musical hit, "Oklahoma!"

When the Brothers Warner bid highly

for Zach's services, he and Elaine put
their heads together and decided that

he'd better snap at the offer. And he did.

Once in Hollywood Zach found a house
and rented a car and in no time at all

Elaine had left the Guild to make the

house a home and help Zach build his

new career. Waverly, of course, trotted

right along to round out the picture.

The Scott home is hardly the type of

place you'd expect to find a handsome
leading man living in. Far from spectac-

RKO presents another swoon-provoker, Marc
Cramer, seen here with Ellen Drew in the

Boris Karloff thriller, "Isle Of The Dead."

SCREENLAND

Real Glossy

MOVIE STARS
PHOTOS

12 for on// $1.00
NEW, thrillinfr. exciting
shots of your screen fa-
vorites. Glossy. Individ-
ually posed. Completi'
assortment."

CPFFT Catalog of oveiri\KK.2O0 fascinatine
miniature photos witli
each order. (To avoid de-
lay, state 2nd choice.'

PIN-UP PHOTOS Jeanne Crain — 20th C»n-

12 for 51.OO '"'"''.StoteVai'?/*

Glamor-Tone Photo Service

POEMS WANTED
1

• For Musical Settlng-
Mother. Home. Love. Sacred, Patriotic, Comic
or any subject. DON'T DE1.AY—Send us your
Original Poem at once—lor Immediate examina- I
tlon and FREE RHYMING DICTIONARY. |

RICHARD BROTHERS » S'HVc^AlS^'.'ir

°

GENUINE ^
DIAMOND^

NATION GOES FRIENDSHIP
Sterling: Silver Rings — Prices — No. 1

SI.95—with Military Insig-nia and Service Star $2.95-
Nos. 2 and 5—$1.95. All plus 20^70 Federal tax. Order by
number and give size. Write plainly. SEND NO MONEY.
Pay postman. If from outside tiie States, send remittance
ith order. NATIONAL GEM CO.

J>. O. Box 466. Dept. VXM, Chicago 90. IM.



Do YOU Need More
SHAPELY
CURVES?
If you are too skinny, flat

and run down, you can
use this safe way to gain
attractive pounds and
friends and make yourself
more desirable. Take

Wakita 711 Compound. Full easy directions are on your
package. Also eat plenty of good nourishing food. 711
Compound is a special formula for skinny women. It is

an excellent hematinic and stimulates the gastric juices
for skinny women. Increase your appetite with this spe-
cial formula and then let your mirror be the best proof.
Use it until you are completely satisfied. Write now.
Just send your name and address. Pay only $1 plus post-
age on delivery or mail a dollar and save postage. Write
today. You must be absolutely satisfied or your money
back; Wakita, Dept. 25-D, Station Y, Brooklyn 4. N.Y.

TRUE LOVE
CAN BE YOURS!
True love is not won lightly. Sweetness
v/ins love. Sympathy wins love. UN-

DERSTANDING wins love—un-
^2 derstanding of the secrets that

V ^]:>--V :mr 1 make you adorable . . . and
w^A -i'. >^ JR; a adored! These secre-ts are

jisN .^Ef W found in three amazing books
that will g ive you aston ishing
Power to win love. All 3 books
cost only SI. 00.

"MODERN LOVE LETTERS"—
, Know how to write letters that

Imd their way straight to his innermost heai't! Put a
-ove spell in every word you ^v^ite!
"TRUE LOVE GUIDE"—Learn how to be your most lovable
self. Know how to make him remember you!"THE ART OF KISSING"—In evei:y kiss burns the chance
for lifetime romance. It is yours if you know how! Act
now!
,—— — FREE TRIAL —

1

I
Albert Publications, Dept. LT-8 J

I
147 Fourth Ave., New York 3, N. Y.

1 Rush me in plain uTapper vour iModem Love Library I

I (3 books). I will pay postman SI -00 plus postas:e.
J

\ Check here if vou wish to save postage bv enclos- i

I
ing- only. Si.00 with this coupon. If not satisfied after

I
5 days' trial, your money back guaranteed. !

i I
J
Name j

i Address ^

}
»

; City state I

ular, it is a white clapboard cottage .set

smack in the middle of a wild tangle of

shocking pink geraniums on a hillside

just off tlie Sunset Strip. Furnished with

antiques of the provincial school without
looking like a decorator's dream-coine-
true, it's warm, livable, friendly and,

above all, comfortable. The Scotts are

sticklers for comfort, anyway. There is

a perpetual fire snapping in the grate

(weather permitting) , flowers and green-

growing things to brighten corners, and
a white French poodle named Jingo to

demand a few ear-scratches.

There's a wooden salad bowl on a sort

of trestle-like arrangement that's the

biggest thing in town. And it's usually

filled at dinner time with salads of Zach's

own creation. He's a salad seer, a curry

connoisseur and a saveloy addict. A save-

loy, incidentally, is a hot dog. Cockney
version, a hangover from his earlj' days
in England.

Waverly fits into the scene perfectly.

Not as a child who demands special

attention, but as an adult member of the

family, a constant companion of her two
lucky parents, an active participant when
it comes to golf, swimming, riding, and
badminton.

The garage protects the station wagon
from the ravages of California's unusual
elements, but Zach's 1939 Ford "busi-

ness man's coupe" sits placidly at the

curb, rain or shine.

Zachary is a busy guy. Between studio

calls he gardens, reads endless books and
plays, collects classical records, and looks

up more antiques to buy. When he is

idle, he goes crazy. Sort of paces around
and tries to create odd jobs for himself.

"It's my greatest fault," he confesses

in that purring sort of voice. "I just

can't sit still for long. I have to be doing

something every minute."

At this point Elaine invariably elevates

a well-groomed eyebrow and suggests

that an even greater fault is her hus-

band's complete inability to say "no.''

Maureen O'Hara and Paul H
romancing in coslume—and

on re id do '

n Teclmicoli

RKO's adventure film, "The Spanish Ma

TAKES ONLY 10 MINUTES

Whisk oway grime, oil and hair

odor in 10 minutes with Minipoo

Dry Shampoo. Think of it — no

soap ... no rinsing ... no drying.

This fragrant powder leaves hair

soft, lustrous, delicately scented

..,v/ith wave or curls enhanced.

Ideal for the sick room. At drug

or department stores. iqq

30 SHAMPOOS WItl illtt«« Applicator I

COSMETIC DtETftlBUTORS. INC.

NEW YORK 17. N. Y,

MINIPO0

1

DRY SHAMPOO .Ji

STAMMER?
This new 12a-page uooK, "Slainmeiing. ItsCaus.
and Coi-rection." describes the BoKi.e L'niL Mt'ili.Mi

for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
lerin:^—Si:ccessfui for 44 years. Benj. N. Boy^je,
Dept. 3265, Circle Tower. Indianapolis 4. Ind.

FORM^^^
Don't be embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped or sagging

bust. Do as thousands of other women just like yourself
are doing. They have learned how to bring out the loveliest
contours of their figures", whatever their bust faults. No^*
you, too, can do the sanie . . . safely, easily, and positively.

HIGHLY ENDORSED BY MANY DOCTORS
Your flat bustUne can

be miraculously beautl-
fied into full and allur-
ing contours. Or, if you
are the pendulous type,
it can be rounded into Wm fi^
high and youthful love-
liness. All you have to
do is follow the easy
directions on exercise,
massage, brassieres,
diet. etc.. given in the
great medically-endorsed
book, "The Complete
Guide to Bust Culture."
Adopt those simple, self-

help measures at once - s
and your bust will posi- ? i," •

tively appear full, firm \
and shapely . . . the ^^^^^ ^'H^'^proud glamorous cur\'es ]^
which make you more" t. \

desirable than ever. ,\ \

OUR OFFER ^
SEND NO MONEY

You can now obtain this unique book by A. F. Xieraoeller,
A.B.. M.A., B.S., at a remarkable price reduction. Formerly
53.50. Now only SI.98. Guaranteed harmless. Amoving
lir.--Mme r-su!ts. SEND NO r.10N:EY. .Tust mnil coupon ni^w.

\
1

, HARVEST HOUSE, Dept. D-316. 363 B.-oadway, N.Y.C. 13 i

I
S-,iiU tiie COMPLETE GUIDE TO BUST CULTURE in

j

I

plain p.ickage. On delivery I wiu pay postman S1.9S
j

plus few cents postage. If not satisfied I maj- return
j

I

it within ten da>-s and uxy 51.93 will be refunded-
|

I

Name
|

I
Address i

I
I—] CHECK HERE if you want to save postage: Eii- I

I I I
close S1.9S with coupon and we ship prepaid. |

I
Canadian orders, S2.50 in advance _

|
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BLONDES5*

Light as a cloud, wonderful Tre-Jur

Hath Voiadcr hasn't a speck of weight-

ing; every particle is pure, soft. You'll

love its quality, its fluffy lamb's wool

puff, its triple-scents of Gardenia.

Carnation, Apple Blossom

ipie-Scenled

TRE^J U R
.9\)SH AWAK

^ ^...AND L00fC\0
YEARS YOUNOER

• Now. at home, you can quickly ana easHy tint telltait

Btreaks ol gray to natural-appearing shades—from lightesi

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does It—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot aftect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock or your hair.

60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-back guarantee. Get BROVi'NATONE today.

on't let your lid

> spoiled by shame or

embarrassment over a flat,

ndeveloped or sagging form.

Help develop a glamorous, allur-

gng contour of high youthful

rounded fullness! Tested, proven,

oasy-to-us© methods given in the

wonderful, scientifically authentic

book, "Approved Methods for

Core and Development of the

form" Experience the thrilling

|oys of hoving your contour ap-

pear shapely, rounded, romontic-

ally beautiful Proven successful

by thousands of women Lifetime

results, safely, easily, positively.

Jf not satisfied, return within 10

days and money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONEYl
Genoli» by this oxtroo.dmary reduction.

formoHy moio than DOUBLE th.i price Now
ortly 00 Order now COD plus postage:

Poy postman on arrival To sove Poslags
Mnd $1 00 with order and we ihip prepaid

SUCCESS STUDIOS • BALT0..MD.,B0X«9$ -P

Hin« Bmm soi

CRunYRimaii

He has a neat trick of asking all the

guests at a party to "come over to our
house for dinner tomorrow night." It

usually turns out that the Scotts have
a previous engagement, and it is up to

Elaine to extricate them from these

social snarls with a minimum of fuss and
furore.

Like most other young couples the
Zachary Scotts have very definite post-

war plans. Two of these are housing
projects for the family. "Our little house
will be sort of tlie stand-in for our real

home. I'll use it mostly while I am work
ing. It's to be small and cottagey, on
about an acre of good valley soil near the

studio. There'll be fireplaces, a couple
of horses, and a wliole flock of dogs
The real home we'll build at Laguna
Beach," Zach tells his friends with that

certain T-can-.iust-sc^e-it-now' look in his

eye. (Laguna Beach is a nearby art colony

still troubled with growing pains, but
with a magnificent sweep of sea at its

right hand.)

"Everybody thinks we're crazy," Zach
goes on, "especially when we talk about
the facade. But Elaine and Wavei'ly and
I love it. It'J; going to be a copy of a

series of three shop fronts in TiHnidad.

There's to be a cobblestone courtyard,

a swimming pool set in the middle of the

Ll-shaped house. It'll have three separate

entrances, and each section will be paint-

ed a different color."

After you listen to Zach map out the

floor plan and furnish it room by room
you want to stop laughing and put in a

reservation right now, to avoid the rush.

He's an individualist, all right. But the

minute he starts talking in those Texas-

honeyed tones, you want to quick-like

paint your own two-by-four house in

rainbow colors. Or even plaid, if he sug-

gests it. Because that's just the persua-

sive kind of guy Zachary Scott happens
to be.

New Home Shampoo Wosfies

Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY
Made specially for blondes, this new sham-

poo helps keep light hair from darkening—
brightens faded hair. Called Blondex, it

quickly makes a rich cleansing lather. In-

stantly removes the dingy, dust -laden film

that makes blonde hair dark, old -looking.

Takes only 1 1 minutes to do at home. Gives

hair attractive luster and highlights — keeps

that just-shampooed look for a whole week.

Safe for children's hair. Blondex is sold at

10c, drug and department stores.

Use them on Letters,

Books, Greeting Cards
It's new! It's exciting! Your
favorite iilioto or snapsliot re-

prodnceti on smart, exclusive

stamps. Large-sized r
I'/z") on fine gummed paper

—

just wet the back and apply.

That man of yours in service

will get a real thrill seeing
vr>wr picture in every letter.

Hundreds of Novel Uses
rtmto stamps can be used on
prcpting cards, announcements,
liiisiness cards, job applica-

tions, etc. Identify your books.

r'T'ords. sheet music, etc.

PHOTOPLATE CO., Dept. 62-DD
161 W. Harrison St., Chicago, S

Send No Money
You don't risk one cent —
simply send photo or snap-
shot (no negatives). On
arrival, pay postman SI.69
plus C. O. D. postage on
MONEY-BACK GUARAN-
TEE. If cash accompanies
order, we pay postage.
Original photo returned.

Mail your order TODAYI

Uns/gMyHAIR Orr
FACE . . . LIPS . . . ARMS . . . LEGS

U„y hair made me
m-rable^ltjjed

.P£l"J,^f„''h".'?prnes^wT^eforFREE

MME. ANNETTE LANZETTE

Gloria Grahame, graduate of Hollywood
High School, was assigned ingenue lead in

very first film for MGM, "Blonde Fever."

"That's what my cousin said when I fold her

I was joining the U. S. Cadet Nurse Corps.

Actually, all I know about cramps is how

to help relieve them. And that's to take

Ch;-Ches-Ters Pills."

Chi-Ches-Ters are so effective because a

special ingredient tends to help relieve

muscular tension—a common source of

simple menstrual pain. An added iron fac-

tor fends to help build up your blood.

Ask your druggist for Chi-Ches-Ters today.

50# a box. And for best results begin tak-

ing them three days before your period.

Note: Use only as directed.

For free Interesting Illustrated Boo'del "Thi
Trailing Shadow of Pain," write Dept. A., Chi.

Chester Chemico/ Company, P/ii/ jdefphio, Po.

94 SCREENL.\ND



Stays on for days. Post-

vely harmless. Not a
^ dye. Black and Brown—
2Sc at Toilet Goods
Counters throughout
America.

VOGUE PRODUCTS U51 Seward St., Hollywood 38, Calif.

WATERPROOF
EYELASH MAKEUP
Smudge Proof

Tear Proof Bath Proof

Easy fo Apply

SONG WRITERS ATMION
The amazing demand for phonograph records, exhil-

arated by more than 300.000 "Juke Boxes," warrant
your immediate consideration. To song poem writer;

we are offering the rare opportunity of having the

collaboration of Nationally Known Composers on a

percentage basis. Submit poems for examination al

once. Recola Recording Co.. Hollywood 28, Cal

^FREE GIFT OFFER
This magnificent reproduction is made
of Burrco wood 11" high, BEAnrinjlLY

detailed in carvzd style. The cross is of

rich Walnut Finish. The image, as well

as the halo, are in antique ivory by day
—by night, the image gleams a laveti-

DER glow.
TWO BIG SURPRISE GIFTS FREE
foi ACnNG PHOHPTLY — IDEAL Gin — OFFES
lIMrrED — ACT AT OHCE.

SEND NO MONEY—lust send your
name and address with ttiis ad and pay
postman S1.69 for one; or S3.10 for two,

plus postage. Or send remittance with
order and we pay postage.

> THE RELIGIOUS HOUSE, Dept. S.G.
333 S. Market St. Chicago 6, III.

Ernie Pyle's Story of G. I. Joe

Continued from page 21

they can't get used to a good bed again.

I think that'.s largely romanticism. Yoii

get a good bed again, and it's just like

it was before. But to tell people what
it is like in the mud and filth, without

baths, cold, hungry, scared to death—
that you can't make people know unless

they have experienced it. As to how it

feels to be wounded, in agonizing pain,

to die in all that filth and muck—un-

sung—that is .something they will never
know, the people who have not faced

this themselves. All of the dying is

not sudden, instant, and clean."

Perhaps that's why Ernie's new book.

"Brave Men," carries this dedication.
'

. . . in solemn salute to tho.se thousands
of our comrades—great, brave men that

they were—for whom there will be no
homecoming ever."

Perhaps that's also why Ernie had to

get away from battlefields for a few brief

weeks of rest, although "rest" is just a

figure of speech. Certainly he had no
time for relaxation crossing the ocean.
The ship had hundreds of wounded men
aboard, and he spent most of the time
visiting the wards. He didn't get mucli
rest in New York, between answering
two busy telephones, posing each after-

noon for a head by the famous sculptor,

Jo Davidson, seeing an endless parade of

old friends, giving interviews to the
newspapers. Somehow, he found time to

phone a lot of messages to the wives of

colleagues and friends, and to send off to

Mrs. Tom Treanor the personal papers
of that gallant correspondent who lost

his life in France. In Albuquerque, the
days at home with his wife were all to

few. In Washington, there was the mat-
ter of official business. Finally, in Holly-
wood, there was Ernie's picture, "Story
Of G.I. Joe." He had just one frivolous

evening. He and his sweet wife, Gerald-
ine, were guests at a party which covered
several of the night clubs, including the
Mocambo. It was the first time Ernie
had been in a night club or had danced
for twelve years. The phone rang all

day long; his schedule of appointments
ran from early morning until late at

night. Yet it's typical of Ernie Pyle
that he stopped in at the Los Angeles
Daily News, which features his column

.

and talked with the boys in the editorial

room. He looked up old friends there.

In Los Angeles, also, he took time to

personally deliver many messages to

families of boys on the front lines. Ho\\
many offers for radio broadcasts, maga-
zine articles, personal appearances, lec-

tures he turned down I don't know.
These offers ran into the hundreds. But
I do know I was the only representative

from a fan magazine to get an inter-

view with him.

I asked him about Hollywood, and he

smiled, "Hollywood? It's all right, like

everything else in the world, it's all

right! What I've seen of it, that is. I'm

not too well acquainted here, even

though on my old job of the roving

reporter I used to write about the movies
and would come out here for six weeks

UTHFUL
LOVELINESS
Can Be Yours

!

THE NEW
SELF TENSOR
METHOD

i1 OneDoUai
±_ Complete

Raises saggy bust line

. . . Rebuilds tone

. . . Assures poise
No Braces. ..No Bras.. .No Creams

Satisfaction assured.. .Be convirxced

Mail stamp and One Dollar tcxiay to

LINDA LEI, Box 2790
HOLLYWOOD 28, C:AL1F. H-2

Free for Asthma
During Winter

If you suffer with tho.se terrible attacks of
Asthma when it is cold and damp; if raw,
Wintry winds make you choke as if each gasp
for breath was the very last; if restful sleep ia

impossible because of the struggle to breathe,
if you feel the disease is slowly wearing your
life away, don't fail to send at once to the
Frontier Asthma Co. for a free trial of a re-
markable method. No matter where you live
or whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun. send for this free trial. If you
have suffered for a lifetime and tried every-
thing you could learn of without relief: even if

you are utterly discouraged, do not abandon
hope but send today for this free trial. It will
cost you nothing. Address
Frontier .\sthnia Co. '2^i'2-R Frontier HIdt;.
4C2 N'iasrara Street Buflalo t. New York
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Quick acting
Helps overcome
hyperacidity and
that "tired feel-

ing." Not a ca-
thartic. Follow direc-
tions and you will not
only lose fat but will

feel so much better
and peppier that your
friends will be amazed
at the change. Slender-
Forms are put out by a
reducing salon nation-
ally famous for 3 7

years.

SEND NO MONEY!
Simply mail coupon to-
day. Deposit 98c plus
postage with postman on
arrival. ( If you prefer to
send 9 8c with order, we
pay postage.) Try it for
15 days. If not delighted
with the way you look
and feel— return empty
box and your money will
be refunded.

SLENDER - FORM CO.
Dept. SU-1 Box No. 331

Times Square Station,
New York 18, N. Y.

REDUCE or MONEY BACK

Slender-iorin Co., Dept. SU-1, Box No. 331Tmus Square Station, New York 18, N. Y.
Send me 15 days' supply of Slender-Porms with instruc-
tions for reducing. If not delit'lited I can return empty
box and receive my money back.

Send C.O.D. I will pay postman 98c plus postage.

I eni;Iose S8c. Send postage prepaid.

Narap

Address

City state
No Canad\Tn orders. Print plainly.

CHECKED iMA JIFFY
j Sufferers from the torturing itch

J
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,

|scabies, athlete's foot, "factory" itch,
and other itch troubles are praising
cooling, liquid D. D. D. Prescription.
This time-proved medication—devel-
oped by Dr. D. D. Dennis—positively
relieves that cruel, burning itch.
Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and

comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. O. D. Prescription.

I MOVIE STAR PHOTOS I
Populai- W

GLOSSY PORTRAITS «
Finest Quality—NOW W

12 for $1.00 g
Latest poses of all male ^
and female Hollywood .jj

Stars. Name your favor-

itcs. We ship at once post- ^
paid. ^
EPPE With every or- -ts
t R^CE fier — illus- ti
frated catalogue listing -S-

over 5000 names and poses -{j

of all your favorite stars, -tx

Avoid delay by listing ii

your second choice

IRVING KLAW
212 East 14 St., Dept.

G44, New York 3, N. Y.

every year or so with my wife. This is

the first time, though, I've ever been
mixed up in any way with the actual
making of a movie. I wish I could stay
around and learn something about it,

but I'm leaving the country in about ten
days. I'm going back—this time to the
Pacific."

Yes, he's going back so he can tell

you what your Joe is thinking. He's go-

ing back—the most celebrated war cor-

respondent of this war, which is odd
when you realize that when he started

covering the front lines, he didn't think
he would be a very good correspondent.
He lacked the dash and color and virility

of a Richard Harding Davis, he felt.

That romantic adventurer simply was
not his style.

Years before this debacle, he was the

world's leading roamer, and his home-
spun philosophy, straight thinking and
gift for the right and honest word made
him beloved by millions. As a roving
reporter, he criss-crossed the continent
35 times. His old routine was eight

months in the United States, four months
abroad. He wasn't concerned with glitter,

only in the great drama in the little

lives of little people. He visited mon-
asteries, factories, inns, leper colonies,

hospitals. His reportorial eye missed
nothing, and he wrote about anything
that struck his fancy. He worried about
his health, his nervous indigestions, his

interviews—poking fun at all his frail-

ties and the fact that he was always
getting into some kind of human and
innocent trouble—until, as one writer

said, he became sort of a Charlie Chap-
lin in prose.

Then the war came, and at first Ernie
Pyle didn't quite get the picture of his

destiny. Perhaps he thought he could
work as other correspondents did, con-

cerning himself with yards or miles

gained, boundaries, and conferences. It

didn't work out that way. With his

quick sense of humor, his quick sense of

justice, he had to tell G.I. Joe's story

because there was no one else to tell it.

As John Steinbeck said: "There are

really two wars and they haven't much
to do with each other. There is the war
of maps and logistics, of campaigns, of

ballistists, armies, divisions and regi-

ments—and that is General Marshall's
war.

"Then there is the war of homesick,
weary, funny, violent common men who
wash their socks in their helmets, com-
plain about the food, whistle at Arab
girls, or any girls for that matter, and
lug themselves through as dirty a time
as the world has ever seen, and do it

with humor and dignity and courage

—

and that is Ernie Pyle's war."
His own personal war has born fruit,

too, and not just in telling the human
side of this conflict. The War Depart-
ment recently adapted a suggestion long

ago urged by Pyle that it revive the
World War I practice of awarding a
sleeve stripe for each six months of

overseas service. Congress has passed
the so-called "Ernie Pyle Bill" to raise

G.I. pay $10 a month for combat service.

Because Ernie is such a modest, shy
person, I spoke first with his friend and
boss, Lee G. Miller, managing editor of

the Scripps-Howard newspapers, who

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an excess of acids in your blood, your 15
miles of kidney tubes may be over-worked. These tiny
filters and tubes are working day and night to help
Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous
waste.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it rnay cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, pufifiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or

scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times snows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask
your druggist for Doan's Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy reUef and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poison-

ous waste from your blood. Get Doan's Pills.

POEMS WANTED
To be set to music. Send your song
poem today for free examination by na-
tionally famous hit composer. Our new
6 step plan is most liberal and complete
ever offered. Write today for free booklet.

SCREENLAND RECORDERS
Dept. S Hollj-ivood 28. Cnlifornia

Sell TRU-FIT HOSIERY
Write for Outfit and Stocking FREE!
Make money, bafld steady business, prepare for return of
NYLON HOSIERY by taking orders now

,

from friends forTru-Fit Rayon Hosiery.
Sensational Customer- Fit Sen' ice provides
exact leK- pattern for every tvpecnstomer.
Your personal hose FREE AS SALES BONUS.

,

Outfit and sample stocking FREE. Write
AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS
DEPT. J- 7, INDIANAPOLIS 7p IND.

I

PREPARE
FOR I

nylon

UNLUCKY IN LOVE?
No need to be. Men and women everywhere are finding
new romance with the help of the new. exciting Turbro
Charm Kit. v'ou get 4 articles in _this amazing kit, con-
taining a generous size bottle of "Ideal Charm Drops,"
full secret directions on how to use, an article on "How
To Write Interesting Romantic Letters," and "How To
Conduct A Courtship." Surprise everyone with your new.
thrilling personality. Send now. Romance is precious.
Send only Si .00 bill for the entire cit. and we pay postage,
or order C.O.D. and pay your postman SI -37 on delivery.

TURBRO, G. P. 0. Box 313-SU, New York, N. Y.

Be a Designer of
LEARN AT HOME. SPARE TIME.

liT^.^ Fascinating and thrilling field. Many career op-
portunities for women with aptitude, training
and experience in fashion. Orieinatc own clothes.

Desipm for family and friends. Basic "loam-by-
doing" course under gmidance of qualified teach-
ers. Thorough foundation training. Sendlfor free
booklet, "A Career in Dress Designing."

NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN
1315 So. Michigan Ave. Dept. 44^54 Chicago 6, IIU

WRITE SOIVGS
The writer of "BOOTS AND SADDLES" and
other song hits will compose the melody for
your soniT poem. Never has such an oppor-
tunity bpen offered new writers. Send your song
poems and lyrics for FREE examination.
Write for details and FREE INSTRUCTIVE
BOOKLET.
HOLLYWOOD HARMONY HOUSE, Studio C-1
12G South La Brea, Los Angeles 38, Calif.

METAPHYSICS
is necessary for you to enjoy vibrant life,
prosperity and a charming personality
throug-h effective use of your mind. A
copy of "Practical Metaphysics" will be
mailed to you upon receipt of One Dollar.
The Psyehofloiiiiiiist Giiiid, 101 Chancery
Bldtt'., San Fraiiei-sco 4.

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Direct from Hollywood

—

Get Yours NOW
All the l3,test stars and poses.

REAL PHOTOGR.\PHS—GUARANTEED
List decorated with MOVIE STARS-mailed
FREE with each photo. Send name of

youi- FAVORITE with fifteen cents to

cover handling and mailing.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
Box 1 1 50—Dept. 6

Hollywood 28, Calif., U.S.A.ALAN LADD
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^YOURNAMES.PHOTO
ONSTAMPS!l^ss^

Send in any size picture, snapshot
or iiL'Kative. Name or initials up
to 7 letters on each stamp free.

Stamps are glossy, gummed, per-

forated, ready for immediate uae
for personal letters, envelopes,
ureeting cards, books, gifts, etc.

Original photos returned.
Enclose $2 for 100. min.mum order

ANNCO SERVICE
475 5th Ave. • Dept. 3b, N. Y.I

PSORIASIS
PIXACOL has brought relief to psoriasis suf-

ferers when everything else failed. A liquid, it

is applied externally, dries quickly, is non-
greasy, convenient to use. Use only as directed.
Try a regular $1 bottle of PIXACOL without
investing a cent. Write for FREE details.

PIXACOL CO., Dept. K-8. Box 3583, Cleveland, Ohio

Lincoln and Indian Head

PENNIES WANTED
Will pay $10.00 EACH for certain Lincoln pennies

Indian Head Cents. $50.00: Nickels $500.00; Dimes
tlOOO.OO. All rare coins, bills, stomps wonted. Send
10c for'HlHttroted Catoloj showing prices paid!

Federal Coin Exchange, 3-HSU, Columbus, Ohio

% "Before and After
W^K \ Read this new book about Plastic

Reconstruction. Tells how easy
'AtV^ it is for noses to be shaped-^

,
protruding ears, thick lips'^

wrinkles, and signs of age
corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-.,
lous breasts. Plastic Surgery

"explained. Elaborate illustrations.

125 pages. Only 25c,—mail coin or stamps. Gl
Publishers. 60 E. 42nd St.. Dept. CC, New York 17.

nnville
N. Y.

ALL VEGETABLE
HAIR REMOVER
-\o cliemicals. No dangerous sulphides. No odor. Applied
from jar—no heating. No stubby regrowth. Takes hair
OUT, not off. Use on arms, legs, face, elsewhere. Quick
and easy. Write for liberal TRIAL OFFER of ABTEU
Hair Remover today.

S. J. AVEGMAN COMPANV
9 East 45th Street, Dept. S-320. New York 17. N. Y.

SONGWRITERS
Place your songs with us. Melodies supplied
WITHOtrr CHARGE by well known Holly-
wood composers. We record your song and
make it presentable to the publishers. Lead
sheets and records furnished. Send your
song material for free examination. Write
for details.
CINEMA SONG CO., Dept. 2-0, P. O. Box 670

Beverly Hills, California

WANTED!
NEW
WRITERS

Ideas for stories and articles are needed at
once. Your ideas may bring you good spare
time pay. Up to $30, .ISO and more paid for
each story oi- article accepted. ^No experience
or training necessary. Send for "FREE details.

ARMOUR WRITING AGENCY, Div. 14
17 East 42nd Street, New York 17, N Y.

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS!
HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS

!

Write for safe, correct procedure

!

SONG SERVICE
333 W. 56tli ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

WHY DON'T YOU
WRITE?

Writing short stories, articles on horaemaklng. business
hobbies, fashions, local and club activities, etc.. will enable
you lo earn extra money. In your own bome. on your own
time, the New York Copy Desk Method teaches you how to
write— the way newspapermen learn, by writing. Our unique
'Writing Aptitude Test" tells whether you possess the

fundamental Qualities essential to successful writing. You'll
enjoy this test. Write for It, without cost or obligation.
NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA

Suite 558- D, One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

kitkled liiinself hy saying, "I'ln 'vice-

president' in charge of Ernie I'.ylc. but
most of the time I rn \vori<ing for him!"

Through liis eyes tlic true picture of

Ernie Pyle came into focus. He told me
of Ernie's reaction to seeing him.self

portrayed by Burgess Mereditli on the

screen. Burgess made a test film in

makeup conceived by Bud Westmore fof

the role of Ernie Pyle in G.I. Joe. The
film was .sent over to Albuquerque, and
it was run off for Ernie there. He told

Lee later, "Darndest thing I ever sa\\

!

There I sat in the theater, yet there I

was on the screen, and I KNEW it

wasn't me!"
"Ernie is a modest person," Lee also

told me. "This fame that has come to

him the last couple of years is hard on a

modest person. In Washington and New
York, particularly, he can't go down the

street without people stopping him with,

'Aren't you Ernie Pyle.'' I think you're

wonderful!' He accepts this humbly, and
there is nothing phony about his humble-
ness. It isn't put-on; it isn't a polished

act. When he went back home to Dana,
Indiana, where his father still has a

farm, an aunt asked him, 'How does it

feel to be a celebrity?' To which another

relative replied, 'There just ain't a bit of

that in him. Aunt Mary.' And there

isn't. Ernie likes people, and people like

Ernie—all of them. He doesn't know
what conceit is, or self-importance. Al-

though he's undergone the same ex-

periences as the soldiers, living with

them, on their transports, in their camps,
at their mess, on the front lines, he
seldom speaks of personal danger. His
concern is just for G.I. Joe.

"That's what made him consent to

having his book made into a picture. He
felt Lester Cowan would get the idea

across Ernie had in mind

—

the recogni-

tion of the infantry. In 1943, when
Ernie was back from overseas on a pre-

vious visit, the late Raymond Clapper
called up and said, 'A man by the name
of Lester Cowan wants to get in touch
with you.' Ernie was in Washington,
and Cowan came in from New York to

talk with him. Ernie felt the picture

would have understanding simplicity if

Lester made it. You see, Ernie didn't

have any big ideas of analyzing the war
politically. He wanted to tell one simple

fact: men were getting killed, men who
wanted to be home.

"Lester Cowan stole the march on
other studios who had contacted Ernie
but didn't want to make a deal until

'Here Is Your War' came out. Cowan
didn't want to wait for the book. The
main thing that worried Ernie was that
since he had to go back overseas, his

idea might be messed up while he was
on the fighting fronts. With Cowan, he
felt he wouldn't have to worry. So they
made a deal."

Ernie Pyle speaks with authority. He
has written over 700,000 words about
the war. But he leaves spectacle to
others. He is G.I. Joe's special chronicler,

and-—as such—he has become sort of a
national conscience, telling us at home of

the individual beneath the war-stained
uniform, the individual who makes the
Army. Ernie's war is a war of people,

of human, living, tired, hungry, bored,
excited, nervous, sweaty, bloody, dying

le -way to te
sure the brassiere

you buy is a genuine

Maiden Form is to see that

it carries the Maiden Form trade-

mark . . . always your assurance

of quality, in fabrics and
in workmanship I

If you can't finJ your style at first, try again! Dealers

get supplies monthly. Send for Style and Conservation

Folders: Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York 16.

"There is a Maiden FormJorEveryType ofFigure!"

CETjmi TO THE HOSPITAL!

Includa Your Wholm fmmlly
h m woDderful bocpitsJ

plan before. Mail coupon today— wbile tbry w
in good health. Tomorrow may b« too latr.

Over Million Dollara Paid
From coast lo coast you witi find Inlrraiata
policyholdrra. Big, slrons. nrllabtr company,
for ovf-r 38 yean a feadrr in il» field. Yo
depend on Ql ICK C*SH. Complete inromui.

lilcd you Free lo rrad o*er in priv»C7
of your OMn home. No ohligalion.

TMS WSPfTAC. Pi.AN /
.1. >300

NO .-AGENT
WILL CALL

Interstate Reserve Life Insurance Co.
10 E. Pearson St., Dept. 109
Chicago, Illinois

Without obligating me. please mail Information
about the hospital insurance that will help pay my
bills— and costs only 25c a week.

Name.

Addreu

TotvH State.
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Queen and slave roles bring Maria Montez and Turhan Bey together again in "Sudan."

people. Not a vast picture puzzle of

tactics and generals, but a war of count-
less little G.I.'s.

Because Ernie is not only a philosopher

but a fine writer, he weaves us into the
war and gives us understanding with

words like these: "The marching sol-

diers seemed like dark ghosts in the

night. Hundreds of horses were carrying

their artillery, ammunition and supplies.

I couldn't help feeling the immensity
of the catastrophe that had put men all

over the world, millions of us, to moving
in machinelike precision through the long

nights—men who should have been com-
fortably asleep in their warm beds at

home. War makes strange giant creatures

out of us little routine men who inhabit

the earth."

Although Ernie is friendly with gen-

erals and privates alike, giving credit

where credit is due with eulogies on
flyers, commanders, lieutenants, time and
again his sympathies for the men in the

infantry became the banner he carried.

For instance, in writing of the cold, he
said: "The night wind began to cut more
cruelly. We didn't talk much, for it was
cold, numbly cold. At the rest stops the

soldiers got out and ran up and down the

road, or stood in one spot jitterbugoinfi

in an efi'ort to warm their feet. The
ones I felt sorriest for were the infantry-

men, packed like sardines in open trucks

with no protection from the bitter cold.

It seemed like the infantry always got it

in the neck."

And from the war fronts, Ernie pressed
home one fact those of us here didn't

quite realize: In wartime physical dis-

comfort is a more dominant thing in

life than danger itself. As Ernie said,

"The danger comes in spurts; discomfort
is perpetual. Dirt and cold are almost
constant. Outside of food and ciga-

rettes there are none of the little things

that make life normal back home. There
are no chairs, lights, floors, or tables.

There isn't any place to set anything, or

any store to buy things. There are no
newspapers,' milk, beds, sheets, radiators,

beer, ice cream or hot water. A man just

sort of exists, either standing up working
or lying down sleeping. There is no

pleasant in-between. The velvet is all

gone from living." .

One of the most unforgettable pas-
sages from Ernie's book, one of the
greatest links between us at home and
the men on the front, was this: "A
salute to the infantry. I loved the in-

fantry because they were the under-
dogs. They were the mud-rain-frost-and-
wind boys. They had no comforts, and
they even learned to live without the
necessities. I wish you could have seen
one of the unforgettable sights I saw.
Down the mountain came a long line of

men. For four days and nights they had
fought hard, eaten little, washed none,
and slept hardly at all. Their nights had
been violent with attack, fright, butch-
ery, their days sleepless and miserable
with the crash of artillery.

"The men were walking. Their walk
was slow, for they were dead weary.
Every line and sag of their bodies spoke
their inhuman exhaustion. On their

shoulders and backs they carried heavy
steel tripods, machine-gun barrels, leaden
boxes of ammunition. Their feet seemed
to sink into the ground from overload.
They didn't slouch. It was the terrible

deliberation of each step that .spelled out
their appalling tiredness. Tliere was
agony in your heart, and you felt almost
ashamed to look at them.
"They were just guys from Broad-

way and Main street, and maybe you
wouldn't remember them. But if you
could have seen them just once, you
would know that no matter how hard
people were working back home, they
never kept pace with those infantrymen."

With words like these Ernie Pyle
interpreted G.I. Joe in terms we at home
could understand. He was the liaison

between the fighting front and the home
front.

That is why this sHght, 110 pound,
14-year-old, five-foot-eight man has be-
come a legend in his own time. He writes
what he calls "letters home." These let-

ters put into starkly clear words what
the one-time shoe clerks, vegetable sales-

men, truck drivers, soda fountain boys,
mechanics, bookkeepers, butchers, har-
vest hands, factory workers, desk clerks

couldn't write home themselves.

"It's the perpetual dust choking you,"
explained Ernie in one of his columns,
"the hard ground wracking your muscles,
the snatched food sitting on your
stoniacli, the heat and flies and dirty

feet and the constant roar of engines
and the perpetual moving and the never
settling down and the go, go, go, night
and day and on through the night again.

Eventually it all works itself into an
emotional tapestry of one dull, dead pat-

tern . . . yesterday is tomorrow and
Troina is Randazzo and when will we
ever stop, and, God, I'm so tired!"

With words like these he digs deeply
into his own observations and experiences

and contact with life, until there is

nothing you can say about Ernie Pyle,

what he thinks and feels and believes

about his beloved boys of the infantry,

that he has not said himself, and more
effectively, more stirringly, more reveal-

ingly than anything you could ever write.

A scared, compassionate observer to this

greatest massacre of all time, Ernie Pyle
shows us not only democracy at war but
the human spirit transcending loneliness,

destruction and death.

.\nd that is the "Story Of G.I. Joe."

Allan Jones does a love scene with Grace tvicDonald in "Honeymoon Ahead." He can sing, too!
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SEND
CO UPON
FOR TWO SHADES

It's amazing the difference it can make in your clothes . . . the dillerciice it can

make in you! Chen Yu invites you to try new shades now. Buy them at your favor-

ite store in regular sizes, or mail the coupon from this announcement for trial sizes.

We will send you trial bottles of any two shades of Chen Yu's newly lustrous, chip-

repellent lacquer and a bottle of Lacquerol base. Get your new Chen Yu shades now!

CHEN YU
made in U.S.A.

portant: This special coupon offer— FILLED FROM CHICAGO OFFICE ONLY——

—

ASSOCIATED DISTRIBUTORS. INC.
200 E. Illinois Street. Dept.,HS4. Clucagro 11, m.

Send me two sample size flacons of CHEN YU Nail Lacquer
and a bottle of Lacquerol base. I enclose twenty-five cents to
cover coat of packing, mailing and Governmeat Tax.

For an additional twenty-five cents, I will receive two trial

size CHEN YU lipsticks in harmonizing shades to the lacquer
colors I selected.

Lacquer shades here:.

Mark X if you wish 2 harmonizing lipsticks

Address

-

City



"PINK LIGHTNING" flashing sparks of high voltage fuchsia on the lips

and fingertips of the nation's smartest women has the whole country talking

talk such as only Revlon's 21 pace-setting color originals could provoke.

Of course the matchless cling of Revlon Nail Enamel and the lasting perfection

of Revlon lipstick are too well known to talk about.





A pr< i cf '10. /r.

leaves your hair so lustrous, yet

so easy to manage

!

Only Drene with Hair Conditioner reveals

up to 33% more lustre than soap . . . yet leaves

hair so easy to arrange— so alluringly smooth !

Want all your hair-dos to look more glamorous? Then
be a "Drene Girl!" Always use Drene Shampoo vith Hair

Conditioner. No other shampoo . . . not a soap in the world

. . . can make your hair look so lovely!

Reveals far more lustre than any cake soap or liquid soap

shamjioo. For Drene never leaves any dulling film, as all soaps

do, to rob your hair of its lustrous beauty! Drene reveals up to

33% more lustre than any kind of soap.

Leaves hair so manageable! Now that the new, improved
Drene contains a wonderful hair conditioner, it leaves hair far

silkier, smoother, easier to manage . . . right after shampooing.

Removes every bit of dandruff the very first time you use

it! So insist on Drene with Hair Conditioner ... or ask your

beauty shop to use it!

I)

*

glamorous INe^w^^^
Girl" and

model . . • „cine says soe

"Drene Gjrl ^ be-

l,as a real bair-do P
^^^.^^ , ^

cause b^ff
.^e didn't use tncks

too broad, f^he «
^^^^^; p

tonarrow it. ^„ddingbeigM-
adours\ender..esbyacW^ ^^^^^ .^^

To make
«»f f^f^y^ uses Drene

\ove\iest, Bbe al^ay ^^^;,io„er.
^u„^.,oo with "air

^\^-r„°.vCmanage
lustrous. yet so easy

MAKE A DATE

Tonight . . . don't put it off . . . sham-
poo your hair the new glamour way!
Get thecombination ofbeauty bene-
fits found only in Drene with Hair
Conditioner! Extra lustre . . ,

up to 33% more than with soap or
soap shampoos! Manageable
hair . . . easy to comb into smooth
shining neatness! Complete re-

moval of dandruff! Ask for Drene
Shampoo with Hair Conditioner!

When franc:ne wears her hair

down, she avoids flat tops and
width at the sides. "It takes
long, narrow lin<-s or height,'"

says Francine, ' to narrow your
face." And, she adds, for shin-

ing-smooth, manageable hair,

remember that there's no
shampoo like Drene with Hair
Conditioner!

MoTC:^;S)\N\JW HAIR CONDITIONER
Product of Procter & Gamble



GIRL: Don't know, Cupid. Just seems like some girls are

pretr\" and some girls are dishwashers.

CUPID; Could be. Honey. But you wouldn't be on permanent

K.P. around here if you'd smile a little. Sparkle at these

boys, Sugar! Go gleam at 'em!

GIRL: Sparkle? Cupid, Baby, with my dull teeth I don't

even dare grin! I brush 'em regular as anything,

but—no sparkle!

CUPID: Oh? Ever see "pink" on your tootli brush?

GIRL: Yes. But what's "pink" on my tooth brush got

to do with my smile?

CUPID: Do? Baby, only a mental midget ignores that

tinge of "pink." It's a warning to see your dem'nt! Because

he may find your gums have become tender,

robbed of exercise bv today's soft foods.

And he may very likely suggest, "the

helpful stimulation of Ipana and Massage."

GIRL: I uill want to know, "ivhafs that got to

do ivith my smile?"

CUPID: Please, Pet! WTien you massage a little

extra Ipana on your gums after you brush your teeth,

S^ou're helping your gums to healthier firmness.

And healthier gums mean sounder, brighter teeth.

A smile with more sparkle! Get it? Now get

started on Ipana and massage for a smile that'll

help keep you out of the kitchen!

Product oj Bristol-Myert

IPANA AND MASSAGE
SCREENLAND
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Published in

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen

!

M-G-M clicks with "The Clock".

You'll find Judy Garland and BobWalker
at their very best. Their very best is

pretty darn good.

He's a soldier on leave in

New York— the big city,

strange and bewildering.

She happens to be
hurrying through Penn
Station. They literally

bump into each other.

Judy takes Bob in tow

—

a sort ofone-womanUSO
—breaks her dates and

—

*
Well, the story that's told through these

two characters is as intimate and gay

a shadow tale as you've ever seen.

It's a wonderful forty-eight hours that

screenwriters Robert Nathan and
Joseph Schrank tell in about two.

*

Judy is even

better than in

her unforget-

table "Meet
Me In St.
Louis". Bob
is better than

in"Hargrove".

Vincente MinnelU ("St. Louis") directed

"The Clock". It's a sensitive job and

one to be proud of. Ditto, Arthur

Freed—the producer.

Besides Judy and Bob, you'll like James
Gleason, Keenan Wynn, and Marshall

Thompson. "The Clock" packs a sock.

Some pictures that are coming along

from the world's leading studio should

be noted in your book of early futures.

*•

"Ziegfeld Follies" is the biggest, most

beautiful musical ever filmed.

* *
"Anchors Aweigh", starring Frank
Sinatra, Gene Kelly, and Kathryn
Grayson, is tops in gaiety and song.

Spencer Tracy and Katharine Hepburn
will thrill you in Phillip Barry's comedy
"Without Love".

*
The coming juvenile star is "Butch"
(Jackie) Jenkins of

"NationalVelvet". (JJift^

«
We're all set to cele-

brate our 21st birthday.

4

Paul Hunter, Publisher

Delight Evans, Editor

Elizabeth Wilson,

Western Representative

Helen Fosher,

Assistant Editor

Frank J. Carroll,

Art Director

Anthony Ferrar a.

Assistant Art Director

The Editor's Page Delight Evans 79

There's Magic In Margaret. Margaret O'Brien .Peter Schuyler Wendell 20

Bacall's Slant on Bogart! Gladys Hall 22

Where Now, Jennifer? Jennifer Jones A//ce Benfon 24

Something Nfew For The Bobby-Soxers. Tom Drake. . . . .Jack Holland 26

Morgan, In Demand. Dennis Morgan S. R. Mook 28

How'd You Like To See Stars? Constance Palmer 30

Why Merle Oberon's Titled Marriage Failed! Elizabeth Wilson 32

Fugitive from "Claudia." Dorothy McGuire Elizabeth B. Petersen 36

Filming "The Invisible Army" Alyce Canfield 38

How June Licked the Fear Jinx. June Allyson Hyatt Downing 40

Joshua in Hollywood. James Cagney Peter Kent 43

Hi, Shortie! Maude Cheatham 46

Confessions Of A Scared-Cat. Gail Russell Gladys Hall 56

7u// ^a/ot Potttaitd,' ir

Big Team: Lauren Bacall and Humphrey Bogart, starring in "The Big

Sleep" for Warner Bros.

Lucille Bremer, next featured in MGM's "Ziegfeld Follies"

James Cagney with Sylvia Sidney in "Blood On The Sun," a William

Cagney production

_ . .
G/r/s, It's Your Army! (Lana Turner in "Keep

V^-^* Your Powder Dry"); 6e//es On The Beam
(Beverly Loyd, Patti Posten and Adele Mara—Republic's new
starlets); The Evolution of Yvonne (Yvonne De Carlo, star of

"Salome—Where She Danced"); Hollywood Date Lines (Laraine

Day Fashions); Screenland Salutes Alan Ladd in "Salty O'Rourke"

^ejaattment^: * * *
Hot From Hollywood 6

Your Guide to Current Films Selected by Delight Evans 8

Fans' Forum ] 2

A Sense of Scents. Beauty Josephine Felts 76

Here's Hollywood Gossip by Weston East 52

Guide to Glamor 64

Cover Portrait of JOAN FONTAINE, starring in "The Affairs

Of Susan," Hal Wallis' first production for Paramount
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A 48-hoyr pass* .a lonely soldier. .and a girl in a million!

fwo days were all they had...

to make their first date...

to hold hard« a taxi...

to kiss in the park...

to ride home in the daw

with the milkman!

t*s a story as gay as Sprin

and as exciting

as love itself!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer presents

"ST LOUIS"

JUDY.GARLAND

The CL
IWALKER

JAMES GLEASON • KEENAN WYNN • MARSHALL THOMPSON
Screen Play by Robert Nathan and Joseph Schrank • Directed by VCVCENTE MINNELLI • Produced by ARTHUR FREED • An M-G-M Picture
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Don't just let it go...

do something about it!

I

Of course you have heard about the

Tampax internal absorption method
for monthly sanitary protection. Some of

your friends use it, probably. You have

read advertisements and seen the packages

in the stores. . . . But have you done any-

thing about it yet? Haveyou bought ityour-

selfand used ityourself?\i not, you have a

new e,xperience in freedom ahead of you!

Perfected by a doctor, Tampax is made
of pure, surgical cotton com-

pressed into dainty one - time

-

use applicators so that changing

is a matter of moments. No
belts, pins or external pads. No odor or

chafing. Easy disposal . . . Starr using

Tampax this very month. When it is in

place you actually cannot feel its pres ence.

And it is absolutely invisible to others,

causing no bulge or wrinkle in any

costume.

Sold in 3 sizes: Regular, Super,Junior.

At drug stores and notion counters.

Whole month's supply will go into your

purse. Economy box contains 4 months'

supply (average). Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Massachusetts.

NOBELTS

NO PINS

111 PADS

NO^ODQIL

3 absorbencies

{

REGULAR
SUPER

JUNIOR

Acceptedfor Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Photo by Gene Lester

Mrs. Fontaine, mother of Joan and Olivia De-

Havilland, with Louise Allbritton, above, in

leading roles in "Personal Appearance." All

male parts in the play were taken by wounded
patients of Birmingham General Hospital. Be-

low, Gloria De Haven gets in Easter mood.

'LL never divorce Louis until he
finds another girl he wants to

marry," said Ida Lupino when they
separated. That was eight months ago.
Evidently Peggy Field, pretty divorcee,

\s that girl. She and Louis Hayward are

inseparable. Ida has now instructed her
attorney to file immediate action. Holly-
wood wojiders about Lupino and Dan-
tine. Although they have avoided public

places, it is no secret that Ida and
Helmut have been seeing each other
these last few months. However, Helmut
has always insisted he will never marry
again, unless it is to his ex-wife, Gwen
Anderson.

I N "The Weil-Groomed Bride" Olivia

DeHavilland returns to the screen op-
posite Ray Milland. Winning her long
fight to prove that a seven-year contract

in California cannot be extended, Olivia

has become a glorified heroine in the eyes

of her fellow actors. Decisions on many
other contracts have been awaiting out-

come of her case. There's talk of a testi-

monial dinner to be given in her honor.
You can bet the attendance will be one
hundred percent.

T N A SCENE for "Night In Paradise"
* Turhan Bey finally got to plant his

first movie smacker on Merle Oberon.
As a rib, director Arthur Lubin switched
on a sound effect of a cow trying to get

its foot out of the mud. Turhan was
so intent on giving Merle the

kiss, he didn't hear it at first.

When he did, those big sur-

prised eyes almost popped out
of their famous sockets!

FROOI

HOlirUIOOD
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WHY FILMDOM'S
YOUNGER SET
CHOOSES

Your Guide to Current Films

talented and pretty young starlet,

appearing in Sol Lesser's production,

'THREE IS A FAMILY," says:...

Canary puts a song on
my Mips . . . Makes me feel
light-hearted and. happy all

day long.'*

A canary is so easy to care for, so
radiant with happiness that 3 ou,

too, will agree, "Canaries make won-
derful pets!"

Have a canary for your very own...

or, for a delightful gift to someone
you love, give a songster!

To keep your canary at his peak of
happiness, feed America's favorite

bird diet-FRENCH'S Bird Seed
(with Bird Biscuit)—the time-tried

canary food containing 11 proven
aids to canaries' health and song.

LARGEST

SELLING

BIRD SEED

IN THE U. S.

ROUGHLY SPEAKING—Worner Brothers

Tlie charm of Louise Randall Piersoii's au-

tobiography in its film version lies in the

fact that it has been left completely un-
giamorized. Consequently here is as true

and warmly human a piece of Americana
as you could find in any one of the forty-

eight States. And since it concerns the" ups
and downs of a medium-size, white-collar

family from 1902 to 1942, there'll be any
number of people who can fit the Piersons'

story right into their own family histories.

Rosalind Russell plays the central character
with indomitable spirit, and Jack Carson is

better than ever as her second husband. The
grand cast includes Donald Woods, Robert
Hutton, Jean Sullivan and Andrea King.

FRISCO SAL—Universal

This film seems to have great fun at times

being very serious about itself, and at other

times burlesquing its situations. All this

has a tendency to confuse its audiences, but

they will have a good time too, if they enter

into it in the right spirit. Susanna Foster
plays with easy charm the Back Bay Bos-
tonian who is in search of a long-lost brother
amid the dives of the colorful Barbary
Coast. Turban Bey has shown greater as-

surance than he does in his role of the

dancehall proprietor who gives Susanna a
singing job. There are a number of good
brawls, engineered by Alan Curtis as a wa-
terfront character. Andy Devine and Col-
lette I.vnns make a good comedv team.

KEEP YOUR POWDER DRf—MGM
Although this film couldn't be considered a

sl'.ining example of great art, it does present

a fair slice of life in the Women's Army
Corps, as experienced by three girls—a so-

ciety butterfly, a colonel's daughter, and just

another girl l;ke you. or you, who is mar-
ri'^d to a serviceman. Lana Turner and
Laraine Day play the first two roles, enter-

ing into the feud which almost washes them
out of OCS with wholeliearted vigor, while

Susan Peters, the quiet type, stands on the

sidelines and makes the peace. Agnes Moore-
head, Bill Johnson, Lee Patrick and Jess

Barker are outstanding in supporting cast.

THE FIGHTING LADY—20t/j-fox Release

Photographed in combat zones by the U. S.

Navy, this documentary film very vividly

brings to audiences on the home front the
history of a typical aircraft carrier, called

here. The Fighting Lady, from her maiden
voyage through her numerous battles in the

South Pacific. Procedure aboard ship gives
interesting highlights on our boys and their

war records. Asfde from the magnificent
scenes of Jap Zeros "taking the drink," land
installations being bombed and photographed
right down the gun barrel, there, for a brief

moment, is the Jap Navy, zigzagging a des-

perate course, directly in range of our boys
"upstairs." This film is as important to

you as your newspaper, so don't miss it.

MINISTRY OF FEAR—Paramount
A fine web of curious and mysterious cir-

cumstances involves the spy-chaser hero,

smooth Ray Milland, in the film version of

the latest Graham Greene novel. There is a
cake containing a vital message the Ger-
mans want, a ghostly seance given by a par-
ticularly beautiful blonde medium with lean-

ings toward the amorous side, and the usual
shadowy figures lurking in doorways hound-
ing our hero's footsteps. It all adds up to

a lot of' thrilling adventure. And with Mar-
jorie Reynolds in her best role to date as

the Austrian refugee, gay, lovely, fresh and
charming, it has a very fine grade of ro-

mance, too. Carl Esmond, Hillary Brooke,
and Dan Durvea are standouts in the cast.

MR. EMMANUEL—Un/'tec/ Artists Release

Strangely enough there is a great deal of

punch in the quiet manner in which this

British-made film tells the story of an
elderly Jew's sojourn in Nazi Germany in

1938 on a mission to discover the fate of a

boy's mother. Had the picture been released

a few /ears ago, it would have been hailed

as one of the greats. But today there is a

tendency to consider its story past history.

In keeping with the mood and pace are ex-

cellent performances by Felix Aylmer in

title role, Greta Gynt as a singer and old

friend who aids him, Walter Rylla as her

Nazi lover, Peter Mullin as the unhappy lad.
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MARGUERITE LARRY

Screen Play by John Howard Lawson

Directed by ZOLTAN KORDA %
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slightly solid, and that's putting it very
mildly. What he did to the part of

Pinky was terrific! I only hope Pinky
does as much for him. And if I have my
way, it will.

I've never seen him before and what I
want to know is: "Where have you been
all my life, Don?"

Here's hoping another story about Don
will appear in a future issue of Screen-
land, and please, some more pictures for

my scrapbook.

PEGGY SMITH, Hondo, Tex.

I am generally considered a very peace-
ful person. Live and let live has been
my motto—up to now! But when I con-
stantly read the voluble pleas of certain

columnists to motion picture studios in

regard to their forthcoming productions,

I am goaded to action.

"Shorten them," they urge, "preferably

to one hour!" I could be wrong, but in

blissful ignorance, I have always thought
that people went to the movies to be
entertained, not to be gazing at their

watches checking the running time. Life

is careening along madly enough without
also blitzing our relaxation periods.

Let me remind said columnists that if

the movie-going public were bored with
extended pictures, "Gone With The
Wind" and "Since You Went Away"
would have been duds instead of the

veritable gold mines they proved to be.

Just imagine forcing "A Guy Named
Joe" to die, come back to earth, and
finally relinquish Irene Dunne unselfishly

to another within the puny confines of

an hour! It's positively unthinkable.

Anne Baxter and John Hodiak repeat the roles in their iatest film,

"Sunday Dinner For A Soldier," for benefit of radio audiences.

Don't do it, Hollywood. Don't risk the

loss of the punch and suspense of a well

formulated story—and the admiration of

many earnest fans.

LENNICE GUSTAVSON, Graceville, Minn.

After reading Linda Darnell's article

on "Hollywood Is Heartbreak Town," I

just had to write to tell you how much
I enjoyed it. It is the best article, writ-

ten by a star, that I have ever read. She

was so frank about the true facts of Hol-
lywood.

In her article she said that they all

give you a line about being beautiful,

which she described as being "a lot of

hullabaloo." Well, I got to see Miss Dar-
nell when she came to San Jose on her
War Bond Tour. I couldn't imagine that

anyone could be as beautiful as she is.

If that is a sample of the Hollywood
beauty, all that I can say is "Wow!"

His heart in his eyes . .

.

his eyes on your lips . . . your lips

irresistible in irresistible ruby red

lipstick! whip-text through a

secret process to be creamy-soft,

non-drying, color-true.

Matching rouge and powder.

'^^^'^ irresistible lips are
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What's wrong witli Hollywood? How
about giving Linda some good pictures?

But keep her in pictures where she can

be herself, sweet, and beautiful, and not

cheap, as she was in "Summer Storm"
and is in "Hanoover Square."

FRANCES SILVA, Santa Clara, Calif.

AMicn I came to Hollywood I was very

disillusioned. Most of the stars were not

as attractive or glamorous as they ap-

peared to be on the screen. Then I met
John Hodiak on the set and he proved

to be a pleasing exception. I had heard

that he is one of the most popular leading

men. After watching part of the filming

of "A Bell For Adano," I understood

why. He is not only handsome but a fine

actor as well. In this picture which he

was making for 20th Century-Fox, he

plays the part of Major Joppolo to per-

fection. The picture promises to be one

of the best of the year, and he was bor-

rowed from MGM especially for the role.

He proved to be very cordial to all of

us who met him. He was never too busy
to chat with anyone. The rest of the cast

was excellent, too—Gene Tierney, Bill

Bendix. and Eduardo Gianelli. I look

forward to seeing the copipleted picture.

CPL. ARTHUR JOHNSON,
Hollywood 28, Calif.

HONORABLE MENTION
American morale fortunately has this

uplifting custom in its favor: the pin-up

girl. I am a regular pinner-upper.

]\Iy choice is Miss Olivia DeHavilland.

To me she is femininity personified. This

quality is a must in my women. I am
certain that I am not alone in this. A
man is more impres.sed by a woman's
feminine grace and simplicity, and gen-

uineness of character, than by any other

of her traits or accomplishments. Livvy
lives up to this one hundred per cent in

my estimation.

A list of some of -her other assets

might run like this: a graceful manner,
well-modulated voice, smooth diction,

high dramatic ability, charming person-

ality, intelligent. (Girls, without a bit of

this last one, it's simply no soap!)

I add that I have never seen Livvy
inaptly dressed or too undressed. She is

not exotic or mysterious—who wants an
enigma?

PETER ZAVOTA, Providence, R. I.

First scene still of co-stars Claudet+e Col-
bert and Don Ameche in the Jack Skirbail-

Bruce Manning production of "What Ev-

ery Woman Wants," a comedy romance.

Every day the same mistake

Yet just half a minute

would prevent it!

PRIVATE

Something's wrong all right — and it's you,

Sugar! But don't expect your boss to point
out a fault like underarm odor. It's up to

you to avoid offending. So step on it, before
he buzzes again, and buy a jar of Mum.

Mum does the trick— in 30 seconds. You're

safe all day from risk of underarm odor.

When you ask for Mum, you say bye-bye to

the blues a girl gets when she's frowned on
— and doesn't know why.

You're going over big with the boss. And
doing fine, thanks, with the rest of the office

force, too. Yes—thanks to Mum—one of the

most dependable little partners in charm a

working girl ever had.

Product of Bristol-Myers

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSPIRATION

Mum's Quick — Only 30 seconds to use Mum.
Even after you're dressed, even when you're busy,

you still have time for Mum.
Mum's Safe—Won't irritate skin. 'Won't harm
fabrics, says American Institute of Laundering.

Mum's Certain —Mum works instantly. Keeps
you bath-fresh for a whole day or evening.

For Sanitary Napkins— /\I//ot is SO gentle, safe, depend

able that thousands of women use it this way, too.
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The Reeeption Committee-
(KIVOW ANYBODY HERE?)

The Patriot. Always talk-

ing about all the things he goes

without. Mentions the War
Bonds he buys as though he
were doing the Government a

favor. This makes veterans
(who've been buying plenty of

Bonds themselves) wonder
whether we had the right peo-

ple in foxholes.

Prepared by the War Advertising
Council, Inc., in Cooperation with
the Office of War Information and
the Retraining and Reemployment
Administration.

The Roefc. He's nerveless. The Iron Man. War
hasn't affected him. Can't understand why dis-

charged veterans are allowed 90 days to relax before

going back to their old jobs. Can't understand why
they should need time to get over the War. He
doesn't. Combat Officers would love to have this type

in their care for a while.

Blue Ribbon Citizen. Like all

good people, she asks no questions,

weeps no tears, doesn't stare at disabili-

ties. To her, a returned veteran is an

abler, more aggressive and resourceful

citizen than the boy who went away.

She's proud of him, proud to know him.

Anxious to be of real help. She's the

kind of person we should all be.

18
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AN OPEN LETTER TO THE PICTURE PUBLIC

Mr. Zanuck, meet your Public! Folks, Mr. Darryl

Zanuck. He's someone you should know. It is about time

for motion picture audiences to get acquainted with the

man behind the picture. The man who makes the wheels

go round. The man who selects the stories, develops the

stars, shoulders the responsibility for big productions. You
may have visuali2ed the Hollywood Producer, if you

thought of him at all, as a massive figure behind the big-

gest desk in the world, an aloof and inaccessible fellow

who rules a great studio with a rod of iron. That's not the

true picture at all. Zanuck isn't like that. He has made
some great motion pictures chiefly because he is so much
concerned with what is going on in the world around

him. Far from living a plush dream existence, he is down
to earth, he has never lost the common touch—that's why
such pictures as "The Grapes Of Wrath" and "How Green

Was My Valley" and "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn" have

come from his studio. With sincerity and daring he has

made pictures which had to be made: "Wilson,"

for example, where he staked a fortune on an

ideal. Oh, he knows glamor has a place, too; he

proved it by introducing such charmers to screen

audiences as Alice Faye, Betty Grable, Gene Tier-

ney, Maureen O'Hara and, more recently, Jeanne

Grain and June Haver. It is Zanuck who is giv-

ing handsome John Hodiak his big acting break

in "A Bell For Adano."

Yes, here's someone you should know; and that's

on the 30th anniversary of the company now called

Century-Fox, to which he has contributed so much, I

Darryl Zanuck rates our Screenland Oscar. Don't

why,

20th

think

you.**

20tfc C«nfury-Fox's Zan-
uck •scorts Mrs. Zanuck
and starlet Jeanne Grain
to "Winged Victory" pre-

miire. RigKt, highlights of

important Fox films: "The
Song Of Bernadette,"
"Wilson." "The Keys Of
The Kingdotn," "Winged
Victory." and "A Tree
Grows In Brooklyn."
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Something new! Holly-

wood's youngest star

is interviewed by
a 10-year-old admirer

By
Peter Schuyler

Wendell

Original draw-

ings by Mar-

garet O'Brien

Here, impres-

sion of a na-

tive encoun-

tered on the

moppet's Mex-
ican vacation.

"To Pet

Love, Ma
ret O'Br
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Margaret's
version of a

glamor girl is

seen at right.

Margaret
would rather

draw than
anything—ex-

cept act in

the movies.
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ALL ACTRESSES seem to have some-

^
thing special. They either have
smiles that are wonderful, or teeth,

or voices, or beautiful eyes. Margaret
O'Brien seems to me to have all of these

things, except one tooth, which was just

coming in at the time I interviewed her.

Even with half a tooth missing, Mar-
garet is the most beautiful actress. Maybe
she isn't the regular idea of what people

call beautiful, but here is how she im-

pressed me. She glows. Her hair shines

like the star she is, and her face has a
light in it that never goes out. Her eyes

are merry mostly, and brown, and they
shine, especially when she smiles they
light up and twinkle. When she is think-

ing, they look like Bambi's eyes, soft

and off into space eyes, like she was see-

ing something special that wasn't even
there. That's when she's thinking of

course. When she is talking to you she

looks straight into your eyes, into you,
sort of, like she wants to know what
you're thinking too. And when she laughs

they catch- on fire almost, and crinkle up
at the corners.

If you saw her in "Music For Millions"

you saw the one tooth missing on the

upper right hand side. The one that is

coming in is nice and white, and straight,

and I am glad, because now, inside on her

front teeth she has to wear little gold

braces.

We went to have lunch with her when
she was visiting New York at the Wal-
dorf Towers, like a princess, in a tower.

But Margaret isn't like a princess at all.

She is just like the girls on your block,

only maj'be more gentle. She reminds
me of the girl I dance with at dancing
school, sort of plain, in a beautiful way.
I mean her hair isn't curly or golden, and
you don't notice any particular dimples
in her cheeks. But everything about her

is just nice and sparkly. Her hands are

lovely and on one finger she wears a
little diamond ring that Jimmy Durante
gave her. A good deal of the time she uses

these nice hands to draw with. She draA^'s

princesses and angels, and she copied

a lovely advertisement from a maga-

zine of a gentleman drinking .some

whiskey. If you want her to draw
your mother or somebody you know,
j'ou describe what they look hke
and Margaret draws them from her

imagination. She draws anything^

she can make a Mexican, or a nun,
or a glamor girl. Whenever she fin-

ishes a couple of drawings, she

always asks her mother which she

thinks is be.st. When her mother de-

cides, Margaret writes on that one,

"To Mother, Love, Margaret."
She has a pretty Aunt too, named

Marissa. I will tell you something
funny about this. I asked Margaret
who her favorite actor is. She quick-

ly said, "Lassie." Well, one day in

the commissary, that's where you
eat lunch if you are a moving picture

actor, Margaret saw Director Fred
Wilcox who was making a picture

with Lassie. She turned to her aunt
and said, "Why don't you marry Mr.
Wilcox .'' Then you both would come
and visit me every day and bring

Lassie!" Isn't she smart."*

If you saw "Meet Me In St. Louis"

you will remember the scene where Mar-
garet dressed up on Hallowe'en and was
scared because she had to ring the door-

bell of the crankiest man in town. Well,

on last Hallowe'en, Margaret and some
friends dressed up for real, not just act-

ing, and went out and rang doorbells.

Margaret said that was much more fun

than doing it in the picture.

I asked her what she wants to be when
she grows up. She has three choices. She
either wants to be a nurse, a nun, or an
ice skater. She skates pretty well for a
little girl. When she was in New York
she skated at the Rockefeller Plaza. She
said she might be able to go the day after

we met if she didn't have to do some
radio program and would I go. Since the

{Please turn to page 70)

Margaret shows her admiring interviewer, Pe-

ter Wendell, one of her magic tricks, below.

Her canary, Francesca, is her favorite pet.

Right, proving it's possible to "play Indian"

even in a hotel apartment in New York.

i

EDITOR'S NOTE:
Peter Schuyler Wendell was ten years old on

April 6th. He attends Trinity School in New
York City, is in the fifth grade. Like many other

boys his age, Margaret O'Brien is his favorite

motion picture actress. Therefore, it was with
pardonable pride and considerable zest that he
took on the job of his first interview. Peter

found Margaret and he had many things in com-
mon. They are both fond of- ice skating, magic
tricks, and 'secret codes,' as you will see by the

story he has written about his visit with Mar-
garet. Here, then, is a sketch of the youngest and
one of the best loved actresses of Hollywood, as

seen through the eyes of a contemporary. D. E.
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Slant on

BOGART!

BACALL said, "I love Bogey as an actor. Although
I must say that before I met him, in Holly-

wood, he was never a favorite of mine— in the

sense, that is, that Bob Montgomery was, and Leslie

Howard. I always admired Bogey's work, but I

wasn't a fan. He didn't give me," she grinned, "the

swoon-droops.
"As soon as I started to work with him in 'To

Have and Have Not,' I knew how swell he is. He
takes his work seriously. Yet he isn't heavy about
it. He knows a great deal about the business, prac-

tically everything. So he has complete authority in

everything he does. He has great force. And great

emotion. And, of course, he gives you so much, you
can't help reacting to him. He helped me a lot. If I

was having trouble with a scene, he'd make suggest-

tions. They were always right. He put me straight

about a lot of situations and stuff I might have
muffed without him. Like the time I made a flip

crack to someone and Bogey drew me to one side

and 'Slim,' he said, 'don't try to be a Character so

soon.'

"As a friend, he's swell, too. A very bright guy.

Keen mind. And not impressed with himself. Not a

phony. Both of us hate phonies with an honest
passion. In fact, anti-phonyism is Bogey's crusade.

And mine. So we get along great."

Speaking of Bogey's statement to a newspaper
man that he is in love with her and, when free,

wants to marry her, Bacall said: "When the report-

ers question me about it, I try to handle it by saying,

'Can't I have just one {Please turn to page 76)
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Most tolked-of
team in motion
pictures, Lauren
Bacall and Humphrey
Bogart, will soon
be seen in tiieir

second film to-
gether. "The Big
Sleep," following
their sensational
success in Warners'
"To Have and Have
Not," also directed
by Howard Hawks

ir mt by Bert Sat



What next for the elfin Miss Jones? An ace reporter puts

Jennifer's private and professional lives under an x-ray eye

By Alice Benton

ALL HOLLYWOOD is wondering
/-% about Jennifer Jones. With "Since

You Went Away" she stepped
from the saintly Bernadette to become
the G.I. ideal of the girl to come home
to. All this causes Hollywood to discuss

her versatility and her ability as an
actress.

But Hollywood wouldn't be the aver-

age small town it is if it stopped there.

Jennifer's private life comes under an
x-ray eye, too. For she is still married
to Private Hargrove (Robert Walker, to

you) , despite the fact they are estranged.

Jennifer and Bob weathered the break
with good taste and without fanfare or

name-calling, but have never made
public the cause. So Hollywood, accus-

tomed to keeping up with the goldfish

bowl existence of its denizens, wonders
what happened to two nice kids.

In spite of the spotlight that has been
focused on the pert-faced Jennifer, her
life seems to have worked out surpris-

ingly well. She- lives in a comfortable
house with her two children. Her career

is in the capable hands of David O. Selz-

nick. Bob telephones her every day.

And Jennifer, herself, is in a light-

hearted happy mood. Right now, the
world is her oyster. But even in fabulous
Hollywood, there's just so much—there

isn't any more. So, in every gathering

place, you hear this question: where
now, Jennifer? A few million people
would like to know.
"The first thing you have to remem-

ber," says Jennifer, "is that much of my
life centers around the children. When
I stepped off the train in California, I

didn't think— 'Hollywood! Now my
career be^ns!' No, the very first thing

I thought was, 'Won't California be
lovely for the children?' I love the

fragrance of the air, the exotic flowers,

the sunshine in November."
As she spoke, Jennifer's expression

held warmth and laughter. Her face is

not so beautiful as it is sexy, and it

strikes a note of wonder to realize that

this laughing, vital, very disturbing girl

created the spiritual Bernadette. Speak-

ing of her children brought out all that
surprising warmth and color, but it was
noticeable at first glance.

"Michael's three and Bobby is four,"

Jennifer said. "They live with me and
go to nursery school between nine and
twelve. When they are finally through
with nursery school, I want them to go
to public school because I think it's im-
portant that they are with every type,

not just specially privileged children,

who are so often little brats. I want
them to be 100% regular American boys.

While they are growing up, I'll never
object to anything they want to do in

Though •stranged, Bob Walker still telephonef Jenni-

fer every day. Their two children are the bond be-

tween them—Michael. three-years-old. and Bobby. four.
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Producer David Ou_Selznick, this year celebrating tenth

anniversary of his Selznick-lnternatlonai Pictures with

release of "Spellbound," starring Ingrid Bergntan,

also "discovered" Jennifer Jones, who will next star

in "Duel In The Sun," playing 9p|>osit« Gregory Peck.



life, any definite interest they have. Of
course, I'm hke any other mother, and
I would be terribly thrilled if they chose

some time-honored profession like en-

gineering or medicine. All mothers dream
their children will grow up to be Presi-

dent. But if they want to be actors, or

firemen or forest rangers—if that's what
they really want—I'll want it for them,
too. Bob and I will never impose our

own tastes and desires on our children.

"For of course I still consult with

Bob. We talk about the children every

day over the phone. We decide the

schools they should attend, if they

should go see the dentist, whether it's

time for winter clothes, diet changes

—

everything! I want them to have his

influence all their lives. I'd be frightened

to death if I thought I had to bring

them up all by myself. If they were
girls, I might feel differently, but it takes

a man to understand boys.

"Besides, Bob's children look and act

so much like him—they're all Walker.
Because of this he understands them
better; they are kindred spirits. I love

them to death, but I must admit they
aren't a bit like me. For one thing, Bob
is very close-mouthed. You ask him

what he has done at the studio that

day, and he replies, 'Oh, just the usual.'

No descriptions, no gossip, no light chat-

ter such as girls indulge in. As a matter
of fact, this can be very irritating. I

remember the first day the boys went
to nursery .school. When they came
home, I was dying to know what had
happened, wanting to nhare the experi-

ence with them. I was very patient, Vjut

they were silent. Finally I asked, 'What
happened at school? Did you like it?'

They answered with a nod. At last I

put them on a bench and said, 'Now
{Please turn to page 85)
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Take a bow, kids! Tom Drake
is for you, squeals and ail

By Jack Holland

IT WAS one of those usual Hollywood
preview audiences. The same blase

press; the same adult paying public

viewing the proceedings with something
bordering on indifference—-and a scatter-

ing of the youth now known as bobby-
soxers.

It was a fairly uneventful picture. That
is, until a young man suddenly came on
the screen in a flash shot. The minute
he was seen—and through a mist effect

at that—a great chorus of squeals and
"Oh's" and "Ah's" soared over the thea-

ter. Tom Drake was in. The bobby-sox-
ers had discovered a new hero. And
when they discover, a star is born.
The way it looks from here, Tom is

going to join the limelight now held by
Van Johnson and Frank Sinatra. He's
going to be squealed at, adored, sighed

over, whether he likes it or not. So

—

does he like it? What does he think of

these bobby-soxers, anyway?
Tom and I were sitting in Mike Ro-

manoff's swank eatery talking about
these youthful enthusiasts. Tom is a
rather shy person, completely imim-
pressed with himself, and definitely un-

aware of the hit he has made opposite

Judy Garland in "Meet Me In St. Louis."

"To begin with, I think the name
'bobby socks' is misleading," Tom said

without any hesitation. "They aren't the
jerks they're said to be. They aren't sim-

ply the part and parcel of a set whose
main interest in life is wielding a tennis

racket or getting into a hopped-up car.

They aren't juvenile delinquents either,

as some people like to classify them. If

they were, they wouldn't be spending
their time at the movies. No, to me
they're a sample of the youth of today

—

excited, gay, carefree kids, without any
inhibitions or reserve.

Wally Beery is the star of "This Man's Navy,"

but it will be six-footer Tom Drake who will

rate the sighs and squeals of the bobby-soxers.

Tom follows up his hit performance with Judy
Garland in "Meet Me In St. Louis" with

another good acting job, opposite pretty

Jan Clayton, above, in "This Man's Navy."

"Their squealing and their yelling are

only their ways of demonstrating their

enthusiasm for a personality. And it's

all good, clean fun. So why do so many
people look upon them with disgust?

Why ridicule their enthusiasm? Why
make them out to be problem children

when they're far from it?"

Tom's defense of the much-maligned
bobby-soxers was timely. It came when
much of the theater-going pubUc was
willing to commit mayhem on the next

girl who so much as squeaked at a star

on the screen. But let's look at the facts.

Let's see whether these kids are a nui-

sance—or as important to the movie in-

dustry as any sober-minded adult.

"These girls are very important to the

movies," Tom stated flatly. "That's ob-

vious. Just look at the pictures being

made today. Look at the emphasis being

placed on youth. Studios are even judg-

ing players by how high the squeals are.

The bobby-soxers are making stars in a

sensationally short time. Judy Garland
told me once that it took her seven years

(Please turn to page 87

)
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The star whose career was built

on a series of mild successes

is finally coining into his own

By S. R. Mook

WHEN Warner Brothers suddenly
awoke to the fact that Dennis
Morgan was receiving more fan

mail than any star on the lot, no one
was more surprised than they. They
hadn't realized he was a big star.

When a magazine appeared with a
cover-line story, "Can You Help Dennis
Morgan?" no one was more surprised
than Dennis. He hadn't realized he
needed help. But he does. The poor boy
has never had a hit picture to bless him-
self with. His entire career is built on
a series of mild successes and flops.

It seems a couple of eons ago (actually

Keep your eye on Dennis Morgan from now on!

He gets prize part of Col. Robert Lee Scott,

Jr., in "God Is My Co-Pilot." Below, Col. Scott
shows the flag sent him by General Chennault.

it was eight or nine years) that MGM
released to a palpitant public the sup-

posed celluloid biography of The Great
Ziegfeld. The plot of the story has been
lost in the maze of the years but the

pageantry of the immortal "A Pretty
Girl Is Like A Melody" number lives on.

In memory, the seemingly endless parade
of beautiful girls descending a circular

staircase is as vivid today as then. And,
with them, there is the memory of a
good-looking young chap in a white satin

costume singing his little heart out. Even
in pictures it is not often one encounters
a man with his natural good looks.

Best role of his entire career comes to Dennis

Morgan, and he plays it to the hilt. As the

famous pilot, he gives a good, sincere per-

formance. Below, family scene with Andrea King.

He was billed as Stanley Momer and
everyone in Hollywood was thinking

what a lucky guy he was to get an in-

troduction to the public like that. When
the smoke of battle cleared away the

horrible truth came out. Stan had sung
the number BUT—the studio wanted
more of an operatic voice and had
dubbed in Alan Jones'. Instead of the

lead everyone had confidently expected

to follow his big hit, his next part was
a very minor one (a purser on a ship

or something of the sort) in a B picture.

Shortly afterwards the studio released

him from his contract.

Morgan receives more fan mail than any star

on the Warner Bros, lot, even though "God Is

My Co-Pilot" offers him first really important

role in a "big" picture. Here, with mascot.



New feeding time idea!

He signed with Paramount a little

later and became Richard Stanley. Ill-

luck dogged his footsteps. The man who
had signed him—who was interested in

making a star of him—left the company.
Dick languished on the lot for two years

and they let his option lapse.

Warner Brother signed him and he
underwent his third name change. This
time he emerged as Dennis Morgan. At
last he began appearing regularly in pic-

tures, even though they were unimpor-
tant ones. Then he made "Three Cheers
For The Irish" with Priscilla Lane, in

(Please turn to page 65)

Inspired by Col. Scoft's own fine book of his

war experiences, "God Is My Co-Pilot" packs

a wallop. Below, Morgan shares dramatic

scene with Alan Hale, playing a chaplain.
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How'd You Like

To See

Mary Lou Van Ness is just a girl witli a job—but

what a job! Her bosses are some of your favorite

stars. Read here about her fascinating work

By

Constance Palmer

WOULD you like to know Joan Fontaine's private tele-

phone number? Would you like to dial it and hear
that lovely voice thank you when you tell her Miss

Lillian Gish will be most happy to dine next Wednesday
evening at eight?

How would you like to have Bob Hope send his car to

your house late at night to pick you up? And then whisk
you to his house, where he would dictate a rapid-fire radio

script until three in the morning?
Would yoii like to trv all over town in vain to locate a

fishing-rod for Marjorie Reynolds or three turkeys for Sue
Carol right after she and Alan Ladd suddenly decided to

have a few friends in that evening?
And, leave us face it, how would you like to write business

letters for Ed Gardner of "Duffy's Tavern," who dictates

just the way he talks on the radio?

But of course you'd like a job like that. Wlio wouldn't?
Think of the glamor. Think of the fun. Then stop and think.

So don't make a dash for the first westbound limited, because
you can't win when you get to Hollywood. The fact is, there's

only one such job in the entire motion picture industry and
Mary Lou Van Ness has it. Not only that, but she dreamed
it up herself and, after working the plan out carefully in her
mind, marched her.sclf into the offices of three big execu-
tives—one, two. three—at the Paramount Studio and sold

the idea to them.
Thus, the first studio "Artists' Secretary" came into being.

To call the job an innovation is to put it mildly, and to

credit motion picture executives with a receptive ear is

startling. Who ever heard before of making things a little

easier for the actors and actresses who, actually, are the

only ones the public sees and knows and who are the real

foundation of the picture business?

It was amazing, but it worked. Just a year ago, they gave
Mary Lou a unit in Dressing-Room Row at Paramount,
where it would be easy for everyone to find her, hung a
shingle outside the door, parked her own personal, sky-blue
bicycle in the shelter under the steps and told her to go to it.

Then she started organizing her plan of campaign. There
are two sections to her unit. The front part she had fur-

nished by the studio as a tiny, cheerful living-room. There's

a radio, telephone, pad and pencil for notes, smart striped-

.satin divan. lamps, occasional chairs and tables, ash-trays,

gay flower-prints on the walls, an electric hot-plate for

brewing a pot of tea or coffee—everything to comfort the

tired body and ease the perplexed mind.
The inner room is Mary Lou's office and the door between

has double Yale locks. For in this room are the lists of

private numbers, the loose-leaf notebook with records of

every call— name, date, message— and the locked, three-

drawer steel file.

On her desk, beside her own phone, card-index and letters,

is an ingenious contrivance of a dozen minute pads pasted
on a piece of cardboard about the size of those that come-
back from the laundry in men's shirts^if you know a laun-

dry. When Mary Lou's telephone rings—which it does con-

stantly, as I shall tell you in a moment—she makes her notes

of the conversation on these little pads, tears off the sheets,

classifies and segregates them. Then, when she has enough,
she hops on her bicycle and pedals off to the sets where
"Too Good to be True," "Love Letters," "The Affairs of

Susan," or "The Virginian," are shooting.

The phone rings continuously because every time a call

comes to the main switchboard at Paramount asking for

a player by name, it is automatically transferred to Mary
Lou. This was part of the plan she worked out herself and
it is easy to see how it eliminates confusion, mistakes and
duplication.

Many of the calls are from school-girl fans wanting to

talk to Alan Ladd, for instance, in per.son and immediately.
Mary Lou answers with the invariable reply she uses for all

calls.

"Mr. Ladd isn't in right now," she says smoothly, making
like Alan's own private .secretary. "May I take a message?"

No, there's never a message. They just want to talk to

him right away,
"Well, will you leave your name and number so Mr. Ladd

can call you when he comes off the set?"

This never fails to floor the slick chick. She just gulps

and hangs up.

Another frequent pest is The Old Friend From Back East.

This one even tops "The Old School Chum or The Old Family
Friend. A certain Mr. Johnson, The Old Friend From Back
East, long-distanced Cass Daley five times in one day from
Riverside, protesting that he must talk with her at once.

Cass had never heard of him and to Mary Lou fell the task

of calming his bibulous insistance.

She handles these importunities with infinite tact and
gentleness. The player is always "on the set in the midst
of a scene" or "on location" or "out on a Bond tour" until

the persistent one eventually gives up.

Mary Lou also acts as liaison officer and unofficial censor

of calls that may be transferred to the player's home.
Your interviewer, leading with her chin—the daily double

—

asked what happened when The Old Girl Friend from
Days Less Affluent insisted upon renewing old acquaintances.
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At leff, Mary Lou answers call to take Doro-

thy Lamour's dictation between scenes of

"Masquerade In Mexico," stops to give

Sonny Tufts, below, a telephone nDeisage,

gets a shopping order from Veronica Lalte,

then back to her office to carry through

her various chores, aided by assistant.

Stars seen on these
pages— Joan Fontaine,

Bob Hope, Betty Hut-

ton, Alan L a d d, Ed

Gardner, Diana Lynn,

Marjorie Reynolds, Bing

Crosby, and other Para-

mount stars—have rea-

son to be grateful for

Mary Lou's helping hand.

Mary Lou dropped her eyes and smiled a little smile.

"Those calls never get through," she replied demurely.

Before Sonny Tufts finally got a telephone installed in the

house he bought a few months ago, all messages, social and
business as well as his daily call to work, were handled by
telegram, with Mary Lou as the middle-man. While Dorothy
Lamour was living near the camp at San Bernardino where
her Major-husband was stationed, or visiting his family in

Baltimore, or on bond tours, Mary Lou was perhaps the only
one who knew where to reach her at all times.

When Diana Lynn and her mother missed connections, it

was Mary Lou they both called to find each other. When
Olivia De Havilland, in Canada, wanted to get in touch with
her sister, Joan Fontaine, in New York, she long-distanced

Mary Lou, in Hollywood.
Betty Button's the most popular and Paulette Goddard

the most business-like. Betty got five invitations to dinner

in one day and Mary Lou buzzed out to the set on her

trusty bike, the five little slips fanned out like any good
poker hand. Betty picked the king and discarded the rest.

Paulette, starring in "Kitty," has innumerable business
calls, for that smart girl has a finger in many a profitable

pie. Bing Crosby should really give out for a secretary of

his own, because at least six out of every ten calls are for

him. There are horse-calls from all over the country—New
York, Florida. Virginia, Canada. The horses themselves
don't call, silly, it's men calling about the horses, see?

Mary Lou's also the custodian of the expensive fur coats

actresses don't want to tempt the light-fingered with on the
sets. During the cold months she usually has three or four

every day locked in a closet.

She's banker, too, for rolls of bills players don't care to

leave lying around loose when they're in a scene. It's a hasty,

"Here, Mary Lou, will you take care of this for me?" and a

hundred-dollar wad is thrust into her hand. She counts the
money carefully, seals it in an envelope marked with the

player's name and locks it up in the steel file.

Once she played a very pretty Miss Sherlock Holmes
when Brian Donlevy called her frantically one night at her

house to tell her he'd lost a gold key he valued a great deal

and what could be done about it? It was a gift from a dear
friend, a memento, and its loss upset him very much indeed.

WTiistling to the blood-hounds, Mary Lou questioned him
closely about every place he'd been since he'd seen the key
last. Sifting the testimony, she traced it to the photographic
gallery where Donlevy had been making publicity stills

for "Two Y'^ears Before The Mast" the afternoon before.

Sure enough, there was the key in {Please turn to page 97)





Exotic Merle confides the true cause of

her marital rift with Sir Alexonder Korda

By Elizabeth Wilson

I'FiM^OST people I know, though we

I
y I might as well face it I know the

wrong people, cling to titles and
money with sort of a vise-like grip that

(even a Houdini couldn't break. But not

I

Merle Oberon. Merle is letting both
these luxury articles, on which there

has always been a priority, slip through
her fingers like so much sand at Santa
'Monica. It isn't because she isn't right

{bright, though heaven knows I would

j

suspect her of arrested* development if

I
I didn't know her so well. (Imagine

I tossing aside a fortune and a title!) It's

I because she's a sincere, honest, straight-

forward sort of person who doesn't go
in for hypocrisy.

Although Hollywood has had a feel-

I

ing that all was not well ^vith the
Kordas, just the same Holl>^'ood was
considerably aghast when Merle recentlj'^

announced that she planned to divorce

Sir Alexander Korda, her Hungarian-
born British movie magnate husband.
A year ago, on one of his infrequent

trips to America, Merle met Sir Alex-
ander Korda in New York and frankly

discussed with him the problems of their

6,000 miles apart marriage. At that time
Merle suggested that they get a divorce,

but Sir Alexander urged her to wait

until after the war. Merle has always
had a great respect for her husband's
wishes so she agreed with him that they
should wait.

But it turned out to be a most em-
barrassing year for Merle. Friends have
a way of asking questions. So have
reporters, columnists, and magazine in-

terviewers. And Merle being a friendly

nice person, not at all adept at

Hollywood double talk, and certain-

ly as poor a liar as ever occupied a

star's dressing room, was pretty mis-

erable about the whole thing. She
decided that the best way to avoid

being deceitful was to avoid seeing

people. So, suddenly, Merle who
had always been one of the gayest,

and certainly one of the most at-

tractive, members of the film colony
sort of disappeared completely from
Hollywood's social life. She bought
a beach house miles beyond Malibu,
without a telephone (smart girl)

,

{Please turn to page 78)

Below, eye-filling bubble bath sequence from "Night In Paradise" and, right,

co-stars Oberon and Bey in one of many thrilling monnents from the pic-

ture. Upper right, Sir Alexander Korda and Lady Korda in happier days.
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In "Keep Your Powder Dry." MGM's film about the Women's

Army Corps. Lana Turner symbolizes on the screen the rank and

file of girls from every walk of life doing their patriotic duty

Susan Peters gives Lana a helping hand

through basic training, part of which in-

cludes an introduction to a scrub brush.

A WAC who drives

a car will find a

knowledge of what

makes the wheels go

round helpful. Even

the social butterfly

which Lana plays

emerges victorious in

stunning new uniform.
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DONT know why I wanted to be
an actress," Dorothy McGuire said

in that low, warm voice of hers.

"And the longer I am one it becomes in-

creasingly more amazing to me that I

am!
Certainly the room we were sitting in

didn't look like the setting for a success-

ful actress, even though it was in Man-
hattan's Plaza Hotel. And the girl some-
times sitting, sometimes lying on her
stomach on one of the twin beds didn't

look like an actress either. She was wear-
ing very little makeup, only a vivid line

of lipstick across her mouth, and her

honey-colored hair was arranged in a
simple long bob. Arranged is really the

wrong word, though. It suggests a
studied effect, intricate hair-dos and all

that, and there wasn't anything either

studied or intricate about Dorothy's hair.

It's the way she wore it in "Claudia," as

if she had run a comb through it that

morning and hadn't touched it since. It

made you feel that women who spend
long torturous hours under a beauty
salon dryer and don't feel they look

smart unless they emerge with their hair

a mass of sculptured waves and curls

with every tendril securely lacquered in

place, could take a lesson on the effec-

tiveness of simplicity from her.

Her clothes, smart as they were, didn't

suggest Broadway or Hollywood either.

She was wearing a dress made with a
tight-fitting black jersey blou.se and a

skirt of beige wool, accented only by a
wide stone studded belt. And again there

was that feeling it was a dress Claudia
might have worn. It is really amazing
how much this girl is Claudia.

Of course there have been tailor-made

roles before, but in those ca.ses a writer

has created a hero or heroine for a cer-

tain star to play. Nothing of the sort

happened in "Claudia." Rose Franken,
who wrote it, and John Golden, who was
about to produce it, were despairing of

ever finding the right actress to play

their beguiling little heroine when Dor-
othy, who had never appeared in an im-
portant role on Broadway, arrived with
a couple of hundred or so other hopeful
aspirants and was promptly signed up.

Ro.se Franken must have had a dazed
look in her eyes when she .saw the girl

carrying a casual tweed coat over her
arm and wearing a wool skirt and a

sweater (not the type banned l)y the

Hays office) . No one would blame her

if she felt she had created the girl right

on her own typewriter.

Claudia was a natural for Dorothy
and it would have been awfully easy for

her to fit her.self in Claudia roles from
then on. But she didn't. That's why her

career belies her own words. About be-

ing amazed that she is an actress, I

mean.
When it was first announced tiiat

Dorothy was going to appear in "A Tree
Grows In Brooklyn," everyone was sure

she was going to play Francie, a girl in

her early teens. When it developed she
was going to play the mother, Katie.
everyone wondered if Mr. Zanuck hadji't

gone a bit haywire, and if Dorothy her-

self wasn't taking unnecessary chances
with her career. But Dorothy knew very
well what she was doing.

"I wanted to play Katie to get away
from Claudia," she said. "I don't want
to sound ungrateful. Claudia is enchant-
ing and I am very appreciative of all

(Please turn to page 94 )

It isn't every actress who has the courage of her

convictions. Dorothy McGuire, labeled "cute"
and "piquant" in "Claudia," does abrupt about-

face in fine role of Katie, the nrtother in "A Tree

Grows In Brooklyn" (left) and in "The En-

chanted Cottage" (below, with Robert Young).





Hollywood gives us the true story

history in the making—the first great
film about the war in the Philippines

ZhcJmsib

ON the RKO lot Colonel George S.

Clarke stepped into a replica of
the dugout he occupied on battle

scarred Bataan, and for a moment he

i

was tensely, violently ill. Because that
' dugout was real.

When "The Invisible Army" comes to

your theater, you will see one of the
most factual dramas ever to come out
of Hollywood. Working in conjunction
with the War Department, under the
technical supervision of Colonel Clarke
—who fought with General MacArthur
and was evacuated to another island

five minutes before the fall of Bataan

—

director Edward Dmytryk has made
every step of "The Invisible Army" the
true story of the guerrilla fighters of the
Philippines.

Today, we are war-wise. We have
seen so many Signal Corps pictures, so

many newsreels, read so many magazine
and newspaper articles that it is hard to

fool us. ^Furthermore, there are also the
men who actually fought on Bataan
and Leyte. They would hoot the typical

Hollywood version of romantic, orchi-

daceous jungles. Today, you can't fool

the pubUc. Technically, director Dmy-
tryk had to be sure he was filming the
authentic historical account of the battle

of the Philippines. When no village of

Balintawak, no acres of rice paddies, no
jungles exist in southern California, how
do you, go about creating imitations

that cannot be told from the real? It

is a stupendous task.

That is why Dmytryk is on the 108th
day of shooting, with 48 more to go on
the longest and most difficult picture

he has ever made, despite the fact that

he is a specialist in anti-Fascist movies
and has turned out such dynamite as

"Behind the Rising Sun," "Hitler's

Children" and "Tender Comrade." The
picture has cost $1,800,000. It has been
filmed against budget-breaking odds.

For instance, fifty per cent of the scenes

are exterior shots. Any HoUywoodian
knows what this means: the expensive

delays, the headaches of rain, lack of

sun, the overhead hazard of droning
airplanes which slow up sound record-

ing.

Dmytryk had a tremendous moral
responsibility. He had to tell the record

of Colonel Clarke's experiences in the

Philippines, how one American officer,

evacuated from Bataan, was ordered by
General MacArthur to go to another
island and organize the Filipino Army
men and guerrilla fighters to continue
the defense of the islands. Colonel
Madden, the character John Wayne
portrays, is a composite of Colonel
Clarke and that other officer whose
identity is still a military secret. One
American officer. He had 350 fighters.

They took their ammunition and guns
from dead Japanese soldiers. Some am-
munition came by way of submarines
and airplanes. But, for the most part,

the islands were defended by the guer-
rillas whose only weapon was the deadly
bolo knife.

Said Colonel Clarke, grimly: "A Fili-

pino in the jungle with a bolo is far worse
than a crack rifleman."

The American officer took these
Filipino scouts and Army men, together
with those from the hills who were only
partially trained, and began the fight

that followed the fall of Bataan. From
that humble beginning was born today's
triumphant headlines.

Dmytryk had a still greater moral
responsibility. He had to

explain the people of the

Philippines to the people

of America. He had to per-

manently explode the
myth that the Filipinos

are a nation of bus boys.

{Please turn to page 90

)

Alyce

Canfield

A hero of Bdtaan,

Colonel George S.

Clarice is the techni-

cal supervisor who is

greatly responsible

for giving this film

authenticity. Below,
he "shapes up" John
Wayne's uniform.

ir right: Colonel Clarke in-

,

>ech the dugout which

I

udio workmen built ac-

. trding to specifications he

^
ictated from memory.

J,

ght, Rlipino children are

,
hearsed in correct dialect

coach with complete ap-
,r»val of Colonel Clarke

^

lid director Edward
|,*iytryk. The director grew
^fl beard in sympathy
j;iith rest of cast who
jjouldn't shave during the
g looting of the picture.
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The Fear

PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT once
enunciated a philosophy in one of his

early speeches which has had
definite effect on June AUyson's career.

It has been repeated over and over by
radio broadcasters, bond sales boosters,

and college professors. The President

said: "The only thing we have to fear

is fear itself."

June didn't hear the speech in which
the President used that phrase. She was
pretty young at the time to be greatly

concerned with the state of the nation.

But somewhere along the course of her

pavement-pounding days when she

haunted producers' offices, and sat

long rows of other young hopefuls who
glared at her bitterly when she came in,

she heard the line and remembered it.

With good cause. For June was afraid

of nearly everything in the world. She
was afraid of footsteps which followed her

as she fled along the dusky side streets

of New York toward the dreary flat

where she lived with two or three other
brilliant (but undiscovered) stars. She
was afraid of draughty dressing rooms
where, she was certain, the ghosts of

dead-and-gone actors still lingered. She
was afrai<l to ride alone in elevators. She
was afraid of dark closets, of gloomy,
empty halls, and she was terrified if she

found herself alone in a room as dark-

ness drew on. She still recalls the shud-
dery feeling that ran up and down her

spine when she first heard Rilev's poem,
"The Goblins Will Get You If You
Don't Watch Out." "Even now," she

says, "I wouldn't like to read that poem
if I happened to be alone in my apart-

ment on a dark, stormy night."

If you should ask her why she has
always been afraid she couldn't tell you.

She recalls no cataclysmic experience of

her early youth, and she is quite certain

there was nothing prenatal about it. She
was just "skeered."

"Nearly everyone in the world
afraid of something," June said thought-

fully. "It may be poverty or retribution

or the boss. It may be a husband or a

wife. With me it was just imagined
dangers. The sight of a gaping alley

entrance sent me leaping i)ast it like a

Four vibrant personalities meet at MGM: Frank Sinatra, Larry Adier, June Allyson, Gene Kelly.



To look at her, you'd never believe June Allyson

hod a problem. But in the hope it may help others,

she tells you in this exclusive story how she

faced and conquered her fears. Her way works!

June enjoys all the outdoor fun she can
find, same as other girls her age. Trouble

is, picture-making doesn't give her much
time, what with "Music For Millions," now
playing, "Her Highness And The Bellboy,"

now in worit, and "Brighton Beach," next.

chamois on a crag. And I almost got a

permanent crick in the neck from looking
back over my shoulder and listening for

the sound of following footsteps.

"And then, one day, I heard that

wonderful thought of the President's

—

the only thing we have to fear is fear

itself. So I began to rationalize my prob-

lem. I thought about it every time I

heard the eery sounds of night—a vine

whispering at an open window, the small

spooky noises an old house makes as

the timbers settle, the wind moaning
through trees. And gradually, little by
little, I learned to face my imagination

and put it back where it belongs as a

useful part of one's mental equipnient."

We were sitting in the living room of

June's apartment on Wilshire Boulevard.

Outside the bright California sunlight

spilled goldenly through the pepper trees,

and the whisper of tires along the boule-

vard was a continuous and rather lulling

sound. "What sltc you afraid of?" Jxme
asked suddenly.

"Who, me? Why, why, nothing, I

guess."

"Oh, yes, you are," she said positively.

"Everyone has his own little set of

fears."

"Well." I said thoughtfully, "I guess

I'm afraid of tremendously successful

business people—and maybe graduates

of Vassar."

June threw back her head and a tor-

rent of warm, throaty laughter came
out. She clapped her hands together

softly. "You see?" Then her mobile, ex-

pressive young face sobered. "But that's

just imagination, too. They're only peo-

ple like yourself. Maybe they're a little

nervous about you, too."

"Impossible," I said.

"I remember when I first came to

California," June went on.- "I was
rooming with a girl who was just start-

ing at MGM like I was. We used to

{Please turn to page 82)
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Danny Kaye, in costume he waart in

"The Wonder Man.'" geU oicay from
Cagney on the United Artists lot.

JOSHUA IN HOLLYWOOD
Just as for Joshua, time has stood still for Jimmy Cagney,
as this exclusive interview— one of his few— points out

By Peter Kent

company, a Cagney interview was about
as rare as that well-known day in June.

"Oh," I replied equally artlessly, "I

thought we might skim lightly over the

changes fifteen years in Hollywood have
wrought in you."

"So far as / know," he retorted, "they
haven't 'wrought' any change in me, as

you so delicately phrase it. I think I'm
exactly the same now as I was then."

"Nonsense," I .snapped. "Everybody
changes in fifteen years. If success

doesn't change them, time does. As you
grow older your tastes, if nothing else,

are bound to change."

Mr. Cagney 's expression did not

change an iota. The smile on his face

never .so much as flickered. But. for a

brief moment, I thought I detected a

calculating gleam in his eyes. "Are they?"
he whispered softly. "Suppo.se then," he

-suggested generously, throwing the bur-

den of the interview on me, "since you've

known me intimately for fifteen years

and know me as well as I know myself.

Director Frank Lloyd, working for the first time
since being retired as a major in the Air Corps
following ten months in the South Pacific, talks

over next scene for "Blood On The Sun" with

his star' while Lt. Col. Jack Votlon listens in.

'OW WHAT do you want to talk

about?" Mr. Cagney inquired in-

genuously.
Jimmy's aver.sion to interviews is

well known. In fact, until he and his

brother Bill started their own production

Sylvia Sidney makes a vivid movie come-back
opposite James Cagney in his new picture,

"Blood On The Sun," a William Cagney pro-

duction. See facing page for first color close-

up of team, and above, dramatic scene still.

ymi, tell me how I've changed. I'd really

like to know."
"Well, for one thing," I began hotly

—

and paused. To .save my life. I couldn't

think of a .single thing about him that

[Please turn to page 7,'>)
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OnThe Beam

Beverly Loyd, beaufy contest winner from
Oregon, is one of the lovelies who
will catch your eyes in Republic's "Earl

Carroll Vanities," soon to be released.

Honey blonde, eighteen-year-old Patti

Posten stepped from her graduation class

at San Fernando High School last June

into a movie contract at Republic.

Adele Mara, above, was formerly dancer witli

Xavier Cugat's orchestra. Now the movies are

making good use of her talent. Diana Mumby,
at left, experienced model and swimming in-

structor, was voted "most beautiful" by her
j

admiring co-workers, 42 Earl Carroll beauties.
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ofyour favorite Victorbandleadersandsingers!
Perry Como
Tommy Dorsey

Duke Ellirtgton

Lena Home

Spike Jones

Sammy Kaye

King Sisters

Freddy Martin

GET YOUR SET TODAY! While

they last, you can get this full set of

16 pin-up portraits . . . printed from
breath-taking oil paintings by Albert

Fisher! Each is in glowing color . .

a heavy, glossy card 5^" x (ac-

tual post card size). Highlights of the

Hal Mclntyre

Glenn Miller

Vaughn Monroe

David Rose

star's life are on back. You get the full

set of 16 pictures for only 25 cents! But
don't wait till they're gone. Send your

name and address, with 25 cents per

set, to Dept.l6, Box 23, Camden, N. J.

Or see your VICTOR RECORD
DEALER. Do it now!

Ask your dealer for records of these Victor and Bluebird artists

Perry Como • Tommy Dorsey • Duke Ellington • Shep Fields • Erskine Hawkins • Lena
Home ' Spike Jones • Sammy Kaye • King Sisters • Wayne King - Freddy Martin • Hal
Mclntyre • Glenn Miller • Vaughn Monroe • Phil Moore Four • Tony Pastor • Alvino Rey
David Rose • Artie Shaw • Dinah Shore • Charlie Spivak • Martha Stewart • David Street

Listen to "The Music America Loves Best" Sundays,
4:30 p.m., EWT, over NBC. Buy More War Bonds

THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR ARTISTS ARE ON

Victor
AND BLUEBIRD RECORDS

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
RCA VICTOR DIVISION, CAMDEN, N.J.

ACT NOW—LIMITED SUPPLY ONLY!
Dept. 16, Box 23, Camden, N. J.

Please send me sets of 16 portraits, for which I enclose

25^ per set.

Name-

PLEASE WRITE PLAISLY OR PRl^T.

Street-

Citv- -State-



DO PHYSICAL measurements make
the person by influencing tempera-
ment? Would a tiny girl of five

feet be the same did she tower to six

feet? Would she have the same disposi-

tion, the same ambitions, act and feel

the same? Of course, this must remain
the open question. But it is amusing to

contemplate how stature may govern
action, and what it does to one's view-

poiift.

Recently, while talking to a numb'er

of tall girls, all the way from five feet

seven to six feet two, I found, as they
recited their advantages, they were more
than satisfied with their height. In fact,

there was complete agreement among
them. So I decided to query some of our
film shorties. Amazing! They, too, were
happy with their diminutive figures, feel-

ing their abbreviated inches offered su-

perior and crowning opportunities. They
all pooh-pooh the idea of exercising,

stretching or resorting to tricks to create

the illusion of height, asking, "Why
should we do this when we think we're

exactly right?"

Maybe the answer to this open ques-

tion is the remarkable adaptability of the

human mind. No niatter where the pinch

comes, it is quickly accepted and turned

into an asset.

Veronica Lake, being just under five

feet, is one of our tiniest stars. It was
during the making of her first picture,

"Sullivan's Travels," that she learned

her big lesson. Director Preston Sturges
looked her over and said, "You belong
to the group of 'little people' who have
tremendous strength and have become
famous. Never think of yourself as too
small. And for goodness sake, never
develop a cute complex."
"Even as a child," said Veronica, "I

was never the cute type because neither

my face nor my temperament fit such
a mood. I wore the clothes I wanted to,

and arranged my hair in what is usual-

ly considered the wrong way for a short

person, because it hung over my face.

I think the main thing is to accept the

fact that you are short and say to your-

self, 'Well, what of it? It can't hold me
back or interfere with either my career

or my life—not unless I let it!" This
silences all doubts and fears.

"Diu-ing my bond tours I find that

little girls have all the advantage. Both
men and women reveal the protective

instinct and go out of their way to help

us over any difficulty. WTiile I'm small,

I am not weak. I have endless energj'

and can work like the proverbial horse,

outlasting the taller girls. Indeed, in



every way, I consider myself lucky with

my few inches."

Ida Lupino was emphatic. "I wouldn't

add a fraction to my height, which is five

feet two inches. It is always favorable

to the roles I play in pictures, for the

wistful parts gain by my stature and the

mean ones take on a bit of pathos which
creates the perfect emotional blend. One
may suggest terrific power through the

mental conception and this has nothing

to do with physical measurements. Look
at Jimmy Cagney and Edward G. Robin-
son. No actors can surpass them in

dramatic characterizations.

"Too, small girls can get away with

murder. No one holds a grudge against

us and people are lenient even against

their will. And always we arouse the pro-

tective instinct in men, which is their

strongest quality. The Wolves don't

bother us so often, either. I don't know
whether that's wholly complimentary or

not, but I like it that way.
"And how the he-man hero welcomes

the small heroine in a picture. In con-

trast, he looms full of power and mas-
culinity. Sometimes there are amusing
incidents. Johnny Mitchell, who soars

to six feet five and I were making a
love scene for our comedy 'Pillow to

Post,' and I was perched on large blocks

Ida Lupino, leff, has found her height

always favorable to parts she plays in

pictures. Betty Grable, center, knows

how to play up a five feet three inch

figure and make it an asset. At
right, Gloria De Haven finds plen-

ty of compensation in being short.

so our faces would be nearer together for

the camera. During the scene, in came
a group of servicemen who had never
witnessed the tricks of movie making and
it was amusing to see how, definitely,

they thought we were plain daffy.

"I have just one comjjlaiut against

my height," continued Ida. "No one
takes me seriously when I get mad. I

blew up over something this morning
and Directpr Vincent Sherman merely
stepped back a few feet and laughed at

me, saying, 'Look! Our dramatic miflget

is sizzling like a volcano.' Then he tried

to smooth me down as if I were a child,

which added fuel to the flame. But he
won. I couldn't hold out against his

conciliatory tactics."

Stretching to all her five feet three

inches, Betty Grable insisted she had
never thought about her size. "As far

as my career is concerned," she explained,

"it has neither been a drawback nor an
asset. Both tall and short girls reach the

top; the number of inches has nothing to

do with it. Greta Garbo is tall, Janet
Gaynor is short, yet each won fame.
"The only time I grumble is when I

go shopping. I do not believe a short girl

ever looks as stunning or chic, no matter
what she wears, as one who is taller. If

(Please turn to page 81)

Petite figures were „o

^hojoma fame in HoHv-wood. Follow their e.Z
pies given here ond youtoo eon cutopretty figure
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Sports date: Short slacks of gray gabardine with a bright
gre^n shirt, saddle-stitched with red, fit the outdoor occasion.



• •II

is-

Tea date: Gleaming black sa-Hn skirt and candy-

striped satin blouse, cut to a point in back and
front, would bring a gleam to the eye of any
escort. Laraine, for this date, wears jewels in her

sleek hair to match her earrings and bracelet.

Stay-at-home date: Demure yet smart is the word
for Laraine in this peasant dress with black linen

skirt edged in eyelet embroidery and dainty white

cotton blouse, fresh as the daisies in her hair.

Theater date- In kl l

'"'"""9
. p;o,„„„.t tiw •=''f«'-j "«.>.
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Barry Fitzgerald, betf

supporting actor,with

Cary Grant and Mrs.

Joseph Sistrom. Ethel

Barrymore won Oscar
for best supporting

actress in "None But

The Lonely Heart."

t
Margani O'Brien, in

arms ot m.c. Bob
Hope, gets her spe-

cial award as out-

standing child ac-

tress of the yeafk

Academy Award winners:
Bing Crosby, best actor,

and Barry Fitzgerald, best
supporting actor in "Going
My Way," best 1944 picture. Gossip by Weston East

Candids by Jack Albin

THAT ex-marine, Glenn Ford, comes
out of service to find himself the most
sought-after leading man in Holly-

wood. He has a new contract at double his

old salary. He has a new son named Peter
Newton Ford. He has director Mervyn
LeRoy waiting impatiently to get him for

the role of Marcellus in "The Robe." And
all because Bette Davis, who knows a fine

actor when she sees one, fought tooth and
nail to get Glenn in her first personally

produced picture, "Stolen Life." Her
studio naturally wanted Bette to use a
contract leading man. Those available

were anything but the right type. Glenn
was lunching with his friend, Jerry Asher,
one day in the Green Room. Bette joined

them, and that did it. Against every odd,
she insisted that Glenn be tested. He's
now making the picture, and Bette can't

stop singing his praises.

BEFORE he left for a long camp tour,

Dick Powell extracted a promise
from June Allyson. He wanted her to

have dates and enjoy herself while he is

gone. With Dick, trust and consideration

are just ways of showing how much he
does care.

BETTE DAVIS isn't talking about
Cpl. Louis Riley. However, when a

long awaited letter from her Corporal was
placed in her hands, Bette couldn't con-

tain her joyous enthusiasm. "Thank
God, Louis has arrived overseas and is

safe!" cried Bette. Her eyes glistened. Is

Bette in love.'' We give you one guess.
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iljhe Danny Kayet
«kLj^oop under ropes

!» Ifn iForecourf of
>!> vraunfan't Chinese

»] theater where the

irj.^wardt were given.

THE label of "Baby," given to Lauren
Bacall by Humphrey Bogart when he

talked (and how he talked!) to the eastern

press, has really started something.
Letters addressed to "Baby," care of

Warner Bros., Burbank, California, are

pouring in from all over the country.

Well, it couldn't happen to a more
glamorous "Baby"!

POOR Bob Hutton thought the day
would never end. He was on the set

when a call came through from a local

columnist. Was it true that the Buttons
were expecting a baby? Bob said it defi-

nitely wasn't true. Then why was his wife

at the very moment consulting with a
popular baby specialist.* A bewildered Bob
hung up the phone. By six o'clock he was
a nervous wreck. He raced home, found
his wife, Natalie, in the kitchen, swooped
her up in bis arms and waited eagerly for

her to break the news. Then she told him.
Her close girl friend was going to have a
baby and Natalie had gone with her to

see the doctor. "Well, 1 was almost a
father," said Bob philosophically.

WHEN producer Hunt Stromberg
asked Ida Lupino to suggest some-

one to play opposite her in "The Young
Widow," Ida's eyes started dancing.
"What's the matter with Louis Hay-
ward?" she asked the astonished face be-

fore her. "Louis is right for the part and
he is one of the best actors in Hollywood ."

So now Ida and Louis, who have fallen

out of love, are about to begin making
love all over again, for the camera.

YOUNG love! Is there anything like it?

Gloria De Haven, who has insisted on
keeping her hair light, now is letting it go
back to its natural color. For what
reason? A very good one. New hubby
John Payne likes it better that way.

LANA TURNER celebrated her 24th
birthday on the "Weekend At The

Waldorf" set. Instead of inviting her

sister stars to her birthday party, Lana's
guests included the hairdresser, wardrobe
woman, stand-in and various members of

the crew. As a gag, they presented her
with a -sweater that was once worn by
Wally Beery in "The Champ." For the
first time in her life, Lana found a sweater
that wouldn't do her justice—or vice

Bing Crosby spends

time chatting ami-

ably with Alan Ladd
in the audience be-

fore the cere-
monies commence.

Ingrid Bergman, as the tor

merited wife in "Gaslight,"
co-starring Charles Boyer,
wins the prized Academy
Award for the best actress.
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Three distinct, ditterent personalities pose for Hollywood cameraman—Paul Lukas,

great character actor Barry Fitzgerald, and Bing Crosby of "Going My Way."

Ted Newton, an old family friend,

bends an interested ear to Bette Davis.

Decisive moment at tennis match is reflected on faces

of Joseph Gotten, Gary Cooper and their wives.

Mr. George Temple, with his famous
daughter Shirley, make a striking pair.

APAIR of newly-washed socks, dan-
gling from the window ledge fronting

an exchisive Beverly Hills hotel, drew the
amazed and amnsed attention of passers-

by. The occupant of the hotel room and
the owner of the socks.^ Van Johnson.
Who else.'

SUSAN HAYWARD and Jess Barker
won't be forgetting Joseph Cotten's

shell-shock scene in "I'll Be Seeing You."
Not expecting their twins for weeks yet,

Jess and Susie slipped into a late neigh-

borhood movie. Just as Joe began writh-
ing in pain up on the screen, Jess had to

rush his wife to the hospital. The twin
boys have been named Timothy Marener
Barker and Gregory Marener Barker.
The "Marener" is really Susan's right

name.
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THERE were four sets of newlyweds at

Giro's recently. So it was only natural

that the orchestra should break out with

the wedding march. John Payne and
Gloria De Haven, Andre De Toth and
Veronica Lake, Vivian Blaine and Manny
Frank, Trudy Marshall and Phil RafBn

—

all looked self-conscious at the same time

and thought the piece was being played
just for them.

AFTER nineteen years of marriage,

. the Preston. Fosters have been
divorced. The same week it happened
Preston signed a new long-term deal with

MGM. He couldn't have been more
amused when one of the producers said to

him, "I'm certainly glad they signed you
here. We've been needing an actor like

you imder contract for a long time." Ten
years ago Preston was under contract

there. Outside of a few screen tests, they
let him sit around for a year. The hardest
work he did was carry home his salary.

GROWING pains department: Every-
one on the Paramount lot is getting

a great kick out of cute little Diana Lynn.
She's beginning to act oh. so grown up!

She's asking for more sophisticated clothes

to wear and blushes so prettily when she

happens to catch a male eye. Sonny T\ifts

and Ray Milland have a great time teas-

ing her.

OLIVIA DE HAVILLAND tells it on
herself. For a scene in "The Well-

Groomed Bride," several extras in uni-

forms with insignias of an outfit serving in

J



Franlcie Sinatra, still on the beam with the bobby-soxers, dates the Mrs. He'll

soon be making with the talk to the young set on the subject of "Tolerance."

Photos by Gem Lesttf

The Kay Kysers (Georgia Carroll) say

howdy to the Eddie Brackens at Mocambo.
A stunningly "done-up" Deanna Durbin in suit and
sailor hat stops to chat with producer Felix Jackson.

Maureen O'Hara, in braided hair-do and
glamorous gown, poses with Lloyd Nolan.

the Aleutians were needed. Olivia didn't

have to work until noon. As she drove in

the studio she saw the boys hanging
around the gate. Livvy jammed on the

brakes. "Do you want to go through the

studio?" she called out. "I was in the

Aleutians on a USO tour. I feel that I

know you boys." When they told her they
were actors, working on her set, Olivia

looked as foolish as she felt.

THE news that Greer Garson would
play opposite Clark Gable in "The

Strange Adventure" has caused a tidal

wave of enthusiasm among the fads.

Greer herself is so pleased about it she's

even offered Clark her royal dressing

room suite to use while his old one is being
redecorated. But you know the "old
moose!" He thanked Greer aiid said he'd

undress behind a couple of old packing
boxes. He would, too.

SOMEWHERE in the South Pacific

there's an island outside of tlie camp
show circuits. No movie stars ever get

there, but the boys are receiving wonder-
ful entertainment just the same, .\mong
the enlisted men are Richard Clayton
(Jane Withers' leading man) and Farley

Granger (the new Goldwyn find). W'heii-

ever they. aren't on duty. Dick and Farley

put on a show. They write their own ma-
terial and act it out. They get a reception

worthy of a command performance. Holly-

wood is mighty proud of its representa-

tives. Good hick, Dick and Farley.

T'S strange how paths cross in Holly-

wood. Way back when Tom Drake
s the unknown Alfred Alderdice (his

I

right name) an actor named Michael .\me.s

was personally selected by producer Jack
W'arner out of the New York production,
"My Sister Eileen." Michael came to

Hollywood, played the lead in several pic-

tures, married Christopher Curtis, a singer

at the Florentine Gardens. Things were
going well with Ames, not so well with
Drake. Then something happened to the
Ames career and marriage. A baby girl

was born. Michael and Christopher got a
divorce. Michael disappeared from the

Hollywood scene as Tom Drake began
heading up. They all knew each other but

had lost track of each other. Then Tom
and Christopher met again. Their secret

marriage, which automatically makej?

Tom a husband and father, was just an-

noimced. Tom's MGM bosses were sur-

prised (and how!).
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Shy girls, don't miss Gail Russell's own story of how she

conquered her fears and became a popular movie beauty

"T T^'TI^ I twelve years old, I

Ml was so shy you couldn't get me
to open my nvouth! When my

parents had guests, I would run, get

under the piano and hide there. When-
ever I had to recite lessons or speak

pieces in school, I behaved like an im-

becile. Or I didn't show up.

"During my first interview, in a pro-

ducer's office at Paramount Studios, I

just sat there with my teeth in my
mouth. The first time I ever danced
with a boy in my life was with Henry
Blees in a scene we did for 'Henry Aid-

rich Gets Glamor,' my first picture. That
was the first time I ever wore high heels,

too. I'd never been to a dance before.

When someone would ask me, I'd lock

myself in my room with a book, and eat

graham crackers.

By Gladys Hall

"I didn't care for clothes. I had them
but I didn't want them. Naturally I

didn't since I didn't go anywhere, except

the movies. Otherwise, I always came
straight home from school, went to my
room and read or drew.

"I was a sad character! I was sad be-

cause of myself. I didn't have any self-

confidence. I didn't think I was pretty.

I didn't believe I had any talent. I
didn't know how to have fun. I was
afraid. I don't exactly know of what

—

of life, I guess. I didn't even know how
to talk about fun. I'm not very good at
it now. Not until I went to Santa Mon-

{Please turn to page 60)

Sweet little scared-cat, left below, was Gail at tender age of 2—her first portrait. Right, Sail

today. And, bottom of page, real success—Alan Ladd's heroine in Paramount's "Salty O'Rourke."
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Since "This Gun For Hire," Alan Ladd
has packed a pistol in every picture

except "And Now Tomorrow." He gets

his rod back in "Salty O'Rourke,"
Paramount's melodrama of the race-

tracks with Alan in the title role.

SCREENLAND
SALUTES

ALAN LADD Foil to Ladd's blond good looks is

lovely brunette Gail Russell. Standouts
in the cast are Stanley "Stash" Clem-
ents as a tough little jockey, William
Demarest, Bruce Cabot. But it re-

mains, most definitely, Ladd's picture.
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HELEN RA:IVDALL of Atlanta

-will wed Lt. William C. Sbrev« of

the Navy. She is the dautfhter of

Mr. and Mrs. Luther lllll Randali

of the prominent Cieorsiia family

She lives in a spacious Southern house

with big white pillars across the front!

She looks exactly the way you think a

charming Southern girl should look

—

very

feminine, very lovely, with a complexion

that's sweet -as -you -please. Another "en-

gaged girl" Pond's complexion!
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"I just depend on Pond's Cold Cream like

anything," Helen says, "it's the grandest

cleaner-upper—and leayes my face with

such a smooth, soft feeling."

She smooths cool, luscious Pond's Cold

Cream completely over her face and throat

—then pats to soften and release dirt and

make-up. Tissues off.

She rinses with another Pond's creaming

—moving white-coated fingers around in

little creamy whirls. Tissues off.

Use Pond's yourself—every night, every

morning—and for clean-ups in between.

You"U love it just as Helen does

!
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MRS. ERNEST L. BIDDLE

—

of Philadelphia's Main Line

MRS. GERALDINE SPRECKELS
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—

internationallyfamous beauty

MISS CONSTANCE McCORMICK

—

of the Chicago McCormicks

MRS. ERNEST DU PONT, JR.

—

of the great Wilmington family

AT THE BLOOD DONOR CENTER—Kelen assists in

making hemoglobin tests. Ever since the war began she

has worked loyally as a Nurse's Aide. There are many
Nurse's Aide duties needing volunteer workers. Ask
your local chapter how you can best serve.

BE SURE TO ASK FOR
the big luxury-size jar with

its wide top that lets you dip

the fingers of both hands in

at once. It gives you such

a nice-to-have lavish feeling!

Get your big jar of Pond's

Cold Cream today.

Today—many more tcomen

use Pond's than any other

face cream at any price
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Confessions Of A Scared-Cat

Continued from page 56

ica High School did I begin to—but that

comes later.

"How did such a character ever go
into the movies? Well, that's my story,

and it is a rather curious one. Although
I suppose the fact of the matter is that

I am in pictures because I love them.
I fear them, too, but you often love

best the thing you fear the most, isn't

that so?

"I've always loved the movies. When
I was a child, at home in Chicago, there

would be weeks when I'd go every after-

noon, every single afternoon, to the

movies. I'd walk blocks to my favorite

picture house and sit there often right

through dinner, seeing a film two and
three times, forgetting time. My father

would have to come and find me. Once
—I'd just seen a Ginger Rogers picture

—my father met me dancing through
the streets, singing, speaking lines. Gin-
ger was my idol and I'd sat through the
picture three times and had memorized
the dialogue and the lyrics of the songs.

It may seem odd that anyone so shy could

dance and sing in the street, make a
spectacle of herself. But when I felt I

was not me, you see, I wasn't afraid.

I suppose that really explains why I am
in pictures, for on sound stages I don't

have to be me.
"It's strange, isn't it, that I should

have been cast in 'Lady In The Dark,'
my second picture, with Ginger Rogers

who had been my idol all my life? When
I first saw her, on the set. I stood there

with my mouth open. The first day of

actual shooting when I came on the set,

I was told I would have to learn the

Charleston in fifteen minutes, flat. I had
a broken toe. And my best friend. Bill

Russell, dramatic coach at Paramount,
(he's now making his directorial debut
on my next picture "Our Hearts Were
Growing Up") who had literally held my
hand in every scene I'd made, was away
with the flu. I was frantic with fear. I

thought, I am going to faint; I thought,

I will run away and hide. Then Ginger
Rogers came over to me, put her arm
around me, took me into her dressing-

room, gave me tea, and went over the

script with me. Best of all, she told me
how scared she had been when she first

got into pictures. That was the warm-
ingest thing she could have done for me.
And she taught me the Charleston!

"After that, we Osed to talk about art.

Ginger and I, between scenes on the
set. And about music. And books. I

drew cartoons of Ginger and she put
them in the mirror in her dressing-room.

Ginger was, so to speak, the turning
point in relaxing me.

"Yes, it's funny it should have been
Ginger. But my life has been funny. Or
I have been funny in my life. Or per-

haps everybody's life is funny; strange,

I mean, mysterious—in a frightening sort

of way. That's why I liked doing 'The
Uninvited.' I felt at home in the char-

acter of that lost, little girl, in that eerie

atmosphere, because I believe there are
'more things on land and sea

—

'

"You have to be sort of autobio-
graphical when you talk about yourself

for publication, don't you?" Gail asked
me, then, and at my nodded "Yes" her
blue eyes, the blue of sapphires, dark-
ened with earnestness and anxiety until

they looked as black as her black hair

and her low-pitched voice, with its

whisper of velvet, was so low that I had
to lean across the table (we were lunch-
ing together in the Paramount commis-
sary) in order not to miss what she was
saying. Noticing, Gail smiled, said, "I

do whisper when I talk, don't I? I've

been told that I speak as though the

sound of my own voice frightens me.
Well, it does, a little. So many things do.

"But if I am to be autobiographical,

I must begin at the beginning, mustn't
I? Well, I was born in Chicago, on Sep-
tember 21, 1921. I tell my real age
now," Gail smiled, in her eyes the shy
humor which sometimes replaces the
gravity of her expression, "but when
I'm twenty-five, I'll begin to go the other

way! We lived in Chicago, my mother
and father and brother and I, until I

was twelve. But I might as well have
lived in limbo for, excepting for the
movies, where I wanted to go, and for

school, where I had to go, I didn't have
any contacts or interests there.

"And no friends. No friends of my
own age, that is. Not a single girl-friend

in whom I would, or could confide. My

AN ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COLA COMPANY
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brother (he is a musician, he was on
Major Bowes' program and is now sta-

tioned in the Aleutians) is a few years

older than I and we were not really

companionable until I went into pictures.

My mother and I were close but my
Dad was, in a way especially our own,
my best friend. Dad was an insurance
salesman during the day, but in his heart

he was a musician and at night he
played .the clarinet in an orchestra. \¥hen
he'd come home, late, after everybody
was in bed, he'd often tap at my door
and I'd sneak out and we'd raid the ice-

box and talk. About music, mostly. And
art. And poetry. Edgar Allen Poe is my
favorite poet. I must have looked funny,
perched on the kitchen table, in my long
outing flannel night-gown, solemnly re-

citing 'The Raven.'
"Dad used to tell me that I could be

anything, anything I wanted to be, but
I thought he was saying that because
he loved me.
"When I was twelve, we moved to

Glendale, in California, and lived in a
little apartment and I went to school at

the dark feet of a mountain. I loved
California. The sunshine took away so
many shadows. I loved the lovely smells
of lemon and orange blossoms. We went
to all the missions, did all the things
tourists do. Then we went back to Chi-
cago again. But soon we returned to
California and settled in Santa Monica.
"At Uni High and at Santa Monica

Tech, where I went, afternoons, to study
Art, for I was planning to be a commer-
cial artist, I began to have a little fun.

I still didn't go to dances or have dates.

but I did make some friends, joined in

the school activities, began to laugh, and
I had my first crush on a boy. It was,

decidedly, 'unrequited love,' however,
for he was a senior and he went with an
upper class girl. I was not a vamp in

his life. Which didn't crush me, really,

nor surprise me, for I had such a healthy

inferiority, I didn't expect anything. I

never thought about my looks, one way
or another. And most of the time I was
working too hard to have thought or

time for other things. I was hoping for

a job in Bullock's-Wilshire when I grad-

uated. Such an idea as being in the

movies—I haven't the words and I

couldn't possible find the words to tell

you how foreign to me, how remote from
me was such a thought.

"So when, one day, I came into class

at Santa INIonica Tech and found a note
on my desk which said 'Call Milton
Lewis concerning a test at Paramount'
I thought it was a joke someone had
played on me, and threw it in the waste-

basket. All the kids tried to tell me it

wasn't a gag, but I couldn't be told.

Just the same, just the same, after school

was over, and all the kids were gone, I

crept back into the classroom and fished

the crumpled note out of the waste-

basket. I can't say I had a premonition
that I was retrieving my destiny. I think

it was merely a perfectly normal curi-

osity that prompted me. Or was it?"

Gail said slowly. "Was it a wild hope,

submerged in my subconscious imtil

that moment, stirring its wings in my
heart? Whatever the impulse may have
been it sent me delving into that waste-

basket, then running, teeth chattering,

to the nearest telephone. I called the

Paramount Studios and asked for Mr.
Milton Lewis. Sure enough, he asked
me to come to the studio that day.

"Theii I tore home. My folks were
getting ready to go out. I sat there;

gi'inning foolishly, tongue-tied again.

Finally I said, very off-hand and sort of

doing a Zasu Pitts with my hands, that
if they were not doing anything ver^' im-
])ortant, perhaps they would drive me to

Paramount Studios—then there was ex-

citement going off like fireworks all over
the place, my mother telling me what to

wear. Dad at high pitch saying tliat he'd
ahva.ys 'known' it. I think Me all knew
that we'd come to a fork in the road.

"I went into Mr. Lewis' office like a

sleepwalker. He took me to meet ^Ir.

Bill Russell, the studio's dramatic coach.
For two hours they sat there, those two
patient men, trying to get something
more than monosyllables out of me. I
don't know why they didn't put me
down as mentally deficient. I don't know
why they didn't send me home. I don't
understand how they could have liad

any hope of or for me. But they did.

.\fter awhile, they took me in to see ls\x.

William Meiklejohn, head of talent tor

Paramount, who had to put the final

okays on tests.

"Three days later, I made the te.-^t.

I did a scene from 'Love Finds Andy
Hardy.' Mr. Russell, my guiding and
guardian angel, made the test with nie.

He took hold of my hand as the cameras
started to click and I wouldn't let his

hand go. I was signed to a term con-
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tract within the next few clays. But for

months after I'd signed, Mr. Russell

would have to meet me at the front gate

of the studio when I arrived in the morn-
ing, or I wouldn't go in."

It wasn't until later, several weeks
later, that Gail found out how, by what
means, this "miracle at Paramount" had
happened to her. A way and a means
about which she is too modest to speak
herself, so that I shall have to speak for

her. It seems that Mr. Meiklejohn was
driving home from San Diego one day,
shortly before the episode of The Note,
and picked up a couple of high-school

boys, hitch-hiking. Mr. Meiklejohn told

the boys who he was and they got to

talking about the "discoveries" he had
made for the movies. The boys, as it

turned out, were students at Uni High
and they told Mr. Meiklejohn that if he
thought so-and-so was pretty, he should
see a girl in their school. The "prettiest

girl in school" they assured him, the
prettiest girl he'd probably ever seen,

even in his life as a talent finder. Her
name was Gail Russell, they said, but
the kids in school called her the "Hedy
Lamarr of Santa Monica." They really

went into it, gave him a pitch eulogizing

her black hair and sapphire blue eyes,

her face, her figure, her voice. So Mr.
Meiklejohn, not one to overlook the thin-

nest tip about new talent, had Mr. Lewis
telephone Uni High and ask for Gail.

"It happened so fast," Gail was say-

ing, again, "I never played extra. I had
only one week's training before I went
into 'Henry Aldrich Gets Glamor.' So
very fast—I didn't know what I was
getting into, I felt like someone walking
in a maze, I was scared stiff. I think I

stuck it mainly because of my Dad. He
was so thrilled. The minute I'd get

home, after work, he'd back me into a

corner and say, 'What happened today?
What did you do today.'*'

"After 'Lady In The Dark,' in which
I had a very small part but learned a

very great deal, I was cast in 'The Un-
invited.' So big a part and in my third

picture, and again I felt like running
away, hiding, but again I found out that

the big people are the friendly people,

and kind, and unscary. For Ray Milland

took me under his wing. He was so kind

to me, so helpful, that I could feel con-

fidence growing in me like something
warm. He taught me about camera
angles. He'd actually muff scenes so as

to give me a chance to do them again,

and better. Wien I was underplaying

a scene, he'd whisf>er, 'Keep your face

in that camera!' or 'This is your scene,

take it.*

'"When, during the production of 'The

Uninvited,' we went on location for the

scenes laid on the Cornish coast, that

helped me, too. I'd never been on loca-

tion before. It was my first experience

of working with people, eating with

them, laughing with them, working so

closely together. I began to feel one

of them.

"Back at the studio again, I saw the

rushes. Some of them were good and I

thought, well, maybe I can do it, for up

to that time, up to about the middle of

'The Uninvited' Bill Russell had had to

stand by in every scene and, just before

the cameras rolled, had to say to me,

SCREENLAND



[ I

'You can do it. I know you can do it!'

II

I " 'Our Hearts Were Young And Gay'

f
was my second big picture, second big

i,
part. 'Our Hearts' was fun to make, it

was a gay picture. Diana Lynn, who
j has been my best friend ever since the

i(
Aldrich picture, Mas in it. Our mutual

J i

interest in Ginger Rogers is what really

t;
.
made us friends. Diana saw me once,

t
I

on the set of 'Lady In The Dark,' mak-
' ing some sketches of Ginger, came over

and talked with me and we've been
chums ever since. Now and again, we
double-date, Diana and Dick Balkany,
Bill Edwards (who played opposite me
in 'Our Hearts') and I. Usually we go
to the Biltmore Bowl because Diana is

J j

under age and that is the only place she

i( I

can get in. The other day," Gail said,

[i j
amused, "I overheard someone saying,

i I 'I wonder what in heaven's name Gail
Russell and Bill Edwards talk about
when they have dates, they are both so

; j

quiet.' We talk. Or sometimes we don't
talk, because it isn't necessary. Not to

, I

have to talk is one of the nicest things
' about being friends.

. Silences that are
shared say things, too.

"Being friends," Gail, said, then, re-

flectively, she added, "that is all I
want, now, being friends. I have never
been in love. I don't want to be in love.

I dont want to get married, not for a long,

long time. I have too much to do. I
have a lot of people to repay for all

they've done for me. Mr. Russell, the
first and most important. He sweated

||j
blood to get me the breaks. He stayed
up nights worrying about my next day's
scenes. He held my hand when I was
drowning in fears and tears. He helped
me believe in myself.

"Besides, now I enjoy my job, I really

do. Now I want what every actress
wants, good parts in good pictures. Now
I am taking diction lessons, English les-

sons, dancing, ballroom and tap. Some
day I want to be a dancer, too. I think
I have a little flair for it and I'd like

to, do the kind of thing Ginger Rogers
did with Fred Astaire.

"This is about as far as I've come in
my thinking and planning and dream-
ing. Glamor, fame, money, all the per-
quisites success on the screen often
brings to a girl. I haven't had enough
of them yet to know whether I really

want them, or not. We're saving for a
home. Dad and Mother and I, so that

I

every penny goes into the bank. We had
our home taken away from us once,
when it was half paid for. That fear-
come-true must never happen again. So
we are still living in our little rented
bungalow in Santa Monica. I've bought
just four dresses, but very nice ones,
since I signed my contract with Para-
mount. I have my same little car. But
I have my dog, just dog, half dachshund
and half cocker spaniel, named 'Hank'
after Henry Aldrich. And I have my
menagerie of stuffed animals, toy ani-
mals, dogs, cats, pandas, zebras, all

kinds. That's my hobby.
"And I'm still afraid," Gail said, her

eyes shining but not, now, with amuse-
ment, "I'm still afraid—but not in the
same way or for the same intangible
reasons. Now I am only afraid of the
kindness of people lest I am not able to
repay them in like measure."
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Cosmetics, perfumes— and pointers,

too—to give the well turned out look

AS SPRING turns into summer, flowers
/-\ and pretty-up touches which are

/ \ fresh and crisp have great allure.

And cosmetics are synonymous with
pretty-up.

It's pink without a blush which continues
to set the pace in makeup tones. And you
need not be afraid to try a new pink makeup
because there are different shades of pink
for every skin-tone.

Dorothy Gray is offering a matched set of

lipstick, rouge and powder in a new lady-

like pink, called Portrait Pink. It is pack-
aged in a chic pink and white striped box
with a blue top, base and lining. Inside the
box is the portrait of a lovely lady by an
outstanding portrait painter, framed in

plexiglass.

Another contribution to this season's pink
complexion is a new La Cross nail enamel.
The shade is a vivid fuschia, called "Pink

SCREENLAND

Rex compact, at top, a conversa-

tion piece as well as a practical

addition to one's cosmetic en-

semble; Dorothy Gray's "Por-

trait Pink," at left, a new vi-

brant powder shade to give you
that "lady" look; Blue Waltz,

above, a heart-winning perfume
done up in a heart-shaped bottle.

Magic" and is so flattering to your hands.
A good idea is to take your bottle of nail

enamel to your manicurist when you have
your nails "done" . . . then you can add
days to your manicure by touch-ups.
The newest Rex compact is right in line

with that simple, expensive look. It is

square, with a mock tortoise shell top, and
a gold bow-knot right in the center. The
bottom is beautifully engraved. There is a
clear mirror inside, and a gratifyingly deep
well, and a velvety puff.

Clover is such a sweet, springlike scent

that Wrisley with its Bath Superbe has
added this sunny fragrance to the company's
list of scented bath soaps. The cake is

pillow-shaped, the texture soft and fine-

grained. You can work up the creamiest
lather and the perfume is pleasing and
lasting. Other scents are Apple Blossom,
Lilac, Gardenia, Carnation and Pine.



Morgan, In Demand

Continued from page 29

which he really gave a characterization.

He portrayed a Scotsman and his ac-

cent was as burry as Sir James M.
Barries. There was a big reaction from
the fans and the studio began to take

notice. He followed it with a B picture

called "She Stayed Kissed" with Shirley

Ross and Jane Wyatt. The picture never

got a first run release even though it

was one of the funniest farces Warners
have turned out in many a day. Dennis
lapsed into innocuous desuetude.

When talkies first came into vogue
Warners had made a vocal version of

"The Desert Song"-—one of the most
successful operettas ever presented on
the New York stage. The grosses it

rolled up are still mentioned in awed
tones. They had been threatening to

make another version and Dennis, being
the only singer on the lot, was men-
tioned for the lead. It was postponed
and postponed.

It was finally made with Dennis in

the lead. Instead of the strictly make-
believe it had been originally, the studio

"brought it up-to-date" and endeavored
to give it realism by inserting Nazis and
Irene Manning. To put it charitably

the picture was hardly a sensation.

The studio re-made another sensa-

tionally successful stage play
—"The

Animal Kingdom"—with Dennis, Ann
Sheridan and Jane Wyman. Originally
it had been made with Leslie Howard,
Myrna Loy and Ann Harding. The
Hays office, grown suddenly wary, re-

fused to okay the script. It was re-

written with all the punch taken out
and it still rests on Warner Brothers'
shelves. They shoved him into "The
Very Thought Of You" and it played
three days in their local theater where
runs of four and five weeks for success-
ful pictures are not uncommon.
And yet, he is still the most inter-

viewed star on the lot today. What of
the man behind all this.?* Other actors
of less ability have become confirmed
cynics with less than half the tough
breaks he has had. Success has changed
Dennis less than any actor I know with
the exception of Robert Taylor. He is

still the same likable, unspoiled chap he
was when he was hanging on by a hair
and a prayer.

What's he like? It's hard to put him
into words. Once I asked him what he
thought of his looks. "Well," he hesi-

tated, "if I were running a handsome
man contest I would certainly never pick
myself but if other people want to think
I'm good-looking I'm certainly not going
to argue with them about it."

Denny's appreciation of anything any-
one does for him is legend among his

friends. Not long ago he and his wife,
Lillian, gave a party. The bartender they
had engaged for the evening failed to
show up. Denny was behind the bar,
working like a beaver, when some friends
arrived whom Lillian did not know very
well so she called Denny to introduce
them around. "Here, Johnny," he called
to another friend, "take over for a few
minutes, will you?"
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dresses and men's shirts.

2. Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop

perspiration safely.

3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval

Seal of the American Institute of

Laundering — harmless to fabric. Use
Arrid regularly.
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advise
Lysol solution.

Used for
douching
It's antiseptic-

cleanses and
deodonzes

Checlc these facts with your Doctor

Douche regularly and thoroughly
with forree* Lysol solution. Itslow
"surface tension" means greater
epivading power; reaches more
deeply into folds and crevices to
search out germs. Non-caoslic—
Lysol is gentle in proper dilution.

Powerful— Lysol is an efficient ger-

micide. Economical— small bottle

makes almost 4 gallons of solu-

tion. Cleanly odor— disappears
after use. Deodorizes effectively.

Lasting— keeps full strength
even when imcorked.

FOR FEMININE HYGIENE USE

BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

For new FREE Booklet (in plain wrapper) about Feminine Hygiene, send postcard or

letter to Dept. A-45. Address: Lehn & Fink, 683 Fifth Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

More people began arriving and when
the evening was over Johnny was still

behind the bar. Early next morning
Denny phoned him. "When I asked you
(jo watch the bar for a few minutes," he
explained remorsefully, "I didn't intend
you to get stuck there and have to work
for your entertainment. But I got busy
and I just forgot about you. Could you
and your wife go to the Mocambo with
us tonight? I know you won't have to
work there and you ought to liave some
sort of a party for all your trouble."

His loyalty to his friends is equally
well known. The friends he has today
are the same he had five or six years ago,
plus the few new ones he has made. Un-
like most Hollywood actors, his circle of
friends does not change according to the
picture he is working on. He and James
Cagney have been friends for years.

When butter was first put on the ration
list Mrs. Cagney remarked that she
didn't know how she would manage with
two small children to feed. Dennis left

on a bond-selling tour. When the tour
was over he took a few days off to visit

some old friends in Minnesota. They
lived out in the country and kept a
couple of cows. As they were not in the
dairying business, they gave Dennis five

pounds of butter. He had it packed in

dry ice and expressed it to the Cagneys
with a note: "I hope this will help out."
That was two months later. There are
not many people in Hollywood who re-

member their friends' troubles two
weeks.

He goes duck hunting every year and I

don't recall a year sine? I've known him
that, on his return, he hasn't called and
said, "Do you want me to send you a

duck or would you rather come out and
gnaw a bone with us.''"

His favorite sports are hunting and
fishing and he is never quite so happy
as when he is in the woods. He is an
excellent shot and almost as good a fish-

erman. I stupidly asked him once
(never having had a pole in my hands
in my life) if fishing required much
skill. He looked at me queerly, as though
I was some sort of freak from another
world. When he had satisfied himself I

wasn't dead-panning him, he explained
tliat even still fishing required a great

deal of skill and that a good fly-caster

was an artist. He then launclied into a
dissertation on different kinds of flies,

baits, rods, technique, etc., etc., that left

me gasping and wondering if he hadn't

missed his vocation. He should have
been a professor or a sporting goods
salesman.

He is proficient in most sports: golf,

tennis, horseback riding, football: but, as

he puts it, "Til never be a runner-up for

championship in any of them."

From camping out so much he has
learned to wield a pretty mean skillet

and can throw together a right tasty

meal. '".'Vs long as they don't start asking
for fancy salads and desserts," he
qualifies.

Anotlier time I asked him how he
thought Hollywood had changed him.
"Well," he vouchsafed, "when I first

came out here I was punctuality personi-

fied. Now, I'm always late, no matter
where I'm going. I do always manage
to phone to say I'm going to be late but
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that doesn't excuse me. I don't know if

it's because we live so far out in tiie

country now or if it's because the dis-

tances around here are so tremendous,

but I'm never on time. And out of that

lias come another cliange. I hate a liar

worse than anything on eartii and yet I

catch myself constantly telling silly little

lies to excuse my tardiness. The minute

I've told them, I realize how stupid it

was and wonder why I couldn't just

have said, 'Don't ask me why I'm late.

It was just carelessness. Go on and give

me hell but I honestly didn't mean to

keep you waiting.' And the funny part

of it is, I hate tardiness, too.

"Another way I've changed is that I've

become a procrastinator. It used to be
when I had something to do I went
ahead and got it over with. Now, I put

it off until it simply can't be put off any
longer. I'll tell my kid to do something
and ten minutes later I'll find him sit-

ting on the floor tinkering with some-
thing. I'll say, 'Didn't I tell you to do
so and so.'' He'll come back with 'Yes,

^
dad. Just let me finish this. It won't

I

take fifteen minutes.' I'll start to give

i
him what for and then realize he is

j

merely following the example I've set.

j "One way in which I've changed for

the better is that when I first came out
here Hollywood went to my head like a
glass of champagne. I don't mean I got

the big head or became temperamental

j
but I thought the biggest dividend Hol-

' lywood paid was that everyone knew
I you. You could go into a crowded res-

!
taurant and they would find a table for

you no matter how many people might

,[

be waiting who were there before you.

In other words, even a very moderate
success such as I had had, was a pass-

port to FUN. If you went to a party

j

people made a fuss over you and it's

I

human nature to enjoy being noticed.

But it didn't take me long to realize that

I

because people crowd around you doesn't

necessarily mean they like you. Now
we rarely go to night clubs or public

places for amusement. We either have
a few close friends in to our house or

1
we go to theirs."

His sincerity is in keeping with his

loyalty. I inquired if he had ever given

the cast and crew a party at the end
of the picture. "No," he answered
promptly. "I'd much rather treat them
with consideration while we're working
and help out the people who need help

I

than to ignore them and their wants,
act like a heel generally and then try

to smooth things over when the picture

j

is finished by throwing a party for them
so they won't talk about me."

!
His disposition is as even—his good

li humor as unfailing—as anyone's I have
ever met. I have never seen him when
his temp)er was ruffled or his spirits at

an ebb. He and Barbara Stanwyck
rioted all through "Christmas in Con-
necticut." He is wrapped up heart and

I soul in music and will sing at the drop
of a hat. In fact, if a person isn't care-

ful he sings anyhow. Once he stuck his

head in Barbara's dressing room- when
I was visiting her. "Would you like me
to sing you a few selections from 'The
Desert Song'?" he inquired cheerfully.

"Morgan," retorted Miss Stanwyck pur-

posefully, "if I see you so much as draw

LARAINE DAY, STARRING IN M-G M'S"KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY'

One miracle cream to cherish your skin

forever! To do so much more for you

than cold and cleansing cream can do

!

You'll know when you feel your skin

respond to its cleansing, softening,

smoothing effects. Use it as a powder

base; as a night cream against dryness.

And only Woodbury has "Stericin",

purifying the cream in tlie jar, helping

protect against blemish-causing germs.

For new beauty, try Complete Beauty

Cream now. 10(^ to $1.25, plus tax.
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.Jd LOSING 6!) POUNDS
— says Mrs. Dorothy Waters

oj Pitman, ISew Jersey

HI
AVE YOU any idea what

Before

"/ had to do something about

my weight," says Mrs. Waters,

pounds lighter? To me it

means a freedom from wor-

ry and weariness such as I

hadn't known in years. It

means buying a size 14

dress instead of a 44—with
a wider selection, smarter

styles, lower prices and no

alterations. It means hear-

ing my husband say it's a

thrill just to walk down the

street with me. It means

that my housework, a tedi-

ous burden before, is now
done easily and quickly.

"As soon as I started my
"and thought I could work out DuBarry Success Course at

my own diet and exercises. I

lost ten pounds, but not an-

other ounce. That's when I de-

cided there must be something

special about theDuBarrySuc-
cess Course— and there is!"

home, things began to hap-

pen. The first week I lost 7

pounds, then 3 pounds ev-

ery week until I had gone

from 187 to 122.

"But my weight loss and
figure improvement are not the whole story. Friends

remark on the improved appearance of my skin, the

styling of my hair, my skill in make-up. One great sat-

isfaction was that my doctor approved the plan and was
amazed at my progress each time I went for a check-up.

He tells me now that I have a school-girl figure.

"Yes, this is what the DuBarry Success Course has

meant to me. I'd gladly have paid five times its cost."

HOW ABOUT YOU?
The Success Course is a success because it is a three-

way plan—"eating as a beauty eats," simple, enjoyable

exercises, and the proper use of co-related DuBarry
Beauty and Make-up Preparations. You get an analysis

of your individual needs, a goal to work for, and a pro-

gram for attaining it. You follow at home the same
methods used by Ann Delafield at the famous Richard
Hudnut Salon, New York. And it works! The experi-

ence of more than 190,000 women and girls of all ages

from 12 to 60 has proved that it can help you to look

better, feel better, have the vitality you need for social

and business success, for strenuous wartime living.

After

MRS. WATERS' MEASUREMENTS
Before After Change

Wgieht 18/ lbs. 122 lbs. -65 lbs.

Height

42"
571/2"
35"Bust - 7"

Waist m" 21" -81/2"
Abdomen 45" 301/2"

36"
-141/2"
- 9"Hips 45"

Thigh 21" 22" - 5'

When this Course has
meant so much to so many,
why not use the coupon to

find out, without obliga-

tion, what itcan do foryou ?

Ann Delafield, Directing

Accepted for advertising in publicelions

of the American Medical Association
I Richard Hudnut Salon,

I
Dept. SS-66, 693 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.

j
Please send the booklet telling all about

the DuBarry Home Success Course.

Guaro^ed by
.Good Housetioeping .

Miss
Mrs._

Street^

With your Course you receive a Chest

containing agenerous supplyof DuBarry
Beauty and Make-up Preparalioiu.

I
City-

Si deep breath I'll slit your gullet!" "Oh,"
replied Mr. Morgan pleasantly, "well,
some other time."

Another illustration of his good humor
and generosity is the case of the sailor he
picked up just before Christmas. The
boy was hitch-hiking and Denny stopped
to give him a lift. The sailor was walking
with a cane and one hand was missing.
He was just back from the South Pacific,

he explained, and was here on a holiday
leave. Denny promptly invited him for

Christmas dinner. "Thanks," was the
grateful response, "I don't know anyone
here and it wouldn't have been much of

a holiday for me without that. I'm not
going home," he added, "because my
moih.er and father were killed in an auto-
mobile accident the day I landed."
Denny drove him back to his hotel

after Christmas dinner. After he dropped
the lad he got to thinking: "Poor kid
Just lost his parents, doesn't know any-
one here and all crippled up to boot."

He turned his car around and went back
to the hotel. "Why don't you come spend
your leave with us.''" he suggested and
the sailor forthwith and immediately
moved out to the Morgan house.
Denny took him everywhere and in-

troduced him to every one he met. One
of the people to whom he introduced him
happened to be a columnist who ran an
item about the boy and Denny's big-

heartedness. Next morning Denny was
awakened by a man from the F.B.I, who
had read the paper. "That hero," the

detective began, "is definitely NOT a
hero. That's not his name, he isn't en-

titled to wear the Purple Heart, he
hasn't been in the South Pacific, his par-

ents weren't killed, he's not lame, he
hasn't lost a hand (he wears it taped
back) and he's a deserter from the navy
in San Francisco. I'll have to take

him in."

"My house guest.''" Denny ejaculated.

"Your house guest," the detective as-

sured him gravely. "You want to see him
before we leave?"

"No, I guess not," Denny answered.
"It might embarrass him."
The wire services got hold of it and

every paper in the country carried a

squib about it. The studio publicity de-

partment phoned him. "You mind if we
make something of this?" they queried.

"We can get some publicity for the pic-

ture but it might make you look like

something of a chump."
"Go ahead," Denny told them. "If I

act like a chump I have to expect to be

treated like one."

The ribbing he took at his golf club

was merciless. Everyone greeted him
either by limping or by doubling back a

hand.

Denny laughed at each greeting as

heartily as though it was the first time

he had had that pulled on him.

The heartbreak he suffered when Allan

Jones' voice was dubbed in for the

"Pretty Girl" number, as well as the

other disappointments he suffered during

his early struggles to make a place for

himself in pictures, have left their mark
on him. There probably is no established

star in the business more eager to lend

a helping hand to newcomers. In fact,

he offered to make a test with one of

the girls who is now one of the big stars
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on the Warner lot when she was up for

her first contract with that studio. Oddly

enough, success, instead of sharpening

the girl's appreciation, has only dimmed
her memory. She doesn't remember a

tiling about it!

It has always been an anomaly to me
that despite the twelve weeks layofl' all

contract players receive each year, they

raise cain if tliey aren't given two or

three weeks off between each picture (on

full salary, of course) in which to rest

up and quiet their shattered nerves. But
I

the minute they start freelancing, when
their pay is cmtingent upon the time

;

they work, they invariably develop

ncr\es of iron and never need a day of!

if they can p'^ssibly be working.

I mentioneil this to Denny. He
grinned. "There may be something in

what you say," he confessed. "For my
part, I have never had that trouble. I

got so few parts my first few years that

it seems as though I can never get

enough parts now to make up for it.

They've kept me working ' so steadily,

some years I haven't even had my
twelve weeks. But I don't believe any
one can honestly say they have ever

heard me scjuawk about being over-

worked."
His memory is fair as far as names

and faces are concerned, but he cannot
remember dates. When he does acci-

dentally remember one he invariably

connects it with the wrong event. Lil-

lian has a birthday either the day before

or the day after WashLugton's, but he
can't recall which. His son's birthday
is either Sept. 5th or Sept. 10th. He
can't keep straight in his mind which it

is because the other date marks his wed-
ding anniversary. In order to avoid re-

criminations he buys the presents for

both events about Sept. 1st. '"Look,

dear," he'll explain to Lillian with studied
carelessness, "here's your anniversary
present. You might as well be enjoying
it now instead of having to wait for

THE DAY. And by the way, will you
put this with Stan's other birthday
presents?"

Lillian has long since seen through this

ruse and resigned herself to it. When
the anniversary rolls around, she smiles

sweetly and asks if he's sorry he mar-
ried her. Then he knows which day it is.

He is an avid newspaper reader. He
reads page one thoroughly then skips to
Dick Traci/. From Dick he turns to the
editorials, then back to page one to see

if he has skipped anything and tlien on
to the sports page.

He prefers the phonograph to the radio
and usually plays a few symphonies be-
fore retiring. Occasionally, if he has a

Caruso record on the machine he sings

along with it to assure himself that his

high nites are just as good as Caruso's,
even though, so far, he has never found
anyrne wlio agrees with him. #

Despite his even disposition, he is not
exactly what you would call stolid or

phlegmatic. He can't sit s^^il! very Ions;

at a time, is constantly fidgeting and
running his hand through his hair or

pulling at his ear, and squirming gen-
erally. But his mother loves him and so,

as a matter of fact, do most of the peo-
ple who know him well. He's quite a
guy, is our Mr. Morgan.

FOR SMART WOMEN

WHAT'S YOUR MAKE-UP TIMETABLE?

Some girls seem to reach for tlicir lip-

sticks about once every hour. Not you,

of course! You're different. You use

longer-lasting Tangee Satin-Finish Lip-

stick. It holds all sorts of "endurance

records"— clings to your lips for many

extra hours.

WHAT ARE TODAY'S SMARTEST LIP-

STICK COLORS? Don't answer this one

until you see Tangee's exciting new

colors. There's Tangee Red-Red— bold,

dark and handsome. Tangee Theatrical

Red — it dramatizes your lips! Tangee

Medium-Red -the fashionable new

shade that goes with everything.

WHEN DO LIPS LOOK JUST RIGHT?

-J
When they're not too dry—or too moist.

y Avoid these extremes by using Tangee

Satin-Finish Lipstick. Its exclusive

cream base protects against chapping

and dryness— yet does not smear.

WHAT'S HER NAME? This is Constance Luft Huhn, one of America's best

known authorities on beauty and make-up, Head of the House of Tangee.

Mrs. Huhn's cosmetic masterpiece—Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick—gives

your Hps a soft satin-smooth gleam that adds greatly to their loveliness.

seJauqeb
and see how heautiful voii can oe
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See and feel your skin become

fresher, dearer, younger-textured!

I don't just SAY that Lady Esther

4-Purpose Face Cream does wonder-

ful things for your skin. I prove it-

prove it by means of the "Patch Test"!

Just choose a part of your face that

is too oily, or too dry— or where you
have a few blackheads or big pores.

Rub Lady Esther Face Cream on that

one part of your face, and wipe it off.

Wipe it oS completely. Then see how

that patch of skin takes on new fresh-

ness and clarity! Touch it— feel it!

Feel how the dry rough flakes are

gone!

What happens to that one patch of

skin will happen to your entire face

when you use Lady Esther Face
Cream. For it does the 4- things your

skin needs most for beauty! (1) It

thoroughly cleans your skin. (2) 7*

softens your skin. (3) It helps nature

refine the pores. (4) It leaves a

smooth, perfect base for powder.

There's Magic In Margaret

Continued from page 21

next day was a Saturday and no school,

I did, and looked around for her. There
were so many little girls there with pig-

tails and bows on them just Hke Margaret
wears, only none of them turned out to

be the right girl. It was very puzzling
for a little while, as they all looked like

her from the back, but not in the faces.

My mother says when she was a girl

there was a lady named Irene Castle
who bobbed her hair, and so all the other
girls bobbed theirs. Now Margaret seems
to have made a new fashion with her
braids, and all the other girls copy her.

We did some magic tricks before lunch.

Margaret loves magic. She had one trick

and showed me how to do it. I had two
tricks. When I wanted to show her the
secret of the second one her face got
very serious. "I don't think you should
tell me how to do the second trick. I

only showed you how to do one. It

wouldn't be fair to you!" Imagine a lit-

tle girl of eight being so nice. She looked
so worried, so of course I did show her.

I knew she was anxious to know.
She showed me a slipper she was mak-

ing, like the magic one Judy Garland
wore in "The Wizard Of Oz." She just

took an old pair of red velvet bedroom
slippers and sewed gold sequins from
an old belt her mother gave her on them.
It took her all the trip from California

in all her spare moments. She still had to

sew sequins on the mate, and decided she

would get blue ones for that. "I don't see

why they have to both be aUke," she

said. "It's easy to have slippers that

match." Maybe Margaret will start a
new style in unmatching slippers.

She was busy with her canary too on
the train. She brought it in a wooden
cage, because she didn't have a regular

kind. The bird was used to being out-

doors in the wooden one, so Margaret
said she just unhooked the whole thing

and carried it along.

Margaret trained him in the train com-
partment not to fly away. He flies all

over the apartment now, and often comes
to light on Margaret's shoulder. While
she was drawing a picture of a glamor
girl for me, he came and sat there. He will

eat right out of her hand, sitting on her

forefinger. His name, I guess I mean her

name, is Francesca.

Margaret has a Chinese cocker span-

iel at home, and she wants a collie some
day, one just like Lassie. She showed me
a beautiful pin made of diamonds and
sapphires and pearls Lionel Barrymore
gave her which she wears on the lapel of

her coat. It belonged to Mr. Barrymore 's

grandmother, who was a famous actress

named Ellen Drew. It was a "friendship

ring" bef(3re he had it made into the pin.

Another piece of jewelry she wears and
likes very much is a St. Christopher

medal. It is a locket on a gold chain.

I heard Margaret's mother talking to

the grownups during lunch, and she said

the first time she came to stop at the

Waldorf Margaret was only eight months
old. She was a very good baby and didn't

cry, which was a good thing, because Mrs.

O'Brien thought maybe they wouldn't

Make the jJ^^P^'Tonight!
See with your own eyes the difference Lady Esther

Face Cream makes in your skin! Make the "Patch

Test"—and compare the results with the results you

get from any cream you've ever used, regardless of

price! The proof's in your own mirror. Make the

"Patch Test" and compare!

^^(5^ 4-Purpose Face Cream
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let small babies into the hotel. She didn't

have much money then, and she wanted

to help her sister Marissa get a job

dancing at the Waldorf. They had a

small room for the three of them and

sneaked Margaret in. Margaret didn't

even have a carriage or a baby pen, and
Mrs. O'Brien woulfl carry her out to the

park for fresh air every day.

I thought, "Now Margaret is back at

the same hotel only this time in a big

apartment, and instead of iiaving to sneak

her in Mrs. O'Brien must be very proud

and want to sliow her ofl." But no, she

. still has to sneak her in, because of the

peojile who stand and wait outside for

lier autograph! And the hotel people must
certainly be glad to have her there now.
Maybe they even were when she was a

baby before she was famous. I guess she

was a lovely baby, too. Anyway, that

time, they did let her stay when they

found out about her and her auntie got

the job.

Margaret likes to play Indians. One
time she had a big massacre in her play-

room, she scalped all her dolls. We liad

some Indian headdresses and Margaret's

mother made a wigwam for us right there

in the living room. She took three blank-

ets from Margaret's bed, and draped
them over a big standing lamp, so we
could crawl inside and pretend it was
our wigwam.

Since Margaret got old enough to go

to school, she has been so busy she

hasn't had much time for it, but now she

is going to have a tutor. She writes very

well, when you think she didn't go to

school, and she is much smarter in many
ways than children of her age who do
go. She can speak some Chinese, which

she learned for "Lost Angel," and some
Spanish.

W^hen she and her mother and her

Aunt Marissa visited Mexico City several

months ago, there was a nice lady there

named Guadelupe who took care of Mar-
garet one day when her mother and aunt
went sightseeing. Margaret loves the

name Guadelupe because she is inter-

ested in the famous statue in Mexico of

the Saint of that name. She told me about
it. The story tells about how the Indians

came and they were savage, and then
this figure appeared, with a vision on
it of the Virgin Mary, and Margaret
says you can still see it on the front of

the statue's gown, as plain as anything.

In her bedroom at home, she has
thirty-one statues of St. Guadelupe.
These she keeps on one side of the room.
On the other side she has all her stuffed

animals, monkeys, and dogs and rabbits,

and oh, all kinds.

Well, Mrs. O'Brien thouglit it would
be nice to iiave this Spanish lady, the

live one, not the statue, go back to live

with them in California. And Margaret
tliought it would be wonderful to have a

Guadelupe in the house. So it was that

this Mexican lady who cannot speak one
word of English, and who thought she

would never go anywhere outside of

Mexico, was at the Waldorf too in New
^ork. I guess she thinks Margaret is a
fairy princess for fair.

After lunch Margaret had to go to the
Capitol Theater to make a personal ap-
pearance and to recite the Nativity
i-peech from her latest picture, "Our

HAIR
made lovely again

See how much more you can do with your hair,

how much more your hair can do for you . . .

after an Admiracion shampoo. Be through with

your hair problem! Dirt. loose dandruff, soap

film float away . . . and there is all your hair's natural,

shining softness! When it looks and feels like that,

your hair is so quick and easy to fix that it's fun . . .

and your hair's more fun to show off too!

Admiracion Shampoo, at home or at your hairdresser's

. . . red carton for the no-lather type,

green carton for the foamy type.
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Don't risk losing the feminine daintiness

that's yours naturally. Yes, your prettiest

dress can ruin it all . . . by catching and

holding under-arm perspiration odor.

Stop this threat before you dress with fast-

acting, long-lasting ODORONO . . . the new
cream deodorant that protects you

faster than you can slip on your slip.

The new ODORONO Cream Deodorant
contains science's most effective per-

BE JUSr AS SWEET AFTER YOU DRSS% WITH

spiration stopper . . . protects up to three

days. Does not irritate your skin. Can

be used after shaving. Does not harm

fine fabrics, or turn gritty in jar. No
waiting to dry.

So before you think of what dress to

wear . . . think of your Sweet Self.

Change to new, snowy-white ODORONO
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Vines Have Tender Grapes." I felt very
pleased as I sat in the audience to think
I had just spent two hours with her. We
made a pact before I left. She said: "How
will I know you are surely in the audi-
ence.'"' I said: "After everybody has
stopped applauding, I will applaud extra
and you will know who it is." Margaret
said that would be our signal, and she
would give an extra bow, and that would
be just for me, only it would be our
secret and nobody would know it but us.

At the Capitol she was dressed in a
little dark blue coat and hat trimmed
with red. She looked so tiny on the big
stage. Well, the applause lasted so long
after she finished her speech, I was afraid
she would be off the stage before I was
able to make my signal to her. As the
applause finally died down, I did clap
three times, loud, as we had arranged,
and she started to do "my" bow, only
the audience started more applause and
Margaret had to do more bows, and
every time the applause almost stopped
and I tried to make my three claps stand
out so she would hear, the audience
would start up again, and Margaret
would have to bow and bow.
We drove up Broadway before drop-

ping her at the stage door and as we
passed the Astor Theater where "Meet
Me In St. Louis" was playing, I thought
I would tease her. I said, "There is a girl

in that picture I like very much. Can you
guess who it is?" Margaret pretended to

be guessing very hard. "Judy ^Garland?"
she asked. "Well, I like her," I said, "but
she is not the girl I mean." Margaret
pretended to be thinking hard again.

"Mary Astor!" she said. Then she turned
to me and her face broke into a big smile

and her eyes twinkled like anything. She
knew very well who I meant, but she

can tease too.

One thing that worried me. I wondered
if Margaret isn't very sad when she has
to cry in pictures, so I asked her. "Yes,"
she said, "I have to be sad then, but I

love to cry when I'm acting. Only thing,"

she added, "I wish I were twins. Then my
twin could do all the radio programs
and the news pictures and I could just

relax and make moving pictures."

She told me she thought George Wash-
ington's House was very nice in Mount
Vernon. She went to see it when she
visited Washington, D. C, for the March
of Dimes. "In Mrs. Washington's bed-

room door there was a little hole. It was
for the cat to climb in and out. I wish

I had a hole in my bedroom door like

that for Maggie," she said. Maggie is

her dog, you know, and I think Mrs.
O'Brien had better watch the woodwork
when she gets home.
Her mother told some of the growm-

ups about something Mrs. Roosevelt said.

It seems a number of children, relatives

of the Roosevelts, were all waiting for a

party to start. This was in the White
House. The children got fidgety and
squirmed around. But Margaret sat very

still. Mrs. Roosevelt said, "How is it they

are so impatient while Margaret is so

patient?" And Margaret said, "Patient!

Oh, if you only knew!"

But I think she is, because they say

patience is a virtue, and it seems to me
Margaret must have all the virtues

there are for a little girl to have.
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Joshua in Hollywood

Continued from page 43

has changed. Hi's hair is just as red

(still unstreaked with gray) , his tastes

—

but read on and see lor yourself. 'I'ime

has really stood still for him.

When he came out here lie didn't like

night clubs. He still doesn't. So tar as

I know he has been in the Mocambo
perhaps once. His attendance at Giro's,

the Trocadero and other spots that have

burgeoned and faded in that period, have

been of a like frequency—or infrequency.

Years ago he came to the conclusion

he wasn't seeing as much of old friends

as he would like to, so he, Pat O'Brien,

Spencer Tracy, Ralpii Bellamy, Frank
McHugh and one or two others formed

a supper club to meet once a week. They
still meet once a week. On one occasion

they dined at The Beachcombers. P'ind-

ing no dessert on the menu to their

liking, the tribe strolled down Hollywood
Boulevard to an ice cream parlor. The
proprietress was like to have swooned
when five tough guys of the screen

sauntered in and, to a man, ordered hot

fudge sundaes with marslimallow and
w'hipped cream topping.

People meeting him, in those early

days, after viewing one of his tough

screen characterizations, were astounded

to learn he didn't drink. Fifteen years

have developed no taste in him for any-

thing stronger than a very occasional

glass of sherry.

When he first arrived in Hollywood
he w'as always on a diet. He still is.

Obesity runs in his family. 'T can look at

a ham sandwich and put on five pounds,"

he complained once. When he goes on a

diet he sticks to it, although I crossed

him up once when he and his wife

Billie came to my place for dinner. For
dessert, I offered them a nut torte iced

with chocolate. 'Tt has no flour, no but-

ter, and no milk in it," I explained, "so

you can dig in."

"What's it made of then?" he inquired

suspiciously.

"Rye crisp crumbs and orange juice,"

I informed him.
"Oh, you can eat it then," Billie con-

ceded.

Jimmie dug in rapturously and, on
leaving, asked for a piece to take home,
which I gladly gave him, not feeling it

necessary to mention the eggs, sugar

and nuts that were also present in huge
quantities.

Stardom came during his first year in

pictures and he has been among the first

ten at the box office ever since, though
he has never cared for acting and took

it up only because he has a flair for it

and saw in it a quick way to make big

money. "You take a fine ballet dancer

or a great pianist or violinist and you
know there are years and years of work
behind it. That's something worth while."

"Actors spend years and years, too,

perfecting their art," I argued.

"Do they?" he countered. "What kind

of business is this when Blank and Blank
(he mentioned two of the biggest stars

in the business) are given tlie Academy
.4ward? That is supposed to be given

for great performances. Neither of those

girls could give a great performance.
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The performances that won those Oscars

were great only for them. Any real ac-

tress would have been ashamed of them.
For the most part, the great stars in

this business are far from being the great

actors in it." (And there are very many
actors who agree with Jimmy's premise.)

Critical as he is where anything per-

taining to pictures or stage is concerned

there is no one quicker or more unstinted

with his praise when he feels it is de-

served. Although they know each other

only very slightly, he is an ardent

Crosby fan and stoutly maintains Bing
is one of the few—if not the only genius

in the business.

Jimmy never felt any crying need in

those long-gone days to "get away from
it all" between pictures. He still doesn't.

Once he rented a cottage at Carmel for

a month (where I visited them) but it

was merely to be near his friend, the

late Lincoln Steffens. When Steffens was
called to Boston on business, Cagney saw
no further occasion for loitering in Car-
mel and returned almost immediately to

Hollywood.
Latterly, he got himself a farm on

Cape Cod but it was because he enjoyed
the life there—the peace and quiet. When
the Cape Cod Chamber of Commerce
got busy and exploited the place, Jimmy
turned his farm over to the War De-
partment, later selling it outright.

From riding on his grandfather's barge

when he was a kid, he developed an
urge toward water. As soon as he could

afford it he bought himself an eighty-
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foot sailboat. The fact that he got
deathly sick every time he boarded it

made no difference. Almost every week-
end found him out sailing. When he
reached the point where he became sea-

sick only about once out of every four

times, he was practically delirious with
joy. With the advent of the war and the
ban on pleasure cruising, he sold the
boat. As soon as the restrictions were
relaxed a little he bought himself a
smaller one he can sail himself.

In those early years, when he was
living in the first house -he had ever
owned, the first thing he did on receiving

a bonus from Warner Brothers for "good
behavior" was to have a pool put in. I

dropped in once and found him lying

on tihe edge of the pool, basking in the
sun. "Boy, this is the life," he grunted,
lazily opening one eye and almost im-
mediately closing it again.

"You like it, huh?" I replied, thinking
he was referring to Hollywood and the
so-called "easy money" he was making.

"Yeah," he admitted. "No studio, no
turmoil, no strangers, no worries. Just
lie here in the sun and drowse and
think."

"What do you think about?" I asked
curiously.

"Nothing very ponderous," he vouch-
safed. "Don't have to now. No worries.

Not many people."

His tastes are just as simple today. A
few years ago he built a home far off

the road in a remote section of town.
It consisted of twelve acres. Recently
he purchased the adjoining estate of four-

teen acres which had a training track
for horses on it, slightly less than a
quarter of a mile. The day we met for

this interview he was half an hour late.

He had been building a fence around the

track and couldn't tear himself away
from it. He, himself, dug the post-holes

and set the posts. Nothing very remark-
able about it, but there are not many
with Jim's income who would do hard
manual labor like that when they could
pay to have it done.

Years ago, when he first began furnish-

ing his home, he became an antique
addict. Thorough in whatever he under-
takes, he immediately got himself a small

library on antiques which he studied

assiduously so he would know what he
was getting. Today there are few dilet-

tante collectors in Hollywood with his

knowledge of the subject.

His new home has no pool. "Too many
acquaintances began dropping by the old

place," he explained. "The people I'm
really interested in drop by anyhow, and
the lack of a pool and tennis court keeps

most of the others away."

He has a positive way of speaking that

leaves you with the impression his is the

last word that can be said on any subject.

No one could have been more surprised

than he when I remarked on it. "Holy
smoke!" he ejaculated. "It must be a

trick of speech I haven't overcome. I'm

wrong in my views as often as I'm right."

Positive as he is in his opinions on
many subjects, there is no one who
changes his mind more quickly than

Jim when he sees a new angle. One night

at his home we were jabbering away
about a lot of inconsequential things

when the radio announcer said selections
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would be played from "The Prince of

Pilsen. "Jim," I asked, "would you

mind if we keep quiet for a few minutes?

I'd like to hear this."

Jim agreeably maintained a tomblike

silence until the music stopped. "Imag-

ine!" he exploded when it was over.

"A whole generation of people were

entertained with claptrap hke that!"

(He was referring more to the libretto

than the music.) "It's horrible!"

"It's not horrible," I denied vehe-

mentlj'. "It's wonderful to think life

could ever have been so simple people

could have transported themselves into

another world and believed those fairy

tales whUe they were being performed."

Months later I happened in on a con-

versation between Jim and one of his

realistic friends. Word for word, he was
giving his friend my argument.
Another time we were talking of age.

"Heaven hefp the gu\ ,\ho is middle-aged

and still ctiases chickens instead of wo-

men his own age—and vice versa," he

said.

"Probably a desperate attempt to cling

to youth," I commented.
"Why should an^^one want to cling

to youth?" he demanded.
"Don't you?" I persisted.

"I?" he exclaimed incredulously.

"Heck, no! Do you think I want to go

t!irougA aU those growmg pains again?

Fave those sillj', half-baked ideas about
things?"

"I feel sorry for you," I said. "I can't

imagine anything more wonderful than
being able to spend your whole life being

twenty or twenty-one. Look at those

fresh eager young faces! Emotions so

keen, life so full of zest that if someone
you're fond of inadvertently snubs you
life looks as black as the pit for at least

a few days or a week. Can you imagine
we could get worked up into a transport

of joy over the mere prospect of spend-

ing an evening at a night club or dancing?

Allien you're our age does anything
matter very much? Does anything,

except perhaps death, stir your emotions
very deeply?"

It was only a short time later I over-

heard Jimmy expressing those very sen-

timents to someone- else and he had, I am
sure, completely forgotten he had ever

felt any other way.

Matter-of-fact though he appears on
the surface, he has a very deep and
tender underlying side. His affection and
regard for his wife is beautiful—the envy
of most of her friends. His love for his

adopted children—particularly the boy
—is exalting.

"Allien I was going overseas for the

USO and coming back." he told me, "the
cnly thing I was frightened of was the
fear something might happen that I

wouldn't see him again. I used to lie in

my bunk at night and feel his arms
around my neck—hear him whispering
his prayers."

That from the tough guy of the screen

—the fellow who used to go around
socking women or squashing gTapefruits

in their faces! And yet, as I look back,
it seems to me he must have had those
same warm, inner wells of emotion even
then. I guess at that he was right: Holly-
wood hasn't changed him. As for Joshua,
time has stood still for Jimmy.
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secret?' Or I throw it away with a crack
hne hke 'Listen, pals, here's the low-
down—I'm secretly married to Errol
Flynn!' Or I tell them, 'I'm not quite

sure myself what's going on—I didn't

know about it until I read it in the

papers!"

Bacall paused for a moment, looked
at me levelly and added, "There is really

nothinfj more I can say about it now.
Except that it is a matter to be discussed

hetiveen Bogey and me."
The day I lunched with Bacall, in her

suite at the Hotel Gotham in New York,
she was paying her first visit to her

hometown since she had left it, a little

more than a year ago, for Hollywood.
Where everything happened to her.

Where so much happened to her, in so

short a space of time, that any other

twenty-year-old less fearless, less honest,

less herself and the-hell-with-it, would
be doing mental cart-wheels and emo-
tional tail-spins.

Not Bacall. A trifle "bewildered," ad-

mittedly, but taking it, for the most part,

in her easy, indolent, slightly arrogant

stride, she even showed consideration for

the plight of this reporter who was faced

with the embarrassing necessity of asking

her embarrassingly personal questions,

by saying, "I know you have a story to

write, pal. Pages to fill. But there is

nothing I can say now. If I could, I

would."

And so, if possible, she would. And
so, as much as possible under the ob-

viously tongue-tying circumstances, she

did.

Betty Bacall left New York, practi-

cally an unknown. Some modeling for

Harper s Bazaar; two small parts in two
plays. "Franklin Street," which died a

few days after it was born, and "Johnny
Two-By-Four," which was never born

at all, had been the Alpha and Omega of

her professional activities. At the train

to see Betty—and her mother—off for

Hollywood were three or four pals from

her gang in the Village where, on Bank
Street, the Bacalls had been living. Tlie

kids tossed a couple of books and a

pound of candy into her lap, wished her

luck and waved her bye-bye.

Lauren Bacall came back, the little

more than a year later, headline news.

Hollywood, having seen lier first picture,

"To Have And Have Not," had come
down with such a fever as it had not run

since Garbo's first film was previewed.

Whereupon the Warner Brothers, de-

lirious with happiness, cast her at once

in her second picture, "The Big Sleep."

again teamed with Bogey. For the past

six to eight months, scarcely a magazine
or Hollywood column has appeared with-

out stories about Bacall. pictures of Ba-
call, or both. Labelled "The Look,"
Bacall has been—and is, currently—the

focal point of more interest, excitement,

conjecture, gossip and rumors than any
other six stars rendered into one. Of the

rumors, tlie most consistent and colorful

was that Bogey's interest in the sultry

"Slim" was not confined to sound stages.

Then came news of Bogart's separation

from Mayo, and his frank statement of
his feelings for Bacall.

So, in the same station where three
or four had gathered to speed her de-
parture, Bacall stepped into fans who
swarmed, reporters who stormed her,

cameras that clicked like crazy. As a
first experience of what it really means
to be a celebrity, and that most celebri-

tous of celebrities, a movie star, with
the added "Plus" of finding herself the
heroine of a headline romance, it must
have been staggering.

But Bacall was standing up to it. She
sat across from me at luncheon (she'd

ordered wienies on boiled potatoes, cold

slaw on the side, two chocolate eclairs

for dessert and, in ease replacements
were needed, a fat Napoleon) wearing
black slacks, a powder-blue coat, knitted
bedroom slippers. Her gilt-streaked hair

hung carelessly. No makeup.
She said, her eyes covering the hotel

living-room with its crowding baskets
of flowers, the tables stacked with tele-

grams, "I never knew it was going to be
like this. Never knew what it was
going to be like. The phone rings from
75 to 90 times a day. Actual count.
My mother, who doesn't know what to

make of it, as who does, answers and,
no matter who it is—often someone
who asks 'Is Laur-e;!€ there?'—puts them
on. There have been mob scenes. Auto-
graphs, you know. W^hen I can give

them, I always do. Only when I am
going out in the evening and there are

hundreds, I have to skip it. Then I

tell the doorman to ask the kids to leave

their books and I'll do them when I

get back. A couple of kids from Julia

Richmond High where I went to school

came to interview me for the school

paper. When I opened the door, they
were took like with palsy. 'Is there

something so frightening about me that

I make people shake?' I asked them.
It's kind of bewildering," Bacall admit-
ted, "but it's fun. It's kind of fun.

Tliough I can't go strolling in the park,

as I used to.

"In fact, I haven't done any of the

things I 'used to' when I lived in New
York. I haven't done any of the things

I planned to do on this trip. Haven't
had time. The studio has kept me
working on half-hour appointments every
day since I got here. Y'^ou know," Ba-
call grinned, "gals like you, pal!

"I haven't done any shopping. I hope
to, next week. If I make it, I'll buy the

shops out. Because, although I hate to

shop and could never make one of those

24 hours a day jobs of it, I haven't had
time to shop in Hollywood, either, and
need everything from the skin out. Have
no idea what I'll buy. Never 'plan a

wardrobe.' When I do, I never get what
I plan. Never plan anything, come to

that. No good.

"I haven't seen any of my friends.

For the same reason, no time. I haven't

revisited the 'scenes of my childhood.'

And I've seen only one play, with Bogey,
'Harvey.' Oh, boy, it was wonderful!

That Faye guy, he does a dream job."
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I asked, "You and Bogey go out to-

gether?"

Bacall looked honestly surprised. She

said, "Of course we do. We're good

friends, as I told you. Not to go out

with him would be idiotic. Sheer in-

sanity. Phoney."
She said, "Listen to this, pal—the

gossip stuff doesn't bother me. If you
let it get you, you'd end up in an asylum.

There are more bewildering stories going

around. One I heard the other day is

that Bogey isn't well. He's fine. Feels

good. I've been a fan since I could read

words of one syllable and so have read

all the stuff and things said about pic-

ture people for nearly 15 years. Some
of it has been so. Some of it hasn't. So
what.'' Besides, I don't believe it does

you, or perhaps I should say I don't be-

lieve it will do me, any harm. Way I

figure it, on Shirley Temple it wouldn't

be becoming. But on me, considering

the type I turn out to be on the screen,

it's okay. There are bound to be things

said and written about everyone in this

business and if all the things said and
written are too sweet, it makes for an
uninteresting character. So, it doesn't

bother me. It doesn't get me. It hasn't

changed me. Heck, no.

"I said, when I first went to Holly-

wood, that I intended to live my life

my way. I still intend to. I said that I

didn't want a big house, lots of servants,

lots of clothes, the chi-chi. I still don't.

Ma and I live in the same little bird-

cage of an apartment we perched in

when we landed out there. We'll stay

on for awhile. If I had ten million dol-

lars, I wouldn't live in a 40-room house.

Or a .SO-room house. Or a 20-room house.

I like cozy places. Get lost in big ones.

And I always have a favorite room, or a
favorite chair, to sit on. Or sprawl in.

Can't help sprawling.

"It's just as well I feel this way,"
Bacall added, "for I firmly believe that,

after this war, fame, position and money
aren't going to matter. All that's going
to matter is what you've got here,"

Bacall touched her head, "and here," she

touched her heart.

"I said, when I first went to Holly-

wood, that I would like to get married.

So I would. I'd rather act for nothing,

for free, or not act at all, than miss mar-
riage and find myself, ten years from
now, the unhappiest, because the lone-

liest dame that ever lived.

"Nor do I believe in that hanky-panky
about marriage 'interfering' with a career.

Or in reverse. Not if you're sensible

about the marriage. I also said, how-
ever, and still say that I don't want to

get married right away. Being all too

human, if. swept off my feet, I might
jump. But I'd like to take it easy for

awhile. Have some fun. Not that I like

to go out with a different guy every
night. I'm not that kind of a girl. Never
was. And I'm not much for dancing. I

used to be but now I can live beauti-
fully without it. But I'd like to look
around for awhile. Besides, I think I

need a couple more pictures under my
belt.

"In the character I play in 'The Big
Sleep,' there's a slight suggestion of Slim
(the character I played in 'To Have')
but just in spots. It was a tougher part
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to do than Slim because it's a mystery
and I carry the story. So I had to do a lot
of double talking and double thinking.
But now 'The Big Sleep' is over and
done with, and I haven't the vaguest
notion of what I am to do next. There's
been talk of "The Fountainhead' for me.
And I know that, before I left Holly-
wood, Mr. Warner had one or two things
up his sleeve for me, but that's where
he kept them—up his sleeve. I." Bacal!
said, "wouki love to do a comedy—good
and slapsticky.

"But I repeat. I haven't a notion, not
the vaguest, what is going to happen to
me next, on the screen or off. 'It's won-
derful,' Bacall added, laughing, 'I love
life!' "

Why Oberon's Titled

Marriage Failed!

Continued from page 33

and much - too far away for those cas-
ual Sunday dropper-inners. On days
off from "A Song to Remember" she
haunted antique shops, and when she
wasn't busy acting she was busy decor-
ating. As soon as she finished "Dark
Waters" she moved to the beach to
live—and Hollywood lost touch with
Merle Oberon.

During the year, faithful to Sir Alex-
ander's wishes, Merle said nothing about
a separation or a divorce, though -it

meant making a recluse of herself. But
she didn't mind, really. She felt awful
about breaking up her marriage, and
she wanted peace and quiet in which to
think things out. But when Sir Alex-
ander Korda arrived in New York a few
weeks ago she called him over long dis-

tance and again had a serious talk with
him about their future. Sir Alexander
realized the embarrassing position Merle
was in, and agreed that they should
announce their separation, and impend-
ing divorce, immediately. He arrived
in Hollywood a couple of days later,

but went to the Beverly Hills Hotel this

time, and not to Merle's beautiful home
in Bel-Air which she bought four years
ago. But there were no hard feelings

between the two of them. If Hollywood
had hoped for fireworks and big drama-
tic scenes, Hollywood was in for a disap-

pointment. They promptly had dinner
together at the home of their mutual
friends, the William Goetzes, and fearful

that he might be lonely over New Year's
Merle invited him to take her to the
Jack Bennys' party—the first party she
had been to in nearly a year. Everybody
said the Kordas had changed their

minds about a divorce. But they hadn't.

"Alex and I were friends for many
years before we were married," Merle
told me in her dressing room on the
"Night in Paradise'/' set at Universal
Studios. "No one could have a finer

friend. His friendship means everything
to me, it always has, and I am certain

it will continue. I shall always love

and admire him. Ever since I first

met Alex at Wembly in 1932, when I

was a badly frightened extra in one of

his pictures, I have had the greatest

respect and admiration for him. He has



really a brilliant mind, and at the same
time is so gracious and kind and under-

standing. He is truly a very great man.
"We both very much wanted our mar-

riage to work out. But it is difficult for

two people to remain happily married

I

and live 6,000 miles apart. We feel

I awful that we have not been able to

work out separate lives and careers.

I

But Alex's career demands that he spend
nearly all of his time in England, and

j

my career is here in Hollywood. An en-

tire continent and an ocean has sep-

arated us most of the five years we have
!

been married. And during the last two
years, because of the war, Alex has only
been in this country twice. Since the
war started I have been with him in

London for only a few days in 1942

—

when I was finishing up a USO trip with
AI Jolson. It is very difficult for a mar-
riage to last under these conditions.

"I came to Hollywood from London
in 1935. I was very lonely here at first,

but soon I began to love California
dearly. In time I bought a house here,

j

I had my furniture from my house in

j

London shipped here, I made close and
j

dear friends here—in fact I consider
Hollywood my home. This is where I
belong. This is where my career is.

This is where I have a job to do. I feel

that I can benefit my own country, as
well as my adopted country, best by
working here thereby paying taxes both
to England and the- United States. Nat-
urally I am looking forward to the won-
derful post-war days when I can work
in both countries. But in the meantime,
this long-distance marriage of ours is

not fair to Alex. And not fair to me."
Even Merle's harshest critics—and I

always say show me an actress and I'll

show you a critic—cannot accuse Merle
of running out on her husband. If she
divorced him some three years ago when
the Korda fortunes were at low tide
there might have been some cause for
talk. Korda has always had Ziegfeldian
ideas when it comes to producing pic-
tures, and "That Hamilton Woman,"
"Lydia" and "The Jungle Book" cost
him millions of dollars. With England
at war, the source of his income blocked,
and the release of his pictures curbed,
those were dark hours for Korda. But
Merle stood by him, offering him both
inspirational and financial comfort. All
that is changed now. Today it is Merle
who is practically broke, with Uncle
Sam and John Bull splitting her salary
checks two ways. And Korda is again
riding the crest of the wave. Not only
has he been knighted by King George
VI of England, but he has been made
production head of the powerful and
rich Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer studios in
England.
When Korda became Sir Alexander

Korda in 1942, Merle automatically be-
came Lady Korda. And there were those
who said, over their Sunday night lamb
roasts with mint sauce, that Merle never
in a million years would give up that
title. It seems they were wrong. As a
matter of fact, although she was ex-
tremely proud of the honor her country
had bestowed upon her gifted husband
Merle never did fling her title around

—

as other movie stars would have done,
no doubt. She simply continued to be
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LOST: 100 POUNDS!
FOUND: Charm, Loveliness, Vitality!

A year ago Mrs. Fay Hofferek of Krum, Texas, weighed

261 pounds . . . had resigned herself to being fat,

uncomfortable and left out of

things. Today, thanks to Josephine
Lowman's amazing health routine,

Mrs. Hofferek is trim and graceful

... 100 pounds are gone and in their

place is physical charm and loveli-

ness and a new vitality that is the

envy of her friends.

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
Josephine Lowman CAN HeipYou

Yes, Josephine Lowman CAN
help you just as she has helped
thousands of others. You CAN lose

the 15, 25, 35 pounds or more you're

away from figure beauty; you can
achieve the grace and poise of a

truly beautiful woman. And it's so

EASY and INEXPENSIVE that
you can't afford not to follow in the
footsteps of Mrs. Lowman's success-

ful home students! Write today for

her FREE booklet that will show
you YOUR way to beauty.

Josephine Lowman's
Figure-Molding Course
Dept. S-5, 715 Locust St.,

Des Moines, Iowa
Please send me your free, illustrated

booklet: "The Figure You Have Always
Wanted."
Miss
Mrs
Street

City Zone State.

Mrs. HoHcrek

lAFTER
Taking Josephine
Lowman's Course
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INSPIRED THIS DIAMOND DUETTE SET
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DrAMOND RINGS

Remember THIS about Colum-
bia. The diamonds are se-
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quality . . . the styling is

individual and the crafts-

manship superb.

Priced fo meet your means.

ON SALE AT AMERICA'S
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Janet Waldo, young star of CBS
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tills ad with any photo. Enclose only 10c for
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New York Art Service, 200 W. 72 St.. N.Y.C.
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WASTE PAPER
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—and be safe!

NEW-DESIGN SANITARY NAPKINS
GIVE YOU /

New -Design San-Nap-Paks give a

wonderful feeling of comfort, safety.

Made with special "Pink Layers" to

give triple protection! Cotton faced

for comfort— sleek tapered ends. All at

no extra cost. So — say "Sanapak"!

Merle Oberon, actress. People who
wanted to exploit her as Lady Korda
got a cold brush-off. You know some-
thing? I have a strange feeling that Merle
is becoming awfully American.
When Merle first met Alexander

Korda in 1932 he was at that time
London's number one producer. Merle
thought she had just about as much
chance of meeting him as she did the
King. Their meeting, as has been told
before, was in the commissary, or "can-
teen" as they called it, of the British

Independent Studios, where Merle who
had recently arrived from India, and
just about as scared a kid as you've
ever seen, was working as an extra in

a picture called "Aren't We All." A girl

friend, who believed in the influence of

color, had told Merle to wear green

—

that green was her lucky color. Merle
was desperate enough by then to try

anything, so she shot her bankroll, some
fifteen dollars or so, on a green dress.

She was sitting there enjoying her soup
(the cheapest item on the menu) when
suddenly she became aware that a man
had stopped at her table and was smil-

ing down at her. "My name's Alexander
Korda," he said. "What's yours?" When
Merle could stop gawking long enough
to stammer her name he handed her his

card and said, "Give me a ring. We will

discuss a test."

Merle frankly admits that she really

stank up the place in those early tests.

But Korda, noticing her nervousness,

coached her in her lines, suggested im-
provements in her makeup, and by his

kindness gave her the confidence she

needed to forget her innate shyness. A
few years later, as Anne Boleyn in his

brilliant "Henry VIII," Merle proved
herself as an actress. And of cour.se

Hollywood started preparing contracts.

With "Dark Angel" Merle immediately
became a great success in Hollywood. As
money rolled in for her, it rolled out for

Korda.
The Oberon-Korda romance did not

blossom until 1937 when Merle, back
in England, made "The Divorce of Lady
X" for him. She returned to Hollywood
soon afterwards and gave a performance
in "Wuthering Heights" that was a

knockout. Following the preview of that

picture all the Hollywood producers were

trying to sign her for good juicy dra-

matic parts in their pictures. But Merle
was in love. So, kicking a fortune right

in the teeth, she sailed for Europe and
married Korda in Antibes in June, 1939.

After that Merle did her best to

maintain two homes and two careers.

It didn't work out too well. Her own
career took a good beating as she was
always in England when a producer

wanted her in Hollywood.

Merle's plans for obtaining a divorce

are not certain as yet. She is very busy
these days having Turhan Bey make
love to her—strictly on the screen, of

course—in Walter Wanger's "Night in

Paradise." And she is being acclaimed

nnce more by the critics for her grand
acting job in Columbia's "A Song to

Remember." They haven't been so pro-

fuse in their praise since "Wuthering
Heights." Well, this time it's a safe bet

she won't throw it all over and run ofl

to Antibes.
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V-TABS!
Anti-Acid . . . .

Anti-Fatigue . . .

Vitamin Tablets

"LOST 17 Lbs.

IN 14 DAYS" . . .

"Lost 17 lbs. in 14 days and feel as
good as ever,'* says Mrs. E. F. "Re-
dUv.-ed 15 lbs. and never felt better
in my life."—J. V. "Used to wear size
42 , . . now wear a 20."—R.M. "Do-
ing me a world of good. Don't have
gas . - . losing weight . . . more
enerrv.'*—Mrs. R. S. "Most amazing—lost 7 lbs. in 1 week . , . can't
than.t you enough."—Mrs. L. I. "Lost
I'A lbs. and feel so much better . . . don't bloat and
have gas."—Mrs. O. K. These are but a few of them^y letters in our files. Why don't YOU see what
V-Tabs will do for you?

NOT A CATHARTIC!
V-TABS are not a cathartic. They help reduce fat by
supplementmg your regular diet when taken instead
of a heavy lunch, and also tend to take away that
abnormal appetite caused by over-acidity or fatigue.
If you are overweight, always tired, full of acid, and
yet like to eat, try V-TABS. As fatigue and acidity
disappear your normal appetite will return and you'll
no longer crave the quantities of food that cause the
excess fat deposits.

QUICK ... for MEN or WOMEN
With intake curtailed, the body feeds on its own sur-
plus fat, and weight goes down . , . quickly! Mail
coupon today with 5"1.98i and save postage, or order
C.O.D. plus postas:e. Take the full month's supply
according to directions in the booklet. If not satishod
with results ... if you do not lose weight and teel
better ... we will refund the cost. Act NOWI

V-TAB CO.. Dept. SU-7, Box 205
Times Square Station, New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
V-TAB CO., Dept SU-7. Box 205
Times Square Station, New York

Send me one month's supply of V-TABS (120 tablets)

[ ] I enclose $1.98.

I I I will pay postman $1.08 plus postage

City

No Canadian orders.
State

Please print plainly.
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MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Direct from Hollywood

—

Get Yours NOW
All the latest stars and poses.

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS—GUARANTEED
List decorated with MOVIE STARS mailed
FREE with each photo. Send name of
your FAVORITE with fifteen cents to
cover handling and mailing.
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20% Federal Tax.
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Hi. Shortie!

Continued from page 47

you are under average height you inu.sl

hold yourself well, and make every
movement graceful. And definitely, you
must watch the scales. A few extra

pounds are a fatal handicap for they

give one the 'pudgy' look. I .say there is

nothing to moui'ii about if your inches

are few. Just be wise and play up to

your smallness, making it an asset."

Said Joan Bennett, "It was during one
of my first films, 'Man Hunt,' with
Walter Pidgeon, who is six feet three

inches tall, that I was put in my place

as a 'little girl.' We were doing a love

scene and I was stretching with all my
might to reach Walter's shoulder, when
the director suddenly called out, 'Get

Joan an apple box. Lovers should be on
speaking terms, at least.' I suddenly
realized that I would always be too short

for the stalwart hero, that ardent scenes

and kisses would ever be accompanied by
apple boxes. It hurt my pride at the

time, but today, I'm glad I am small.

There are many advantages and I like

all of them.
"One of the nice things about being

short is that many men prefer little

women because it makes them feel big

and masterful. Being a smaller edition,

however," added Joan, "we must be es-

pecially well-groomed and dress with
utmost care. Somehow, we always seem
to be under critical scrutiny. Every girl

below average height will join in the

plaint that clothes are her biggest prob-

lem. Being clothes conscious, I've

worked out a few theories which I

follow most carefully. Simple lines, few
frills, no bunchy neck trimmings, and no
contrasting belts. These cut figures in

two. Tailored suits are good but the

jacket must be exactly the right length,

or it looks dowdy. With long skirts I

wear high heels. Straps on slippers tend

to shorten the legs, and princess dresses

are bad. A skirt hangs better when it

swings from the hips, than from the

shoulders. And don't load up with large

jewelry. I'm sure we short girls are lucky,

but we must help Nature make a pretty

picture."

"My first youthful crush was a very

tall, slim boy," began Vivian Blaine,

who is a snug five feet two inches. "He
set me on a pedestal, treated me like a

queen, and awakened my consciousness

to the advantages of being short. If

you think of yourself as having dignity

and authority, and as being able to hold

your own, you will give that impression.

People usually take you at your own
valuation. So remember, it depends on
yourself just what picture you create

—

of yourself! Probably, my singing and
dancing in night clubs helped me feel

secure with fewer inches. I discovered

one attracts a lenient attention; every-

one yearns to help the little girl out.

"Don't fool yourself," added Vivian,

"that exercises will change your height,

or that being cute will serve as a camou-
flage. Accept the situation and make the

best of what you have, and you'll dis-

cover that being tiny has many compen-
sations."
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Californians have a
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The Blucher mocc, gay casual playshoe styled in California's
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Simply follow the Instructions of the EASY IVCfGHT REDUCER.
This book tells the TRUTH about REDUCING. f i'.

It is easy to follow and you will be
amazed at the results. SEND
FOR THE EASY WEIGHT
REDUCER TODAY.

^ WEIGHT REDUCER- S-601

I
871 Broad Street, Newark 2, N.J.

|
(Enclosed find $1.00 for the Easy Weight Reducer

to be sent to me in plain wrapper, postage prepaid. If not |

I

satisfied I may return it and my $1.00 will be refunded.

1

Name_

City.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

YOUR
GUARANTEE

You can use llie Easy
Weight Reducer without

it costing you a cent. Just or-

der with the coupon and if

you find the Easy Weight
Reducer doet not help you
ose weight return it to ut and we
will refund your money in FliLL.

NOTHING COULD BE FAIRER.

ACT NOW.

"The only time I wish I were taller,"

sighed Gloria De Haven, "is when I at-

tend a fashion show. I adore spectac-
ular, dramatic clothes, but being five feet

one and a half, I must wear demure
frocks. I was moaning to Irene, MGM's
styhst, about this, and she just laughed
at me. 'You're lucky,' she said, 'for you
can wear many designs the taller girls

must pass up.'

"When it comes to the romantic film

hero, he welcomes a shortie with glee.

Such a 'sweetheart' is easily caressed,

easily held in the arms and kissed at the
right angle. When your love-making de-

pends on pictorial values, these things
become highly important. Of course,"
grinned Gloria, "you are a flop when try-
ing to impress with dignity, or when you
want to stage a bit of temperament. In-
stead, you get the reputation of being
angelic. Undeservedly so, perhaps, but
it's not bad, at that."

How June Licked

the Fear Jinx

Continued from page 41

buy a quart of milk every day from a
nice, harmless-looking fellow who brought
it to our door. He always liked to stop
and talk a minute or so and I decided
he was lonely. Well, one night my room-
mate had gone out and I was alone in

the apartment reading Dreiser's 'Amer-
ican Tragedy'—which is creepy enough
at best. Suddenly a voice at the window
said: 'Can I come mT I was literally

frozen with horror. There, looking in at

me through the screen, was our milkman.
He started to tell me it was his birthday
and he was just mildly celebrating. But
something in my terrified face stopped
him and he said frantically: 'Don't
scream. Miss! Please don't scream.'

"Just as I opened my mouth to yell I

saw him leap away from the window
and start running up the street as if

seven devils were after .him. It was in-

credibly funny and if my voice could
have reached him I'd have called him
back to split one of his own bottles of

milk. I'm pretty sure he was much more
frightened by that time than I."

I recalled to June one year when she
was living in the same building where
my wife and I had an apartment. If it

was summer and the windows were open
one always knew when June was arriving

home from the studio if she had been
working late. There would be the sound
of flying feet on the walk; the bang of

the front door, and then the breathless

little scurry of steps down the hall to her

own room. "Yes, I remember," she said.

"Judy Garland used to bring me home.
In those days I didn't have a car and
she picked me up in the morning and
dropped me at night. I used to rush

across Beverly Glen and Judy would
wait till I had gained the doorway of

the apartment. I bet no track star ever

covered a short distance faster than I

did."

"But you're not afraid any more?"
"Well, not much, anyway. I kept tell-

ing mvself over and over that I didn't
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have anything to be afraid of except

being afraid. After a while imaginary

dangers grew less and less and now, I'm

nearly cured."

Believing this, June has finally arrived

at a philosojihy of her own. It 'is that if

you walk straight toward the tilings you
fear, if you meet even difficulties and
obstacles head on, they tend to minimize

themselves if not entirely disappear.

"Every time I get a new role, like the

one I played in "Music For Millions,'

I'm paralyzed with fear at the beginning.

Then I tackle the part, really dive into

it, and pretty soon everything falls into

place and I'm going along all right."

I asked her if she ever acknowledged
a fear that she might be handed a role

someday that would prove too big for

her powers. She told me she didn't be-

lieve that would happen. Studio execu-

tives, being the canny business men they
are, seem hardly likely to spoil either a

player or a production by placing an
actress in a part before she is ready. "I

know there are many roles that I'm not

ready to tackle yet," she said. "But may-
be, if I keep my head up and work hard,

I'll grow into them. And I wish you'd
remember that word 'grow.' The worst

thing that could happen to me or to any
actress would be a feeling of compla-
cency. Either that or a disbelief—fear, if

you want another name—that she hasn't

the possibilities within her of real

development."

It is this innate belief in her own
capacities which is keeping June Ally-

son's feet firmly planted on the humbling
earth, a belief tempered with a hard
inner core of wisdom. "Who am I to

get puffed up over w'hat I've done.''"

she said, crinkling her blue eyes and
smihng that little girl smile which is

reaching down into the hearts of people

everywhere. "Why, I've only made a fair

beginning. There is so much in the future

that's really worth working for, so much
that will make my little start seem very,

very small. And if I'm worth artistic

success maybe, sometime, I'll have it."

"Look out," I said. "Don't hitch your
wagon to a star that's too high. You
might miss."

A grimly sober look came into her

eyes. I knew she was remembering New
York again and the days when the kids

with whom she lived kept a reasonable
amount of groceries in the house only
when at least one of them worked. "I'll

certainly miss if I don't aim at some-
thing," she said. "And the higher the
star, the tougher the goal I set for my-
self, the more likely I am to arrive at

some definite place along the way. Once
I saw a card on an executive's desk. It

read: 'The difficult I will do at once. The
impossible may take a little longer.' I

haven't come up against the impossible

in my job yet, but I expect to. And that
will probably take me the rest of my
working life."

Just then the phone rang. It was a
friend calling to tell June that in one of

the fan magazine polls, so closely scanned
in Hollywood, she had ranked first in

most of the categories which count for

much out here. June began rushing
around the room picking things up and
abruptly putting them down again. Her
face was flushed and her eyes were shin-
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Before, SELF-CONSCIOUS! Now, SELF-CONFIDENT!

Mona Desmond, of
Santa Monica, Cal., was Her beauty highlights were
"too shy ever to get revealed in the "Photo-
ahead: was fat; had Revise" drawn just for her.

wide hips."

Admire Mona's alluring new "Model"
figure (below) . Now her friends agree
she's beautiful, charming, poised.

Here's how Mona looks today. Her Powers
training gave her poise and a "Model" figure-
won her a modeling job in New York.

/n 7 Shorf Wee/cs—

new confidence
Ifyou think good looks, a stun-

ning figure, a new personahty

are out of your reach, discover

the thrilling benefits of Powers

training. Now, right at home,

. realize your own loveliest pos-

I sibilities! Simple daily assign-

ments in figure control, make-

up and grooming make the en-

tire course fascinating. The cost?

So little you're amazed!

Real "POWERS GIRL"

training — right ot home . .

Your Figure—How to stream-

new loveliness,

in your charm!
line it. Your Face

—
" Photo-

Revise", drawn by an expert

over your own picture, shows
you make-up secrets to bring

out your beauty highlights.

Your style—Shows you how
to be "best-dressed" yet save

dollars! Your Grooming—

•

Complete, time-saving beauty

schedule. Your Voice—Exer-

cises to make your speech more
attractive. You—Mr. Powers'

formula for charm and magne-
tism.

Clip the Coupon NOW!

John
Robert
Powers
will send
free your
confidential
questionnaire, illustrated
booklet, "The Powers
Way, " and details of fa-

mous Powers training.

John Robert Powers Home Course
24" Park Ave., Suite E445, New York 1 7,N.Y.
Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I'm really interested.
Please send me details of your Home Course.

PLEASE PRINT J

_State_

Occupatioo. -Age.
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Her own fault— if she'd check her
hat, pillow or hairbrush, she
wouldn't be sitting home nights.

She'd realize that the scalp per-

spires, too—and that the hair,

particularly oily hair, quickly col-

lects unpleasant odors.

She'd use Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo regularly and never risk

scalp odor again. This gentle
shampoo, which contains pure me-
dicinal pine tar, cleanses the hair

and scalp thoroughly and leaves

the hair fresh and fragrant. The
delicate pine scent does its work
—then disappears.

Don't risk having scalp odor

—

and not know it. Let Packer's care
for your hair and scalp. You can
get Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
at any drug, depart-
ment or ten-cent
store.

ing. "Don't boil over," I said. "I'll bet
other actresses have won in those polls,

too. Maybe some of them wouldn't be
recognized in Hollywood now."

She stopped as if a hand had been
placed against her chest. "That's right,

isn't it? But can't you let me have fun
with the idea for just a little while?"
Fun is something June is having plenty

of in these halcyon days of her rise to

distinguished stardom. It's a dull day
when three or four people, important
enough in Hollywood, don't call her on
the phone with alluring suggestions for

her entertainment. Just at the moment
June is busy disproving the old adage
about not being able to have your cake
and eat it too. She has cut herself a
very large slice of cake and she's eating
it with relish that is pleasant to see.

Trying to serve as a sobering dash
of cold water, I asked, "Do you think
this thing of being the toast of the town
will last forever?"

She glanced at me coolly. "It will last

just as long as I deserve it and not a
minute longer!" And that's fair enough.
Who could ask for anything more?"
Being a young woman with a sin-

gularly direct, objective mind, June has
learned to evaluate properly the factors

which have contributed, and are still con-

tributing, to her success. Consider the
bobby-soxers. June believes they are tre-

mendously important people; that just

as long as she doesn't let them down
her future will pretty well take care of

itself. "They aren't just sweet, inconse-

quential ninnies," she says. "They are

almost terribly accurate in their estimate

of an actress. They may be more fallible

in their judgment of male stars, but I

don't think they go far wrong on women.
And you see," she added thought-
fully, "those kids are going to be young
women themselves pretty soon and I'm
going to need their good opinion then
just as much as I do now. Maybe more."

June, you see, is a very canny girl.

She's taking the long look.

Just now June is head-over-heels in a
piece called "Her Highness and the Bell-

boy." When she finishes that she will

begin "Brighton Beach" and then, may-
be, "Peg O' My Heart." She doesn't

want to sing too much in the future if

the studio can see it her way. She would
like, more than anything else, straight

dramatic roles relieved by saving bits of

comedy. "I haven't voice enough to brag
about," she said. "Oh, it's good enough
for the shower at home but. I'm not
deluded enough to think that people

would pay money to hear it. I do believe,

however, that I can portray human emo-
tion and that's what I want to do."

Outside her window on Wilshire the

endless stream of cars poured along on
whispering rubber. Suddenly there was
a terrific explosion. It sounded as if the

Japs had dropped a shell from a sub-

marine right in the front yard. June
pealed from her chair and her face had
gone quite pale. "What—what's that?"

she gasped.

I glanced out of the window and saw
a smoking jaloppy, like the one they
used to have in Keystone Comedies.
"Nothing," I said. "Besides, what are you
afraid of? All you have to fear is ...

"

But I left just then. It seemed wiser.

WOMEN kf(i'40s

Do symptoms
betray yourage?

Often many women between the ages of
38 and 52—are shocked to realize they
are in the class commonly known as
"middle-age" with Its annoying symp-
toms which so often betray their age.
So if you suffer from hot flashes, feel

weak, tired, nervous, restless, a bit blue
at times — all due to the functional
"middle-age" period peculiar to women
•—try Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound to relieve such symptoms.

This Great Medicine HELPS NATURE
For almost a century—Pinkham's Com-
pound has been famous to help great
numbers of women go "smiling thru"
such middle-age distress. Thousands
have reported remarkable benefits!
Many wise women take Pinkham's

Compound regularly to help build up
resistance against such symptoms. This
great medicine helps nature and that's
the kind you should try.

INEXPENSIVE: Pinkham's Compound
costs very little compared to some other
methods but this doesn't detract from
its effectiveness. Follow label directions.

^VEGETABLE COMPOUND

Self -Conscious Aliout Your Sldn?

OOH'T COVER IT. . . CLEANSE If.'

Use Ambrosia to free the pores,

help clear up blackheads. At
Drug, Dept. and 10c Stores.

AMBRO
THE SPARKLING LIQUID FACIAL CLEANSER

Hinze Ambrosia, New York City.

Doctor's Speedy

Relief For Sore,

Hot, Aching Feet
Soothing Foot Balm Ever So Comforting

If you can't get your feet oflf your mind
because they ache, pain, burn, smart and
perspire so excessively from exertion and
fatigue—just do this: Rub them for a few minutes
with soothing Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm. You will

have the quickest, most grateful relief imaginable.
Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm will put you right back on
your feet, so comforted, rested and refreshed, that

you'll marvel. By all means get - h
a jar today. Costs but a trifle. , /
Lasts a long time. At all Drug, j ,

f I /
Shoe, Department Stores and Mi <

j y L^M /k
Toiletry Counters. Ml I i f fj^fyM

DrScholls
FOOT BALM
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Where Now, Jennifer?

Continued from page 25

TELL me! What happened? Little

Michael looked up at nic and said, 'Oh.

Mom! we just did what the teacher

told us to do!', very exasperated. I

howled, because, even at the age of three

and four, they are so much like Bob it

's uncanny.
"My personal life will always center

around the children, and around Bob,

too. As for my career—well, winning the

Academy Award a year ago was a won-

derful thrill I'll always remember. And
the role of Bernadette the chance of

a lifetime. But it has had its draw-

backs, too. Mr. Selznick pointed them
out to me. 'You're through with Ber-

nadette' he said. 'You've got to become
Jennifer Jones again.' It's amazing how
people have become so conscious of Ber-

nadette that they see me on the street

and say, 'There's Bernadette!' , not,

'There's Jennifer Jones.' Of course, it's

a terrific compliment, except that if the

feeling persists, people won't accept me
in any other type of role. People who
remember Bernadette expect me to be

wan and spiritual. Not only on the

screen, but in my private life. And Jen-

nifer Jones is a very human person.

She'll never have wings!

"Not that I'm not grateful for the

Award. I think Franz Werfel wrote a

book that was needed when the woi-ld

is in upheaval. I think that's why the

picture went right to people's hearts. It

gave them something to believe in; it

refreshed their memories of undying
faith. In fact, it was almost mandatory
to do a good job in portraying Berna-
dette, because it was such a terrific re-

sponsibility. People would either believe

or not believe. It was necessary not to

fail those who wanted that story to

come to life in all its truth and beauty.

"But, professionally, Bernadette has

been almost like .something to live down.
Because I never want to be a type—

-

either spiritual or otherwise. I want to

do exciting parts, right parts. And here

is where I am more than glad my future

is in Mr. Selznick's hands. I am sure

he will never let me do any pictures

except those that will help round out
Jennifer Jones as a whole. When he cast

me in 'Since You Went Away,' I stepped
away from the saintly to just the aver-

age young American girl. In my new
picture for Hal Wallis, 'Love Letters,'

I play the dramatic part of a girl who
has lost her memory. And I know I

need this picture, too. My next for Mr.
Selznick will be the exciting 'Duel In
The Sun.'

"You see, eight other pictures were
offered to Mr. Selznick for me. The pic-

tures as a whole had a terrific range,

every type role from risque to biography.
He picked 'Love Letters' because it is a

very human story, and he felt such a
picture now would combat the public
opinion that Bernadette and Jennifer
Jones are one and the same." Jennifer
grinned impishly. "Like I said, I'll never
have a halo!

"Ten years from now I hope I will

still be acting. I'd like to do one picture

Bot^^^'tsbo--^^'"' forest

Borhosw^^'^*^ Gorder^
BooO"^''

Mrogror^ces••G / ^

Joyce MacKenzie
FEATURED PLAYER IN THE INTERNATIONAl

PICTURE rOMORSOW !S FOREVER-

USING A FOMERZ ORIGINAL
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THIS MAY BE THI

TROUBLE WITH YOUR

J>RESENT LAXATIVE!

Seme

too Stro"?'

It doesn't pay to

dose yourself
with harsh, bad-
tastinglaxatives!

A medicine that's too strong can often

leave you feeling worse than before!

Ofhersare

A laxative that's

too mild to give
proper relief is

just as unsatis-

factory as none
at all. A good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet be kind and gentle!

-Try the-

"HAPPY MEDIUM' LAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too ! It works easily and

effectively at the same time. And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — just like fine

chocolate! It's America's favorite laxa-

tive, as good for children as it is for

grown-ups. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

As a precaution use only as directed

EX-LAX The Original

Chocolated LaxatiVe',

right after another. I want to do a
variety of roles. One thing is certain,

I want to mature, to grow up as I go
along. I especially want to do very ex-

citing, provocative roles when I am older

and have more experience. No ingenue
roles ten years from now!

"I want to improve and develop. I'm
going to concentrate on the job, not on
the glory. I want to grow as a person
as well as in my work. And yet saying
'work' is really not the right term for

something you love to do. I enjoy acting.

It's like playing house, pretending—like

a child—that make-believe is really so.

But, in another way, acting w hard.

There are headaches to it, just as with

all jobs. There are things that don't

always come easily, that you have to

work for, interpretations of characteri-

zations that subtly evade you until per-

haps the last 'take'!

"Everyone, I guess, wants to do a

characterization that goes from youth
to maturity—that's kind of an actress'

field day! Because in such a role you
have the chance to play a woman who
has a full range of emotion. People are

never all tragic or all comic. They are

lights and shadows. A youth-to-old-age

picture gives you a chance to interpret

them.

"What person would I want to be like?

Well, I admire Ingrid Bergman both pro-

fessionally and personally. I like the way
she lives her life, and I think she is a

great actress. As far as ideals go, I guess

you could say that Ingrid Bergman is

mine. I think Vivien Leigh is the most
exciting looking woman in pictures.

Michele Morgan and Danielle Darrieux
are not only beautiful but are very fine

actresses. My drama coach used to send

me to watch Danielle's simplicity. As
for men, I admire Joseph Cotten's acting

immensely. And I'd love to do a picture

with Charles Boyer!

"All this has to do with how I feel

about my career. I feel I have to grow,
expand, work. And the same is true of

my private life. Before I can say, 'I

want this or that' I feel I have to

mature a little more, form tastes. Take
the matter of a house. I live with
Michael and Bobby in a very comfort-

able house on a hill in Bel-Air. But after

NEGLECTED
CUTICLE

the war, I'd like to buy a place of my
own and furnish it. Yet I must wait
awhile to do this—and not only because
of the war. I don't know yet just what
I do want, what type of architecture,
what type of furniture. Until I've looked
around and developed permanent, last-

ing tastes, I don't want a, house of my
own.

"Of course, I'm sure of certain general
things. I don't want formality. I want
a low, ram.bling house with lots of enor-
mous fireplaces. I'd even like one in
the bedroom. I don't know whether I
want it French provincial, farmhouse
American, or English, but I do know I
want a small house with lots of woods
for the children to wander in. I love
chintzes, white organdy curtains, clean
crisp things, rather than brocades. But
I have a lot of maturing to do before I
can even feel I could choose a home and
say to myself: 'This is what I want for
always!' What I want now might be
very different from what I will want ten
years from now. I'm going to wait and
see what kind of a person Jennifer
grows into!

"I do know one thing—whether or not
I marry again (and that is something
difficult to discuss right now) , I will

always want a career. This may not
apply to others. Generalities never ap-
ply to people as individuals. But I do
strongly feel that talent must come out.
If it doesn't, you have an unhappy,
frustrated person who makes not only
her own life miserable, but her hus-
band's, too. If you want to act, you
realize it pretty early in life, and you
set out to accomplish your goal. Some
newcomers have a tough fight getting
there. I've been lucky. I've never had
to worry about roles; I have no agent;
my career is guided. I haven't had the
usual setbacks, and my only tip to new-
comers is to be under contract to Mr.
Selznick!

"As for business affairs, I do have a
business manager. He gives me an allow-
ance for cosmetics and personal things.

I have a budget. I don't always manage
to stay within it, but I have one! My
business manager will take care of all

investments for me right through my life.

Ten years from now I am hoping my
boys (who will be thirteen and fourteen,

then) will have their future taken care

of as far as their financial security is

concerned.

"As for going back to Bob. a recon-
ciliation—that's something neither of us

talk about. But I can tell you this

—

I am wonderfully glad he telephones
every day to see how the children are.

The prospect of not having him to turn

to when problems about Bobby and
Michael come up would frighten me verj-

much. He's a wonderful person, a fine

actor, but—above this—he's a wonder-
ful father."

Ten years from now will Bob and
Jennifer be together? I rather think not.

I believe their roads will go different

ways. Unfortunately, they are both
growing— upward, it's true— but also

apart. Fame has its penalties. But I

think there will always be a tie between
them, warm and sure, born of the days
before Jennifer became Bernadette, and
Bob, Private Hargrove.
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Something New for

the Bobby-Soxers

Continued from page 26

to become a star, and now young actors

are being sent to the top in less than

a year just because a group of girls

sq uealed.

"These kids demand that the young
players they like be given a chance. Take
'Two Girls And A Sailor,' for instance.

Not so long ago, Hollywood wouldn't

consider casting such an important pic-

ture with young unknowns. Yet Gloria

DeHaven, Van Johnson and June Ally-

son jumped up the ladder with one leap

as the result of this picture. And the

break it brought me was something for

me to remember.
"When these young people write in to

a studio in such great numbers— and
they do — and say they like a young
player they have seen maybe once or

twice, a studio has to listen. Each squeal

becomes a popular appeal barometer.

Laugh at these kids if you must, but the

bobby-soxers are slanting the production

of hit movies today."

There are many who consider this ex-

])ressive set of young girls as an unruly
lot who would as soon tear a star to

pieces as look at him. But Tom doesn't.

"On the whole, these kids are far more
dignified and polite than the enthusiastic

adult fans," Tom said. "They don't try

to tear your clothes off and they don't

knock you all over the place. They wait
in line even for an autograph instead of

rushing at you. They may crowd a little

and call out to a star endearingly, but all

they want is to be near that star for a
minute and to get a chance to say 'Hello'

or 'Oh, Van,' or 'Oh, Frankie.'

"

Tom had an experience with a couple
of these fans. He was walking down
Beverly Hills one day when he noticed
two young girls following him. They
shadowed him for some time. Finally,

embarrassed, he turned around and asked,
"Did you girls want an autograph.''" He
thought they were too shy to ask for one.

They giggled and said, "No, we just

wanted to see what kind of a car you
were going to drive away in."

As for the letters he receives, in the
main they aren't unstable expressions of

great love. They are rather modest little

documents— all with requests for pic-

tures. Once in a while, they let their

anxiety for a picture run away with them.
"I got several letters from girls asking

for a photo," Tom laughed, "and telling

me that they enjoyed me in such ancl

such a picture. The only funny thing
was that these letters came before any
film of mine had been released."

Tom grinned a little awkwardly. It's

funny about his grin. It's almost an em-
barrassed one the way it starts to broaden
into a wide smile and then suddenly
stops. An unvarnished, unglamorized grin.

"I think if you really analyzed this

business of bobby-soxers and their in-

tense loyalty to stars," Tom went on,
"you'd find that it's a good sign that so
many of them are expressing themselves
so volubly. It proves that the youth of
today are going to the movies •— and
where could they find better or cleaner

Danger!

don't

rXTING can be
painful—even dan-

|erous— leaves nails looking

rough and ugly! Try Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover — see how
smooth and neat it keeps cuticle

!

Quickly it softens and loosens

dead cuticle, so you can wipe it

off. Wonderful, too, for cleaning

under nail tips and removing
stains. Only 10^^, or

35^ for the large size

(plus 20% Federal
Tax). Get Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover
today.

CUTEX
OILY CUTICLE REMOVER

"There is a Ma0en Form
for Every Type of Figure!"

Individually styled and, oK, so

"figure-wise." these brassieres

mold your bosom to dreamlike
perfection. Their skillful design,

quality materials and fine workman-
ship all assure them shapeliness

which won't wash or u;ear away!

If you can't find your style at first, try again! Dealers

get supplies montKIy. Send for Style and Conservation

folders: Maiden Form Brassiere Co., Inc., New York 16.
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AFTER YOUR NEXT SHAMPOO

for lustrous highlights,

a bright, new color effect

!

What you do after your shampoo can mean
the difference between drab-looking hair and
tresses that are truly your crowning glory!

Follow your regular soap-and-water routine

with Marchand's Make-Up Hair Rinse. Just

dissolve the Rinse in warm water and brush

or pour it through your hair. See how quickly

it lifts the soap film, how it brings your hair to

"life," makes it softer and easier to manage!

With Marchand's Make-Up Hair Rinse, you
can heighten the natural color of your hair . . .

give it a "warmer" or "cooler" tone . . . even

blend little gray streaks in with the original

shade. No matter what color hair you have, a

color chart on the package will tell you which
of the 12 beautiful Marchand shades will give

you the effect you want.

Marchand's Make-Up Hair Rinse is not a

bleach — not a permanent dye. Absolutely

harmless, it rinses on and washes off as easily

as your facial make-up.

Made by the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

YOURNAMES.PHOTO
ONSTAMPS!

Send in any size picture. snai)slint

or negative. Name or initials up
to 7 letters on eacli stamp free.

Stamps are glossy, gummed, per-
forated, ready for immediate use
for personal letters, envelopes,
greeting cards, books, giftg, etc.
Original photos returned.
Enclose $2 for lOO. minimum order

ANNCO SERVICE
475 5th Ave. • Dept. 37, N. Y.i

entertainment? After all, pictures of to-

day are practically all made so that any-
one can see them without being offended.

"But if you looked further, it wouldn't
be too surprising if you found that, be-
sides the college girls who make up a
large part of this group, some of those
sighs you hear came from mothers who
see a resemblance in a young star to their

own boy who is now in service. And here
is where the mother instinct asserts it-

self. And there's very likely a sweetheart
or a sister in that group too who idolizes

the star because he looks like her loved
one or her brother who is away at war.
So—the next time a girl near you in a
theater squeals or sighs, look again."

I asked Tom if he had any advice to

give to these youngsters. I asked him
this because I wondered if a star really

wanted such complete adoration. He
thought a moment, and then said:

"About all I can say is that I hope
they keep their enthusiasm but that they
be careful not to annoy others with it.

They should know when to express them-
selves and when not to. This is as im-
portant to a performer as it is to the
audience, for a squeal in the wrong place
can make a star look ridiculous. In other
words, the idea is to use discretion. Don't
just squeal for the sake of squealing.

Consider others in the movie theaters
who may find such demonstration annoy-
ing if it goes too far. Personally, I cer-

tainly will not resent it if the bobby kids

decide to start greeting my screen ap-
pearances with squeals. There's no faster

way to become a star today."

Tom is comparatively new to Holly-
wood. But in a short time he has made
an indelible impression with his work in

"Mrs. Parkington," the above-mentioned
"Two Girls And A Sailor," "Meet Me In
St. Louis," and most recently with Wally
Beery in "This Man's Navy." Then there

have been his appearances in "Maisie
Goes To Reno" and "Marriage Is A Pri-

vate Affair" in which he had one scene
in a mist.

Tom first saw the light of day in New
Rochelle, N. Y., some twenty-odd years
ago. When he was eleven, his father died.

And with his death went one of the big-

gest influences in Tom's life.

"Dad was born in Ireland, but he was
English," Tom said. "He was a wonder-
ful man and a great pal. It was always
a pleasure for him to be with us—my
two sisters and myself. One of my sis-

ters died when I was five, however.
Through Dad's careful training, we be-

came just about the best behaved chil-

dren in Westchester County. We were
brought up on the Ten Commandments
which is far from being a dull way to be
raised. I remember a lot about my fa-

ther, but mainly that he could play mar-
bles better than anyone I ever saw. How
he could shoot them!

"When he died, we were quite wealthy.

Mother took over managing the place.

She did all right, but she wasn't the

astute manager Dad was. My sister,

Claire, and I loved her very much, but

she couldn't discipline us the way Dad
did. We did more or less as we wanted
to and didn't worry about a thrashing.

We figured that since we loved her so

much, nothing could make her punish us.

And we were usually right."
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ThriH to tht •xciling filai

feverilt MoBywood »creen iron. Sp«-

c!ol, Individuolly posed glouY phot

Moft complete oiiortment. Order todoyi

' Catalog of over

200 fascinating miniature

photos with each order (To

avoid detay, state 2ndchoke.)

GLAMOR-TONE PHOTO SERVICE
1233 SIXTH AVENUE — DEPT. H-5— NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

POEMS WANTED
I

For Musical Setting
Mother. Home. Love. Sacred, Patriotic. Comic I
or any subject. DON'T DELAY—Send us your
Original Poem at once—lor Immediate examlna- I
tlon and FREE RHYMING DICTIONARY. |

RICHARD BROTHERS ISS^^Vol'f't^r

BANISHED FOREVER
From Face, Arms, Legs, Body

Remove your unsightly hair from any pai-t of your face,
arms, legs or body. You positively can now—safely, pain-
lessly or permanently. Doctors say there is absolutely
nothing like this anywhere. They enthusiastically endorse
it—and praise it more hig"hly than any hair remover on the
market. Recommcnded by America's

Greatest Beauty Experts
The world's only book author on the removal of unsightly
hair has just published his great, illustrated book. Every
method endorsed by physicians, approved by dermatologists
and recommended by beauty specialists is explained in it.

Simply follow these instructions on depilatories, abrasives,
creams, lotions wax' s. etc. Also permanent measures,
pai nless preparations and safe home methods.

Our Offer—Send No Money
Lovely, radiant, hair-free skin "on lips, chin, legs,
arms, etc., is attractive—helps girls win love and
men. SUPERFLUOUS HAIR AND ITS REMOVAL
is only 98 cents. Formerly S2.00. Simple direc-
tions. Life-time results. Guaranteed harmless.
SEND NO IVIONEY. Just mail coupon NOW.

ONtY

98°
Harvest House, Dept. E-212
363 Broadway, N. Y. 13, N. Y.
Send SUPERFLUOUS HAIR AND ITS REMOVAL in
plain packa^re. On delivery I will pay postman 98
cents plus few cents postage. If not satisfied I may
return it within ten days and my 9& cents will be
refunded.
Name
Address

CHECK HERE if you want to save postage.
Enclose $1.00 with coupon and we ship prepaid.

Canadian orders, $1.35 in advance
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LUSTRE CREME SHAMPOO REVEALS

A BREATH-TAKING BRILLIANCE
This amazing new creme shampoo, extra

rich with lanolin, brings natural lustrous

loveliness to your hair after only a single

shampoo. Lathers instantly—even in hard-

est water. .. thoroughly cleanses hair and

scalp ... leaves hair fresh, glistening, so

easy to manage. No lemon or vinegar after

rinse necessary. At fine cosmetic counters

everywhere • • one dollar.

Mail 25c for a generous size trial jar.

Sorry, only one jar fo each family.

by KAY DAUMIT

540 N. MICHIGAN AVE.

CHICAGO 11 ,

R^EltrcV DIAMONDS
Have the scintillating Are of genuine dia-
monds. Fine quality mountings. Prices

—

No. 4(;. $8.75. Smaller center set, $5.75.
No. 13—sots all around, $8.75. 7 sets,

$2.S5. Higher grade, $4.75. No. 45—
$4.75. No. 47—$!l.75. Plus 20% Federal

Tax. In ordering, state second and third choice. WRITE
PLAINLY, giving number and size. SEND NO MONEY.
Pay postman. MONEY BACK if unsuitable and if returned
same day as received. Remittance rcquirctl with orders
from outside of the States. NATIONAL GEM CO.,
P.O. Box 466. Dept. Z.R.X.. Chicago 90. Illinois.

/^/Nadinola's 4-wayaction/^^jw

PIMPLES
BLACKHEADS

^^i^^vDULLDARKSKIN
1^ Don't give in to unlovely skin! T.ry famous

Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thou-
sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
treaimertt cream that acts to lighten and

s, brigliten dark, dull skin—clear up externally
caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and

X { remove blackheads. Its special medicated
« ingredients help to clear and freshen youir

skin—make it creamy-white, satin-smooth.
Buy Nadinola Cream today and use only as
directed. A single treatment-size jar is posi-
tively ,?j(ara?i(«n/ to improve your complexion

-A O"" your money back! Costs only 55i, trial

i# size IGi. Also—

• SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLETii

NADINOLA, Dept. 40. Paris, Tennessee
Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi-

tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.

Name . . , ^

Address
,

City State

Tom Iiit upon the idea of bccoining an
actor before long. A friend of lii.s, Mary
Gary, tauglit dancing at one of Arthur
Murray's studio.s and, much to her .sur-

prise, she found tliat most of tlie students
wanted to be actors instead of <iancers.

So she decided tliat Tom would make a

good actor too. When slie said as much
to Tom, he said, "Maybe you're right."

Mary Cary forth witli took him to a
dramatic coach in New York for an audi-

tion. The coach suggested a course in

school and some summer stock. Botli

items required the necessary greenbacks.

Tom asked his mother's advice.

With a sort of a sly smile, she said,

"Why, certainly, Tom. If you want to

act, fine. I'll help you financially." But
he knew that all of the time she was cer-

tain he wouldn't take acting seriously for

long. Summer stock was, to her, a nice

vacation for him and nothing more.
Tom did a season of summer stock.

Then, in 1936, his mother died. He and
Claire were still fairly well off. They had
enough to last them a month in style

anyway. Their one big asset was twenty
rooms of furniture that had been be-

queathed to them. Whenever they be-

came financially confused, they sold a

piece of furniture. It wasn't long before

everything had been sold.

The money Tom's mother left liira in

her will was to have gone for his educa-
tion. His guardian decided that educa-
tion could mean dramatic lessons, al-

though he much preferred that Tom go
to work for Bethlehem Steel. Tom won
out, however, and went to Alice Young,
well-known teacher, for some coaching.

"Shortly after, I went to New York.
Four months later, I had my first job do-

ing a good role in a play called 'June

Night.' I heard about the show when
Bob Kennedy, then an agent and now
my brother-in-law, called me and told

me to audition for the part. On opening
night, my guardian came to see me. After

the show, I eagerly asked him for his

opinion. He very quietly said, T think

vou'd better go to work for Bethlehem
Steel.'

"However, during the first year," Tom
continued, "I did do several plays. Most
of them flopped, though, before ever
reaching Broadway. My biggest disap-

pointments during this time were the
closing of 'June Night' and missing out
on a good role in 'Life With Father.' I

couldn't get discouraged, however, be-

cause I was sure my tough luck wasn't
due to any fault of mine. I figured my
luck would change. One thing I didn't

do was to go around to agents' offices. I

couldn't see any point of knocking at

stone walls.

"I was getting checks from the estate

during this time, so I wasn't starving, but

I wanted to be busy. Consequently, I

decided to try modeling. I went to the
Powers agency one day and asked for a
job as a model. Mr. Powers said, 'Fine,

will $8.00 a week be all right?' I was too
embarrassed to refuse, so for a week I

was a messenger boy taking pictures of

various models to agencies. That Avas my
modeling experience. It lasted one week."

Not long after this and following upon
the heels of more stock work ^\ith such
stars as Elissa Landi, Martha Scott, and
Esther Ralston, Tom got his big break

$ *

she's vakvaci 0\)S /

Her presence is dynamic

. . . her attraction undeniable . .

.

'

i her impression unforgettable. In a

word— a new word— she's varvacious,

with Varva's exciting perfumes

"Follow Me" and "Nonchalant."

They've made her very very

Varva extracts—SI to $15 ' Bath Powder, SI
Face Powder, 6 guest puffs, $1 • Bubble Foam, SI

Sachet, SI and SI -75 ' Talc, 55c

PARFUMS
^ ipius tax;

"Tni^The Devil-May- Care Perfume

VARVA
Empire Slate Building, New York 1 . N. Y.
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To People
whowant to write

but canH get started

Do you have that constant urge to write, but

the fear that a beginner hasn't a chance?

Then listen to what the editor of Liberty

said on this subject:

"There is more room for newcomers in the writing

field today than ever before. Some of the greatest

of writing men and women have passed from the

scene in recent years. Who will take their places?

Who will be the new Robert W. Chambers, Edgar
Wallace, Rudyard Kipling? Fame, riches and the
happiness of achievement await the new men and
women of power.*'

Beginner Earns $1,819.00

"Today I received a check for

$165.00 for a story. Another I

sold for $34. The other day I

counted up just how much I made
previously. It amounted to $1,-

620.00. Not bad for a begin-

ner, Is it?"—Mrs. L. L. Gray,
579 E. McHarg Ave., Stamford,

Texas.

Writing Aptitude Test— FREE!

NEWSPAPER Institute of America of-

fers a free Writing Aptitude Test.

Its object is to discover new recruits

for the army of men and women who add
to their income by fiction and article writ-

ing. The Writing Aptitude Test is a simple
but expert analysis of your latent ability,

your powers of imagination, logic, etc. Not
all applicants pass this test. Those who do
are qualified to take the famous N. I. A.
course based on the practical training given
by big metropolitan dailies.

This is the New York Copy Desk Method
which teaches you to write by writing! You
develop your individual style instead of
trying to copy that of others. You "cover"
actual assignments such as metropolitan re-

porters get. Although you work at home,
on your own time, you are constantly
guided by experienced writers. It is really

fascinating work. Each week you see new
progress. In a matter of months you can
acquire the coveted "professional" touch.
Then you're ready for market with greatly

improved chances of making sales.

Mail the Coupon Notv
But the first step is to take
Test. It requires but a few
minutes and costs nothi g.

So mail the coupon now.
Make the first move to-

ward the most enjoyable
and profitable occupation— writing for publication!
Newspaper Institute of
America, One Park Ave.,
New York 16, N. Y.

(Founded 1925)

the Writing Aptitude

NOTrCE TO
CANADIANS

Newspaper Institute's
operations in Canada
have been approved
by the Foreign E.x-
change Control Board,
and to facilitate all

financial transactions,
a special permit has
been assigned to their
account with The
Canadian Banlt of
Commerce, Montreal.

^ tT Newspaper Institute of America
' One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Send me, without cost or obligation, your Writ-

ing Aptitude Test and further information about
writing for profit.

Miss
M
M.

'iss )

Address

(.Ml correspondence confidential. No salesman will call on
yo") 3-E-665

Copyright 1943. Newspaper Institute of America

when he was given a top role in the big

hit, "Janie." A scout from Metro-
Goldwyn-Mayer saw him and brought
him to Hollywood under contract. From
the moment he arrived, things hap-

pened. He got to Hollywood on Mon-
day, was tested for "Two Girls And A
Sailor" on Tuesday, and he had the role

on Wednesday. A few days later, he was
assigned to "White Cliffs Of Dover."

Besides his acting, Tom also has a

good singing voice, having sung in a

church choir in New Rochelle and at

Fitchburg, Massachusetts, in stock where
he was in such shows as "Anything
Goes" and "Gay Divorcee." He still sings

and writes songs, both music and lyrics.

One of his numbers, "If It's Love," was
used as incidental music in "Janie."

He is six feet, has blond hair and
brown eyes. His real name is Alfred

Alderdice. He is an expert swimmer and
horseman. He hates rudeness and he dis-

likes lack of appreciation and lack of

everyday courtesies. His worst habit is

getting upset too easily and being lazy.

He beheves in hunches but isn't super-

stitious. All of which adds up to a very
fine husband for the former Miss Chris-

topher Curtis, aged 23, of Stroudsburg,

Pennsylvania, who recently became Mrs.
Tom Drake.

Filming "The Invisible Arnriy"

Confinuecl from page 39

By suggestion, he had to give something
of the fabulous background of the great

families of Manila, whose -wealth puts

even glittering Hollywood in the back-

ground. Do you have any conception of

how these families live? They have
huge mansions, with baths that have
solid gold faucets, dining rooms that

boast gold plates and gold dinner ser-

vices, instead of silver, jewel-encrusted

goblets. "Over here," said Colonel

Clarke, "it's hard for us to realize the

story book splendor they are heir to.

They live like kings. Not many of us

realize that the Philippines form the

third biggest gold producing company
in the world, that, in addition to this,

there are coconut oil, sugar, pineapple,

rubber and soap fortunes. The homes
are like magnificent palaces, million

dollar structures. Their living rooms

—

'salas' they call them—would be ball-

rooms in any other country. Many of

these homes have private bars, pavilion-

sized ballrooms.

"In Manila, the splendor of the clubs

is comparable to any. The theaters are

tremendous; we haven't anything in

this country quite like them. Nor does

this stupendous wealth reflect in the
oppression of the simple people. In the
villages, before the war, there was no
hunger because the needs of the people
were supplied by the land: bamboo to

build their houses, coconuts for food

and fiber, breadfruit and tropical fruits.

"Their customs are different from
ours. They are a great family nation;

their cousins run to twelve generations.

And their hospitality is incredible to

those who have not experienced it.

Should it happen that one of them
would be hungry, without shelter, he

EYELASH DARKENER
To keep lashes and brows bewitchingly dark
and alluring . . . even after swimming, crying

or perspiring, use "Dark-Eyes". This indelible

darkener never runs, smarts or smudges. One
application lasts 4 to 5 weeks . . . thus ending
daily eye make-up bother. Caution : Use only
as directed on the label. Try it ! Get a package
of "Dark-Eyes" today!

$1.00 {plus tax) at leading drug and depart-

ment stores. If your favorite dealer does not

yet carry "Dark-Eyes", mail coupon today!

I
"Dark-Eyes", Dept. HE-5

j
218 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago 4, 111.

I enclose $1.20 (tax included) for regular size
I package of "Dark-Eyes", and directions.

I Check shades: O Black Brown

I Name

! Address

Town State

Hair
OFF Face
Lips...Arms...Legs

Now Hdppy. I had ugly superfluous hair. ..was
unloved . . . discouraged. Tried many things . . . even
razors. Nothing was satisfactory. Then I developed
a simple, painless, inexpensive method. It has helped
thousands win beauty, love, happiness. My FREE
book. "Howto Overcome Superfluous Hair Problem"
explains method. Mailed in plain envelope. Also
TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette, P. O.
Box 4040. Merchandise Mart, Dept. 154. Chicago 54, 111.

WRITE SO^GS
The writer of "BOOTS AND SADDLES" and
other song hits will compose the melody for
your song poem. Never has such an oppor-
tunity brten offered new writers. Send your song
poems and Ivrics for FREE examination.
Write for details and FREE INSTRUCTIVE
BOOKLET.
HOLLYWOOD HARMONY HOUSE, Studio C-2
12G South La Brea. Los Angeles 36, Calif.
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TEETHING PAINS

RELIEVED

QUICKLY

'HEN your baby suflFers from
teething pains, just rub a few drops

of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is

the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.

Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Jusf rub ff on the gums

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident achool work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H . S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School irraduate. Start your training now. Free
Bollstin on request. No obligation.

I American School, Dept. H-55. Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS
Actual phoLof5rai>hs specially posed hy your ^ii^nr-

ite stars. INTRODUCTORY OFFEEt— 1 6 glossy
4x5 photos only $1 postpaid. Free catalog list-
ing hundreds of iiosos and "Dream Girl Pin-
ups" sent with each order.

FINE ARTS FILM CO.
Box 2084-S San Antonio 6, Tex.

CDEC —ENGRAVING— NEW
BVCC NAME or INITIALS on 1945

14k Gold Finish

FRIENDSHIP

PIN
Write "SL^^yji^ V f^f^K Send 42 cents, plus 8c
For ^V^I^irJiA Federal Tax. in Coin,

Catalog ^CP^ Stamps or Money Order.

TASH NOVELTY ENGRAVING CO.
1301 SURF AVE., Dept. 154-N, BROOKLYN <24), N. Y.

UTHFUL
LOVELINESS
Can Be Yours!

THE NEW
SELF TENSOR
METHOD

$
1

One Dollar
Complete

Raises saggy bust line

. . . Rebuilds tone

. . . Assures poise
No Braces...No Bras..^'No Creams

Satisfaction assured.. .Be convinced

Mail stamp and One Dollar today to

LINDA LEI, Box 2790
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. H-2

would just go to a relative and live in

equal eonifort and security, .sliaiins the

work. Wlietlier they live in villages or

palaces, I lie peoj)le of the Philippines

are hospitable folk. They have cullure,

tradilion. nobility. '

"Why did they fight against Japan-'

Perhaps they remembered the Spanish

domination. When, over 400 years ago,

Spain took the islands and named them
the Philippines after their King Phili)).

they passed laws forbidding any islander

to go to another island. They didn't

want the people to expand or to grow
mentally. Tlicy even refused to let them
learn Spanish, so that each island — of

necessity—had its own language. That
is why, today, over 80 different lan-

guages are spoken in the Philippines.

That is why, also, there are 86 separate

cultures, dances, music types, traditions,

histories. Only recently has Tagalog been
made the official language. When Amer-
ica took over, we used exactly the

opposite procedure from Spain. We not
only built schools, but we passed laws

that we do not even have in this coun-
try, making it mandatory for all Filipino

children to go to school. A symbol of

the American influence in the Philip-

pines is the schoolhouse you find in

every village.

"Even the present President of the

Philippines, Osmeno, who once fought

against us, suddenly realized a simple

fact: Americans are not Spaniards.

WTiere the Spanish had perverted learn-

ing, kept the people in ignorance in

order to live ofif of the people, Amer-
ica wanted them to learn, to become
educated, to prepare their way for com-
plete independence. Freedom is some-
thing they understand. In this war, they
realize that it is better to lose lives

than to lose liberty."

Never before has Hollywood made a

picture of the Filipinos in the Philip-

pines. It has always been the American
in the Philippines. The gallantry of the

guerilla fighters is a story that had
to be told—to explain to America the

greatness of the people of the Philip-

pines. Dmytryk wanted to tell that

story and to tell it in all its truth.

That's why it is so important that the

picture be factual down to the last

detail.

Every extra on the picture is a Filipino.

Colonel Clarke joined a staff of scouts

who brought back over 800 Filipinos

from Portland, Seattle, Spokane, San
Francisco, Salinas. The 100 American
Army soldiers in the film are from the

regular United States Army. They
aren't civilians playing at being soldiers.

The War Department released Army
tanks, jeeps, machines, automobiles, guns.

There are 350 guerillas in the picture;

they are all Filipinos.

As Colonel Clarke racked his memory
and his brain to describe to art director

Ralph Berger the dugouts, the jungles,

the terrain of the islands, the villages,

the rice paddies, General MacArthur's
penthouse atop the Manila Hotel,

Berger had sketches made up to fit

these descriptions. Then came the back-
breaking task of making those sketches

into sets.

On^ village alone cost $80,000 to con-

struct. I went out to location in Tarzana

"Like a star on your finger"

says glomorous MARIE McDONALD
...in "GUEST IN THE HOUSE", a

Hunt Stromberg Production, Reieosed

thru United Artists.

BLAZING WITH MORE BRILLIANCE

the only diamonds with the

patented, faceted girdle

MULTI-FACET* DIAMONDS' intensified light

and color produce unsurpassable brilliance.

Their fiery sparkle glows to the heart of the

selected stones. Multi-Facet's patented girdle

helps to prevent chipping, mokes for lasting

perfection of your diamond's beauty. Choose

your "diamond of the stars" at your local

ieweler. Priced, tox included, $75 to $7,500.

ORIOLE W.SO*

IROTH $125*

S5
diamond craft of omerica

551 fifth ovenue, nnr york 17, n. jr.

f\tM send me the romantic booklet: THE STORY

OF A DIAMOND. I'm enclosing 10c for postage.

NAME^

ADORESS-
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SKINNYWOMEN!
Men Adore a Full

Shapely Figure!

t GAIN WEIGHT!
Amazing "Clamor-Figur" For-

mula Helps You Cain Safely!

Easily! More Quickly!

Men are always attracted by a glam-
orous fiE:ure with appealinl^ curves
. . . and not bv a skinny, drab, life-

less looking woman! Now at last you.

too. can ti-y to help yourself put on enough weight for

a shapely figure as thousands of women have by using

this AMAZING SPECIAL FORMULA. Poor appetite and

lack of necessary vitamins probably cause most cases

of underweight. This "GLAMOR-FIGUR" FORMULA
helps stimulate your appetite to eat the proper amount
of food with enjoyment . . . and gives you additional

vitamins to help you get the required daily adult

amount which contribute to your gaining the normal
weight. Remember a shapely full figure helps give

you a more BEAUTIFUL BUSTLINE. HELPS YOU
LOOK AND FEEL BETTER, fills Out sunken cheeks,
gives you more polsel

FREE lO DAY TRIAL
SEND NO MONEY! ZVs;\"c;li'^"Gi.r^^.
Figui" Formula at our expense for 10 days and then
see if he will notice and admire your new, more
shapely figure. Also FREE PERSONAL DIRECTIONS plus

PpCE DOCTOR'S WEIGHT GAINING PLAN to be
used with "Glnmor-Figur" Formula if you

order now! Just deposit witli postman on delivery
98c plus postage, or send only SI and we pay postage.
2 for $1.69. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if not com-
pletelv satisfied. Delay is lost romance! WRITE NOW!
GUARANTEE SALES. 20 Vesey St.. Dept. C-1 32.

C.

Scientific, proven aid tor Brittle. Splitting or Thin
Nails. Acts to tulfen nails and help cuticle. Quickly
applied, non -staining, does not
afifecr polish.

25c and 50c AT TOILET GOODS -

COUNTERS THROUGHOUT AMERICA \
Vogue Products, ii$i Seward St.,HoUywood 38, Calif.

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

W/ien Voo Use T/i/s Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
in one, simple, q jick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives lustrpus highilghts.

1. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye

or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hai inse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.

At storB5 which se// ro/Ver goods

2S<t for 5 rinses

10?; for 2 rinsef

to look at it. Dozens of grass houses on
stilts lined the street; there were ten

acres of flooded rice paddies; there was
a bridge under which ran an artificial

stream. There were hundreds upon hun-
dreds of palm trees. In spite of the Cali-

fornia legend that there is a palm tree on
every corner, none of these landmarks
was for sale. Colonel Clarke refused to

okay the picture showing a village with-

out palm trees. It v.'as as much a part of

the landscape, he said, as the very earth.

Faced with a necessity for hundreds of

palm trees when there were no palm
trees to be had. Dmytryk ordered that

50-foot-high palm trees be made, hun-
dreds of them. And they were made.
On this same set were 800 Filipino

extras all in native costume. No ward-
robe department or costumer in the

entire city had these costumes. Even
the designers didn't know the intricate

patterns for these costumes. Beautiful

butterfly sleeves and rainbow colors pre-

dominate. Colonel Clarke solved this

problem by asking the Filipinos to bring

their own native costumes.

In the streets, even the animals were
typical of the island's. Pigs, chickens,

fighting cocks. Matching everything up
so that it was all authentic was a colos-

sal headache. "It's the most difficult

picture I've ever made," said Dmytryk.
And this admission came from a director

who is a master in the art of production
and who gives lectures on the subject at

the People's Educational Center. "It's

the hardest work I've ever done," he
confessed. "It's very exacting to shoot

a factual picture because there can be
no compromises. Sometimes it's almost
impossible to make the picture match

—

the right kind of country, animals that

are right, people, costumes, props,

houses."

The smallest detail in "The Invisible

Army" is authentic. Tliere are no sub-
stitutes. Wlien General MacArthur's
pentliouse was recreated into a set,

Colonel Clarke remarked that the piano
wasn't made of Philippine wood. Pro-
duction was held up while Philippine

mahogany was found and overlaid on
the original wood of tlie piano. Another
time, Clarke's dugout was recreated.

When lie visited it for the first time, for

a moment he became very ill—I'emein-

bering. Yet he said: "It's just exactly

like our dugout, except there was a huge
boulder in the center which we found
when we dug it. It was too big to re-

move, so we left it there." The next

morning, the huge boulder was in the

dugout.

Jolm Wayne acts the composite role

of Colonel Clarke and the unidentified

officer. For War Department pui'poses,

the character is known as Colovel Mad-
den in the picture. Anthony Quinn has

the part of the polo playing grandson
of Andres Bonificio, a guerrilla fighter

famed in early Filipino history.

In the shooting, even the actors did

not compromise with reality. In the

scene where the Colonel is blown out

of his dugout. John Wayne is blown' so

far by the gunpowder discharge that

only his football training saved him
from serious injury. I asked John why
he didn't use a double. "Colonel Clarke

didn't have a double when he was blown

SCREENLAND

Hollywood Songwriter

Service Now Available

To New Songwriters
HOLLYWOOD, CALIF. New writers in all

parts of the country are speaking words of
praise for the Cinema Song Company. This
company is devoting its efforts to helping
the amateur writer complete his songs in a
professional manner so that the songs may
receive proper consideration from the
publishers. Their capable staff is headed
by two well-known Hollywood songwriters
who supply the melodies for song poems
and lyrics without charge. The Cinema
Song Company will also supply you with
lead sheet copies and excellent recordings
of your songs. If you have ambitions to
break into the profitable field of song-
writing, send your song poems or lyrics
for FREE examinations and full details.

CINEMA SONG COMPANY, Dept. D
Box 670, Beverly Hills, Calif.

DIAMOND RINGS
$f*85 or Both for

Compare these beaatiful rings
with others selling- for twice
our price. Diamondg are_pre-
cious and the supply limited.

The Solitaire Eng-agement Ring
set with a genuine guaranteed

flashing diamond in a be£,utiful 10k yel-
low gold mounting. THE RING THAT WHISPERS "LOVE
ME FOREVER," Matchingweddingringisdeeply embossed
10k yellow gold set with 3 sparkling genuine chip diamonds.
Either nngS5.85—bothforS9.85plu3posta_geand20% Fed.tax.

CCyn Un MnUCV with order, just name and ring
dLHU nU lTlUllt.1 size. Pay on arrival. Wear five
days—then return the ring3 for money back if not satisfied.

CHICAGO DIAMOND IMPORTERS
2301 E. 71st Street, Dept. le, CHICAGO 49, ILL.

VAN JOHNSON
Universal Star

STAMMER?
This new 12b-paf;e bouK, '•bLammering, ILS Cause
and Correction," describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 44 years. Benj. N. Bogue.
Dept. 3266, Circle Tower, Indianaporis 4. Ind.

g. "Before and After"
\ Read this new book about Plastic

^
Reconstruction. Tells how easy

(jf^ it is for noses to be shaped-^
T \ protruding ears, thick lips^

wrinkles, and signs of age
corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-i^
lous breasts. Plasiie Surgery

explained. Elaborate illustrations.

Only 25c.—mail coin or stamps. Gl
42nd St.. Dept. CC, New York 17

COLOR YOUR HAIR „™E^^
Shampoo and color your hair at the same]
time with SHAMPO-KOLOR, quickly, eas-
ily, yourself, at home. Any shade, close tol
scalp. Ko dyed look. Will not rub off. Permits perm, wava,
Ko experience needed. Caution: Use onXvas directed on labels
free Book, VallignyProd. IncDpt. 10-R 254W.3ISt.,N.Y,

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS!
HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS!
Write for safe, correct procedure !

SONG SERVICE
333 W. 56th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.



"MY DonJuan^ Lipstick
fl^Bk 1 STAYS ON! ''

LIMITED QUANTITIES
Electric Stove*

I-Burner and 2-BarDer

Electric Steam Irons
Automatic Electric Irons

Electric Irons

RADIOS, A.C. & D.C.
Table & Console Models

Electric Room Heaters
Infra-Red Health Lamps

Desk Lamps—Bed Lamps

Electric Food and Cream Mix'fcrs

Electric Toasters Electric Broilers

Schick Electric

Shavers
and Others

Carpet Sweepers
Electric Vacuum Cleaners

Electric Sandvnch Toasters

Electric Roasters All Sizes

Electric Waffle Bakers

Silverware for Home Use

Silverware for Restaurants

Electric Fans, All Sizes

Electric Wire, All Sizes

Heater Elements

Iron Elements

Cooker Elements

Screen Wire All Sizes

Send Sfamped Kefurn Envelope for Prlcei

JOSEPH WINKLER & CO., Dept. ae.5

667-671 N. CLARK ST. CHICAGO 10, ILL.

Do YOU Need More
SHAPELY
CURVES?
If you are too skinny, flat

and run down, you can
use this safe way to gain
attractive pounds and
friends and make yourself
more desirable. Take

Wakita 7ii Compound. Full easy directions are on your
package. Also eat plenty of good nourishing food. 711
Compound is a special formula for skinny women. It is
an excellent hematinic and stimulates the gastric juices
for skinny women. Increase your appetite with this spe-
cial formula and then let your mirror be the best proof.
Use it until you are completely satisfied. Write now.
Just send your name and address. Pay only $1 plus post-
age on delivery or mail a dollar and save postage. Write
today. You must be absolutely satisfied or your money
back. Wakita. Dept. 25-

E

. Station Y. Brooklyn 4. N. Y.

BACKACHE,

LEG PAINS MAY
BE DANGER SIGN

Of Tired Kidneys
If backache and leg pains are making you miser-

able, don't just complain and do nothing about them.
Nature may be warning you that your kidneys need
attention.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking excess

acids and poisonous waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.

If the 15 miles of kidney tubes and filters don't
work well, poisonous waste matter stays in the blood.
These poisons may start nagging backaches, rheu-
matic pains, leg pains, loss of pep and energj-, getting
up nights, swelling, pufiiness under the eyes, head-
aches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty passages ^"ith

smarting and burning sometimes shows there is some-
thing wrong with your kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan'a Pills,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy reUef and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from the blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

out," he said. Tliat .settled the matter.

There wa.s no faking, no miniatures.

Wlien a truck tumbled over a eiiff, it

tumbled and was smashed. In the al-

mo.st motionless .iiinolc scenes, Dmytryk
didn't say to himself, "There's very
little wind stirring in those jungles. The
audience won't notice it if everything
is still." Instead, giant wind machine.s

—

ten feet in diameter—revolved just slowly

enough to give a torpid breeze.

And, in the big things, the facts were
not distorted for the sake of greater

tirama. The sequences on record in the

War Department needed no distorting

for greater dramatic impact. Their true

story smashes home, chillingly.

These incidents were the greatest

moral obligation of all. There was the
true account of the school principal

who was ordered by a Japanese officer

to take down the American flag, who re-

fused, and who was hung by the hal-

liards of the flag post as the .Japanese

flag went up. There was the little Fili-

pino school boy who was so enraged at

the hanging of his principal that he
rushed up and attacked the .Japanese

captain. The Japanese whipped him
and tortured him until he promised to

reveal the hiding place of the guerrillas.

The boy told the Japs that if they
would get in a truck he would lead
them there, but when he got to a 300-

foot cliff, he sent the truck and twenty
Japanese soldiers to their death and his.

He lived long enough afterwards for his

report to be taken down by American
officers, and that report is today in the
War Department records at Washington.
Throughout the picture, newspaper

accounts come to life with smashing
vividness. For instance, there is the pre-

sentation of the first mass attack by tlie

Japanese against the Philippines. In the
beginning of the war we didn't know
much about Jap tactics. The picture

shows one particular day when the

Colonel was down in his dugout. Wanting
to conserve ammunition, he ordered a

Battalion Commander to withhold fire.

The Major replied that the Japs were
attacking in thousands. The Colonel
said, "There can't be that many Japs!"

"Come up and see," invited the Major,
The Colonel went up. He saw a terrific

sight—the first mass attack, with wave
after wave of Japs advancing only for

the purpose of blowing up the American
land mines in front of the American
defense position and then throwing them-
selves on the barbed wire as a bridge for

the others to walk over. By cutting the

estimate of that battle in half, the mod-
erate estimate of Japanese dead was 10,-

000 in front of the American position at

Abucay, This was written up in every
newspaper in the land as the Bridge of

the Dead. But the printed word never

possessed the stunning power of the

picturization.

With films like these, Hollywood is

giving us the true story of history in the

making, and no text book of future gen-

erations will be more accurate. The sig-

nificance of such authentic records has

tremendous scope and importance.

Dmytryk's great hope is that when
the war is over, the power of motion
pictures can be used to prevent wars
instead of to record them.

Says

Paula Stone

"My lips stay lovely

hours longer without

retouching. .. That's why
Don Juan is tops with me.'

See what they do

for your lips

1. DON JUAN STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss, if used as di-

rected. No greasy, smeary effect.

2. LIPS STAY LOVELY without

frequent retouching. Try today.

3. NOT DRYING or SMEARY.Im-
parts appealing glamour look.

Creamy smooth—easily applied.

4. STYLE SHADES.TryRaspberry,

rich, glowing, or Number 5,

medium red, flattering, youthful look-

ing. Other shades, too.

Deluxe size $1. Refills 60c. Junior aize 25c.

Tax extra Matching powder, rouge & cake
make-up. Trial sizes at 10c stores. In Canada also.

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR LIPSTICK

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination, Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

51 0-V So. Alexondria Los Angeles 5, Calif.

For SWEATER GALS
Plgwood SWEATER DRYER -

KEEP YOUR
SWEATERS

GIRLS— Here is the perfect way to
block your sweater. Simply wash sweater, roll
in towel, then place on dr>er. . .Whip or pin
around sleeves, neck and borrom and hang up
to dry. Well made ofplywood, with waterproof
finish. Movable arms. Will not warp. Sizes 34-
36-38-40, $2.10 each, postage prepaid. Check
or money order. Sock dryers - sizes 10-10)i-
11-111^-12, $1.10 per pair. Anklet dryers—
sfzes 8^-9-9^^-10, 95c a pair. V'tst of Missb-
sippi, add25c on sueaUr dryer, and 10c on sock and
anklet dryers, forpostage. HOME PRODUCTS CO.,
Dept. U. Box 247, HigK Point, North Carolina.
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RONRICO is created by the skilled

hands of a master distiller who has

devoted a lifetime to producing a superb

rum of matchless flavor. Always keep a

bottle of RONRICO handy for the best

in cocktails, Collins, highballs and cola

drinks. Write for FREE booklet, "THE
HANDS OF TIME"—fascinating analy-

sis of human hands. Ronrico Corpora-,

tion, Miami, Florida,

Ronrico Rum, 86 Proof. U. S. Representa-

tive: Import Div., McKesson & Robbins,1nc.

P 5^ ///e ^niwmeui

RONRICO
lime

*Trade Marks Copyright 1945

SONG POEMS w
Song poems set to music by famous
Hollywood Motion Picture composer

-

arranger. Your song recorded by noted
radio singer. Send your poem today
for consideration and liberal offer.

HOLLYWOOD MELODIES
p. O. Box 2168E Hollywood 28, Calif.

N
T
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Callouses
RELIEVED—REMOVED—PREVENTED
You forget you have
callouses, burning or
tenderness on bottom of
your feet, when you use
Dr. SchoU's Zino-pads.
These soft, soothing,
cushioning, protective
pads instantly relieve painful
pressure on the sensitive spo;;
help prevent callouses if used
at first sign of soreness.

Separate Medications included
for removing callouses. Cost
but a trifle. Get a box today at

your Drug, Shoe, Dept. Store
or Toilet Goods Counter.

Fugitive from "Claudia"

Continued from page 37

that she has done for me. But after

playing her a year on Broadway, an-
other year on tour and then doing her in

the screen version I knew that if I

didn't want to be typed I would have
to get just as far away from her as I

could in my next role.

"That sounds as if I were just using
Katie as an escape. I don't mean that
at all. Katie would be a challenge to any
actress. You have to have ethics to play
a part like that. What I mean is that
life used poor Katie so badly that any
woman playing her would feel as if she
had to defend her. Katie was overshad-
owed by her husband, gay, imaginative
Johnny who had the gift of bringing
others right into his own dream world.

Only Katie couldn't find her way into it

much as Johnny urged her. Katie just

couldn't help being realistic and seeing

things as they were. And seeing them
that way she couldn't help but feel a
little bitter.

"She loved her children just as much
as Johnny did, she wanted just as much
for them. But unless you were careful

playing her, Katie could easily seem a

shrew and a wet blanket. I don't think
I ever worried so much about a scene as

the one where Johnny gets the job as

waiter and was turning it all into such
a glorious adventure that the chiidren

felt they were there with him as they
listened, eating caviar and all the other

exotic things that Johnny was telling

them about. But Katie knew the mo-
ment Johnny left that the enchantment
he had created would go with him, and
there they would be, she and the chil-

dren, in the drab tenement kitchen, and
instead of caviar there would be the

stale bread Francie bought at the bak-
ery every Saturday. And because she

knew she would be a part of the drab-

ness just as Johmiy had been the en-

chantment, she tried to bring him down
to earth. I couldn't bear the thought of

failing Katie in that scene, of making
her seem unsympathetic and hard. It was
so important for the audience to under-

stand the emotions driving her."

There isn't any doubt that Katie
proved an emotionally disturbing part

to play. But after it was over Dorothy
accepted an equally difficult one, that

of Laura in the RKO production of

Pinero's "Enchanted Cottage."

Most actresses would have held out

for a glamorous role after playing the

drab, repressed Katie, but Dorothy
didn't hesitate over accepting the role

of the pitiably unattractive girl who be-

comes beautiful in the eyes of the man
who loves her and, this was amazing
even to Dorothy, she discovered she en-

joyed playing the ugly Laura more than

she did the beautiful one.

"I felt so free," she explained. "I

didn't have to think of my looks, won-
der if my hair looked all right or if my
clothes were photographing well or the

other hundred and one things you have
to think of when you're in front of the

camera. There was nothing to distract

me and I could play the part as I felt

Palmer's SKIN SUCCESS Soap is a i/>caa/ soap

containing the same costly medication as 104

year proved Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Oint-

ment. Whip up the rich cleansing FOAMY
MEDICATION with finger tips, washcloth or

brush and allow to remain on 3 minutes. Amaz-
ingly quick, results come to many skins, afflicted

with pimples, blackheads, itching of eczema and
rashes externally caused that need the scientific

hygiene action of Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS"
Soap. For your youth-clear, soft loveliness, give

your skin this luxurious 3 minute foamy medica-

tion-treatment. At toiletry counters everywhere

25c or from E. T, Browne Drug Company, 127
Water Street, New York 5, New York.

iCx7 HAND COLORED

».oToENlARGMENT
As an INTRODUCTORV OFFER
we will send you a beautiful HAND
COLORED Professional Enlarge-
ment FREE with your order of six
BLACK and WHITE ENLARGE-
MENTS. Six 5x7 for $2.04 or
six 8x10 Enlargements for S2.64.
Single Enlargemtnt 5x7 costs 39c
or 8 x10 49c. Mail your photo,
snapshot or negative (any size)
mother, father, sister, soldier, group
pictures, etc. Your original will be
returned unharmed. State color of eyes, hair, and
clothing. Mail Money Order or War Stamps, or pay
postman on arrival, plus a few cents postage.

MAX CHINKES. Photographer (Dept. S.TJ.)
16!»7 Broadway New York 19, N. T.

CORNS
REMOVEDBV
Your money refunded
if not satisfied. The Moss
Company, Rochester, N. V.

also Callouses. In-
grown Nails relieved.

Quick and easy. Just
rub on. Jars, 30c and
50c. At your drug-

gist. Economica.1!

MOSCO
BOW-LEGGED?
Send for my Book Corrective Exercises. Can be done
Anywhere, Any Time. No Embarrassment. Price. $1.00.

T. BROWN. B. Science. P. 0. Box 12. New York 61, N.Y.'

SONG POEMS
WANTED "VeK^'
Send your best Poems for Free Exam-
ination. (No obligation.) Write for Free
Instructive Booklet outlining opportuni-
ties. Recordings furnished.

rXlTED MI SIC COKPOKiVTION
40S North High St.. Salem. Indiana

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

100% SATISFACTION
.OR MCNET BACK

LEARN
^QUICKLY,EASILY

AT HOME
Splendid income, new social contacts, and the sat-
isfaction of servinff humanity can be yours as a V
Trained Practical Nurse. Agesl 8 to 60. High School
not necessary . Training: plan welcomed by physicians. Prepare
in spare time. Many earn while learning'. Nurse's Outfit and
placement service included FREE of extra cost. Mail coupon
below for facts and fascinating FREE sample lesson pages.

Wayne School of Practical Nursing, Inc.
2301 N. Wayne Ave., Dept. AD-2, Chicago 14, Illinoia

Name..

Address.. .City&State,^

DrScho//s
\

Zinopads
\
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^4 IT

HELP KEEP

w
FROM DARKENING
Simple Home Shampoo Washes

Hair Shades Lighter SAFELY
Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo
helps keep light hair from darlcening—bright-

ens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich cleans-

ing lather instantly removes the dingy film

that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes

only 1 1 minutes at home. Gives hair

lustrous highlights. Safefor chil-

dren. Get Blondex at 1 Oc,

drug, dept. stores.

SONG WRITERS AHENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records, exhil-

arated by more than 300,000 "Juke Boxes," warrant
your immediate consideration. To song poem writers

we are offering the rare opportunity of having the

collaboration of Nationally Known Composers on a

percentage basis. Submit poems for examination at

once. Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28. Cal.

Get More
Comfort For
Standing Feet

With An Ice-Mint Treat
Don't let tired, burning sensitive feet steal

energy and make the hours seem longer. Rub on
a little Ice-Mint and feel the blissfully cool and
soothing sensation of comfort that follows, as this
frosty-white medicinal cream goes to work driving
out fiery burning and aching tiredness. Grand, too,

to help soften up painful corns and callouses. So
don't delay — get foot happy today the Ice-Mint
way. At all druggists.

PICTURE
RING $1.
Exqnisite Onyx-like Picture Ring—made from
any photo. Send No Money! Mail photo with paper

strip for rine size. Pay postman only i 1.00 plus post-

ace. Hand tinted 25c extra. Photo returned with ring.

Money back pruarantee. Send photo and ring size now.

PORTRAIT RING CO., Dept^-S2. CINCINNATI, O.

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY!

New, lovely proportions for your
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,

etc.—in this healthful, new, as-

tonisliingly easy way. Only a lew

minutes per day In your own home.

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!

Used successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,
by mailing coupon immediately to

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon K. SAN FRANCISC0,8, CAL
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE

it. It plea.sed me when the .studio de-

cided not to use phoney makeup to get

the effect they wanted. It wa.s all done

by distortion lights and very unbecom-
ing hair-do and clothes and by using no

makeup at all, not even lipstick. Doing
it that way made me feel like Laura and
I knew if they'd decked me out with a

putty nose and things like that I would
have felt I was playing a freak instead

of a warm, thoroughly charming girl.

"I had a wonderful time working in

that picture. Everybody connected with

it liked everybody else and we had so

much fun on the set that people kept

dropping in on us all the time. Even the

studio cat brought her kittens over and
kept them there until the picture was
finished!"

Dorothy McGuire began her career at

twelve, not as a child prodigy known
the world over as Shirley Temple and
Jackie Coogan were, but, and this was
probably very fortunate for her, as a

member of the Omaha Community
playhouse. It was the principal of her

school who, knowing the Community
Playhouse was having tryouts, suggested

that Dorothy go over. Before that she

had always played the lead in school

plays but now she was getting real ex-

perience. The next year she played the

lead in "A Kiss for Cinderella," an adult

part, and to add to the thrill of that, she

was playing opposite another native

Nebraskan, Henry Fonda, who had act-

ually appeared in a Broadway play.

No one would have wondered if Dor-
othy's pretty little head had been turned

a bit after that. There were rave notices

in the paper and Violet Heming, the

distinguished actress who was in Omaha
on tour and saw the opening night per-

formance, couldn't talk about anything
else but Dorothy's performance when
a local newspaperman interviewed her.

"The girl is a born actress," she said.

"I wouldn't have missed seeing her per-

formance for anything."

But Dorothy's head wasn't turned.

Her very wise and understanding par-

ents saw to that. "I remember Daddy
sitting down and explaining to me that

the very flattering notices were just a

part of the profession and that I mustn't

let them go to my head," Dorothy said.

"Mother felt as he did, and when he

died shortly afterwards, she treated any
success that came my way just as

casually. They were always interested

in anything I did but they never went
overboard.

"I. did one play a year with the group
until I went East to school, first to

Indiana and then to Pine Manor in

Wellesley where I took a two year col-

lege course. Then I asked mother if I

couldn't go to New York and try my
luck on Broadway.
"Mother is very wise and very nice.

She never interfered with anything I

wanted to do, and though I'm sure the

thought of probable disappointments

and heartaches I was facing disturbed

her, she didn't let me know it. She only

said that if I wanted to be an actress,

I might as well find out for myself just

what it was all about."

"I did. It was no bed of roses. Any
thought I might have had of overnight

success was knocked out of me in the

I8C-25C

LINCOLN AND INDIAN HEAD
PENNIES WANTED
W>>-L$inOO PAPM FOR CERTAIN
PAY t«**n LINCOLN PENNIES!
Indian Head Cents $.50.00: Nicl;els $300,00; Dimes
$1,000.00. .Ml rare roins. Iiills. stamps wanted. Send
lOc for Mlustrated Catalogue and other information.

FEDERAL COIN EXCH ANG E. 4-HSU. Columbus 5. 0.

(jiLAIV|oy,>Q|.5

Get Real Beautiful

Portraits of your most

favorite Movie Stars 7i
ron"^ I LINDA OARNEU

You will thrill at the ver>' latesi shots, individual poses,
finest quality glossy prints, nhjch give each photo a

sparkling lifelike appearance.

Ready to frame or put in your album or scrapbook.
Size 8 X 10—seven different photos for ^I. postpaid.
We ha\e world's largest collection. Order as many as

desire.

Also Lorqe Selection of Unusual Pin-Up Photos
12 for SI .00 postpaid

IPl^^l^ f
vHth >'our order, j beautiful illuscratcd

logue listing ail the Mo%-ic Stjrs m HoUy

fiv.
IRVING K L AW

2 East 14fh Si., Depl. FF-S, New York 3, n.y\
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EXCESS FAT
LOSE 5 lbs.

or MORE (-^

per WEEK or

MONEY BACK
Most over-fat men and
women who follow the
entire Vita-Slym plan
lose at least 5 lbs. a week.
YOU may do the same,
or return the empty box
at the end of 1 5 days
and we will refund your
money. And the most
amazing part of the
plan is that people say
they feel so much bet-
ter—peppier and more
energetic.

PRrVATE PLAN of

N, Y. DOCTOR
A well-known New York
physician tirst prescribed
this method of reducing
for his exclusive clien-
tele. At last we have
persuaded him to re-
lease it for YOU. No need to over-exercise or
starve yourself. Nor are Vita-Slyms a. cathartic.
Eat plenty of food, but eat less calories and
supplement your diet with Vita-Slyms. They
not only contain Vitamins A, Bi, B2, C and L>.
Niacin, Amide, Iron, Calcium, Phosphorus and
Dextrose to make you feel better, but also help
to take away that abnormal appetite due to
low blood sugar.

4 WEEKS' MENUS FREE!
with every box of 75 Tablets and 30 Capsules, we give
you a convenient chart of menus for one month ... a
time-saving help in planning your meals. Try the Vita-
Slym plan for 15 days—see for yourself how quickly you
lose weight and how fine you feel. You risk nothing. It
not delighted you return the box and we refund your
money. But don't delay ... act NOW! Mail coupon
TODAY! Order C.O.D.. or. If you send cash, we pay postage.

VITA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU-5, Box No. 159
Times Sq. Sta., New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
I VITA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU-5. Box No. 159
I Times Square Station, New York I

I Send me 15 days' supply ot Vita-Slyms (75 tablets |and 30 capsules). If not delighted with result*, you .
will refund my money.

i QI will pay postman $1.98 plus postage. '

1 I enclose $1.98. Send postage prepaid.
J

i Name ,
I

I I

^ Address ^
I I

5 City State '

I No Canadian Orders Please print plainly I

and Pin-Up folder with each order. Prompt
livery from the world's Foremost movie

photo concern. Your first order will convince
you. 4 for $1.-12 for S2.50 postpaid. Send
M. O. or U. S. 3c stamps. .Address Dept. 606

BRAM STUDIO 50BW.44M,STNEW YORK 18, N.Y

NAMCS
ENGRAVED
FREE

ONLY 9»e—SEND NO MONEY
link your friends together with this everlasting symbol
ol love and friendship. Latest rage of Broadway and
Hollywood. You'll cherish these lovely heart memos of
friends, sweethearts and loved ones. Graceful, beautifully
hand finished, highly polished heart charms— 6 tiny images
of delight that capture the heart as well as the imagination.
EiQuisitelyHAND ENGRAVED with any 6 names you desire.

Wear 10 days on MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
Bend name and address. Pay postman only 98c plus postase
and 20% Federal tax. or mail $1.20 and we pay postage and
tax. Supply is limited. BO write today. _ ,

International Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Ave., Dept 992, Ctiicago 16, III.

long months ahead. I shared an apart-

ment with another girl and then after

months of knocking at managers' doors
I got a part as understudy in a very
short lived play, 'Step Over.' There were
other months of idleness and I was
pretty discouraged the day I went over

to the Golden Theater to try out for

Claudia."

It was while she was playing in

"Claudia" on Broadway that an inter-

viewer brought a friend back-stage to

meet her, John Swope, Jr., the man
Dorothy married while she was doing
"Claudia" in Hollywood.
"A very lucky night." she smiled.

"And a very lucky play. Claudia was
awfully good to me."

A Sense of Scents

Continued from page 16

red-head." Differing aromas suggest to us
serenity, vivacity, casualness, tempestu-
ousness, and so on and on through the
whole range of feminine dispositions.

You know your type, and in perfume as

in makeup, "making the most of your-
self" is the surest road to charm and
beauty.

So you're a serene blonde.'' All right,

don't choose the heavy musky perfume
that's designed for your more exotic sis-

ter! Choose the flowerlike creations that

play up your own fragile allure. If you're
the raven-haired, dark-skinned gal who
dotes on deep red nail polish, the

heavier spicier scents are decidedly for

you. Should you be one of the many
between these extremes, pick a fragrance

that suggests your favorite color. As
everyone knows, there's quite a relation

between color and smell.

Now that you've selected your funda-
mental fragrance, the next step is to build

your "Theme Song" around it. Most of

the stars match their colognes, powders,
essences and bath preparations.

How to Use Fragrances

Your scented "Theme Song" once es-

tablished, .you can go through the long
list of perfumed preparations and see

how, when, and where to use them.
With spring in the air and summer

close at hand, we can't resist starting

with bath preparations. A big bar of

scented soap, a bottle of after-bath

cologne and a box of sweet dusting pow-
der make the daily bath a pleasant, im-

portant occasion. When the weather be-

gins to be warm, cologne or toilet water
rubbed all over the body after bathing

cools the skin as it scents it. A sprin-

kling of powder—especially under the

arms, beneath the bosom, and on the

feet—make clothes feel more comfort-

able. For real relaxation, a bubble bath
is the perfect prescription.

The expensive perfumes, called es-

sences, may be applied in two ways,

either directly to the skin with an appli-

cator, or in an aura around you with an
atomizer. These liquids should not be

applied to fabrics or furs because on
these they frequently turn rancid. Re-
member, to lingerie, clothes, and hats,

too, if you like, sachet pillows will impart

fragrance without harming materials.

Use them on Letters,

Books, Greeting Cards
It's new! It's exciting! Your
favorite photo or snapsTiot re-

prnduced on smart, exclusive
starnp.s. Large-sized iWs" x

^V2") o" fine gummed paper

—

just wet the back and apply.

That man of yours in service

will get a real thrill seeing
.vnur picture in every letter.

Hundreds of Novel Uses
riiotn SI amps can be used on
grcelirtg cards, announcements,
business cards, job applica-
tions, etc. Identify your books,
recnnls, sheet music, etc.

PHOTOPUTE CO., Dept. 855
161 W. Harrison St., Chicago, 5

Send No Money
You don't risk one cent ^
simply send photo or snap,
shot (no negatives). On
arrival, pay postman S1.69
plus CCD. postage on
MONEY-BACK GUARAN-
TEE. If cash accompanies
order, we pay postage.
Original photo returned.

Mail your order TODAYI

IMPROVE Your FIGURE
Only

50c
Would you like to have
a FIRM, FULL &
LOVELY bosom? Are
you self-conscious of a flat, pen*
dulous, sagging bust line? Thou-
sands of women have corrected
their bust contours. Why can't
you? Learn how you too, may
have a lovely figure. For only 50c
we will send you a copy of "THE
SECRET OF IMPROVING
YOUR FIGURE." It contains

information, instructions and simply illustrated, easy
to follow exercises, it also contains information and
suggestions for those who wish to lose or put on weight.
Calory and weight table and other helpful information.
Act today, send only 50« in coin or stamps to —
CEAGEE CO.. 72 5th Ave., Dept. 19-E, N. Y. C. M

POEMS WANTED
To be set to music. Send your song poem today for

free examination by nationally famous hit composer
of "Dream A Little Dream Of Me." Our new 6 step

plan is most liberal and complete ever offered. Write
today for free booklet.

SCBEENLAND BECOBDEKS
Dept. S HoUywood 38, California

NEWEST
PICTURE CRAZE
Beautiful Original Glossy Girl Photos
in size 4x5 or 8x10. Ready to frame
or pin up. 10 small or 5 large only

$1. OKDER TODAY. List included.

WINEHOLT CO.
Woodbine 6, Penna.

Help yourself to Glamour with this unique beauty
treatise by Pierre Carrette. Shows you how to
glamourize your hair, lips. skin, niils. Look
smart, chic, sophis-
ticated. Leam how
to g'ive your appear-
ance that SUPER-
ELEGANCE. Send
for FREE informa-
tion about "Parisian
Beauty Secrets" TO-
DAY.
Nelson Co., Dept. W-04, 321 S. Wabash, Chicago4, IM.

STAGE
SCREEN
RADIO

FREE LIST
of hundreds on hundreds
of other helpful. in-
structive, educational
and money -making
courses. Write today for
FREE Success-Cataloe:!

ACTING
PREPARE AT HOME FOR AN ACTING CAREER
Exciting! Thrllllngl Easy to understand. The finest
training at lowest cost. Develop a glamorous
personality — charm — radiant appeal. Invaluable
for self-confidence and social succe.^s. Wr.te lor

details and FREE BOOKLETS—today. 10th year

NATIONAL DRAMATIC GUILD
240 Broadway New York City

You Can Be Free From Unsightly

PIMPLES
Skin Blemishes or Acne

IN LESS THAN 10 DAYS!
Amazing new formula taken from
doctor's prescription. No greasy
creams, smelly salves, harsh lotions
or tiresome treatments. Write for
FREE BOOKLET that tells how you
can quickly, easily enjoy new skin
health and beauty. Send no money!
Just mail name and address to Dept.
S-5, Wilmot Laboratories, Inc., 234
State St., Detroit 26, Mich.

96 SCREENLAND



'SHAWAY

HAIR
...AND LOOK lO,

YEARS YOUNGER
• Now. at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from llghtesi

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-

sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone Is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb It In. One applica-

tion Imparts desh-ed color. Simply retouch aa new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
in a money-back euarantee. Get BROWNATONE todaj.

METAPHYSICS
tells you all about your mind, your domi-
nant self. Only by effective use of your
mind can you acquire the sort of person-
ality that radiates self-reliance, charm
and success. Complete course mailed upon
receipt of One Dollar. The Psyehodoniinist
Guild, 101 Chancery Bldg., San Francisco 4.

PSORIASIS
PIXACOL has brought relief to psoriasis suf-

ferers when everything else failed. A liquid, it

is applied externally, dries quickly, is non-
greasy, convenient to use. Use only as directed.
Try a regular $1 bottle of PIXACOL without
investing a cent. Write for FREE details.

PIXACOL CO.. Dept. K-9. Box 3583, Cleveland, Ohio

UNLUCKY IN LOVE?
No need to be. Men and women everywhere are finding
new romance with the help of the new. exciting Turbro
Charm Kit. /ou get 4 articles in this amazing kit, con-
taining a generous size bottle of "Ideal Charm Drops,"
full secret directions on how to use, an article on "How
To Write Interesting Romantic Letters." and "How To
Conduct A Courtship." Surprise everyone with your new,
thrilling personality. Send now. Romance is precious.
Send only $1.00 bill for the entire cit. and we pay postage,
or order C.O.D. and pay your postman SI.37 on delivery.

TURBRO, G. P. 0. Box 313-SU, New York, N. Y.

Gef ITour Favorite
Movie Stars Also Pin-ups
Original Photos ot your favorite stars,
and scenes from any recent photoplay,
the finest anywhere. Size 8x10 glossy
prints ready to frame or for alhum. We
have the largest collection of photos in
the country. Remit by money order.
4 for $1.00—12 for $2.50.

PYRAMID STUDIOS, Dept. 29-3
P.O. Box 127. Sta. P. Brooklyn 12. N.Y.

WRINKLES DISAPPEAR

IN 2 MINUTES ""b^^J!"
MEN! WOMEN! If you have age or wori-y lines, crow's
feet, etc., you can now enjoy a youthful and wrinkle-
Tree appearance in 2 minutes, or for some skins slig-htlv
longrer. Use our amazing new temporary wrinkle re-
mover astringent! No massa^in^! Not a skin peel!
Non-injurious! Immediate satisfaction or mooey back!
So new and remarkable that you cannot afford to hesi-
tate! Send only $2 (includes Fed. Tax). ORDER NOW!
ABC Products, 41 Union Sq.. Dept. 15, New York 3, N.Y.

A Bond bought today means
a bomb dropped tomorrow.

Buy Extra War Bonds

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappear

Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im-
provement in the morning. In a few days surface blem-
ishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry

counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.

How'd You Like

To See Stars?

Continued fronn page 31

the pocket of a coat that he had worn.

She's just received a letter from a

sailor who wants to meet Bing Crosby.

He'd come to Paramount tlie (lay before

with the simple request just to meet
Crosby, shake his hand and get his auto-

graph. That's all he wants; he won't

bother a soul. The policeman at the gate

told him this wasn't allowed, but if he'd

write a note to Mary Lou, maybe she

could fix it. Mary Lou's going to try.

She's going to try, too, to get one of

Dorothy Lamour's cast-off sarongs for a

Lieutenant stationed in the South Seas.

He wants it for a good-luck emblem for

his outfit.

One wall of Mary Lou's office is

covered with pictures of the stars she

serves. The inscriptions on them range

from Bob Hope's usual "Thanks for the

memories" through Paulette Goddard's
warm '"To Mother's Little Helper" to

William Demarest's gay "To Mary Lou,

our sweatheart. I wish she were mine!"

She's doing a good job and takes a

quiet and very justifiable pride in the

efficiency with which she handles it.

She doesn't want, to be personal sec-

retary to any one star; she likes them
all and her work with the many is so

much more interesting. She lives at

home with her mother and father, has

a brother in the Navy and a very hand-
some beau who's a Captain stationed on
an island in the South Pacific.

The world's getting more and more
cluttered with Modern Young Women
whose empty heads are so full of vague
and large-scale ideologies that there's

no room left for brains. Mary Lou, with

her quiet dignity and self-respect, has
more worth and strength of character in

one little finger than a whole car-load

of those dizzy dames who are too lazy

to know how to be busy.

Photo by Jack Albui

Following up the news on page 90 of Tom
Drake's marriage to Chris Curtis, here's

the first photo of the new Mr. and Mrs.

Thrilling new kind of ear-

rings . . . hand-made of a

double layer of exquisite
white lace, delicately fash-

ioned, with three gleaming

stones for a center. They're

gay and alluring for Spring

... an exotic touch of glam-

our to set off your loveliest

gown. Choose from Emerald,

Aquamarine, Ruby or Sap-

phire colored stones to match

your dress. Specify color.

Send for Yours Today

*Price (^including postage
and Federal Tax), $2.00.
If CO. D. you pay postage.

CYRIL CHESSEX, Inc.

545 Fifth Ave. Dept. C
New York 17, N. Y.

ESSES
Late styles, all sizes. Cleaned, pressed,
just slightly used. $5 each when new.
All sizes up to 36. Sizes 38 to 46 are 5

for $3.25 Send 50c deposit, balance
CO D. Plus Postage. Satisfaction guar-
anteed! Send for FREE CATALOG—
shoes, hats.' suits, army clothes, etc.

EUNICE MAIL ORDER HOUSE
197 Division St.. Dept. SU-2. N.Y.C.

Help develop a glamorous, allur-

ing contour of high youthful

rounded fullness! Tested, proven,

easy-to-use methods given in the

wonderful, scientifically authentic

book, "Approved Methods for

Care and Development of the

Form" Experience the thrilling

joys of having your contour op-

pear shapely, rounded, romantic- '

ally beautiful Proven successful

by thousands of women. Lifetime

Jesuits, safely, easily, positively.

If not satisfied, return within 10

days and money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONEYI
ofit educric

$yoo
formoflv fnofo thon DOUBLE this

only $1 00 Otdof now C. O D plus poslag*:

Poy posFman on ordval To lavo Postogo
Sflnd $1.00 with order, and wo thip prapold

in plain wroppor.

HIVIR SirOKI soi
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Take Your Pick of 400 Little Blue Books at Bargain Price of 5^ Each
TfffE IDEAf. GIFT FOR SERVICE MEW

Add (c per book for packing,
handling and carriage. Order by
liumDer. Order at least 20 books
—as many more as you like. Can-
ada and foreign. 7c per book, pre-

paid. If you order every book in

this ad — 400 books — remit only
$19.75 and we will prepay all

carriage charges.

Self-Help Boohs
23 Rhvmin? Dictionary
75 On the Choice of Book.s
78 Hints on Public Speak-

ing
88 Common Faults in Writ-

ing English
86 On Reading. Brandes
93 How to Live 100 Years
112 Secret of Self-Develop-

ment
192 A Book Of Synonyms
336 Hints on Writing Short

Stories
514 Hints on Writing Poetry
556 Hints on Etiquette
629 Hand-book of Legal

Forms
639 4,000 Most Essential

English Words
681 Spelling Self Taught
682 Grammar Self Taught
683 Punctuation Self Taught
703 Physiology Self Taught
725 Zoology Self Taught
734 Useful Phrases
748 Plane Geometry Self

Taught
751 How to Merchandise
801 A Rapid Calculator
815 Familiar Quotations
821 How to IiTi prove Your

Vocabulary
822 Rhetoric Self Taught
823 English Composition Self

Taught
835 Useful Tables
847 Card Games
855 How to Write Letters
856 Arithmetic Self Taught

Part I

857 Arithmetic Self Taught
Part H

868 Hints on Self-Improve-
ment

872 Manual of Parliamen-
tary Law

891 Your Talent and How to
Develop It

894 How to Advertise
895 Astronomy for Beginners
994 Physics Self Taught
1004 How to Save Money
1031 How to Own Your Home
1174 How to Write Business

Letters
1206 How to Swim
1319 How to Study
1351 How to Get Ahead
1357 What You Should Know

About Law
1427 Law for Workingman
1503 EHective English in

Speech and Writing
1504 How to Overcome Self-

Consciousness
1555 Rules for Success in

Business
1726 How to Think Creatively

Biography
33 Brann; Smasher of

Shams
123 Life of Madame du

Barry
141 Life ol Napoleon
142 Life of Bismarck
253 Heart Affairs of Henry

VIII
324 Life of Lincoln
343 Diary of Columbus in

1492
395 Autobiography of Cellini
412 Life of Mahomet
490 Life of Michelangelo
506 Life of Voltaire
523 Life of Thomas Paine
533 Life of Franklin
525 Life of Goethe
536 Life of Caesar
538 Life of Shakespeare
537 Life of Barnum
565 Magellan and the Pacific
604 Life of Roosevelt
718 Great Women of

Antiquity
769 Life of Thomas Jeflerson

1482 Career of Gen. U. S.
Grant

1723 Career of Al Capone

Entertainment
606 How to Play Chess
626 Old Favorite Negro

Songs
658 Toasts for All Occasions
704 Facts to Know About

Palmistry
767 Facts to Know About

Astrology
845 Facts to Know About

Fortune-Telling

893 Five Hundred Riddles
095 How to Play the Piano
1006 Children's Games
1010 Book of Amateur Magic

Tricks
1049 How to Teach Yourself

to Sing
1103 Book of Puzzles and

Brainteasers
1139 Photography Self

Taught
1175 Amusing Riddles
1183 How to Play Checkers
1210 Mathematical Oddities
1239 Party Games for Grown

Ups
1254 Contract Bridge Made

Easy
1277 Hindu Magic Self

Taught
1278 Ventriloquism Self

Taught
1285 Gamblers' Crooked

Tricks Exposed
1688 100 Cocktails
1747 Games of Solitaire

Famous Books
1 Rubaiyat of Omar

Khayyam
220 Vest's Tribute to a Dog
313 Decay of Lying. Oscar

Wilde
337 Pippa Passes. Robert

Browning
349 Apology for Idlers
394 Boswell's Life of Dr.

Samuel Johnson
406 Essay on Man. Alexan-

der Pope
785 Ballads of Sir Walter

Scott
1196 Girl with Three Hus-

bands
1533 Don Quixote. Cervantes

Fiction
13 Mystery Tales. Poe
21 Carmen
23 Great Sea Stories
40 House and Brain
58 Tales from Decameron.

Boccaccio
102 Sherlock Holmes Tales
107 The Dream Woman
145 Great Ghost Stories
215 Miraculous Revenge.

Bernard Shaw
223 Wanton Wife of a King.

Jack London
277 Man Without a Country
290 The Gold Bug
353 Short Stories, William

Morris
375 Love Story of an Old

Maid
630 Second-Story Man.

Upton Sinclair
673 Illicit Love. Boccaccio
673 Tales of Love and Life.

Boccaccio
698 Tales of Chicago. Ben

Hecht
690 Broken Necks. Ben

Hecht
746 A Daughter of Eve
1166 Infatuation
1457 Sketches of Naughty

Ladies. Goethe
1458 The Princess and the

Tiger. Goethe
1605 The Girl in the Snappy

Roadster
1610 One Lover Among Many
1634 The Woman Who In-

spired Fatal Passion.
Anatole France

1669 The Jolly Beggars. Robt.
Burns

Fine Arts
387 History of Painting
403 History of Music
400 History of Sculpture
468 History of Architecture

French Literature
in English

3 Fourteen Little Essays.
Voltaire

6 Love. Maupassant
27 Last Days of Condemned

Man. Hugo
28 Toleration. Voltaire
52 Oration on Voltaire.

Hugo
66 Crimes of Borgias.

Dumas
85 Attack on the Mill. Zola
87 Love: An Essay.

Montaigne
103 Pocket Theology.

Voltaire

104 Battle of Waterloo.
Hugo

178 One of Cleopatra's
Nights

198 Majesty of Justice.
France

199 The Tallow Ball.
Maupassant

200 Ignorant Philosopher.
Voltaire

331 On Women, Maeterlinck
393 Mademoiselle Fifl.

Maupassant
314 Short Stories. Daudet
344 Don Juan. Balzac
880 The Piece of String.

Maupassant
887 The Necklace. De Mau-

passant
888 Memoirs of Madame de

Stael

Health
1343 Care of Skin and Hair
1331 Fasting for Health
1426 Foot Troubles Corrected
1435 Constipation: Its Cor-

rection
1443 Daily Exercises for Busy

People
1478 Poor Posture Corrected

by Exercise
1479 Correction of Under-

weight and Over-
weight

1534 How to Test Urine at
Home

1553 Exercises for Nervous-
ness and Indigestion

1563 Marvels 6f Sunlight

History
50 Palne's Common Sense
83 Marriage: Its Past, Pres-

ent and Future. Annie
Besant

126 History of Rome
149 Historic Crimes and

Criminals
1.50 Lost Civilizations
214 Speeches of Lincoln
276 Speeches of Washington
558 Great Pirates. C. J.

Finger
596 A History of Modern

Mexico
597 History of American

Revolution
627 History of the Jews
1065 Lives of U. S. Presidents
1241 Outline of U. S. History
1757 Facts About Alaska

Humor
20 Let's Laugh. Nasby
26 On Going to Church.

Bernard Shaw
168 Witty Epigrams. Oscar

Wilde
291 The Jumping Frog.

Twain
347 Riddle Rimes
348 Best Wit of the Scotch
382 Humor of Lincoln
670 Josh Billings' Comical

Lexicon
771 Humor of "Bill" Nye
971 Humorous Anecdotes
1115 Ridiculous Stories
1146 College Humor
1191 Broadway Wisecracks
1199 Laughable Lyrics
1300 Nonsense Stories
1361 Prize Winning Tongue

Twisters

Juvenile
44 Aesop's Fables
57 Rip Van Winkle

156 Andersen's Fairy Tales
1.58 Alice in Wonderland
188 Adventures of

Munchausen
391 Dog of Flanders. Ouida
516 Real Adventures
5.->4 Child's Garden of Verse
559 Robinson Crusoe
716 Mother Goose
819 Strange Murders
836 Bluebeard, Cinderella

Literature
79 Enoch Arden
95 Confessions of an Opium

Eater
146 Snowbound; Pied Piper
148 Strength of the Strong.

Jack London
153 Son of the Wolf.

Jack London
177 Subjection of Women

239 Ridiculous Women.
Moliere

285 Unconventional Amour
289 Pepys' Diary
513 Travels of Marco Polo
661 Neurotic America and

the Sex Impulse
799 Deserted Village.

Oliver Goldsmith
829 Voltaire. Clarence

Darrow
1569 Boccaccio—Lover and

Chronicler of Love
1673 Runaway Wife

Love and Romance
106 Frenchwoman's Views of

Life
196 The Marquise: Secret

Passion
283 Courtship of Miles Standish
404 Romances of Paris
410 French Amorous Misadven-

tures
438 Secret Memoirs of French

Royal Mistress
540 Brightly Colored Tales of

Passion
541 French Love Stories of

Many Hues
665 Love Letters of a Parisian

Actress
713 Byron and the Women He

Loved
786 Catherine the Great and

Her Lovers
810 Some Polite Scandals of

Parisian Life
817 Her Burning Secret
915 Mad, and Other Stories
916 Night In Whitechapel
917 Room No. U
918 Man with the Blue Eyes
919 The Clown
920 Queer Night in Paris
921 Mme. Tellier's Establish-

ment
922 Wife's Confession
975 Cleopatra and Her Loves
976 Casanova: World's Greatest

Lover
990 Wagner's Great Love Affair
1046 Coquette vs. a Wife
1047 Mysterious Exiles
1067 Splendors of a Courtesan
1113 Love from Many Angles
1195 First Love, and Other Tales
1202 Forbidden Love
1213 Romance That Balzac Lived
1270 Among the Mormons
1392 Confessions of a Gold

Digger
1428 Curious Love Affairs
1445 Wild Women of Broadway
1587 Amazing Loves of King

Carol of Rumania
1620 Merry Tales. France
1622 Five Women and the Grand

Passion. France
1656 The Girdle of Aphrodite

Philosophy
11 A Guide to Nietzsche
19 Nietzsche: Who He Was
35 Facing Plain Pacts of Life
96 Dialogues of Plato

101 Thoughts on Man. Pascal
153 Chinese Philosophy of Life
159 Guide to Plato
195 Thoughts on Nature.

Thoreau
414 Art of Happiness. Powys
520 A Guide to Spinoza. Durant
571 Story of Kant's Philosophy
671 Moral Discourses of

Epictetus
839 Anatole France: Laughing

Cynic

Religion
4 The Age of Reason. Paine

61 What is Religion? Tolstoy
184 Primitive Beliefs
593 As a Man Thinketh
600 The Essence of the Bible
636 Greatest Thing in the

World
684 Essence of Judaism

Russian Literature
(in English)

24 The Kiss, Chekhov
45 Tolstoy's Short Stories

100 Red Laugh, Andreyev
105 Seven Hanged. Andreyev
239 26 Men and a Girl. Gorky

Science
53 Insects and Men: Instinct

and Reason
92 Hypnotism Made Plain
190 Psycho-Analysis: The Key

to Human Behavior
217 The Puzzle of Personality
408 Einstein's Relativity Ex-

plained
447 Auto-Suggestion
467 Pacts About Evolution
491 Psychology for Beginners
524 Death: and Its Problems
555 Structure of the Earth

HALDEMAN -JULIUS CO.
Dept. A-158 Girard, Kansas. U. S. A.

G03 A-B-C of the Electron
Theory

679 Chemistry for Beginners
72" Psychology of Affections
761 Food and Diet
804 Freud on Sleep and Sexual

Dreams
806 Facts About the Nature of

Science
808 Man's Debt to the Sun
876 Curiosities of Mathematics

1299 Origin of Life
1429 Airplanes. Hov/ to Fly Them
1442 Facts About Gr.nnhology
1514 Inventions of Edi.'-on
1595 Facts About Calendar
1722 Fortune Telling from

Dreams
1754 How to Read Finger Prints

Social Hygiene
14 What Every Girl Should

Know
74 Physiology of Sex Lite
91 Manhood: Pacts of Life
98 How to Love Wood
172 Evolution of Sex. Wood
189 Eugenics Made Plain
203 Love Rights of Women
648 Rejuvenation—Fountain ol

Youth. Fielding
651 How to Psycho-Analyze

Yourself
653 What Boys Should Know
654 What Young Men Should

Know
655 What Young Women

Should Know
656 What Married Men Should

Know
657 What Married Women

Should Know
689 Woman's Sexual Life
690 Man s Sexual Life
691 The Child's Sexual Life
717 Modern Sexual Morality
726 Simple Facts About

Venereal Diseases
782 Psycho-Analysis and the

Mind and Body
784 Tests Used in Psycho-

Analysis
800 Sex in Psychoanalysis
864 Confidential Chats With

Husbands

Miscellaneous

987
988
1003
1009
1012
1013
1014
1018
1023
1040
1043
1069
1070

1078
1093
1097
1109
1126
1170
1176
1184
1207
1221
1228
1231
1249
1292
1320
1333
1340
1341
1312
1354
1413
1418

1419
1430
1434
1436
1475
1476

1508
1524

1548
1562
1567

1633
1677

1710
1712
1714

1717
1719

1721
1727
1738
1739

1740
1746

1756
1761

How to Talk and Debate
The Art of Kissing
The Art of Courtship
How to Think Logically
Typewriting Self Taught
Best Negro Jokes
Best Irish Jokes
Best American Jokes
Humorous Limericks
Popular Recitations
Bedtime Stories
Study of Woman. Balzac
Conquest of Fear
How to Fight Nervous
Troubles

Morals in Greece and Rome
Amusing Puns
Memory: How to Develop
Spanish Self Taught
Eating for Health
Funny Ghost Stories
A Mad Love
Book of Best Scotch Jokes
French Self Taught
Facts About Will Power
Best Jokes About Drunks
Book of Best Jokes
Best Jokes About Lovers
Best Short Stories
How to Get a Husband
Common Sense oi Health
How to Get a Job
Unusual Menus
Typical Love-Problems
Book of Striking Similes
My Prison Days
Broadway Gangsters and
Their Rackets

Curious Deaths
Shorthand Self Taught
How to Think Clearly
Strange Marriage Customs
Book of Best Jokes
What to Know About Your
Sensations

Facts About Poisons
Famous Eccentric Ameri-

cans
Chinese Cook Book
How to Live Long
Making Men Happy with
Jams and Jellies

Exploits of a Fiddler
How Army and Navy Fight
Venereal Diseases

The Magic of Numbers
Great Dates in History
Determinism vs. Free

Will
Funeral Services Without
Theology

Religion and Progress
Inge's Apology for

Christianity
Gambler's Luck
Fifty Famous Sauces
How to Win Prize Contests
Hints on Developing Per-

sonality
True Prison Escapes
Mediums' Tricks and
Rackets Exposed

Why Many Women Are
Unattractive

Simplified Cook-Book
America's Little Hitlers
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Hobbies of the Movie Stars

Charming I ^^C^^^-^ I
/VU^TC^

starring in RKO Radio's "Johnny Angel",

makes a hobby of collecting Dresden china

. . . her collection of rare Dickens'

Figurines is one of the finest in Hollywood

I*

CYNTHIA
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The eyes he adores—glowing with loveliness on her wedding

day! Silently she vows to keep them radiant, always. She

knows she can depend on the magic of soft Maybelline Eye

Make-up. And so can you. For truly enchanting charm,

always use Maybelline— the world's favorite Eye Make-up.

AT ALL DRUG, DEPARTMENT AND TEN CENT STORES

WORLD'S FAVORITE EYE MAKE
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The SCENT-SATION ofthe Nation!

AFFINITIES IN

FOR
WOMEN...

1. CAFE SOCIETY

2. TRESPASS

4. SYNOPSIS

6. BEWARE
10. DARE ME
30. TUMBLEWRED

FOR
MEN...
130. TUMBLEWEED
133. BOOTS £ SADDLE
134. FIELD AND STREAM
135. STICK AND BALL
143. SKIING

145. CLOVER HAY

Lod ora
$1 to $3
(PLUS TAX)

SCULPTURED "AFFINITIES" BY FACCI

0^ ^mie^ei S^mJ^€mie Ma/^e^^^i^
PARFUM L'ORLE, INC. • 6 EAST 39th STREET, NEW YORK

Get this OVER REFRESHANT wherever Toiletries are Sold



GIRL: Maybe Tm not a cover girl, Cupid.

But it's moonlight. It's a party. And where's my date?

Inside talking politics, that's where!

CVPID: Oh?

GIRL: Yes! And what're you doing about it? Nothing!

CUPID: How about you, Honey? What'd yoii do to keep him
here? Did you turn on your sparkling-est smile? No! Did—

GIRL: Pardon, Cupid. But 7ny sparkling-est smile is no

sparkler, I brush my teeth, but—

GIRL: But what's that got to do with my smile?

CUPID: Lots! Because Ipana not only cleans teeth. It is

specially designed, with massage, to help your gums.

And massaging a little extra Ipana on your gums when
you brush your teeth will help them to healthier firmness.

And healthier gums mean sounder, brighter teeth.

And a smile that keeps your date from talking politics

at parties! Get going. Child!

CUPID: No sparkle, huh. Sis? And, lately, "pink" on your
tooth brush? Right . . . ? Right! And what d'you do about it?

Nothing! You just go gleeping along day after day with dull teeth!

Don't you know that "pink" is a warning to see your dentist!

GIRL: Dentist? My teeth don't hurt!

CUPID: Dentists aren't just for toothaches. Sugar. See yours
now. He may find your gums are being robbed of

exercise by today's soft foods. And he may suggest, "the helpful

stimulation of Ipana and massage."

Product oj Bristel-Myert

AND MASSAGE
SCREENLAND
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Published in

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen I

There are several kinds of laughs. The
smile, the chuckle, the quirk of amuse-
ment—
None of these goes with the new
Spencer Tracy-Katharine Hepburn film

—"Without Love",
if -k

We're talking about
the Abdominal Up-
heaval—the kind of
laugh that gets a
half-nelson on your
midriff and rolls you
around in your seat.

The handkerchief-stuffed-in-the-mouth
kind of laughter.

"Without Love" is sensationally funny.
And personal and warm.

*
This columnist saw the picture four
times before writing this. We laugh in

the same places each time.

Spencer was never immenser. Katharine
attempts to woo, but his attitude is

that it can't Hepburn here.

The picture is much better than that.

Donald Ogden Stewart has adapted
Phihp Barry's play with a fresh ap-
proach and a free hand. He has intro-

duced a sleep-walking motif.

*
Spence sleep-walks at first and Katie
sleep-walks right back at him. It's a
sleep-walkie-talkie.

Lawrence Weingarten, who is awfully
good at producing this sort of clever

fare for M-G-M, is up to his old tricks.

Harold Bucquet, the director, deserves
a bouquet for his excellent job.

The picture has one of the greatest

casts ever. In addition to Tracy and
Hepburn, there's, to begin with, Lucille

Ball, a star on her own, who lives up
to her reputation.

Keenan Wynn never was funnier. Then
there are Carl Esmond, Patricia Mori-
son, Felix Bressart—and and and.

It started during Easter at the Radio
City Music Hall in New York and is

still running. It's a long run picture.

Changing the subject, how many of you
have seen "The Picture of Dorian Gray",
the most unusual film of the year?

This production based on
Oscar Wilde's absinthe-
tinted drama is causing a
great deal of talk. It is so

superbly produced, so dif-

ferent in theme from con-
ventional fare. We think
youought to see"Dorian".

M-G-M has many wonderful offerings

on the way. You might look for "The
Clock", "Son of Lassie",

"The Valley of Decision"
"Thrillofa Romance", and
"Ziegfeld Follies".

Still roaring. J?eo
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{ STAR-HIT!

SPENCER TRACY - KATHARIN

LUCILLE BALL
KEENAN WYNN • CARL ESMOND • PATRICIA MORISON • FELIX BRESSART

Screen Play by Donald Ogden Stewart • Bated on the Ploy by Philip Borry

Directed by HAftOlD S. BUCOUET • Produced by LAWRENCE A. WEINCARTEN • An M-C-M Piclvre
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I'M SO MUCH HAPPIER
since I discovered th/'s

HIGHERTYPE

/

Greaseless Suppository Gives

Hours of Continuous Medication

Everywhere today this higher type of

intimate feminine cleanliness is be-
ing enthusiastically received among
highly intelligent and exacting wom-
en. And it has a decided "extra"
advantage

:

1. Zonitors are greaseless, stainless,

snow-white vaginal suppositories-
easily inserted, so dainty and con-
venient to use.

2. Powerfully germicidal yet so safe
to delicate tissues.

3. When inserted — Zonitors imme-
diately begin to release their pow-
erful germicidal properties and
continue to do so for hours. Yet
they are non-irritating, non-
poisonous, non-smarting.

4. Zonitors actually destroy odor.

5. They immediately kill every germ
they touch. Of course it's not al-

ways possible to contact all the
germs in the tract, but you can
BE SURE— Zonitors Icill all reachable
living germs and keep them from
multiplying.

Never leaves any sticky, greasy
residue. Buy today—any drugstore.

FREE: Mail this coupon today for
free booklet sent In plain wrap-
per. Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. 9632, 370 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Nome

Address.

City .State.

T F IT'S true what they're saying about
A Merle Oberon, you can expect to see

her the most beautifully photographed

woman on the screen. Her next husband,

'tis rumored, will be a famous Holly-

wood cameraman. However, there is still

that little matter of her divorce from

Sir Alexander Korda. That takes time,

and lots of things can happen.

UP to NOW, Peter Lawford thought

he was doing all right. Recently his

secretary handed in her resignation. Be-

ing under the impression that she was
happy in her work, Peter expressed his

surprise. "I'm sorry," the girl answered

by way of explanation, "but I'm bored.

, Your fan mail isn't romantic enough!"

TJOLLYWOOD columnists, still trying

to scoop each other, were quick to

announce that the stork was stalking

Faye Emerson Roosevelt. To Weston
East, Faye confided: "Please say it isn't

true. I wish it were. When the time

comes I'll be the first to shout the news
from the roof-tops." That should settle

that—for awhile!

ALL in one day, Anthony Quinn
(married to the former Katherine

DeMille) received word that his wife

was expecting the stork again, that his

option had been taken up, and that he
was 1-A with his draft board. Tony
didn't know whether to sob or celebrate.

nnO give you an idea of Susan Peters'

courage, she is already thinking about
radio acting—in case her paralysis should

become permanent. However, her doc-

tors are more optimistic. They insist the

condition is only temporary. Since

Susan's accident, more than one Holly-

wood actress has given up all thoughts
of ever going on a hunting trip.

YX/^HEN the doctors ordered Bob Hope
to Palm Springs for a good rest, you

would have thought he was being sen-

tenced to a chain gang. Bob loves his

work. But it's no secret that his count-

less Army camp tours have taxed his

health and strength. So overcrowded was
Palm Springs, there wasn't a single avail-

able room—even for Bob Hope. When
he broke the news to his wife, he tried

to register his great "disappointment."
But all the time he was grinning from
ear to ear. What a guy!

Paul Henreid plays a pirate and Maureen
O'Hara his stolen bride in this dramatic

scene still above from "The Spanish Main."

Below, the two blondes, Betty Grable

and June Haver, as "The Dolly Sisters."

6 ScREENL.\TfD



Hollywood's most meteoric Star Sensation in his first

rough, tough and terrific role since his screen return . . .

falling for a girl with stars in her eyes while he tames

a man-killing horse and a lady-killing tough guy!

Paramount
Presents

The riotous roughneck ol "Going
My Woy" as the smartest little

jockey who ever booted home

The Miracle Man
"Morgan's Creek" has a
new "Conquering Hero"
to hail!

THE THRILLS OF BIG TIME RACING YOU CAN'T SEE NOW!
Original Story and Screen Play by Milton Holmes

SCREENLAND



Pond's "Lips" stay on.

and on . .

.

and on

!

6 luscious shades *<

. . . Try the newest
"Lips" shade

—

Beau Bait, round, j
full crimson-red!

49(S, 10(S, plus tax
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THE CORN IS GREEN—Worners
In this adaptation of Emlyn Williams' stage play, Bette
Davis deftly characterizes a remarkable heroine

—

spinsterish, determined Miss Moffat, an English woman
who. feels it her destiny to bring Welsh children—and
adults, too—out of their dark existence in coal mines
and expose them to the bright lights of education. The
austerity, of schoolroom scenes is greatly lightened by
the antics of an abominably bad little girl (Joan Lor-
ring) as she threatens to disrupt the whole project.

John Dall is exceptionally good in the co-starring

role of Morgan Evans, on whom the schoolmistress pins

her hopes. Nigel Bruce heads a fine supporting cast.

PATRICK THE GREAT—Un/verso/

Put Donald O'Connor and Peggy Ryan in a film, and
the story usually becomes a negligible part of the en-

tertaining whole. And to date, that's been all right with
us, because these two leaders of the jive set are plenty

good enough to carry the burden. This time the story

concerns the unsuspected rivalry between father, a
musical comedy star (Donald Cook), and equally tal-

ented son for the same role—and for the same girl

(Frances Dee). There are songs and dances galore,

and Peggy Ryan tops even herself in an hilarious

"siren" sequence. Eve Arden, as girl Friday to a cook-
book authoress, displays her excellent brand of comedy.

GOD IS MY CO-PILOT—Worners
Following closely the well-read autobiography of
Colonel Robert Scott, this film takes to the screen as
easily and excitingly as the P-40s of the Flying Tigers
under the command of General Chennault, and gives

you some of the most engrossing dog-fight scenes

you've ever seen. Dennis Morgan, too, soars to the
pinnacle of success, showing new depths in the role of

Col. Scott, who stood by as the film's technical advisor.

A wealth of interesting detail, such as China's air raid

warning system, is very neatly worked in between
combat scenes. Dane Clark, Raymond Massey, Alan
Hale and Andrea King stand out in superb cast.

HOLD Autumn in your hand—i;n;*e</ Artists Release

This film based on the novel by George Sessions Perry
and directed by Jean Renoir has all the flavor of an-
other "Tobacco Road," though we are happy to say it

doesn't hit quite the same depressing depths. Unlike
that play, the central characters, tenant cotton farmers
played with fine understanding by Zachary Scott and
Betty Field, are energetic and enterprising—but so un-
successful ! The hungry mouths of their children and
Granny, played superbly by Beulah Bondi, go unfed.

Come spring and their vegetable garden is trampled by
a rebellious neighbor's pigs. If you think you've got

troubles, go to see these characters' indomitable spirits.

MOLLY AND ME—20th Century-Fox

The talents of Gracie Fields and Alonty Woolley which
were so nicely blended in their first picture, "Holy
Matrimony," are given full sway over this story about
a pompous, scathing-tongued father with Parliamentary
aspirations and his matronly housekeeper, formerly an
English music hall actress, who finds a use for her
unexpected culinary art after she shoos a conniving
bunch of servants out of the house at the point of a
broom. They're a nice fit, these roles, and the part of

the sensitive son, whose relationship with his father is

estranged, especially suits Roddy McDowall. Reginald
Gardiner is good for laughs as a drinking butler.

SCREENLA ND



with JOHN DALL • JOAN LORRING - NIGEL BRUCE* RHYS WILLIAMS • IRVING RAPPER
Produced by JACK CHERTOK • Screen Play by Casey Robinson & Franl< Cavett • From the Stage Piay

by EMLYN WILLIAMS • Produced by Herman Shumlin • Music by Max Stelne<
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TH/S /$ THB

for which pro-
ducer Walter
Wanger conducted
his highly publi-
cized, year-long
search for "The Most
Beautiful Girl in the World"
- to portray Salome.

THf5 IS

YvomPecmo
glamorous
American beauty
who was selected
from over 20,000
of the world's
loveliest women

to play the title role.
We predict . . that she will be
the screen sensation of 1945.

rm fs we STORY..,

of the West's most notorious
town and how it gained its
name . . when the swaying hips
and teasing lips of a woman
of fire and fame
tamed its boldest
hearts -

challenged its
wildest
excitements! imcl,%/ I /

THE AFFAIRS OF SUSAH—Wallis-Paramount
Here's that completely escapist film you've

been asking for — enchanting comedy with
never a dull or serious moment. It's all quite

incredible, this gay romance of a devastating

charmer and her mad "affairs," but it's all so

funny you'll check your quibbling and just

give in to one long laugh. Hal Wallis has
staged a sparkling story with intelligence

and good taste, casting it with discrimina-

tion and, for the first time, recognizing the

rare comic talents of Joan Fontaine. Joan's

Susan is a simple child of nature except for

brief encounters with the rural mailman until

George Brent, Broadway producer, comes
into her life, moulds her into an actress, and
marries her. In rapid succession Susan as-

sumes different personalities keyed to the

men she flirts with : rancher Don DeFore
(something for the "girls), author Dennis
O'Keefe (better than ever), and a conserv-

ative character amusingly played by Walter
Abel. Each man contributes to Susan's

merry progress. Don't miss meeting Susan.

[jlAH—Republic

It is pleasing to note that Roy Rogers has

been given such fine background as Utah's
scenic grandeur—with a fleeting glance at

Chicago—for his singing cowboy routine. In

this film, he manages a prosperous ranch for

a pretty Chicago showgirl and enters into

some fancy skullduggery to keep her from
selling her property. It's different enough to

attract interest, but still offers those good
old standbys—the Sons of the Pioneers sing-

ing several catchy tunes
;
"Gabby" Hayes,

up to his old tricks ; Grant Withers, as

bad man, and Dale Evans, pretty heroine.

EARL CARROLL VANITIES—Repub/zc
Now we've seen everything! Here's a jive

version of a typical romantic novel of your
mother's day, all about the princess of a

mythical kingdom, who comes to America to

float a loan, stays to become a musical com-
edy star, and finally falls in love with a good
red-blooded citizen (Dennis O'Keefe) . Con-
stance Moore plays the regal role and the

story gives her time for several numbers in

which she displays a charming voice and

graceful dancing to music of Woody Her-
man and orchestra. Eve Arden is fine in cast

including Alan Mowbray and Mary Forbes.

A ROYAL SCANDAL—20t/) Century-Fox

You've heard of "the Lubitsch touch," and
here it is in brilliant action, fashioning one
of the most entertaining films to hit the
screen in a long time. The veteran pro-
ducer-director has turned out a lively new
version of an old stage play and made it first

rate escapist stuff. Take Tallulah Bankhead
as the cynical Czarina of all the Russias,
bored with statecraft and most of all with
the available men at her court ; add William
Eythe as an eager young soldier who believes

it his destiny to "save" his Empress from
disloyal subjects and slander; stir in pretty

Anne Baxter as the soldier's true love who
fights the Czarina to hold her young man

—

and you have a typically amusing Lubitsch
concoction, though the "touch" tends to be a

trifle heavy at times. Superlative actress

Bankhead gives a witty, highly aware per-

formance of the amorous Catherine ; Charles
Coburn is excellent, as always—but young
Mr. Eythe really steals the show with his

smart histrionics and dazzling white uniform.

HOTEL BERLIN—Worners
The cracking "face" of Nazi Germany, cow-
ering in "Hotel Berlin" while planning es-

cape and ultimately World War III, is shown
vividly and excitingly in one big sweeping
panorama. The characters are all important

—Helmut Dantine, as member of under
ground

;
Faye Emerson, as hotel "hostess,''

superb in several outstanding scenes ; An-
drea King (startlingly resembling Ida Lu-
pino), as actress-pet of Nazi officials; Peter

Lorre, a scientist drinking himself oblivious

to Nazi doctrines ;
Raymond Massey, a gen-

eral who follows suicide orders. Don't miss it!

IT'S A PLEASURE—International-RKO
The story of this ice-skating extravaganza

can be dealt with in a couple of words

—

strictly formula. There's the star and her

team mate (Michael O'Shea), given to

drink, who holds her back; the other

woman, an entirely believable and human
character played by Marie (The Body) Mc-
Donald, and her husband, a thoroughly nice

guy (Bill Johnson—you'll like him!) But

concerning the entertainment value in Sonja

Henie's ice-skating numbers, ineffably

beautiful in Technicolor, it would take de-

cidedly more than a couple of words.

10 SCREENLAND



The fabulous, fascinating saga

of a love men tried for... the

Woman they died for— when

a fable of flesh and flame

came to hfe 100 years ago!

w. YVONNE DeCARLO
ROD CAMERON DAVID BRUCE WALTER SLEZAK ALBERT DEKKER

Mariorie Rcmbeau J. Edward Bromberg Abner Biberman

Screenplay by Laurence Stallings From an original story by Michael J. Phillips Directed by CHARLES LAM0^4T

Associate Producer, ALEXANDER GOLITZEN Produced by WALTER WANGER
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BETTY CO-ED OF HOLLYWOOD PRESENTS

OKDIR BY MAIL DIRECT FROM HOLIYWOOD
Two-tone harmony. . .glamour-plus tailor-

ing! Smart nailhead trim. Two-tone idea,

slenderizing waistband make you look

slim as a reed ! Sizes 1 to 1 8. $7.98/ p^X\,.

"Bow Blouse'— Flattering high neck-
coquette bow! Long full sleeves! Rich

rayon fabric, in white only. Sizes 32 fo

38. $3.98,

SEND NO MONEY. WE MAIL C. O. D.

Or love COD. charges by enclosing cashlerl chicli or

money order plus 25c mailing chorge

Buy with confidence from Hollywood's
pioneer mail-order fashion house!

If you are not completely satisfied, we
will gladly refund your money!

BETTY CO-ED OF HOUYWOOPottx i»

62S3 Hollywood BoulevorcJ, Hollywood 28, California
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Opinions, Please!

Your friends in Fans' Forum may not

agree with you on your pet peeves and
praises, but don't let that stop you. The
stars and movie producers welcome all

your comments with open ears ! So
write your letter to Fans' Forum today.

Monthly awards for the best letters'

published ; $10.00, $5.00 and five $1.00

prizes, all payable in War Savings
Stamps. Closing date is the 25th of the

month.

Please address your letters to Fans'
Forum, Screenland, 205 East 42nd
Street, New York 17, New York.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

Recently I read that 1944 had the largest

divorce rate in history and I overheard the

remark that three-fourths of them were
Hollywood divorces. It brought to my mind
the really few Hollywood marriages that do
last. These few were people like the Nelson
Eddys, Fred MacMurrays, Ray Millands

and Fredric Marchs—marriages where only

one of the couple is in pictures. But I'd like

to take my hat off to a couple who have
proven that a marriage between two equally

popular stars can last. They are the lovable

Reagans. Ronald ard Jane were married
when they both were doing only small parts.

When Ronald began to get better roles, pro-

fessional-jealousy did not come between
them. And now Jane is at last getting the

parts she deserves, roles worthy of her

talents. Ronald went into the Army when
he was at the peak of his career and yet he

is still one of the most popular actors in

Hollywood. This was proven by the fact

that he was chosen sixth in a recent popu-

larity poll although he hasn't starred in a

picture for two years. It makes me feel

good to see the Reagans together and I

know that in the years to come, little

Maureen will have plenty of reasons to

be proud of her parents.

DICKIE CLINE, Lancaster, Pa.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

Why do Hollywood producers try to "do
over" our favorite movie personalities the

minute these stars have been successful?

Here is a sample list of headlines from
movieland : Deanna Durbin To Sing Torch
Songs

;
Bing Crosby and Dick Powell

Slated For Non-Warbling Roles ; Betty
Hutton Being Groomed For Serious Drayma.

I love to hear Deanna sing arias ; to hear
Bing Crosby and Dick Powell croon tunes

;

to watch Betty Hutton's crazy cavorting

and listen to her swell swingy singing. I

enjoy their performances so thoroughly
"as is" that I just cannot imagine liking

them any better in opposite types of roles.

Please, producers, won't you let them be

"as we like them"?
MRS. L. SHAUGHNESSY,
Philadelphia 20, Pa.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

First of all, we had better say that we
Itave nothing against Alan Ladd playing

those hard-as-nails characters. We think

he is a wonderful actor.

Last night on Milton Berle's program,
"Let Yourself Go," Alan Ladd was asked

to sing a romantic song. He did, and when
he finished there was as much applause and
screaming as any other singer ever got.

So why don't they let Alan sing in some
of his pictures? How about it, fans?

DORENE RICHARDS AND CORINNE
MILLER, Rochester 13, New York.

As long as I've been a movie fan, I never

thought it would happen
;
namely, that my

favorite actress would star in the film ver-

sion of my favorite book by my favorite

author. But it did happen—in "Frenchman's
Creek" starring Joan Fontaine. As soon as

I learned this fact, incidentally from this

magazine, I was eager to see the film.

Various critics declared that the picture

didn't live up to expectations, that the only

(Please turn to page 15)
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and ARTHUR TREACHER • LOUISE BEAVERS • RUTH TOBEY • Pfoduced by CHARLES R. ROGERS • Directed liy ARTHUR LUBIM

Screen Play by WALTER DeLEON and ARTHUR PHILLIPS • Based on a story by IRVING PHILLIPS, EDWARD VERDIER and FRANK TASHLIN
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THE BIGGEST

ENTERTAINMENT

THRILL OF THE TEAR!

Flaming with thrills,

adventure and romance . .

.

The exciting saga of the
West's most colorful days
. . . when men fought and
gambled for a woman's
eager heart. And a spec-
tacular climax such as the
screen has never known!

JOHN WAYNE

ANN DVORAK

FLAME OF
BARBART
COAST

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT f
wffh WILLIAM FRAWLEY ^

VIHGINIA GREY and RUSSELL HICKS

JACK NORTON • PAUL FIX

MANART KIPPEN
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thing worthwhile was the photosraphy.

Some said that Miss Fontaine's acting was
not as good as in iier other pictures. Nat-
urally, these statements and others like them
dampened my enthusiasm.

Finally the picture did arrive, and friends

who saw it before I did said that I shouldn't

miss it. I didn't. I wasn't disappointed in

it at all, nor in Miss Fontaine. There were
a few. but only a few, parts of the picture

that I disliked. On the whole I thoroughly
enjoyed it.

I'd like to see more of Arturo de Cordova,

too. He is an exciting "find," worthy of

praise.

JEANNE F. BOURG, Lakeland, Fla.

The letter in the March Fans' Forum
concerning the casting of "The Robe" was
especially interesting to me because a mo-
tion picture from this great work has been

my favorite dream since I first read the

book, a few weeks after its publication. I

was interested, but I didn't agree

!

The producers of this film want to re-

create the atmosphere of Rome in the first

century. At best that isn't going to be easy.

But "The Robe," cast with actors, familiar

to everyone and fresh from modern roles,

could not create this feeling of another era.

Talented players, as yet unknown to the

movie public seem to ofifer the solution.

There is, however, one exception. For
the role of MarcelIns I name Gregory
Peck, who is ideally fitted in appearance,
voice, and ability.

CHARLOTTE CHAMBERS, Baltimore 7, Md.

After reading "Open The Door To
Youth," the article by Mervyn LeRoy in

March Screenland, I felt as if someone
was actually on our side.

Fm not in any way connected with the

movie industry at present, but have always
wanted to have some connection with the

making of motion pictures.

Mr. LeRoy seems to me to have the

soundest basis for building up to higher
standards the industry which affects mil-

lions of people. There are thousands
who would jump at the chance of being
trained for a movie profession—not only to

be an actor or actress, but cameraman, set

designer, costume designer, etc. Someone
has to fill these jobs later. Who will it

be?

2nd Lt. L. K. PEARSON, Childress, Texas.

Although every American realizes that

the war is yet far from being won, I feel

sure everyone does a lot of post-war plan-

ning. Hollywood producers must see a
particularly bright future, visualizing

their studios again restocked with the

many pre-war acting greats now in the

armed service.

But, personally, I do not completely agree
with them in believing the return of the

former stars will give birth to the new era
of finer acting.

I have seven individuals in mind who, to

me. have shown outstanding ability, natural-
ness, and charm, and who I think will be
tomorrow's headliners : Jennifer Jones, a
brilliant young actress, who has already
copped motion pictures' Academy Award

;

Gregory Peck, a newcomer from the
New York stage, who has already shown
his ability ; the two lovelies, June Allyson
and Jeanne Grain, who possess a wonderful
depth of character and whose naturalness
is their greatest single asset ; Van John-
son,, whose present popularity speaks for
him ; Diana Lynn, whose all-around, cute
vivaciousness can't fail to click ; and
probably the most remarkable of them
all, little Margaret O'Brien, whose fu-
ture just cannot be denied.

PFC. BOB MATTHES, Barksdale Field, La.

He didn't forget

to kiss you, honey!

You are the one
who forgot— to keep yourself

nice to be near!

IF KISSES were rationed they couldn't be

scarcer. But she doesn't dream it's her

own fault. Poor, puzzled wife! Foolish wife

— to trust just her bath alone instead of

topping it off with safe, dependable Mum.
For your bath washes away

past perspiration, but Mum
safeguards you against risk of

underarm odor (o come.

So take just 30 -seconds to smooth on

Mum. Then you will be free all day or

evening from fear of offending. Free from

the fault men don't forgive.

Mum guards charm. And charm and ro-

mance go together like love-birds. Ask for

Mum today. (Note: You can use Mum
even after you're dressed. Quick, safe, sure

— Mum will not injure fabrics or irritate

your skin.)

For Sanitary Nopkins — Alum is

gentle, safe, dependable . . . ideal

for this use, too.

Product of Brtstol-Myers

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OP

PERSPIRATION
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mother and

daughter are ofTanipax

SOME families have a double oppor-
tunity to discover Tampax. It may

be the daughter who brings home the good
news about this invisible type of monthly
sanitary protection. Or it may be the

mother who first gets these young ideas.

Whichever way it happens, such a

family will very soon have two voices

saying "Thanks to Tampax!"

This Tampax is quite different from
the external napkin-type product you are

accustomed to, as you can see from the

following list of points ... It is worn in-

ternally. There are no pins or

belts. No odor is formed. It may
be worn in tub or shower. You
can go in swimming with it. No
chafing, no bulges or ridges.

Made of pure surgical cotton. Small and
dainty, it is inserted by throw-away
applicator. When in place you cannot
feel it. Quick changing. Easy disposal.

Invented by a doctor, Tampax is sold

in 3 absorbencies at drug stores, notion
counters. Month's average supply will

go in your purse. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.

3 cbsorbencies

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

REGULAR
SUPER

JUNIOR

AccebtecJfor Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

Gloria Grahame, featured player In MGM's
"Blonde Fever," above, applies a base which
will provide an all-day foundation for her

makeup. At right, a touch of special cream
to her brows and lids, adds a bright sparkle to

her appearance. For daytime wear, she brushes

up her lashes very lightly with a waterproof

mascara. Putting powder on in generous quan-
tities and then softly brushing off the surface,

as Gloria does below, makes it adhere longer.

IHakeap

for

Career

Girls

By Josephine Felts

Little things count in your

good looks success story

IN YOUR first job, or, in your second
or third one for that matter, you'll want
to look pretty. After all, employers and

associates are very human people who
usually appreciate girls whose efficiency is

coupled with good looks. But, to work well,

to look lovely, and to have time for fun, too,

does take considerable planning. You simply

must organize your time, your work, your
clothes—and your appearance !

Did you ever st-^p to th'nk that those

lovely actresses who have chosen the movies
as careers have full-time jobs? Long hours

on the set, benefit appearances, war activ-

ities, costume fittings, fan mail, interviews,

photographs, as well as the usual woman's
duties of home and family, take up their

days from dawn to dusk. And, even on such

a rigorous program, don't they always man-
age to look charming? Their answer lies in

planning beauty schedules to best advan-

tage, and in knowing small tricks that help
makeup toward lastingness.

Your makeup on the job should start the

day by being a perfect one that won't need
constant doing over. It should be becommg
as can be without being too obvious or over-
glamorous. (Save your "glamor" for dates
that come in off hours I ) Don't groan at

the thought of devoting a few extra minutes
in the morning to your grooming. It should
console you to remember that stars fre-

quently start being made up for the camera
at 6:30 a.m.! With a little special morning
care, you won't have to take time out during
the day to "fix" your face or hair. The
small touches that give permanence and
added attractiveness to your makeup you'll

soon find well worth the effort and also,

you won't becom'" identified as one of those

office menaces whom so many bosses refer

to as "that nose-powderer."
Naturally, you'll start your morning beauty

routine with a thorough cleansing of face,

neck, and hands. (We take it for granted

that you've had your daily bath and used

deodorants either first thing in the morning
or before bedtime at night.) You'll wash

(Please turn to page 66)
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The "bottle bacillus", known
to science as Pityrosporum
ovale, is held to be a causative

agent of infectious dandruffby
many noted dermatologists.

Don't let

Infectious Dandruff
spoil your

"'Crowning Glory"

As a precaution, as a treatment, use Listerine Anti-

septic systematically. Don't disregard such symptoms

as excess flakes and scales, itching and irritation. They

can mean that you have infectious dandruff which can

and does often play hob with your scalp.

It's Delightful, Easy

At the first symptom of trouble get started with

Listerine Antiseptic and massage. This is the delightful,

easy, inexpensive home treatment that has helped so

many . . . and it may help you. Early and frequent ap-

plications may arrest a case of infectious dandruffbefore

it can get started, and even if the infection has gotten

a head start, this simple treatment may overcome it.

As a precaution against this troublesome condition

make Listerine Antiseptic and massage a part of your

usual hair-washing. And, if you've been troubled for

some time, apply Listerine Antiseptic once a day. If

you do not note rapid improvement repeat the treat-

ment morning and night.

You simply douse full strength Listerine Antiseptic

on the scalp and follow with vigorous, rotary, fingertip

massage. That's all there is to it

!

Kills "Bottle Bacillus"

Listerine Antiseptic instantly kills millions of germs,

including the stubborn "bottle bacillus", (Pityros-

porum ovale), regarded by many a noted dermatologist,

as a causative agent of infectious dandruff. As Listerine

Antiseptic goes to work those amioying flakes and scales

begin to disappear. Itching, too, is alleviated. Your scalp

tingles and glows, and your hair feels wonderfully fresh.

If infectious dandruff has already started, repeat the

Listerine Antiseptic treatment twice a day. This is the

method that in tests brought improvement, or complete
relief, to 76% of dandruff sufferers in thirty days.

Remember, Listerine Antiseptic is the same antiseptic

that has been famous for more than 60 years in the
field of oral hygiene.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo. Listerine Antiseptic the Tested IreatmeiU
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MDSICAL THAT

PHILSILVERS • WILUAM GmON • BEATRICE KAY • CARMEN CAVALURO

Directed and Written for the Screen by GEORGE SEATON Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG
Suggested by a Play Produced by Charles. L Wagner and Written by John Kenyon Nicholson

Songs by Mack Gordon and Harry Warren
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one of Joan's leading men !n Hal
lallis' clever production for Paramounf is

linnis O'Keefe, fop. Still another, above,

tiandsome Don DeFore, playing a rugged
'esterner who captures her fancy. And
iin't forget George Brent

—

she doesn't!

FAREWELL, "Rebecca"!

Hail, la belle Fontaine!

You surprised me, you certainly

did. All this time—ever since your

smash hit in "Rebecca," in fact, fol-

lowed up by those other Mopey Maude
parts you played in "Suspicion" and

"Jane Eyre"—I've thought of you

as the problem child of pictures.

I mean, Fontaine was wispy and put-

upon; a sad chameleon who could be

charming but usually preferred to stay

on the precious side. All right, I

thought, leave her be, and let's us look

at gayer, less complex characters.

Then came "Frenchman's Creek,"

and what a change! And now "The
Affairs Of Susan," when a bright new
vision bursts upon the screen. It's Joan
Fontaine, and yet it isn't. What's come

over you I don't know, but I like it.

Fresh and radiant and humorous; no
crying in corners, but carrying on in

the open—you start as an outdoor girl

and wind up as a femme fatale and

you're always convincing. I never

thought I'd see a really versatile per-

formance from Fontaine, but here it

is. Audiences from now on are not

only going to admire and respect you,

they're going to like you, like you a

lot. Only a human being, and a pretty

nice one, could play mad, merry, con-

trary Susan with so much understand-

ing. Quite a character, this Susan Fon-

taine !
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Van and leading members of the high school set who i

tervieyred him for their school papers, above. Lower le

Van in scene with Esther Williams for "Thrill Of A Romance

Exclusive! Your favorite

breaics down and gives

you ail the answers

THE phenomenon of Van Johnson
was two-fold apparent: In the per-

sistent demand for him to please

make more pictures, and in the receipt

of more personal letters from his fans
than he could fathom. Obligingly, he
made more pictures which kept him
busier. He received more letters which
kept him happier. Then all of a sudden
the letters made him uncomfortable.
There came in almost every other one
the request to see and talk to him. An
overwhelming majority came from high
school pupils. The letters were intelli-

gent, admirable, purposeful. "I ought to

have time to see those people," he in-

formed himself. The simple and frequent
reminder, "But you're making pictures

—a guy can't do ei^erything!" didn't ap-
peal to him. He kept thinking that
some day he'd get smart and figure out
a way to do something about them.
Then one day the telephone rang. The

usualness of the inquiry was only ex-

ceeded by the approval it met. A young
girl, Terry Morgan, seventeen, a senior

at Hamilton High School in Culver City,

said she had been nominated to inte

view Van for a group of school gir

They had given her a list of questio:

which she was supposed to ask hit

They wanted to know what he thoug
of girls. Of ALL things! When he w
rather hesitatingly asked about it,

said: "Yes! Bring her on the set ai

time she can come." Then, with a sm
he added: "Looks as if somebody's be'

reading my mail
—

"

The young girl who represented h

classmates was pretty, plump, studioi

And alive. After she had waded throuj

many questions she said: "The gii

want to know what you think abo'l

makeup. Do you think girls are mo
attractive who use a lot of makeup
Mr. Johnson replied that he Uked na

urally rosy cheeks. Like hers. Tl

youngster flushed, became more emba
rassed, wiped her face with the palm
her hand, then held it up and giggle.

"See, no rouge, really." "I know," W
Johnson told her. In her summing-i
she asked: "Now, what are you doii

about all those school-people who wa;

to see you?" The gentleman blinked b

cause it certainly seemed as if this k

had read his mind. "I've been thinkii

a lot about them—something should 1

done — they're absolutely sincei

(Please turn to page IfiJ







Meet Eleanor Parker with the face of an angel and the emotions of a—well,

read this colorful story and you'll understand why she was chosen to re-create

the role of Mildred, first made famous by Bette Davis, in "Of Human Bondage"

WHEN Eleanor Parker was nine,

she bit a neighbor's child in the

I

arm and thereby qualified in-

stantly for her future role as the con-

temptible Mildred in "Of Human Bond-
age."

It wasn't so much the actual bite, but

the emotional punch behind it that gave
Eleanor the inside track when Warner
Bros, got around to casting the picture.

As a "lydy" Mildred is the type of gal

every mama prays her daughter won't

grow up to be, but as a prize acting

plum it is just plain manna from you-
know-where.

It wasn't possible to ee-liminate the

negative (courtesy Johnny fiercer) over-

night, and doubts reared their inquisi-

tive and ugly phizzes as to Eleanor's

ability to make the grade in such a

potent drayma. Even Edmund Gould-
ing, the director, was completely indif-

ferent to the decision of the studio

heads, and has been quoted by the

usually unreliable source as having said.

Smouldering scenes such as this, right, be-

tween Eleanor Parlcer and Paul Henreid, will

make "O^ Human Bondage" one of Warner
Bros.' most talked-about movies. Below, the

Parker gal caught off-guard between scenes.

with a frightening lack of emotion,
when Miss P. breezed by: "Don't look

now, but—there goes the girl they want
me to direct in 'Of Hum;ui H(]n<lage.'

"

His second quote—and a more author-,

itative one—was recorded in the annals

exactly two seconds flat after he wound
up our gal's first test for the role. Said

Mr. Goulding: "This girl has the finest

native talent since Garbo. ' He promi)tly

])roved his point by corraling every

likely character in the vicinity and
hauling him into the projection room
to view the test. Eleanor sold herself

before she even started by proving the

old wheeze "seeing is believing."

Doris Lloyd, Cockney coach, houndefl

her for weeks to make sure she caught
the right inflections for Mildred's nasty

fPlea.se turn to pat/e 7W
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It took Robert Cummings
two years to prove his faith

and belief in Hollywood's

democratic principles were

not misplaced. It was worth it!

By Alyce Canfield

WHEN Robert Cummings comes
back to the screen to play a dis-

abled American veteran in the Hal
Wallis picture, "You Came Along," it

will be the first film he has made in two
years. Although he is an Army Air Force
flight instructor on leave of absence to

make the WalHs picture, that is not the
only reason you haven't been seeing Bob
Cummings at your favorite theater. No,
there is another reason, one whi';h has
not been told before—the stoiy of a fight-

ing heart. Because for two years. Bob
Cummings has been testing democracy
in Hollywood.
When his former studio gave Bob a

"B" picture in which to star, and Bob
went on suspension for the length of the

film because he didn't want to do "B"
pictures, it seemed to be just another
case of a star who was being suspended
because he didn't want to play a certain

role. However, when the studio kept him
on suspension for eight months without

salary as a retaliatory measure. Bob Cum-
mings began to fight for the right to earn

a living.

Hollywood cynics cracked: "It can't be
done. You can't sue a multi-million-dol-

lar corporation and win. It has never

been done before."

But Bob, whose brother, Oscar, is a bril-

liant attorney, thought that democracy

Photos by

Eddie Henderson

stiU existed. Even in Hollywood. His
brother thought so, too. Bob took the

torch in his hands and waged a battle,

not for Bob Cummings alone, but for

every actor who bucks liis studio with a
justifiable complaint. He believed that

justice would be done, that Hollywood
would be fair. And it was.
At first, people were skeptical. On

every side Bob met cynicism. When fel-

low actors were asked why they risked

their career by playing in bad pictures,

why they didn't fight for release from
their contracts, they answered: "You
can't win, so what's the use?" Now Bob
can say to them, "But I DID win!" To
those who said, "Hollywood is not a
democracy; it is a bureaucracy," Bob now
asks, "Have you ever tested democracy
in Hollywood? I didJ"

But no one wanted to take that first

step. No one wanted to risk smashing a

career. There has always been a belief

that producers and studios band together

and blackball any star who dares to fight

any employer. People said, "What good
will it do Bob to sue? Even if he wins,

no other studio will touch him."
Contradicting this is the fact that long

before the lawsuit was settled in favor of

Bob, every major studio had tried either

to borrow him or to induce him to sign

a contract. Bob's story was on the front

pages of every newspaper, in every gos-

sip column, not as a "difficult" or a "tem-
peramental" actor, but as a fighter. He

(Please turn to page 67)

Everything's going Bob's way—even Mary
Elliott, who recently became his bride. She
is said to be the first feminine entertainer
to visit our boys in Greenland. She must
have made a hit singing and dancing for

—

and with— the servicemen, because they
keep her mail box filled with their letters.

24

At left, Bob with his lovely co-star, Liiabeth Scott, in

Came Along." Above, with Don DeFore and Charles D



Solitair Dons Basie Blaek

In Plastic With DnPont Sponge

Solitair dons basic black in a compact as slim and

smart as yom- beloved basic black dress.

Inside this new, larger compact (with its own applicator

sponge) is a full 2}i ounces of Solitair, that lanolin-rich cake

cosmetic you depend on for a velvety

skin, a fresh and truly natural-

looking make-up! Why be without it?

New Deluxe Plastic compact with

DiiPont sponge and handy carton

for both. All for only SI. Soliiair

also comes in 60 and 25 cent sizes.

CAKE MAKE-VP WITH LAMOLIIV





WHEN asked to declare myself

about what 1 believed, I was
rather dismayed. What was ex-

pected of me? A series of breezy re-

marks? ... I believe redheads should

wear pink; I believe sweet swing will

outlast jive: I believe, dear reader,

that this will bore the ears off you.

Or should I plunge boldly into

deeper waters and talk of life, death,

and intimations of immortahty? Very
well, but as I never have set down in

orderly phrases what I believe, I can't

say where the discussion will take us.
s » «

LIFE? I believe that we should be

grateful for every hour of life—the

hours of anguish as well as the hours

of happiness. I believe that each of

us has a certain potential for heart-

break; that we are predestined to en-

joy a certain amount of happiness, to

endure a certain amount of sorrow and
that this inner-life pattern will work
itself out whatever the outward cir-

cumstances or conditions may be.

DEATH? I believe that nothing

really dies. Everything in nature that

disintegrates is renewed or born again

in different form. Our bodies change
and are translated, of course, but I

believe that the forces for good and
evil set in motion by these short-lived

bodies continue to live on.

IMMORTALITY? Who will deny
that Shakespeare is still alive, al-

Greer Garson and Gregory Peck in a scene

from MGM's "The Valley of Decision," in

which Greer, native of Ireland, plays an

Irish girl for fhe first finne on the screen.

though it has been centuries since he

walked in his garden on a Sunday
evening or discussed scenes and
speeches with Mr. Burbage and the

other actors. Surely when the music
of a great roa.ster is played by fine

artists, .something of the spirit of the

original creator reaches out from the

unknown in sympathy and fuses again

with the music and the attentive souls

of those who hear it. And not only

the great ones—statesmen, teachers,

scientists, pioneers— but small ordi-

nary folk, too. who lived small or-

dinary lives, unremarkable in their

age, full of common, human experi-

ences, they also live on, not just in

the memory of a brief generation or

two, but as a part of the mysterious

interwoven pattern of past, present

and future which we do not yet un-

derstand. We cannot all have visible

monuments, but I beheve that there

is an immortality about our least con-

•sidered thoughts, utterances and ac-

tions.

When a. pebble is dropped into a

jK)ol the water is troubled. You see

ever-widening ripples. Our deeds and
thoughts are like jjebbles dropped into

the pool of time. I believe in the

importance of small things in shaping

the lives of individuals and of nations.

Now the scientists are working on
a theory that time runs in waves. I

feel instinctively, although as yet

there is no proof, that everything that

ever existed still is. only we haven't

yet found the way to know it. Death
may be a sort of transference to an-

other wave-band in the great rhythm

As the young servant
The love of a

girl who

Mfss Ga'rso^ ^ZlV^^y •'^''er.

f°-al scene sha e'dw-tU'" ''''o'""° with Gregory Peck.

o^ eternity. When we learn how to

tune in we shall hear King John still

protesting against signing the Magna
Charta. Lincoln still delivering his

Gettysburg address, Nero still fiddling

while Rome burns. The knowledge
will come not alone through the lead-

ership of intellectual geniuses but

through spiritual seeking in the high

places of truth. I believe that in the

future, when we have found the key.

we shall have to revise all our pres-

ent conceptions of time, just as radio

and air travel have revolutionized our

ideas of distance. To mention a re-

cent jjersonal experience, the other

day a group of generals and admirals,

ablaze with gold braid, visited "The
(Please turn to page 70)



Portrait

a Man

with

Elizabeth B. Petersen

THE taxi driver was Irish and talk-

ative as New York cabbies usually

are. He'd had his say on the war and
the home front, on the shortage of taxis

and the disappearance of cigarettes. And
as the cab drew up in front of 21 and he
saw the autograph hunters who haunt
that meeting place of celebrities day and
night clustered hopefully about the door-
way, he found a whole new channel of

conversation opening before him.
"Them crazy kids," he said, and there

was no mistaking the disparagement in

his voice. "An' wouldn't you think now,
they'd find something better to do than
waitin' around all day for them movie
actors?"

His question was never answered, for

the kids had seen the tall red-headed man
leaning forward to pay the fare. They
swarmed around the taxi and the driver

took another look at his passenger.

"Glory be!" he ejaculated. "If you're

not the good priest from 'Bernadette'

himself!"

Even if he wanted to Charles Bickford
wouldn't be able to forget that he had
played Peyramale, the Dean of Lourdes,

in that Academy Award picture. Mail
has been pouring in to him ever since it

was released, some of it the usual fan

mail that comes after a superb perform-

ance,but most of it is the typePeyramale
himself might have received. Bickford

talked about those letters later at lunch.

"All actors discov« sooner or later that

our fans associate us with the parts we
play and ever since 'Bernadette' I've been

flooded with letters asking for advice.

Some have been so sincere and intelligent

they demanded an answer, others so com-
plicated there was nothing to do but re-

|1



Red-haired and pugnacious, 6 f+.-l Blck-

ford was a lieutenanf of engineers in

World War I. Above, home scene, today.

mm''
Role of Father Peyramale in "The Song

Of Bernadette" with Jennifer Jones won

Bickford wide acclaim and a new career.

Lafest role for Bickford is in "Captain
Eddie," 20th Century-Fox's dramatiza-

tion of the life of Eddie Rickenbacker.

fer the men or women wlio had written

them to their parish priest or minister, as

no layman could presume to answer them.
"Once a woman called me on the tele-

phone asking' if she could see me. There
was something so pathetic in her voice,

something so urgent, that I made an im-

mediate appointment. I was very glad I

(lid. Her husband was in the Navy and
there had been a delay on her allotment

checks. She couldn't work because her

baby was coming so soon and .she was too

proud to ask for charity. She wasn't talk-

ing to Charles Bickford but to Peyramale
and there was desperation in her voice.

(Please turn to page H(!)

new! Film-Finish Powder
Finest-ever texfure ... loveliest-ever shades

for that Hollywood *'finish"

It's a charmer, a four-alarmer . . .

thisnew Woodbury Powder! Made to

give you the breathless appeal screen

stars have. 5-stage blending for love-

lier shades, smoothest -ever texture.

Woodbury Film -Finish won't clog,

cake, turn pasty. Never makes your

skin look "porey". Just clings like a

lovely dream, to help you charm your

man! 8 lovelier, star-styled shades.

SUSAN PETERS, lovely young star of Metro-Goldwyn

-

Mayer, appears in "KEEP YOUR POWDER DRY". Woodbury CHAMPAGNE

RACHEL is golden drama for a honey-toned medium skin like Susan's

YOUR MATCHED MAKE-UP $1. Now with your $1

box of Woodbury Powder, you also get your shades

of matching lipstick and rouge. No change in the

box ... all Woodbury Powder is the new "Film -Finish".

Also boxM) of Woodbury Powder, iSt and \0t, plu< lax

WooclLur7
Film
Finiih
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Gary Cooper, producer, ai his

big, businessfilce desk. And if

you think thaf serious expres-

sion is a pose, you don't know
the new executive, Mr. Cooper.
You can't call him Gary here.

\ 11



Gary, the star. Even other sfars, such

as Roddy McDowall here, seek his au-

' ' tograph. He's become a Hollywood

and a world legend, has angular Mr. C.

SOMETHING new has been added
to the brilliant pattern of Gary
Cooper's career. He is not only the

star of his latest, "Along Came Jones,"

but also the producer.

Battles between stars and producers

being as much a part of the Hollywood
scene as Mr. Cooper's shy grin, you
hasten to gather his double-barreled

views on the subject. You wait your
turn in the reception room of his new
oflBce at International Pictures along

with set designers, wardrobe men, as-

sistant directors, agents, actors and an
animal trainer with a dog named Hobo.
Everyone has a problem for Producer
Cooper. Even Hobo. You feel you are

in the realm of Big Business and wish

you were somewhere else. All your ro-

mantic illusions about Gary the movie
star are sure to be shattered by the dyna-
mic executive behind that big panelled

door.

When it finally opens for you, how-
ever, you can't see the producer for the

furnishings. Lush yellow carpet covers

the floor; an oversized glass table holds a

bowl of tawny chrysanthemums: a mir-

rored wall section reflects tall potted
plants. Mr. Cooper is seated at an elab-

orate, pickled pine desk working his

way through an impressive pile of papers.

He is wearing a neat blue suit. He looks

like Big Business and your worst fears

seem justified, until he looks up from
his papers with an apologetic grin.

'This fancy office wasn't my idea.

Couple of set designers ganged up on
me." Despite the boiling activity all

around him the Great Coop is calm and
in good humor. You're awfully glad you
stayed.

"If you're trying to find out what
breeds trouble between stars and produc-
ers, you've come to the wrong office.

Here, again, he's Gary the actor. You
might think only Sinatra and Johnson
could draw out the bobby-soxers to

this extent. Wrong—Coop can, too.

The producer and star of this picture un-

derstand each other pretty well," com-
ments Mr. Cooper, rolling a fountain

pen absentmindedly between his long

fingers. A mischievous twinkle points up
his next remark. "In fact, you might say

they're downright fond of each other."

To the general public the term "movie
producer" is rather vague, you observe.

Would Mr. Cooper care to enlighten

Screenl.4Nd's readers.''

"Don't quote me. It's all new to me,
too. The way it looks from here a pro-

ducer takes charge of the picture from
start to finish, selecting the story, stars,

director, cameraman, technicians and
supporting players. He arranges for stu-

dio space, sets up shooting schedules and
watches the budget—every penny
of it from the hundred thousand
dollar items to the nuisances like

this bill for fly spray, eighty

seven dollars worth."

"That's a lot of fly spray."

"We've got lots of flies. You
see we're working with horses on
an indoor set. One fly buzzing

around a microphone sounds like

a B-29, so we have four men con-

stantly on hand spraying the set.

As an actor I took those spray
guns for granted. As a producer,

I'll remember to include them in

my next budget.

"Another important duty of the

producer is to make sure shoot-

ing schedules are kept. One morn-
ing I reported for work an hour
late, holding up the entire com-
pany. Had to give myself a severe

talking-to. Made myself promise
it wouldn't happen again.

"Seriously, though, the toughest
part of producing good pictures is

finding good stories. I believt

in the one we're making becausi;

the characters are true to life, not
just screen types. Our hero. Melo-
dy Jones, is an easy-going, peace-

able cowboy who moseys along oji

a no-account horse called Henry
Hensh-aw. I knew a cowpuncher
just like that when I was a kid.

(Please turn to page 88)

.•V
A little of both here—Cooper,

star and producer, smiles down at big

boss William Goetz, and Sonja He-

nie, at International Pictures studio.

"Coop," the cowboy, greets the "Forever

Amber" girl, author Kathleen Winsor, when
Kay visited the "Along Came Jones ' set.
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"ALONG CAME JONES"
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I for the witchery that
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DESIGNER'S DIARY
By Bonnie Cashin

Noted screen costumer for 20th Century-Fox

"TF THE average American girl could be the heroine of her

1 own life story, and dress accordingly!"

This thought struck me more forcibly than ever it had
before while I was fitting Dorothy McGuire for the part of

Katie in "A Tree Grows In Brooklyn." Most of the girls want
to look a little glamorous on the screen (and off) whether the

story calls for rags or riches. Not Dorothy. A stickler for

characterization, Dorothy stood for hours in her old rags and
ravels, suggesting a patch here, a droop there, deliberately de-

glamorizing herself in order to make sure that not a single

bright thread should give the lie to Katie's threadbare life.

Dorothy was playing a heroine of poverty and she dressed

accordingly.

So should we all, according to the parts we play, in make-
believe or in life.

Joan Blondell didn't complain, either, when as Aunt Sissy

she had to wear the sort of ugly-period-of-1914 clothes, the

high-topped shoes, the blousy blouses, the too-tight corset.

"Oh, Bonnie," little Peggy Ann Garner said to me when we
were making Francie's clothes, "oh, Bonnie, every picture they
put me in I have to wear poor girls' clothes. Can't I have one
good dress.''" So we gave her the white graduation dress and

Bonnie Cashin, above, shows Anne Baxter her sketches for a

future Baxter screen wardrobe. Right, Gene Tierney in one of the

dreamy dresses designed by Miss Cashin for Gene's "Laura."





Lively imagination or youtnrul Donr

Caskin makes her one of Hollywoo

most distinguished costumers, with

clothes for such hits as "Laura," "A
Tree Grows In Brooklyn," "Where Do
We Go From Here" and "Junior

Miss" to her credit. For more about

iss Cashin please turn to page 65.

CHOCOLATECAKE: Lightweight plasticpainted
white by studio paint shop after milliner's model,
held on girl's head by pink jersey bandeau. Rox-
anne Hilton wears the concoction in the picture.

BANANA SPLIT (left) : Dish of clear plastic, fruit

of plastic and dyed cotton, with strawberry col-

ored veiling. Worn by Mary Meade in dream
sequence of "Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe."

STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE (below): White
cotton for "whipped cream," red satin straw-

berries seeded with tiny gilt pins, earrings and
necklace of strawberries. Worn by Eve Miller.

APPLE PIE A LA MODE: Plate of

plastic, slice of pie made of

painted plastic and cotton to

resemble mound of ice cream.
PISTACHIO PARFAIT: Mound of cot- Snood of crust-colored milliner's

ton wadding dyed pistachio color and straw. Worn by Barbara Slater,

painted to look like garnishings of ma-
raschino syrup and chopped nuts, with

green veiling. Posed by Carol AndrewS:

the red roses, and Peggy Ann accepted

poverty and trouped through the picture,

patiently ironing her one faded cotton

(and she did iron it) and well content.

In any motion picture studio the story
- is the important thing. As a fashion de-

signer, I agree that it should be, and
know that my value to my studio is how
much I can contribute to the story by
dressing the characters in clothes that

tell you what kind of people they are,

what made them as they are, what kind

of lives they live, what their tastes are,

their potentialities, perhaps their dreams.
It is equally important for clothes to

characterize you in real life. You, for in-

stance. Suppose that the minute you
walk into a room your clothes say
whether you are the languorous or the

breezy, straightforward type, whether
you are naive, like Joan Leslie, or com-

(Flea.se turn to page fi"?)

fee «.o»*

DEMI-TASSE: Cup and saucerofwhitecrepe trim

a dress of brown satin. Modeled by Joan Dean,

one of the many pretty $how-girl» appearing

in the big finale of 20th Centu



PROTECT YOUR NATURAL SWEETSEIF WITH NEW

ODORO-DO
GREAM DEODORANT

The very act of dressing stimulates

perspiration. Even your daintiest

frock becomes a menace to your

natural Sweet Self... by imprison-

ing under-arm perspiration odor.

Stop this threat before you dress

with fast-acting ODORO.NO...the new
cream deodorant that goes to work
to protect you faster than you can

slip on your slip.

New Odorono Cream Deodorant

contains science's most effective

perspiration stopper... protects up
to three days. Will not irritate your
skin.. Prevents perspiration stains,

will not harm fine fabrics. No wait-

ing to dry. Does not turn gritty

in the jar.

Change to snowy-white Odorono
Cream De- ^^gfiBB^ggftw
odorant for MtS^l^^^f^S^
instant, full,

^<^-^^
long-lasting

protection.

39f; also 59^ & 10^ (plus Federal Tax)
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Look at Lupino! She clowns for a
change, in new comedy with Wil-

liam Prince, "Pillow To Post."



They're calling her "Legs"
Lupino since her new "night

I

shorty" scenes in "PillowTo Post

Ida begged her studio

bosses to give her a

Funny picture in place
of the heavy dranriat

(he had been doing.
Studio obliged with a

completely gay com-
edy romance, and Ma
makes the most of it.

iHIFTS for

HERSELF!

Photos by Longworth,
Warner Bros.

Soldier loves girl—but that's practically the only fa-

miliar situation in new film. See it and you'll know why
Lupino won her tight for merry role, and why Bill Prince

is considered one of most promising male tiewcomers.
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Introducing a new blonde, Joon Caulfield, whose
line of odmirers forms on the right. But career-

minded Joan will wait a while for romance

By Constance Palmer

A NY youDg- roaD who thinks he's going
to marry into the Caulfield family

just like that has another guess

coming. The girls, Joan, Mary and Betty,
work as one on the theory that the super-

man who siu-vives their joint criticism is

going to have a wonderful lot of in-laws.

Mother and Father Caulfield, knowing
the situation is well in hand, stand on
the sidelines and are amused.
This story's about Joan, who

played the lead on the stage in

"Kiss and TeU" for more than a
year on Broadway and left the cast

to fulfill a contract she'd signed
with Paramount. Betty's the little

sister who took her place in the
show, and Mary's the big sister

who has the important job of hand-
ing out priorities for an Eastern
airline.

All three girls are pretty, charm-
ing, gay, smart and very New
York. Naturally, the line of ad-

mirers forms on the right and reaches

from here to there, with the chance of a

heavy love affair with the wrong boy al-

ways possible. Except for what Joan calls

"the balance of power."
"We give every new beau a good look-

ing-over the first time he comes to call,"

she explained. "Then we discuss him

—

but thoroughly. For instance Mary, be-

ing the eldest, had dates long before

Betty and I, and we were shocked when
an older man started coming to see her.

She was about eighteen and he was all

of twenty-nine! Every time he came to

see her he brought orchids and she was
pretty impressed."

The two little sisters put their heads
together and decided ridicule was the

wise course. If that didn't work,

they'd corner Alary and give her a

good heart - to - heart, woman - to -

woman talk. But tlieir original idea

was the best and, before long. "Or-

chid Joe" faded from the picture,

followed by such undesirables as

"Chinless Charlie" and "The Brow."
Life for poor Mary coiddji't have

(Please turn to pa-ge 9-)

Lucky Joan shares scenes with big

Sonny Tufts in Paramounfs "Miss

Susie Slagle," which also features

Veronica Lake and Lillian Gisli.
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^NY younsr man

UP IN Bakeisfield. California, a
blond, handsome hunk of man had
all the local girls in a tizzy. Where

there was smoke, they agreed, there was
also Guy Madison, for the trouble with
him was that he had sex appeal. By and
large the most terrifically terrific thing
around a swimming jiool, he had an ap-
praising look in his eye that made all the
Young Things fall into a dither. He
looked gorgeous all bare and brown, but
> hen he donned his carefully cut tweed
coat, combed the curl cut of his crisp,

hlontl hair and strolled to the school
affairs looking like a junior version of the
country gentleman, all the girls agreed
that there ought to be a law. At least,

around the Junior College. Later, as a

telephone linesman, he could climb a tele-

phone pole more Tionchalantly than any-
one you ever saw, and—even when he

decided that he'd like to be a fisherman

—

that didn't cool the local lassies off a bit.

On him. it would look good.

I had ambled up to Bakersfield just to

get this authentic local color, but, even
then. I wasn't prepared for what I saw
when I met Guy Madisor. In the first

jjlace. he's young, blond, tanned and
handsome. In the second place, he's as

naive about Hollywood as a puppy, as

thrilled as you'd be if you suddenly found
yourself in the movies! For he was in the

Xavy when he came up to Hollywood on
leave one weekend. He had never been
to a radio broadcast before, and he was
looking forward to seeing Janet Gaynor
because she was a "live motion picture

star." And, thinking of some we know.
{•Please turn to intge !)!•)

After the release of "Since You Went
Awa'^" Guy Madison found hirriseit in de-
mand. Producer Selznick plans to build him
into a star after the war. Above, the young
sailor looks over his fan mail while on leave.
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UPTODAUl,
By S. R. Mook



f'LL
give you $10 for that ring you're

wearing," tlie man said. "After that,

ypu're on your own."

iThe owner of the ring was Dana An-

ijews, hitch-hiking his way to Hollywood

^1
search of fame and fortune. The bid-

fir was a fellow who had given him a lift,

iiat was fifteen years ago and he has

I en on his own ever since. It took him
iljht years to break into pictures. His

jghth year, with the help of a backer, he

'^s attending the Pasadena Community
leater School of Acting when an agent

w him and landed him a contract

•:th Samuel Goldwyn.

j

He celebrated by getting married.

V comedienne, of all things," he re-

kts. "Her name was Mary Todd,
id I met her at the Pasadena Thea-

ilr She used to roll them in the

sles every night. I thought, 'This

for me. Not only will life be one
ng, sweet song, it will also be one
ing laugh.'

1

"Mary had her own ideas of what
le well-dressed bride should wear
, her wedding. It would seem that

'hite satin, a tulle veil a thousand
irds long were indicated, not to

lention a church wedding, a few
jimdred friends and relatives— or

lice versa. I was due to start my
pst picture ('The Westerner,' star-

ing Gary Cooper) the following

londay. I had been told to grow a

eard, and I grew me a lulu. Every
lade in the chromatic .scale was repre-

j-nted.

"Clearly, white satin and a big church
edding were not sympatica with a varie-

ated beard. We were married with only
lary's family and a very few close

iends present. We honeymooned over
lie weekend with ray beard. The follow-

'|ig Monday I left for Tucson to start the
icture. The first day of shooting Wil-
am Wyler, the director, looked over the
ssembled cast—rugged, if I ever saw a
iigged cast. 'There are too many beards
round here,' he announced. 'You'

—

"ointing a finger in my direction
—

'you
have yours off!'

"There was a bit of explaining to do
'hen I finally returned home clean-

haven. Mary accused me of duplicity,

j'he swore I had concocted that beard

business to get out of a church wedding.

Me! Who had never before in my life

been the center of attraction! A sem-
blance of peace was restored when Mr.
Wyler, after viewing the first rough cut,

informed us I would be a star after the

picture was released."

Mr. Wyler, it seems, is something of a

prophet. His prediction has come true

—

seven years later, after the release of an-

other picture made by another director

—

"Laura."
Dana's career has been simmering near

more than a stooge to the star. "Oh, go

on and i)lay llic part," Mr. Goldwyn
coaxed. "It won't hurl you."

"I'm tired of not being hurt," Dana
yelped. "1 want to be helped. I've sfjcnl

eight years trying to get somewhere in

this business and now, just when I get a

couple of hits under my belt, you come
along with tliis. I won't do it." But he

did, and had the sympathy of everyone

who saw the picture.

"I'd hate that Kaye's insides," I re-

marked.
"Why?" Dana inquired. "lie had

nothing to do with it. He's one of

the finest fellows I've ever met. If I

were going to hate anyone it should

have been Mr. Goldwyn for forcing

me into a part like that. But I can't

even blame Imn. He had me under

contract and he wanted to protect

o a big investment. If I got hurt in

f the melee that was just my tough
^ luck."

He lost out on a couple of parts

he wanted to do at 20th. Then he

heard about "Laura." His histrionics

may never have got him very far on
a box-office poll before that, but he

{Please turn to page H.'5)

After fighting for his role in "Laura" and turning in a

crack performance, Andrews is in line for fop spots. New
role is in "State Fair" with Jeanne Crain and Dick Haymes.

the boiling—or starring—point all that
time, and after every picture every
director foresaw stardom for him, with
the exception of Elliot Nugent who
directed "Up In Arras."

Mr. Goldwyn had signed Danny
Kaye from the New York stage

and was determined to make a
picture star of him or else. He

,

gave Kaye the finest story he
could buy, the best director he
could sign (Elliot Nugent) and
the finest supporting cast he could
hire—Dana Andrews, Dinah Shore
and Constance Dowling.
Dana, who had just scored in "The

Purple Heart" and "Wing And A
Prayer," put up a squawk that could be
—and probably was— heard in Culver
City, over supporting a player unknown
to film audiences in a part that was no

Andrews really put-

ters in the garden,
prides himself on
prize-winning camel-
lias and gardenias.

Dana likes quiet life,

prefers evenings at

home to whoopee
in night clubs.

ys read any-

could get

s on; has

time now.
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WAS A G. I

EVEN NOW. it's hard for Alan Ladd to talk about that
time he got his medical discharge from the Army. Of
course it was wonderful being home with Sue again and

their baby, almost as wonderful as he had dreamed it would
be. But it wasn't quite the way he had thought about it, for

then when he had pictured his homecoming the war was over
and everybody else was home too. That was the difference.

The fact that he was home and the war was still on.
He couldn't even talk about the way he felt to Sue. Not at

first. He felt conspicuous going down the street in civvies.

Even that honorable discharge button which he wore in the
lapel of his coat didn't seem to help a darn.

At one of many hos-

pitals visited by Alan
and his pretty wife,

the former Sue Carol,

Hollywood meets
a cross - section of

America—and finds

there's little differ-

ence between them.

Alan reports, in our

story, how much fce

gained from his hos-

pital tour. Looks
like the men enjoyed
meeting him, too.

"I just crawled into my shell and stayed there." Alan Ladd
said, remembering. "It was a funny feeling, all those men in

the .\rmy and sudflenly I was out. I didn't want to go any-

where or see anyone. It was a thing—well, I guess only a man
who has been through it himself would really understand, a

thing made up out of whole cloth and an over-active imagina-

tion, I suppose.

"It bothered me most of all when I knew I was going on
this hospital tour. I felt self-conscious at the thought of me,

a civilian, going around to hospitals seeing men of my own age

who had been wounded in a war I was only seeing from the

sidelines. Then right from the beginning I realized what a fool
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Alan Ladd has
something to say

to the boys back
from battle —
and they have a

lot to say to him.

Here's a story
with an urgent
message for
every American

By
Jane

MacDonald

mai MYSELF

!

99

When Sue and Alan
encounter admiring
crowds, there's no
effort to m a Ic e a

dash to waiting car,

or dodge the inevit-

able autograph book.

The Ladds believe,

and sincerely, that

you tans are their

friends, and they

get as much, if not

more fun out of the

encounter than you
do. Right, Alan in

"Salty O'Rourke."

I'd been, feeling all those things. It was those boys who made
me see it. They were so swell, so glad to see me. They didn't

have any burrs about me being out of it. That discharge but-

ton wa.s enough for them and so because it was, it made me
feel different too. They were the one who took the bugs out
of me, who did what nobody else, even Susie, had been able

to do. I was supposed to be on this tour to give them a lift,

but any lift I was able to give them couldn't compare with
the one they gave me. From that first day I walked into a

ward I had a feeling of being in again. It was only after I

left I realized how easy it had been to slip back into the old

GI lingo and all the old .\rmy gags.

"I didn't have any act. Susie and I would just go in and
she'd visit one side of the ward and I the other. With me the

boys would hew to the strictly masculine side, talking about
the war news, and how those men follow it, and about the
pictures they'd .seen shown recently and asking all the usual

questions. But it was Susie who really drew them out. In that

warm way of hers she'd have them talking about their mothers
and wives and babies and girl friends in no time, and they'd
he digging undei their pillows for snapshots to show her and
taking her right into their families and loving it.

'There wasn't lime for formalities. We averaged about a

day and a half to cover .'5,.>0() men. (Plen.ie iurn to page 00)
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In every sky battle

he'd gotten his man.

Now he's out to get

his woman . . . but the

furlough is a front

where the female is

a super-strategist!

ROBERT

YOUNG
as a suingeA wolf, spoiled by

too many moonlight romances!

LARAINE

DAY
who'd rather be a "date" with a

future than a girl with a past '.

in

with

ANN HARDING • MARC CRAMER

ANNE JEFFREYS • GLENN VERNON

and introducing

BILL WILLIAMS
Directed by LEWIS ALLEN - Produced by BERT GRANET

ScrMd Pt«r by )eroma Chodorov

R K O
RADIO





FASHION PIONEER
(Anne Baxter likes to explore new frontiers of fashion, and on her the results are becoming

Newest of the new for the country and casual Cocktail costume of black bengaiine has cape- Black safety pins on a shocking pink background
wear in town: suit of light blue denim, scarlet back jacket. Long black gloves embroidered in make an amusing print, with wrap-around skirt

halter bandanna blouse matching jacket lining. pink, hat of pink tulle with black bows are accents. cleverly draped over black patent leather belt.
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7H£l/sS£
says

Hold on to your men, girls. . . here comes

Joan ^^ntaine
And does that girl have what it takes to snare the
boys as she plays Susan— a divine man-trap in her
first gay, romantic comedy. "Slick trick" Susan
uses a different line for each one—and they all

work, but beautifully.

You'd think she didn't

know anything when
she meets George
Brent. So wide-eyed

and innocent (you
know—the sweet sixteen

act that makes
men so protective)

!

Some men, like

Dennis O'Keefe,

take women
seriously! So
Susan puts on

glasses and takes

up a good book
—and she can write

her own story

from there on

!

^ DENNIS O'KEEFE
^\ Don DeFore

\ Rita Johnson -Walter Abel

Directed by WILLIAM A. SEITER

A Paramount Picture



Bing Crosby's lads, Philip,

Gary, Lynn and Dennis, turn

up as a surprise package for

none other than The Voice,

Frank Sinatra, on the "Com-
mand Performince" air show!
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Gossip by Weston East

THEY'D like you to believe out Culver
City way that there's a pulsating new

romance in Van Johnson's life. 'Tain't so.

The sultry brunette lady who has been
making the rounds with Van is a gay
young Hollywood divorcee. She's fun-

loving and easy on the eyes. But she isn't

.serious.

FAYE EMERSON has designed a new
hair-do for herself. On top of her head,

Faye pins a cluster of curls. Around this is

a braid of false liair and black velvet

ribbon. The effect is definitely Grecian
and very flattering for evening. Yes, Faye
had a picture made of it and sent it to her

Elliott.

BY THE time you read this, Lauren
Bacall should be Mrs. Humphrey

Bogart number four. Mayo Methot (who
is the present Mrs. B.) s on her way to

Reno for a (juick divorce. Bogey is very
optimistic about his forthcoming marriage
to Ids "Baby" Bacall. "This time, this is

(7. and you can quote me, " he confided to

Weston East.

FOR the first time in their respective

careers, Barbara Stanwyck and Hum-
phrey Bogart are going to appear to-

gether, in "The Tw-o Mrs. Carrolls."

Apropos all that publicity on Bogey and
his "Baby " Bacall, when Jack Benny
asked Barbara if she was looking forward
to the picture, with typical humor Stanny
cracked, "Indeed I am—only I'm going

to feel awfully old playing opposite

Bogart!"

THE brief separation and divorce plans

of the Dick Haymeses have been can-

celled. A series of small cjuarrels between
the crooner and his wife grew- out of all

proportion. With time to think it over,

they decided they were being hasty and
silly. Dick's bosses at '20th are breathing a
hugh sigh of relief. Most of his fan mail

comments on the ideal domestic life the

four Haymeses are leading.

NEV'ER a dull moment in the Young
family. Youngest Young, Georgi-

anna, no sooner announced her seven-

month-old marriage to Mexican movie
star, Ricardo Montalban, than Loretta
announced she was expecting the stork for

the second time. (Her son Christopher
Paul Lewis is less than a vear old.) No

sooner had Loretta made her announce-
ment, than Georgianna announced she

was expecting the stork too. Both sisters

will increase the population next August.
Sisters Polly Ann Young and Sally Blane
(now living in Mexico with producer-

husband Norman Foster) are working
overtime on those tiny little garments.

HOLLY'W'OOD won't be forgetting
i

that memorable meeting between
^'eronica Lake and Roy Rogers. Neither
will Roy, when it comes right down to it.

At a publicity gathering, Roy unthink-
ingly and certainly with no mean intent

shot off blank cartridges in a room filled

with people. Everyone beat a polite but
hasty retreat. Not the little Lake. W'hat
she told Roy startled him so, he actually

looked like he was going to burst into

tears. W'ell, now that he's lA and Ver-

onica's retiring to have Andre De Toth's

baby in November, it doesn't look like

the cowboy and the lady will be having a

second meeting.

WHILE Mrs. Keenan Wynn was on
the way home from the hospital

with Tracy Keenan Wynn (named after

his great-grandfather Frank Keenan and
Spencer Tracy) the new baby's famous



father was fighting for his life in another
hospital. Again and again his MGM
bosses pleaded witli Keenan not to ride

his motorcycle. But he persisted. Right in

the midst ot making "Early To Bed" he
collided with an automobile. Result, a
fractured jaw, a concussion, back injuries

and lacerations. Dr. Wm. E. Branch, who
saved Van Johnson's life when he had his

accident, also came to Keenan's rescue.

Studios are no longer requesting their

players not to ride motorcycles. It's an
order!

WHILE several MGM actresses liter-

ally drooled to play the gal who tries

to lure Clark Gable away from Greer
Garson in "The Strange Adventure," Joan
Blondell was quietly signed for the role.

Funny part is Joan is so well liked and so
admired by her cinema sisters, they
couldn't say a word. But brother, what
they were thinking was really something.
Only the buoyant Blondell could get
away with it.

JUST in case you ever meet Orson
Welles face to face, he doesn't like

to be called by his name. All his co-
workers address him as "O.W." Rita Hay-
worth is back from her Mexican vacation
and feeling much better. But she is thin,
much too thin, and can't gain an extra
pound. Orson brings home candy bars for

her—that is, when he c&nfind candy bars!

Above leff, Ann« Baxter and
Gene Tierney put heads to-

gether at Cocoanut Grove,
while above right, newest
rage, Cornel Wilde, and his

wife step out to Giro's. At
right, Nora Eddington with
Errol Flynn after her re-

cent return from Mexico.

Gloria De Haven, at right with
hubby John Payne, with her
natural brown tresses he likes

so much. Alexis Smith, below
right, tells a funny one to
Craig Stevens, George Mont-
gomery and Dinah Shore. Left
below, Janet Blair shows
Esther Williams and the Sgts.

Ben Gage and Louis Busch her
new hat with varying results.



WHATEVER the real reason, this

time the separation between Gary
Grant and Barbara Hutton is permanent.
At a party given by Constance Moore and
Johnny Maschio, Gary confided that he
never expected to marry again r He may
have been kidding but he looked serious

when he said it. In the meantime, there

are those rumors that Betty Hensel will

be Mrs. Grant number three. In the

meantime, there is also the little matter of

divorce to be taken care of. So a lot of

things can and probably will happen be-

fore Gary,is free and willing.

IT HAPPENED at a Hollywood party.

A female, who obviously had one too

many, was being very out of order.

Finally, when he couldn't control himself

any longer, Monty Woolley turned to his

neighbor and acidly said, "Who is that
person who looks like Lionel Barrymore
in a dress.''"

THE tragic and unexpected death of

his little daughter, Katherine. has left

John Garfield a broken-hearted man. The
dreaded virus pneumonia was the cause.

All of Katherine's toys have been sent to

the children's hospital. John is trying to

break the lease of the house that now
holds so many sad memories.

FRANK SINATRA may be the answer
to a young maid's prayer, but as far as

his New Jersey draft board is concerned,
he is definitely 4F. All of which now gives

him the time to start his nationwide tour

of military and naval hospitals. Frankie
is very anxious to get overseas too. So is

Bing Grosby. If the "Groaner" and the
"Voice" could ever adjust their hectic

scheduled lives, they'd like to make the
trip together.

JENNIFER JONES presented the
"Oscar" to Ingrid Bergman at the

17th Academy Awards. Ingrid was sin-

cerely thrilled and showed it. Humorously
she said, "I'm so glad I won this. I'm
working with Bing and Leo McCarey in

'The Bells Of St. Mary's.' They both Won
'Oscars' for 'Going My Way.' If I hadn't
won mine, I'm afraid they wouldn't have
spoken to me."

THEY really "dood" it to Red Skelton.

And on his honeymoon too. Three
days following his marriage to Georgia
Davis, Red went into the hospital to have
his tonsils snipped. It wasn't the pain that
bothered him. It was not being able to

talk to his liride! Rumor also has it that
Red just purchased a Wilshire Boulevard
apartment house, at a purported $400,000.

lonna, Constance Moore
and Bob Hope; Joan
Blondell and son, Norman;
Eleanor Parlter with the
Dennis O'Keefes (StefR Du-
na) and publicist Norman
Millan. Below, the Dana
Andrews put in a smiling

appearance at a premiere.
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Bergman
The

Incomparable!
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A ROYAL SCANDAL"

This brilliant young
actor comes itito

his own opposite

Tallulah Bankhead
In Ernst Lubitsch's

witty new comedy

Superb histrionics of Tallulah
Banlthead in the mellow role of

Catherine the Great of Russia

inspires William Eythe to give a

fine performance as the smitten

young soldier who quite liter-

ally falls for Catherine's charms.

You have seen "Bill" Eythe in other pictures, but

remained for director Lubitsch and his hilarious ni

version of "The Czarina" to catapult Eythe to sterdoi



HER RING-o 2-caro»,

emerald-cul diamond

in a platinum setting

Popular Tennessee girl, the daughter of

the H. C. Longs, engaged to

Ridiard H. Albrecht. She is a graduate

of Virginia Intermounl College

and was May Queen

in her senior year. He was at Yale

before entering the Air Force

AIRLINE HOSTESS is airman's fiancee! Mary Ann

Long helps servicemen and their families feel "at

home" in PCA planes. She works in one of the war

jobs where women are so badly needed. Ask your

local U. S. Employment Service about your war job.

The day that Mary Ann pinned his

wings on her ofi&cer-fiance—he slipped a

diamond engagement ring on her slen-

der finger.

She is another lovely girl with an en-

gaging soft-smooth Pond's complexion.

Mary Ann says of Pond's Cold Cream
— "It's perfect, I think! I don't know
anything that makes my face look and

feel so clean and fresh and soft-to-touch."

This is the way she uses Pond's:

She smooths snow-white Pond's Cold

Cream over face and throat. Pats briskly

to soften and release dirt and make-up.

Tissues off.

She rinses with another Pond's coating

—swirling her fingertips quickly over

her face. These two creamings make her

skin feel extra clean, extra soft.

Copy Mary Ann's twice-over way of using

Pond's Cold Cream—eier)' night, every morn-

ing, and for in-between clean-ups.

Ask for a luxurious, big jar—you'U love

the quick way you can dip fingers of both

hands in this wide-topped, big Pond's jar!

iJ(^.^<zmeS^Gz^, c/fC^.<^e^m4Z^ '^^^i^^e/i^iA, S%c(S:Hm&JJ (^^a^^^not
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mm TO mmi
Beauty aids to outwit the heat— fragrances,
bright nail makeups, and sun protection

Hampden presents their pre-war creamy lipstick in a wartime plastic

swivel case. It comes in six luscious shades for lip beauty.

Won't Slip Out

Try again next time it your store

is out of VeCong Boh Ptns today.

We're making more now, but still

not enough to mee^ the demand.

WITH SUMMER winging in, it's

not a moment too soon to plan a-

cosmetic wardrobe in order to look
radiant and energetic in spite of heat and
humidity. There are any number of delight-

ful perfumes and colognes, nail lacquers and
beauty hints to help you forget the heat of

summer, and remember only the fun of be-

ing out-of-doors and comfortable, too.

Since probably you'll be in and out of the

bath tub as often as possible to keep cool,

you might as well make it

a real treat and try some
of Houbigant's new effer-

vescent bath tablets in your
tub. One tablet fills your tub
with champagne bubbles
and heavenly scent. The
tablets come wrapped in a
cleverly divided two - tray
box in the dainty pink and
white Chantilly design. Each
tray contains ten individ-

ually wrapped tablets of
bath luxury. These are nice

for saying "thank you" to

your weekend hostess as

well as for tucking into

your own overnight case.

For summer evenings,

when your Circte person-
ality comes to Ithe fore,

there is a sultry, tantalizing

new perfume which will

match the summer night for

enchantment. Spellbound is

the name and the intention

—Lynette is the creator.

The lovely crystal bottle is

A smart, simply cut glass bottle

holds Spellbound, the bewitching

new perfume creation of Lynette.

nestled in its own bed of white satin, dis-

played like a precious jewel in a tiny box.
Lynette also presents two other personality
perfumes—Fantasia and Blue Sapphire.

Judy 'n Jill introduce a new, spicy, light-

hearted scent that makes it an appealing
cologne for young folks. It has been christ-

ened "Nine to Five" and it compliments
those tidy little Judy and Jill suits for trim
young misses with saucy ideas.

Peggy Sage has not forgotten that this

season, pink is the thing

and in keeping with our
siren theme, she has de-

signed a provocative pink
nail polish called, appro-
priately enough. Psyche
Pink. This is a gay,- unre-
pressed full-blown pink—

a

1945 pink

!

Squinting at the sun ? You
know what the result will

be—ugly, disfiguring crow's
feet and strained, tired eyes.

The best precaution is to

wear sun glasses in the

strong light of day. And
good sun glasses are a must.

Solarex Scientific Sun
Glasses incorporate the orig-

inal "twilight" color. They
keep out the sun, but not
the Ijght. The specially tint-

ed glass is opaque to ultra-

violet and infra-red rays

and the frames are specially

designed and tinted to flat-

ter each type of face and
skin tone.
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M£N UkE GIRLS WHOSESm tS Sl/l^ETf

AUJKSOAP
sBAoryBAm

mKES youSOKE
K

' Lovely star of

Universal's Technicolor Production

"SUDAN"

M\ the lights come on when the

one man whispers, "You're so

sweet." So protect the charm he

loves! "If a girl isn't dainty no
other charm counts," Maria
Montez says. "A daily Lux Soap
bath makes daintiness sure."

You'll love the way the creamy
ACTIVE lather caresses your
skin— leaves it fresh, really

sweet. Delicately perfumed, too!

FIGHT WASTE
Soap uses vital war mate-

rials. Don't waste it!

9 out of 10 Screen Stars use it

^Me soap i^df/eai^es s/(//7
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WHY CHILDREN

OFTEN HAVE TROUBLE

WITH LAXATIVES

Some

Too s^i'^'^r

i Forcing a child

to take a harsii,

bacl-taslint; laxa-
-^^^^ tive is such need-

less, old-fashioned punishment! A
medicine that's too strong will often

leave a child feeli ng worse than before

!

Ofhersare

A laxative that's

too mild to give
proper relief is

just as unsatis-

factory as none
at all. A good laxative should work
thoroughly, yet lie kind and gentle!

Treat the Children to the —

HAPPY MEDIUMlAXATIVE
Ex-Lax gives a thorough action. But
Ex-Lax is gentle, too ! It works easily and
effectively at the same time. And remem-
ber, Ex-Lax tastes good — ]mt like fine
chocolate! It's America's favorite laxa-
tive, as good for grown-ups as it is for
children. 10c and 25c at all drug stores.

As a precaution use only as directed

A '^MT The Originalb#% Cfioco/ated Laxative

UTHFUL
LOVELINESS
Can Be Yours!

THE NEW
SELF TENSOR
METHOD

$
1

One Dollar
Complete

Raises saggy bust line

. . . Rebuilds tone

. . . Assures poise
No Braces...No Bras...'No Creams

Satisfaction assured... Be convinced

Mail stamp and One Dollar today to

LINDA LEI, Box 2790
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. H-2

Notes From a Designer's Diary

Continued from page 37

plex, like Gene Tierney; whether you are
quiet like Jeanne Crain, or a cut-up like

Joan Blondell. Think how much more
dramatic you could be, how your person-
ality would be italicized and unforget-
table — and how much time would be
saved and misunderstanding avoided.

Clothes should tell secrets. Looking
back at all the great women of history
and at the outstanding women of today,
you find that you associate with them a
certain Look. The details of their dress
may escape you, but the Look tells their

story and the part they play in it. By
her one black blouse and air of stark sim-
plicity you would know, on sight, that
Madame Curie was a student and a scien-

tist; by her voluptuous feathers and laces

and elaborate coiffure, that Dubarry was
the mistress of a king. One girl I know
wears nothing but black and white, or

she loves. She is the type of whom a pic-
ture made today will look right twenty-
five years from today.

Blondell. too, dresses in real life for the
character she is— a real, true, breezy,
friendly girl, Joan usually wears slacks,
the mid-calf length (she is one of the few
girls who can wear that length and get
away with it) , flat shoes, a shirt open at
the throat,

It's fun being a designer in a studio.
It's not a glamor job, as might be sup-
posed. It's not a white-collar job. It's a
hard job. You're on your knees a lot of
the time. You get paint splashed around
when you do sketches. But it's exciting
because there is always a change of pace.
Different types—from Jeanne Crain to
Judith Anderson—to work with. Differ-

ent producers to work for, and—they are
men—to please. Designing clothes for

CHERRY JUBILEE: Hat made of enor-

mous paper lace doily, crown of cotton
fashioned to represent ice cream, cherries

piled around it. Note cherry earrings,

too. Modeled above by Elaine Langan.

straight red. She is a poster. The per-

sonalities of women such as these are as

sharp-cut as an intaglio.

If the average girl would determine
what she is really like, and dress it, there

would be fewer bobby sox and other

"brigades" and more individuals.

Clothes should tell the truth. The ma-
jority of girls on the screen make it their

business to know the characters they
play, but also to know themselves. Dor-
othy McGuire, off the screen as well as

on, has that revealing-of-herself look. A
sort of Claudia in real life; almost a

pioneer type physically, with broad cheek-

bones and wide-spaced eyes; she dresses

very casually, in tweeds, sweaters, skirts,

bandanas tied, peasant-wise, about her

head, little or no makeup. Dateless in

her looks, that's what she is— and so,

wisely, avoids stylized clothes, wears

basic things made for out-of-doors, for

flying with her aerial-photographer hus-

band, for sailing, for walking, for the

things of freedom, which are the things

CREAM PUFF: One of Miss Cashin's

dreamiest bonnet designs—made of dyed
and painted cotton wadding, veiled in

brown. Worn by Cathy Downs in the

dream sequence offorthcoming Grablefilm.

pictures is not only a hard job, it's a dip-

lomatic as well as a dressmaking job.

A designer shouldn't inflict herself too

much. An actress can't do a good job
unless she is happy in her clothes. So if

you think, pink is becoming to her and
she doesn't, you must be able to make
her feel happy in pink or you must do an
alternative color. You must learn to bend
and yet be firm enough to maintain your
own individuality.

The dominating influence in clothes is

color. Color affects us all, emotionally.

A man may see a woman wearing gray

or brown a dozen times and never really

see her at all. He may meet her again,

wearing yellow, and fall in love with her.

After the war we designers, starved for

rich and beautiful dyes, are going color-

mad. Prepare for a peacetime world of

women arrayed like vivid rainbows!

Gene Tierney was in today, frightfufly

excited because she is to play the "femme
fatale" lead in "Leave Her To Heaven."

What fun Gene is! The minute she en-
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JELLO: On a white plastic brim, a plastic

mold of "jello" painted cherry color is

surrounded by assorted fruit of plastic,

and "berry" earrings. Modeled by one of

the film's pretty show-girls, Jan Bryant.

CIGARETTES: Rarest number of them all,

concocted by Bonnie Cashin—dress of
brown satin topped by headdress of
prop cigarettes. Worn by Helen Seaman
in "Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe."

ters my office she grabs for the jelly-bean
jar then throws herself on the couch and
talks about everything in the world, from
the baby's new tooth to post-war plan-
ning. Her mind like her body, is never
still. Watching her today, I made a note
that she should always wear short sleeves

for she has the most beautiful arms and
hands in the world. She does nice things
with her hands. Because she is so active
she wears a great deal of jersey, flexible

material that leaves her free. Simple
things, but with elaborate accessories,

which she loves to change often.

Gene must minimize her clothes for her
vivid personality, her varied moods are
clothes enough, color enough, change
enough— very little makeup, just lip-

stick, and she's ravishing. With the most
beautiful skin I have ever seen—^looks

simply wonderful in brown — skin so
creamy against it. Looks wonderful in

jade-green, too. And classic in all white
or all black. She shouldn't wear hats.

The silhouette of her head is too inter-

NEW. ..a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP under-arm PERSPIRATION
! Does not irritate skin. Does not rot

dresses and men's shirts.

2. Prevents under-arm odor. Helps stop

perspiration safely.

3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval

Sea! of the American Institute of

Laundering— harmless to fabric. Use
Arrid regularly.

plus lax

(Also 59!^ size)

At any store which sells toilet goods

MORE MEN AND WOMEN USE ARRID THAN ANY OTHER DEODORANT

ARRID
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esting. Complex as she is, it's difficult for

her to dress according to a type when she

is so many types. It's the silhouette of

the head, in Gene's case, that gives her

that Look.

Clothes that become easily disarranged

are not, I was thinking today, 20th cen-

tury (and I don't mean the studio)

clothes. Especially in California, where

you drive 22 miles to work, or I do, and
can't have things fly back and hit you in

the face. Hats are often discarded,

omitted from wardrobe, because a twist

of jersey around the head is more func-

tional. The no-hat business, about which

you hear so much, depends in my opinion

on environment and on the life you lead.

Most of the stars dislike hats and seldom
wear them, but that's because they live

in California where, as in Palm Springs,

Palm Beach or any semi-tropical, out-

door life place, a hat is almost an affec-

tation.

Joan Leslie is one of the nicest human
beings I have ever known and one of the

best-liked girls that ever guest-starred at

our studio. I'd do anything for Joan.

She is so grand to work with, so willing

to let you try things, experiment. She's

the only actress I know who likes fittings

and doesn't fidget. When we were mak-
ing clothes for the magic carpet sequence

in "Where Do We Go From Here?" in

which she flies through the centuries, her

clothes following history, she said, "Oh,
isn't it wonderful — all the jittings!"

Sounds like a designer's wishful-thinking,

but s'help me!

Joan was born naive and will never be-

come sophisticated. She is wide-eyed, her

heart and mind are wide-eyed, and as

long as you're wide-eyed you're learning.

Joan looks best in the tunic line—a very

slim skirt and a tunic that moulds her

figure, but with no waistline. Because
she is so young and so pliable she can
wear her hair all kinds of ways. Up, it

looks wonderful. Down, ditto.

I like to work with the young girls.

They haven't yet become set in their

ideas. They're still forming. Not until a

girl is 30 does she really form her style,

her individuality, come into chic.

What a very sensitive face Jeanne
Crain has—everything shows on it, every

shade of feeling, every least emotion. She
has, I feel, a great future ahead of her.

Making sketches for her clothes in "State

Fair," I thought of the clothes I did for

her in "Home In Indiana," which was
Jeanne's first picture and my first pic-

ture, too. It wasn't a very varied ward-
robe we did, for she wore mostly blue

jeans and shirts in "Home" (we always
call a picture by its first name at the

studio) and they weVe right for her, they
were best. Simple clothes are still best

for her. Summertime clothes. Country-
side clothes. For although Jeanne has a

simply beautiful figure, and character and
thoughts too deep to be merely juvenile,

when you really know her she is a very

young type and looks completely wrong
in sophisticated clothes.

Thinking today of all the girls I have
designed clothes for, and costumes, made

me think of ballet, which is my love. I've

written several ballets (a hangover from
my Roxy days) although none of them
have been produced as yet. I am think-

ing especially of an idea I once had for a
fashion ballet which has never been done
—must get out my sketches and ideas

and work on them again!

And painting: watching Tallulah

Bankhead at lunch the other day, I

thought how I should love to paint her.

Just that head—everything else cut off

—

just that head and that arresting face.

There is something fascinating about
Tallulah. She rivets your eyes and holds

them. And she has merely to say "Please

pass the butter," in that commanding
voice, and everyone listens.

Reflecting on how much I should like

to paint her took me back to the days
when I planned to be a painter and to a

later time when, my personal life badly
upset, I did paint and, good or bad,

found it was release for me. I must try

my hand again—for the better you are

at many things the better you are at one
thing—your job.

For if you are a designer you can't live

in an Ivory Tower. To be creative, in a

contemporaneous way, you must know
about what is going on in the world, and
the more you know the more fertile and
richened you are. And so, the more you
know about people, too—and a designer

who wants to help girls be the heroines

of their own stories, off and on the screen

must know them before she can dress

them accordingly!

AN ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COIA COMPANY
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for PHIUP MORRIS
cloimad

but

AN OUNCE OF
PREVENTION
IS WORTH A POUND

OF CURE
Philip Morris are scientifically

proved far less irritating to

the nose and throat

When smokers changed to Philip Morris,
substantially every case of irritation of ;

the nose or throat— due to smoking— i

either cleared up completely, or
definitely improved.

— findings reported in a
leading medical journal.

PERSONAL
NOTES
ON

BONNIE CASHIN

Designer Bonnie Cashin poses wifh June Haver,
starring in "Where Do We Go From Here?"

IETTERED above the large wall mir-

j ror in the pink and green ofTice and
fitting room of screen costumer,

Bonnie Cashin, is this legend: "He who
spits against the wind spits in his own
face."

According to Bonnie, whose designs

are featured on pages 35, 36 and 37, this

admonition is not there for the benefit of

the stars whose glamorizing is her busi-

ness, but for herself. She claims she goes

and stands before it when the style seas

grow rough — when dyers arrive with

fabrics three shades too deep for Techni-

color, or the director of a picture has a

last-minute idea to substitute simple ruf-

fles for six yards of sequin embroidery!

This proves Miss Cashin to be some-
thing of a philosopher. One look at her,

however, proves there's nothing static

about her or her philosophy. She's a per-

son of intense enthusiasms, a sincere con-

tender for the importance of American
design, and blessed with a real fascina-

tion for the work she is doing.

Dark, petite, and personally as chic as

a designer is supposed to be, Bonnie has

been turning out super costumes, both

period and modern, for 20th Century-Fox
productions since August of 1943, and
has just recently signed a new long-term

contract with the studio.

Unlike most Hollywood designers, Bon-

nie was born in California. Oakland is

her birthplace, but she grew up and went

to school in Los Angeles, and considers

it "home." Her mother, Eunice Cashin,

had a custom dressmaking shop. As Bon-
nie says, "I was brought up amidst the

shape of things to come—dressmaker's

dummies, patterns, costume sketches.

But even if I hadn't been fostered by
this atmosphere of 'pins and needles,' I'm
sure I would have been a designer any-
way. Painting intrigued me, too, and
still does. Whenever I have time aside

from work, I sketch or paint, and some-
time hope to get a few months off to go
to Mexico, or some other colorful spot,

and work seriously. However, by the

time I had had a few years at Chouinard
Art Institute and School of Design, I

concluded that costuming was really my
forte."

Before Bonnie was yet twenty, she had
a professional offer that definitely cinched
her own ideas about her career. This was
the job of designing costumes for the

singing and dancing choruses of the fa-

mous Fanchon and Marco units, appear-
ing in various key cities of the United
States. This not onlj' gave her a chance
to experiment in color and imaginative

costume designs, but was valuable from
the standpoint of ensembles in terms of

the theater.

She was so successful in this field that

in 1933 she went to New York City to

become chief costume creator for the
famed Roxyettes of the Roxy Theater,

and set a new standard for color and
beauty in her costumes for these preci-

sion dancers. At the same time, she was
working on her own ideas about modern
clothes for the American women. She de-

signed such outfits for her close friends.

These were so satisfactory that she took

her sketches and some of her best trend-

making ideas to one of New York's best-

known custom clothes wholesale houses.
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INSTANTLY

SPEEDILY

REWOVES

CORNS

Prevents Corns, Sore Toes From Tight Shoes

WHEN you apply Dr. Scholl's Zino-
pads on your aching corns or sore

toes—you'll marvel how tormenting shoe
frictioD stops and painful pressure is instantly lifted.

So soothing, cushioning, these thin, soft, protec-

tive pads prevent corns, tender spots, blisters. in-

step ridges, chafed heels. Take the pinch and "bite"

out of new or tight shoes.

Included with Dr. Scholl's Zino-pads are separate
wonder-working Medications for speedily removing
corns. No other method does all these things for

you. Cost but a trifle. At all Drug, Shoe. Depart-
ment Stores, Toiletry Counters. Get a box today!

D^-SchollsZino-pads

FEET HURT, BURN?
Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm quickly relieves foot
discomfort caused by exertion,
fatigue. Soothing, refreshing.
Send it to boys in service. 35^.

FOOTBALMDrScholls

POEMS WANTED
To be set to music. Send your song poem today for

free examination by nationally famous hit composer

of "Dream A Little Dream Of Me." Our new 6 step

plan is most liberal and complete ever offered. Write

today for free booklet.

SCBEENLAIVD BECOBDfiBS
Dept. S Hollywood '48, California

GENUrNE DIAMOND RINGS $3.95
Beautiful sparklintj diamonds set in lOK solid
yellow gold i-inKS. Latest design. Diamond
solitaire engagernent ring $3.95. 3 diamond
wedding ring $3.95. Both $7.45. Gift box
fi-ee. Pay postman plus 2ii07p ta.x and postajre.
Send name, ring size. Refund if not delighted.

NATIONAL JEWELRY CO.
P.O. Box 2084-S San Antonio 6, Tex,
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Each month you just

meekly endure pain.

Why don't you try

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills?

* * * * Yes, they really deaden simple

menstrual pain. And more! One ingredient

tends to relax muscular tension usually asso-

ciated with periodic pain. Chi-Clies-Ters con-

tain iron, too. It tends to help build up your

blood. You're apt to get better results if you

begin taking Chi-Ches-Ters three days before

your period. * * * * No, they're not expen-

sive. Only 50(( a box at druggists'. * « » Yes,

that's the name. Chi-Ches-Ters Pills. * * * *

For free interesting illustrated Booklet "The Trail-

ing Shadow of Pain," write Dept. A., Chichester
Chemical Company, Philadelphia 46, Pa.

CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS
For relieffrom "periodic functional distress"

They liked them so well that Bonnie was
promptly engaged and soon became their

chief designer. She stayed with this firm

until she returned to the Coast in 1943.

During this time, the energetic Miss
Cashin found a number of other outlets

for her talents. She was one of the se^en
New York designers selected by the Office

of Civilian Defense Advisory Committee,
headed by Mayor Fiorello LaGuardia for

the purpose of creating uniforms for New
York women engaged in civilian defense

work. The designs which she submitted,

and which were approved and adopted,
were the hospital aide uniform and the

canteen worker's uniform.

Bonnie excels in doing clothes with a

casual air; clothes that are essentially

young with just a touch of sophistication

tossed in. Her most formal designs have
this same casual air, and in her capable

hands it becomes the essence of chic.

This same quality makes her designs look

wearable, and in no way delegated just

to some picturesque setting in a motion
picture.

Many of her designs reflect her love of

painting, especially in her use of muted
colors. She got the idea for these greyed
shades many years ago when she picked

up a handful of pebbles on a California

beach. In using these shades in designs,

she paints the colors on paper first, and
then has fabrics dyed to match. Like

many other famous designers, she gets

her greatest designing inspirations from
colors and textures of fabrics. There is

only one color that she really doesn't like

—orange. She'll tell you it's almost im-
possible for her to design successfully

with it. Her favorite is any shade of

green. After that, "hot pink."
Bonnie is a great believer in the future

of American design. She thinks that in a

post-war world of new time-tables, new
textiles, and a closer contact with other

peoples, the designer of clothes should
.see e.xciting possibilities. Because it's a

young country and has immense fashion

resources not yet used, America is a nat-

ural to take the lead. One of her pet

theories is that in this new world there

will be no sea.sonal showings as the mak-
ers of clothes now know them. A woman
living in New York will be able to hop
down to Florida or to the West Coast or

even farther in so little time that -she
will have to have an "adjustable ward-
robe" for any season or climate. And
carrying the idea farther into the inter-

national scene, it will have to be one that

will look as well to the inhabitants of

Bali as to those of Boston.
Her great love, aside from designing,

is the ballet. She would like to do the

costumes for one of the famous com-
panies some day. She lives in a rented

apartment in Westwood Village, but
hopes to build her own studio as soon as

materials are available—a place where
she can live and have enough light and
space for painting and sketching. It will

probably be decorated in hot pink and
green!

Makeup for Career Girls

Continued from page 16

your face with soap and water, you'll scrub

your nails, brush your teeth and hair well.

Now, in a good daytime light, you will

start your daylong makeup job. The first

requisite is a good foundation. This, whether
it's cream, lotion, or cake, you put on very

carefully, being sure it's so smoothed into

the skin that it leaves no unfinished edges

around your chin or hairline.

Your "mouth" goes on next, and if you
want it to stay in perfect shape all day,

you'll outline it with a lip brush dipped

either into paste lip rouge or into your lip-

stick. (Once again, for this purpose, we rec-

ommend squashing stubs of used-up lip-

sticks into a little jar.) Shape the lips ac-

cording to their natural line. You may cheat

a bit on over-fullness by drawing your
mouth just a tiny bit smaller than it actually

is, or you may develop a too-thin mouth by
bringing the outflne very slightly beyond
your natural one. A word of warning, how-
ever : Don't paint on a false mouth.
With a full pufif, or cotton pad, apply

your powder in generous quantities all over

your face, Hps included. Allow it to stay

put for a moment, and then softly brush off

the surplus. It's amazing how well powder
adheres when applied this way.
A touch of color to your cheeks comes

next. Place rouge lightly on your cheek-

bones, extending it up and toward the nose

on a round face, and down and back toward
the ears on a long thin one. Of course, your
cheek rouge should blend with your founda-
tion, powder and lipstick. However, match-
ing your makeup items is no problem now-
adays when cosmetics are so ensembled.
The eyes now merit your attention. With

a clean eyebrow brush, whisk off powder
from brows and lashes. Brush your brows

into their perfect natural line. Another little

brush on which you've put a thin line of

mascara should go over the upper lashes

very lightly. (Incidentally, if you save all

the brushes which come with your cakes or

tubes of mascara, you'll always have a clean

one on hand. One well-groomed girl we
know has three dozen little brushes ! She
uses them each just once and every week
washes the accumulation of soiled ones.)

The last and finishing touch to your
makeup is given with your lipstick. Guide
your stick over your mouth to which the

initial coloring has already been applied.

We'll bet the combination of these two coats

will last for hours

!

Look yourself over. Isn't it a pretty

YOU? And, don't you feel equipped to face

the job and the world with much assur-

ance?
You are all fixed for the day now, it's

true, but some girl is bound to ask "What
about those days when we go right from
work to an important date?" The answer
for those evenings when you meet the boy-
friend' for dinner, or when you journey
straight to USO or canteen is: Keep a little

kit of fresheners and cosmetics in your desk
drawer or locker. Include tissues, puffs

or cotton, cleansers, and miniature editions

of your cosmetic items. In a few minutes

you can remove all traces of your daytime
face, freshen yourself, and apply a whole
new makeup. An einery board and small

bottle of nail polish should be at hand to

repair slight nail damages, and a comb,
brush and lacquer pads to bring mussed
hair back to tidiness.

It's wise to have a tiny package of deo-

dorant nearby in case of necessity, and
cologne for that final dash of sweetness.
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Unconditional Surrender

Continued from page 24

demanded unconditional surrender from
Hollywood, and he got it.

For, in the final analysis, the studios

did not stick together to the exclusion of

being fair. They recognized that it takes

guts and heart and courage to wage such
a battle. Today, in Hollywood, hats are

off to Bob. Even at the trial the judge
commended him for his lack of spiteful-

ness and vindictiveness, but as Bob said,

"There was no reason to be vindictive.

It wasn't Hollywood I was fighting, nor
my studio. It was the ideas of one man
who had it in his power to break me.
This constitutes a dictatorship. I didn't

like to think we had that sort of thing in

America. And I found out that we don't."

All during the two-year period, gossip

columnists, studio executives, fellow ac-

tors were constantly confused as to what
it was all about. Hollywood rocked in a
cradle of inaccuracies. Much misinfor-

mation was handed out. To get to the

bottom of it, I talked with Judge Harry
Holzer; I looked at court records, news-
paper accounts. I listened in on the trial.

I conferred with Oscar Cummings, who
is the legal mind for many of Holly-
wood's great. Finally, I talked with Bob,
and convinced him that the facts should
be told and the half-truths exploded for

once and for all.

In the first place, Bob Cummings won
in Federal Court a complete, absolute
and sweeping decision. He won all back
salary, court costs, and damages. The
damages will be determined in a separate

suit, and they run into a staggering sum.
Because when Bob was suspended, tele-

grams were sent to all movie studios,

broadcasting stations and recording com-
panies saying, in effect: "Don't use Rob-
ert Cummings in any picture or on any
program or you will be held liable to us.

We have him under contract." During
the two years Bob was offered, in writ-

ing, 30 guest radio appearances ranging
in salary from $3,500 to $5,000 per
broadcast. He was offered a minimum of

three pictures a year at $125,000 per pic-

ture. These damages alone represent a
small fortune. Hollywood once speculated
that if Bob got involved in a lawsuit, he
would have to pay the piper. But when
the time comes to pay the piper, Bob is

the one who will get paid!

Preventing a suspended actor from
working on the radio is one way to defeat

him, because a man must earn money to

eat. Bob hadn't been drawing any fab-

ulous movie star salary, but he got along
for two years on the $200 per month paid
him as a flight instructor. Every week,
six days a week, for two years. Bob
taught flying. He lived modestly, but
comfortably. And he didn't have to dig

into his War Bond savings.

Failing to squeeze him into line this

way, his draft board was approached.
Maybe they could get him into the Army.
They discovered he was already in the

Army and had been since Pearl Harbor.
As a reservist in the Army Air Corps, he
would work in pictures during the day,
but at night he was commander for 64
planes for the Civil Air Patrol. When he
started instructing at the Mira Loma

Vi

Rhonda Fleming, featured in Alfred Hitchcocl(s "Spellbound,''

starring Ingrid Bergman and Gregory Pec\.

A Selznic\International Picture released through. UnitedArtists.

LYNETTE PERFUMES, 741 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 22, N. Y.
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Her own fault— if she'd check her

hat, pillow or hairbrush, she
wouldn't be sitting home nights.

She'd realize that the scalp per-

spires, too—and that the hair,

particularly oily hair, quickly col-

lects unpleasant odors.

She'd use Packer's Pine Tar
Shampoo regularly and never risk

scalp odor again. This gentle
shampoo, which contains pure me-
dicinal pine tar, cleanses the hair

and scalp thoroughly and leaves

the hair fresh and fragrant. The
delicate pine scent does its work
—then disappears.

Don't risk having scalp odor

—

and not know it. Let Packer's care

for your hair and scalp. You can
get Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo
at any drug, depart-

ment or ten-cent
store.

GENUINE DIAMOND$E95
« Each nrEach or

Both for
$9.95

Plus 20% Federal Tax
Mounted In lOK Tal-

low Gold Blngs

Nation Goes Friendship

Nos. 1, 2—Friendship Rlnes, sterling silver. $1.(15 each.

No 4 'similar to No. 1, with tnilitary insignia and serv-

ice star $2.95. No. 5 (man's), army. navy, marine corps,

air corps. Square or oval. Massive, $8.75; lighter weight.

$5.75. AU plus 20% Federal tai.

In ordering give 2nd or Krd choice. Order by number.
Give size of rings wanted. SEND NO MONEY. Pay
postman. MONEY BACK if unsuitable and returned the

same day as received. Write plainly. Remittance wltii

order from outside of the States.

National Gem Co., P.O. Boi 46S Dept. XZYN, Ctilcago 90, III.

Flight Academy, the studio went to the

Army Air Force. "You can't hire him,"
they said. "He's under contract to us."

The Army raised its collective eyebrows
when told whom they could or couldn't

"hire," and gave out with the equivalent

of, "You're kidding, of course.''" Finally,

Hugh Nicholson, Jr., training director

for Mira Loma, was contacted with the

idea of getting Bob fired. After almost
falling flat on his astonished face at such

a request, Nicholson said tersely: "We've
had a lot of actors who were able to fly.

Bob happens to be a flier who is able to

act." Bob kept his job, and the starving-

out process didn't work.

Then came a series of injunctions. Bob
was all set to go on a radio show. A few
hours before the broadcast, the advertis-

ing agency concerned was enjoined. "Re-
member," says Bob, "that the studio

legally had no right to do this because

they had committed a material breach of

contract by refusing to pay my salary.

But by threatening, they made the broad-

casting company afraid. No one seemed
to know what was going on or what my
status was. No one wanted to get mixed
up in a fight and get themselves sued.

So, with just four hours to go, they got

another actor.

"Now when you get an injunction, it's

called 'coming to Equity.' In order to

'come into Equity' with clean hands you
have to prove your right to injunction in

court. Anybody can get the original in-

junction for almost any cause. Having it

upheld in court is quite another matter.

I was prevented from making that broad-

cast, but the damages I have since been

awarded will see that I get paid for a

broadcast on which I never appeared!"

The next Monday the case came to

court. Federal Judge Harry Holzer re-

viewed all the testimony and said: "I give

this boy the right to work, but there

seems to be conflicting affidavits." He
went on to explain that since he could

not give a summary judgment on con-

flicting affidavits, the case must be given

a full trial. "In the meantime," he added,

"unless the studio can present more sub-

stantial evidence that Robert Cummings
is at fault and can substantiate such evi-

dence, I will still rule this case in favor

of the plaintiff, Robert Cummings, the

way I have ruled on the injunction."

Meanwhile, Bob was riding a very slim

financial sled. He just managed to keep

his home in San Fernando Valley. He
wouldn't touch his War Bonds. He did

this by not going anywhere, not buying

any clothes, not spending anything, pe-

riod. He was being offered more money
than he thought was in the world, but he

couldn't do a thing about it.

The case came to court January, 1943,

and ran for two weeks of trial. Holly-

wood had a ringside seat at a real life

drama. The eyes of the industry focused

on the leading figures, because this was

in the nature of a test case. The argu-

ment resolved into this: Bob has been

suspended for the duration of a picture,

which is accepted procedure. But it is

not accepted procedure to suspend an

actor indefinitely. You have to offer him

other pictures in which to play. You can-

not stop a man from earning a living.

The studio attempted to prove by seven

affidavits that they had sent Robert

Cummings a telegram requesting that he
report to work. They said the wire had
been delivered to Bob's mother on a cer-

tain date, but it was proven in court that

on that particular night Mrs. Cummings
was in a meeting which had raised money
for a charity. She had saved a church
program with her name printed on it,

along with the date. Then it was said

that another wire had been delivered to

Bob's brother, Oscar, at his home. But
a hotel in Palm Springs showed Oscar
and his wife registered there the night the

telegram was to have been delivered.

Seeking one more possible breach of

contract, it was stated that Bob was at

Biggs Field, Texas, when he was sup-

posed to remain within calling distance

of the studio. It was proven that Bob's
plane, which he had given to the Govern-
ment, was in Texas, not Bob.
A tense moment came into the trial

when Bob was asked where he was if he
wasn't in Biggs Field. Bob was stumped.
He really didn't know where he had been
on that particular night. But he knew it

wasn't Biggs Field, Texas.
He addressed the judge. "Your honor,"

he said, "I'm stuck. I don't know where
I was that night. There is only one way
I can tell you. My flight logs in my desk

at the Army Flight School at Oxnard,
California, carry the aeroplane number,
the exact time flown—to the minute

—

and these records are certified by Civil

Aeronautics inspectors. If I can get that

log and bring it to you here, I think it

will substantiate the testimony of either

myself or my studio."

Court was recessed while the judge sent

a deputy with Bob to Oxnard, California.

The next morning the deputy brought

the log to court. Bob didn't even see it.

The judge looked in the book and found

that instead of being at Biggs Field,

Texas, at any time during the suspension

period. Bob was at Oxnard, California,

within two hours from the studio.

As this skirmish found its way to the

daily papers, Hollywood started follow-

ing the trial, blow by blow. One day the

studio executive was asked in court

whether or not he had been approached
during the time of suspension by any
other studio who wanted Bob's services.

The executive said "No," but admitted

that he had received a call from another

major studio executive. That man, said

Mary Elliott, now Mrs. Cummings, snapped

by an official photographer of U.S. Army
Air Forces while on tour in South Pacific.
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this executive, called to tip off the studio

that Bob Cummings was getting ready

to break his contract.

However, it was brought out that every

telephone call of this executive is recorded

by a special dictaphone device. The in-

strument was subpoenaed into court. Tlie

record was read off. Instead of the tip-

off, the conversation was as follows:

"Could we borrow Robert Cummings
for a part at our studio?"

Told Bob was on suspension, the man
continued: "When we have a case like

that over here, with the actor's permis-

sion, we lift the suspension, allow him to

do the loanout, then put him back on

suspension when he's through."

The executive refused, saying, "Bob's

on suspension. He's not going to work on

a picture here or anywhere else until he

comes back and is a good boy. We are

asking for his complete surrender as an

actor. He will have to learn to do as the

studio says."

As the result of this refusal. Bob lost

the star role in one of the biggest avia-

tion pictures ever produced.

In the course of the trial, also, the

judge saw Bob's previous pictures, in-

cluding "King's Row," "Saboteur" and
"Princess O'Rourke." He had also hap-

pened to see the "B" picture that Bob
had refused to do. But completely ex-

cluding this very obvious evidence which

even a layman could understand, he sur-

veyed the case from a purely legal stand-

point. At the end of the trial, he felt

moved to make, in effect, this potent and
revealing comment:

"I have not been swayed in any way
by the arguments of the studio. It has

been stated that Robert Cummings is a

difficult person to handle and should seek

the advice of a psychiatrist. I think

probably the one making this statement

needs such treatment more. In my long

experience as a judge, I think I have de-

veloped an insight as to the relative

merits of the deportment and demeanor
of a witness. I have observed Mr. Cum-
mings very carefully throughout these

two weeks and I cannot say that his

deportment in court was good. It was
exceptional. At no time has he shown any
viciousness toward any executive of the

studio, and all of his testimony on the

witness stand has been conclusively sub-

stantiated. To sum up this case, it would
appear from the testimony that the stu-

dio's attitude and treatment of Mr. Cum-
mings has been the most flagrant piece

of corporate arrogance I have ever en-

countered in my 30 years on the bench."

After a case is tried, it takes six weeks
to six months to get a judgment. Three
months later the judge handed down a

52-page decision and judgment com-
pletely rescinding Robert Cummings'
contract with the studio. The studio ap-

pealed the case, but the appeal, too, was
won by Bob.

That is the story of Bob Cummings'
fight. With even the most reliable col-

umnists and Hollywood reporters consist-

ently getting the facts wrong, it seemed
about time to give time and thought and
research toward getting the facts right.

Today, Bob Cummings is Hal Wallis'

box-ofHce bet for 1945. And for the next

four years thereafter. Bob formerly was
making a three figure per week salary for

FROM HOLLYWOOD ... WESTMORE'S SENSATIONAL

NEW LIQUID.CREAM FOUNDATION MAKE-UP

Perc Westmore, HoUvwood
make-up genius, using Oi erglo

to make up Betty Grable

NOT A CAKE... NOT A CREAM

DOES NOT CAUSE DRY SKIN

TT^OR the flawless-looking complexion of the stars

... one drop of Overglo . . . and presto! Quickly^

evenly applied with your fingertips, this new

liquid-cream foundation of the Westmores camou-

flages large pores and little lines. Adds youthful

smoothness under powder and rouge. Keeps make-

up fresh all day. Never gives a masked appearance.

Non-drying, definitely! Its emollient lanolin and oil

base helps defy dust and weather, too. One bottle

lasts for months. Six flattering shades. $1.50 plus tax.

NEW . . . ONE>SHADE . . . OVERGLO FACE POWDER
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foundation-tinted skin to glow through with youthful beauty.
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And what a thrill it is to say goodbye to

dull, mousy-looking hair and see your
own locks gleam with color and bright-

ness. Why 1 remember . . .

. . . how drab-looking my own hair was
before I heard about Nestle Coloiinse
from my beauty shop girl. She explained
how Colorinse rinses richer, warmer,
natural-looking color into the hair . . .

fills it with sparkling highlights and
gives it -a beautiful, glamorous sheen.

Colorinse is not an ordinary bleach nor
'a dye—it's easily removed with sham-
pooing-yet it won't rub off.

Men like nothing better than gleamitig,

color-bright hair, for it makes_ a giri

look so radiant—so much lovelier. See
the exciting difference in your own hair
when you make it COLOR-BRIGHT
with COLORINSE.

Ask yoor lieoutition for an Opelesctnt Crem« Weve

Nestle— eriginotofj «f permonent wo»inj.

COLORINSE
10/ and iSf sixts.

At b*tiutr toanttrt

trtrywhtr*.

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG
Delicately perfumed Nestle

Halrlac keeps all styles of

hairdos looking well-groomed
throughout the day. Also adds
siheen and lustre to your hairij

21/2 ex. bottle 25^.

RLAC

his picture work. He has now jumped to

a five figure per week salary. He will get

damages in a lump sum. Financially,

Bob has discovered that it pays to fight.

No one can help you if you don't first

help yourself. But Bob has learned some-
thing else, too. People respect courage.

Life has a way of rewarding gallantry.

Bob's new picture is the movie version

of a magazine serial, "Don't Ever Grieve
Me." When Bob won his suit, Hollywood
gagsters went around saying, "Don't ever

grieve Bob Cummings, or else!"

The title has since been changed to

"You Came Along." And that has a dou-
ble-entendre, too. Until Bob Cummings
came along and tested democracy in

Hollywood, no one believed in it. No
other star had ever carried a suit through
to successful completion. Again and again
studios have killed the goose that laid the
golden egg by putting first rate stars in

second rate pictures. At least one third

of the players in Hollywood have watched
their careers tumble as a result of this

practice. It had to be stopped. Some-
one's career had to be risked for the sake
of a principle. Someone had to be first.

That "someone" was Bob. Now we have
others following the path he pioneered.
Bob has proven that might doesn't make
right. Not in America.

In America, the little man can win.

"Especially in Hollywood," grins Bob.

This Is What I Believe

Continued from page 27

Valley Of Decision" set. (I was on my
knees scrubbing a floor. It's never my
luck to be looking my best, descending
a rococo stair for instance in a gor-

geous gown, when distinguished visitors

call.) This group had been around the
world in thirty days on a reconnaissance
tour of the various theaters of war. One
of the admirals asked me if I had heard
recently from my husband, Richard Ney.
He is a Naval Lieutenant serving on a
destroyer in the South Pacific combat
zone. I replied that I had received no
letters in several weeks. "Well," said the

admiral, smiling, "he's all right—I saw
him four days ago. The USS — has

been quite busy; did well recently on
a very dangerous mission." Think of it

—Richard so far away in the Pacific!

Yet here was a man talking with me in

Hollywood who had seen him only four

days earlier.

Fifty years ago who would have imag-
ined that through merely touching the

switch of a dial on a small box we would
be able to cause the surrounding air to

vibrate suddenly with the sounds of an
opera from La Scala or of Hitler address-

ing a shouting tkrong or of a soldier

saying "Hello, mom, how's everything

in Arkansas?" from an Army base in the

Philippines? Yet we take the miracle

of radio for granted. But it is a miracle

just the same. This is the age of miracles

—miracles of scientific and mechanical
invention, of medical skill, and it can
be the age of miracles of faith also. I

believe we should never lose the sense of

divine wonder.
The present world is marvelous enough

but I often wonder what fife will be
like a thousand years from now. Civil-

ization and social life will probably be
highly mechanized. But blueprints and
plastics and television, telephones and
electronics alone cannot ensure a perfect

and peaceful world. Always we must re-

member that everything depends on the

hand on the switch, the eye at the micro-

scope, the brain at the controls—the

man behind the machine. I believe that

only by educating ourselves and striving

to develop the best elements in human
minds and hearts can we make our future

better than our past.

One thought is reassuring. I believe

that despite the mechanization of civil-

ization people will still long for nature

and country life. Tired of the densely
populated cities, families will hop into

their little helicopters or rockets and
whisk off to the country. There they
will regain a sense of the continuous,
the permanent, as they see the green
shoots in the spring, the lush crops in

summer, the rich harvests in the fall,

the bleak and fallow resting' time in win-
ter and the fulfilled promise of another
spring. In watching the beauty and in-

evitability of the seasons in rotation,

there is comfort and peace of mind.
Here in this great, wide continent of

America, it's easy (in peace-time) to

leave the city behind and go into the
country—the real country, where for

miles and miles you can see nothing
but land untouched, apparently, by
civilization. In smaller countries some-
times one has the feeling that cities are

growing so close together that hills, trees

and meadows may disappear entirely.

But I believe that no one need worry
about lack of space or land in the fu-

ture. There will be plenty of Hving room
for all. Air travel and transport will

bring distant islands and remote areas

into close contact with the rest of the
world and great irrigation plans and the
ingenuity of agriculturists will make vast
tracts of the globe, now desert, available

for homes, industries and farming.

I've been asked if I beheve there is

such a thing as personal survival after

death. I have an open mind. Though
Celtic, I have never been visited by oc-

cult manifestations—but this is too deep
a subject for casual discussion. I can
only say that it does seem probable that

when we die we are for a time still con-

cerned with earthly things; that those

beyond the world are sad to see those

on earth wasting time grieving over their

bereavement or fretting over little

things, and wish they could tell them
how foolish and unnecessary grief is and
impart to them something of their new-
found wisdom and serenity.

But the first parting from earthly life

must be very difficidt; not because it is

physically painful but because it is sad

to go away from the life we know and
the people we love.

I believe in taking time to enjoy the

beauty of this changing world around
us while we have the privilege of being

here.
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"What is this life, if, full of care,

We have no time to stand and stare?"

I once read a story of a pathetic aging

couple who for thirty years, as tlie first

days of spring dawned, had worried, fret-

ted and argued over whether or not to

have the house painted. They were so

preoccupied with this problem of the in-

creased shabbiness of the old home they

never found time to enjoy the beautiful

cherry trees growing around their house.

That reminds me of A. E. Houseman's

exquisite lines

—

"And since to look at things in bloom
Fifty springs are little room.

About the woodlands I will go

To see the cherry hung with snow."

I can spend a whole summer's day

lying in a meadow watching the chang-

ing lights on the grass and trees and
listening to the myriad sounds of na-

ture. When you were a child no doubt

you spent hours watching the ants. In

my imagination I used to scale myself

down to their size and the blades of grass

became huge brushes in the jungle and
the sound of the ants was like the sound

of men marching. Those wise ants! In

proportion to their size they have far

greater brain-power than humans. The
ants are too wise to destroy one another

without reason. Their social life shows
the most enlightened planning and co-

operation. Each ant is tiny in itself but

what marvels they can create within the

ant world when they work together!

Man's intelligence is formidable

enough, however, especially when it is

not controlled by moral and spiritual

considerations. We have made fantastic

strides in developing our material re-

sources, but too often the best efforts of

man's inventive power are concentrated

on the science of destruction. Behind
the armies at the battle fronts is the

horrible, feverish war of the scientists

in the laboratories of the world where
some of the mightiest brains compete in

creating more and more deadly instru-

ments of destruction. We hope that the

horror of this global war will teach us to

work as desperately for peace, for how
can we believe that what we call civil-

ization could survive the new and greater

destructiveness another war would bring?

If there should be apother war it would
seem that a few specimens in isolated

corners of the world—a handful of shiv-

ering natives in some forgotten, un-

charted isle, a family of cave-dwellers in

some mountain recess—would be all that

would survive to prove that there had
once been a human race on earth.

Man is so pitifully puny in compari-
son with the machines of war he has
created. As someone once remarked,
"Even an archdeacon is seventy-eight per

cent water!" W^e have not the claws of

the tiger, the bulk of the elephant or

the jaws of the wolf for attack, nor the

fleetness of the deer for flight, nor the

sharp hearing and sight of God's lit-

tlest wild creatures for self-preservation

against the adverse forces of nature. How
then can we survive physically against

the might of our own mechanized inven-

tions—-robot planes and ships and tanks,

death rays, atomic bombs, disease beams.
The question for all civilization to ask is:
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HERE'S A SENSIBLE WAY
TO RELIEVE

keculocke

Of 'CERTAIN DAYS' of the month

Helps Build Up Resistance

Against Such Distress!

If you suffer this way due to female
functional periodic disturbances, try
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound to relieve such symptoms. This
famous liquid formula does more than
relieve such monthly pain. This great
medicine also relieves tired, cranky,
nervous, blue feelings of such days

—

when due to this cause.

Taken regularly — Pinkham's Com-
pound helps build up resistance against
such symptoms, a vert sensible thing
TO do!

HELPS nature: There are positively
no harmful opiates or habit forming
ingredients in Pinkham's. This medi-
cine lielps nature. It's one of the most
effective and best known medicines of
its kind. Also a grand stomachic tonic!
Follow label directions, inexpensive!

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

"Little man, what now?" And the ob-
vious answer—we must learn to end wars
or war will end us.

So much for some of my larger luna-

cies. It's foolish for me to try to discuss

so vast a subject as mankind's future.

Let me try instead to hang up a few
cheerful mottoes about individual des-

i lilies and dispositions.

I believe that happiness is in the mind.
i\s Milton once said, "The mind is its

nwn world and in itself can make a

heaven of hell, a hell of heaven." One
can be surrounded by every material

blessing and be so miserable that death
seems to be the only way out. And con-
versely, one can be absurdly happy for

no perceptible reason. I think physical

health and being in harmony with the
rhythm of nature have a great deal to do
with happiness and achievement. True,
Beethoven was deaf and ailing when he
wrote his great music, Milton was blind

and van Gogh painted while crippled with

arthritis. Still, in spite of these noble ex-

amples, most mortals are at their best,

most in rhythm with the world, when
they are in great animal spirits. And
health, like happiness,- is largely in the

mind.

"Say you are well and all is well

with you.

And God will hear the words and
make them true."

As for wealth, both povertj^ and riches

are purely relative. It is natural for peo-

ple to compare their own fortunes with

those of others. No matter how little you
may have, if you compare yourself with

someone who has less, you feel thankful.

That's much better than comparing your-

self with someone who has more, for there

always is someone who has more! You
may envy the man who is so wealthy he

may never have to do a stroke of work
as long as he lives, but still, if you knew
what was going on in his mind, he might
be the last person in the world you would
envy. We don't know the secret terrors,

frustrations and despairs of the human
heart. I believe that hfe's gifts and penal-

ties are more evenly distributed than we
often suppose. And it is all so interesting.

The world is wide; tomorrow is another

day! Our moods change. Some with

happy-go-lucky natures, some with strong
and steadfast souls sail through life on an
even keel, but most of us have natural
cycles of happiness and unhappiness. I
believe we should try to realize this and
have faith that whether our tides of de-
pression are due to some turn of mis-
fortune, some cruel blow of fate, or just

to a low ebb of physical well-being or tem-
peramental weakness, that such melan-
choly moods will inevitably hft and be
succeeded by a compensating time of

serenity and happiness. I beheve that
there is one belief that can help in life's

darkest moments—the belief that "This,
too, shall pass." Another thought worth
keeping constantly in mind is "God helps

those who help themselves." Some wit

once remarked, "A tight shoe can make
you forget all your other troubles," but
for more constructive methods I believe

in those tried and true remedies—hard
work or self-forgetting devotion to the
less fortunate. In our present war-torn
world, it is tragically simple to find out-

lets for service to others.

Continuing our line of thought—health,

wealth and happiness — I believe that

occupational happiness is of great impor-
tance in the full life. And it's the easiest

kind of happiness to acquire. Health,

wealth and Cupid may play tricks with
your life, but one thing should be firmly

within your control—the choice of con-

genial work. I don't believe in being a

square peg in a round hole. In this one
material department of life I believe that

it is within anyone's power to achieve

what they want—if they want it enough.
Especially is this true in America, blessed

land of opportunity. I hope it will be
true all the world over when the clouds

of war are dispelled. " 'Tis not in mor-
tals to command success." True, but suc-

cess is too often measured by false stand-

ards. Real success lies in the inner satis-

faction of working at what most interests

us.

Why did I become an actress? I think

because I am fascinated by the variety

and scope of human experience. I am not

content to live just one existence. I have
always had a strong imagination and in

my roles I feel that I live other lives.

And the hazards and disappointments of

an acting career and the solemn dis-

On the set with Greer Garson: chatting between scenes with Sidney Franklin and her co-star,

Gregory Peck, of "The Valley Of Decision." which MGM is making from best-selling novel . . .
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suasions of all my friends and advisers

were a challenge. It has not been easy, but

I believe that the best kind of success is

not won easily and that a few hard knocks
on the way are good for the soul. When
I look back on some of my bitterest dis-

appointments I realize that, in the long

run, they were really strokes of good for-

tune. Things eventually turned out far

better than if I had achieved what seemed
so desperately important at the moment.
So I believe that as one door closes, an-

other will open. Anyhow, apart from
careers and livelihoods, I believe that
work in itself is the best cure for melan-
choly and loneliness. Chopping wood,
gardening, turning out cupboards, hang-
ing pictures or changing the furniture

around is a wonderful tonic!

What do I believe about love? That
it's the one unpredictable element in life

and as such the most interesting. How-
ever, I'm not going to be drawn into any
idiotic pronouncements about something
that has produced most of the world's
immortal utterances, most of its folly and
most of its glory.

AVhat else do I believe.'' Heavens, is

this a quiz program or the third degree?
Looking toward the immediate future

I believe that the war has taught us the
reality of inter-dependence and cooper-
ation and that every single person has a
part in deciding what kind of a world we
will live in. We have become better
neighbors and more understanding and I
hope that long after the cruelty and suf-

fering and bitterness is forgotten, the
wonderful courage and kindliness that
have been awakened in people will live

on. Then surely there can never be
another tragedy of this kind.

I believe that like many others in these
difficult days, I am only beginning to
question and learn more of many things
in which I believe. I have no neat and
tidy credo and no glib epigrams to trot
out on request. But if out of all these
thinkings-out-loud one coherent thought
has crystallized, it is this: I believe his-

tory is shaped not only by great events,
invasions, revolutions, treaties and stat-
utes, but by the cumulative, inevitable
effect of the thought, work and behavior
of each ordinary individual every ordi-
nary day.

. . . and at work in a tender scene which no
doubt will touch your heart when you see it.
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The Kid With a Catch in Her Voice

Continued from page 23
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voice. Makeup men adhered strictly to

a hands-ofl-glamor edict from the front

office, and Eleanor's brows grew in wild

and wicked. Her mouth remained un-

touched by camel's hair brush and lip

rouge. But the more they tried to make
her look like Mildred, the more she be-

gan to look like Ingrid Bergman. The
hairdressers worked overtime creating a

be-curled bang effect to cheapen the

luxurious beauty of the Parker pan.

And Mildred was born.

The day the cameras rolled for the

first time Eleanor received an impres-

sive gardenia lei from the first Mildred
of the screen. Read the card: "I hope
Mildred does as much for your career

^

as she did for mine." And it was signed

by Bette Davis. Eleanor was duly

pleased and flattered.

Mildred must have had it in for Elea-

nor for some obscure reason, because the

picture had barely begun when Eleanor's

husband returned from the wars and
landed in the San Diego Naval Hospital.

Eleanor herself began to lose weight, to

shudder at the sight of food, to avoid

people, and to wrap herself up complete-

ly in Mildred's wicked arms. The picture

had barely come to an end when Elea-

nor and Lt. Fred Losee came to a part-

ing of the ways. The gal played her last

—and most dramatic scene—with a se-

vere cold, a high fever, cold chills, and
one foot on the ambulance running board.

The day after the show wound up she

underwent major surgery.

Back at home once more, albeit bed-

ded, Eleanor sat propped in bed with a

script of "Pride Of The Marines" (her

new film with John Garfield) in one hand,

a hand mirror in the other, and a very

chic new chapeau on her "hospital hair,"

as she is wont to call it. Milo Anderson,

studio designer, officiated at the hat

tests, while a photographer wielded his

flicker box from the foot of the bed. The
starting date of Ellie's new epic had

been moved up, and she had to test her

hat wardrobe that day or entrain for

Philadelphia location scenes minus a
hunk of her required wardrobe.

Miss Parker is the type of character
who would love to put. her feet up on a
table and emote from there, since physi-

cal energy is not at all familiar to her.

But when hat shots have to be done, and
she is in bed, and they can be done that

way—then the whole thing's just dandy.
A couple of days later Eleanor en-

trained—a new gal. Her sojourn in the
local hospice had given her the first

complete rest she had had in three

years. Her script delighted her in that it

was what she loosely refers to as a

"message" picture. Her role was simple,

sincere, and socko.

"I am," she will tell you, at the drop
of a hint, "one of the few actresses who
really do like 'message' pictures. I like

them because of their effect on an audi-

ence. 'The Very Thought of You' was
such a story, and my fan mail, since its

release, has been filled with intelligent,

warm letters from servicemen and their

wives and sweethearts and mothers. To
me this sincere enjoyment is payment
aplenty for hard work. It's what I'm
striving for. That is why I prefer simple,

honest roles. Glamor is dandy—but on
somebody else. Please!"

In Chicago Eleanor met her mother,
who had made the trip from hometowTi
Cleveland, Ohio, (Eleanor was born in

Cedarville) to spend some time with

her daughter. Together they went on to

the City of Brotherly Love, where Elea-

nor made madly like Al Schmid's wife

and tried to soak up some of the local

color while she was about it.

The schedule wouldn't permit her a

trip home, so Eleanor burned up the

wires talking to her father, Lester D.
Parker, mathematics teacher at Cleve-

land's Glenville High. Papa Parker's

main complaints were (1) that he

couldn't get away to see his child, (2)

that his 'home room' filled with boys

continually pestered him for autographed

photographs of Eleanor, and (3) that he

Occupation, movie star! Perc Westmore puts

the finislfing touches to Eleanor Parlcer's makeup.
Time out to talie a peeli through the still

camera on the "Pride Of The Marines" set.
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hadn't had a chance to tell her the city

fathers had voted him the best math in-

structor in the city.

Eleanor, already proud of her father,

expanded her chest another inch. Pop
was doing just fine. She knew his in-

timacy with figures when he "financed"

her entrance into the theatrical world.

Finally convinced of her ability, after

she had been chosen (at the age of

eleven) the outstanding child actress in

Cleveland, had been president of the

dramatic society at Shaw High School,

had emoted through several successful

productions at the Cleveland Playhouse,

and had worked her way through a

season at the Rice Summer Playhouse at

Martha's Vineyard—Papa had financed

Eleanor's trip to the west coast and her

tuition for the Pasadena Community
Playhouse.
At the Playhouse Eleanor became a

grind, studying with such contemporaries

as Helmut Dantine, Louise Allbritton

and Peter Whitney. For a full year she

had learned makeup and how to keep

an audience spellbound and other allied

tricks. And then, while she was sitting

placidly in the audience, herself, she had
been spotted by Irving Kumin, Warner
Bros, talent scout, and hauled off to the

studio for an interview.

"Things happened so fast," Eleanor

says, "that I laad Solomon Grundy run-

ning home to Mother Goose for consola-

tion. I was tested on Tuesday, accepted

on Wednesday, signed on Thursday (my
birthday) , and at work on Monday. I

was so frightened I don't know how I

got through my test. And as far as

working was concerned—I can only recall

that we began on a short subject and
went on from there."

Swifty didn't stop for breath there.

She served her apprenticeship in a few
more shorts and ran the gamut of B's.

Then Michael Curtiz, who was casting

about for a cast, handed her the Emlen
Davies role in "Mission to Moscow."
That was quite a considerable hunk of

picture, but Eleanor, despite the slim-

ness of her role in this epochal epic,

caught the attention of several Warner
producers, with the result that a scant

few months later she was announced for
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the feminine lead opposite the sought-

after Paul Henreid in "Between Two
Worlds." The jump frcm glorified bit

player to full-fledged lead startled Elea-

nor, but she turned in a performance
that rated raves across the country and
convinced the town that Warners' were
harboring a new dramatic actress of no
mean ability.

Stardom came with lier next picture,

"The Very Thought Of You." It was
simple and unpretentious, but it had
what war-time audiences want, and it

proceeded to coin cash at the box-office.

Eleanor's fan-mail tripled, and likewise

local interest in her. Then came Mildred.

As her particular star began its crazy

ascendency, Eleanor started setting

aside a certain amount of moolah every

week. This she checked off in a little

ledger and sent on to Mr. Parker, her

backer.

"He never expected I'd pay mm back,"

Eleanor laughs, "and that's wliy I like

doing it. By the time your story's

printed, the slate will be clean."

As soon as the war is over and build-

ing' begins, Eleanor plans on a real home
cf her own. A rambling sort of farm-

houscy affair with fireplaces in every

room beamed ceilings, trees galore, ani-

mals (all large varieties) , and an accent

-^n comfort.

"I want the kind of house," she says,

"in which my friends can drop ashes on

tlie rug and not have to alibi 'it's good

Tor the moths, anyhow.'
"

When that house becomes a reality

Eleanor will turn over her present home
to her parents. "I'll give them my c:ir,

too. And I want a good fur coat for

Mother," she says.

At the moment Ellie is planning an
addition to the current manse

—

if she

can get priorities. "I've got to have
room for the family," she, says. "They're

coming to stay with me this summer. I

want to build a combination play-and-

guest room with a huge fireplace

flanked by over-sized sofas that will

double-in-sheets at night. There's going

to be an enormous skylight, too."

The skylight idea is something new in

Eleanor's life and was caused by a quick

trip through the Chicago Art Institute.

Bitten hard by the artistic bug, Eleanor

promptly went out and bought up paper,

pencils, M'ater colors, and about thirty

dollars' worth of art books, including a

complete folio of Da Vinci's works.

Once home, she began modestly to create.

She copied one of the angels in Da Vinci's

"Madonna of the Rocks." A friend

promptly identified it as a midget, and
this minor success spurred her on. She
next did a sketch of herself as Mildred.

She became so engrossed with her artis-

try that she piled her pet symphonic
and operatic records on her phonograph
and sat up all night sketching everything

in sight.

Indicative of Eleanor's crazy luck

(good or bad) is the fact that two days
after her return from location her dog
provoked a no-holds-barred beef with

the next-door-neighbor's pet. In break-

ing up the squabble the neighbor, a kind-

ly man, bashed Eleanor over the head
with an iron rake. While Eleanor lan-

guished on her front lawn, the good man
fainted dead away from slieer mortifica-
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I tion and fright (he was convinced he had
i killed her). A goodly hunk of Parker

tresses had to be removed in order to

take a six-stitch tuck in the Parker pate.

It was the silhest thing that ever hap-

pened to her, except when, at tiie age of

I

nine, and as previously reported, she

j

actually bit a child in the arm in a fit of

I
pique. And it's absolutely the last time

1 we shall mention it, meat shortage not-

f
withstanding.

The articles that have been written by
conjecturing experts and pseudo-experts

on the strange and wonderful quality

of Eleanor's voice would, if laid end to

end, reach from here to Cleveland, and

every one of them is wrong. Eleanor did

not study for umpteen years to achieve

the soft hoarseness that sets her voice

apart from the mob. Neither did she read

her dialogue aloud at a vacant lot on the

corner of Lox and Bagle Streets. In-

stead she ran wild with the neighborhood
kids; played quarterback on their foot-

ball team; shone at baseball, and during

every minute of violent play she

screamed until the mamas of the block

began stuffing their ears with cotton.

Her ebullient spirits served only to

sprain her vocal cords, and to such an
extent that even today, on certain sylla-

bles, those cords will not touch, giving

forth with that velvet-covered band-
saw brand of huskiness that is distinctly

Parker. Instead of handicap it has been
asset. Like her sisters-under-the-cellu-

loid Jean Arthur and June Allyson, Elea-

nor has intelligently turned this trick of

nature's into a completely captivating

trick of her trade.

Despite her combination nice girl-

sophisticated appearance, Eleanor has an
amazingly naive sense of humor. She is

addicted to dogs and boasts one fighter,

Bobby Lee (an English Sheep L)og) and
has just been promised two more of inde-

terminate breed. She readily confesses

her addiction to laziness. Since her ill-

ness she has eaten like a team of Perch-

erons. She reads avidly, likes classical

music and ballet, and is currently chained
emotionally to her easel.

An avid movie fan, Eleanor confesses

that a love of Janet Gaynor first in-

spired her to become an actress, and is

boastfully proud of the fact that she
recently met the actress at a party and
came away with an invitation to her
home. She often takes in two separate

movies in a single day, and loves double
bills. Her personal poll has Ingrid Berg-
man and Irene Dunne on the top line.

She loathes people who pop gum in her
ear, although she likes to experiment
with her own. She can't abide having
the guy behind her kick her seat during
a show, and sits on her own feet to stifle

any temptation to kick back.

Not prompt for appointments, Elea-

nor blames this whim on her father—who
lived by the clock. Sometimes earlj',

most often late, Eleanor wouldn't hit a

schedule on the dot if her life depended
on it. During the first shoe-rationing

scare, she whittled out a pair of wooden-
soled playshoes for herself, but has given
it up since running out of band-aids.

She hopes to go on acting until the
day she dies. And if the studio wants to

keep her the sweet, simple, sincere type,

that's fine with her. Or. more Mildreds.
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200WitnessesWatcliHer

Mrs. Mary Knicley, Hagerstown,
Md. wins new figure and new job.

There was no secret about what she was doing.

Her husband had suggested it. Her doctor had
approved it. Everyone in the office knew about it.

What amazed them all was the change in Mary
Knicley as she went from 222 pounds down to

136, from a size 44 down to size 14, and they

cheered as the former heavyweight of the depart-

ment, now slender, gracious, and gay, was moved
up to the front office, promoted to cashier!

"I feel like a 36-year-old Cinderella," says Mrs.
Knicley. "You see, I was resigned to being fat but

my husband urged and encouraged me to take the

DuBarry Success Course. Once started, I told the

girls in the office, and all 200 of them followed

my progress day by day.

"I found the Course intensely practical. No
starvation diet, but
plenty of the right food.

Exercises that become a

welcome part of each
day. And a beauty rou-

tine that has done won-
ders in skin care, make-
up and hair styling.

"Today, I'm really

aglow with health and
happiness. My doctor
told me taking the
Course was the best
thing I could have done.

I had no idea there was
anything so wonderful
in the world."

MRS. KNICLEr'S MEASUREMENTS

Before Altei Clianee

WEIGHT 222 lbs. 136 lbs. -86 lbs.

HEIGHT 5'5y2" 5'6" + 72"

BUST 46" 34%" -ll'/4"

WAIST 39" 28"/2" -10'/2"

ABDOMEN 43" 32" -11"

HIP 48" 371/2" -lO'/a"

THIGH 29" 2iy2" -7'/2"

These two snapshots of Mrs. Knicley

show her, at the left, when she weighed
222 ; at the right, when she weighed 152.

Above, the slim and stately

Mary I^nicley as she is to-

day—weight 136 pounds I

HOW ABOUT YOU? Haven't you
wished that you could be slender again, hear
the compliments of friends, wear youthful

styles, feel like a new person? The DuBarry
Success Course can help you.

Just five years ago, the DuBarry Success

Course was founded, bringing to women all

over America the methods taught by Ann
Delafield at the famous Richard Hudnut
Salon, New York. Since then more than

200,000 women and girls of all ages from
12 to 60 have followed this practical plan for

achieving beauty and vitality. More than

50,000 are housewives, 40,000 are in business

or war work, 6,000 are students, 4,000 are reg-

istered nurses. Hundreds now enroll every day.

The plan is intensely practical. It fits into

your daily life. You get an analysis of your

needs, a goal to work for and a plan for at-

taining it. You learn how to bring your weight

and body proportions to normal, care for

your skin, style your hair becomingly, use

make-up for glamour, look better, feel better

—be at your best for strenuous wartime living.

When this Course has meant so much
to so many, why not use the coupon
to find out what it can do for you.

Van Johnson Answers

Fans' Questions

Continued from page 20

they're not to be ignored. Can you offer
a suggestion?" "It's very simple," the
girl answered, with all the assurance of
an old-time advice-giver. "I know my
group will feel perfectly satisfied with
what I have to tell them. Just choose
representatives from those who write
.you. Start with the ones in the near-by
vicinities." Mr. Johnson took a deep
breath. Those kids know everything!
Here they were. Six of them. Joanne

Andrews of Polytechnic High School,
Sybil Landrum of Venice High, Eileen
Lieberman of Los Angeles High, Betty
Townsend of University High, Patsy Van
Rankel of Beverly Hills High, and Jack
Searles of Fairfax High. They arrived
while Lana Turner and Van were doing
a scene on the set of "Weekend At The
Waldorf." They stood on the sidelines,

some of them jotting down notes. In the
intervening seconds between takes and
retakes Van looked out to the group and
grinned at them. When the scene fin-

ished he came to them, hands extended.
"Hello, kids— come on in the dressing
room—it'll be more chummy." His room
on the set, chummy enough with just one
occupant, a clothes hanger and a hat,
stretched like magic and embraced us all,

the kids. Van and myself. The boy said,

"It sure looks easier on the screen than
it really is. All those scenes repeated so
many times! I don't think I could stand
it! Don't you get tired?"

"Mr. Johnson," Eileen began in a very
businesslike tone, "when it was an-
nounced that a representative was going
to talk to you there was a poll taken and
the two most popular questions were,
from the boys: 'Ask him how he does it!'

—and from the girls: 'What kind of a girl

does he prefer—what is his ideal?'
"

Mr. Johnson answered the second ques-
tion first: "I don't really know—yet

—

exactly. So many qualities make up the
ideal girl—like a girl with a good disposi-

tion, a girl who can ride a horse—a girl

who plays a good game of tennis
—

"

Eileen interrupted here: "There'll cer-

tainly be a run on tennis courts from
now on!"

JOANNE: "What picture did you en-

joy making most?"
VAN: "'Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo.'"
BETTY: "Which of your leading ladies

do you like best personally?"

VAN: "All of them. I always have a

mild crush on each one when I'm doing a

picture."

JACK: "What did you think when
you were making 'Tokyo?'

"

VAN: "I thought—this is the chance
every actor waits for, it has come to me
early."

JACK: "What did you especially like

about making 'Tokyo?'

"

VAN: "I liked the excitement of mak-
ing that particular type of picture. It was
interesting technically. There was some-
thing different every day. It provided a
good opportunity for every man in the

picture. Everyone was pleased with his

part. I think it has a good message for

Ann Delafield, Directing
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parents of boys in the service as well as

for the boys themselves. It means some-

thing to the boys who have come back

wounded."
JOANNE: "Where did you go to make

that picture.'"

VAN: "We went to Pensacola — to

Eglin Field."

SYBIL: "What did you think of the

real fliers there?"

VAN: "It was inspiring to see those

boys. They're all so young, yet so very

mature. They were all eager to help us

and at first I wondered about a motion

picture company coming down there

—

whether or not it would upset their vital

work. But, of course, it didn't. Things
went on pretty much as before."

BETTY: '-Did any of them help with

the technical end of the picture?"

VAN: "Yes. A group of them. It was
particularly gratifying that not one of

them became irritated or disgusted with

us no matter how many times they had
to show us how to use the instruments

properly. You know when you're anxious

to do things so right, most always you're

all thumbs. They are a great gang. None
of us on that picture will ever forget that

experience."

PATSY: "Can you fly?"

VAN: "No, wish I could. I took only

one lesson—then had my accident. I'm

not allowed to fly now."
SYBIL: "What are your ambitions?"

VAN: "Oh—to be a good actor, to

play a good game of tennis, most of all to

see this war over."

The boy who had sat quietly jotting

notes during this, said: "Mr. Johnson

—

remember the first question? That's what
the fellas will ask me: How do you do it?"

Van smiled and chewed his gum faster.

"Oh, I just say my prayers at night

—

and keep on hoping it will last."

JACK: "What did you excel in in

school?"

VAN: "Now, isn't that awful! What
did I excel in, he asks! W^ell, I was fair

in grammar school, but when it came to

high school the dramatic bug began biting

me. I was brave, though—took a deep
breath and went in for a college course.

WTien I got to a certain subject —
geometry— I switched to a commercial
course. Learned typing and shorthand."
EILEEN: "Can you still type and

take shorthand?"
VAN: "I can still type—haven't lost

my speed. I do most of my own letters,

now. It's a great convenience, typing."

JOANNE: "Mr. Johnson, do you think

high school dramatics are necessary?"

VAN: "I think they are very good

—

they help master poise, diction, and a

genuine freedom of self, and even if you
do not anticipate an acting career, I think

it does something for you."

BETTY: "Were you good in dra-

matics.^"

VAN: "I never was able to make a

dramatic class. I tried out for every part

in every play—never made a single one."

SYBIL: "Did you want to be an
actor?"

VAN: "Always. In fact, I wanted to

be a circus trapeze artist. Y'ou know

—

do all those fancy and wonderful acro-

batics hundreds of yards up in the air."

BETTY: "Are you just as happy now
that you didn't get in the circus?"
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VAN: "I don't think even a circus

could be more exciting than this busi-

ness."

JACK: "What were your favorite

sports in school?"

VAN: "Football, basketball."

PATSY: "Which do you think is the
most necessary and important qualifica-

tion—charm or luck—for getting in the
movies?"
VAN: "I would say you must of

course have some talent—a sense of hu-
mor, good health, vitality, and always
the element of luck."

JACK: "Do you like making pictures

better than doing stage plays?"

VAN: "I get a yearning to do a play
once in a while. I like making pictures,

though."
JACK: "Do you like doing radio

shows?"
VAN: "Yes, but I'm certainly scared

—

when I did that show with Burns and
Allen I could hardly talk when I opened
my mouth—but everybody was so quick
to understand and to put me at ease that

I suddenly forgot to be scared."

JACK: "Now, Mr. Johnson, how do
you feel—with all those awful girls fol-

lowing you around?"
Mr. Johnson leaned forward confiden-

tially, "Jack, it's not awful—it's pretty

wonderful. I hope it will last."

This caused a friendly stir in the young
man who began at once addressing Mr.
Johnson by his first name. "Van," he
said, "tell me, how do you feel about
Sinatra?"

VAN: "I thought his voice was fine

long before he became so tremendously
popular. He's a very nice guy, too—and
his voice is getting better and better."

EILEEN: "Think what an ad would
do that read, 'JOHNSON ENDORSES
SINATRA.' Boy! What a line for the

opening of my story for my school paper!"

BETTY: "How much longer are you
going to keep on making pictures?"

VAN: "As long as you kids let me."
PATSY: "Who is your favorite lead-

ing lady to work with?"

VAN: "Oh, June Allyson, Marilyn
Maxwell, Lana Turner

—

all of them, not

any one of them."

JACK: "Do you like to read? What
is your favorite type of book?"

VAN: "I like biographies mostly—all

new fiction. I belong to the Book of the

Month Club and always look forward to

reading all of the books they present."

JOANNE: "What are your favorite

pastimes?"

VAN: "Pastimes? I don't have much
time for that," he smiled. "Except—I try

to answer my mail—read."

JACK: "Do you go to the movies

often?"

VAN: "Yes, I see a movie almost

every night—that is my particular pas-

time, I guess."

BETTY: "Who are your favorite

actors?"

VAN: "Tracy—Gable."
JACK: "Do you limit your favorites

to MGM?"
This brought a hearty laugh from

Johnson who said indeed he did not—but

the gentlemen just happened to be his

favorites.

EILEEN: "Do you believe that by
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watching their performances you can

learn something?"
VAN: "Undoubtedly you can learn

from everyone you see—but it is not a

good policy to observe any special ones

too closely because you would soon be

imitating them."
JOANNE: "Do you like Bette Davis—

or don't you like stars as dramatic as

that?"
VAN: "I think Miss Davis is a fine

actress. Yes, I like her."

BETTY: "Do you like making com-
edies better than serious dramas?"
VAN: "I like making comedies—the

mood is easier when you're working—and
it's nice to know that people have a

lifted-up feeling when they leave the

theater. But it's good to do the heavier

kind, too. Like 'Tokyo'—I wish another

such good one would come my way."
EILEEN: "Besides the actor, whom

do you consider the most important per-

son in the making of the picture?"

VAN: "Everybody from the director

to the prop man and the janitor. You
couldn't make a picture without the lat-

ter two, you know."
JACK: "Are you ever nervous when

you go to previews?"
VAN: "I certainly am. You know

every actor has his favorite scenes—his

pet scenes. His own, as well as those in

the other pictures he watches being made.
I'm always disappointed when these

scenes are gone. And of course you're

wondering what the audience is thinking

—every single minute!"
BETTY: "Would you like to be back

in school?"

Mr. Johnson twisted in his chair again
and looked at his fellow-men. "Kids," he
began, "we might as well face it—I sure

would like to be back in school—maybe
it's because I don't consider myself all

grown up yet."

SYBIL: "If you'd like to come over to

my school, I'm sure they'd love to have
you. We'd put on a Bond Rally and
you'd sell three thousand bonds before

you could move an inch."

VAN: "That's a worthwhile idea. I'd

like to do that."

JACK: "What are your favorite radio

programs?"
VAN: "Information Please and Burns

and Allen."

PATSY: "Are you musically inclined?

Do you play any musical instrument
well?"

VAN: "I play at the violin, and I

have a voice. A voice that is for singing

in the shower, only."

JOANNE: "Do you like to dance?"
VAN: "Sure—that's how I started

—

soft shoe dancing, in a show."

JACK: "Can you rumba?"
Mr. Johnson said, yes, he could rumba

a little. But what he didn't add was this:

On a recent vacation trip to Mexico
where he went to relax and to fish, he be-

came fascinated with the way they
danced the rumba, so he learned from
them. Nobody bothered about him, in

his white ducks and old straw hat, nor
about the fish he caught. In fact, nobody
even knew he was a picture star. But
when he started to rumba, they held up
their autograph books for him to sign.

JACK: "Do you ever get bored when
they take your pictures so much?"
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NAME

CITY.

VAN: "No, ne^r. I'm never bored."
At this point the still man popped in

to take pictures of them all.

BETTY: "This is the biggest thing
that ever happened to any of us—having
our picture taken right in a studio!"

As the man snapped the final three, the

assistant director opened the door to ask
if he might please borrow Mr. .Johnson

for the rest of the afternoon so that they
could finish the scenes. They all shook
hands. Van went reluctantly back to

work. I stayed with the kids to ask them
what they thought of the boy they just

met. Here are their answers:
JACK: "I like him because he likes

Sinatra. He's intelligent, too."

EILEEN: "It's a good experience,

this. All our friends will tell us we've
just interviewed Young America's newest
hero!"

PATSY: "I've heard a lot about stars

being stuck-up, but he certainly doesn't

act as if he's a star."

SYBIL: "Pretty swell."

JOANNE: "Worth coming a long way
to see—he's natural—I found him easy to

talk to—easy to listen to—in fact, he's no
trouble at all."

BETTY: "He's a very nice man."
JACK: "Yes, I can see what the girls

are in a dither about—he's got a good
sense of humor. He handled this nicely.

Didn't get a bit confused—and made us

all feel pretty much at home."
As I close these paragraphs Mr. John-

son is walking around the set. In his

sock feet. But they are not ordinary sock

feet, mind you. "Van," I scream, "you'll

run a nail in your foot!" "Aren't they
wonderful!" he utters this low and with

an appealing look, entirely unaware of

the suggestion of nails. "You know these

are the best socks I've ever owned."
They had just arrived from a fan, an old

lady in Canada, who thought Van re-

minded her of her boy. He liked hand-
knit socks, too, she said. They are extra

heavy texture. And although every one
of us is at this moment hotter than we
can bear, Mr. Johnson walks toward the

camera. Into the blistering lights. To do
a love scene with Lana Turner. In his

chartreuse sock feet!

Bette Davis deserves another laurel v^reath for

her superb characterization of school-teacher

in "The Corn Is Green." Joan Lorring's

vivid portrayal rates star's congratulations.
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Dana—Up To Date

Continued from page 45

put on a show for the 20th Century
executives that landed the part for him.

He had been in fourteen pictures before

that never playing less than second lead

and top spot in most of them, but his fan

appeal was negligible. When "Laura" was
released the studio was flooded with mail

demanding to know who he was, where
he had been all people's lives, and the

bobby-soxers began squealing.

Now, paradoxically, after beating his

brains out to get that part, he swears

any one of half dozen other actors could

have done it as well. "1 gave much bet-

ter performances in 'The Ox Bow Inci-

dent,' 'Swamp Water' and even 'Wing
And A Prayer' than I did in 'Laura,'

"

he'll assure you.

"Then how come those parts didn't

make a star of you?" I countered.

"They weren't as flashy," he came
back. "That's why I was so determined
to get the part in 'Laura.' It would have
made a star of anyone who played it." 1

thoroughly disagree but can't convince

liim.

He celebrated his hit by buying the

fanciest used car he could find—a little

$4,500 job. "I drove it home," he recalls,

"and, in a burst of generosity, presented

it to Mary with what I still think was a
magnificent flourish. 'Yours,' I told her,

'all yours.' But, somehow, whenever she

wanted to use it I always seemed to be
'testing' it. So, in time, the old car came
to be known as hers, and the new one
mine. 1 am informed the same thing hap-
pened to Dixie Crosby when Bing once
presented her with a Cadillac coupe.

"It was soon after I got the new car

that I made a broadcast one night. I

didn't finish until around 8:00 so, rather

than go home (we had no maid at the

time and Mary was 'expecting') , I

started for a famous supper club to get

a bite to eat. On the way I picked up a

Marine who was forlornly thumbing his

way. He was just back from two years

in the South Pacific and knew no one in

town. I invited him to accompany me.
When we had had our dinner we started

for my pride and joy. It wouldn't start.

I phoned an automobile club to which I

belonged. In due time the repair truck
drove up. The repair man knew even
less than I about cars. To cover his

ignorance he insisted the battery was
dead. I knew it wasn't because it was
turning the engine over. He got nasty
and I guess I got nastier. I was about to

take a poke at the guy when the Marine
intervened. 'Oh, no, Dana,' he beamed.
'You're working in a picture. You might
get a black eye. This is what I've been
trained for.' Before I could protest he
had taught that mechanic the whole of

Emily Post.

"I think it was the next day the com-
pany was going on location. I was work-
ing on 'A Walk In The Sun' at the time.

The company offered to send a car for

me but I was not to be deprived of the

pleasure of driving my beauty along the
highways and byways. When I awakened
the sky was Overcast and the air was
filled with a pea-soup fog. 'You'd better

drive my car,' Mary suggested sleepily as
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she pried one eye open for a gander at
the weather, and went back to sleep.
'It'll clear up,' I assured myself, wheeling
my own car out of the garage. As I
backed into the street, a milk truck, just
starting off from a delivery, hit me broad-
side, knocking the car over a couple of
times and completely wrecking it,

"I escaped with a sprained wrist but it

is costing $1,300 to fix the car up— ij

they can get the parts. The sound of the
crash awakened Mary who, miraculously,
appeared on the front porch in her dress-
ing gown before the car stopped rolling

over. 'You see,' she screamed, 'I told you
to take my car! Now, look what's hap-
pened to my new car,' she I-told-you-
soed, inconsistently appropriating Ijoth

of them."
Dana's sense of humor is rippling. One

night we ha/1 been to a preview and
picked up a couple of hitch-hiking sol-

diers and a sailor on the way home. One
of the soldiers recognized him. "Gp" " he

breathed in an incredulous whisper.
"Dana Andrews! Imagine! Driving along
just like anybody else!"

"You caught me on an off night, pal,"

Dana assured him gravely. "Usually I

liave the top down, a giraffe on the seat

beside me and a three-piece band on the
hood."

"Gee!" the soldier breathed again, in

hushed tones.

A few months ago the studio gave him
two trips to New York at their expense.

The metropolis thrilled him—but not the
New York actors or audiences. "Picture

audiences would never accept the ama-
teurish performances New York audi-

ences put up with from so-called 'legiti-

mate' actors!" he stated firmly,

I mentioned a successful play in which
a former picture star was appearing,

"She was out of this world," he whis-

pered in awed tones, I perked up my
ears, as Dana is not given to indis-

criminate praise. "You would never be-
'

lieve any professional could be so awful,"

he finished. "I still can't figure out how
she ever got on the stage!"

He loves to putter in the garden and
prides himself on his prize-winning camel-
lias and gardenias.

When he first arrived in Hollywood he

spent his days in the public library

—

reading any and everything he could lay

hands on. Now, although he is still fond,

of reading, he has so little time to him-
self his efforts at self-improvement are

confined to scanning news magazines and
the daily paper.

He and Mary go to night clubs perhaps

a couple of times a year. They prefer to

have two or three couples in their own
home, but it is nearly always the same
couples, "People won't drive from Bev-
erly Hills to the Valley," he comments.
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"and when we're invited to Beverly we
nearly always have to decline.

' We
haven't the gas. Our principal amuse-
ment is movies but we usually wait for
them to come to our neighborhood thea-
ter."

His outstanding characteristic is his

friendliness. "Tt's a family trait," he
smiles. "All my brothers are the same
way, I simply like people. Many an eve-
ning I've spent with someone whom an-
other person would consider a frightful

bore. We sit over a couple of drinks and
talk and talk—lots of times until day-
light—and I'm highly entertained. There
isn't any such thing as a bore if you get
underneath a person's skin and find out
what he's really interested in.

"Sure I want to be a star," he burst
out once, "because that is the standard
in this business by which you measure
your achievements, but I don't ever want
to be important. I don't ever want to
reach the stage where I have nothing in

common with the people around the stu-

dio who don't happen to be stars. I don't
ever want to be incapable of meeting
filling station attendants, clerks and peo-
ple like that on common ground."

Charlie Feldman, the agent, recently
paid a cool $50,000 for his contract with
another agent. Before signing the papers
Charlie thought he had better inquire
around a little to ascertain if others were
as hopped up over Dana as he. He ap-
proached one of the most important
political figures in the country—a woman.
"When I was in the South Pacific re-

cently," she said, "they were show-ing

'Laura,' Suddenly the alert sounded and
the audience dived for their foxholes.

Two hours later when the 'all-clear'

sounded, they routed the projectionist

out of his bunk and made him finish run-
ning the picture so they could see how
Dana made out. As far as a woman's
viewpoint is concerned, he'll never be an
Errol Flynn, He isn't the dashing, typi-

cal hero type. But I believe any woman
would feel he is the sort of fellow it

would be wonderful to have a love affair

with—not in a colorful, mad, tempestu-
ous way, but in a quiet, tender way

—

that he would be masterful but sweet
and gentle at the same time."

Dana is fully cognizant of his faults

and weaknesses and seems to take a per-

verse delight in parading them before

strangers, "Of all the things I have ever

read," he proclaims, "the thing that has
impressed me most and stuck with me is

a line from 'Hamlet': 'To thine own .self

be true and it must follow as the night

the day, thou canst not then be false to

any man.'

"

He used to have an ungovernable tem-
per—and still has. But bitter experi-

ence has taught him the folly of giving

vent to it.

He appreciates a sincere compliment
but can't tolerate flattery. When a pro-

ducer recently started soft-soaping him,

he immediately sensed the man was flat-

tering him in order to get something out

of him. His first impulse was to saj', "I

was just as good an actor before 'Laura'

as I am now but you cheated me out of a

couple of good parts because I wasn't a

big enough name for you. Now, you can

go get yourself one of those names you
were so keen to give those parts to." He
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opened his mouth to start blasting when
the thought struck him: "You've tried

that before. What's it ever got you? You
may need this guy some day. Better keep

your mouth shut, son." And he did.

An unexpected trait is both his sensi-

tivity and his sensitiveness. I have seen

him transfixed by the beauty of a sunset,

a star, a painting—even a flower. And I

have seen him mope for an entire evening

over a fancied slight someone utterly un-

important to him had offered him.

His appreciation is another feature of

his make-up. Once on the train he was
talking to a stranger and admired the

man's wallet. "A friend of mine makes
them," the stranger replied. "If you'll

give me your name and address I'll be

glad to send you one."

"I wasn't hinting," Dana thanked him.

"I was just admiring it."

The stranger insisted and they ex-

changed cards. The man turned out to

be Mr. F. J. Gavin, president of the Great
Northern Railroad. Months passed and
Dana received a package. It was the

promised wallet.

Another month passed and he was hav-
ing lunch with some friends when a
woman in the restaurant introduced her-

self. It was Mrs. Gavin and she invited

him to her table. After he had sat there

chatting a few minutes one of his friends

came over and told Dana the others were
waiting for him. "\Vhat's up?" Dana, in-

quired when he got back to his own table.

"Nothing," his friend informed him. "I

thought you were stuck and I just wanted
to get you away from those people."

"Those people, as you put it," Dana

Melody in symmetry is Janet Blair, Columbia
star, in her newest pin-up pose on the beach.

informed them, "happen to be friends of

mine and I like them." With that he re-

turned to Mrs. Gavin and her party.

He has the most prodigious memory I

have ever come across. On a bond-sell-

ing tour he stopped in Connersville, Ind.

After his speeches a dinner was given for

him, attended by ninety of the towns-

people whom he met for the first time.

At dinner, a man next to him commented
on how inexplicable it was to him that

actors could remember so many lines.

"There's nothing remarkable about it,"

Dana vouchsafed. "It's a farmer's busi-

ness to know all about crops and farms,

a banker's business to know all about
money, and it's an actor's business to cul-

tivate his memory. It becomes second

nature. Right now, I'll bet you I can
name everyone around this table." And
lie [)ioccc(le(l to do so.

Wlien Dana first began to gel the

breaks they built a beautiful hfjrne in the
Valley. With tlic arrival of the new baby
the house is too small .so tliey have re-

cently [)urchased an estate in Toluca Lake.
.\ll hough lie majfjred in business ad-

miiiisl I alion at college, he cheerfully ad-

mits he lias never been known to save a
dime. "I can astutely advise other peo-

ple on their business affairs but when I

start to budget myself—well, all signs fail

in fair weather. However," he adds com-
placently, "I know my own weaknesses.
Putting money in the bank is no good. I

promptly spend it. And even if I tlidn't,

no one has ever been known to amass a

fortune just by saving. It's the invest-

ments that make you rich. So now, as

fast as I make money I spend it. But,
instead of spending it on night clubs or

something which gives you only mo-
mentary pleasure, I spend it on some-
thing we can keep. We're buying the new
house, as you know, and we have about
fifty grand sunk in it. But that fifty

thousand is ours. When you add to that

the $25,000 I repaid to my backers for

their investment in me, I haven't done so

badly for a guy who landed in Hollywood
with only ten bucks, have I? Pardon me
for pointing," he broke off suddenly, "is

that a rainbow over there?"

And now, bringing Dana right up to

date—-he has been classified for call by
his draft board, but, as we go to press,

he still doesn't know just when this call

will come.
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Portrait of a Man With Red Hair

Continued from page 29

"Of course there was only one thing to

do and I did it. I loaned her the money.
Months later I received a money order

for the full amount from her sailor hus-

band in the Southwest Pacific. He sent

me this, too." He held out his arm to

show the Navy watch he was wearing,

held on his wrist by a narrow aluminum
band. "He made that strap from the
metal of a Japanese Zero. Just look at

the workmanship on it. It must have
taken him weeks to make it.

"Those service boys are all like that.

None knows it better than we entertain-

ers who visit them. Instead of our lifting

their morale they usually lift ours. The
other day when I was visiting a hospital,

almost every boy I talked to would ask:

'How are you making out on cigarettes?

Do you need any.''' And before I could

stop them they'd be offering me a pack
or starting off in a wheel chair or on
crutches to get some from the hospital

P.X. They wreck you, those boys. USO
tours are hard physically, but they're

much tougher on the emotions. The cour-

age and spirit of those boys tear you to

pieces."

Anyone who knows Charles Bickford

wouldn't doubt that for a moment. He's

a tough guy, Bickford, just as tough as

those characters he sometimes portrays

on the screen. He's tough off the screen,

too, as his producers could tell you, for

that Bickford guy is the stormiest of the

stormy petrels on the Hollywood scene.

He doesn't mince words and he doesn't

care who hears them, either. He'll fight

for anyone or anything or any cause that

he believes in. And like most tough guys,

he's so soft inside that he should have a

bodyguard going around \vith him to pro-

tect him from himself.

No one knows most of the things Bick-

ford dreams up to do for other jseople, no
one except Bickford himself. When some
of them leak out his keen blue eyes get

that certain look in them that means
trouble for someone, usually the press

agent who had dug up what he thought

was a good human-interest story. Anyone
would have thought Bickford was being

maligned over the air last Christmas
when a columnist told how the tough guy
had taken a crowd of kids to a Los An-
geles department store and bought them
new outfits, everything except shoes, and
it was only the matter of the necessary

coupons that stopped him there. It took

the combined efforts of the friends he was
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visiting to keep him from going to the
studio then and there and having it out
with the broadcaster.

Bickford is deeply interested in the

juvenile delinquency problem and with
his usual getting right down to the core

of anything he is interested in has studied
it thoroughly. But studying it isn't

enough for Bickford. He's doing some-
thing about it, too. One of them is the

day every week he sets aside to entertain

the boys from a nearby reform school.

He has aided countless struggling new-
comers to get a start in Hollywood and
he hasn't forgotten the people who were
once stars and now have nothing, either.

He's a member of the board of the Mo-
tion Picture Relief Fund, a member of

the executive committee and chairman in

charge of the Case Committee.
"A lot of people are apt to be critical

when they hear an ex-star is in need,"

he said. "People who don't know put it

all down to extravagance and improvi-

dence. What they don't know is that the

motion picture industry is awfully tough
for actors; that in the average case, the

term for making big money is pathetically

short and what with agents' commissions,
income tax, living and dressing the way
their professional standing demands, that

big money dwindles to almost nothing.

"A great percentage of the pubUc
doesn't understand that. There are other

things it doesn't understand either. A lot

of us have been criticized both by indi-

viduals and by the press, which really

ought to know better, because we have
shown social and political consciousness.

"The public is apt to think of us as

strange creatures who aren't supposed to

think or have opinions of our own, much
less brains. We're supposed to be always

on exhibition, to say the right thing, or

what they think is the right thing, at

the right time; not to have views of our

own. Actors, it seems, are supposed to be
seen and not heard, except through the

dialogue supplied in the script or, in

other words, to remain frozen in celluloid.

'Maybe it's a weakness in me profes-

sionally that I can't do it. I'm myself

away from the screen, an American citi-

zen who has a right to campaign for

whom he pleases and a human being who
can fight for any cause he feels right. I

considered it a privilege to campaign for

our President in the last election and also

consider it my duty to raise my voice

against the Nazis, Fascists or any other

menace and I won't pull my punches. Of
course, I expect to be criticized for it, but

it doesn't bother me. Only stuffed shirts

can escape criticism."

Bickford isn't afraid of sticking his

neck out, for, as he says, it's a strong neck

and can take a lot of punishment.
There's that chip on his shoulder too and
he doesn't mince words when anyone
knocks it off, irrespective of who the

knocker-offer might be.

When a member of the British Parlia-

ment recently attacked the American
voice in a debate in the House of Com-
mons, saying American movies were hav-

ing a bad effect on the speech of English

children, that chip flew off Bickford's
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shoulder so fast tliat it landed clear

across the Atlantic when Bickford rushed

into print, attacking the criticism. And
even if he had stopped to consider his

blast to the newspapers might jeopardize

his popularity in England, it wouldn't

have made any difference. Not to Bick-

ford. When he has something on his chest

he has to get it off, let the chips fly where

they will.

"That American voice being heard all

over the world today is a pretty good

one," he says, and it's very evident that

even with time to think it over he isn't

taking back a single invective.

His pugnaciousness goes with that red

hair of his. It goes with tliat Irish ances-

try of his, too. But mixed with the Irish

is the New England strain that Bickford

accuses of riding herd on him.

"\Mien the Irish in me wants to do
something," he grinned, "the Puritan tries

to shout it down."
But the Puritan doesn't succeed very

often, even though he was born in the

heart of New England, or to be more ex-

plicit, in Cambridge, Massachusetts. He's

a free soul, Charles Bickford, and his life

has been the richer for it. But just so you
don't get the idea that he goes through

life spoihng for a fight just for the sheer

joy of it, let me say right here and now
that there isn't a man in Hollywood who
has more friends than Charles Bickford,

or who is more respected, either. And,
even more indicative, he is married to the

same woman since 1919 and can't for the

life of him see why that should be any
record, even in Hollywood.

He owns a ranch in northern California

and a home close to the ocean in Palisades

de Rey. He was delighted when he headed

the list of the best voices on the screen

and got a laugh when he was nominated
the best dressed man in tweeds.

"They should have seen me working in

the garden or painting the house in my
old jeans," he gi'ins.

He's a nice guy, Charles Bickford, the

sort who takes everything and everybody
seriously except himself.

"HOLLYWOOD EXTRA
THeATKICAL COLD CRBAM

The sfars' cleansing cream that

fits extra girls' budgets. ..Now
millions of smart women ^

everywhere agree,

"it's foolish to

pay more."

AT AU 5'10'2S« STORES
THE RABIN COMPANY, LOS ANGELES

BIG V2 L8.

TINorJAn
Sensibly Prked at

25^

Trims, slims and streamlines your

figure with sublime comfort.

Raschel Knit, \as,\iiorie.d. to

fit . . .v\;-on't run, roll or

creep up. Coming . .

.

as soon as Lastex

is available.

Gene TIerney, in costunne for "Dragonwyck,"
poses with doll wearing duplicate of the ball-

room dress Gene wears In her new 20th Cen-
tury-Fox film. The doil was auctioned by V.A.C.
to swell the funds of Birmingham Hospital.
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MOVIE STARS m

PHOTOS ^1

12 Glossy, Only $1

Absolutely latest, excit-

ing, super-gloss photos
of your favorite stars, van johnson
Individually posed Or- I^^Z^,'^^ Z
der today! The waidorf

CDEE Catalog of ovar 200 fascinating min^ iature photos with each order.
avoid delay, state 2nd choice.)

(To

GLAMOR-TONE PHOTO SERVICE
Dept. H-6, 1233 Sixth Ave., New York 19

LOVE and SEX
are two entirely different things. Ignor-
ance of these mental faculties is wreck-
ing more human lives than any other
evil. "Practical Metaphysics" reveals the
truth about your mind. The price per
bopy is One Dollar.

THE PSYCHODOMINIST GTJILD
101 Chancery BIdg,, San Francisco 4

SONGPOEMS
WANTED

. ww.«'M. -..w'ToBeSettoMusio~ Publishers need new sonns ! Submit one or more of

^ your best poems for immediate consideration. Any sub-
ject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.

it Five star Music Masters, 603 Beacon BIdg., Boston 8. Mass

EXCESS FAT
LOSE 5 lbs.

or MORE
per WEEK or

MONEY BACK
Moat over-fat men and
women who follow the
entire Vita-Slym plan
lose at least 5 lbs. a week.
YOU may do the same,
or return the empty box
at the end of 15 days
and we will refund your
money. And the most
amazing part of the
plan Is that people say
they feel so much bet-
ter—peppier and more
energetic.

PRIVATE PLAN of

N. Y. DOCTOR
A well-known New York
physician first prescribed
this method o£ reducing
for his exclusive clien-
tele. At iasi we have
persuaded him to re-
lease it for \UU. No need to over-exercise or
starve yourself. Nor are Vita-Slyms a cathartic.
Eat plenty of food, but eat less calories and
supplement your diet with Vita-Slyms. They
not only contain Vitamins A, Bi, Hi, C and D,
Njacm, Amide, Iron, Calcium, Phosphorus and
Dextrose to make you feel better, but also help
to take away that abnormal appetite due to
low blood sugar.

4 WEEKS' MENUS FREE!
with every box of 75 TaljleCs and 30 Capsules, we give
you a convenient chart of menus for one month ... a
time-savmg help in planning your meals. Try the Vlta-&lym plan for 15 days—see for yourself how quickly you
lose weight and how fine you feel. You risk nothingr. If
not delig-hted you return the box and we refund your
UVJS'K;. don't delay ... act NOW! Mail couponTODAY! Order C.O.D., or. If you send cash, we pay postage.

VITA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU-5, Box No. 159
Times Sq. Sta., New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
I VITA-SLYM CO.. Dept. SU-5. Box No. 169
I Times Square Station, New York

Send me iO uays' suppiy ot Viia-aiyiiis (75 tablets
and 30 capsules). If not delighted with resulta. you
will refund my money.

I [31 will pay postman $1.98 plus postage.
I QI enclose $1.98. Send postage prepaid.

Name

' City State.
I No Canadian Orders Plf>as

Gary And Mr. Cooper

Con+inued from page 31

He worked on my father's ranch in

Montana.
"I'll let you in on a little secret. This

isn't really the first picture I've pro-

duced. Back in the days when I was
an extra I hired a cameraman and to-

gether we made a one-reel epic in the

Hollywood hills. It was more of a screen

test than a picture. We shot it all on
a Sunday afternoon. It played only one
performance in a projection room in

Hollywood's Poverty Row, but it got me
M job when I needed it most, my first

lead in a two-reel picture."

Cooper's memory of his own lean

days is reflected in his readiness to give

others a break. He is convinced there

is a wealth of undiscovered talent wait-

ing for a chance to prove itself." He has
a particularly warm spot for the re-

turning serviceman as evidenced by his

selection of Stuart Heisler, ex-Army
captain, to direct his first picture. Prior

to his enlistment in the Signal Corps
Heisler had been Coop's film cutter and
had directed several low-budgeted pro-

ductions. Thanks to Cooper he can now
take his place among Hollywood's top-

flight directors.

On the set, in checkered shirt, boots

and britches and a ten -gallon hat, Gary
the star is as unlike Mr. Cooper the

producer as the two-by-four canvas
dressing room is from the plushy office.

While he talks he twirls a six-shooter

at his hip as casually as the producer
toyed with a fountain pen. "Can't say
which I'm partial to, ma'am, the star or

producer." Unconsciously he has al-

ready taken on the character of Melody
Jones, hence the "ma'am." "Used to

think the star was generally right, but
since taking a hand in production I find

myself siding with the producer. Most
times I can't make up my mind one way
or the other.

"Take this set, for instance." The gun
in his hand points to the ramshackle
cabin supporting a leanto stable with

peaked roof, pens for livestock, all

hemmed in by masses of jagged rock. It

is a reproduction of the Broken Nose
Ranch in Arizona in the 1880's. Gary
the actor is mighty pleased with the

colorful expanse and authenticity ot the

set. Mr. Cooper, however, refers to it

as the most expensive Broken Nose in

history. Not only because of the con-

struction costs but also the extra time

consumed in lighting it properly. Says
Gary, "Yesterday we had to play a long

scene in the stable. The crew had a
heap of trouble getting the lights past

that fancy roof. Artistically the results

were fine. Financially, well, that's the

producer's worry."

A wardrobe man dashes up to snatch
the ten-gallon hat from Gary's head and
replace it with a cheaper one. "What's
this all about?" demands Gary omin-
ously.

"Producer's orders. He doesn't want
an expensive hat shot full of holes in the

shooting sequence, so we fixed up this

imitation."

"I wouldn't be caught dead in that

sombrero," mutters Gary, spinning the

RlfS/fAWAY

GRlY)
HAIR^

YIARS YOUNGER
• Now. at home, you can cuIcMy and easily tint leiita's
streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—Irom lightef c

blonde to darkest black. Biownatone and a smaU brush
does it—or your money back. Used lor 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent ifl

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion Imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock ot your hair.
60c and $1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
•>n a money-back guarantee. Get BROWNATONE today.

SONG WRITERS
If you want beautiful melodies for your
Song- Lyrics "written by a Recognized
Professional Composer" don't fail to send
your song Poems today. FREE Informa-
tion. Satisfaction or money back.

PROFESSIONAL SONG SERVICE
Dept. 8, Box 2309 Hollywood, Cal.

YOURNAMES.PHOTO
ONSTAMPJ !

Send In any size picture, snapshot
or negative. Name or initials up
to 7 letters on each stamp free.
Stamps are glossy, gummed, per-
forated, ready for immediate use
for personal letters, envelopes,
greeting cards, books, gifts, etc.
Origiiialphotosretumed. No COD. 's

Enclose $2 for 100. mintmum order

ANNCO SERVICE
475 5th Ave. « Dept. 38. N. Y

i

When V Day comes

You'll want to say . .

.

I bought War Bonds

Out of my pay!!

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS
Actual photographs specially posed by your
favorite stars. INTRODUCTORY OFFER—16 reg-

.5 ular high erloss photos only $1. Latest releases
3 guaranteed. Catalog mailed free with each order.
" ALSO THRILLING PIN-UP PHOTOS 16 FOR $1.

FINE ARTS FILM CO.
P.O. Box 2084'S San Antonio 6, Tex.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

51 0-V So. Alexandria los Angeles 5, Calif.

^ PIN

Latest rage of Broadway and Hollywood. Add a personal
note to your appearance with this beautiful hand finished,
highly polishpd cedarwood pin. Exquisitely hand ensn-aved
with your n.inie and. his GLOWING IN THE DARK. De-
signed with lovely twin hearts, pierced with arrow (emblem of
true love and friendship). Safety catch pin back.

SEND NO MONEY—10 DAY TRIAL
Wear 10 days on Money Back Guarantee. Send name and
address. Pay postman only 98c plus a few centa postaee and
tax OQ arrival. Supply limited, bo write today.

International Diamona Co., 2251 Calumet Ave., Drpt 994, Chicago 16, III
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HY Don Juan
"^'i Linstick

HUNDREDS^^S
ofHardio Get
ITEMS M

•Guaranleed Genuine Swiss lA^alclies

(Men's or Ladies') $9.95

• Lovely Charm Bracelets Onfy ISc

• Genuine Sferling Silver Rings $1.98

• Beautiful Identification Bracelets $1.49

• 14K Gold Genuine Diamond Bridal Pair $9.95

Lovely Earrings, Ankleta, Costume Pina,
Sweetheart Lockets. Pearls, Bracelets. Bill-

folds, Charms. Hosiery .Compacts,etc. New
Btyles from Brnadway and Hollywood.
Write for your Big Free Catalog today!

ITERNHII0NliLDIIIIWHDCO.;25l CAIUMET AVE,DEPI EIS CHICWO I6,ILL,

IhiMfufUJ&iA COLORING PHOTOS
Fascinating hobby and vocation
quickly learned at home by averafro man or
woman who is artiBticall? inclined. Work full

or epare time. Modem method brings out natural,

life-like colors. Many have earned while learninK'.

FREE BOOKLET tells how to get started doing this

delightful home work for photog-
raphers, stores, individuals, and
friends. Send today for your
copy. No obligation.

NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL
XZ13 S. Michiean Ave., Dept. 443-A, Chicaso 5, III.

£ASy TO
LEARN

WRITE SONGS
The writer of "BOOTS AND SADDI^ES" and
other song hits will compose the melody for
your song poem. Never has such an oppor-
tunity been offered new writers. Send your song
poema and lyrics for FREE examination.
Write for details and FREE INSTRUCTIVE
BOOKLET.
HOIiI.¥WOOD HARMONY HOUSE, Studio C-3
12G South La Brea. Los Angeles S6. CalU.

you (fid H then when called upon

. . . Now Do If Again . . .

Buy A WAR BOND!

UNLUCKY IN LOVE?
No need to be. Men and women everywhere are finding
new romance with the help of the new, exciting Turbro
Charm Kit. You get 4 articles in this amazing kit. con-
taining a generous size bottle of "Ideal Charm Drops."
full secret directions on how to use, an article on "How
To Write Interesting Romantic Letters," and "How To
Conduct A Courtship." Surprise everyone with your new,
thrilling personality. Send now. Romance is precious.
Send only $1.00 bill for the entire kit. and we pay postage,
or order CO.D. and pay your postman SI .37 on delivery,

TURBRO, G. p. 0. Box 313-SU, New York, N. Y.

STAMMER?
This new 128-paiie book, '"bLammering. Its Cause
and Correction," describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
tering—successful for 44 years. Benj. N. Bogue,
Dept. 3267, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

9Ikfm
X ^ WH1R11N6 SPRAY

, syringe^^JB^ yrtWomen

Ai drTjg counters throughout the world

Free Booklet. Marvel Co., 96 East St.. New Haven. Conn.

MEET YOUP FAVORIIE

I ...est Selection of Photos of all well known

MOVIE STARS
PIN - UP GALS

ALL ORIGINAL LATEST POSES
SCENES FROM ALL RECENT FILMS

pncc star and Pin-up Folder with
each order.

PROMPT DELIVERY
from the world's FOREMOST movie
Photo concern. Customers tell us our
photos are SUPER. You TOO
will agree after your first or-

der. Beautiful glossy
Photos, size 8x10, 4

for $1. 12 for $2.50

postpaid. Send
M.O. or U.S. 3c
stamps. Address
Oect. 612.

BRAM STUDIO
B06 W.44+K.ST. NEW YORK I8,N.Y.

silver pistol a shade faster. "The hat

.stays on."

"But the producer said
—

"

"The producer just changed his

mind," counters Gary, and strides ofT to

his place before the camera. Watcliing

him under the strong lights it is easy to

see wliy Katherine Ward Lane, promi-

nent Boston sculptress, selected him to

head her list of the ten handsomest men
in the United States. (To Coop's in-

tense embarrassment.) "For the won-
derful shape of his head, his size and
his simplicity," claims Miss Lane. To
which you add: and for what he repre-

sents— the ideal American. His tall

spare figure. His amiable modesty de-

spite a shining success. His pride in the

romance and traditions of the early West.
What other country could have produced
him.''

Typical, too, his Yankee brand of

humor, relishing most the stories he tells

on himself. In "Along Came Jones" he

sings for the first time. Gary was so

pleased with the recordings he took them
home to play for the family. Sandra,

his wife, and seven-year-old Maria were
impressed but managed to keep it a

secret. With perfectly straight faces

they listened to the end when Maria
finally asked, "How is it nobody ever

asked you to sing in pictures before,

daddy.''"

Her father regarded her gravely for a

moment then indulged in a broad wink.

"Maybe it's because I never had such

a smart producer before. No telling what
talent he'll discover in me next!"

Refreshing as a sea breeze is Esther "Bathing

Beauty" Williams, who becomes a full-fledged

star in her next, MGM's Technicolor special,

"Thrill Of A Romance," opposite Van Johnson.

1

STAYS OHl"

oays

Anita Ellis
FAMOUS RADIO SINGER

ON THE
MUTUAL NETWORK

Color, charm, glam-

our, that's my Don Juan

Lipstick. I find Don Juan
not drying or smeary.

See what they do

for your lips

1. DON JUAN STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss, if used as di-

rected. No greasy, smeary effect.

2. LIPS STAY LOVELY without

frequent retouching. Try today.

3. NOTDRYINGorSMEARY.Im-
parts appealing glamour look.

Creamy smooth— easily applied.

4. NEW Style SHADES . . .

Blackberry, dark & daring; Trousseau

Pink, for love & romance; Fuchsia, in-

viting, exciting. Other shades, too.

De luxe size $1. Refills 60c. Junior size 2Sc.
Tax extra. Matchinij powder, routre &. cake
maK'-^-un T'-tal ti/A>s at lOc st-nros. In Canarla a', o

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR LIPSTICK

COLOR YOUR HAIR Jb"/,,Shampoo and color your hair at the same]
lime with SHAMPO- KOLOR, quickly, eas-
ily, yourself, at home. Any shade, close tol
fcalp. Kg dyed look. Will not rub off. Permits perm. wave.
Ko experience needed. Caution ; Use only as directed on label,

FreeBook. VallignyProd. Inc., Dpt. to-R 254W,3ISt.,N.Y.

.NATURALLY

Prevent that hard— tired — drawn look
by wearing OCULENS—the restful sun-
glasses that banish unsightly "squint-

wrinkles" and that help give your eyes
the "health-sparkle" that brings admir-
ing comment. For sports & street wear.

Eliminate Sun<Squint, Sun-Blur, and Sun-Glare
without Masking Clear Vision and True Color
Valua. Choose the OCULENS Style that icill frame
your eyet niMC auractii>ely—at your favorite uete

OeuSenA
CLEAN VISION

Trademark ComptoM
Company. New Yorii

SUNGLASSES
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HAIR
made lovely again

You can do much more with

your hair, your hair can do

much more for you . ,

.

after an Admiracion shampoo. Good-

bye hair problem! Dirt, loose

dandruff, soap film float away . . .

leaving all your hair's

natural, shining softness.

POEMS WANTED
For Musical Setting-

Mother. Home. Love, Sacred. Patriotic. Comic
or any subject. DON'T DELAY—Send us your
Original Poem at once—tor Immediate examlna-
Hon and FREE RHYMING DICTIONARY. |

28 WOODS BUILDING
CHICAGO. ILL.Richard Brothers

/fe^Nadinola's 4wayaction

eXTCfiNAUy CAUSEDPIMPLES
'JTJsli'u BLACKHEADS
^^^vDULLDARKSKIN
|p> Don't give in to unlovely skin! Try famous
W Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thou-

sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-way
trealmenl cream that acts to lighten and
brighten dark, dull skin—clear up externally
caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and

^1 remove blackheads. Its special medicated

^ ingredients help to clear and freshen your
/ ^ skin—make it creamy-white, satin-smooth.

f<

Nadinola Cream today and use only as
directed. A single treatment-size jar is posi-
tively guaranteed to improve your complexion
or your money back! Costs only 55^, trial

size lOf!. Also

—

SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET)
NADINOLA, Dept. 40. Paris, Tennessee

Send me free and postpaid your new deluxe edi-
tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
wonderful results from just one jar of Nadinola.

Name . . .

Address

.

City

"I Was A G.I. Once Myself!"

Continued from page 47

so we could only spend twenty or

thirty minutes in each ward. Sometimes
we'd keep at it until eleven o'clock at

night and the kids would keep the
lights on in the ward waiting for us. It

made us feel good knowing they were
really looking forward to our visit like

that.

"We'd go in alone and there wasn't
any time for any preliminaries. If a
card game was going on I'd ask to get

in on it. Once, some colored GI's were
in the midst of a crap game when I came
in and they didn't pay any attention to

me. I didn't blame them. From where
I stood, right inside the door, it looked
like a pretty exciting game. Then a big

chap with sergeant's chevrons on his

sleeve looked up and I grinned. 'Man,
.you're a real cat,' I said, and that was
enough. 'Boy, you're solid,' he said, and
I've never had a compliment that
pleased me more. After that it was
just old homeweek. I had talked their

language and so I was in.

"It's mighty important talking the

same language, and having been in an
Army hospital myself I had a general

idea what they wanted and what's more
important, what was taboo too. They
don't want sympathy, those boys. But at

the same time they don't like it when
people ignore their wounds. They just

want them to be taken as a matter of

course, as they take them, themselves.

"They don't like to be asked how they
got it but they'll talk all day about where
they got it and what their outfit did

that day, never what they themselves

did. 'Sure I got it,' is their invariable

comment, 'but Joe got it worse than I

did.' The other one always got it worse,

according to them. The.y have a wonder-
ful spirit, so wonderful that it makes a

man feel mighty humble, listening to

them and seeing them. They're forever

helping each other. A boy on crutches

will fetch and carry for a buddy who's

still in bed, and I'll never forget the day
I went into a ward and saw a boy who
used to be a barber, going around shav-

ing the bed cases. His right arm was
gone, that was all. But he wasn't down
as long as he had his left one.

"So many people have asked me if I

didn't find a lot of bitterness among
them. My answer is always the same.

If there was any bitterness I never found
it. But as I said before, they don't want
sympathy. They feel they can do any-

thing you can do and so intent are they

on proving it that they work overtime

practising and improving on their arti-

ficial limbs.

"They kid about their wounds among
themselves. They love ribbing each

other. But they won't take it from out-

siders, not unless they've decided you're

in. And the way to get in is to treat the

boys exactly as they were treated be-

fore they left. That's the thing their

families have to learn to do because

that's what they want, the thing they

fought for. As one boy explained it,

'We're not changed. It's the people at

home who've changed. We're the same as

we've always been.'

Don't let your !i

' spoiled by shome or

nbarrassment over a flat,

undeveloped or sagging form.

Help develop a glamorous, allur-

ing contour of high youthful

rounded fullness! Tested, proven,

easy-to-use methods given in the

wonderful, scientifically authentic

book, "Approved Methods (or

Care and Development of the

Form. " Experience the thrilling

joys of having your contour ap-

pear shapely, rounded, romantic-

ally beautiful. Proven successful

by thousands of women. Lifetime

results, 'safely, easily, positively.

If not satisfied, return within 10

days and money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONETI
6«n»fit by thit •traordinory reduction,

formsrly mora than DOUBLE this priu. Kow
only 5) 00 Order now C O. D. plui poitasot
Pay pottman on orrivol. To lovo Pottog*
cond $1.00 with ord*r. and wo ship prapoid
in plain wroppor,

SUCCESS STUDIOS • MITO..

mm BifOKC soi

aunrnovaBii

MD.,IOXt9S-P

Stays on for doys. Posi-

tively harmlett. Not o
' dye. Black ond Brown—
2Sc ol Toilet Goods
Counters throughout
America.

VOGUE PRODUCTS llfl Seword St., Hollywood 38, Colif.

WATERPROOF
EYELASH MAKEUP
Smudge Proof

Tear Proof Bolh Proof

Easy to Apply

New Movie Star Photos
Direct from Hollywood

West Coast's biggest dealer In movie
photos Is FIRST with all the latest Stars
and Poses.

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
List decorated with MOVIE STARS
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your FAVORITE with fifteen
cents to cover handliriK and mailing.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
Box 1150—Dept. 6

Hollywood 28, Calif., U.S.A.

SONG POEMS 7
We want song poems and lyrics on all
subJects.We offer the services of a noted
Hollywood Motion Picture composer
and arranger. Send your poem today
lor consideration and our liberal offer.

HOLLYWOOD MELODIES
p. O. Box 2168E HoUywood 28, CaUf

.
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SKIWIYWOMEN!
Men Adore a Full

Shapely Figure!

GAIN WEIGHT!
Amazing "Glamor-Flgur" For-

mula Helps You Cain Safely!

Easilyl More Quickly!

Men are always attracted by a glam-
orous figure with appealing curves
. . . and not by a skinny, drab, life-

less looking woman! Now at last you.

too. can try to help yourself put on enough weight for

a shapely figure as thousands of women have by using

this AMAZING SPECIAL FORMULA. Poor appetite and

lack of necessary vitamins probably cause most cases

of underweight. This ••GLAMOR-FIGtTR" FORMULA
helps stimulate your appetite to eat the proper amount
of food with enjoyment . . . and gives you additional

vitamins to help you get the required daily adult

amount which contribute to your gaining the normal

weight. Remember a shapely ''M ^gnre heU>B give

you a more BEAUTIFUL BUSTLINE, HELPS YOU
LOOK AND FEEL BETTER, fills out sunken cheeks,

gives you more polsel

FREE lO DAY TRIAL
SEND NO MONEY! ?n°i^''s|Tcii.'^^~7.
Figur" Formula at our expense for 10 days and then

see if he will notice and admire your new, mor»
shapely figure. Also FREE PERSONAL DIRECTIONS plus

EDCE DOCTOR'S WEIGHT GAINING PLAN to be
TKCC used with "Glamor-Figur" Formula if you
order now! Just deposit with postman on delivery

98c plus postage, or send only $1 and we pay postage.

2 for $1.69. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE if not com-
pletely satisfied. Delay is lost romance! WRITE NOWI
GUARANTEE SALES. 20 Vesey St., Dept. C-150.

N. Y. C. 7.
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MOVIE STAR PORTRAITS
POPULAR

GLOSSY PHOTOS
Finest Quality—NOW

12 ..r r
lyatL'st poses of male and
female Hollywood Stars.

Each set of 12 photos, as
listed below, for $1.

Set Number 1 — FRANK
SINATRA — ALAN I.ADD

-

TOM DRAKE—LON MCALLISTER-DANA ANDREWS
GREGORY PECK—VAN JOHNSON—DENNIS MORGAN
—ERBOL FLYNN—BOB BUTTON-ROBERT WALKER
—GENE KELLY.
Set Number 2—LAUREN BACALL—LANA TURNER—
HEDY LAMARR—IEANNE CRAIN—BETTY GRABLE—
CAROLE LANDIS—GLdUIA DE HAVEN—JUNE ALLY-
.SON — DOROTHY I,AMOUR — ANNE BAXTER — RITA
HAYWORTH—MARIA MONTEZ.

I with every order—Illustrated cata-^Cl^^l logue listing: over 5000 names and""^^w poses of all your favorite movie stars.

We ehip at once—pogtpaid.

IRVING KLAW
212 East 14 St., Dept. J-6, New York 3, N. Y.

******
WHEN WE WIN . . .

You Can Buy the

Things You Want

If You Save Now in

WAR BONDS

******

and never on again
~ " when Caress is used

this new, safe,

easy way

No one need ever knowabout that ugly superfluous hair

on face or lips if you follow this amazing, different Caress

way. This thrilling, modern, scientific method has helped
thousands of otherwise lovely women from Hollywood
to Miami to new beauty. It is so new and revolutionary,
it has been granted a U.S. Patent. Just a twist of the wrist

every few days and you need never see a superfluous hair
on your face again. No smelly liquid, or possibly injurious
wax or paste. No after stubble—will not irritate the skin
or stimulate hair growth. Also, just w6nderful for arms
and legs.

Double your money baik if you are not lovelier in a
few seconds. Send no money. Simply mail coupon below.
Comes in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman $1.00
plus postage. Pay no tax. If cash accompanies order, we
pay postage. Rush coupon today.

I
Scott-Nelson Co., Box 1 13-A

I
116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

I
Please send me a CARESS Home Treatment for
superfluous hair. I'll pay postman $1.00 plus

I
postage. If I am not satisfied after 7 days, I'll

I
return it for refund of double my purchase price.
If y5u send cash (a dollar bill will do) check

I
here

I
Name

' Address

I City State

"That's a great lesson the public has

to learn, how to treat these men. The
hospitals know. The war department has

done a wonderful job keeping up the

morale of these wounded men. Their

special service men, usually commissioned
officers, do everything in their power to

keep them busy and interested. The Red
Cross and the Gray Ladies are doing a

grand job of it, too. Those girls are

wonderful in the understanding they've

shown, knowing just when to kid, when
to be serious. I've seen them roll a

piano into a ward and in no time at all

the boys will be around it, one of them
usually playing while the others stand

around singing, just like one of their own
parties at home before they went over-

seas.

"That's how you know they really are

the same, just as they say they are.

You're not long in a hospital ward before

you know that. The radio is always on
full blast, they listen to every broadcast

because they want to know everything,

who won the football game, the base-

ball game, the fight last night, the lat-

est war news. There's always an argu-

ment going on, especially the one about
the Infantry and the Air Corps and which
is the better of the two and which is

winning the war.

"They'll talk about their experiences

if you don't force the subject. Let it

come up naturally and they're off. But
it's ~ never about themselves they talk.

It's always their outfit. And of course

their outfit is always the best outfit in

the best division in the best regiment
in the best battalion in the best army in

the world.

"They'll talk about D-day too, the

boys who were in it. But they don't

brag about what they did that memor-
able day last June. But, man, do the

ones who got to Paris brag about that

and do they like to rub it into the

ones who didn't make it! There was one
boy, and what a ribbing he was getting,

whose jeep turned over just as he was
about to enter the city and so he didn't

make it after all.

"That's how they are, those men, so

regular it isn't any wonder the whole
country is so proud of them. Never
talking about their medals, of their

heroism, but awfully fast on the trigger

when it comes to kidding themselves.

Never talking about themselves but giv-

ing the other fellow every break there

is. You know, I think one of the most
amazing things of the whole trip is find-

ing out how seldom the pronoun I is

heard in hospitals."

That's one of the amazing things

about that Ladd boy too. He's known as

difficult copy to interviewers who have
tried to wring stories out of him. His
shyness, so painful it might even be
characterized as aloofness, is a byword
in Hollywood, and it was very apparent
that day I saw him at the Pierre in New
York. He looked almost stricken when
Sue left us to go into the other room so

that we could talk. But there wasn't a
hint of shyness left once he started

talking about the hospital tour and the

men he met on it. All of which goes to

prove that Alan is the kind of guy who
sort of shies away from the first person
singular himself.

Louis Hcrtnaa & Co.
creators of

MOVIE STAR SLIPS

Dept. H
159 Madlion Avs.. N.Y. 16, N.Y.

FREE
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1QR PRACTICAL
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f/iaf Yf'iW help you to gef

better gas mileage
MT* longer tire life

PP' better performance
ifiF* lower upkeep costs

Get a FREE COPY from any General
Motors dealer, or use coupon befow.

Customer Research Dept., Room 1857 ^

GENERAL MOTORS, DETROIT 2, MICH.
Please send FREE COPY of new edition 64-page
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practical suggestions on wartime operation.
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.
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NEW
DRY SHAMPOO POWDER

••3

Leaves waves and
curls intact. Apply
with ordinary
wash cloth. ^No mitt*
needed! I

plus

tax

ot better department, drug stores

HAIR PREPARATIONS
604 Fifth Avenue, New York 19, N . Y.

For custom-type fit with ready-

mode convenience. .."Bias-Cup",

the precision fashioned bra. Four

cup depths .. .one for every Fig-

ure type. At better stores. Send

lor your Beauty Hint Boo/c/ef,

.VfOO^i 6l?A$SfeR£5« 358 frW) Ave., N.V. i, N.K
I too»iff<»j sTOtftCtod tiyU.$.Pol.No.2247S9^J|

Fisherman at Sea

Continued from page 43

that's a very good description. Henry
Willson, assistant to the president of

Vanguard Films, was also at that broad-
cast. He took a quick look at the hand-
some sailor at whom all the girls were
also staring and went over to make a
proposition. "I'd like you to come along
with me to meet David Selznick and Dan
O'Shea (president of the studio) ," he
said. The fact that Willson was at that
particular broadcast was just one of those
Hollywood miracles you are always read-

ing about.

They drove over to Vanguard. Selznick

saw, heard and was conquered. Without
a test or a reading, young Madison was
given a contract to take drama lessons.

This was the best D.O.S. could do, what
with a war going on and Guy in the
Xavy. That night Henry Willson invited

Guy to have dinner at the Mocambo and
the girl who made a threesome was Anne
Shirley. For a boy who had come in on
leave to see Hollywood, he was doing all

right.

From there on out, every time he got a

precious 48-hour leave, instead of just

frittering away the time sightseeing or

going to movies, Guy reported to Van-
guard. They gave him diction lessons

and drama lessons and dancing lessons.

They really poured it on. Guy would go
back to San Diego to do his lifeguarding

stint and maybe he wondered if every-
thing was real. It had all happened so

suddenly.

He hadn't had a furlough for two years

.so he decided to ask for one. He was
granted seven days' leave. Then things

really started moving. Production on
"Since You Went Away" speeded up. It

speeded up in order to film the complete
sequence in that picture where a young
sailor heckles Jennifer Jones and Robert
Walker in a bowling alley. Guy was that

sailor. He didn't have to change costume.
He had his own. From a telephone lines-

man who wanted to be a commercial
fisherman, to a movie personality via the

United States Navy! Well, no wonder
Guy Madison is at sea.

The fan mail started pouring in. Girls

didn't know his name, so they addressed
their mail to "The Guy." It's as good a

name as any for six feet of sex appeal.

This sex appeal started at an early age.

When Guy Madison was six years old

he started school. It was a pretty big ad-

venture, but he went by himself. No
mama's boy tactics for him. Life came
on and he hurled himself into it. Right
off the bat he got in a fight in kindergar-

ten. Another little man-about-school, also

six, had raised an issue by throwing blocks

at Guy. A fellow just can't go around
taking that kind of thing. Of course the

teacher came over to separate them. "I

blamed it on him," Guy grins. "Kids are

like that."

His sturdy self-defense attracted a
glamor girl who sat across the room. She
was very cute, a brunette. And doubtless
she was attracted by his blond hair.

Guy took over. As a matter of fact, he
kissed her after school. The little bru-
nette told him he had to stop or she'd
tell her mother on him. This ended that

CACTUS GARQEII
COMES IN BEAUTIFUL 4-COLOR
WATERPROOF PERMANENT BOX
Imagine, complete with striking window
garden box. 10 liealthy Cactus plants—all
different varieties, all bloom—can now be
sold direct to you at tliis amazing low price
because ot shipping difllculties to storesl Order
now . . . save on this opportunity!

COCC lively hand-painted Mexican pot for windowf»wt sill with columnar grower Lace Cactus blooma
in purple, piak, red and yellow flowers. Gift to prompt
ordersi Hurry—send today. SEND NO MONEY—OR-
DER NOW—PAY LATER. Or mall $1.69 with order, we
pay postage. Satisfaction guaranteed or money back. Send
name and address to PAN AMERICAN CACTUS CO..Dept.
C-1409-F. 148 Monroe Ave., M. W.. Grand Rapids 2. Michigan

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

DIAMOND RINGS

Compare these beautiful rings
^witii others selling for twice
lour price. Diamonds arejtre-

, '^cions and the supply limited.
The Solitaire Engagement Ring

13 set with a genume guaranteed
flashmg diamond in a beautiful 10k yel-

.
-Id mounting. THE RING THAT WHISPERS "LOVEME FOREVER." Matchingweddingring is deeply embossed

10k yellow gold Bet with 3 sparkling genuine chip diamonds.
Eitherring$5.85—bothfor$9.85plu3posta_geand20%Fed.tax.
QCiin Un MflUCV witborder» just name and ringOLnU HU mUHtl size. Pay on arrival. Wear five
days—then return the rings for money back if not satisfied.

CHICAGO DIAMOND IMPORTERS
2301 E. 71st Street, Dept. 16, CHICAGO 49» ILL.

SONG WRITERS AnENTION
The amazing demand for pbonograpb records, exhil-

arated by more than 300,000 "Juke Boxes," warrants
your immediate consideration. To song poem writers

, we are offering the rare opportunity of having the
collaboration of Nationally Known Composers on a
percentage basis. Submit poems for examination at
once. Recola Recording Co., Hollywood 28, Cal.

PICTURE
RING^l.
Exqaisito Onyx -like Pletnre Ring—made from
an:? pboto. Send No Money! Mail photo with paper
strip for ring size. Pay postman only $1.00 pins post-
age. Hand tinted 25c extra. Photo returned with ring.
Money oack jroarantee. Send photo and rTng size now.
PORTRAIT RING CO., Dept.J'52. CINCINNATI, O.

Can't Keep
Grandma In

Her Chair
She's as Lively as a Youngster—
Now her Backache is better

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly,
once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it iiiay cause nag-
ging backache, rhevimatio pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, sweUing, puffinesa
under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times snows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's Klls,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of kidney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.
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romance. But all his life Guy lias liad a

girl. With him it's like ham and eggs. A
boy always has a sweetheart and they

are always together.

Of course, there was the usual period

when he felt that girls were just a lot of

excess baggage with braces on their teeth.

That was in the first years of high school

when he preferred hunting, fishing and
swimming to Lana Turner. He went to

the mountains on hunting trips, carried a

.22 or a bow and arrow. He made his own
arrows and was a good shot. He used to

ride his bicycle for 15 or 20 miles until

he got away from the city, and then he'd

camp along the river and hunt rabbit or

pheasant or quail. Or he'd go swimming
in the irrigation ditches and you could

have Betty Grable.

During the summer he worked in the

berry vineyards for seventy-five cents a

day. He saved the monej^ to buy clothes

to start school. He didn't go out for

activities because he delivered papers

after school. He didn't play football, so

he didn't belong to the school clique.

Most of the fellows started drinking. He
didn't. Most of them had cars. He didn't.

He went to church every Sunday, studied

agriculture, and started spotting a girl

here and there. He wasn't a lad to miss

a trim figure going down the street. He
went steady with one girl and then an-

other.

One bright morning he just went plop!

The girl in the case had a lulu of a figure,

which is a must in Guy's book, and she

was also beautiful. Guy likes a -healthy

looking girl who wears very little makeup
and will settle for just lipstick. He likes

girls about five four to five six, not glama-
zons. He likes a girl with a sense of

humor, three or four years younger than
he is. This girl filled all these qualifica-

tions. And Guy was head over heels. For
a while he even thought of marriage.

Life was one rosy dream. Then they be-

gan to disagree on little things. She
liked one kind of life, he, another. They
broke up and he carried a torch for a
while. And then all of a sudden he real-

ized it was over. No more torch. He
still thinks she is a swell girl.

Now, he has no thoughts of marriage.
Thinks he'll wait three or four years be-

fore getting serious again. "I think I can
get started better alone than with a part-

ner," he says. "Even before pictures I

planned to establish myself in some busi-

ness before I got married."

At one time it looked like he would be
a commercial fisherman. Why.? "I thought
it would be hard work, but healthy. And
.you make quite a lot of money if you get

the right setup. I had certain connec-
tions that would make it easier for me to

get started. I met friends when I went
in the Navy whose fathers were fisher-

men and they promised us a job when we
came back. Then I learned to like under-
water fishing. I mean^—you dive under
with a face plate and swim fins: spear
fisli and eels, get lobsters. I did a lot of

surfboard riding, too, on my days off

from the Navy. I thought making my
living from the sea would be satisfying."

As a matter of fact, Guy is still soberly
thinking about what life has dished up
for him. He's not sophisticated and he
hates sophistication. His father has been
a machinist on the Santa Fe railroad for

TRY' (^/omft^anef
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nia Puts Summer At Your Feet!

Carefree, casual sandals cut out to give sparkle to your
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simply follow the instructions of the EASY VVEfGHT REDUCER.
This book tells the TRUTH about REDUCING.
It is easy to follow and you will be
amazed at the results. SEND
FOR THE EASY WEIGHT
REDUCER TODAY.

WEIGHT REDUCER- F-201

I
871 Broad Sireel, Newark 2, N.J.

|
Enclosed find $1.00 for the Easy Weight Reducer

to be sent to me in plain wropper, postage prepaid. If not |
satisfied I may return it and my $1.00 wiil be refunded. Z

Non*

Addrtit^

City

YOUR
GUARANTEE

You can use the Easy
Weight Reducer without

it costing you a cent. Just or-

der with the coupon and if

you find the Easy Weight
Reducer does not help you

lose weight return it to us and we
will refund your money in FULL

NOTHING COULD BE FAIRER.

ACT NOW.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
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Powers Girl" Creator Offers

YOU, too, new charm, loveliness

A "Model" Figure

Worried about your beauty and
figure problems? Let the Powers
Home Course teach you the per-

sonalized beauty secrets that have
given figure-perfection and loveli-

ness to thousands of "average"

5
girls . . . made them "Powers

Girls", the world's envied

Easy, daily "lessons" for 7

weeks, in figure control, make-up
and grooming. The cost? Amaz-
mgly little!

Real "POWERS GIRL"

training— right at home

"Before my Powers Course", says

Mona Desmond of Cal.,"I wasfat,

most of it on my hips". Now Mona
has lost 20 lbs., has a"Powers Girl"

:ure (left), is a model in N. Y.

Clip the Coupon NOW
Write John Robert Powers today
for free confidential questionnaire,
illustrated booklet "The Powers
Way", and details of Powers

training.

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave., Suite F445, New York 17, N. Y.

Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I'm really interested.
Please send me details of your Home Course.

Name
[PLEASE PRINT]

Street.....

City
&Zone.. ..State..

Occupation.. ..Age..

THIS NEW DRY WAY
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• EFFICIENT-cfeantesflie/iatr

of dirt, grime, oil and odor.
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wove, leaves hair soft, lovely.
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weafher. Ideal for sick room.
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MINIPOOl
DRY SHAMPOO POWDER >^

COSMETIC DISTRIBUTORS. INC.. NEW YORK 17. M. T.
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22 years and the dream of his parents is

to have a small cattle ranch in Oregon.
He has four brothers and one sister, and
none of the family has been very much
aware of Hollywood. His sister is perhaps
the most thrilled by the turn of events.

So sometimes Guy wonders if he is tak-

ing the right steps.

He notices things about Hollywood and
some of the things he doesn't particularly

like. He doesn't like the caste system.

"You have to readjust yourself," he ex-

plains, "and it's hard to do. In school,

at home, if I saw a girl that I thought
was super, I just called her up. Here, I

think twice. Because a lot of people

think you're out after something, that

you play politics with your dates.

"Hollywood is also the melting pot of

the world. Some people you have to

brush off. They are up to no good, so

you're not wrong in brushing them off.

But you have to use kid gloves. They
may be Somebody's best friend.

"You have to watch your step. You
can't go here and there. If you get in

any kind of trouble—particularly before

you're established -— you're out. Your
time isn't your own, either. In another

type of job, when you're through for the

day you're through for the day. Your
life is your own and so is your business.

But here your time is crammed to the

very last second. Not just new lines to

learn, and working before the camera,

but drama lessons and diction lessons,

photograph sittings, interviews, people

to meet, wardrobe fittings. While I'm in

the Navy, I only get an occasional taste

of it whenever I happen to get a week-
end liberty. But I wonder what life

would be with 24 hours a day on that

scale.

"I also wonder if I will make good in

this profession. After all, I have no back-
ground for it. I never had a drama les-

son in my life until I signed with Mr.
Selznick. I never took part even in school

plays. Hollywood has always been the

farthest thing from my mind. I wouldn't
want to disappoint Mr. Selznick nor Mr.
Willson, who have been so swell to me.
And I wouldn't want to build my family

up to an awful letdown, either.

"Lots of times I think of all this and I

realize that I'm on a crossroads. If I do
one thing, my life will take one pattern.

If I do another, it will go differently.

And it isn't something I can decide over-

night. I'm still at sea. And, of course,

I'm still in the Navy. Maybe Mr. Selz-

nick will have changed his mind about
me by the time I get out. The first time
I saw myself on the screen I wondered
why anybody signed me up, anyway!"
Guy went on a 48-hour leave to see

Hollywood and wound up with a contract

his first night in town. Since then, he
has dated Judy Garland, been to an
Academy Award dinner, a premiere of

the first picture he ever appeared in,

"Since You Went Away," frequented the

Mocambo, Giro's, the Clover Club and
the Troc, dated lush Rhonda Fleming,

gone to many Hollywood parties, met
dozens of movie stars, including Lana
Turner whom he thinks is stacked just

right, gone back to Bakersfield to visit

his family, become close friends with an
important executive, Henry Willson,

taken voice, drama and diction lessons,

SCREENLAND
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and given out his first interview. This be

has accomplished on rare weekend leaves.

The rest of the time is spent as a Navy
hfeguard down at San Diego wondering

if maybe he's been dreaming and isn't

awake yet.

He isn't dreaming. But he's refresh-

ingly new to the Hollywood scene. He
has the whole town rocking with his frank

comments. He hasn't the least iflea of

who's who in movieland. and this has re-

sulted in some remarks that are dillies.

He met Louella Parsons at a party, and
that famous lady said, '"I think you're

the cutest thing I ever saw!" Guy smiled

back, "Better not say tliat or you'll spoil

me!" But Louella knew it wouldn't, and
it won't.

You see, although Bakersfield is only a

couple of hours from Hollywood, Guy
never read movie books or Hollywood
columns. The only time he ever saw the

town was when he drove through on his

way to the beach. Before gas rationing,

Guy would drive half across the state to

get himself an ocean.

Well, he has himself an ocean now.
And as he lifeguards the San Diego
beach, a tanned hunk of man with blond
hair, girls are beginning to talk about the

boy who looks like a recruiting center

poster. Just like they did back in Bakers-
field, the local lassies are passing the

word around that there is a Navy life-

guard walking up and clown the beach
who is right in there zinging.

AH things considered—and we mean
girls, girls, girls—it's not a miracle Holly-
wood discovered him. The miracle is

that he wasn't discovered sooner.

GLAMOROUS

TALENTED COLUMBIA DRAMATIC ACTRESS
WHOSE RADIANT BEAUTY AND CHARM
INSPIRED THIS DIAMOND DUETTE SET BY

Columbia
DIAMOND RINGS

Buy a
iorger

bond
ond a
smotler
diamond

CATHY LEWIS, dramatit actress

heard on CBS 'The Whistler."

NH^^^VH^ ^^^^^

QUALITY ... IS the word

that best describes Columbia

diamond rings. The diamonds

are superb, the styling of the

mountings are individual

and exquisite.

ON SALE AT AMERICA'S
FINER JEWELRY STORES

INVEST IN VICTORY
U. S. WAR BONDS AND STAMPS

MGM has big plans in store for Gloria
Grahams, a Los Angeles girl who made a

success as a comedienne on Broadway before
she started her movie career in "Blonde Fever."
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M ^ M THEN TRY THIS
PROVEN EASY SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR

• • • ffe/ps Prevent Brittle Ends From Breaking Off!

HERE IS THRILLINGNEW HOPE for millionswho want their

dry, lusterless , unruly, brittle and breaking off hair more lovely

... longer. The Juelene SYSTEM has helped men andwomen all

over the nation to find new happiness £uid confidence in more
beautiful, healthy appearing hair. Yes, hair may get longer—
the scalp and hair condition being otherwise normal— if the
breaking, off process of dry, brittle ends can be ret£irded.

That's why Juelene is such a natural way to help your hair gain
its normal beauty. This wonderful SYSTEM helps relieve heiir

dryness that is caused by lack of natural oils. It helps soften
harsh, brittle ends, thus giving your hair a chance to get longer
once the breaking-off and the splitting ends have been curbed.
If your hair is dry, rough and hard to keep neat, try the easy
Juelene SYSTEM for just 7 days. See if Juelene's tendency to
soften harsh, difficult-to-meinage heurcan help yours to become
softer, silkier, more lustrous than ithas beenbefore—in just one
shortweek! You may win compliments from both men and
womenwho admire and envyyourhair in its newlovely beauty.

MAKE THIS EASY

7-OAY TEST...

fOUreUAfMHTiB)

rfsr JUELENE
FOR 7 DAYS
Thrilling Results or

MONEY BACK IN mil!
That's all we ask you to do. Justmake the
convincing Juelene test for 7 days and see
for yourself if your brittle, splitting hair
can be softened,made more sparkling and
lovely.Your mirrorwill tell you the thrill-

ing results and so will your friends ! If you
aren't absolutely amazed with the glistening
sheen,... if you aren't delighted with the ease
in which you can manage your hair, we will re-
fund every cent of yourmoney. What could be
fairer? This proves to you how excellent we
think the results will be! So don't wait. Mail
the coupon right now. And like thousands of
others you may find new beauty, be rightfully
proud of your hair. You run no risk because
you have absolute guarantee of delightful
results or your money back. Send for it now!

it MAIL'c"""UNOW!COUPO
If you do want longer hair, mail the coupon today. Then test Juelene and
notice the remarkable difference in the appearance of your hair— lustrous
and we)'-dressed. See how nicely it lies in place, how easily it combs. With
our positive guarantee you can't lose, and have everything in your favor to
gain. So make this effort now. Send the Introductory Coupon immediately!

LONGER HAIR
Dresses Better
In Latest Stifles

FOR DRY, BRITTLE HAIR
Dry hair is not only hard to manage but a continual source
of embarrassment. Why be ashamed of unlovely hair when
it may be so easy to make it beautiful, sparkling with new
healthy looks, lovely luster. A women's hair is one of the
first things noticed by men— sleek, shining, glamorously
long hair is always alluring. And men, too, attract admir-
ing attention when their hair lies smooth, thick and neat.

Try Juelene. See how much more beautiful your hair may
be in such a short time, after the dry hair condition has been
relieved. Actually make your hair your ' 'crowning glory' '

!

This introductory offer gives you an opportune chance to
prove to yourself that you, too, may have sparkling . .

.

longer hair ! Be convinced !—Send for your Juelene NOW.

Make This 7-Day Test
• ••SEND NO MONEY!

JUST MAIL THE CONVENIENT INTRODUCTORY COUPON!
Upon arrival of Juelene pay Postman $1.00 plus postage. Or if you
prefer, send a remittance with your order—we will pay the post-

age. Then test Juelene. Notice how much more silky and soft your
hair may be in just seven short days. So take advantage of this

INTRODUCTORY, GET- ACQUAINTED-OFFER today— NOW.
and know at last the happiness of possessing really lovelier hair.

INTRODUCTORY COUPON...
JUEL COMPANY, Dept.C-602
1930 Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, III.

Yes, I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will try the
JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn't show
satisfactory results, I will ask for my money back.

n I am enclosing $1.00
Send C.O.D. plus postage

NAME.

ADDRESS

JUEL CO., 1930 Irving Park Road, Dept C-602, Chicago 13, III. tJ

I CITY 20ME. STATL
I Our Customers Participate in Lovely Gifts
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• # # the beauty of

your Opalescent Creme Wave. There's dreamed-of loveliness in each wave and curl ... so soft ... so natural-looking . . .

so easy to manage. Longer lasting, too, and a perfect foundation for the newest coiffures. Ask your beautician about the

Nestle Opalescent. Her skillful hands and the creamy Opalescent lotion will give you the loveliest wave you've ever had.

OPALESCENT CREME WAVE
AT iEAD/NG itM^XV SALONS AISO AVA/lABtf FOR UNDINE
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only Drene with Hair Conditioning actioi

leawes ^our hair so lustrous

1/ei so easy to manage I

Make a Date with Glamour! Right away . . . don't put it off

. . . shampoo your hair the new glamour way! Get the com-

bination of beauty benefits found only in Drene Shampoo

with Hair Conditioning action, Extra lustre ... up to 33

%

more sheen than with any kind of soap or soap shampoo! Be-

cause all soaps leave a film on hair. This soap film dulls the

lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Drene is different. It leaves

no dulling film, brings out all the lovely gleam. Such

manageable hair

.

. . easy to comb into smooth, shining neat-

ness, right after shampooing . . . due to the fact that the new

improved Drene has a wonderful Hair Conditioning action!

f/^Complete removal of dandruff, the very first time you use

this wonderful improved shampoo. So insist on Drene with

Hair Conditioning action, or ask your beauty shop to use it!

from the qirls who knowf
Here's Dorian Leigh, one of New York's most

glamorous fashion models. Cover Girl and a

^'Drene Girl." On this page she shows you what

just a hair-do can do to change your personality!

(Above) The smooth, sophisticated look! Smart, new one-

hraid arrangement. All hair is combed up, but over to one side,

then tied securely with ribbon. To braid, divide hair into two

sections, use ribbon as third section. (Ribbon three inches wide.)

Small bow conceals end of braid. For glamorous hair, Dorian

always uses Drene with Hair Conditioning action. No otber

shampoo leaves hair so lustrous, yet so easy to manage!

The demure, disarming look! For this beguiling effect, Dorian

uses an AHce-in-Wonderland comb to push all her front hair

straight back from her face. Ends of front hair blend in with

back hair. Not a wave or curl, except for the smoothly turned-

under ends. Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning action

deserves the credit for that gleaming smoothness. No other

shampoo can make your hair look so lovely!

The dashing, daring look

From Paris —througl
Drene's Paris corresponden:

—comes the idea for thit

stunning arrangement! Ali

hair is combed sleekly to one

side— straight across bad
i

(held with combs at far side).

Dorian's hair was washed

in Drene Shampoo with Haii

Conditioning action. Noothei

shampoo leaves hair so InS'

trous, yet so easy to manage!

^iodS^^^^^ WITH HAIR CONDITIONING ACTION

Product of Procter & Gamble

J



m can't tako ]t

with uou

NOT that you'd ever embark on a date

with a tub in tow— but honestly

now, doesn't your bath freshness have a

way of fading into the warm summer
night?

But you do want to be safe. And there is

a way— a sure, easy way to safeguard your

daintiness. You can dinch that freshness

with Mum!
Your bath, you see, washes away past

perspiration. But Mum prevents risk of

future underarm odor. With Mum, you

can dance the hours away and know that

your charm is safe.

Ta!ce half a minute with Mum— and stay

as sweet as you are. Gentle, dependable

Mum never irritates your skin, won't harm
the fabric of your clothes. Can be used

even after you're dressed. Why take

chances when you can trust Mum?

Mum

Sw-e-et Ad-e-line. And they do mean you!

Isn't it thrilling to know that men find you

attractive— the girl they like most to be

near? And wouldn't you be a goon to let

underarm odor rob you of popularity! But

you're too clever for that. You use Mum,
to be sure. How's your Mum supply today?

takes the odor out of perspiration

Product oj Brtstol-Myers
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Published in

tills space

every month

The greatest

star of the

scre3n!

This is a month when a lion goes to the
dogs. The dogs being Lassie and Laddie,
her canine offspring.

Offspring and into a Summer to be
made memorable by this attractive

M-G-M film, "Son of Lassie".

Those who loved "Lassie Come Home"
will respond to this one. The late Eric

Knight is not the author, but the new
story is based on some of his characters.

The story and screen play of "Son of

Lassie" were written by Jeanne Bartlett

and directed by S. Sylvan Simon. It

was produced by Samuel Marx.

It has a distinguished cast—Peter Law-
ford, Donald Crisp, starring. Also June
Lockhart, Nigel Bruce, William "Billy"

Severn, Leon Ames, Donald Curtis,

Nils Asther, Robert Lewis.

It is in Technicolor.

But the great star of the picture is that

most exciting of all collies—the beauti-

ful, the adorable, the perfect Lassie.

We are offering an attractive 8" by 10"

color portrait of Lassie to those who
write to Lassie, Box H, c/o M-G-M, 1540
Broadway, New York 19, N. Y. The
painting was done by America's fore-

most painter of dogs—Paul Bransom.

To cover mailing costs, please send
fifteen cents with your request. We
suggest that you write fast; the short-

age of paper limits the number of prints.

As for the film—to paraphrase an old

Scottish Song—"you'll love a Lassie"!

Those who have seen "National Velvet"
and "Meet Me in St. Louis", "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokyo" and "Without
Love", may like to know that there are

many more M-G-M hits on the way.

Watch for "The Valley of Decision",

and three mighty Technicolor musicals

:

"Thrill of a Romance",
"Ziegfeld Follies", and
"Anchors Aweigh".

As for current events, it

looks like a Metro-
Goldwyn May.

Paul Hunter, Publisher

Delight Evans, Editor

Elizabeth Wilson,
Western Representative

Helen Fosher,

Assistant Editor

Frank J. Carroll,
Art Director

Jack Albin, Staff Photographer

Anthony Ferrara,
Assistant Art Director

The Editor's Page Delight Evans 19

What's Ahead for the Boys Who Come Back Home?
Louis Hayward Jack Holland 20

The Golden Dolly. Lana Turner and Baby Romayne 22
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Could It Be Anything Else But

RE AT..
because its story comes from the pen of the

great John Steinbeck, in collaboration with

Jack Wagner— Because its script was
written by the man who helped put all

the delightful, deep-down heart-appeal

in "Going My Way"... Frank Butler-

^Because, like Barry Fitzgerald in "Going

My Way," J. Carrol Naish

makes screen history in

a brilliant new

supporting

li •- Wk,. role....

Because

two great stars

grow greater in bril-

liant dramatic performances

—And because it has a theme

as unusual, a story as tenderly

moving as "Going My Way,"/joz£;

could it he anything else hutGREAT!

Faramount presents

Dorothy

LAMOUR deCORDOVA

/agnerFrom the story by JOHN STEINBECK and Jack Wa

uhh J. CARROL NAISH- Mikhail Rasumny Fernando Alvarado

Frank McHugh • Directed by IRVING PICHEL

Screen Play_byJFrank_Butier

S C R E B N L A N P
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If you can t find your style at first, try again!

Dealers get supplies monthly. Send for free

Style and Conservation Folders: Maiden Form
Brassiere Company, inc.. New York 16, N. Y

SALOME, WHERE SHE DANCED—Un;Verso/

The twists and turns to the tricky plot of this film are

not quite as pleasurable to follow as those of its shining

star, Yvonne De Carlo, in the lovely gyrations of
Salome's dance. She's beautiful in Technicolor, remi-

niscent of Gene Tierney, and fascinating to watch. The
story takes you at a dizzy pace from the Civil War to

Germany for their war with Austria, back to San Fran-
cisco in gold rush days, mixing foreign nobility with
bandits and, for the final fillip, a Chinaman with a
priceless Scottish brogue. Admirers of the fair damsel
are plentiful too—Rod Cameron, David Bruce, Albert
Dekker and Walter Slezak—all vying for her favor.

INCENDIARY BLONDE—Poromount
In this film Betty Hutton comes as close to being the

Texas Guinan, as New York nightclub "suckers" re-

member her, as anyone we can imagine. The efferves-

cent, dynamic spirit is the same and Betty has added
some newly acquired dignity. In opposite role, Arturo
De Cordova does an expert job of Romero Kilgannon,
gambler, showman, movie producer and the man closest

to Texas's heart but destined to bring her unhappiness.

Story covers her rodeo days, marriage to Callahan
(sympathetically played by radio's Bill Goodwin),
stage, movie and nightclub, days. Barry Fitzgerald

gives his role as her father an abundance of "character."

BILLY ROSE'S DIAMOND HORSESHOE—20*h Century-Fox

This extravaganza musical is as spectacular as any-
thing Billy Rose ever did in the entertainment world.

Even Ziegfeld couldn't have done better. There's Betty

Grable and Dick Haymes for romance, music and song

;

Phil Silvers, who builds up a remarkable comedy rou-

tine over a simple question
—"Why must the show go

on?"; William Gaxton from Broadway and Beatrice

Kay from radio in a series of dazzling numbers. Add a

bevy of beauties in fantastic, colorful costumes, repre-

senting everything from kitchen spices to your favorite

dessert, and you have a show that will tickle your appe-
tite. For an earful and eyeful in Technicolor, see it.

THE GREAT JOHN I.—Crosby-United Artists

For his debut as producer, Bing Crosby has chosen

a star who could easily fill the qualifications of a John
L. Sullivan or any other fight champ we've ever had.

Y^es, if he doesn't watch out, the femmes will start call-

ing this handsome new find, Greg. "The Body" Mc-
Clure. There are plenty of scenes displaying his prowess
in the ring, fighting with Flood, Ryan, Mitchell and
Corbett, and that is where he shines. It's in the roman-
tic and drama department that his co-star, Linda
Darnell, cast as his actress-wife, runs off with the pic-

ture. Barbara Britton plays too thoroughly the girl who
continually says "no" to the man ^he wants to marry.

A MEDAL FOR BENNY—Poromount
It's easy to see the John Steinbeck brand in this story,

written in collaboration with Jack Wagner, about Cali-

fornia's paisanos. The simple dignity of these color-

ful folk who haven't forsaken easy-going, hospitable

Mexican traditions is a joy to see. And so is the unfold-

ing of the story which shows the eflfects Benny, a

ne'er-do-well who doesn't appear in the film, has left

behind him—on his father, on the girl who waits for his

return, and on the boy who wants to marry her. In

these roles, J. Carrol Naish, Dorothy Lamour and Ar-
turo De Cordova are excellent, except for accents which
sound a little too phoney. (More reviews on page 14)

Screen LAND
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Patti Brili
Appearing in

"Pan-Americana
AnRK9RadioPicfu -

HoilYWOOD S PORTRAIT OF YOU in this

figure flattering slacl< suit! Contrasting shoulders,

collar, and long full sleeves, caught tight at the wrist,

does miracles to trim you, slim you! Two-toned

inner-outer blouse to suit your gay-

est mood ! Fashioned of rich, crush-

resistant year-round fabric. Slacks

drape beautifully. Sizes 10 to 1

Black with Red, Navy with Powder,
Brown with Aqua, Navy with Red.

Send No Money. We Mai! C. 0. D. S'SiVcSl
check or money ordet tot $11.20. which includes 25c mailing charge.)

YOUR SATISFACTION OR MONEY BACK-PROMPT DELIVERY!

HOLLYWOOD MAID
DEPT. 318, 6546 HOLLYWOOD BLVD.. HOLLYWOOD 28. CALIF.

ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD 1

HOLLYWOOD MAID, dept. 318 J

6546 HOLLYWOOD BLVD., HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF, i

noil "Pin-Up Girl" Slack Suit, oi $10.95,
'

plus pojtoge
|

BLACK wllh NftVV with BROWN with NAVY
BED Q POWDEB ; AQUA RED

(Marl, Ul ond 2nd choice of color)

10 12 14 16 18 IC rcle .il. -o

me, etc
.
plainly)

I

nied)
I

City_

Helpful Hints Wanted
Stars, and producers, too, need your
comments, both critical and compli-
mentary, to guide them in making the

kind of movies you like. Write your
. letters to Fans' Forum now. Monthly
awards for best letters published

:

$10.00, 15.00 and five $1.00 prizes, all

payable in War Savings Stamps. Clos-

ing date is the 2Sth of the month.

Please address your letters to Fans'
Forum, Screenland, 37 West 57th

Street, New York 19, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

Three cheers for Miss Day's article in

the April issue of Screenland. I have been
wanting to read just such an , article f

some time. I have heard considerable criti-

cism relative to the private lives of Holly-'

wood stars and each time I have "blown my
top," causing some pretty stiff arguments.
I agree with Miss Day. Every star whether
big or small is the center of attraction and
that is more or less the reason for this open-
aired attack on Hollywood.

Columnists give the stars a break, a very
well-deserved break, but at the same time
comes the rumor that this star left her hus-
band or so-and-so had a fight in public, or

this star did that. "Isn't that a shame? Oh
well, that's Hollywood for you!" You can
rest assured that when I hear such talk I

really boil. I do not have much to go on, but
I still think that stars are ordinary people,

with their private lives thrown across the

headlines. I would say that I see seven
movies, out of every ten. Being a war widow
I have ample time to see movies, and nat-

urally I try to keep up with the happenings
in Hollywood. I don't mean scandals, but
stars cast for new roles, pictures released

and, above all, the stars who give so much
of their time to the war efifort. I sincerely

believe that every star contributes to the

war effort. There may be some who don't,

Screenland

but just look around at the other people of

this land we love, and you find some who
have forgotten the "blood-stained" beaches
across the waters. Take a look around
Hollywood and see how many stars have
been overseas to entertain the boys at the

front, and just as Miss Day said, at their

own personal expense. That means so much
to the American fighting man. li that was
all the stars had done, maybe there could

be room for criticism, but it isn't—not by a
long shot.

Recently one of the top box-office stars

married a girl that I knew. She was from
my home-town, and did that give some of
the loose tongues a work-out ! You know
the usual routine : "He married her to give

her a break in the movies," and so many
other things. I can truthfully say that it did

not touch either the boy or girl. They, I

believe, are happy and I hope the gossip-

mongers see that in the years to. come.
'Ihen comes the subject of divorces.

There are plenty of divorces outside of Hol-
lywood. Look around the world at the

prominent people who have married num-
bers of times. Alaybe life in Hollywood is

out of the ordinary, but don't you think

the profession is just as much out of the

ordinary?
Through this letter to you, I would like

to send my heartiest thanks to this industry

for giving us wholesome entertainment.

MRS. JENNIE MARTIN, Birmingham 7, Ala.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

H I were a talented, ambitious young
player just beginning a screen career. I

should ask a special Thespian Providence
to save me from the dubious fortune of

overnight stardom. In ninety-nine cases out

of a hundred it means quick and complete
oblivion.

Such an auspicious beginning augurs ill

for a young star. Having attained success

the spectacular way, he or she is expected

to keep right on being spectacular, and it

can't be done. Parts like that in pictures

like that just don't happen every day, and



story^^^^fie singing
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any role essayed afterward is anti-climax.

I am deeply concerned lest such a fate

befall a very gifted and personable new-
comer, one Gregory Peck. It is strongly

indicated that "Keys Of The Kingdom" will

do for him what "The Song Of Berna-
dette" did for Jennifer Jones. In most
minds, including my own, Jennifer will al-

ways be Bernadettc and any future role

Peck plays. Father Chisholm will dominate.

The very excellence of their performances,

the convincingness of their portrayal is

responsible for that, and an actor must be

extraordinarily gifted to maintain that lofty

standard. It requires not only great talent

and versatility, but consistently good roles.

Few can do it. I hope Gregory Peck will.

WILLIE MAE JACKSON, Nashville, Tenn.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

An open letter to Bing Crosby : I heard
you last night when you received the Acad-
emy Award for the best performance of
the year in "Going My Way." I was so

proud you'd have thought I personally re-

ceived it. You're a great guy, Mr. C, but

I don't think you know it.

I can't quite put into words the happi-

ness you have brought into my life. It may
sound strange to you but maybe I can ex-

plain. Whenever I see you on the screen I

always know I'm in for an enjoyable eve-

ning. Then on Thursdays there's your radio

program. I can enjoy your humor and those

songs, sung in the usual Crosby manner.
And there's always your records. Not many
people can take you from Hawaii to the

plains of Texas, then sing you a love song
with such tenderness and also swing sung
the way we like to hear it. And those

beautiful hymns and old spirituals that come
from the heart bring tears to our eyes.

Even if you couldn't sing a note you could

easily get by on your personality. There's no
getting around it you've got what it takes

to put over a smooth performance, singing

or not. You proved that in "Going My
Way." I just couldn't imagine you playing

the role of a priest. You certainly showed
me, and I think a lot of other people, when
you walked ofif with the Academy Award
last night.

Thanks for all the laughs, the songs, and
a few tears. To me, Bing, you're my memo-
ries of the past and dreams of the future.

MISS HARRIET ANDERSON,
Seattle 3, Wash.

An incident that happened a short time
ago came back to me when I saw a picture

of Lon McCallister in your magazine. Right
there and then I decided to sit down and
write of the admiration and respect for Lon
McCallister which this incident gave me.
A fellow like Lon McCallister, a famous

movie star, a very busy actor in the Army
Air Forces' production, "Winged Victory,"
would naturally be quite busy, and some-
times too busy to spend a little time in

church. But the week that "Winged Vic-
tory" was playing in Detroit, I attended
Sunday Mass in a church located in the

heart of the city. A few minutes before the

service was over, I noticed a soldier w-ho
had just entered. I took a second look but

I knew I wasn't mistaken for Lon Mc-
Callister looked exactly as he did in his

movies. I couldn't turn my eyes away for

it was strange to see him praying so rev-

erently. I was impressed by the fact that he
attended Mass, if only for a little while,

when he could have easily given himself the

excuse that he was too busy. He probably
was, but just snatching those few minutes
shows what a fine person he really must be.

Somehow before when I've thought, of
movieland it represented a fairyland—its

Our Cover Girl, 20+h Century-Fox star Linda

Darnell, Is a symphony of color in her two-piece

Catallna swim suit of rayon jersey, combining
black, bright flame and lime in a daizling effect.

people all so glamorous and talented, so

different from us everyday folk. But now
I realize that, even though they may ap-

pear glamorous and "out of this world,"

they are still just like us—all the common
everyday occurrences are also theirs.

MISS JEAN WOJTOS, Detroit 11, Mich.

A lot has been said of Lana Turner as a

glamor girl, but rarely do you hear praises

of her personality, charm, and acting abil-

ity. I thought she was wonderful in

"Honky Tonk" and "Marriage Is A Private
Affair," but I didn't hear it praised as it

irresistible lips

Headed for the altar

.

dearly beloved, joyously happy
Her lips irresistible . . . smooth,

invitingly soft, color-perfect With

IRRESISTIBLE RASPBERRY LIPSTICK.

v/H IP-TEXT through a secret

process to be creamy-soft',

non-drying, longer lasting.

Matching rouge and powder.
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should have been. Her ease in front of the

cameras seems to be the secret of her suc-

cess. Her individual beauty and charm
make her lovable, and yet we hear more
about her sweaters. I sincerely wish one of

you writer^ivould get busy and do a story

on Miss Turner that would let all your

readers see her person instead of her

glamor.
So far, Lana Turner has played mostly

light comedy roles, but it's my opinion

that she has the ability to do pictures on

the order of "Gaslight," "Mrs. Parkington,"

and "To Have And Have Not." I may be

prejud'ced, but it seems to me that Holly-

wood is passing up a splendid opnortunity

in allowing Lana Turner to stay so much
in the well-known background. Give us a

little more real Turner, new hair-do and all

!

MRS. J. M. BURNETT, Roanoke, Va.

Nearly everything the Motion Picture

Academy of Arts and Science did concern-

ing the Academy Award Winners of 1944, I

found extremely disconcerting.

To begin with, how could the Academy
award the "oscar" to Jennifer as the top

actress of 1943, and then nominate her as a

best supporting actress in 1944? It was
easy to see that Miss Jones possessed a

starring role in "Since You Went Away."
She all but walked off with the show.
Even though Barry Fitzgerald gave a

supreme performance in "Going My Way,"
I still say that it was nonsense to nominate
him for a double "oscar." When the Acad-
emy starts nominating supporting actors for

top awards and top actors for supporting

awards, I think something should be done.

How Bing Crosby won the award over

the other male stars nominated is way over

my head. Compared to Charles Boyer's men-
acing performance in "Gaslight," Crosby
wasn't the least bit of competition.

The selection of "Going My Way" as

the best picture of the year was almost

more than I could endure. I think "Since

You Went Away" was definitely . the prize

package of 1944. As to direction, none
could compete with Conway and Bacquet's

"Dragon Seed."

CPL. JOHN D. HUMPHREY,
Bowman Field, Ky.

I hate to be the one to say I told you so,

because I loathe and despise such a person.

But I did, you know—about three years

ago. I wrote a letter to the editor of your
splendid magazine (which, incidently, you
did not publish, much to my disappoint-

ment) praising Hedy Lamarr, not on her
beauty alone, but on her acting ability as

well. It was just after I had seen her in

"H. M. Pulham, Esq."
Now, after seeing "Experiment Perilous,"

I am thoroughly convinced that she is a

fine actress. Always before you were aware
from start to finish that it was Lamarr in

the picture. She never really lost her iden-

tity. But in this picture she WAS AlHda.

I was delighted to hear that she expects

her first child in the spring. I hope it will

be a girl and be the image of her famous
and beauteous ma. I also read that after the

child's birth, sfie will turn producer and star

in her own movies. May I suggest that her

first picture, if at all possible, be one star-

ring her and Charles Boyer? They are an
unbeatable combination on the screen.

Now, I will stick my neck out and sug-
gest Hedy for the part of Amber, in "For-
ever Amber." I think Hedy would make a

fiery and wonderful Amber. Don't you
agree?

Here's wishing Hedy the very best in all

her producing ventures and I congratulate

you, ScREENLAND, foF turning out such a
fine and entertaining magazine.

JO ANNE CARRICO, Indianapolis, Ind.

Are you in

What would yov do about this back view?

I I
Wear a shawl

I I Go informally

I I Make up fhe difference

If your swim-suit back has branded you,

relax! Make up the difference—by "tan-

ning" the paler skin with leg make-up.

Maybe Sis will do it. Be fastidious about

your daintiness, too. On problem days,

choose Kotex, the napkin with a deodorant.

Yes, now there's a deodorant safely

locked inside each Kotex. The deodorant

can't shake out because it is processed

right into each pad—not merely dusted

on. See how this new Kotex "extra" helps

keep you dainty, confident.

the know ?

Is the pattern of this sport jacket a—
Gun Club Check

Glen Plaid

I I
Herringbone

Notice your date's new duds! He's prob-

ably duked up just for you. So if his jacket

is a Gun Club Check (as above), show him
you know. Boys, too, need reassuring. As
for you, sometimes reassurance comes from
just being worry-free. Like when you have
the confidence that Kotex sanitary napkins

give. With Kotex you risk no revealing

outlines, for of all leading napkins only

Kotex has flat tapered ends that don't show.
And you get extra protection with that

patented safety center of Kctex!

Should a house-guest make her own bed?

Yes

No

Whether you're staying for weeks or a

week-end, the answer is yes, these servant-

less days. A thoughtful guest helps her

hostess. Make your bed . . . take a turn

with the dishes . . . and you'll never lack

invitations. You needn't decline them,

either, when your calendar warns "stay

home!" Pack a supply of Kotex—and go,

for Kotex will keep you more comfortable.

You'll find Kotex unlike pads that just

"feel" soft at first touch. There's no
bunching, no roping. Kotex
is the napkin that actually stays

soft ivhile ivearing!

Now— A DEODORANT
in every Kotex napkin

More women c\\oose KOTEX*

+han a\\ other sanifary napkins pwf together
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PERMANENT WAVE
Complete Home Kit OtwUmg

PLUS TAX
NOTHING BLSE

TO BUY

FOR EVERY

TYPE OF
HAIR

Now, thrill to the joy of a cool,

machineless permanent wove.

Do it yourself at home the

Chorm-Kurl way. Requires no heat, no electricity, no

previous hair waving experience. Leaves hair soft, easy

to manage and looking like natural curls and waves.

Over 6,500,000 sold. It's o sensation from coast to

<oast.

IT'S EASY... SAVES MONEY
Anyone can do it. And Charm-Kurl is sofe— contains no

harmful chemicals. Bleached, dyed or gray hair takes a

marvelous wave. It's inexpensive— costs only 59c com-

plete, yet the results are guaranteed to please as well

as any $10.00 professional permanent or money back

on request. Ideal, too, for children, positively cannot

harm their soft, fine iiair.

Easy as Putting Your Hair

Up in Curlers
Yes, Charm-Kurl is sheer hair magic. If you

can comb your hair you can give yourself a

luxurious Charm-Kurl Permanent. Each Kit

contains Permanent Wave Solution, 50 Curl-

ers, Shampoo, end tissues, wave set, rinse

and complete illustrated instructions.
4
I

Charm-Kurl is for sale at department stores,

drug stores and 5c and 10c stores. Get a
Kit today, and thrill to your lovely new per-

manent tomorrow. i

Ci>ms6olirst
Noted Doctor's Relief Acts INSTANTLY
The instant you apply Dr. i

SchoU's Zino-pads on your
corns or sore toes, torment-
ing shoe friaioa stops
painful pressure is lifted.

Separate AIe<//ca/a)«iare in-

cluded for speedily remov-
ing corns. Cost but a trifle.

AtDrug,Shoe,Dept.Stores, 1

Toiletry Counters every- 1

where. Get a box today!
|

1 t-H

D^Scholklino-pads

Your Guide to Current Filnns

THE CLOCK—MGM
Tender, touching romance woven around
two nice kids—a soldier on fort}-eight-hour
furlough in the big city and a little office

worker, who meet by accident, tall grad-
ually and naturally in love, and decide to

marry all within that brief space of time.

Robert Walker and Judy Garland will warm
your heart as this average young couple

confronted with the breathless urge of war-
time love, and you will follow their adven-
tures with sympathy and attention. Sensi-

tive direction of Vincente Minelli has in-

spired some charming scenes, though others

are slow-paced and somewhat arty. But see

it for Walker's wistful portrayal of a thor-

oughly nice and shy G.I., Judy's first strictly

dramatic role without -a song, and Keenan
Wynn and Jimmy Gleason for comedy.

FLAME OF THE BARBARY COAST—Repi;b/;c

What a boy from Montana has up his

sleeve to show the Barbary Coast inhabi-

tants of the early 1900s in the way of smart
politics, gambling, and fast trigger work is

something to see when that boy is John
Wayne. In this film, co-starring Ann
Dvorak as saloon chanteuse, he takes his

few paltry dollars from a mortgage on his

ranch and in no time at all runs them up
into the thousands, in the meantime making
the suave villain (Joseph Schildkraut) look
silly. The San Francisco earthquake inter-

rupts his enterprise, but in the end he finds

himself helping to build up a better city.

OUT OF THIS WORLD—Paromount
Something strictly new—hilarious satire on
the king of the crooners, with Eddie
Bracken at his inimitable best as a messen-
ger boy who suddenly finds he has a Voice
and hits the radio jackpot to his own amaze-
ment. It's riotous when you realize that out

of the mouth of Bracken come the world-
famous pear-shaped tones of Bing—Brack-
en's own idea. You'll even catch a glimpse
of the Crosb}' kids. When Eddie, maneu-
vered into fame by a smart little girl orches-

tra leader, learns to love her only to find she

has "sold" shares in him, it's laugh stuff

touched with pathos. Diana Lynn performs
brilliantly at the piano : Veronica Lake, in

sulky fashion; Cass Daley, for laughs.

WITHOUT LOVE—MGM
With a Philip Barry play prepared for the
screen by Donald Ogden Stewart and the

nicely teamed talents of Katharine Hepburn
and Spencer Tracy, you couldn't expect any-
thing else but a bang-up sophisticated ro-

mantic comedy with plenty of delightful sit-

uations and snappy, to-the-point dialogue.

Even though it does use that old tried-and-

true theme, marriage-in-name-only, which
as usual turns out in the happily-ever-after
manner, it's good enough to see again, espe-

cially with Spencer Tracy, a scientist with
a penchant for somnambulation, working
on an oxygen helmet for the government,
and Katharine Hepburn, a spirited and
learned scientist too. Keenan Wynn, won-
derful as an inebriate, Lucille IBall, pert,

pretty, and Carl Esmond round out fine cast.

CHINA SKY—R/CO
Chinese war scenes form a dramatic back-
ground for an appealing love triangle with
Randolph Scott cast as an American • doc-
tor who has dedicated his services to a
small Chinese village hospital, his soft, cow-
ardly wife played by Ellen Drew, and Ruth
Warrick, as his courageous colleague—the

woman he should have married in the first

place. We're also treated to another triangle

—Carol Thurston as a Chinese nurse, be-

trothed since childhood, Philip Ahn. her
fiance, a Korean doctor ashamed of his

Japanese ancestry, and Anthony Quinn, as

the guerrilla hero who finally wins her.

THIS MAN'S NAVY—MGM
Here is Wallace Beery as you like him—this

time a great big, bluff Chief Petty Officer

who goes by the very apt name of Ned
Trumpet and even more appropriate nick-

name, Gas Bag, in the Lighter-Than-Air
division (blimps, to you, dear!). James
Gleason makes a fine foil for his tall-tales

about a son he doesn't have, the Maharajah
of India and other fanciful meanderings of

his tongue. It gets off to a slow beginning, but
don't let it fool you. There's plenty of sus-
pense when he finds a son—that personable

Tom Drake !—lots of action chasing sub-

marines, with an exciting escape from Japs
in the Burma-China jungles—and romance
with prett\- Jan Clayton. Watch this girl

!
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Ke will find you lovelier than ever

Return to Beauty... for him... for you. Your moments together counted off

like precious jewels. Alluring. . .confident in your Film tone makeup . . . knowing

that he finds you lovelier than ever. Liquid Cream .. . in a slender

crystal tube... that smoothes on with your fingertips ... to last the radiant hours

without drying or streaking. Denying every tiny skin fault... yet revealing the

natural tones of your skin glowing through. Return to beauty with...

Boulevard • Dawn
Rose Glow Rachel

In Liquid Cream

or Cake 23e

HOUSE OF HOLLYWOOD lOS ANGEIES • NEW YORK

SCREENLAND

Al your fai'orile Drug or Dime Store
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When legs come
out for attention

in sunnmer, good

Step Out
grooming be-

comes a "must"

for

^ SUMMER
In or ou+of the watif
Janls Page's legs look,

lovely, and- show
their good grooming
Janis will soon ibe

seen in the Warner
• Brothers film "Of

urn an Bondage

Using the cushions of her fingers, Janis, at right

applies her leg makeup in long upward strokes

starting at the toes, for an even all-over finish,

By Josephine Felts

ON Your Toes! This summer the em-
phasis is on good grooming—from
top to toe. And speaking of toes,

have you had a pedicure lately—and how do
your legs shape up? Can you face a bare-

legged summer with a smile, or are you

A sponge is very effective for smoothly ap-

plying liquid makeup. Notice how beauti-

fully sleek and smooth Janis's legs are.

worrying about where best to hide your
pale, fuzzy underpinnings? If you are self-

conscious about your legs, don't stop to cry

over it. Even the most discouraging condi-

tion can be remedied or disguised with a
little effort.

Most of us think of makeup and skin in

relation to our faces only. Well, it shouldn't

stop there. Legs come in for their share,

A hint for extra glamor comes from our

lovely starlet—a touch of rouge on the

knees when wearing shorts or a bathing suit.

too. Good grooming, and an expert makeup
job, can make your legs as glamorous and
decorative as any movie star's.

There is an endless variety of fine, stay-on

leg makeups on the market, and among
them you are sure to find the very one that

suits you as to color and texture. A wide
range of makeup colors are at your com-

(Plcase turn to page 76)

For the final finish to her pedicure, Janis

carefully applies a shade of nail polish to her

toes which harmonizes with her fingertips.

SCKEENLAND



Quit Sitting On
the Cover of Your

Hope Chest!

Airthe girls were getting married . . . but

not Alice. Alice was sitting on the cover of

her hope , chest and didn't know it. She

would be the last to suspect why men
were interested in her one moment and
indifferent the next.

Even when it's only occasional, halitosis

(unpleasant breath) can stamp you as unde-

sirable. Once this condition has been detected

the bad news may travel fast and be hard to

live down. Dare you risk offending others

when Listerine Antiseptic provides such a

quick and wholly delightful precaution?

Simply rinse the mouth with Listerine An-
tiseptic morning and night, and before any
date where you wish to be at your best. How
it freshens! . . . what a feeling of assurance

it gives!

While some cases of halitosis are of sys-

temic origin, most cases, say a number of

authorities, are due to the bacterial fermenta-
tion of tiny food particles clinging to mouth
surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic halts such fer-

mentation, then overcomes the odors fer-

mentation causes. Almost immediately your
breath is fresher, sweeter—less likely to offend.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
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HERE'S THE MIRACLE MUSICAL AS BIG, AS NEfV, AS DIFFERENT

AS ANYTHING ^^^'^^^^^^ ejj^^^VER DREAMED! ALL ON
THE SCREEN! AND J^ '^

'""IM. YOU'RE NOT DREAMING!

' A cross-century girl-hunt with Fred, G. Washington, C. Columbus and the U. S. Marines hot

on the trail of joyous Joan and luscious June! . . .Laugh at its Gags! Marvel at its Magnificence!

Thrill to its Romance! Sing its Songs! . . . There's Never Been

Anything Like It Before! The Funniest

,Picture Ever Set to Music!

MacMURRAY

LESLIE

HAVER

SONGSi \f
"Morale"

'"If Love Remains"

"All At Once"
'^'Song of The Rhineland"

"Columbus"

20,u
CENTURY- FOX

PICTURE

GENE SHELDON -ANTHONY QUINN -CARLOS RAMIREZ- ALAN MOWBRAY
FORTUNIO BONONOVA- HERMAN BING- HOWARD FREEMAN
Directed by GREGORY RATOFF Produced by WILLIAM PERLBERG Screen Play by MORRIE RYSKINO

Story by MORRIE RYSKINDandSIG HERZIG ' Lyrics and Music t>y Ira Gershwin and Kurt Weill • Dances Staged by Fanchoi|^
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AN OPEN LETTER

TO BARRY FITZGERALD

DEAR DREAM MAN

:

I hope you don't mind my
calling you that, but you see

I've been that way about you for a

long time now. You've been my ideal

(after Bing, of course), and since I've

never met you I can't just call you

Barry. Besides, it's the Betty Hutton in-

fluence. I've just come from seeing you

both in. "Incendiary Blonde"—Betty play-

ing Texas Guinan, and you her father. I

haven't recovered yet.

I just hope this won't mean the end of

our beautiful, if one-sided, friendship. Like

every other movie fan, I drooled over you

in "Going My Way," rooted for you to

win the Academy Award, cheered when
you did, and looked forward to your next

picture. Now I've seen it, and if I didn't

know "Incendiary Blonde" was made long

before the Academy Awards were handed
out, I'd say your "Oscar" had gone to your

head and knocked you silly. For you play

Pa Guinan, not only to the hilt, you ham
it up so that it seems a caricature of all

those beloved Barry Fitzgerald characters

Typical Fitzgerald charac-
tarizatlons, reading up from
left: in "Two Year* Before

The Mast," Alan Ladd
starrer; in "None But The
Lonely Heart," with Gary
Grant; and !n the Academy
Award-winning "Going My
Way," starring B!ng Crosby.

Barry Fitzgerald's latest role is Pa Guinan,

father of Texas Guinan, played by Betty

Hutton, in Paramount's "Incendiary Blonde."

In scene still above, Mary Philips is seen

at left playing the rote of Betty's mother.

we've applauded. 1 can't understand it,

because from all I've heard you're a modest

man who doesn't take his "art" too se-

riously and is somewhat surprised at all

the hullabaloo about it. Maybe the part

bored you so that you had to have some

fim with it and—no.' well, I'm just trying

to find some excuse, that's all—especially

before I see your next, "Two Years Before

The Mast," where your makeup calls for

sideburns, which always seem to have a

bad effect on an actor.

This has hurt me far worse than it will

you, I know. I was just on the verge of

writing you for a fan photo and now I

can't. Or would you be a big, forgiving

soul and send me one an>"«ay? I don't care

what you write on it as long as you men-

tion my name.



Holloi

a civilian

touch with

Louis Hoyword
again, keeps in

friends still in uniform. Above,
time out between scenes of

his come-bock film with Don
Senick, wor correspondent.

WHO COME BACK HOME?
Louis Hayward, who has just returned to

pictures after two and a half years' service

as a Captain in the U. S. Marine Corps,

has a message for every American family

EVERYONE from a clerk in a store to the writer of

a lovelorn column in a tabloid seems to be giving

advice to returning servicemen these days. Regard-
less of qualifications, these people have spouted off on such
matters as the serviceman's girl, his post-war plans, his

chances for employment, and what-have-you.
Strangely enough, many of these self-styled authorities on

the subject really understand these boys who are coming
back to begin life over again. No one seems to have thought
of discussing this vital subject with a returning serviceman
himself. To get some first-hand views and pointers, there-

fore, I decided to pay a visit to popular and likable Louis

Hayward, who has just returned from two and a half years'

service as a Captain with the U. S. Marine Corps;

Louis has more than a creditable service record. For his

superlative work during the Battle of Tarawa as a combat
photographer, he won the Bronze Star with a citation signed

by Admiral Nimitz plus a Presi- {Please turn to jmge 77

)

Hayward, an actor again, signs autographs for visiting service-

men, center. Right below, in a closeup with June Duprez, heroine

of Hayward's "Ten Little Indians," an Agatha Christie mystery.







AFEW YEARS ago I met a golden-

haired dolly on a movie set. She
was very beautiful and she had al-

ready started on her way to fame. She

was heralded as glamor without equal.

In the period of work lasting for six long

months of daily scrutiny, the dolly laid

hold of my heart. Because of her guile-

less simplicity and young earnestness, I

cherished the determined conviction that

people would, one day, really know her.

For she was of infinite worth. When the

dolly was having her baby I spoke to

her. She answered in the simple pro-

fundity we expect of the eloquent, that

she had been blessed so much already.

Now, with the baby coming soon, her

joy and happiness would be ever com-
plete.

Well, the baby came. Nobody includ-

ing the doctors would bet a penny on
her life. Because it didn't look at all for

sure. I thought a lot about the big dolly

during those months of heart-breaking

indecision. I thought about the little

dolly, too. \^Tiat would she really be
like if she lived?

They do not look back now except to

be eternally thankful that the voice

ringing merrily through the sunlit house
is the life that wasn't worth a cent. I

planned to visit the baby sometime. I'd

want to stay a long while. Make up for

lost time. It certainly happened. In a
most unexpected way. It surprised us
all vastly. And it is making up for lost

time.

The door opened. There was a giggle.

We were sitting in the library talking

business, the big dolly and I. She came
in. Twenty-five pounds, thirty-one

inches of hug. Pink cheeks, tinged with
gold from the sun, big brown eyes, rose-

bud mouth, button nose, light bright

hair blown from the wind. She raised

her arms to love them around her

Mommy's neck. There was a formal in-

troduction, of course. "You better get

used to me," I chirped, "I'm going to be
around here a lot." She looked keenly
at me. Then she settled back in her

mother's arms, straightened up and took
me in from toe to head. She did not
smile. I considered standing on my head,

making faces, and tweaking her chin. I

did none of these silly things. I simply

Just eighteen months old, Cheryl Christina pays one of her rare visits

to the studio where mama works and meets big director Robert Z. Leonard.

stared back. Amazed at her adult man-
ner of contemplation. Her mother, with
accustomed delightful directness said,

"Might as well get used to my daughter's
behavior, you're in the family now." At
this moment the nurse entered and said

excuse her, please, but Cheryl Christina

had to go sit on the pottie, but that

she'd be back presently. Her hand in

the nurse's, she glanced back. But she
did not smile. I knew that the baby
was not a baby at all, but a lady of

some consequence.

That I was treading into her private

world as no other human being had
ever dared was brought to her as she
mounted the stairs shortly after our

Lana's latest role is in "Weekend At The
Waldorf," which also stars Van Johnson
(shown with Miss Turner below). Ginger
Rogers, and Walter Pidgeon. MSM's fab-

ulous new musical depends upon Keenan
Wynn (right, below) for comedy touches.

first meeting. The office-studio was not
yet finished and it was necessary to work
temporarily in a makeshift office in the

hall, only a few feet from her nursery.

It was, in reality, a sort of nursery an-

nex. It would be impossible for her to

come and go, even to peep her own nose
out of her own door without me seeing

her. Here I sat—in the company of her

closest companions too. Big pink Peter

Rabbit, with floppy ear, and Mr. Ele-

phant in red breeches. Yes. There I

was.

In playful enthusiasm a couple of

hours later she ran from her nursery

and darted down the steps. I yanked
her back by the seat of her very brief

pants. She gave me a perplexed look.

But she did not whimper nor cry. She
won my admiration at once. After all,

why should anybody grab anybody else

by the seat of the pants?

I mustn't corrupt this good household,

{Please turn to page 68

)



You GET a little tired of the rags-to-

riches legend in Hollywood. You
meet it everywhere—in the studios,

in publicity releases, in the fabulous tales

that are whispered up and down the Strip.

"See that character over there?" someone
at Giro's will say. "He used to deal 'em
off the arm at a quick-and-dirty in Mun-
cie, Indiana." Or a mail-room boy will

jerk his head at a gorgeous babe stroll-

ing languidly down a studio hall and mur-
mur under his breath, "They pulled her

out of a drive-in on Wilshire."

And then you meet Bob Walker, and
somehow the idea doesn't seem corny any
more. There is an inextinguishable qual-

ity of naive youth about this twenty-six-

year-old. It springs forth to meet you
when you shake hands with him despite

his most obvious efforts to appear poised

and grave. "Look," he says ^almost at

once, "none of this Horatio Alger stuff.

Scoop photos on lh!s page show Bob learn-

ing new dance technique from Delicia

Garcia, preHy rhumba specialist wifh

Xavier Cugaf and his orchestra, with whom
Bob made personal appearance hit at the

Capitol Theater in New York recently.

huh? If you only knew how tired I get

of that!" Then, as he talks, the old stories

of the boy struggling against adverse cir-

cumstances in New York and in Holly-

wood again reassert themselves and the

legend persists on being an integral part

of the tale. And, one suspects, when he
is alone he likes to think about it, too.

It isn't so long ago that he and his

young bride, Jennifer Jones, were living

in a $16-a-month flat. Memories of that

sort don't fade out of one's mind very
quickly. Or the miles and miles of pave-

ment traversed while looking for jobs. A
youngster of Bob's age keeps remember-
ing how thin the soles of his shoes were

and the way the rough seams of the pave-

ment hurt his tired feet. He doesn't for-

get hamburgers, cooked over a gas plate,

or the aroma of a mug of hot coffee, in-

haled while he was standing under an
awning with rain dripping dismally down
his neck. Those things make an impres-

sion on the mind though they may lose

some of their bitterness when the softer

{Please turn to -page 66)





Marsha Hunt's Mona Lisa smile at left is a tip-off to her

personality. She's an enigma to herself and everyone else!

Just try to find the real

Marsha Hunt behind the

versatile actress—we can't!

By Alyce Canfield

MARSHA HUNT was relaxing on
the couch of her dressing room.
Frankly, she looked very luscious

and feminine and beautiful. She also

looked as if she were as cool as a cucum-
ber, with everything under control—in-

cluding Marsha.
Which just goes to show that looks

can certainly be deceiving and things are

not what they seem, for right out of a
clear blue sky Marsha tossed this bomb-
shell niy way: "What am I really like?

Well, the terrible answer to that is there

is no me! I am the original YehUdi. I'm

every role I've ever played and every

person I've ever known. Tear me apart

and what do you find—a mirror! Not
only am I full of my own lights and
shadows and upsets, but I'm possessed

of everyone else's, too!"

One more characterization added to the Mar-
sha Hunt gallery: the high-strung, impetuous
daughter of the Scott family, where Greer Gar-
son is a servant girl, in MGM's movie from
Marcia Davenport's best-selling "Valley Of
Decision." At right below, Marsha in a scene

with Marshall Thompson, who plays her brother

in the Garson starrer, soon to be releas«d.

After giving out with this startling in-

formation, she proceeded to go on from
there, blasting many myths concerning

her. telling the plain, honest and unvar-

nished truth about herself in a frank and
revealing interview that brought into

focus a Marsha Hunt whom you. haven't

met, or known, before.

Although Marsha does not like stories

about her that are not true and is very
careful not to make statements that can
be misconstrued, through some quirk of

circumstance there has grown in the

(Please turn to page 84
)
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The dilemma in the biissfii

domestic life of the Pa
O'Briens—a heart-warm
ing story told on Holly

wood's beloved Irishmai

by old friend "Dick" Mool

Modern tin-type of a stream-

lined American -family, left:

the O'Brien clan Pat, Eloise,

Sean (8), Mavourneen (10}
and Terrance Kevin (4).

"TOOK AT ME!" Pat O'Brien de-

I. rrianded despairingly.

1 looked. "You look well fed," I

observed. "Rationing doesn't seem to

have worked any hardship on you."

"The deuce with rationing!" he ex-

claimed. "Don't get sarcastic and no
matter how I look, I'd like you to know
I dropped fourteen pounds on that last

overseas junket. It's my i>ersonal, pri-

vate life I'm bothered about."

"What's the matter with your per-

sonal, private life.''" I inquired politely.

"You have a gorgeous home, a beautiful

wife, three kids and an income that must
cause Mr. Morganthau to have pleasant

At right, O'Brien at work: with Ellen Drew
and Rudy Vallee in RKO's "The Amorous
Ghost." Left, O'Brien the good American:

in China with Jinx Falkenburg on USO
Camp Shows tour of CBI war theater.

dreams every time he thinks about it

What're you beefing about? Got a cou-

ple of pages of your personal, private

life stuck together?"

Mr. O'Brien shot me a murderous
glance, filled his mouth with some of

Lucey's tossed salad and addressed me
in resigned tones. "Pay attention," he
admonished me. "In words of one and
two syllables that even you can under-

stand, I will try to explain what's wrong.

"I have always" thought that Eloise

(his wife) and I are one of the really

happily married couples of Hollywood.
The way things are now I might as well

not be married at all. I have no home

life any more. The war did it. You said

I had a gorgeous home, a beautiful wife,

three kids and no wolf on the doorstep

—

at least, as far as I know." He glared at

me suspiciously for a moment before

continuing. "I was married fourteen

(Please turn to page 62

)
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Duke Ellington

Lena Horne

Spike Jones

Sammy Kaye
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Freddy Martin

Hal Mclntyre

Glenn Miller

Vaughn Monroe

David Rose

Artie Shaw
Dinah Shore

Charlie Spivak

Fats Waller

NOW AT YOUR VICTOR DEALER'S!
You don't have to wait for the mail . . . you
can get this exciting set of 16 postcard pinups

today! Each is reproduced from a magnificent

oil painting by the famous artist, Albert Fisher.

They're printed in brilliant color ... on glossy,

heavy cards 5J^" x 3J^" (actual postcard size!).

Interesting facts about each star are on back.

Your Victor dealer has only a limited supply

—so be sure to get yours today!

Ask your dealer for records of these Victor and Bluebird artists

Perry Como • Tommy Dorsey • Duke Ellington • Shep Fields • Erskine Hawkins • Lena Horne • Spike Jones

Sammy Kaye • King Sisters • Wayne King • Freddy Martin • Hal Mclntyre • Glenn Miller • Vaughn Monroe

Phil Moore Four • Tony Pastor • Alvino Rey • David Rose • Artie Shaw • Dinah Shore • Charlie Spivak

Martha Stewart • David Street . Fats Waller Listen to "The Music America Loves Best*' Sundays, 4:30 p.m., EWT, over NBC.

Buy More War Bonds

THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR ARTISTS ARE ON
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RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA, RCA VICTOR DIVISION, CAMDEN, N. J.



JIMMY DUNN must be awfully tired

of sob stories by this time. Particu-

larly since they aren't true.

They all started when the announce-
ment went out that Jimmy had been
signed to play Johnny Nolan in "A Tree
Grows In Brooklyn." It was the perfect

Hearts and Flowers set up, Jimmy Dunn,
one of Hollywood's forgotten men, cop-

If Isn't only his career that's gone zooming
but his personal life as well. Below, Jimmy
with the new Mrs. Dunn, the former Edna
Rush of radio.^at^ their Pittsburgh wedding.

ping the juiciest acting plum of the year.

Roles like Johnny don't come along very
often. Sensational best sellers like that

"Tree" of Betty Smith's don't either. Of
course, "Gone With The Wind" did a

few years ago. So did "Bad Girl" a few
years before that. And the part of Eddie
Collins in "Bad Girl" was a natural, just

like Johnny. It had everything, charm
and color and feeling. Every romantic
young actor in Hollywood was casting a

wistful eye toward it but like Johnny it

went to an unknown. For who in the

The girl who wrote Dunn's best role, that of

Johnny Nolan—Betty Smith, author of "A Tree

Grows In Brooklyn," with a grateful and ad-

miring Jimmy, on recent New York visit.

world had ever heard of Jimmy Dunn
when Eddie was handed to him right on
a silver platter.''

But somehow the silver platter slipped

out of his hand. Not that Jimmy didn't

do right by that role; on the contrary,

he played it so beautifully that he be-

came a star on the strength of it. Only
he didn't stay a star long.

Jimmy himself is the first one to admit
he kicked his big opportunity around a

bit. Not intentionally, of course, but be-

{Please turn to page 88)

One of many touching scenes from 20th Cen-
tury-Fox's fne film. James Dunn as Johnny
with cute Peggy Ann Garner as his loyal little

daughter Francie listening to his dreams.



The Man In The

The sagti of dynamic Darryl Zanuck is one of

Hollywood's great authentic success storii

Impression of the man behind so many 20th Cen-
tury-Fox film hits and winner of the Irving Thalberg

Award: Darryl Francis Zanuck. In starry shape below

you'll see just six of Mr. Zanuck's many discoveries.

By Elizabeth Wilson

TWENTIETH CENTURY - FOX,
which started out in hfe as the Fox
Film Company, is celebrating its

thirtieth birthday this year. The first

twenty years were the hardest. For the

l^st ten years they've just sort of sat

around comfortably, piling up that pretty

green stuff, while the man in the front

office runs things completely, intelligently

and masterfully. As vice-president in

charge of production, thirty-three-year-

old Darryl Francis Zanuck moved over

to the Twentieth Century-Fox lot when
Twentieth Century and Fox merged in

1935, and except for the two years he
was away at war he has been working
there eighteen hours a day ever since.

And when we say working we mean

working. That Zanuck is a pushover for

work. Thrives on it: Loves it.

In 1921 quite a momentous event took
place at Fox and went practically un-
noticed. The studio wrote out a check
for $500 to one Darryl Francis Zanuck,
in payment for an original story. They
didn't think much of the story, but Wil-

liam Russell thought it might have a

germ of an idea for a picture for himself,

and stars have always been stars. Little

did they suspect, as the title writers of

that silent era used to say, that in four-

teen years they'd be writing out weekly
checks to this same Darryl Francis

Zanuck, but certainly for nothing so pal-

try as five hundred bucks! As a matter
of fact, when young Zanuck learned that

the man who adapted his story for the

screen got fourteen hundred dollars for

the adaptation he screamed. "I've been
gypped." From then on he adapted his

own.
Critics of Hollywood like nothing bet-

ter than to portray Hollywood as any-

thing but one big happy family. And
they delight in representing movie moguls
as a pack of jealous hounds ready to leap

at each others' throats; but the actual

"case history" of Hollywood makes a liar

out of them. In 1938 the Academy of

Motion Picture Arts and Sciences decided

in its annual awards to give recognition

to producers. The Irving Thalberg Me-
morial Trophy goes each year to the

producer who makes the greatest con-

Linda Darnell lice Faye

Back in 1931. Will Rogers
and Louite Dresser were a

triumphant comedy team.

In 1935, Henry Fonda and
Janet Gaynor co-starred

in "Farmer Takes A Wife."

Look! Humphrey Bogart

with Claire Luce in "Up
The River" for Fox— 1930.

Lovable brat Jane Willi

was screen's child com«
sensation back in 19



Gene TIerney, chosen for her striking beauty,

proved herself a fine actress in "Laura."

Sue Carol, today's Mrs. Alan Ladd, in Fox's first

soundie, "Movietone Follies"' (1929). Cute?
Betty Grable, greatest of the pin-up queens,

stars in "Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe."

tribution to the screen for the year.

Hollywood selected Zanuck as the first

producer to receive this honor. It is also

significant that at the recently held

awards he again received the trophy for

his great contribution to the screen in

1944—"Wilson."
Hollywood points with pride to Zanuck

as the man with courage and guts enough
to gamble over four million dollars on
filming factually, a risk in itself, his-

torical data as he did with "Wilson."

"To Zanuck must go much of the credit

for bringing the film industry to an
awareness of its responsibilities to the

nation and the world," a rival movie
mogul said of DFZ, and we ask you, does

that sound like throat cutting.'' " 'Wil-

son,' which he produced in the face of

bitter and unrelenting hostility from
potent reactionary groups, is perhaps his

most spectacular attempt to deal with a
contemporary problem—the organization

for world peace. For the most part Hol-

lywood has always carefully avoided con-

troversial matters because of its fear of

reprisal, both political and economic,

from special groups. The movie industry,

lacking the protection afforded the press

and radio, has always been peculiarly

sensitive to political criticism and the

frown of the political censor."

In an industry which is constantly

afraid of having its ears pinned back
Zanuck has proved once and for all that

{Please turn to page 79)

Anne Baxter.

Shirley Temple starred in

"Wee Willie Winkle," with

C, Aubrey Smith—1937.

Richard Jaeckel feggy Ann Garner

One of Zanuck's discover--

ies: Tyrone Power, in "Al-

exander's Ragtime Band."

"How Green Was My Val-

ley" featured boystar Roddy
McDowall with Donald Crisp.

Sophisticated comedy: Wil-
liam Eythe and Tallulah Bank-

head in "A Royal Scandal."



Sonnv Tni

Sonny doesn't have to make up any stories about himself.

As he says, the truth (told here) is fantastic enough

As told to Dora Albert

RECENTLY, I've heard, a certain

movie actor went to his studio pub-
Hcity department and saiil, "I'm

completely fed up on that old biography
you iiave of me in the publicity files."

"Why, what's wrong with it?" the pub-
licity people asked.

"It's just plain dull. Let's add some-
thing exciting to it."

The publicity people asked the actor

for suggestions. "Well, James Cagney,"
he said, "has had an exciting life. "Why
don't you send for his biography, and
we can get some ideas from that.'"

So they sent for the Cagney biogra-

phy, and the actor pointed to a couple of

paragraphs he wanted re-written so as to

make his own biography livelier. When
this had been done, he said, "My biog-

raphy is still dull. I haven't had enough
adventures. Let's look up Errol Flynn's
biography."

At the actor's insistence, they added a

couple of paragraphs from Flynn's biog-

raphy to his life story. Then he was
satisfied. "Put the revised biography in

my files," he ordered, "and if anyone
ever asks what my life has been like,

hand it to them. If anyone ever throws
away that new biography, I'll break his

neck."

And with those words, he walked out
of the publicity department, beaming.

I am fascinated by this story, but noth-
ing in the world would ever make me fol-

low this actor's example. (Incidentally,

he isn't a Paramount actor.) My own
life story is fantastic enough without my
adding any fake color to it. When I tell

people the truth about myself , they often

think I'm kidding. My life is full of

Ripley believe-it-or-nots.

To begin with, I live in a district near
Coldwater Canyon, about fifteen miles

from Hollywood, which is populated
mostly by mountain lions, coyotes and
wildcats. Yes, honest, Mr. Ripley, no
kidding! I found out about the moun-
tain lions when I told the former owner
of the house and land that Mrs. Tufts
and I planned to build a swimming pool

not far from the house. We thought we
had found the ideal spot for such a pool.

The former owner, Mrs. Billy Wilder,
gulped and said, "I wouldn't do that if I

were you. Sonny. You'd have to keep
fishing drowned mountain lions out of

the pool every morning."
At first I thought she was kidding,

and then I remembered those strange

Paramount's amiable blond giant is an actor

with a hard-working sense of humor. He //kes

to pose for gag publicity pictures like these,

below. At right below, with pretty Barbara

Britton on location for "The Virginian."

noises Mrs. Tufts and I had been hear-

ing nights. They couldn't aU come from
coyotes! So far, I haven't seen the moun-
tain lions, but I have heard them roar-

ing, and I haxte seen the coyotes. The
former owner used to turn on all the

floodlights and beat the fence with a tin

can to scare them away. Me—I'm not

that brave. I stay in the house, holding

my trusty Al and fire away. My auto-

matic fires' 17 shots one after another,

and I feel very Bogartish. I haven't

seen the wildcats yet, but I heard one

moaning and yelling one night when the

coyotes had him cornered bv the side of

the hill.

In spite of wildcats, mountain lions

and coyotes, Barbara (my wife) and I

are mad about our present home. It is

in a place called Hidden Valley, and

there are only two other houses in the

vicinity—Myrna Loy's and Diana Barry-

more's.

We can't even see their homes from

where we live. That may not sound very

neighborly, but we love it. Barbara and

I are the original "Don't Fence Me In"

people. We are non-gregarious. We like

to be alone with lots of land around us.

.\ctually we own only four acres, but no

one can build in front of us because of

the reservoir.

I had my eye on the spot since our



Pleasant expos^ of

colorful Signe Hasso

By

Hattie Bilson
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She's never SIgne, always the character she Is

playing on the screen. Here, dramatic mtfhient

from her latest film for RKO: "Johnny Angel."
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YOV SAID, "I am sittiiif; on a

cloud! Actually, you know, it has

come more than true—-all my
dreaminf?."

You had just come from Producer

William Perlberg's office, where you had
been handed one of the starring roles in

^Oth Century- P'ox's siiper-duper Techni-

color musical. '"State Fair," wliich also

stars Dana Andrews and Dick Haymes.
You said, It's all wonderful. Mr.

Perlberg is wonderful. Henry Hatha-

MEMO
to a

way. our director, is wonderful. Ti^ch-

nicolor is wonderful. Dana Andrews is

wonderful. LIFE is wonderful!" You
added, "'Wishing' makes it .so."

Being nineteen, I thought, may have
•something to do with "making it .so."

And having auburn hair. And green

eyes. Or are they blue.'' Or amber.-' And
with that "breathless charm" the jjopu-

lar song urges someone who looks like

you, I'm sure, to keep.

.\loud, I said. '"What do you mean,
Jeanne, 'wishing makes it so'.''"

"Why," you answered, "I always
dreamed about being in the movies.

WTio doesn't? But I didn't do anything
about it. Except wish. And dream.
That's what makes it all so wonderful.

So like magic. The way it happened.
The way it keeps on happening.

"Not long before it happened,
I'd been named Miss Camera
Girl of 1942 in the Long Beach
bathing beauty contest. One of

the prizes was a tour of the

RKO Studios. Just at that time,

Orson Welles was looking for a

girl to play the part of Lucy in

'The Magnificent .\mber.sons.' He
saw me in the studio commissary

and came over to our table and
.said I looked like Lucy and
would I like to make a test?

W ould II So. tlic ne,\l ucck. I wi-iit over

and niade the test. Still cameras weren't

new to me. I'd done (|uitc a lot of jjro-

fessional anrl commercial modeling. For
fun. For ))in-money. Aixl Fd been

"Cover (iirl' twice, on two of the biggest

and best of the national magazines. JUit

Fd never been before a iriotion picture

camera in my life. Fd never liad make-
up on. Mr. Welles didn't rehearse me
at all and I had ten pages of dialogue

and it was all done in one shot.

"Well, I didn't get tlic part. Anne
Baxter did. Mr. W^elles told my mother
I was "Very sweet in life,' but, he said,

'it doesn't come over on the .screen.'

"

(The way it was explained to me,
Jeanne, it didn't come over on the

screen becau.se you were made up for

the test to look very different from the

way you are. They ma<le the mistake
of giving you a different mouth. Dif-

ferent eyebrows. Lots of eye-.shadow

and a sophisticated black dress. You are

not the sophisticated type as you. your-

self, rather wistfully admit.)

"'Of course," you were .saying, "I was
di.sappointed. But more because Mr.
W'elles was one of my idols and I hated
to think I'd di.sappointed him, than be-

cause I didn't get the part. You see, I

hadn't really expected I would. I

{Please turn to pagc^'i)

How a dream
came true for

one nineteen-

year - old girl

By

Gladys Hall

Jeanne Crain, below,
with Dana Andrews
a scene from 20th Cen-
tury-Fox's "State Fair."
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hAPPINESS is a kind of intangible

thing. Many people think they
have attained it, only to find it

bas escaped them somehow. But to see

iihat it can really mean, you have only

'^o talk to one of Hollywood's most lik-

pible actors. I am referring to Bill Ben-

|!
When I first met Bill, he was just

beginning to make a name for himself

las a top character actor. In comparison
jvvith other Hollywood names, he lived

(modestly. But he was happy. Since

tthen, fate has smiled kindly on this man
nd his family. It has brought him an

enviable lia])piness. The kind he thought
he'd never have. He can only stare at

all that has come to him and say, "'Has

it really happened to tne?"

Not only have he and his wife, Tess,

and his daughter, Lorraine, moved into

a new Bel-Air home, a home that is the

answer to everyone's dreams, but the

gods have smiled on him even more by
giving him a baby girl named Stephanie
Ann.

Bill and his family might never have
moved from their Los Feliz home if it

hadn't been for Stephanie. They were
contented before. But their modest bun-

Exclusive pictures of the new Bendix man-
sion: left above, Bill v^ith Mrs. Bendix and
daughter Lorraine in their "Gone With
The Wind" home setting; above, master
bedroom of the beautiful Bel-Air home
designed by noted architect Paul Williams.

galow was not largo ciiougii to take
care of the unexpected addition to their

family. So, with security and an assur-

ance of continued success in pictures,

they decided to buy a new house. The
kind they would be happy in the rest of

their lives. They found it in a spacious

colonial type home that is luxurious and
yet warmly livable. And tliey found it

because of Stephanie.

The house is a beautiful, roomy place

that might have come right from the
pages of "Gone With The Wind." The
back of the house faces the street while

the front overlooks the Bel-Air golf

course. As you sit on the big porch with
its impressive pillars, you see terraced

gardens before you with graceful green

hills forming a background. It is not a
large house as far as the number of

rooms are concerned. There are two
(Please turn to page 7.>

)

Bill's a happy man. Above, he realizes his

fondest dream—a big tiled shower of his

own. At left, wife Tess and 15-year-old

Lorraine watch Bill in new role of

nursemaid. New screen role: in Para-

mount's "Two Years Before The Mast.'
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MLYSON
STARRING

^O-ORDINATED.

\FASH/ONS\

with her fri-colored blouse, June can make
quick changes from shorfs to slacks to eve-
ning skirt and always achieve that sleek

well-groomed look. The blous«, which is all

black in back, is half lime green, half gold'
in front, with dark green cap sleeves.

June's slacks and shorts are black rayon;
her long skirt, below, if black faille.



Shirley Temple, 17, announces her engagement to Sgt.

John George Agar, 24, of the Army Air Forces. Ap-

propriately, Shirley's new picture is "Kiss And Tell"

Press Association, Inc.,

photo

CATCHES UP WITH

Shirley won't, be a bride for two or three years, her parents say.

Meanwhile, since news leaked out when schoolgirl chums spotted
her engagement diamond, the Temples gracefully acknowledged the

romance in young Shirley's life. Her career zooms as star of Co-
lumbia's "Kiss And Tell," with Jerome Courtland as the first young
man to be involved with former child star in a romantic role.



Shirley and screen suitor, Jerome Court-
I land, in scene from "Kiss And Tell,"

• from the famous Broadway stage play.

Columbia Pictures has distinction of
i presenting Shirley Temple In her first

I

really romantic "grown-up" movie role.

Be Lovely to Love
You'll never worry about stayiiig
sweet and dainty if you use

Fresh
•••••••••

the cream deodorant that stops
perspiration worries oompletely*
It's gentle, stays creamy and
smooth. Doesn't dry out**.
usable right to the bottom of
the jar. 50j^***25/*. .
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First flashes of important new

Hollywood pictures and personalities

Girl of fhe moment: Llia-

beth Scott, whose first film

is Hal Wallis' "You Came
Along," with Robert Cum-
mings. Lizabeth is a former
model and stage actress.

and f ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^l

Sophisticated -y^i-V '°rr,l„^" with the ever-popular Ralph

for Universal: >ady On A Trarn^
The H°"««" P«^°''"-""-

Bellamy following up h.s Guest in

• ^'PWi^'
p-,ctures Ue

Dunne and Alex trom

thev
embrace,



Three famous film figures in startling new roles: Lou Cot-
tello as a cowboy in Universal's "The Naughty Nineties,"

Charles Laughton in title role of United Artists release,

"Captain Kidd," in which Randy Scott (cioseup at right)

is romantic hero; and Merle Oberon registering mys-
tery and allure in Walter Wanger's "Night In Paradise."

/im^^^^"^^ dramatic in

lasWon-conscious
^"""IJ.jTn own producf.on.

big and convncmg way 'n
Fields, above,

Sri



A glimpse into Van Johnson's dressing room
finds him busy with script and orange juice.

Robert Walker just got settled with a good
book when he was called back to work.

Lunchtime catches us up with Errol Flynn in

the Green Room where Warner Bros, stars eat.

Around The Lot
Here's a special treat for you! Let's

visit the studios and see stars and sights

Here's luck! We find

' lette Davis and Glenn

'ord between scenes of

lew film, "A Stolen Life."

'here's big doings over

it. Republic where
hey're celebrating tenth

inniversary. Their first

>icture was "Westward
Ho" with John Wayne,
\nn Rutherford, Rita
Dansino (now Rita Hay-
vorth), and Carole
.andis. This octette of

'Earl Carroll Vanities"

>eautie$ is being trained

or fame, too. Left to

'ight; Harriett Hadden,
.ucille Byron, Jerry Far-

lum, Marion Kerigan,

Dorothy Stevens, Rose-

Tiond James, Beverly
Reedy, Pat+i Posten
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"Pardon me. Mist Banditti.
There goes that toor again!"



By Weston East

True to life candlds! Top
left, Bob Walker with a new
date, Selznicli discovery Suzi

Crandal. Above, what looks

like a meeting of the Bored

Husbands Club, with Joe
Gotten and director King

Vidor waiting patiently while

their wives put their heads
together for a bit of gossip.

BETTE DAVIS tells it on
herself. It was her birth-

day. The cast and crew of

"A Stolen Life"gaveheraparty
on the set. One of the extras, in

a voice loud enough for Bette

to overhear, turned to another

extra and said: "She's 46 today
but she certainly doesn't look

it, does she.''" Because she plays

twin sisters in this one, Bette

received twin presents. Needless to say,

the twin cablegrams from Corp. Lewis
Riley were the nicest of all . There was one
addressed to each "sister."

SALOIVIE, Where She Danced" is the

name of Yvonne De Carlo's first

picture. She actually danced at the Flor-

entine Gardens before she was discovered

by producer Walter Wanger. There have
been various and sundry stories about
Salome's childhood background. Recently

a famous Hollywood star picked up a nice

elderly man who was hitch-hiking his way
through Laurel Canyon . During the course

of conversation he revealed that he was an
Italian farmer from Canada. He was on
his way to see his daughter—who had
been discovered for the movies. Her

Jimmy Durante dat
Marjorie Little, but steac

top right. Above, Arl

Shaw beaus two beauti<

center, f^rst girl-in-his-li

Ava Gardner, and le

beautiful Mrs. Siegal, wi

of prominent Hollywoi

doctor. Theme song: love

lady, you ought to be
pictures yoursel

John Payne blinks at the flash bul^ as

Mrs. Payne (Gloria De Haven) watches

him adoringly — and how'd you like

Gloria with her own natural dark hair?

name.^ What do you think? Could be.

WITH a dignified formal st-atement,

the Ray Millands announced their

trial separation. After 14 years of marriage
it came as a surprise and shock to Holly-

wood. The gossips, at loss for a reason, de-

cided to coin one of their own. Last year
Ray was interested in bullfighting. He
decorated his studio dressing room with
pictures of bullfighters. This year Ray got
interested in the ballet. The prop depart-
ment sent over pictures of ballet dancers.

From this gesture sprung the wild tale that

Ray was going to marry a famous bal-

lerina, as soon as he secured
his freedom. Nothing could be
further from the truth. There
is no "other" person. Ray has
worked hard, long, and steady
for three consecutive years.

His sister in England was killed

by a robot bomb. Worry,
strain, to say nothing of those
depressing scenes in 'The
Lost Weekend," all played

havoc with Ray's nervous system. Time
and the necessary isolation for retrench-

ment should heal everything. Until then
the Millands remain friendly and devoted.

THE reason Helen Walker walked into

the Players Cafe carrying a white
rabbit is the reason this is being written.

Helen did it to get publicity. She ordered
a plate of carrots. She sent them back
when they didn't slice them. Ai\y girl who
will go to this much trouble to get her
name in print deserves it. You're wel-

come, Helen!

JUDY GARLAND, who is scared to

death of guns and horses, has to work
with both in "The Harvey Girls." Be-
moaning her fate to Peter Lawford, Judy
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Her eyes widened in loving wonder!

This Yank newsman was battling the toughest rats

in Tokyo singlehanded ! Alone— he dared

to reveal their devil' s^olan of conquest

to an unwary world.'

PORTER HALL • JOHN EMERY • ROBERT ARMSTRONG • WALLACE FORD • ROSEMARY DE CAMP • JOHN HALLORAN
Directed by FRANK LLOYD Released fhru United Artists
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and James Cagney at re-

hearsal for memorial broad-

cast in honor of the late

President Roosevelt. Two-
some on this page, right, con-

sists of Marguerite Chap-
man a.-^d Captain Stanley

Pierson — looks like love.

wailed: "If I ever get out of this alive, I'll

be contented to remain in musicals until

they bill me as 'The Singing Ma Hardy!'"

KEENAN WYNN is home from the
hospital. It will be another two

months before he recovers from the col-

lision between his motorcycle and an
automobile. If Keenan had to pay actual
money for the "relief nurse" on duty, it

would cost him a huge fortune. The
"nurse" is Van Johnson.

WHEN Betty Grable and Harry
James finish their respective pic-

tures, "The Dolly Sisters" and "Kitten
on the Keys," they're heading for Broad-
way. Harry has business there. Betty
swore she'd never accompany him again.

(Last time she was criticized for not
making personal appearances.) But
Betty is in love and doesn't want to be
separated from Harry. Baby Victoria is

going along, too—and her pet poodle.

WHEN .\LFREDr DRAKE (singing

sensation of "Oklahoma!" fame) ar-

rived in Hollywood to appear in "Tars
and Spars," he couldn't even find a fur-

nished room. Alfred could have slept

in his dressing room, but there was his

wife, Harvey, and their little daughter,
"Candy." Katharine Hepburn heard of

their plight and came to their immediate
rescue. Not only did she turn over her
house and servants in Beverly Hills, but
she included her car. gas coupons and a
huge roast beef in the Frigidaire. They
remained there as Kate's guests until

they found a place of their own. Nicest
part of the story is—Hepburn had
actually only met them once before in

her life.

BABY" BAGALL now has her en-

gagement ring—though she refers

to it as "just a present from Bogey." It's

a chrysoberyl set in gold, surrounded by
diamonds. No. we didn't know what one
looked like either, until "The Look"
showed it to us. It's a square stone, cut

like a topaz. The color is kind of a cross

between moss green and the color of

green tea leaves. La Bacall assures us that

it isn't very common. That, we can be-

lieve. Listen for wedding bells.

VAN JOHNSON evidently believes in

learning the hard way. When the

bobby-soxers went through his house like

human termites, he fled to a hotel. Never
again, swore Van. would he live where his

private life could be invaded. Now he's

.searching for a place to buy. He wants it

on a hilltop—so high up that even eagles

would faint at the altitude. But what
about those lady paratroopers, Van.^

DANGER SIGNAL" has turned out
to be just that. First, Paye Emer-

son and Zachary Scott tried their best to

get out of making it. They didn't like the

script, their parts in it even less. Certain
revisions were made. Half-heartedly the

picture got under way. Then President

Roosevelt passed away. Paye flew to

Washington to be with her husband,
Elliott Roosevelt, and the rest of his

family. So they shot scenes of Zachary
Scott and Ann Blythe. Over the week-end
Ann went toboganning and broke her

back. They continued to shoot single

close-ups of Zach. In his shower at home.
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the porcelain knob crumbled in his hand.
Result, eleven stitches and a very nasty
slow-healing wound. The studio gave up
and temporarily called off production.

SHIRLEY TEMPLE discoursing on
marriage! Yep, it's quite true. Shirley

at the ripe old age of 17 has announced
hei engagement to Sgt. John George Agar.
Mrs. Temple approves—so you know he
must be a pretty nice guy. To all you
teen-agers who've asked Shirley to take
sides with you against your parents, the
following will come as a disappointment.
Shirley thinks it's all right to be engaged
at 17. But marriage is something else

again. She doesn't believe in it until a girl

is a real adult of

—

JO! Wasn't it only yes-
terday that Shirley was putting doll

dresses on her pet puppy.'

SOMEWHERE in the Mariannas "The
Roosevelt Memorial Theater" is now

officially open. It was designed by Marine
First Lt. Tyrone Power. According to Ty,
the news of the President's passing was a
much greater shock to the boys than any
danger of battle. Now, more than ever,

they are determined to win the war for

the great man who died in action leading

them.

BRENDA MARSHALL was all set to

play opposite Fred MacMurray in

"Pardon My Past," his first independently
produced picture. Then Fred couldn't

secure enough raw film. Finally, Columbia
studios agreed to let him have it— if he
would release the picture through their

offices. Tliis deal was made—but Mar-
guerite Chapman, who is under contract

to Columbia, was also included. So
Brenda's loss is Marguerite's gain. Either
girl was entitled to the break.

IT'S FRED ALLEN wlio refers to

Errol Flynn as the nuiu whose "Objec-
tive" isn't always "Burma!

"

MARIA MONTE Z coubhi't have
picked a better time to go on sus-

pension. Lt. Jean Pierre Auuiont. twice
wounded overseas, is home on a rehabili-

tation leave. Maria hadn't seen lier hand-
some Frencli husband in 18 months.
"Frontier Gal" is the picture Maria ob-
jects to doing. The studio says it offers

Af the memorial broadcast

even Bob Hope turned se-

rious, as he rehearsed with

Charles Laughton. Hope's

sincerity was evidenced

when, on his own broad-

cast later, he declined to

act his usual flippant ra-

dio character. Twosome:

reconciled Dick Haymesef.

her a fine opportunity. Opportunity for

what, says Maria! In the meantime, Jean
Pierre is attending the United Nations
Peace Conference in San Francisco. If

you want to get in touch with Maria, get
in touch with her there,

IT TOOK an appendectomy to make
Hurd (Dorian Gray) Hatfield and Vir-

ginia Hunter realize that they really loved
each other. Hurd and the shapely dancer
were going together steady. Tliey con-
templated marriage, but never actually
got around to seriously making plans.

Then Hurd was rushed to the hospital.

Virginia never left his side. Seeing him
lying there so pale and ill, made her
realize she never wanted to leave him. At
the same time Hurd came to the same
realization. So now they'll marry.

JUNE ALLYSON and Bob Walker were
doing a movie love scene. Behind the

camera Dick Powell paced back and forth.

Finally, director Richard Wiiorf pro-

nounced the take okay. Bob Walker ran

to the phone to call up Diana Lynn. June
Allvson racetl off with Dick Powell.
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Smenlmi Mutes

''RhmoAn in Blue
Warners' big new movie, with Robert Alda in the role

of the late great George Gershwin, is a stirring show

The great American com-
poser. George Gershwin,

Is impersonated on the

screen by Robert Alda,

who impresses as a dy-

namic new personality as

he dramatizes the high-

lights of Gershwin's dai-

zling career against a fic-

tional film background.

Joan Leslie appears as ro-

mantic interest (right).

Aside to audiences: when
Alda, as the composer, is

"playing" the immortal

Gershwin melodies, you'll

actually be enjoying the

fine pianistics of Oscar
Levant. Note resemblance

of Alda, lop left, to

Gershwin, at top right.



* ^on't toss a Goln
to decide whether or no! you
lake a Lux Soap beauty bath

before your date. Make dain-

tiness sure."

when temptation whispers: You're

much 'loo tired for beauty care to-

night. Regular Active-lather facials

with Lux Soap take fust a fev/

moments—and they really make
Skin softer, smoother—/ovef/er.?

">6u^et/ourMan
—and you hold him, loo, when
you take the rigbl beauty care.

6 use Lux Soap every single day
—for my complexion, and as a
balh soap, loo."

9 out of 10 Screen Stars

use it—-^i* iSeac/^ (^are rea/^ /??a/(:es s/f^/h ^^/e//er/
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The Affairs of Fontaine

Continued from page 34

Legs ore bared by

fashion... the underarm

by every gesture . . .

and so you need

double protection—

MEET Cream Depilatory

that removes hair, and

NEET Creana Deodorant

that halts perspiration,

for the assurance

that comes of being

well-groomed.

BETTER GET

NEET TODAY

Hcet
at cosmetic counters

in stores everywhere

paid for it," she laughed, "it was so

much fun! But I have to admit I was a

Httle apprehensive in the beginning.

Changing to comedy was Hke making a

soilffle for the first time."

In another moment you discover she

hadn't chosen an idle simile. She knows
about making souffles for she is a super-

lative cook. But just as you begin get-

ting ready for a nice long talk about
cooking you realize that you, a good old

pot -roast -and-mashed-potata specialist,

aren't in Joan's class at all, that her

cooking is as sophisticated as she is her-

self. So you sit there and listen as she

tells about a pet recipe she invented
herself, cucumbers pared and sliced and
cooked in chicken stock until they are

tender, then tliickened with cream and
flavored with white wine. And then prov-

ing she isn't a girl to be snubbed by a

cucumber and that they like her as much
as she likes them she goes on to say that

you don't know what fish can taste like

until you've tried a baked halibut stuffed

with that same snobbish vegetable.

She likes to collect other good cooks
and turn them loose in her kitchen on a

Sunday afternoon, with everyone making
their own specialties and having a won-
derfvil time afterwards eating cn bridfre

tables set up in front of the fire in the

living room—whicli is a marvelous idea

for anyone, the domestic help problem
being what it is these days.

She first became interested in cooking
at the age of six at a Swedish resort

where her family spent their summers
and where the food was so marvelous
that Joan simply couldn't keep out of

the kitchen. First she licked the spoons,
then she watched, and then she began
experimenting under the amused eyes of

the chef.

It was just as well sli-^ took an inter-

est in it for her stepfather believed in

children being brought up in a practical

way. He hired a domestic science teacher
to teach them cooking and all the other
things about running a home, and be-

sides that they were taught to type and
make their own clothes, those lessons

taking place in the evenings and on
Saturdays and Sundays so they wouldn't
interfere with her, and sister Olivia's,

school routine.

You ask her about Olivia De Havil-
land tlien, looking around for the nearest
exit, for gullible as you are, you believed
those stories you'd read about their

quarreling. And besides, being a younger
sister yourself, you know how it feels to

be tagged as so-and-so's kid sister, and
having some imagination could figure

how hard it must have been for big sis-

ter to sit on the sidelines that evening;

little sister was the one called to th.^

platform to receive the gold "Oscar."
But again you had to reconstruct your
ideas.

"Olivia and I have a closer relation-

ship than most sisters because we have
the same interests," Joan said. "We al-

ways have so much to talk about that

even after one of our long gab tests, one
or the other is on the telephone as soon

as we can get to one to tell about some-

thing we'd forgotten. We're always call-

ing each other up whenever we feel the

urge, and so naturally when I was mar-

ried it wasn't always easy for Olivia to

understand that she couldn't call me just

any time at all and I'd drop everything

to run over and see her. But now we're

back on our old footing, and it's fun."

Joan isn't married now. She won't dis-

cuss any possible plans for marrying,

either.

"How can I?" she parries, "when my
divorce won't be final for some time yet?

But naturally, some day
—

" She hesi-

tated just a moment. "I believe in mar-
riage. It's a wonderful thing. But one of

its dangers nowadays is that with every-

thing changing so fast, people grow so

fast, too, and sometimes a man and
woman don't grow in the same direction."

You look at her and feel that even if

she wanted to, Joan Fontaine couldn't

remain unmarried for very long. Men
simply wouldn't stand for it.

You expected to find a pretty girl,

but you didn't think she would be as

excitingly pretty. Her long pale gold

hair is pulled away from her lovely brow
and fashioned in a soft bunlike coil at

the nape of her neck. Her eyes are so

blue and her skin is so smooth they sug-

gest all the flowerlike synonyms you
have ever heard for eyes and skin like

that. But you hold back your adjectives

because you have the very uncomfortable
feeling that if you didn't, you'd be kidded
unmercifully about them the next time
you meet her. So you only say she is

very lovely to look at and let it go at that.

Joan Fontaine couldn't look into a
mirror without knowing that. She is too
appreciative of line and color and all the

other things that go to make up beauty
not to know it. But her looks are a very
comfortable possession, you feel, just as

her other possessions are, her books, her

house, the lovely things in it. They don't

dominate her as beauty is so apt to

dominate a beautiful woman. She proves
that by being able to look so calmly

ahead to the day when she will no longer

be in her twenties.

"Do you know what I think is the per-

fect life for any woman?" she said, and
she actually sounded eager. "To live in

Hollywood where the accent is all on
youth, when you're young, and then
when that heyday is over to live in

France, where women aren't considered

interesting until they're forty."

You leave her then, feeling so stimu-

lated and intrigued that you can't wait

to get your fingers on a typewriter. And
feeling as she did about "The Affairs Of
Susan," that you really shouldn't be paid

for it. It was so much fun.

BUY YOUR WAR BONDS
At Your Favorife

Motion Picture Theatre

SCREENLAND



STAR OF STAGE AND SCREEN
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Read her story . . . there's a thrilling

promise in it for you!

You'd love to know Mary Howard. She's happy, self-

confident, successful . . . and charming! Her personal

appearances have delighted thousands. She says,

""Whether you're entertaining a thousand men, or one,

it's vital for a girl to look her best. No matter how busy

I am, I know that the most important minutes of my
whole day are those I spend on my Powers Course."

FREE! John Robert Powers' illustrated booklet,

"The Powers Way." Send coupon for your copy today.

Creator of the famous
Powers models, John
Robert Powers has, for
2 5 years, shown ihe way
to beauty, self-confidence
and happiness to thou-
sands from l6 to 60.
"Powers Training", says
beautiful Mary Howard,
"has done wonders for
me!"

What Every Woman Should Know
About Successful Women

You know how easy, smooth and happy

life can be for those who, like Mary
Howard, look and feel their best.

Charm, poise, self-confidence, com-
pliments are theirs. Success is theirs.

Marriage! A home! A career! Whatever

they desire seems to come to them, so

easily! Bur they weren't always success-

ful. Many were "just average" to start

with. Many thought themselves hope-

lessly over- or under-weight. Many
were awkward; embarrassed with peo-

ple. But one thing they had in common:
A desire to appear beautiful.

• • in 7 weeks
may win new loveliness

... if you have this desire, you too,

may, within 7 weeks enjoy so much that

you have been missing! Graduates of Mr.

Powers' Home Course have a simple

but important message for you. It is

this: '"The Powers Home Course has

shown us that loveliness is one part

Nature and nine parts discovering how
to look and be beautiful." Today, right

in the privacy of your own home you

can discover a New You through learn-

ing the personalized success secrets

which have made "Powers Girls" the

envy of the world. Easy, thrilling, real

fun, your Powers Home Course— indi-

vidualized just for you—offers youYour

Chance to win admiration, happiness,

success. The cost, including your own
Photo-Revise, one of 60 personalized

features, is amazingly little. You risk

nothing in finding out what the Powers

Home Course offers. Just mail coupon.

John Robert Powers Home Course,

247 Park Ave., Suite G44 5, New York 17,N. Y.

Dear Mr. Powers: I'd like to learn the "Powers
Girl" beauty secrets, too. Please send me your
illustrated booklet "The Powers Way".

Name

Street-

City- -Zone- -State-

Occupation. _Aee_
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Pond's "Lips" stscy on . .

.

and on . .

.

and on

!

6 scrumptious shades

49t, lOi, plus lax

.... Try the newest

Pond's "Lips" shade

—

"Beau Bait"—rich,

round rosy-crimson

Half Married!

Continued from page 28

years in January and I'm more in love
with my wife today than I was the day
I married her."

Pat wasn't exaggerating. The romance
of Eloise and Pat O'Brien is a Hollywood
legend—one of its nicer legends. "Eloise,"

he went on, "is a woman in a million."

He paused and reconsidered. "No," he
resumed, "that's an understatement. She
is in a class by herself.

"She is so darned efficient and so thor-

ough in her planning, that much as she
does, she still had time on her hands be-
fore the war. So she opened a dress shop
to occupy her spare time. She wanted
her own money so that when she needed
some change to buy presents for my
birthday, our anniversary and the kids'

birthdays she wouldn't have to come to

me for it.

"When the war broke loose she closed
up her shop and went into war work.
She's done a wonderful job, too. The
story of her war activities is a story in

itself. She has a dollar-a-year job with
the Treasury Department. Recently she
got a call from Washington to go on a
two weeks' lecture tour to sell bonds. It

isn't the first time that's happened,
either. Now, she's away on these

bond selling trips so much it seems to

me she is never home any more. And
when she's there I'm not. When she's

away my mother stays out there with
the kids so they won't be alone.

"Coming home from the studio to

Eloise at night is always a big adventure
—or was until these trips take her away
so much. We have never been night club

hounds. AVe used to enjoy having peo-

ple in to our place. You can search this

country from Maine to California and I

defy you to find a more gracious or com-
petent hostess than Eloise. The com-
pany we have is usually more my doing
than hers. No guest has ever yet been
able to ask for anything she couldn't

produce and I take a delight in showing
her off.

"When we first came out here I, being

gregarious by nature, used to be con-

stantly inviting people to the house on
Sunday. The first Sunday, when I had
forgotten to tell her of the ten or fifteen

invitations I had extended, she was
caught off guard. From then on, the

first thing she did every Sunday was to

put a ten-gallon pot of baked beans on
the stove, and we've never been caught

short since.

"When we first came out here she did

all our cooking and housework. That's

been a long time ago but she is still the

best cook I have ever come across. Her
cookies transport you to another world

and even in Merrie England you don't

get Yorkshire pudding such as she puts

out. The worst of it is she has never

been able to teach our cook to cook as

she does. On top of all this she knits all

my socks and sweaters, all Sean's sweat-

ers, and makes Mavourneen's pinafores

and nightgowns!

"Of our kids. Terry is the hooligan of

the family. He's three and a half. He
goes to bed at 7:30 and come hell or

high water, company or no company,
when Eloise is in town she gives him his

bath and oil rub herself. Sean is eight.

He's a funny kid—half dreamer and half

mechanic. On his report card he gets h.

in religion and C in everything else. I

don't think I'd want it any other way.
If he brought home a report card with
nothing but A's on it, it would terrify me.

"As far back as I can remember (and
that's from the time I was six) I hated
school. Nor have I ever been able to tell

myself I was crazy—that those were the

happiest days of my life. They weren't.

"Anyhow, Sean goes to bed about 8:00.

Mavourneen is ten and she stays up
until 9:00. She's a grave little thing
whose life is wrapped up in music. I

think she is going to be a very accom-
plished pianist when she grows up. Ar-
tur Rubenstein bought our old house,

right next door to where we live now,
and he keeps an eye on her musical edu-
cation. She's practicing when we get up
in the morning and she practices every
chance she gets all through the day. We
practically have to drive her outdoors to

play with the other kids.

"I asked Eloise once where she finds

time for all the things she does. For, in-

variably, when I come home at night,

despite her activities that keep her so

closely confined to her office, she has got

home first and I always find her reading
to the children. Her answer, in effect,

was that she felt like a slacker because
she wasn't able to do more. She's like

Zola, who said, 'So little time, so much
to do.'

"People tell me I'm one of the actors

who hasn't changed through the years.

If it's true, I have Eloise to thank for

that. When an agent gets hold of me
and begins telling me I'm not getting

the breaks I should and what he could

do for me, Eloise kids me out of think-

ing I'm the great lover type. Tf you
weren't playing the kind of parts you're

best suited to,' she'll say, 'you would
never have lasted this long.' If we go to

a preview of one of my pictures and the

back-slappers come up and start handing
me that 'Great! Best thing you've ever

done!' routine, Eloise will take me down
a peg before I get a swelled head. 'You
were good, of course,' she'll say, 'but /

certainly don't think it's the best thing

you've ever done. Remember so-and-so?

Do you honestly think this was as good
as that?'

'Before the war broke out we had
never been separated more than a few

days at a time. Even when I went on
location I always insisted that she go

along. It wasn't a question of a jealous

wife chaperoning her husband. She al-

ways used to say, *0h, you go alone. I

would only be in the way.' / was the

one who insisted upon her going. I

missed her if she weren't there. Now,
when she's here I'm gone. When I'm

here she's gone. Those three and a half

months I was in the Pacific area were

the longest I've ever spent. If it hadn't

been for leaving the kids alone so long I

would have insisted upon her going there
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No curative power is claimed forj

PHILIP MORRIS ...but

AN OUNCE OF PREVENTION
is worth a pound of cure

!

PhilipMorris are scientifically proved
far less irritating to the nose and throat

When smokers changed to

Philip Morris, substantially

every case of irritation of the

nose or throat—due to smoking
—either cleared up completely,

or definitely improved

!

—from the findings of a group of distinguished doctors.

'^oR PHiUPMORRIS
vrith me— and she'd have gone— and
done a swell job of entertaining, too.

She was an actress before we married

—

and a good one, incidentally.

""\Mien I came home from the Carib-

bean I was so homesick for her I wired

her to meet the train m Albuquerque
and ride in with me. Jane Wj-man,
whom I had just met, happened to be on
the train. In fact, that was where I met
her. \Mien Eloise joined me Jane sent a

bottle of champagne to oiir stateroom
with a note: 'I know I've seen the last

of you for this trip—and probably for

two or three weeks. But, after you've

got used to each other again, give me a

ring and let's all have dinner together.'

She was right, too. It was like meeting
a new girl and falling head over heels in

love with her. I didn't want to see any-
one else and I begrudged every minute
I had to spend away from her."

At the moment Pat is busUy engaged
in making "The Amorous Ghost" (for-

merly called"ManAliveI") , with Adolphe
Menjou. Ellen Drew and Rudy Vallee.

'A distinguished cast," vouchsafed Pat,

casting a dubious glance in the direction

of !Mr. Menjou who had joined us.

"A very distinguished cast." Mr. Men-
jou corroborated. ignoring Pat's innuendo.

"Well, anyhow, working should take

your mind off your loss," I consoled him.
"Loss?" he repeated. "^Miat loss.^"

''Eloise." I reminded him. "She's away,
you know."

''Eloise? Away?" he parroted. "Con-
found those Japs and Heiniesl" he ex-

ploded. "It's hell when you're in love
and onlv half-married!"

Sonny Tufts Speaking

Continued from page 3?

with washing the dishes. The moment I

turned those Lalique glasses in my hand
with the towels, they would break. My
wife finally begged me to stop helping
her with the dishes. It was costing us
far too much money!
On the screen I may seem hke a big

lumbering guy. Off the screen I feel

twice as big and ten times as lumbering.
I wear out my suits at the shoulders
first from bumping into walls. I just

have to hve in a big house. ^Mien I
hved in a small apartment in New York,
with narrow rooms, all my suits were
worn out at the shoulders.

Swimming is my favorite sport, but I
never go swimming without returning

full of bruises. I am always banging my
legs against the rocks.

I am also fond of bicycle riding, and
before the war I used to love to race

bicycles at a speed you would have
sworn no bicycle could reach. I would
keep taking the bicycles to the ser%'ice-

man to have the sprockets enlarged so I

could ride 38 mOes an hour. I am a
httle bit large for a bicycle, and so I

often got into difficulties. Once I was
racing my bicycle past a truck—and
after I had passed the driver. I turned
back to give him the ha-ha. when a
drain nearby threw me completely over,

smashing both tires, one wheel and me.
TMien I was new at Paramount, the

people there used to be astonished when

I arrived wearing a sweatshirt, bicycle

shorts, and a half dozen bandages on my
elbows and knees. But my knees and
elbows are used to such treatment.
There are a number of things physically

wrong with me as a residt of skiing, foot-

ball and wrestling during my college

days. I smashed mj^ knees at football

and fractured my ribs and hips skiing

into a tree.

^Mien I went down to my draftboard,

they were astonished at all the things

that were wrong with me. By the time
the doctors got through examining me,
my chart had more criss-crosses on it

than a centipede has legs. Finally I

came to the draftboard representative

who sums up the whole thing and gives

each man his rating. He looked at my
chart in astonislunent. "What vocation
are you in?" he asked me.

"I have a contract with Paramount,"
I told him.

"Oh, that explains it," he said. "You're
a stunt man, aren't you?"
Beheve it or not, that actually hap-

pened.

The story of my romance with Bar-
bara is another believe-it-or-not for

Ripley. We met in New York, through a
showgirl whom I had been dating. Leone
Sousa, who had been in a stage show with

me. Leone used always to rave about her

friend. Barbara. She said Barbara was
her very best friend, and she wanted me
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says Mrs. Charles Boyer—
glamorous wife of the screen's

leading romantic actor

MRS. CHARLES BOYER:

Smart modern make-up is a "must" for a wife

who wants to hold the screen's leading romantic

actor. \our exciting new shades in Tangee Satin-

Finish Lipsticks are just what my lips were waiting

for. And for super-excitement I choose that rich

dark Tangee Red-Red.

COIVSTAIVCE LIJFT nUHIV;

Yes, Mrs. Boyer, my new shades in Tangee Satin-

Finish Lipsticks really are going places . . . they're

going on the smartest lips in America. You'll find,

also, that these heavenly colors have a perfectly

delightful habit of staying on for many extra hours.

There's no run ... no smear. Tangee's exclusive

Satin-Finish insures lips that are not too dry— not

too moist... lips with a soft, satin-smooth radiance

that works wonders for your charm... In Red-Red,

Theatrical Red, Medium-Red and Tangee Natural.

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Head o/fhe House of Tangee
and one of America's fore-

most authorities on beauty
and make-up.

Us, T>1NGEE
and see how heautiful you can he

to meet her. Well, you know how those
things are. A beautiful girl's best friend
is usually not very good-looking. As a
rule, she is supposed to look like the kind
of girl you'd rather not be caught with
on a blind date.

I wasn't very eager to meet Barbara,
but Leone insisted, "You simply must
meet my best friend!" And so we met.
I took one lock at Barbara and my heart
was in my throat. She is tall, with jet

black liair and eyes so brown they are
almost black. Her fair skin forms an
amazing contrast to that jet black hair.

She is very Latin-looking. Never before
I met Barbara had I believed in love at
first sight. It was just something poets
wrote about. But from the moment I

met Barbara—well!

On our first date we walked in the park
with her Scot tie—I mean her two Scot-
ties. When a fellow goes for a walk in

the park with two Scotties on his first

date, you just know it's love. We were
married six months later.

Barbara had been a Spanish dancer
and had studied concert dancing. She
was very good at it, but her heart wasn't
in it. She was not at all ambitious for a
career—she is a wonderful homemaker
and she gave up her career without any
compunctions. She is a wonderful cook
and is very talented. She designs all her
own clothes, and has excellent taste in

interior decoration.

My wife's pet name for me is "Bambi."
This goes back to the time when the pic-

ture "Bambi," Disney's story of a deer,

was released. I was mad about the pic-

ture, and every time it played at any
local theatre within twelve miles of where
we lived, I said, "Let's go see Bambi."
We saw it at least eight times. Nights
when I would come home, Barbara would
be all ready to step out. She would say,

"I see 'Bambi' is in town. Here we go
again." At home and at parties I did
imitations of Bambi, Thumper the Rab-
bit, the owl and the skunk. Bv the way,
have you heard, is "Bambi" going to be
revived again? I really would like to see

it again.

Barbara is a wonderful wife— what
other woman would go to see "Bambi"
eight times simply because her husband
liked the picture? But I have one com-
plaint to make. Listen, do you think a
dollar a day is enough spending money
for a man? That's my daily allowance—

•

when I remember to take it. Sometimes I

leave the house without any money at

all. When I say, "Darling, I need some
money," I try to reach for a five dollar

bill, but Barbara always forestalls me.
She seems to think a dollar a day is

enough, and on Sundays and holidays she

figures that I don't need any spending

money at all. As a result, I always have
to keep borrowing money from my stand-

in, and some day I'm afraid he'll say my
credit is no good.

People often ask me what I'm making
under my contract with Paramount.
They're amazed when I say I don't know.

But I never see my paycheck. Barbara

gets that. For all I know, I'm making
seven dollars a week. I guess this all

came about for two reasons. One, in the

days before we were married, I was al-

ways extravagant with money. My
mother used to say my father spoiled me.
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My father used to say my mother spoiled

me. I had all the money I wanted.

The second reason why, I guess, Bar-

bara has taken over the Sonny Tufts

finances is because she has a much better

business head than I have. If someone

in the family has to buy a car or a

bicycle, it had better be a Barbara. If I

bought it, I would probably pay twice

the price anyone else would, because I

am no good at bargaining.

To this day, "So Proudly We Hail"

and "Miss Susie Slagle" are my favor-

ite pictures, among those I have made.

Meeting Paulette Goddard and playing

opposite her was a wonderful experience,

too. When I saw how friendly she was,

I began asking for advice about every-

thing. Was my haircut too short? Or
was it too long? Was I reading my lines

right? Why did the cameramen shoot

the scenes the way they did? Why did

the electricians do thus and so? Was
I wearing the right costumes? What
was wTong with my mannerisms? Was
my voice all right?

Paulette gave me a friendly and help-

ful answer to all my questions. But she

thought it was funny that I came to her

for advice about everything. When we
made "I Love A Soldier" together, I

went through the same routine with

Paulette. This time, I asked her twice

as many questions. For after all, I fig-

ured, she knew me twice as well.

One day when I came to Paulette's

dressing room, there was a sign hanging
up on the wall outside. "Paulette God-
dard Information Bureau." One of the

girls from the publicity department was
asking Paulette why she'd put up the

sign. "It's for Sonny Tufts," she ex-

plained. "He asks me everything."

At that very moment, I poked my
head inside the door. "Paulette, what
do you think I ought to wear in this

scene?" I asked her.

Paulette began laughing. She turned

to the girl from the publicity depart-

ment. "See what I mean?" she said.

But she told me what to wear.

She gave me a great deal of other ad-

vice which has proved invaluable. She
told me always to be on time for inter-

views and to cooperate with the public-

ity department. She gave me advice

about acting. She said, "Don't get any
big ideas as to what type of pictures

you should do. It will take you from
three to five years before you become
sufficiently well-known so that you can
afford to do that. Meanwhile, appear in

every picture you're asked to do. Re-
member that the studio is just as inter-

ested in building you up as you are in

being built up. Get your face on the
screen as often as possible."

I sure have followed Paulette's ad-
vice. Ever since I started, I've been
making picture after picture. I now
have seven in the back-log waiting to be
released. In fact, I've made so many
pictures that a friend of mine once
called me on the phone and said, "You
know, Sonny, I went to a picture yes-

terday and I saw something very remark-
able. I watched the picture from be-
ginning to end, and you weren't in it."

Now I hope you see why I don't have
to make up any stories about myself.
The truth is fantastic enough.

CAROL BRUCE

a good many — i
^'''^^r^„,:„n too. It is so gentle,

odiizes, and stops perspuat^on^^^^^^^^

yet effective - - ' ^ ^

NEW...a CREAM DEODORANT
which Safely helps

STOP under-arm PERSPIRATION
1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot

dresses and men's shirts.

2. Prevents unaer-arm odor. Helps stop

perspiration safely.

3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval

Seal of the American Institute of

Laundering— harmless to fabric. Use

Arrid regular!v.

(Also 590 size)

At any store which sells toilet goods ARRID
MORE MEN AND WOMEN USE ARRID THAN ANY OTHER DEODORANT
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No More Kid Stuff

Continued from page 24

years come along. So, in spite of every-

thing, the rags-to-riches story remains
fresh in the memory despite repeated

telling.

"Sometime, ten years or so from now,"
Bob says, "maybe I won't think about

the tough hills any more. Perhaps I'll be

satisfied and smoothly comfortable. I

ought to have a pretty good sockful of

what it takes by then, and money has a

way of obliterating the sharp edges so

that, in retrospect, the whole picture

seems a steady upward climb and the

hardships are no longer hardships but

adventures."

Money has come to mean more to Bob
Walker since he arrived in Hollywood.
"In New York money was something you
bought a pair of shoes with," he says.

"Out here it's an entirely different mat-
ter. In Hollywood money means super-

ficialities, like excellent cars and a home
that you like to show to people. It means
security and a hedge against all the tough
things that could happen to you again.

Yet I was pretty happy in New York.
Maybe happier than I'll ever be again."

That's strange talk coming from a

young man who was a hit in "See Here,

Private Hargrove," "Bataan," "Thirty
Seconds Over Tokio," "Since You Went
Away," and "The Clock," and who is

looking forward to such important MGM
productions as "Peg O' My Heart" and
"Melancholy Baby." Yet he likes to

think about the times in Tulsa when he

was broadcasting with Jennifer Jones
and they were able to save enough out of

their $25-a-week salaries to get married.

For quite a long time radio looked like

three squares a day to Bob and the limit

of his horizons. "Hollywood didn't want
any part of me," he says, grinning wryly.

"I'd come up for a test and the guy would
pinch my arm and take a quick gander
at my mug. 'It's all wrong,' he'd say.

'There's something out of line with your
face and you're too skinny.' Then I'd go

back to the dreary little room where we
were holing up and take a good look at

my face in the mirror. It wasn't very

reassuring."

Today Bob Walker remembers the

yearning youngsters he has known all

along the road he has traveled. . And re-

membering, he stays humble.. He knows
that in every career there is a large ele-

ment of luck. If Gordon Oliver, a fellow

actor whom Bob knew in the lean days of

New York, hadn't said to him one day,

"Mind if I see what I can do in pictures

for you?" he might still be doing radio

shows. It just happened, at that time,

that Metro was looking for a slat-bodied

kid to play tlie lead in "Bataan." He
tested and before you could say sensa-

tional, Al Altman, MGM representative,

had him on the way back to Hollywood
where he had previously failed so dis-

mally. "Some of those kids I'd known

back in the Academy days were pretty

good actors," he says.

Yet, conscious as he is that fortune

plays a large part in any man's career,

Walker is realist enough to know that

one must have what it takes in the

clinches. No matter how often luck waves
her wand over you, there still must be
that last final residue of real ability when
the chance to make good comes along.

That's why he feels so sorry now for the

boys and girls who, dazzled by the

imagined splendors of the stage or screen,

fight upstream against a tide which in

the end must inevitably flow against

them. "People born with a great yen to

do something simply ought to be given

the requisite ability to make their dreams
come true," he says. "But it doesn't

seem to work out that way, and in cases

where it doesn't, it's always pretty sad."

Asked what career he would have
chosen had not the movies beckoned at

last. Walker admits readily enough that

he would have tried to be a good writer.

His dad was a newspaper man back in

Salt Lake and Bob still harbors the
suspicion that maybe his dad would have
been just as well pleased if he had been
born with ink on his fingers.

He regrets that bad eyes kept him out
of the army and clings to the belief that
he would have been a pretty good soldier.

"G.I. cans," he says, "mister, I know all

about 'em! I scrubbed enough of the'darn

things doing 'Hargrove' to last any sol-

dier through his normal course of K.P.
duty. I sure got the 'feel' of the Army in

that picture. I used to imagine how it

would have been if I'd really been polish-
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ing up those cans in actual Army lite. And
I decided it wouldn't have been so bad.

I'd have liked the Army okay."
Walker has learned much since coming

to Hollywood. Taking direction, for one

thing. When he was a kid he used to belt

out and run away from home every time

parental or school discipline became too

wearing. Once in Salt Lake, after one of

these break-outs, he got a job selling

newspapers on the streets, waiting, mean-
while, for his parents to send for him.

But the summons didn't come and after

that he quit trying to escape authority.

He was cured. But he still hated being

told. This lasted until he came up against

some tough directors in Hollywood. Now
when Tay Garnett says, "Look, you're

not playing that part right. Try it this

way—" Bob meekly does as he is or-

dered. He thinks Garnett is truly great

and gives liim credit for saving his role in

"Bataan."
"I was playing the guy I was supposed

to portray as if he were twenty four or

five years old," Bob says. "So Mr. Gar-
nett called me aside and said: 'Do you
really think an eighteen-year-old would
act that way.' You're making Purckett
too mature.' I took his advice and the
part came out all right—at least that's

what the people said who were kind
enough to write in about it."

So well has Walker learned to take
direction, in fact, that now he thinks he'd
like to have a try at it himself sometime.
Oh, not just yet, but when he has out-
grown that bashful, young look that he
dislikes so much. No matter how much
natural talent an actor possesses, he be-

lieves a good director can sharpen and
focus it beyond the powers of the actor
himself. Great pictures are just a lot of

words on paper until a director breathes
the breath of life into them. "Directors,"
Walker says, "are the answer. I'd rather
be a great director than a merely success-

ful actor."

There is one—and only one—thing that
Bob W^alker won't talk about. That is

his present domestic life. A little more
than a year after coming to Hollywood,
and after he and Jennifer Jones had
scored real success, he in "Hargrove" and
she in "Bernadette," they separated. No
one in Hollywood seems to know much
about it. Their two small sons, Bobby
and Michael, live with their mother, while
Bob has a small apartment in Beverly
Hills. Once in a while he takes his two
sons to the beach and helps them build
sand castles. "Swell little guys," he says.

"Hope neither of them grows up to look
like me."

But if Walker Is not captivated by
his owTi appearance, the cash customers
all over the country .seem to register no
complaints. His fan mail is increasing
with each new picture he makes. After
"Since You Went Away," it swelled enor-
mously. Conscious of this and keenly
aware of his responsibility to people who
like his pictures, Walker is not one to
turn a supercilious eye on the bobby-
soxers. "Great kids, those httle girls," he
says. "What if they are enthusiastic and
once in a while tear off a couple of but-
tons? I can spare a few buttons. I'd
give 'em my shirt if they wanted it." A
very canny young man, Mr. Walker.
Recently he has finished a picture called

ELYSE KNOX , ENCHANTING STAR OF MONOGRAM f'iCTURhS

Another Hollywood Star. ..with
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School Girl

LOSES49 POUNDS

Virginia Josselyn, Denver Colo-

rado, is slim, poised and popular.

"I know what it is to be 14, fat, and forgotten,

'

says Virginia Josselyn. "I was left out of the

parties a school girl loves. And no wonder. I

weighed 164 and was getting heavier.

"Then, with Mother's approval, I started

the DuBarry Success Course right at home. In

three months I lost 30 pounds, in five months,

49! Now, at 115 pounds, my dress size is 9

instead of 20! My skin is smooth and lovely

and I've learned the art of subtle make-up.
"What a difference all this has made in my

life. I've been to two formals—somet/ii/ig for a

freshman! My week is filled with dates and
doings in the clubs

and groups I now
belong to. I have so

much pep, I whiz
through my house-

work in no time at

all, then I'm off to

go swimming, hik-

ing, biking. You
have made me a

very happy girl,

with a bright new
future, and I thank
you from the bot-

tom of my heart."

VIRGINIA'S MEASUREMENTS

Befoit Aller Chanes

Weltht 164 Ibj. 115 lbs. -49 lbs.

HaltM 573/4" 5'3" -}- 1/4"

Bust 41" 34" - 7"

Waist 33'/2" 24'/2" -9"
*bdBiiisn 38'/2" 29" — S'/j"

Hip 46" 36'/2" -9'/2"
Ihlgh 28" 21" - r

Before

Above, Virginia
when her weight
was 16J,. Con-
scious of her
size, bad pos-
ture, heavy hips
and legs, she
was ashamed to have pictures taken.
Center, in three months, down to IJtS,

she kept on, to achieve correct propor-
tions. At right, lovely little Virginia
of today, weight now 115, slender,
poised, happy, confident.

After

A WORD FROM VIRGINIA'S MOTHER
"For years we had been heart-sick be-
cause of our daughter's handicap. I

consulted our doctor about the Suc-
cess Course, and he approved. She has
completed it with such success, I can
scarcely tell you how happy it has made
us." Mrs. L. V. Josselyn, Denver, Colo.

HOW^ ABOUT YOU . Haven't you 4,000 are registered nurses. Hundreds are now
wished that you could be slender again, hear enrolling every day.
the compliments of friends, wear youthful The plan is intensely practical. It fits into
styles, feel like a new person? The DuBarry your daily life. You get an analysis of your
Home Success Course can help you. needs, a goal to work for and a plan for

Just fire years ago, the DuBarry Success attaining it. You learn how to bring your
Course was founded, bringing to women all weight and body proportions to normal, care
over America the methods taught by Ann for your skin, style your hair becomingly, use
Delafield at the famous Richard Hudnut Salon, make-up for glamour—look better, feel better,

New York. Since then more than 200,000 wom- be at your best for strenuous wartime living.

en and girls of all ages from 12 to 60 have fol-

lowed this practical plan for achieving beauty
and vitality. More than 50,000 are housewives,
40,000 are in business or war work, 10.000 are
teachers, 6,000 are school and college students.

Ann Delafield, Directing

When the Success Course has meant so

much to so many, why not use the cou-

pon to find out, without the slightest

obligation, what it can do for you.

RICHARD HUDNUT SALON

NEW YORK
Xcteoted for advertising In oubllcatlons

ot the American Medii:al Association

With your Course you re-
ceive this Chest containing
a generous supply of Du-
Barry Beauty and Make-up
Preparations for your type.

Richard Hudnut Salon
Dept. SU-66, 693 Fifth Avenue, New York,N. Y.

Please send the booklet telling all about the

DuBarry Home Success Course.

Miss
Mrs

Address-

City State-

"Her Highness And The Bellboy." This
one has Bob worried a little. June Ally-
son has the female lead and Bob thinks
that together they achieve an effect that
is just a little too much "sweetness and
light." He yearns for tough parts—good
gutty roles that will bring out all he
knows of this trade of his. " 'To Have
And Have Not?'" he asks. "Gosh, yes.
Who wouldn't like a part like that.'* Not
that I think I could do anything like

Bogart can—but you know what I mean.
I don't want to be tabbed as an abashed
yokel any more. Pretty soon people will

think of me as a kind of goofy, half-

wistful guy, perennially young without
much chance of ever growing up. After
all, I'm twenty-six and it's time I got
going in some roles that will give me a
little stature."

I

The Golden Dolly

Continued from page 23

I said to myself. I won't make a fuss
over her. I'll ignore her. If she stares
at me again I'll take no notice. No. She
paid respectful attention very next day,
by coming and standing near the desk.
Can you ignore a sunbeam? And not
find warmth from its glow? What shall

I do to make myself known to her?
\yhat shall I say? This was one of the
miracles they talk about when they talk
about a child. You shall be judged sole-

ly by actions and by the thoughts you
hold in your heart. For words didn't
count. She as yet had no words. Mine
did not matter. Here was plainly no
inheritance of friendship. Hers I would
have to earn. I would love to have it.

She lives with her mother and her
young and pretty grandma in a large

place which is not, due to these times,
altogether finished. But it has the un-
mistakable quality of a loving spirit

within. It is home.
Her mother came in from shopping

and went first to the nursery. "I've
brought you a present, darling," she
said, joyously. There were giggles from
the big and little one. Pretty soon the
little one made an entrance. In very
intimate dishabille she paraded before
me. Pointed to her feet. Upon them
were cosy, tiny bunnies. She pulled at

the bright black shoe-button eyes which
gave them a sly expression. I told her
her 'mules' were simply out of this

world. Then she returned to her room.
Just before leaving I stuck my head in

and waved goodnight. She was pranc-
ing away on her rocking horse. Hair
flying, cheeks bright rosy, tiny pants,

undershirt and cunning bunnies. She
was friendly in a discriminate way. She
did not think I was intruding now. But
this dolly is going to be sure of her cus-

tomer!

The miracle happened. Lana and I

were talking when the dolly came in.

Gently she drew my hand into hers.

Then without any ceremony whatsoever

she kissed my hand. Patted it. So I

knew at last we were friends. Such
comfortable friends are we now that

whenever she passes me she throws me
a kiss. If perchance I'm busy, she says
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"BOOO!" and throws me a nosiy smack.

When mj- fourteen-year-old grey persian

lamb coat hangs over the banister, she

never fails to pat it, although she un-

derstands well I'd rather it were a mink.

She is familiar with the squirrels that

cross her path when she walks with licr

Mommy, Granny or her Nana. So
breathless with excitement is she when
she enters the house it seems that she

must burst into words. The other night

when her Mommy came home from the

studio, the little dolly landed in her lap

and for the hundredth time opened her

favorite picture book, which is falling

apart from wear, for her Mommy to

"read" to her. There was a rapturous

expression on her adorable face as she

pointed. "BuRRRdd!" she gasped. Very
definitely you understood that she was
talking about the bird that had spoken
to her that afternoon.

The phone rings and I run to answer
it. She toddles after me, handing me
the message pad and pencils. Her look

tells me I ought to have more sense

than to run without them. Occasionally

she sits nearby and "writes a letter." A
pencil in each hand, she busily engages
herself in making circles on a large pad.

Then she "folds" it, crumpling it into a
small heap. She places this love-note on
her Mommy's bed. She writes a letter

to her Daddy, too—making the differ-

ence knowTi by her attempt to place the
crumpled paper in an envelope. She is

being taught to say "Daddy" so as to

surprise him when he comes to call on
her.

One of her daily routines is to climb
the steep hill to gather the mail. I can
see her from the window. She always
delivers something special. These letters

she hands to me in the grandest, most
efficient seriousness. I tell her it would
simply be impossible to keep business
going so systematically were it not for

her beautiful assistance. She likes that.

It is the truth. She is more fascinated

by the sound of my typewriter than I

am.
As even you and I have our favorite

ensembles, so has the dolly. The piece

de resistance is a beret. Or, to be ex-

act, what's left of a beret. Her Mommy
bought it for her when she was very
tiny. She fell in love with it immediate-
ly. It is kept in the bottom drawer of

her cabinet, and regardless of the outfit

she is wearing she will go to the drawer
and affectionately extract it. Argument,
gentle persuasion is of no avail. She is

untempted by the bonnet matching her
pretty coat. She planks the shapeless
package of blue crochet on her head and
is ready to start. If the wind is up she
takes no chances. She pulls it well down
over her ears. Occasionally she decides
it would be nice to wear her blue woolly
pantaloons under her starched and dain-
ty dresses. She is a comical and delicious
sight right out of another era. But she
is probably fooling the public by setting
the style for the youngest generation.
She has a decided affection for a small
mallet. This, however, is neither for her
own protection nor for the excitement
of conking a fellow over the head. It
came in handy when she was teething.
Now that she is a big girl and the proud
po.ssessor of a dozen and one teeth, she
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cannot part with it. It usually com-
pletes her costume.

"Darling, you need a hair cut," her
Mommy announced. "Come on, let's

play barber." Seated on a bench-chair
in the dressing room, enveloped in a bath
towel twice as big as the dolly, her

Mommy started snipping. The intent

and radiant face held her fascinated.

She wrinkled her pretty, tiny nose,

looked from Granny to me and pointed
to the big dolly. "Mama!" she said, in

blissful adoration.

As natural, as free, as perfect a.s the

light that comes from heaven is the
dolly. She is not extraordinary because
she is the child of movie parents. She is

extraordinary because she is a child.

"She shall not be spoUed!" her intelli-

gent mother insists. She is reprimanded
for misbehaving—for hanging on to

pearls, for grabbing at people's earrings,

for being impolite. At these times her

mother walks the floor with her and
gently talks to her. She does not at-

tempt to stop her crying with petting.

She tells her she's a big girl now, and
big girls don't do such things. She
speaks lovingly, quietly, firmly. The lit-

tle dolly blinks her tearful eyes in ac-

quiescence. Her Mommy admits it's a
struggle for her not to cry, too.

They "play dolly." Her mother rocks

her in her arms and throws her into the

air. She screams with delight. This the

dolly practices on her own doUies. She
knows they enjoy it hugely.

She is at ease and poised when she

enters a room full of people. She walks

among them, looks at them. Always upon
introduction, she presents her hand and
expects a good handshake. She does not

curtsy. Once in a while she puts her-

self in a lap she thinks she'll like. She
is undismayed when they tell her she

is beautiful. She is accustomed to being

in the midst of beauty.

Sometimes she comes up to me and
pats my hand and says "Baybee!" This

makes me feel at once happy and grate-

ful. For it is her way of sapng "I love

you, too." She received a. very choice

gift. A tricycle. An event in the life of

a child. It is second-hand, but painted

a bright, merry red. Now she is ex-

periencing the exciting adventure of

learning to ride it. What if she falls?

Why, she'll pick herself up. 'When it is

raining outside she practices slowly up
and down the hallway. What if she

bumps into the doors and marks them?

This house was made for a child to play

in. And to grow in.

She is intrigued with a small music

box in her Granny's room. The other

morning she wound it and took it into

her Mommy's room. She lifted the lid.

Softly it played and she was enthralled

once again with its charm. Her Mommy
opened her eyes and smiled at such

a pleasurable way of being awakened.

"H-e-l-l-o, Mama," the words were plain-

ly distinct. It was thrilling to the big

dolly and surprising to the little dolly

that a brand new greeting had come
upon them so suddenly and unexpect-

edly.

It is enchanting to watch the wonder
of the Golden Dolly. I shall look back.

And always be glad that our friendship

I

was not a matter of words!
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Career Runs Third

With Joan Bennett

Continued from page 30

Joan's second marriage (when islie

was 22 and Gene Markey was 37) was
to a man wlio had sworn to remain al-

ways a bachelor—and probably should

have. Charming, agreeable, with no
meanness or jealousy in his nature, he^

nevertheless liked to play and, without

a suspicion of infidelity, managed how-
ever to spread his charm over everyone

he met. This is not an infallible recipe

for making a young wife happy. Deeper
than that, chafed with Joan the basic

fact that, to her husband, home, accord-

ing to the observation of friends, was a

trifle irksome, a first and unsuspected

ball-and-chain, while to Joan home was
everything—the true freedom. (Equal-

ly close friends of lovely Hedy Lamarr
analyze exactly the same way her sub-

sequent marriage to the brilliant Mar-
key.)

So—you see some of the reasons why
Joan regards home—even the physical

building—as truly important, and the

welding of it with love and mutual de-

votion to the institution of home as all-

important. The house, these days,

seems to radiate that ideal: a two-story
English Colonial of white-washed brick,

with formal gardens flanking the deep
rear lawn and, in front, a circular drive-

way. On a rise of ground the house over-

looks swanky Beverly Hills and collegiate

Westwood Village with (on those fa-

mous clear days you read about) a rol-

licking glimpse of the blue Pacific.

Standing in a neighborhood of homes
whose owners are leaders in professions,

industries and businesses, the house looms
far from pretentious; passing it one would
merely think "nice people live there."

That acute impression of happy home
would be enhanced if you strolled across

the clipped rear lawn to the swimming-
pool, Mhich is family—not party—-size.

Young peoples' things—even two-year-

old Stephanie's—gleam to catch the eye.

Inside, the upstairs of the house is

divided, roughly speaking, into two
wings, one for the children, each child's

personality regarded: the other wing for

Joan and Walter. Joan's room—a lux-

ury she gave herself almost from the

time she began to earn good money—is

insulated for sound and temperature.
Does she sleep! Friends say it's a rare

twenty-four hour day when she doesn't

tuck in ten hours, though that cannot
be true when she is working in a pic-

ture. This room of Joan's—beyond the
description of a male reporter—is femi-

nine to the core, nothing bizarre, every-
thing for charm and happiness, and fea-

tured by myriad bottles of perfume, her
admitted and, so far as your reporter

could learn, her only extravagance.

There is also Walter's room, designed
by Joan and based on his life-long habit
of spending a good part of each Sunday
in bed reading. The room faces East,
so he gets the morning light: its walls

are composed almost entirely of windows
and books; the simple bed, scarcely

more than a built-in, double couch, is
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flanked by books—Walter can read any
time he reaches out his hand.

Downstairs, too, the house is divided
into two parts—one for utilitarian

things of life—cooking, eating—one for

"living and fun." Between those wings
is a circular hallway and upward winds
a beautiful spiral staircase. It has the
feel of "a stairway to happiness."

It's easy to understand what all this

means to a woman who, born of a the-
atrical family, knew four different

"homes" as a child, plus five or six in the
turmoil of her two marriages and dur-
ing the back-and-forth switches from
East Coast to West while she was work-
ing out her career. When the Holmby
Hills house was nearly destroyed by
fire, in 1943, just before the baby was
born, Joan said to Walter: "I'd like

to sell it to you. I'd like it to be re-

built in the way you want it." That
was done. Although Joan didn't make
this remark to Walter, nor has she
said it in so many words to anyone
else, between the lines of her conversa-
tion and shining in her eyes when she
talks glows the conviction: "This is the
Wanger home—the Wanger home for-

ever."

To "organize" that home, keep hap-
piness at peak among its occupants,
and yet remain a movie star, Joan has
more help than she would have if the
career phase were out. A girl who likes

to do things herself, for herself and
for those she loves, she nevertheless

has and needs four assistants: a cook-
housekeeper, a maid (not a personal
maid, but to keep the house clean) , a
secretary and, for Stephanie, a niurse.

Joan's day begins, when a picture is

shooting, around five-thirty or six

o'clock. The nurse has Stephanie awake
then (no urging is needed!) ; Joan has
a brief affection-session with the baby
—then, with the housekeeper-cook, a
full runover of the home plans for that

day. If Walter is having an early chore
at his studio, too, Joan and he break-
fast together; if either has a chance to

sleep late—the other's blessing goes with
it!

Joan then sets out for the studio,

driving her small car and talking the
business and correspondence day over
with her secretary, whose hands are free

to take notes. At the studio, the secre-

tary leaves to do whatever errands that

morning may call for; she's back at

lunch or a little after, to take cor-

respondence from Joan, who can dictate

between scenes—in the hands of a hair-

dresser—anywhere. Joan, unless she

has an interview lunch or a business

engagement, usually lunches in her

dressing-room.

The moment the picture "breaks"

—

that is, at the instant the day's work
ends—Joan heads for home. Even on
evenings when company is coming for

dinner, she manages to get in at least

an hour and a half, usually two hours,

with her children. Even little Stephanie

is not pushed back into the nursery:

she has a long nap in the afternoon and
is allowed to stay up until eight, to be

with Joan, Walter, Diana (now home
from school in Connecticut) and Me-
linda. A close friend says: "Joan is

socially minded and her small parties.
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especially on Saturday nights, wlieii

there's no shooting ahead for next morn-

ing, are famous—but here's the plain

truth: Joan and Walter spend about

three evenings a week just with each

other and the kids."' And your report-

er can add this—the entire family goes

to church Sunday morning, and the two
older girls to Sunday-school as well.

Career running third doesn't mean,
with Joan, neglect of career. She sim-

ply ""shuttles" her acceptances of screen

job.s, trying to keep the summer vaca-

tion clear (September to May is Holly-

wood's peak production time, anyway)
and managing usually to keep Christ-

mas time and Easter free. Last Christ-

mas, when Melinda came home on va-

cation, Joan didn't miss a day with her.

This spring, Joan and Walter, who had
been "saving up" business errands in

the East, made their annual trip at that

time, so they could have Diana along.

The girls are the big thing in this

home, where the smart mother once re-

marked: "It takes real thinking to make
love and home click, and a career re-

quires thinking, too. I've made up my
mind I have to do double thinking,

even if it hurts my head." (Joan's petite

head doesn't seem to suffer much. At
thirty-five she is one of the screen's

loveliest heroines; many think she looked

lovelier than ever before in "The Wo-
man In The Window.") Diana, at this

writing, wants to be a doctor, Melinda
an actress.

If Joan's earlier marriages were com-
plicated by lack of extreme domestic

leanings on the part of her husbands,
she has no such trouble with the famous
AValter Wanger. He really takes to

home and family life. Perhaps it's talk-

ing out of school to give away personal,

homey secrets on a man who is President

of the Academy and this-and-that and
ranks as one of the world's leading film

producers. Anyway, here goes. When
the Easter trip East materialized this

year, business (and the train reserva-

tion problem) decided that Joan and
"famous Mr. Wanger" would have to

travel by separate trains. Don't listen

now. but W'alter took Melinda and the

baby!

Life With "Pop" Bendix

Continued from page 45

bedrooms upstairs and servants' quar-
ters downstairs. Tess's and Bill's bed-
roonj is as big as a very large living

room in some of Hollywood's finer homes.
Lorraine's room is highlighted by mir-
rored dressing room.

Pale green provides the color motif for

the panelled living and dining rooms. A
curved and winding staircase leads up-
stairs from the picturesque entrance hall.

There is a rumpus room with a Gay
Nineties atmosphere off the living

room. And down below one of the ter-

raced garden levels, apart from the main
house, is a den that is a combination
card room, movie theater, and bar.

But of all the striking features, the
most important is the nursery where
the very young Miss Stephanie presides
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in queenly glory. She is a chubby lit-

tle girl with big blue eyes that seem to
be constantly laughing. She chatters
whenever she is awake.

"Tess and I had been talking about
adopting a baby for a long time," Bill

said in his hearty manner. "Lorraine
had been heckling us for some time for

a baby sister. She didn't want to be an
only child. We liked the idea but never
seemed to have the time to do any in-

vestigating. Then, one day a friend a))-

proached us and told us about a girl

who had died giving birth to a baby
girl. Her husband had been killed over-
seas. He knew we had been looking for

a baby, so he asked us if we'd be in-

terested in adopting her. Tess and I

decided we'd take the child.

"When the infant was three days old,

the hospital asked us if we -would take
her home since space was so desperately
needed. It was around- Christmas time,

and Tess and I decided to give the baby
to Lorraine for a Christmas present.

This brought about difficulties, though,
for you know how suspicious and
snoopy young girls can be.

"Tess and I sent her out of the house
the day the baby was to come home.
We told her we had a surprise coming
for her and we didn't want lier around.
She had known nothing about the baby,
so she thought we had ordered some
furniture for her. Later in the day, af-

ter the baby was all settled in Lor-
raine's room, Lorraine came home from
her friend's house. She went into her
room immediately. She took one look
at the baby and for several moments
was speechless. Then she leaned against

the wall and said over and over, "Oh, no.

it can't be, it can't be!" She came over
and threw her arms around Tess and me,
crying all the time.

"We decided on the name 'Stephanie'

because Stefanotti Mas Tess' maiden
name, and I'd looked through too many
books trying to find just the right name
to waste any more time. Stephanie was
plenty good enough for me. Lorraine

chose Ann herself."

Lorraine has taken complete charge

of Stephanie with a nurse's help. She
lias arranged the furniture in the nursery

and has seen to all of the decorations.

And she doesn't hesitate to remind Tess
and Bill that Stephanie is hers. "After

all," she says, "she's my Christmas
present."

"Lorraine is constantly going out
shopping for things for the baby," Tess
commented as Bill went into the kitchen

to get some coffee. "We were in a store

one day, and the first thing I knew she

had bought thirty dollars' worth of dolls

for the child. I dragged her out quickly,

reminding her that Stephanie was a bit

too young for dolls."

The conversation naturally turned to

Bill's reaction to his new daughter. And
what was revealed followed the pattern

of all proud papas. "Bill wasn't wor-

ried about Stephanie the way he was
about Lorraine when she was a baby,"

Tess told me in her usual warm, friend-

ly way. "He enjoyed her from the first

moment. He does love her so much.
Not that he didn't love Lorraine, too

—

he idolized her. But Lorraine was such

a sick baby we never had a chance to



enjoy her. Then, too. Bill was always

worried that he could never give Lor-

raine the things he felt she needed. We
weren't very well situated in those days.

But he knows he can give Stei)hanie

everything that is necessary—and that

means a lot to him.

"Of course. Bill is like all fathers—

•

he's a problem. He calls the nurse all

day long from the studio where he's

been making 'A Bell For Adano' and

'Don Juan Quilligan.' He asks her if

Stephanie has had her bottle yet, if she's

had her banana and water. He fusses

constantly about the baby not getting

enough to eat. When he's home, he's

even worse. He's forever going into the

nursery. Every time he leaves her the

baby is, strangely enough, awake. The
nurse finally came to the conclusion that

he woke Stephanie up on purpose to

play with her. He always swore he

didn't, insisting she was awake when he

went in.

"He raves about her to everyone.

Once in a while, I tell him not to talk

about her so much, but his only com-
ment is, 'She's the most beautiful baby
in the world, isn't she.'' Okay, then why
shouldn't I tell everyone how wonder-

ful she is?'

"

"Look, I'm no more boastful than

you—or your mother," Bill quipped as

he came back into the room. "I've heard
you over the phone gushing about the

baby. And as for your mother, she

hasn't even seen the baby and yet you
saw how she went on in that letter."

Bill w^as referring to a letter Tess'

mother had sent a few days after

Stephanie came into the house. It was
so beautiful, so full of heartfelt senti-

ment that Tess is going to keep it.

"WTien Stephanie is old enough for

us to tell her she is an adopted child,"

Tess said sincerely, "I want to show
her the letter so she'll know her grand-

parents loved her as much as we do

—

just as much as though she were really

our own child."

Bill has already tried his hand at

changing diapers, and he's not doing so

badly. Tess says he was all thumbs
M^hen Lorraine was little, but he seems
to have gotten the hang of it with
Stephanie. He's also walked the floor

with her several times. But here he is

different from most fathers. He doesn't

try to get the baby to sleep. He talks

to her and gets her laughing—so natur-

ally, she doesn't get off to the Land of

Nod in a hurry.

After Bill and Tess had decided to get

a house, Tess began to shop around for

just the right place. She shopped
every day for two months. She went
to every agent she could think of. She
talked to others on the phone. She told

them exactly what she wanted. There
were two requirements: the house had
to be a colonial with pillars and it had
to have a bathroom uith a shower in it

for Bill's exclusive use.

"The shower was important because
Bill prefers it to a bath." Tess re-

marked, with a sly grin at Bill. "In fact,

he loves to shock people by telling them
that he never takes a bath.

"Well, I had calls from every agent
in town. They all said they had just

(he right place for us. But I had for-
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When disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may also
cause nagging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains,
loss of pep and energy, swelling, pufliness under
the eyes, headaches and dizziness.
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gotten to tell them that I wanted two
stories, so most of the places didn't
click. Then the only agent in Bel-Air
I hadn't contacted called me one day and
said she heard I was looking for a
house and that she had just the one for

me. I saw it first and loved it. Then
Bill looked at it and was sold—because
he had a marvelous bathroom of his

own. Plus a spacious shower. But he
was worried about one thing. He had just

bought a projection machine and he was
afraid the rumpus room down below the

house wasn't big enough for movies. For
a week, we couldn't make up our minds.
He kept insisting the room was too
small, and the more we talked the small-

er the room became. Finally, even I

wasn't sure that it was right. At last,

I suggested that we knock out a wall

after the war and build on to it later.

Bill agreed.

"After we moved in, I called in a de-

signer and asked him to make plans for

the addition to the rumpus room. Bill

came home from the studio one day af-

ter everything was all arranged for the

change and wanted to know what the

man was doing. When I told him, he
said flatly, 'Why all the fuss? The room
is plenty big enough for any movies just

as it is.' Husbands are unpredictable

characters at times!"

Step Out for Summer

Continued from page 16

mand today, varying from a very light

shade to deep, deep tan. And it comes
in stick form, cakes, mitts, and liquids.

It is a good idea, at the beginning of the

summer when your tan is very light, to

choose one of the warm, rosy beige tones,

and as your tan deepens, switch to a

richer, darker brown. x\s a caution, let us

remind .you that best results are obtained

by following the directions of the manu-
facturers. Some methods of application

will differ from the above because of the

basic ingredient of the makeup.
When your legs are made up—for a

final glamor touch, apply a tiny tint of

rouge to each knee. This is especially

effective when you are wearing that sleek

bathing suit, or your new "shortalls."

Treat your toes to a makeup, too. A
pedicure can do amazing things for your
morale. Clip your toe-nails straight across

and file the edges smooth—and use a

rich oil on your nails and cuticles. For

the final finish, choose a nail polish which
harmonizes with your fingernails.

QET Ready! You should now be the

proud owner of two beautifully

groomed, self-assured legs, but there is a

great big if—if your legs are smooth and
hairless. There are three basic types of

hair removers: one is a cream that is

applied like cold cream: a wax depilatory

which is applied while the wax is warm
and as it hardens is pulled off, taking the

hair with it; and abrasives which simply

rub or wear away the hair by using a

gentle, circular motion.

Now with a finished leg makeup job,

don your gayest sandals, your sports or

street wear ensemble, your brightest smile

and—forward march!
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What's Ahead For The Boys

Who Come Back Home?

Continued from page 20

dential unit citation for being in the

first landing wave that hit Tarawa.

Louis has also seen service on the Atlan-

tic patrol and on Guadalcanal. He re-

ceived a medical discharge last August

and now is back on the screen for the

first time since June of 1941 starring in

"Ten Little Indians," the film version of

Agatha Christie's murder mystery.

Louis didn't look too different from

the last time I'd seen him. Maybe a few

more lines. He was still as friendly as

ever. But as we talked, I sensed a new
and more serious outlook on life than

he had when he left. Louis has seen too

much not to be affected by it.

"Don't set me up as any authority

on this subject of returning servicemen,"

Louis said flatly as we began to chat.

"If's such a big subject. Such a personal

thing with a man himself. All I can do
is to give you my ideas which are based

on what I've seen—and what I've felt."

In Louis' estimation, any man who is

inducted or who enlists is making the

welfare of his country a personal prob-

lem. He, therefore, believes that it

should be the personal problem of the

country to see that those men who re-

turn are given a bi'eak.

"I know a lot of chaps under twenty-

one who are not young boys but men,"
Louis said intently. "They have definite

ideas on their place in the country. And
here I'd like to add a personal note. I

feel certain that these boys should have
had the right to vote along with the

other men in the last election. Even
though they hadn't reached twenty-one.

"In times of peace, perhaps a boy's

experiences aren't full enough for him
to vote before he's twenty-one. But in

times of war, I feel that if he's old

enough to fight, he's old enough to cast

his ballot. What strange metamorphosis
happens to a boy anyway on his twenty-
first birthday that makes him suddenly
a better citizen.'' I think these boys who
come back and ask to be allowed to

vote are perfectly within their rights. I

only hope that the parents of such kids

will not be too surprised to find they
are no longer as young as they were
when they left for war.
"To go on with the business of solv-

ing the problems of the returning service-

men, I also feel a vital organization of

their own should be formed so they can
have a voice in the affairs and govern-
ment of the country. And while the idea
is not original by any means, they cer-

tainly should have their jobs back.
Women should give up the blow torches
and go home and have babies. When
people have thought in terms of destruc-
tion for so long, it is more than time for

creation. That is something for the boys—^and their girls—to think over."

When Louis returned to this country,
he experienced something of a disap-
pointinent. He was also annoyed. And
he thinks other men who come home will

have the same feeling.

"For one thing, the servicemen
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AMERICA'S LARGEST SELLING BIRD SEED

slioiildn't expect to come back and find

people here suffering or sacrificing too

much," Louis stated frankly, as he re-

turned from doing a scene with Barry
Fitzgerald and June Duprez in "Ten
Little Indians." "That will be a surprise

to many of the boys. When I was in

the Pacific, some kids got letters from
home saying how hard things were for

the folks back home. They couldn't get

butter. They couldn't get this. They
couldn't get that. Life was oh! so hard.

As a result, many of the boys spent

their month's pay buying canned butter

to send back home. Their one thought
was for the comfort of those here in the

States. They didn't look upon their own
great sacrifices as so much. Then when
they comffe home, they may be in for a

rude shock. They'll find some of the

public's complacency disturbing. They'll

resent gripes about taxes and rationing.

"I think the disappointment many of

the boys will feel when they return home
will be due in large part to the fact that

overseas they think, dream, and live for

home. They talk about it continually.

They build up their Main Streets and
they glamorize every- street corner. In
many of the forward sections, they have
nothing else to do but talk about home.
Consequently, their time is filled with
the simple things. For example, a guy
with a mouth organ is tremendously
popular. I've known several men who
even carried trumpets into battle with

them. I remember sitting on the island

on many a quiet night, wondering when
the Japs would hit us again, and sud-

denly hearing a hot trumpet blare out

"The St. Louis Blues' from some dark
corner."

Louis then brought up a subject that is

close to the hearts of all men who come
home—their girls, their wives. He ap-

peared somewhat hesitant about discus-

sing this.

"Many returning servicemen have come
home to find their girls—or their wives

—

not exactly as they thought they'd be,"

he began after a pause. "That is one of

war's inevitabilities—the change between
a man and a woman. He'll expect the

girl to understand things she cannot pos-

sibly understand. And she may not know
why he is not just as he was before he

left. She may find him not so tender as

he once was. He may be more demand-
ing. Or even indifferent to her for a while.

It is up to her to note this change and
not try to fight it.

"Over there, he has dreamed and ro-

manticized his feelings for her so much
that he thinks life will be just another

honeymoon when he comes back. But
after a while, he is apt to discover that

he is really in the fifth or sixth year of

marriage and that everything is not as

exciting as he had dreamed it would be

when he was overseas.

"The man who comes home may often

want to go off alone or with his buddies.

If his wife or his girl fails to understand

this and tries to stop hiin, he may go even

farther away from her—mentally. The
girl should not, therefore, try to organize

his life too obviously for him. She should

try instead to do things he likes. And
she would be smart not to nag him about

his restlessness.

"I don't necessarily mean the girl

should simply overlook it if he starts

going off at a wrong tangent. She can
help to re-establish his interest in, life if

she reminisces with him about the things

he used to like to do. If she keeps their

memories alive, she can also help to bring

him new interests.

"On the other hand, no girl can help

her returning serviceman to readjust him-
self—and I detest that word, readjust

—

by pampering him and by being exces-

sively sympathetic. If she's too sweet
about everything, he'll resent it. He may
like being pampered for a while, but he'll

soon tire of it. Obvious babying has a

touch of pity about it. and he hates pity.

He'll resent this as much as he resented

the toughness of his 'top kick' those first

few days in boot camp. Everyone close

to a returning serviceman should remem-
ber not to overwhelm him with emotion.
Remember, they are not poor little boys.

They are big men."
Louis got up and paced back and

forth. "I don't like discussing that point

about a man who comes back and finds

his girl no longer loves him," he said

finally. "It's not pleasant. But it's a

situation many men have already been
confronted with. Few men will fight too

hard now to gain back a lost love. They
are sick and tired of fighting. They real-

ize that there's no point in fighting for

something that is lost to begin with. I

think the poet Rupert Brooke expressed

the feeling in this connection very well

when he wrote about the stupidity of

'crying with a crooked mouth for heaven.'

In other words, there is no point trying

to find or bring back something that is

not there. This situation is very bad and
it can be avoided if the girl will give her

man a chance, if she will be faithful to

hiin while he's away and if she can be
sure there is no self-recrimination in any-
thing she does."

At this point, June Duprez came in to

rehearse a scene with Louis. After she

had gone, Louis remarked lightly, "I

never thought I'd be passing out advice.

I'm scarcely the type." He relit a cigar-

ette and said, ^'But here I go again:

"I do feel sure that many of the men
who come back will want to resume their

education. I hope so. Others will re-

establish interest in life by looking for

jobs different from those they once had.

They wiU make a conscious effort to get

into the right groove. This will demand
patience of them, but so will patience

be demanded of those around these men.
"All in all," Louis concluded, "the re-

turning servicemen must expect a period

of restlessness, of feeling alone. Once this

has passed, they will find their niche.

With their new intelligence based on real-

ism, they can make of their lives some-
thing important. It is up to those who
welcome them home to be sure that

nothing is put in their path that will bar

their progress or their re-alignment to

civilian life.

"Above all, these men and their sacri-

fices must never be forgotten. That is

the responsibility and the duty of every-

one who claims the privilege of being an
American!"

BUY MORE WAR BONDS
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The Man in the Front Office

Continued from page 37

he is no fraidy-cat. Hollywood may not

love him, it"s awfully hard to like a guy
who makes more in one week than most
people make in a whole year, but Holly-

wood has the greatest respect for him.

When Zannck, after two years of fight-

ing the war in the Aleutians, France and
Africa as a Colonel in the Army Signal

Corps, was put on the reserve list and
told to go back to Hollywood and make
pictures again, everybody thought he'd

plunge into a series of those boy-meets-

girl musicals which rarely miss at the box
office. But Zanuck was too wrought up
over what he had seen at the battle

fronts. There mustn't be another war.

But what could he. Darryl Francis Za-

nuck, movie producer, do about it?

Plenty, he decided. And started work
immediately on the screen adaptation of

the life and times of a great American

—

Woodrow Wilson. So they'd call him a

fourth term finagler— so what— he'd

been called worse!

"I want to help make peace permanent
this time," Zanuck told us in his spacious

office on the Twentieth Century-Fox lot

—^and, oh yes, for the records, he wasn't

swinging a polo mallet. "Last time Wil-

son drew up the blueprints for it, but his

League of Nations didn't go through. I

wanted to show in my film how Wilson's

tragedy was a world tragedy—so that

this time when the boys gather round
the peace table they won't make the same
mistake. All I ask of 'Wilson' is that it

wake up the public to what we all have
to do if we want to have a real lasting

peace this time."

Though completely sold on "Wilson"
from the beginning, Zanuck admits there

were moments when the Cassandras of

the industry gathered around and as-

sured liim he'd lose every penny, when
he had misgivings. During one of those

moments he said, "If 'Wilson' is a failure

I'll never again make a picture without
Betty Grable." But "Wilson," ever since

its release last August, has succeeded bet-

ter than well at the box office. Other
producers are sitting up and taking no-

tice. The ground has been broken for a

new type of screen production—pictures

which are at once significant, enlighten-

ing and yet entertaining.

"W'ilson" wasn't the first time Zanuck
broke violently with accepted movie tra-

dition and found himself in hot water.

Ten years ago, when he was at Warner
Brothers, the youthful Zanuck kicked

tradition in the teeth when he made "The
Public Enemy" (and made a star out of

Jimmy Cagney) , which started the fa-

mous gangster cycle in Hollywood. The
politicians and grafters who were making
scads of dough by looking the other way
didn't like it at all, at all. That young
squirt in Hollywood had a nerve! Alva
Johnston, noted writer, said of Zanuck
and this picture, "It would be difficult to

name one other thing that applied the

lash to the public conscience as 'The
Public Enemy' did. The gangster cycle

is probably the best social service per-

formed by an agency in America m the
last ten vears. One of President Hoover's
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few accomplishments, the flank attack on
hoodlums through the income tax gather-
ers, followed close on Zanuck's cinematic
blasts against a national disgrace."

Again he kicked movie tradition in the
kisser in 1939—and caused the biggest

free-for-all in his stormy career—when he
brought John Steinbeck's hotly discussed
"Grapes Of Wrath" to the scretn. At
that time Zanuck said to writer J. P.
McEvoy, "When I made 'I Am A Fugi-
tive From A Chain Gang,' five Southern
States banded together and swore to put
us out of business. George sued for a
million. 'The Grapes Of Wralh' has a
great message—my contract with Stein-

beck says we must not destroy the theme.
It's a powerful book, and a stirring in-

dictment of conditions which I think are
a disgrace and should be remedied. If

that makes me a Communist or any-
thing else, that's okay with me. Sure,

I'm getting hollers, and that's nothing to

what I will get, but I don't believe Stein-

beck is any more communistic than I am.
Sure, it's a gamble, but I have gambled
before on what I thought was pure box
office. Why shouldn't I gamble on some-
thing I think will make a great picture?"

"The Grapes Of Wrath" paid off well

at the box office. In fact, only one of

Zanuck's attempts to come to grips with
the realities of American life has been a
flop, namely, "The Ox-Bow Incident,"

which was a grim cinematic treatise on
mob psychology and its tragic conse-

quences. "Man Hunt," one of Zanuck's
pre-Pearl Harbor war pictures, caused
him to be listed as a warmonger by a

Senate committee dominated by isola-

tionists.

When Zanuck first assumed charge of

production for Twentieth Century-Fox in

1935 the studio was decidedly short of

"starpower." Probably because he loves

movies better than life itself, Zanuck has

a knack for picking newcomers who de-

velop into big stars. (He assures you he

isn't infallible—he failed to see star pos-

sibilities in Charles Farrell when Farrell

was supporting Rin-Tin-Tin in Zanuck's
bowwow operas, and he failed to discover

that Myrna Loy, slinking around War-
ner Brothers as an Oriental siren, was a

brilliant and clever actress.) The first

thing that Zanuck did when he moved

K ^
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on the Twentieth Century-Fox lot was to

discover a bunch of youngsters whom he
could build into top favorites. Tyrone
Power had been kicked around plenty in

Hollywood, and had gone to Chicago
where he was operating a telescope at the
World's Fair, when Zanuck took him over
and in "Lloyds Of London" and "Love Is

News" made him into the biggest star on
the lot. John Payne had played minor
parts at many of the studios, but didn't

become a star until Zanuck saw him.
Betty Grable, after a session in Para-
mount and RKO college pictures, was
considered "through" in Hollywood be-

fore she even got started, and was on
tour with a band when Zanuck saw a

cheesecake picture of her in a San Fran-
cisco newspaper. Gene Tierney, voted by
the Harvard boys several years ago as

the wwst actress in Hollywood, made
liars out of them by becoming, after

"Heaven Can Wait" and "Laura," one of

the hottest stars in Hollywood.

When in 1942 Zanuck's box office stars,

Tyrone Power, John Payne, Victor Ma-
ture, Henry Fonda, Cesar Romero en-

listed, things looked pretty bad at Twen-
tieth Century-Fox. And, of course, it

would happen that Betty Grable, Alice

Faye and Gene Tierney would choose

that time to have babies. When Zanuck
came back from the wars he found that

he'd have to build up a new star list

practically from scratch. Though this

might depress many a producer it was
all in the day's work for Zanuck. With
his uncanny abOity to pick them, in less

than a year and a half he discovered and
developed such young stars as June
Haver, Jeanne Grain, Dick Haymes.
Vivian Blaine and Lon McCallister (now
in service) . "Lon McCallister is as big

a picture personality as there is in the

business," Zanuck told us. "He has that

sympathetic quality both men and
women go for." William Eythe and Dana
Andrews got oft' to a slow start, but to-

day they are rated as two of the most
popular male stars in the industry.

"Laura" tripled Dana's fan mail, and
Zanuck predicts that "A Royal Scandal"
will do the same to Bill's.

Zanuck's career has been a shining ex-

ample of the great advantage of setting

a goal for yourself and going after it from
the start. Maybe you don't have so

much fun that way, but you get to be

"the man in the front office" much sooner.

Zanuck was born in Wahoo, Nebraska,

September 5, 1902. By the time he was
six, his imagination had become so thor-

oughly fired by dreams of adventure and
success that he began planning his career

in motion pictures then and there. "At
eight," writes his biographer, Alva John-

ston, "he went to Los Angeles with his

mother, who had been sent there for her

health. The boy was placed in the Page
Military Academy. He began to play

hookey as soon as he discovered that a

dollar a day could be earned by acting

as an extra at the old Essanay lot in

Glendale. One day, when he was a httle

Indian 'girl' supporting Bessie Barriscale,

who was a big Indian girl, Bessie com-
plained that her wig did not fit. Zanuck's

wig was snatched from his head and
placed on Bessie's. He was sent by street-

car to a costuming house to get a new
wig. His mother happened to be on the
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Light as a cloud, wonderful Tre-Jur

Batk Poivder hasn't a speck of weight-

ing; every particle is pure, soft.

You'll love its quality, its fluS>-

lamb's wool puff, its triple-scendng

Lilac, Gardenia, Apple Blossom

^t^<yi/&=^/cefiled

TRE-JUR
Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappear

Get a jar of Golden P^cock Bleach Creme this evening
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im-
provement in the morning. In a few days surface blem-
ishes, muddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
skin- Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry

counters. 30 million jars already used. Ask for Imperial
size, or write for a generous Free Sample to Golden
Peacock Co.. Inc., Paris, Tennessee.

Al DRUG COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

FreeBooklet.MaryeICo.,97EastSt.,NewHaven,Ct.

HOLLYWOOD SONGWRITER

SERVICE NOW AVAILABLE

TO NEW SONGWRITERS
HOLL\"VrOOD, CA,LIF.—.New writers in all parts of
the country are speaking words of praise for the
Cinema Song Company. This company is devoting
its efforts to helping the amateur writer complete
his songs in a professional manner so that the songs
may receive proper consideration from the publish-
ers. Their capahle staff is headed by two well-known
Hollywood songwriters who supply the melodies
for song poems and lyrics without charge. The
Cinema Song Company will also supply you with
lead sheet copies and excellent recordings of your
songs. If you have ambitions to break into the
profitable field of songwriting, send your song
poems or lyrics for FREE examinations and fuU
details.

CINEMA SONG COMPANY, Dept. D-2
Box 670, Beverly Hills, Calif.

streetcar, and that ended the first phase
of his movie career.

When trouble loomed over the border

in ^le.xico, young Zanuck sneaked away
to enlist. Although uiulor age, he per-

suaded the recruiting officer that he was
18. Wahoo wasn't big enough to hold

him after that, and when World War I

came along he enlisted right after ,\mer-

ica's entrance in it. He served overseas

as a member of tlie 37th Division. His

first practical experience in writing came
when the representative of his division

on the A.E.F. newspaper, "The Stars and
Stripes," got in the way of a bullet and
was sent home. Zanuck. who had always
wanted to write, got the job.

In 1921 Zanuck returned to his great

love, Hollywood. He sold a few stories,

and was as cocky as all get-out, when
suddenly he became a victim of the great

freeze-out of local authors. 1923 was the

year of the Big Name Monopoly in Hol-
lywood. Poor Zanuck. who had not even
written a book on Russia, was reduced
to catching white-hot rivets in an iron

bucket in a shipyard near Los Angeles.

After months as a riveter's helper, he es-

tablished the Darryl Poster and Window
Display Service, which failed because he
knew nothing about drawing posters or

dressing windows. He became a publicity

man for a laundry and a press agent for

a hair tonic. Now and then a magnifi-

cent cinematic idea would strike him.

and he would rush to the studios with it,

but would be received with sneers. He
was an untouchable, a worm, one who
had not written a book. "\Miat shall I

do?" Zanuck asked Ra>Tnond Griffith,

the silk-hat comedian. Griffith, who was
shaving at the time, stopped long enougli

to say, "Write a book."

So Zanuck wrote a book, well, a kind
of a book, and he called it "Habit," and
he has been trying to buy up copies of it

ever since. But it proved to be the "open
sesame" to the studios. For a year he
turned out a new scenario almost every
week. Warner Brothers heard of his

facility in grinding out plots and hired

him at 8150 a week to write for their

biggest box office star of the time—Rin-
Tin-Tin. After three years Zanuck walked
into Jack Warner's office and announced
a plan he had been turning over in his

mind. He wanted to do more than write

dog operas—he wanted a production unit

of his own and a share in its profits. And,
by golly, he got it. He's been getting

everji;hing he asked for ever since.

In the old days Zanuck was quite a

one for going on big game hunts into

darkest Africa, plaj-ing polo, and hob-
nobbing with the titled upper crust of

the Continent. But the war put an end
to that. Today he is the most serious of

the producers in Hollywood, and vitally

interested in plans for the post-war world.

But he still manages to have a good
laugh occasionally, particularly at him-
self. Recently when he won an award for

his "Wilson" he appeared in a sketch on
the Bob Hope program. The sketch was
supposed to depict the great Zanuck. sur-

rounded by his yes-men, in the throes of

a story conference. He pauses long enough
in his running dialogue for his yes-men
to chorus a "yes." They all do, except

one. "No," he says. Zanuck blithely

shoots him and comments, "Silly boy."

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

when You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
in one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives lustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hair neatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.

At storms which sell toilet gooc/<

2St for 5 rinsej

10^ for 2 rinset

Brenda- Will

You Step Out
WithMeTonight?

I know I've been an awful grouch not taking
you any place lately. But after standing all day at
my new job, my feet dam near killed me with cal-
louses and burning. Now I've reformed— or rathei-
my feet ha%'e—thanks to the medicinal Ice-Mint
you advised. Never tried anything that seemed to
draw the pain and fire right out so fast— and the
way it helps soften callouses is nobody's business!
Been able to get some extra overtime money— so
what do you say, let's go dancing tonight. You can
step on my Ice-Mint feet all you want.

iARCeST COLLBCTION Of

STAR
PHOTOS
/R THB
WORLP

Roy Rogers, Recublic's "King ot the
Cowboys", congratulates Irving Klaw.

•'King of Movie
Stills", on his great

I collection of Holly-
wood Star Photos.

Now
Offered
^or Sale

Rush name and address loJav for

^ Iv h illuscraied ^fo^'i£ Star Xei(-s

I 1% whic.t li^ts thoa.^and^ of unusual
photos of HoilywooJ Stars, i and Leaders, Vocal-
ists. Stars in Color, Batning Beauties. Latest Mo^ -e

Scenes. Old Time Stars, Pin Up poses etc. Origin.»l
glossy prints—Sx 10 ready for framing or album.
Send 10c lo help cover cost of mailing. Dime re-

funded en 6rst order.

IRVING KLAW
212 East 14th St. Dept. J-7, New York 3. N.Y.
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Danger!

don't

cut

1UTTING can be
painful— even dan-

gerous—leaves nails looking

rough and ugly! Try Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover — see how
smooth and neat it keeps cuticle

!

Quickly it softens and loosens

dead cuticle, so you can wipe it

off. Wonderful, too, for cleaning

under nail tips and removing
stains. Only 10^, or

35^^ for the large size

(plus 20% Federal
Tax). Get Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover
today.

CUTEX
OILY CUTICLE REMOVER

FREE
s\\ EARRINGS

^gf These
beautiful,,'

matched"GLOW-
I N - T H E.-
DARK" earrings

are our free gift

to you. Whether
you ordei' one
flower or more,
you get t h e s e

lovely luminous
earrings free with

i „.y,OiU'Pa0.rdfl&...«,.^.-,».i.,.^

OHCHIDS«^

These beautiful, life-

like flowers gclually
"GLOW" in the dark.
In the daytime they
look like natural flow-
ers and at night their

beautiful glow will
add charm to your ap-
pearance. Fifth Ave- .

nue's newest style
trend is now available
to you. .These beauti-
ful flowers can be '

worn as corsages, in

the hair or on a hat.
Demand is great and '

supply is limited. Send
your order today..

rBOULEVARD PRODUCTS COMPANY. Dept. 607
45 East 17th St.. New York 3, N. Y.

riease ,spnfl me free parnnKs antl the floweis I

Iliave checkt'd. I am enclo.sinR money as indicatet!.

I Gardenia.SI.OOQ 2 Gardenlason HairClip.$2.00
I Orchid . . .SI.OOQ Any 3 Flowers $2.79

I
(If you prefer, senrt no money, just coupon. l*ay
postman co.st plus pcstage on delivery.)

I
NAME

I

I

I

Lh'
. ...Z ONE. _^STATE

. -^J

ADDRESS.

Memo To A Starlet

Continued from page 43

hadn't, in fact, really expected any-
thing of the sort to happen to me

—

ever. I mean, I didn't try to get in pic-

tures. It just simply never occurred to

me that I could. And I had no idea how
to go about it. I didn't even think of

the modeling jobs I did as possible bids

for work in films. I didn't go in for

dramatics at St. Mary's, or at Ingle-

wood High, where I took my last semes-
ter in school. No one in my family had
ever been on the stage, or thought of

such a thing. Dad is co-ordinator of

education at Inglewood High and, at

home, when we spoke of the theater at

all, it was as if we spoke of the Never-
Never Land. I dreamed of being an
actress and planned to be an artist.

"So, when Mr. Welles didn't give me
the part, it was nothing realer than the

kind of disappointment you might feel

if someone suddenly told you there are

fairies and then you find out there

aren't.

"Then—then, one night, at a play in

Max Reinhardt's Hollywood Workshop,
20th Century-Fox's talent scout, Mr.
Ivan Kahn, saw me in the audience and
asked me to come to the studio the next

day and make a test. Later in the eve-

ning, a talent scout from Warner Brotli-

ers and another from Paramount asked
me the same thing!

"I thought, I've gone to sleep in the

theater! I thought, I'm dreaming, I

must be! I thought, I know that talent

scouts spot girls they see on the stage

because I've read about it in the fan

magazines and anyway, that's what
they're here for. But not a girl in the

audience.

"Well, I went home and woke moth-
er and dad and told them what had
liappened and they were sort of, well.

soothing. But the next morning, the

phone rang and, sure enough, it was
^Oth Century-Fox. They asked me to

come riglit out and make a test. Later,

the otlier studios called me, too. But by
tliat time, I was on my way. So then

T made a test and they signed me.

"Then Mr. Zanuck came home from
the war. A few days later, he made an
inventory of all the girls who had been
signed while he was away. When my
turn came, he talked to me for quite a

while. Then he said (I remember every
syllable) , T like you very much, Jeanne.

You have a nice quality. I want you to

make a test for 'Home In Indiana.'

"Well, I thought, I guess Mr. Zanuck,
lieing away and all, hasn't been told

that anotlier girl is set for that part. I

just thought it was nice of Mr. Zanuck
to be so pleasant to me, and tried not to

hope. But June Haver and I made a

test and, when it was run, previous

plans were altered and we got the parts.

"Then," you said, and your words
tumbled out like spilled beads, "then

everything I had ever dreamed about,

when I'd dreamed about being in the

movies, came true. My first picture, in

Technicolor! My first picture—and T

was the lead! And in a part that ap-

pealed to me so very much, too. Be-

I7XPERIENCED JMolhers knot.^ that summer teething must not
be trifled with—that summer up-
sets due to teething may seriously
interfere with Baby's progress.

Relieve your Baby's teething
pains this summer by rubl)ing on
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion—the
actual prescription of a famous
Baby Specialist. It is effective and
economical, and has been used
and recommended by millions of
Mothers. Your druggist has it.

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

PIN-UP 6IRLS
The kind men Hke! (pocket size).

25 assorted PIN-UPS sent for $1.

Shipped prepaid in plain wrap-

per. No C. 0. D.'s. Send cash or^

money order.,

No stamps.
NUDKI. Oept P-295
Boxl26.GPO.N,YC,lI

SONGPOEMS
WANTED

. ww..^. W——W To Be Set to Music
^ Publishers need new songs ! Submit one or more of

^ your best poems for immediate consideration. Any sub-

ject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADEU
ir Five star Music Masters. 605 Beacon Bldg.. Boston 8. Mass.

BANISHED FOREVER
From Face, Arms, Legs, Body

Remove your unsightly hair from any part of your tace.
arms, legs or body. You positively can now—safely, pain-
lessly or permanently. Doctors say there is absolutely
nothing like this anywhere. They enthnsiasti<-aUy endo-s-*
it—and praise it more highly than any hair remover on the
niarket Recommended by America's

Greatest Beauty Experts
The world's onlv booK author on the removal of unsi-iliilv
hair has just published his gieat. illustiated book. Every
method endorsed by physicians, approved by dermatologists
and recommended by beauty specialists is explained m it.

Simply follow these instructions on depilatories, abrasives,
creams, lotions vvaxf s. etc. Also pe/manent measures,
painless preparations and safe home methods.

Our Offer—Send No Money ONLY
Lovely, radiant, hau-lree skin on lips. chm. legs,
arms, etc., is attractive—helps girls win love and
men. SUPERFI,UOU5^ HAIR .AND ITS RES'iOVAL
is only 98 cents. Formerly $2.00. Simple direc-
tions. Life-time i esults. Guaranteed liarmless.
SEND NO MONEY. Jnst mail coupon NOW.

98'
Harvest House, Dept. H-212
363 Broadway. N. Y. 13, N. Y.
Send SUPERFLUOUS HAIR AND ITS REMOVAL
plain package. On deliveiy I will pay postman !

cents plus few cents postage. If not satisfied I m
return it within ten days and my 98 cents will
refunded.
Name
Address . . -

CHECK HERE If you want to save postage.
Enclose $1.00 with coupon and we ship prepaid.

Canadian orders, Sl,35 in advance
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. fei^ ^ Endorsed by

/ John Robert Powers

( in fine rayons

Ji^t, about $1.79
' at better stores

Write for free

booklet — "A
Word About
Modeling" by
John Robert
Powers ^ (•'

' trade mark
Louis Herman & Co.

creators of

^ MOVIE STAR SLIPS

Dept. H
159 Madison Ave.. N.Y. 16. N.Y.

SONGWRITERSAHENTION
The amazine: demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by more than 300.000 Song-Hit
creating Juke-Boxes, warrants your immediate
investigation. We are offering song - poem
writers the rare opportunity of Itaving quali-
fied composers furnish music for any lilcely

recording material received this month. Reooln
Recording Co.. Box !>.S7-,S. Hollywood 2S.t nlif.

PICTURE
RING$1.
Exquisite Onvx-Mke Picture Ring—made from
anv photo. Send No Money! Mail pholo with paper
strip for ring size. Pay postman only $1.00 plus post-
aee. Hand tinted 25c extra. Photo returned with ring.

Money oack guarantee. Send photo and Tins size now.
TOPTRAITRINGCO., Pept.K-S2. CINCINNATI, O.

% "Before and After''
^ Read this new book atiout Plastic/

Retonstruction. Tells how easy/
it is tor noses to he shaped-^

. protruding ears, thick lipsC
IV wrinkles, and signs of age i

corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-tip and pendu-
lous breasts. Plastic Surgery^

explained. Elatiorate illustrations,

pages. Only 25c.—mail coin or stamps, ^lennvllte
Publlthers. 60 E. 42nd St., Dept. CC. New York 17, N. Y.

Specially P0«^ 'nj^^ood"*"-

1

;°::ri?e^We oppe---.^

I Tax 10- 25c ea.. 5 to'

Full B» 1

, _ „{ over

mo'e-y° , « for $^

pararnoi;" „^y'»
MOW ".1

Taver

cause I wore blue-jeans and iny iiair

in pig-tails and was conit'y and didn't

have to act or look different tiian I ;iin.

.\nd a location trip, to Oiiio, to Ken-
tucky, for me, who had never been out

of California before! And then, Lon
McCallister, who had been in 'Stage Door
Canteen' and was absolutely a .screen

crush of mine, playing opj)osite me—so

that was another part of the dream-
come-more-than-true—oil," you paused

for breath, and sighed, "everything hap-

pens to me!
"Well, then we came back to Holly-

wood and finished the picture and be-

fore we finished, I was given a part in

'In The Meantime, Darling,' so I was in

two pictures at one time, just fancy

that! After that, for my third picture,

I was cast in 'Winged Victory'—and
that was a super thing all around.

"And now 'State Fair,' one of the very
biggest pictures on the lot—and Walter
Lang is directing—so now I've had
Henry Hathaway, Otto Preminger,

George Cukor and Walter Lang for my
directors and for a girl like me, green

and beginning, to have wonderful di-

rectors is, in the studio, the same thing

as having wonderful parents at home,
who bring you up wisely and well.

"And all the while, hand in hand with

plum parts in the plum pictures, have
gone all manner of other excitements in

my private life, too—like Mr. and Mrs.
Zanuck inviting me to their house for

dinner the night 'Home In Indiana' was
previewed in Hollywood . . . and I met
Elsa Maxwell there, and Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Goldwyn, and Cary Grant and Bar-
bara Hutton and other fabulous char-

acters, like George Sanders and Errol

Flynn, Some of the people, like George
and Errol, didn't know who I was, but
they were so nice to me, friendly, not
letting on they didn't know.
"And at another party, a few days

later, Gary Cooper was one of the guests

and he came up to me and held out his

hand and said, with that nice, shy smile

of his, 'My name's Cooper'—I couldn't

believe my ears. Then he said, 'We saw
the picture, my wife and little girl and
I, and certainly did like it.'

"Of course, dreamy as things are for

me, and they are—I've just heard, by
the way, that 'Cameo Kirby' may be
my next picture, again with Dana An-
drews—there are still a jeio things I

haven't done and want to do; a few
things I want to have, and don't have.

"Mother and dad and my sister and
I are still living in our little home in

Inglewood, and we love it. But someday
I would like one just slightly larger with,

perhaps, a quite small, but heart-shaped,
swimming pool. I've never been to

.\drian's for a dress and won't feel real-

ly movie-starrish," you laughed, "until

I have been dressed by Adrian! I

haven't any jewelry, except little pieces

I've had since I was a child. I haven't
a fur coat and want one but won't buy
one until I can have the best. And since

35 per cent of my income is impounded
by the State of California under the

Coogan act, and 10 per cent goes to my
agent and about 23 per cent to the
Government and welcome to it, still I

can't hope for even 'next-best' for quite

a time."

Screen LAND

10c -25c

SONG POEMS
WANTED "°s'eKi"„'r
Send your best Poems for Free Exam-
ination. (No obligation.) Write for Free
Instructive Booklet outlining opportuni-
ties. Recordings furnished.

UNITED SirSIC CORPORATION
40S North High St.. Salem. Indiana

COLOR YOUR HAIR JHE,,
Shampoo and color your hair at the same]
time with SHAMPO-KOLOR, quicldy. eas-
ily, yourself, at home. Any shade, close tol
scalp. Ko dyed look. Will not rub off, Pennirs perm. wave.
Ko experience needed. Caution: Use only as directed on label.

Free Book. VallignyProd. Inc., Dpt. lo-R 254W.3ISt.,N.Y.

Don't Let Excessive
Drinking -^^v^^
RuinYour
LIFE!

LEARN THE TRUTH -
^

ABOUT ALCOHOLISM!
Why dunk your glamour in alcohol - be only
half alive -lose love, health, success and hap-
piness.' After years of drunken misery I found
out how to break the whiskey spell. Get the
answer to your problem - write me today!

W. I. NEWTON, Dept. HS-7, Box 861. Hollywood. Calif.
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REDUCE
with

V-TABS!
Anti-Acid . . . .

Anti-Fatigue . . .

Vitamin Tablets

"LOST 17 Lbs.

IN 14 DAYS" .

V-Tabs

"Lost 17 lbs. in 14 days and feel as
good as ever," says Mrs. E. F. "Re-
dut:Gd 15 lbs. and never felt better
in my life."—J. V. "Used to wear size
42 . . . now wear a 20."—R.M. "Do-
ing: me a wopld of g»od. Don't have
eas . , , losing weight . . . more
enerrv '—Mrs. R. S. "Most amazing
—lost 7 lbs. In 1 week . . . can't
thanK you enough. "—Mrs. L. I. "Lost
1'* lbs. and feel so much better . . . don't bloat and
have gas."—Mrs. O. K. These are but a few of the

letters in our files. Why don't YOU see what
ill do for you?

NOT A CATHARTIC!
V-TABS are not a cathartic. They help reduce fai by
supplementing your regular diet when taken .nstead
of a heavy lunch, and also tend to lake away that
abnormal appetite caused by over-acidity or fatigue.
It you are overweight, always tired, full of acid, and
yet like to eat. try V-TABS. As fatigue and acidity
disappear your normal appetite will return and you'll
no longer crave the quantities of food that cause the
excess fat deposits.

QUICK ... for MEN or WOMEN
With intake curtailed, the body feeds on its own sur-
plus fat, and weight goes down . . . quickly! Mail
coupon today with 3-1.98 and save posUge. or order
C.O.D. plus posUge. Take the full month's supply
according to directions in the booklet. If not satisfied
With results ... if you do not lose weight and feel
better .. . , we will refund the cost. Act NOWI

V-TAB CO.. Dept. SU-8. Box 205
Times Square Station. New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
V-TAB CO., Dept. SU-8, Box 205
Times Square Station, New York

bend me one month's supply of V-TABS (120 tablets)

[ ] I enclose 51.98.

I 1 1 will pay postman $1.08 plus postaire

City

No Canadian orders.

. . . . State

Please print plainly.

SONG POEMS w
We want song poems and lyrics on all
subiects.We offer the services of a noted
Hollywood Motion Picture composer
and arranger. Send your poem today
for consideration and our liberal offer.

HOLLYWOOD MELODIES
p. O. Box 2168E Hollywood 28, CaUf.

N
T
E
D

GENUINE DIAMOND RINGS $3.95
Beautiful spai'klinM: diamonds set in lOK solid
yellow gold rings. Latest design. Diamond
solitaire engagement ring $3.95. 3 diamond
wedding ring $3.95. Both $7.45. Gift box
free. Pay postman plus 20^o tax and postage.
Send name, ring size. Refund if not delighted.

NATIONAL JEWELRY CO.
P.O. Box 208* San Antonio 6. Tex.

VAN JOHNSON
MGM Star

10*
NOW
ONLY
12 for $1.00

Simply super I Netvest

ppsesi Just list your

fayorites and second

choices. Smallest or-

der. 20c.

IDELUXE PHOTO SERVICE, oept wis
[ Box 953 Church St. Annex. N. Y. 8. N. Y.

Girl Hunt!

Continued from page 26

public mind a myth that she has a shin-

ing' surface that nothing ever mars, that

she is the original Pollyanna, the golden-

haloed kid herself, living a calm, placid

existence disturbed by no upsets or tur-

moil. Outward appearances to the con-

trary, such is not the case.

"I really don't know what I'm like,"

admits Marsha. "I'm full of contrasts;

it's very strange. I like crowds and soli-

tude, furs and bluejeans, neatness and

confusion. I'll stay up late, then hoard

sleep. I adore jive, and I also adore

symphonies. I love the hottest of ride-

outs and at the same time I am devoted

to certain of the classics. Never the

twain are supposed to meet. I like to

travel and to stay put. I love certain

staid and hidebound friends; I under-

stand them. I adore other completely

hoyden friends, some of whom would

appall my other intimates. Sometimes I

say to myself, 'What is this with me?'

I love all things. I collect them.

"You see, my approach to a dramatic

career has been, 'Let's act, let's turn in

performances, let's forget who we are

and be someone else. Let's have less of

me.' That's why, when I ask myself.

'Who am I?' I realize there is no me at

all! I am a composite of every person I

have ever met or seen, every book I

have ever read. I am a mirror of cir-

cumstance and people. I have assimilated

little bits of people's characteristics and

ways. The best dramatic school I know
of was growing up in New York and

going back and forth to school on the

subway. There, you can watch people,

and they are so wonderfully unselfcon-

scious. The business man and the tired

shopper are completely unaware that

they are being watched. Y^ou can judge

what people do for a living by their

hands, the way they dress, the way they

walk and talk.

"There is something about my makeup
that is like a sponge. I absorb all these

things. I am all things and nothing! I

think it ties in with my approach to my
work. You see. I am not a personality

on the screen. I bring no sameness from

one role to another. There is never any
Marsha Hunt in a picture. I have only

my face and my voice. I bring no man-
nerisms nor habitual facial expressions.

I am not a personality."

Not long ago a well-meaning friend

told Marsha: "You should start selling

yourself. You have too pure an ap-

proach; you lose yourself in whatever

you are playing with the result that peo-

ple see you in a half a dozen pictures

and do not recognize you nor realize they

have seen you before. You have to com-
mercialize yourself to build to stardom."

But that is just what Marsha will not

do. She has never cared about being a

star. She has only cared about being an

actress. She explains, "There are two
entirely different schools of thought

about acting, and you have to elect

which road you are going to follow. I

have pointed everything toward becom-
ing an actress and not a personality. I

recognized and faced that fact long ago.

LIMITED QUANTITIES
Electric Stoves

1 -Burner and 2-Burner

Electric Steam Irons
Automatic Electric Irons

Electric Irons

RADIOS. A.C. & D.C.
Table & Console Models

InFra-Red Health Lamps
Electric Room Heaters

Desk Lamps—Bed Lamps

Electric Food and Cream Mixers
Electric Toasters Electric Broilers.

Schick Electric

Shavers
and Others

Carpet Sweepers
Electric

Vacuum Cleaners

Electric Fans—all sizes—table and floor models

Electric Roasters
Sandwich Toasters

Waffle Bakers

lilverware for Home Use
ilverware for Restaurants
Enameled Cookinif Ware
Electric Wire, AH Sizes

Heater Elements
Iron Elements

Cooker Elements
Screen Wire, All Sizes

Send Stamped Keiurn Envelope for Prices

JOSEPH WINKLER & CO., Dept. AE.7,

467-671 N. CLARK ST. CHICAGO 10. ILL.

Gef your Favorife
Movie Stars Also Pin-ups
Original Photos of your favorite stars,
aiid scenes from any recent photoplay,
the finest anywhere. Size 8x10 glossy
prints ready to frame or for album. We
have the largest collection of photos in
the country. Remit by money order.
4 for $1.00—12 for $2.50.

PYRAMID STUDIOS, Dept. 29-3
P.O. Box 127. Sta. P. Brooklyn 12. N.Y.

BOW-LEGGED?
Send for ray Book Corrective Exercises. Can be done
Anywhere. Any Time. No Embarrassment. Price. $1.00.

T. BROWN, B. Science, P. 0. Box 12, New York 6t. N.Y.

SONG POEMS WANTED

I

Any Subject I
For musical settings. Act NOW! New Bones I
needed. Send poems (or music) for free I
examination and melody test offer. |

Art Melody Studios "^r.-ro^o'.rcr"

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS
Actual photographs specially posed by your
favorite stars- INTRODUCTORY OFFER—16 reg-
ular high gloss photos only $1. Latest releases
g-uaranteed. Catalog msiled free with each order.
ALSO THRILLING PIN-UP PHOTOS 16 FOR $1.

FINE ARTS FILM CO.
P.O. Box 2084 San Antonio 6. Tex.

HUNDREDS.^
ofHardio Get ^
ITEMS M

• Guaranleed Genuine Swiss ffalches

(Men's or Udies') S9.95

• Lovely Charm Braceiels Only 49c
• Genuine Sterling Silver Rings $1.'

• Beautiful Wentificalion Bracelets $1.'I9

• 14K Gold Genuine Oiamond Bridal Pair $9.95

Lovely Karriiig3, Anklets. Costume Pins,
Sweetheart Locket-'^. Pearls. Bracelets, Bill-
folds, CharmStHosicry.Com pacts, etc. New
styles from Broadway and Hollywood.
Write for your Big Free Catalog today!

mrfllNllTIONm OHMOHD CO.,?25l calumet AVE,DEPT CHICHCO 16.11.1
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M Y Don Juan

Lipstick
STAYS ON!''

Sometimes beauty can be very

cooperative — as in this smart

new Flip-It cigarette case by

Barr. A slight press of the thumb

— flip! — and your cigarettes,

round and unrumpled, are pre-

sented to your waiting fingers. In

sterling, gold-plate or silver-plate

— *soon at your favorite store.

FROM THE FAMILY OF

* War v^orlt is talcing our full time
today. Buy war bonds now—your
Flip-It case and other Barr gifts later.

FACTUR1N6 COBPOBATION

Mir.^mm
to Remove

UNWANTED HAIR

The Original

LOTION
DEPILATORY

Works like magic
Easy to use— no waste
Simply dab on—rinse off

Actually makes hair re-

moving a pleasure

Attractive bottle— more
convenient than tubes

Economical 33(? and 85i?

Ask at your Drug or Dept.
Store cosmetic counter for

HAIR REMOVING LOTION
m

Even in the beginning, it wasn't that I

wanted to be a movie ST.\R, when I was
;i ciiiid, I wanted to be an actre.is. There
is a difference.

"In saying this I do not mean to give

le.ss credit to personality stars, for they

have developed unique qualities in them-
selves to a fine point, often turning into

a distinct asset what might have been a

drawback in voice or feature. All the

world, myself included, goes to see Gable,

Crosby, Grable for themselves; for per-

sonality characteristics can endear a

player to an audience, and to heck with

what roles they play! Margaret Sullavan,

Katharine Hepburn, Jean Arthur— all

fine actresses—still have distinctly un-

usual voices, a quality that keeps fans

faithful.

"All that is what I mean by being a

personality. To carry traits and manner-

isms and hair styles and so on from pic-

ture to picture. But, rightly or wrongly,

this has not been my approach. In 'Joe

And Ethel Turp Call On The President.'

I played opposite Walter Brennan in an

old lady part. I was thrilled for the op-

portunity, because I like to think it was

a great compliment, since my face does

not lend itself to aging. I like to think

the role was offered me because the

studio felt I could act. In playing the

old lady I really kept a stiff upper lip,

and I mean exactly that! I had noticed

that most elderly people have false teeth,

and they keep their upper lips stiff to

hold dentures in and because they are

self-conscious about showing them. Old

people always raise their eyebrows from

the center instead of from the outside.

I also squinted, because eyes grow smaller

with age. I kept my eyelids droopy, to

give them a tired expression. These were

all things I picked up watching the man
on the street, you might say. I lost

Marsha somewhere along the way. For

the picture, I was that old lady.

"Of course, adapting myself to these

roles is bound to influence the private

life of Marsha Hunt! It often seems as

if I have no identity. I am all people

and I am nobody. I don't know what I

am, truly, deep inside. I only know that

I am stuck with this strange curse, or

advantage, of reflecting and retaining the

characters of others. And it goes into all

my relationships with jjeople.

"For instance, I am known as the

recipient of all people's troubles. It's

like hanging out a sign, 'Deposit here.'

There must be something chemical that

draws certain people to others for help.

On a picture, often, one by one every

member of the cast will tell me their sor-

rows. I have found myself trying to find

a maid for one, solving the problem of

the care of a sick mother for another. I

have listened to career, health, relative

and marital troubles. But here is the

disconcerting truth: All the time that I

am feeling sympathy for them and genu-
inely wanting to help, I am tucking
away in the back of my mind their re-

actions to trouble. This other self of

mine is very objective and cold-blooded,

watching their expressions and seeing

how each individual acts, putting this

knowledge in the back of my mind for

future use in acting.

"And yet I can't suddenly get ashamed
of this detaclunent and not listen to

Says

Anita Ellis
FAMOUS RADIO SINGER

ON THE
MUTUAL NETWORK

Color, charm, glam-

our, that's my Don J uan

Lipstick. IfindDon Juan

not drying or smeary.

See what they do

for your lips

1. DON JUAN STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss, ifused as di-

rected. No greasy, smeary effect.

2. LIPS STAY LOVELY without

frequent retouching. Try today.

3. NOTDRYINGorSMEARY.Im-
parts appealing glamour look.

Creamy smooth— easily apolied.

4. NEW Style SHADES . . .

Blackberry, dark & daring; Trousseau

Pink, for love & romance; Fuchsia, in-

viting, exciting. Other shades, too.

De luxe size $1. Refills 60c. Junior size 25c.
Tax extra. Matching powder, roupe & cake
make-UD. Trial sizes atlOcstores. In CanaHaalso.

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR LIPSTICK

New Movie Star Photos
Direct from Hollywood

West Coast's biggest dealer in movie

I

photos Is FIBST with all the latest Stars
and Poses.

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
List decoraled with MOVIE ST.AR3
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your F.WORITE with fifteen

cents to cover handliti^' and mailing.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
Box 1150—Dept. 6

Van Johnson Hollywood 28, Calif., U.S.A.

HOME SHAMPOO

' MADE SPECIALU FOR.

*^ Washes Hair

Shades Lighter SAFELY
Made speciallv for blondes, this new shampoo
helps keep light hair from darkening—bright-
ens faded hair. Called Blonde.x. its rich cleans-
ing lather instantly removes the dingy film
that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only
11 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous high-
lights. Safe for children. Get Blondes at 10c.
drug and department stores.
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THIS NEW DRY WAY
TAKES ONLY 10 MINUTES

QUICK— No soap, nor/nsing,

«o drying wUh Minipoo.

IFFICIINT—deanses fhe hair

of dirt, grima, ail and odor.

BEAUTIFYING-onjiancet
wave, havBS hair soft, lovfy.

SAFE ~ Minipoo is safe invU I

weolher. Ideal for tick room. I

30 Shanpoes witli nittcs apfdieater l"^"*

MINI pool
PRY SHAMPOO POW^

COSMETIC DISTRIBUTORS, INC., NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

STOP
BEING

Read How Easily, Quickly You
Can Lose 8 to 10 lbs. a Month!

• You can actually lose 8
to 10 lbs.per month .Just fol-

low simple, scientific daily-

directions of the amazing
new Easy Weight Reducer.
You "slim down" to your
own lovely figure . And listen!

You don't suffer a hungry
moment. So why delay?
Mail coupon below. Six to
eight weeks from now, look
in mirror and see the amaz-
ing difference.

FREE TO WiITeZ
Weight Reducer without it

costing you a cent. Just
order with the coupon be-
low, and if you find Easy
Weight Reducer does not
help you lose weight, re-

turn it to us and we will

refund your money in full.

Nothing could be fairer.

So act now.

WEIGHT REDUCER CO., H-300
Z 871 Broad Street, Newark 2, N. J.
I Enclosed find Sl.no for a copy of the EASY
WEIGHT REDUCER to be sent to me In plain
wrapper, postage prepaid. If not satlsfled I may

I return It and my $1.00 will be refunded.

NAME

J
ADDRESS
CITY

MONEY -BACK GUARANTY

their troubles, because it is impossible

for me to be otherwise than nice to peo-

ple—even if I do not want to be. It is

one of my worst curses, and perhaps that

is how the sweetness-and-light legend

about me originated. One of my best

friends warned me to quit dissipating my
energies in being so pleasant. She said

people seeing me greet friends with

smiles and an occasional hug might think

it was an act. But it doesn't matter how
she feels or how I might agree with her,

the fact remains that it is a physical im-
possibility for me not to be cordial to

people. And if another, more cold-

blooded Marsha, tucks all these incidents

away for future reference, well I can't do
anything with that Marsha, either!

Maybe the fact that I am such a filing

case of moods and selves, such a com-
posite, is the reason I couldn't have
chosen anything but acting as a career.

No one in private life can be a chame-
leon. But I am just that, going from one
type of role to another. It may be a
darned good thing for Marsha Hunt, the
individual!

"This way, you see I am permitted the

outlet of this panorama, this cacophony,
of personalities and emotions when I am
working. It frees me to be completely
normal as a person. This even disposi-

tion, this 'no hysterics'—maybe that is

how the legend of a 'surface that nothing
mars' got started about me. I give no
outward manifestations because all of

this mixed up emotion is focused into

my job.

"My future? Let's put it this way. 1

think I've arrived wherever I am now
through a virtuosity of playing a great

variety of roles and doing the best job I

know how. I have become known as

'that girl who plays so many kinds of

parts.' This has made me talked about,

perhaps, as a versatile actress, but it

hasn't established an impetus to build

me. I've been sent around as a trouble

shooter. Whenever they hit a snag in

casting, they cast Marsha!
"Let's figure that it is my fault. It has

done me good to play all these parts.

But now it has boomeranged and it is

holding me back professionally. I have
done so many things, but I have not spe-

cialized. I have avoided specializing be-

cause I had to sample everything. I
couldn't get enough tastes in my mouth.
I was hungry. Metro has been wonder-
ful in giving me a variety of roles, and
for that I'm most grateful. I want to

show my gratitude by turning in some
good comedy jobs. For how can the

studio build me when there is no con-

sistent me to build? By concentrating

on light comedies—like Norma Shearer

used to, like Rosalind Russell and Jean
Arthur do today—they will have a more
definite personality to build on."

Personally, I like to think that Metro
is being sinart. They are putting Marsha
Hunt through the paces of a final train-

ing. They have done an excellent job

and typical of a great studio. But there's

something they are not yet aware of

—

they have dynamite on their hands.

For Marsha is ready. She is through

marking time. She is a seasoned actress,

a very fine one, and the moment has

arrived for her to cash in, not only for

Marsha, but for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

NEW! 2-Second Method

For Underarm
Perspiration

PSOTECTS YOU 1-7 DAYS*

It's an utterly different way to treat
perspiration problems! So quick
and easy—just pat underarms once
with tiny, perfumed pad—that's
all! Instantly, perspiration is con-
trolled; underarm odor prevented
—and protection lasts up to 7 days*
depending on you and the weather.
Kinder to clothes, too—just follow
directions and it's safe for even
delicate silks and rayons.

Economical-35 Pads in Jar.

At your drug or department

store. 550

5 DAY
UMPERARM PADS
POEMS WANTED
II For Musical Setting

Mother. Home, Love. Sacred. Patriotic, Comic
or any subject. DON'T DELAY—Send us your
Original Poem at once—(or immediate examina-
tlon and FREE RHYMING DICTIONARY. |

RICHARD BROTHERS ^S,Vi%rt^,!!"'

ENLARGEMENT
^youffai/offfe Photo
FROM FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS

Just to ?et acqaainted we will make a beanti-

ful 5x7 eDlargement of any picture or nega-

tive. Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and

clothing and g:et our barerain offer for bavins

your enlargrement beautifully hand colored in

oil and mounted in your choice of handsome

frames. Please enclose 10c and your original

picture or negrative will be returned with the

,t postpaid. Act now! Limit 2 to a customer.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 691, Hollywood, Calif.

STAMMER?
This new 128-pafee book, ••stammering, lis Cause
and Correction," describes the Bogue Unit Mettiod
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
terin:^—s-,;c"«>ssriil for 44 years. Benj. N. Bogue.
Dept. 3268, Circle Tower. Ind ian.iool is 4. Ind.

again
when Caress is used

this new, safe,

easy way

No one need ever know about that ugly superfluous

hair on face or lips if you follow this amazing, different

Caress way. This thrilling, modern, scientific method
has helped thousands of otherv/ise lovely women from

Hollywood to Miami to new beauty. It is so new and

revolutionary, it has been granted a U. S. Patent. Just

a twist of the wrist every few days and you need never

see a superfluous hair on your face again. No smelly

liquid or possibly injurious wax or paste. No after

stubble—willnot irritate the skin or stimulate hair growth.

Wonderful for arms and legs

Hair off legs, arms, face in 9 seconds or double your

money back. Send no money. Simply mail coupon below.

Cones in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman $1.49

plus postage for deluxe package. Pay no tax. If cash

accompanies order, we pay postage. Rush coupon today.

Scon-Nelson Co., Box 113-B

116 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, III.

Please send me a CAR£SS Home Treatment for

superfluous hair. l U pay posunan S1.49 pliJS

postage. If I am not satisfied after 7 days, 1 11

return it for refund of double my purchase price.

(If you send cash we pay postage.)

Name
Address

City ^'"'^

I
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Doctor's Relief

For Sore, Fiery,

Painful Feet
If you can't get your feet off your mind because they
torment you unmercifully—just
do this and you'll want to dance
for joy: Rub them with sooth-
ing Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm.
Presto! That fiery, aching, sore,
tired, feeling from exertion is re-

lieved almost like magic. Your
feet feel wonderfully rested, re-
freshed. Get Dr. Scholl's Foot
Balm today. Costs but a trifle.

At Drug, Shoe and Dept. Stores.

'

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS

!

HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS!
Write for safe, correct procedure !

SONG SERVICE
333 W. 56th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

"Save and Lend

—

To speed the end

—

Buy More War Bonds"

DO YOUR FEET
OFFEND OTHERS?

1 can prove that my simple, 2-minute a day
home treatment will rid you of foot odors.
Send your name and address with $1 and
I'll mail you simple instructions in a plain
envelope. Box 2488, Hollywood 28, California.

.7^

AMBROSIA
ALSO DRY SKIN CREAM. ASTRINGENT. FACE POWOEB

WRITE SONGS
The writer of "BOOTS AND SADDLES" and
other song hits will compose the melody for
your song poem. Never has such an oppor-
tunity been offered new writers. Send your song
poems and lyrics for FREE examination.
Write for details and FREE INSTRUCTIVE
noOKLET.
HOI.IAAVOOD HARMONY HOUSE, Studio C-4
12<J South La Brea. Los Angeles Calif.

UPSET SKIN
Palmer's SKIN SUCCESS Soap is a special
soap containing tlie same costly medication
as 104 year proved Palmer's ' SKIN SUC-
CESS" Ointment. Whip up the rich cleans-
ing FOAMY MEDICATION with finger tips,

washcloth or brush and allow to remain on
3 minutes. Amazingly quick results come to
many skins, afflicted with pimples, black-
heads, itching of eczema and rashes exter-
nally caused that need the scientific hygiene
action of Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Soap.
For your youth-clear, soft loveliness, give
your skin this luxurious 3 minute foamy
medication-treatment. At toiletry counters
everywhere 2.")C or from E. T. Browne Drug
Company, 127 Water Street, New York 5,
New York,

The Lady Is a Scamp!

Continued from page 41

"Conking .spoils tlie flavor of food," ac-

cording to her. "I eat overytliinsf raw
except fish or steak, which I broil. Fruit.s.

vegetables, ground meat, eggs and cheese

I cat, but not more than one of them at

a meal. When I have meat, I do not

have vegetables. When I eat vegetables,

I eat no fruit. Tiiat is only reasonable

no?" However, if you invite her to your
home for dinner, you need have no
qualms. She will eat everything.

The four modest rooms of her apart-

ment in Hollywood mirror her flambuoy-
ant tastes. Deep greens and scarlet pre-

dominate, while cream vv'alls flaunt her

crude oil paintings. What will attract

your attention most is "the shining order-

liness of the place. How in the name of

the Servant Problem can any woman,
much less a glamorous movie star, man-
age this.'' The answer is in Signe's pas-

sion for scrubbing. At the sight of any
scrubbable surface her dainty hands
reach automatically for brush and pail.

Not even her own delicate features are

exempt. Eve.ry morning she scrubs her
face with a brush.

But you know she plans to remain in

this country, for she has already taken
out her first citizenship papers.

The name Signe Hasso on a theater

marquee is no indication of what you
may expect on the inside. If you have
seen her recent pictures you probably
think she is a half-dozen different people.

In the Technicolored "Heaven Can Wait"
she W-as the haughty red-headed gov-

erness with the French accent and view-
point who made most men in the audi-

ence wish she had happened to him in

his youth. "The Story Of Dr. Wassell"
brought us a blonde Dutch angel of

mercy with a gentle smile and healing

hand. Almost impossible to reconcile

these two totally dissimilar characters

with yet a third, the dark-haired slavey

who loved Spencer Tracy so fiercely in

"The Seventh Cross." And now still an-

other role — opposite George Raft in

RKO's "Johnny Angel."

The movie star she most resembles is,

ff all people, tiny Margaret O'Brien.

Like Margaret, she has fair skin. s>n-ill

bones, and brown, rather straight hair.

They both wear pigtails, but Signe's are

neatly coiled around her head, coronet
wise. "I was very like Margaret when I

was little," beams the lady, enchanted
at having the resemblancf noted. "Only
I was not so good as that wonderful
child. I was more of a scamp."
That is easy to believe. When, at the

age of twelve, the Swedish authoritie.-'

pronounced her too young to work Signe

defied them and went right on with lier

histrionics at the Royal Dramatic Thea-
ter. By the time they could pass a child

labor law to curb her, she had perversely

come of age.

"]My favorite childhood roles were
those which required eating. I remember
a dinner scene in which we were served

the most delicious potato balls. Every
night I held up the play, refusing to

speak my lines until the last potato ball

on my plate was gone," she contides with

WHEN NATURE

LETS ME DOM?

You watch the calendar, of
course, but nature doesn't. Plans

are often upset by menstrual pain.

So get Midol before your next

period. Have comfort handy!
Take a tablet at the first sign

of suffering. See how speedily

Midol relieves your functional

distress—cramps, menstrual head-

ache and blues. Millions of girls

and women rely on Midol every

month because they find it so

effective and know „. .—

^

It IS not narcotic. ^Cuora^ed by^
Get Midol at any I Good Housekeeping J

drugstore, now. ^^si4]^^^^m^^£^^

MIDOL
hsed more limn (ill other products oj/rml
(fxclusively to relieve menstrual sujjering

CRAMPS-HEADACHE -BLUES
'

FAMOUS SONG WRITER
Billy Baskette, composer of "Goodbye Broadway. Hello
France," sung by Jack Oakie in the movie "Tin Pan
Alley," and heard in "Wilson," also "Waiting For The
Lvening iMail ' sung by Johnn.v .Mercer on Canitol Record,
liliis iCiireH of otiier smash hits, will put a melody to

yonr notiis on a 50-.t0 liasis. No ciiarge for writing same.

We deal with ASCAP publishers only. For details write

FKED SANDS MUSIC CO.
Dept. J). Rox 71.'5, North Hollywood, Calif.

UTHFUL
LOVELINESS
Can Be Yours

!

THE NEW
SELF TENSOR
METHOD

$1 One Dollar

J_ Complete

Raises saggy bust line

. . . Rebuilds tone

. . . Assures poise

No Braces...No Bras. ..No Creams

Satisfaction assured.. Be convinced

Mail stamp and One Dollar today to

LINDA LEI, Box 2790
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. H-2
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Stinky ts sweeping the country!

— liand made of real fur and ermine fails.

STINKY sits impishly on your lapel and rolls

liis googly eyes at your admiring friends.

ORDER
$

Lapel Pin
PLUS tSI eon 7AX

AND FOSrAC;

Send checit or money order for faster \

delivery and save C, O. D. charges. Or,

order C. O. D. and pay the postman $1.43.

Money back If net sotisfied.

Of HOLLYWOOD

«528 Hollywood llvd., Depf.33. Hollywood 28, Calif.

NAME

I STREET

I CITY

GOOD SONGS
"Only Chance of Success as Song Writer"

For beautiful, original melodies send your song
poems for Free examination and full details.
Intelligent, professional guidance and help in
the Song business. Satisfaction or Money Back.

PKOFESSlONAIi SONG SERVICE
Box 280y-B Hollywood, California

MOVIE STARS

VAN JOHNSON
MGm star in

tVeekendAtTh(>Waldorf"

L :..rJ:Si' 4

-
. , Catalog

of over 200 fascin-

ating miniature .pho-

tos with each order.

To avoid delay, in-

dicate 2nd choice 1

GLAMOR-TONE
PHOTO SERVICE

Sixth Ave.
Dept. P-7, N,Y. 19 N.Y. )^

a wicked ffrin. She prefers net to talk

about the incident of the horse and car-

riage which bolted through the .scenery

after Sipne pulled the poor beast's tail.

Scamp she was, scamp she is. After
turning down numerous Hollywood of

fers, she suddenly signed with RKO.
Signe had just divorced Harry Hasso,
wealthy Swedish engineer whom she had
married at the age of seventeen.

If her ten-year-old son is home from
boarding school, he will insist on display-
ing his mother's birthday gift-—a heavy
silver identification bracelet engraved
Henry Hasso—Royal Consulate of Swe-
den. "A street address would be useless

in our roaming existence." explains his

mother. "'The Swedish address is prac-
tical anywhere in the world."

Sob Story in Reverse

Continued from page 33

ing the sort of a guy he is, generous and
fun-loving and easy-going, he didn't al-

ways stop to think that tomorrow was a

working day when he was out on a party
or that all those new pals of his weren't

the staunch friends he thought them.
But most important of all, there just

didn't happen to be an ounce of exces-

sive temperament in his makeup. A
fluent and colorful talker, there was only

one word in the English language he
hadn't learned to pronounce, and that

word w-as no.

So he accepted all those mediocre, run-

of-the-mill parts, the downright bad
ones, and after a while Hollywood
stopped talking about what a grand guy
Jimmy Dunn was. They just didn't talk

about him at all until Johnny came
along. What a time the sob sisters had
over him then; what a heyday that story

supplied the typewriter colony! It was
a natural: Jimmy Dunn, the has-been

and down-and-outer, getting the rave

reviews of the year; Jimmy Dunn, the

forgotten, leading the race for next year's

Academy Award. The only thing wrong
with it was that Jimmy wasn't playing

it that way at all. He was playing it

straight, with the laughs he could get

out of it, not the sobs.

"I don't know how that story about
me being broke ever got started," he

said. "All these years people have been
wondering where I've been. I was mak-
ing pictures, not important ones, I grant

you, and not for the big companies, but

I was working. And right here in Holly-

wood, too, except for those eighty-seven

weeks I played on Broadway, playing

one of the leads in "Panama Hattie.' Be-

side that I had a small income. A long

time ago before 1 played in "Bad Girl"

my mother put fifty per cent of every-

thing I made into securities and though
there's notliing spectacular about those

savings they do make a tidy enough lit-

tle package to keep the wolf from scratch-

ing at my door.

"You see my father was a stock

broker. That's like being a gambler in a

legitimate way. Pa either had a million

dollars or nothing and there vvere times

i

when things were pretty much touch and
i
go in the Dunn household. My mother

• Now, at home, you can qulcMy and easily tint telltale
atreaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from hgbtesi
blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone la guaranteed
liarmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent 18

purely vegetable. Canoot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just bnjsh or comb it in. One appUea^-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
ippears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c and $1.65 (5 times aa much) at drug or toilet counters
on a money-back guarantee. Get BROWNATOXE today.

POEMS WANTED
To be set to music. Send your song poem
today for free examination by our staff
headed by nationally famous hit composer
of "Dream a Little Dream of Me." Our new
6 step plan is most liberal and complete
ever offered. Write today for free booklet,

SCREENLAND RECORDERS
nept. S Hollywood 28. CnlifoinJa

Use +116111 on Letters,

Books, Greeting Cards
It's newl It's excitiPK! Your
f:ironte photo or snapshox ro-

lirralticed on suiart. exclusive

stamps. Large-sized (1%" x
1%") on fine gummed paper

—

just wet the bark and apply.

'I'liat man of yours in service

will set a real thrill seeing

vniir pirture in every letter.

Hundreds of Novel Uses
f'lioto stamps can be used on

creeting cards, announcements,
business cards, job applica-

tions, etc. Identify your books,

recnnls, sheet music, etc.

PHOTOPLATE CO., Dept. 873

161 W. Harrison St., Chicago, 5

Send No Money
You don't risk one cent —
simply send photo or snar^
shot (no negatives). Oit
arrival, pay postman S1.69
plus CCD. postage on
MONEY-BACK GUARAN-
TEE. If cash accompanies
order, we pay postage.
Original photo returned.

Mail your order TODAY]

Relieve ITril
Misery of 1 1 bn

I

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete's foot, pimples—other itch-

ing troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-

* " less. Quiets itching fast, 35c trial bot-

1 tie proves it—or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

SKINNYWOMEN!
Men Adore a Full

Shapely Figure!

GAIN WEIGHT!
Amazing "Clamor-Figur" For-

mula Helps You Cain Safely!

Easily! More Quickly!

Men are always attracted by a glam-
orous fiirure with sppeallne curves
. . . and not bv a skinny, drab, life-

less loolting woman! Now at last you,

too. can try to help yourseU put on cnoueli "f
le-hl /"I

a shauelv fiiriire as thousands of women have l)> using

this AMAZING SPECIAL FORMULA. Poor appetite and

lack of necessary vitamins probably caiise ni"fl ci.scs

or underweieht. This • -GLAMOR-FIGUR" FORMULA
helps stimulate your appetite to eat the proper amount
of food with enjoyment . . . and gives you additional

vitamins to help you get the required daily adult

amount which contribute to your gaining the normal
weight. Remember a sh.-ipely f"'' figure helps give

vou a more BEAUTIFUL BUSTLINE, HEIJ>S YOU
i,OOK .\ND FEEL BETTER, fills out sunken cheeks,

uives you more polsel

FREE lO DAY TRIAL
SEND NO MONEY! Y^tsreciii^'-ckJori
Figui" Formula at our expense for 10 days and then

cpc if he will notice and admire your new. more
shapely figure. Also FREE PERSONAL DIRECTIONS plus

CD EC DOCTOR'S WEIGHT GAINING PLAN to lie

rKCt ^,sed with "Glamor-Figur" Formula If you
order now! Just deposit with postman on delivery

98c pluE postage, or send only $1 and we pa> postage.

2 for $1.69. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE If not com-
pletely satisfijd. Delav Is tost romance: WRITE NOW
GUARANTEE SAI.ES, 20 Vesey St., t-'ept- C-207.
N. Y. C. 7.
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EXCESS FATNOW AVAILABLE ! !

TAHITIAN NIGHT
The rore, exotic perfume of lasting fragrance. A
scent enchanting as a tropicol night. Our supply

limited, so order NOW. Mail $1.00 pljs 20% federal

tax and receive full size bottle. We include FREE

suggestions on the correct use of this fine perfume.

Tahitlan Night Perfumes, Dept. D, 220 Bagley, Detroit 26, Mich.

WHY DON'T YOU
WRITE?

Writing short stories, articles on homemaking. husiness.
hobbies, fashions, local and club activities, etc.. will enable
you to earn extra money. In your own home, on your own
time, the New York Copy Desk Method teaches you how to
write— the way newspaper men learn, by writing. Our unique
"Writing Aptitude Test" tells whether you possess the
fundamental qualities essential to succesgful writing. You'll
•njoy this test Write for It, without cost or obllgatloD.

NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Suite 558-L. One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

CORNS
and Calluses quickly removed withl
MOSCO. Relieves Ingrown Nails.

I

Easy to use. Just rub on. At your'
Druggist. Jars, 30c, 50c. Money refunded it

not satisfied. The Moss Co.. Rochester, N. Y.

CORN
REMOVERMOSCO

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

100% SATISFACTION
.OR MONEY BACK

Scientific, proven aid for Brittle, Splitting or Thin
Nails. Acts to tuffen nails and help cuticle. Quickly
applied, non-staining, does not
affect polish.

25c and 50c AT TOILET GOODS
COUNTERS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

Vogue Products, li$i Seward St.,HolJywood }8. Calif.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H . S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bolletin on request. No obligation.

I American School, Dept. HB-5. Drexel at 58th. Chicago 37

SONGWRITERS
POEMS WANTED AT ONCE

Send Your Poems, Any Subject, for Imme-
diate Examinatiiin and FREE BOOK:—
"YOUR FUTURE IN SONGWRITING."'

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1.S74 Broadway, New York 19. N. Y.

Quickly,eASiLY
AT HOME

Splendid income, new social contacts, and the sat-
isfaction of servinr humanity can be yours as a
Trained Practical N urse. Ages 18 to 60. High School
not necessary. Training plan welcomed by physicians. Prepare
in spare time. Many earn while learning. Nurse's Outfit and
Clacement service included FREE of extra cost. Mail coupon
elow for facts and fascinating FREE sample lesson pages.
Wayne School of Practical Nursing, Inc.
2301 N. Wayne Ave., Dept. AD-4,Chica|o 14, Illinois

JVame._

Address City&State..

LLst-d to think wi.stfully of sometliiiig

known as .securit.y, .something she didn't

have a bowing actjuaintance with even

when things were flu.sh, for she never

knew what the next day was going to

bring. So when I dccidetl I wanted to be
an actor, another profession that can
definitely be listed as on the precarious

side, she sold me on the idea of a finan-

cial umbrella for that proverbial rainy

day—and boy, has it staved off some
rough weather!

"She's a wonderful wonian, my mother.
Slie's crippled by neuritis now, but she

keeps her sense of humor. How she does
it I wouldn't know, for when they cooj)

me up for a few hours I'm a mean guy.
Pa had a sense of humor, too. We lived

in New Rochelle, and some of the old

timers there are still talking of the prac-
tical joke he pulled one April's Fool Day.
He had bought up hundreds of papers
the year before, and when that red letter

day for pranksters rolled around again
he bribed the newsboy at the station to

sell them to the commuters rushing for

their train. There were some pretty dazed
expressions when they looked at those
year-old headlines and stories.They looked
at the date then and saw it was April 1st

all right. It wasn't until the train was
pulling into Grand Central that one of

them tumbled to the year and Pa had to

make a quick getaway. With his reputa-
tion it was the sensible thing to do.

"We had a lot of fun in our family
home in New Rochelle. Our nearest
neighbor was Eddie Foy, and any ex-

citement our house happened to miss
found its way there. The Foy kids were
my best ft-iends and I was pretty im-
pressed when they went on those vaude-
ville tours with their old man. I imagine
living next door to the Foys gave me the
idea of being an actor myself, but for a
long time I didn't know the bug had got
me.
"My first idea was to be a financial

genius, just like Pa. I started out all

right, too. I made ten thousand dollars

in a few weeks selling lunch wagons and
then lost it in ten minutes on the stock

market. Someone told me about a mo-
tion picture studio m Long Island City
that was hiring extras at ten dollars a

day, and broke as I was that money
looked big to me.
"Once having smelled the sawdust I

couldn't get it out of my nostrils again.

Show business was the place for me. I

went into vaudeville as a song and
dance man but never made the Palace,

a disappointment only another vaudevil-
lian would understand. But I did land
in a couple of Broadway musicals and
finally struck gold when I was engaged
as the juvenile lead in 'Sweet Adeline,'

starring Helen Morgan. That led to

Hollywood and 'Bad Girl' and by way
of a long detour to 'A Tree Grows In
Brooklyn.' I'd read that book, as who
hasn't, and all the time I was reading it

I was wondering what lucky so and so

would get the chance to play Johnny.

"It scares me now when I think how
hit-and-miss life can be. Getting that

part was all because of something that

happened in the space of about fifteen

minutes. Fate tied up a beautiful present

for me but the threads knotting it to-

gether went a long way back, back to the

LOSE 5 lbs.

or MORE ^

per WEEK or

MONEY BACK
Moat over-tat men and
women who follow the
entire Vlta-Slym plan
lo.se at least .0 Iba. a wi'ek
YOU may do the same,
or return the empty box
at the end of I

.'> days
and we will refund your
money. And the most
amazing part of the
plan Is that people say
Ihey feel so much bet-
ter peppier and tiiore
energet Ic.

PRIVATE PLAN ot

N. Y. DOCTOR
A well-known New York
physieian In st pi e.seribed
tills method of reducing
for his exclusive clien-
tele. At last we have
persuaded him to re-
lease It for YOU. No need to ovei exeiciae or
starve yourself. Nor are Vita-Slynis a cathartic.
Eat plenty of food, but eat less calories and
suppleinent your diet with Vita-Slynis. They
not only contain Vitamins A, l!i, C and D,
Niacin. Amide, Iron, (Calcium, Phosphorus and
Dextrose to make you feel better, but also help
to take away that abnormal appetite due lo
low blood .sugar

4 WEEKS' MENUS FREE!
With every box ol 75 ral>leLs and 30 Capsules, we grve
i uu a convenient chart of menus ioi- one month ... a
lime-saving help in planning your meals. Try the Vlta-
Slym plan for 1 .'i days—see for yourself \^ow quickly you
lose weiJThl and how line you feel. You l isk nothing. If
iioL dL-lij>hLed you retnin the hDX a 'd we refund your
money. Rni don't delay . . . act NOW! Mail coupon
TODAY? Order C.O.D.. or. if you send cash, we pay postage.

VITA-'^LYM CO.. Dept. Sl -^;, I?ox No. 15!)
Times Square Station, New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
I VrTA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU-6. Box No. 159
I Times Square Station. New York
I bend nie id oupp.y oi wta-Slyms (75 tablets |
_ md 30 capsules). If not delighted with results, you

will refund my money. "

' QI will pay pos(man SI.98 plus postage.

J
Ql enclose $1.98. Send postage prepaid,

' Name §
1 I

2
Address

J

'city State J
I No Canadian Orders Please print plainfy I

SONGWRiTERS
SONGS PUBLISHED MONTHLY. ADVANCE ROYALTY Send your
songs or poems today for our exciting offer FREE book on

songwritlng. Don't miss this opportunity.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
DEPT,6-G' 7024 MELROSE AVE. HOILYWOOD, CAlIFORNfA

Bargain SALEI To get more customers, we offer new
guaranteed 14K GOLD Genuine chip diamond matched
Bridal Pair. The engagement ring (sweetheart design) ia set
with 3 sparkling, genuine diamonds in esquisito mounting.
Matching this ring in elegant harmony is a lovely 1-iK GOLD
Wedding Ring, deeply embossed, set with 5 genuine diamonds.
These precious and dazzling rings will thrill you beyond your
londeat eipectationa. Comes in lovely gift bos.

. Send No Money—10 Day Trial
WRITTEN GUARANTEE IVITH EVERY RING

,Wear 10 days on Money Back Guarantee. Send name, and
ring size. Either ring only $6.S3 or both (the perfect pair)
for only $11. "5. Pay postman CCD. on arrival, plus postago
and tax. Supply is liinited, eo write today,

hternaUoBal Diamond Co., 2251 Calumet Ave., Dept 997. Chiafo 16. HI.
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Today's sophisticated

Top Knot" and Grandma's
''Bustle" Coifs were both set

with Victory Hair and
Original Bobbie Pins.

SMITH^ITH ^'^^
^̂ ^^ ^
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ROY S. BAIN. Preiideni Bltg^lo li. Ntu' Yort

VICTORY SETS THE HEADLINES OF THE WORLD
I I V 'Rtg.U.S.Pai.Off.

S C R E E N L A N P

early nineteen thirties and Pittsburgh
and a certain vaudeville theater there
where Gloria Grafton played on the same
bill with me and we've been friends ever
since. I go cold now when I realize what
split-second timing it all was. Gloria
had gone to the 20th Century-Fox cast-

ing office to see about a job for herself

and happened to be there at the very
moment when someone mentioned the
trouble they were having finding the
right actor to play Johnny Nolan.

"Gloria spoke right up, 'Have you
thought of Jimmy Dunn?' she asked.
And then when they said I hadn't been
doing anything for years she just

brushed their objections aside. 'Just

listen to the recording of a broadcast he
made a few nights ago,' she told them,
'and you'll hear what he's been doing.'

That's how close it was. If Gloria hadn't

been there at just that moment or if

being there she hadn't happened to be
the sort of girl who goes to bat for her

friends, well
—

" Jimmy Dunn drew a

long breath and grinned.

"It's been a big kick, this come-
back," he said then. "Much more of a

kick than it was getting that first break
in 'Bad Girl.' I was a kid then. Success

was too sudden. I didn't know what to

do with it. But now I'm more mature.

I can take it apart now, know what it's

all about. You know lots of people get

a first chance but there are darn few
who get a second one. I guess I'm just

about the luckiest guy in the world."

He was looking, as he spoke, at the

small, dark woman with the piquant

smile who had just come into the room,
the woman he had married just a few
days ago. For Jimmy's luck is riding

high, wide and handsome these days. It

isn't only his career that's gone zooming
but his personal hfe as well. Even love

has given Jimmy a second chance now
that life has pulled out all the stops and
the good breaks are coming his way. For

it isn't any recent romance that brought

Jimmy and Edna Rush together. They
met first on a blind date almost eighteen

years ago when Edna was a musical

comedy star although she was only in

her teens. They had a wonderful time

together even though it did happen to

be one of Jimmy's '"broke" periods. But
it didn't last then. Maybe they were

too young really to value their happi-

ness, maybe Jimmy just couldn't .see

what he had to offer a girl who was al-

ready a big shot singer.

They like to talk about those days

now, Edna and Jimmy. How Edna re-

fused to kiss him goodnight that first

time he brought her home and how dis-

appointed Edna was the next time be-

cause he didn't even try. How he took

her to the Automat on their second date

and told her just how much money he

had to spend and what she could order

and how when she wanted him to take

her home in a taxi he told her she was

going on the subway and made her like

it, too. But they never talk about the

reasons for their parting. They don't

talk about all the years in between

either, the years when they didn't see

each other. Maybe that's because Edna
doesn't go for the sob stuff either; that

she wants to play life for the laughs, loo,

just like Jimmy.

PRINTED 'N THE U THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.



' To pair romantically with your
i summer fashions ... to lend
new magic to your hands—new
charm to you ... try new Chen Yu
shades now! Chen Yu true lacquer
colors are as star-bright as the stars you wish
upon (and every bit as wish-fulfilling) . . .

and, being Chen Yu, are highly indignant over even
the thought of chipping. Buy Chen Yu at your favorite store.
Have Chen Yu applied at the better beauty salons, or if you
wish to send the coupon below, we'll send you trial
bottles of two lacquer shades and a trial bottle of famous Chen Yu
Lacquerol base too. Also, if you choose, we'll send trial size

now!

Mmma
let us send you two new shades

of CHEN YU for your nails and lips

Lhen Yu lipsticks to match. Fill out the coupon today

CHEN YU
made in U. S. A.

CHEN W, Inc.
200 E. Illinois Street, Dept HS-7, Chicago (11). Illinois
Send me two samDie size flacons of CHEN YU Nail Lac-quer and a bottle of Lacquerol base. I enclose twenty^fi^^cents to cover cost of packing, maiUng and Governmeat Ta^
Write Lacquer shades here;

25c Extra enclosed for two matchinB CHEN 'i'U trial
size lipslicks. (iMark X in square if lipsticks are
wanted.)

Namt-

City.
Stale.

This offer good only in the U. S. A.
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YES-TRIED AND TRUE

MILDER

BETTER TASTING

COOLER SMOKING

That means you offer Chesterfields with every

confidence . . . for when it comes to making a

good cigarette, there are no short cuts and no

second -bests. Chesterfield knows only one ivay,

the one that's tried and true . . .

RIGHT COMBINATION WORLD'S BEST TOBACCOS

Copyrighc 19'15, LiOGEiT & Myers Tobacco Co.



P/cture Scoop! *

BING CROSBY and

INGRID BERGMAN
in "The Bells of St. Marv's"



onl^ Drene wwith Hair Conditioning action

leaves ^our hair so lustrous ^et so eas^ to manage !

Make a Date with Glatnour! Right away . . .

don't put it off . . . shampoo your hair the new
glamour way! Get the combination of beauty
benefits found only in Drene Shampoo with
Hair Conditioning action. Extra lustre . . .

up to 33% more sheen than with any kind of

soap or soap sham poo ! Because all soaps leave

a film on hair. This soap film dulls lustre, robs

hair of glamour! Drene is different ! It leaves

no dulling film, brings out all the lovely gleam.

/-^ Such manageable hair . . . easy to comb
into smooth, shining neatness, right after

shampooing . . . because the new improved
Drene has a wonderful hair conditioning ac-

tion. Complete removal of unsightly dan-

druff, the very first time you use it. So insist

on Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning
action, or ask your beauty shop to use it!

Another stunning topknoi

hair-do ... with that sleek, smooth look which mark;

all smart Parisian hair-dos. The hair is brought up

to the true crown of head and the ends rolled in.c

one big. fanned-out puff. For shining smoothness,

use Drene with Hair Conditioning action. No other

shampoo can make your hair look so lovely I

Here's Bettina Bolegard . . . glamorous

New York fashion model. Cover Girl and

'Drene Girl" . . . interpreting for you

To make sure you always get the last woi

hair-do news—from Paris as well as New Yorl

Drene now has its own Paris correspon

\\'henever there's big hair-do news from

anywhere, Drene will see that you get it

The S-\t.\RTEST Parisian hair-dos feature a topknot

arrangement of some sort. Here all hair is brushed

sleekly up and over to one side, held firmly with rub-

ber band, then ends arranged in-three big shining

puffs, tilled to one side. {The way you'd tilt a hat!)

The shining smoothness is due to Drene with Hair

Conditioning action. No other shampoo leaves hair

so lustrous, yet so easy to manage!

THE YOUNGER CENER.V

TioN of smart Parisians

wear back hair down

with a long, long look.

But the front hair is

pulled up sleekly off the

face. Here ends of front

hair form topknot puffs.

Remember that no sham-

poo except Drene with

Hair Conditioning action

leaves hair so lustrous

ycl so easy to manage!

^Seett WITH HAIR CONDITIONING ACTION
^^^^^ij^i^ii^^:^ Product of Procter & Gamble



GIRL: And if a girl's like me, and

isn't pretn% she might as well stay hcnne!

CUPID: Or, my peevish pigeon, she

might remember to stop glooming and

start gleaming! Even a plain girl's

prett}' when she turns on a sparkling

smile! And that means ymi, Sis!

GIIIL: ^^bnderful! And maybe you'll tell me what

happens if I haven't got a sparkling smile . . . What then?

CUPID: You look at your tooth brush. Sugar.

See any "pink" on it lately?

GIRL: And if I have?

CUPID: You see your dentist right away!

GIRL: Dentist? My teeth don't hurt!

C U P I D: Angel . . . dentists aren't just for toothaches.

And that tinge of "pink" is a warning to

see yours soon! He may find your gums

have become tender, robbed of exercise^by

today's soft foods. And he may suggest,

"the helpful stimulation of Ipana and massage."

GIRL: Oh? And riglyt away I get a brilliant,

sparkling smile, huh?

CUPID: Not at all. Sugar. But massaging a little

Ipana on your gums when you brush vour

teeth will help you to healthier gums. And that

means brighter, sounder teeth. A smile with

more sparkle. A smile you can use to fill

up your date book. Start with Ipana and massage today!

IPANA AND MASSAGE
Product oj Brisiol Myers

Screen LAND 3
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this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen!

When Marcia Davenport wrote her
famous best-seller, fS
"The Valley of De-
cision", she created a
young Irish beauty
named Mary Rafferty.

Mary had quite a character. When she
loved, she loved all the way.

She wouldn't let the world deny her the
right to romance with the son of a steel

king—just because she came from the
v.Tong side of the tracks!

M-G-M, like four million people who
read the book, was intrigued with that
red-haired beauty.

Greer Garson was intrigued when
M-G-M offered her the part.

And you'll be more than intrigued when
you see Greer Garson as Mary Rafferty,

and Gregory Peck , in M-G-M'stumultu-
ouslove story, "TheValley of Decision".

You'll like it even better than "Mrs.
jMiniver" and "Mrs. Parkington".

Greer and Gregory are the most excit-

ing lovers on the screen.

He's a lot of man, and one fine actor.

You'll go for Donald Crisp and Lionel
Barrymore—stalwart men.

You'll go for Preston Foster, Marsha
Hunt, Gladys Cooper, Reginald Owen,-
Dan Duryea, Jessica Tandy, Barbara
Everest, Marshall Thompson, and the
host of other supporting players.

You'll remember lines from the screen
play by JohnMeehan and Sonya Levien.

You'll want to shake hands with Tay
Garnett, the director, and Edwin H.
Knopf, the producer.

*
You'll want to write us and thank us
for telling you about it.

*
You'll want to see _ „ _
"The Valley of De- /
cision" several times.

Why don't you?
We'll meet you there.

—£eo.
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One of the greatest

advancements in

rcem

ever discovered

!

You Can Now Enjoy Hours

of Continuous Medication

Here is a blessing for you exacting
women who have long desired an
easier, daintier, and more convenient
method of intimate feminine cleanli-
ness—ZONITORS.

1. Zonitors are snow-white, grease-
less, stainless vaginal suppositories
which offer an easier, daintier and
more convenient method.

2. Powerfully germicidal yet so safe
to delicate tissues. Non-irritating

,

non-poisonous, non-smarting.

3. When inserted—Zonitors quickly
begin to release their powerful
germicidal qualities. Yet they're
not the type which quickly melt
away.

4. Zonitors are especially made to
afford continuous medication and
they keep on releasing their pre-
cious properties for hours.

5. Zonitors immediately kill every
germ they touch. Of course it's not
always possible to contact all
germs in the tract, but you can be
SURE—Zonitors kill all reachable
living germs and keep them from
multiplying.

6. Zonitors destroy offending odor.

7. They never leave any sticky resi-

due. Buy today—any drugstore.

FREE: Mail this coupon for free
booklet sent In plain wrapper.
Reveals frank intimate facts.
Zonitors, Dept. 9832, 370 Lexington
Avenue, New York 17, N. Y.

Address.

City _State_

\ FAMOUS Hollywood hostess had
been trying desperately to get Betty

Hutton as a dinner guest. Finally Betty,
who wasn't very impressed, agreed to

accept if she could bring her new boy
friend. The hostess beamed and cooed.
With visions of Betty walking in with
Gary Grant, at least, all was hysterical

on the social front. Then Betty arrived

—with Barry Fitzgerald! If the hostess

was disappointed, Betty wasn't. She and
Barry have been "dating" (not steadily)

ever since!

TF IT ain't love between Ava Gardner
and Artie Shaw—well, it looks like

love. AVhile the Shaw's away, the
Gardner likes to play. But here's the
way it works. If Ava is invited out,

she calls Artie in San Francisco and tells

him about it. She also puts her "date"
on the line so Artie will know who he
is. When she returns home later on in

the evening, she calls Artie to tell him
good night. It's all very cozy and no
one gets hurt feelings.

A CARTON of cigarettes reached Tur-
han Bey in Hollywood recently. It

came from a soldier 'fan overseas. The
package was addressed to "Lana's Turk-
ish Delight, Hollywod.l I'.S A

Below, Dick Haymes and Maureen O'Hara, co-
stars of 20th Century-Fox's "Kitten On The Keys,"
study the script. Barry Fitzgerald is visited on
"And Then ThereWere None"set by Jim Cagney.
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m RUTHERFORD
glamorous Hollywood star featured in **Bcd-

side iManner," an Andrew Stone Production

1—Aj)ply Glovur's
Mange Medicine,
with massage, for
DandruflF. Annoy-
ing' Scalp, exces-
sive Falling Hair.
Feel the exhila-
i-atinp: eflFect in-
stantly!

2—Wash iKiir with
Glo- Vet- Beauty
Shampoo (liard or
soft water). Makes
hair soft, Uistfous,
manageable — and
the delicate scent
lingers!

3 „ Use Glover's
Imperial Hair
Dress for scalp
and hair — it's
non-alcoliolic and
antiseptic! Trj'
the new "hnger-
tip' ' application
at home!

Your hair will be Lovelier with

Send "Complete Trial Application" package in plain
wranper, by return mail, containing; Glover's Mange
Medicine, GT^O-VER Beauty Stiampoo and Glover's
Imperial Hair Dress, in hermetically-sealed bottles,
uitli informative FREE booklet. I enclose 25c.

NAME

ADDRESS
Sent FKKE to members of the Armed Forces on

receipt of lOc to cover postajie and packing.

YOU'LL HAVE
LOVELIER HAIR
Convince yourself with one
application of this famous
3-IVAY MEDICINAL IREAIMEP
Many of Hollywood's most beautiful stars use this over-
night o-Way Medicinal Treatment. You. too, can make
j'our hair look lovelier, more glamorous! Prove it with
the very first overnight application. Glover's will add
beauty to your favorite hair-do. It will accentuate tlie

natural color-tones of your hair with clear, sparkling
highlights—freshened radiance—the soft, subtle beauty
of hair well-groomed. Today—try all three of these
famous Glover's preparations—Glover's original Mange
Medicine—GLO-VER Beauty Shampoo—Glover's Imperial
Hair Dress. Use separately, or in one complete treat-
ment. Ask for the regular sizes at any Drug Store or
Drug Counter—or mail the Coupon

!

TRIAL SIZE—Send Coupon for all three prodnctB in hermeticnlly'Sefiled
i>iitt.li-'a, fi.'ii. kf.'d ill Bpecial carton, with complete instriictiona for tlic famous
(.Imv.t'h :;-.miv overniEht treiitment. and uaefiil FREE booklet. "The
Sri^,,ni..- ' ,r.? of Scalp and Hair."

mm niMs

55

THE VALLEY OF DECISION—A4GM
The ingredients of Marcia Davenport's well-loved
novel give the producers of this film co-starring Greer
Garson and Gregory Peck an excellent choice of mel-
low, poignant material. The story, with Greer as an
Irish maid in the household of a proud steel owner
(Donald Crisp) and Gregory as the son and heir vi"ho

falls madly in love vi^ith her, is a perfect set-up for the
talents of both stars. Lionel Barrymore, as her father

who holds the mill owner responsible for the loss of
his legs in a factory accident, furnishes plentj- of con-
flict to make the happy ending all the more enjoyable.

Marsha Hunt and Preston Foster head fine cast.

BLOOD ON THE SUN—Cogney-U./l.
Occupying a major portion of this well-turned plot is

that infamous document, the Tanaka Memorial plan
for world conquest. However, there is not too much
stress laid on its points, a few of which are mentioned
by the principals: James Cagney, as a tough managing
editor of the Tokyo Chronicle; Sylvia Sidney, who
makes a grand comeback in the feminine lead as an
Eurasian girl; John Emery as Baron Tanaka; Tojo
(Robert Armstrong), Yamamoto (Philip Ahn) ; Wal-
lace Ford and James Bell, reporters. For action, ex-
citement, and thrills it's superior, with James Cagney
meeting all of his enemies in amazing Judo contests.

CONFLICT—Worners
This psychological mystery comes within a hair's

breadth of being a top-notcher, simply because one
important clue was made a trifle too obvious. But it's

no great fault and you'll find yourself in suspense
until the denouement that will prove you ivcre right.

Humphrey Bogart does a fine job as the clever archi-

tect who plans a perfect crime when he finds he loves

his wife's sister and becomes obsessed with the idea to

let nothing stand in his way. Like all perfect crimes,

it backfires in a way that will have you wavering be-

tween two decisions. Alexis Smith, as the sister,

is a sweet contrast to Rose, Hobart's nagging wife.

THRILL OF A ROMANCE—
Here's a film especially designed to send the Van John-
son brigade of admirers into swoons of delight. With
the beauteous Esther Williams, a bride who finds her-
self on a husbandless honeymoon, a Technicolor ful

background of a fashionable resort, and Van Johnson
playing a war hero only too glad to while away her
lonely hours, the accent is strictly on romance. But
with Lauritz Melchior, making his movie debut in a
substantial role of matchmaking opera singer, and
Tommy Dorsey and his orchestra in jam sessions, there

is plenty of interest for music lovers too. Spring
Byington and Henry Travers are good in comedy roles.

ALONG CAME iOHlS—lnternational-RKO
Gary Cooper very wisely picked a horse opera with
character for his first effort as a producer. It's defi-

nitely not a run-of-the-mill western, even though it

does incorporate the usual action. Gary knows how it

all should be done. He has played just such roles in his

career, but this time he plays an easy-going cowpoke
who can't hit the side of a barn. However, he knows
ninety verses of a cowboy song and he'd sing all of

them for you if he had the time. Loretta Young, as

his leading lady, takes most of that. He helps her

outlaw friend escape, but things vv'ould have gone
smoother if he hadn't. {More reviezvs on page 15)
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WARNER BROS. STUDIOS
BURBANK, CALIF

LAV

"CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT" is the fun show that's the one show

to see. Watch for it! Watch for it! Showings begin right away!

BARBARA STANWYCK • DENNIS MORGAN • SYDNEY GREENSTREET in

"CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT" with Reginald Gardner • s. z. sakall • robertshayne
Directed by PETER GODFREY • Produced by WILLIAM JACOBS • SoeenPlaybylionilHousar indAdtleCommandini • From the OriginilStoiybjAileEn Hamilton
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You need not stay out of the water

on "those days" now that Tampax is

available because this form of sanitary

protection is worn internally, throwing
pins and belts completely into the dis-

card. Whether the suit is wet or dry,

Tampaxremains invisible and unsuspect-

ed, with no bulging or ridges whatever.

Get away from your conservatism this

5|i * summer. Go modern! Do as

fA^^Ea millions of other women are

doing all around you—use
Tampax. It is handy to carry

."•^iiPiS* while traveling or vacationing.

It causes no odor or chafing. It is quick
to change and actually you do not feel

it when in place. Easy disposal.

Invented by a physician, Tampax is

made of pure, long-fiber sur-

gical cotton, compressed in

patented one-time-use appli-

cator. There is a choice of 3
absorbency-sizes (Regular,

Super, Junior), to meet varying indi-

vidual needs. Ask at drug stores, notion
counters. A whole month's supply fits

into your purse. Economy box holds 4
months' average supply. "Tampax I ncor-

porated, Palmer, Mass.

^ qbsorbencies -l super
I JUNIOR

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR

Accepted for Advertising —
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

WRITE? RIGHT!
We want to hear from you ! We're

interested in your own special slants

on pictures and players. Hollywood is

interested, too—the producers, direc-

tors, screen writers and stars want to

hear what YOU have to say. So sit

right down and write to Fans' Forum.
Monthly awards for the best letters

published: $10.00, JfS.OO, and five $1.00

awards, all payable in War Savings
Stamps. Closing date, 25th of each

month.

Please address your letters to Fans'

Forum, Screenland, 37 West S7th St.,

New York 19, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

Fear in the lives of human beings always
has been and always w'lW be. It's not some-
thing we want, but rather something that

stays with us indefinitely if we are not care-

ful. Quite a few people overcome it, many
suppress it, others carry it with them to

their grave.

Your articles in the May issue concerning

June Allyson and Gail Russell are invalu-

able to those of us who, as yet, haven't con-

quered fear. The stories of their fight and
ultimate victory give us new insights into

our own problems. To put it into modern
language, they are morale boosters to us

who are fighting the common foe.

After seeing Gail in "Salty O'Rourk^,"
I can hardly believe her story. Truly she

has met the enemy- fear and the enemy is

hers. In my estimation she is a great actress.

June is one of my favorites. The job she

did in "Music For Millions" is tops as far

as I am concerned. In that picture June was
more real to me than any other actress has

ever been. I am anxiously waiting for her

next picture.

Pfc. JOHN O. COLE, Rome, Georgia

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

It seems every time I pick up a paper
or magazine I find an article panning movies
and movie-makers for the bad impression
they make on children, other countries, etc.

The average American movie-goer wants
meaty, true-to-life, adult entertainment, not
some foolish fairy story, all camouflaged
with sweetness, light and just plain "ba-
loney" !

Certainly box office receipts prove that

Hollywood is presenting the kind of diver-

sion the public wants, but there is and al-

ways will be a certain element that nothing
can satisfy.

I propose a rousing cheer for movies
"as-is," movies "as we like 'em !" As for

the "squawkers," well—there "oughta"' be a
law!

MRS. ELEANOR FURNESS, Knoxboro, N. Y.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 EACH

If ever Hollywood should give out a
"forgotten man" award, I cannot think of
another person better qualified to receive it

than Robert Preston. The other evening I

brought down from the top shelf of iny

closet my Robert Preston scrapbook com-
posed of pictures and stories collected three

years ago when I was sixteen and Bob was
my idol. Few additions have been made in

my book since he entered the service, not

because of lack of effort on my part, but
rather on the part of magazines and news-
papers. Bits of information such as this

:

Preston at O.C.S., promoted to Captain,

participates in Normandy invasion, then in

campaigns in Germany, Holland, Belgium.

—

this has taken the place of large headlines in

movie magazines just three years ago:
"Heavenly Hard Guy," "Paramount's Gable,"

"DeAIille's Great White Hope," "Tarzan
Timber" are typical.

Yes, Sinatra, Johnson, and Hodiak are

the actors who are entertaining the nation

today, but it is men like Robert Preston

10 SCREENLAND



BROADWAY'S HILARIOUS ROMANTIC
COMEDY NOW ON THE SCREEN!

^0 she picked up the '
' • • marbles. . .and went

home to make loveI — ^

Theirs the kind

of fun that makes

the world go round

. . . and round . . . and

round... until you're

dizzy with

laughterl

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

DUNNE ,

KNOX COBURN

A SIDNEY BUCHMAN Production
Adapted from the play by Ruth Gordon • Screenplay by Sidney Buchman

Directed by CHARLES VIDOR This picture has been
chosen for showing to our

Armed Forces overseos.
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SCALP ODOR-

You might have scalp odor

—

and not

know it. So why risk losing friends

—

missing out on dates? Your hairbrush

knows the truth. Check it tonight.

Your scalp perspires, you see, just

as your skin does—and oily hair, in

particular, very quickly collects un-
pleasant odors.

To be on the safe side, use Packer's
Pine Tar Shampoo. It works wonders
with hair and scalp odors because it

contains pure, medicinal pine tar.

The delicate pine scent does its work
—then disappears.

Start using Packer's tonight.
Packer's Pine Tar Shampoo is at all

drug, department and
ten-cent stores.

who are protecting our country and its

freedoms so that we may always enjoy
motion pictures.

MISS TRUDY LIBBEY, Newton Centre, Mass.

I'd like to pay a sincere tribute to Clau-
dette Colbert for NEVER giving less than
an excellent performance, for the dignity

with which she has conducted her private

life, and for setting a standard of ofif-screen

behavior which any newcomer can look up
to and emulate. Her name is never used
flippantly in gossip columns, because she
doesn't seek sensational publicity or try to

startle her fans with bizarre costumes or

coiffures. She's just a very good actress

who gives everything to her job and never
lets her public down. That's why her public

doesn't and WON'T let Colbert down. Like
Tennyson's brook, she is destined to "go on"
for a very long time.

EILEEN MARY EGAN,
Jamaica Plain 30, Mass.

Hollywood did an excellent job on war
pictures. They answered their purpose with
great success, and were one of the outstand-
ing mediums for making America war con-
scious. Especially was this true of the

thousands of small places, like my own
town, that were geographically located away
from war camps, war industries, etc.

But now that war pictures have about
finished their job, isn't it about time that

the movie industry began making pictures

that spotlight the post-war period that will

be here soon? There isn't a person in this

country but what will be tremendously in-

terested in such pictures because every sin-

gle one of us, civilians as well as service-

men, will be vitally concerned in what is

ahead for us after the war.

Post-war pictures that are planned to

help, should be pictures with a definite pur-
pose. They shouldn't be Pollyanna pictures,

either. They should be as real as it is pos-
sible to make them. Of course, we realize

that no one knows exactly what the post-

war period will bring, but there are many
signs already of what we might expect, and
these signs should prove very helpful to

producers in planning motion pictures that

will help put this country on its peace-time
feet as successfully as war pictures un-
doubtedly helped us greatly in winning the

J. L. NORTON, Belpre, Ohio

Gee, I've sighed over Sinatra, Johnson
and Walker. I've dreamed about Hodiak,

Andrews and Jaeckel, but never have I gone
so completely over-board as I have for Tom
Drake. To the "sane" people I may seem
like a feather-brain liking so many at once
but I'm a healthy American girl and can
really do it without playing too much fa-

voritism, excepting of course Tom Drake,
who is king in my estimation.

Tom is the type who readily fits into any-
one's dreams. He has the appealing charm
of the boy next door combined with the
glamor of a dashing knight in armor. He
appears to be a kind, understanding and
considerate being with a shy, boyish air

about him.

Tom was perfectly wonderful in his

"Maisie" and "St. Louis" pictures but he
was even more so in "Two Girls And .A.

Sailor" opposite Gloria DeHaven. Oh, for

a picture with these two starred

!

FRANCES LES, Utica 4, N. Y.

Dear Errol Flynn

:

Congratulations on the finest acting
you've ever done, that of Captain Nelson in

"Objective Burm.a." Without the dash and
derring-do which usually characterize your
portrayals, you did a fine job as the leader

of that group of men who having undergone
intense hardships, finally came back to say,

"Mission completed !" For once, you weren't
the whole Army executing brave and unbe-
lievable acts of heroism. You let the others

have their chance to shine and as a result

your acting shone out even more brilliantly

for its sincerity and naturalness.

I would like just once to see you as the
winner of the Academy Award. Perhaps
this will do it. After all, the fact that you
are very attractive and have sex-appeal
shouldn't stand in your way as long as you
can really act. It didn't Gable 1 Here's
hoping

!

LUCILLE JENNINGS, Beverly Hills, Calif.

HONORABLE MENTION

We urgently request more, yes, many
more pictures of Lucille Ball—she of the

flame-colored, rippling hair. And why?
Well, there are those of us who think her

quite the most glamorously beautiful of all.

Who, we ask, can compare to Lucille when
it comes to looking like and acting like MY
LADY GORGEOUS? Who can wear
clothes so smartly as she, the svelte charm-
er? Who can handle her hands with such
exquisite, such flowing grace as Lucille

Ball? Has anyone else such regal poise as

"Junior Miss," from Broadway stage hit, has been filmed by 20th Century-Fox with Peggy Ann
Garner, at left, in title role. Other youngsters, Barbara Whiting, Scotty Beckett, Wm. Anderson.
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The Picture that may
change Your Life!

When a penniless ham actor starts

controlling the amazing Pidgeon

family (with their $5,000,000

fortune), it's one of the most

unusual screen treats

you've ever known . .

.

Cheaters
starring

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT
willi

BILLIE BURKE -EUGENE PALLETTE-ONA MUNSOIN • RAYMOND WALBURN
and AMINE CILLIS RUTH TERRY • ROBERT LIVIINCSTON • DAVID HOLT

and ST. LUKE^S CHORISTERS

she? Who besides Lucille reall}- achieves

ultra-sophistication—quite to perfection, so

that it seems altogether natural? Does any-

one dare to think that these, questions can

be answered with aught but complete
silence?

Furthermore, she can delightfully clown
or satirize glamor while being very glam-
orous herself the while. This is no mean
feat, for glamor is something that insists on
taking itself quite seriously, to say the least.

This should give you a rough idea why
she, Lucille Ball, is precisely our conception

of a real movie queen, and why it is quite

imperative, in this day of shortages, that

there be no shortage of pictures of—guess
whom ?

JULIAN FARWELL, Phoenix, Arizona

She isn't pretty. In fact, she is quite

plain, as far as her looks are concerned

—

but what a great little actress she is, and
how she can tug at our heartstrings ! Of
course, Fm talking about little Margaret
O'Brien.

I thought she was wonderful in "Meet
Me In St. Louis," "Music For Millions,"

etc. She is already known and loved by
millions—and she is still just a small child.

What a future she must have before her

!

The thought has often occurred to me, as

Fve watched this child, that America is

truly the "Land of Opportunity " when
plain-looking little girls with great talent-
like Margaret—get the chance she is get-

ting. There is no other country on earth

that would give it.

I salute the movie industry for its grand
work, not only in furnishing consistently

fine entertainment, but also in providing the

wonderful opportunities it does—for even
little girls like Margaret O'Brien.

MRS. JOE L. NORTON, Belpre, Ohio

Golly ! My heart is standing still as I

gaze at the clear-cut features of Mr. Tom
Drake. Is it possible that such a heart-

rending look really exists? OHHHHH ! I

fear I am going to faint. Can you blame
me? Mind you, I do not faint over Frank
Sinatra, although I think he's wonderful,
and I don't scream when I see Van Johnson
on the screen. But, by golly, does that good-
looking blond six-footer do something to

me! I guess it's that infectious smile, or

maybe those big brown eyes. Or maybe it's

both. They just floor me.
It so happens that my two favorite actors

are Lloyd Nolan and Humphrey Bogart. I

have their pictures, pinned on the wall, at

the head of my bed. Wouldn't it be wonder-
( Please turn to page 94)

A REPUBLIC PICTURE By special request of his fans: Clos-eup

of Robert Livingston, handsome hero

of Republic's "Tell If To A Star."
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Your Guide to Current Films

THOSE ENDEARING YOUNG CHARMS—RKO
The liiie drawn between the herd's real per-

sonality and his arrogant routine with the

fair sex is so finely drawn that there is apt

to be a little confusion on the subject.

Robert Young, who plays the role, should be

commended, however, for keeping the two
as distinct as he does. He wasn't as much
of a heel as he looked. It was just that

old routine that blinded everybody—except
Laraine Day, the heroine who unwisely de-

clares her love for him, despite the objec-
tions of her mother (a wonderful part

played by Ann Harding), who had been
faced with a similar situation. Everything
ends rosil)'—even without the aid of the

girl's self-appointed "big brother," a strong
role for that new guy Bill Williams.

SON OF LASSIE—MGM
If you saw "Lassie, Come Home" and en-

joyed it, you won't want to miss this, its

sequel, and whether you did or not, you'll

want to see it anyway ! That's the way
with dogs. "Lassie" is seen only briefly, in

the same setting as in the former picture,

with Donald Crisp as the boy's father,

.trainer in the Duke of Rudling's (Nigel
Bruce) kennels. But it is her son. Laddie,
who covers himself with glory in the sequel,

accompanying his master, Peter Lawford,
a British paratrooper, on a mission over
Norway. There is plenty of excitement in

their escape from Nazis, leading to a happy
CTiding with love interest, June Lockhart.

THE HORN BLOWS AT MIDNIGHT—Worners
A fantastic dream, with harps and angels
and worldly visits, provides Jack Benny
ample scope for his stock in trade. But it's

a combination some audiences may find a
bit too ludicrous. Nevertheless there are
many chuckles available in his situation of
trumpet-playing angel given the job of
sounding off four final notes which are
supposed to cause the destruction of that
trouble-making planet known as The World.
Alexis Smith plays the other half of the
angelic romance, Allyn Joslyn and John
Alexander are funny fallen angels, Reg-
inald Gardiner and Dolores Moran add in-

terest as super crook and pretty accomplice.

There goes Yesterday- but

how about Today?

Your bath takes care of past

perspiration, but to guard your future

freshness— the word is Mum!

YES, YOUR BATH washes away all past

perspiration. But it can't protect you

against risk of underarm odor to come. It

can't safeguard your future freshness.

That's a job safe, gentle Mum does well.

So top off your bath with

Mum— and stay as sweet as

you are. Don't take chances

when your charm is at stake.

Mum is one quick trick that helps a girl

to keep her "date" dazzled!

Mum smooths on like a breeze. And
takes just 30 seconds doing. Mum keeps

you nice to be near—its protection lasts all

day or evening. No risk of offending odor

now. And isn't it nice to know that Mum
won't injure fine fabrics — won't irritate

your skin? Every day, after every bath,

smart girls use Mum.

For Sanitary Napkins— i\f//W

is gentle, safe, dependable. Use
it this important way, too.

Product iif Bnstol-Myers

Mum
TAKES THE ODOR OUT OF

PERSPIRATION
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By Josephine Felts

AH, to be in Iceland now that mid-
summer's here ! Don't you feel like

making that your theme song, when
the humid days of August roll 'round? But
there's no use crying about the impossible

—

especially when there are so many ways to

get the better of the effects of heat and sun

right here at home.
Of course, the natural reaction to heat is

to flop somewhere and just stay there, with

only the vigorous plying of a fan for exer-

cise. Well, if the place you choose for flop-

ping is at the beach or even in your own
backyard—^watch out! There is no better

place to become miserable from the heat and
sun unless you're careful. Of course, we're

talking about sunburn, its prevention and
cure. Every so often, you hear about some
otherwise brilliant friend who left her sun-

tan lotion at home one day and came back
with an excruciatingly painful sunburn. It

never got a chance to become a tan, it just

peeled and freckled and left a splotchy com-

plexion instead. It can happen to you, too,

unless you remember, when sitting in the

sun, to use a sunburn preventative on all ex-
posed parts of your body. Use a suntan
preparation frequently and liberally— and
don't stop when you turn brown, because an
overdose of sun at any time can cause peel-

ing and blistering. Where would your fa-

vorite movie star be if she let the scorching
sun play havoc with her skin? You may not

make your living before the camera, but
your face and figure are still your fortune,

so take care of them. And while we're talk-

ing about faces, remember that crow's feet

and sun squint can ruin even the most per-

fect face—so try always to have your sun
glasses with you when you're out in the sun.

A beach is a perfect place to keep cool,

but when you can't get there because of

transportation difficulties or too much back
homework, there's still another place to keep
cool and comfortable. What better place is

there than your own bathtub? All good
beauty routines start with a bath, and this

goes double for hot weather. We suggest a
tepid bath, not too hot, not too cold. And be

sure to relax while taking it. Try sprinkling

some pine or flower-scented bath salts into

the water. It takes only a minute to do, but
the effect lingers for hours.

When you get out of the tub, pat yourself
dry. Then powder yourself all over with
your favorite dusting powder or talc. A
dash of matching cologne or toilet water is

also pleasantly refreshing. Naturally, you
use your favorite deodorant after bathing
or swimming. You can't rely on soap and
water and fresh air alone to do all the work
of keeping you fresh. There are many types
of deodorants and anti-perspirants on the
market and one is undoubtedly the perfect
choice for you. They are in liquid, cream, or
powder form, either scented or unscented.
The anti-perspirants, which stop perspira-

tion, can be applied to last for days ; the deo-
dorants, which don't stop perspiration, but
do eliminate any offensive odor, should be
used more often.

If your feet feel damp and uncomfortable
in summer, there are products to prevent
that. Foot powders have deodorants' prop-
erties and are cooling, too. Handy to use
and giving a pleasant reaction are the as-
tringents sticks.

Need we add, that in addition to bathing
and the generous use of items for personal
daintiness, it is also important to look your
best? "Good grooming," the beauty ads call

it—plain "common sense" is our word for it.

Keep your hair neatly combed and out of
your way—keep your make-up fresh and
light. Remember that clean clothes, from
inside out, can make a difference of degrees
in your own private temperature reading.

There, now, we've told all : look and feel
fresh, and you'll be fresh.

COOLERS for

MID-SEASON
A reminder on how to

take sun and heat,

and stiil remain

fresh and coo!

Dolores Moran, 'Earner star

seen with Jack Benny in "The

Horn Blows at Midnight," is not

forgetting her beauty routine no

matter how hot it gets. Suntan

lotion prevents burning and

blistering, so she puts it on in

liberal quantities, and often.
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Was This the Night She Dreamed About?

Ever since she'd met him the week
before she dreamed of this . . . their

first real date together.

Soft summer air, the magic of the

moonlight, the shimmering stars, and

the whispering of the ocean, sweetly

conspired to make it a night for

romance, and yet . . . here she was,

hurt and troubled, on her way home
by ten.

He pleaded an early train to catch.

Even so, that couldn't explain the

contrast between last week's ardor

and tonight's studied indifference!

She simply couldn't understand his

attitude.

No matter what your charms may
be, they can count for little if you're

guilty of halitosis (unpleasant breath).

You, yourself, may not be aware of

its presence, so why not be always on
guard.'' Listerine Antiseptic is a won-
derfully simple and wholly delightful

ally in helping you to be at your best.

Use it morning and night and before

every date.

While sometimes systemic, most

cases are due, say some authorities, to

the fermentation of tiny food parti-

cles on mouth surfaces. Listerine

Antiseptic quickly halts such fermen-

tation and overcomes rhe odors it

causes. The breath becomes sweeter,

fresher, less likely to offend. Never,

never omit this wise and delitrhtful

precaution.

Lambert Pharmacal Company

St. Louis, Alo.

Before any date

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
Jor oral hygiene
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pi Open Letter To

mm
Gardner of radio's

j|«r "DufFy's Tavern"
iinchad on movie ca-

<! in Paramounfs all-

I version of fhe air

. Ed as Archie, sur-

ged by such quaint
lanfs as Miss Duffy

f'mnegan, emerges as

ate screen comedian.

HELLO, Archie!

Welcome to screenland
through Screenland. We've

met before at NBC, but now that

you've been transplanted to the rare-

fied atmosphere of a gigantic movie
studio I thought I'd check up on you
and find out how you're doing.

The answer is you're doing all right.

So far you haven't gone Hollywood

—

but Hollywood has gone all-out Ed
Gardner. You and your quaint assort-

ment of crude characters from radio's

"Duffy's Tavern" came out, looked
around, and took over Paramount.

"The greatest galaxy of stars ever gath

ered together in one picture," to quofi

the publicity, are showing no pain at

stooging for the colossal dim-wit of

"Duffy's," the immortal Archie. Alan
Ladd, Veronica Lake, Marjorie Reyn-

olds, Victor Moore, Sonny Tufts,

Brian Donlevy—forty stars in all

—

are mixing with the dumb Miss Duffy
(Ann Thomas), Clifton Finnegan
(Charley Cantor), and Eddie the

Waiter (Eddie Green). Yes, Archie
is really meeting the elite of the

movies, and not to eat—just to steal

a few scenes here and there.

KB!

All I hope is, you won't be insidi-

ously influenced by the subtle refine-

ments of the cinema capital, Gardner.

Go right ahead and mess up the flaw-

less diction and elegant accents of

some of our stars, but don't go effete

on us. "Duffy ain't here," but Archie
is, and we want him to stay.



Ht^'s a gal who looks as if she hasn't a care in the

'^world. But when you read this very human story you'll learn

that a Hollywood beauty has problems even as you and I By Elizabeth Wilson ^{

GENE TIERNEY is a movie star

after my own heart. First of all

she has a sense of humor that en-

ables her to laugh at herself. And all

I've got to say is heaven pity the family

and friends of a star without a sense of

humor. (And double pity the poor un-
fortunate writers who have to interview

her!) Second of all Gene has a hearty
appetite. None of that coy nibbhng on
a lettuce leaf or toying with a sliced

tomato. I don't know what Gene does
to keep that gorgeous figure. I suspect

that she doesn't do a thing. But I know
for a fact that she doesn't spare the

groceries.

Take for instance the time I had lunch
with her recently at the Twentieth Cen-
tury-Fox studios. Gene breezed in from
the "Dragonwyck" set in a beautiful

billowy dress with a tight bodice—and
you know what a tight bodice does to a
girl's chest. "I could have taken the
dress ofiF and put on a robe," said Gene
tucking in her skirts under • the small

table, "but I wear it over here every
day hoping that Mr. Perlberg will see

me and exclaim, 'Gene, I never realized

it before—you're Amber!'
"

Every movie star in Hollywood, with

the possible exception of Marjorie Main,
is simply drooling to play the lead in

"Forever Amber." Which goes to prove
something. As Gene is now the hottest

star on the Twentieth Century lot since

the release of "Laura," and as that

studio owns the movie rights of the

book, she has a good chance of bagging
Amber. "No one has asked me yet,"

says Gene sadly. But to date no one
has been approached—except the Hays
Office.

Gene surveyed the wreck of a chilled

artichoke and crab meat salad on my
plate (I was never one to wait for a star

—you can spend your life doing that)

and decided she'd have one too. While
she was waiting for it she polished off

the basket of bread and a bowl of jelly,

which is now being served in studios in

lieu of butter. When she had stripped

her artichoke and found practically noth-

ing, as is the way with artichokes, she

ordered ice cream. "I'm still hungry,"

she said finishing the ice cream. "What
can I have now?" Well, ice cream to a

lunch or dinner is sort of like a period

to a sentence. But that's what I like

about Gene. Delightfully unconventional.

She ordered a bowl, a great big bowl, of

soup. I rather like the idea of following the

dessert course wnth the soup course. I've

never seen it done before, but I'm for it.

{Please turn to page 77)

Gene's husband, the former Count

Oleg Cassini, becanne an Ameri-

can citiren and is now in Uncle

Sam's service. They're the proud

parents of a little daughter. Daria.

Two strong new roles for TIerney: Above, with dol

Hodiak in "A Bell For Adano" and. left, in tl

forthcoming 20th Century-Fox drama. "Dragonwyel

Child in scene with Gene is Connie Marshall. Sin

"Laura." Gene is Number One dramatic actress

20th, with a row of good parts awaiting her. S<

may even get coveted lead in "Forever Ambei
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WHEN Mrs. Costello, Lou Costel-

lo's wife, went East recently, she
cherished in her heart the dream

of adopting two baby boys, a plan which
she has since abandoned, for a reason.

There has been a vacant place in the

hearts and in the home of Lou and Mrs.
Costello ever since their baby son, Lou,
Jr., died. Bud Abbott, Lou's closest

friend and team-mate, adopted a son
two and a half years ago, and the boy
has become Bud's great pride and joy.

The Costello home was not childless,

as Bud's had been. Patricia Anne,
eight, and Carole Lou, six. two beautiful

girls, romped all over the house and
were constantly getting into joyous mis-

chief. But Lou and Mrs. Costello re-

membered their baby son, and often in

the midst of their happiness, they were
stricken with an overwhelming grief.

It was Patricia who put her finger on
what was wrong. She was too wise to ap-

proach her father directly, ^but' she said

to Sven, the family butler, "What this

house needs is some babies! Why don't

you tell my dad?—but don't tell him I

told you to tell him."
Mr. and Mrs. Costello themselves had

the same idea as Patty did, and were
getting a little impatient wnth the stork.

Lou and his wife are both mad about
children. Sometimes they'd look at the

name plate with the name Lou, Jr., still

hanging over the door leading to the

nursery, and it was almost more than
they could stand.

When Mrs. Costello went East, she did

so planning to talk to Bill Stern, the

sports announcer, who has two adopted
children, about helping her locate chil-

dren available for adoption. When she

learned that adoption proceedings would
take a very long time, she realized that

by the time she could adopt a baby, the

stork could very easily deposit a bundle
in the Costello home. She talked to

Lou on the phone, and they both de-

cided it might be better to be a Uttle

more patient with the stork.

But though Lou and his wife have
given up their plans for adopting two
youngsters, in a larger sense he has a
plan which will make him a father by
adoption to thousands of youngsters all

over the United States. For Abbott and
Costello have joined hands to fight one
of the greatest evils that the war has
brought on the country: the increase in

juvenile delinquency.

Lou and Bud have always taken a

tremendous interest in imderprivileged

kids. They felt that there were plenty

of organizations throughout the country
which did everything they could for

children from middle-class families. But
those weren't the youngsters who needed
help most.
A youngster from a middle-class

family can go to the Y in his neighbor-

hood, and by the payment of a small

fee, have a grand time in the swimming
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rirST STory or addott ana wosreiio s pians ror a ourn

Foundation for underprivileged children, fine and seri-

ous program cooked up by Hollywood's top comedy team

Bud Abbott with Mrs. Abbott and Bud, Jr., a+ the Aobott
home. Hi Neighbor Ranch, in Encino, California. These and
other exclusive photos are by staff photographer Jack Albin.

pool or participating in the various Y
sports. But Lou and Bud felt that there

were children from poor families who
couldn't afford even the smaD fees which
organizations of this tj^pe have to charge.

And they wanted to help the boys from
the ver>' poorest famihes.

Bud and Lou have filed papers in

Sacramento. California, for the Abbott
and Costello Youth Foundation, a non-
profit corporation. Lou Costello is presi-

dent of the organization; Bud Abbott
is secretary-treasurer, and the vice presi-

dents are Presiding Judge Samuel R.
Blake of the Los Angeles Superior Court
and Presiding Judge William B. Mc-
Kesson of the Los Angeles Juvenile

Court.

The purpose of the Abbott and Costel-

lo Youth Foundation is to prevent ju-

venile delinquency. Bud Abbott told

me. "We feel that there is nothing Lou
and T could do that would help cure

juvenile delinquency. By the time ju-

venile delinquents come under the eye
of the police, it is often too late to help

t|iem. What was needed, we felt, was
some method of prevention. Just as in

the field of medicine an ounce of pre-

vention today is considered better than
a poimd of cure, so we believe that in

the field of juvenile delinquency, preven-

tive medicine is more important than
curative medicine.

"And how can juvenile delinquency

be prevented? Lou and I put our heads
together on this and tried to figure out

the l»st possible method. We decided

that what underprivileged youngsters

need more than anything else is an op-
portunity to use their leisure time in a

constructive way. That's why we hope
to establish a chain of play centers

throughout the countr>'. in the poorest

areas, the ones where juvenile delin-

quency is at its height.

"However, these play centers won't

be limited to teen-aged youngsters. We

don't want to wait until kids are teen-

aged to give them a chance to learn to

play in cooperation with other young-
sters. We want them to have their

chance as soon as they are old enough
to be left in a playground by their par-
ents. Of course, they will have ex}>ert

supervision, the finest athletic and social

directors we can find."

The first play center will be built not
far from the City Hall in Los Angeles.
This is one of the worst areas for ju-

venile delinquency in all of Los Angeles,
for near this neighborhood live some of

Los Angeles' most underpri\'i]eged

youngsters. The play center will con-
tain all sorts of equipment for sports

for both boys and girls, including swings,

basketball equipment, softball diamonds,
tennis courts, ping pong tables and the

like. There will also be a clubhouse for

indoor games and sports.

If thus play center is a success. Bud
(Please turn to vaae S.'?

)



los*d on Mm reaHif* career oil

fwo giomoroas sisters wli«

wow«d Mie aiidieflces of their

doy. 'Hie i>oily Sisters" pre-

slents Betty GrcMe ood Jmm

In 20Hi C«BtMry-Fo«'» T»elinic©lor version of

fif* and times of the sisters known as Dolly, Jo

Payne is in charge of the romantic male d

partment, in first r$ie since service dischw^

New blonde June Haver shares honors «ritt

20th's blonde queen of the lot !n this gay ami

glamorous musical, lush and lavish in the cele-

brated Hellywoed tradition of entertainment





Pock playing a gun-totin' hombr* opposite

Jennifer Jones as a half-breed Indian girl. 1
Here's the key to the

chorocter of that man
Peck, with sidelights

that will surprise you

As told to Dora Albert

DON'T get me wrong! I like news-
paper people. But sometimes the

strangest dialogue has been
ascribed to me in print. I suppose that's

because many newspaper and magazine
articles are written by women, and wo-
men naturally write in feminine lan-

guage. But I wish they wouldn't put
such remarks in quotes. I told one
feminine interviewer that my wife and
I have a very fine cook, Jessie, who also

plays the piano well. I added that she

often plays the piano when we have
company at oiu- home. This came out in

print as, "We have a divine woman
who makes our Wuthering Heights a

25 place of joy and contentment." Certainly

I never referred to our home in Cold-
water Canyon as Wuthering Heights.
Nor did I refer to Jessie as "divine."

The screwiest experience I ever had
with a writer was when a fellow from
one of the press services said he had
heard that I always have a raw egg in

sherry for breakfast (which is true) and
that he wanted to watch me eat it. I

had to be at the studio at 7:30 ajn.

that day, so I woke up at 6 and dashed
out of the bathroom with shaving lotion

on my face. He came at 6:15 and
watched while I ate the raw egg. Then
he waved goodbye, as I left for the
studio.

The fact that I have a raw egg in

sherry for breakfast has been built up
into an MGM production by writers.

When I was working on "Keys Of The
Kingdom," I had to get up early and
rush to the studio. At first I ate no
breakfast except for a cup of coffee, and
sometimes not even that. I tried to

think what I could eat in a hurry and
hit upon the idea of the raw egg in

sherry. Once when I was appearing in

a play the business manager, an En^ish-
man, ordered sherry for breakfast. I

(Please turn to page 66)



t learned to ride like a real Southwesterner

.rugged role in "Duel In The Sun. " Below.

Irakes it easy after a hard session before

' cameras and, later, joshes with Jennifer.

^?:^ilm-Finish Powder
Loveliest -ever shades. ..finest-ever texture

for that Hollywood "finish"

MARIA MONTEZ , star of Universai's Technicolor production,

"SUDAN". Woodbury SUN PEACH is sun -kissed radiance for Maria's

dark skin . . . summer- long magic for your sun-lighted skin.

The magnificent Montez . . . the One-

Woman Dominican Invasion uses

new Woodbury Film-Finish Powder

as her glamour accent. It can help

you look as she looks on the screen

!

5-stage blending produces nice5(-ei'er

shades, smoothest-ever trxture! Never

clogs, cakes, turns pasty. Fluffon some

tonight and start invading

his heart! 8 star shades.

SUMMERTIME MATCHED MAKE-UP $1. Matching lip-

stick and rouge at no extra cost witti ttie big box of

Woodbury Powder in your summer-success stiade.

All Woodbury Powder is the new "Film-Finish."

Alio boxes of Woodbury Powder 25i and plwt tax.

Woodbu ^. , Film
ry Finish



A NDREA KING has written another
colorful page in Hollj'wood's fan-

tastic history: she has won star-

dom in her fifth picture.

Perhaps you saw her in her film debut,

"The Very Thought Of You," in which
she played the restless, shrewish sister.

Or maybe in "Hollywood Canteen." This
was followed by "God Is

My Co-Pilot" with her

playing the young wife of

Colonel llobert Lee Scott.

Her big chance was in

"Hotel Berlin," as the Nazi
spy whom Helmut Dantine
loved—and killed. It is in

her next and fifth picture,

"Shadow Of A Woman,"
that Andrea has been given

The queenly Miss King is really

a nice, down-to-earth girl,

democratic as all get-out, but

she can't help looking digni-

fied and si'ately sometimes.

star rating, sharing full honors with the
dashing Mr. Dantine.
Andrea King! As she entered the Brown

Derby, I thought how perfectly that

name suits this new star. Both have a
blending of dignity and charm. The
diners at the Derby are accustomed to

glamor yet eyes were focused on her as

she walked down
the long aisle to

our table for a

luncheon inter-
view.

She's a beauti-

ful gitl. Clear-cut

Grecian fea-
tures, natural
blonde hair worn

in a long bob, green-blue eyes, and a slim,

round figure. Hardly was she seated be-

fore a slip of a girl about ten dashed to

our table, stood looking at her intently,

then exclaimed, "You're a movie star!"

Andrea smiled. The girl hastily rejoined

a group of teen-agers at a nearby table

and we began speculating how soon
they'd return with the autograph books.
We didn't wait long for soon they came,
five of them, swooping around us.

"It's amazing," said Andrea. "I ven-
ture to say they have not seen my pic-

tures, nor do they know my name. In the

theater we have no such encounters.

Yet," she added with a laugh, "I well re-

call my own adoration for Shn stars. I

was always mad about pictures and spent

my allowance seeing the movies. No, I

{Please turn to page 80)

By
Maude

Cheatham

28

Quite in tiie regal manner, Andrea
King has swept ail before her and

achieves stardom in her fifth picture



r
/arner Bros. Studios are co-starring Andrea

i|CIng and Helmut Dantine in "Shadow Of A
Wontian." Renr>ember them in "Hotel Berlin"?

No romantic interest, just congenial team-
mates, King and Dantine work well together.

She is married to Lieut, (jg) Nat Willis.

SCHIAPARELLI interprets

newest Cutex nail shades

Spirited colors— latest Cutex defiance for beautiful

fingertips. Schiaparelli wraps up their

heady excitement in a sky-stretching turban

to celebrate the return of Paris . . . We dare you

to find a lovelier polish at any price!

AT EASE

CUTEX '





Don't let them tell you Rita is still the same sweet, shy girl—because
she isn't! As Mrs. Orson Welles she has become a dynamic

woman with a mind of her own, and this exclusive interview introduces you

"IB ITA hasn't changed a bit since

f% she's been in pictures." That's

what Rita's many loyal friends

say about her. And that is the tradi-

tional highest compliment you can pay
a star in Hollywood. When you want
to praise a star you don't say, "She's

so kind and beautiful," or "She's so good
to her poor old grandmother," or "She
is as intelligent as she is lovely," or

"She's a perfectly swell person." You
say, "She hasn't changed a bit since

she's been in pictures." (Inasmuch as

most players who reach stardom, with
its accompanjang moola and hoola,

change so swiftly it makes you dizzy

—

not to mention the fact that it makes
them dizzy—you can readily see how
the above expression came to be the

highest of Hollywood compUments.)
When I said I was going to interview

Rita Hayworth at least a dozen people
piped up with that "Rita hasn't changed
a bit since she's been in pictures." And
when I said, "Oh, dear, that's too bad,"
I had to run for my life. Rita, it seems,

has more friends than an old-time
borough politician.

It has always been my contention that
people change. It's just part of being a

normal human being. And I was posi-

tive that Rita had changed in the years

since I had seen her. And I was right.

But before those hordes of devoted
friends descend upon me with bared
teeth and sharpened finger nails I hasten
to add that as far as old friends are

concerned she hasn't* changed a bit. She
still prefers the people who work with
her, nice everyday people, to the front

office big shots and Hollywood's so-called

"Society."

When I first met Rita some six or

: seven years ago she was in the throes of
' an unhappy marriage, and like most girls

in the throes of an unhappy marriage
her career became her life. She was a

glutton for work. Columbia, where she

was under contract, had only to inti-

mate casually that they wanted Rita to

do something extracurricular, and quick
like a flash there she was knocking her-

self into a lather doing it. It wasn't bad
for her, though. She grabbed off a lot

of publicity, and she learned to act.

Some day (though you can't exactly

blame Columbia for exploiting her danc-

ing ability) she's going to be given a

chance to pitch a few dramatics on the

screen, and she'll probably get an Oscar
tossed in her lap. In those early days
(Rita is now twenty-six, in case I ^ve
you the impression she is tottering to

her wheel chair) Rita was a shy, quiet

little thing—why, a mouse with an in-

feriority complex would have been bolder

than Rita—who always took the most
inconspicuous seat in the room and
rarely opened her pretty trap the entire

afternoon or evening. "Isn't it a pity,"

we used to say, "all that beauty, but
no fire." Fire, me eye! Today she
burns up the celluloid every time she

gets on it.

Rita is now happily married to

Orson Welles, as you undoubtedly
know (she married him while she
was making "Cover Girl") and is the

mother of a five-months-old baby
named Rebecca. And, I insist, she

has changed considerably. Although
she is still interested in her career it

is no longer her foremost interest. It's

sort of a sideline now. Home, she has
discovered, with a husband and a

baby is a much nicer place than a
studio dressing room with a script

and a cup of coffee. Harry Cohn. her

boss, needn't start taking aspirin yet.

(Please turn to page 74

^

A swimming pool lilce a lagoon, ^ith an

island in the center—that's the show spot

of the Hayworth-Welles Brentwood home.

Smart setting for a smart girl—glass brick and
chromium frame the Hayworth beauty. Wish
we could give you a glimpse of the baby, but

when a cameraman invaded her nursery little

Rebecca started to howl and the upset house-

hold vowed "No more pictures!" Left, laughing

lady lost in a good book. Let us in on it, Rita!

31
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Tip to teen-agers: Here are fashionsi

America's favorite sub>deb
taiics about lier romance,
lier plans for tlie future

Photos by

Ned Scott,

Colmnbia

Studios

By Constance Palmer

SHIRLEY TEMPLE is ^own up enough to be engaged!
She's promised to marry Sergeant John George Agar, now
of the United States Army Air Force and formerly of

Lake Forest, Illinois. Jack is stationed now at March Field,

California, as a physical trainer
—

"P.T." as Shirley expertly
says—and is six feet two inches of handsome, twenty-four-
year-old, hundred-and-sixty-pound young man.

All America and what part of the rest of the war-torn world
that can give the event attention, feels a heart-warming in-

terest in Shirley's betrothal. Why!—haven't we brought her
up.'' Haven't we known and loved her since she flirted her
perky skirts over her fat little dimpled knees at the age of
four? Haven't we adored her curls and her smile and her
funny little voice.'' We belong to her and she belongs to us
and we have a right to know about her verj' best beau.

Jack Agar is a sincere, level-headed boy who went from
prep-school and work in a Chicago laboratory into service in

the Army in 1942. His widowed mother lives in Beverly Hills

and his father, before his death, owned a Mid-west meat-
packing concern which will provide a good position for the

Sergeant if he wants to take it after the war.
As Mrs. Temple and I sat talking in the beautiful white

drawing-room of their house in Brentwood Heights, I thought,
"How nice—how realJ Everything is so natural, so unpreten-

tious—in such perfect good taste!" Shirley's portrait— as

Littie Miss Marker in brief, black velvet "best dress"—smiled

down at us from the opposite wall, while Mrs. Temple told me
how much they all liked Jack, what a fine boy he is, how
happy they are about the engagement.

It was just like any devoted mother telling a friend some-
thing that pleased her very much—the happy culmination of

a problem to which she must have given, surely, a great deal



sicnied for Shirley Temple to weo r in her new picture, "Kiss And Tell'

\oi thought. And we were waiting those few minutes for—of

lall things—^the idol of millions to come home from school!

Shirley came into the room with a soft rush. Her pretty
face was aglow with happiness and a new grown-up dignity

and sweet importance were added. "I'm so excited!" she cried

"I hardly know where to begin—but, first, see my ring!"

! It's a lovely thing, an emerald-cut, two-and-a-half carat

Idiamond, simply and elegantly set in platinum.
"Jack gave it to me one evening when we were driving home

from a movie." Shirley giggled. "Right on Sunset Boulevard
between Engel's Drugstore and the Eastern Star Home!
He just pulled it out of his pocket and said off-

hand, 'Here's something for you.' I squealed, of course,

and the car stalled in the midst of all that traffic
—

"

(Please turn to page 94

)

Shirley and her G. I.: Sergeant John
George Agar, Shirley's handsome
fiance, is stationed with the Army
Air Forces at March Reld, Calif.



ave You A

By Irene

OVER the tea-cups with Irene (who
is what you should mean when
you say "chic") in the pale beige,

dusty pink, crystal and silver suite

which is her workshop at Metro-Gold-
wyn-Mayer, we talked about stars and
styles, women and war—and about
"clothes personality" which, it seems,

you must have if you want to be
yourself and not three other people.

Of women and war, Irene said,

"After the war, women will probably
not be so active. They will home,

One of the stars who benefits by Irene's

clothes know - how is Kathryn Gray-
son, shown with the designer, below.

As Told To Gladys Hall

It's something you must have,

if you want to be yourself

and not three other women,
says MGM's brilliant executive

designer who creates the clothes

for many of the famous stars

Noted designer Irene, left,

in her studio workshop.

and stay there. They'll spend more
time in their boudoirs and drawing
rooms and so, will wear long things

again, I hope. For I have always liked

long things in the house, love house-

coats, tea gowns and dinner dresses, and
have never approved of slacks. Which
have been put, by the way and by the

war, exactly where they belong—in the

factories.

"Lana Turner," Irene laughed, "gave
me a good idea of the way women will

react to slacks and uniforms at war's

end. Lana had been working in 'Keep
Your Powder Dry' for three months and,

most of the time, in uniforms. She was
so deathly sick of them that when, one
day, I showed her a sketch of a very
good tailored coat I had in mind for

her, she passed it by, with a shudder of

Irene consults Producer Arthur Horn-
blow, Jr., on designs for Ginger Rogers'

gowns for "Weekend at the Waldorf."

revulsion. And she was so right, so ab-

solutely right. :

"I don't mind," Irene said, "a certain

type of dinner pajama. But only one
woman in a thousand, or more, can wear
slacks. Katharine Hepburn, for example.

Katharine looks wonderful in slacks, just

simply wonderful. Because she has a
boy's clean lines an,d because she moves
so beautifully.

"As for 'clothes personality,' so aware
have I made my department of the

clothes personalities of the stars I dress

that all I have to do is say to my de-

signers, 'We need a Hepburn dress' or

'We need a Turner dress' for them to

know exactly what I mean and what I

want."
A "clothes personality" is, according

to Irene, quite as important as the voice,

Clothes talk. Esther Williams is pleased

with Irene's latest creations for the next

Williams movie, "Early To Wed."



/

gestures, walk, talk, laugh, moods and
mannerisms that are the component
parts of individuality.

"Katharine Hepburn," Irene ex-

plained, "doesn't resemble, or have the

mannerisms of, say, Greer Garson. It

wouldn't occur to Katharine to walk or

talk like Greer, or anyone else. And
vice versa. If either girl attempted to

'wear' the personahty traits of another,

it v'ould be ridiculous. The same goes

for clothes. For if you wear clothes that

are not a part of your individuality,

you are not yourself. You are someone
else. You are a lost lady.

"It may seem completely unnecessarj',

clothes-conscious as we are, nowadays, to

tell girls to dress according to type. But
there are still some among us who look

at a Vogue, a Harper's Bazaar, the
fashion pages in the film magazines or

at the clothes the girls wear on the

screen and want something they see and
have it copied, 'Because it looks won-
derful on Marlene Dietrich.' What I am
trjdng to stress is that what looks

wonderful on Marlene would look a lot

more weird than wonderful on June
Allyson and—unless you are a carbon
copy of Marlene—on you.
"Women who deserve the title 'Best

Dressed' may differ in size, shape and
temperament but not in the common
denominator of remaining true to their

type in the way they dress. Gertrude
Lawrence, for example, invariably wears
the same Uttle suits she has worn for

years, and the same little caps on her
head. Mrs. Harrison Williams, of New
York, famed the world over, and justly,

for her. chic, also sticks to her last. The
Duchess of \^dsor, ditto. And the

1

majority of film stars also make their

clothes as much a part of themselves as

their eyes, skin and hair. That is why
I can say to my designers, 'We need a
Hepburn dress' and be sure I will get it.

"The first time I ever dressed Miss
Hepburn," Irene said, "was for her latest

film, 'Without Love,' in which she is co-

starred with Spencer Tracy. I found I
(Please turn to page 88)

/

Designer Irene had a field day with

"Weekend at the Waldorf." Hero are

original sketches of the clothes for the
all-star Technicolor picture. Above,
Irene's version of a business girl's suit

For Lana Turner's role. Left, lipstick red

housecoat for Ginger Rogers. A riding

habit and lounging pajamas for Miss

Rogers, and smart daytime creations for

Miss Turner, complete the collection. 35
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Proud moment: Col. Cox, Commanding
Officer, R. D. Marine Corps Base, San

Diego, pins honor man medal on Sgt. Glenn

Ford. Glenn has since had a medical dis-

charge and is now appearing opposite Bette

Davis (right, above) in her first personally

produced film drama, "A Stolen Life."

FIRST, may I say "Welcome Back"?
Your friends and family have
missed you in Hollywood. Your

fans have missed you all over the world.

I know you're happy to be home. (What
service man wouldn't be?) I also know
you wouldn't take anything in the world

for those two years—two eventful years

as a United States Marine. Those last

four months in the ho.spital were a little

hard to take. Your medical discharge

was quite a blow to your pride. Y'ou

did your job. The records are all there.

You did it well.

Now you have recovered—at least re-

covered enough to play opposite Bette

Davis in her first jjersonally produced
picture, "A Stolen Life." It's your first

movie job as civilian Glenn Ford. It

comes as a reward, a reward you have
waited for. And worked for. A reward
you have earned. It's kind and consider-

ate of you to give me full credit. You've
given me most of the credit, all along
the way. Maybe I've helped a little. But
let's face the facts. Without your per-

sonal integrity, your ambitions and your
dreams, there is precious little I, Lady
Luck, could do.

I remember the day you went in—De-
cember IS. 1942, to be exact. You en-

listed, but you asked permission to

finish your role in "Destroyer" before

you reported for duty. You played a

bosun's mate in the navy opposite Ed-
ward G. Robinson. Humorously you
turned to Eddie and said, "I hope they
never run this picture at the Marine
Base where I'm going." (Little did you
know!) It wasn't easy to say goodbye
—giving up j'our place on the screen just

as your career was beginning to roll.

And then there was Eleanor, the girl

you loved. The girl you were going to

marry.
How many times you thought of her

that first Christmas eve in boot camp!
Christmas eve in a boot ranip! What
irony, yovi thought to yourself as you
waited in a long line leading to the tele

phone booth. Seemed like you'd never
get to say Merry Christmas to Eleanor.

A lot of thoughts go through a man's

Proud husband and father:

Glenn, far right, with his

wife, the former Eleanor

Powell, and their pride and

joy, Peter Newton Ford

(age two months), when
first picture was taken.

Mrs. Ford has retired from
screen for keeps, she says.

head when he's just—^waiting.

There was that time back in 1935.

You were in New York stage-managing

an unsuccessful play. Trying to get your
start. Someone said to you, "Don't miss

that dancer at Radio City Music Hall.

Names Eleanor Powell. The girl is

great." You caught the final show. You
caught the spirit, the freshness, the alive

way in which Eleanor danced. Later on
that same evening you saw her in -the

Rainbow Room. She was seated several

tables away. Somehow you felt like

you were sitting over there too. The
orchestra was playing, "I Guess I'll

Have To Change My Plans." You re-

membered Eleanor danced to it earlier

at the Music Hall. You kept watching

her. You found yourself trying to hum ,

the tune.

Then you made a picture called

"Flight Lieutenant." Pat O'Brien was

the star. Typical of Pat, he was kind

to you. He was interested in you. Event-

(Please turn, to page 91

)
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OU leaned across your agent's desk,

you told me, and said, in menacing
tones, "Get me a villain's part. I can

jie just as tough, just as much of a cut-

proat, just as despicable as .anybody in

lollywood, how about it?"

"My agent," you added, with a hollow

ugh, "slunk out, cringing. When he

me back, the whites of his eyes still

showing, he presente<l nie with the part

of a small villain in 'The Commandos
Strike At Dawn.' Some months later,

after I had returned from playing in

'The Three Si.sters,' in New York, my
agent justified my faith in him by get-

ting me the role of the brutal gauleiter

in 'None Shall Escape.' A Nazi to end
all Nazis, the fellow went about laying

waste the minorities, teen-age girls and
all who came under his iron heel. That
was more like it. That was my meat."
You are, you told me, a minister's .son.

Your father, a very active and important
member of the Presbyterian clergy in

Canada, planned a career in the cloth for

you. From which, having other ideas,

you managed to escape until, on the
stage, your heritage caught up with you
when you were typed in a series of ven-
erable clergymen roles, including the

part f)f Friar LaiDrenx;e in the Laurence
Olivier-Vivien I>eigh presentation of

"Romeo an^l Juliet." Reviewing the play,

Ncv^ York Time.i critic Brooks Atkinson
wrote, "The mainstays of the play are

tho.se three old veterans, Halliwell

Hobl>es, Dame May Whitty and Alex-

ander Knox."
"I knew then," you said, "that I must

do something drastic, not only about
shedding the cloth but, more impor-

tantly, about regaining my youth! Holly-

wood, it .seemed to me, would be reju-

venating. Arrived in Hollywood, I ap-

peared in 'The Sea Wolf,' then stepped
into a ministerial a.ssignment in 'This

.\bove All.' Within two weeks after the

relea.se of the picture, I was offered five

roles—all clergymen. It was then I

warned my agent, 'Get me a villain

{Please turn to page 9(i)

Cause for celebration: Alex entertaint

wedding party when Doris Nolan, at left

below, becanne his bride. Barry Fitz-

gerald and Edith Atwater join in.



At your Jewe/ers.

Rings enlarged to show detail,

Gloria (large ring), S460.

BONDED DIAMOND RINGS

Jeanne $215.00 Set

Lynn $85.00 Set

A Picture of Your Love . . . smiiingly reflected in your

own Cardinal Bonded Diamond Ring.

A diamond ring of such exquisite quality,

craftsmanship and value that it will always

be a cherished symbol of your love.

CARDINAL DIAMOND SYNDICATE
MILWAUKEE, WIS. SAINT LOUIS. MO.

*A Bond accompanies each purchose of a Cardinal Diamond Ring assuring complete satisfacHon.
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Familiar, and beloved, figure in

Republic's Westerns, "Gabby" is

shown at left in typical scene with

Roy Rogers, this time from "Bells

Of Rosarita." "Gabby" is also ap-

pearing on the Andrews Sisters

lively air show. Top shovrs him

with Bing Crosby when The

Groaner dropped in for a visit

to "Eight To The Bar Ranch."
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Gala-Gala

with

Girls,

Gaiety

and thaf

Goldwyn I

Glamour!

Samuel Goldwyn
_ presents '

WONVBR
MAN'

In Technicolor
with

Virginia mayo
vera- ellen

DONALD WOODS
S.Z.SAKALL

Allen Jenkins Edward Brcphy

Otto Kruger Steve Cochran

Virginia GilmOre and

THE GOLDWYN GIRLS
Directed by Bruce Humberstone

Screen Ploy by Don Hartman MeMlle Shovelson and Philip Rapp

Released through RKO RADIO PICTURES iNC



'By Elizabeth B. Petersen

No ONE \voul<l ever ouecvs it. but

William E>-the used to be an in-

trovert. He was so scared of |>e(>-

ple that it was years i">eft)re any grown-

ups outride of his t)wn immediate fam-

ily reahzed that tlie youngest Eythe
boy didn't have a speech impednuent
after all. It came as f|uite a shock to

the iieishhors in Mars. Pennsylvania,

In .dis«)ver that Bill could speak up as

^mmmmmmmsmmmmmmm

family and friends could imagine as an

actor, has turned Into a very good one. Here's how

and only managed to make the ^^sito^s

feel as uncomfortable as he felt himself,

the idea of being an actor was already

fully imiilanted in his very impression-

able young mind. For in his agony he

remembered how cool and collected peo-

])le always were in the mo\-ics. and he

was determined that some day he was

going to be iust as cool and collected

himself, even if he had to go in the

movies to accomplish it. Besides, it

would be a wonderful way to outsliine

his brother Howard.
Howard, better known as Dutch,

was ten years older and could do any-

tliing. Not only was he a star atlilete

but he was the town's prize scholar as

well. When he went on to college he

not only made the All-American foot-

ball team but Phi Beta Kappa as well.

Everylwdy was always holding Dutch

up as an example to his kid brother

and high .scliool was a misery l>ecause

of it. Wlien it was Bill's turn to go to

Carnegie Tech he registered under an

a.ssume<l name .so Dutch wouldn't be

crammed down iiis throat during his

college <lays too.

"It's hard to realize I ever felt th.nt

way alxiut Dutch. " Bill sjtys today. "We

i Plra.st' turn to paije 63'

In "Coionel EfFingham s Raid, VViiliarr, Eythe

is co-starred with Joan Bennett, above, to^

2CHh Century-Fox, Left, Bill and Shilielah.

his Irish setter. In studio dressing room,

well as anybody. Almost as much of

a shock as when they heard lu^ wa-
>tudying drama at Carnegie Tech. Bill,

they <leci<led, was just about the last

person in the world who should think

of l)eing an actor.

Bill, however, was the first one who
had thought of it. Ves, back in tho.se

days wlien he s()uirmed in self-cim-

^cious torment every time he was
hauled down from iiis nK)m to lie-a-

good-l>ov-and-.sjiv- hello- t<»-«>ur- visitors

i

4^



3i. cMMif
Ingrid Bergman and Bing Crosby are co-
starring in a new motion picture wiiich may
well turn out to be as great a hit as "Going
My Way," since it is also written and di-

, rected by Leo McCarey, 1944's

, Academy Award Winner
' along with Bergman

and Bing

If you loved "Going My Way" you'll

be Interested In seeing these first

scenes of Bergman, playing a nun,

and Bing, again portraying a parish

priest, in "The Bells Of St. Mary's."
Director McCarey asks us not to di-

vulge the plot, but scene below shows
sad leave-talting from their old church.

Exclusive
;

hy Jack A
made on the Lec

Bells Of St.

set at RKO '
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At home, movie menace
Alan Ladd is just a proud pop

"Laddie" is « fascinating follow in those lusty action nrieio-

dramas, but he's a far nicer guy when he's at home with Sue
Carol Ladd and his adored Alana. After finishing "The Blue
Dahlia" Ladd was glad to relax with his charming family be-
fore reporting for work in a new picture at Paramount Studio.



Side-splitting laughs. ..ear-tingling music...

eye-dazzling girls! Here's a SCANDALS to

make even Broadway raise its eyebrows! You, too!
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DRESSED TOl
/ Eleanor Parker steps right out "Of

/ Human Bondage" and into these charm-

/' ing new clothes. P.S.: Watch for her
j

performance in the role originally played vj

by Bette Davis—she's a sensation! *
!

7

if

.V

ifi

J'/

Here are clofhes charmers—and posed by Parlcer fhay

are exfra-special. Leff, luscious pink and black jersey

draped into a. peg-top skirt an4 soft top, worn with

navy blue jersey gloves and large navy blue milan.

Above, bolero jacket suit of Eleanor's favorite navy.



All set for summsr playtime hours, Eleanor wears «
dress of brillianf yellow, black and white, with
midriff top and gored sltirt. This outfit has matching
shorts" of black and a knee-length beach coat of black
with front panel and yoke of the same print fabric.

That basic black frock which may be dressed up or down
is a Parker pet. This drop-shoulder dress- has a paplum
which ties in the back to give a bustle effect. Eleanor
tops off tKe dress with a black headdress massed
with while violets, long black gloves, and pearls. 51



Yes, fan letters do mean something to an

actor! Read the letter that encouraged

Dane Clark to keep punching, and his reply

415 Church Street

Iowa City, Iowa

DEAR DANE:
. . tben another,

L X ACTOR makes goocl in friends, and as-

worn ott, anu praise. ^ou can
lines, even though

^^^et the bouquets this t'P^r^f^ighty

me alow- '""^".vhen I «as Ih.rteen ^ ^„ovie-stt»ck.

I idolized my '»;."f;S ;n Ae afternoon to he tme

tt-e 7= Wb. movie ma.az.nes the^^

dosed for tlie lUr,
, rnanager m 5°^" ^ou can

and pestered evcr> theate
^^^^^^^ ^^^^^.^s. And >

,,d "ty stil -ni^^,,,e!

""tiT SLe I lllven't written a
Je,- up. But

I longed to t"-^^^;;,\i^Sern year-old. ^^__g,aduated

'"In't hold ^ack Time, and I gre- up gr^^^

But I couldn t noiu
,

^ college. Uh yes. ^

studies. M> ^ afraid of my
, „„used m

Clark caught fhe public'.
„Desf,n,«„„ Tokyo/- He'

M^ci°;rio?.°£-^

solo r^- ^-^"^^
solo-star h„„ soon. Sorry

h^pp.-ly married, so .



Warner Bros. Studio
Burbank, CaJifornia

DEAR DOROTHY:

letter because 1/,^'
"

*° '^^'"^ ^^"^

on myself. A barilv r,! i / Perspective

"light add Liki v ° ''^'^ perspective, I

i

times XereT, o f ^^"-^^d. 0ft-
I the iaiowKe tTa

^^''^^^th in

I

not aioneln'^^;^,- -\-e seekin, ^
I portrayed in "Destbation T I .f^aracter
attitude, made vou laS .nJt''''

"^^"^^^

j

felf. your letter did S "'^J"'""^'-^'

!

J'o.^- ^t came about: '"^''e for me. xxere is

I

-oack in New York T

hat anyone could be an Tctor 'r/^H^'V/' '"V Sief

the stru,„e ^'^^"^^^'^ to BE an leUSJ had to make ^ood First K'low me to admit Weat §I:.n„T P"^^ wouldn't aland needed the money.' Ev^C^^.bf-"- I was ambitlus

5iiIp/oi'ntment^ T^^' -'^'ot^.^'oS^ Y
'ilreaX k r^-^'

best notices cam. f
h°P^- lots of

Se to'" '''^^t^^<i on BrSdwav T n"" ^f*^, had,'«rtune to open cold in a smash hit
' (^IT ^^^1 the good

CH Ours, have ' .y/,r-

fn^Ke G^e"" Danes

-•''"t-bUcV coffee, war

and Oick American.
He's an average Am



Jiae's
jiolluwood

By-Weston East

in the
general (l.r

^
,,remu.m.

^\\cay l--arr ana >Jn.

thev managed to ^
'^ing through Jolui

fannAai\oneaay.^^<^^'^ ^
envelol.e- H

the nvirse V , . \uhest honor>. Her r

, with the liigiH I ^ shi

he niore \^^-
1^ ,i,„. \,a\.y

g"l-

^ r.\M one for the Reagan and Wyman jans^

Giro's,
Mrs-

land Mrs.
. rem.n.scent of the

Emerson) >s S^^>'"^ Eleanor Rouse-

White House, ^^ hen Mr
^^^^^ ^^^^ t

velt movcHl
,iture an<l furn.sh-

some oT the fanul "^^^j^.^ heing ui-

ings to Elliott and '

J^^.^ ^he
hriUiant

corporated hy Helen
'There's one

voung decorator ^h-':g^^^^
^^^^^^^^

*«l>'^r,'"^rbe "nv^rted into a nursery

could easilN be co
^^^p^j Like

__,f there ever shouUl e

,^/post-^var -MV^es the ^
^

,

Yc'its heheve m lookuig a

„L„ve share a loC

The Harry James^. °^^, 'Bet+y rnokes

thing about the 3" eountry. This

prohUMU that .s
^^l^'^^h it isn t for

lime it isn t fo
^ '''"^^.'^^tent of makmg

pnhlie.ty. Fven to t^^
.^^^^^ .^^tacts

'enemies ^^'^^^ or g.ve out

he refuses ^"'''^
e^ enemies he makes,

U why. no
^'"^,r'",f"Yhe strike no sets

story goes hecav. of th^
p^^.^,-, next

eouhl he
»>"i\'^^,,„ at a recent party,

super-duper.
Ho^^c^er,

Krrol himself ^^"J^^^i^^npposed to

They so V'^^'^" l^.^ol, audiences n

front page f^-.^;\^",es of hy>teru -

be subject to
«^;\,.,,^rv of xvonu.^

example. f^"«'^'
"1.%;<here ,„„.v( be

a^"-\^*^ran-tvou just hear an

Sf^ngl^Wto^Mone.

\X all knoNV ^*"tnrnu
^^^^

While there. ---^ft,,^^i. n-

with our o^^•^ -Iimn

James Croix de Guerre w-l

rated xv-ith he a^^^^^^^

Vccordmg to our mio

,nain
anonymous, M -

^^^^ y,,

named eommam
.^^^

Force '
to Hollyv
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the cream deodorant that stops
perspiration worries completely*
It's gentle, stays creamy and
smooth. Doesn't dry out...
usable right to the bottom of
the jar. 50/^. ••25/.. .10^
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Joan Fontaine, dramatic picture in black, caught in the

midst of animated conversation, with Dewey Smith.

June Allyson and Dick Powell join the

Dennis O'Keefes (Steffi Duna) for dinner.

"WrATCH for that drunk scene in "The
•W Clock." It takes place at a lunch

counter. Keenan Wynn is terrific, but
there's a blousy lady with him who has

excited every critic in the country. She
hasn't a single line of dialogue. Her name
isn't even in the cast. But it won't he long

now! Her magnificent pantomiming
brought forth so many letters of inquiry

that MGM knew they had something.
The lady in question is none other than
Moyna Magill, who just happens to be

the mother of Angela Lansbury—one of

the up-and-coming MGM stars. Every
studio in town is trying to get Mrs. L. on
a long-term deal, but MGM says, "Hands
off!"

IT'S all being kept very hush-hush but
the fact still remains, June Ally.son

walked off the set and went home. So

Robert Walker walked off the set and
went home, too. Just what caused the

little fracas is a deep family secret. Some
.say it was temperament on Junie's part.

Some .say it wa.sn't. Overnight it was all

straightened out. Bright and early the

next morning June and Bob were back
together and cooing like turtle doves. The
name of the picture—and wouldn't you
know it— is "For Better Or For Worse."

IT'S A good thing that Lieut. Com-
mander Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., has a

strong strapping chest. For his part in

European landing operations, Hollywood's
Doug has been given a citation by the

French government. He was merely pre-

sented with the Legion D'Honneur, de-

gree of Chevalier, the Croix de Guerre
with palm. Though he has been quite sick

in the hospital, Doug writes his good friend

Robert Montgomery that he has

never been happier. Aside from
his thrilling war experiences, he is

expecting a second addition to the

family. Yes, he hopes it will be
Douglas Fairbanks, the third.

NO ONE would ever accuse

Helmut Dantine of being a
"wolf" if they had seen him in

Producer Mark Hellinger's party
at the Mocambo. Helmut has

been working in two pictures at

the same time. He was so tired

that long before the evening was
over, he just quietly clo.sed his

eyes and took a nap! Ida Lupino
was with him, too.

Ann Dvorak's new blonde tresses are

a nice contrast to Arturo De Cor-

dova's tall, dark and handsomeness.

FOR twenty-two months Lieut. Na
Willis was overseas. Recently he re

turned to find his wife, Andrea King,
blonde and a movie star. Nat had onl,

seen her play a small part in "Rough!;
Speaking." She was then her nature

brunette self. Andrea brought him to th

studio and ran off "God is My Co-Pilot,

"The Very Thought Of You,"" and "Hotf
Berlin." Nat was very much impress^
with everything but her blonde tresses

P.S. Her hair is dark again.

WHEN the circus came to town re

cently, the appearance of Clar

Gable with Anita Colby actually stopper

the show. "The Face" and "The Ears

are certainly causing speculation in Holly

wood. Every single gal has been trying t

land a date with the one and only Gablt

La Colby .seems to have the monopoly-,
at least at this writing.

SOME fun when Mrs. Elliott Roosevel

(Faye Emerson), Lana Turner, a,m

Norma Shearer all went to the same part;

wearing the same hat. It was a sort o

floral zulu model. Just one such number ii

a room would have been conspicuous. Bu:

three! Their milliner had better start head

ing for the open spaces.

GLENN FORD is a great admirer o

Walter Brennan, both as an acto

and a friend. But he'll never forgive hin

for his wedding anniversary present. Gleni

just happened to say how hard it was ti

get enough cream for the baby's milk

Walter, who has a farm out in the Sai

Fernando valley, rushed right home am
sent a cow over to Glenn in Beverly Hills

Being that he still lives in a small apart

ment, you can imagine Glenn's consterna

tion. He's now paying room and board fo

bossy. But he's got cream— quarts of it
I
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Friends believe there will be wedding

bells ringing for June and Dick very soon.

Diana Lynn finds conversation interesting

with be-ribboned Major Robert Livingston.

I^ONNY TUFTS returned from a fish-

ing trip in Baja, Mexico, only to find

|is dressing room walls hung with stuffed

Ish. Betty Button and Eddie Bracken
Iwk awful guUty when they meet up with

ionny. So far he can't prove a thing.

3ETER LORRE couldn't believe his

j.
ears when they told him he was to play

1^ |.|is first romantic role in "ThreeStrangers."

lesj >;jau Lorring, who scored such a hit as the

ttle Cockney adventuress in "The Cora

f
Green," is the young lady destined to

tceive Peter's romantic attentions. Joan,

ho had never met Peter, wondered if

p'd be anything like those weird roles he

Ell
[jiually plays. vShe soon found out. The
rst day they met on the set, Peter looked
her with those great eyes and plain-

Vely said, "If they'd only file your teeth

a point — you'd make such a lovely

ride!"
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T LONG last Cornel Wilde is getting

the deserved breaks. But he hasn't
jrgotten that originally he and his wife
arted out together. Cornel feels that her
^ent should be given a chance. Recently
arranged tests for her at both Columbia
»d 20th Century studios. She'll use her

fn name,^Patricia Knight. She's a tall,

fUowy blonde and quite attractive. Yes,
[prnel made the tests with her.

jPTHEN ROBERT CUMMINGS mar-
!i'V ried Mary Elliott, his brother gave
[iem a party. Practically everyone in

Wn was invited. Among the guests were
|an Leslie and Charles Russell. No one
troduced them but a cameraman asked
jem if they would pose for a picture to-
ther. "You work at 20th," said Joan to
fiarles. "Yes, and you work at Warners,"
id Charles to Joan. That was the extent
their conversation. The next day a

columnist printed they were the hottest

romance in town!

IT'S A gag, of course, but Cole Porter,

famous composer, wears a dinner jack-

et covered with black sequins. Cole is back
in Hollywood to collaborate on "Night
and Day," the story based on his life. His
home and his hospitality attract the elite

of Hollywood. The dinner jacket is to

amuse his guests. And that Cole accom-
plishes beautifully.

A LITTLE group dropped in on Ida
Lupino the other evening and found

her getting her nails manicured. No, not
her finger nails—her toe nails! In the

spirit of mad, mad adventure, the drop-

per-inners thought it would be great sport

to have their toe nails done too. So they

all sat around in a circle and took turns.

Weston East can't reveal names.
We wish we could— especially

those two big he-man stars. But
it wouldn't be fair to Ida. And
after all, they were orJy kidding.

SHADES of early-day Holly-

wood! That new home pur-

chased by Loretta Young and Col.

Tom Lewis was formerly owned
by Constance Bennett. It was
built during those lush days when
movie stars lived like movie stars.

There are twenty-seven rooms,
which include a card room, play-

room, bar and massage room.
They'll mostly be converted into

bedrooms, however, Loretta and

Mrs. Jackie Cooper makes amiable
chit-chat with Frank Cashin at one
of Hollywood's gay nightspots.

Tom, who are expecting their second
offspring, intend to keep right on in-

creasing the population.

OUT MGM way they are very ex-

cited about Ann Sothern, and high

time too. Motherhood has added to Ann's
beauty and warmth. Now down to 105

pounds, Ann has never looked better. Her
new contract calls for one "Maisie" a
year. Her other pictures are to be care-

fully chosen and worthy of Ann's talents.

If they'll just stop and recall the Sothern
version of "The Last Time I Saw Paris,"

they can take it from there.

PAULETTE GODDARD is blonde
again, and for a very good reason.

She's practically rehearsing "Forever
Amber"—the picture they say she wants
so desperately to get.
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MVEtY! SHE USES POND'S !

HER RING— a. large and
two small diamonds

• Betty Jane Cannon's beauty wings its

way straight to your heart— as it did to the
heart of her officer fiance, now overseas.

Her complexion is porcelain-like in its

smoothness, with a dewy, young-soft look
—the look so many Pond's engaged girls

seem to have!

"It's not just luck my skin is nice,"
Betty Jane says. "I don't give much time
to It—but I do give it regular cream-
ings with Pond's Cold Cream."

This is how she uses Pond's:
She smooths plenty of Pond's Cold

Cream all over her face— throat, too-
patting quite briskly to soften and re-

lease dirt and make-up. Tissues off.

She rinses with more Pond's—swirling
her cream-tipped fingers all around h* r

face. Tissues again. "It feels so gorul

and it does such an extra-special cleans-

ing, softening job," she says.

Use your Pond's Cold Cream this two-
time way—every night, every morning,
and for in-between clean-ups! It's no
accident so many more women and girls

use Pond's than any other face cream at
any price. Ask for a big luxury jar today!

'PONDS IS MY CREAM," Betty Jane
Cannon says. She has one of the prettiest
complexions you've ever seen!

(atriRht) SIGNING UP NURSES—
Betty Jane helps at a Nurse Recruiting
Information Center. There's a nursing

job for every woman these days

—

Registered Nurses, Hospital Technicians,
Cadet Nurses, Nurse's Aides, Home

Nursing. Stop at the Nurse Recruiting
Center where you live-

Screen LAND

sign up



Legs are bared by

fashion .. .the underarm

by every gesture . . .

and so you need

double protection—

NEET Cream Depilatory

that removes hair, and

NEET Cream Deodorant

that halts perspiration,

for the assurance

that comes of being

well-groomed.

BETTER GET

i NEET TODAY

Meet
at cosmetic counters

•n stores everywhere

mm TO mm
New Items for Midsummer
Grooming and Prettying-up

THE "pretty-pretty" look that seems to

be so natural with your favorite movie
star is not as unattainable as you might

think. Every actress takes advantage of suc-

cessful beauty helps that are developed to

combat "fatigue wilt." Because these items
are available to everyone, we thought you
might like to hear about some of the newest
aids to mid-summer and year-around loveli-

ness.

Let's begin with a list of do's, and at the

very beginning—that tepid bath. Not too

hot, nor too cold, but just body temperature.
When you have attained that cool, relaxed
feeling, step out and pat yourself dry. Now
for the real treat of the day. Slip onto your
hand, either left or right, one of the new re-

fiUable bath powder mitts created by Le
Sonier. These refillable mitts have a terry-

cloth palm, and as you pat yourself gently,

the powder sifts through and assures an all-

over smoothness. The backs of the mitts are

in a rich brocade of white, blue or sunshine

yellow, or in crisp printed taffeta. Each mitt

comes with a four-ounce package of de-

lightfully scented powder which lasts you
long enough for the mitt to become a habit

—a pleasant and inexpensive habit ! Inci-

dentally, you can also get a matching soap
mitt in the same fragrance, which produces
a rich creamy lather. It's quite easy to use,

too. The soap is in the mitt, and all you do
is wet the mitt and scrub.

Miner's is offering two new
shades of leg make-up in the

usual three popular sizes. The
shades are Light Beige and Cop-
per Beige, good for gay summer
clothes. And it stays on through
rain and shine—no rubbing of?

on clothes and upholstery.

"Film-finish" accurately de-

scribes the face powder that

Woodbury offers to you in eight

shades, one of which is sure to

be the perfect complement to

your skin tone. This powder will

stay on in the hottest day, and
doesn't cake or clog or look

"powdery."

Richard Hudnut introduces its "new"
look for this year—Strawberries and Cream.
That's what its been tabbed and it is just

that. The Strawberry is a new ripe, lus-

cious red lipstick ; the cream, a rich, pre-

war creamy smooth face powder. Straw-
berries and Cream go wonderfully with
summer tans and summer clothes.

Skin conditions often appear at their worst
in the summer and cause really discouraging
and trying situations for 3-oung boys and
girls. For just such difficulties. Rose Laird,

who is always concerned with skin prob-
lems, has a specialized line of treatment
preparations. With the products are explicit

instructions for giving oneself a treatment
at home. There are what-to-dos for black-

heads, enlarged pores, oily skins and similar

external skin problems that may rob you of

a beautiful skin.

A boon for summertime grooming is Le

Sonier's refillable powder mi+t. it's so easy

to use and gives you such a fresh feeling.

Non-sticky Nutrine Hand Lotion, 40-year fa-

vorite with beauticians, is now at toilet goods

counters. Recommended, too, as a foundation

base, sitin softener, and skin protective- agent.

Woodbury, after five years of research and

experimentation, has produced Film-Finish

powder which comes in eight exciting shades.

SCREENLAND



Screen Stars

Know

Skin becomes

Lovelier

with gentle

Lux Soap Ci

Hollywood beauty tip! "Every day I

take my Lux Soap facials," says Gene
Tiemey. "I cover my face generously with
the creamy lather, work it gently in. Rinse
with warm water, then cold—pat dry with
a towel. It's the way to really lovely skin!"

in recent tests of Lux Toilet Soap facials,

actually 3 out of 4 complexions improved in
a short time.

FIGHT WASTE
Soap uses vital war materials.

Don't waste it.

lovely star of

20th Century-Fox's

"A BELL FOR ADANO^'

^ou/'of/O Scree/? Sft^rs e/se 7o//ef'Soa^/
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Young Man Going Places

Ponds "Lips" stay on.

and on

,

Continued fronn page 43

and on

t« "UPS"

6 devastating shades

100, ^//w tox

.... Try the newest

Pond's "Lips" shade—
"Beau Bait"—ridi,

clear, true red.
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have so much camaraderie now, such

s'.vell times together. But I didn't un-

derstand tilings then as I do now. I

used to resent it when I tried to go out

with Dutch and his gang and always
ended up by being ordered home. After

all, I wouldn't have wanted a much
younger brother tagging at my heels,

either. It's funny how that ten years'

difference in our ages has simply disap-

peared now that we're adults, but what
a chasm it made then. And as if that

weren't enough, Dutch was always be-

ing held up to me as a shining example.
It got me down. Dutch's record was
just too high a mark to shoot at. He
was such a flash."

Bill blossomed in his incognito. It

was wonderful to amble through exams
in the low sixties without being called

upon to explain how a brother of the

brilliant Dutch could be such an igno-

ramus. He was .having a wonderful
time doing all the things he liked, paint-

ing sets for the dramatic department,
trying to get his nerve up to register

for the acting course and going all out

in his English course, for English wasn't

work at all because he liked it. He was
a complete despair to the best friend

he had on the faculty, the head of the

drama department, who quickly realized

that far from being a sluggish student

Bill was quite a flash himself if he
liked anything well enough to work
earnestly at it.

Math was decidedly one of the things

on Bill's taboo list. So were languages.

In one of those, I'm-really-doing-this-for-

your-own-good-Bill-and-some-day-you'll-

thank-nie-for-it moods. Bill's idol among
the faculty made him get up at eight

thirty to attend French class. But Bill

quickly put a stop to that. He answered
roll call in his pajamas and was very

ciuickly and neatly booted out of the

course. After that he could devote
most of his time to acting. Which was
exactly \\hat Bill had wanted to do all

along.

"Trouble with me is, I'm lazy," he
said. '"That's why I was lucky being
born in a small town. I feel sorry for

people who are born in cities, especially

New York, and wonder how they ever

got the incentive to do anything, for

everything they want is right there.

"It's diiferent in a small town. You
have to exert yourself to get what you
want. There's a challenge to it. In my
case, for instance, I never heard a con-
cert except on the radio or saw a play^
until I was seventeen. In those days
I used to thmk how wonderful it would
be to have been boi-n in a place like

New York, to have everything in the

world right there within my reach, mu-
seums, libraries, art galleries, symphony
orchestras, theaters, and most important
of all, people who were really doing all

the things I was interested in. But I've

changed my mind since. For, being
lazy, I doubt if I would have done any-
thing but accept the privileges of a city."

If ever a man should sue himself for

libel, it's William Eythe. For if there's

any truth to that label of laziness it's

a secret known only to himself. His
friends, no slouches themselves as far

as energy and interests and enthusiasms
go, confess they have all the.y can do
to keep up with hira.

All the new books, all the ones every-

one was dying to read anyway, were
scattered around his hotel living room
on that recent trip to New York. All

the magazines were there, too. And
though he was working on an all-day

schedule doing the things he had to do

and all the things that he wanted to do,

A pin-up for tennis fans! Jinx Falkenburg stars next in Columbia's film, "The Gay Senorita.

SrREENLAND



Ar^ you in the know?

You're sure the bonnet is becomino, if—

Ifs a love at First sight

It passes the long-mirror test

Your best {riend tells you

So the hat's a honey (from a chair's-eye-

view). But how does it look in a long

mirror? In tune with your togs? Right for

your height? Before buying, consider all

the angles. And in buying sanitary napkins,

consider that Kotex not only helps you
stay comfortable, confident—but provides a

new safeguard for your daintiness.

Yes, there's a doodorant locked

inside each Kotex. A deodorant that can't

shake out, because it is processed right into

each pad—not merely dusted on. A new
Kotex "extra"—yours at no extra cost!

Could be she aims to

—

n Snore-o o caballero

Be o brain box

Win friends and interest people

When the midsummer heat's on, beat off

the doldrums with a hobby—like learning

a language the phonograph way. It's easy,

and fun. And profitable—for a worthwhile

hobby helps you win friends and interest

people. Don't let problem days interfere.

Defy them with the confidence that Kotex
gives. You see, Kotex is the napkin with

the patented, flat tapered ends so unlike

thick, stubby pads. And because those flat

pressed ends of Kotex don't show, you can
say "scram" to revealing outlines!

A DEODORANT
in every

Kofex napkin af

no extra cost

What tennis shot colls for speediest action?

Volley

Forehand Drive

Chop

You make it near the net, before the ball

bounces. You've got to be faster of foot

and eye, quicker with the racket, to master

the volley. And you're quick to triumph

over difficult days—when you learn the

trick of keeping comfortable with Kotex.

Actually, Kotex is different from pads that

just "feel" soft at first touch, because

Kotex is made to stay soft while wearing.

Built for lasting comfort, this napkin

doesn't rope, doesn't wad up. So, natu-

rally, chafing just hasn't a chance when
you choose Kotex sanitary napkins.

How should she sign her name?

Sally Cubdob

Miss ZaV.y Subdcb

Tuck this under your flat-top, to remember
from now on. A gal sho Id never sign her-

self as Miss or Mrs.

—

except in a hotel

register. Why the exception? So your name
will check with the way your mail will be
addressed. Avoiding mixups makes sense.

Sidestep them at "those" times, too-—by
never confusing Kotex with ordinary nap-

kins. One important difference is the plus

protection you get from the special, pat-

ented safety center of Kotex. And it's one
reason why you can count on Kotex to

help safeguard your secret.

More women choose KOTEX* +han all

oflier sani-tary napkins put ioge+her
T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.
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. . . but you're coming undone. Your

weak-kneed bob pins are slipping

and he's pretending it doesn't

matter . . . Why not side-step such

Embarrassing Moments by using

DeLong Bob Pins?_

They have a stronger grip hold their

shape indefinitely and never slide

out of your hair unexpectedly. You
can use one DeLong Bob Pin over

and over and it won't ever let your

hair down, endangering your social

standingand your all-important poise.

StrongerGrip
Wont Slip Out

QuaUty C^'lanufadurers for Over 50 Drears

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS a EYES HOOK & EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS
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he managed to read a good portion of

tlie books at night.

He loves to talk. He loves to listen

too. That's the reason he never goes to

night clubs. "It's so futile," he says.

"No one ever finishes a sentence." It's

doubtful if he ever met anyone who
bored him, he's so interested in all types

of people. Just mention something that

interests him and his worn-looking note

book is out and he's jotting down the

name of the book or whatever it was
he wants to look up later.

Even those same teachers of his back
at Carnegie Tech who despaired of ever

making him apply himself to anything
unless he wanted to, couldn't accuse him
of laziness. He put himself through
college writing radio programs and short

stories, and once, they're still talking

about it at Carnegie Tech, he lectured

on astronomy at the Buhl Planetarium.

It sounded very erudite, too. Nobody
but Bill and his professors knew that

all Bill knew about astronomy was that

one lecture, memorized after weeks of

research.

His record aftet leaving college was
anything but sedentary either, ^^^le^-

ever a summer theater flourished. Bill

would reach it sooner or later, figuring

all was grist to the untried actor's mill.

In his case it led right to that mem-
orable performance of his in the stage
production of "The Moon Is Down" to

the equally memorable role of the weak-
ling in "The Ox-Bow Incident," one of

the most compelling pictures ever to

come out of Hollywood.
Bill was fascinated by both parts but

he had no desire to spend the rest of

his life playing misfits, so he turned
down the chance to appear in the Holly-
wood version of "The Moon Is Down."
But he kept right on being fascinated,

which is one of the things that puts Bill

in an exclusive little niche of his own,
for most people have a way of losing

their enthusiasms.

Everything interests him. One of the
things he liked best about his part in

"A Wing And A Prayer" was that it

taught him so much about planes. Be-
fore the picture was over it was all he
could do not to take off in one of the

Navy airplanes which were scattered

over the field.

He lives in a small house on a moun-
tain top with a Siamese cat, a red set-

ter, and a dachshund, and they all get

along wonderfully together, though the

cat rules the roost. The cat, an out-and-
out exhibitionist, couldn't take all the

raves Bill was getting from callers who
had seen previews of "A Royal Scan-
dal" and seized the center of the stage

by getting herself a nice little case of

appendicitis and played it to the hilt,

operation and all. The day after she

came back from the hospital Bill found
her lying in front of the two dogs
showing her scar to that properly im-

pressed audience.

Bill, who is getting quite a rush as

one of the few bachelors in Hollywood,
says he isn't thinking of matrimony
yet, but is delighted that Alex Knox,
one of his best friends, recently be-

came a benedict. For Alex's wife likes

garlic, and Bill has been having quite

a bit of trouble finding people who like

peppy seasoning for those dinners he
cooks Saturdays and Sundays.
He learned how to cook back in the

days, all of three years ago, when he

lived in Greenwich Village and was try-

ing to get a part on Broadway. The odd
jobs he was doing didn't exactly add up
to luxurious living and since his friends

shared the same low income bracket six

or seven of them decided that restau-

rant dinners costing what they did,

they'd pool their resources and cook
their own, which was a wonderful idea

until they learned none of them could

cook. None of the others were inter-

ested in learning and so Bill got him-
self a cook book rather than see such a

wonderful project as really eating go

by the boards. And as usual with any-
thing he does, Bill ended up by liking it,

He has only one complaint. There
aren't enough people in the world who
like garlic. But even at that Bill, who
never can resist adding just one more
clove of that very pungent bulb to

anything he is cooking, shouldn't really

worry about ever finding himself with-

out guests. Not with so many people

in the world who like Bill.

Snowed under summer sand is Martha Vlckers, Warner Brothers' starlet.
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•)c ^ ^ THEK TRY THIS

PROVEN EASY SYSTEM ON YOUR HAIR

. . . ^e/ps Prevent Brittle Ends From Breaking Off!

HERE IS THRILLINGNEW HOPE for milUons who want their

dry, lusterless, unruly, brittle and breaking off hair more lovely

. . . longer. The Juelene SYSTEM has helped men and women all

over the nation to find new happiness and confidence in more
beautiful, healthy appearing hair. Yes, hair may get longer

—

the scalp and hair condition being otherwise normal— if the

breaking- off process of drj', brittle ends can be retarded.

That's why Juelene is such a natural way to help your hair gain

its normal beauty. This wonderful SYSTEM helps relieve hair

drvness that is caused by lack of natural oils. It helps soften

harsh, brittle ends, thus giving your hair a chance to get longer

once the breaking-off and the splitting ends have been curbed.
If your hair is dry, rough and hard to keep neat, try the easy
Juelene SYSTEM for just 7 days. See if Juelene's tendency to

soften harsh, difficult-to-manage haircan help yours to become
softer, silkier, more lustrous than it has been before—in just one
sSiortweek! You may win compliments from both men and
womenwho admire and envy your hair in its new lovely beauty.

r£sr JUELENE
imPOR 7 DAYS

Thrilling Results or

MOKEY BACK SN FULL!

That's all we ask you to do. Just make the
convincing Juelene test for 7 days and see
for yourself if your brittle, splitting hair
can be softened,made more sparkling and
lovely.Your mirrorwill tell you the thrill-

ing results and so will your friends ! If you
aren't absolutely amazed with the glistening
sheen,... if you aren't delighted with the ease
in which you can manage your hair, we will re-

fund every cent of yourmoney. What could be
fairer? This proves to you how excellent we
think the results will be! So don't wait. Mail
the coupon right now. And like thousands of
others you may find new beauty, be rightfully
proud of your hair. Yoa run no risk because
you have absolute guarantee of delightful
results or your money back. Send for it now!

MAKE THIS EASY

7-OAY TEST...

FULLYGUAHANTUD

MAILc
-DAY TRIAL

OUPON NOW!
If you do want longer hair, mail the coupon today. Then test Juelene and
notice the remarkable difference in the appearance of your hair— lustrous
and well-dressed. See how nicely it lies in place, how easily it combs. With
our positive guarantee you can't lose, and have everything in your favor to
gain. So make this effort now. Send the Introductory Coupon immediately!

LONGER HAIR
Dresses Better
In Latest Styles

FOR DRY, BRITTLE HAIR
Dry hair is not only hard to manage but a continual source

of embarrassment. Why be ashamed of unlovely hair when
it may be so easy to make it beautiful, sparkling with new
healthy looks, lovely luster. A women's hair is one of the

first things noticed by men— sleek, shining, glamorously
long hair is always alluring. And men, too, attract admir-
ing attention when their hair lies smooth, thick and neat.

Try Juelene. See how much more beautiful your hair may
be in such a short time, after the dry hair condition has been
relieved. Actually make your hair your "crowning glory"

!

This introductory offer gives you an opportune chance to
prove to yourself that you, too, may have sparkling . . .

longer hair ! Be convinced !— Send for your Juelene NOW.

Make This 7-Day Test
• ••SEND NO MONEYS

JUST MAIL THE CONVENIENT INTRODUCTORY COUPON!
Upon arrival of Juelene pay Postman ?1.00 plus postage. Or if you
prefer, send a remittance with your order—we will pay the post-

age. Then test Juelene. Notice how much more silky and soft your
hair may be in just seven short days. So take advantage of this

INTRODUCTORY, GET -ACQUAINTED -OFFER today— NOW,
and know at last the happiness of possessing really lovelier hair.

INTRODUCTORY COUPON...
JUEL COMPANY, DeptD-602
1930 Irving Park Road, Chicago 13, III.

Yes, I want easy-to-manage, longer hair. I will trv the
JUELENE SYSTEM for 7 days. If my mirror doesn't show
satisfactory results, 1 will ask for my money back.

I am enclosmg $1.00
Send C.O.D. plus postage

NAML

ADDRESS

STATE

JUEL CO., 1930 Irving Park Road, Dept D-60E, Chicago 13, ill. U
CITY

l->?^ Our Customers Participate in Lovely Gifts
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The Truth About Myself

Continued from page 26

tasted some then and liked it. When
there's time, I hke to have a cup of

cofi'ee witli cream and sugar, as well as

that much-publicized egg.

My favorite food is, I guess, everyone's

favorite. Steak, when I can get it. I like

it medium rare. I also like hearts of let-

tuce with roquefort dressing, au gTatin

potatoes, broiled mushrooms, and fresh

pineapple. I have always wanted to sit

down and eat a whole pineapple. Usually
it's served in very small slices. I still

haven't sat down with an entire pine-

apple. That is one of my frustrations.

When my wife and I lived in New
York, she cooked and I washed the dishes.

She is very good at casserole dishes, crab-

meat and mushrooms, baked pork chops
and wild rice, etc. Also she makes an ex-

cellent bouillabaisse. There are very few
dishes I can cook—steak, bacon and eggs

and scrambled eggs.

We have dozens of pet names for each
other and rarely call each other by any-
thing but those pet names.

We met when she was a hairdresser

with Katherine Cornell's show, "Doctor's
Dilemma," and I had a small part in the

show. It was attraction at first sight.

Greta is a very pretty blonde. I asked
her for a date, and a day or two after-

wards we went out to a dance at a Phila-

delphia hotel. Greta is a much better

dancer than I—she can do the samba, the

rumba and the conga. I know^ one step

and change the beat. I can do a waltz
and a fox trot—that's all. But Greta had
no difficulty following me. I have seen
her follow even worse dancers than I.

She's so good she can dance with anyone
and make him look good.

We don't do any jitterbugging in pub-
lic. It is not quite my style, but at home
I have jitterbugged a few times. There
are times when you feel like jumping up
and down, and that's when I jitterbug.

My idea of the most fun is an informal
gathering with friends at our home. I'd

rather have a bunch of friends over and
stand around singing with them than go
to a night club. In the two years we have
been in Hollywood, my wife and I have
been to night clubs only two or three

times.

I think my worst fault is being one-
track minded. When I get intense about
something, I can have no fun till it is

out of the way. If I am hepped up about
a scene I have done during the day and
think it isn't just right, I take it home
with me, sit around brooding and spoil

everyone's dinner. I kick myself around
mentally for not being able to shift from
one thing to another. Leland Hayward,
the agent, can shift gears mentally forty

times a minute. I've seen him do it, and
he concentrates on each thing in turn,

then dismisses it from liis mind. But if I

have something on my mind, I can't even
eat properly. Then I just shovel food in-

ADVERTISEMENT

side myself, without paying any atten
tion to what I am eating.

I am very seldom late for "work butjj

always late socially. Fifteen minutes be-'

fore I am due for dinner is the time I try].i

to get ready. Left to myself, I would!
probably wear the same clothes I've been If

wearing all day—an old pair of slacks ami

;

a sweater. My wife has to remind me to i

change my clothes. So I'll put on a shirt. ;j

tie and suit, then remember I haven't t

shaved. With the fresh shirt on, I'll shavf
j

and 1 11 get some shaving cream on the '

collar and tie. Then, of course, I have to »

take off the shirt and change to another ;i

My wife complains that I don't like tc i

shave or dress up. 1

Often when I've gotten into a suit be- '

cause my wife thought I should, I'll comt
j

for dinner at someone's house and find:}

that most of the other men are wearing .'

slacks and casual sport clothes. There's

something about Hollywood that encour-

ages you to be a beachcomber. In Nev
York, you couldn't walk down Fifth A\ e

nue in an open shirt. So in New York ]

always used to wear neckties. Now ]

only wear them for dinners and such.

I'm not very neat around the house
and am apt to drop my clothes all ovei

the place. My wife bawls me out kid

dingly. She'll take me by the ear ani

point out what a mess I've made. Thei
I pick up the things I've scattered. Bui
the next day I'll probably drop m^
clothes around just the same as always

I think I win about 50 per cent of m}
arguments with my wife. I have an illu

sion that I will let her win the lessei

arguments — then if more importan
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Philip
« Morris

ore scientifically

proved far less

irritating to the

nose and throat.

When smokers

changed to Philip

Morris, substantially

every case of irrita-

tion of the nose or

throat—due to

smoking— cleared

up completely or

definitely improved!
—fiiiditigf: reported in an

aiitborilative medical journal
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things come up, I'll win them. One sub-

ject on which we argued for months was
whether to add a bunch of Maurice
Chevalier and Jean Sablon records to our

collection. You know what Maurice
Chevalier's love songs are like. Sablon is

a French swooner who sings sentimental

songs. I don't like them. When Greta

and I went down to music stores to hear

the records, she would always start

fingering the Sablon and Chevalier ones.

Then when our pile of records was ready
to be sent out, I would put the Sablon
and Chevalier records back on the music
store shelves, and I would tell Greta, "I

won't pay for these. I don't want them
in our house."

But Greta continued to want them
badly. I found that out after we went to

New York. I had to leave sooner than
Greta did, as I was needed for a picture.

After I had gone, Greta bought some
Sablon and Chevalier records and had
them shipped out to Hollywood. When I

opened the package and saw what they
were, I decided that since Greta had
wanted them so much, we might as well

keep them. So I guess you could say she

won that argument.

I win some of our arguments about how
our money should be spent. Greta is in-

clined to be more frugal than I, particu-

larly when it comes to buying things for

herself. She would rarely buy a new
dress if I didn't prod her into it. When
she sees someone wearing an attractive

dress or suit and says, "Look how nice

that is!" I'll urge her to buy something
like it for herself. Then we have an argu-
ment. But eventually I'll persuade her to

buy some new dresses. I like Greta par-

ticularly well in pink, navy blue and
black. I don't go shopping with her regu-

larly, though I have gone a few times.

Her taste in clothes is excellent. She
likes very simple clothes with no gew-
gaws, and that's what I like, too.

Other things I like are good jazz, good
symphonies and violin music. I like

Kreisler records, string quartets. Count
Basic and Stuff Smith records. I also

like good Western music—not the radio

hillbillies, but Carl Sandburg and Burl
Ives. I also enjoy square dancing, which
Me had a chance to do when we Were on
a ranch in Arizona.

Capt. Robert De Haven, 23-year-old fighter pi-

lot, is -first serviceman selected for post-war act-

ing career. Columbia has him on a long-termer.

S R E E N L A N D

I dislike the tinkly music of Andre
Kostelanetz and I don't like curried any-
thing.

My favorite sport is horseback riding,

so I feel right at home in my new pic-

ture, "Duel In The Sun," which Jennifer

Jones, Joseph Gotten, Lionel Barrymore,
Lillian Gish, Walter Huston and I are

making- for David Selznick.

When I get through with Mork, I like

to relax in our home in Coldwater Can-
yon. It's a grey and white house in bas-

tard Williamsburg, Virginia, style. You
couldn't call it Southern exactly; it has
no columns. It is really a mixture of

English Southern and modern. The fur-

niture is a mixture, too. Part of it is

ersatz post-war Barker Brothers. In the

living' room there are two very fine pieces,

an antique grand piano and desk. These
we rent for $10 a month. We were very
pleased at getting all the rest of the fur-

niture, which was already in the house,

for $3,000. But that amount couldn't

possibly have covered the piano and the

desk. However, I sometimes think that

when the owner takes out the piano and
desk, we will have an awful hole in the

living room and wonder what the $3,000
went for.

Most of the furniture in the house has
undoubtedly been upholstered several

times. It looks pretty good, but of course

I never look under the upholstery.

We now have a gardener. When we
had our first house, I did all tlie garden-

ing, mowed the lawn, trimmed hedges.

But when I was working in a picture,

that wasn't very convenient, as I would
come home from work at night, and it
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Ready to put on gloves and dash
The biggest thing since liquid nail polish! No
waiting ... no smudge-patching.

Ten-karat sparkle

The finest ingredients—with a very special oil

—

' assure fast-drying action without dulling lustre.

Softens cuticle

This same special oil in Cutex Oily Quick Dry
gently softens cuticle—helps keep it neatly in

place—smooth and trim.

Helps prevent chips and scratches

Helps keep your nails unmarred . . . unscarred

, . . makes your manicure really 1-a-a-s-t.

Large bottle only
(plus tax)

CUTEXO^QUICK DRY

was hard doing our gardening at night.

When I was working in "Keys Of The
Kingdom" I had to get up about six in

the morning. Usually, however, I wake
about 7:30. My wife wakes up, too, but
she stays in bed. She just turns over on
her other side. I guess I'd do the same
thing if I didn't have to go to the studio.

I have read about myself that I always
wake up at five on Sundays to see the
sun rise. That's an exaggeration. I really

have done it a couple of times, but not
every Sunday. Definitely not!

I can't really think of anything about
myself that is worth calling to the atten-
tion of Mr. Ripley. A bunch of orchids
definitely doesn't sprout from the middle
of my head. And I don't think he would
be very much interested in the fact that

I like to doodle with things. All sorts of

things—keys, match sticks, cigarettes and
paper. If 1 have a piece of paper in my
hand. I must fold it. If it's a match stick

I'm holding, I must bend it. And I make
things out of paper clips, first a triangle,

then a square, then a fish hook.
If it hadn't been for John Stahl, the

director, maybe I would have an item for

Mr. Ripley. When I was working on
"Keys Of The Kingdom" I came near
being the first zoot priest in history. The
tailor padded the shoulders of my clothes.

I knew I'd rather not have them padded,
but didn't know that I could have any
say about it. They had me into a zoot

priest's suit. Stahl saw it and said, "Get
that damn padding out." I was very glad

he ordered it taken out, as I hated it.

I like to play practical jokes on people.

It's fun to play them on Greta, because
she is sometimes very gullible. When I

first met her, I told her that I was a full-

blooded Black Bottom Indian. Of course,

there's no such tribe, but for three or

four months Greta went around telling

everybody she was going with a full-

blooded American Indian. Actually I'm
Irish, English, Scotch and Dutch. When
I get depressed occasionally, Greta kids

me about my Russian moods. No, I'm
not really Russian. But Greta, being Fin-

nish, doesn't like the Russians too well,

so it isn't a compliment when she speaks
of my Russian moods. That's another
thing we argue about—the Russians.

Besides the gag about my being a full-

blooded Indian, I once pulled the one
about being a palmist. On about our sec-

ond date I read Greta's palm. Never be-

fore in my life had I read anyone's palm,
but I started off with a bang. Through
luck I happened to guess that Greta had
two brothers and one sister. After that

she listened open-mouthed. I had hold of

her hand all the time. It wasn't bad.

Not bad at all. No, I wasn't serious at

the time. I was just a young fellow on
the make, doing the best he could to get

along. I wasn't even serious when I told

her that she would meet a tall, dark man
who would fall madly in love with her

and that it would be serious. I didn't

realize at that moment that I was really

predicting the future. The tall, dark man
turned out to be myself.

I not only pull gags on Greta, I like to

pull them on other people, too. Tay Gar-

nett, my director on "The Valley Of De-
cision," and I pulled a whole series of gags

on each other. He used to call me Skinny.

I called him Stumpy or Shorty to get
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even, though he isn't really so very short.

One day he read a blurb about my voice

in a magazine. The blurb said that it liad

the same quality tor more mature women
that Sinatra's had for the bobby soxers.

So Tay tagged me the King-sized Sinatra.

Then he bought a huge bow tie with

about sixteen colors in it—including red

and yellow and purple. He dared me to

wear it into the Metro commissary, which

I did. It was as loud as a stop light and
caused quite a furore.

To get even, I gave him a set of gifts

—

vitamin pills, a rocking chair and a bunch
cif Frank Sinatra records. Also I used to

kid him about all the girls who used to

come to see him on the set. One day he

was away from the set because he was ill.

I sent him a series of gag telegrams. The
first read, "Lot of loose girls wandering

around, so shall I take the situation in

hand.''" Of course this was just a gag. I

wouldn't want my wife to get the wrong
idea. Then I sent another wire, and
Mg-ned it, "The MGM girls." It read:

"Don't hurry back, Garnett. Oh, that

Peck. He sends us. Phooey on Garnett."

To my third wire I signed my own name,
'T'm neglecting my work." The final wire

from me to Garnett had just one word in

it, "Help."
Although I like to play practical jokes

on other people, I am very gullible w hen
they start playing them on me. Alfred

Hitchcock proved that when he was di-

recting a rehearsal of a dramatic scene

in "Spellbound" in which my neurotic

mind (according to the script) associates

a long-bladed, old-fashioned razor with

my neck. Hitchcock said, "Look at the

blade. Feel its keen ' edge. Remember
you're crazy. You advance to the mirror

—you don't recognize yourself—you're a

guy you hate—a guy you want to kill."

I followed his directions. Then Hitch
said, "Hold your throat a pinch above
your Adam's apple and put the razor

blade by your left ear just below your
jawbone."

Again I carried out his directions ex-

actly. Then Hitch said, "Good, now cut."

I brought myself up with a jerk just in

time to avoid slicing my throat.

In spite of such gags and the good-

natured kidding on their sets, people like

^

Tay Garnett and Alfred Hitchcock are a

great help to an actor in learning some-
thing about acting technique. I have
learned most about acting from directors

and from watching players like Spencer
Tracy, Humphrey Bogart and James
Cagney—my favorites among the men.
I've been very lucky, too, in having such
good directors as John Stahl, Alfred

Hitchcock, Tay Garnett, and now King
Vidor on "Duel In The Sun." I've found
other actors and actresses helpful, too,

though I think you learn more about act-

ing from watching others than from talk-

ing about it.

Before I came to Hollywood, I'd had
some stage experience. There is one play
in which I would like to appear, "A Bell

For Adano," if Fredric March ever takes
a vacation. He has the same agent as I,

so that may be a possibility. I under-
stand that when he was asked how he
would feel about my stepping into the
role, he said, "I'd feel just as if somebody
were using my toothbrush." I can't blame
the guy. After what he has done with

GYPSY ROSE lEE
^

ri Screen Star . • •
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the role, why should he want anyone else

to step into the part? He has really made
it his role. Incidentally, I have a ten per
cent interest in the play. Yes, I'm an
angel. In that way only, I'm afraid.

In other respects I'm hardly an angel.

In the comparatively short time I've been
in Hollywood I've already gotten two
speeding tickets. And I'm certainly no
angel about answering letters. I put them
in a special drawer of my desk, planning
to answer them just as soon as possible.

Weeks pass before I remember them
again. Oh, yes, I answer them eventually.

I'm also anything but an angel when it

comes to writing thank-you notes. I"m
very appreciative of favors that are done
for me, and I always plan to write people
and thank them immediately. But weeks
or months later I suddenly remember the

thank-you letter that I should have writ-

ten. Then I write it, months too late.

Greta and I are, as you know, very
proud parents. Our baby, Jonathan, is

eight months old. We selected his name
from a book of 2,500 ndmes called "What
Shall We Name the Baby?" by Winthrop
Ames. We started discussing names for

the baby long before he actually came.
Each week we would change our minds.
The week the baby was born, we had de-

cided to call him Jonathan if he was a

boy, Catherine if it was a girl.

I play very rough with Jonathan. I

throw him up in the air and turn him up-

side down and hold him by the heels. He
seems to like it.

I can prove it by the 16mm. film we
have shot of such incidents. I was work-
ing with Ingrid Bergman in "Spellbound"
when he was born. She's enthusiastic

about keeping such a record of her child,

so I got a lot of tips from her and we're

doing the same for Jonathan. When I

knew the baby was coming, I drove my
wife to the hospital, singing "People Will

Think We're in Love" all the way there.

Greta and I have been through a lot

together. Most of the plays in which I

appeared were flops, and I was often be-

tween plays. I remember one time when
I was between "Morning Star" and "The
Willow And I," and we were so broke we
got behind on our rent. That had never

happened before, but we were two weeks
behind when I finally got hold of some |
money and offered to pay our landlady.

She insisted we owed her three weeks'

rent. I knew she was wrong. When
money means that much to you, you
don't make any mistake about whether
you owe two weeks' or three weeks' rent.

But we paid her the three weeks' rent she

asked for and moved mto a room across

the street. We got out of that landlady's

place damn quick, too.

In contrast with that imhappy and dis-

illusioning experience, I had the pleasure

last Christmas time of entertaining my
wife's family at the Waldorf-Astoria in

New York. Greta and I no longer had to

worry that we might be thrown out on

our ears for non-payment of rent. It was

a good feeling. Greta was pretty happy
about it, but her mother teased her by
saying, "Well, Greta, I used to worry for

fear you'd never get a husband."

I know Greta is one wife in a million.

And I guess I shall always feel like sink-

ing "People Will Think We're in Love."

And they're darned right. We are.
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The Fan Letter That

Helped Dane Clark

Continued from page 53

tnerefore missed out witli the first niglit

critics. However, I kept plussi'iS- al-

ways believing there was a phice for me.

Sometimes it seemed very far away and

sometimes I got very discouraged.

Then I came out to Hollywood. I

played a small part here and there.

Finally Warner Bros, signed me to a

long-term contract. My name was

changed to Dane Clark, which didn't

particularly please me. But this was my
big opportunity, I thought. So I al-

lowed nothing to stand in the way of my
optimism. Months went by and very

little happened. As I look back, I

realize it is often this way. So many
are sent for. The competition is keen.

But I was eager, ambitious. Being on

the defensive, I naturally thought it

was just happening to me. I was too

self-engrossed to look around me and
recognize dozens of others who were in

my same predicament.

Bv the time I got mv first real part

in "Action In The North Atlantic." I

was a pretty bitter guy. Humphrey
Bogai't did everything he could to en-

coiu-age me. I was grateful, but after

this one role there was another long

wait. I saw others getting ahead. Boys
with very little experience becoming
stars overnight. It's true, I was getting

paid, which was very important. But I

was hurt because I thought there wasn't

a place for me. I'd pop off about my
bad fortune—all of which caused people

to avoid me. After all, nobody is at-

tracted to a sore-head. When they final-

ly cast me in "Destination Tokyo" my
discouragement made me certain that

nothing good would come of it. I could

find no convincing reason why I

shouldn't throw in the sponge. But I

had a contract, and had to stick.

Perhaps if there had been someone,
maybe just one person who understood
what I was going through, he could have
set me straight. There are many kind
people in Hollywood. But it is a busy
place. Actors, and I mean some of the

best actors, are the most insecure group
of any profession. You'd be surprised

how many of the top-ranking stars have
horrible inferiority complexes. The ont-

Flight officer Gene Autry has chinfesf

with Com. Jack Dempsey in Stork Club.

says IMrs. Gary Cooper—
beaiitifnl wife of one of

Hollywood's most distinguished stars

MRS. GARY COOPER;

Just think of all the lovely lips here in Hollywood.

With all this competition, I was overjoyed when I

discovered your new colors in Tangee Satin-Finish

Lipstick. They're really thrilling — particularly

that wonderful Tangee Red-Red!

STANCE LUFT HIJHN:

You're not alone in ybur enthusiasm, Mrs. Cooper.

All over America, the smartest lips are praising the

vivid new colors in Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick.

Colors that make lips look exciting—and inviting.

For Satin-Finish (an exclusive Tangee discovery)

gives a soft alluring gleam that stays on for many

extra hours. It insures lips that are not too drv. not

too moist ... In Red-Red, Theatrical Red, Medium-

Red and Tangee Natural.

c;.el>INGEE
anJ see Ilo^v beautiful you can be

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Heodof the House of Tangee
and one of America's fore-

most authorities on beauty
and make-up.
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"Last summer I weighed 206 pounds, was

so tired I had to rest every afternoon.

Today I weigh 130, have a world of en-

ergy, and my appearance is so completely

changed that friends do not recognize me.

After wearing size 42 dresses, I now slip

into a size 14 with ease and confidence.

My skin and hair show great improve-

ment. Ifi fact, at 28 I look and feel so dif-

ferent that it is almost like starting life

over.

"How did it all happen? Well, I had al-

ways been overweight and thought I was

just naturally fat. But three months after

my second baby was born, I decided to

try the DuBarry Success Course.

"Results began to show surprisingly

soon. In six weeks I lost 30 pounds. In

six months I had lost 76 pounds and had

reduced my bust 11 inches, my waist 13,

my abdomen 12, my hips 11. Through

improved posture, I stand an inch taller.

"To me all this proves what a grand and

workable plan the DuBarry Success

Course is. My only regret is that my
doubts delayed my starting for a whole

year."

HOW ABOUT YOU? Haven't you

wished that you might be slender again,

hear the compliments of friends, look and

feel like a new person? The DuBarry

Success Course can help you. It shows

you how to follow, at home, the methods

taught by Ann Delafield at the famous

Richard Hudnut Salon, New York. You

get an analysis of your needs, a goal to

work for and a plan for attaining it. You
learn how to bring your weight and body

proportions to normal, care for your skin,

style your hair becomingly, use make-up
for glamour— be at your best for strenu-

ous wartime living.

Why not use the coupon to find out

what this Course can do for you?

side world would never susoect it be-

cause all of us put up a pretty brave
front. We learn to bluff when we are

scared silly. Believe me, selling your-

self isn't nearly as simple as putting

over a commercial product.

What does it all mean—I used to ask

myself? I come to the studio, get before

the camera and make a few faces. Then
I go home again. There is no audience

there to give a warm, encouraging hand,
if pleased. That enthusiasm an actor

feels, that joy of projecting something
good you feel inside of yourself, isn't

shared. It's all just a cold-blooded

money-making proposition. There is no
inspiration, no reason for trying to do
it just a little bit better. \ATiether it was
me playing the part, or another actor

playing the part was of very little con-

sequence. Or so I thought.

My heart was filled with misgiving. I

didn't see how I could continue. Then
one night I was reading fan mail. That
was the first time I read your letter,

Dorothy. I read it again and again. I

turned off the light and, lying there in

the dark, at last I began to see things

clearly. One line in your letter kept
repeating itself in my brain. "I want
to thank you for something personal
which you have done for me alone,

however unknowingly and unintention-

ally." Suddenly the whole thing was
clear as crystal. The reason for being
an actor. The reason for my being.

There you were in Iowa City and here

I was in Hollywood. Worlds apart and
yet, something I had done on the screen

—my interpretation of a character

—

had helped you to laugh at yourself!

I should like to feel there wiU be
others who find themselves resolved

through something I might do on the

screen. That is the reason I now fight

so hard to do everything as well as I

can—^whether it is light comedy like

"Hollywood Canteen." or powerful dra-

ma like "This Love Of Ours."

More important than either you or

me is the help we might give to others

—others who are "tired, scared, afraid

of the constant struggle," as you put it.

Only when we have helped them will we
really be fulfilling our functions as hu-

man beings.

I am very grateful to you, Dorothy,
because I am no longer "tired" or

"afraid" of myself.

Most sincerely,

DANE CLARK

The Fan Letter That

Helped Dane Clark

Continued from page 52

within myself. I was selfish and irrita-

ble and a tyrant in my own home, making
unreasonable demands of the family.

It was after one of my frequent

temper tantrums that I went to the

movies to cool off. And of course I soon
forgot my anger. Being highly emotional

I lived every tense moment of the plot

along with the actors of "Destination
Tokyo." And as I watched you, Dane,
in your big dramatic scene I thought of

Accepted for advertisiiiE in publications

of the American iVIedical Association

With your Course, you receive a Chest

contaLTiing agenerous supply oj DuBarry
Beauty and Make-up Preparations,

Ann Delafield, Directing

RICHARD KUDNUT SALON

NEW YORK

Richard Hudnut Salon,

Dept. SV-66,693 Fifth Avenue,New York,N.Y.

Please send the booklet telUng all about the

DuBarry Home Success Course.

Guaranteed by
Good Housekeeping ,

Miss
Mrs.

Citv-
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ONE MOTHER TO ANOTHER
Someone asked me why we call the Gerber baby
"America's Best-Known Baby". This little fellow
appeared on our early packages, and la 17 years
he has become famous all over the country.

Well-fed-
I know all about that!

It's just natural for Gerber babies to look well-fed and healthy! For Gerber's Baby

Foods bring babies these four advantages: (1) Cooked the Gerber way by steam, to

retain precious minerals and vitamins. (2) Famous for smooth, uniform texture.

(3) Made to taste extra good. (4) Laboratory-checked at every step.

Your baby, like millions of other American babies, will do well on Gerber's!

Baby cereals with precious iron

how I would have reacted as a tliirteen-

vear-old. I knew first how your sincerity

would have ap|)ealed to me, how your

.show of emotion would have gone

straight to my hc>art. I knew liow \

would liave looked tliroush all the movie

niapazines for your picture and how I

would have asked the theater manager

for the publicity folder. Oh, how I

longed to be back at that age, free of

care and rcsponsibiUty, free from fail-

ures. I sat through the picture again,

and a third time, and a fourth—just

drugging myself with thoughts of the

past, pretending that I was a movie-

crazy tliirteen-year-old and forgetting

that I was really twenty—and a failure.

And I was happy, blissfully happy. As
I left the theater I thought—why not

keep up the deception? So I did. I just

let myself go. On the way out I stopped

by the manager's office and asked liim

for the press book. At the drugstore

I looked through all the movie maga-
zines and bought every one which had
your picture in it. I was being silly, of

course, but I was happy. And as I

walked home I realized the humor of the

situation and I laughed, not a half-

hearted laugh caused by external stimu-

his. but a real laugh from deep down
inside.

And I have been laughing at myself

ever since, not mockingly, but just the

good-humored laugh of a girl who has
ceased to take herself too seriously. I

can now laugh away my troubles and
cares, laugh at responsibility and go
about my work with a new determina-

tion. I laugh at little everyday inci-

dents that two weeks ago would have
caused me great annoyance. My friends

and family can't understand what has
caused this sudden change in me. But I

know, and you know, Dane.
Next Fall I am going back to school.

I'm going to study hard and succeed,

and I'm going to have a good time doing
it. And maybe someday if I do make a
name for myself and do accomplish
great things, Dane, you can remember
that you had a part in my success. You
helped me to find myself, and most im-
portant of all, you taught me to laugh.

Sincerely,

DOROTHY JANE KING

Gale Storm poses in costume for her

next Monogram picture, "Sunbonnef Sue."

Many babies, three months or more after

birth, are apt to be short of precious iron.

Gerber's Cereal Vood and Gerber's

Strained Oatmeal are especially made for

babies and, for that reason, have generous

amounts of added iron and vitamins of

the B complex as a help to baby's well-

being. Both cereals are pleasant tasting

—both are pre-cooked, ready-to-serve with

milk or formula, hot or cold.

» to qet Gerber's— wifli

« \ ,;,o s
Best-Known Baby on every pockoge

1ex\\er'sr*<^ Mm <J Strained l-oods,

FREMONT, MICH. OAKLAND. CAL 8 kinds ol

y'J) X> / ' / Chopped Foods

^/lee Sei^mple
Slrolrod Foods Chopped Foods © Ifljn. G. P. C.

. . . . Address: Gerber Products Co., Dept. l_)S-5 . Fremont. Michi.cin
My baby is now months '

old; please send me samples of
Gerber's Cereal Food and Same
Gerber's Strained Oatmeal.

'

Address Citr and Slate
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Have you the Courage

to Look 10 Years Younger?

YOU CAN ACTUALLY

THE YEARS SLIP AWAY
as you apply my exciting new powder-shade!

1HAVE created a shade of face

powder so new and different,

the effect on your skin is really

spectacular!

I call it "Bridal Pink", and I ask

you to try it for the first time on

one cheek only. Compare it with

any shade you have ever used. See

the difference for yoxirself ! See the

fresh, young look it gives your skin!

The soft, warm look—like the blush

of a bride's young cheek.

Women who have tried "Bridal

Pink" tell me it's the most youthful

and flattering powder-shade I have

ever achieved! Your husband will

love it! Your friends will admire it!

You can't possibly apply it to your

skin without looking younger, more

romantic!

Lady Esther "Bridal Pink" Now
at all Good Cosmetic Counters

Look more interesting, more excit-

ing! Apply "Bridal Pink"— the new
powder-shade that's so daringly ro-

mantic! See how it lights up your

face with instant new life and warmth.

The medium-size box of Lady Esther

Face Powder is sold at the best stores

for 55^. Also handy pocket-book sizes

for 10^ and 25c-.

FACE POWDER

How Haywor+h

Has Changed!

Continued from page 3 I

but Rita's awfully happy being a house-

wife.

And no longer does she sit quietly in

a corner, afraid of her own voice. Per-

fectly poised, and with a self-assurance

she never had before, Rita chatters

away, pleasantly and intelligently on
practically any subject you want to

throw at her. She has read all the books
tliat are being discussed. Orson brings

them home and they read them together.

She is terrifically interested in politics.

When Orson was out campaigning (Rita

was pregnant and couldn't go with him)
last fall she never missed a broadcast.

"Orson's speeches for the President were
brilliant," she says enthusiastically. "I
think I was more excited over politics

than the baby." Being the wife of a

columnist she is much better informed
about world conditions than most
people. She sits up with Orson at nights

when he writes his column, and that. I

bet, is an education in itself. So don't

let that beautiful puss fool you—behind
it is a mind that could take on a Dor-
othy Thompson or a Clare Luce without
bruising a brain cell. Really, now, she

should sue those people who say, "Rita
hasn't changed a bit since she's been in

pictures."

Rita and Orson and little Miss Re-
becca ("Orson says the baby looks like

him dressed up in baby clothes") live

in a modernistic rented house in Brent-
wood. Since her mother's death a few
months ago "Daddy" (Eduardo Can-
sino. Sr.) has come to live with them.
Her two brothers, Vernon and Eduardo,
are fighting overseas. The Welles house
is practically a glass house, but fortu-

nately it's on a hillside and there are no
near neighbors. At the bottom of a steep

hill is a swimming pool built like a

lagoon with an island in the center

—

and this is where the Welleses spend
most of their daytime hours when Orson
isn't acting, columning, or appearing on
his weekly broadcast. At present he is

acting in "Tomorrow Is Forever" with

Claudette Colbert and George Brent,

which means that he has to get up at

five o'clock every morning. Rita gets up
and has breakfast with him, and then
plays with the baby, who is an early

riser too. Then she busies herself around
the house—she has an arrangement with
the servants that she will dust and sweep
the downstairs—until it is time to take

a bull-fighting lesson, after which friends

drop by, and Orson comes home for din-

ner. "Sometimes," says Rita. "Orson
doesn't get around to writing his column
until two or three in the morning. He
completely forgets that he has to have
a couple of hours' sleep. Sleep is very
unimportant to him. And as for myself
—well, I have always loved the night.

It's the Spanish in me, I guess. I would
like to stay up all night every night.

But as soon as I start my next picture

I'll get back on a regular schedule."

The afternoon I saw Rita at her home
she was wearing a gaily colored print,

and looking, as always, beautiful. "It's a
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pre-pregnant dress," she said when I

commented on it. "I was so dehohted

to find I could get in it again."

Rita and Orson recently returned from
Mexico City. Orson, as a leading Amer-
ican columnist, had to cover the Pan-
American conference held there. Now
Rita knows how it feels to be a news-
paper man's wife. "Every time I entered

a conference room someone in a stiff

shirt said, 'Sorry, Madame, you are not
allowed in here,' and closed the door in

my face." AVhile Orson was conferencing

she shopped around and bought enough
clothes and jewelry to stock a store.

Although her father was born in Spain,
Rita had never been to Mexico City be-

fore. She found it a most fascinating

place. Much more fun than Tiajuana
and Caliente where she used to dance
with Daddy when the Cansinos were
down on their luck. "Daddy used to

lock me in the dressing room between
shows," Rita said. "Naturally, I didn't

have much of an opportunity to enjoy
Mexico."
But the most fascinating discovery

in Mexico City was the bull fight. "I
guess that's the Spanish in me, too," she
said with a laugh. "I went crazy over
bull fights. I decided then and there that I

wanted to be a matador— though of

course I'd never have the nerve to face

a real bull."

When the Welles returned to Holly-
wood they brought young Fernando
Lopez, a real honest-to-goodness bull

fighter ("He. has killed at least twenty
bulls") back with them for a visit. He's
having a wonderful time. In the morn-
ings he visits the studios, and in the
afternoon he gives Rita a two hour bull-

fighting lesson. "It's such graceful foot-

work, and it's really the most wonder-
ful exercise you can take," Rita ex-

All set for a sun bake, MSM's Lucille Bremer
v/ears smart yellow rayon gabardine playsuit.

Got a date toniglit? Let Dura-Gloss kelp make it gay

and sparkling. And tke Dura-Gloss you put on

for tonigkt's date will stay on for days.

A smootk-flowing, lustrous polisk tkat adds romance

and Leauty to all your nigkts and days. In demand

at Leauty counters everywkere. 10<t plus tax.

Cuticle Remover • Polish Remover • Dura Coat

LORR LABORATORIES, PATERSON, N. J. • FOUNDED BY E. T. REYNOLDS
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WOMEN kfw^m
Do symptoms
betray your age?

Often many women between the ages ol

38 and 52—are shocked to reahze they
are in the class commonly known as
"middle-age" with its annoying symp-
toms which so often betray tlieir age.

So if you suffer from hot flashes, feel

weak, tired, nervous, restless, a bit blue
at times—due to the functional "middle-
age" period peculiar to women—try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to
relieve such symptoms.

This Great Medicine HELPS NATURE

For almost a century—^Pinkham's Com-
pound has been famous to help great
numbers of women go "smiling thru"
such middle-age distress. Thousands
have reported remarkable benefits!
Pinkham's Compound taken regularly

helps build up resistance against such
symptoms. This great medicine helps
nature and that's the kind you should try.

INEXPENSIVE: Pinkham's Compound
costs very little compared to some other
methods but this doesn't detract from
its eilectiveuess.

<' VEGETABLE COMPOUND i^^P

SONGWRITERS
Place your songs with us. Melodies supplied
WITHOUT CHARGE by well known Holly-
wood composers. We record your song and
make it presentable to the publishers. Lead
trheets and records furnished. Send your
song material for free examination. Write
ior details.
CINEMA SONG CO., Dept. D-3. P. O. Box 670

Beverly Hills, California

Don't lot your life

be spoiled by shame or

Darrassment over a flat,

undeveloped or sagging form.

Help develop a glamorous, allur-

ing contour of high youthful

rounded fullness! Tested, proven^

easy-to-use methods given in the

wonderful, scientifically authentic

book, "Approved Methods for

Care and Development of the

form " Experience the thrilling

ioys of having your contour ap-

pear shapely, rounded, romantic

ally beautiful Proven successful

by thousands of women. Lifetime

results, safely, easily, positively.

If not satisfied, return within 10

days and money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONEYI
e«nAfi» by this extraordmaiv (oduction

'

formorlv moro than DOUBLE this prico Now
only SI 00 Order now C O. D. plus poilagsi
Pay postrtion on arrival To iav« Potlago
iMnd $1 00 with ordnr. and we thip piepaid
m plain wrapper

SUCCESS STUDIOS • BAITO.

es^

claimed excitedly, "and so much more
interesting and colorful than the routine

one-two-three stuff." At night she ex-

ecutes her "lances" and "passes" at Or-
son, who she claims makes a very fero-

cious bull. When Orson gets tired of

being a bull. Daddy obligingly plays the
part. Another frequent guest at the

Welles home these evenings is Bud Boet-
tenger, who used to be a first rate bull

fighter himself, but is now a director at

Columbia. Rita first met him when he
was technical director on "Blood And
Sand." With all this exciting "bull" talk

going on you can readily see why it s

usually after three o'clock before Orson
gets around to writing his column.

Pookles. Rita's pup. put in his appear-

ance at this point, and shed his hairs

generously over my black suit. Pookles
and an Australian parakeet are the

only pets in the Welles menage just

at present.

"Last winter before the baby was
born Orson brought me home a turtle

one night," Rita related. "He said its

name was Maggie, and that it reminded
him of me—for obvipus reasons. Maggie
and I both had a hard time turning
over.

Poor Maggie died while we were
in Mexico. I think the servants forgot

to feed her. Though I like to think that

it was because she missed us so much
slie grieved herself to death. I was very
upset as I had become quite fond of

Maggie, but I suppose it was all for the

best—she wouldn't eat anything except

hamburger, and I can't even get ham.-

bnrger for Orson these meatless days.

But Maggie's memory lingers on—Orson
calls me Maggie."

Little Miss Rebecca Welles ("I named
her after my favorite character in 'Ivan-

hoe' ") drove across the patio in her

carriage, and cooed good-naturedly at all

of us. When she saw Rita she broke
into a full size grin. Rebecca is a beau-

tiful, healthy baby, with a sprout of
darkish hair and big blue eyes. "Both
Orson and I have hazel eyes." said Rita,
"and we were so pleased when Rebec-
ca's eyes were blue. But people keep
telling us the color will change when she
gets older. I hope not."

Rita was six and a half months preg-
nant when she finally finished "Tonight
And Every Night." "I was certainly
getting a bit on the hefty side towards
the end of the picture," she said with
a giggle. "I never had so many close-

ups in my life. And I guess I never will

again. Everything happened to hold up
production. We thought we had finished

all the dance numbers when suddenly
we remembered the samba number. Re-
member what a strenuous number that
was? Well, the baby was born four
months after that. My doctor is still

furious with me. AH during the making
of the picture he kept asking me if I

had any more dancing to do. I'd tell

him. "just a few simple httle steps.' Well,
after Rebecca was born he happened to
see the picture—and he nearly passed
out cold."

Rita expects to start another picture
at Columbia in a couple of months, but
it won't be a dancing picture for a

change. When the doctor had recovered
from his dead faint he hastily said no
more dancing pictures for a year. Which
was all right with Rita. She has had a

hankering to do a straight dramatic role

for a long time. She hasn't had a non-
dancing picture since Ben Hecht's "An-
gels Over Broadway" which was five

years ago. She played a dancer only
she didn't dance, and she was darned
good.

"It will be so nice," said Rita with a

sigh, "to play in a picture in which the
studio doesn't undress me."

Well, all right. But mind you. Rita,

no bustles. No fair muscling in on
Garson.

MfVlK BIFORC SOi
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Winner of War Bond, Bill Lucas from Pennsylvania, gets an added dividend of a

kiss from Joan Leslie before an engrossed audience at the Hollywood Canteen.
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Gene Tierney Has

Her Troubles, Too!

Continued from page 20

I don't know how you feel about it

but it certainly makes me liaiipicr to

know that movie stars are havino tlieir

civilian problems these days too. Fur-

naces blow up in your face, waiters in-

sult you, and repairmen are casual, in-

different and inefficient— whether you
]iapi)en to be a glamorous star or one of

the common people. It's some consola-

tion anyway. While she dug into the

bread and jelly Gene told me, with

typical Tierney humor, all she'd been
through lately.

When her husband, Oli Cassini, a first

lieutenant in the U. S. Army, was sta-

tioned at Fort Riley, Kansas, Gene, like

a good Army Wife, made a home for

him there. They managed to find a small

house in one of the new developments
near the camp. It wasn't much of a

house to be sure, but after several

months of hall bedrooms and bungalow
courts, equipped with cockroaches and
mice, it really looked like heaven. When
Oli and Gene married they bought a

most attractive house high in the hills

back of Hollywood, and had just about
finished furnishing it when Oli volun-

teered. When she left for Kansas she

rented this house to some friends of

some friends. Well, after she had fur-

nished the Junction City, Kansas, house
with knick-knacks she had picked up
here and there in surrounding towns, her

husband received orders to report to an
Eastern camp. She decided to go to

Washington to be with her in-laws while

she had her baby. The night before

they left Junction City Gene auctioned
off all her furniture to other Army wives.

Oli hadn't been in the East very long
before he received orders to return to

Fort Riley. After her little daughter
was born Gene again joined him there

—

but this time she couldn't get any fur-

niture for love or money. "All we had,"
said Gene, "was a bed with bad springs,

a card table with a rickety leg, a rocking
chair and a stove. Not even an icebox.

We had to keep our food cold by bury-
ing it in the snow."
About that time the studio said fun's

fun and it wlas very sweet of Miss Tier-

ney wanting to be an Army Wife—but
what about her contract? So Gene,
grumbling a bit, came back to Holly-
wood to star in the very successful

"Laura." She told the friends of friends

who had her house that she'd like to get

back in it but they said oh, heavens no!

She finally managed to rent a house in

the Carthay Circle section of Los An-
geles. This is a "modest" neighborhood,
not in the least movie starish, and the
houses are small and close together. She
brought the baby out from Washington,
and the baby's nurse, who is strictly

New England.
"I had hardly gotten settled," said

Gene, "before my brother, his wife and
baby d_ecided to visit me. I rented a bed
and a crib and put them up in the den.

Then my cook wouldn't stay unless she
had her daughter with her, so I rented
a bed for her. There were so many

"HOLLYWOOD SXTRA
rH€ATniCAL COLO CJteAM
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everywhere agree...
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COLORINSE
makes your hair

Sparkle

Adds

il6HUGHTS

SHEEN and

Colo,

Il's no secret that hair has greater charm
and loveliness when it's bright and

gay -with sparkling color and highlights.

Colorinse rinses away the dull film that

'makes hair seem drab and mousy-looking
Then it ADDS— rich, warm color, dancing
highlights and soft, lustrous sheen.

Colorinse is not a permanent dye nor a

bleach— it's easily removed with sham
pooing yei it won't rub or brush off.

Sparkling hair gives your whole face

a lovely radiance. Start today to bring out
the beauty that lies hidden in your own

hair. Whatever its color, there's a shade
of Colorinse to glorify ii i

''^""'ZX 100* hiowticifit tor «a OpoUictiit itm* Wnwd

J
COLORINSE

In 10/ ami iSif «<x«f.

At bcautr ceunCsn

everywhere.

Delicately perfumed Nestle

Hairlac keeps all styles of

hairdos looking well-groomed
throughout the day. Also adds

sheen and lustre to your hair.

2Vj oz. bottle 25<t:.

HAIRLAC

rented beds in that liouse it loolced like

a hospital."

And as if life wasn't hard enough
stumbling over beds and struggling for

food "in a half-witted moment I decided
to give a party." The tables were ar-

ranged in the back yard for a buffet

supper, and the guests were being gay
and chatty, when she suddenly looked
up and saw all the kids in the neighbor-
hood, of which there were plenty, lining

the roofs of the garages on both sides of

the yard. The kids started making faces

at the guests, and the guests started

making faces right back at the kids.

'"Well, the next thing was that the

peojile who owned the house in the first

place decided they wanted to move back
in it. And of course they came to that

decision the day Gene started work on
"Dragonwyck." There wasn't any place

for her to move—houses, apartments,
hotel rooms even, being scarcer in Los
Angeles now than hen's teeth. So she

just had to be firm with those friends

of friends. Anyway, they moved out of

her house, and she moved back into it.

x\s she had rented it furnished she didn't

have anything to move except the baby's
furniture and trunks and silver and such
—but just try and find anybody to move
even that. She chose a Sunday to move
because it was the only day she could
get away from the studio. The movers
promised to come early, but didn't so

she had to pay all the little boys in the

neighborhood to help her pack every-

thing possible into her car. When she

arrived at her home in the hills she had
to pull everything up the incline, piece

by piece. In the house, she soon discov-

ered, there was a shortage of towels

(towels do wear out, eventually) and
the blankets were still in Junction City

—she had forgotten all about them! And
to add to the horror of it all the nurse

sat down on her bed the night they

moved and it folded up under her like

a house of cards. Plump, right on the

floor she landed. Naturally nothing like

that would ever have happened in New
England. ("Three times I sent that bed
to be repaired," said Gene with a sigh,

"and twice the repairman brought it

back—only to have it collapse again. I

don't think he knew anything more
about repairing than I cHd. But he didn't

fail to remind me that there was a
war on.)

"When I arrived on the set Monday
morning—I went to bed at three and
had to get up at five—I certainly didn't

look like Vincent Price's sweet young
bride. I could easily have played Mrs.
Dracula without makeup. But there was
no rest for the weary when I finally

dropped myself home that night."

As soon as she dragged her tired body
up the hill the nurse informed her that

if she didn't get some electric heaters

for the nursery immediately that the

baby would take pneumonia. So Gene
phoned all over town. But you can't buy
electric heaters now. She recalled that

she had seen some in the property de-

partment so she dashed back to the

studio, and deliberately "borrowed" sev-

eral. "I was so pleased with myself,"

said Gene, "I plugged tliem in with a

flourish, and every darned fuse in the

house blew out. There were no lights,

no Frigidaire, no radio, no stove, no
clocks, no nothing. I just sat right down
and bawled."
When Gene and Oli bought this at-

tractive old farmhouse, which is miles

and miles away from everything, they

thought it the most ideal spot in the

world. Which it was. But like millions

of other Americans they hadn't figured

on a war. This isolation, which was so

beautiful and desirable before, is now a

nightmare. No one wants to take the

time or gas to drive to the Cassinis to

deliver anything, or fix anything.

Two days after she moved back in

her own home the furnace went on the

blink. "After numerous phone calls I

finally learned that there was only one
man in Los Angeles who knew how to

repair the model burner which I have.

I finally persuaded him, for the sake of

my poor freezing chee-ild, to cotne out

and take a look at the furnace—I'm sure

it was an Academy Award performance
over the telephone. 'That type burner,'

he said casually, 'has been discontinued.

It wasn't a satisfactory model. Guess
you'll just have to buy a new one.'

When.^ Well, he just couldn't say. There
was a war on. or didn't I know."
But before she found out that the old

furnace was now declasse. Gene had two
fires which added to the excitement.

Sonny Tuffs has a happy reunion with his brother and sisfer-in-law,

Lf. Com. and Mrs. David Tufts. Note the strong family resemblance.
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Seems that the pipes were hcjrizontal and

the soot would collect and catch on fire.

One time she called the fire department

and it didn't come at all. The next time

she called they arrived with four fire

engines.

. "I couldn't even get any sympathy out

of anyone," said Gene with a laugh. "I'd

come on the set with circles down to my
chin and my nerves twitching like Mexi-

can jumping beans, and I'd tell the

director, 'I've got so many troubles I

can't keep my mind on my work—if I

just had some water for a hot bath!'

You know what those heartless creatures

on the set would say to me? They'd say

so-and-so's Frigidaire cracked up last

night, so-and-so's car broke down, so-

and-so's servants walked out, etc., etc.

So finally I just accepted the fact that

everybody has troubles these days and
there's no point in crying about it. A
few days later the rains came and the

roof leaked and no one would come and
repair it—so I just sat up all night

emptying dishpans and that beautiful

silver punchbowl someone gave us for a

wedding present.

"Remember how lovely the mountain-

side and the gardens were two years

ago? Well, you should see them now. I

haven't a gardener, naturally. And the

place looks like an over-run jungle. Cen-

tury plants have just about taken over

the entire place."

Just as soon as it began to get dark

nurse would lock herself and the baby
in the nursery, the cook would scurry

home, and Gene would be left to her

imagination. "I couldn't sleep at night,"

she said pathetically. "I kept hearing

prowlers. Every time I'd read a news-

paper I'd read about somebody being

robbed and murdered, and I was sure it

would be my time next. As soon as I

got in bed I started hearing peculiar

noises, even when I pulled the covers

over my head I heard them. So I'd get

up, turn the lights on all over the house,

and go to the windows and proclaim in

my most dramatic tones, 'If anyone
comes near this house I'll shoot to kill.'

I didn't have a gun, of course. One
night I was positive I heard a burglar

in the kitchen. I called the police de-

partment but they said I wasn't in their

district. I tried several others and finally

found a policeman who said yes, he'd

come over. Two hours later when he
arrived (he'd gotten lost on the way) I

was sitting in the middle of the living

room, stiff as a corpse, but clutching a
butcher knife. The next day I bought a
gun. I think I aged twenty years in

those few weeks before I finally found a
night watchman.

Fortunately for Gene's peace of mind,
and Twentieth Century's picture, Gene
has happily turned over the responsi-

bility of the butcher knife and the gun
to the watchman. In fact, things are

running much better all around now. Ex-
cept that she looked out of the window
one morning last week and couldn't even
see the century plants. "What a foggy
day," she said to herself. But when she
stepped outside she discovered that the
fog was steam—which was escaping from
the hot water heater. Yes, the Cassinis
will have to have a new hot water
heater. Even as you and I.
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Queen of Kings

Continued from page 28

never wrote fan letters, but I did write

asking for photographs, dutifully enclos-

ing my quarter. I still have these treas-

ures, among them Bette Davis, Margaret
Sullavan, Gary Grant, Anita Louise,

Ronald Colman, and many others. And
I've never changed my allegiance."

Andrea was born in Paris. Her mother
had gone to France during World War I

to become an ambulance driver. There
she met and married a young French fly-

ing officer, George Andrea Barry, of the
famous Lafayette Escadrille. The hus-
band was killed in action just as the
Armistice was signed and the young wife

returned to her home in America with
her four-month-old baby. Later, she mar-
ried Douglas McKee, vice-president of

the Title Guarantee and Trust Company,
and Andrea has a half sister to whom she

is devoted.

llie desire to become an actress must
have come with her first breath for An-
drea can't remember when this wasn't
her dream. She made her entrance to the
theater via amateur productions staged
at the Edgewood School in Greenwich,
Connecticut. By the time she had played
Shakespeare's Juliet, she yearned to

tackle Broadway, so she had a barber
give her a boy's haircut and secured the
role of the tomboy in the play, "Growing
Pains."

More stage hits, including "Fly Away
Home," "Boy Meets Girl," "Girls In Uni-
form," "The Lonely Heart," proved train-

ing for the Chicago company's "Life

With Father," with which she remained
throughout its two and a half years' run.

Soon after going to Chicago, her mother
wrote to an old friend, asking that she

look out for her daughter, and not let her

get too lonely. Antf it was under the

wing of this friend that Andrea met a

most eligible young bachelor at the Sad-
dle and Cycle Club. He was Nat. H.
W'illis, just out of Yale, and in his own

law office. It wasn't love at first sight

—

not exactly, but she hastens to add that
three months later they were married.
Then, within a short time, the Navy
claimed him and Lieut, (j.g.) Willis was
sent to the Pacific front on duty.

It was this, rather than the call of the
movies, that prompted Andrea to come
to Hollywood when she did for she
wanted to be as near to him as possible.

Today—the very day of our interview,

she was bubbling with joy for she was
taking the night train to San Francisco
to meet her husband, who is returning
after twenty-two months in the South
Pacific.

She was keeping her fingers crossed,

hoping he would be stationed near here
for a while. Already, she has es^^iblished

a home a-top a Hollywood hill 3o they
may enjoy a real domestic experience

during his leave.

Everything about Andrea is out of the
ordinary. Her crashing the movies is an
example. When she and her sister Ann
arrived in Hollywood, she had no friends,

no contract, no offers for screen tests.

Her one acquaintance, and that was
slight, was Mike Romanoff, the "royalist"

and restaurateur. His place in Beverly
Hills is glamorous and attracts the seek-

ers of glamor, so the second day after

their arrival, the two girls pooled their

resources and went there for luncheon.
Now it happened that producer Jerry

Wald of Warner Brothers studio was also

lunching at Romanoft's that day. Nat-
urally, the eyes of producers are observ-

ing and Mr. Wald instantly spotted An-
drea, and her resemblance to Ida Lupino,
whom he had chosen to star in his next

picture, "The Very Thought Of You."
Here, thought Mr. W^ald, is just the girl

to portray Ida's sister.

He sent a note to her by the waiter.

By the end of the week she was at War-
ners studio being screen tested, and the

Andrea King and Helmut Dantine snapped together on recent personal appearance tour.
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next day was signed for the role of

Molly. As it turned out, Miss Lupino was

tied up with another film and couldn't

play the starring part, but Andrea Mas

retained in the cast. So, just like that,

she started a new career. Incidentally,

she recalls, she was eating lamb kidneys

with garlic when she was "discovered"

for the screen.

"Ida Lupino has long been one of my
I idols," she explained, "and I'm flattered
' when people say I look like her. One of

1 my biggest thrills was the night we went
i to a nearby town to preview "Hotel Ber-

I

lin.' Sitting next to me were Ida and
I Helmut Dantine—he's the one who did

j

the neat job of killing me in that picture,

I
you remember.

I

"I was nervous, of course, as it was the

;
first time I had been to a preview. Can't

I

you imagine the queer feehng it gave me
I to see myself on the screen, with both of

! them sitting beside me.^ My long adora-

tion of Miss Lupino was one item. An-
other was the vivid memory of the tense-

' ness of our scenes when Mr. Dantine and
I I were filming them. It made the present

i

seem so unreal — a different world en-

t
tirely."

I happen to know that a week later,

when "Hotel Berlin" was shown at the

Jack Warner home before a group of

friends, Mervyn LeRoy, star - making
producer, wanted to buy Andrea's con-

tract. He beheld in her all the star qual-

ities. Needless to add, Mr. Warner turned

the offer down—flat. He has important
plans for Andrea himself.

She is one of the few "ingenue-char-

acter" actresses. This promises much. A
young player who can interpret a wide
range of characters, giving them reality

and power, is valuable. LIsually it re-

quires years of experience to attain this

height; Andrea has it at twenty-five. This

broad understanding of emotions and
their reactions is a natural gift with her,

which she has persistently cultivated.

She believes much of this ability comes
through her mother who appeared with
Elsie Janis' entertainment group in

France during the first World War. She'll

proudly tell you, "Mother can sing, dance,

play many instruments, and is an all-

around entertainer. I've been fortunate

to have her experiences to add to my
o\^^l."

Andrea had the unusual honor of hav-
ing grips and technicians applaud her.

This came at the close of her big scene
with Dantine in "Hotel Berlin" as she

pleaded for her life. When it was fin-

ished, there was an instant of silence,

then everyone on the set broke out in

applause.

Another rare moment was during her
first test. Everything had been planned,
with a sketched diagram to show where
she was to stand, which way to move,
etc. When the camera began turning, the

intensity of her emotions gripped her, she
forgot the directions, and moved the
MTong way. But the cameraman and
technicians, also absorbed by the realism
she was giving her scene, turned right

along with her until the end. Usually,
the harsh cry of "Cut!" brings such a
mistake to an abrupt and embarrassing
finish.

"Everything has be^-n wonderful for

me since coming to Hollywood," Andrea
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liappily explained. "I had a lucky break
and appreciate it. There is little dif-

ference in acting for the screen and for

the tlieater. I find that artistically it is

the same, and also, it is the same in the
integrity of the actor's work. It is daunt-
ing to me to think of the screen's influ-

ence, of how many millions view our
pictures. A\hat a power it will be in

establishing world peace! If we of the
films can help in this tremendous under-
taking, how happy we will be.

"My father gave his all. My mother
shared his sacrifice, as well, aiding the

boys "over there' to keep up their morale.

My husband has been in service in dan-
ger zones, so I hope to be of some service,

too."

Feminine in her tastes, Andrea loves

colors but they must never clash. She
loves perfumes and at present her fa-

vorite is Chanel's Russian Leather, which
she admits is usually considered more
masculine than feminine, though she
can't see why.

She's five feet five, and. weighs one
hundred and twenty pounds. Being emo-
tional, she's either up in the clouds or in

the depths. She's friendly and likes peo-

ple, but having resources within herself

she doesn't depend on others for all her

pleasures. She loves to be alone—feels

this escape is necessary to keep one's bal-

ance, offering the chance to read and
think. To enjoy music—and dream!

She wishes actors could have the in-

spii-ation of the magnificent musical

scores that accompany the finished pic-

tures. Feels this would speed up and
deepen emotions far beyond their present

expression. She has a large collection of

records which she prizes so highly that

she has them amply insured.

Hasn't much idea about business and
can't keep track of her money. She em-
ploys a manager who tries to keep her on
a budget, but her allowance slips through
her fingers during the first few days; she

simply can't hang on to it. Loves the

big open markets with the tempting dis-

play of fruits and vegetables, and always

goes home loaded down. Favorite sports
are swimming, tennis and skiing.

Ten years from now? \YelI, her goal is

to be a seasoned actress by that time.
She has a philosophy which she adheres
to, which is simply this: Don't worry.
Tomorrow is another day. Meet prob-
lems as they come, don't reach out for

them. You can always find something to

worry about—if you look for it!

Andrea doesn't care for large parties,

prefers small groups of congenial friends.

Isn't easily bored, but chattering women
who go into detail and keep repeating
themselves get her down. She names
Oscar Serlin, producer of "Life With
Father," and Sheppard Traube, producer
of "Angel Street," as the two who have
given her the greatest inspiration in her
career.

She believes the theater offers more op-
portunity for friendship than the screen.

A'ou join a stage company and after a
few weeks of sharing various experiences,

the entire cast are friends. On the screen

you may not meet some of the players in

your picture as their scenes are frequently

made separately, and when the film is

completed, each goes his own way and
you may never meet them again.

Andrea says one of the best friends

she's made in Hollywood is her hair-

dresser, a girl with whom she works
from morning until night for weeks at a
time. She can turn to her in any mood
and find understanding.

She adores sailing and all kinds of

boats. So does her husband, and one can
imagine that some day, after the war,

they'll sail the Seven Seas. She once seri-

ously considered finding a houseboat to

launch in the bay at Santa Monica and
living there, instead of battling the house
situation. However, when her mother
joined her and sister Ann, they found an
adorable home in Hollywood. But she

still dreams of a houseboat—some day.

Her next picture is "The Hasty Heart"
and she'll have three screen idols with
her, Dane Clark, John Dall and Dennis
Morgan.

Marshall Thompson in MSM's "Twice Blessed" is twice confused by Wilde Twins, Lee and Lyn.
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Fathers By Adoption

Continued from page 23

and Lou will establish similar centers in

liiaulreds of small towns throughout the

country. For they feel tliat the small

towns as well as the large cities need

recreational facilities for underprivileged

youngsters.

'These play centers," Lou told me,

"will be run just like Father Flanagan's

Boys' Town, with boy mayors and chiefs

of pohce chosen from and by the boys.

If a boy misbehaves, his own boy mayor
will decide what his punishment will be.

Children might resent an adult who
tried to tell them how to behave. They
might not listen to me if I threatened

ihem with expulsion from a boys' club.

To be expelled by an adult might just

leave them resentful and defiant. But if

their own friends and playmates, their

self-chosen officers warned them that

their behavior wasn't right, they miglit

turn "over a new leaf."

Along with this plan for figliting ju-

venile delinquency, Bud and Lou have
another plan for fighting rheumatic fev-

er. Lou and Bud hope to use the boys'

club in various playgrounds throughout

the country as a crusading children's

army against this disease. The dream
of fighting rheumatic fever in this coun-

try was born when Lou himself was ill

and learned through bitter experience

what pain and heartbreak it brings in

its trail.

As a rule, rheumatic fever strikes at

children, and at first Lou couldn't un-

derstand why he, a grown-up, had been

stricken with a children's disease. Lou
is a very devout person and believes that

jiothing on this earth happens unless it

be part of God's plan. Then, while Lou
was still ill, letters began to pour in

frcmi underprivileged children who had
been stricken with rheumatic fever, and
from their parents. These people, in-

stead of lamenting their own misfor-

tunes, wrote Lou how badly they felt be-

cause he, of all people, should have be-

come ill, when the world needed so badly

the laughter he brings to all of us. And
they said they were praying for his re-

covery.

Lou was very much touched by the

letters. He knew how terrible it was for

these youngsters to have to lie in bed for

months. He had rebelled against the

long rest the illness made necessary,

even though he had every convenience at

his disposal. A terrible picture came
to his mind, of a kid lying in a narrow
room, with a small window looking out

into an alleyway. Such a kid, Lou knew,
would beg his mother to let him get out

of bed. and play with other kids. And
the mother, looking at the' youngster,

might be tempted, not knowing how dan-
gerous it would be to let the child out-

of-doors before the doctor thought it

wise. "Children," Lou told me, "need a

period of supervised convalescence with

a skilled doctor telling them just when
they can get up."

It came to Lou that perhaps God had
sent this illness on him so as to inspire

liim with the desire to build a Rheuma-
tic Fever Foundation for underprivileged
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4 Purpose Rmse
In one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty;

1. Gives I ustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hairneatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.
Af stores which sell toilet goods

250 for 5 rinses

10(i for 2 rinses

BUY MORE WAR BONDS

Don't be emliarrassed hy a flat, undeveloped or saff

bust. Do as thousands of other women just like you
are doing. They have learned how to bring- out the love
contours of their fiffures. whatever their bust iaults.
you. too. can do the same ... safely, easily, and positn

HIGHLY ENDORSED
BY MANY DOCTORS
Vour flat bustline can

be miraculously bcautiiied
Into full and alluring
contours. Or. if you are
the penduloLis tynoe, it can
be rounder! into high and
youthful loveliness. All
you have to do is follow
tlie easy directions on ex-
ercise, massage, bras-
sieres, diet, etc.. given in
the great medicatly-en-
dorsed book, "The Com-
plete Guide to Bust Cul-
ture." Adopt these simple,
self-help measures at once
and your bust will posi-
tively appear full, firm and
shapely . . , the pro^id
glamorous curves which
make you more desirable
than ever.

OUR OFFER
SEND NO MONEY

thi;You can now nlitaii
unique book by
Nicmoeller, A.B., M.A..
B.S., at a remarkable prict
reduction. Formerly $3.50.
Now only $1.98. Giara iteed harmk
results. SEND NO MONEY. Just mail

HARVEST HOUSE, Dept. J-316. 363 Broadway, N.Y.C. 13
Send the COMPLETE GUIDE TO BUST CULTURE in
plain package- On delivery I will pay postman $1.98
plus few cents postage. If not satisfied I may return
it within ten days and my $1.98 will be refunded.

Name

1°
CHECK HERE if you want to save postage. En-
close $1.98 with coupon and we ship prepaid.

Canadian orders, $2.50 in advance

kids. And Bud and Lou decided tliat

when Lou was better, they woukl bend
their efforts to helping every kid they
could who was stricken and whose parents

couldn't afford the help they needed.
Lou told me, "When I see the first

foundation for rheumatic fever for un-
derprivileged kids go up, then I can die

happy. It's a terrific undertaking, as I've

found out. But there's a pledge I made
to the little guy we had. Sometimes I

think he was taken for that reason

—

because the Man Upstairs sort of wanted
me to go at this thing with lots of fight

and not in a lazy sort of way.
'"I hope that when these boys' clubs

that Bud and I are starting get under
way, they'll be a great help to us in

fighting rheumatic fever, too. There's

an old saying that you must fight fire

with fire. So I think that maybe the
way to fight a children's disease is with
children.

"It's so hard for a child to remain in

bed for as long as he has to. He wants to

go outside and play. But if a group of

children come to his home and talk and
laugh with him, then the waiting won't
be so tedious. Then," too, when the chil-

dren who are ill become well enough to

be moved to a better climate, there will

be boys' clubs established by Bud and
myself in that new town. And those

boys' clubs, we hope, will take an interest

in the newcomer and make him feel

right at home."
Kids who have nothing to do with

their time are apt to get into trouble,

as we all know. But the thousands of

"adopted" youngsters under the Abbott
and Costello wing will be kept so busy
with sports and outdoor fun and with
helping their less lucky playmates who
are ill. that they won't have the time
or inclination to get into trouble.

Thougli the Rheumatic Fever Founda-
tion hasn't gone up yet. Bud and Lou
are already well started on the road
toward helping stricken children. There
was a two-and-a-half-year-old girl liv-

ing in Passaic, New Jersey, for instance.

She had been stricken with rheumatic
fever, and her family doctor had given
up her case as hopeless. Knowing of

Lou's interest in such cases, the child's

mother appealed to Lou to help her, if he
could. Lou at once wired a doctor he
knew in Paterson, New Jersey, asking
him to do everything he could for the
little girl. He instructed him to bring
in the finest specialists he could find in

New York or elsewhere to do everything
possible to save the child's life. He told

the doctor to spare no expense—he, Lou,
would take care of everything.

I saw the wire which the little girl's

parents had sent to Lou. It read:

"Words cannot express how deeply we
are indebted to you for the help you
have given us in getting a specialist for

our baby. God bless you and keep you
in good health. We are very grateful

parents."

W^henever Bud and Lou hear of any
child who needs their help, they're quick

to volunteer it. Not long ago, when the

doctors decreed that a four-year-old

boy in Prescott, Arizona, would never

live to see Christmas, Bud and Lou
heard about it and decided to see to it

that the boy had a wonderful Christmas
in November. They showered the boy
with gifts.

They want to see underprivileged

youngsters get some of the same things

which luckier kids get. All boys, accord-

ing to Abbott and Costello, should have
a chance to indulge in sports. They be-

lieve that those sports not only make
for healthier bodies, but also for health-

ier minds. And it's through sports, they

feel, that American children learn the

principles of honesty and fair play.

You can tell a great deal about Bud's
and Lou's ideas on bringing up children

from the way in which Lou brings up his

own children and Bud brings up Bud, Jr.,

his adopted son.

Patty Costello isn't a tomboy, but she

has set her heart on playing football.

And since that's what she wants, Lou is

buying her a football. Both his daugh-

Set etiquette: Mona Freeman learns not

to be late for shooting of "Junior Miss."

Mona's fancy footwork doesn't help much
on those obstinate candy vending machines.
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A Vroblexn

In Multiplication

ters so horseback riding and swimming,

and are soon going to learn to ice skate.

Like any two normal youngsters, they

constantly get into mischief. This is

particularly true of Carole, whose child-

ish imagination is always leading lier

into pranks. Once Lou came into the

garage and found all the cars there

painted white. "For heaven's sake," he

asked Carole, "what made you paint

them white.''" "I wanted to see how
they'd look that way," answered Carole.

Another time she sandpapered Lou's

pool table—a very fine table which was
always gleaming and shining till Carole

got through with it.

Patty doesn't get into trouble as often

as Carole, but whenever Carole misbe-

haves and her mother threatens to spank
her "biscuits," Patty tries to take the

blame and begs to be spanked instead of

Carole. However, Patty is no angel, and
when she was five years old, she got into

just as much mischief as Carole.

Lou has a wonderful time with both
youngsters. No matter how late he gets

to bed the night before, he's always up
early the next morning, so he can have
breakfast with his two daughters. Carole

loves to play tricks on him, and Lou al-

ways pretends to fall for them. Some-
times he's sitting at the table when he

can feel something nudging his legs.

Through the corner of his eye he has

seen Carole crawl under the table. But
he knows that she wants him to think it's

their dog, Blackie, under the table. So
he pretends that's what he thinks. "Keep
Blackie on the outside. Don't bring him
to the table any more, darling," he tells

his wife. And she falls in with the gag.

From underneath the table they can
hear the sound of suppressed giggling.

"Come out of there, Blackie," Lou calls.

And of course, it's Carole who finally

emerges, triumphantly happy about the

trick she's played on her father.

When the youngsters grow up, if they

want to be in show business, that'll be

okay with Lou. "I want them to be
whatever they want to be." he .says. "I

Even a "Shhhhhsh" will sound like a

buzzing mosquito when a "mike" is nigh.

Take the case of John Smith, aver-

age American:

For over three years now, he's been

buying War Bonds through the Pay-

roll Savings Plan. He's been putting

away a good chunk of his earnings

regularly—week in, week out. For-

getting about it.

He's accumulating money—may-
be for the first time in his life. He's

building up a reserve. He's taking

advantage of higher wages to put him-
self in a solid financial position.

Now suppose everybody in the Pay-
roll Plan— everybody who's earning

more than he or she needs to Uve on

—

does what John Smith is doing. In
other words, suppose you multiply

John Smith by 26 million.

What do you get?

Why—you get a whole country
that's just like John Smith! A solid,

strong, healthy, prosperous America
where everybody can work and earn

and live in peace and comfort when
this war is done.

For a country can't help being, as a
whole, just what its people are in-

dividueJly!

If enough John Smiths aie sound

—

their country's got to be!

The kind of future that America
wiU have—that you and your family

will have—is in your hands.

Right now, you have a grip on a
wonderful futvure. Don't let loose of it

for a second.

Hang onto your War Bondsl

SO^yAlllHt BONOS YOU CAN.,.

KSBP AILIHB 60N0$ YOU BUY

SCREENLAND

This is an official U. S. Treasury advertisement—prepared under
auspices of Treasury Department and War Advertising Council
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REDUCE

V-TABS!
Anti-Acid ....
Anti-Fatigue . . .

Vitamin Tablets

don't bloat and
It a few of the

what

"LOST 17 Lbs.

IN 14 DAYS" .

"Lost 17 lbs. in 14 days and feel as
good as evei-,'* says Mrs. E. F. "Re-
duced 1 5 lbs. and never felt better
in my life."—J. V. "Used to wear size
42 . . . now wear a 20."—R.M. "Do-
ing- me a world of good. Don't have
g:as . . . losing weight . . . more
enerjr^r."_Mrs. R. S. "Most amazing
—lost 7 lbs. in 1 week . . . can't
thaijK you enough. "—Mrs. L. I. "Lost
I'' lbs. and feel so much better . .

have gas."—Mrs. O. K. These are but a )

^^rX'K. '^ttei's in our files. Why don't YOU
V-Tabs will do for you?

NOT A CATHARTIC!
V-TABS are not a cathartic. They help reduce fat by
supplementing your regular diet wlien taken instead
of a heavy lunch, and also lend to take away that
abnormal appetite caused by over-acidity or fatigue.
It you are overweight, always tired, full of acid, and
yet like to eat, try V-TABS. As fatigue and acidity
disappear your normal appetite will return and you'll
no longer crave the quantities of food that cause the
excess fat deposits.

QUICK ... for MEN or WOMEN
with intake curtailed, the body feeds on its own sur-
plus fat, and weight eoes down . , . quicklyl Mall
coupon today with r 1.981 and save postage, or order
C.O.D. plus postapre. Take the full month's supply
according to directions in the booklet. If not satisfied
with results ... if you do not lose weight and feel
better ... we will refund the cost. Act NOWI

V-TAB CO.. Dept. SU-9. Box 205
Times Square Station. New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
V-TAB CO., Dept. SU-9. Box 205
Times Square Station, New York

Send me one month's supply of V-TABS (120 tablets)

[ ] I enclose $1.98.

[ J I will pay postman $1.98 plus postage

Name . .

Address

City

No Canadian
. . . . State

Please print plainly.

SONGWRITERS
POEMS WANTED AT ONCE

Send Your Poems,Any Subject.for Imme-
diate Examination and FREE BOOK:—
'YOUR FUTURE IN SONGWRITING."

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

— THAT ^
GRAY HMR

Why go on letting that tell-tale "painted look"
give away your Gray Hair secret—humiliated by
streaks and discolor at ions from inferior tints ?

Now you can keep your secret with Kap-I-Dol's
sparkling, high-lighted, natural -looking shade
matching the original true color of your hairl
At Beauty Shops everywhere!

FREE—GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
Send name and address with a few strands of
your hair for FKEE confidential color analysis
and expert advice.

(CAUTION: Use onlv as directed on label)
RAP-I-DOL DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
151 West 46th Street Dept. 318 New York 19, N.Y-

RAP I DOt SHAMPOOTIIi!

think Carole will be the actress in the
family. She's a real actress riglit now.
She loves to sing and to give little dra-

matic performances and singing perform-
ances at home. She and Pat will ar-

range a group of chairs in a row and
then Carole will go into her song and
dance. 'This is the Tomato Sisters

bringing you the evening's entertain-

ment,' she'll announce to the empty
chairs, and then she'll begin to improvise
a musical comedy, right on the spot."

Carole loves to have her picture taken.
Patty isn't so keen about it. She'll

pose for an occasional picture to oblige

me, but she doesn't love to have pictures

taken, as Carole does.

"Even when she was very sick just af-

ter an operation, Carole thought more
about singing than about the operation.
Ten minutes after it was over, Carole
called me up and started to sing. Ann,
my wife, got on the phone and said,

'That was Carole.' I began to worry,
wondering if Carole was delirious. My
wife explained, 'Oh, no, she's just imitat-
ing Deanna Durbin.' 'Are you all right.?'

I asked Carole. 'How do you feel.?' 'I

feef fine,' she said, then began singing
again. Then she said, 'Mother, am I hit-

ting a nice note?'

"When we had difficulty getting her
to drink her orange juice, I persuaded
her to drink quarts of the stuff by telling

her that when Deanna was in the hospi-

tal, she drank orange juice and it was
the orange juice which gave her such a
fine voice.

"'Just drink some orange juice—then
try to hit a high note,' I suggested, 'and
you'll see how clear it sounds.' So Carole
tried it, and I raved about how wonder-
ful it sounded. 'Yes, dad,' she said, 'I

think my tone does sound better now.'
And from that time on, the nurses
couldn't give her enough orange juice!

"Patty is the scholar in the family.

When she first started to attend school,

the Sisters were astonished to find she
could already read. They told Mrs. Cos-
tello and myself about it and wondered
who had taught Patty to read when she
was so young. 'I don't know,' I had to

admit. 'She must have learned from the
stories I read to the kids.'

"

Both children are fond of the movies
•—particularly when Johnny Mack
Brown, Deanna Durbin, Tex Bitter and
Peggy Byan are on the screen.

"And put Abbott and Costello on that

list," Patty ordered me. "We loved their

last picture, 'Here Come The Co-Eds.'
"

"Put Abbott and Costello on my list,

too," chimed in Carole, who echoes
everything Patty says.

"WTiat about their other pictures? Did
you like those too?" I asked Patty.

"Oh, no," she said, "they were just
—

"

she sought about in her mind for a word,
and not finding the right one, made one
up, "muffs."

Lou, who was sitting nearby listening,

chuckled. Bud and Lou are their own
severest critics, and therefore are al-

ways willing to accept criticism. But
they're hoping their new picture, "The
Naughty Nineties," will meet with the

approval of even those two stern critics

—Patty and Carole.

The Costellos have their own private

projection room, and the largest film

library in the country. Here the chil-

dren are permitted to view pictures chos-

en for them by their parents. Given a

choice as to what pictures they want to

see, they usually call for a Johnny Mack
Brown Western or a Durbin picture.

Recently, however, they have requested
"Frankenstein." So far, Lou has turned
them down on this. After all, he doesn't

want his youngsters to have nightmares!
Bud Abbott also has a private pro-

jection room where he shows carefully

selected pictures to his five year old

adopted son. Buddy Abbott, Jr. Bud, Jr.,

likes Mickey Mouse and Abbott and
Costello best.

The Abbotts adopted him after twen-
ty-five years of childlessness. Always
Bud and Mrs. Abbott had wanted chil-

dren, but the stork failed to bring any.

At first Bud was afraid that he wouldn't
love an adopted child as much as most
parents love their own. He was also

afraid that an adopted child might not
take to him. When he heard parents by
adoption talk about how much they
loved their children, he found it hard to

believe. But the time came when the

Abbotts had to assuage their hunger for

a child. They were in a position to give

a child the best of care. They soon dis-

covered that you have to go through
quite a lot of formalities in the ordinary

child adoption. But finally they got a
break.

When Bud and Lou went on a bond
tour, they spent a month with a Treas-

ury representative, with whom they be-

came quite friendly. He knew of Ab-
bott's great desire to adopt a child. One
day he asked, "Bud, do you still want
to adopt a child?" "You bet," said Bud.
The Treasury representative then ex-

plained that his niece had died; and that

if Bud wished to adopt his niece's son,

he would do everything he could to

make it possible. The moment he saw
him. Bud was enchanted with the young-

ster. The boy had blond hair and blue

eyes just like Bud's. In fact, if you
didn't know he was adopted, at your
first sight of the boy you'd swear he was
Bud's own flesh and blood.

The baby was two and a half years

old when he was taken into the Abbott
home. At first Bud couldn't get used

to Junior's baby talk. It seemed like a

strange new language to him, and he
wondered if the kid was putting on an
act. "Gradually, however," he told me,

"I got hep to the fact that baby talk

was natural for him. Now I spout more
baby talk than he does. I'll talk Pig

Latin to him for several minutes and
when he asks what it means, I'll say,

'That's what you used to give me. Don't

you understand your own lingo?'

"I wouldn't take a million dollars for

the kid," Bud told me. "And I'm so

happy about having him that I want to

adopt a little girl about three years old

to play on these grounds with him." (We
were talking at the Hi Neighbor Ranch,
which is what Bud calls his home in

Encino.) "Maybe later on we'll adopt

still more children."

The coming of the boy into their

home has changed the Abbotts' lives tre-

mendously. Formerly, they used to like

a bit of cafe life and they spent a good

deal of time visiting friends, going to
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SEAL-COTE
POLISH PROTECTION

Makes

MANICURES

LAST LONGER
Brush over nails daily

Only 250 and 350

Everywhere

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE

rV- PHOTOGRAPHS
PICK OF THE PIN-UPS

Your favorite stars in latest portrait or

pin-up poses. Make your collection the

envy of your friends.

BEAUTIFUL HI-GLOSS PHOTOS
FREE: with each order, list of photos and

how to join FAN FOTO CLUB.
Send 1 Oc for photo of your favorite star

or $1 for 12 different photos. State sec-

ond choice.

SEAL COMPOSER OF MUSIC WILL CO-OPERATE
WITH LYRIC WRITERS IN SONG PRODUCTION.

FINE PUBLICATION PROPOSITION.
Recordings Made, Copyrights secured. Write Now.

C. Isabel Mayer, Box 3896, Portland 8, Ore.

WHY DON'T YOU WRITE?
Writing short storlea, articles on homemaking. business,
hobbles, fashions, local and club activities, etc., will enable
you to earn extra money. In your own home, on your own
time, the New York Copy Desk Method teaches you how to
write— the way newspaper men learn, by writing. Our unique
"Writing Aptitude Test" tells whether you possess the
fundamental qualities essential to successful writing. You'll
enjoy this test Write for It, without cost or obligation.

NEWSPAPER INSTITUTE OF AMERICA
Suite 558-M.One Park Ave., New York 16, N. Y.

UPSET SKIN
Palmer's SKIN SUCCESS Soap is a special

soap containing the same costly medication
as 104 year proved Palmer's "SKIN SUC-
CESS" Ointment. Whip up the rich cleans-

ing FOAMY MEDICATION with finger tips,

washcloth or brush and allow to remain on
3 minutes. Amazingly quick results come to

many skins, afflicted with pimples, black-
heads, itching of eczema and rashes exter-

nally caused that need the scientific hygiene
action of Palmer's "SKIN SUCCESS" Soap.
For your youth-clear, soft loveliness, give
your skin this luxurious 3 minute foamy
medication-treatment. At toiletry counters
ever>-\s'here 2.")C or from E. T. Browne Drug
Company, 127 'Water Street, New York 5,

New York.

]jai'tios ami lo iiiglit cluh.s. But in tlie

pa.st year tlie Abbotts haven't .set foot in

a single night club or a barroom. They're

at liome all the time.

"I never dreamed," Bud told mo,
"that I could be so contented, spending
all my free time at home. Mrs. Abbott
and I buy all sorts of jigsaw jxizzles

and comic books and toys for the kid

—

but I must confess we get e\'cn more en-

joyment out of them than he does."

Bud chuckled. ''I'll read Donald Duck
comic to Bud, Jr., then read I'lirplc

Circle and Superman to myself. As for

the kid's electric train, well, you know
all those gags about fathers who enjoy

their sons' electric trains. They're true."

So far Bud, Jr., has no idea that he's

adopted. He doesn't remember the first

two years of his life, but assumes that

Bud and Betty Abbott are his father

and mother. When he gets older they'll

tell him the truth, for they realize it

will be better for him to hear it from
them than from the outside ivorld.

Bud is planning the kid's hfe as care-

fully as if Bud, Jr., were his own flesh

and blood. "I'm going to send him to

Yale if Yale will take him and Bud
wants to go," he told me solemnly. "I
want him to have the finest education
any kid ever had—not that I think a
college education is necessarily the best

thing for a kid. My brother and I never
got as far as high school. But my
brother could converse with the best

brains in the country. He was so hu-
man, so grand and so wonderful that

when Lou lost his only son, no one could

comfort him except my brother. My
brother knew just what to say to him.

"I believe in boys getting some of the

hard knocks in life. I think it does
them good. At first we sent Bud, Jr.,

to a private school but I felt that it was
the wrong thing for him. There is too
much supervision in a school of that

type and a boy is a little too sheltered.

So I took him out of that private

school and put him in a public school.

There he gets contacts with all kinds of

children, and through those contacts

will learn how to get along with all

kinds. I want him to rough it a bit.

"I think the greatest kids in the
country are those w^ho do have to rough
it. Have you ever watched the news-
paper kids peddling their papers on the

corners? Watch out for those kids.

They're going to be great. One of them
M-ill probably be President of the United
States some day. It's from boys like that

the great men of the nation come."

^Mien a man has been as wise in rais-

ing his own children as Lou has or as

wise in raising an adopted child as Bud,
we can all be grateful for the fact that

thousands of children are going to have
the privilege of considering Bud and
Lou as their parents by "adoption." For
in the play centers which are going to

be built under their supervision and with

their money, will play the children of the

nation on whom the future destiny of

our country rests.

Editor's Note: As we go to press tlie

board of directors of Abbott and Cos-

tello Youth Foundation voted to rename
the orqanization- The Lou Costello. Jr.

Foundation, as a memorial to Lou's son.

checks

perspiration odor

• ]Made on a face cream hose, Yodora is actually

soothing to normal skins.

• Entirely free from irritating salts. Can be
used immediately after under-ann shaving.

• Its soft, cream consistency stays that way in-

definitely. Never gets stiff or grainy.

• Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.

• In tubes or jars, at 10"*, SOf*, 60C. Yodora costs

less per ounce than other cream deodorants.

• Yes, Yodora is a gentle deodorant. Try Yodora

today—and feel the wonderful diflLrencc!

McKesson & Robbins
Bridgeport, Conn.

Doctor's Speedy

Relief For Sore,

Hot, Aching Feet
Soothing Foot Balm Ever So Comforting

If you can't get your feet oflF your mind
because they ache, pain, burn, smart and
perspire so excessively from exertion and
fatigue—iust do this: Rub them for a few minutes
with soothinK Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm. You wilt
have the quickest, most grateful relief imasinable.
Dr. Scholl's Foot Balm will put you right back on
your feet, so comforted, rested and refreshed, tiiat

you'll marvel. By all means set _
a jar today. Costs but a tririe. W
Lasts a long time. At all Drug,
Shoe, Department Stores and _ , , ,
Toiletry Counters. Mil ^ feir# / A

DrScholk
FOOT BALM
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to Remove

UNWANTED HAIR

The Original

LOTION
DEPILATORY

Works like magic
Easy to use— no waste
Simply dab on—rinse oflF

Actually makes hair re-

moving a pleasure

Attractive bottle— more
convenient than tubes

Economical Z^i and Z5i

Ask at your Drug or Dept.
Store cosmetic counter for

HAIR REMOVING LOTION

STAnS
PHOTOS
10 SUPER GLOSS $1

IZ SHOTS I

New,thriHinq,exciting

photos of your screen

favorites. Lifelike,
alluring. Individually

posed. Complete
assortment.

Cpppi Catalog of over 200 miniature photos absolutely free

r nLL! with each order. {To avoid delay, state 2nd choice.)

THRILLING PIN-UP PHOTOS—12 for $1.00
GLAMOR-TONE PHOTO SERVICE

Dept. H-8. 1233 Sixth Ave., New York 19. N.

UTHFUL
LOVELINESS
Can Be Yours!

THE NEW
SELF TENSOR
METHOD

1
One Dollar
Complete

Raises saggy bust line

. . . Rebuilds tone

. . . Assures poise
No Braces...'No Bras... hio Creams

Satisfaction assured. ..Be convinced

Mail stamp and One Dollar today to

LINDA LEI, Box 2790
HOLLYWOOD 28, CALIF. H-2

Have You a "Clo+hes Personality?"

Continued from page 35

had to gear myself to Miss Hepburn's
tempo, for Katharine is not interested

in her personal wardrobe. Katharine
loves an argument. For instance, if I

say a skirt is too short, she will say it

is too long. If I say it is too long, she

will insist it is too short. Either way,
and regardless of time, she will lock

horns with me and battle it out. A fair

mind, in fact, one of the most brilliant

minds I have ever met, in the fitting

room or out of it, Katharine will always
admit she is wrong, if it is proven to her

satisfaction that she is. We became
good friends, probably because I, too,

will acknowledge a mistake when I make
one. As, on more than one occasion, I

did. For as indifferent as Katharine is

about her personal wardrobe she knows,
instinctively and unerringly, how she

should look for the mood of a scene.

And no one can convince her against

her instincts. And no one should try.

As I learned when, after one of our most
violent arguments a'bout the type of

dress she should wear in a certain

sequence, she bore me off to see the

day's rushes—and she was right and I

was wrong!
"Being this sort of a person, a

'Hepburn dress' always, like Hepburn
herself, moves well. It is never, except

for being belted snugly at the waist, a

tight job. The skirt is free. The sleeves

are loose. The lines are classic. No
drapes. No frills. Few, if any, acces-

sories. Nothing to 'bother.' And how
right this changelessness in clothes can
be, especially for screen stars, was
proven to me when, recently, I saw a

re-issue of the ten year old picture,

'Stage Door,' in which all the girls,

except Hepburn, looked downright com-
ical. Hepburn looked just right. Hep-
burn looked just as she does now. So
much a part of her personality is her

way of dressing that it doesn't change
from year to year; is, forever, of the
moment.
"By way of contrast, Lana Turner

just worships clothes. She once told me,
'I'd simply love to have a new dress and
a new hair-do every time I go out!' She
was pretty sick about wearing all those
uniforms in her last picture and keeps
hoping for a part in which, 'You and T,

Irene,' she said, 'can really go to town!'

"If she is specially enthused about a
dress I am doing for her, she will re-

volve in front of the mirrors, repeating

over and over, in a crooning voice, 'It's

so lovely, Irene, soooo lovely!! And no
matter what we are making for her,"

Irene laughed, "whether an eveping
dress, evening coat, street suit, cocktail

dress, she always wants to wear it out,

then and there, that very evening.

When I venture to suggest that we are

making the clothes for a picture and not
for a date, she'll say, plaintively, 'But
I need it for tonight, Irene, I really need
it.'^

"Lana loves low necklines—and she

should, her neck and shoulders are so

lovely. She likes evening dresses that

startle a bit. And she should.- She
wears them startlingly. On the other

hand, no one looks as well in a suit.

"Except when fittings are in the early

morning, Lana is sheer excitement to

work with. In the mornings, she is

usually sleepy, has a hard time keeping
her eyes open, 'pins' them open with

thumb and forefinger, and is very cute.

Odd that Lana, who lives and loves life

more than any girl I know, also loves

to sleep.

"A 'Turner dress' is an exciting dress.

Daring. And extreme. It fits her beauti-

ful body like a French glove on a

shapely hand. And is apt to be all

white, or all black, in both of which

Michael Kirby introduces his real brrde, Nora McCarthy, to his screen bride in

"Weeltend At The Waldorf," Cora Sue Collins. The child star is now eighteen years old.
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New ll-Minute
Home Shampoo
Washes Hair

Shades Lighter
Safely

Specially made for Blondes
to help keep light hair
from darkening— brighten

faded hair. Called Blondex,

its rich cleansing lather in-

stantly removes the dingy
tlm that makes hair dark,

old-looking. Takes only 1

1

minutes at home. Gives
hair lustrous highlights.

Safe for children. Get
Blondex at 10c, drug and
department stores.

GENUINE
DIAMONDS

These Kings contain Genuine
Diamonds, mounted in solid
lOK .yellow Gold. We o/fer a

10-day trial — satisfaction or
your Money Back! For a lim-
ited time only—$.3.{*5 each or
ihe "Bridal Pair" Only $10.95
plus 20'?(i tax. Send No Money—when your Rin^s arrive, pay
postman. Act Now! Genuine
Diamonds, solid Gold rings.

Gift box free.

VICTORY DIAMOND CO.
Deot. SU-2. Wheelins. W. Va.

BE LOVELY-SAFELY
So that roo'H be oroad to step on your
DETECTO BATHROOM SCALE when
they're B\-aila.b!e aeain--g'et the DE-
TECTO CHARM BOOK with reducing
diets, Brining diet?, exercises, ralorie
charts and weig-ht tables. Send lOc for
mailine and hsndSing to Dept u-2.

DETECTO SCALES, Inc.
ONE MAIN STREET, BROOKITN. N. 1.

SONGPOEMS
WANTED
TsBeSeltoMu*

Publisher? need new songs : Submit one ar more of

A- vour be^t poems for immediate consideration. Any sub-
ject. Sendixjein, PHONOilRAPH RECORDS MADE.
Five Star Music Masters, 605 Beacon Bids., Boston 8, Mass.

AT LAST!!
Autographed photos of Hollywood top
notch movie stars—Alan Ladd, Roulette

Goddard — and many others! Only
25c per photo, or a set of 3 for 50c,
postpaid. Order your set NOW —
KANE FAN MAILING SERVICE
6443 Ben Ave., No. Hollywood. Calif.

FREE••••••

^Beautiful Sample Enlargement absolutelr
free. Send Xo Money: just send this ad vritii
name, address. Special: Two Kacural Tone only
-1f*c ea. Send an>- negative or photo. Canada aiso.
New York Art Service. 2O0 W. 72nd St.. N. Y.

ilAViffl![ii:i>'i

Be An ARTIST!
Trained Artists Are Capable
of Earning S30—$50—S75

A Week
Learn at Home in Your

Spare Time tor a Fascinat-

ing Hobby and Profitable

Peacetime Career !

It's Pii.-aSa!.i ar.a ir-lt-resti r.^ to
study Art Uie W..S..\. waj-. COM-
MERCIAL ART, DESIGNING. CAR-
TOONING all in OKE complete
home study course. Xo previous
\rt experience necessar>-—huridreds
have profited bv our practical meth-
ods since 1914. TWO .VRT OVT-
FITS furnished. Full inforrr.atior:
in FREE BOOKS. ".H-rt for Ple.-j5ure
2nd Profit." Write tod.-iy. State age.
WASHINGTON SCHOOL OP ART

Studio 178P. Ills—ISth St.. N. W.
Washington S. D. C.

Laua i.-^ divine, or one of the vivid or

navy blues she loves.

"A 'Garson dress' is a gracious dress.

For Garson's greatest charm is her
graciousness. Because of that red hair

and white skin. I like her best in black.

But because the glorious red hair i>

natural, she can also wear the violent

colors, reds, Kelly green, purples, tan-

gerine: without the brash, hard look

synthetic red-heads sometimes have
when they venture into strong colors,

"Poor Greer," Irene said, sympatheti-
cally, "she came in here not long ago
and cried about doing costumes pictures,

and nothing else but—I told her I was
going to get up and scream, too, if she

doesn't have a picture in which she can
wear modern clothes, soon. Not suits.

Greer has a curved figure, a very curved
figure, which is not for suits. Nor prints.

Nothing patterned. Nor a doggone thing
by way of jewelry or accessories. Nor
dirndls. (I think it's time for them to

go, too!) Nor, of course, slacks. Which
she doesn't have to be told, being too
womanly and too vdse to want them.
But simple lines, definitely simple, yes.

And done in black. Or in the daring
colors. If ever I have the opportunity,
I am going to make Greer Garson the
best black cocktail dress any girl ever
put on her back. And if ever I do a
modern picture for Greer, I hope, I pray
it will be in Technicolor, for the simple
things I'd have to do for her need
color.

"Except for her constant fear that
things make her 'look fat,' Greer is

charming to work with, easy to work
with—and great fun. She chitter-

chatters aU through a fitting and, ac-

cording to the tj-pe of thing she is being
pinned into, gives us impromptu imi-

tations—if, for instance, we are fitting

a "poor girl's dress,' topped with a tam
o' shanter, she'll bounce about the place,

talking with a Cockney accent. On the
other hand, she takes her clothes, as she
takes everything she does, from training

Chquot and Go-Go, her white poodles,

to research for a 'Madame Curie,'

seriously. Very seriously. For example,
whereas other girls will call me, usually
at the last minute, and say, 'What gown
do I wear for such and such a scene,

Irene.^' Greer knows what go'mi she will

wear, and has known for days or weeks.
For she has plaimed and considered,

made up her mind and changed it half

a dozen times before she can feel certain

she has made the right decision. When
we were doing her clothes for 'The
^ alley Of Decision,' she'd say, 'Let's

tone this dress down a bit, Irene, make
it look poorer.' The next day, 'I've

changed my mind, Irene, I think we
should key the dress up, make it pretty.'

Or she'll worrj', 'In the funeral scene,

do you think we should dramatize the
dress a little, or make it more drab?'

She doesn't take anything lightly, Greer
doesn't. Which is part of her gracious-

ness. since true graciousness gives time
and thought and painstaking effort and
consideration to people, to jobs, to the

whole fabric of living wliich includes, if

I may say so, clothes!

'"A "Dietrich dress' is, definitely, a

glamor dress, or else— ! Dietrich is good
to fit, absorbing to work with—if vou

MY DonJuan

^ Lipstick
STAYS ON!''

w Says

^ Paula Stone
FAMOUS ON SCREEN,

STAGE AND RADIO

"My lips Stay lovely

hours longer without

retouching... That's why
Don Juan is tops with me.

See wliat they do

for your lips

1. DON JUAN STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss, if used as di-

rected. No greasy, smeary effect.

2. LIPS STAY LOVELY without

frequent retouching. Tr>' today.

3. NOT DRYING or SMEARY.Im-
parts appealing glamour look.

Creamy smooth—easily applied.

4. STYLE SHADES.Trj Raspberr)',

rich, glowing, or Number 5,

medium red, flattering, youthful look-

ing. Other shades, top.

De luxe size $1. Refills 60c. Janior size 2Sc.

Tax extra. Matching powder, rooge & caka
make-op. Trial sizes at 10c stores. In Canada also.

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR LIPSTICK

14

Kt.mmm
SOLID
GOLD

FREE

20^ TAX
INCLUDED

14KT. SOLID GOLD
WEDDING RING

A gift of lasting memory, genuine diamond in 14Kt.
solid gold ring, and engraved solid gold wedding ring,
for lifetime satisfaction. An honest $22,50 value.
Specify size. Send money order or pay postman on
arrival. Wear rings 1 week on ninney-itack guarantee.
We pay tajtes and mailing charges. Orier today.

LOMO NOVELTY COMPANY
DepL VS-1, U West Forty-Second, New York 18, N. Y.

MANY NEVER
SUSPECT CAUSE
OF BACKACHES

This Old Treatment Often
Brings Happy Relief

Many sufferers relieve nacging backache quicklv;

once they discover that the real cause of their troublo

may be tired kidnej-s.

The kidiie>-3 are Nature's chief way of taking the
excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
WTien disorder of kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energj', getting up nights, swelling, puffinesa

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or

scanty passages with smarting and burning sonjc-

times shows there is something wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

,

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan 8 ItUs,

used successfuHv by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy reUef and will help the 15 miles of Iddncy

tubes flush cut poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doau's PiUs.
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Sometimes beauty can be very

cooperative — as in this smart

new Flip-It cigarette case by

Barr. A slight press of the thumb

— flip! — and your cigarettes,

round and unrumpled, are pre-

sented to your waiting fingers. In

sterling, gold-plate or silver-plate

— *soon at your favorite store.

FROM THE FAMILY OF

War work is taking our full tiine
today. Buy war bonds now—your
Flip-It case and other Barr gifts later.

ANUFACTUBING CORPOBATION

Money Back
If Blackheads
Don't Disappear

Get a jar of Golden Peacock Bleach Creme this evening
—use as directed before going to bed—look for big im-
provement in the morning. In a few days surface blem-
ishes, rauddiness, freckles, even pimples of outward
origin should be gone. A clearer, fairer, smoother looking
ckin. Sold on money back guarantee at all drug toiletry

counters. 30 million jars aheady used. Ask for Imperial
Bize, or write for a generous Free Sample to Goldea
Peacock Co., Inc., Paris, Tennessee.

STAMMER?
This new 128-page book, "Stammerinpr. Its Cause
and Conection," describes the Bogue Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammei infr and stut-
tering. Successful for 44 years. Benj. N. Bogue,

,

Dept. 3269, Circle Tower, Indianapolis 4, Ind.

AI£1V.' 2.Second Method
For Underarm
Perspiration

pf^o!tc^% YOU i-7 days*

It's an utterly different way to treat
perspiration problems! So quick
and easy—just pat underarms once
with tiny, perfumed pad—that's
all! Instantly, perspiration is con-
trolled; underarm odor prevented
—and protection lasts up to 7 days*
depending on you and the weather.
Kinder to clothes, too—just follow
direaions and it's safe for even
delicate silks and rayons.

Economical-35 Pads in Jar.

At your drug or department

store. 55(i

5 DAY
UNDERARM PADS

last out! For Dietrich wears herself out
before a picture starts and those who
work with her on clothes end by com-
mitting hari-kari on a paper of pins!

"If Dietrich has, let's say, six changes
of costume in a picture it takes, roughly
speaking, four months to make them.
Such passion for detail and such vitality

I have never known in my life. Some
time ago, before I had left Bullock's Wil-
shire to come to MGM, Dietrich called

me to say she wanted, must have, please

would I do her a beaded dress for a
New Year's Eve party, which was only
a few days off. Being Dietrich who does
the impossible for others, one does the
impossible for her. Accordingly, I ar-

ranged with her to be in the shop at 8:30
in the morning. She was in the shop at
8:30 in the morning, on the tick—and
stood all day loncj while we created the
dress on her, bead by bead. At 8:30 that
night, she sent her chauffeur home for

her make-up and for something to eat,

put on the dress and went to the party!
"For her personal use, as well as for

the screen, Dietrich likes man-tailored
suits, with very broad shoulders and a
tie, or glamorous, very glamorous eve-
ning gowns—and nothing 'in between.'

" 'I never want a "good dress," Diet-
rich once told me, 'I want an exciting

dress. I want a dress that will be stared

at, envied, talked about. If it is not
talked about, on me it is not good. I

will not be de-glamorized! The fans,' she
added with her sultry and stirring laugh,
'do not want to think of Dietrich over
a hot stove!'

"While I was working on the sketches

for Hedy Lamarr's clothes for 'Her
Highness And The Bellboy,' it struck me
that a 'Lamarr dress' is an old-world
dress. A dress with touches of the

medieval, the pre-Raphaelite, the richly

antique. The idea came to me, not only
because Hedy plays, in this picture, a
princess from an imaginary kingdom, but
also because she was, at the time, ex-

pecting her baby and as I was wonder-
ing how I was going to make Hedy look
like Hedy, it occurred to me that old-

world clothes, with their stiff and sump-
tuous fabrics and skirts hung from the
waist, would not only solve my problem
beautifully but v/ould, also, suit Hedy
perfectly. (For the sequences laid in

New York, I gave her housecoats, taf-

fetas, brocades, velvets.) Furthermore,
old-world clothes would intrigue her.

The main difficulty in dressing Hedy is

that she hates it so. There is the most
beautiful head anyone ever wore on a
neck, but -— perhaps because she is so

beautiful, she has never had to bother

—

she doesn't, she actually does not care

how she looks. You could sit with Hedy
the day through and never once catch
her looking at herself in a mirror, or

using a compact or a lipstick.

"Hedy, on the screen and off, could be
sensational in clothes if she just 'felt' for

them. She doesn't. 'Can't we take it off

now?' or 'Do we have to fit that again?'

is the burden of her plaint in the fitting

room. In fact, we made most of her

clothes for 'Her Highness And The Bell-

boy' by using one of the girls on the lot

as the lay figure since Hedy, the little

minx, used her pregnancy as, wouldn't
you just know it, an unanswerable

argument against standing for fittings:

"But if there is any type of clothes in

which she is interested, it is in period
things, costumes, motley for the masque
and so on. There is so much of the child

in Hedy that 'costumes' give her the
sense of 'dressing up' and make-believe.
It was at her suggestion, she told me,
that 'Experiment Perilous' was set back
a quarter of a century and dressed ac-

cordingly.

"Off the screen, if Hedy does not wear
slacks, which she usually does and, I
must admit, although reluctantly, very
well, too, she wears peasant dresses,

peasant blouses, gay dirndls and vivid

bandanas tied around her stone black
hair. The only jewelry she likes is pearls.

'Because they look so clean,' she says.

"An Esther WUliams dress is an 'out-

doors dress.' For Esther is the athletic

type and isn't really good in anything
that isn't tailored to the epic measure-
ments of sea and wind and open skies.

A large girl, superbly built, I always do
slim suits for her. And slim evening
gowns, also tailored. So tailored, in fact,

that if she took a fancy to cut the skirts

off short, she- could wear them as sports

dresses. And none of the suits, either for

daytime or evening, have the built-out

shoulders which, to my relief, since I

loathe them, went out three years ago.

"Since Esther is feminine as well as

vigorous, I make her suits of soft mate-
rials, for the feminine thing is implicit in

the material—also in such detail as se-

quins of green, scarlet, blue and gold on
plain black or white crepe dinner and
cocktail dresses.

"The younger girls have not, for the

most part, of course, found their 'clothes

personalities' as yet. These, like the

more arduous and important task of find-

ing themselves, must develop as the girls

develop.

"Kathryn Grayson, whom we consider,

in spite of her marriage, one of our very
young stars, would love to be 'sirenish.'

Naturally. All youngsters would. I did

Judy Garland's first really sophisticated

dress, she was so thrilled she nearly

ruined it by crying large, joyous tears all

over it. But Kathryn isn't ready for

sophistication yet. And, poor child,

doesn't get it. Instead, I give her simply
tailored suits, one-piece dresses and eve-

ning dresses with very full skirts. Eve-
ning dresses which, like her other things,

and to her despair, are 'school-girlish.'

"June Allyson, who declares, vehe-

mently, that she would give her life 'to

look like Lauren Bacall,' is also in our
little girl group and wUl remain, until

the 'moving finger writes' more lines on
her life and on her face, in the plain,

classic suits and dresses all well-dressed

young things wear.

"I never," Irene laughed, "make the

smug and fatal error of telling the young-
sters to look their vintage. Since it is

true that the only people who do not

.

appreciate youth are the young, I pin

my lips together and, over their pouts
and peeves and protests, pin on them the

things appropriate to their age, and not
a day older.

"They'll mature soon enough. Their
pliant personalities will take form and
shape. .And so will their lives. And their

careers. And their clothes."
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Why Be SKINNY?
When You, Too, May

GAIN WEIGHT
and Perhaps Have Those Full

Clamorous Curves Men Admire
Are you thin, gawky, underweight due to
lack of sufficient vtLimins? Don't be! Let
added weight help to round out your ciii-ves

as Nature Intended them to be. Men admiie
well developed, beautifully moulded women.
P3or appetite and lack of necessary vita-
mins probably cause many underweight con-
ditions. You may eat three meals a day, yet
be vitamin and mineral starved. BEAUTV-
FORM-TABS contain Vitamins A. Bl, C, D.
an<i G (B2) plus calcium pantothenate, phos-
phorus, and Iron—which may be the vitamin
and mineral supplement you need for that
improved appetite and added weight that
often means added curves on your figure.
A well developed, shapely, normal figure
attracts. Inspires, and often leads to love
and romance. Use the BEAUTY FORM-
METHOD to help you gain normal weight,
thereby often transforming your figure into

31'able rounded curves.
with every order: Special Bro-
chure on HOW TO IMPROVE
the appearance of your CHEST

and FIGURE.
Order the BEAUTY FORM-METHOD today.
Only $2.00. postpaid if remittance accom-
panies order, or C.O.D. plus postage. Try
it for 10 days at our risk. You must be

satisfied or we guarantee to refund your money.

BEAUTY AIDS
89 Flatbush Ave., Dept. 8-ACM, Brooklyn 17,N.Y.

"Face Beauty Is In Your Hands"

Your friends will all notice tlie differ-

ence and you'll look 10 years younger

when you discover how easy PACE
MOULDING is.

If there is not a FACE MOULDING
STUDIO in your community write for full

particulars about our home course. . . ,

FACE MOULDING

FREE

Dep't E, P. O. Box 341

,

Houston 1, Texas

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS

!

HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS

!

Write for safe, correct procedure !

SONG SERVICE
333 W. S6th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS
Actual photographs sijecially posed by your
favorite stars. INTROnuCTORY OFFER—16 reg-
ular high gloss photos only $1. Latest releases
guaranteed. Catalog ninilofl free with each order.

a ALSO THRILLING PIN-UP PHOTOS 16 FOR $1.
FINE ARTS FILM CO.

P.O. Box 2084 San Antonio 6, Tex.

Stays on for days. Po

tively harmless. Not o
' dye. Block ond Brown—
25c at Toilet Goods
Counters throughout
America.

VOGUE PRODUCTS 1121 Saword St., Hollywood 38, Calif.

WATERPROOF
EYELASH MAKEUP
Smudge Proof

Tear Proof Bath Proof

fosy fo Apply

GENUINE DIAMOND RINGS $3.95
Beautiful sparkling diamonds set in lOK solid
yellow gold rings. Latest design. Diamond
solitaire engagement ring $3.95. 3 diamond
wedding ring $3.95. Both $7.4 5. Gift box
free. Pay postman plus 20'~c tax and postage.
Send name, ring size. Refund if not delighted.

NATIONAL JEWELRY CO.
P.O. Box 208* San Antonio 6. Tex.

YOU WILL ENCHANT WmwOA

EXOTIC CHARMS
PERFUME

A ROMANTIC PERFUME
with

SOPHISTICATED Charm
TRY IT NOW with Our

MONEY-BACK Guarantee

Just one drop of this compelling, tantalizing fragrance
endures for hours, adding a new distinctive charm to

your personality. FREE PERSONAL DIRECTKINS
INCLUDED. Why not try it? Merely send us your
name and address, and you receive by return mail, in

plain wrapper, a FULL SIZE BOTTLE of this en-
chanting perfume. Pay postman $1 plus C.O.D. charges
on delivery. Or send tis only $1 and you receive it

postpaid. (One BOTTLE FREE if 2 are ordered.)

EDINE CO. Dept. HG-1
Box 105, Lefferts Sta., Brooklyn 25, N. Y.

Lady Luck to Glenn Ford

Continued from page 36

ually you got around to talkin;;- iibont

your ideal oirl. You .said you kind of

hoped she wouldn't (h'ink or .smoke.

Maybe slie'd like a lioine. Mayl)e a

few kid.s. You wanted her to be nice.

And real. Maybe she'd be gay, fun-

loving, make up a bit for some of those

sombre moments, tliose silent serious

moments you wished you could throw
off.

Pat knew just the girl. Name? El-

eanor Powell. Pat told Eleanor' about
you. Out on a b9nd cavalcade, Pat
kept bringing up your name. Sunday
has always been your favorite day. Sleep

late, let your beard grow, coffee in

front of the fire, favorite radio shows.
That was the day you and Eleanor met.

Somehow you knew it was going to hai)-

pen, as you dressed to go to Pat's house
for dinner.

October 23, 1943. Your wedding day.

Eleanor seemed to glisten, standing

there all in white. You were in your
Marine dress blues—tall, handsome,
singing inside. What a trip it had been
up from the base! A late start. Flat

tire. Just barely time to make it. The
photographers were there. The press

waiting too. You didn't forget the peo-

])le who had helped you when you
needed help. There was music, sort of

incidental music being played before the

ceremony. Suddenly the sweet strains

of "Sweet Leilani," the piece both you
and Ellie loved best. You wondered if

she could hear it upstairs where she

was getting dressed.

That ten day furlough. The St. Fran-
cis Hotel in San Francisco. Harry Owen
and his Royal Hawaiians dedicating

'"Sweet Leilani." Very sweet indeed.

All too soon your honeymoon was over.

Ellie went back to Hollywood. You I'e-

turned to the serious business of serv-

Reward for radio horseplay? Lum and
Abner receive silver - mounted bridles

from American Broadcasting Company
on their 14th anniversary on the air.

Endorsed by

John Robert Poweri

in fine rayons

^bout $1.79
at better itorei

' Louis Herman & Co.

creators of
MOVIE STAR SLIPS

Dept. H
159 Madison Ave.. N.Y. 16. N.Y.

n^^vv^A^^ EARN EXTRA CASH
Cash in on money-making- ideal Ea.^y to get|
orders from friends, neighbors, others. New-
est, most exclusive Christmas Cards sell fast .

and pay you quick daily earning-s. Extra money J

for you with larg-e variety of assortments—

I

Christmas, Religious. Gift Wraps, etc., SI. 00
each. Up to 100% profit. No experience needed
Get samples on approval. Write today. Address^

FRIENDSHIP STUDIOS, 819 Adams, ELMIRArN.Y,

COLOR YOUR HAIR„TH^„
Shampoo and color your hair at the same]
time with SHAMPO-KOLOR, ciuickly. eas-
ily, yourself, at home. Any shade, close tol
tcalp. Ko dyed look. Will not rub off. Permits perm. ware.
Ko experience needed. Cautiou: Use onlvas directed on labeL
freeBoolcVallignyProd. Inc.Dpt. lO-B 254W.3ISt.,N.Y.

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC

Free Examination. Send Your Poems To

J. CHAS. McNEIL
A. B. MASTER OF MUSIC

510-V So. Alexandria Los Angeles 5, Calif.

MOVIE STARS

PHOTOS
12 FOR ONLY $|00'

Specially posed glamour portraits of

your Hollywood favorites. Latest shots.

High gloss gives lifelike appearance.

FPPFI '-'3**^'o9 of over 250 minia-
' ture photos including 16
pages of "Pin-Up Paradise" sent free
with every order

(To ovoid delay, state 2nd choicej

Exciting PIN-UP PHOTOS— 12 for $1

GLORIA
DeHAVEN
MGM Star

ALPHA PHOTO SERVICE 'fv^o^r"
Dept. R-8 1235 Sixth Av

New York 19, N. Y.
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Bathe in pleasure—with Tre-Jur

Bubble Foam. A tubful of its hght,

luxurious bubbles sends your spirits

shimmering! Tre-Jur Bubble Foam is

pure, fine . . . triple-scented with

lovely Gardenia, Apple Blossom,

Carnation, Blue Pine

TRE-JUR
\BR(/SH

GRAY
HAIR

...AND LOOK
lO YEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easily tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing sliades—from ligtitest

blonde to darkest black. Brownatone and a small brush
does it—or your money back. Used for 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men, too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent is

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving o( hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-
tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

60c and SI.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
in a money-back guarantee. Get BROWNATONE todas.

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
IN COLOR

If beauty thrills you
you will be fascinated
bv these photos of your
favorite MOVIE STARS,
in beautiful LIFELIKE
COLORS. These gor-
geous photos are SxlO
and are ready to frame,
put in scrap book or in

Lauren BacaU your movie album.
JOAN CRAWFORD — FRANK SINATRA — LAUREN
BACALL—WILLIAM POWELL—VAN JOHNSON-
JUNE ALLYSON — GLORIA DE HAVEN — LANA
TURNER — SONJA HENIE — LORETTA YOUNG-
ALAN LADD—BETTY GRABLE—ROY ROGERS-
ALICE FAYE — PAULETTE GODDARD — BETTY

HUTTON.
These photos are printed on heavy coated
paper, size 8x10, in FULL COLORS, are
priced as low as ten cents each, or your
choice of any eight listed above for fifty
cents entire set of 16 only .«:i.OO. DON'T
WAIT. Mail your order NOW.

212 East 14th St, Dept. D-8,

New York 3, N. Y.IRVING KLAW

ing Uncle Sam. Like so many other
guys, you were doing a fine job. But
you were lonesome for the one you loved.

Then one day that excited phone call.

You thought you'd never get through to

her.

"Ellie—Ellie, I've found a little three

room place," you told her. "It's in La
Jolla, kind of like a guest house. It's

right by the ocean—water just outside

the door."

Those wonderful weekends—wonder-
ful when you'd rate a 48 hour pass. Ellie

did the cooking. You set the table.

Sometimes you sat there for hours, the

candles burning themselves out. You
wanted to talk but you couldn't talk.

Just silence—Elbe's precious presence
—^you two watching the sea. Then again

the words gushed out in torrents, things

you had been trying to say. About those

first seven weeks in boot camp. No one
knew you were an actor. And you were

glad. Gave you a chance to make good
on your own. Gave you a chance to

prove an actor can be as regular as

the next fellow—if the guys will just

be fair.

Then Tyrone Power came to see you.

But it was all right. Ty was in. So
were you. Platoon Sergeant Murphy!
Red-headed, hard-boiled, lovable Irish

Murphy. That Honor Medal for being—"the best blanket.y-blank Marine in

Platoon 259." Sergeant Murphy said so.

Said they didn't play favorites in the

Marine Corps. (As if you didn't know!)
At first he hadn't liked you. Didn't

know you, but because you were an
actor, made up his mind you were no
damn good. How wrong he was and
he told you so—in front of the whole pla-

toon. His words kept ringing in your ears.

Commanding Officer Col. Cox pinning

on that medal. Congratulating you for

having the most outstanding qualifica-

tions of any man in your platoon. (Ty
Power received the same medal, too.)

The medal taken back after the cere-

mony, which at first made you feel kind

of funny. An official certificate replac-

ing it, an old Marine custom. Then
there was that moment you had dreaded.

That moment when they ran "Destroy-

er." What a ribbing those leathernecks

gave you when you walked out on the

screen in sailor's uniform! You were
slowly dying inside. But you grinned

and took it. They liked you even better

for it.

That full page picture of you in the

Sunday supplement. Your favorite day.

At that moment not your favorite day!

They tacked the picture over your bunk.

Two guns drawn movie style. Evelyn
Keyes, fragile and frightened, swoon-

ing in your arms. "Get a load of two-

gun Ford," they roared at you. More
roaring when you tore the picture down
and ground it beneath your foot. You
kept grinning while you did it.

A guy who got more than two letters

a day had to run the belt line! Sixty

guys—thirty guys on each side standing

five feet apart. Belt drawn. Another
old Marine custom! Those special blue

envelopes Ellie always used. Standing

out like sore thumbs. Even the guys
got to know 'em. One—two—three

—

sometimes as many as ten letters a day.

You'd see 'em long before they got to

'em—long before they called out your
name. Down the belt line you'd go,

Ellie's blue envelopes clutched tightly

in a fist. One good whack deserved an-
other. And how the Marines had landed!
The recurrence of that old stomach

injury back in 1938. Lying there in the
hospital again there was time to think.

Thoughts of all you had learned about
your fellow man. New values for old.

You told Ellie all about it when she
came to see you.

"I've really learned to stand on my
own two feet," you said. "It's funny,
but when you're stripped down to the
very bare essentials, you see a lot of

things dift'erently. You learn to detect a

phony a mile off. It's the greatest ex-

perience to sit in an audience with a

bunch of G.I.'s. They recognize phoni-
ness because they know. You can't get

away with anything with those guys.

They are the great cross section and
they can't be kidded.

"I literally prayed that most of the

pictures I'd made wouldn't be shown
there. Some of the things I thought
were pretty good, I now knew were
awful. A sad awakening but an im-

portant one. I came off pretty good in

'Destroyer,' except for my sailor's cos-

tume. And, of course, those love scenes!

The movies have never heard sound
effects until they've witnessed a love

scene in a Marine camp!"
December 7, 1944—the day of your

honorable discharge. Strangely enough,
it wasn't the way you had planned it.

Down deep inside you felt lost. Like
the day you went in. Of course there

was Ellie waiting. Happy, anxious Ellie.

And Christmas. In February your son

would be along. Yes. you knew it was
going to be a boy. But you pretended
it didn't make any difference. Now you
were no longer a cog in a big wheel,

something you had always dreaded to

be. You were no longer part of a big

machine, one of sixty guys who had
worked and sweated and grown— to-

gether. You managed to tell Ellie how
you felt because you wanted her to un-

derstand. That first night back, dining

with Ellie at the Beachcombers, you
said: "I have ceased to be impressed by
myself as a person and an actor. I've

been around guys who are impressed by
naturalness. I've got to struggle to re-

main like them. That's why I turned

down officer's training."

It was true. You had turned it down
because you felt more like an enlisted

man than an officer. The only way
you could ever feel. Those guys thought

you were doing a wonderful thing. A
man just doesn't turn dowii OCS if he
gets a crack at it. You were behaving

"just like one of us," is the way they

put it. Wasn't that the way it was sup-

posed to be? That's the way you fig-

ured it.

There followed a long period of wait-

ing. Sometimes you wondered. About
your career. About a lot of things. Was
there going to be a place for you on the

screen.'' From 161 lbs. when you went
in, you now weighed 175. You'd have

to make some money fast. Needed all

new clothes—nothing fit any more. How
strange those civvies felt at first. Al-

ways careful to hang them up in place,
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QUICK RELIEF
FOR

You Can Be Free From Unsightly

PIMPLES
Skin Blemishes or Acne

IN LESS THAN DAYS!
Amazing new formula taken from
doctor's prescription. No greasy
creams, smelly salves, harsh lotions

or tiresome treatments. Write for

FREE BOOKLET that tells how you
can quickly, easily enjoy new skin
health and beauty. Send no money!
Just mail name and address to Dept.
S-6, Wilmot Laboratories, Inc., 234

State St., Detroit 26, Mich.

PIN-UP eiRLS
The kind men like! (pocket size).

20 assorted PIN-UPS sent for $1.

Shipped prepaid in plain wrapper.
No C. 0. D.'s. Send cash or money
order. No stamps^

N u D K I

~
Dept. PA-315

Box 126, G.P.O.,
N.Y.C.. I

POEMS WANTED
To be set to music. Send your song poem
today for free examination by our staff
headed by nationally famous hit composer
of "Dream a Little Dream of Me." Our new
6 step plan is most liberal and complete
ever offered. Write today for free booklet.

SCREEXLAND RECORDERS
Dept. S Hollywood 28, California

i4k.G0LDIPLATIED

BIRTHSTONE RING

: Hn^^^UUrax

Select Your Very Own
Simulated Birthstone
January - Garnet
February
March -

April - .

May - -

June -

July - -

AuKust
Septembe
Octobi

thyst
Aquamarine
White Sapphire
Green Spinel
Alexandrite
Ruby
Peridot
Sapphire
Rozircon

November-Gold 'n Sapphire
December - Zircon

Sweetheart Design!
BEAUTIFUL Heart
SHAPED STONE
LADIES I Wear this
lovely ring set with your very own
Simulated Birthstone. Genuinel4k.
Gold Plated Shank in smart, new.
beautiful desiern is adjustable - will fit

any size finder. Satisfaction Ruaranteed
or money back. Act Now! War condi-
tions maymakeit impossibletoduplicate
this sensational offer for years to come.

SEND NO MONEY!
.lust nameand month you were born. Pay
postman only 98c plus Tax and postatro
for 1 ring or $1.(19 plus Tax tor 2 riniTS.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
500 NORTH DEARBORN STREET
DEPT.20. CHICAGO 10. ILL.

CHRISTMAS CARDS
/ Make big profits. Show amaz
ing Personal Christmas Cards
to friends, others. At 25 for $1

with customer's name imprinted
they sell fast. No experience is

needed. Send for FREE Personal .

Samples, details Special Offer on Ugnie
Christmas Card Box.Assortments,
also Personal Stationery. Write to

SOUTHERN GREETING CARD COMPANY
McCall Bids., Dept. cl-29, Memphis 3, Tenn.

25
With §

FOR

Samples^

CASH FOR 'i

HUMAN HAIIl
QUICK CASH for human hair. Mail your hair
to us. We'll make you a definite offer. If you

S accept we Send check. If not we return
your hair intact. Highest prices paid.

hurOn Transformations
Dept. H 12 EAST 22nd STREET. N. Y. 10
- For many years manufacturers of

]^ Wigs, Toupees, and other hair pieces

Don't Let Excessive
Drinking
Ruin Your
LIFE!

1*

LEARN THE TRUTH

ABOUT ALCOHOLISM!
Why dunk your glamour in alcohol - be only
half alive -lose love, health, success and hap-
piness.' After years of drunken misery I found
out how to break the whiskey spell. Get the
answer to your problem — write me today!

W. L. NEWTON, Dept. HS-8, Box 861, Hollywood, Calif.

too. Not like it iLsed to he vviicn you
to.ssed them careie.ssly over a eliair. In
the Marines yon didn't do it tliat way.
Laundry took three week.s now l)efore

you fiot it back. Lucky you were trained

to wa.sii out your own things.

Now your hair was growinji out. Get-
ting a little used to it, wearing it long-

er again. Memories of dehydraled milk
made that fresh milk seeiri awfully good.

No food left on your plate eitlier. Not
even gristle. Nice warm soai)y water
for shaving, not tiie cold kind from the

sea. Funny thing, you'd tell yourself,

how precious hot water can he. How
precious a lot of things can be—when
a guy takes time out to be grateful.

February 5. 1945, Peter Newton Ford
was born. Ellie picked the first name.
The second was after your father. What
a fine healthy son! How proud you
were. Of him and Ellie. Darned if you
could put it into words. But you showed
it in your eyes. Your happiness was al-

most complete—just almost, because you
knew Susan Peters was in the same hos-

pital. Lovely Susan Peters, victim of

a freak hunting accident. You felt al-

most as if you didn't have the right.

You wished there was something you
could do for Susan. And her husband,
Dick Quine.

That day you lunched in the Warner
Bros. Green Room. You met Bette
Davis. "Get a load of what's happen-
ing to the Buck Sergeant," you kept
whispering to yourself. You felt Bette
looking at you. Your amazed ears heard
her saying: "We're desperate for a lead-

ing man. I'll be frank with you. I've

never seen you on the screen. But you're

perfect for the part. Now if you just

won't look too young playing my hus-

band—we d like to make a test—that is,

if you wouldn't mind making one."

Wouldn't inind making one! What a
week followed! Your test turned out per-

fect. Bette Davis, her director, Curtis

Bernhardt, everyone — was terribly

pleased. Everyone but the front office.

An actor already under contract, they
wanted for the part. Why borrow a

man from another lot? Of course you
understood. But you also still wanted
it. Anxious days while Bette tested with
the other actor. Only fair to give him
his chance. That awful endless wait-

ing. Slipping into the hospital after vis-

iting hours to see Peter Newton. White-
lying to the nurse—you were leaving at

dawn on location. Could you just hold

your son for a second?

Finally, that phone call. Studio op-

position wiped out. Bette Davis fighting

for you all the way. A new contract as

direct result. More money. A better

deal. Greater Importance for you at your
own studio, where they once took you
for granted. Thanks to Bette Davis.

You'd do the job well. You didn't tell

her so. But she knew it. And you have.

Just like you've done everything else

well. Because you have heart and feel-

ing. Because you have learned to share

what the other fellow is feeling. Be-
cause you are Glenn Ford. A whole
new life is waiting. There's Peter New-
ton. And Ellie. There's Bette Davis and
countless others who believe in .you, too.

Most important of all. there's you—you
who have leai'ned to believe in vourself.

PXI'KKIKNCED Moilw rs know
J-' thai siiiiiiiier tcclliiii^ mii^l iiol

Ik- Irillcd willi— thai siiiiiiiicr iip-

.-•Is (Jim- l(> to-lliiii^ iiiav serioiihly

interfere willi liaby's progros.

Kelieve your IJahy's leelliiii<»

pains ihis siiinnier l>y riihbing on
Or. Hand's Teelhiiif; Lotion— the
a<-tiiui prescription of a faniors
Bahy Specialist. It is eifective aii<l

economicaK and has l)ceii used
and recommended Ity millions of
Mothers. \ our druggist lias it.

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub it on the gums

SONGWRITERS
Investigate before you invest! Have your poem. nielo<ly or
coinialcted song analyzed by an expert before you have
expensive arrangements made. Material returned with
analysis. $5.00 per sonfj. I do not promote songs or
write melodies. Find out if your .soncr is conimercially
good before you put any money into it. Further Informa-
tion upon request.

R. F. Kraft. 1612 Orrtngton, Evanston, III.

In 7 Short Weeks...

new loveliness

new confidence

in your charm!
Worried about your beauty and
figure problems.-' Let the Powers
Home Course teach you the per-
sonalized beaucy secrets that
have given figure-pertectiun and
loveliness to thousands ot "aver-
age" girls . . . made them "Powers
Girls", the world's most envied
women!

Easy, daily "lessons" for 7
weeks, in figure control, make-
up and glooming. The cost.-'

Amazingly little!

Real "POWERS GIRL"

training— right at home

Before Diane Parker of New
York began her Powers Course:

"I telt dull, listless— I was so

underweight." Now see her allur-

ing, new "model" figure (right):

Clip the Coupon NOW
Write John Robert Powers today
for /ree confidential question-
naire, illustrated bookiet and
details of Powers training.

John Robert Powers Home Courier
24"' ParkAve., Suite H445,New York 17, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I'm really interested.
Please send me details of youx Home Course.

Name
(I'UiASE PRINT)

Street

City
& Zone-

Occupation- A..-C
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PHOTOS OF YOUR CTADC
FAVORITE 3 I AKO

Simply super! Newest poses! Just

list your favorites and second
choices. Minimum order. 20c.

"cSUr lOe
12 FOR $1.00

Maria Monfei
Un'ivenal Star

DE LUXE PHOTO SERVICE Depf.M-64

Box 953 Church Sf. Annex. N. Y. 8. N. Y.

SONG POEMS w
We want song poems and lyrics on all
subjects.We offer the services of a noted
Hollywood Motion Picture composer
and arranger. Send your poem today
for consideration and our liberal offer.

HOLLYWOOD MELODIES
p. O. Box 2168E Hollywood 28, Calif.

N
T
E
D

IEEEESSES
Late styles, all sizes Cleaned, pressed,
just slightly used, $5 each when new.
All sizes up to 36 Sizes 38 to 46 are 5
for $3.25. Send 50c deposit, balance
C'.O.D. Plus Postage. Satisfaction guar-
anteed! S'end for FREE CATALOG—
shoes, hats, suits, army clothes, etc.

EUNICE MAIL ORDER HOUSE
197 Division St., Dept. SU-3, N.Y.C.

Finest
Selection of

Photos of Movie
Stars — Pin-Up

i

Gals. Scenes from all

recent films. Free—Star I

and Pin-Up folder with each order. Prompt
Delivery from the world's Foremost movie

pfioto concern. Your first order will convince
you. 5 for $1.-28 for $5.00 postpaid. Send
M. O. or U. S. 3c stamps. Address Dept. 629

BRAM STUDIO ?0BW.44H.STNEW YORK 18, N.Y

SONG POEMS WANTED

I

Any Subject I
For musical settings. Act NOW! New songs I
needed. Send poems (or music) for free I
o.iamination and melody test offer. |

Art Melody Studios °T..",t

BOW-LEGGED?
Send for my Book Corrertive Exercises. Can be done
Anywiiere. Any Time. No Embarrassment. Price. $1.00.

T. BROWN. B. Science. P. 0. Box 12. New York 61, N.Y.

T R V I PsI G TO

REDUCE?
Thousands prefer double action
CRYSTA-JELL to aid their reduc-
ing regimes. The "right" combina-
tion is the reason why. 1 : It pro-
vide.'? extra-bulk to fill stomach
space without extra calories; 2: It
speeds elimination of food residues
. . . relieving a frequent cause of
that ugly gas-bulged WAISTLINE
BLOAT . . . that can make you
"clothes tight" and seem fatter
than you really are. . . . Try the
wonderful eflrcacy of Crysta-Jell
and see if it isn't just what you
always wanted and needed. Cau-
tion, use only as directed. Take it

in liquids before meals. No thyroid
or drastic drugs. .$1.50, ,$2 and

•?2..'j0 economy sizes. Plain wrapper! Money
back guarantee of satisfaction.

CRYSTA-JELL CO. (Dept.s-8)
Box 21, Linwood Sta., Detroit 6, Mich.

Fans' Forum

Continued from page 14

ful if I could have Tom Drake's picture up
there, too ! Golly, I surely hope he hears my
plea and obliges.

MISS BOBBY MARTIN, Van Buren, Me.

So "to put it charitably 'The Desert Song'
was hardly a sensation!" This according to

S. R. Mook in his story, "Morgan In De-
mand."

I do not claim to be a movie critic but I

attend as many of the good movies as any-
one and in my estimation "The Desert
Song" was wonderful.

It is difficult for me to go to the theater.

I am an invalid and must be taken in a
wheelchair. Despite this I went twice to see

"The Desert Song"

!

The story, the setting, the coloring, the
humor, the music, Dennis Morgan's voice,

and Dennis Morgan made the picture a sen-

sation.

To say the picture was hardly a sensa-
tion was not charitable ! It was an exciting,

interesting picture that patrons will not soon
forget, and that's what sensation means.
Look it up in the dictionary and agree with
me : "The Desert Song" was a sensation 1

DE VONNE SCHULTZ, Luana, Iowa

Open Letter To Producers

:

I have been chosen by a group of my
friends to write this open letter to you. In
the past you have given birth to many
stars because you were quick to recognize
their talent and appeal to the public. Well,
if a humble movie-goer may express her
opinion and hope that you will read and
consider the advice which I am about to

give, here goes

:

There is a new talent in Hollywood who,
in my estimation, has remarkable acting
ability, great charm, sex-appeal and in short.

everything. He is one Charles Korvin, who
recently graced the New York stage. His
first movie release, "Enter Arsene Lupin,"
established him as a suave, debonair rascal
whose gentle, refined manner proves once
more that chivalry is not dead. It was won-
derful to see, for a change, a personality
who is, to put it as the teen-agers would,
"really smooth." No doubt his handsome
face, graceful movement and captivating
smile set every feminine heart skipping a
beat or two. Mr. Korvin is something that

doesn't come along often and it would be a
shame to allow this new and fascinating
gentleman to go unnoticed.

Well, sirs, I hope I haven't bored you
with my over-enthusiasm but when such a
new, exciting find comes to the screen, I

feel it is not just to keep the praise he de-
serves to myself. I believe that your keen
sense and alertness will be quick to recog-
nize this extraordinary combination of tal-

ent and good looks. So please let us see

more of Mr. Korvin on the screen.

RUTH LERMAN, Boston, Mass.

It was all wrong but it's all right now.
When I first read that Gregory Peck was

to play Paul in "The Valley Of Decision"
opposite Greer Garson as Mary, 1 thought,
it just can't be. Walter Pidgeon should play
Paul. Who is this Peck guy, anyway? They
can't do this. Pidgeon belongs opposite
Garson.
But last night I saw Gregory Peck in

"Keys Of The Kingdom." What a change
in my feelings ! He's one grand guy. I'm
completely reconciled now to seeing him op-
posite my ideal, Greer Garson, and am look-
ing forward to seeing "V.O.D."

Yes, it's all right, now.
R. E. GROMLEY, Jersey Shore, Pa.

Shirley, Today!

Continued from page 33

She held up her hand and twinkled the
ring. "We meant to keep it a secret, but
the next day there was a party at The
Tropics for forty-two Seniors of West-
lake, where I go to school. I tried to eat

with the glove on my left hand, but all

up and down the table I could see one
head after another turning to look. So I

jumped up and ran into the powder-
room, with all forty-two runningafterme!"
Of course forty-two girls couldn't keep

a secret and the next very important step

was to break the news gently to David O.
Selznick, Shirley's boss and producer.

She called him up and in a meek, small

voice asked him did he mind.'' He said

he didn't at all and moreover that it was
wonderful and he wished her the greatest

happiness.

"But I can say it's just a gag if you
want me to," Shirley offered loyally. "I

can just say the ring's not real and that

it's all a joke if you think people won't

like me being engaged."
"No, no, dear!" Selznick 's hearty pro-

test put an end to that nonsense. "I'll

have the ladies and gentlemen of the

press at your house tonight to meet Jack
and we'll tell the world about it!"

Shirley looked at her mother and Mrs.
Temple looked at Shirley. They were

disappointed because they'd wanted only
a simple, formal announcement on the
society page—but if Mr. S. wanted it his

way, they wouldn't argue.

"But poor Jack!" Shirley sighed. "He'd
• never been through anything like that.

I could feel his arm shaking while our
pictures were being taken, and his face

was as red as a beet. But he was won-
derful—just wonderful!"
When the photographers and press had

gone, Shirley and Jack retired to the si-

lence of the library to recover their

equanimity. When they returned to the

rest of the family, Mrs. Temple idly

asked where they had been. "Looking at

the National Geographic," was Shirley's

guileless reply.

Shirley and Jack met two years ago on
a blind date at Ann Gallery's house next

door. Ann is Zasu Pitts' daughter and
the girls have been chums since baby-
hood.

"Jack was a friend of a boy in the

Marines Ann knew," Shirley explained,

"and for quite awhile the four of us used

to double-date a lot. We'd go dancing
and to the movies and do crazy things

like playing all the concessions at the

Venice Pier. We had a lot of fun with-

out any idea of falling In love at all. I
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EXCESS FAT

DO WRINKLES OR FROWNS
mar your Beauty

B & P Wrinkles & Frownies will help
smooth them away. Be sure you get
the genuine, the Box with the two
Women used by Ladies of discriminat-
ing taste for over 40 years. 65c &
$1.00 per box trial size 3 5c at Drug
& Department Stores or sent direct on
receipt of price.

THE B & P CO.
P. O. Box 2632 Cleveland, O.

New Movie Star Photos
Direct from Hollywood

West Coast's biggest dealer in movie
pliotos Is FIRST with all tlie latest Stars
and Poses.

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
List decorated with MOVIE STARS
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your FAVORITE with fifteen
cents to cover handling and mailing.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
Box 1150—Dept. 6

Hollywood 28, Calif., U.S.A.

SONG POEMS
WANTED 'seSr'
Send your best Poems for Free Exam-
ination. (No obligation.) Write for Free
Instructive Booklet outlining opportuni-
ties. Recordings furnished.

UNITED MUSIC CORPORATION
408 North High St., Salem, Indiana

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
I equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in

I

business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped |all your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free

,
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

I American School. Dept. HC-5. Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

*!^Scrafchinq
Mosquito-Other Insect Bites
Relieve the itching caused by insect
bites, athlete's foot—other itching
troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stain-
less. Quiets itcliing fast. 3Sc trial

bottle proves it-or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

r ^ ^ WHIRIIND SPRAY

(/^^AS^^-r^G^ SYHINDE
^Women

Af DRUG COUNTERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Free Booklet, Marvel Co., 98 East St.. New Haven. Conn.

BEAUTIFUL LEGS
are essentia! to feminine loveliness!

The Young Course in Contour Control

will help you to make—and keep—your legs

attractive, your hips slim, your stomach flat,

and your waistline slender.

Full details gladly sent upon request.
WANDA YOUNG, Box 1208, Tucson, Ariz.

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

100% SATI S FACTION
...OR MONEY BACK

wciif out with otlier boys and I j^ue.s.s

Jack may have taken other girls around,

too."

When Jack vvas transferred to another
field for seven months, casual, friendly

letters were exchanged. Then he came
back and went away again—and the let-

ters weren't nearly so casual. By the

time he was stationed at March Field,

the thing was as good as settled.

"Mother and my brothers were won-
derful about my being engaged," Shirley

glowed. "But I was worried a lot about
how Daddy would take it. You know
how fathers are—especially when they've

only got one daughter! You can imagine
how relieved I was when he told me he
approved and that he thinks Jack's a

fine boy and that he's as sure as I am
that we'll be very, very happy."

Shirley and Jack have promised their

parents they won't marry for two years

or possibly three. Everyone concerned
feels that a girl just seventeen is too

young to assume the responsibilities of

marriage and that, too, with upset war
conditions, it would be wiser to wait.

There haven't been any showers or pres-

ents given the bride-to-be, for, as Shirley

herself says, "With the wedding so far

off, there'd be no point to it."

Shirley and her mother—and Jack's

mother, too—have been very hurt by a

radio commentator's criticism that she
should not have accepted Jack's ring

with the statement that she will go out
with other boys should Jack be trans-

ferred to a distant field or be sent over-
seas.

"I don't think it was fair of him to

say that," Shirley protested. "Jack and
I talked it over and we both feel there

couldn't possibly be anything wrong
with my going out with boys I've known
for eight or ten years. We feel that if I
made a point of not going out while he
is gone,- it would put the wrong emphasis
on the friends I've had ever since I w^as a
little girl."

Jack has no plans right now for the
time when he returns to civilian life. Af-
ter the ordeal with the press photogra-
phers, several studios made movie of-

fers. But he's not interested, nor does
he want to make a career of his fine

voice. "He sings like Andy Russell,"

Shirley explained, then added with a sly

little smile, "That's sort of nice to have
around the house!"
When they're married, Shirley wants

to go on working, of course, and to have
a small house of her own. She wants to

do all the cleaning and cooking herself

and when I pointed out politely she was
talking through her hat, she temporized,
"—well, for about a week, anyway!"

Probably no girl in the world has had
more well-wishers interested in her en-

gagement. Long-distance operators trans-

mitting calls wish her happiness: mes-
sengers, policemen, waiters, chauffeurs

and shop-girls tell her how glad they are.

In the nation's capitol, Representative

Gordon L. McDonough told the House
that he viewed her betrothal as "democ-
racy in action" and added that she is

a very special person indeed and that

"all members of the House wish her long

and blessed happiness."

And so, from the bottom of a warm
heart, does Screenland,

LOSE 5 lbs.

or MORE
per WEEK or

MONEY BACK
Most over-fat men and
women who follow the
entire Vita-Slym plan
lo.ie at least .I lbs. a week.
YOU may do the same,
or return the empty box
at the end of 1 5 days
and we will refund your
money. And the most
amazing part of the
plan is that people say
they feel so much bet-
ter—peppier and mora
energetic.

PRIVATE PLAN of

N. Y. DOCTOR
A well-known New York
physician lirst pre.scribed
this method of reducing
for his exclusive clien-
tele. At last we liave
persuaded him to re-
lease it for YOU. No need to over-exercise or
starve yourself. Nor are Vita-Slyms a cathartic.
Eat plenty of food, but eat less calories and
supplement your diet with Vita-Slyms. They
not only contain Vitamins A, Bi, B2, C and D.
Niacin. Amide. Iron, Calcium, Phosphorus and
Dextrose to irtake you feel better, but also help
to take away that abnormal appetite due to
low blood sugar.

4 WEEKS' MENUS FREE!
With every box of 75 Tablets and 30 Capsules, we give
you a convenient chart of menus for one month ... a
time-saving help in planning your meals. Try the Vlta-
blym plan for 15 days—see for yourself how quickly you
lose weight and how Hne you feel. You risk nothing. If
not delighted you return the box and we refund your
money. But don't delay ... act NOW! Mail coupoo
TODAY! Order C.O.D.. or, if you send cash, we pay postage.

VITA-SLYM CO.. Dept. SU-7, Box No. 159
Times Square Station, New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
VITA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU-7. Box No. 159
Times Square Station, New York
Send me 15 days' supply of Vita-Slyms (75 tablets
and 30 capsules). If not delighted with results, you
will refund my money.
Ql will pay postman 51.98 plus postage.

Q I enclose $1.98, Send postage prepaid.

Name

* * * * 1^ * *

Will your child

go to College

YES ,
if you start saving

now in WAR BONDS!
To Insure Victory and
the continuance of

education unshackled
by tyrants, remember
that you get back S4 for

every $3 you invest—and
that in the meantime,
your money will be safe.

*******
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IN PAPER SALVAGE DRIVE FOR DURATION — These Paper Troopers won't

stop collecting waste paper till the last Jap surrenders. Huge quantities

of waste paper are still required to make or pack the thousands of items

our Armed Forces must
have! Send every scrap of

paper to war!

HELP WOUNDED VETERANS, TOO! — Many
local organizations collecting waste paper

are channeling part of their waste paper

funds to buy extra comforts for wounded,

sick and disabled veterans. Such things as

radios, head sets, cameras, photographic

supplies, small tool work sets and free phone

calls home are always welcome, and provide

another big reason for saving waste paper.

Separate and tie in

bundles:

1. Wastebasket
scraps.

2. Corrugated
boxes, brown
paper and
bags.

3. Magazinesand
books.

4. Newspapers.

This cdvertisement pre-

pared by the War Adver-
tising Council in coop-
eration with the War
Production Board and the

Office of War Informa-
tion. Space contributed to

Double-V Waste Paper
Program by this publica-

tion.

Memo to Alex Knox

Continued from page 39

role to play in my next picture, or
else—!' "

_

You did not, you explained, mean
that you had any wish to remain in vil-

lainy for the duration. To play dastards
was, simply, the most radical step you
could think of taking away from the
perennial divines. Having been an actor,

and a fairly successful one, for some
time, what you wanted was escape from
typing into a variety of roles.

"I doubt," you said, "that I could be
a glamor boy. I can't imagine that I

would be satisfying in that category. But
otherwise I, as an actor, should have no
limitations. Matter of fact, I go to the

pictures a great deal and while I have
special admiration for Irene Dunne,
Claudette Colbert, Ronald Colman —
and, naturally, Margaret O'Brien—actors

who liave a wonderful command of their

medium, know what they are doing,

actually I like watching the character

people most of all. Barry Fitzgerald, one
of my best friends is. in my opinion, the

finest actor on the screen. In the theater

for 20 years, he has the same vivid qual-

ity Marie Dressier had. His priest in

'Going My AYay' is one of the richest

performances I have ever seen."

Then, because you have, as Charles

Coburn said of you, the "actor's face,

pliable, capable of assuming the features

and expressions of any type of man,"
you got the name part in "Wilson."

"I will be dehghted," you told me, "if

'Wilson' enables me to do some of the

tilings I want to do. But I am not un-
duly optimistic. I've seen many an actor

make a hit in a certain play, or film, and
then never do anything again. Besides

I am not, as I said, sure I have the stuff

that makes for an 'attraction' at the

box-ofiice."

But over at Columbia where, co-

starred with Irene Dunne, you recently

finished making "Over 21," they tell me
you have, Alex. Have what it takes to

be a box-ofiice attraction, I mean. Af-

ter all. Van Johnson isn't an Adonis.

Nor Humphrey Bogart. Nor Jimmy
Cagney. Nor John Hodiak.

Come to that, you would have been
pretty tasty in the pulpit, too, Alex.

You look, except for that glint in your
eyes and that dimple in your cheek, like

a minister's son. You look serious, even
studious. You dress quietly, in grays

and blacks and browns. Y'our interests

are in bookish things. You live in a fur-

nished apartment on the Strip in Hol-

lywood, and have few possessions. You
like to "travel light," you said so. You
like to move about a lot, always have
and always will. You've lived in a trunk

for so many years you are, you ex-

plained, used to it. Of course, you've

been married twice, which rather con-

fuses the issue. But perhaps two can

travel as lightly as one, if they put
their minds to it. But you do have
books. You have libraries in three

places. At home, in Canada. At the

farm in Connecticut, of which you are

part owner, and in the apartment where
you and your bride Doris Nolan still
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iGive
Your Feet An

i Ice-Mint Treat
Get Happy, Cooling Relief For

1 Burning Callouses—Put Spring In Your Step

j
Don't groan about tired, burning feet. Don't

moan about callouses. Get busy and give them an
Ice-Mint treat. Feel the comforting, soothing cool-

ness of Ice-Mint driving out fiery burning . . . ach-
ing tiredness. Rub lee-Mint over those ugly hard
old corns and callouses, as directed. See how white,
cream-like, medicinal Ice-Mint helps soften them
up. Get foot happy today the Ice-Mint way. Your
druggist has Ice-Mint.

WitlTE SOXCiS
The writer of "BOOTS AND SADDLES" and
other song hits will compose the melody for
your song poem. Never has such an oppor-
tunity bpen offered new writers. Send your song
poems and lyrics for FREE examination.
Write for details and FREE INSTRUCTIVE
BOOKLET.
HOLIA'WOOD HARMONY HOI SE, Studio C-5

12(> South I-a Brea, Los Angeles 36, Calif.

''Before and After''
Read this new book about Plastic
Reconstruction. Tells how easy
it is for noses to be shaped-^

\ protruding ears, thick lipsY
llr wrinkles, and signs of age

corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-

^

lous breasts. Plastic Surgery
"Explained. Elaborate illustrations.

125 pages. Only 25c,—mail coin or stamps.
Publishers. 60 E. 42nd St, Dept. CC, New York

PSORIASIS
parts of body without shame. Let Derm-K brim
Not an ointment. St^inJesa- Easily applied!

Also excellent for

DRY ECZEMA
SEND NO MONEY

Rush name and address for Limazine facta
and Special XO-RISK OFFER. It costs
nothing to find out what Derm-K can do
for you. Send postal today,

Carter-Howell Laboratory
457 Schenectady Ave. Dept. GM-1

SONGS PUBLISHED MONTHLY. ADVANCE ROYALTY Send your

songs or poems today for our exciting offer FREE book on

songwriting. Don't miss this opportunity.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
DEPT 6-G* 7024 MELROSE AVE. • HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA

W/ien V Day comes
You'll want fo say • . •

/ bought War Bonds
Out of my payll

SONGWRITERSATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by more than 300,000 Song-Hit
creating Juke-Boxes, warrants your immediate
investigation.We are offering song-poem writers
the rare opportunity of liaving qualified com-
posers furnish music for any approved poems
received this month on percentage basis. Kecola
Recording: Co., Box !)S7-S, Hollywood 2S, Calif.

YOURNAMES.PHOTO
ONSTAMPS!

Send In any size picture, snapshot
or negative. Kame or initials up
to S letters on each stamp free.

Stamps are glossy, gummed, per-
forated, ready for immediate use
for personal letters, envelopes,
greeting cards, boobs, gifts, etc.

Original photos returned. No COD.'

s

Enclose S2 for 100, mlnlmuTn order

ANNCO SERVICE
475 5tii Ave. • Dept. 39, Y.'

live. You write, which would come in

handy with sermon.s. You're dreamy
when you play tlie piano. For the mo.st

part it isn't, let's face it, church music

you play. But you could convert. You
are, you admit, "dogmatic, apt to be

a little bossy," which would keep your
parishioners in hand. In addition, you
have a speaking voice, with organ

tones, rich and beautiful, which would
be an asset to any pulpit. Further-

more, you behaved, when a youngster

—

as ministers' sons are popularly sup-

posed to behave—like, in one plain

word, a hellion.

Born on January 16, 1917, in Lon-
don, Canada, most of your boyhood
was spent on the family farm, 20 miles

out of the town of London. There, the

long summers through, you, your two
brothers (one now deceased: the other, a

doctor in France) and a flock of cous-

ins displayed an ingenuity Huck Finn
and Tom Sawyer might have envied, in

concocting and organizing shrewd devil-

tries.

"We were all," you said, reminiscent-

ly, "supposed to learn a certain num-
ber of verses from the Bible, to be re-

cited to our elders on Sunday mornings.
Being engaged in various enterprises, all

more to my liking than learning Bible

verses, I hit on the plan of persuading
my brothers and cousins to climb the

tall trees in the grove I christened

'The Cathedral of the Trees,' there to

study their verses and, when their names
were called, to shinny down and recite

them. On the first Sunday, when my
name was called, I announced that I

would be 'different' and recite my verses

from among the leafy and concealing

boughs. On the second Sunday, having
delivered myself of my verses (I hadn't,

as you probably suspected, learned them
at all, but was simply reading them)
the ensuing silence was broken by my
father's voice saying, 'Now, come down
and say them!'

"I was, as befitted a minister's son,

very active in boys' clubs in the neigh-

borhood and among our activities were
long hikes on Saturdays. Having planned,
long and deviously, how I could get

out of going to church on Sundays,
I suggested to the gang, one Saturday,
that we hike to a spot I knew, ten miles

from the farm, where the forest was
deep and the fishing excellent, and stay

the night. Not until we reached our
destination did I manage to persuade
the kids to make a night of it—provid-

ing I would phone their parents for per-

mission. This meant retracing my steps,

five miles, to the nearest telephone. But
I made it, phoned the boys' parents

and got permission—for everybody but
myself!"

Thinking of you as ministerial timbre,

however, and in spite of your orthodox
misbehavior as a boy, brings to mind
certain traits of character and tempera-
ment which are, perhaps, more suitable

to the footlights than to the pulpit. In
the first place you were, at the age of

12 or 13, stage-struck.

"In a Presbyterian household," you
said, "it is, for obvious reasons, difficult

to get on the stage. That I succeeded is

thanks to my aunt, Agnes Knox Black,

who managed to reconcile a stage career

SAFE • SURE
SANITARY
DAINTY
FAST

PLEASANT

Blackheads are
ugly, offeniive, em-

barrassing. They clog
pores, mar your au-

pearance, invite criticism,
ilow your blackheads can be
removed in seconds, scien-
tifically, and easily, with-
out injuring or squeezing
the skin. VACUTEX creates
a gentle vacuum around the

blackhead, cleans out hard-to-
reach places in a jiffy. Germ
laden hands never touch the
skin. Simply place the direc-
tion finder over your black-
head, draw back extractor . . .

and it's out. Release extractor
and blackhead is eiected.
VACUTEX does it all! Don't
risk infection, order today!

10 DAY TRIAL COUPON
Balico Products Co., Dept. A-208
19 West 44th St.. New York City 18. N. Y.

Enclosed find |—|
Ship G. 0. D. I

SI. 00. Send me I

—

' will pay postman
Vacutex postpaid. $1 plus postage.

My dollar will be refunded if I am not delighted.

NAME

ADDRESS.

ENLARGEMENT

FROM FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
Just to get acquainted we will make a beauti-

ful 5x7 enlargement of any picture or nega-

tive. Be sure to include color of hair, eyes and
clothing and get oar bargain offer for having

your enlargement beautifully band colored in

oil and mounted in your choice of handsomo
frames. Please enclose 10c and your original

picture or negative will be returned with tha

largement postpaid. Act now! Limit 2 to a customer.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santo Monico Blvd.. Dept.716, Hollywood, Caljt,

POEMS WANTED

I——

For Musical Setting^—
Motlier, Home, Love, Sacred, Patriotic, Comic I
or any subject. Don't Delay— Send us your I
Original Poem at once— for immediate ex- I
amination and FREE Rhyming Dictionaiy. |

Richard Brothers "^SIS^IWl'I':

'^^yLEGS
BEAUTIFY CONTOURS, |

^^^^^ EASILY, QUICKLY! I

^^^^^^^1 New, lovely proportions for your J
legs: hips, tliichs. calves, ankles.
etc.—in this healthful, new, as-

tonishingly easy way. Only a (en
J

minutes per day in your awn home. '

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS! |
Used successfully by hundreds I
of smart women everywhere. I

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
J

Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation, |
by mailing coupon immediately to g

ADRIENNE
915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon K. SAN FRANCISCO.S, CAU
NAME I

.A.DDJIESS j

CITY STATE I
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Clark Gable's right at home at MGM, after his release from Army Air Corps service.

Here he is on his first day at work with Greer Garson in "The Strange Adventure."

and the family, by making of her work a

thing of dignity and distinction. As a

reader of renown in the 90's, Aunt
Agnes was famed in Canada, in New
England and in London, England, for

her superb readings of Shakespeare, the

Odes of Keats and so on. Beautiful, dy-

namic, exciting, she was a very impres-

sive individual and her personality, no
less than her stories of the theater and
theater folk, influenced me tremendously.

"During many a long summer day, she

would sit on the front porch of the

farmhouse while in the orchard, an
eighth of a mile away, I would declaim,

not recite, Shakespeare to her. After

I had shouted an act or two from the

Bard, I would run to the house and she

would criticize my readings. Once she

said, 'How do you expect people in the

galleries will hear you if I can't.''' Where-
upon I would tear back and burst my
lungs wide open giving the most re-

sounding rendition of Hamlet's soliloquy.

"But as I sweated and shouted
through those summer days, I learned

to love the English language and the

theater in which it is spoken. And since

one of my pet hates is people who do
not do what they want to do, I took
an oath on it that I ivoidd do what I

want to do—and always have. When I

wanted to go in the theater, I did; when
I wanted to write, I wrote."
And so you did. Your life, until you

came to Hollywood, was, in fact, a series

of lightning changes between the ink-

well and the footlights. After attend-

ing local Canadian public and high
schools, you went to Western Ontario
University, soaked up all the dramatic
training and experience to be had on the
campus and then joined the Peabody
Playhouse Players, in Boston. When the

crash of 1929 put an end to this enter-

prise, you joined the editorial staff of

the Bosto7i Post, writing special features.

Returning to Canada, you became a
feature writer for the London, Ontario,

Advertiser. In 1931, you forsook jour-

nalism and, sailing for England, joined

the stock company of the Wyndham
Theater where you played a series of

juvenile roles in Edgar Wallace produc-
tions. Tiring of juveniles, as you habitu-

ally tire of anything that smacks of

monotony or routine, you again gave up
acting to write reviews and criticisms

for the London Times, The Manchester
Guardian and, returning home shortly

thereafter, was again special correspond-
ent for the Advertiser. You also tried

your hand, under the influence of Edgar.
Wallace, at writing detective novels, sev-

eral of which have been published, but
not under your name. Later, you wrote
another novel, "Bride In Question." un-
der your own name. When the pendulum
swings to the pen, you still write.

Then, the cycle changing yet again,

you returned to London, England,
played the title role of Michard III at

the Old Vic, and, during the winter of

1938-39, combined your talents by writ-

ing a play, "Old Master," and, at the
famed Malvern Festival, starring in it.

Returning to Canada, this time as a

performer for the Canadian Broadcast-
ing Company, you stayed until your
friends, Larry Olivier and Vivien Leigh,

asked you to join them in "Romeo and
Juliet." You did "Jupiter Laughs," then
journeyed to Hollywood in quest of

your (theatrical) youth.

In addition to your love of the theater

which, as a minister of the gospel, you
would certainly have to subdue if not
stamp out altogether, you have a few

other qualities, habits, and opinions
which would be unsuitable for the
priestly calling. Y^ou have, for example,
been married twice and once, two years'

ago, divorced. What is more, you "ap-
prove of divorce as an institution, yes,"
you said.

You are, or were before your second
marriage, quite a one with the girls, dat-

ing frequently the loveliest of the Holly-
wood crop of lovelies.

You met Doris Nolan about four

years ago, in San Francisco, where you
were playing in "Romeo and Juliet," and
she was appearing in "The Man Who
Came To Dinner." For the past two
years you and Doris were together con-
stantly, but because you rarely ap-
peared in any of Hollywood's popular
spots, only a few people knew there was
a romance brewing. Barry Fitzgerald

was, in fact, the only one you took into

your confidence, completely. You were
married on December 30th, 1944, at

the home of Allan Scott, a writer. Barry
was best man. Edith Atwater, a friend

of Doris', maid of honor. Because
you were in the middle of "Over 21,"

you postponed your honeymoon but, as

soon as you finished shooting, planned
to go to New York. Doris' last play on
Broadway was "The Doughgirls." She
plans to continue her career. You want
her to. You like women who do things.

Furthermore, you believe that friend-

ship is 75% of a successful marriage
and that friendship depends largely on
shared and similar interests.

You believe that Hollywood is "The
most powerful town on the face of the
earth. Even more powerful," you said,

"than Washington. In that so much of

the thinking today is conditioned by the
implicit propaganda that emanates from
here. Also, when you realize that visual

education is about five times as in-

structive as oral, you have a fair idea

of the importance of the motion picture

industry."

June Haver, next appearing in the 20th

Century-Fox film, "The Dolly Sisters."
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only Drene with Ha!r Conditioning action

leaves your hair so lustrous, yet

so easy to manage !

Make a Date with Glamour! Now . . . shampoo your hair

the new glamour way! Get the combination of beauty

benefits found only in Drene Shampoo with Hair Con-

ditioning action, f/^ Extra lustre ... up to 33% more

sheen than with any kind of soap or soap shampoo! Bo-

cause all soaps leave a film on hair which dulls lustre,

robs your hair of glamour! Drene leaves no dulhng film,

brings out all the lovely gleam, f/ Such manageable

hair . . . easy to comb into smooth, shining neatness, right

after shampooing, Complete removal of unsightly dan-

druff, the very first time you use this wonderful improved

shampoo. So insist on Drene Shampoo with Hair Con-

ditioning action, or ask your beauty shop to use it!

WITH HAIR CONDITIONING ACTION

Product of Procter & Gamble

these exciting young hair-dos!

On thispageDrene brings you, through its

Paris correspondent, news of how smart

young Parisians are wearing their hair!

Lovely Madelon Mason . . . one
of New York's top-flight fashion models,

a Cover Girl and a "Drene Girl"

. . . posed for all three photographs.

For this perky up-swept arrange-

ment her hair was parted down middle

from forehead to nape of neck,

pulled up toward each side and tied

firmly with narrow ribbon. The
lustrous smoothness of Madelon's hair

is due to Drene Shampoo with Hair

Conditioning action, which Madelon
always uses. No other shampoo

leaves hair so lustrous yet

so easy to manage.

iLeft)—Huge Ribbon Bows, one at each side, are the

fashion feature of this lovely centerpart hair-do!

Back hair set as for a page boy, combed to each

side, from center, and held firmly with rubber

bands. Ends arranged in big, smooth curls. Bows
attached with bobby pins. Madelon's hair illus-

trates the wonderful combination of sheen and

smoothness found only in Drene Shampoo with

Hair Conditioning action.

(Below)—New Parisian Page-boy! No-
tice the covered ear . . . and how the hair

slants sharply down from above the ear to

a long, long back! Notice, too, the smooth
sleek look, the shining beauty, due to

Drene with Hair Conditioning action.



But will you stay

as sweet as you are?

A bath washes away past perspiration.

But Mum's the word for future freshness!

MINUTES after your bath is over—hours
before your day is done— that fresh-

tubbed charm can begin to fade.

Unless, of course — you already know
the simple One-Two of day-long dainti-

ness. One for your bath—to wash away past

perspiration. And Two for Mum—to guard

against risk of future underarm odor.

That's the answer so many smart girls

give to this problem of underarm care.

A bath plus Mum is their sure protection

against a fault so hard to forgive.

Setting for Romance. A table for two can

start plans for a lifetime. And when a girl's

program takes a turn for love, she's wise

to guard it well. With Mum, for instance,

which helps so much to keep her nice to

be near. So use Mum, to be sure.

Talie 30 seconds for AAum. Smooth on

each underarm and stay flower-fresh all

day or evening. Now you can shake fear of

offending and concentrate on fun. Mum
won't irritate your skin, won't harm fabrics.

Mum takes the odor out of perspiration

Product oj Bristol-Myers
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Published in

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen

!

We've just composed a two-word defi-

nition of good motion
picture entertainment.
It's "Ancliors Aweigh",
the title of M-G-M's
big Technicolor musical
salute with a full com-
plement of 21 show-
stopping numbers.

Here's the picture with everything:
Stars, a good story, gifted direction,

music, dancing, and that certain some-
thing to make you completely content.

First for the stars. "Anchors Aweigh"
has Frank Sinatra, Kathryn Grayson,
Gene Kelly, and Jose Iturbi.

From FRANK SINATRA you get four
numbers, duets with other principals,

and—shiver our timbers!—some fancy
footwork as a bonus! From honey-
throated KATHRYN GRAYSON yOU get
the title song, a Spanish number, six

popular arias, and that smash song,
"All of a Sudden My Heart Sings"!

From GENE KELLY you get plenty of
the dazzle-dancing you expect—only it's

more dazzling—plus duets with Frankie
and Kathryn, and a dance number with
—we swear it!—an animated mouse!

From the three you get romantic es-

capades with complications of hilarity.

From JOSE iturbi you get music—by a
100-piece band, a symphony orchestra,

a Hollywood Bowlful of 18 grand pianos

!

From these four—and from Dean Stock-
well, Pamela Britton, "Rags" Ragland,
Billy Gilbert, Henry O'Neill—you get
the merry musical story of two sailors

on leave in Hollywood with nothing on
their minds but what you'd expect.

Isobel Lennart's screen play provides
many a gay situation which George Sid-
ney's direction and Joe
Pasternak'sproduction
turn into sheer delight.

Technicolor enhances
the beauty, gaiety, and
charm of it all.

It doesn't take a
prophet to forecast the
success of "Anchors
Aweigh". It's a nauti-

cal nifty from M-G-M's
top musical drawer.
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FRANK SINATRA • KATHRYN GRAYSON • GENE KELLy

Anchors
mm In Kt/k

AWEIGHmm .... \m itiirri >i^' TECHNlCOl
[

;lOSE ITURB
DEAN STOCKWELL • PAMELA BRITTON • "RAGS" RAGLAND • BILLY GILBERT "H¥l^RY O'NEILL
Screen Play by Isobel lennarl • Directed by GEORGE SIDNEY • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK • A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Picture
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times' have

-^changed
You need not go back very far to find

how times have changed. Only a few

years—and what clothes, what hair-dos,

what'vA^'i.'i ofgrooming! And few changes

have been more intelligently "different"

than the Tampax method for monthly

sanitary protection! Based on the prin-

ciple of internal absorption, this method
successfully eliminates all pins, belts

and external pads, as well as the bulges

and ridges caused thereby.

Tampax is made of compressed sur-

gical absorbent cotton enclosed in indi-

vidual applicators so neat and

ingenious your hands needn't

touch the Tampax at all! Be-

ing worn internally, Tampax
can cause no odor to form.

And there are no disposal difficulties.

Tampax is handy to carry and speedy to

change, and is so comfortable the user

cannot feel it when in place!

Sold at drug stores and notion
counters in three different absorbencies

CO meet varying individual needs : Regu-
lar, Super

,J
unior. Whole month's average

supply will go into your purse; for 4
months' supply get the Economy Box,
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

3 absorbencies
^ super

NO BELTS

NO PINS

NOPAOS

NO ODOR

JUNIOR

Twin sons of Susan Hayward
and Jess Barker are initia-

ted to the camera, and they

take to it with all ttie

insouciance of their fa-

mous mother and father

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association

The newlyweds, Lauren Bacall and
Humphrey Bogart, take a sail around
Balboa Bay with "Baby" at the tiller.

'l^HE "MEN" in Margaret
^ O'Brien's life had better run for

cover. The million dollar moppet
is writing a diary. She's going to

tell everything she knows about
her leading men and give the rea-

sons why she's loved each one of

them! Should be interesting for

her to read about ten years from now.
« « «

TNGRID BERGMAN has a new reper-

toire of Western songs that are out of

this world. Danny Kaye taught them to

her. With Kaye lending moral support.

Ingrid tried them out at Paulette God-
dard and Burgess Meredith's first wed-
ding anniversary party, and received a

round of applause for her efforts.
* * *

JOHN GARFIELD was actually at the
^ induction center when word came
tlu'ough that men over 30 were no longer

eligible for the draft. It was such an
anti-climax John was literally stunned.

He had dismissed his servants and
secretary. Plans were afoot for his wif^

to move into a smaller house. Bette

Davis had even given him a farewell

luncheon at the studio and presented

him with a gold identification bracelet.

Of course, out MGM way they were
overjoyed. They were trying desperately

to find someone to replace John op-

posite Lana Turner in "The Postman
Always Rings Twice." Last and far

from being least. John had sold his car.

He bought it back, however,^ just twelve

hours later and it cost him an additional

five hundred dollars!

TITEIGHT of something or other de-

partment: First wedding present

received from a fan by Lauren Bacall

Bogart was (of all things!) a cook book.

If she could only cook.

6 SCREENLAND



it all began with a little kibble,*

and then she had a husband in

the barroom, a husband in the

bedroom and house detectives

in her hair in the merriest mixup

since love began!

*Kibbling is romantic hocus-pocus by an

experienced peculator.

with Charles Dingle • Grant Mitchell • Wilma Francis * Chester Clute • Irving Bacon • Ho! K.Dawson • Edward Fielding • Original Screen-

play by BRUCE MANNING and JOHN KLORER • Produced by JACK H. SKIRBALL • Directed by SAM WOOD • Released thru United Artists
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ANN DVORAK
Republic Pictures Star

Try this famous
3-WAY MEDICINAL

TREATMENT
Many of Hollywood's most beautiful stars use

this overnight 3-Way Medicinal Treatment.

You, too, can make your hair look lovelier,

more glamorous, with an overnight application.

Glover's will accentuate the natural color-tones

of your hair with clear, sparkling highlights-

freshened radiance—the soft, subtle beauty of

hair well-groomed. Today—try all three of

these famous Glover's preparations—Glover's

original Mange Medicine—GLO-VER Beauty
Shampoo—Glover's Imperial Hair Dress. Use
separately, or in one complete treatment. Ask
for the regular sizes at any Drug Store or Drug
Counter—or mail the Coupon

J

with message for DANDRUFF, ANNOYING
SCALP and EXCESSIVE FALLING HAIR

FISEE TRIAL!
Send Coupon for :tll three
product in liermetically-
seiiled bottles, with com-
plete iri.structiuns for
Glover's 3-Way Treatment,
and useful FREE booklet.
"The Scientific Care of
Scalp and Hair."

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

GLOVER'S, 101 W. 31st St., Dept. 809. New York I. N. Y.

Send Free Trial Application package in plain wrapper
by return mail, containing Glover's Mange Medicine,
GLO-A'ER Beauty Shampoo and Glover's Imperial
Hair Dress, in three hermetically -sealed bottles, with
informative FREE booklet. I enclose 10c to cover
cost of packaging and postage.

Name
Address

City ..Zone State..

vmW HIMS
SeieeiU
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A BELL FOR ADANO—20th Cetttury-fox

The refreshing simplicity of the Sicilians in quaint

Adano is brought to the screen with all the accuracy
even the author, John Hersey, could want. And therein

lies the charm and interest of this film co-starring

John Hodiak as Major Jo['polo, the Military Civil

Affairs officer for Adano, and Gene Tierney as Tina
who bleached her hair just to be different. The stars

stand out admirably but are not averse to throwing
some good scenes into the laps of various townspeople,

a lackadaisical lot that causes no end of trouble for the

American major who loses his job because he believes

people are more important than military orders. See it!

WONDER MAN—GoWwyn-RKO
fn the musical comedy field, Hollywood has never
done better, Broadway has never done better, and
neither has Danny Kaye. But he tops the list in his

latest mirthful musical about super identical twins,

one a stodgy genius, the other an exuberant night club

entertainer who gets in the way of some gangsters and
is promptly put out of the way. His ghost comes back
to occupy the body of his twin (one of the funniest

scenes of the picture), endowing the pedantic brother
with a ludicrous effervescence and playing havoc with
their love interests (Virginia Mayo and Vera Ellen).

Kaye's "Otchi-Tchorni^'a," and opera number are tops.

STORY OF G.I. JOE—Lester Cowan-United Artists

A sigh of sorrow swept the country with the news
of Ernie Pyle's death in action, because he understood
better than anyone else the men who loved him—the

G.I. Joes. You'll remember that sorrow, too, when you
see Lester Cowan's production based on Ernie Pyle's

columns. Burgess Meredith is excellent as the corre-

spondent who watches "his" unseasoned boys turn into

hard fighting men. Though he is given a great deal of
footage, it's admirable that this film still remains the

G.L's story. Among the cast, which also includes actual

combat v.eterans, Robert Mitchum's role as the boys'

Captain is remarkable. A tribute you must not miss.

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?—20f/i Century-Fox

One could almost believe that instead of Fred
MacMurray rubbing an Aladdin's lamp, releasing the

well-known genie, someone must have "rubbed" Fred
and turned him into a musical comedy star overnight.

It's surprising when you stop to remember his most
recent work in highly dramatic films. Anyway, as a

4-F who uses all his wishes to get himself into the

armed forces, he dances and sings through the Revolu-
tionary era, Columbus' discovery of America—because
the magic clock is out of time. June Haver covers

herself with glory in musical numbers, but Joan Les-
lie, as the quiet, sweet young thing, wins the hero-

PiLLOW TO POST—Worners
Into this farce about Army marital etiquette and San
Francisco's housing situation, Ida Lupino has flung her-

self with all the eagerness with which she endows her

dramatic roles. But she has fun doing it, and you'll enjoy
watching her tumble from one dilemma into another

—

even though you will be able to call the shots. As a trav-

eling saleslady for her father's oil well supplies, she's a

perfect set-up for rough and ready gentlemen of the

wolf variety (notably Johnny Mitchell). So who could

blame her for using a nice young lieutenant—especiallj'

William Prince!—as husband in name only-to wangle a

pillow for her tired head? Therein lies the chief dilemma.

SCREENLAND



WITH SHINING PRIDE

WILL SOON PRESENT

JOHN
GARFIELD
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A perfect figure-score every time!

That's because BLUE SWAN UNDIES

flatter your form with ttteir perfect

fit, their shaped-to-your-shadow

styles. Hard to find ... but

worth treasure-hunting for!

BLUE SWAN MILLS, INC.

EMPIRE STATE BLDG., NEW YORK 1

MILLS: SAYRE, PA.

Your Guide to Current Films

CAPTAIN EDDIE—20f/) Century-fox Release

The life of one of our greatest heroes,

Eddie Rickenbacker, always hobnobbing
with danger, is here told with the accent
on the man himself. So, instead of just

another action thriller, Eureka Pictures has
made this film a superb human document.
The story stems from the thoughts of Capt.

Eddie when he was lost at sea—as a boy (an
excellent performance by Darryl Hickman)
who used a baby buggy and timbrella con-
traption in his first attempt at flying; as a
young man who falls in love with a young
lady over an ice cream soda and wins her
in spite of his devotion to that new invention

—the automobile. To Fred MacMurray and
Lynn Bari, acting laurels are in order for

these roles, and to Lloyd Bacon, a deep bow
for his delicate direction of poignant, dra-

matic scenes which will live iti your memory.

THAT'S THE SPmi—Universal

Put this one on your list. We can't think of
a more pleasant evening's entertainment
than being haunted by that versatile trouper.

Jack Oakie, playing the ghost of a song
and dance magician and flute tooter of the

1890"s. He comes back to earth to give a
helping hand to his daughter, Peggy Ryan,
when her mid-Victorian family object to

her stage career. It's funny, fast, and fan-

tastic, but coherent and always in good
taste with Peggy doing her usual best in the

music and choreography department, teamed
with a fast-stepping youngster you'll like

—

Johnny Coy. Watch him! June Vincent,

Buster Keaton. Irene Ryan are stand-outs.

't.
-

BACK TO BATAAN—R/CO
P'iction takes up where facts leave off in

this film about Filipino guerrillas and Amer-
ican Rangers from the fall of Bataan to the

raid on Cabantuan Prison Camp, with sus-

pense, excitement and plent}' of action—as

Hollywood sees such warfare. John Wayne
gives his typical hard-fisted performance as

the amazingly resourceful Colonel with

whom the guerrillas, under their wavering

leader, Anthony Quinn, cooperate in clear-

ing out the Japs. Fely Franquelli. as a

collaborator secretly aiding our forces,

and Beulah Bondi. an American school

teacher, capably handle the feminine roles.

WEEK-END AT THE WALDORF—MGM
A marvelous job of writing by Sam and
Bella .Spewack and directing by Robert Z.
Leonard has been done on this picture to

give each of its talented stars the importance
they deserve. Yes, there is a romance be-
tween Ginger Rogers, as a glamorous movie
star, and Walter Pidgeon, a war corre-
spondent, that is worth a picture in itself.

There is another between an Armj' Captain
living on borrowed time (your favorite.

Van Johnson) and the hotel public sten-

ographer (a grand role for Lana Turner ! )

.

There's high financing by Edward Arnold,
a promoter trying to put over a shady deal

with some potentates
; comedy by Keenan

Wynn and Robert Benchley; music by
Xavier Cugat and liis orchestra with Lina
Romay—all with the glittering and sophis-

ticated background of the famous W^aldorf.

JUNIOR MISS—20f/i Century-Fox

Typical teen-age dramatics of Sally

Benson's Judy furnishes a grand role for

that very capable Peggy Ann Garner. As
the central figure in this film, Peggy has

a wonderful time with her juvenile philoso-

phizing, calling to memory all the movies
she's seen to solve her problems- When her

father loses a junior partnership in a law
firrh, when she imagines he's in love with

his boss's secretary, when her long-lost

uncle returns from a mysterious trip—all

of these dilemmas as solved by Judy add
up to one prolonged chuckle. Allyn Joslyn,

Sylvia Field. Michael Dunne, Fay Marlowe
and Mona Freeman are wonderful support.

THE WAY AHEAD—20t/i Century Release

One of this film's biggest assets is the re-

appearance of David Niven w-ho deserted

our shores for the British Army when his

country needed him. Another asset is the

natural, down-to-earth handling of the

theme—the changing of a motley crowd of

English civilians into the typical British

Tommy. There's not much difTerence in

their routine and ours, but nonetheless you

will not find a dull moment in the story,

carrying the boys from the draft stage

through their rigorous training and finally

adding dramatic scenes of warfare. A Two
Cities Film. (More reviews on page 97)
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''I WAS FAT
in All the Wrong Places'

"I was SO unhappy, fat and
self-conscious!" says Jean
Grogan of New York!
Wonder-working Eden
"Photo-Revise"was just one

of her glamour-
izing Powers'
aids!

'I'd like to shout from the
house-tops how my Powers
Training gave me poise
—showed me what marvels
a new hair-style can do

—

helped me get a grand, new
iob!"

** Powers Girl" Creator

Offers YOU, too,

new charm, loveliness

A "MODEL" FIGURE

Quick Results—yes, in

7 short days you can see a

new, more lovely YOU
begin to emerge from your
mirror! So inexpensive
—why deny yourself the

happiness, admiration and
beauty this famous Powers
Training can win for you?

"Personalized" foiyou
—the beauty secrets of
the famous and envied
"Powers Girls"! And you
can practise them in the

privacy of your home!

"Today I'm thrilled to he
so self-confident— even in a
bathing suit!"— says Jean.

Real Powers
Training — PLUS . . .

. . . the "PLUS" is the
inspiring help of Grace
Eden, famed Director of
the Powers Home Course!
She and her experts advise

you on Face— Figure—
Grooming— Voice— Per-
sonality— this formula for

charm and magnetism
really works!

Clip the Coupon NOW

Write John
Robert Powers
today for free con-
fidential question
naire, illustrated
booklet "The
Powers Way", and
details of Powers
training.

John Robert Powers Home Course
247 Park Ave., Suite J445, NewYorkl 7, N.Y.
Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I'm really interested.
Please send me details of your Home Course.

Name
(PLEASE PRINTi

Street-

City
& Zone. -State-

Occupation - -Age-

Comments, Please!

Write down those random thoughts
that you have concerning the movies
and send them to Fans' Forum. We
want to hear from you and so do
producers, screen writers, and stars.

Monthly awards for the best letters

published: flO.OO, $5.00, and five $1.00
prizes all payable in War Savings
Stamps. Closing date is the 25th of
each month.

Please address your letters to Fans'
Forum, Screenland, 37 West 57th St..

New York 19, New York.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

Screenland is the most read and most
appreciated screen magazine on our ship.

VVe have enjoyed the articles printed therein
immensely because they give us the
"straight dope" about Hollywood and its

inhabitants.

While glancing through June's issue we
noticed a letter in your column by Dickie
Cline, Lancaster, Pa., on the few successful
marriages of Hollywood. It is admitted
that those stars mentioned lead a happy
and successful married life, but Dickie for-

got the King and Queen of all Hollywood
Happy Marriages—Bing and Dixie Lee
Crosby. They have set an example for any
young married couple to follow. Bing
stands head and shoulders above all other
actors in Hollywood and yet this complete
success hasn't affected his home in any
shape or form. He is a true representation

of the average American man, and what
could present a more perfect representation

than a lovely wife, good family and happy
iiome? Bing's life fulfills the quotation ex-
pressed by another great American, Frank
Cavanaugh, who said, "The code for the

American way of life is—Love of God,
Love of Country and Love of Family."

It is not our intention to cast aspersions

on the married life of the other happily

married couples of Hollywood, but we
couldn't sit back and see Bing. and Dixie
left off the list, because in our eyes and in

the eyes of millions of other Americans
they predommate over all others.

R. C. & J., U.S.N.R.,
c/o FPO, New York, N. Y.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

Not that we haven't needed, these war-
time days, pictures like the commendable
"Winged Victory" and "Thirty Seconds
Over Tokyo," but at last one producer
sensed the needs of us postwar wives, moth-
ers and sweethearts, and gave us the gallant,

modernized, charming version of "The
Enchanted Cottage."
There was a truly lovely story, beauti-

fully unfolded. And too, so very much
more ! It reminded us, young and old, there

was not only the love of country, now so
bravely upheld by all Americans, but it re-

minded us there was enchantment in love

and gave us something to believe in for
postwar. Subtly, it planted the germ of
right thinking for the reception of our war
heroes, so many of whom may return not

completely perfect physically.

I saw the film last night. This morning,
via ScREENL.^ND, may I express thanks for

myself and you and the lady next door
for the happiness its sentiment can bring
us? We who are fortunate to have our
loved ones returned sound shall be happier

out of sheer thankfulness for having seen

that picture. Those others among u? who
may share some of the experience of that

human couple in "The Enchanted Cottage"
may be inspired to let it be a challenge as

a very possible pattern for happiness during
postwar periods.

RUTH BRACKER STONE,
New York 2 5, N. Y.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

On behalf of thousands of servicemen

here and overseas I would like to say a
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to loot

looted

\

for love!

A full tide of adventure,

romance and lustful

seeking after gold

and women... the private

life of the pirate

rogue. Captain Kidd!

BARBARA BRITTON
Y DANIELL • GILBERT ROLAND

REGINALD OWEN

w,7f, JOHN CARRADINE • JOHN QUALEN

HENRY DANIELL • GILBERT ROLAND • SHELDON LEONARD • ABNER BIBERMAN

and nrnillHin niBiril Produced by BENEDICT BOGEAUS"
Directed by ROWLAND V. LEE

Originol Story by Robert N. LEEj!_Screenploy by Norman Reilly Raine • Released thru United Artists
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Are you sure you don't have scalp

odor? It's so easy to offend

—

and not

know it. Check your pillow, your hat,

your hairbrush.

For, you see, your scalp perspires

just as your skin does—and unpleas-

ant odors are quickly collected by the

hair, especially oily hair.

To be safe, simply use Packers

Pine Tar Shampoo regularly. This

gentle, thorough-cleansing shampoo
contains pure, medicinal pine tar.

The delicate pine scent does its work
— then disappears.

To have a clean, fresh scalp . . .

soft, fragrant hair, get Packers Pine

Tar Shampoo. You'll find it at any

[CATS PAW]

few words for Pvt. Red Skehon of the

U.S. Army, a great guy and a great en-

tertainer, with whom I have been working
for over a year.

He has given almost two thousand
shows. He has worked in this country at

various Ports of Embarkation. He went
overseas on a transport, gave shows at

various places in Italy and returned on a

hospital ship. He did as many as ten shows
a day even after his throat became infected.

To us G.I.'s he is a real guy, a great guy
who did more than his job, and I think

everyone should know he did it as a

soldier for $50 a month.

SGT. T. L. CANADA,
Camp Patrick Henry, Va.

I would like to raise my voice in protest

against what is being done to Greer Garson.
" It's a darn shame that this beautiful and
talented lady isn't given a chance to show
her scope as an actress. Instead she's in

an artistic rut, always portraying a paragon
of womanhood. This was very fine at first,

but are we to be subjected to a lifetime of

Greer as a Great Lady, no matter what the

story, locale, or time?
Surely whoever is responsible for this

must realize that even with all her assets

Miss Garson may grow monotonous to the

public when she has to play the same char-

acter picture after picture.

If only she'd show one little fault to

mar her perfection—but no, she's always
righteous. Perhaps I'm just jealous be-

cause I know I could never be perfect. But
I honestly think she'd be much more human
if allowed to deviate from the straight and
narrow path once in a while.

Miss Garson is a woman of talent and
flexibility. I wish they'd give her a chance
to show it.

LUISA BICK, Albany 4, New York.

Thanks to Screenland, I now know the
story behind the (to me) mysterious dis-

appearance of Robert. Cummings. Alyce
Canfield's "Unconditional Surrender" is

one of the most interesting and inspiring

articles to appear in any motion picture
magazine.'

"Princess O'Rourke" was a delightful

picture. It re-discovered Robert Cummings
for me and I looked forward to seeing him
again in the near future. That was several

years ago, and that was the last I saw
or heard of him until the above mentioned
article explained the mystery.

Man's inhumanity to man and the misuse
of power has been well-demonstrated in this

world war. Little wars against misuse of
power and inhumanity are constantly taking
place. It is always a grand and glorious

feeling when right and justice win,
whether in a large or small war. We need
more people like Robert Cummings who
will fight for justice regardless of the odds
against him.

I hope Robert Cummings will continue to

refuse to appear in pictures unworthy of

his talents and standards as a man.
Good luck, Robert Cummings, you've

earned it.

ARDIS HAWLEY SNOW,
Alexandria, Va.

Imagine my surprise and joy when I

looked through Screenland and saw a

picture of Gene Tierney in a costume from
her latest picture, "Dragonwyck."
You see, about a month ago in a con-

versation with my sister I said, "Gosh

!

'Dragonwyck' would make a perfect

movie, don't you think?" Whereupon she

replied, "Would it ever! Especially in

Technicolor."

Well, I don't know whether they are

making it in Technicolor, but I was very

Screenland

liappy to read that Gene Tierney has the
role of Miranda, for Gene is one of my
favorite stars.

She did a swell job in "Laura" and I

think that with her in "Dragonwyck" it is

bound to be a hit.

JOYCE ANDERSON, Superior, Wis.

HONORABLE MENTION
Why hasn't some Hollywood studio

thought of teaming Lauren Bacall and
,\lan Ladd ? 1 hose two can portray
"polished" violence with unexcelled finesse.

If Lauren's repartee can compete with
Bogart's cynicism, think of her stifling

Ladd's obduracy

!

Hollywood, team those two and the movie
theaters won't be able to seat the crowds

!

V. L. FOSTER, Macomb, 111.

What is the matter with Hollywood
keeping a fine actor like Cornel Wilde from
the public?

He is good looking, and has a "Million
Dollar Smile." While they are giving out

titles like "The Body," "The Look," etc.,

they ought to give Wilde the title of "The
Smile."

I sincerely believe that if he keeps giving

performances as he did in "A Song To Re-
member," he'll be walking away with an

"Oscar." Of course they should give him
good parts, too.

From different conversations, I know
there are many who feel as I do and would
love to know more about him.

DOROTHY BROWN,
Allison Park, Pa.

How pleased I am to see Ida Lupino and
Joan Fontaine playing comedy roles in

their newest pictures ! Both have many
times proven themselves capable dramatic

actresses. They are wise in realizing the

importance of versatility to a star's pop-
ularity, for many a star's box-office appeal

has been dimmed by too much "type-

casting."

For several years that great actress,

Bette Davis, has played only dramatic roles.

Her pictures are always excellent, but they

all fall into the heavy category. We fans

always know what to expect—and some-
times that gets a bit dull. Miss Davis and

all the other stars owe their fans an

occasional taste of variety. After all, it's

the "spice of life
!"

DON BAKER, St. Louis, Mo.

Have recently attended the film, "A
Medal For Benny," and I want to tell you

it was one of the finest human interest

stories I have ever witnessed.

John Steinbeck is to be congratulated for

a perfect story. And above all, I think that

Hollywood should stand up and take notice

of one J. Carrol Naish, for his portrayal

of Benny's father was one of the finest act-

ing jobs of the year. Other male stars out

in Hollywood will have to go soijie to beat

it. I'm no critic, but you don't have to be

to know a good actor when you see one.

When the Motion Picture Academy of

Arts and Sciences start passing out "Oscars"

next year, it is my opinion that Mr. Naish

should be nominated as an Academy Award
winner for the most outstanding supporting

actor of the year.

Whenever I go to a theater and see a

motion picture billed with the name J. Car-

rol Naish I know I'm in for some excellent

entertainment. So in the future, let's see a

lot more oiJ. Carrol Naish, a fine actor.

S/Sgt. RICHARD AARON,
Peterson Field, Colo.



''What had I said to him?, .what had I done?''

This was the night I haddreamed aboutfor
weeks . . . the gayplaces we ivould go . . . the

sweetness ofseeing him for three whole days

on his first furlough since our love-at-first-

sight meeting. And now, what a rude awak-

ening! Home before midnight, after an eve-

ning ivhich began romantically enough and
then grew strained and different! What had
I said to him? . . . what could I have done to

change his attitude from one ofwarmth and
admiration to cool indifference:'

Never Take a Chance

When a woman attracts one day and

repels the next, something must be
wrong. The answer in this case, as in so

many, many others, was halitosis (bad

breath). This social offense puts one in

the worst possible light, nips many a

romance in the bud.

Since you, yourself, may not realize

when your breath is "that way" . . . why
not take a sensible precaution against

it? . . . Why not use Listerine night and

morning and ber^'een times, before so-

cial engagements when you want to be

at your best? Listerine Antiseptic helps

to make your breath sweeter, purer, less

likely to offend.

While some cases of hahtosis are of

systemic origin, most cases, say a num-
ber of medical authorities, are due to the

bacteria! fermentation of tiny food parti-

cles clinging to mouth surfaces. Lister-

ine Antiseptic halts such fermentation

then overcomes the odors fermentation

causes.

If you would be pleasing to others

never, never omit Listerine Antiseptic as

a part of your daily toilette.

L.AMBnRT Ph.\rm.\cal Co., St. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
for Oro/ Hygiene

P. S. Your money buys less today, so spend it wisely. You must try the new Listerine Tooth Paste.

S C R E EN LAND



With smooth make-up,
and a smooth up-swept
hair-do ending in a

cascade of curls,

Janice Carter, Colum-
bia starlet seen in

"The Fighting Guards-
man," is a picture of

Freshness and loveliness.

Reminder: a .^u
" good way to r.r^'^"^ ^'"'^^

P'"^ powder^ fro^

Janice Carter tells of

grooming tricks which

add to attractiveness

By Josephine Felts
brush

Perfect/on: Use
cia//y designed f^/^L ^spe-

^'>^^-o^oth:'d^,?„t%fpi°f::

1 » 5avs steaming your

ggestion:. Jan.ce says
^^^^

occasionally '

clear up any
ce

Admonition; ^^^^ applyng.. Leave no high-water
pplying

HOW often we are tempted to sigh

with envy when we see our fa-

vorite movie star on the screen

—her lovely smooth complexion, large

flashing eyes, and silken hair are some-
thing to envy. Well, if all you do is

sigh for beauty, you may be sighing

forever. But if you work on it, you
can be as pretty as any movie star. The
kind of feminine loveliness that is

pleasing to the eye, both to yours and
to the onlookers', can be achieved with
a minimum of time and planning and
expense.

Every movie star knows that the be-
ginnings of beauty lie in a fine, smooth-
looking complexion. Attractive Janice
Carter knows any number of make-
up aids that will enhance her natural

loveliness or disguise any minor de-

fects, and she is passing them on to you.

Janice believes that the basis for a
smooth, finished make-up job is a good
foundation. And, the variety of foun-
dation creams, lotions, and cakes that

await your choice will delight you.
There is a make-up for every skin type
and skin tone. There are bases which
are tinted to bring out the warmth
of your skin, and there are neutral

shades of products for patting on to

give a finish to rough and scaly skin.

Whatever type you choose, be sure to

apply it correctly, following the manu-
facturer's directions explicitly' for best

results.

But before you put on your founda-
tion and make-up, always make certain
that the skin is clear and ready for the
application. If your pores seem to be
clogged, you can open them by giving
your face a steam bath. However, this

treatment should only be used occasion-
ally, and after the pore accumulation
has been removed, cold water should
be patted on and, also, either astrin-

gent or freshener. This is essential to
help contract the pores.

For that perfectly groomed look, Jan-
ice uses her foundation carefully, leav-

ing no high-water mark between face
and throat. Then she is ready to apply
her powder. Afost wise girls know that

it is best to choose a powder just a shade
darker than your foundation, to pre-

vent that ugly floury look that a too-

light face powder can give. Janice
suggests a large soft puff, or a piece of
absorbent cotton for applying the face

powder. And it should always be im-
maculately clean. Pat the powder on
your face, your throat, the back of
your neck, and as a warning, be sure

not to leave a line of un-made-up skin

showing—there is nothing more de-

glamorizing. Press in the powder
around your nose and chin to help give

your skin a mat finish. Wait a few
moments while the powder sets on your
skin, and then with a soft face powder
brush remove the excess powder. Make
sure to take (Please turn to page 90)
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The TRUE story

of two daring

women in Paris!

UNITED ARTISTS presents

6RACIECONSTANCE

Bennett Fields
in

TARIS-
UNDERGRGirf^

with

George Rigaud • Kurt Kreuger
Directed by GREGORY RATOFF
Based on the Story by ETTA SHIBER
RELEASED THRU UNITED ARTISTS

Over 30,000.000 fhnlled fo E»o

Shiber's great best-seller in Reader's

Digest and as a Book-of-the-Month.
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WINNER OF SIX ACADEMY AWARDS...
WINNER OF A NATION'S PRAISE...

WINNER OF A WORLD'S HEART...
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[^amount's ait-fimfr winner, "Going My Way,"
Bing Crosby and Barry Fifigerald, above. Cea-
Ray Milland and PauleHe Goddard in "KiHy."

AN OPEI LETTER

to

Some Good Old Friends

And Some lice

lew Ones

Lizabeth Scott, new starlet, surrounded by Rob«+
Cummings, Charles Drake, and Don DePore in th*
Hal Wallis production of "You Came Along,"

stars

Jones

FROM Sarah Bernhardt in "Queen
Elizabeth" to Betty Hutton in

"Incendiary Blonde"— and pro-

viding good entertainment all along
the way—that's Paramount for you. In
its third of a century of progress that it's celebratir^ right

now. Paramount may have made some bad pictures, but

one thing is certain, it has never made any dull pictures.

A company that could turn out in its stride both "Going
My Way," that all-time classic, and "Double Indem-
nity," that melodramatic shocker; the breezy "Incendiary

Blonde'' and the bright, sophisticated "You Gune Along,"

rates a deep, sweeping bow. I can't say I remember good
old Queen Bess, but I do remember other charming char-

acters, from Rudolph Valentino to Alan Ladd, all the

famous players from yesterday to tomorrow—^including

those top box-office names of right now: Bing Crosby,

feramount'c
, '^^^^^^Bi^B

Cordova.'

Bob Hope, Betty Hutton, Dottie La-

mour ; those delightful new discoveries,

Sonny Tuft, Diana Lynn, Gail Russell,

to name a few who have been helping

to make Paramount films popular.

There's a friendly feeling between Paramount and you
and me in the audience. It's a nice, warm feeling. If this

company had never produced anything else in its third of

a century except "Going My Way" it could just sit tack
and relax. But Paramount won't do that. It's probably
plotting screen surprises for us right now. for its next

third of a century.
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in "Weekend at the Wjj
dorf" Ginger Rogers shar^

starring honors with Laf„
Turner, Van Johnson, anc
Walter Pidgeon, for MGM.



By Jessica Ryan

TURHAN BEY walked into the Uni-

versal Studio restaurant, on his last

day of work before his induction

into the Army, wearing a bathrobe over

his costume for "Night in Paradise," in

which he co-stars with Merle Oberon,

and half a score of female tourists

swooned flat on their faces in his wake.

Turhan eyed them quizically, grinned, and
another dozen females bit the dust. So
Turhan shook his head in bewilderment,

stopped by the table where sat Chinese

actor, Keye Luke, and leered at him.

Keye Luke leered back. Turhan then

examined a miniatiu-e phonograph being

exhibited to all and sundry by one. Lou
Costello; said Hi! to George Sanders who
sneered back an answer; slapped Director

Frank Ryan on the back; waved at

Maria Montez; and finally and at last,

reached his destination.

I In Universal's "Night In

Paradise," Turhan's lasf pic-

ture for the duration, he

makes love to Merle Oberon.

Oh, no? Well, that's what the man—Turhan Bey—said,

in final interview before his induction into the Army

He kissed my hand, said: "Keye Luke
and I made a serial several years ago. I

played a Jap," sat down, said he had a
cold, and ordered a chocolate malted
milk.

"After it's made, please heat it," he

told the waitress. And then, as he pulled

at one sideburn that was twisted into

curls for the picture, he advised me
solemnly, "That's an old Turkish cus-

tom, you know. We always have our
chocolate malted milks hot."

While waiting for the heated malted
milk, Turhan talked about music. He
talked about the symphony concert he

had been to the Sunday before and how
thrilling it was. His eyes shone with a
true music lover's appreciation for fine

(Please turn to page 77)

No ladies' man? Looking at Lana Turner look-

ing at him, looks like Turhan might be
wrong. Right above, his mother visits the

young actor and is shown around the studio.



Van and Esther are co-stars in "Early To Wed," a gay, young ro-

mance. Van also appears with luscious Lana Turner, left above, and
clever Ginger Rogers, right above, in "Weekend At The Waldorf."

That lovely Williams gal gives out about
that popular Johnson man. Good reading!

By Aiyce Canfield

HOLLYWOOD'S ail-American girl, lush and lovely

Esther Williams, is paired again with Hollywood's
all-American boy. Van Johnson. The picture, "Early

To Wed," is Esther's fifth, and her third with Van. She
knows him pretty well. She should. She's" been seeing him
day in and day out for a good long while. Monotonous?
Are you kidding?

There's been a lot of talk about Van Johnson's popu-
larity. Two years ago he was just another young newcomer.
Today he has hit the jackpot. His fan mail is phenomenal.
He is the distributors' dream boy, the box-ofiice bonanza.
Trying to analyze the why of his sudden, smashing success

has made the Young Man From Rhode Island Holly-
wood's most discussed personahty. "They" will say, dis-

paragingly, that he isn't the handsomest star, nor the
most talented actor, so why all the rum and Coca Cola?
Why Van Johnson? Why not a dozen other young men
about Hollywood?
To this, Esther replies: "That's a lot of pish and tosh

and nonsense. In the first place, what's this talk about
there being handsomer men in Hollywood? Name me one!

Van's the handsomest thing to hit this town since Gable.

He has a healthy, wonderful kind of looks. A very
American look, A NOT city slicker look. He's down-to-
earth, unimpressed with his success. He's a real person.

What you are comes off on the screen. There's nothing

so strange about Van's success. It was bound to be—for

there aren't many people like him in Hollywood.
"Sure, one star may be the salt of the earth, but he

won't be handsome, too. Or another may be so good looking

he belongs in a collar ad, but he's not a nice j)erson. In

fact, his name is splashed all over the front pages now and
again. Or still another may work on polishing his perform-

ances and give really moving characterizations. Swell, but

he's not so pretty without his toupee. Van is good look-

ing, a good actor, and a good person. That last is his gold

in the bank, and nothing—money, fame, success

—

nothing

will ever change it.

"The first time we met we were both in 'A Guy Named
Joe.' I was very green, but everyone else on the picture was
a terrific name: Irene Dunne, Spencer Tracy. It was fast

company. I had a crying scene to do. I couldn't take

everything in my stride. I was scared. I'd be mortified if

I didn't get things right. I was so ashamed if I had to do
a scene over. Now this picture [Please turn to page 91)
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By Jerome Adams

HE'LL BE KILLED!" cried the

1^ neighbors in horrified tones, as

they gathered at the base of the

tall, towering telegraph pole. Their faces,

turned skyward, masked the terror they
felt in their hearts.

"Peggy, please come down," they
pleaded. "Those are live wires up there.

You'll be killed!"

But Peggj' didn't come down—not
until she had accomplished her purpose.
Neither was Peggy killed. Slowly she
continued to wriggle her skinny little

body up the pole. Eager-eyed, defiant,

she kept looking up—up. Through those
high tension wires like an eel! On to the

very top rung! With one tight fist she
clung. Triumphantly her free hand sig-

nalled the groaning group below. One
scrawTiy twig-of-a-leg broke loose and
kicked joyously out into space.

During the years that followed, little

P^KSy never stopped looking up. Some-
times the going got rough. Deeply sensi-

tive, lonely, easily hurt, she protected

herself with an air of bravado she seldom
felt. But she never lost spirit. Never
forgot her dreams. Last December little

Peggy went to the White Hou.se. As
Faye Emerson Roosevelt, wife of Briga-

adier General Elliott Roosevelt, she slept

in the Lincoln Room and was given a

heart-warming welcome by her new
Iiusband's family. That meeting with the

late and beloved Franklin Delano
Roosevelt is a memory she cherishes

with all her heart and soul. The sim-

plicity, the gentility, the overwhelming
kindness of all the Roosevelts—.she wjll

remember as long as she lives.

Hollywood loves a success story.

Hollywood loves Faye Emerson. But
Hollywood is still the melting ]x>t of

ambition, petty jealousy, conflicting

emotion. When Faye was wooed and won
by Elliott Roosevelt, the entire town
literally .stood and cheered. When the

nation's newspapers front-paged the

Emerson-Roosevelt marriage, cameras
stopped turning while stars, directors,

(Please turn to page *>4)

Brig. General Elliott Roosevelt, at left below,
in front of his plane, "My Faye," named
after his wife, Faye Emerson. Above, the

Roosevelts enjoy a rare evening of relaxation.



Alfred Hitchcock, maestro of melo-
drama, has been picking winners since

he first started as a director in London
some twenty years ago. He not only has

the ability to keep the audience in a

tizzy of suspense with such pictures as

"Lifeboat," "Spellbound," "Saboteur,"
"Shadow Of A Doubt" and "Suspicion,"

but he knows how to bring out quali-

ties in stars which help this suspense
along. Of medium height, rotund, with
a scintillating wit, he is apt to deceive

the casual observer into thinking he
rather plays at life and movie making.
To the contrary, Hitchcock has a keen,
razor-edged, analytical mind which
pulls no punches. Are you movie star

material? Listen what Alfred Hitchcock
has to say, then decide for yourself!

26

tONG AGO and far away, when I first

J started directing pictures in Lon-
don, a star didn't have to be a great

actress to be a success. That was the

day of silent pictures when simple facial

expressions and pantomime were the ex-

tent of her dramatics. Many old-fash-

ioned movies were like puppet shows.

Figures moved across the screen, look-

ing, staring, making gestures. The title

writer could make a star either a trage-

dienne or a comedienne. Often, very
humorous subtitles were used with a
deadpan closeup, and the effect was
hilarious. The performer had to have a
likable personality, but it wasn't neces-

sary for her to have great acting ability.

Title writers helped the performance con-

siderably. Today, all that is changed.
Today, in talking pictures, a star must

be, able to act—at least 75 per cent of

her success depends on this ability. The
director can take care of the other 35

per cent. The star of tomorrow, how-
ever, must have 100 per cent acting abil-

ity. Because as writing develops and im-

By

Alfred Hitchcock

As told to Alyce Canfield

proves in pictures, so will the star have
to rise to meet the demands of this bet-

ter writing. We're always five to seven

years behind actual life in picture mak-
ing. We see this when we look at old

pictures and wonder how we could have
swallowed such hammy acting. There is

a style of staginess which seems to stick

to acting. It's difficult to get a truly life-

like, natural performance. In movies
there is more chance to be natural than

on the stage. The stage automatically

calls for a style of acting called "projec-

tion," which means that the actress must
see that the last row "gets" what is go-

ing on. That's why, often, when stage

actors come to Hollywood, they have to

learn to underplay rather than overplay
—because the camera exaggerates, mak-
ing it unnecessary for them to exag-

gerate.

You see, in conventional acting, if you



June Allyson

Joan Tetiel

meet someone (in a scene)

whom you are supposed to dis-

like, you give him dark looks

and strongly indicate to the au-

dience that Here Is A Character
You Hate. In real hfe, this

rarely happens. You may meet
someone you strongly dislike,

but—except for a faint mask of

reserve and coldness—you don't

show it. You may ignore the
person, turn the other way, but
you don't indulge in dramatics.

In pictures, we have to find ways at

riving at this true-to-life reaction.

great actress always has control. Ai
she is never perfect, in the sense that life

if never perfect.

By this I mean that she comes into a
room—in a scene—and looks around,
with poise. She's interesting whether or

not she has a big scene to play. She
walks around, waits. She has control.

She holds the interest of the audience.
In contrast, a person who doesn't have
control is awkward and ill at ease, or too

perfect, walking like a show girl on
parade, conscious of every movement.
The actress who has control and pres-

ence walks into that room just as if she
were alone. Perhaps she picks up an ash-

Fa me d director Hitch-

cock, above, manages to

approximate the svelte
outlines of his wife and
daughter, Patricia, by
eating oranges from the

trees on his Bel Air es-

tate. Mrs. Hitchcock was
his assistant before they

were married. Daughter
Pat, who has already ap-

peared in three Broad-
way plays, is picked as a

future winner by proud
pop, and he can pick 'em
—see some of the stars

on this page, including

below, Teresa Wright and
Joseph Gotten; I n g r i d
Bergman in "Spellbound."

Joan Fontaine

Tallulah Bankhead

tray, looks on the bottom of it to see if

the price is still there, then very awk-
wardly and hurriedly puts it down.
There is nothing self-conscious about her

movements. She isn't jittery or mentally

conscious of her movements. This con-

trol, this poise and naturalness, this abil-

ity to keep the attention of the audience

is the first thing I look for when picking

a winner.

After that I want to determine whether
or not an actor or an actress has a range

of character. I don't mean an ability to

play different types of roles. I mean an
emotional range. Joan Fontaine, for in-

stance, has great range. So has Joseph
Gotten. So has Ligrid Bergman. It's ab-

solutely essential that a star—a great

star—be able to react to emergencies of

life in different ways. Some people react

{Please turn to page 6'2)
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She was the

higgest sucker

of them all!

Paramounf pi

Back in the hooch -happy

days of the Terrific Twen-

ties Texas Guinan greeted

the mob at her famous night

club with her famous shout

of "Hello Suckers" . . . but

she was the biggest sucker

of them all, for she was des-

perately, hopelessly in love

with a man . . . gambler and

racketeer . . . she could never

marry.

•

Texas was famous for

another expression,

"Give this lit-

tle girl a great

big hand" an ex

pression that she would use

again today if she could see

Betty Hutton as Texas

Guinan in "INCENDI-
ARY BLONDE." Betty is

slightly more than terrific

as the great Guinan . . . she

has to be for Texas was a

fabulous personality, rodeo

queen, Ziegfeld girl, Holly-

wood star, and owner of her

own night club, telliftg off the

gun - toting gangsters who
tried to muscle in on her.

Paramount has filmed Texas

Guinan's exciting story in a

riot of color, with a caval-

cade of great hit tunes, and

at a mile a minute pace.

The picture is so good that

Paramount has chosen it to

mark its Third of a Century

of Entertaining the World.

INCENDIARY

Paramount—Entertaining the World for One Third of a Century!



By Fredda Dudley

SHORTLY after you read this, you
will know the name of George
Rigaud as well as you know that of

Charles Boyer, Paul Henreid, or

Turhan Bey. Within three months' time
"Paris— Underground," starring Con-
stance Bennett and Gracie Fields, and
"Masquerade In Mexico," starring Doro-
thy Lamour, will have been released,

and you will have had an opportunity to

see El Senor Rigaud.
George Rigaud has eyes somehow

reminiscent of those of Gary Cooper; he
has the boyish enthusiasm and humor of

Sonny Tufts; he has the suavity of

Walter Pidgeon; add it all together, how-
ever, and you get a highly distmc-
tive and individualistic gentleman named
Rigaud, pronounced Reego.
He was born in Buenos Aires of an

Argentine father and a French mother,

and he had a sister somewhat older than

he; when he was seven, after his father's

death, George, his mother and his

sister moved to France, arriving with

admirable timing for the dramatic in

June, 1914. His adventures during this

period were numerous, but as we are

taking up in today's lesson only Rigaud,

the actor; we must leave Rigaud, the

child of fabidous destiny, until a later

date.

George approached his career from as

many different directions as the hub of

a wheel is approached by its spokes. It

started when he was first sent to an
English school to learn to speak the

language that he now handles as success-

fully as Dupont handled nylon (sigh)

.

Once estabUshed in his English school,

he made friends with a professor who
spoke French and Spanish, as well as

his native tongue, which endeared him

When you see Rigaud opposite Consf«nc«
Bennett in Miss Bennett's first production on
her own, "Paris—Underground," you'll ac-

claim a new star. The gentleman from France

will also soon be seen opposite Dottie Lamour
in Paramount's film, "Masquerade In Mexico."

to Senor-M'sieur Rigaud. They shared
another enthusiasm; each loved horses

with a devotion strictly from Kentucky.
Each day the professor would send his

apt student to the races to place a small

bet. Sometimes the equines latched on
to the affirmative, and a celebration was
held in scholarly rooms that evening.
Usually, however, they simply Crosbied
ignobly out of the race.

At Christmas time, George went home
to spend the holidays with his mother.
Beaming with pride, she sent for him
one afternoon with the intention of ex-

hibiting his linguistic talents before a

group of her friends who had called.

(Please timi to page SO

)
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Here's a different story about Sinatra,

and we thinic you'll like it better than any
other you've ever read about The Voice

By Mayme Ober Peak
Nancy, Frankie, and Nancy, Jr.

Frankie, Jr., is a brown-eyed boy as plump as
his father is thin. No nurse maids at the Sinatras'.

IN MANY a man s life, the "other
woman" plays a part. The "other
woman" in Hollywood plays a

unique part—she's the wife!

At the other end of the triangle are
two tremendous challenges—the glam-
orous personalities of the screen to whom
her husband makes love under flattering

lights and to soft music; second, millions

of feminine admirers who shower him
with adulation, mob him for his auto-
graph and write him adoring fan letters

—some even proposing marriage.

Mrs. Frank Sinatra, wife of the King of

Swoon, has a hundred times more com-
petition than the wife of the -greatest

heart-flutterer who ever packed them
into the box office. Not only do the
adolescent bobby-soxers faint at his

broadcasts and personal appearances,
but girls in their romantic teens paper
their rooms with his pictures, keep
Sinatra scrap books, knit him socks,

take him roses for his buttonhole, camp
around his parked car wanting to be
near something that belongs to him.
follow him home, lie in wait for him at

every turn.

These worshippers at the Sinatra

shrine, from coast to coast, have a secret

alliance that isn't all sentimental. They
raise money to equip hospitals and in-

stitutions in Frank's name, have helped

Scene on facing page shows Frankie with Gene
Kelly harmoniiing in MSM'i "Anchors Aweigh,"

in which both boys appear at their best.

Nancy Senior and Nancy Junior descend the

stairs to greet guest in Toluca Lake home.

him sell millions of dollars' worth of

bonds. It's the modern girl's way of

paying homage to her hero, along with

the swoonsteria of her era.

No man would be human who would
be entirely immune to this sort of

admiration. Even the most faithful

"family man" must sometimes feel like

a tin god. It's a smart wife who can
compete, or cope, with the situation.

How does Nancy Sinatra do it?

I went to their Toluca Lake home,
while Frank was on his overseas tour, to

find out. I got my first idea of the

weapons she u.ses from the home setting

—a charming pink stucco house with a

high wall around the front patio. The
rear overlooks a beautiful, restful lake.

Frank doesn't have to go to the beacii

to swim—he'd be mobbed if he did. He
can swim in privacy in his own back
yard. He has his own boat and can

scoot across the lake at will to the Lake-

side Golf Club. There is a cabana for

his sun baths at the lake's edge—he
doesn't have to go to Palm Springs,

The house itself is a homey place

upon which no decorator's swank hand
has been laid. More of this later. When
the door was opened by Nancy Sinatra

and Nancy, Jr.. dressed alike in white

eyelet embroidery blouses and peasant

skirts. I discovered that Frank has a

glamor girl at home and also the cutest

bobby-soxers of them all. Mrs. Sinatra's

pictures have never done her Romany
beauty justice. She has a petite figure

Frank has the cutest boby-socks fan of all in

daughter Nancy. She's sweet, shy, and unspoiled.

with curvejs in the right places, enormous
dark brown eyes, and a wealth of brown
hair which she wore in a full bob.

Little Nancy, a miniature of her

mother, looked like Alice in Wonder-
land with her waist-length dark hair

banded in blue ribbon. She's perpetual

motion. The only time she is really ever

still, her mother said, is when she is

asleep or sitting by the radio singing

along with her daddy. Another crooner

in the family, Frank, Jr., came in from

a ride with his Aunt Tina before I left.

He's an adorable brown-eyed boy as

plump as his father is thin. A pretty

strong magnet for any man is this

threesome!

I knew the answer almost before I

put my first blunt question
—

"Mrs.
Sinatra, how do you manage to outwit

so many rivals and remain the head
woman in your husband's life?"

"By making home the greatest thing

in Frank's life. I have no social life of

my own. no friends I have to dress uj)

to meet for lunch or bridge, so I have
plenty of time to devote to my husband,
children and home. Some women have so

much a life of their own that they can't

be a part of their husband s.

"I don't resent his popularity the

least bit—he worked too hard for it.

I'm glad the girls like him as well a.-< the>

do. 1 would be foolish if 1 were jealous.

There would be something to worry alniut

if they didn't make over him
{Please turn to page !•
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Especially when you're blonde, dyn/amic

Lizabeth Scott, who is taking her brand
new screen career in her graceful stride

By Constance Palmer



LIZABETH SCOTT is glad she's

^ twenty-two. With all the intensity
of a super-charged nature, she be-

lieves it's a wonderful age. She's glad
the uneasy, confused 'teens are behind
her and that she's mature enough to
handle her brand new career on the
screen.

If she's ever had a horoscope cast, an
aura of good luck must have hung over
the year 1944, because it was then that
Hal Wallis saw a picture of her model-
ing sleek clothes in a fashion magazine
and signed her to a personal contract for

his Paramoimt productions. He's even
rushing "You Came Along" for a quick
release so that you may see her as soon
as possible as Bob Cummings' leading
woman.
Smooth is the word for Lizabeth. She's

the new type of tall, tawny, long-shanked
female attractiveness that's the fashion
right now. Her face is not the usual
pretty-pretty kind unearthed—the Lord
only knows where— by the ubiquitous
talent-scout. Rather, it is built on broad
planes of uncluttered bone-structure. She
has been compared in appearance to
Laiu-en Bacall, but this isn't fair to Liza-

beth, who at least should be given her
own personal claim to dbtinction. If any
comparison at all is made, let us say she
is like the Constance Bennett of fifteen

years ago and that she, too, can wear
clothes to fulfil a designer's dream.
Seldom has a producer felt so certain

he has star material as Hal Wallis is

with the acquisition of Lizabeth Scott.

Consequently, the day after she arrived
in Hollywood, she began the intensive

series of tests that is given a player who
is expected to reach top rank. Hair-
dressers, makeup men, photographers,
dramatic coaches descended on her like

a cloud of busy, swarming bees. They
regarded her with complete imperson-
ality; she was simply a commodity that

must be made salable in motion pictures,

"I was so confused and unhappy about
the first test," Lizabeth mourned. "I
couldn't possibly be that bombastic crea-

ture bounding around the screen! You
see, it was just that I didn't understand
the camera or the limitation of space I

The "body makeup" lady 'touches up Lizabefh's

shapely arms for a scene, left above. Producer

Hal Wallis goes over the script with his sensa-

tional new find. Lizabeth, highly literate young
actress, not only has a book, but several. Bot-

tom of page. Bob Cummings and Miss Scott

share a cioseup in a scene from her film.

had to work in. And I was the girl who'd
thought acting for the movies must be
as simple as it looked!"

She was appalled and anxious about
the time and work spent on her and
returned the attention of the studio with
earnest co-operation. This was her new
career and she was determined to make
good in it.

Lizabeth—she dropped the initial

"e" to make the name unusual—is

Russian-English. Her Russian mother
was bitterly against her daughter's deci-

sion to go to New York to try to get a
job on the stage.

"I was just eighteen and mother felt

my place was at home in Scranton with
her and my brother and two sisters,"

she said. "But I argued that, at least, I

must satisfy myself by making the at-

tempt—and finally she agreed to finance

(Please turn to page ^(i)



The movie horse called

"The King" should have been

named Pegasus because he

bids fair to carry Elizabeth

Taylor a long, long way

By Hyatt Downing

THIS afternoon I fell in love! If I had
told any of my friends that this was
a possibility they would have stared

incredulously and said: "Take a good
gander in the mirror and then talk about
falling in love."

But of course none of my friends, the

people I pal around with, know the lady.

I didn't myself until about one o'clock.

It happened just like that. One moment
I was a free man and the next I was
irrevocably in chains. Wait till I tell you.

She has eyes the color of sea water
when it is deep and still; brown hair

hanging low over her shoulders and fram-
ing a small, heart-shaped face; beautiful

white teeth that seem too perfect to be
real; a smile that reaches way down inside

you and makes you say "A-h-h-h," as

you do when you look at a lovely old

French miniature by Nattier; deUcate
long-fingered hands that seem forever in

motion. She is small—hardly more than
ninety pounds, 1 should think—and as

graceful as a blown leaf. She is Ehzabeth
Taylor and she is thirteen years old.

In the beginning it didn't appear that

I was going to like Miss Taylor at all.

She was late to the party—I mean the
interview—and I had sat for thirty min-
utes reading ancient copies of magazines
and smoking one cigarette after another
and glancing at my watch and saying
things to myself. People are likely to be
that way, you know, when they think
they are being treated too casually. It

does something to their self-esteem—and
you'd much better break a man's leg

than injure his self-esteem. I was just
about to rise in dudgeon and remark
that Miss Taylor could take a run and
jump straight into the Pacific Ocean

—

when she arrived. And then I forgot all

about being angry.
She came into the room with a rush

and began talking almost before she had
crossed the threshold. She gave me her
hand and said something about her
mother ha\Hing forgotten the appoint-
ment. I wasn't listening. I was just
standing stUl and looking at the most
beautiful little girl I ever saw and won-
dering how they got that way.
Then she plumped down beside me on

a wide lounge which crackled a little

when her weight hit the cushions. This
seemed to astonish her and she tried it

again. She tried it several times but the
crackle wouldn't come any more. She
seemed vaguely disappointed.

After that she began talking. It wasn't
any trouble at all to get her to talk. She
just runs on and on—like a brook. We
talked about a great number of things
during the next half-hour or so, but
mostly we talked about King Charles.
King Charles was beautiful, he was proud,
he was austere, he was magnificent. I sat
in open-mouthed wonder. "Is it pos-

(Please turn to page 67)



Of course "The King," facing pege with

jElizabefh Taylor, it the youngtter's fa-

vorite; but she's a kitten cuddler, too.

lylor fans on the set of MGM's "Hold
igh The Torch" include Frank Morgan, Tom
rale, Lassie and the milk-fed baby |amb.

real Paradise for pretty Elizabeth has been
r new film, for in addition to the famous

og, Lassie, her role cells for her to play

ith an unusual collection of assorted pets.
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How a tali, blonde, green-eyed

girl In Greenwich Village won her

first publicity break which led

her to stardom as Lauren Bacall

By Juliet Throckmorton

THE receptionist at the Throckmor-
ton Scenic Studios just south of

Washington Square was very an-

noyed that April day of 1942. Her daily

routine was constantly interrupted by a

new type of visitor. These visitors were
breathless, haughty, or just wholesome
young beauties. AU of them eagerly pre-

sented entry blanks bearing their names,
addresses and birthplaces, together with
height and weight, bust, waist, hip,

and shoe measurements, "vital statistics."

Today a screen sensation and the

bride of Humphrey Bogart, Lauren

Bacall, then Befty Joan Bacall, in

1942 was adjudged the winner of

the "Miss Greenwich Village" con-

test by a jury including Ole Olsen

and Walter Thornton. At right,

Bacall of '42, as she won contest.

This procedure seemed a waste of

time to the busy lady at the desk, but
she did look hard at one of the girls who
came in with her mother. This particu-

lar girl was tall, blonde, lissome, and
somehow different. But we shall come
to her later and explain that all these

young hopefuls were storming the studio

to enter themselves in a beauty contest,

sponsored by various associations of the

Washington Square district to promote a

drive for the settlement at Greenwich
House, a famous institution and land-

mark of this nostalgic region, sentimen-
tally known as old New York.
The idea of selecting the "most beau-

tiful and talented resident of the neigh-

borhood" had been suggested by Cleon
Throckmorton, stage designer, as a pub-
licity angle for the drive. The winner
was to be crowned "Miss Greenwich
Village," receive a prize, and eventually

be sent along to the big Atlantic City
Beauty Show. The girl was to be chosen

by a jury consisting of James Mont-
gomery Flagg, David Lowe, Walter
Thornton, Paul Unterbridge, Throckmor-
ton and other New York men of note.

Once the contest was announced, the
fun began. Headquarters at the studio

were besieged with applicants. Dark,
fair, medium, the classic type, the seduc-
tive type, cute girls, stately girls, plump
and slender girls, on they came. The giri

we mentioned before who was somehow
different came early and quietly. Her
entry blank read as follows:

Name: Betty Joan Bacall

Mother: Natalie Bacal
Address: 75 Bank Street

Born: Manhattan
Education: Grammar, High School

Graduate
Her height: 5' 8"; her bust 33; waist

231/2, hips 35
Color of Eyes: Green; hair, blonde;

complexion, fair

Talent: Actress—in "Johnny 2 x 4,"

Academy of Dramatic Arts. Currently

she was a Powers and Thornton model.
Bacall, contestant number three!

The girls continued to pour in. They
came from the tenements, the little stu-

dios or the tall apartment buildings that

tower over the square. The neighborhood
yield of pulchritude was really aston-

ishing. Obviously the judges would have
no easy task.

When the big night came the hall was
jammed with proud parents and friends

and a huge audience. The judges sat

assembled before the stage, their faces

intent and serious. The parade began.

The girls were flushed and excited, their

eyes full of hope and Hollywood.
The judges whispered, pointed, argued.

Eliminations started and the unlucky

ones began to drop out, looking embar-
rassed and unhappy.
The tall girl with green eyes, Bacall,

moved serenely about the stage. She was
still among the chosen but one felt she

would have taken it very calmly even

were she not.

Still the judges wrangled, whispered

and took notes. It was an unnaturally

warm Spring night and the audience grew

a bit restive. After a long time the can-

{Please turn to page 90)





tbeup

of a

Coming Star

The girl who sang "Little Yellow
Bird" is going places. Better catch

upwith Angela Lansbury rightnow!

By Maude Cheatham

You SHOULD know Angela Lans-
bury! Today, she's counted one of

Hollywood's most promising young
players and is rapidly climbing toward
stardom. 'Member her as the pert Cock-
ney maid in "Gaslight?" Her skill made
her outstanding even in a cast of sea-

soned players such as Ligrid Bergman,
Charles Boyer and Joseph Cotten.

Angela names perfect timing as re-

sponsible for her success. This elusive

quality is her best friend and is on hand
at each step in her career. It is really

amazing how it has worked.
In "National Velvet" she brought

beauty and charm to the small part of

the grown-up sister. Then came her bril-

liant work in "The Picture Of Dorian
Gray." Her haunting song, "Little Yel-

low Bird," has swept the country. Now,
she's playing her first American role in

"The Harvey Girls," vying with Judy
Garland for the affections of John Ho-
diak. As the cabaret "moll," Angela sings

and dances, then makes the supreme
sacrifice for Judy to win her man. She's

required to carry a fine psychology
throughout the drama, which she likes.

{Please turn to page 71)

Since her performance as the Cockney maid

in "Gaslighf," Angela has scored in "The

Picture Of Dorian Gray" and is reporfed a

real sensation as a dance-hall girl in "The

Harvey Girls," Judy Garland's new MGM
starrer. Left, Angela in character for this

latest role. Below, with her mother, and
with John Hodiak, hero of her new film.



asked for him, and here he is. Since

['Meet Me in St.-iouis" Tom Drake's fan mail

has hif a new high. Watch for him next in

"Hold High The Torch," with Elizabeth Taylor.

w



[VERYTHINi; HAPPENS TO PEGCY
Never a dull stretch in the screen career of lively Peggy Ryan





By Hyatt Downing

Sometimes these very determined career girls can be awful bores! But
Phyllis Thaxter, who is heading for h er goal with the aim and speed of a

bullet, manages to remain very feminine and very, very charming

SHE WAS ten minutes late for our
appointment and I was turning
away grumpily when a Ford coupe

bounced to the curb and a girl bounced
out of it. She waved a hand holding up
two packages of cigarettes. "Look!" she
exclaimed breathlessly. "Two!"^

"Hoarding," I said severely.

"I know," she said, "but I just had to

have two packs in case my husband
drops in on furlough."

That, I discovered as I talked to her

in the hour that followed, is the very core

of PhyUis Thaxter 's character. She is a
very definite and determined young lady.

When she has made up her mind that

.something is necessary to her well being,

her happiness or her career, she goes

straight toward it. Like a bullet. Take
the business of acting.

At the age of 17 she decided she

wanted to go on the stage. Her father,

Sydney Thaxter, Judge of the Supreme
Court in Maine, found his daughter a
knottier problem than the toughest trial

that had come before him on the bench.

He brought his legal talents to bear in

the matter. He briefed the case. He
pointed out her extreme youths her lack

of experience, the hazards encountered
by stage-struck youngsters. It was like

talking to a jury that had already made
up its collective mind. So, like an able

jurist, he compromised. He kept the
case out of court. Phyllis was appren-
ticed to the famous Ogunquit Theater
in Maine where she came imder the di-

rect observation of Laurette Taylor. That
was enough. The fire was lit. The next
year she sailed into New York on the
billowing cloud of her ambition. In two
weeks she had a walk-on bit in George
Abbott's "What A Life," starring Ezra
Stone. After that came summer stock

and pretty good parts in "Our Town"
and "Shadow And Substance."

There followed, then, a period of wait-

ing from September until February.
Waiting but not idleness. Phyllis met
people, she asked questions, she got

around. The Lunts were casting "There
Shall Be No Night," and strangely.

Phylhs happened to bob up at the right

place at the right time. Miss Fontanne
personally auditioned her and she came
out still riding on her silver-lined cloud.

She won the part of the maid and the

chance to understudy the ingenue. The
Lunts were impressed. So was Phyllis.

Then came "Claudia" and whoosh, the

fleecy cloud turned into a sky rocket

with Phyllis riding it into the ethereal

heights of stardom. "Oh. the Lunts."

she says, still breathlessly, "what artists!

\^Tiat magnificent human beings! They
(Please turn to page S.'i

)

Following her hit in "Thirfy Seconds Over Tokyo," Phyllis Thax-
ter finds a powerful part in "Bewitched," as a girl with a dual
personality. Below, two closeups of the evil character. Circle

above, as the sweet personality in a scene with Henry Daniels, Jr.
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By request—

another article in our

series of famous stars'

frank opinions on

wortliwhile subjects

By Bette Bavis

k told t» Dora Albert

WHEN ScREENLAND asked me to

declare myself on what I believe,

about life-death-religion and many
other vital issues in our lives, I was
intrigued. But when I started to put
my beliefs in writing, I was assailed

with doubts. I was amazed at the con-
tradictions in my own thinking. Finally,

however, I came to the conclusion that
if I sorted out my own thoughts, and
the expression of them led Minnie in

Minneapolis of Tommy in Topeka to

wonder, "Now what do I think about
that.'*" then this article would have

accomplished some good. For I believe

it is important for every individual to

do his own thinking. Especially today,

in this war-torn, chaotic world, we must
refuse to accept any ready-made
thoughts or doctrines, until we have care-

fully analyzed them in our own minds.
So with this idea in mind—because I

want you to read this, out in the wheat
fields of Kansas or up in the sky-

scrapers of New York, to come to your
own conclusions on each subject. I'll

make the plunge.
LIFE. I believe in the law of com-

pensation. You get back in life what you
^|

give. The goal of life should not be to

get to heaven or escape hell but to make
sense in your everyday behavior as you
go along. If there is an after life—and
who knows whether there is or not—if

you have behaved like a decent human
being, you will have nothing to fear.

DBA TH. At the time of our deaths we
are all faced with our own lives. People

who have led selfish lives are terrified, as

they remember the waste. I believe that

the only people who are ready to accept

death are those who have lived their

44



lives as fully and as kindly as possible.

I find it hard to reconcile myself to

the death of young people in the prime of

life. A minister once told me that some
people die young, because they have ac-

compUshed everything they were des-

tined for within a comparatively short

period of life. Other people take longer
to achieve what they were destined to

achieve. I do believe that there is logic

and comfort in this explanation for those
who lose loved ones who are still young
—it has comforted me in the past.

It is true that the people left behind
often become greater people. If it had
not been for the death of his son while

k Davis, good citizen, intro-

^d Archibald McLeish at Free

)d dinner, below. Right, jit-

igging for servicemen's amuse-
I at Hollywood Canteen. Far

' unseKcontcious star on set.

in training in this country, I feel that

Joe E. Brown, for instance, might not
have done the magnificent war job he
has. Physically such a tremendous job
was beyond his strength, as it would be
beyond the strength of any man his age.

I feel it was greatly the knowledge that

his son had died in this war that gave
him the courage to go on.

RELIGION. I am not an agnostic or

an atheist. We certainly didn't plan this

universe ourselves. There must be some
kind of plan. Every person, whether he
wants to believe or not, has an image of

God in his heart. However, I am not a
great church-goer. I do not believe that

going to church is necessarily a sign of

being religious. For some people religion

has become an escape instead of a work-
ing plan. Rehgion, I think, should not
become a passive thing. I believe you
have to prove your religion in daily life.

One of the greatest creeds is "Do unto

Davis at work. Above, xnth Ker

hairdress and ace cameraman Po-

lito on the set of Bette's latest

picture, "A Stolen Life." Left,

quick lunch between scenes, and
rehearsal with co-star Glenn Ford.

others as you would have them do unto
you." If you do, then you believe in

God more than those who go to church
regularly but don't care how they behave
themselves between times.

The basis of some rehgion is fear. We
say to children, "God will punish you if

you don't behave." Why should that be?

God is supposed to be good. Why should
we tremble in fear of His punishments?
Our motive should not be fear of Him,
but love of Him and a desire to please

Him. There is one kind of fear in which
I do believe—the fear of hurting others.

That is a good kind of fear.

{Please turn to page 74)



Everything's grand for Ginger Rogers
right now, what with a brilliant per-
formance in "Weekend at the Waldorf"
and reunion with husband Jack Briggs
who has just returned from overseas

Smart, knowing, sophisticated are the clinch scenes between
Singer Rogers and Walter Pidgeon in MGM's high-powered
romance, below. Left, sidelight on a star's studio day—the hair-

dresser smooths the lovely Rogers tresses for a boudoir scene.

Photos by
Carpenter
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IF HOAGY CARMICHAEL hadn't

made a hole in one that afternoon

before I ran into him at the Brown
Derby, this piece probably never would
have been written and my barber would
be a much happier man today.

Hoagy was trying powerfully hard to

be modest about sinking that one shot

at the Bel Air Country Club, and when
I started kidding him about it one of his

pals came hotly to his defense.

"He probably cooks, too," I kidded
Hoagy's defender, and I wasn't at all sur-

prised when I received an answer in the
affirmative.

"Yeah, and he does a lot of other

things that would surprise you, like paint-

ing and designing and—well, he's also a
darn good barber."

It seems I had heard something before

about Hoagy's prowess at the tonsorial

art, but I had always thought it was a
gag. However, his pal assured me it

wasn't and persuaded Hoagy to give me
a demonstration. At about this juncture

I started backing down. I could just

picture an eccentric^songwriter whacking
away at my noggin to the tune of his

own "Washboard Blues," and I didn't

relish the idea.

But the friend persisted, and finally

talked me into feeUng morally responsible

to offer myself as a guinea pig to Hoagy
so he would have the chance to prove he

could really cut hair. The conversation

reminded me of another late gent from
Indiana by the name of Ring Lardner,

and his famous short story, "Haircut."

It gave me an idea.

"Okay," I agreed. "If Hoagy wants to

show me his stuff with the cutlery, I'm
wilUng. And he can do all the talking so

I can get myself a story." So we repaired

to the Carmichael manse in West Los
Angeles and retired to the special room
at the back of the house where Hoagy
yields himself up to the aesthetic pleasure

of snipping.

It's a fact! The man actually gets some
kind of moral lift out of shaping a

{Please turn to page 86)

Latest Hoagy Carmichael quaint

acting job is in "Johnny Angel,"

with George, Raft and Signe Hasso.

Hoa<|y's hobby: cutting hair. Guinea
pig below is author Neil Rau.

Hoagy's really an expert at the art.

Remember Hoagy as the piano player

in "To Have And Have Not," with Hum-
phrey Bogarf and Lauren Bacall? (Below).



Sure, the movies have grown up! But

nothing can ever quite take the place

of the serial thrillers which, for all

their modern trimmings, still bring out

the small boy In the best of audiences

Chapter in Hie life ot a "serial queen." The girl, Re-

public't pretty red-head, forrrter model Linda Sterling;

the serial, "The Purple Monster Strikes." During course

of picture, Linda is thrown over a cliff, dropped out a

high window, caught in an explosion, and finally,

trapped in a tanic—sequence shown here. Scene at

lower right shows Linda struggling frantically in

the clutches of Roy Barcroft, as The Purple Monster.





That ji.

You can't classify this young

actor—he's a law unto him-

self, like the man he played

in "The Corn Is Green"

By Elizabeth B. Petersen

You can't put John Dall into a pat

category the way you can most peo-

ple. You can't say that because of

that he did this, for two and two simply

refuse to make four in his arithmetic.

They always add up to something you
don't expect at all.

For instance, he comes from a family

of engineers, on both the paternal and
distaff sides, so he became an actor. Then
after having studied and worked for years

and attained a name for himself in the

little theaters and summer stock com-
panies he suddenly gave them all up and
got a job selling pajamas in Macy's be-

cause he wanted to get a part in a Broad-
way show. And the reason the bow ties

he wears so consistently that they have
become something of a Dajl trademark
are always lopsided is that his father in-

sisted his hair be cut in a Dutch bob
when he was a kid. All of which seems
very confusing until John unscrambles
the Dall code for you.

. The Dutch bob affair runs something
like that old jingle, for want of a nail the
shoe was lost, for it wasn't because of the
bob itself but the things it lead to that
his left arm bends the wrong way and he
can't lift it and so has only the use of his

right hand to knot his tie.

It wasn't John's idea of a haircut bijt

after that first stormy 'protest he ac-

cepted it philosophically, and at that
everything was all right until the family
moved to a new neighborhood. He went
out to play with the gang. But the gang
had different ideas. They took one look
at John and promptly dubbed him a sissy.

They're still talking about that battle

up on Morningside Heights. For when
John insisted on joining a touch football
game going on in a vacant lot the players
ganged up on him and when it was over
and John extricated himself from under
that pile of flying juvenile tackles his left

arm was badly broken.
At the time it seemed a small price to

pay for getting rid of that hated haircut,
since even his father could see that it

A hit in Hollywood and Broadway: John Dall

appeared opposite Bette Davis in "The Corn Is

Green," won acclaim as a brilliant screen
actor. Now playing soldier hero in New York
stage comedy, "Dear Ruth," to hearty ap-
plause. Left, facing page, provocative scene
with Joan Lorring from the Warner film.

John Dall

hadn't been a feasibSe plan at all. But it

seem.ed that once his arm had gotten the

breaking habit it couldn't stop itself. It

was broken four times after that, and

though in school he added considerably

to his weekly allowance by bending his

arm the wrong way for the baffled won-

derment of fellow students plus a modest

cash payment, it's turned out to be quite

a liability, especially in the matter of that

before-mentioned tie.

Not that the lopsided effect matters

where John is concerned. If anything, it

adds to that careless charm of his that

has a way of ingratiating everyone who
meets him. But don't let that easy-going

maimer of his fool you. It couldn't any-

way, not after seeing his performance in

"The Com Is Green." For underneath
all that gay exuberance of his is a pretty

level-headed, serious guy who knows just

where he is going and has his road maps
plainly marked with no detours to slow

up his progress.

Even as a kid he had that course

mapped out. It was a cousin of his, a
girl, who first supported him in that

strange-to-the-rest-of-the-family hanker-
ing to be an actor.

"I always had the urge," John says to-

day. "I never wanted to be anything else.

I started out in a very small way down in

Panama where my father was making the

plans for a new airport, but it wasn't
until we returned to the States that I had
a chance to go in for theatricals in a
serious way.

"I'll never forget the day I appeared
before the director of a well-known chil-

dren's rejjertory theater. She was a very
talented, very successful woman, but she
was also very ruthless, and after I'd fin-

ished my stint she looked at me coldly.
" 'Tell me something, boy,' she said in

that clipped way of hers< 'You're inter-

ested in acting, want to make a living at

it?' Then as I nodded eagerly she went
on in that same impassive voice: 'Well,

let me tell you this, you'll starve to
death!'

"

"She said it just that way, let me have
it right in the teeth. The shock floored

me and I went home in a mental flux,

completely mixed up, hurt and mad at

the same time. The family saw it as a
means of getting me away from what
they called my acting bug and tried to

persuade me to go on to college. But I

couldn't. I had to show her she was wrong.
[Please turn to page 71) J

Pictures here show John, top, in his Manhattan
apartment during successful run of his Broad-

way show; buying tickets for his own movie
and, right, dating Nancy Walker, comedy star

of another Broadway hit, "'On The Town."

Don't ask us if it's a serious romance. All we
know is the kids like to laugh a lot, together.



CONSTANCE
BENNETT

Above, Miss Bennett wears a mist-grey worsted
suit with lighter grey criss-crosses and square
yoke trim. Soigne is the word tor these Adrian
suits which Connie glorifies in "Paris—Under-
ground," exciting melodrama which the star

herself has produced for United Artists release.

Note the severe silhouette of this suit, just

a whit relieved by the brief, one-sided half

peplum, and the string ties at waist and right

shoulder tipped with gold metal. Sauciest beret

in town, gold link choker and bracelet watch,

and gold loop earrings give accent to costume.



Noted designer dreams up the Bennett wardrobe, consisting entirely of these per-

fect suits, for the star's first personally produced picture, "Paris Underground"

Long recognized as one of the world's besf-

dressed women, Constance Bennett wears an
all-sutt wardrobe by Adrian, exclusively pic-

tured here. Above, the suit is in navy blue wool,
with the insets of self material stitched in red,

as are the buttons. Notice amusing buckles.

Trim afternoon suit of pale dawn-rose Shetland

wool, above, has jacket with cut-out circles

backed by white silk pique, with circle motif

repeated in the pockets. Miss Bennett will prob-

ably bring back the gold-mesh bag as a

bibelot as soon as fashion-wise women see this.

Clean lines characteriie the suit and coat o

black barathea, above, designed by Adrian. Th<

black, green, and white chiffon neckerchief is i

fashion fillip which Miss Bennett sometimes car

ries, sometimes knots softly about her throat

again ties kerchief-wise about her blonde head



ROSALIND RUSSELL. Clark Gable,
Cary Grant, Ray Milland are a few
of the stars who have kept 16-milli-

meter films of their biggest successes.
They borrow back and forth and run them
off at Hollywood parties. Recently Clark
Gable was present when his host showed
"A Free Soul." the picture Clark made
with Norma Shearer 13 years ago. Every-
one roared at the hammy acting and
talked back to the actors on the screen.
When the lights went on. Clark turned to
Van Johnson who was one of the specta-
tors and said, "Any time you start to take
this business seriously, just remember
what happened tonight." He was grinning
when he said it, but it's still good advice
for Van or any other over-night movie idol

.

WE ADORE each other, but our
moods cla.sh and we can't get along

together." Mrs. Bob Hutton told this to

Weston East over a month before they
announced their final separation. At the
time they decided to give it one more
chance—a chance that failed. Her family
is very comfortably situated. Bob has a
good movie salary. So unlike other couples
who marry and struggle toward success,

there isn't a financial problem that oft-

times forces people to remain together and
sometimes work things out. Strangely
enough, her family never liked actors

until they met Bob and discovered his

sweetness. She in turn has always yearned
to be an actress and is still bent on having
a career. Thus do Natalie and Bob come
to the parting of the ways after 18 months
of marriage. "We think it is best to part
while we are still friends," is their final

statement.

HEN the big boss asked Bogart's
"Baby" what she'd like for a wed-

Seen 'round town, reading front) top of

page: Vic Orsarti, agent, with wife Marie
McDonald in a "whipped cream" chapeau;
happy newlyweds, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Cummings; Jimmy Durante dancing witn

Peggy Koster; the Don Ameches enjoying

a gay date; and George Brent with

Janet Martin, top of opposite page.

ding present, Mrs. Bogart looked thought-
ful. Finally she remarked whimsically

that it would be nice to own the big black
convertible she drove for a scene in "The
Big Sleep." It happened to belong to the

studio, so it was theirs to give if they
wanted. It seems they did want to, very
much—which gives you a rough idea of

Bacall's rating with the front oflSce. By
the way, no less an authority on good act-

ing than Charles Boyer says that B.B.B.
is one of the finest instinctive young ac-

tresses he has ever worked with. They're
together (and how!) in "Confidential

Agent."

SHORTLY after her boy friend became
Private Turhan Bey, Lana Turner

showed up on Los Angeles' Olvera Street

with Van Johnson. This colorful Mexican
landmark went.into a tizzy. Crowds gath-

ered. Someone tipped off the newspapers.
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Bridal scene: Judy Garland poses with her

husband, Vincente Mineili, and Louis 6.

Mayer after wedding in her mother's home.

) Army's day: Eddie Robinson talks with Gen. Pat-

Hfon and Gen. Doolittie. Below, Victor Mature
•-ith Buff Cobb and Mayo Methot (ex-Bogart).

^1
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Be Lovely to Love
You'll never worry about staying
sweet and dainty if you use

Fresh
the cream deodorant that stops
perspiration worries oompletely.
It's gentle, stays creamy and
smooth. Doesn't dry out.**
usable right to the bottom of
the jar* 5O^,,*25<*.*10^
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Cameras clicked. Far from being a new
romance, Van was merely doing Lana a
favor. When she said she liked to go to

fortune tellers, Van offered to escort her

to his favorite soothsayer to get her palm
read. And that's all there was to it.

ROSALIND RUSSELL, completely re-

covered from her nervous collapse, is

busy making "She Wouldn't Say Yes."
Lee Bowman is the lucky leading man who
plays opposite Roz and he's lucky for

more than one reason. First, it is an excel-

lent part. But Rosalind's slow convales-

cence in the hospital gave her time for

some serious thinking. Never again is she

going to work so hard that she loses her

humor and shocks her nerves. So their set

is like one long, happy holiday. Lee goes

home at night with sides literally sore

from laughing so much at those wonderful
Russell antics. Ail this and a pay check,

too. Who wouldn't like to be a movie star?

REMAINING true to her superstition

that the number 13 is lucky for her,

Deanna Durbin married producer Felix

Jackson on the 13th of June. Going along

with the gag. Universal sent the couple a
set of flat silver—13 pieces of each.

Deanna's new husband (whom she in-

sisted she would never marry) is 20
years her senior. She is wife number
four—which should give her a lot in

common with Lauren Bacall!

CLARK GABLE and Gary Grant
have been served notice to join the

"Crooner's Union" or suffer the conse-

quences. The threat comes red hot
from Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra and

Andy Russell. Cary is going to warble sev-

eral Cole Porter numbers in "Night And
Day." Clarkie-boy whips off a few bars of

the "Trolley Song" in "This Strange Ad-
venture." If they can possibly arrange it,

the day these numbers are recorded, Bing,

Frank and Andy are going to sneak on the

set and give out with a few Bronx cheers.

UNLESS there are further complica-

tions, by the time you read this Bette

Davis and "The Little Foxes" troupe

should be on their way overseas. Whoever
it is that makes those decisions in Wash-
ington refused permission for Bette to do
"The Letter" or "The Voice Of The Tur-
tle." The Unes were supposedly too sug-

gestive for those delicate G.I. ears! This
didn't set so well with La Davis. So she

asked for suggestions. When "The Late
Christopher Bean" (all about a plodding

servant girl) and "Mr. And Mrs. North"
(perfect for Gracie Allen) were okayed as

proper Davis vehicles, Bette practically

blew her top. You can imagine Bette
going over there in some flimsy little

melodrama that should only happen to

Shirley Temple. Not our Bette. She
agreed to compromise with "Little Foxes,"
which would be givikg the boys their

money's worth

—

and the Bette Davis
they'd expect to see.

TT/TIEN JACK BENNY took hisW troupe (including Ingrid Bergman)
overseas, wifey Mary Livingstone re-

mained in Beverly Hills to keep the home
fires crackling. The day Jack left he
handed Mary a stack of envelopes. On
each was marked the date it should be
opened. The first one instructed Mary to

look in the drawer where Jack kept his

handkerchiefs. There Mary found a gold
necklace. The second envelope led her to

a pair of jeweled earrings. There were
enough weekly envelope sxirprises to last

until Jackie came marching home again.
Mary says it was just like a treasure hunt.
And what a treasure is that man she mar-
ried!

rJDY GARLAND and Vincente Min-
nelli didn't get married in New York's

famed Little Church Around The Comer
after all. It seems Judy's being a divorcee

automatically cancelled any such plans.

They were married in her mother's house,

then left for the big city on the same train

that carried honeymooners I^onna Reed
and agent Tony Owen. Speaking of Judy
and her new director-husband, have you
noticed how much they resemble each
other? That old one about people in love

growing to look alike certainly applies in

this case. MGM is very pleased over
Judy's current alliance. In the past it's

been a sometimes sad, sometimes almost
neurotic little Garland who had her bosses

puzzled and worried. In Minnelli she has
a wise, understanding friend and husband.

FOR A gal who was bom on the wrong
side of the tracks (and never forgets it

like some stars we know) Betty Hutton is

doing all right. When she returns from her
coming overseas tour, she'll move into her



first personaDy owned new house. It has
ten rooms and a swimming pool. There
are two guest houses on the place also.

You can depend on it that any time Betty's
old pals from Broadway try to crash
Hollj^ood, they'll have a place to stay
wMIe they're making the grade.

WITH JINX FALKENBURG mar-
ried to Lieut. €ol. Tex McCrary ^nd

licshe Brooks about to become a mother,
Columbia Studios are now going to bom-
bard Marguerite Chapman with all those
darling little romantic rumors. Speaking
of Maggie, she's still shaking over her
experience playing opposite Fred Mac-
Murray in "Pardon My Past." It seems
she suddenly became terrified when she
found herself in there with Fred, Tamiroff
and several other big stars. The nicer they
were to her, the more frightened she be-
came. She literally shook everj' time
director Leslie Fenton yelled "Turn 'em
over." As a result, Maggie gives the best
performance of her career!

COME Christmas (just a year following

their marriage) , JohnPajTieand Gloria

De Haven will be playing real life roles

of papa and mama. It won't be a new
experience for John, who was once mar-
ried to Anne Shirley and is the father of

her little Judy. But for Gloria, who was
playing with dolls a few short years ago
herself, the anticipmtion is pretty thrilling.

She hadn't broken the news to her studio
bosses when the story leaked out in the
papers . \ ou should have seen their faces

when they read it. They were just begin-
ning to get used to the thought of their

glorious Gloria being married!

WHOE\'ER named her "Hedy La
Ma" doesn't begin toknow the half of

it. \\'hile it was quite an ordeal bringing

little Denise Loder into the world, the
famous Hedy is an amazing mother.
She hasn't budged out of the house
since the day her daughter was born.
Hedy can't tvait for Thursday when the
nurse has her day oflF. Kinda cute of

proud papa John Loder. He's already
started a scrap book for little Denise
and has filled five p>ages. Just as soon
as the strike is over, Hedy starts pro-

duction plans for "Strange Woman."

AT LONG last, Joan Fontaine is a free

. soul. She just received her final di-

vorce decree from Brian Aherne. The
expiration of her contract with David
Selznick is near. She's riding the crest of

the wave but if we know our Joanie, she

won't be signing any one of the many
studio offers that would curb her freedom.
WTiat a far cry from the strange, anti-

social Fontaine who originally starred in

those first bad "B" pictures! Everything
she once envied sister Olivia for is now her
own. She claims she is heart-whole and
contract-free. And that's the way she
wants things to remain.

THERE was a time when John Emery
was better known as Tallulah Bank-

head's husband. But that was before any-
one knew what Hollj^ood recently dis-

covered. John and Tallulah were divorced.

He next married the lovely Tamara Geva.
His career, like his dreams, kept getting

better all the time. Then he made "Blood
On The Sun," playing the Japanese Em-
peror. Every studio—everyone has a job

for him. including his ex-wife. She wants
him for her new Fall play but John is too

much in demand to spare the time. It's a
long lane, etc., and it couldn't happen to

a more deserving fellow.

FRANCHOT TONE is back in HoUy-
wood to await the arrival of his second

child. He's hoping for a girl this time.

Then he wants another boy. Then another
girl. "After that," says Franchot, "I'll be
perfectly satisfied, whichever I get!"

ESTHER WILLIAMS couldn't have
been more touched over those fancy

suede gloves, sent to her by a convalescent

Marine in Hawaii. "Pretend these are

violets from a Marine who thought of you
on Iwo Jima," read the card. Kind of

makes one stop and think, doesn't it?

DOROTHY LAMOUR is dreaming of a
rainbow-colored Christmas and for a

very good reason. Sorpetime in December
she will become a mother. Both Dotty and
her husband. Major William Ross How-
ard, the third, are just about hysterical

with happiness. They've wanted a baby
for a long time and had just about given

up hope, ^\^len the news broke at Para-

mount, all the wardrobe girls, hairdressers

and script clerks, who are great Lamour
fans, got together and gave her a shower.

Biggest laugh of all came when Dotty
opened her stand-in's present. It was a

tiny pink and blue sarong!
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SAUTES

"THE STOM OF fi. 1. JOE

There is one special thing we can tell you about "The Story

of G.I. Joe." This sincere and deeply moving screen play,

based on the great stories by war correspondent Ernie Pyle,

is almost worthy of all our "G.I. Joes" and of Ernie, too

The late Ernie Pyle, far lelt, is impersonated "by Bureau
Meredith, above, who .gives a fine, forthright portrayal of

America's great correspondent as he fought the war his own
way, side by side with the gallant men he wrote about. Lester

Cowan's production for United Artists is definitely not just

"one more picture," but an honest attempt to convey through

the motion picture medium something of the compassion, the

earthy humor, the tenderness of those Ernie Pyle newspaper
pieces which helped millions on the heme front to a better

understanding of the problems of our American fighting men.



She'sEngaged!She'sLovely!She usesRnd's!

ANOTHER POND'S BRIDE-TO-BE— Shirley&n Gibbs' engagement was announced in May

SHIRLEYAN'S COMPLEXION is one of her

greatest charms—and the cream she uses to help

guard its fresh "soft-smooth" look is Pond's I

to wed James E. Scripps, Merchant iMarine Officer

SOFTLY curling dark hair, wide-spaced,

velvety-brown eyes, patrician clear-cut

features—that is Shirleyan.

And her fine, smooth complexion has that

clear, fresh satiny "Pond's look" you'll no-

tice about so many engaged girls these days.

"I really loie Pond's Cold Cream," she

says. "It's so soft and silky, and it does a

perfectly grand cleansing job."

This is her quick Pond's Beauty Care . . .

She smooths on Pond's fluffy-soft Cold

Cream generously. Pats it lightly all over

her face and throat to help loosen dirt and

make-up. Tissues off carefully.

She "rinses'"' with more Pond's, sliding

cream-covered fingers all over her face with

little spiral strokes. "It's this extra cleans-

ing and softening that's so special," she

SHIRLEYAN'S RING
is unusually lovely—
a marquise diamond
surrounded by small

diamonds.

says. "Twice-over cleansing is just twice as

good, I think."

Copy Shirleyan's beauty care with Pond's

Cold Cream, every night and morning— for

in-between clean-ups, too. It's no accident

so many more women use Pond's than any
other face cream at any price.

Get a iig- Pond's jar today— the big wide-

topped jars are a joy to use I
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Danger!

don't

lUTTING can be
painful— even dan-

gerous—leaves nails looking

rough and ugly ! Try Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover — see how
smooth and neat it keeps cuticle

!

Quickly it softens and loosens

dead cuticle, so you can wipe it

off. Wonderful, too, for cleaning

under nail tips and removins
stains. Only 10^, or

35^" for the large size

(plus 20% Federal
Tax). Get Cutex Oily

Cuticle Remover
today.

Light as a cloud, wonderful Tre-Jur

Bath Powder husnh a speck of weight-

ing; every particle is pure, soft.

You'll love its quality, its fluffy

lamb's wool pufF, its triple-scenting

Lilac, Gardenia, Apple Blossom ^f)^

'/i/e'-[ycen/e^

TRE-JUR

WITH tlie coming of Fall, there is

that inevitable universal desire to do
something with yourself—a new

hair-do, a different, scintillating perfume,
and a change of make-up for that bright

Fall outfit. In tune with this idea we pre-

sent some beauty aids.

Now September and spice go together

nicely—and the spice is a saucy Varva scent

called "Follow Me." This fragrance is

translated into both toilet water and per-

fume for your pleasure.

Then for the bath there is "Sarong," pre-

sented by Matthew Products, Inc. It

brings some of the magic and fragrance of
tropical foHage into your bathroom. A small

amount of the bubble bath fills the tub with
iridescent bubbles, and gives you a sense of

relaxation and royal luxury. It comes in a

new package covered with languorous pink
hibiscus and heavy green leaves.

For your nail beauty, a new manicure
product is now on the market. It's Oily-

Quick Dry and is manufactured by Cutex.
A colorless, transparent liquid designed to

go on over your nail polish and cuticle, it

can be applied as soon as you have finished

polishing your ten fingers. Besides cutting

the drying time down greatly, it protects

your polish as well.

While we're on the subject of nails

—

there's a neat and quick way to shape your
cuticles without cutting. It's a set consisting

of a streamlined plastic Softol fountain
shaper, and a bottle of Softol fluid liqui-

dator for filling the barrel of the shaper.

Press the tip of the shaper to the base of the

nail, and release one drop of the fluid. Work
it around the cuticles, wipe off and the job
is done.

Summertime sun and activities have no
doubt had some effect on your hair. Tintz
cake shampoo is a first aid for brightening
up locks that may have been dulled for the

coming Fall and Winter season. This is a
cake of fine soap which has hair coloring
right in it. It comes iiT blonde, auburn, three
shades of brown and black. It is not a dye,

and will wash into your'hair as it cleans and
polishes.

Softol Fountain Shaper
filled with Fluid Liquidator.

Beauty Aids To Put

You A Step Ahead
of the Fall Season

The Westmores have a liquid cream
foundation for that in-between complexion
that results from a fading sunburn. Created

by the three brothers, Perc, Wally, and Bud,
it's Peach Buff Overglo, and is based on a

lanolin and vegetable oil compound.

Another tip to smoother, softer skin is a
delicate pink cream which doubles as a
cleanser and emollient. It soothes, lubricates,

and smoothes. Hopper's Homogenized
Facial Cream is the name.

Cutex Oily Quick-Dry, a new nail finish.

To the front for school girls comes Tus-
sey's red lipsticks offered as gay companion
pieces for the campus jacket, which takes its

style cue from those worn on the battle front

and by the flying forces. There is Jeep red,

so called because of its bright, lively tone

—

Fighting red, a warm red shade, and Com-
mando in the blue-red range, suggested for

navy blue jackets. The Jipsticks have rouge
to match in both cream and compact form.
The colors are such that girls out of school

will like them too.
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LANA TUKNER , STARKING IN "WEEKEND AT THE WALDORF"A M ETRO -COLDWYN- MAYER PICTURE

^^^^ ^^^u. ^ ovve

^ ?X^^^ dte^*

see ^

Irresistible Lana! Irresistible i/ou, if you giN'e

your complexion beauty extras with \\'oodbury

Complete Beauty Cream. It does more tlian

old-fashioned cold and cleansing creams can.

One cream to cleanse, soften, smooth! To work

in the night against dryness and old-looking

dry-skin lines. It's a dreamy poicder base, too!

And only Woodbury has "Stericin", constantly

purifying the cream in the jar.

To hear him whisper, "irresistible you!",

try Woodbury Complete Beauty Cream, now.

10^ to $1.25, plus tax.

Woodbury
Complete Beauty

Cream
...//s all you need

!
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How to Pick a Winner

Continued from page 27

only one way. There are the PoUyannas,
or the brooders, or the siiperciUous

pseudo-intellectuals. A great star has to

be able to respond, emotionally, in all

ways.
It's not necessary for an actress to be

l^eautiful. Or an actor to be handsome.
You don't have to possess the obvious

qualities: regular features, a good figure.

Somehow we are always led to believe

that great beauty or handsomeness
makes great screen stars. But go back
to the early days of movies. Lillian Gish
was not a raving beauty, but she was
the great dramatic screen actress of her

Ml^y. William S. Hart and Harry Carey
/weren't Greek gods, Mae Marsh, Gloria

Swanson and Norma Shearer were not

conventional beauties. Today, Bette

fUavis is not a raving beauty, nor Joan
Fontaine; n®r-Lucille Ball. And yet they

fire all very fine actresses.

' You don't have to, be beautiful, but
you do have to possess tlie inteUigent

approach to acting. Don't be a robot or

a puppet. Teresa Wright is a wonderful
gxample of a girl who has the intelligent

approach. When she does a scene, she

always wants to know what it is all

{ibout, from the character s point-of-view;

Would this type of girl do that—and
- why? She has an interest in what she is

^':^Qing in relation to tlije story. In "Shadow
A Doubt," she could have walked

through the picture without a question.

But there would have been an element
missing. The element of understanding.
A star has to understand the role she is

playing before she can make it real to an
audience.

That's one reason why Ingrid Bergman
is such a great actress. She studies a
role, reads the book—if the story orig-

inated from a book—studies people who
are similar to the character she is play-

ing. Ingrid does a great deal of research

on a part before she brings her interpre-

tation to the screen. For instance, in

"Spellbound," where she plays a woman
psychiatrist, she spent days with a

woman psychiatrist, who practices here

in Los Angeles. The more you go into

the background of a role, the more con-

vincing you can make it.

Tallulah Bankhead is another actress

who wants to know what it is all about.

I brought her out here to Hollywood,
after she had been away for nine years,

because I felt she would be perfectly cast

in the role of the woman reporter in

"Lifeboat." I always put the story first,

so I would rather have a person cast

perfectly and fit the story than to fea-

ture someone whose box office standing

is temporaiily high. Tallulah understood
that character and was able to interpret

that understanding by a multitude of

minute things.

For it does no good to understand, to

observe people similar to the character

you are portraying, if you don't know
how to break down and analyze your ob-
servations. Supposing you were to play
a nurse? How does a nurse walk? How
does she take temperatures? How does
she act in the sick room? In the operat-
ing room? Supposing she's tired? Her
eyelids will be slightly lowered. Her
shoulders won't be as straight. Her face
will be more mask-like, less animated. It

is such things as these that give a char-
acter authenticity, make you believe that
nurse is tired to the point of exhaustion.
This small thing weaves in with the story
and makes you believe it. They are the
tricks of acting which every actress must
know.
As for appearance, the most important

thing about a photogenic face is the bone
structure. Not beauty, hone structure.

The cheek bones should show fairly well.

The face shouldn't be flat; it's better to

have an angular face, one which shows
interesting contours. The eyes shouldn't

be too deep for then they become
shadows. The nose should be fairly

straight and not too big nor too little. A
little no.se is a great handicap because
the smaller the features, the less strength

the face possesses. The mouth should be
full, because when the mouth moves, as

in a smile, the whole indication of a per-

sonality is there. You shouldn't be too

tall because the screen has a tendency to

make people look taller. Some actresses,

such as Rhonda Fleming and Ingrid

Bergman, overcome their height because
their personality overshadows it. But as

a rule, about five feet three inches is

right. As to figure, it is worse to be over-
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weight than underweight because the

camera adds poundage.
But notice that nowhere here have I

mentioned beauty. Beauty is not impor-

tant. Nor is a perfect figure. An exag-

gerated bosom is a dull, elementary form
of sex appeal. True sex appeal is a subtle

thing, suggested by glances that tell

much and promise much. A sensitive

face has greater sex appeal than the most
gorgeous figure in the world. Why the

legend persists that Hollywood wants
beautiful girls I'll never know. Few of

our great actresses, our unusual actresses,

have conventional prettiness. Is Kath-
arine Hepburn "pretty?" Or Katina
Paxinou? Or Lauren Bacall? Or Bette

Davis?
That's why it is often difficult for

talent scouts to pick winners. Some-
times they do, but many times they are

looking for beauty, a certain sparkle, the

obvious things, the external things. They
forget that a star must have 75 per cent

acting ability to 25 per cent beauty. If

you see a girl in a restaurant, she may
have a certain life and vivacity that at-

tracts people to her. But often these

same girls just "dry up" in front of the

camera. A good example of this is

Madeleine Carroll. When I first started

with her in "39 Steps," she seemed a
little wooden. In ordinary life, she was
bright, clever, and intriguing. I asked
myself, "Why can't I get that personal-

ity on film?" Gradually, I had to break
her down, kid her, laugh with her, put
her at her ease, make her forget the

camera. You see, the job of acting is a
mass of technique. AboVe all, an actress

needs the confidence that comes from
great experience. To accumulate this ex-

perience you must play every part pos-

sible and play it naturally, with control,

poise and an intelligent approach.
The three people I think will be the

. winners of tomorrow are Joan Tetzel, a

newcomer you haven't heard much about
yet but about whom you will hear before

long: June Allyson, who has great depth
of range and who has a tremendous per-

sonality; and my own daughter—Patricia

Hitchcock. She won't let her Dad help

her: she wants to be on her own. But,
already, at fifteen, she has been in three

plays, one on the New York stage.

I've been directing pictures for 20
vears. My first star was Virginia Valli.

Donna Reed off on honeymoon with Tony
Owen after completing her role in

MGM's picture, "They Were Expendable."

But I still get a thrill whenever I stum
ble upon a winner. Joan Fontaine had
just finished a musical with Fred Astaire
when I cast her in "Rebecca," a picture

that showed the world what a great

actress slie is and led to the Academy
Award the next year in "Suspicion."
Joseph Gotten had only been seen in

"Citizen Kane" when I gave him the
role of the handsome young killer in

"Shadow Of A Doubt." 'Tallulah Bank-
head hadn't been in Hollywood for nine
years wlien I asked her to do "Lifeboat."
Every one of these people gave memora-
ble performances. Don't misunderstand
me. I don't mean that a director makes
a star. He helps them a bit, directs and
guides them. Sometimes he has to tone
them down, to keep them from acting all

over the place. But it is no longer pos-

sible to make a star an actress by writ-

ing subtitles. Today, stars must know
how to act. The director helps in that

often he is able to lead them along the

right paths. .A director works with the

great and the famous, the would-be's and
the infamous. He knows—from long ex-

perience—what it takes to make a star.

That's why I feel my own Pat has
greatness in her. I've been around too

many winners not to know one when I

see one—especially when she's right on
the home front. After all. I might as

well get in a plug! No use ignoring the

brightest winner of all—just because she

happens to be in the family!

Besides, how am I ever going to retire

and raise chickens if Pat doesn't get

started? We Hitchcocks have to stick

together!
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Meet "My Faye"

Continued from page 25

producers absorbed every word. A finer,

fairer tribute Faye has never received.

Changing her name to Mrs. Elliott

Roosevelt wasn't a simple decision to

make. Contrary to what her personal

publicists might lead you to believe,

Faye has never been an ambitious girl in

that sense of the word. The gay, proud,
authoritative Faye who deserted a San
Diego stock company to become a Holly-
wood star, was born out of sheer neces-

sity. First, there was an adored young
son from a former marriage named
William Crawford 3rd. (Faye calls him
"Scoop.") He was to have his chance in

life. Faye herself, lacking self-expression,

turned to the one outlet for which she

felt she had talent. Then too, she was
lonely—lonely for the protection and
companionship she failed to find in her

first marriage. These prime requisites to

share with the man she loved—these

and these alone were the ambitions of

the girl who married a President's son.

When Faye married Elliott, she knew
she would become a target for unfair

publicity. (That mismanaged episode in

the life of "Blaze" is proof enough!) For
herself she didn't mind. In Hollywood a

movie star becomes conditioned to the

world's barbed thrusts. But the name of

Roosevelt has always been sacred to Faye.

It represented a family, a tradition, a

principle. Being interested in politics, she

had campaigned for it. She had revered

it and fought for it—long before she ever

wildly dreamed that it might someday
be her own. If there was one flaw in her

new-found happiness, it was the fear that

innocently it might have been made to

look like she was capitalizing.

For example, right after her marriage
her name went up in lights from coast to

coast. In some of the theaters where she

had star billings, Faye was only playing

glorified bits.

"They were old pictures and it wasn't

fair," says Faye. "For three years I've

worked very hard. As long as I was in

Holl.ywood, naturally I hoped to arrive

at tlie top in my profession. I think I

was ready for a certain recognition on my
own. This isn't the way I wanted it to

happen, but it did happen this way. I

just wouldn't allow it to spoU my happi-

ness. At least for as long as he is in

service., Elliott has no objection to me
remaining in pictures. So far, there has
been no special effort made to give me
the roles I feel I am best suited for. If

it happens from now on, naturally I'll do
my best. If it doesn't, there are wonder-
ful plans for the future that will more
than compensate."
Those plans? They are not hers to

divulge—not when the spoils of war
play such an important part in complet-

ing the pattern. That new home in Bev-
erly Hills still remains uncompleted. The
original idea was to furnish it gradually.

If and when Elliott did come home, it

was to be ready and waiting. Just four

months following their honeymoon, they

met again at the White House. Little

did they realize they were destined to

meet so soon—this time to attend Presi-

dent Roosevelt's funeral.

Three hours after she received the
heartbreaking news, Faye was flying to

Washington. In grief as in love, she and
Elliott shared together. From Washing-
ton they went to Palm Springs, sadness
still in their eyes, Elliott wearing the
black band of mourning. Then Faye
returned to Warner Bros, to complete
her role in "Danger Signal." Elliott

remained on the set. Between scenes
they managed a few precious moments
together. Elliott, who has put in two
years and ten months of overseas duty,
returned to Washington to await his next
assignment. Faye returned to the Bev-
erly Hills home that still wasn't ready.
Once again they are looking forward

to that day when Elliott will return, this

time for keeps (they hope) . Someday
when dreams come true, they want a
ranch. And horses. Elliott loves to ride.

When her parents were divorced, Faye
spent her childhood vacations on her
father's ranch in Texas. There she also

learned to love horses. They'd like a
place by the sea. Just a small place by
some distant sea where the peace is

profound—where those children they
hope to have, can live happy, healthy
lives.

Since her marriage to Elliott Roose-
velt, Faye has received thousands of

letters—most of them kind, wishing her
great happiness, congratulating Elliott

for displaying rare judgment. There
were the usual crank letters, too. Some
threatening, leaving Faj-e a little sick

inside. Sometimes a little afraid. The
letters that pleased her most came from
shop girls, salesladies, stenographers—
the great cross section of this great

American life.

"Dear Faye Emerson," they wTote.

"Please don't ever change! We like your
natural, friendly warmth. We like the
way you have accepted the name of

Roosevelt—the way you have handled
all this publicity. You still married the

man you love—which is most important
of all. Please stay Faye Emerson, the
girl we feel we know."
To those loyal and devoted admirers,

the following story on Faye should
prove she will never change. It was
shortly after their marriage. Elliott had
returned to England. Faye was still liv-

ing out in San Fernando Valley—miles

away from transportation and Beverly
Hills. On this particular night when she

needed her car the most, it naturally

refused to work.
"I had an important dinner date to

meet some friends of Elliott's," Faye
muses. "It would have been too ex-

pensive to call a taxi. With gas ration-

ing I didn't dare ask them to come way
out and get me. So I did the only thing

I could do—I hitchhiked!"

Down the roadway marched Mrs.
Roosevelt. Anxious thumb half-circled

mid-air at every passing car. Finally,

she arrived at a little corner filling

station. There, having a tire changed,

sat a friendly-faced woman at the wheel

of her car.

"Are you going over to Beverly Hills?"

Faye inquired politely. The woman eyed
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her prospective customer suspiciously.

Satisfied she wasn't a lady gunman, the

door opened, Faye got in.

"You certainly are brave," said her

benefactress to Faye, as they winded
through dark Coldwater Canyon. "Do
you do this sort of thing often?"

Faye explained she felt sure she had
seen the woman before. Finally Faye,

who believes in asking questions when
you want to know answers, asked her

name.
"I'm Billie Burke," she answered. "I

work in pictures."

"I'm Faye Emerson," answered the

bride of Elliott Roosevelt. "I work in

pictures, too."

They laughed and chatted all the way
over to Beverly Hills.

There are many versions of the

Emerson-Roosevelt romance. According

to a feminine eye witness (who also was
invited to meet Elliott Roosevelt) the

true story is as follows. Such beauteous

belles as Ava Gardner, Maria Montez
(to name a few) had been asked to

dinner by an enterprising host. On this

occasion every girl present was done to

the teeth; that is, all but one—Faye
Emerson.

It was all very well and good to have
lovely ladies to look at. But suppose
Elliott Roosevelt might also like to talk!

That's when the host thought of Faye,

who is never at a loss for words. The
heroine of this American romance
happened to have a date. Meeting im-

portant people (who usually turned out

to be bores) was no novelty to her.

Finally Faye agreed to come in later.

She was seated at Elliott's left. She
wore all black and it wasn't new. There
were no jewels, no lacquered hair-do, no
bows coming out of her ears. At the last

moment she pinned fresh gardenias on
the back of her close-fitting hat. "Sheer

inspiration" is the way she refers to it

today. How little she realized at the

time that this was to be the turning

point of her life!

Elliott talked to Faye and Faye
listened. Faye talked to Elliott and Elliott

listened. The ladies of the evening did a

slow burn. Darling little imaginary
daggers shot out in Faye's direction. She
was completely oblivious to it all. Months
later she went to New York on a vaca-

tion. Elliott was there too. Both
happened to have the same mutual
friends. They met again and again. To
Faye, Elliott suddenly took on a per-

sonal importance. To Elliott, Faye
seemed to be the only girl in New York
City. Elliott returned to his duties.

Faye came home to Hollywood. There
were letters, a few wires, an occasional

phone call—when he could get through.

Last December Elliott flew back on
business. Once again they were thrown
together.

There was no time for a trousseau.

Faye was working hard on "Hotel
Berlin." Elliott managed to get a few
moments to plan their wedding. Her
bridal suit of "Eleanor Blue" Faye had
fitted between bites at lunch time. The
sudio gave her three days off. (Faye
wasn't overwhelmed with their gener-

osity!) Standing on Grand Canyon's
magnificent rim, they repeated their

vows and exchanged plain gold wedding
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rings. The rest is now recorded history.

And so a new life began for the lonely

little girl who grew up with vision and
dreams. The same little girl who
shinnied up a telegraph pole to assert

her independence, who married a Presi-

dent's son. Only in this great democ-
racy could it happen. And it couldn't

happen to a nicer girl. Today, Faye is

like any other war wife, trying to keep
herself busy, planning and hoping for

that day when her husband will come
home. In the meantime there are letters.

Settling herself down with pen in hand
has always been a dreaded task. But
Faye has never missed writing a single

day. Elliott's letters to Faye are sacred.

When she's working she takes them to

the studio. She reads them repeatedly

while she eats her lunch. Observers in

the Warner Bros. Green Room (and

there are many) have seen Faye turn a

pretty pink as she turns the pages.

In "Danger Signal," Faye returns to

her lovely brunette self. She likes her

hair dark. Needless to say Elliott does

too. Never considered 'a beauty, Faye's

magnificent bone structure, those fan-

tastic facial planes, have won their way
to many a sculptor's heart.

Facing the camera, making speeches,

selling bonds, appearing at the Hollywood
Canteen, just generally facing the pub-
lic has never been a problem. After all,

Faye had three years in little theaters

before she became a Hollywood star.

But the first time she met Bette Davis,

she froze in her tracks. It's always been

that way when she meets a personal

favorite. Darned if she can get over it!

Recently, "Harriet" played at the Los
Angeles Biltmore Theater. A mutual
friend took Faye backstage to meet Helen
Hayes. Inside herself Faye kept saying,

"Now I'm not going to be nervous. I'm
just going to relax and say the right

things." (She fervently hoped.)

Introductions were made. Faye felt

her tummy going through the floor.

Miss Hayes looked at her intently.

Faye grew more self-conscious. Miss
Hayes hesitated, deciding if she wanted
to say what was on her mind.

"You're different than I expected,"
she began. "You're so—you're—that is

—

you look
—

"

"T know," interrupted Faye hurriedly.

"I look entirely different without my
studio makeup. I look like—plain Jane."
"You look so young," Miss Hayes

finished. "Why, you're little more than
a girl."

Faye doesn't exactly remember how
she got out of the dressing room. She be-

lieves she floated.

There are no phobias, no inhibitions

in the life of Faye Emerson. She's

well-balanced, healthy, humorous and
completely without malice. That is, with

one special exception. She has never
forgotten the prissy little girl she played
with as a child. They both had a crush

on the same little boy. Faye, masking
her true feelings, matched him eye to

eye at marbles and baseball. The other

little girl, pretending to be helpless and
feminine, won out. It was a hurt that

left its mark. It was Faye's first real-

ization that people don't always play

fair.

"He was the first and last 'beau' I ever

lost," says Faye with a twinkle. "That
is, unless I wanted to lose him."
On her birthday Faye was awakened by

her doorbell. A special delivery airmail

letter! The name in the upper left hand
corner made her heart chase itself up
and down her spine. Enclosed was a
snapshot of Elliott standing by the nose

of his new plane. There was a grin on
his face that reached from ear to ear. In

large visible letters was the plane's

name. Elliott had christened it "My
Faye." Those two words tell the story.
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Ar^ you in the know?
Elizabeth Taylor and the King

Continued from page 34

sible," I thought to myself, "at that

age?"
And then suddenly I heard who Knig

Charles was. He is the grandson of IMan

O' War and he is the horse that Elizabeth

rode in "National Velvet." This story is

mostly about King Charles and some

about Elizabeth.

When MG^Nl were about ready to make
the picture, "National Velvet." trouble

in large chunks seemed to be looming in

the immediate offing. King Charles, it

developed, was a terrific jumi>er but he

was no gentleman. He had a passionate

desire to bite a large slab of meat out

of any groom who came near him, and

he threw wranglers high into the air in

beautiful parabolas whenever they had

the temerity to climb onto his back. He
put them over the partition if they came

into his stall and he devised cute little

tricks to get them in front of him out

in the open where he could cave-in their

ribs with his fore feet. And so the pro-

ducers and directors at MGM were m a

dither. No other horse could take a

stone wall, sailing over it like a bird in

flight, as could King Charles. He fitted

the part—looks, action, everything. But
The King wasn t having any of the deal.

He just wanted to be left alone in his

stall where he could brood upon his royal

ancestry in peace.

Well, you know how directors are.

Something had to be done and at once.

The sets were ready, the technicians were

ready, everything was ready. The ques-

tion was: would this blood-proud equine

let Elizabeth Taylor get upon his back.^

And then, to bring matters into complete

chaos somebody discovered that Eliza-

beth, who was to star in the picture,

was missing. People were sent scurrying

all over the lot. They hunted in the com-
missary, in the still department, in the

hairdresser's room — everywhere. ^Ir.

Pandro Berman. the producer, and Mr.
Clarence Brown, the director, started

screaming and people, standing around
biting their fingernails, turned pale.

Everyone knows that it is a terrible thing

to get a producer and a director upset,

especially at the beginning of a picture.

There is absolutely no telling what might
happen.
And then a lowly wrangler, flinching

nervously, happened to pass King
Charles' stall and glance in— and promptly
swallowed his chewing tobacco. There,
with her arms about the outlaw's neck,

was Elizabeth. The King was standing,

docile as a plow-horse, and slobbering

with happiness. To this day the wrangler

says the horse looked at him and sneered.

Afterward studio officials. Elizabeth's

mother, everybody, asked her how she

liad found the courage to go into the

stall with that vicious animal, and she
replied that he wasn't any more vicious

than they were. He was just lonely for

someone who understood him.
Then came the problem of whether or

not The King would allow Elizabeth to

ride him. She had trained hard, of course,

on the hacks which the studio furnished:

but she had never been on the back of

the grand-son of ]\Ian O' War. Grooms
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All that glitters is not gold

Handsome is as handsome does

O Beaoty is only skin deep

Okay . . . suddenly your face

needs a retread. But why make
it a public project? It's bad

manners. What's more, it de-

glamourizes a gal. "Handsome is

as handsome does"—so do your
patchwork in the powder room.
And remember, loveliness is lost

without daintiness, especially on
"those" days. Choose Kotex.

^es, Kotex contains a deo-
dorant. Locked inside each

Kotex, the deodorant can't shake

out, because it is processed right

into each pad— not merely

dusted on. You'll appreciate

this new Kotex "extra" to help

safeguard your charm.

More women choose KOTEX'

+han all ofher

sanlfary nflpkins puf +ogether

*T.M. Reg. U. S. Pal. Off.
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Did his first moments with you

bring a warm glow to his eyes?

NEET Cream Deodorant helps

' keep you the way he loves you—

dainty, feminine, lovely. Just pat

it on— that's all! Perspiration and

perspiration odor are checked.

Protection lasts up to three days.

Also use delightful NEET Cream »

Depilatory to remove superfluous

hair quickly and easily.

BETTER GET NEET T O D A Yi

led him out of the stall, keeping at a safe

distance, and a saddle was cinched on.

And then began a scene which was as

good as any in the picture to come. King
Charles went over hurdles, he cantered,

he fox-trotted, he did everything in the

book. The horse seemed to have fallen

under a spell.

As we talked it wasn't going to be
so easy, I found, to get Elizabeth ofE the
subject of The King. But when I men-
tioned her future, the parts she hopes to

do, her small, expressive face sobered.

"Well," she said, "I'd like to do 'Peter

Pan.' And I'm looking forward to more
pictures like 'Velvet' where I can ride

The King over jumps again. Oh, you
just ought to see him when he approaches
a hurdle or a stone wall! He gathers

himself and suddenly we're in the air,

soaring. He has never been in a real

race, you see, except the one in the pic-

ture, and sometimes I feel sad because
it seems he's being denied his heritage.

But I try to make that up by the love

I give him. The King is .so wonderful."
Well, there we were again, figuratively

if not literally, back on the horse. "Look,
Elizabeth," I said, "I know that The
King is everything you say. He's beau-
tiful, and he has more sense than most
people. But you must have other in-

terests. After all, you can't sleep and
eat with him."

"Oh, but I do," she exclaimed, open-
ing her eyes very wide. "Every day The
King and I have lunch together in his

stall. I don't eat oats, of course," she
added with her elfin little smile, "but
mother puts up a box lunch for me when
I'm working at the studio, and I go out
and eat it with The King. I take a bite

of sandwich and he has a mouthful of

grain and then we talk to each other."

"Elizabeth," I expostulated, "you don't

mean to say that you visit with that

horse.'*"

"But of course I do," she said, as

though surprised at my abysmal igno-

rance. "He understands everything I

say."

Well, what can you do with a girl like

that? I asked her if she had other pets.

"Oh, yes," she said. "There are Jack
and Jill, the cats. Punch and Judy, the

parrakeets, three dogs, a cocker spaniel,

a springer and an English retriever, and
two horses. There are three horses now,"

she added with her happiest smile. "You
see, the studio gave me The King on my
thirteenth birthday."

'"That's certainly swell of the studio,"

I said hastily. "Didn't I hear something
about a few chipmunks, too, in your
menagerie.''"

"Yes, five chipmunks. Nibbles is the
smartest one. He used to bite me when
I first got him, but he responded to kind-
ness just like any other animal will if

you give him enough of it. That's the
only reason there are any vicious horses
or dogs. They're afraid, and they protect
themselves in the only way they know

—

by fighting back. Nothing can withstand
love."

"You mean that, Elizabeth?" I asked.
"Even people?"

"Even people," she said soberly.

"Though sometimes I think they are less

susceptible to love than other animals.
Now The King "

"You bet," I broke in quickly. "I be-
lieve that. Now tell me about boys.
Don't they flock around your house and
call you on the phone?"

"Boys," she said making a small face.

"They do it all the time. One of them
disguises his voice so he sounds like a
bull frog with a bad cold, and says he
is Mr. Louis B. Mayer."

She threw back her head and young
laughter bubbled forth. "He just makes
himself silly. Other boys, too. They write

me love letters that I never read. That's
one nice thing about horses—they can't

write."

. Although Elizabeth began riding at the
age of four, curiously enough it was not
her ability as an equestrienne which won
her a chance in the movies. It was her
voice. Mrs. John Considine happened to

hear her sing and, astonished at the full,

soaring tones which literally filled the
room, immediately took her to the MGM
studio where fountain pens were pro-

duced and a contract proffered. How-
ever, her mother, Sara Southerji Taylor,
mindful of a promise that she had pre-

viously made Cheever Cowdin of Uni-
versal, wired him from London of the
offer which Metro had made. He replied

at once that he would up the proposed
arrangement. Accordingly the MGM con-
tract was regretfully declined, after a
family consultation, and Elizabeth went
to L'niversal. There, because she was

On fhe set with Clark Gable and Greer Garson—who wouldn't like that? Keenan Wynn
and Greer's mother catch up with the stars between scenes of "This Strange Adventure."
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physically so small, she waited in idle-

ness for a part and at the end of a year

went back to MGM.
"National Velvet," the English novel,

had been a studio property for some-

thing like nine years, during which time

Pandro Berman had been searching for

the right girl to take the part of Velvet.

Hearing of this and entranced at the

possibilities for riding which the picture

would offer, Elizabeth presented herself

to Mr. Berman and asked that she be

given a chance. The producer was dubi-

ous. "Child," he said, "you're too little."

"But Mr. Berman," she said eagerly,

"I can grow."

Mr. Berman was impressed. "I'm

almost willing to believe it," he said,

"even if you've got only about three

months to grow in. I'll wait and see."

And then something like a miracle oc-

curred. In three months Elizabeth grew

almost three inches. Practical material-

ists are inclined to find the answer in

lots of nourishing food and out-door ex-

ercise, but Elizabeth calmly asserts that

an all-wise Providence had a hand in the

matter. "I just prayed that I would grow
tall enough and I did," she says. "And
I didn't worry about it, either. I think

the Lord takes care of those things—if

they're good for you."

The result of this faith-and-sunshine

business was that when next tested Eliza-

beth got the part, though Mr. Berman
still looks bewildered when you ask him
about it. "She says it was faith that shot

her up nearly three inches in that little

while," he says. "I myself have an idea

that sheer will power had something to

do with it."

"National Velvet" was not Elizabeth's

first picture, although in her own mind
that is where her career really started.

She appeared first in "Lassie Come
Home," which made quite a considerable

dent in the public consciousness. She
was then loaned to Fox for the produc-
tion, "Jane Eyre," in which she had a

very small part. This was followed by
"White Cliffs Of Dover," in which Eliza-

beth had another slight role. And then
came "National Velvet" and Elizabeth
mounted the horse which should have
been named Pegasus because he bids fair

to carry her far.

Vital statistics, I suppose, are neces-

sary for those who must have vital sta-

tistics, though they seem dull and earth-

bound for such an ethereal spirit. She
was born thirteen years ago in London,
the daughter of Francis and Sara South-
ern Taylor. She was educated in Byron
House and MGM's studio school, com-
ing to America five years ago. She is

four feet eleven inches tall and gets along
beautifully with her one brother, Howard,
who is fifteen.

When I got up to go she said: "How
would you like to have lunch some day
with The King and me.''"

"Well, Ehzabeth," I said, "I don't
know. Maybe The King wouldn't like

me very well. Maybe he'd be jealous."
She laughed. "Oh, I'll fix it up with

him. You come."

At that, it might not be such a bad
idea, having lunch with The King. I've
done it with less admirable creatures.
And then, I'm crazy about the kid even
if she does talk mostlv about a horse.

OUR MARRIAGE WAS TOPSY-TURVY
Nothingbut arguments betweenBob
and me! I didn't dream then that /
was the guilty one. You see, I thought
I knew something about feminine
hygiene—but I didn't know that
"once-in-a-while" care isn't enough!

My doctor came to the rescue when
he told me how many marriages fail

because the wife is careless about
feminine hygiene. His recommenda-
tion was to use Lysol disinfectant
for douching— aZwa^/s.

IT'S HUNKY-DORY AGAIN!
What a difference in our marriage
now! Bob and I are so happy! And
I'm so grateful to my doctor. Of
course, I use Lysol now— always
in the douche. Exactly as the doctor

said: "Lysol is a proved germ-killer

. . . far more dependable than salt,

soda or other homemade solutions."

It's easy to use, economical. But
best of all

—

it really works!

Cheek these facts with your Doctor

Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm of

every woman. So, douche
thoroughly with correct
Lysol solution . . . al-
ways! Powerful cleanser—
Lysol's greater spreading
power means it reaches
more deeply, and effec-

tively, into folds and
crevices to search out
germs. Proved germ-killer
— uniformstrength, made
under continued labora-
tory control . . . far

more dependable than
homemade solutions.
Non-causfie — Lysol
douching solution is non-
irritating, not harmful to
vaginal tissues. Follow

Coprriffht. 1945. by Lehn & Fink Products Corp.

For Feminine Hygiene use

easy directions. Cleanly
odor— disappears after

use; deodorizes. Mora
women use Lysol for

feminine hygiene than
any other method. (For

FREE feminine hygiene
booklet, turite
Lehn & Fink, 6SS
Fifth Ave., New
York eg, N.Y.)

always!
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Heres a S£/^f/BI£way

to relieve distress of

WEAKNESS
(Also a Grand Stomachic Tonic)

Have you at such times noticed
yourself feeling nervous, irritable,

so tired, a bit blue-due to female
functional periodic disturbances?
Then don't delay! Try this great

medicine—Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-
table Compound — to relieve such
symptoms. It's so effective because
it has a soothing effect on one of
woman's most important organs.

Important To Know!

Pinkham's Compound does mork
than relieve such monthly cramps,
headache, backache. It also relieves
accompanying tired, nervous, irri-
table feelings — due to this cause.
Taken regularly-it helps build up
resistance against such distress.
Pinkham's Compound helps nature.
Also grand stomachic tonic.

DIRECTIONS: Take one table-
spoonful 4 times a day before
meals and at bedtime.

VEGETABLE COMPOUND

SEAL-COTE
POLISH PROTECTION

Mdfres

MANICURES

LAST LONGER
Brush over nails daily

Only 250 and 350

Everywhere

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE

That Unpredictable John Dalt

Continued from page 51

"A year or so later I tried again. This
time I made it and became one of her

players. For years after that I played in

her companies and others like it. Little

theaters in New Orleans, Maine, Mas.sa-

chusetts, New Hampshire, Virginia, New
York and all points east, west, north and
south. Without any training at all I

could have qualified for the job of a train

caller at Grand Central Station.

"It was wonderful experience. It was
fun, too. We did everything, traveled

everywhere. In one stretch of 52 weeks
we gave 600 performances and covered
28,000 miles. One night we gave a per-

formance in the National Theater in

Washington and the next night in some
farmer's barn. The only time we had a
chance to relax was on the stage.

"Then suddenly I realized I was hav-
ing too much fun and that in spite of all

our hard work we were still amateurs. I

knew I had to get away, and fast, unless

I wanted to spend my life in repertory.
That's when I went to New York and
took a job in Macy's selling pajamas to

support myself while I tried to get an in

on Broadway.
"That job lasted two days and it was

just as well that I was fired because it

didn't give me any chance to canvas man-
agers' offices. After that I worked as a
truck driver, an elevator man, an usher,

a waiter, any job at all that I could do
nights and have my days free.

"At first it was exciting, but that phase
soon wore out. Pounding Broadway day
after day isn't much fun. I'd always been
the bean-pole type, too thin for my
height, but I lost more weight in those
months. When I finally landed a small
part in 'Janie' I really couldn't believe it

was true.

"It wasn't, as things turned out. After
three performances the stage manager
gave me my notice. That was before I'd

really learned that an actor has to have
a pretty hard shell and can't indulge in

being sensitive, for after I'd listened to

his reasons I was convinced everything
about me was wrong, not only for that
part but for the theater in general.

"The hardening process began then
and there. After a week of mental tor-

ment I went back and, swallowing my
pride, talked him into giving me a walk
on part. The salary wasn't enough to live

on so I got a walk on in the revival of

'RUR' too, traveling from one theater to

another, changing from a robot costume
to a G.I. uniform and then back again.

"My favorite play that year was Max-
well Anderson's 'Eve Of St. Mark,' and
when I heard they were casting for the

Chicago company I saw the show again
a couple of times and memorizing the

lead part, I called for an appointment to

see the director. In my excitement I ar-

rived much too early and the manager
was late. I waited a long time and as I

sat there I felt my thoughts churning
inside of me. / know I'm too tall. I know
Tm too thin. You have to give me a

reading. I couldn't think of anything

else and when the man finally arrived I

blurted out what I'd been thinking. It

paid dividends though. I got the job."

It was when John was playing that

part he got the call from W^arner Broth-
er.? and at the end of the play's run made
the trek to Hollywood. It sounded won-
derful on paper but it didn't work out
that way. He was on contract, but they
didn't have a part for him. For nine
months he did nothing.

"It was the worst period of my life,"

John said. "I almost went crazy. The
studio thought I was crazy too when I

use to go there begging them at least to

allow me to assist in making tests. They
couldn't understand that I should feel

the way I did since I was being paid.

"I was new to Hollywood and didn't

know anyone. The only thing that helped
at all was the little house I'd rented. It

was on a mountain and it did wonderful
things for the ego, looking down on Holly-
wood.

"It was when I'd decided to go back to

New York I heard that Warners were
going to start work on 'The Corn Is

Green.' I met a woman who was playing
in the stage production in Los Angeles
and asked her to teach me Welsh. I

learned one phrase and then went to the
producer asking him to test me for the
part, telling him I was Welsh.
"He asked me to say something in

Welsh and I repeated my phrase which,
of course, neither, of us understood. I
waited a while after that and then hear-
ing nothing, rented my house and packed.
I sent my trunks on to New Y'ork and the

day before I was to leave I got a call

from the studio to take the test."

John didn't know it then, but his luck

had changed. As soon as the picture was
finished he was called back to New York
to play the lead in "Dear Ruth."
He loves the part and only one thing

could tear him away from it, a part he
liked even better, which makes it prob-
able that John will soon be packing his

bags again with Warners paging him
madly to play the young Scotch soldier

in "The Hasty Heart."
When "The Corn Is Green" opened on

Broadway, John saw himself on the

screen for the first time. He didn't relish

the experience. "It was like being stripped

in Times Square at high noon," he insists.

"The stage is easier that way. You can't

see yourself acting."

Even the rave reviews couldn't make
him change his mind about himself. He
still insists there are so mawf-things he
would have liked to change if he could.

Having his name up in lights on two
theaters in New- York hasn't changed
young Dall any. He's still the exuberant
youngster who loves circuses. Coney
Island, hot dogs and candy cotton better

than anything in the world except acting.

He likes that best of all. On days when
he has no matinee you can often see him
in the subway scene in "On The Town,"
the musical in which one of his favorite

girls, Nancy Walker, is starred. Broad-
way can't get over it. It's the first time

in its history an actor starred in one

play, has taken a walk-on role in another.

And all for free, too, plus an insatiable

love for acting that makes John the

vivid, exciting performer he is.
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Closeup of a Coming Star

Continued from page 38

She's five-feet, seven inches tall. Hair

of honey blonde, eyes blue and very

frank. Smooth marble complexion. Yes,

she's very pretty. Wears little make-up
—a bit of lipstick and i)ale nail jjolish.

She's rabid on the subject of deep shades

of polish.

Angela was born in London. Both par-

ents were of the theater and she drank
in this atmosphere from birth. Dislike of

mathematics changed the whole course

of her life. She decided to drop regular

schooling and start her theatrical train-

ing. Luckily, she won a scholarship at

an English dramatic school. After one

year's study came the London blitz.

Angela and her twin brothers, four years

younger, were bundled off to America
with six hundred other refugee children.

They docked at New York in August,

1940. She was just fourteen. More de-

termined than ever to become an actress,

she summoned her courage and went to

the Fagan School in New York, told

them her story, and they presented her

with a two-year scholarship in drama.
She was graduated in 1942.

She made her first professional appear-

ance when her mother took the family

to Montreal to come into the United
States on the Canadian quota. As an
example of perfect timing, it was the

dynamic Fritzi Sheff who took her under
her wing and prepared her for her audi-

tion. An expert, Fritzi taught her various

angles of showmanship along with sing-

ing and dancing.

Angela made the audition and won a

six weeks' contract to sing in a swanky
Montreal cafe, earning $60 per week.

She was billed as a famous radio star

and made a terrific hit. Her special song,

"All The Things You Are," was repeated

again and again each night in response

to encores.

She has the natural English reserve, is

self-assured and poised. Her voice is

lovely and has unusual carrying quality.

She's observing but not critical. Lives in

a hill-top house with her mother and
brothers, an exceptionally congenial

family. There are two dogs, a pomer-
anian and a cocker spaniel. Also, two
pet cats which were given to her while

making "Gaslight." She named them
Ingrid and Charles.

She loves to cook and knows how, too.

Can whip up a better meal under the

stress of impromptu guests than with
hours of leisure.

She treasures a review of "Gaslight"
which said, "Angela Lansbury gave a
performance worthy of a trouper twice

her age."

She was scheduled to make "The
Picture Of Dorian Gray" as her first film.

Then one day George Cukor, who was
casting "Gaslight," glimpsed her and
suddenly asked, "Can you speak
Cockney?" Angela laughed. Imitating
Cockney was her favorite sport. He
gave her a test. Time passed and she

gave up hope. One morning Mr. Cukor
sent for her and as she entered his office

he called her Nancy. She knew the

coveted role was hers—the Big Oppor-
tunity had arrived!

, V time to Y^a'^ 'P'^'^'?;^ lovetawss .
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QUICK RELIEF
FOR

SUMMER

TEETHING.

EXPERIENCED Mothers know
that summer teething must not

be trifled with—that summer up-
sets due to teething may seriously
interfere with Baby's progress.

Relieve your Baby's teething
pains this summer by rubbing on
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion—the
actual prescription of a famous
Baby Specialist. It is effective and
economical, and has been used
and recommended by millions of
Mothers. Your druggist has it.

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub if on the gums

BUY WAR BONDS

NO DULL
DRAB HAIR

When You Use This Amazing

4 Purpose Rinse
in one, simple, quick operation, LOVALON
will do all of these 4 important things

to give YOUR hair glamour and beauty:

1. Gives lustrous highlights.

2. Rinses away shampoo film.

3. Tints the hair as it rinses.

4. Helps keep hairneatly in place.

LOVALON does not permanently dye
or bleach. It is a pure, odorless hair rinse,

in 12 different shades. Try LOVALON.

At storas which sell toilet goods
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She's glad she had George Cukor for

her first picture, for she believes he has

an uncanny understanding of feminine

emotions.

So far, romance hasn't disturbed her

and there's never been anyone in par-

ticular, just a few casual crushes that

died before they really started. She's in

no hurry for love, she's too busy build-

ing a career.

Drives a tan coupe which she washes
and polishes herself. Off come her shoes

the minute she steps into the car and
she drives in her stocking feet. In fact,

she claims this as her worst fault: kick-

ing off her shoes wherever she is. De-
spite hectic moments in retrieving wan-
deric:, pumps, she's never broken her-

self of this habit. Admits she hasn't

tried very hard.

She's not superstitious, yet faithfully

follows one family tradition. She wears
a tiny bow of blue georgette tucked in

the front of her bra during her big

moments. It was with her in her three

films and is again on hand for "The
Harvey Girls." It is fashioned of

material from a gown her mother wore
in her most triumphant play. Also, she

had it on when she first met Angela's

father. The daughter likes to feel this

little symbol carries a special blessing.

Angela is the youngest character

actress on the screen. She wants to con-

tinue playing different characters so

audiences won't be surfeited with re-

peats. She believes this helps build a

lasting career.

Usually she has a deck of cards tucked
in her purse. In leisure moments she in-

dulges in the old game of Patience. The
Lansburys play contract as a family

foursome, not too expertly, but with

much merriment.
She's punctual. Has definite opinions

but refuses to argue because this creates

misunderstandings. She avoids discord

and confusion. Is inclined to be orderly

but not excessively so.

She weighs 130 pounds and vows she'll

never top this. Counts her calories at a
glance, likes ice cream but passes up
pastries.

She likes to sleep, but not before mid-
night. Sleeping seems a waste of time
before that hour. Reads in bed but
never lunches. She hates crumbs. Sleeps
in a single bed, has the windows wide
open and plenty of covers. She dreams
of owning an extra-size bed someday,
so she can stretch out and always find

a cool spot. Sleeps late when not work-
ing. Otherwise, she's up at five and no
complaints. Anything her career de-

mands is okay with her.

Says her mother is her inspiration.

Together they study her dialogue,

analyze the drama so thoroughly that
she knows everything about the char-

acter she is playing. Too, her mother
is Angela's best friend. They are amaz-
ingly alike in temperament and emo-
tional reactions. They respond to the
same brand of humor. Which is the

surest test of congeniality.

She has a cup of strong black tea on
awakening. Does a repeat several times

a day. Plays tennis, swims, and is a
great reader. Likes to dance but com-
plains that night club floors are too

crowded.

Calls her mother Darling. Bridget
being Angela's middle name, mother
shortens it endearingly to Bidsie. But
woe to anyone else who dares use this

pet name.

Someday she wants to marry and have
a large family. However, she believes it

is a mistake for an actress to marry too

young. It divides her interests. Both
marriage and career mean possession of

emotions, energies and time. An actress

must be well equipped to play this dual

role successfully.

Cornel Wilde and Jeanne Crain, on location for "Leave Her To Heaven,"

take time out to enjoy the scenic beauty of Bass Lake. What, no -fish?
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The noted actor. Robert Man tell, \va^

her great uncle. Her late grandfather

was the Right Honorable George Lans-

bury, First Commissioner of Works in

England. She was reared in the tradi-

tion of both the theater and politics.

She loves America and Hollywood and

the movies. The family have taken the

first steps toward becoming United

States citizens. Angela intends to know
what she's voting for when the time

comes.

She's not temperamental, moody, high-

strung or restless. Her mother never

let her indulge in these qualities and she

was told to snap out of them. But quick!

Her personal philosophy, briefly, is

that despite disappointments, if one
knows exactly what she wants, and
never loses the vision, she will win her

goal. She believes there's a law that

controls this.

She sleeps in a frilly nightie. Her
extravagance is lingerie. She can't resist

it, especially if it is made of satin and is

hand-embroidered. Admits she's becom-
ing more and more clothes-conscious. Is

delighted with the pretty frocks she

wears in "The Harvey Girls." These
have the stamp of the year 1898 but
she thinks they are lovely and most be-

coming.
Every thought she has swings back to

acting. This is the theme song of her

very existence. To her, success and
happiness are sjmonjTnous and she hopes

to go on acting as long as she lives.

She believes England is more loyal to

her favorites than America. Was dis-

tressed to discover many former filni

players have taken the count and are

forgotten. This doesn't happen over

there. Once a success, an actress goes on
indefinitely. And with honors.

She doesn't like parlor games; women
smoking on the street; slacks with high

heeled shoes; rudeness of any kind.

She loves people. Especiallj% those in

the movies, and she loves the way they
talk "shop." Thinks it inspiring. Doesn't
care much for je^^'elry. Is susceptible to

colors and believes their vibrations in-

fluence one's moods. Prefers gray and
blue—gray for suits, blue for dresses.

\Miite for sportswear.

Angela plays the piano beautifully,

having studied since she was six. Next
to acting, she loves music. Considers the

voice a powerful agent. It can reflect

every shade of emotion and an actress

should never cease learning how to use

it. Between pictures, she's at the studio

every daj^, studying drama, singing and
dancing. She has few idle moments.
Hates anything blatant or conspicuous.

Such as brass bands, splashy colors,

rasping voices; laughter that's too loud.

She doesn't like hats, but always wears
stockings.

She doesn't have to be on the go all

the time but is happy in her own con-
genial home. Loafs in the patio and
loves to lie in the sun.

There's a sprinkling of tiny freckles

dotting her cheeks and forehead, which
adds piquancy to her heart-shaped face.

She hopes she'll never become cvTiical

or intolerant or discontented, for these
mental states eat up happiness. For
above all else, Angela Lansbury wants to
be happy.

$«ayN Mr.s. Ilonald 4'olman

— lovely wife of one of the

screcn^s most eelebrated stars

MRS. ROIVAI.D COLMAN:

You know, Mrs. Huhn, we Hollywood wives

have to watch our lip-appeal. That's why I'm

so excited about your glamourous new colors in

Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick. Tangee Red-Red

is my favorite^but they're all thrilling!

COXSTANCE LUFT HUHN:

That's what almost everybody thinks, Mrs.

Colman! It gives me a thrill, too, to find that

the smartest women from Hollyivood to New
York are so pleased with the latest colors in

Tangee Satin-Finish Lipstick. Satin-Finish is

a Tangee "exclusive" that keeps your lips un-

usually soft and alluring— not too dry— not

too moist ... In Red-Red, Medium-Red, Theat-

rical Red or Tangee Natural.

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Headof fhe House Tangee
and one of America's fore-

most authorities on beauty
and make-up.

sel/INGEE
and see ho\v beautiful vou can
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A bewitching
fragrance to lend
enchantment

RADIO
GIRL

lime

/IN e\'0(ic pecfume that
whispers romance. Us
truly rare and different

scent lingers, lending
charm and loveliness to
every moment,

10c-25c
at Beauty Coutiters

Everyuhere

This Is What I Believe

Continued from page 45

I

and never on again
when Caress is used

this new, safe,

easy way

No one need ever know about that ugly superfluous

hair on face or lips if you follow this amazing, different

Caress way. This thrilling, modern, scientific method
has helped thousands of otherv/ise lovely women from

Hollywood to Miami to new beauty. It is so new and

revolutionary, it has been granted a U. S. Patent. Just

a twist of the wrist every few days and you need never

see a superfluous hair on your face again. No smelly

liquid or possibly injurious wax or paste. No after

stubble—wiU not irritate the skin or stimulate hair growth.

Wonderful for arms and legs

Hair off legs, arms, face in 9 seconds or double your

money back. Send no money. Simply mail coupon belov/.

Comes in plain wrapper. On arrival, pay postman $1.49

plus postage for deluxe package. Pay no tax. If cash

accompanies order, we pay postage. Rush coupon today.

Scoit-Nelson Co., Box 113-C

1 16 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 3, 111.

Please send me a CARESS Home Treatment for

superfluous hair. I'll pay postman Sl-49 plus

postage. If I am not satisfied after 7 days. 1 11

return it for refund of double my purchase price.

(If you send cash we pay postage.)

Name
Address

City .State.

PRAYERS. I don't pray formally,

but in my daily life I pray constantly.

Hoping sincerely and fervently is a form
of prayer. Wishing is a form of prayer.

I pray also to myself and my own ability

to do things. God never expected any
of us to lean back and say, "God, please

do this for me." "God helps those that
help themselves."

]]'AR. Many of our beliefs have been
shaken by current happenings. With so

many people being killed in this war,
one asks oneself continually, "Why?"
We have to admit that the world as a
whole must have had this war coming
to it and needed this terrible lesson.

There has been too much hate in the
world. If as a result of this war every-
body would stop hating then every bay-
onet would be worth its deadly price.

But how can you take greed, vanity
and hate—which caused the war—out of
all human beings.'' A* long as we have
that deadly trinity, there will be war.
That doesn't mean that we should sit

back and do nothing at the peace table.

We need not say, "Because of that we'll

have another war in twenty years.
There's nothing we can do about it." If

we make the right kind of peace, we can
help human beings to get the habit of

getting along together. I believe the
solution lies completely within man him-
self. We must progress as human beings
—only then will wars cease.

To those who suffer a personal loss in

this war, I can offer no pat cliches. The
(inly consolation I can think of for those
who have lost sons or husbands or
sweethearts in the war is that those men
were happier doing the job required of
them than they would have been shirk-

ing. So much for my larger beliefs.

WORK. I think everyone should have
some work to do. People boil down to

two clas.ses—those who have responsi-

bilities and those who have none. To
those who have none, nothing much will

ever happen. Those who have responsi-

bilities and meet them become progres-

sively finer people.

I believe in doing your job well, but
in not expecting too much from other

people. I believe that you can stifle

people with intolerance and impatience.

I am completely intolerant of two things,

slowness at work and inefficiency. I have
learned, however, to try not to show my
intolerance, for I have discovered that

many people do things better in their

own way.
SUCCESS. Success is the thing we all

try to achieve, but many people don't

use their success to help other people.

And that is the way in which I believe

success should be used.

I have sometimes been complimented
because I'm nice to actors or actresses

in my pictures. There was a time

when actresses, filled with jealousy,

would demand that the work- of other

players be cut because those players had

stolen scenes. I think this is no longer

true. To demand that a good actor's

scenes be cut because you fear their

competition is a terrible admission of

lack of security. If you have any faith

in your own talent, then there is room
for everybody to be put up against you;
besides a good performance alongside
yours makes yours so much better.

Incidentally, I must admit that I re-

sent people who get opportunities for

which they are not qualified. I am not
particularly kind to them, because I

keep thinking of the waste of that
opportunity. As regards the person who
could use this opportunity to go on to

better things.

People talk about the price of success

-^and there is a price. The one big price

-you pay is a 24 hour spotlight. There
are times when you would gladly scrap
all your fame for a few days just to

have a little privacy. I remember arriv-

ing at Nantucket Island two years ago.

thinking that on that remote island I

would be unnoticed. I was wrong. A mob
was waiting for me at the boat.

I can understand perfectly the public's

interest in movie stars, and most of the
time I enjoy being recognized as Bette
Davis. I myself have an interest in well-

known people. If Garbo lived next door
to me, I would be interested in what she
was doing; I would get excited about it.

If you are someone whose face is known
you can tell yourself, "I'm a target for

the rest of time. No~ matter what I do,

people will be curious."

I am not complaining about this. I am
tired of weeping and wailing celebrities,

who talk unhappily about the price of

fame. Being in the spotlight 24 hours a
day is the only bad feature of being a
well-known actress. But if you love your
work—and I do—you are glad to pay
the price for the pleasure of acting.

Suppose then you have your work,
and have achieved a measure of success

at it. You still want friends, love and
happiness outside your work. The im-
portant point to remember is that you
must give in order to get.

FRIENDSHIP. Sometimes you hear
people complaining, "I have so few
friends." These people usually sit back
and make no gesture toward winning
friends. Such a woman once complained
to a Southern woman who was a very
generous hostess and to whose home
people flocked because she made them
feel wanted, "I wish I had as rnany
friends as you have. People don't want
to come to my house." Said that very
wise Southern woman, "You must earn

the desire of people to want to come to

your house. You can't expect them to

want to come if you give nothing of

i/ourself to them."
Some people who claim they want to

win friends are not really telling the

truth. They merely want possession of

other people. They want to be able to

say, "I have fifty friends."

It is very easy to have a house full of

these kind of friends if you serve good

; liquor and good food, but that doesn't

mean it will be full of real friends.

ADVICE TO FRIENDS. It is

usually better to be tactful rather than

brutally frank. Honesty can be a fetish.

A brutally honest person can become a

spectacular character but wreck people's
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I lives. I like the remark whicli Dr. Bert

I Frohman, the psychoanalyst, made to

I one of his patients, "Never take some-

l| thing' away from a person unless >ou can

II
give him something in its place that is

1 1
just as good or better than wliat you
have taken away." Thus, it is ridiculous

I

for a director to say to an actress, "Your
performance stinks," unless he can tell

how to improve it.

CAREER A\D MARRIAGE.l once
said in an interview that career women
should be sliot. I still belie\^e that as

human beings, career women are not tlie

most fun in the world, that they are not

the most delightful human beings to

I

live with. To be born with ambition and

j

to be a woman at the same time is sad.

I
Professional women can't ignore their

j

personal lives—they require personal

\ lives as much, perhaps even more than
I otiier women do.

j

Sometimes, though not often, a

woman is offered a clear-cut choice be-

tween a career and marriage to the man
'. slie loves. I was offered such a choice

1 when I was twenty-one. I was thinking"

I of marrying. I was given an engagement

1

ring. My beau said, "You must choose.

If you marry me you will have to give

up your- career." Two days later I gave
the ring back to him. I still feel that his

!
ultimatum was unfair, that it .is not

I

right to demand of any woman that she

I

choose between her career and marriage,

j However, I do not believe that a woman
]

offered this ultimatum, who really de-

;

sires a career, could give it up for any
man, no matter how much she loved him.
MORALS. I believe in the double

standard of morals. This is one |)ri\'il('gc

a man will always expect, wlicthei-

women want it that way or not. I liave

talked to many men with the armed
forces who are far away from their

women, and they have all expressed the

same jjoint of view. Every man expects

complete fidelity from his wife. On the

other hand, women cannot expect men
who are overseas for two or three years

to be faithful to them all that time. This
is notliing for women to brood about or

V)i'eak up tlieir homes for. I do not be-

lie\'e that any woman should ever break
up a home because of infidelity on her

husband's part, as long as what happens
doesn't hurt their relationship, the thing

that exists between them.
I believe in being a realist. Regardless

of whether people feel that the double
standard is right or wrong, it exists. And
a girl who flouts that standard generally

creates unhappiness for herself.

HAPPINESS. Nobody's life can be

in every way a happy life. We shouldn't

expect that. Nobody has everything he
wants. ]\Iost happily married women
who don't work outside their homes want
a career. The career woman looks at the

honiemaker and says, "I wish I could

lead her life."

If you are a real career woman the

desire nags at you and you have to

follow where your drive leads you. Y'ou

don't necessarily think this career will

bring you the greatest happiness. But
regardless of what it brings you, it's the

thing you have to do. If you are ambi-
tious, a career in some ways is misery,

for you are never satisfied. It never

(|iiitc lip I (J you]' aspirations for il.

A(iE. NO woman, I Ijclieve, should be

nnhaijpy about admitting her age. No
woman should be afraid of grow ing older.

People only begin to make sense after

they are thirty. I'd like to be 27 and
know what I know at 37, but that is

obviously impossible. Wlicn I was 20, T

tliought was the end of life. Now 1

realize that life doesn't begin or end at

any particular age.

I think it is particularly stuj)id for a

projcs.'iional woman to lie about her age.

because it is so easy to find out the truth.

Often you read in the news|)apers that

two famous jjeople have married, and
that the woman has given her age as 28.

and tlie man his as 32. Everyone knows
that the man is nearer 28. and the woman
is nearer Tliey are laughed at for

their pains in giving fake ages. Since I

wf)uld not like ttj be laughed at. I would
rather tell the truth.

All this Hollywood fabrication about
one's age belongs to the period when
movie heroines were all supposed to be

young and divine. I don't believe that

the matter of your age is so very impor-

tant anymore, professionally. It is your
age you seem to be that counts—and
that has nothing to do with actual years.

To a large extent. I believe that our
lives are created by ourselves. Of course,

we are influenced by outside circum-

stances, but in general, we do have a large

amount of free choice of our way of life.

To sum up the essence of my beliefs:

I think that in every department or phase
of life, every individual gets what he
gives to that particular phase.

8 Reasons Why You
Should Use Charm-Kurl
1. Easy to use—It's Fun.
2. Safe, for every type and

color of hair,
3. No Experience Necessary,
4. COOL — No Heat or Elec-

tricity.
5. Contains No Ammonia or

Harmf u t Chemicals.
6. Convenient—Nc^M^ichi nes ,or

Dryers.
7. Everything Needed is in

th& Kit.
8. Wort<s lEquaMy Well on

Dyed .or Bleached Hair.

PERIVfANENT WAVE HOME KIT
Each Kit Contains Curlers. Shampoo,
End-Tissues, Wave Set, Rinse, Phis Charm-
Kurl Permanent Wave Solution and 4
Striking New Charm-Kurl Hair-Dos.

DO IT YOURSELF—af Home
It's easy and safe to give yourself a thrilling, machineless per-

manent wave at home. The result will amaze you. Your hair

will be permanent waved into soft, luxuriant curls and waves
which are easy to manage and look like natural curls and waves.
Charm-Kurl is the rage from Hollywood to Miami. Over 6

million sold last year.

Easy As Putting Your Hair Up in Curlers
Yes, it IS easy to Charm-Kurl your hair to long-lasting new beauty.

Requires no heat, electricity or mechanical aids. Contains no ammonia
or harmful chemicals. Charm-Kurl cannot possibly harm children's soft,

fine hair. Get a Charm-Kurl kit today.

AT ALL DEPARTMENT STORES, DRUG STORES
AND 5c AND 10c STORES

Charm-Kurl is for sale at Department, Drug Stores and oc and
10c stores. ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE. Get the original

Charm-Kurl Home Permanent Wave Kit, it's your guarantee of

thrilling results.

Charm-Kurl Outsells All Other Home Wave Kits

Over 6,500,000 Already Sold. It's America's Fayorite

Nothing Else to Buy

Each Charm-Kurl k{t

contains 4 new hair-

dos. They're easy to do

when you follow the

complete illustrated

instructions. This is an

exclusive feature with

Charm-Kurl.
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Hearts BeatFasterforthe

GirlwithUGHTER
BRIGHnitmiR
• You sense it imme-
diately . . . see it in

appreciative eyes . . .

instant admiration
for the girl whose
hair has that shining,

golden look. Be this

girl! Capture the
charm that makes
hearts beat in double-
time — ivith Marchand's Golden Hair Wash!

You decide just how much lighter you want
your hair to be . . . whether you want it blonder
than it is now, or — if you're a brunette or

redhead — whether you w-ant to brighten it

with golden highlights. With Marchand's
Golden Hair Wash, you yourself can control
the exact degree of blondeness you desire!

Carefully perfected by hair experts, the new
Marchand's Golden Hair Wash is easier than
ever to apply — complete in itself for use at

home. Not a dye — not an expensive "treat-

ment." Excellent, too, for lightening arm and
leg hair ... At all drug counters.

Made by the Makers of March 'Make-Up" Hair Rinse

Get More
Comfort For
Standing Feet

With An Ice-Mint Treat
Don't let tired, burning sensitive feet steal

energy and malie the hours seem longer. Rub on
a little Ice-Mint and feel the blissfully cool and
soothing sensation of comfort that follows, as this
frosty-white medicinal cream goes to work driving
out fiery burning and aching tiredness. Grand, too,
to help soften up painful corns and callouses. So
don't delay — get foot happy today the Ice-Mint
way. At all druggists.

If You Can Read English
you can learn to play your favorite instrument

Yes. if you follow our clear home study instructions
ior only a half hour each day, you should soon be play-
ing simple melodies. Easy as A-B-C ! No tedious
scales. \'ou learn to play real tunes by note right from
the start! Study any instrument you like for less than
7c a day! If interested, send for Free Booklet and
Print and Picture sample. See how ezisy it i s jo learn
music at home without a teacher. Men- ""v-— ™>v
tion your favorite instrument. C SUCCESSFUL/
U. S. School of Music. 1199 Brunswick 1 47-YR JBIdg.. New York 10, N. Y. ^
U. S. School of Music, 1199 Brunswick BIdg., N. Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument)..

It's Terrific To Be 22!

Continued fronn page 33

Name .

AddreBS
(Please Print)

me for four months. She gave me a very
small allowance, barely enough to pay
for a room and two meals a day at a
girls' residence and my tuition in a
drama school."

Teachers at the drama school tried ear-

nestly to repitch the low, vibrant voice

which is one of her greatest assets today.
"I practiced for weeks reading Shake-

speare in the treble," Lizabeth confessed,

laughing at herself. "I mouthed. I drove
everyone mad with my pear-shaped
tones. I was intense and arty. I was
terrible."

Naturally, Lizabeth's distinction and
style brought many invitations to the
Stork Club, "21," the Persian Room, but
she would have none of them. Work and
study were all that interested her. The
probationary four months melted away,
though, without Lizabeth having set the

theatrical world afire and the allowance
from home was cut down so drastically

that she moved from the girls' residence

to a cheap, furnished room and ate when,
and only when, she could pay for it.

Lizabeth knew no one at all in New
York who could help her get even the

smallest toe-hold in the theater. She
had no letters of introduction nor in-

fluence of any kind, so she simply walked
from agency to agency, from theater to

theater, asking for work. She tried to get

a job as a model, but her particular type
hadn't come into fashion yet and the

gi'aceful, green-eyed star of the future

was given what is crudely referred to as

the brush-off.

"As far as the theater was concerned,

it was a vicious circle," she explained. "I

tried to bluff about the experience I

hadn't had, but when they'd ask for my
Equity card—which shows you belong

to the Union—I had none. Because with-

out experience you can't get an Equity
card and without an Equity card you
can't get experience."

Then came a stroke of luck—and it

was about time. She heard that "Hellza-

poppin" was casting for a road-company.
But when she reached the theater on a .

dead run, she found that a hundred and
fifty girls had gotten there first. Positive

that this was just one of those things,

she merged with the throng for the try-

outs. It couldn't be that she had a

chance against so many. However, when
elimination narrowed the crowd down to

a mere handful of twelve, then six, then

to two, her spirits rose with a rush, for

she was one of the two.

Eddie Dowling, the producer, had the

girls watch the show for several nights

from the back of the house. While Liza-

beth was concentrating tensely on the

leading woman's performance, the other

girl kept up a steady murmur in her ear:

"You don't really want that part. It

doesn't mean a thing to you and it does

to me. Drop out and let me have it!"

After five nights of this whispered

propaganda. Lizabeth got very, very

mad. As soon as the final curtain fell,

she bounded up on the stage and de-

manded fiercely of Dowling, "Listen here,

will you kindly make up your mind which

of us you're going to choose.'' I can't

stand this suspense any longer and /

nant that part!"

Dowling grinned and answered short-
ly, "Report for wardrobe tomorrow
morning."

"I don't know to this day whether I

startled him into a decision or whether
he really had made up his mind I would
do," Lizabeth laughed. "But anyway I

went on the road with the show and was
gone almost ten months. We played
every State in the Union and during one
period did a stretch of sixty four one-
night stands."

So that, children, is the way Lizabeth
got her Equity card.

When she came back to New York, she
was more successful in getting modeling
jobs and, as an Equity member in good
standing, played leading parts in small

stock-companies and had a summer en-

gagement with the Barter Theater in

Abbington, Virginia. After that she was
engaged, not only because of her obvious
ability, but because of the marvelous
timbre of her deep voice, to understudy
Tallulah Bankhead in "The Skin of Our
Teeth."

The privilege of working with Miss
Bankhead was invaluable as far as theat-

rical training went, but Lizabeth was
unhappy. She wanted to act more than
anything and the ordeal of standing in

the wings—frustrated and idle—night

after night for seven months was more
than she could bear. She handed in her

notice.

"Fate works in a strange way," Liza-

beth observed. "Not long after I got

back to New York, a hurry call took me
to Boston, where I went on for two weeks
in Miss Bankhead's place. A short while

later, back in New York, another re-

markable thing happened. As you know,
the year before, no matter how I tried, I

couldn't even get the chance of a try-out

as a model. Now the door I'd been bat-

tering on with both fists was suddenly

opened by a simple twist of the wrist

and in I walked! One night at El Mo-
rocco I was introduced most casually

to Carmel Snow, editor of Harper's

Bazaar. She a.sked, 'Do you model?'

Wlien I answered that I did, she said,

'Come to my office at eleven tomorrow.'

It was all so easy!"

The result of this w^as practically a

steady job with Harper's. She appeared

five times in one issue. "It's some sort

of record," she explained. And these

were the pictures that brought her the

contract from Hal Wallis.

Lizabeth is completely happy in Holly-

wood. For a while she was homeless,

being moved from place to place on the

five-day wartime order, but the studio

has just found a small, charming house

that she will sub-let for a few months.

Though she likes men of accomplish-

ment and brains, romance has no place

in her life right now. So far, too, she's

been too busy at the studio to create any
outside social life.

"There's a time for everything," she

said. "There's a time for friendship and

a time for marriage. But this is my
time for work."
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He's No Ladies' Man

Continued from page 21

music and great artistry. He spoke with

I a technical knowledge that was not

learned over night. He talked about
,i his friend. Universal character actor,

j

Thomas Gomez, and how he always

stands up and yells "Bravo!" at con-

1

certs and the ballet, whether anybody

j

else does or not. "They should give him

free tickets," Turhan grinned, ^'he makes

such a valuable member of the

audience." Then seriously, "But at the

concert Sunday night Tommy was not

conspicuous. The entire audience was on

its feet, yelling and stamping."

Turhan talked with prayerful solemn-

i nity about the war, and of the places

1| where the fighting is going on, places he,

I himself, knows intimately. He's proud

to be going into Uncle Sam's service.

And Turhan talked about his current

picture, his last for the duration. "In
' some sequences," he said, "I i)lay the

i character of Aesop, the fable teller,

and as that character, I wear a beard.

^

So you see," he grinned, "that beard

means I am now an Artiste!"

But Turhan did not talk about Lana
Turner.

! And when the heated chocolate malted

]
milk arrived, Turhan put in a straw, took

I
a sip, made a horrible grimace of dis-

I

taste, and advised me never to try such

a frightful concoction. "I see now," he
' said, "malted milks were meant to be

I
cold. That is their raison d'etre." He

i

lifted out the straw, which had unwound
from the heat, and mused philosophically

I

upon the soggy mass, and mused, too, on
I how to be a ladies' man. He did not
! muse about Lana Turner, and anyway,

I

he doesn't think he is a ladies' man.
I "In order to be a ladies' man," he

announced, "you must look at a woman
1

with one eyebrow lifted in a true John

jl
Barrymore style. That creates a certain

;[ wolfish expression, together with an air,

as though you did not care whether or

j
not the girl will like you. That is the

expression of the ladies' man! But I,

ij unfortunately do not have a facile face.

I cannot lift one eyebrow without the
other* Therefore. . .

." Turhan tried for

a moment to accomplish this gymnastic,
was unsuccessful, said, "See?" and held

out his hands with a hopeless gesture.

Then he peered over the glass of hot
malted milk, and grinned, while his

eyes curled up at the corners.

"All right, all right," I said. "No one
is interested in your opinion of whether
or not you are a ladies' man. We're

' much more interested in what you
think is a man's woman. Who are the
ten most beautiful women on the
screen.''"

j

"— ?— — ?— ?—" (This indicates a
i thick, but amused silence)

.

And then Turhan talked of how much
he likes out of the way restaurants that
serve unusual food, and how he, him-
self, can cook a little.

"At home," he said, "we eat quite a
variety of dishes. My grandmother
cooks Austrian and Czech dishes, my
mother makes American dishes, and I,

myself, cook Turkish dishes for both my
family and friends."

"Hands delicious"?— not

from Doing the Dishes

Sure, you get E for Effort doing

housework. You also get rough, red,

unromantic hands! No Man's Hands
...unless. ..unless!. ..you use that fra-

grant, snowy-white cream that helps

keep your hands looking as smooth,

white, and lovely as a gardenia!

Doctors and Nurses know about

. . . the damage scrubbing can do to skin. Their hands

get 30 to 40 scrubbings a day! Pacquins Hand Cream

was originally formulated to help keep their hands

in good condition even though they take a worse beat-

ing than yours. Pacquins is siiper-nch in what doctors

call "humectant"— an ingredient that helps keep skin

feeling soft, smooth, supple!

HAND CREAM
Creamy-smooth . . . not sticky, not
greasy. More hands use Pacquins than
any other hand cream in the worldl

^^^^^^^^^

AT ANY DRUG. DEPARTMENT, OR TEN- CENT STORE
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HOLMES & EDWARDS

STERLING INLAID°

SILVERPLATE

Copyright 1 945: Internotionol Silver Co., Holmes & Edwards Div.,

MeridenXonn.lnConodoTheT.EatonCo.. Ltd.^Reg.U-S.Pot.Olf.

ENLARGEMENT^

FROM FAMOUS HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
Jast to eet acquainteci we will make a beaati-

ful 5 X 7 enlargement of any picture or oega*

tiva. Be sure to include color of bair, eyea and

clothing and get our bargain offer for having

your enlarRement beautifully hand colored in

oil and mounted in your choice of handsome
frames. Please enclose 10c and your original

picture or negative will be returned with the

ilargement postpaid. Act nowl Limit 2 to a customer.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
70S1 Santa Monica Blvd.. Dept. 743, Hollywood, Cali(

REAL COMPOSER OF MUSIC WILL CO-OPERATE
WITH LYRIC WRITERS IN SONG PRODUCTION.

FINE PUBLICATION PROPOSITION.
Recordings Made, Copyrights secured. Write Now.
C. Isabel Mayer, Box 3896, Portland 8, Ore.

iat/ies' Genuine 24k. Gold Plafed

CAMEO Birthstone Ring

98'
Your Choice of
12 EXQUISITE
SHADES

PLUS TAX

Send
NO MONEY
SelectVour VeryOwn
CAMEO BIRTHSTONE
January - Garnet
February- Amethyst
March - - Aquamarine
Aori] - - WhiteSapphire

Green Sp'neL
Alexandrite
Ruby

. — . Peridot
September-Sai>ph ire
October -. Rozrrcon
November-Gold'nSapphIre
December- Zircon

June -

July. -

Aognst

LADIES! Nov? you can own this
genuine 24 k. Gold Plated CAMEO
Ring for only 98c. This beautifully
molded Cameocomesin your choice
of Birthstone colorsdisted atleft).

SEND NO MONEY!
Jastnameand month yon werebom. Pay
postman only 98c pins Tax and postage
toT 1 rinff or SI.69 plus Tax for 2 rings.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
500 NORTH DEARBORN STREET
DEPT. 613, CHICAGO 10, ILL.

And Turhan talked about how, in his

current picture "Night in Paradise," an
"historic" moment occurs—Bey's first

screen kiss! It is remarkable that

throughout romantic roles in "Frisco

Sal" with Susanna Foster, and "Sudan"
with Maria Montez, and others, Bey had
yet to kiss the gal. But in "Night in

Paradise," director Artur Lubin devoted
one entire day to getting this moment on
celluloid—a scene that takes place on a

beautiful Technicolor night in Merle
Oberon's exotic apartment in the palace

of King Croesus in Lydia. Regarding
this first kiss, said Bey, with a wicked
twinkle in his eye: "I was extremely

nervous!"

And then Turhan talked about girls,

and how he thinks the most important

thing is for a woman to be herself, and
not to try to be something she is not.

"I know myself," he said, "the tempta-

tion to try to be something else. I

know what it is to have a suppressed

desire to be a different type. I under-

stand it if the girl next cloor wishes to

be a jemme fatale. Because I, myself,

have the most pathetic desire to go

around in blue jeans and cowboy boots

like Roy Rogers. I wish I had a hard,

boney face. I wish that I looked like

Humphrey Bogart. I would like to be

a tough, rugged cowboy type. Isn't that

silly? Can you imagine how completely

ridiculous it would be if I gave in to

this suppressed desire?"

But there are many girls, Turhan

feels, who do give in to suppressed

desires to be different types. Such a

girl irritates him, because Turhan dislikes

falsity and affectation above all else.

"I have seen a simple, plain sort of

girl." Turhan explained, "dressed in

slinky clothes, wearing too much
makeup, and behaving in the manner

of a siren, completely against her own
personality. The effect is ludicrous!"

For Turhan, a really attractive girl is

one who thoroughly understands her

type, and sticks to it. "Each human
being," said Turhan, is a unique person-

ality. Each human being has something

in his or her personality that belongs to

him or her alone. But also, each human
being belongs to a broad category which

is called 'type.' To find that category, to

understand it and to live within it com-

pletely, means making the very best ex-

ploitation of all your personality and

abilities."

And if the girl happens to feel she is

a type that is without glamor? Without

the kind of colorful charm that she

believes attracts men? "I do not believe

such a type really exists, if, as I said

before, a girl applies intelligence and

study to exploiting all her personality

and appearance to the utmost." Turhan

replied, warming to the subject. "I see

no rea,son why every girl should not be

able to make this exploitation. I think,

frankly, that girls overrate the im-

portance sheer physical beauty has for

men. For me, it is not that important.

I like beauty, certainly, but I believe

that physical beauty is not at all

necessary for a woman to be successful

and attractive."

Turhan referred to the many famous

women of history who had extremely

successful and romantic lives. He spoke

of queens and courtesans, and he spoke
of famous actresses, women loved by
many men. "How many of them were
not beautiful at all!" he exclaimed, "yet
were endlessly fascinating." And the
actresses—many of the most intriguing

actres.ses. Turhan reminded us, are far

less beautiful than an extra on a movie
set.

"No!" Turhan pronounced emphati-
cally, "for me the important thing is

what is in a woman's head and heart.

If she happens to be beautiful, too, all

right. But that is of secondary import-
ance. I have no interest in a girl who
forgets the mind and heart, and it is

very apt to be the most beautiful

woman who does the forgetting. Who
thinks that all she needs is beauty. That
kind of woman I do not like and would
never be attracted to. I could never be
interested in just a pretty face with
nothing behind it, because in that case,

the face means nothing. Such a beauti-

ful girl can never live up to the silent

promise of her eyes."

It is perhaps true, Turhan believes,

that upon first meeting a girl's sex

appeal is seventy five per cent physical

and twenty five per cent mental. "But,"
he insists, "that is only the first meet-
ing!" After longer association the per-

centage reverses, he believes. "I have no
interest," Turhan explains, "to go to

some charming restaurant where the at-

mosphere is interesting and the food

good, only to find myself with a girl

with whom conversation is impossible.

I have no pleasure spending hours with

a girl who has no gaiety and humor, no
interest in art, literature and music, no
concern over what is happening in the

world today."

But Turhan believes that the most
exciting, the most inspiring fact of at-

tractiveness is that it is a quality any
woman can acquire. If it was not given

to her, by nature, to be beautiful, it

still rests in her own hands whether she

will be charming and fascinating. It is

her o\Mi responsibility, what she will do
with her mind and heart. The creation

of "an illusion of beauty," the develop-

ment of all her personality, and the

study of her own type and appearance,

can all go as far as intelligence and
application will them to go. "Many girls,"

Turhan said, "who spend hours trying

to make a new coiffure, would not be

wasting their time, as I'm sure they

think of it, if they spent an equal

amount of time reading a book. For the

great secret of sex appeal, it seems to

me. is not the first alluring impression.

The secret is to make the sex appeal

last. To continue attracting and inter-

esting a man as the months and years

pass.

Turhan sees no reason why any girl

today should not be able to make herself

"attractive enough," when it comes to

the physical part of appeal. If a woman
gives thought and intelligence to her

appearance, if she studies fashions and

colors and her own best points, and then

carries out what .she has learned with

simplicity and taste, he thinks any

woman can make herself physically

attractive, if not beautiful.

"Education! That's what's important!"

Turhan exclaimed with intensity, "and I
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don't mean just the education you learu

out of books in a school room. The
diploma is not the end of education. It

is the beginning. For true education is

learning how to apply knowledge after

you have learned' it." Everyone, says

Turhan, women as well as men, young
girls as well as older women, should be

"alert to the problems and events of the

world today." And the girl who has this

aliveness, this concern about what is

going on around her, is the kind of

girl Turhan finds most attractive. Tur-

ban's own mother, Madame Selahettin-

Schultavy Bey, is a woman of great in-

telligence and charm. She has lived a

broad, cosmopolitan life and has brought

up her son in the same way, with con-

stantly varying contacts and interests.

AVith such a background of many
countries, friendships with women of

many nationalities, it is clear why a

girl who lijxiits her horizon could never

interest Turhan.
"Tastes, fortunately, differ," Turhan

smiled. "If they did not, all men would
want the same woman. Vice versa, too.

If Gary Cooper were the only popular

type of actor, I would be in a fine

situation! It is natural for people to

cling to, and be most friendly with

those most sympathetic to them. But
one should never close one's mind and
say 'So-and-so is not my type. Therefore

I am not interested.' It shows a poverty

of mind, it shows insufficient education,

if you cannot find someting to interest

you in every man or woman. The most
fascinating person is the one who has

acquired sufficient versatility that they

are interested in, and able to fascinate

someone whose t>"pe they are not."

Along with this 'versatility' goes the

ability to compromise, Turhan beheves.

It is important never to become so rigid

in your own personality, that you are

unable to compromise. "And the woman
who can compromise with charm and
grace—!" Turhan sighed, and his eyes

danced with pleasure. All of this, he
repeats, is part of education.

"The reward of good education is

poise and self-confidence," Turhan said

thoughtfully, "and the ability to stand

up successfully under any emergency or

problem—to be able to live a full life,

using all of your being to its fullest and
most active value. And really," he said

seriously, "who would ask for more in a

woman than qualities like these?"

At that moment, the hands of the

studio clock had moved to the hour.

Turhan stood up, ready to return to the

set. But as he kissed my hand again in

farewell, the solemnity of his face

crinkled up into a grin, and again, his

eyes darted up at the corners.

"Perhaps," he said, with a deep-

chested laugh, "perhaps the final word on
the subiect is just this: Women are here

to stay!"

But he kept his silence with him as

he left. He did not speak of Lana

YOUR WASTE PAPER
ISN'T WASTE PAPER
Unless YOU WASTE IT!

Your lips talk about

you to every one you meet I

What do they say? That

you're exotic, glamorous . . . magnetic ?

Flame-Glo lips will always say

glowing things about you, for their color-

vibrance keeps you Icissable. What's

more, Flame-GIo is water-repellent and

alluring hours /o«ger. . .no blurry edges ever.'

Say Flame-GIo and be sure of quality.

KEEP KISSABLE WIT

Ci^oose your Favorite

FLAME-GLO Shade

^oya/ Wine . . . o deep,

rega! color that combines
blood-red with purple.

G/omovr Red ... A fiery,

britiiant, true red, flatter-

ing and yoOthfuI.

Pink Fire . . . The newest
- and most exciting Flome-
Glo shode ... a deep pink

tone.

Medium ... A most tri-

umphant shade, becoming
to almost all complexions.

Raspberry ... An exciting,

fascinating shade especially

for Brunettes.

Orchid . , . A soft, pastel
tone that is right in fash-

ion today.

Ruby Red . . . The ever-

popular deep, fiery red in

its most rovishing glory.

Pinwheel Red ... A true

glowing red tone with alt

the warmth of red blood.
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MY Don Juan

Lipstick
STAYS ON!

"

Says

Anita Ellis
FAMOUS RADIO SINGER

ON THE
MUTUAL NETWORK

Color, charm, glam-

our, that's my Don Juan

Lipstick. I find Don Juan

not drying or smeary.

See what they do

for your lips

1. DON JUAN STAYS ON when
you eat, drink, kiss, if used as directed.

2. LIPS STAY LOVELY without
frequent retouching—Try today,

- 3. NOT DRYING or SMEARY.
Imparts appealing "glamour" look.

Creamy smooth— easily applied.

4. NEW Style SHADES . . .

Try Medium Red, a rich, true red, flat-

tering, youthful looking, or Raspberry,

darker, so delighting. Other shades, too.

Matching powder, rouge & cake make-up— for beauty's sake. In Canada also.

DON JUAN MILLION DOLLAR LIPSTICK

Doctor's Fast

Relief ForAching,

Hot, Tired Feet
If your feet tire, ache, pain, burn, perspire excessive

from exertion and fatigue, rub
them with Dr. Scholl's Foot
Balm. The prompt, soothing re-

lief you enjoy will amaze you.

Dr. Scholl's Foot BaUn puts you
right back on your feet—com-
forted, rested, refreshed. Get a
jar today. Costs but a trifle. At
all Drug, Shoe, Depai traent £/
Stores, Toilet Goods Counters.

1^

LIGHTEN
TOO

DARK
^TANNEO

SKIN
As needed, apply fragrant Palmer's

SKIN SUCX:^SS Bleach Cream (medi-

cated) to lighten, fade freckles, to help

skin look softer, smoother, younger. Too,

Palmer's SKIN SUCCESS Bleach Cream
helps dry up pimples externally caused,

and loosen blackheads. 25c, plus 5c tax.

Caution: Use only as directed. To com-
plete complexion beauty use Palmer's

SKIN SUCCESS Soap (effectively medi-

cated). 25c. At toiletry counters or from

E. T. Browne Drug Company, 127 Water
Street, New York 5, N. Y.
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Amigo Rigaud

Continued from page 29

"George, my dear son, speak English for

our guests. Greet them in English, show
them what you have learned in these

months of study."

George shuffled uncomfortably. "Good
morning. Professor." "Good night. Pro-

fessor." "Our parlay ran out, Professor."

After a quick lap-dissolve, our hero is

found, living in the home of a London
family who consented to take a paying
guest, and working mightily for an im-

port firm. All day he checked invoices

and bills of lading—in English—and at

dinner, or in the evening, he was sub-

jected to a barrage of English. In no
time at all he could add, subtract, mul-
tiply and divide in the Anglo-Saxon
tongue; he could check the arrival and
departure of goods, he could order any
food on a British menu.

But, while the articulation of Albion

fell upon his comprehending ear, the

chestnut trees of Paris were blooming in

his heart. He returned to France and
took a new job. You'd better sit in a

rocking chair to roll with this one, be-

cause it's a swoon-maker: the English-

Spanish-French speaking George Rigaud
took a job as a horseshoe salesman. Yes,

shoes for horses—unrationed. He also

sold corrugated sheet metal for use in

constructing farm sheds and other out-

buildings.

A scrutiny of the subsequent Rigaud
life will reveal that, at almost every

turn, he was greeted by Lady Luck in

her most indulgent mood. Those of

mystical turn of mind will be glad to

wager, twenty to one, that George's

close association with horse-shoes had
much to do with it. The method of sell-

ing horse-shoes is to board a paysanne-
bound train, with one's wares in one's

sample case, ride to the nearest likely-

looking station, and descend. From there

one walks, or rents a horse to walk one,

to the nearest farm house.

Because of this career, George knows
France far better than most Frenchmen;

he knows what crops thrive where, what
type of soil is found in this district and
\\hat in that, where the grapes grow
sweetest, the hay grows tallest, and the
girls smile most provocatively. But that

is another story.

George soon established himself as the
No. 1 salesman of his company, and
with typically American enterprise ap-
proached the boss. Waving a proud hand
at sales charts, he demanded that his

salary be increased commensurately with
his accomplishment, and that his future

should promise more of the same.
At this point he met up with that fine

old institution. Seniority. He was, said

^lonsieur le manager, the newest, not to

mention the youngest, salesman on the
force. If his salary were upped, consider

what would have to happen to the
salary of Francois, of Emile, or Guilbert!

With stark realism, George observed,

"Business is like this: you take advan-
tage of someone, or someone takes ad-

vantage of you. I do not mean to be
taken advantage of, therefore I quit."

With the majesty of Caesar he strode

out, and for a year he lived like

Caesar trying to dodge the Ides of

March. Sometimes he dodged the

blades of ill fortune; sometimes they cut

him a nasty cut.

Then he had an idea: Paris was full

of wealthy, aristocratic Spanish-speaking

families who were—like all tourists-

eager to sample the superb wares of

Paris. They wanted the smartest of

gowns, the most brilliant of gems, the

deepest of furs. Why not, queried M.
Rigaud of himself, do three persons a

good turn by becoming an independent
broker? Why not benefit the customer
by directing him properly, the merchant
by bringing him an elegant customer,

and himself by reaping a commission on
such purchases?

"Vive le bright ideas of George
Rigaud," said that young man happily,

and got busy.

Gene Tierney and Glenn Langan pose for love scene in "Dragonwyck.
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In those clays, George's favorite

modiste lor Jiis feminine clients was

Vionnet, that early discoverer of the

ciiarm of the batwing armpit, the wide

one-piece .shoulder, and the long sleeve,

tliat has now been perfected ant! modi-

fied by Adrian. And his favorite color,

then as now, was black. Currently,

George will be found—nine times out of

ten—wearing a tie in which black pre-

dominates: polka dots, barred patterns,

floral designs. His suits are likely to be

a salt and pepper combination, and even

his tweeds are best liked when they are

accented with black.

Well, all good things must end, and
so did George "s fat commission business.

The flush Americaines du Sud ceased to

arrive in Paris laden with happy
cabbage that they wished to distribute

leaf after leaf. George liad to rig up
another deal.

,

With two friends he became associated

in .selling advertising for the crusading

magazine, D'Artagnan. Their method
dispensed with money as a medium of

exchange—cash turned out to be super-

fluous. If the boys discovered that they

needed shirts, they simply went to the

establishment of a shirt maker, talked

him into taking enough advertising space

to account for the purchase of three

shirts. If they needed food, they located

the best nearby restaurant and ex-

changed four-columns-six for meal tickets.

One day George found himself in need

of a pair of shoes, so he approached the

manager of a most select haberdashery
on the subject of some advertising. The
manager said no. George trotted out

Sales Talk, Triple A Grade. The man-
ager still said no. George, all suavity

and graciousness, mentioned the cunning
of certain of the man's competitors who
had shown acumen enough to advertise

with George. The manager persisted in

the negative.

"Thank you for listening to me; it

has been charming to meet you," said

George, ever the light-hearted one. And
he bowed out.

Remember those horseshoes? Well,

instead of taking the elevator, which
would have removed George rapidly and
effectively from the scene, he elected to

walk down several flights of stairs. At
the first newel post, he was hailed by
the breathless manager. "My employer
wants to see you—at once," he panted.

George thought, "Ah, I get my shoes!"

The deal was even better. "I like the
way you stand. You are tall, properly
constructed. I need a young man of

your poise, your sang froid." And the
tailor explained his idea: each year, at

that time, a conference of men's tailors

was held. This man was eager to display

a series of suits—on George.

George backed away.

"Afterward," explained the tailor

quickly, "the suits will become your
property. W^ithout obligation."

For three suits, George would have
done hand-stands on a Hindu bed.
Throughout the time he was modeling
the suits and the tailor was saying,
"Notice the new drape of this shoulder.
Observe, please, the placing of these
buttons. Regard the pleats placed so,"

George was saying to himself, "In thirty
minutes this suit will be mine."

It's a Multi-Facet

Diamond. No other

diamond ha; the same breath-

taking beauty, the same wonderful

brilliance . . for no other diamond has

forty extra facets around the

"equator" of the stone.

These extra facets (exclusive.with

Multi-Facet) odd undreamed-of loveliness,

intensify the color, make the diamond

look larger than it is. Help

prevent chipping, too.

Ask your jeweler to show you Multi-Facet,

the newest, most brilliant fashion

in engagement rings.

FANTASY... $100.00
Wedding Bqnd . $13.00

MELODY . . . $225.00
Wedding Band . $67.50

OVERTURE . . . $350.00
Wedding Band . . $75.00 cc^vr

Other Stylai-$75 to $7500.

All price! include Federal Tax
Rings Enlarged fo Shaw Detail
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• Made on a face cream base, Yodora is
^;

actually soothing to normal skins. S
• Entirely free from irritating salts. Can fe
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indefinitely. Never gets stiff or grainy. U
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And then, at a party one night, some-
one who knew someone who knew a
director, leveled an accusing finger at

George and intoned, "You should be in

motion pictures. I will call my friend

who knows a director and make an
appointment for you."
"What can I lose?" asked George, hav-

ing no reference to race tracks.

He breezed through the test, thinking
it was merely a quick-change scene in

the kaleidoscopic record of his life. Not
until he learned that he had been given

the part did his nerve fail. "Acting is a

wonderful business," he told a friend.

"One works easy hours, one has a certain

amount of leisure, and one earns such
charming money. I have but one trouble

—I don't know how to act."

He learned. Learned with the same
urgency and violence as a child, tossed

into a lake, employs to learn to swim.
He made pictures in Paris, in Berlin, in

Vienna, in London and South America.
As nearly as George can remember, he
has made about sixty-odd. Paramount
brought him to Hollywood before the
war—he returned to France without ever
getting before the camera.

After the fall of Paris, he knew that his

future lay in the Americas, so he came
home to Buenos Aires, where he remained
for almost three years, making pictures.

The Rigaud smile looked good to Fox-

executives who saw him in an Argentine

picture. They transported him 10,000

miles—a bit of a trip—for a test. He ar-

rived here with a thick coat of dust al-

most obscuring his English; it had been
a good many years since he had used the

language extensively.

One of his greatest troubles, he learned

quickly, was his Inclination to pronounce
the long e sound as If it were short i.

Watching a group of jitterbugs cavorting

lietween scenes on a sound stage, he ex-

claimed In happy amazement, "What a

feat! What a feat!" It seeped through
his accent as "What a fit! What a fit!"

and listeners en.ioyed this comment far

more than Its Intended original.

Another problem stressed itself: French
is a volatile language, requiring the ani-

mated use of the upper lip, the tongue,

and the nasal passages. "One says it with

greens," Is George's explanation, and he
has no reference to the sending of flowers;

he means "grins." But English is a

throaty language in which It Is perfectly

possible to express oneself Intelligibly

with little lip movement.

In George's first American screen test,

he tried to combine the two techniques:

the English words, enunciated with the

French facial loquacity. Said the direc-

tor, "Your face will have to learn to speak

English, along with your voice."

It was a feat the studio did not desire

to underwrite. Riqaud decided to gamble
on a Hollywood career—even if same did

not want to bet. He felt lucky.

This required six months of intensive

study, then George got his break with

Paramount. They wanted a light-heavy

for "Masquerade In Mexico." Mitch Lei-

sen wanted to see a test of George—one

that would give some Idea of his abilities

along those lines. Thinking of his first

awful American test, George supplied

some film of his own that had been made
much earlier In France. "That's the man,"

said LeI.sen. "Forget about that Amer-
ican footage." This meant that George
was set to play his first semi-villain In

Hollywood.
In the meantime, by a series of char-

acteristically Rigaud coincidences, he also

managed to be cast for his first Holly-
wood romantic part. To wit: Constance
Bennett, In her initial producing effort,

had arranged to film Etta Shiber's excit-

ing story, "Paris—Underground." She
needed a tall, slim. Intriguing man to play
the romantic lead. Gregory Ratoff was to

direct. Go back to your rocking chair

and get ready to roll again with this ex-

planation, because It Is going to be a good
one. One of George's best friends Is a

Russian girl. In Russia, many years ago,

the father of this girl was a commanding
officer In one of the Czar's armies. And a

very young Gregory Ratoff had been a

private in the selfsame army. So George,
through his friend, met Gregory. And
Gregory, clapping his newly found lead-

ing man on the shoulder, said, "I must
haf you een my picture. For de type you
are rrrlght. I loff you, my friend. You
moost mit Miss Bennett."

Miss Bennett met Mr. Rigaud. Miss
Bennett said he was exactly the type.

Miss Bennett with characteristic disre-

gard for obstacles, was undismayed by
his unavailability. So, without benefit of

bicycle, but with plenty of cooperation

from both Paramount and Constance
Bennett Productions, George worked In

his first two Hollywood pictures simul-

taneously.

Further vital statistic: He Is married

to a French girl, a non-professional, and
has been for eleven happy years. They
have no children.

About his future career in American
films, George is both hopeful and philo-

sophical. He saj's he knows there will be

some smooth sections as well as some
very rugged passages, but he says trouble

doesn't penetrate his happy feathers.

That he can take it or leave it. What he

actually says, to be explicit about it, is,

"Plenty to take; plenty to leave."

Our prediction is that the American
public will take to him—plenty.

From the favorite pin-up of many G.l.s,

Jane Russell turns her talents to home-

making in comeback film, "Young Widow."
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^Il's EASY

and it's FUN!"
— says Mrs. Lois Clarke of St. Paul, Minn.

Wife and mother tells how she lost 53

pounds and "that middle-aged look."

"If only I had known how easily I could become

slender," says Mrs. Lois Clarke, "and what fun it

would be, I could have saved myself years of un-

happiness. I read again and again about women
who had taken the DuBarry Success Course, but I

felt that somehow they must be different. So I went

on—tired, irritable, overweight. Self-conscious about

my looks, I dropped out of the Parent-Teachers As-

sociation and the Red Cross— just stayed home.

"At last, finding myself so

but of proportion that I had

to buy matronly dresses in

size 42, 1 desperately decided

to do something. That was

when my mother, worried

about my health, gave me the

DuBarry Success Course.

With her encouragement
and my husband's tongue-in-

cheek approval, I sailed in—

went through the Course
twice. Results: Down from

181 pounds to 128. Down
from size 42 to size 14. That

"middle-aged look" is gone.

My skin is fine and clear,

and my hair, once so stringy,

is now truly lovely. As for

the Success Course, I want ,, ,

, . 1 r- 1 1
Above, a snap-shot

to say that Ann Delafield
^^/rs. Clarke when

should have an extra-special starting her Course.

star in her crown for bring- At right, the lovely

ing health and beauty to so
Lois Clarke of today,

„ lookms far younger
many women. than her 35 years.

9J^"
LESS

ABDOMEN

]n" LESS
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12" LESS

She Knows What She Wants

and She'll Get It!

Continued fronn page 42

coached me. They worked with me. They
taught me how to walk, how to stand,

'

liow to sit down. They almost taught

me how to breathe. It was won-n-n-n-

;
derful!"

Well, what can you do with a girl

like that? Everything is wonderful, the

! stage, the screen, the age we're living in,

I

life. She devours it all. "If there were

! just more hours in the day," she says,

j

"If I just didn't have to sleep at all!"

I

It is perhaps, this insatiable appetite

I

for living, for squeezing out of every

j

passing minute a full sixty seconds"

I

worth of living, that has made men like

I

Mervyn LeRoy go way out on a limb

I
and predict that Phyllis Thaxter will, one

I day, be first lady of the screen. Her

I

hazel eyes open very wide at the spec-

tacle of the passing pageant, and she has

j a way of sitting far forward on her

j

chair as she talks to you. One has the

I feeling that if she were to spread her

jl
arms she might sail out of the window.

! It's won-n-n-n-derful!

Beneath this aura of idealism, how-

I

ever, there is, somewhere in the back

j
of this girl's consciousness, a cool, ob-

jective evaluation of the Main Chance.

She doesn't miss. Call it instinct, call

j
it sheer calculation, call it anything you

I
like, it keeps functioning. When David
O. Selznick, the omnipotent and omnis-

j

cient, tested her for the screen version

of "Claudia," she wasn't interested. "I'm
not ready," she said. "I need more work
—lots more work." Mr. Selznick's eyes

I
popped wide open. This couldn't hap-

l pen. People didn't do that to him. Some-
I thing new had been added. He shook

his head in wonderment and Phyllis

went back to touring- the country in

i

stock. It wasn't until two years had
I passed and producer Sam Zimbalist, who
' was looking for a girl to play the part

;
of Ellen in "Thirty Seconds Over Tokyo,"

j
came upon the test she had made in

New York. Flash! Like that. This was
I the girl he'd been looking for. Phyllis

was offered the part.

Then to the amazement of everybody
she still hesitated. She wasn't certain.

Maybe she needed more work, more
solid stage experience. They gave her
the script to read and suddenly all

doubts faded from her mind. This was
it. This was the part she had been
dreaming of. "It was as if something
had happened to me," she says. "I

I

knew I didn't have to wait anv longer.

I No more doubts. I would be Ellen."

"How could you be so sure.''" I asked.
"Haven't you ever been uncertain

—

I

scared?"

I Her breath caught sharply and she
slid out a little further on the edge of

her chair. "When I went on in 'Clau-
dia,' I was so scared that for ten min^
utes my mind went blank. I didn't

know I was speaking—saying words. I

was off somewhere in a nether world, a
kind of disembodied spirit. And then,
all of a sudden, the pieces slipped into
place and I knew the lines were coming
alive and everything was beautiful. It's

a wonderful feeling."

HOW ABOUT YOU?
Wouldn't you like to be slender again,

wear more youthful styles, hear the com-

pliments of friends? The DuBarry Success

Course can help you, just as it helped Mrs.

Clarke and more than 225,000 others to

find a way to beauty and vitality. You get

an analysis of your needs, a goal to work
for and a plan for attaining it. Then you
follow right at home the same methods
taught by Ann Delafield at the famous
Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.

When this Course has meant so much to

so many, why not use the convenient
coupon to find out what it can do for you?
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.REDUCE
with

V-TABS!
Anti-Acid . . . .

Anti-Fatigue . .

.

Vitamin Tablets

"LOST 17 Lbs.

IN 14 DAYS" .

"Lost 17 lbs. in 14 days and feel as
good as ever." says Mrs. E. F. "Re-
duced 15 lbs. and never felt better
Ml my life."—J. V. "Used to vi-ear size
42 . . . now wear a 20."—R.M. "Do-
ing nie n world of good. Don't have
gas . . . losing weight . . . more
enerp-i. -—Mi-s. R. S. "Most amazing
—lost 7 Ihs. in 1 week . . . can't
thanj( you enough."—Mis. L. I. "Lost
l"- lbs. aiid feel so much better . . . don't bloat andnave gas. —Mrs. o. K. Tliese are but a lew of the
tV'^'-X,

'""-ters in our files. Why don't YOU see whatV-Tabs will do for you?

NOT A CATHARTIC!
V-TABS are not a cathartic. They help reduce fat bysupplementing your regular diet when taken instead
or a heavy lunch, and also tend to take away thatabnormal appetite caused by over-acidity or fatigue.

yoV, ^i"® overweight, always tired, full of acid, and
yet like to eat. try V-TABS. As fatigue and acidity
disappear your normal appetite will return and you'llno longer crave the quantities of food that cause the
excess fat deposits,

QUICK ... for MEN or WOMEN
With iiital<e curUiled. the body feeds on its own sur-
plus fat. and weight goes down . . . quicltly! Mail
coupon today with and save posUge. or order
C.O.D. plus postage. Take the full month's supply
according to directions in the booklet. If not satisfied

esults ... if you do not lose weight and feel
. . we will refund the cost. Act NOWl
V-TAB CO.. Dept. SU-IO. Box 205
Times Square Station. New Yorit

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
V-TAB CO.. Dept. SU-IO. Box 205
Times Square Station. New York

Send me one month's supply of V-TABS (120 tiiblets)

[ ] I enclose $1.98.

I 1 I win pay postman $1.98 plus postaee

Name

Address

City state
No Canadian orders. Please print plainly.
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New Movie Star Photos
Direct from Hollywood

West Coast's biggest dealer in movie
I photos is FIRST with all the latest Stars
f
and Poses.

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
List decorated with MOVIE STARS
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your F.WOUITE with fifteen
cents to cover handling and mailing.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
Box 1150—Dept. 6

Van Johnson Hollywood 28, Calif., U.S.A.

TAKE
ORDERS
FOR

NEW Christmas Cards
-Just show these gorgeous greeting cards to
friends and others. They're easy to sell... no
experience needed. A charming $1 Assortment
of 21-Christmas Cards pays you a profitof 50c.

Our other amazing values are the
"Oilette" Assortment of Christ-
mas Cards, also Religious Cards.
Everyday Cards, gorgeous Gift

pni w Wrappings and others. Make
I assof^"* T EXTRA money NOW^! Get samples
I \ °" approval. Start now write

aHo» l'\ ARTISTIC CARD CO.M ^ 937 WAY STREET. ELMIRA.N.V.

"So you really were frightened—an
old trouper like you?"

"Oh, I wasn't a troliper then. I was
just a kid who didn't know the an-
swers. I still don't know many, but
then
—

" She made a small gesture with
her hands. "You see, I didn't know I

was to have the part until Rose Frank-
en told me. I dropped by her house one
Wednesday night and at the door she

greeted me by saying I was to have the

role relinquished to me by Dorothy Mc-
Guire. I'd been dreaming about it

—

actually keeping my mother awake
nights by shrieking aloud in my sleep:

'I iciU do it, I will.' But there wasn't
much time. I was to appear in the part

at the following Monday matinee. So I

went to see Miss Fontanne."
Mi.ss Fontanne took her in hand. They

rehearsed far into the night, and when
Phyllis left to go home, Miss Fontanne
told her not to worry. But that wasn't
enough. She was still stuttering with
fear when she reached her mother's
apartment. That night she didn't sleep

at all and the next day she couldn't eat.

In fact, she barely • tasted food all the

rest of that week.
On Monday she arrived at the theater

at noon. The members of the cast came
and went through their parts. Certain
that she was a wooden automaton, Phyl-
lis went into her dressing room and
tried to put on makeup. She couldn't

because her hands were shaking too

much. "When they called me I don't

know how I got down the stairs and
onto the stage," she says. "But after

the show was over Miss Fontanne came
back to my dressing room and told me
I'd done a good job. Then John Golden
came in and said I had the part for

certain. How won-n-n-derful!"

During the two years that followed

Phyllis worked hard, proving to herself

and a good many thousands of other

people that she really could be Clau-
dia. The play ran in New York for six

months, another six months in Chicago
and then went on the road for a solid

year. "The road—that's a good place to

learn your job and learn yourself," Phyl-

lis says. "St. Paul, Sioux City, Muncie
—all American people, but all reacting

a little differently to a line or a bit of

humor. The Middle West will catch a

subtle implication that the South may
miss; and Birmingham will respond to

dialogue that might fall dead in Chi-

cago. By golly, it wakes you up!"

I told her I'd heard that the people

in Hollywood, the studio crowd, had
labeled her as a sweet voung thing when
she first came to California. Her eyes

flew open very wide. "Did they really

think that? How awful! It's like tell-

ing a woman she has such a good face.

I'm not, you know. I'm not sweet at all.

I know where I want to go and I know
I have only a little while, a very little

while, to get there. Jiminv! If one could

just hold back the years."

But even Phyllis Thaxter, despite her

determination, can't do that. And af-

ter all, the years have been very good
to her. They have made her into a

young woman who knows what she

wants—and how to get it without sacri-

ficing the singular charm she now has

and without acquiring the surface hard-

ness which mars so many of the screen's

ANY PHOTO ENLARGED
Size 8 X 10 Inches _ ^_
00 DOUBLE-WEIGHT PAPER C # *Same price for full lengrth or m C
bast form, Kroa[>3, laodscap«8, B fl
pet animals, etc.. or enlarge- fl
ments of any i>art of group ^
picture.
Oriifinal retamed with yonr <9 OC

enlargement. O TOl ^i.ZS
SEND NO MONEY j„3,_Tpi„^
negative or snapehnt <any sizej and rec*>ive your
enlargement. gTaarant*'ed fadeless, on beautiful
double-weight portrait quality paper. Pay
postman 57c plus postage—or send 59c with order
and we pav postage. Take advantage of this amazing oSer^now. Send
your photos today.

STANDARD ART STUDIOS
100 East Ohio Street Dept. 49S-L Chicaso (11). ID.

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Ciourse
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-
sired. High school education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't t>e handicapped all your
life. B© a High School graduate. Start your training now. Fre*-
Bulletin on regaest. No obligation.

American School. Dept. H-65, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

PENNIES WANTED
WILL PAY SIO EACH FOR CERTAIN LINCOLN PENNIES'
Inc'ianheads SOO.OO: Nickels S500.00; Dimes SI.000. 00-
All rare coins, bills, stamps wanted. Catalogue 10c.
FEDERAL COIN EXCHANGE. 8-HSU, Columbus 5, Ohio

GOOD SONGS
"Only Chance of Success as Song>»iiter"

SONG PQEMS wanted immediately by writer
whose "HIT" song sold over million copies and
records. Constructive professional help and
giiidance in the Song business. FREE exami-
nation and full details.

PROFESSIONAl SONG SERVICE
P. O. Box 2.'{09-B HoUy^vood. Californln

All Watches Repaired
CHARGES REASONABLE-50C up
5 Day Service—3 Year Guarantee

ACCURATE WATCH CO.
152 W. 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.

BOW-LEGS?
Send For My Book Corrective Exercises.

CAN BE DONE
ANYWHERE
ANY TIME

No Embarrassment. In unmarked wrapper.
Mail §1.00 today to

T. BROWN. B. Science. Est. 1933
Post Office Box 12 (Dept. H-»), New York 61

^u. ''Before and After''
f "^\. o^^A k^.ir .kA.^ ot^.t-i^ >f^K \ Read this new book about Plastic

r^[S Reconstruction. Tells how easy
r^ft it is for noses to be shaped^

protruding ears, thick lips^
("^ wrinkles, and signs of age

corrected. Also cleft pal-
ate, hare-lip and pendu-

,

lous breasts. Plasvic Surgery
'eiplained. Elaborate illustrations.

125 pages. Only 25c—mail coin or st.imps. Glen
Publishers. 60 E. 42nd St.. Dept. CC. New York 17.

nville

N. Y.

SONGWRITERS
Place your songs with us. Melodies supplied
WITHOUT CHARGE by well known HoUy-
wcod composers. We record your song and
make it presentable to the publishers. Lead
sheets and records furnished. Send your
song material for free examination. Write
for details.
CINEMA SONG CO., Dept. D-4, P.O. Box 670

Beverly Hills. California

LEARN THE TRUTH

ABOUT ALCOHOLISM!
Why dunk your glamour in alcohol - be only
half alive -lose love, health, success and hap-
piness.' After years of drunken misery I found
out how to break the whiskey spell. Get the
answer to your problem — write me today!

W. I. NEWTON, Dept. HS-9, Box 861, Hollywood, CaUf.
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young luminaries. Slie has enormous re-

spect, amounting almost to reverence,

for the great ladies of the stage—Kath-

erine Cornell, Lynn Fontanne, and Lau-

rette Taylor. There are great ladies of

the screen too, she believes; but Ihcy

haven't made her breathless with ad-

miration as have the shining stars with

whom she came in contact early in her

career. She is looking forward to "mood"
plays. "I'd like to do 'Forever'," she says,

"that beautiful and tender book writien

by Mildred Cram. And, of course, I

used to long to do 'Peter Pan.' Wh.at

young actress doesn't? That's all be-

hind me now, but I'd still like to do
'Waterloo Bridge.' You see what I

mean? I don't want just action things.

I hope I'll get another part that will

tax every bit of talent I may have. Like

'Tokyo.' Something that will be a ter-

rific challenge, and that I can look back

on with a feeling that I did a good job."

At this stage of her career Miss Thax-
ter has two predominant ambitions—to

make a success of her comparatively re-

cent marriage, and to improve her status

as an actress. Her husband. Captain
James T. Aubrey, Jr., who went into

the Air Force straight out of Princeton,

has known few stage people and while

he is thoroughly sympathetic to her

career, they don't talk, or write, much
about it. At 24 and looking 19, Phyllis

is wise enough to let time and its chem-
istry resolve that problem.

People who have seen Miss Thaxter in

"Claudia" and in "Thirty Seconds Over
Tokyo" are of two minds about her.

Some think she is beautiful—the way
Katherine Cornell is beautiful in the

intensity of feeling, a shining light as if

something were burning inside her. Others
consider Phyllis quite plain. I really

couldn't tell you if she is beautiful or

not. I only know that when she is talk-

ing about a book she loves or an actress

she idealizes, a curious transformation

takes place in her eyes, the shape of

her lips, in the graceful, eager motions
of her hands. It's like a sudden freshen-

ing wind blowing over a still pool. One
moment her face is tranquil, almost emp-
ty. The next it changes into loveliness

and you are filled with wonder at the
spirit which animates it. Cynicism is

something she does not understand. She
has faith that good can be found in al-

most everything—even the war. "I get

letters from boys in the Army," she
says, "and they make me cry. They
won't be boys any more when the war
is over. They'll be the men who are

going to make the world we'll live in.

But I cry when I think of the youth
that is being squandered."

Just then her companion, a woman
sent to California from Maine by Mrs.
Thaxter, came in with a pot of coffee.

Phyllis jumped up and began moving
things about on a low table, .shoving

piles of books out of the way and piling

ash trays on top of each other. "Some
day I'm going to have my own house and
my own furniture," she said. "Sydney
Greenstreet comes over nearly every
Wednesday for dinner and we talk about
the house I'm going to have. That is,

for a little while we talk about my house.
It's pretty hard to keep him off the sub-
ject of his work. He strides up and
down the room waving his arms and

going through scenes. No one could pos-

sibly work as hard as he does."

"I know," I said, "but tell mc more
about this dream house. I'll bet you're

going to transplant a little bit of Maine
into California."

"I've got a little bit of Maine hei'c

now," she said jumping up. "Come and
I'll show you."

She led the way to the rear of her

secluded apartment where a small

fenced-in garden was hidden from the

streets by a high hedge. The garden
held sunshine like a cup. In one corner

there was a willow tree and its branches
moved gently as the breeze went through
it. "Sometimes when there is a wind I

can lie under that tree and imagine I'm
back on the coast of Maine, listening to

the far-off beat of the sea. I get home-
sick for Maine sometimes, and then I

get Kenneth Roberts' books, 'The Lively

Lady,' or 'Rabble In Arms' and I soak
myself in memories of that lovely place.

'"Hush," I said. "Tiiat's lese majesty
or .something. 'J'his is California and the
Chamber of Commerc:- might hear you."
Wc went back into the living room

and as I was leaving slie offered me one
of her jjackages of cigarettes. "Yours
are nearly gone," she said impulsively.

"And I can get more. Really I can."

I'll bet she could, too. I'll bet she
could get a carton if she wanted them
and if she set out to do it. I have a
firm conviction that Miss Thaxter is a
young lady who can have just about
anything she wants.

^4-
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Rulon 17 Jewel Watches— for meo and women

-oriced from J37.50 to J2500. at better

Jewelers everywiiere. Write for FREE booklet.

Rulon Watch Co., 521 nm kn.. New rork i?

SONGWRITERS
POEMS WANTED AT ONCE

Send Your Poems, Any Subject, for Imme-
diate Exumination and FREE BOOK:—
•YOUR FUTURE IN SONGWRITING,"

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 Broadway New York 19, N. Y.
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CHRISTMAS CARDS

CASH
Profits

Make big profits. Show amaz-
ing Personal Christmas Cards
to friends, others. At 25 for $1

with customer's name imprinted
they sell fast. No experience is

needed. Send for FREE Personal Wl""
Samples, details Special Offer on UgmC
Christmas Card Box Assortments, "
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1
also Personal Stationery. Write to
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FREE
Samples
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GRAY HAIR

^Mly go on letting that tell-tale "painted look''
give away your Gray Hair secret—humiliated by
streaks and discoloration.^ from inferior tints?
Now you can keep your secret with Bap-I-Dol's
sparkling, higli-lighted, natural-looking shaile
matching the original true color of your hair I

At Beauty Shops everywiiere!
FREE—GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
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your hair for FREE confidential color analysis
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The S+arduster

Continued from page 48

head of hair. He's very artistic about
barbering. He does it the hard way.
"Whoever's been doing your hair," he

said after I had the cloth tucked around
my collar, "has been using the thinning

shears on you. And that's bad. It never

comes out even, and if you look closely

you can always tell it." Hoagy's strictly

a shears man himself and disdains the use

of clippers. But he simply loathes thin-

ning shears, the kind with small teeth

along one blade.

I filed this conversation about thinning

shears in the back of my head to take up
later with my own barber, and steered

Hoagy off the subject of haircutting onto
the subject of Carmichael. "Remember,"
I said, "you promised to give with a

story. I'll start the ball rolling with a

question. Most of the critics commented
about how natural you were in your role

in 'To Have And To Have Not.' Did
you take any drama lessons or do you
figure you are just a natural born actor.''"

"Well, I'll tell you," he came back,

"that's a long story."

This was an appropriate crack from a
barber. Most of their stories are long;

but Hoagy meant what he had said. Into

his naturalness as an actor has gone a

whole lifetime of effort in dealing with

the public.

"I guess I'd better start this off by
telling you honestly that I'm really very
shy. My mother was the same way be-

fore me. She could have done things

with jazz music if she hadn't been so

timid about facing the public. That was
one reason she took the job she held

when I was just a kid, playing the piano

in a nickelodeon in Bloomington, Ind.

That's where I was brought up. It was
dark in the movie house and people

couldn't see her very well. I liked it, too,

because she would let me go to the the-

ater and sit beside her as she knocked
out music to fit the moods of the film.

"In fact, this is where I really got

started playing the piano. I got ideas

from my mother. Naturally I had talent

in this line so she started teaching me,
and these were the only piano lessons I

ever had. And for that matter, I didn't

take many lessons from my mother. I had
an ear for music and didn't have to fol-

low notes on a sheet to learn a tune. I

just picked out songs on my own after

hearing them once or twice, and I figured

there wasn't much sense in beating my
brains out studying a lot of theory as

long as I could do that.

"To keep the record straight, I started

playing by ear when I was twelve, and
by the time I was eighteen I had my
own band, consisting of myself at the

piano and another boy with a set of

drums. We started out playing for high

school dances in Bloomington and worked
up a nice little business. The truth is I

made enough mone.y in this manner to

pay my own way at Indiana University,

where I later was gi'aduated from the law
college. Of course, I had bands all the

way through college, but I always had it

in the back of m.y mind that music wasn't

a very practical way to make money and
I was deteimined to be on the safe side

HOLLYWOOD DIAMOND CO.
819 Loews State BIdg., Los Angeles 14,Calif,
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by equipping myself for law practice."

At this point there was a sharp inter-

ruption in my narrator's story. He
snipped me on my right ear. But with

all the aplomb of a schooled barber he

laughed it off and I had soon forgotten

the incident. He covered up the mishap

very neatly, I thought, by again harping

on the mischief that had been wrought

by those thinning shears. He explained

that because of this he was going to great

lengths to do me a good job and had

probably become a little tensed up. This

is the main difference between barbering

for money and barbering for pleasure,

according to Hoagy. In barbering for

the sheer love of it you sometimes become

too conscientious and wound your client.

I quickly lied to him and told him tliat

I never have the barber shave my neck

so he could dispense with this when he

was through.

"But tell me," I said, getting him back

on his story, "wasn't your musical educa-

tion actually accomplished along with

your studies at Indiana University?"

"Yes, indeed," he took up in his drawl,

which is still typically Hoosier. "I got

a thorough jazz education while I was
in college. As a matter of fact—since we
are talking about my new career as an
actor—I also made my debut as an actor

in my freshman year at college. I played

the role of a monkey dressed in a suit

of long dyed underwear, in the annual

school revue. I hung on a pole for ten

minutes in the middle of the stage, and
when I slid down 1 spoke my one line of

dialogue: 'Hello, papa, what time is it?'

"But that was my one brief acting ex-

perience. I really concentrated on music.

In 1919 various colored bands were com-
ing to Bloomington to play for dances,

and I met most of the leaders. I actually

learned the interpolation of negro singers,

which was to influence my composing
later, however, by listening to phono-
graph records. Sock time, as I call it,

was invented at this period and was orig-

inally with a banjo player and myself.

We discovered it while playing at a lake

resort during Summer vacation. Sock
time, in case you don't know it, is a
method of playing a piano that accentu-

ates the down beat."

It was during this same Summer that

Hoagy made friends with a certain man
from Chicago who was vacationing at

the resort. This man persuaded him to

come to Chicago to hear Louis Armstrong
and Bix Biederbecke. Our hero not only
heard, he was conquered—^especially with

Biederbecke's trumpet playing. So he
promptly arranged to have both Bieder-

becke and Armstrong bring their bands
to Indiana University to play for dances.

At about this time Hoagy mastered the

art of making strange noises with his

mouth to imitate jazz, and to play his

famous one-finger jazz which still will

make any decent boogie-woogie deciple

squeal with delight. This type of playing

was invented as an imitation of Bieder-

becke's trumpet manipulations. Nor did

Hoagy neglect to learn, how to warble
like Louis Armstrong.
"Not long after this," to quote Hoagy,

"Bix and his Wolverine orchestra decided
to record 'Riverboat Shuffle," and a pub-
lisher later brought it out. Still a little

later Paul Whiteman got hold of my

'Washboard Blues' and did a concert re-

cording of it."

This is where Hoagy broke the ice

singing on records. Since no one could

ape his quaint style of vocalizing, White-

man asked that the composer warble the

lyric, and he did. But mind you, our

hero was never once tempted to shift his

course from law to music by way of mak-
ing his living, even though one publisher

asked him to become a staff' writer.

He had come close to going all-out

commercial in 19*23, though, when he

stayed out of school to go to Palm Beach,

Florida, to play for the society people.

"The late Flo Ziegfeld was vacation-

ing there at the time," explained Hoagy.
"and he paid me fifty dollars to play for

him for three hours. This kind of easy

dough was enough to turn any college

boy's head. And while in Palm Beach I

also heard Irving Berlin play and sing.

I decided I could do as well and this was
the first serious incentive I had to start

composing on a substantial basis."

And although his numbers went over
with jazz addicts. Hoagy was still in-

clined to the practical side, a bent which
is still plenty evident in his nature. He
chucked another offer to join the writing

staff of a publisher following his gradua-

tion from law school in 1926, and went
to Florida not to compose, but to wrestle

with Blackstone before the bar of justice.

"It took me two and a half years to

make up my mind that maybe I had
been mistaken about making a living out

of the law," he went on, "and I started

thinking back about Irving Berlin and
Flo Ziegfeld. In 1929 I paid a visit to

Indiana University, and it was while

walking across the campus in a romantic
mood one moonlit night that I came
upon the tune of 'Stardust.' I just started

whistling and it came out. After I had
gotten it down on paper I decided to use

some money I had made on a stock in-

vestment by going to Hollyw^ood to try

to sell my song. I stayed six months, but

none of the studios was interested.

"Disappointed, but not exactly down.
I took my song to the next best place-
New York. I got my friend Don Red-
man of the McKinney's Cotton Picker?,

to record it. Isham Jones also recorded if

later and it became a hit. After this T

decided that it was music for me and
forgot about law completely. I had sev-

eral other tunes published and in 1936

—

the year I got married, incidentally

—

Columbia Studios brought me to Holly-

wood to write for pictures. After winding
up with Columbia, Paramount signed me.

"And contrary to the belief that I

actually made my acting debut in 'To
Have And Have Not,' I did my first

screen role in "Topper' at MGM, in 1938.

I had written a song of the same title

for the picture and when the man who
was supposed to sing it didn't show up
Norman McLeod, the director, persuaded
me to sing and play it before the camera.
And after a few more songs I decided to

make California my home and bought a

house for my family."

Hoagy 's wife, the former artist's model.
Ruth Meinardi, is indirectly responsible

for his second lease on an acting career

—for lease it is now that he has com-
pleted another film at RKO with George
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Raft and Signe Hasso called "Johnny
Angel." In this latter picture he did so

well in the bit part of a seedy-looking

taxi driver that they built it up to a

substantial role and asked him to write

a new tune to sing as well. The song is

called "Memphis in June," and it prob-

ably will wind up a stratospheric hit

like most Carmichael numbers.
Anyway, Hoagy's wife was responsible

for all this by the mere fact that she

invited Mrs. Howard Hawks up to the

Carmichael residence one afternoon. At
the time of Mrs. Hawks' arrival Hoagy
was adding new laurels to his versatility

by transplanting some shrubbery. He's a
whizz at this, too. and he positively has
a fetish for trimming hedges, if you get

the connection. Hoagy, looking like a

ragpicker's man Friday, with his hair in

liis eyes and sweat flooding his dirty face,

scared the poor woman half to death.

15 ut she was nonetheless impressed.

"AVho is that character out there trans-

planting shrubbery? If he were an actor

I could get him a job in Howard's pic-

ture, 'To Have And Have Not.' He's the

perfect beachcomber type and that's what
Howard's been trying to find," Mrs.
Hawks asked Mrs. Carmichael in a single,

long excited breath.

"That perfect beachcomber type," as-

serted Mrs. Carmichael not without some
sternness, "happens to be the father of

my children."

Mrs. Hawks, who is a woman of some
finesse, neatly turned the situation into

a laugh, and to make amends set a date

then and there for Hoagy to be tested

for the aforementioned picture. Hoagy
not only filled the bill as to the character

he was to render posterity on celluloid

but he threw in a couple of trimmings.

One of these was the match he always

had in his mouth in the picture. "You'll

be swell just wangling the strange vocab-

ulary you have to handle in the role,"

Hawks told him, "but if you want to do
it the hard way with a match sticking

in your mouth, it's okay with me."

This match business, incidentally, is a

good example of one of Hoagy's outstand-

ing traits. He likes to add his own
little embellishments to things, and while

a sophisticated person might say his

touches savor slightly of corn, us com-
mon folk get a kick out of such homey
inventiveness. Thus it is understandable

why Hoagy is popular with the public.

He also enjoys a hearty laugh over one

of his own jokes, which, if I recall, isn't

a privilege reserved only for barbers and
song writers.

Hoagy is self-confident in most of the

things he does and therefore does them
rather well. Besides being a hofe-in-oner

at golf he whams a mean tennis racket.

He avers quite frankly that he can beat

the socks off of Paul Lukas on the court,

but Paul, an excellent netman, naturally

leans to a different theory. Their tennis

feud is a long-standing one.

Hoagy seldom plays a piano for his

own amusement and relaxation, but he

dotes on performing at parties where he

can get an audience reaction. While this

could well be a hangover from fraternity-

day gregariousness, it more likely is an
indication that he is a good ham at heart

and is really on the right road catering

to his acting talents.
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He likes to compose music for chil-

dren's songs and he has a pair of hand-

some offsprings to try such numbers on

—four and a half year old Randy Bob

and six and a half year old Hoagy Bix.

The Carmichaels live in a twelve room

California type ranch house in Holmby
Hills and the two boys have their own
<imall house off the main building. The
children live entirely in this house, even

sleeping there at night. This arrange-

ment suits Hoag>' magnificently because

he has his sleep at very irregular hours

and the children don't disturb him when
he snoozes late in the morning. This

habit of getting up when the whim seizes

him is a deliberate form of horse laughter,

even a kind of malicious vengeance at a

practice he had to endure throughout

his college years—that of getting up to

make an eight o'clock class.

Another consuming stroke at the prac-

tice of early rising is Hoag>''s defiant

attitude toward clocks and watches. He
refuses to carry a watch because he feels

the smooth flow of life is disturbed when
you break it up into hours.

Near the end of my session in his

barber chair I laughingly observed that

it was too bad he could cut hair so well

and not be able to do his own. "But
that's where you're wrong," he replied

as he snipped away at the finishing

touches. "I've been cutting my own hair

for almost fifteen years. I do it with

mirrors. And now, if I may say so, you
look like a very clean-cut young fellow."

I winced at this bit of corn, but in

characteristic form Hoag>" was howling
with laughter. "Anyway," he said, re-

covering his equilibrium, "you've got a

good hair cut and the story I promised
you—and you're stuck with it. Comb it

wet or dry?"

Actually, this story has a sequel which
occurred a week later when I went to

my own barber. "Where were you last

week?" he inquired as he ran the t imb
through what is left of my hair. ""VN iat-

ever barber you went to didn't do a bad
job, I'll have to admit."

"You won't believe this," I told him
before he launched into his diagnosis of

world events, "but Hoagj- Carmichael,

the song writer, did that job. And inci-

dentally, if you ever use those thinning

shears on me again I'll slay you with
vour own razor."
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Bacall's Beginnings

Continued from page 36

diclate.s were narrowed down to a choice

of three.

Quite a difKcult choice indeed. There
was the brunette beauty with the cloud

of dusky hair, the perfect rosebud

mouth, the big dreaming mascaraed eyes,

a regular calendar girl. Then there was
the auburn-haired elf with the cameo
face, pure and delicate, truly a breath of

Spring gii'l.

And then, of course, there was the tall

girl with the green eyes. The judges kept

studying her. Certainly she did not

measure up to the accepted standards

of beauty as much as the other two. But
there was fascination in . the slanting

green eyes, the swinging blonde hair, a

tremendous appeal in the girl's easy, un-

affected bearing, and something more

—

personality, magnetism, call it what you
would, you had to look at her. Still no
decision—the men of the jury were con-

scientious and they deliberated long and
earnestly, but at last the announcement
came.
"The winner — contestant number

three—Betty Joan Bacall." We know her

now as Lauren Bacall. This was her very

first publicity break and it came to her

in the neighborhood where she had lived

and aspired, but perhaps never dreamed
of the success which was to follow so

swiftly on that night in Washington

Square.

It's Fun to Be Pretty

Continued -from page 16

all trace of powder off your eyebrows

and eyelashes.

"The eyes have it," says Janice. So be

sure that they are sparkling with rest

and good health. Then add a few make-
up tricks to enhance their beauty and
sparkle. A little eye shadow, discrimi-

nately used will accent the color of your

eyes. Put it above the lids, at the outer

edges, so that the shadow will not look

artificial but very much a part of the

all-over picture. Now add your mascara,

either the cream or cake mascara, and
apply according to directions. Brush the

mascara upward and outward, and avoid

a too wet brush.

Last but not least is the not-so-secret

weapon of all glamor gals—the lipstick.

Choose a shade that becomes you. and

put it on carefully. A camel's hair brush

is fine for getting a firm lip line. Then
fill in the center of your lips with your

lipstick. Blot off the excess, and for

extra indelibility, pat a little powder
over the lipstick and let it set: then re-

apply your lipstick. It will stay on for

hours that way, and eliminate the need

for madly pulling your compact out in

])ublic places.

This is the beauty routine from Janice,

one of the glamor gals who knows. Take
a little more time at your dressing table,

choose your cosmetics and your beauty

equipment with a bit more care and
knowledge of your requirements, and you

will be able to have and to hold that

clierislied "movie star" look.
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LOOK AMD FEEL BETTER. Gils out sunken cheeks,
gives yuu more poliiel

FREE lO DAY TRIAL
SEND NO MONEY! J^s' sp'ecia>^"GuJo7.
Figur" Formula al our expense for 10 days and then
see If he will notice and admire your new, mor»
shapely figure. Also FREE PERSONAL DIRECTIONS plus

CD CE DOCTOR'S WEIGHT GAINING PLAN to he
i;s».-d with ' -Glamor-Figur' Formula If you

order now! Just deposit with postman on delivery
98c plus postage, or send only $1 and we pay postage.
2 for $1.69. MONEY BACK GUARANTEE If not com-
pletely satisfied. Delay is lost romance! WRITE NOW!
GUARANTEE SALES, 20 Vesey St., Dept. C-209.
New York City 7. N. Y.

SONGWRITERSAHENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by more than 300.000 Song-Hit
creating Juke-Boxes, warrants your immediate
investigation.We are ottering song-poem writers
the rare opportunity of having qualified com-
posers furnish music for any approved poems
received this month on percentage basis. liecula
Kecording Co., Box !)S7-S, Holl.vwood liS, Calif.

MOVIE STARS FHOTOS
Actu;il photographs specially pused by your
favorite stars. INTRODUCTORY OFFER— 16 reg-
ular high gloss photos only SI. Latest releases

" guaraiite-=d. Catalog mailed free with each order.
ALSO THRILLING PIN-UP PHOTOS 16 FOR $1.

FINE ARTS FILM CO-
P.O. Box 20S4 San Antonio 6. Tex.

CORNS
also Callouses; Ingrown
Nails relieved. Quick, easy.
Just rub on. Jars, 30^, 50^.
At your druggist. Money
refunded ifnotsa tisfied.
Moss Co., Rochester, N. Y.

removed by

MOSCO
*SONGPOEMS To Be SetteMusie
^ Publishers n- ed new soncs! Submit one or more of

your best poems for immediate consideration. Any 3ub-
ject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.

-At FlVE STAR M USIC MASTERS, 60S Beacon Bide ,
Boston, Mass.

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

20% TAX
INCLUDED

14KT. SCUD GOLD
WEDDING RING

A gift of lasting mcnioiy. t;enuine diamond in 14Kt.

solid gold ring, and engraved solid gold wedding rins.

for lifetime satisfaction. An honest $22.50 value.

Specify size. Send money order or pay postman on
arrival. Wear rings 1 week on money-back guarantee.

We pay taxes and mailing charges. Order today.

LOMO NOVELTY COMPANY
Dept VS-2. 11 West 42nd St., New York 18, N. Y.
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Esther Williams Talks

About Van Johnson

Continued from page 22

was Van's big break. He Jiad otiier

things to worry about besides worrying

about me. But that's Van for you

—

lie worried about nie!

"If I had a difficult shot to do, a lot

of fast lines, he showed me how to turn

at the right places so I wouldn't get out

of range. I didn't know anything about

camera angles. Van and I were supposed

to dance together while the camera fol-

lowed us. An actorish type of actor

would have thought of his own closeups.

An ambitious beginner would have

grabbed every break. Van was a beginner,

too, but he threw everything my way.

As we danced, he'd swing me into the

closeups. He was thoroughly unselfish,

and, remember, this was his big chance.

Maybe a layman can't quite appreciate

what I mean. But when an actor puts

]/oiir face into a closeup instead of his

own, it's a terrific thing. You don't

find many people like Van.
"There are a lot of tricks in this

business of which the movie-goer isn't

aware. For instance, you have a close-

up. You're supposed to be looking into

the eyes of the hero. He's not in the

scene, but he is right in back of the

camera. You play the scene to him.

Some actors stand there like a piece of

rock. They light cigarettes, let their

attention wander, do nothing to help you.

But Van will stand there in back of the

camera and give more than he would if

he were in the scene himself. It's a

wonderful thing—a quality of good
sportsmanship.

"On the set, when they are setting up
the lights, he kids around between shots.

He has a wonderful sense of humor. But
he's quiet before we go into a scene.

I'm not a veteran; it's still hard for me
to get into the mood. It's all very well

to kid. but there's also a time to w'ork.

You can't clown around right up to the

moment the cameras start rolling and do
a good job. At least, I can't. Some
actors will stand there seconds before

the scene is filmed and shake with
laughter. They'll even pull gags the

instant before the cameras roll. Van is

more considerate than that. He'll have
a riot of fun on the set, but once he's

before those lights he goes to work. This
makes it easier to work with him than
with a lot of stars.

"I liked him the moment I saw him.
Most people do. I liked his appearance.
He's so big. I'm tall, and I like big men.
He has a clean, fresh, wholesome look.

He's not dark and swarthy, not mys-
terious looking. He's not affected at all.

Van's just like a kid you'd meet any-
where. Some newcomers arrive in Holly-
wood, and they affect a pose. Van
doesn't like that sort of thing. Ncitlier

do I. It's one reason we get along.

"Van is good-natured. Now maybe
you know some good-natured people,
too. But stop and think of this: right

now Van probably has more demands
on his time than any other star in Holly-
wood. He never has a moment to him-
self. He not only works at his regular

grips hair hers

MOVIE STARS
CAN'T BE

Vdirfussers
Q0lxen ^Can- cflvllsh have put the

finishing touches to the glamorous hair^

dos of movie stars — hairfussing is out!

Instead of fumbling at loose hair strands,

stars of the screen wear GRIP-TUTH
HAIRTAINERS* -before the camera

and in their everyday lives.

liters* and say good-bye
to hairfussing! Their ^exclusive spring-

tooth action makes e'l fr)' hair-style stay put.

Card of two (or one extra length) 25c at

beauty salons and notion counters.

ORDINARY COMB
lets hair strands

slip fhrough

'trade marks REG. U S. PAT. OFF.

DIADEM, Inc., Dept. U, Leominster, Mass.

For the /oi/e/y

^» ^-'"Xv-^- -Z'^. o .CSV 0-

,op eoch Booaoet.
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EXCESS FAT
LOSE 5 lbs.

or MORE V

per WEEK or

MONEY BACK
-Most over-fat men and
women who follow the
tntire Vita-Slym plan
lose at least 5 lbs. a week-
YOU may do the same,
or return the empty box
at the end of 1 5 days
and we will refund your
money. And the most
amazing part of the
plan is that people say
ihey feel so much bet-
ifT— peppier and more
energetic.

PRIVATE PLAN pi

N. Y. DOCTOR
A well-known New York
physician hi si prescribed
this method of reducing
for his exclusive clien-
tele. At last we have
persuaded iiim to re-

ii for YOU. No needjtfcLse iL lui ±i_7u. iNo need to uver-exercise or
starve yourself. Nor are Vita-Slyms a cathartic.
Eat plenty of food, but eat less calories and
supplement your diet with Vita-Slyms. They
not only contain Vitamins A, Bi, i;2. C and U,
rJiacin, Amide, Iron, Calcium, Phospliorus and
Dextrose to make you feel better, but also help
to take away that abnormal appetite due to
low blood sugar.

4 WEEKS' MENUS FREE!
With eveiy box ol 75 Tablets and 30 Capsules, we give
yuu a convenient chart of menus for one month ... a
time-saving help in planning your meals. Try the ViU-Mym plan for 15 days—see for yourself how quickly you
lose weight and how fine you feel. You risk nothing. If
I ot delighted you return the box and we refund your
money. But don't delay . . , act NOW! Mall coupon
lODAY! Order C.O.D., or. If you send cash, we pay postae*.

VITA-SIAM CO., Dept. SU-8, Box No. 150
Times S<|uare Station, New York

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
VITA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU-8. Box Nft. 159
Times Square Station. New York
Send me 15 iJays' supply ot Vita-Slyms <75 tablets
and 30 capsules). If not delighted with resulta. you
will refund my money
QI will pay postman $1.98 plus postage.

I enclose $1.98. Send postage prepaid.

BUY WAR BONDS

With FALSE TEETH
Use

EZO
Dental
Cushions

A Comforting Aid for
Lower Plate Users

• Relieves sore spots on tender gums.

• Slops lower plate from raising and
clicking.

• Prevents seeds from lodging under
plate.

• Makes plate fit snugger.

• Helps you wear and become accus-
tomed to new plates.

• Enables you to eat meat, tomaloet,
pears, celery.

Is not a powder, is not a paste,
will not stick to plate.

NO STAMPS PLEASE

Send 50c for 10 EZO Dental Cushions

EZO PRODUCTS COMPANY
Box No. 9306, Dept. L-17, Phila. 39, Pa.

job—acting—all day long, but his dress-

ing room is constantly filled with a
stream of people who have business with
him. The moment he is out of one
scene, they grab him for interviews,

autographs, script changes, publicity

photographs. Some stars have three

interviews a week, and that is considered

a tough schedule. I'd hate to tell you
how many Van has, but three a day is

not unusual. He studies his lines at

night. He has to sacrifice his own per-

sonal social life; he goes out rarely. And
yet he is as generous with his time as

if he had nothing on earth to do but
oblige people.

"Occasionally, he has his flareups.

One day I heard him blow up. I heard
both sides of the conversation, and I

know he was justifiably provoked. The
person to whom he was talking expected
him to be difficult just because he is a
movie star. Now there is no one on
earth who expects less from people, and
never because he is a star, than Van
Johnson. Still this person kept on de-

liberately baiting him. Finally, Van let

off steam—but good! You see, he's good-
natured but he's no Milquetoast. I've

heard him stand up for his rights with
people who want to push him around.

"To me, it's amazing he keeps that

disposition. Because, ever since his ac-

cident, he has had terrible headaches.

Sometimes they are so bad he can
hardly think. Yet his day doesn't stop

for them. He can't stay alone with a

nice cold towel on his head. He can't

baby himself at all. He has to keep up
with his back-breaking schedule. It's

not easy. Yet—and this is very much to

his credit—he's a person who never talks

about things like that. He prefers not to

mention those headaches. We who know
him well realize they are occurring less

and less frequently now. It's been two
years since his accident. Maybe one day
they'll go away and never come back.

"Now and then Van will think just

because he's a Swede he should have
moods. But I've never seen him moody,
and I've been with him pretty con-

stantly. He is a great worrier, however.
He's unduly concerned about little

things. For instance, he'll say something
to someone that could have two mean-
ings. He'll want to rush right out and
correct it. I'll tell him: 'Whoever it was
has probably already forgotten the in-

cident. They won't worry or lose sleep.

Why should you?' Of course, I can un-

derstand his concern. He is living in a

regular goldfish bowl. His slightest act

is magnified, and always reaches print.

Every star has a taste of this, but not to

the extent that Van has. That's one

of the penalties he has to pay for his

success.

"But Van minds less than most folks.

In fact, his very best point is his ease

with people. He likes them. He likes

his fans. The greatest single factor in his

success, I truly believe, is his friendliness.

Van is a real person in spite of the fact

he has skyrocketed so suddenly. He's

still thrilled about being in movies. He's

not snobbish about being a star. I hate

to see a person get smart about success.

Van isn't. He knows you can lose it just

as fast as you get it.

"With all the luck he's had, he could

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS

12 for*loo
Thrill to the very latest shots of your
Hollywood favorites. Each specially
posed. High gloss gives on omaz-
ing, sporkling, lifelike appearance.'

C>>AA I Catalog of over 200r • shots, induding Pin-Up
Paradise, sent free with everv order
{To ovoid delay, stole 2nd choice '

Alto STUNNING PIN-UP PHOTOS—12 for $1.00

Lana Turner
M.G.M. Star

ALPHA PHOTO SERVICE
1235 Sixth Avenue—Dept. R-9

New York 19, N. Y.

SONGWRITERS
PROTECT YOUR IDEAS

!

HOLD ALL SONGS, POEMS

!

Write for safe, correct procedure

!

SONG SERVICE
333 W. S6th ST., NEW YORK 19, N. Y.

Now She Shops

Cash And Carry
Without Painful Backache

Many sufferers relieve nagging backache quickly;

once they discover that the real cause of their trouble
may be tired kidneys.
The kidneys are Nature's chief way of taking the

excess acids and waste out of the blood. They help
most people pass about 3 pints a day.
when disorder ot kidney function permits poison-

ous matter to remain in your blood, it may cause nag-
ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep
and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puflfiness

under the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or
scanty passages with smarting and burning some-
times shows there is eomething wrong with your
kidneys or bladder.

Don't wait! Ask your druggist for Doan's KIIs,

used successfully by millions for over 40 years. They
give happy relief and will help the 15 miles of iddney
tubes flush out poisonous waste from your blood. Get
Doan's Pills.

PIN-UP eiRLS
The kind men like! (pocket size).

20 assorted PIN-UPS sent for $1.

Shipped prepaid in plain wrapper.
No C. 0. D.'s. Send cash or money
order. No stamps^

NUDKI
"

Dept. PA-332
Box 126. G.P.O..
New York I, N. Y.

FREE! Hollywood 4 - Leaf Clover
I* Key Chain With Real Clover

Send Now for This Beautiful Free Gift.

Earn $1 to .$300, sending- in recipes, bright
Baying-s, liousehold hints, gags and fan letters.

Cash waiting for you. Send now for quick de-
tails, and li.st of 200 buyers, ready to pay you
cash. Enclose $1 for this service and receive
your 4-leaf clover, key chain, FREE! Address

SERVICE, P.O. Box 1187, Hollywood Station 28, Califomls

DELH, DIAMONDS

Have the scintillating; fire of Genuine
quality mounting. Prices—No. 43 (Tiffany Style) i/z kt. size
Bet, $4.75. 1 kt., $6.75. Fancv shanks with sets. $8.75.
No. 10 Band 7 sets. $2.95. Better Grade. $4.75. Band
sets all around, $6.75. No. 19 (Man's) (Square Design
only), $8.75. EARRINGS—No. 51—Cluster (Drops) for
pierced ears, $5.75. With Baguettes. $8.75. Same design
for Unpierced Elars (Bobs), $6.75. Cluster for pierced ears— 10 kt. solid gold stprn, $11.75. Solitaires— S/g kt. size
set. $4.95. 3yi| size set (10 kt. solid g^old stem) same
style In Men's Tie or Shirt Studs. Price for each stud-
half that of earrings. Prices quoted plus 20f^c Federal Tax.

WATCHES
No. I and 2—Ladles'
and Gents' Swiss—

6

jewels, S18.75. 15
jewels, S20.75.

n's Walthams and Elfins—7 jewels,
2.75 Plus 10^'. Federal Tax. In or-

dering, state second and third choice. WRITE PLAINLY,
giving number as numbered, and in the case of rings, state
size. SFND NO MONEY. Pay postman. MONEY BACK if

unsuitable and If returned same day as received. Remit-
tance retiuired with ordei-s from outside of the States.

NATIONAL GEM CO.
P.O. Box 466. Dept. Y.C.I.V. Chicago SO, III.
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just rely on liis personal cliaini. But lie

doesn't. Hes conscientious about his

work, to the point of overwork. Even if

he has a rare day off, he'll buzz aroinul

the lot seeing people. He'll come to the

set to see how everything is getting along.

He reads, studies, keeps up with what's

soing on. He's building a soHd foiui-

ilation for his career, and he's working

desperately Iiard at it. That's why Van
is a mucii better actor today than he

was when he first came to Hollywood.

He keeps trying to improve, to learn.

"You can.'t say in a word just what it

is that Van has that the others don't

have imless you choose the word—every-

thing. There's nothing oily, slick nor

weak about him. On the other hand,

there's nothing exasperatingly noble

about liim, either. Men don't object

to him, because he's no smooth love

artist; he's all man. While to women
he personifies the kind of a boy the

average American girl wants to marry

—

handsome, big, strong, intelligent, charm-
ing, friendly, honest, dependable, down-
to-earth. He's not so polished with the

weaker sex that they still can't embarrass
him. And he gets it across that he could

be madly, tenderly in love—but just

with one girl. Some of our Hollywood
actors have a few of these qualities.

But how many do you knoxc who has

every siiu/le one? That's why I say

—

wliat's so amazing about his success?

He's America. He's the boy next door,

yonr G.I. Joe, the dream senior you
want to go to the prom with. It's not

strange that he gets 42,000 fan letters

a month. Why not?"

You're probably wondering if Esther
W^illiams thinks Van is so super then
why haven't you read any romance items

about the pair? Esther is that rare

female with whom a man can be friends.

Van needs this a lot more than romance.
Right now, he can do with a friend.

Things are happening very fast. On all

sides he is surrounded by people who
want to use him, use his success and his

prestige and his connections. Van needs

someone to talk to who has good sense;

who is new to movieland, too, but who
hasn't gone Hollywood. Esther is just

what the doctor ordered. She has a

background of palship with brothers and
sisters. Van has never had this. She
possesses a warm camaraderie that a

girl who has only known men through

dates just doesn't have.

Not long ago Van and Esther went to

the circus together. They had dinner at

the House of Murphy first, and then
went on to the Pan Pacific Auditorium.
They weren't there long before the news
spread and they were mobbed. Bobby-
soxers pressed around Esther: "Gee,"
they said, awe-struck, '"you're lucky to

be out with Van." Esther agreed.

What she didn't know was that on
\ an's side they were saying: "Gee, you're

lucky to be out with a beautiful girl like

Esther Williams."

Van threw Esther an appreciative

look: took in that body beautiful, that

eloquent, expressive, lovely face. The
well-known appraising twinkle came into

his eyes. He grinned. "You're not just

kiddingi" he said

Now I know that Johnson guy is

smart!

You rs for I u,sl rou s h a 1 r.

itli Kay Oaumit s

amazin" new creme

sliampoo discovery

Mail twenty-five cents for

a generous size trial jar.

Sorry... only one jar to

each family.

tone
a creme shampoo rich in lanolin,

unveils hidden highlights in your hair

A fingertip-full of this miracle creme instantly whips

into luxurious lather. No lemon or vinegar after-rinse

necessary. Lustre - Creme leaves your hair radiant,

silken, easy to manage. At fine cosmetic counters

everywhere . . . one dollar.

Name In Qualily Cosmetics

540 North Michigan Avenue • Chicago 1

1

YOU CAN BUY
The Things You Want
When the War Is Won,.,

If Y^ou Save Xow in

War Boxd!$
WRITE SOIVGS
The writer of "BOOTS AND SADDLES" and
other song hits wiU compose the melody for
vour song poem. Never has such an oppor-
tunity bpen offered new writers. Send your song
poems and lyrics for FREE examination.
VFrite for details and FREE INSTRUCTIVE
BOOKLET.
HOLLYWOOD H,\KMONY HOUSE. Studio C-6

i:i<! >oiitli La Brea, Los Aniieles ;?(!. Calif.

"•^^ELTrHESEGORGEOUS CHRISTMAS CARDS
It's easy to take orders lor these delightful Hand Processed
Christmas Assortment. Religious and Everyday Cards. No
experience needed. You just show them to friends, relatives,
business people in your spare time ... or in full time. Make
splendid profits. Also show 25 forSl Name-Imprinted Christ-
mas Cards. Make spare-time cash. Send for samples today.

COLONIAL STUDIOS, INC. %U,^V["h^ilSiyT>.XA:

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS IN COLOR
If beauty thrills vou—vou will be fascinated bv the!=p photos of
your favorite MOVIE STARS, in beautiful LIFELIKE COLORS.
These gorgeous photos are S x 1 I) and are ready lu I'lame. put in
sci-ap bouk or in vour movie album.
TOM DRAKE—JANE RUSSELL—CRtCORY PECK—|UDY GARLAND—ROBERT WALKER—VERA HRUBA RALSTON—JEANNE CRAINE— DANA ANDREWS — INCRID BERGMAN — JOHN HODIAK —
GENE TIERNEY — FRANK SINATRA — VAN JOHNSON — JUNE
ALLYSON—ALAN LADD—LANA TURNER—ROY ROGERS—BtTTY
GRABLE—ALrCE FAYE—SONJA HENIE—PAULETTE GODDARD

—

JOAN CRAWFORD—WILLIAM POWELL — GLORIA DeHAVEN —
SHIRLEY TEMPLE—WILLIAM EYTHE—BOB HUTTON—LON MC-
ALLISTER—BING CROSBY—CLARK GABLE—BETTY HUTTON

—

LAUREN BACALL—GREER CARSON—MARGARET O'BRIEN.
These pliotos are i>i-inred on heax'y coated paper. S x 1^*. in FULL
CiTLORS. Tour choice of anv eight listed above for fiftv cents
16 for $1.00 entire set of 34 only $2.00. DON'T W.AIT. Mail
vour order NO'W.

IRVING KLAW, 212 East 14th St.. Dept. DD-9, New York City 3, N. Y.
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Scientific, proven aid for Brittle, Splitting or Thin
Nails. Acts to tuffen nails and help cuticle. Quickly
applied, non -staining, does not
afTect polish.

25c and 50c AT TOILET GOODS
COUNTERS THROUGHOUT AMERICA

Vcgue Products, ii$i Seward St.,HoUywood 38, Calif.

Genuine Swiu Watches.
Lady ormen'e. Guaran-
teed Jewel Movement.

HUNDREDS.
ofHMlDio
GET
ITEMS

Lovely Charm Bracelet.

Golden color chain. 8
tiny images of delight.

10K Gold Bridal Pair. 4 Fler; Earrings. IdenllBcation Bracelet
Genuine chip diriiiKinda, Simulated Lady or men's. Silver

J5.95 each—Pair 89.96. rhinestouea. Plated. Engraved free.

SEND NO MONEY. Money Back Guarantee. Pay postman
C.O.D. pluB postage and tax. Or, write for Big Free Catalog of
lovely Earrings, Anklets, Costume Pins, Sweetheart Locketa,
Pearls, Bracelets, Billfolds, Charms, Hosiery, Compacts^ etc.
Latest styles from Broadway and Hollywood.

iDteraalioml Diamood Co., 2251 Calomet Ave.^ Depi. 999, Chicago 16» UL

SONG POEMS WANTED
Any Subject

For musical settings. Acf NOW! New
songs needed. Send poems for free ex-

amination and melody test offer.

Art r/»ELODY Studios

LEG SUFFERERS
Why continue to sutler without attempt-
ing to do something? Write today lor New
Boolclet— ' THE LIEPE METHODS FOR
HOME USE." It teils about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used lohile i/oii icalk. More than 40 years ol

success. Praised and en-

1

dorsed by multitudes.

LIEPE METH0DS,32S4 N.Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. J-26. Milwaukee. Wisconsin

BOOKLEf

DRAWfbrMONEY

Be An Artist!
Trained Artists are Capable of

Earning $30, $50, $75 a Week!
Learn to draw at iiome in Your Spare
Time for a Fascinating ttobby and
Profitable Post-War Career! Study
Art— tliC pleasant and interesting

W S.A. way. Commercial Art. De-
signing. Cartooning all in ONE

complete course. No previous art

experience necessary—hundreds

have profited by our practical

step-by-step methods since 1914.

TWO ART OUTFITS FUTR-
NISHED ^lall coupon NOW.

WASHINGTON SCHOOL OF ART
studio 179P, Ills 15th St., N. W. •

Washington 5. D. C. J

Send your booklet and full particulars.

Name S

Address

City State S

Frankie's Family

Continued from page 31

"Instead of being a jealous woman,
I have to be a diplomat. The bobby-
soxers used to come to our house in

the East and I was very sweet to them,
but so many of them wanted to come in

I had to discontinue it and talk to them
on the outside. It got to the point where
they overran our property and the next-

door neighbor's. They're wonderful
youngsters. They don't mean any harm.
They want to see the children, and of

course catch a glimpse of their idol if

possible. I have to talk to them so as

not to hurt their feelings.

"They have been very good in Cali-

fornia as compared to the East. Some-
times they come around through the

vacant lot where they can peep through
the wire fence, or they have even waded
across the lake when it was low. Most
of the time Frank isn't home when they
come, or he is sleeping or taking a sun
bath. I can't very well ask them in, but
I talk to them outside."

"One time five girls thought Frank
was going to Montreal and they left

home to follow him. Their parents were
frantic. Frank was really on his way out
here. He was terribly concerned about
this. He called them his friends, and
told them that if they really were his

friends they would stay home and help

win the war, that he was sure they
realized they had made a mistake in

trying to follow him.

"He does what he can to combat
their romanticiim. In order to dis-

courage the bobby-soxers from coming
to the house witliout an invitation, he

explains to them that he is a father and
the head of a family, the same as their

father, and that he must spend some
time with us.

"Occasionally, he brings a group home
with him. At 5 o'clock one afternoon

he telephoned and asked if I could whip

up some food as he was bringing some
friends home to dinner. When he arrived

he had eight bobby-soxers. One was
a little girl who had just recovered from
infantile paralysis. One was a cute

Chinese girl. There wasn't time to fix

a regular dinner, besides it was between

shows. So I hustled around and made
sandwiches and served them with soft

drinks in the playroom.

"Frank's admirers have always been

disarmingly sweet to me. They shower

me with gifts on my birthday and meet

me at the train with flowers whether I

am with him or alone. The children also

come in for their share of attention.

"If I felt all this was going to Frank's

head, then I would worry. Fame hasn't

made a fool of him. He still doesn't^

believe it. I tease him and call him 'my

big public figure.' One time in New'
York he was being mobbed; I saw hel

was under a great strain and when heJ

started to get in the car I said: 'Oh/

you big public figure, you!' He laughi

and relaxed immediately.

"I always inflate his ego. I find thil

helps inspire him. I wouldn't say i

would work in every case. It depend:

upon the individual. I've known FranI

too long to believe that success coul
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ever go to his head. I always knew he

would achieve fame because no one with

his ambition and drive could miss it.

It wasn't a gift dropped suddenly from

the skies."

With any other running mate, Frank
tells all and sundry he never could have
gone so far. Nancy Barbado and Frank
Sinatra, both of Italian descent, first met
at " a "New Jersey seashore resort when
she was 15 and he was 16. "Frank had
just finished school. He had not begun
to sing. He didn't know he wanted to

sing, although we used to get together

and have close harmony. At that time

he was interested in having a band of

his o'wn. I guess most boys like to do
that sort of thing. We were never for-

mally engaged but we did keep steady
company for about five years. We were
waiting for better things to happen, and
then when nothing happened we decided
not to wait any longer. We were married
in February, 1939—on a Saturday, and
both of us had to be at work on the
following Monday. I was working as

secretary at a printing plant and Frank
had a job singing at the Rustic Cabin
in Jersey. We each earned $25 a week.

"W'e first had a three-room apartment
which we furnished ourselves. Frank
helped scrub down the walls and fix it

up. His first break came six months
after we were married. He landed a job
with Harry James' band at $50 a week.
I used to travel with him and from the

reaction, I was certain that if he could
reach more people they would like him.
I used to take care of his fan mail. It

was from adults as well as children.

I went with him everywhere until Nancy
was born. After that, I coulda't risk

her health."

"How did you two travel on $50 a
week?" I inquired.

"We managed most of the time, but we
had to keep close count of the pennies.

I remember once on our first trip

to Hollywood with Harry James' band
we counted them so closely we had to

live on onion sandwiches for two days

—

the period of time the band was sus-

pended over some disagreement—in the
contract with a cafe.

"We were rich when Tommy Dorsey
engaged Fraidc at $75 a week! There
were three of us then. Frank started on
his own about 1943 and all this has
happened since then. He was at the
Paramount Theater in New York for 13

weeks. That was where he started doing
the

NOB HILL—20t/) Century-Fox
Good, lusty melodrama which preserves the
San Francisco tradition of picturesque con-
trast between the colorful city of the tourist
and the aristocratic standards of Nob Hill
—set in the plushy Gay Nineties period,
and in Technicolor, too. It's a highly
sentimental story of a cafe owner with a
heart of gold (George Raft) , his star singer,

a decorative red-head (Vivian Blaine) and
her upper-case rival for his affections
(Joan Bennett). Not to forget, though, the
real star, Peggy ^Ann Garner, who makes
a corny kid role — that of a stranded
Irish waif — believable and appealing.
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Riobamba Club. Then he sang at a

number of concerts. Before making pic-

tures he sang at the Hollywood Bowl.
The long hairs resented him very much.
After the Bowl concert, he made his

first picture, 'Step Lively,' and came
right back East again. They discovered

he had natural talent for acting as well

as singing. I thought his first attempt
was rather good. But I always tell him
he can do better. I won't repeat that old

bromide that I'm his severest critic, but
I am very critical and find things other

people never see or hear. I can always
tell how he's feeling by his singing.

"I knew that his profession would
keep him awa.y a great deal. \Ve never
really have time enough together. If

he has an hour between broadcasts he
comes home where he forgets the mad
rush of people. He likes to play with
the baby who goes to bed early. It is a
fixed famil.y custom that he put Nancy
to bed. He sings to her or reads her a
story. We have dinner early so Nancy
can have it with us. She sits between us

but usually winds up on her father's lap.

There is no formality. We eat in the

playroom on a checked tablecloth. We
never serve cocktails. Frank drinks

gallons of milk and is fond of hot tea.

"I'm the cook. Frank loves my
cooking—the Italian loaf bread and
gingerbread I bake, and especially the

spaghetti and the sauce I make."
"I've heard about your marvelous

spaghetti," I said. "Is your recipe a
secret on how to hold a husband.''"

"Well, it's helped," she laughed. "I

don't mind passing it on. You take

one large can strained tomatoes, one
large can puree tomatoes, small onion,

one clove garlic, one teaspoonful chopped
parsley. Add dash of thyme, salt and
pepper to taste. Brown onion and garlic

in olive oil, strain tomatoes, add puree

to .iuice, add oil from which onion and
garlic have been removed. Put in season-

ings, cover and cook one hour. Boil

spaghetti until tender, serve in layers

with sauce and grated Italian cheese."

Besides chief cook and baker, Mrs.
Sinatra is her husband's counsellor, finan-

cial manager and bookkeeper. She is

also buffer. "M.y principal job," she said,

"is to see that Frank gets the proper

rest as well as food. I try my darndest

to keep it quiet while he's sleeping. I

take all the messages so he can rest.

I'll admit I've let him sleep through
some of his appointments when they
haven't been important."

"Apparently, you are not afraid

Holl.ywood can do anything to your
marriage," I interrupted.

"I don't think Holl.ywood is any dif-

ferent than an.ywhere else," she said.j

"I .iust feel that I am giving all that I can

'

to our marriage and if it just couldn't
^

go, it wouldn't be my fault. Frank
knows what he has in the children, and
that is what is so wonderful.

^

"No," she said, summing it up, "I

don't think it's so hard being the w'ife

of 'a public figure.' We live a very nor
nial life—at home. The only thing is W
can't go out to play and enjoy it like w
used to. When we are at a night clu'.

we can't watch the floor show becaus

'they' are always around our table. W^l

can have more fun at home."
;

And what is the Sinatra home like?

The living room is hung in bright yellow

chintz with big red dahlias. There is a

baby grand piano, also the latest radio

and record-piayiiT machine. Two wine
red divans flank tiie fireplac:- on either

side. Big easy chairs are scattered about
the room which opens out on the porch
fronting the lake. This is finished in

wicker and one end is dominated by
small Nancy's life-sized doll house.
The dining room, furnished in Shera-

ton, is about the onl.y formal room in the
house. It adjoins the playroom where the
famil.y have most of their meals. Frank
furnished this room himself in old pine
tables, and chairs made of barrels. His
collection of ship models is here. There
is a rustic bar—installed by the original

owner, Mary Astor, also a slot machine,
pinball game, radio and victrola. When
Frank's friends and radio associates

come in for the evening, they usually

spend it in the playroom playing his

master records of songs for his radio

show. He invites criticism—and acts

upon it. He is always trying to improve
on his work, Nancy says.

Upstairs is the master bedroom which
Frank and Nancy share. Their bed is

one of these monstrous 8-foot-wide

affairs with quilted upholstering and
bedspread to match of powder blue

—

Frank's favorite color. The windows are

hung in rose and blue flowered chintz

—

and Nancy's desk, where she tends to

business, faces the lake. Over it hangs
her favorite picture of the head of the

house. He sits in a big chair looking

very important.

Down the hall is Nancy, Jr's., room
done in jred and blue plaid gingham in

the Killarney pattern. And next door is

Baby Frank's in yellow, with animal
cracker figures on the wall.

It isn't the home of a millionaire

—

and remember the fabulous Frank made
more than a million last year. It's just

the home of two people who love sim-

plicity rather than show, who have no
ambition to get into the social swim.

On last New Year's Eve, the Sinatras

gave one of their rare parties. Nancy
invited the grocer, the butcher and a

few other tradespeople because they had
been so nice to them since they had
moved to Toluca Lake. Frank loved it.

He kept watching the hands of the clock

until midnight. Just a split second

before the chimes sounded, he made his

way to Nancy's side and took her in

his arms._ J.^ojewhc^^^^y^g^'
/s" Woif;'
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Your Guide to Current Films

ZIEGFELD FOLLIES—MG/Vl
VV^hat'll you have? Fred Astaire and Lucille

Bremer singing, dancing, romancing? Red
Skelton in his funniest act? Esther

Williams in a wonderful water ballet? Judy
Garland in clever satire? Fannie Brice for a

session of old-time broad comedy? And

—

lovely gals galore? Name it, and MGM has

it, all ready to dish out to you in this very

first, all-star, genuine movie revue. Different

from other mammoth musicals, this one pos-

itively guarantees no plot whatsoever, just

a s'eries of unusually well-contrived num-
bers running the gamut from Keenan
Wynn's clowning to Kathryn Grayson's col-

oratura, and all excellent entertainment.

.Highlight is the Fred Astaire-Gene Kelly

number called "The Babbitt and the Bro-

mide," a classic by two superb performers.

GUEST WIFE—Un/fed Artists Release

Take Claudette Colbert in a "typical Col-

bert role"—that of an essentially sane but
occasionally flighty American wife who can't

help it, can she, if other men find her attrac-

tive : take Dick Foran as her devoted hus-
band whose one fault seems to be his loyalty

to a college pal, Don Ameche, an adventu-
rous type who keeps turning up at the wrong
time—and complicating life for our heroine,

sort of, by "borrowing" her to show off as

his own spouse. Get it? Neither did we, but
we did have a pretty good time laugh-
ing at some of the situations. It occurred
to us now and then that Don Ameche was
almost unbearably debonair and whimsical,
but perhaps that was all in the script.

\ NOB HILL—20th Century-Fox
Good, lusty melodrama which preserves the
San Francisco tradition of picturesque con-
trast between the colorful city of the tourist
and the aristocratic standards of Nob Hill
—set in the plushy Gay Nineties period,
and in Technicolor, too. It's a highly
sentimental story of a cafe owner with a
heart of gold (George Raft), his star singer,

a decorative red-head (Vivian Blaine) and
her upper-case rival for his affections

(Joan Bennett). Not to forget, though, the
real star, Peggy Ann Garner, who makes
a corny kid role— that of a stranded
Irish waif — believable and appealing.
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TakeYour Pick of 400 Little Blue Books at Bargain Price of Each
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Add Ic per book for packing,
handling and carriage. Order by
Mumner. Order at least 20 books
—OS many more as you like. Can-
ada and foreign, 7c per book, pre-

paid. If you order every book in

this ad — 400 books — remit only
$19.75 and we will prepay all

carnage charges.

Self-Help Books
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^5 On the Choice of Books
78 Hints on Public Speak-

ing
83 Common Faults in Writ-
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826 Hints on Writing Short
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514 Hints on Writlnsc Poetry
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English Words
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682 Grammar Self Taught
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748 Plane Geometry Self
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751 How to Merchandise
801 A Rapid Calculator
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821 How to Improve Your
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823 English Composition Self

Taught
835 Useful Tables
847 Card Games
855 How to Write Letters
856 Arithmetic Self Taught

Part I

857 Arithmetic Self Taught
Part II

868 Hints on Self-Improve-
ment

873 Manual of Parliamen-
tary Law

891 Your Talent and How to
Develop It

894 How to Advertise
895 Astronomy for Beginners
994 Physics Self Taught
1004 How to Save Money
1031 How to Own Your Home
1174 How to Write Business

Letters
1206 How to Swlra
1319 How to Study
1351 How to Get Ahead
1357 What You Should Know

About Law
1427 Law for Workingman
1503 EfEective English in

Speech and Writing
1504 How to Overcome Self-

Consciousness
1555 Rules for Success In

Business
1726 How to Think Creatively

Biography
33 Brann: Smasher of

Shams
123 Life of Madame du

Barry
141 Life of Napoleon
142 Life of Bismarck
253 Heart ASairs of Henry

VIII
324 Life of Lincoln
843 Diary of Columbus In

1492
395 Autobiography of Cellini

412 Life of Mahomet
490 Life of Michelangelo
506 Life of Voltaire
522 Life of Thomas Paine
523 Life of Franklin
525 Life of Goethe
526 Life of Caesar
528 Life of Shakespeare
537 Life of Barnum
565 Magellan and the Pacific

604 Life of Roosevelt
718 Great Women of
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769 Life of Thomas Jefiferson

1482 Career of Gen. U. S.
Grant

1723 Career of Al Capone

Entertainment
606 How to Play Chess
626 Old Favorite Negro

Songs
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704 Facts to Know About

Palmistry
767 Facts to Know About

Astrology
845 Facts to Know About

Fortune-Telling

893 Five Hundred Riddles
995 How to Play the Piano
1006 Children's Games
1010 Book of Amateur Magic

Tricks
1049 How to Teach Yourself

to Sing
1103 Book of Puzzles and

Bralnteasers
1139 Photography Self

Taught
1175 Amusing Riddles
1183 How to Play Checkers
1210 Mathematical Oddities
1239 Party Games for Grown

Ups
1254 Contract Bridge Made

Easy
1277 Hindu Magic Self

Taught
1278 Ventriloquism Self

Taught
1285 Gamblers' Crooked

Tricks Exposed
1688 100 Cocktails
1747 Games of Solitaire

Famous Books
1 Rubalyat of Omar

Khayyam
220 Vest's Tribute to a Dog
313 Decay of Lying. Oscar

Wilde
337 Pippa Passes. Robert

Browning
349 Apology for Idlers
394 Boswell's Life of Dr.

Samuel Johnson
406 Essay on Man. Alexan-

der Pope
785 Ballads of Sir Walter

Scott
1196 Girl with Three Hus-

bands
1533 Don Quixote. Cervantes

Fiction
12 Mystery Tales. Poe
21 Carmen
23 Great Sea Stories
40 House and Brain
58 Tales from Decameron.

Boccaccio
102 Sherlock Holmes Tales
107 The Dream Woman
145 Great Ghost Stories
215 Miraculous Revenge.

Bernard Shaw
223 Wanton Wife of a King.

Jack London
277 Man Without a Country
290 The Gold Bug
353 Short, Stories, William

Morris
375 Love Story of an Old

Maid
630 Second-Story Man.

Upton Sinclair
672 Illicit Love. Boccaccio
673 Tales of Love and Life.

Boccaccio
698 Tales of Chicago. Ben

Hecht
699 Broken Necks. Ben

Hecht
746 A Daughter of Eve
1166 Infatuation
1457 Sketches of Naughty

Ladies. Goethe
1458 The Princess and the

Tiger. Goethe
1605 The Girl in the Snappy

Roadster
1610 One Lover Among Many
1624 The Woman Who In-

spired Fatal Passion.
Anatole France

1669 The Jolly Beggars. Robt.
Burns

Fine Arts
387 History of Painting
403 History of Music
466 History of Sculpture
468 History of Architecture

French Literature
in English

3 Fourteen Little Essays.
Voltaire

6 Love. Maupassant
27 Last Days of Condemned

Man. Hugo
28 Toleration. Voltaire
52 Oration on Voltaire.

Hugo
66 Crimes of Borgias.

Dumas
85 Attack on the Mill. Zola
87 Love: An Essay.

Montaigne
103 Pocket Theology.

Voltaire

104 Battle of Waterloo.
Hugo

178 One of Cleopatra's
Nights

198 Majesty of Justice.
France

199 The Tallow Ball.
Maupassant

200 Ignorant Philosopher.
Voltaire

221 On Women, Maeterlinck
292 Mademoiselle Fifl.

Maupassant
314 Short Stories. Daudet
344 Don Juan. Balzac
886 The Piece of String.

Maupassant
887 The Necklace. De Mau-

passant
888 Memoirs of Madame de

Stael

Health
1242 Care of Skin and Hair
1321 Fasting for Health
1426 Foot Troubles Corrected
1435 Constipation: Its Cor-

rection
1443 Daily Exercises for Busy

People
1478 Poor Posture Corrected

by Exercise
1479 Correction of Under-

weight and Over-
weight

1534 How to Test Urine at
Home

1553 Exercises for Nervous-
ness and Indigestion

1563 Marvels of Sunlight

History
50 Paine's Common Sense
83 Marriage: Its Past, Pres-

ent and Future. Annie
Besant

126 History of Rome
149 Historic Crimes and

Criminals
150 Lost Civilizations
214 Speeches of Lincoln
276 Speeches of Washington
558 Great Pirates. C. J.

Finger
596 A History of Modern

Mexico
597 History of American

Revolution
627 History of the Jews
1065 Lives of U. S. Presidents
1241 Outline of U. S. History
1757 Facts About Alaska

Humor
20 Let's Laugh. Nasby
26 On Going to Church.

Bernard Shaw
168 Witty Epigrams. Oscar

Wilde
291 The Jumping Frog.

Twain
347 Riddle Rimes
348 Best Wit of the Scotch
382 Humor of Lincoln
670 Josh Billings' Comical

Lexicon
771 Humor of "Bill" Nye
971 Humorous Anecdotes
1115 Ridiculous Stories
1146 College Humor
1191 Broadway Wisecracks
1199 Laughable Lyrics
1200 Nonsense Stories
1261 Prize Winning Tongue

Twisters

Juvenile
44 Aesop's Fables
57 Rip Van Winkle
156 Andersen's Fairy Tales
158 Alice in Wonderland
188 Adventures of

Munchausen
391 Dog of Flanders. Oulda
516 Real Adventures
554 Child's Garden of Verse
559 Robinson Crusoe
716 Mother Goose
819 Strange Murders
836 Bluebeard, Cinderella

Literature
79 Enoch Arden
95 Confessions of an Opium

Eater
146 Snowbound; Pled Piper
148 Strength of the Strong,

Jack London
152 Son of the Wolf.

Jack London
177 Subjection of Women

229 Ridiculous Women.
MoHere

285 Unconventional Amour
289 Pepys' Diary
513 Travels of Marco Polo
661 Neurotic America and

the Sex Impulse
799 De.serted Village.

Oliver Goldsmith
829 Voltaire. Clarence

Darrow
1569 Boccaccio—Lover and

Chronicler of Love
1673 Runaway Wife

Love and Romonce
106 Frenchwoman's Views of

Life
196 The Marquise: Secret

Passion
283 Courtship of Miles Standlsh
404 Romances of Paris
410 French Amorous Misadven-

tures
438 Secret Memoirs of French

Royal Mistress
540 Brightly Colored Tales of

Passion
541 French Love Stories of

Many Hues
665 Love Letters of a Parisian

Actress
713 Byron and the Women He

Loved
786 Catherine the Great and

Her Lovers
810 Some Polite Scandals of

Parisian Life
817 Her Burning Secret
915 Mad. and Other Stories
916 Night in Whitechapel
917 Room No. a
918 Man with the Blue Eyes
919 The Clown
920 Queer Night In Paris
921 Mme. Tellier's Establish-

ment
922 Wile's Confession
975 Cleopatra and Her Loves
976 Casanova: World's Greatest

Lover
990 Wagner's Great Love Affair
1046 Coquette vs. a Wife
1047 Mysterious Exiles
1067 Splendors of a Courtesan
1113 Love from Many Angles
1195 First Love, and Other Tales
1202 Forbidden Love
1213 Romance That Balzac Lived
1270 Among the Mormons
1392 Confessions of a Gold

Digger
1428 Curious Love Affairs
1445 Wild Women of Broadway
1587 Amazing Loves of King

Carol of Rumania
1620 Merry Tales. France
1622 Five Women and the Grand

Passion. France
1656 The Girdle of Aphrodite

Philosophy
11 A Guide to Nietzsche
19 Nietzsche: Who He Was
35 Facing Plain Facts of Life
96 Dialogues of Plato

101 Thoughts on Man. Pascal
153 Chinese Philosophy of Life
159 Guide to Plato
195 Thoughts on Nature.

Thoreau
414 Art of Happiness. Powys
520 A Guide to Spinoza. Durant
571 Story of Kant's Philosophy
671 Moral Discourses of

Epictetus
839 Anatole France: Laughing

Cynic

Religion
4 The Age of Reason. Paine

61 What is Religion? Tolstoy
184 Primitive Beliefs
593 As a Man Thinketh
600 The Essence of the Bible
636 Greatest Thing in the

World
684 Essence of Judaism

Russian Literature
(in English)

24 The Kiss. Chekhov
45 Tolstoys Short Stories
100 Red Laugh. Andreyev
105 Seven Hanged. Andreyev
239 26 Men and a Girl. Gorky

Science
53 Insects and Men: Instinct

and Reason
92 Hypnotism Made Plain
190 Psycho-Analysis; The Key

to Human Behavior
217 The Puzzle of Personality
408 Einstein's Relativity Ex-

plained
447 Auto-Suggestlon
467 Facts About Evolution
491 Psychology for Beginners
524 Death ; and Its Problems
555 Structure of the Earth

HALDEMAN -JULIUS CO.
Dept. A- 168 Girard, Kansas, 11. S. A.

603 A-B-C of the Electron
Theory

679 Chemistry for Beginners
727 Psychology of Affections
761 Food and Diet
804 Freud on Sleep and Sexual

Dreams
806 Facts About the Nature of

Science
808 Man's Debt to the Sun
876 Curiosities of Mathematics

1299 Origin of Life
1429 Airplanes, How to Fly Them
1443 Facts About Graphology
1514 Inventions of Edison
1595 Pacts About Calendar
1722 Fortune Telling from

Dreams
1754 How to Read Finger Prints

Social Hygiene
14 What Every Girl Should

Know
74 Physiology of Sex Life
91 Manhood: Facts of Life
98 How to Love. Wood
172 Evolution of Sex. Wood
189 Eugenics Made Plain
203 Love Rights of Women
648 Rejuvenation—Fountain of

Youth. Fielding
651 How to Psycho-Analyze

Yourself
653 What Boys Should Know
654 What Young Men Should

Know
655 What Young Women

Should Know
656 What Married Men Should

Know
657 What Married Women

Should Know
689 Woman's Sexual Life
690 Man s Sexual Life
691 The Child's Sexual Life
717 Modern Sexual Morality
726 Simple Facts About

Venereal Diseases
782 Psycho-Analysis and the

Mind and Body
784 Tests Used In Psycho-

Analysis
800 Sex in Psychoanalysis
864 Confidential Chats With

Husbands

Miscellaneous
98S How to Talk and Debate
987 The Art of Kissing
988 The Art of Courtship
1003 How to Think Logically
1009 Typewriting Self Taught
1012 Best Negro Jokes
1013 Best Irish Jokes
1014 Best American Jokes
1018 Humorous Limericks
1023 Popular Recitations
1040 Bedtime Stories
1043 Study of Woman. Balzac
1069 Conquest of Fear
1070 How to Fight Nervous

Troubles
1078 Morals in Greece and Rome
1093 Amusing Puns
1097 Memory: How to Develop
1109 Spanish Self Taught
1126 Eating for Health
1170 Funny Ghost Stories
1176 A Mad Love
1184 Book of Best Scotch Jokes
1207 French Self Taught
1221 Facts About Will Power
1228 Best Jokes About Drunks
1231 Book of Best Jokes
1249 Best Jokes About Lovers
1292 Best Short Stories
1320 How to Get a Husband
1333 Common Sense of Health
1340 How to Get a Job
1341 Unusual Menus
1342 Typical Love-Problems
1354 Book of Striking Similes
1413 My Prison Days
1418 Broadway Gangsters and

Their Rackets
1419 Curious Deaths
1430 Shorthand Self Taught
1434 How to Think Clearly
1436 Strange Marriage Customs
1475 Book of Best Jokes
1476 What to Know About Your

Sensations
1508 Facts About Poisons
1524 Famous Eccentric Ameri-

cans
1548 Chinese Cook Book
1562 How to Live Long
1567 Making Men Happy with

Jams and Jellies
1633 Exploits of a Fiddler
1677 How Army and Navy Fight

Venereal Diseases
1710 The Magic of Numbers
1712 Great Dates in History
1714 Determinism vs. Free

Will
1715 Funeral Services Without

Theology
1717 Religion and Progress
1719 Inge s Apology for

Christianity
1721 Gambler's Luck
1727 Fifty Famous Sauces
1738 How to Wm Prize Contests
1739 Hints on Developing Per-

sonality
1740 True Prison Escapes
1746 Mediums' Tricks and

Rackets Exposed
1753 Wh'y Many Women Are

Unattractive
1756 Simplified Cook-Book
1761 America's Little Hitlers
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CHEH YU

MAKE UP

Out of a dream world into yours comes this totally

new make-up that feels as smooth on your skin as the

filmiest Chinese silk . . . with no hint to the

heaviness of make-up as you have known it. So smooth

... so perfect . . . veils your skin in a glowing radiance

that belies the presence of blemish. Cloud silk,

newest triumph of Chen Yu, is the completely beautifying,

thoroughly protective make-up you have hoped for. Find

it now at your favorite store in a shade that is exactly yours.

CHEN YU Inc.

Chicago and New York

92
Refills SI.25
[tax extra]

made in O.S.A.



^LARK GABLE in COLOR

New Candids of

BOGARTand BACALL

This is What I Believe

By JUDY GARLAND



leawes ^our hair so lustrous,

i/e:i so eus^ to manage ?

Only Drene Shampoo with Hair Conditioning action gives you

this wonderful combination of beauty benefits! ^ Extra

lustre ... up to 33% more sheen than with any kind of soap or

soap shampoo! Because all soaps leave a film on hair which

dulls lustre, robs your hair of glamour! Drene leaves no dull-

ing film, brings out all the lovely gleam. ^ Such manageable

hair . . . easy to comb into smooth, shining neatness, right

after shampooing . . . due to the fact that the new improved

Drene has a wonderful hair conditioning action. / Complete

removal ^of unsightly dandruff, the very first time you use

this wonderful improved shampoo. So insist on Drene with

Hair Conditioning action, or ask your beauty shop to use it!

4
for yifter-Dark Glamour i

Dramatize the beauty of your hair, focus attention on your

smart hair-do! For evening occasions, wear jewels in your hair!

Lisa Fonssagrives . . . glamorous New York fashion model.

Cover Girl and "Drene Girl" . . . shows you, on this page, three

smart bair-dos dramatized with jewels! ;

This turquoise tiara certainly calls attention to Lisa's shit

ing topknot of puffs! A twisted double strand of pearls or a

string of large gold beads would also look lovely encircling the

puffs! But you'll not get the maximum combination of lustre

and manageability from your shampoos unless you use Drene

Shampoo with Hair Conditioning action, as Lisa always does!

A GOLD BRACELET W as used

by Lisa for this stunning

back arrangement. Ends of

hair are drawn through
bracelet, then pulled up-

ward. That extra shining-

smooth look is due to Drene

Shampoo with Hair Condi-

tioning action.

Wear large combs set with brilliant stones

or pearls, on either side of this double-puff

topknot arrangement! But first, wash your

hair in Drene Shampoo with Hair Condition-

ing action. No other shampoo leaves hair so

lustrous, yet so easy to manage!

omooo

WITH HAIR CONDITIONING ACTION
Product of Procter & Gamble

Guaianteed by *^
Good Housekeeping^

ifoenciiytoa *.



CIRL: Umm ,

is it?

Hardly my Big Year,

CVPI I>: But it co7ild be, Cupcake. It

could be.

GI BL: Of course it could! Just let somebody leave

me a million dollars, for instance. Or give me a

big movie contract. Or even a new face. Or—

CUPID: ... or just teach you that even a pLiiii

girl can be pretty if she'll smile! If she'll

sparkle at people!

61 BL: If she ca7i sparkle at people . . . which

' I can't. Not with my dull teeth. And I

brush 'em, too. And—

CUPID: Ever see "pink" on your tooth brush?

gums. Massage a little extra Ipana on your gums

when you brush your teeth and you help

your gums to healthier firmness. And healthier

gums means sounder, brighter teeth. And a

smile that'll help you to your own ^

love life! Start with Ipana and massage today!

GIBL: Well, lately, but-

CUPID: But what? Don't you know that's a warning to

see your dentist? He may find your gums have become

tender, robbed of exercise by today's soft foods.

And he may suggest, "the helpful stimulation

of Ipana and massage."

G IB L: And that'll help my smile?

CUPID: Chick, Ipana not only cleans teeth. It's

specially designed, with massage, to help your

Product o] Bristol-Myers IPANA AND MASSAGE
SCUEENLAND
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Published in

this space

every month

The greatest

star of the

screen I

GINGER

How's your tan? Summer
working out nicely? We
liave a suggestion to top
it off—a"Week-end At The
Waldorf".

Forsake the vales and hills,

the rills and lakes. Try the
Great Indoors. Pleasure
guaranteed; good hunting.

Of course the hunting is

the Boy -Chases -Girl
variety, but that's good
too. Especiallywhen it's

Walter Pidgeon after

Ginger Rogers and Van
Johnson after Lana
Turner.

lANA

Ginger plays Irene Mal-
vern, the movie star.

Walter plays Chip
Collyer, the war corres-

pondent. Lana plays
Bunny Smith, the hotel

stenog. And Van plays

Captain Hollis, who's in

a bad way.

Anything can happen in

a big hotel. Well, any-

thing does happen. And
it all happens adroitly,

amusingly, excitingly.

It's a picture charged
with intrigue. It excites.

It has hearty laughter.

There's also music pro- v*"^

vided by Xavier Cugat. We like all of it.

You may go so far as to think ''Week-end
At The Waldorf" is the best picture of

the year. We know it's first class.

WALTER

Along with those other big stars you
meet Edward Arnold, who plays a ty-

coon; Phyllis Thaxter, a worried bride;

Keenan Wynn, a cub reporter; Robert
Benchley, a columnist; Leon Ames, a

father; Lina Romay, a hot tamale;
Samuel Hinds, an oil magnate.

It's a big "Week-end". Thank Robert
Z. Leonard, the director. Thank Sam
and Bella Spewack,
screen playwrights,
who took an idea from
a play by Vicki Baum.
Thank Guy Bolton
who made the adap-
tation. Thank Arthur
Hornblow, Jr. who
produced it all.

And thank

-J2ea

Paul Hunter, Publisher

Delight Evans, Editor

Elizabeth Wilson,
Western Representative

Helen Fosher,

Assistant Editor

Frank J. Carroll,
Art Director

Jack Albin, Staff Photographer

Anthony Ferrara,
Assistant Art Director

The Editor's Page Delight Evans 79

The Powell Pattern. Dick Powell Elizabeth Wilson 21

Give Me Garson! Greer Garson Liza 22

Some of the Truth About Myself. By Joseph Gotten
As told to Dora Albert 25

Home Is Duffy's Tavern Mrs. Ed Gardner 26
Sam Wood Gives the Lowdown on Claudette Colbert

Sydney Valentine 29
She Married Her Doctor. Barbara Britton Constance Palmer 37

No More Nazis! Helmut Dantine Hyatt Downing 32
Portrait of Bergman. Ingrid Bergman .Alyce Canfield 34
This Is What I Believe Judy Garland 36
That Hutton Dame Knocks Betty Out! Lynn Bowers 38
Deanna Talks About Her Marriage. Deanna Durbin

Elizabeth Wilson 40
Miss Curves Is Here Again. Jane Russell Liza 44
Life Without Father. Geraldine Fitzgerald Sylvia Conrad 46
Welcome, Alice Faye Fredda Dudley 48

Tull ^olot PotitaiH: ^ * *
Dick and June in Tune: Dick Powell and June Allyson

Gable Is Back! Clark Gable, starring in MGM's "This Strange

Adventure"
Twin Blessings: Susan Hayward and Jess Barker, with their twin sons

Pictuta Paa2±: ^^'^'\ °"
^^fl:7 Secretarial Success Fashions (posed by

Frances Gifford); Margaret Meets the Ballerina (Margaret
O'Brien and Toumanova); Screenland Salutes "Anchors Aweigh"

'^epa.'Ltntent^: it

Hot from Hollywood 6
Your Guide to Current Films Selected by Delight Evans 8
Fans' Forum 72

Glamor Heads. Beauty Josephine Felts 76

Here's Hollywood Gossip by Weston East 54
Guide to Glamor 60
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4^
as the lovelu hut loneli] star who finds romance!

IMTllR
travels from 10th Ave. to Park—on curves!

WAUERPMON
fresh from adventure—and plenty fresh!

VAN JOHNSON
Purple Heart hero with his heart on his sleeve!

M-G-M
invites you

to come on

an exciting

and romantic.

T^ek-end at thel\^ldorf
EDWARD MNOLD- PHYLLIS THAXTER-KEENAN WYNN- ROBERT BENCHLEY

UON AMES • UNA ROHAY • SAHDEL S. HINDS

and XAVIER CUGAT and his ORCHESTRA • A ROBERT Z. LEONARD PRODDCTION
Screen Play by Sam and Bella Spewack. Adaptation by Guy Bolton. Suegested by a Play by Yicki Baum. Directed by ROBERT Z. LEONARD. Produced by ARTHUR KORNBLOW, JR. A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER Piclurt

S C R E E N L A N D



AM I GIAO
I found out about tliis

HIGHERTYPE

Easier—Daintier—So Convenient

Greaseless Suppository Gives

Hours of Continuous Medication!

For years among highly intelligent
and exacting women there has been
desire for an easier, daintier and
more convenient method for feminine
cleanliness. Now thanks to zonitors—
they have it! And here's why Zonitors
are one of the greatest discoveries
ever made for this purpose:

1. Zonitors are snow-white, grease-
less, stainless vaginal supposi-
tories — easily inserted and so
convenient,

2. Powerfully germicidal yet so safe
to delicate tissues. Non-irritating,
non-poisonous, non-smarting.

3. When inserted—Zonitors quickly
begin to release their powerfiil
germicidal qualities and continue
to do so for hours. They're not the
type which quickly melt away.

4. Thus Zonitors give you hours of
CONTINUOUS MEDICATION.

5. Zonitors immediately kill every
germ they touch. You know it's

^ not always possible to contact all

the germs in the tract, but you
CAN BE SURE Zonitors kill all reach-
able living germs and keep them
from multiplying.

6. Zonitors destroy offending odor.

7. They never leave any sticky resi-

due. Buy today. Any drugstore.

FREE: Mall this coupon today for
free booklet sent In plain wrap-
ner. Reveals frank intimate facts.

Zonitors, Dept. 1032, 370 Lexington v

Ave., New York 17, N. Y.

r\NCE again Bob Taylor visited Holly-^ wood. And once again Barbara Stan-

wyck was busy, in "The Two Mrs.
Carrolls"—every day during Bob's leave.

Naturally, it didn't make her very happy.
Bob looks very distinguished these days.

His hair is shot with gray, which is

decidedly becoming to his youthful face.

An old ear injury has been giving him
a lot of trouble. Aside from that, he
looks fit as that proverbial fiddle. It's

going to be nice to see the dignified Bob
Taylor back on the MGM lot—when
the time comes.

TOAN LESLIE, with a startling new
*^ figure and a startling new Adrian
wardrobe, is the talk of Hollywood. She
appeared at a charity benefit wearing a

stunning dress of hearts and lips print.

Celebrating her five years on the Warner
Bros, lot, the studio presented her with

a gold earring and ring set, studded with
rubies set in tiny star designs. Sud-
denly the little Leslie is growing up.
Romantic-minded young men, please

note.

TTERE'S good news for you loyal Gene
Autry fans. The cowboy-singing

star has been placed on the inactive list

by the U.S. Army Air Forces. During
his three year service, Gene did a good
job. He rode the skyways all over the

United States, to China, Africa and
India. Now he has well-formulated plans

for the future. But they won't take

place until Fall. He'll make records, act

in pictures, sing on the radio. But first

he goes overseas to entertain the troops

with his famous songs of the West.

Tootsies tired? But H's only a scene for "Fallen

Angel," in which Linda Darnell is co-starring

with Alice Faye and Dana Andrews. Above,
Linda in love scene with Bruce Cabot.

Home

Address_

City State.

SCREENLAND



HERE'S TO THE FOUR OF US.,, BOTTOMS UP!

• . . and here's to this gay and tender love story paced

to the fast-moving tempo of our times!

99

Hubba!
Hubba

Four wonderful kids-

living the great love

story of our day

Robert^Cummiiigs • Lizabeth Scott

Don DeFore
in HAL WALLIS' Production

n

with CHARLES DRAKE JULIE BISHOP • Kim Hunter . Heleu Forrest

Directed byjolin Farrow • Screen Play by Roben Smith and Ayn Rand • A Paramount Picture

Paramount - Entertaining the World for One Third of a Century!

SCREENLAND



B£ CASUAL . .

.

S£ COMFORTABie
in these eieelting^^

ORDER THEM
BY MAIL !

NANCY BRINCKMAN
featured in
Monogram's
"SADDLE

SERENADE"

RANCHERETTE SHIRT,
SLACKS ».dRANCHO BOLERO
Go Western in your selection of sportswear. Com-
plete your wardrobe with this picturesque outfit

direct from Hollywood. Both Rancherette shirt

and slacks are branded with authentic cut and are
styled^ in vibrant colors of the Western plains.

Red with navy, Kelly, aqua and gold with brown.
Sizes 12, 14, 16 and 18. Prompt delivery.
The Rancho Bolero gives a thoroughbred touch
to your Western outfit. In wool felt with con-
trasting fringe. Small, medium and large sizes.

Use coupon below.

Rancherette Shirt $7.9S
Rancherette Slacks $5.95
Rancho Bolero $3.95

(plus postage) Ju'

RANCH TOGS OF HOLLYWOOD
Dept. 411, 6411 Hollywood Blvd.
Hollywood 28, Calif.

Please send me Rancherette Shirts $7.95
—Slacks to match $5.95

Colo

Sizes:
Colors:

Name ...

Address

Gty

Sizes: 12 14 16 18 (circle size)

Gold with Brown
O Green with Brown

Red with Navy
Q Aqua with Brown
— Rancho Bolero $3.95

Small Medium Large (circle size)

Green Red Brown Black

-Zone,. ..State..

m\\\ HIMS
Selected "Bcf

RHAPSODY IN BLUE-Wofners
This Technicolorful biography of George Gershwin
adds up to a rather overpowering two hours and twenty
minutes of his famous music with a lavish exposition

of the outstanding events in the life of man himself.

His driving ambition, his dissatisfaction with himself as

well as his music is apt to give some audiences a frus-

trated feeling, too. A new star, Robert Alda, shows
great promise as George Gershwin. Alexis Smith and
Joan Leslie give him excellent, support. Among the

famous people contributing their talents, Paul White-
man, Oscar Levant, Al Jolson stand out, delivering no
less than 29 Gershwin compositions, in part or in toto.

YOU CAME ALONG-Ho/ a\\h-?atamount

For a comeback film, the talents of Robert Cummings
couldn't be better suited. Cast, direction and story all

combine to make fine entertainment—with a message,
too! It's fun following the girl-chasing adventures of

three heroic fliers, Bob, Don DeFore and Charles
Drake, on a war-bond tour, accompanied unexpectedly
by a feminine guide from the Treasury Department
who turns out to be whistle-bait personified (Lizabeth
Scott, a new star with looks and an exciting throaty
voice) when she dons a smooth evening gown. Inter-
mingled in their fun, however, is a serious note on war-
time marriages, brought to a logical but unhappy end.

ANCHORS AWEIGH-MGA<
This light-hearted, gay story is neatly contrived to dis-

play to the nth degree the talents of its stars—Gene
Kelly, Frank Sinatra and Kathryn Grayson. Result?
A sure cure for anybody's melancholia. The comedy is

hilarious with Frankie enacting the role of a sailor who
wants to become a wolf and Gene, as master of the trade,

acting as his teacher. Then along comes little Dean
Stockwell, who wants to join the Navy, and Kathryn
Grayson, his Aunt Susan, who is a movie extra with
stellar qualities. Add Jose Iturbi and his stirring music
and you have entertainment plus. Gene has exceptionally

good dance routines—and wait until you see Frankie!

A THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHTS-Co/umfc/o
A thousand and one films could be based on the "Arabian
Nights" and there still would be room for one more,
especially if it offers as much scenic beauty—animate
and inanimate—and amusement as this one does. Cornel
Wilde makes a handsome Aladdin, this time a vaga-
bond in love with the Sultan's daughter (Adele Jergens,
a beauty in colorful costumes). Just to modernize the

whole thing the genie turns out to be a capricious, gor-
geous red-head, Evelyn Keyes, who falls in love with
Aladdin, too. In the comedy department, Phil Silvers

almost runs away with the show with his gin-
rummy kibitzing scene and finale as popular crooner.

HER HIGHNESS AND THE BELLBOY—MGA^
For those lighter moods, here is a fairy-tale which very
nicely fills the bill, although if you study it too closely

you'll find it's the same old routine. Hedy Lamarr
injects a subtle humor in her role as the Princess from
a mythical kingdom who has fallen in love with a news-
paper columnist (Warner Anderson). Robert Walker
does a bang-up job as the smart, wise-cracking bellhop
who transfers his romantic thoughts to the regal lady,

forsaking the poor little invalid (a difficult part well

played by June Allyson). Agnes Moorhead and Rags
Raglund add comedy touches. (More reviews on page 14)
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STAHmNG

ROBERT ALDA
OS George Gershwia

JOAN LESLIE
OS Julie Adorns

ALEXIS SMITH
OS Chfistine Gilbert

CHARLES COBURN
OS Max Dreyfus

JULIE BISHOP
OS Lee Gershwin

ALBERT BASSERMAN
OS Professor Frank

MORRIS CARNOVSKY
OS Mr Gershwin

ROSEMARY DE CAMP
OS Mrs, Gershwio

HERBERT RUDLEY
OS Iro Gershwio

EDDIE MARR
(u Buddy De Sylva

OSCAR LORAINE
OS Ravel

HUGO KIRCHHOFFER
OS Wolter Damroscb

AS tHCMSHVES

AL JOLSON

OSCAR LEVANT

PAUL WHITEMAN

GEORGE WHITE

HAZEL SCOTT

ANNE BROWN

TOM PATRICOLA

THE WARNER
CHORAL SINGERS

fOS The PRODUCJtON

Produced by

JESSE L LASKY

Directed by

IRVING RAPPER

Original Story by

SONYA LEVIEN

Screen Play by

HOWARD KOCH
ELLIOT PAUL

Dances created and
directed by

LE ROY PRINZ

Orchestral orrange*
ments by

RAY HEINDORF

I

/ THE WORLD ^^ SANG HIS \v
LOVE-SONGS
. . . BUT
ONLY ONE
WOMAN
UNDERSTOOD!

SrRVf;N-LANJ>
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NO BELTS!

NO PINS

NO PADS

NO ODOR^
IT

ALL DEPENDS on the way
you look at it. Doctors

know that Tampax is based

on the old and well-tried principle of

"internal absorption." Yet to the woman
who discovers and uses Tampax, it cer-

tainly is a modern, up-to-date and revo-

lutionary method of monthly sanitary

protection.

THE INVENTOR OF TAMPAX has simpli-

fied this "new-old" principle and made
it available for the use of women gener-

ally. One feature is the patented throw-

away applicator, making insertion dainty

and easy. (Your hands need not even

touch the Tampax) .... Other features

are lack of odor, quick changing and

easy disposal.

TAMPAX IS MADE OF PURE surgical cot-

ton throughout, so compressed that the

user cannot feel it when it is in place. It

is absolutely invisible in use and can

cause not the slightest bulge or wrinkle

in the clothing. No belts, pins or external

pads! ... At drug and notion counters.

Whole month's supply slips into your

purse. Economy box holds 4 months'

(average) supply. Tampax Incorporated,

Palmer, Mass.
f REGULAR

3 absorbencies < super

I JUNIOR

Accepted for Advertising by
' the Journal of the American Medical Association

Put Your Ideas to Work
Those sudden thoughts that occurred
to you when you left last night's movie
may pay dividends if you treat them
right. If they are your best, most
worthy ideas about pictures or people
who make them, write them down and
send them to Fans' Forum. Monthly
awards for the best letters published:

$10.00. $5.00 and five $1.00 prizes, all

payable in War Savings Stamps.

Please address your letters to Fans'

Forum, Screenland, 37 West 57th
Street, New York 19, N. Y.

FIRST PRIZE WINNER
$10.00

An open letter to June Allyson : The other

night we saw your picture "Music For Mil-

lions" and thus the reason for this letter. I

happen to be one of the many G.I.s stationed

out here in the Marianas and my reactions

to the picture were typical of most of my
buddies.

Many of us have been stationed overseas

for only a short time and others have been
out here in the Pacific for years. The enter-

tainment we depend on the most is the mo-
tion pictures we receive from the States.

I've seen everything from "Winged Vic-

tory'' to "The Brighton Strangler." Nat-
urally some pictures are better than others

and you in Hollywood might be surprised

to know that each picture seen by our men
in the armed forces is very carefully' evalu-

ated, and we have still retained that old

custom of walking out on the worst ones,

even though we are overseas.

Ever)' once in a while a picture comes
over here that seems to strike just the right

note with the men. Believe me, your career

in the motion picture industry has been fol-

lowed by many of us and we never expected

you to be the one to bring America here to

the Marianas.
In your first pictures you did a lot of sing-

ing accompanied by such name bands as
Harry James and Vaughn Monroe. The pic-

ture that really made them sit up and take
notice was "Two Girls And A Sailor." Be-
ing of the male species, we'll disregard a

character named Van Johnson who inciden -

tally was also very good. It was m the

above-mentioned picture that your dramatic
talents came into full light. The odds were
now even. Most of us were a little preju-
diced in your favor, a little too much, I'm
afraid.

The conclusion of the story was shown to

us the other night in "Music For Millions."

Yes, it made many of us homesick but in a

good way. Sometimes a fellow tends to be
bitter because he feels that he's done more
than his share, or has more important re-

sponsibilities at home. But through your act-

ing we realize just what we're coming home
to. It has shown us that it is worth all the

fighting and waiting we're doing. The story

you portra3'ed in the picture has been and
still is happening throughout the United
States. Even though you are thousands of

miles away, you have given us new and
added faith for the future.

I remember reading that when Lincoln
finished his "Gettysburg Address" the people

couldn't even applaud because they knew
that such an exhibition wouldn't express
their true feelings for his speech. I got the

same impression from the audience after

your picture was over. I know just how
they felt because I felt the same way. They
know now that everything is going to be all

right again when they return. The happi-

ness you attained in the picture will be their

final goal. So thanks again for your con-
tribution to the war effort. You are a credit

to the motion picture industry and to your
country . We're very proud of you.

PFC. ARTHUR B. HAHN, APO 244,
San Francisco, Calif.

SECOND PRIZE WINNER
$5.00

I protest! In every one of those intimate

write-ups of an actress, it seems that she

wants to shout to the world that she hates

10 Screenland



Isn't it the nice thing, the wise thing, to let

Listerine Antiseptic help you be that way-

today and tomorrow and all of the tomorrows?

The insidious thing about halitosis

(unpleasant breath) is that you, yourself, may
not realize when you have it, and even youc

best friend won't tell you^

While sometimes systemic, most cases are duej

say some authorities, to the fermentation of

tiny food particles on mouth surfaces. Listerine

Antiseptic quickly halts such fermentation

and overcomes the odors it causes. Never, never,

omit this wholly delightful precaution.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, St. Louis, Mo,
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PUT A GLEAM IN HIS EYE /

How I envied the girls with bright, spark-
ling hair . . . uniil 1 discovered that my awn
hair could have the same gleaming loveli-

ness when I used Nestle Colorinse.

"There's no
need for drab-

looking hair,"

my b e a u t

shop girl con-
f ided. "'For
Nestle Colo-
rinse rinses
away dullness
and gives your
hair richer
color, sheen

ind shining Iiisii e. A ad Colorinse won't rub
or brush off— though it's easily removed
with shampooing. Remember," she added,
"there's nothing that makes a girl more
attractive ihiin glamorous hair."

Jim proved
she was right!
Tor when we
were married,
he confessed
that my gleam-
ing hair was
the first thing

' that caught his

eye the day we
met. Why not let Coloiuist: miike your hair
iovelier, too. Use it at home— tonight— after

you shampoo. .. it's quick and easy to apply!

Aik your beautician ler an Opoleiitini Creme Wewt

\^ 1^ bjf Neillit— eriginoloH of ptrmanonl wsvinj

OLORINSE
fnfO/ andSSf tls«f.

At beautr tounttrt

tvtr¥whtr€.

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG'

Delicately perfumed Nestle

Hairlac keeps all styles of r i,, ^

hairdos looking well-groomed /(
j j
jn\j

throughout the day. Also adds /fetikL' '/ /

sheen and lustre to your hair,||

2 'A oz. bottle 25<f.

night clubs, hates jewelry and fussy clothes.

But she shyly admits to loving simple things

like flowers and babies. She contends that

her favorite pastime is to whip up an angel

food cake. And every actress, to a woman,
insists that her idea of a perfect evening is

to sit on the floor in a pair of faded slacks

and listen to classical music, or read a book
on ancient Greek philosophies.

Now I ask you ! Hasn't Hollywood long
been famous for its glitter, its sophistica-

tion? Is that anything to apologize or to

make excuses for ? The movie-going public

likes it that way.
And it seems that the Hollywood niteries

do an amazing amount of business for a

city where the entire populace abhors such
diversions. My hat's off to the first movie
queen who admits liking parties and pretty

dresses.

ALLENE STOUT, Los Angeles 37, Calif.

FIVE PRIZE WINNERS
$1.00 Each

I have just finished reading "The Golden
Dolly." It was so cheerful to feel that Lana
Turner loves her baby truly.

I really thought that Lana just wasn't the

type to be a mother. I thought, too, that she
wanted to go night-clobbing. But now I

know how she is bringing up her daughter
and not spoiling her. Truly, she is an ideal

mother.
I hope that Cheryl will be like her mom

some day. They are the grandest mother
and child.

Now I take everything back that I ever
said about Lana-

,

LOUISE GROSHES, Boston, Mass.

The genial, suave screen idol, Joseph Cot-
ten, honored us with a short visit the other

afternoon.

I can speak for all patients in the various

wards he visited that each one was an at-

tentive and enthusiastic listener as he told

us of actors, actresses, and incidents in the
production of the coming film "Duel In The
Sun." He also touched on subjects of "go-
ings on" around Hollywood.
He was highly complimented by innumer-

able ones on his excellent performance in

"Since You Went Away." We hope to see
him in similar pictures, and often—^again in

person, if possible!

Thanks to the Hollywood Victory Com-
mittee for their wonderful work.

SGT. FRANKLIN L. MAYES,
Madigan General Hospital, Tacoma, Wash,

Many a time in the past I have longed to

write to Fans' Forum to praise Humphrey
Bogart and his grand acting. I guess now
I have courage to do so, but in a rather

difl^erent attitude. Humphrey has thrilled

millions of movie-goers in his many gang-
land roles and somehow I was even pleased

when he was placed as a romantic leading

man. A fine job he has done, too.

But upon reading an article today about
his wife, Lauren Bacall, I was much dis-

pleased to hear that he does not favor her

to kiss Charles Boyer in her latest movie
role. Tell me, what would a picture be with-

out an endearing kiss from our romantic
Boyer ? Humphrey undoubtedly didn't mind
his ardent love-making in "To Have And
Have Not" with Lauren, and she rose to

fame overnight due to this. I think Lauren
should continue her fine acting, but I'm sure

that we'd rather see Mrs. Bogart kissed by
Mr. Boyer. So how about it. Bogey? You've
been successful and wonderful, so please

change your mind and let the movie-going
public thrill to Lauren Bacall as they did

when she so finely made love to you in "To
Have And Have 'Not"!

TERRI ROSE BOVA, 'Waterford, Conn.
(Please turn to page 113)

Photo by U. S. Army Signal Corps

On tour with Kay Francis: Some of the boys on Ascension Island show what can be grown

in barren volcanic lava—with the aid of chemicals. Below, G.l.s line up to admire Kay

as she adnr.Ires silk stockings and aligator bags in the Ibura Field post exchange.
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Nixie...

the

amorous

f, girt *"^„.rSl* aw^^

a man
take ih "'^jt^

There's a YES

in my

whistle!

It goes like

this!"...

^^^^^

COLUMBIA

PICIORES

presents

RUSSEll BOWMM

ADELE JERGENS • CHARLES WINNINGER
HARRY DAVENPORT • SARA HADEN

Screenplay by Virginia Van Upp, John Jacoby and Sarett Tobias

Produced by Directed by

VIRGINIA VAN UPP • ALEXANDER HALL
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Republic Pfcru^^

Your Guide to

OUR VINES HAVE TENDER GRAPES—MGiM
This poignant piece of Americana, present-

ing a combination of happy and tragic epi-

sodes in a Norwegian farming village in

Wisconsin, spotlights the antics of Alar-

garet O'Brien and Jackie Jenkins. As
cousins and playmates, they have a great

time around her father's farm, and for the

first time Margaret adds a streak of selfish-

ness to all her usual fine qualities. Edward
G. Robinson and Agnes Moorhead are ex-
cellent as her parents, adding their good
homespun philosophies to the outcomes of

the children's adventures. James Craig and
Frances Gifford suppK' an appealing ro-

mance, while Morris Carnovsky and Dor-
oth}' Morris are excellent in tragic scenes.

CHRISTMAS IN CONNECTICUT—Worners
A fine collection of amusing situations is

provided in this film for Barbara Stanwj'ck,

playing an author who writes about the

homelife with a husband and baby she

doesn't have, and Dennis Morgan, a naval

hero, who looks for a nice home-cooked
meal and finds romance. Add the dilemma
of Sydney Greenstreet, her publisher, who
believes everything she writes

;
Reginald

Gardiner, doing a good comic job as the

make-believe husband who would like to

make it permanent ; mix in the inevitable

romantic complications, the faked kidnap-

ping of a baby, some snappy dialogue, and
you have a fast-paced, laugh-provoking

farce worth anybody's price of admission.

CAPTAIN KiDD—United Artists Release

The title role of this Benedict Bogeaus pro-

duction gives Charles Laughton plenty of

room to display his special bag of tricks.

He is as crafty and merciless in dealing with

his cohorts as he is with tlie victims of his

piracy. The guileless exterior he shows to

England's king wins him a ship to carry on

his nefarious trade under the guise of official

escort through pirate waters. But his un-

scrupulous attempt to confiscate a noble-

man's title is finally his undoing when
Randolph Scott, our prince charming in

disguise, goes into- action, rescuing the lady

fair, Barbara Britton, at the same time.

14 SCREENLAND



Current Films

MEN IN HER DIARY—Un/Versa/

Peggy Ryan in a strictly dramatic role, with

not a song or dance to her name, is an in-

teresting new experience. She does a good

characterization of a girl, who, starved for

masculine attentions, takes it out on her

diary, naming names which are real and

incidents which are merely figments of her

most active imagination. Never meant for

others' eyes, the diary becomes lost in a pile

of her boss's manuscripts. Disaster falls

when his jealous wife finds it, takes it se-

riously and hauls the poor, unfortunate

diarist into court as a co-respondent in her

divorce suit. But all ends well when Peggy
finds true love. Jon Hall, Louise Allbritton,

Virginia Grey and Bill Terry head fine cast.

PARIS UNDERGROUND—Un/tet/ Artists Release

Slightly dated by V-E day, Constance Ben-
nett's first film as both producer and star

nevertheless offers a fine workable routine

which the Paris underground might have
found usable. Connie, herself, plaj^s the

originator of the scheme by which she, as

the American wife of a French statesman

(George Rigaud—handsome!) and Gracie

Fields, as an English antique dealer, con-

trive to free hundreds of Allied fliers from
Nazi-occupied France. The plan offers

plenty of narrow escapes and a highly dra-

matic finale. Kurt Kreuger, a lad to watch,

is excellent in the role of a Gestapo captain

with roving eyes, and Leslie Vincent gives

an equally good performance as an RAF flier.

GEORGE WHITE'S SCANDALS—R/(0
The comic antics of Joan Davis and Jack
Haley are given full sway in this film based
on the famous Broadway productions. At
times the}' sway a little too far on the slap-

stick side. As lovers, bedeviled by an un-
attractive sister (Margaret Hamilton) they
hold the spotlight, while the more senti-

mental romance between Phillip Terry and
Martha Holliday progresses nicely on the

sidelines. Headliners Ethel Smith at the

organ playing "Liza" and a rhythmical
Samba, and Gene Krupa, especially groovey
in a drum number with his band, carry off

a good portion of the musical honors.

How do you look
to a Hero?

Like a niilnoeeros? ... Thick-Skin

doesn't need any little hints about meet-

ing veterans. Not him, he Knows How To

Handle Men. Forget about vets needing

rest before they go back to work, he

says. Just yell, "What's wrong with you.

Soldier? Get up! Get to work! Be a

man!" A few hours in a foxhole would be

so good for the Rhinoceros.

II-

...a Fox? Veterans want to feel proud

of the people they fought for. But it's

hard to be proud of the Fox. He's done

pretty well in this war and he doesn't

mind telling you about it. "Know those

lots I bought in 1937? Well . .
." Veterans

who saw land traded for lives don't enjoy

this kind of talk.

...a Crocodile? Her tears flow like

wine when she sees a wounded service

man. And her sympathy flows over him
like carbolic acid. She turns a high-pow-

ered spotlight -on a veteran's disability.

No better morale-wrecker exists.

...a Lion? Most civilians are pretty

modest about what they've done. But not

the Lion. He practically won the war with

his Victory Garden alone. And the bonds

he bought . . . ! Veterans begin to wonder

if maybe draft dodgers didn't have the

right idea.

Or Star-spangled Citizens! They
see the returned veteran as an able, capa-

ble citizen. They're proud of him, anxious

to help. They weep no tears over him, ask

no questions, hsten when he talks—they

make him think, "Boy! What a wonder-

ful country!" Most of us are like them

. . . let's help the rest to be like them too!

Prepared by the War Advertising Council, Inc.

in Cooperation u-ith the Office of War
Information and the Retraining and
Reemployment Administration.

This stands for Iionorabie service—Kemember . . . the man or woman
who wears this button has been honorably discharged from our armed forces.

PUBLISHED IN COOPERATION WITH THE DRUG., COSMETIC AND ALLIED INDUSTRIES BY

MUM
A Product of Bristol-Myers Co.
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• Ilywood comes "the

new look" in hats and hair-dos to top

your Foil and Winter ensembles

By Josephine Felts

WITH the Fall breezes soon to be
whizzing around the corner, heads

will shortly be nodding- with new
hair-dos and new hats. And hair is going to

be very much in the limelight this coming
season because the latest hats have a way of

exposing plenty of it.

Because we think the idea of the right

hairdress for a hat is so very, very impor-
tant, we have had three coiffures especially

designed to go with three of the new sil-

houettes. And Alexis Smith and Eleanor
Parker pose in them.
The coiffures have clean swept lines ac-

cented with deep shadow waves. For the

high hair dress the back is smoothly brought
up to the crown and the ends finished in soft

loose curls or puffs. For the low, nape-of-
the-neck hair-do, the chignon is popular.

And the newer way of wearing the long coil

is to have it a little off center and brought
slightly to one side.

But a word of caution—all the lovely hair

styles in the world can't be achieved unless

one begins with a good foundation. Without
that the hair won't stay in place and is_ un-
manageable. The first basic point for* the
proper foundation is shampooing the hair

sufficiently to keep it immaculately clean at

all times. Some people require a shampoo
once a week and others only every two

16

Coiffures by Perc IVestmore

<J
Eleanor Parker, appearing in Warners'
"Pride Of The Marines," wears a lush

pink felt designed by Mme. Reine. If- has a
•full blouse crown with brim swinging high to

left side and -topped with green velvet ribbon.

Hair-do was especially designed for hats with

side sweeping brim. Hair waved back and up
from temples finishes in a loose chignon. Front
is waved forward in a soft broken-line bang.

Q Alexis Smith, featured in "Rhapsody In

Blue," selects an off-the-face black felt

lined with celestial pink satin and finished

with a full-blown pink rose on forehead. De-
signed by Laddie Northridge. Her new
coiffure is the up-and-up. The sides are up-
swept and there is a soft wave across the front

and a cascade of loose curls across the back.

3 Alexis shows another new hat and hair sil-

• houette. The chapeau, a Florence Reich-

man creation, is a combination of black satin

for the big puffy crown and black felt for the

high flared brim. The hair-do has large deep
shadow-waves across unparted top. And the

hair in back is a big coil twisted into a chignon.

SCREENLAND

weeks. Your hair tells you into which group
you fall. In using a shampoo make sure it

is reliable and does things for your hair. •

There are excellent liquid and dry types on
the market. If you use a soap, be most cer-

tain that you shave it and melt it into liquid

form. Give your head many rinsings. Finish
off with a special rinse to bring out added
highlights. And brush every morning and
every night not only for luster but to re-

move dust particles and scalp accumulations.
If your hair isn't naturally wavy, today's

excellent permament waving can give you
curls just as lovely and sometimes lovelier.

Hair that is waved will hold its shape and
won't lose the pretty silhouette of a freshly

done head. And you can keep your coiffure

intact with little combs, which grip the hair

securely, and lacquer, which keeps the tiniest

of baby hair in place.

V



A ORt^AI^^ woman!

Soft, evil, alluring. ..can make some guy

crazy enough to kill for HER. That's the

kind of woman Captain Angel is searching

for.. .in the"Quarter"of New Orleans I

Hoagy sings

"Memphis in

June"

Screen LAND 17



BARRY
Starring

WALTER LOUIS

20
CENTURY-FOX RELEASE

A POPULAR PICTURES, INC.

PRODUCTION

RTZGm ' HUSTON -HAMD
with

Roland Young - June Duprez • Sir C. Aubrey Smith

Mischa Auer-Judith Anderson -Richard Haydn

Queenie Leonard • Harry Thurston
Directed and Produced by Rene Clair • Executive Producer Harry M. Popkin

_ Screenplay by Dudley Nichols • From the Story by Agatha Christie
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An Open Letter to Sinatra Fans

KIDS, here's something new for

you, and I don't know whether

you're going to like it or not.

But I want to know what you think.

I've just seen the preview of "Anchors

Aweigh" and I've never been more

surprised. There's a fellow in it billed

as Frank Sinatra and singing like

Frank Sinatra, but somewhere he has

picked up an entirely new personality

and it's certainly different.

"Anchors Aweigh" is a personal

triumph for—no, not Sinatra, but

Gene Kelly. Gene's in practically

every scene and he is perfection.

Sinatra.' Well, strange as it seems,

Sinatra scores, too, in a unique way.

He plays a bashful sailor named Clar-

ence who doesn't know how to act

with girls, so shy he has to learn about

life from Kelly. He gets hedded and

shoved around, he even does a pratt-

fall. And he doesn't get the fair hero-

ine. Gene does. Yet, somehow, I like

this new Sinatra very much. He shows

signs of becoming an expert comedian.

He's naive and nice in a disarming

sort of way. In fact, whether it's very

shrewd showmanship or just careless

casting, this picture will probably

build up a whole new following for

Frankie. Anyway, because he had the

courage to go through with a part that

makes him anything but romantic, he

rates my applause. How about yours.-*





he

Dick has another terrific role in RKO's "Cor-

nered," following up his hit in "Murder, My Sweet."

Above, two closeups of his latest characterization.

When Dick Powell makes plans, they stick! That's

why the latest chapter in his successful life is

also the most interesting. An exclusive interview

By Elizabeth Wilson

BY THE time you read this, Dick Powell and June
Allyson will have slipped away quietly and got

married, and the nosey columnists who have been
busy getting them married for months even before Dick's

divorce was final (July 15) can start busying themselves
getting someone else married.
The date, as we write this, has not been set. Due to

the fact that Dick is hard at work playing another of his

swell tough-talking, hard-boiled roles in RKO's "Cor-
nered," which the studio is touting as even better than
"Murder, My Sweet," and June is giving a fine bit of

acting, as she always does, to Metro's "Two Sisters From
Boston." Actors are a sentimental folk, with more than
the normal share of romantic whimsy, and when it's pos-

sible they like to get married when they aren't working.

They'd rather say in after years, "Darling, remember the

day we married how beautifully the sun shone on the

blue Pacific?" rather than, (Phase turn to page 88)

Rementber the debonarr Dick of those Warner Bros,
musicals, above? Now see Dick, today, top, playing
rugged roles. Left, taking direction from Director
Dmytryk on the set and a spot of coffee on location.



By Liza

GREER GARSON has had plenty of exer-

cise the past six months. None of this

bend-over-and-touch-the-floor stuff, either.

Everybody wants to give her a cup, or a medal
or a plaque, or some kind of an award for being
a "best actress" or a "favorite actress" or a
something. Hardly does she get herself sunk
down comfortably on her chartreuse couch (on
Greer it looks good) before the phone rings, she's

won another honor, and off she goes to accept
an award. It's enough to give the girl fallen

arches. But Greer's not complaining. No, indeed.

She loves it. Well—what actress wouldn't!

Greer is decidedly not the quainty-dainty
whimsical sort. / could give her an award for

that. She has a good hearty sense of humor
she inherited from her mother and a flock of

Irish ancestors. But—and this will kill you

—

one of the honors she got the biggest kick out
of was bestowed on her by, of all people, a paper
doll company! The company wrote her a nice

letter telhng her she was their favorite actress

and could they have her permission to put out a

Greer Garson paper doll cut-out book.

"I always loved paper dolls when I was a

child," said Greer, "and I was quite flattered.

Besides, I Uked the idea of poor harassed

mothers getting a half hour's sleep while the

children cut nie out and dressed me."
Well, Metro was a bit stuffy about it at first

and said they didn't approve of the first lady of

Hollywood appearing in her scanties. It simply

wa.sn't dignified. Greer said she liked scanties

better than bustles, and she didn't want to be

Mrs. Miniver anyway. A first edition of the

Greer Garson Cut-Out Book—or well, an ad-

vanced copy—was delivered to Greer on the set

Greer cuddles her prize-winning Siamese cat

,



For giggles as well as for glamor our star reporter will

take The Great Miss Garson, who turns out, when you
meet her here, to be twice as human as anybody else

/7

of "Mrs. Parkington" last August, and Greer was
as pleased as punch. Lieutenant Richard Ney,
on a short leave before returning to the Pacific,

was visiting his wife on the set that day. Greer
enthusiastically presented him with the book.
"Greer," said Richard sternly, "I can't, sit on a
destroyer cutting out paper dolls."

One of the cut-outs shows Greer looking quite

haughty with her fingers upraised. The caption
under it reads, "Miss Garson calls for her chauf-
feur." Well, that one threw Mrs. Garson into

mild hysterics. Greer hasn't got a chauffeur.

She does her own driving. Mrs. Garson, hoping
to help Greer in her work and save the wear
and tear on her nerves of Los Angeles traffic,

secretly took driving lessons. The day she re-

ceived her driver's license she came home very
proud indeed and showed it to Greer. "Nina, you
are wonderful," exclaimed her admiring daugh-
ter. "I'm due at Metro in twenty minutes

—

how about driving me.''" An hour and twenty
minutes later Greer, who prides herself on being
on time, arrived at the studio in a soinewhat
shattered condition. Seems that Mrs. Garson
is the kind of driver who goes ten blocks out
of the way simply to cross a boulevard with a
traffic signal. This made Greer fidgety and nerv-
ous. "You are the worst passenger I have ever
driven," Mrs. Garson called indignantly, as Greer
fled inside the gates. Mrs. Garson is no longer
Miss Garson's chauffeur.

I recently had the good fortune of finding
Greer at home on one of those rare afternoons
when she wasn't chasing off somewhere to pick
up an award. Greer has lived in her present
home three years, or rather, "I moved in in the
middle of (Please turn to page 68)

while her pedigreed French poodle sees green. Greer lives with her beautiful, gracious mother, Nina Garson (top).
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Wherein a very wise and charming gen-

tleman who happens to be an actor by
profession proves that it is possible to

keep a sense of proportion in Hollywood

1I0NEL BARRYMORE is a very wise man. He never

J gives interviews. He has told me that if you sit down
with a reporter and he asks enough questions about

yourself and you answer them, sooner or later you will make
a darned fool of yourself.

I think Lionel Barrymore is absolutely right. If a man
talks long enough about himself, he is bound to make a fool

of himself.

There are a lot of things I would rather talk about than
what I like to eat for breakfast and whether or not I plant

tulips in my garden. Somehow, it is hard for me to believe

that anybody cares. It seems inconceivable to me that any-
body would go to see Gary Cooper's latest picture because
he's read that Gary always goes hunting with his wife, or

that anyone would think any more or less of me as an actor

because he's heard that I sometimes go shopping with my wife.

But the editor of Screenland has asked me to .tell the truth

about myself. It's fantastic that I should tell the truth, th^

whole truth and nothing but the truth. Some truths are so

personal that no man in his right mind would ever breathe

them. But I'm perfectly willing to tell some of the truth.

A great deal of what is printed in the newspapers and even
in some of the magazines about Hollywootl stars is distorted.

You're continually reading that So-and-So is zooming with

So-and-So; and every Hollywood column is full of names of

stars who have supposedly been (Please turn to page 72)

B v«rMtiU 9uy. Next you'll be seeing Joe CoHen in an abso-

/ different role, with Jennifer Jones in Selznick's "Duel In The

(top right). Again with Jennifer, Gotten plays tender scenes in Hal

is' production of "Love Letters" for Paramount. Right, busy broad-

»r: Gotten with Ingrid Bergman rehearsing for a radio program.



Home is
Smart private-life wife of irrepressible Archie

talks for the first time for publication

about what kind of man her husband really is

Archie (Ed Gardner) studies^ his script for his first motion

picture, Paramount's all-star "Duffy's Tavern," in which you'll

finally meet up with Archie and his gang on the screen.

!

FOR THE first time in any pages I'm
going to talk about what kind of

man my husband really is. Millions

have wondered as they heard his raucous
drawl over the radio

—

Archie, the dumb-
witted manager of Duffy's Tavern, the

guy who could rib nobody but even
dumber Miss Duffy, the numbskull who
always angled in vain for a glamorous
date, the stumble-tongue who twisted

words until their mangled remains made
your synthetic girdle split laughing.

Now Paramount, launching the lus-

cious movie titled "Duffy's Tavern," has
added new millions to those radio listen-

ers who want to know: "What is this

character, Archie, in real life?"

Ed says 1 always talk too much. To
prove he's right I'm even going to tell

about our unique wedding and a sub-

sequent event that night.

First, though, let's get set. So we can
go along and together discover this six-

foot-two, 170-pound, gray-eyed, brown-
haired, easy-laughing number, be agree-

able and pretend you're me.
Your name is Simone, and you're

blonde as a Swede. You're born in Nice,

France, of a French mother and an

Clifton Finnegan (Charley Cantor) Archie (Ed

Gardner) and Miss Duffy (Ann Thomas) are

even funnier in movies than on the air. Archie

couldn't wait, for television but jumped right in-

American father and educated partly in

France, partly in America, see-sawing

back and forth. Your mother's French
friends always said you were "belliger-

ently American." You still are.

About grown, in New York, you've
ambitions to be a writer. You write for

one of those arty little magazines. You
knew you couldn't make a living at it

but you didn't know how much you
couldn't make a living. You decide to be

a copy-writer in a big New York adver-

tising agency. You land a job, at the

very bottom, to learn to be a copy-

writer. In such an agency you meet pec-



pie from the strange world of radio.

Strange indeed to a girl with a part

French Riviera background!
So—into your life ambles Six-Foot-

Two with the gray eyes. Something
clicks. You listen" to his radio program.
It bewilders you. English like Archie's

was never taught at Les Oiseaux (The
Birds) which was the name of the school

you attended in Nice. It was never
taught at the Hudson River school you
wentt to in New York.

People tell you (you're still Simone)
odd facts about the Ed Gardner who is

Archie: born over a butcher's shop in

Astoria, Long Island; better at playing in

the streets than going to school, forced

by his mother to take piano lessons,

achieved revenge at fourteen by playing

in a saloon (different named place, but
the "inspiration" for Duffy's Tavern)

.

Mother yanked son from saloon piano by
his Astoria neck; formative years selling

things—ink, paint, pianos—managed a
prize-fighter, fired as a file clerk, made
a small fortune promoting Tom Thumb
golf courses and sold out just before the

1929 crash, put his fortune into Wall
Street, also just before that same boop!
You draw a quick, puzzled but inter-

Among "supporting" stars in "Duffy's Tav-

ern" are such luminaries, spotted around

this page, as Veronica Lake, Alan Ladd,

Sonny Tufts, Brian Donlevy, Betty Hutton.

ested breath, ask around, hear more:
Your hero attempted valiantly, during
the depression, to promote small-town
plays, often went without meals, thought
it a great break when he landed a job

as WPA Theater Project stage director

at thirty dollars a week, attracted atten-

tion there, first radio job was assistant

producer of juvenile series, where he had
to double as actor, playing a ticklish

pirate with a bunch of guest kids each

day to tickle him (and no fat over his

ribs!) ; shut up suddenly as radio pro-

ducer, heading such shows as Ripley,

Burns and Allen, Rudy Vallee, Joe Cook
and Joe Penner; became Archie because,

when showing testing candidates how to

do the role, they chorused, "You're it!"

(Please turn to page 66)
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When a star is a heroine to her director, it's news in

movie town. So we're passing along to you the reasons

why Colbert is considered such a pet around the studios

By Sydney Valentine

MOST stars in Hollywood will glibly

tell you "the play's the thing."

They don't really mean it. They
think less of writers than they do of

press agents. And that's pretty low
thinking. But Shakespeare said it, and
you can't go wrong with Shakespeare

—

well, anyway, so long as you quote him
and don't act him.

Claudette Colbert isn't like most stars

in Hollywood. She doesn't string along

with the herd. Claudette, an honest per-

son, comes right out in the open and
tells you that she doesn't believe "the

play's the thing" in picture-making at

all. "A good director," says Claudette,

"is seven-tenths of the battle." A script,

she points out, even a good script, gets

changed many times before it finally

reaches the screen. So it's a lot smarter
to put your faith in a director than in an
author.

Claudette has always had great respect

for the directing profession. She has seen

good directors take bits of trash and turn

them into Academy Award films. On her

own pictures she has always had a close

relationship with the director—none of

this star-and-director-not-speaking stuff

on Colbert pictures. She studies directors

as carefully as Bing Crosby studies the

bangtails. And she's a gal who can pick

winners.

For a long time Claudettu has had her

eye on Sam Wood. The director of such

fine pictures as "Goodbye Mr.
Chips," "For Whom The Bell

Tolls," "Kitty Foyle," and
"King's Row," she believes to

be one of the best directors in

Hollywood. She was eager to

do "Jubal Troop" last year

simply because Sam Wood
was going to direct it. When
that picture had to be post-

poned indefinitely on account

of war conditions, she urged
{Please turn to page
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Prescription for

happiness: marry the righl

man. Barbara Britton did

By Constance Palmer

BARBARA BRITTON and her doc-
tor, Eugene Jacques Czukor, kept
their marriage a secret—for four

whole days. Then a coUminist, making
hke Dick Tracy, tracked down the names
on the license and broadcast the news
to a waiting world.

It wa.sn't tiiat Barbara and Gene jiar-

ticularly wanted to be secretive aljout
anything, but they both felt that mar-

Gene's first thought is always for Barbara's
welfare. He encourages her in her motion
picture career, likes latest Britton role opposite
Randolph Scott, left, in "Captain Kidd."

nage is too sacred a part of human
experience to be announced by the
beating of drums and the tinkling of
cymbals. And you know how Holly-
wood weddings are—photographers with
flashbulbs, reporters with notebooks,
fans with their mouths open.

So. in the beautiful little North Glen-
dale Methodist Church. Barbara and
Gene met with a few friends at eleven
o'clock one Sunday morning, and were
quietly married by the Reverend Ezra
Elliott. The setting couldn't have been
more lovely. The flowers were fresh and
flagrant around them. The minister was
a close i)ersonal friend, and the few
f)eo])le there were bound to them by ties

of lo\alty and devotion. The groom wore
the traditional dark morning-suit and

(PIcaxc turn to pai/r S^)
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STUDIO publicists are skeptical

people. ^ They look at the world
through rheumy eyes, dazed from

living with the wonder world they've
created. You would think that, sur-

rounded by so much glamor, so many
glittering personalities, they would be
ecstatic, altruistic souls. But they are

not. They have a tongue-in-cheek
attitude toward their jobs, their lives

and the people with whom they work.
The only way to get them to emerge
and face reality is to talk about THE
NOVEL. All publicists have novels in the

making. Jerry Asher, who labors for the
two Warner gentlemen in Burbank, is a
publicist, and I suspect that he, too, has
a novel tucked away somewhere. But I

operative actor on the lot. He also

enjoys interviews!"

Well, if I had been quick on the up-

take I'd have said, "Ah, Mr. Asher,

you've already told me much about Mr.
Dantine." But I didn't say anything at

all. I just sat and gazed about the

Green Room and looked at all the beauti-

ful, intense women. The Green Room!
It would be much more appropriate if

they called it the Boiler Room. A lot of

steam is generated there. Once in Wy-
oming I worked in a round-house for the

Burlington Railroad. They were repair-

ing engines there and the din was terrific.

But compared to the Green Room it was
quiet as a bosky dell. Near us was a

for today. See, he doesn't care even if

you have eaten most of your meat balls."

Mr. Dantine stopped about five paces i

away from us and bowed from the waist, i

I almost expected to see his right hand
shoot out and hear hira cry: "Heil Hit-

ler." But then I remembered that Hel-

mut Dantine had got into trouble once
in Austria by not doing that; so I got

up and bowed stiffly from the waist

"Mr. Dantine," I said, "I'm charmed."
"I also," he said. "How are the meat

balls.?"

"Delicious," I said, flushing a little.

He sat down and smiled warmly at

Jerry. "Jerry," he said, "how is life pro-

y/oman,
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didn't want to talk about Jerry's novel.

I wanted to talk about Helmut Dantine
who was coming presently to join us

while I ate my spaghetti-with-meat-balls

and Jerry ate his curds and whey. I

said, "Tell me about Dantine."
"Do you want Dantine the artist or

Dantine the man?" Jerry asked.

"A httle of both," I said.

"All right, then. I'll give you his

biography and the fifty cent tour."

"Look," I said. "I have his biography.
But I never read biographies. I like to

start where you geniuses leave off. I
want to know what kind of a guy Dantine
is—what goes on inside him—what
makes him tick."

"Eat your soup," Jerry said. "Dantine
won't care if you've eaten aU your lunch
by the time he gets here. Just so you
don't go away. Dantine 's the most co-

long table at which were seated twenty
or so men. They were hunched down
over their food trying to lift their voices

above the noise. "Who are they?" 1

asked. "Big executives?"

"No," Jerry said. "Little executives

of tomorrow. They're writers."

Just then a waitress dropped a trayful

of dishes and not one of the writers

looked up. "They're probably thinking

about the big story," I shouted at Jerry.

"Something colossal."

Jerry stared at me. "Only slightly

terrific," he answered crypticaUy. I

didn't persue the subject further.

Presently a tall young man who
walked lightly, like a boxer, came side-

stepping through the clutter of tables.

He was looking at us and smiling, a

curiously charming smile. "Who's that?"

I asked.
"Dantine," Jerry said. "Our pigeon

A autograph nu

gressing in yoiu* dream world today?"

"A little on the nightmare side."

"Ah, well. That is life."

"No, it isn't," Jerry said. "It's just

—

actors."

"He makes jokes," Helmut said. Then
he sat back in his chair and let his bright,

interested eyes rove over the crowded
room. Ladies, lovely seductive ladies,

looked at him and smiled. Helmut smiled.

"Well," I said, trying to get off to a

good start, "how is the old Gestapo

getting along?"

He glared at me and scowled darkly.

I felt like Mrs. Miniver when she found

him in her pantry. "I know nothing

about the Gestapo," he said. "Once they

threw me into a concentration camp.

Since then I have not inquired about the

Gestapo. I would like to taste your

meat balls before I order."

"Sure," I said, shoving my plate for-

ward, "go right ahead."



How a charmer in the Conti-
nental manner made up his

mind to be an American.
Here he is—Helmut Dantine

Ida Lupino, c*ivorced from Louis Hay-
ward, and aH-entive Mr. Dantine have
eyes only for each other—natch! Far
right, Warners' "Escape In The Desert"
had Dantine scrapping with Philip Dorn.

I. Helmut DanV.nc as

Remember Helmu Q^^kness ?

more r*avmore

By

Hyatt Downing

He's a cautious young man, this Mr.
Dantine. He doesn't take unnecessarj
chances. The meat balls didn't come up
to his expectations so lie ordered fish
cakes.

"I was born in Austria in 1918." Mr.
Dantine went on, hardly pausing- for
breath after having given his order to
the waitress. "My father intended that
I should go into the diplomatic service.
Then the Germans marched in and—

"

'"Yes. yes. I know." I .said hastily.
"That's where you learned to bow so
beautifully. Have you ever worn a
monocle.'"

He .scowled at me. "In America ])eople
do not wear monocles. I am an American.
I am a naturalized citizen of this great
country."

I wanted to get up and bow again
but Jerry Asher put out his hand. I
was thinking of the one or two bits of

(Please turn to page 86)



By Alyee Canfield I

• '"»• new

INGRID BERGMAN is the woman
nobody knows! From the moment
she caxne to this country from Swe-

den in 1939, she has been in but not of
Hollywood. She is rarely seen at bril-

hant premieres, nor dining at the Mo-
cambo. Her home has never been
photographed. Her six-year-old daughter,
Pia, only recently discovered that her
mother is a movie star. Her husband,
Dr. Peter Lindstrom, a nerve surgeon,
has remained discreetly apart from the
Hollywood scene. No large parties for

the press have ever been given by
Ingrid; interviews, rarely. There is such

a dearth of material aw)ut the girl whose
brilliant performance in "Gaslight" won
her the Academy Award that rumor
has supplanted fact.

Because, whenever there is no news,
columnists will make news. You'll read,

therefore, that she's shy, that she wants
to go home, that she doesn't like people.

There'll be one contingent who will

beheve she's a milquetoast, too charming
to have either temper or temperament.
Another group will wax sugary-sweet
with praise.

ScRREENLAND decided to sift fact from
fiction in order to give you an honest

portrait of the real Bergman. We sp«it

two days with Ingrid, herself. We talked

to people who know her well—director

Leo McCarey, director Alfred Hitch-

cock, Ruth Roberts, her English coach;

Ellen Newald, her secretary; waitresses,

grips, prop men. And we read over

1500 letters sent to her by her fans. We
discovered this: she's a girl you'd like

to know.
Ingrid is utterly undramatic in private

life. It isn't that she's colorless but that

she absorbs the color of the character

she is playing so completely as to lose

her own personal identity. Ingrid away
from the camera is not the Bergman
you see on the screen.

In "Gaslight," for instance, she was
f^lease turn to pageWd)
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Sifting fact from fiction in

iprder to give you candid

|bloseups of Ingrid, the wom-
t|an,and Bergman, the actress

Sidelights on the set of Selznick's "Spell-

bound," in which Bergman appears op-

posite Gregory Peck under the astute

direction of Alfred Hitchcock (top).
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WHEN ScKEENLAND asked mc, on the set of "The
Harvey Girls," to talk about what I believe about
life, love, religion, happiness and immortality, I was

flabbergasted by the immensity of the subjects covered. But
after I caught my breath, I was glad that I was given this

chance to express my ideas. Usually an actress is asked
about nothing more vital than whether she prefers coffee

with sugar or without, crystal ash trays to silver ones or

blondes to brunettes. I realize that this subject takes a

great deal of thought, but I will try my best to put on paper
what I believe.

Life?- I believe that happiness can be achieved if you
don't get in your own way. You siiould always keep your
sense of perspective, both about your.self and about things

outside yourself.

Judy catches up on her reading before the cameras start

turning on scenes for "The Harvey Girls," the new Garland
starrer. Left, Van Johnson and Esther Williams visit Judy on
the set, with hairdresser Helen Young and ace cameraman
George Folsey listening in. Left below, as the wife of Vincente
Minnelli, brilliant young director of "Meet Me In St. Louis"
and "The Clock," Judy has found true happiness at last.

I believe you should be critical of yourself but not
over-critical. The latter inhibits you too much. You
avoid realism and wrap yourself in a cloud of misery.
If another person is in a bad mood, you think it's

because of something you have done, when actually

he or she may have had a quarrel with someone else

and is not thinking of you at all. Or if you're in a
bad mood, you expect the whole world to share it,

and take personal offense at everyone else who seems
reasonably happy. You say to yourself, "Nobody
cares how I feel."

Such a perspective is completely distorted and
selfish. Being over-critical of yourself brings it on.
I remember between the ages of 14 to 20, I went
through such a stage. I was particularly sensitive

about my nose and teeth. My teeth didn't all grow
at the same time. I thought I was snaggle-toothed,
and often used to put my hands over my mouth to

hide my teeth. I was like the girl in the ads who was
afraid to smile.

Perhaps every girl goes through a period in ado-
lescence when she is over-critical of her own looks.

That viewpoint is just as bad as being too conceited.

Actually it's a I'onn of couccil and .scllisiincss because
it means you're concciil raliii;; loo hard on something about
yourself that isn't really terribly important.
An actress is apt to suiter from this over-.sensitiveuess. The

average girl can look at herself in a mirror, and by picking
the angle, see what she wants to see. But in the movies,
your face is magnified, every little defect shows up nuiltiplied

a thousand times. So being an actress is a terrific test of your
ego. No matter how your face looks on the screen, however,
you, have to remember that people are going to judge you
by' your personality and the way you act, as much or more
than by your looks.

Certainly the girl who isn't an actress is going to be
judged more by her personality than by her looks. A boy
once told me that when he goes to a dance he never tries'

to pick out the prettiest girl at the party or dance; he
just picks out the one with the nicest smile.

Death? I don't believe that dying is the end. There is

too much preparation in life for something else.

Immortality? I believe that there is such a thing as per-

sonal survival. I don't believe that there are golden streets

in Heaven and that gingerbread grows on all the trees, but

I do believe that there is .some- {Please turn to page 78)
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By Lynn Bowers

THERE'S been so much publicity about that character, that
clown, that rowdy Betty Button that every time she goes
out in public people expect her to make her entrance into

a room or a cafe or a night club on a wire, with everything
flapping—including her mouth. She's a show-off, they say, a
funny girl, a feminine court jester, and something between
a musical jack-in-the-box and a perpetual motion machine. It's

reached the point that when she drops into a place for a little

relaxation people whisper, "Is that Betty Button? It can't be,

she's too quiet!" So I guess it's about time I let you in on a
hitherto unrevealed secret. She is the quiet type. And don't
laugh, either.

I expect the real truth is that she's two entirely different

people. Expect? I know darn well she's two people. Call it

alter ego or, if you want to be really harsh, schizophrenia or

maybe even Dr. Jekyll and Miss Hyde. Certainly the old doc
couldn't have had more trouble with that Hyde guy than Betty's

had with the other Button. Not that Betty has any beefs about
her other self. Quite the contrary. She'd stand up and go ten

rounds with anyone who said anything about Button, who's
made lots of friends, amused a great many people in this

country and overseas, and put her up in the high money brackets.

So you can understand why Betty's kinda partial to her. But,

doggone it. Button really does knock Betty out. And I'U tell

you why.
Take one example. Betty's on the set, studying her lines and

her next routine hke crazy. She's serious, see. She can't just

turn that voice and those antics on and off like a faucet. Every
gesture and every piece of business has {Please turn to page 92)

Talk about dual per-

sonalities! There's the

clown, Hutton; then

there's Betty, herself

—two different peo-

ple. Meet them both

THAT

HUTTON

DAME

KNOCKS

BETTY

OUT!

Director John Berry re-

trieves one of HuHon's
long eyelashes before a

scene for "Cross My
Heart," in which the

Blonde Bombshell appears

with Sonny Tufts (at right)

,





Mr. and Mrs. Felix Jackson (Deanna Durbin] in first picture after their mar-
riage (left). Above, Deanna relaxes in her dressing room with a good book
and, left above, shares scene with Ralph Bellanny in "Lady on a Train."

IF IT wasn't the hottest day in the
Summer it would do all right until

a hotter one came along. I dripped
over to the gallery where they told me
Deanna Durbin was taking Christmas
art. Hollywood, my Hollywood! I found
Deanna in a beautiful red robe sitting

in front of a phony fireplace with stock-

ings- hanging from it crammed with all

kinds of goodies. Beside her was a
gaily tinseled Christmas tree with fancy

WTapped packages piled high beneath

it. And the tiredest looking toys I've

ever seen. "We've got to rush this art,"

a press agent said to me. "We have
two pictures on the lot shooting Christ-

mas sequences today and they gotta

have the toys—wouldn't you know!"
Those toys have .^probably been in

more pictures than Wally Beery.

With a look of delighted expectation

on her pretty face Deanna unwrapped



star marries producer! But there's

more to the story than that. Read

our scoop interview in which De-

anna reveals her true happiness

as the bride of Felix Jackson

By Elizabeth Wilson

one of the more gaudily be-ribboned

boxes, while the camera clicked. The
box was empty. Not even a pin cushion

from Aunt Minnie. It's been empty,

Deanna told me, ever since she first

unwrapped it for her first Christmas art

ten years ago. I don't know how she

managed to look so dehghted over an
empty shoebox. For my money she won
next year's Academy Award right there.

Deanna's little nephew and niece,

Dickie and Lois Heckman, two of the

cutest children you've ever seen, were

then brought in to take a few pictures

with their famous aunt. The kids made
a dive for the peppermint sticks in the

stockings. They were painted sticks.

Then they started on the fancy packages.

Empty, of course. The kids were work-
ing up a mOd case of frustration (imagine

finding out about Hollywood so early in

life) when Aunt Deanna said enough
was enough. The kids hastily piled the

tired toys in a box and rushed them over

to stage nine. "Thank goodness, Christ-

mas is over until next July," said Deanna
with a sigh.

I feel very sorry for any mo\ae star

who has to sit under hot lights on the

hottest day of July and pretend she's

dizzy with excitement over Santa Claus.

I told Dearma so. and she said it was the

only part of her job .she really hated.

Deanna greets you at the door of her iiew

trailer dressing room at Universal Studio.

As we drove over to Deanna's dressing

room I felt even more sorry for movie
stars. Parked squarely in the middle
of the narrow road in front of her con-

vertible roadster was a huge car—and
believe me, no one could have parked
more inconsiderately. I was all for blow-
ing the jerk's horn and telling him to

come move his so-and-so piece of junk.

But Deanna said no, she couldn't do
that. She turned, and she shifted, and

(Please turn to pagelOS)
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Dura-Closs nail polish is fresh with sparkle,

high with color, like a rose. A special
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Now that they're Mr. ond Mrs.,we're

bringing you up to dote on the real and
reel lives of this famous couple

Photos by

Floyd McCarly.

Warner Bros.
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«uren Bac«ll isfSfr^^umphray
Bogari. now, but she's still a

beautiful "Baby" to friends and
fans—no false dignity for this

tall, determined blonde. Lef^
candid shot as she sets sail for

a short cruise with her new
husband. Real honeymoon will

have to wait until Bogey com-
pletes "The Two Mrs. Cerrolls"

opposite Babs Stanwyck, and
Bacall finishes her acting {ob
opposite Charles Boyer in

"Confidential Agent," both
Warner films. Scene at right is

from new Bogart-Bacall drama,
"The Big Sleep." Facing page
shows Bogart, top, in reel

clinches, below, the camera shows
them relaxing as themselves.





I'M
THE wrong Wilson to be wiituig

about Jane Russell. Earl should

have this assignment. Jane, reported

Earl when he w^as at the studio recently,

complained to me that even when she

goes to the corner grocery store the G.I.'s

recognize her and she can't understand
it. She's evidently missed the point of it.

But the G.I.'s haven't.

Now of course you know Jane Russell.

Sure you do—unles.s you have been as

extinct as the dodo for the past four

years. You've probably never seen her

on the screen^—her one picture, "The
Outlaw," only played San Francisco for

a couple of weeks—but just the same
you feel that you know her intimately.

That's because you've seen her luscious

photos in the magazines. Countless times.

Jane, statistics say, is the most photo-

graphed person in the world. "Just

think," one of Mr. Stromberg's publicity

boys said to me, and I obligingly tliought,

"Jane became the most popular pin-up

girl of World W'ar II without ever tak-

ing a leg picture."

The G.I.'s, I am reliably informed,

have her pictures plastered over their

bunks all the way from Burma to San
Diego, and back again by way of the

Aleutians. In fact, Jane is rated offi-

cially as the Number One Pin-up Girl of

the foxhole circuit. Seems that Jane had
only been working five minutes on Mr.
Stromberg's "Young W^idow" when the

telephone in the publicity office rang.

"This is the USO calling," said a nice

motherly voice. "I have a lot of soldiers

here just back from the South Pacific

and they are eager to visit your studio.

Can it be arranged?" The publicity man
explained that they had only one picture

in production there, and wdiy didn't she

send them to one of the big studios

where there would be a number of pic-

tures shooting. "I suggested Paramount
and Metro to them." said the lady, some-
what bewildered. "But they insist they
only want to see someone they call Jane
Russell."

Jane's case history, if you've been
making like a dodo, is brief. Her mother
is the former Geraldine Jacobi, a stage

actress who once worked on Broadway.
When Mrs. Russell married she settled

down in Edmonton, Canada, but a few
days before Jane's birth she crossed the

border so that her child would be born

on Aniericau soil—Bemidji, Minnesota,
to be exact. She named Jane after Jane
Cowl, her most favorite actress. Less
than a year later tlie family moved from
Canada to Burbank, Cahfornia. Four
brothers were added to the family. When
the kids were old enough Mrs. Russell

gave them drama lessons, and later or-

ganized them into a home orchestra

—

which played at various dances and ama-
teui ijerformances all over the San Fer-
nando Valley. While at Joaquin Miller

School in Burbank Jane played in her
first stage production—a small part in a
Gilbert and Sullivan musical. At Van
Nuys High School she was a leading
light of the dramatic club.

After graduation Mrs. Russell saw to

it that she continued her dramatic edu-
cation in the Maria Ouspenskaya and
Max Reinhardt schools in Hollywood.
But when her father died in 1937 it be-

came necessary for Jane to find a job.

She worked irregularly as a photograph-
ers' model, and regularly as a receptionist

in a doctor's offic6 in Van Nuys. 'Tis

said that the doctor's male patients

always arrived an hour or so early for

their appointments— and it wasn't to

look at old copies of magazines either

—

and were invariably running high tem-
peratures when admitted to his private
office.

A Hollywood agent saw a commercial
advertising picture of Jane, tore it of!

the photographer's wall, and rushed with
it to Producer Howard Hughes' ofiice.

Hughes signed Jane on a long term con-
tract, she is still under contract to him,
and -soon afterwards put her in the much
discussed but seldom seen "The Outlaw."
That was four years ago, and Jane
hasn't done anything on the screen since.

Not that she didn't have plenty of of-

fers. Naturally all the producers prac-

tically wanted to cash in on Jane's hot
publicity buildup, and they tried to bor-

row Mr. Hughes' young curvaceous con-

tractee at very fancy prices. Their idea

being to get Jane in front of a camera
in a bathing suit or sweater. And not
a bad idea. But Mr. Hughes insisted

that his protegee was going to be a dra-

matic actress, and to hell with bathing
suits and sweaters. Rather stuffy of Mr.
Hughes, don't you think? He hired the
celebrated Florence Enright to give her

{Please turn to page 111

)

Jane Russell, back

in pictures after

four years, in

•Young Widow."
can't understand

why the boys rec-

ognize her. Wanna
tell her, fellas?
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By Sylvia Conrad

HUNDREDS of thousands of women
have learned during the war not

only what it means to be separa-

ted from their husbands, but they have
also had to face the problem of bringing

the young 'uns up without father. Even
now, when thousands of men are pouring
back each month from overseas, there

are plenty of wives whose husbands
haven't the coveted number of points

needed for discharge, who are still faced

with the problem of life without father.

For two and a half years, Geraldine

Fitzgerald, the Irish beauty whose hus-

band, Edward Lindsay-Hogg, is overseas

working for the Irish Red Cross, has had
to face that problem. Her little boy,

Michael, a miniature edition of his father,

with his father's dark hair, light skin and
his father's build, was just two and a

half years old when his dad left for

Eire. At the time neither Edward nor
Geraldine dreamed that they would be
separated for years. They thought
they'd be separated for about six months
—which is hard enough for two people
in love to bear but certainly bearable.

America hadn't entered the war yet,

but the dark clouds of war were already
hovering over Ireland. No one knew for

certain whether Ireland would remain
neutral or not. There was always the
dark fear that Hitler might bomb Ireland,

as he had bombed other countries, with-

out reason or justification. If that hap-
pened, Edward Lindsay-Hogg was willing

to take any risk for himself, but he didn't

want Michael, who had been born in the
United States, to be raised in a terror-

stricken country and to be subjected to

For two and a half years

Geraldine Fitzgerald,

the Irish beauty, has
been facing the same
problem as many other

women—bringing up
her young son without

the benefit of his Dad's

supervision. And she's

doing a good job, too.

such horrors. And so there could be no
question of Geraldine accompanying
Edward home to Ireland. She be-

longed where mothers always belong,

with her baby.
Almost the last thing Edward

said to Geraldine, before he kissed

her goodbye, was, "I do beg you
not to let him get too attached to

you." To some of us, such a request

on a father's part might seem odd,

but Geraldine understood it per-

fectly.

"You see," the titian-haired Irish

star, explained to me, in her dress-

ing room on the Universal lot, where
she had just finished the day's

takes on "Uncle Harry," "the in-

stinct of a woman who has to bring

up a child without her husband
around to help her is to want to

protect the child as if he were an
orchid. That is my instinct. But
I deliberately fight it do\vn.

"When a woman has to bring

up a child without his father's help,

she must learn to curb her anxiety. I

let Michael jump off high walls, although
I tremble with fear that he may break
a leg. Still I know that it is better for

him to take those risks than to become
tied to my apron strings.

"If a mother is too possessive, mother
love can easily become smother love.

None of us wants to become the kind
of mother whose sons are tied to us by
silver cords, but if a woman has to bring

up a child without the help of his father,

there is always that danger, unless she

learns to curb her anxiety and to give

him a certain amount of freedom.
"Michael and I are very lucky in

one important respect. He has the most
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Michael, a mlniafure edition of his father, has a mind of his own. Exclusive

pictures show Mike and his lovely mother in their Santa Monica home.

wonderful nurse—Mary Gillan—the same
nurse that my brothers and sister and I

had in Ireland as children. She was my
nurse from the time I was three months'
old. She is with Michael practically all

the time. I'm just the foreman.
"Our great aim is to bring Michael up

not to be nervous. As. a child I was very
nervous, afraid of high walls, noises,

bicycles, air and fire, almost everything
except water. And the only reason I

wasn't afraid of water was because we
lived in a house near the sea. However,
even at that, I was afraid of boat rides.

As I grew older I conquered my fears

through the constant repetition of the

things that I was afraid to do. But
knowing the agonies I went through as

a child, I made up my mind that if it

were possible, I would bring Michael up
to be completely un-afraid.

(Please turn to page 100)
In "Uncle Harry" Geraldine Fitiqerald pUy*

he most unsympathetic part of h.r career,

far cry from her charming Mrs W./son.

Above. Director Siodmak on the set with his'

co-stars. Miss Ktigerald and George Sander*.
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ALICE FAYE
After two years' absence as a housewife, sweet
Alice returns to the screen—and about tinre, too

OUT IN San Fernando there was a
very happy girl. Each morning she
was awakened between 5:30 and

6:00 A.M. by the chirping of two
small girls, one named Alice—aged 3
—and the other named Phyllis—aged 1.

These two blonde vikings would capture
their mother's bed each morning and sail

up and down the tufted deck, yelling,

laughing and romping.
Their father usually had to leave the

house around ten as he is involved in

radio, but by that time the small family
had enjoyed a morning swim and break-
fast. After the Old Marster had de-
parted, the mom would bundle up her
banditti and take them to the village

market to spend their sparse points for

something delectable for dinner.

During the afternoon, while the chil-

dren were taking their naps, this typical

housewife would have some mending to

do, dinner to plan and start—with the

aid of a maid when there happened to

be one in residence—^and other assorted

odd jobs to perform. It was a pleas-

ant, comfortable, instantly recognizable

American suburban life.

With one exception: over the brow of

the hill was a motion picture studio

named 20th Century-Fox, which had
Alice Faye under contract. As she is one

of their most valuable properties, they
kept entreating her by telephone, W'ord

of mouth, and carrier-pigeon, jJease to

come back and make a picture. They
sent her scripts: one was a lavish mu-
sical. No, said Alice. One was a Tech-
nicolor extravaganza. No, said Alice.

Well, sighed the studio, what tcotdd bring

a happy housewife back to the sound
stages for a three months' period before



the camera? With infinite caution Ahce
said that if a drama were found, one
witJiout a single song involved, one with-

out one single bustle costume or collec-

tion of feathers or bangles, or even so

much as a frilly lace parasol—then, and
only then, she might be interested.

Otto Preminger, who scored so heavily

at the box oflSce with "Laura," was given

the script of a story entitled "Fallen

Angel" based on the poem:

"We were born to tread

The earth as angels,

To seek out heaven
This side of the sky. . . .

But they who race alone

Shall stumble in the dark
And fall from grace. . . .

Then love alone can make
The fallen angel rise,

For only two together

Can enter Paradise."

After having studied the story, he de-

cided that the part of June Mills, a
sweet, steady, naive girl hving in a small
California (fictitious) town, was exactly

right for Alice and compUed with her
requirements for returning to the screen.

He mailed the script to her, asking her
to look it over, giving it serious consid-

eration. And Alice, you lucky people,

said yes.

"Fallen Angel" is the story of a floater

(Dana Andrews) who gets put off a bus in

a sleepy community some distance from
San Francisco, because he doesn't have
the $2.25 needed to complete the trip

on plush. He falls in love with a Summer
Storm of a waitress (Linda Darnell)

,

but marries trusting little June Mills for

her money. When the waitress is found
dead, well, you'll have to buy a theater
ticket, fellow countrymen, because the
denouement is terrific.

There was one point in the story that
fairly ached for a song: the scene on the
beach when Dana has cooked hot dogs
for Alice, and while they look out over

{Please turn to page 95

)

One of the three good reasons why Alice

Faye stayed away from the screen so long:

Alice Faye Harris, Jr. Other two reasons,

hubby Phil Harris and Phyllis, age one year.
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"Perhqps some day I can do
that, too," says Marga-
ret O'Brien, admiring Tou-
manova's ballet technique



Starring Bing Crosby, Betty Hutton, Paulette Goddard, Alan Ladd, Dorothy Lamour, Eddie

Bracken, Brian Donlevy, Sonny Tufts, Veronica Lake, Arturo de Cordova, Barry Fitzgerald,
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Gossip By

Weston Eas

THAT guy Gable could get away with
murder. In "This Strange Adventure"

he wears a beard in several sequences.

Preferring his own to that studio-made
facial foliage, he couldn't shave until the

final scene was shot. So Clark attended all

the smart parties looking like a well-kept

mattress. Do you think it detracted from
those Gable charms? Not for a second.

Every female in the room behaved like a

potential Sinatra fan. Clark didn't bat a
whisker.

BABY" BACALL (how she hates that

title!) showed her first flash of

temperament, finally. Director Herman
Shumlin wanted her to remove her famous
gold whistle bracelet for a scene in "Con-

fidential Agent." "Baby" no want to do.

Said she'd kind of shove the whistle into

her fist so it wouldn't show. Mr. Shum-
lin insisted it would make her just that

much more conscious of it. "Baby" in-

sisted it wouldn't. Mr. Shumlin sort of

hinted that even a very good actress

couldn't get away with it. The whistle

came off!



Van Johnson and Esther Williams attend a

big Hollywood premiere. They're great pals.

Later, fans give Van a rush, while Esther ex-

tends greetings to one of the men in crowd.

HOLLYWOOD street scene: Overheard!
at a party where Cary Grant was

deep in discussion with Van Johnson.

Van: "Gee, I envy you. You've got a

big home and know how to run it. I've

always wanted a home but I don't know
anything about one. I d sure like to get

away from living in hotels."

Cary: / envy you. I have a big home
and I can't get servants. I'm living in

two rooms. The rest are closed off. Iwi.sh

I was back at your stage of a career—just

starting in, no big home on my hands, no

starring in

"YOU CAME ALONG"

al Wallis Production

ised through Paramount

It's so easy to glamorize your neckline, add allure to your fleshtones.

Let your jeweler show you an exquisite necklace of Deltah simulated

pearls, so like precious Orientals in lustre and iridescence. Wear it as

the perfect finishing touch with every daytime or evening costume.

Necklaces and earrings,

perfectly matched.
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Two musicians, Cary Granl'—who
sings and plays the piano in his

latest film for Warners, "Night
and Day"— and Diana Lynn
talk it over with Harry Crocker.

^^^^

Above, Capt. Jack Reynolds with his wife, Marjorie Reynolds,
Diana Lynn and Bill Edwards add their names to the stellar list of
guests at a cocktail party at the Atwater Kent mansion in Bel-Air.

Center, Brenda Marshall dates her husband, William Holden.

servant problems, living in a hotel with
all the comfort of switchboard and maid
service. Those were the good days."

FATE'S a funny thing. Six years ago
an agent tried to sell Glenn Ford to

20th-century. Glenn was willing to sign

a straight seven year deal at $75 a week.
The casting director took one look at him
and advised him to get out of Hollywood

.

Recently 20th did everything but bomb
the Columbia studios in their attempt to

borrow Glenn for the lead in "Razor's
Edge." They couldn't get him—not for

love nor money and they offered some
money!

BOB HUTTON and Natalie Thompson
are legally separated (divorce pend-

ing) but they are still living in their little

apartment. Once upon a time it was their

love nest. Now each goes a separate way.
Bob will move out as soon as he can find

a place to live. All of which doesn't look
very encouraging—considering the hous-
ing situation. Alan Curtis and other
escorts call for Natalie. Bob usually lets

them in! It's all very friendly and cozy.

Even if he doesn't find a house. Bob may
have a new address anyway. He's been
4F since Pearl Harbor, but now his draft

board has recalled him for another ex-

amination.

NO MORE work for Olivia De Havil-

land until 1946. Doctor's orders.

All her troubles date back to her original

trip to the Aleutians. Livvy hasn't been
well since but nevertheless has made
many other hospital visiting tours. New-
comer John Lund of New York's "Hasty
Heart" fame, gets positively lyrical at the

mere mention of De Havilland's name.
He's playing opposite her in his first

movie, "To Each His Own." Olivia's

gone out of her way to help him, encour-
age him and—so help us—tip him off on
little tricks that keep his face in front of

the camera. That's really being a nice

girl. We're very proud of you, Livvy.

FIFTEEN years on the pay roll! That's
Bob Young's record with MGM, but

now they are kissing each other a fond
farewell. It's a far cry from the hand-
some, gray-templed Bob of today, back to

the lanky lad someone discovered in a
tent show in 1930. Bob, who is increas-

ingly popular on other lots (especially

RKO) hasn't made a picture on the home
base in three years. His contract has 18

months to run. He's notified them that

he definitely isn't re-signing. In the
meantime, he's asking for his release. No
hard feelings. Theme song: "Thanks for

the memory"—and there are many of

them!

DESPITE the distorted reporting, the
Ray Millands have never been any-

thing but deeply in love with each other.

Weston East told you months ago that
they would get back together. And they
have. It was inevitable. Like all married
people, the Millands have their differ-

ences, but they are never serious for long.

Ray recently left for England to do some
war work. He'll get to see his mother and
father, the first time since long before the
war. Ray's lovely Mai will be in New
York to welcome him back. They'll cele-

brate with a shopping spree and a round
of all the theaters and fancy eating places

that Ray loves so well.

EVIDENTLY what Van Johnson is to

the bobby-soxers, Joan Leslie simi-

larly represents to members of the oppo-
site sex. Literally hundreds of letters

have been received by Joan, telling her

that she is their ideal choice for Van
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AngeU Lansbury with her also

talented mother. Mrs. Moyna
Magill, playing in Univertal's

"Uncle Harry" next, meet Brit-

ilh film executive Arthur Rank.

Elizabeth Taylor steps out: with Laraine Day and Ray Hendricks at

a premiere, below on opposite page; center, chaperoned by her

mother and father; below, seen sampling delicacies. Above, Martha
O'Driscoll finds interested listeners in Alan Curtis and his Army pal.

Johnson's real-life girl friend. Their rea-

sons.' Because both are pure and whole-

some, never been married, never been
touched by scandal, are t,^•pical young
Americans. Maybe that spark will ignite,

if and when Van and Joan eventually

meet.

THE Hays office is with us again. For
that bedroom scene in "Leave Her To

Heaven," even though they are married

in the picture. Gene Tierney and Cornel
Wilde have to sleep in twin beds. Gene
wears a very sexy, lowcut nightgown but
never gets closer to Cornel than just sit-

ting on the side of his bed. "I'd love to

hear the comments of a G.I. audience

when this picture plays overseas," cracked
Cornel. Wouldn't we all!

ASPINAL ailment has landed Cpl. Bill

Lundigan back in the States an<l into

the naval hospital. Overseas for a year,

Bill did a remarkable job as a combat
motion picture photographer. Together
with his buddies, they were practically

shoving their cameras down the muzzles
of the Jap's guns. So far it iiasn't been
decided whether an honorable discharge

is in or<ler for Bill. Even the possibility

should be interesting to Marguerite Chap-
man. There are those who think she still

cares for Bill.

WE BLUSH with shame but, so help

us, this is a true story. When John
Dall returned to Hollywood, the gateman
didn't recognize him. Not for those usual

printed reasons, however. John had lost

40 pounds during the run of his New York
play, "Dear Ruth. ' He had to run
around to the drug store and call the cast-

ing office for an okay, l>efore he could get

on the inside of his own home lot! His
first night back John dated lovely and
talentetl little Joan Lorring, who played

opposite him in "The Corn Is Green."
Second night date was with Nina Foch.

Third night with Margo. Fourth night

he started all over again.

AS PREDICTED here. Marlene Die-

. trich did not forsake Hollywood per-

manently. Report had her quoted as

saying she would remain in France and
was no longer interested in Hollywood
movies. True or false, Marlene is back, a

trifle wan from her hectic experiences in

France. Belgium, Holland and Germany.
She was greeted upon her arrival with
several scripts. Marlene accepted them
eagerly and immediately went into retire-

ment to read them. So it looks like you'll

be seeing her and soon.

MGM's little "Yellow Bird." Angela
Lansbury, is suddenly blossoming

out. In one week she dated Richard
Cromwell (this looks the most serious).

Bob Abbott (wealthy Victorville ranch

owner), thespian Oliver Thorndyke (tall,

dark and very humorous), Leslie \ incent

(no comment), Roger Edens (Judy Gar-

land's talented arranger). Then just for

the novelty of it, on Friday night .\ngela

stepped out with her twin brothers. How-
ever, career comes first with Angela.

Wlien she's on a picture, not one of the

lucky gentlemen can even get her on the

phone. She's going places'.

WHEN BETTE D.\VIS"<lrowned" in

"A Stolen Life." practically the en-

tire studio showed up on the soun<l stage

to watch the scene. "I appreciate your

interest," Bette called out to tliem (as

she went under for the third timeV "but

you don't have to look so happy about it I'

{Please turn to paye OC)
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ANCHORS AWEIGH
Surprts* package! Gobs

of fun, songs and dances

are packed into this

gaily spontaneous siiow.

witii Gene Kelly the

bright particular star

"Anchors Aweigh" (MGM)
!s no routine musical, but a

genuinely bright and breezy

combination of comedy and
romance produced by the

gifted Joe Pasternak, with

Gene Kelly turning in a sen-

sational performance as a

bold and dashing sailor boy
and Sinatra, of all people,

knocking himself out as a

dancer as well as a singer.

Kathryn Grayson's piquant

charm and amazing colora-

tura, and a new boy actor,

Dean Stockwell (see lower

left) .help make it the season's

most captivating comedy.



Engaged!»/Z

JUNIOR CANTEEN HOSTESS—Charming Nancy
Jane MacBurney, sings with the boys at a USO
Canteen she helped organize in Chicago. She first

met her fiance there when he "just happened

in." Many girls are serving as Canteen hostesses.

Couldn't you help in your locality?

NANCY JANE MACBURNEY—Her smooth way of wearing her hair—whether it's fash-

ionably "upswept" or "down"—gives an added charm to her lovely, clear soft skin.

HER BEAUTY CARE—Pond's Cold Cream. "The
cleansing-est, smoothing-est cream I know."-

TO WED R. A. F. OFFICER She met Bob in Chicago-but he was born little spiral whirls of her fingertips. Tis-

Nancy Jane Macburney

. engaged to

Robert Francis Reynolds

Flying Officer, R.A.F.

THE RING Bob gave her just

before he took off for England

in Burma, brought up in London, and
they plan to live in Toronto "someday.'-

Another Pond's bride-to-be, Nancy
Jane is another lovely girl with a fasci-

nating "soft-smooth" Pond's complexion.

This is Nancy Jane s fundamental
daily skin care . . .

She smooths white, fluffy Pond's Cold
Cream all over her face and throat, and
pats thoroughly to help soften dirt and
make-up. Tissues all off.

She rinses with more soft-smooth Pond's
—working the cream over her face with

sues off again. This second creaming-over

"leaves my face feeling like silk,'- she

says, "and so cleanP^

Use your Pond's Cold Cre .m Nancy
Jane's "twice-over" way

—

every night,

every morning and for in-between clean-

ups during the day. It's no accident so

many more women and girls prefer Pond's

to any other face cream at any price.

Get a big jar today—you'll love the

luxury way you can dip into its wide

top with both your hands at once! Ask
for Pond's Cold Cream at your favorite

beauty counter.
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You can relax when you know he's

yours, all yours, for the evening . .

.

or for life. You can have fun, you

can look and act your best.

DeLong Bob Pins, too, give you

that same sweet feeling of security.

They're true to you through thick

and thin, always keeping your hair-

do neat and lovely, because DeLong

Bob Pins, on the pretty blue card,

honestly do have the

StrongerGrip

l\>on\ Slip Out
They're made to stick by you, made

to be faithfully yours.

Quality ^Manufacturers for Oi?er 50 years

BOB PINS HAIR PINS SAFETY PINS
SNAP FASTENERS STRAIGHT PINS

HOOKS a EYES HOOK a EYE TAPES
SANITARY BELTS

GiiDi TO amm
New seasons bring a change
in your cosmetic demands

An exciting new makeup addition is Trio-ette, the three-way compact.

OCTOBER means back to school,

back to work, back to the Winter
routine. And to feel right at work

or play, there's nothing better than to know
that you are groomed and dressed right.

Now is the time to check up on your Winter
wardrobe of cometics. Here are some new
prettifiers

:

Buying *a new compact or a new lipstick

always does as much for a girl's morale as

a bright red hat. Trio-ette is an exciting

new compact that comes in a stunning plas-

tic case. Ivory, ebony, tortoise, rose or nile

green are the colors. The compact, a three-

way one, has powder
on one side of the case

with a mirror, rouge
on the opposite side

with a mirror, and lip-

stick in the handle. The
set comes in four dif-

ferent shade ensembles
of makeup and helps to

eliminate any rummag-
ing through your purse

for that lost lipstick,

etc. You might get it

for a birthday gift

now, or for a Christ-

mas present a few
months hence.

For Fall and Win-
ter, why not try a de-

lightful line of fra-

grances prepared by
Ceda to emphasize
your femininity and
fastidiousness? One
scent, as lilting as a

tinkling Chopin Waltz, is called Valse de

Fleurs, and for the daring, sophisticated girl,

there is a provocative, heady scent named
Daze. Another, Spring Parade, combines the

riot of a Spring garden in bloom, and is a

suggestion for banishing mid-season gloom.

They're packaged in sprightly floral and
bow-knot printed boxes, and also can be

purchased in sets that include dusting pow-
der and cologne, and even bubble bath for

extra luxury.

Tips on finger-nail care are always in

order, and a solution to the waiting and
waiting for nail polish to dry is Nail Polish
Dryer by Dura-Gloss. You may have used
their exciting glamor-gloss nail lacquers

already, but now Dura-Gloss is really prov-
ing a friend in need. This Nail Polish Dryer

A perfect pair is D
quer and the new

is applied over your nail polish, giving it

an extra brilliance and providing a hard
surface that discourages chipping and
scratching. And, it dries your nails pronto.

With hands in the picture, a rich emollient

cream for keeping them smooth and white
and pampered looking is Sofskin Creme . It

is a delightful way to have your hands well-

groomed. Its use is a double economy, too,

because smooth hands will prevent catches in

stockings and dainty underthings.

If you'd like a new powder base for this

season, Harriet Hubbard Ayer has a Beau-
tifying Makeup Film for a smoother, love-

lier skin. It puts a
sheer veil of protec-

tion over your skin to

keep out wind, sun, and
city dirt, and will help

your face powder to

cling for hours. Keep-
ing your face soft and
velvety looking all day
and night, it conceals

minor blemishes—

a

boon to any woman.
Deodorants are just

as necessary in Fall

and Winter as they are
in hot Summer months.
A new one on the mar-
ket is Prim New Spice
Deodorant, put out by
Primrose House. The
deodorant has been
whipped to the texture

of whipped cream, and
it stays foamy and soft

in the jar. The scent is

clean and spicy, and unobtrusive enough for

both men and women. You'll find no stick-

iness either, and it doesn't harm fabrics.

With your cosmetic wardrobe replenished

and in readiness for the new season, a word
about the men in your family. Is their shav-

ing equipment and toiletries in perfect or-

der? If not you might make them a gift of

one of the many fine products on the mar-
ket. Lynmark Shave Stick, a beard-softener,

comes in a plastic case, so shaped that it is

easy to grip. Companion pieces are an After
Shave Lotion and an After Shave Cologne
which are clean-smelling and refreshing. To
complete the set, there's an After Shave
powder which is tinted just enough to make
it unnoticeable on the face. Preparations are

in tweedy gray boxes with deep maroon base.

ura-Gloss Nail Lac-

Nail Polish Dryer,
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This Beautk Bath's a WOW!

SUCH Exquisite Perfu/me

SUCH Rich Cream/ Lather!

Lovely star of

Paramounf Pictures'

"INCENDIARY BLONDE"

Dancing in the moonlight ... he draws you close

. . . closer— There's thrill, there's appeal men can't

resist, in skin that's fragrant, sweet. So don't take chances
—make daintiness sure. Lovely screen stars tell you a
daily beauty bath with Lux Toilet Soap does the trick.

Active lather carries away every trace of dust and dirt,

leaves skin exquisitely fresh. You'll love the deUcate perfume,
too, a flowerlike fragrance that chngs lightly to the skin.

Try this Hollywood beauty bath

!

FIGHT
WASTE

Soap uses vital

war materials.

Oon't waste it.

9outOff/OScreen Stars use rt...

/t^ tfie soap ffiaf/eaves sHunSI/VSBT/^
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The smart wife or wife-to-be does not forget

that soft, caressing feminine hands attract and
hold men—that red, raspy hands are rough
on romance. She guards her hands night and
day from the coarsening effects of work,
weather and hot, soapy water. And if she's

doubly wise, she guards them with Frostilia

Hand Lotion.

FROSTILLA'S choicer ingredients help keep dry-

ness and roughness from your skin—help
keep silky softness in your hands. Frostilia

spreads evenly, dries quickly, leaving no stick-

iness. Use Frostilia on your legs, too. It's

soothing, smoothing, quickly effective. A drop
or two is enough. :

TRY FROSTILLA —Make your own hands
lovely again. With Frostilia more available
because of the partial release of its scarce

ingredients from war service, you can now
see for yourself why Frostilia has

been America's premier hand lotion

for 74 years. 35c, 50c, $1.00 sizes

in Drug and Dept.

^-'"cua,Q5teedb/°«\ Stores in U.S.A. and
^Good Housekeeping J Canada. Travelordesk

i'iSJ^ sizeinbetter lOcstores.

Sam Wood Gives the Lowdown on Claudette

Continued from page 29

Wood to direct "Guest Wife"—the Man-
ning-Skirball comedy, in which she co-

stars with Don Ameche.

"But Sam Wood is a dramatic direc-

tor," said her friends with a shrug that

clearly indicated that they thought Miss
Colbert slightly off her nut. "Wood
makes people cry, not laugh."

"Dramatic directors," said Claudette
firmly, "make the best comedies. Look
at the successful comedies that have been
directed by Frank Capra, Mitchell Lei-

sen and Mervyn LeRoy." And then she

added with a laugh, "Anyway, I'd even
make 'East Lynne' if Sam Wood would
direct it."

Well, this gives you a rough idea of

what Claudette thinks about Sam Wood.
But what does Sam Wood think about
Claudette.''

I found Mr. Wood in his office at the

RKO studios where he was busy working
out details on his next picture, "Heart-
beat," starring Ginger Rogers. But he

wasn't too busy to take time out to talk

about Claudette.

"Naturally, it's strange when star and
director work together for the first time,"

said Sam Wood. "In the old days a star

and director worked together for years,

so each time a new picture was started,

it wasn't like starting a new business.

"The first day a star and director work
together they feint and spar around like

a couple of boxers feeling each other out.

Claudette arrived, ready for business

—

and I mean business—because picture-

making is a business to her. And there's

no feeling of 'pictures take up so much
of one's time.' She realizes that a good
picture is her stock in trade. As long as

she makes good pictures, she'll go on be-

ing a star. She carefully analyzes tlir

whole script, as well as her own role, and
realizes the danger of selfishness in think-
ing only of her scenes rather than the
picture as a whole. In other words, she
knows that what is best for the picture

should be done.

"Claudette is what I call 'roast beef
—meaning that she will get everything
possible out of the scene, and a little

more. Also, she makes everyone feel

that she is one of the gang, and it's aw-
fully important for the star to be one of

the gang, for it means you are going to

have great team work because the crew
senses whether the star is going to be one
of them. Not only does Claudette be-

come one of the gang, she has a great

sense of humor, and enters into the fun
of picture-making. And it can be fun if

you're all in there pitching together.-

"We were particularly fortunate on
'Guest Wife' to have two stars, Clau-

dette and Don Ameche, who have a great

sense of humor, and who enjoy the fun
of living. There wasn't one day of dis-

cord, or an unpleasant moment, but
every day a lot of jokes and fun.

"Claudette has a thorough under-

standing of picture-making, and if she

ever had a desire to do so, Fm certain

she would make a successful director, be-

cause as I have already said, she does

not think of her scenes as individual

scenes, but constantly has the picture as

a whole in her mind. She is quick to

grasp, and never hesitates to accept, a

good suggestion. Nor will she hesitate to

argue if she doesn't agree. But she is not

obstinate if she is subsequently con-

vinced. She grins and says, 'You're

right,' where some stars reluctantly agree

they were wrong, and pout for the rest

of the day."
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Jeanne Grain and her sister, Rita, enjoy scenery on "Leave Her To Heaven" location.
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MARTHA O'DRISCOLL, APPEARING IN UNIVERSAL'S "SHADY LADY

3 for a

Mm-mm-mm-mm is for Martha ... of the luscious,

lovable complexion! And for you, too, if you

give your skin beauty gxfras-with Woodbury
Complete Beauty Cream.

One cream that cleanses, softens, smooths . .

.

that doubles as a night cream guarding against

dryness and old-looking dry-skin hues . . . that

serves as your protective powder base, too. And
for protection against blemish-causing germs,

Woodbury contains exclusive "Stericin", con-

stantly piu^ifying the cream in the jar.

Hear him say "you're mm-mm-mm-arvelous"!

Try Woodbury tonight. lOf to SI.25, plus tax.

•dbury

Complete Beauty

cream
..//'s all you neeJ

!
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(Time out: Producer Jack Skirball

told me that in the taxicab sequence of

"Guest Wife" there was a disagreement
between Claudette and Director Wood
over how the scene should be played.

Sam Wood suggested that Claudette's

way be tried first. The next day at noon
i lie entire production staff looked at the

previous day's rushes. As soon as the

showing was over, Claudette rose from
her seat and immediately apologized to

Director Wood for having disagreed with

him, and to Producer Skirball for having
wasted the company's time. The scene

was re-shot as Wood wanted it shot.)

"Claudette is always a good sport,"

Wood continued, "when it comes to rough
scenes. We had one that caused a lot of

wear and tear to the body. It was the

balloon scene in the "night club which
she insisted upon doing herself—and how
she could do it! She would not have to

take a back seat for anyone in the old

days of the Keystone slapstick come-
dies. This you will understand if you
see 'Guest Wife' because that's Clau-

dette personally in the balloon scene

—

every frame of the picture. She must
have been stiff and sore for days, but
no one ever heard her say anything."

(Time out again: Producer Skirball

told me that although Claudette lost her

first argument to Sam Wood, she won
her second, which made the score even.

Wood objected to the violent physical

action called for by the script—authors

just love to write in violent physical ac-

tion scenes for stars—in the night club

balloon scene which Wood mentioned
above. The scene called for Claudette

to be pushed all over the room in a fight

for prize balloons, which fell from a clus-

ter above the dance floor. Claudette

thought it would be funny if she, the

star, were thoroughly maltreated, to the

point where finally she was sent skidding

across the dance floor and under a table.

Wood thought it would be too undigni-

Hed for an actress of her standing, in the

first place, and too dangerous in the
second place. It could easily stretch a
couple of Claudette's ligaments out of

place, and hold up production on the
picture for a week. Mr. Wood, you see,

has worked with stars who are as fragile

as Dresden china—or anyway they'd
have you so believe. Claudette was con-
vinced the scene was funny, and was
hell-bent on doing it herself. So she asked
Director Wood and Producer Skirball to

meet her after the day's work in Skir-

ball's office. And there she proceeded to

play the whole scene for them, ending
up in a beautiful Mack Sennett pratfall

under Skirball's desk. By the time she

had finished both men were doubled up
with laughter and wiping the tears out

of their eyes. "See," said Claudette tri-

umphantly, "it's funny!" And added,

pointing to her neat figure, "And I'm not

a bruised wreck." The scene was shot

with Claudette getting the full treatment.

And if you don't laugh when you see it

on the screen she will undoubtedly stop

by your home some day and personally

kick your teeth in.)

"Another thing," continued Sam Wood,
still enjoying his subject, "Claudette

takes a great load off the director's hands

in regard to wardrobe. She knows not

only what will look well on her, but also

what clothes will help the mood of the

scene. We gave her carte blanche to

choose all of her costumes for 'Guest

Wife.' Out of twenty-five changes of

costume, involving thousands of dollars

in clothing, there were only two which

required changes for the purpose of pho-

tography, and these were minor.

"I think you'll get a general idea from

this that I'm a great admirer of Clau-

dette's. And making 'Guest Wife' with

her was a lot of fun, which I hope will

be repeated soon."

Well, it's as clear as the nose on your

face: Claudette and Sam Wood have a

mutual admiration society. But please,

not "East Lynne."

Ginny Simms and Martha O'Driscoll help Charles Coburn celebrate his 68th

birthday between takes on the set of Universal's picture, "Shady Lady."
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VICIOU S POPULAR COMPOSEe-CONOUCIOR

VICTOP S 2AN» KINS OF COKN

VICTOR S NOTED "SWlXO AND SWAY" MAN

VICrOD'S SWEITHEABT OF JONO

VICTOR S HANDSOME SINOINO MAESIRC

'ICTOR'S FAMOUS CL ARINETIST.M A ESTR

VICTOR s CAPTIVATING HARMONY OUARTt,

VICTOR'S BRILLIANT TR UMPET.PLAYTlio 6AI0NIR

VICTOR S EVER. POPULAR PIANO HUMORIST

—get yours TODAY at your RCA Victor dealer's!
// ' f I n 1 1 1 n \ \\

FULL POSTCARD SIZE! Each of these glowing,

full-color pinups measures a big 53^" x 33^". You can

send them to your friends as novel, unusual pinup post-

cards—there's spaceon the back for address and your mes-

sage, plus an interesting note about the RCA Victor star

shown. Note that all sixteen pictures are printed from

original oil paintings by the noted artist, Albert Fisher

and reproduced in glowing, brilliant colors. You have

never seen anything quite like them before!

Only your RCA Victor dealer can supply you ^vith

this thrilling postcard pinup set. But his supply is

strictly limited, so you'd better get yours today.

Listen to the RCA Show Sundays, at 4:30 p.m., EWT, over NBC.
Radio Corporation of America, RCA Victor Division, Camden, N. J.

Ask your dealer for records of these RCA Victor artists

Perry Como • Tommy Dorsey • Duke Ellington • Shep Fields • Erskine Hawkins • Lena Horne • Spike Jones

Sammy Kaye • King Sisters • Wayne King • Freddy Martin • Hal Mclntyre • Glenn Miller • Vaughn Monroe

Phil Moore Four • Tony Pastor . Alvino Rey • Roy Rogers • David Rose • Artie Shaw • Dinah Shore

Charlie Spivak • Larry Stevens • Martha Stewart • David Street • Fats TTaller Buy More War Bonds

THE WORLD'S MOST POPULAR ARTISTS ARE ON

rcaV^ctor records
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Home Is Duffy's Tavern

Continued from page 27

—flopped first try on the air as Archie,

tried again, thirteen weeks without a

sponsor, stubborn, bucked it third time.

NBC. Clicks!

All this bewilders you (you're still

Simone) even more tha.n Archie's radio

lingo, but you don't care. He seems to

be an up-and-down sort of man, finan-

cially, but you don't care again. You
don't care whether it's love in a hovel or

petting in a palace.

Two things you notice about this guy
who thinks he's courting you. First, he's

a ready courter—the kind who hits any-
thing you pitch. You begin to pitch

him soft ones, but he doesn't notice. He
seems goofy with enthusiasm—you like

enthusiasm. You're a little delirious your-

self.

The other thing you notice is that

everyone in the world seems to know
him and they all like him, and he seems
to know everybody and like them all.

He even likes people he doesn't know
or met yesterday. He thinks everyone
in the world is swell, on the level and a

great guy. What a wonderful thing, you
say to yourself, to have such a capacity

for friendliness, for trust. You don't

know what it's going to do to your life,

lady, because you haven't married Ed.
At this point, Agreeable Reader, you'd

as well drop the double identity with me
and merely come along for the ride. Be-
cause, at this exact point, I, Simone, did

marry the dynamic and delightful gink.

I am a radio bride. Ed and I were
married at my apartment (he was still

broadcasting from New York then) one
Friday night between the 8:30 and 11:30

shows. No one was present except the

two families, former Mayor Jimmy
Walker of New York, whom Ed re-

quested to bring someone to perform the

ceremony, and the gentleman Jimmy
Walker brought, the gracious kindly late

Judge Bernstein. Former Mayor Walker
toasted and kissed the bride and left.

The families, both mothers a trifle dewy-
eyed, left. Ed had to leave, of course,

to do the second IJroadca.st.

I, having not only lived in France but
having also read French novels, decked
myself out in a black lace nightgown
and a white maribou robe, and waited.

I listened to the broadcast, loving Ed's
voice, which was so much softer when
he talked to me, and I watched the

clock. It gave me a thrill when, at the

earliest possible moment he could have
returned, there came a knock on the

door.

I said, "Come in" in about the tone

any other girl would have used in the

same circumstance.
'

Ed came in—bringing with him Ben
Grauer, the radio announcer, whom he
had happened to meet in the hall! I'll

say this for Ben Grauer. He took one
gasping look, was introduced, had a

drink, said goodbye and 'got out, all a
lot faster than one of those snappy com-
mercials he clicks out on the "Informa-
tion Please" program.

"Gee, Mommy," Ed said, "I ran into

him, and I thought he'd like to meet
you. How'd I know"—with appropriate

compliments and gestures
—

"you'd be all

dolled up like this?"

The honeymoon arrangements for a
radio bride are unique. We were going

to drive to Altantic City and the gag-

writing boys were to call each night and
give their ideas to Ed, and he was going

to write the script with them, over the
telephone.

This was a splendid idea and lasted

until about thirty minutes out of the

Holland Tunnel. Then, passing through
the brief main street of Lakewood, New
Jersey, Ed stuck his head out of the car

window, and at that exact moment a
man standing in front of the village

drugstore yelled, "Hi, Ed!"
This charming gentleman was Horace

Stoneham, one of the owners of the New
York Giants, and, like everybody else

on the North American continent, he
knew my husband.
"Why go to Atlantic City?" he wanted

to know. "Stay here, Ed, and you can
work out with the team."

So I am the only bride who ever spent

her honeymoon on the bench—with all

those Giants! One of my chums was big

Carl Hubbell, the champion pitcher, and
he comforted me about Ed. "Not bad,"

he would remark admiringly. "He can
lean into that pill."

Nights, we had the telephone calls.

AN ADVERTISEMENT OF PEPSI-COLA COMPANY



No curative power is claimed for PHILIP MORRIS but

AN OUNCE OF
PREVENTION
IS WORTH A POUND

OF CURE
PHILIP MORRIS are scientifically proved

far less irritating to the nose and throat.

Eminent doctors found—as reported in

an authoritative medical journal—that:

WHEN SMOKERS CHANGED TO PHILIP
MORRIS, SUBSTANTIALLY EVERY CASE OF
IRRITATION OF THE NOSE OR THROAT-
DUE TO SMOKING- EITHER CLEARED UP
COMPLETELY, OR DEFINITELY IMPROVED!

Finally at 2 a.m. one morning I picked

up the bedroom phone (Ed was talking

in the living room of the elegant suite

Mr. Stoneham had hosted) and asked
the operator, "Will you quietly cut off

that call in our living room?" Ed came
in and said, "Mommy, something hap-
pened to my call." Then he grinned. "I

don't suppose it matters."

I said, "I will give you even money it

doesn't matter."

I think because I was a little green
about the U.S.A., I've been fun for Ed,
absorbing his friends and his Astoria
Americanism, and I certainly have had
fun myself. However, the most miserable
day of my life was my first in Hollywood.
We went to a hotel which was actually

a collection of bungalows, with a fancy
Oriental name, I had heard about Holly-
wood, and did get an eyeful! We had to

pass the swimming pool to reach our
bungalow, and there were twelve of the

most beautiful girls I ever saw in my
life, and they all seemed to be posing,

not swimming—each with about a square
foot of cloth, upstairs and down, for

clothes.

So there was Ed, wrenching his back,
left and right, turning around to look,

until I finally exclaimed, "Poppy, this

—

forward—is the way you're going."

Everything sinister I had ever heard
about Hollywood bloomed darkly in my
mind. I was suspicious, cynical and
wanted to go right back to Long Island.

A couple of days later I learned the
girls were models, that Columbia had
brought out for "Cover Girl." I got to

know them all, and every one of the

twelve was a nice girl. Was I relieved!

And was my husband embarrassed when
that entire tribe started calling him
Poppy!

Since I am kidding Ed a little for

having an eye out for good-looking
girls, (and when your boy-friend doesn't

do it, maybe he isn't interested in you,

either) let me say this for the debonair
palooka. All his tremendous capacity for

enthusiasm seems to be wrapped up in

our home, in me (pardon me, while \
blush) and in Ed, Junior, who was one
year old in April.

The truth is—and I am not complain-
ing—I can't get the guy out of the house.

Much as I love to have him around.

Remember him? He's Dick Jaeckel of the

Maritime service. His last picture before

joining up was "Wing And A Prayer."

this bred one of the few battles of our
married life. All his gagmen came out
three or four times a week, and held their

story conferences in my bedroom. Ed
would hang his hairy chest (he doesn't

wear pajamas) over the edge of the bed,
and I will never forget one sight. My
bedroom is all in pastels and Ed had
flung a peach pastel blanket oft' during
the night. A large, wide, black-browed
gagman was standing on it, with his feet

firmly planted, smoking a cigar and
fheking the ashes.

Ed said, "Darling, a gag is just as good
born in the bedroom as it is in the
parlor."

I replied, "Not in my bedroom."
I won that battle, but you may have

some inkling of why I made the. one ob-
servation that in oQr entire married life

most annoyed Ed: "Home is Duft'y's

Tavern
."

I will give you a little closeup of the
famous Archie. About the time of the
baby's birthday, I had a bout of flu, and
Ed was oft" the air that week, so he had
Thursday free. His chore was to tend
young Ed, and I looked out the M indow
and there were those two Great -Men,

crawling side by side on the grass!

Ed came in and said, "But IMommy,
he's soft and wonderful and he laughs!"

He is always rediscovering us.

While so many famihes have been go-

ing through grievous trials, it has been
my fortune to have ha])piness in my
home. I am very humble about it. Ed
is humble about it. We wish that you
who read this may have your happiness,

too.
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The Touches of her Hands are Kke

the Touch of Down-—James Whitcomb Riley

Lady, you don't get a touch like

down from Peeling Spuds!
It's a mean job , . . cooking, cleaning, scrubbing. No
wonder you feel like hiding your hands! Rough, eh?

Reddened to the wrist. Well, use Pacquins regularly

every day. This snowy cream helps hands win a

young-skin look— soft, white, sweet to touch!

Doctors and NurseS found

a way to keep their hands in good condition in spite

of 30 to 40 scrubbings a day. More abuse than most

hands take in any day's housework! It was Pacquins

Hand Cream that was originally formulated for their

professional use. It's super-rich with an ingredient

(doctors call it "humectant") that helps dry skin

feel softer, smoother, more pliant!

HAND CREAM
Creamy-smooth . . . not sticky, not
greasy. More hands use Pacquins than
any other hand cream in the world!

AT ANY DRUG. DEPARTMENT, OR TEN-CENT STORE

Give Me Garson!

Continued from page 23

'Random Harvest.' " Greer isn't too
bright when it comes to figures (Metro
will undoubtedly argue this point) and
she always dates things by her pictures.

For instance, if you ask her when she
was married, she'll answer, "The last

day of 'Madame Curie.' " The house is

English Tudor surrounded by green
lawns and lovely flower gardens. (No
chauffeur, but a gardener, all right.) I

was shown into a large completely in-

formal living room by a pleasant maid
who didn't look at me suspiciously, for

a change. Greer called down cheerily

from the top of the stairs that she'd

only be a minute, that she was finishing

up a letter to the director of Madame
Tussaud's Wax Works in London. Seems
that they want to do her in wax along

with the great people in history. As Mary
Pickford is the only other film actress

who has ever been tapped for M'ax it is

eally quite an honor. (Later in the after-

noon she showed the letter she had writ-

ten to Madame Tussaud's Wax Works
director to her mother and me. I was
polite. Her mother wasn't. "Hmmm,"
hmmed Mrs. Garson, "you really waxed
enthusiastic, Greer." (Greer, as you can
see, isn't the only Garson who puns.)

Greer decided that maybe her mother
was right, and she tore up the three

single spaced pages of ecstatic English.

That's Greer for you. Ask her for a few
simple lines and she'll write you a book.)

While Greer batted , out the rhetoric

upstairs I snooped around her living

room. The room is paneled in bleach

oak, has thick green rugs, and draperies

that hang from ceiling to floor of heavy
chintz with a bold design of green leaves

and red cabbage-size roses. You have a
feeling that it's a friendly room that's

used to lots of laughter. The furniture

is big and comfortable, my kind. There
are twin green velvet couches, the

chartreuse sectional couch, and a green

nubby wool semicircular couch. In front

of the huge fireplace is a large, Jow,

bleach oak coffee table ... a fine old

desk in the corner with a cherry red

occasional chair ... a cabinet with odd
pieces of china she has collected from

time to time ... a secretary with a tan,

rugged picture of Richard on it. In an

alcove are two baby Steinways (they

are not gilt, as reported by a writer

recently) . Why two pianos? One is

Richard's, and when Richard is home
they like to play duets. The alcove is

lined with books, and on one shelf I

found autographed copies of books

Greer has made into pictures. "Goodbye.

Mr. Chips," "Pride And Prejudice,"

"Mrs. Miniver," "Random Harvest,"

"Madame Curie," "Mrs. Parkington,"

and "The Valley of Decision." All the

authors thought Greer did right well

by their precious heroines—judging from

the enthusiastic autographs. (Though

she lies in her grave these many years,

I'm sure Jane Austen is a contented

author, too.) Greer's next picture has

not been adapted from a book. It's

"This Strange Adventure," in which
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she will share starring honors with tlie

one and only C. Gable.

Above the fireplace in the living room
is Greer's chief deligiit, her "museum
piece." When she and her motlier were

decorating their new home three years

ago they haunted second-hand shops.

In one shop Greer's discerning eyes (she

can take one quick glance at a room and
tell you everything and everybody in it)

fell upon an old carved frame and a iieap

of carved wooden cupids which were

stacked up with the junk in the back
of the shop—undoubtedly on their way
to the incinerator. At Greer's request

the second-hand dealer dug them out.

"You wouldn't want this old junk," the

dealer said contemptuously, "it's simply

awful. Been around here for years."

Greer, who knows about such things,

realized that it was quite a rare old

piece, bought frame and figures im-

mediately, mended the broken bits, re-

placed the broken little figures around
the frame, had the whole business

bleached, set with mirror, and brought

it home triumphantly. The mirror is

ornamented with cupids—a big cupid

conducting an orchestra, with three small

cupids, one with cymbals, one with

mandolin, one with flute, and on either

side* of the mirror there's a boy and
girl dancing. I looked at it closely.

Could it be that second-hand dealer

was right? Could be.''

Gogo, Greer's giant French poodle,

bounded in from his afternoon walk
and gave me a snooty going over. A
year or so ago Greer enlisted Gogo and
Clicquot, her other French poodle, in

the service. Clicquot got a citation, no
less, but was finally given an honorable
discharge because his coat was too dif-

ficult to maintain under battle condi-

tions. Greer gave him to the brother of

the sergeant who trained him in the

service. Gogo conveniently had a cold

the day he was supposed to report for

duty. (Frankly, I think Gogo was gold-

bricking.) "Gogo," one of Greer's friends

says of him, "is a typical movie star dog.

Greer's success has gone to his head.
When he goes for a clip he has a blue

rinse—just like Lady Mendl."
Greer, accompanied by the volume she

had written to the wax works, sank
down comfortably on the chartreuse

couch, which does things to her red hair,

or vice versa. Anyway, the effect is most
beautiful. Greer was wearing a shocking
pink wool jersey sports dress, a chunky
gold bracelet, and the Navy pin Richard
gave her when they became engaged.
Greer has a warm, cordial personality

that wins you over completely in five

minutes flat, even though you've made
up your mind to be anti-social and hate
people.

"I had such a set-to with flu," said

Greer, "the doctors sent me to the desert

to bake out. I was hypnotized by their

descriptions of the curative powers of

the hot desert sun. So I took them
literally and went in shorts. Well, it

couldn't have been colder on the steppes

of Russia. I turned an unbecoming blue,

and must have looked like tiie spectre

of the mesa." She drove into the nearest

town and loaded up with sweaters, slacks

and scarfs. "I wore three sweaters at a
time. Which was very discouraging, as

S,ar Stage and Screen . . •
^^^^^

T use Arrid. and 1 don t see
^^^.5 ^^.^

NEW..«a CREAM DEODORANT
which SAFELY

SIO^S under-arm PERSPIRATION
1. Does not irritate skin. Does not rot

dresses and men's shirts.

2. Prevents under-arm odor. Stops per-

spiration safely.

3. A pure, white, antiseptic, stainless

vanishing cream.

4. No waiting to dry. Can be used right

after shaving.

5. Arrid has been awarded the Approval

Seal of the American Institute of

Laundering— harmless to fabric. Use

Arrid regularly.

(Also 590 size)

At any store which sells toilet goods

MORE MEN AND WOMEN USE

ARRID
THAN ANY OTHER DEODORANT
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ONE MOTHER TO MOTHER
Two improvements in baby-feeding are shoTdng -up in
healthier American children. More mothers are dis-
covering the advantages of prepared baby foods, and
babies now begin taking strained foods at an earlier
age than was thought possible some years ago.

No woneferihey fence me in...

When it's feeding time, and Gerbcr's is coming up!

Babies just love Gerber's Strained Foods because

of these four advantages: (1) Extra good taste,

(2) Cooked the Gerber way by steam to retain pre-

cious minerals and vitamins, (3) Uniform, smooth

texture, (4) Every step laboratory-checked. Do as so

many mothers do, get Gerber's with "America's

Best-Known Baby" on every package!

2 Cereals That Babies Like

Your doctor will tell you that most babies need

extra iron after the age of three months, or more.

Gerber's Cereal Food and Gerber's Strained Oat-

meal have generous amounts of added iron and

\ itamin Bi. Both these cereals are extra tasty. Both

are pre-cooked—and ready-to-serve.

Remember, it is a/ways wise to check your

baby's feeding program with your doctor

erber's
fREMONT. Mica OAKLAND, CAL

/5 kinds of Strained
foods, 8 kinds of
Chopped Foods, 2
special Baby Cereals.

Slroincd Foodi Chopped Foods © 1015. G. 1». C.

Address: Gerber I'roduits Co., Dept. D-10-5, Fremont, Mieli.

My baby is now months
old; please send me samples of
Gerber's Cereal Food and
Gerber's Strained OatmeaL

Address..
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.1 had always rather fancied myself as the
rugged type. I may not have been the
best dressed woman on the desert," she
added with a laugh, "but I was certainly
the most dressed."

One day she went for a long walk
over the ranch. "Every time I'd sit down
to rest the vultures would swoop over
me. 'I'm alive, boys, go away,' I'd
shout at them. I could never work up
any affection for a vulture. But the
owner of the ranch—he was so proud of
his ranch—didn't seem to mind them at
all. I suppose, if you own and love some-
thing it's beautiful to you, no matter
what. I'll never forget the afternoon he
was showing me a snow stream that
floats for miles through the desert in

the Spring and finally ends up in a field

of alfalfa—I frankly thought a thing as
lovely as a snow stream deserves a

better ending. Those rude vultures were
circling around us when suddenly he
looked up toward the sky and said in

the poetic voice of a Percy Bysshe
Shelley, 'The turkey buzzards are back
from migration—Spring has come to the
desert.'

"

Greer is a great one for circuses. "Last
night," she said, "I kept my annual date
with the clowns. I've been combing
sawdust out of my hair all day." Greer,
according to the clowns, is the best
audience a clown could wish for. She
doubles with laughter over every joke,

old or new. They always know the
night she is going to occupy a ringside

seat, and on that night they outdo
themselves. This year their piece de
resistance, specially for her, was a

dachshund made up as a donkey. Greer
laughed until the tears came.

She owns a collection of circus paint-

ings and posters which she values highly.

Two of them are by Angna Enters.
"Cirque Medrano" in Paris, and "The
Aristocratic Mr. Joe Jackson," a sketch
of the famous clown. Also included are

a painting of a clo'wm with a huge red

nose, by Ignon, and two Circus Parade
studies by Jean de Bottom.

"Instead of making super-colossals."

Greer continued, "I think I would have
liked to have been a clown in a circus

—

and make up jokes. And maybe do a

little sword swallowing on the side. I

recently read an article in a magazine
about sword swallowers, and it's a

fascinating profession. I have opened
my mouth so many years for doctors I

think it would be easy for me. And the

outlay is so cheap—only thirty dollars

for two swords.

Besides all those awards, people are

always giving Greer presents. I don't

know whether it's because they like her,

or they just want to hear another of her

puns. Greer, as you know, is a punster.

During production on "The Valley of

Decision" the crew gave Greer a surprise

party on her birthday. Among the gifts

were six silver teaspoons for Greer's on-

the-set tea service. When she opened the

package she quipped, "I'll make quite a

stir with these." Another gift was a

large bottle of cologne. Greer waved it

around in the air and cracked, "At least

this picture will smell good while we're

making it." Donald Crisp gave her a

feather duster, in keeping with the part



. she plays in the picture. "So," said

Greer, "now I get the bird."

Greer's introduction to Hollywood
some seven years ago, when she arrived

in the cinema city fresh out of London,
was very much like a Kaufman and
Hart comedy. (Greer waited almost a

year before she was offered her first role,

; the part of Mrs. Chips—when inter-

viewers ask her why she stayed on at

Metro when they didn't give her any-
thing to do, she says, "Money has a

quiet charm.") She and her mother

I

rented a house in Beverly Hills, the one

I

now occupied by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,

I

and began their long wait for that

I
studio call. Greer decided after several

i months' studio brushofi that there must
l| be something wrong with her. So she

went to the doctor. While she was away
a man in workman's clothes rang the

bell, and when Mrs. Garson answered it,

politely inquired, "May we go ahead
with the roof.''" Mrs. Garson hadn't the

faintest idea what he was talking about,

I
but the house didn't belong to her, so she

just assumed that it was something that

j

Greer and the owner knew about. She

I

went out to call on friends. When Greer
came home late in the afternoon there

I

wasn't a roof on the house! All the terra

cotta tiles and shingles were carefully

I stacked up on the front lawn. That was

I

too much for Greer. No picture. No
roof. No nothing. "Everybody has a

roof," she wailed, "but I haven't even
got a roof." She just sat right down
and cried.

Well, the next morning there was
quite a flurry. The contractor called and

!
said he was certainly sorry. His men had
de-roofed the wrong house. The right

number, but the wrong street.

Greer hasn't lost any roofs recently, but
she did lose something else: that bustle.

She wore one in "Pride And Prejudice,"

"Blossoms In The Dust," "Madame
Curie," "Mrs. Parkington," and "The
Valley Of Decision." The Garson you
will see in "This Strange Adventure" will

be a Garson sans bustle. "I'm happy
about that," Greer said. "I was begin-

ning to fear people might think I was
born with one."

Cornel Wilde makes a dashing picture in cos-

tume for "The Bandit Of Sherwood Forest."

LITTLE LULU 7n3>La/yQj
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I was UNCERTAIN! Now I'm SURE!

Is a blonde, but "My Eden 'Photo-Revise' was

that isn't enough!" says

Doris Benel of New
York, N. Y. "I was so
shy—didn't know how
£0 meet people well!"

a reol wonder-workerl " says

delighted Doris! Gave
me a new hair-style and
make-up advice that
really transformed me!"

"It's a thrill now to wear a smart bathing
suit!" says Doris. Would YOU look as good ?

Vfant to? Then why not do as Doris did?

"Now my friends say I'm more ottractivel"

says Doris today! "My Powers Home Course
changed my whole life—made me SO much
happier and a whole lot more successful, too!"

Powers' Proved Beauty Course Offers

YOU, TOO, NEW SELF-CONFIDENCE

A ''MODEL" FIGURE!

"So many people have complimented me upon my
NEW appearance that I think all girls should have the
opportunities your training offers!" Those are Doris
Bertel's own words. Now Doris is self-confident!

For YOU, too, the Powers Home Course can give:

Quick results! In as little as 7 days you can see

the REAL YOU begin to emerge from your mirror.

Planned just for you! In your own home, you
discover the beauty secrets that have given figure-

perfection, style, grace and loveliness to thousands
of "just average" girls, made them happy, successful!

inspiring Grace Eden! Confi-

dential faculty advice, plus close

attention from sympathetic Grace

Eden, noted Course Director, helps

you become the new, thrilling YOU!

Low cost! Why deny yourself the

happiness, the admiration Powers
Training can win for YOU so easily, Grace Eden, Director

SO inexpensively?

EXCLUSIVE ADVANTAGES OF PERSONAL-

IZED POWERS TRAINING I 60 individu-

alized features! Including the
famous Eden "Photo-Revise"
drawn by Miss Eden's staff of
experts—to show you how to

make the most of YOU! Help on
your Figure ! Make-up ! Groom-
ing! Styling! Your Voice! The
famous "Powers Girl" formula

for charm and magnetism ! Powers
Home Training really works!

^^^^

Get this free booklet
and your confidential
questionnaire.

Mail this Coupon NOW!
Write Jolin Robert Power*

today. Creator of tlie fa-

moui Power! Models. Con-

fidant of motion picture

•tars. For 2S years teaclt-

er of the Powers Way to

beauty, self-confidence,

happiness. He has helped

thousands, just like you.

I
FREEI COMPLETE, CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION—-]

John Robert Powers Home Course I

247 Park Ave., Suite K445, New York 17, N. Y.
|

Dear Mr. Powers: Yes, I'd like to learn the "Powers
|

Girl" beauty secrets. I'm really interested. Please !

send me details of your Home Course, including |

free.illustrated booklet andcoafidentialquestionnaire.
j

Name_

"POWERS GIRL"
. Oeator

<PLEASE PRINT)

Street.

City
& Zone. _State_

Some of the Truth

About Myself

Continued from page 25

seen at different night clubs. The truth

is that if Hollywood stars led the glamor-
ous, exciting lives that they are supposed
to lead, according to the different news-
paper columnists, they would all be
physically and emotionally exhausted.
If Hollywood stars had all the romantic
affairs with which newspapers credit

them and if they engaged in all those
daytime and nighttime activities, they
would have no time left to make pictures.

The truth about Hollywood stars is

very similar to the truth which Kath-
leen Winsor expressed when she was
asked if her novel, "Forever Amber,"
was autobiographical. "Of course not,"
she said. "If it had been, I wouldn't
have had time to write it."

If stars led the exciting personal hves
they are sometimes represented as lead-

ing, they would have no time in which
to make pictures. They couldn't pos-

sibly crowd all those amours and exciting

activities into the very limited, and I

mean very limited leisure time they have.
So if you really want the truth, that's

the first and most important one. Most
of my time is spent making pictures.

A subject on which I always tell the
truth is my age. I was forty years old

on May 15, 1945. I could prove it by
my birth certificate, if I had to. Writers
sometimes ask me, "Why do you tell

the truth about your age? Why don't

you subtract five or ten years.'"'

The only reason against telling the

truth is that in a town like Hollywood,
where it is an accepted custom to lower
your age 5 or 10 years, people auto-

matically add ten years to whatever age

you claim. So I supjjose some people

automatically conclude that I am fifty

years old. That doesn't worry me in the

least. I am not sensitive on the subject.

I hope that if people erroneously believe

that I am fifty, they will also add, "Gosh,
isn't he well-preserved for a man of fifty?"

Some people who saw me in my first

picture, "Citizen Kane/' actually think

I am eighty. I must have had a wonder-
ful makeup man in that picture. He made,
me look really eighty When I began to

appear as a younger man, instead of giv-

ing credit to the makeup man on "Citizen

Kane," some people wrote me saying,

"You must have a wonderful makeup
man now. Of course, I know you're

eighty because I saw your first picture,

but your present makeup men have ac-

complished wonders in making you look

like a comparatively young man. It's

a miracle what makeup men can do to

make an old man like you look so much
younger. When I saw you on the screen

recently, I noticed that your wrinkles

weren't nearly so deep as in 'Citizen

Kane'; your eyes looked much brighter."

Another myth that has been per-

petrated about myself is that I wear

yellow chamois gloves for some very

mysterious reason. One writer asked,

"Why does Joseph Gotten wear those

gloves? Does he have scars on his

hands?"
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hre you in

Do this often, if you're addicted to—
Janfrums

Booking blues

O Mickey trouble

know?

To use silver correctly, would you—
Sfarf from the outside

Sfarf from fhe iriside

l~l Cafch OS cofch con

As you can see, I am not wearing

I

gloves at this moment, and I have no
I scars.

: I first started wearing them on the

I

stage. During rehearsals on the stage,
' sooner or later, your hands start to feel

I that big. Almost everybody at one time

I

or another gets "hand conscious." I

found I was less aware of my hands

j

when I wore gloves. Also it was im-

;

possible to get those rough gloves

into my pockets. I didn't want to

I
get to be the kind of character who is

always putting his hands in his pockets.

Another reason I wear gloves is to keep
my hands warm. Yellow, because it is

my favorite color. A writer once told me
that yellow is the color of ego. Perhaps
I am an egotist. I still hke yellow.

I stopped wearing yellow gloves quite

so regularly when I worked in a picture
with Dieterle, the director. It happened
that he always wore white gloves. I was
afraid that if I continued to wear gloves,

it might look as if I were making fun
of him.

I am, I think, on the whole, a pretty
average sort of person. I can think of

verj' few startling items about myself.

I think I'm pretty friendly. I rarely

frighten people. If you can manage not
to be too shy. you'll never be accused
of being high-hat or aloof, uLoless you
actually are h. h. and aloof.

In my early days on the stage, I
remember there was one star who
wouldn't talk to me for seventeen weeks.
There was no particular reason. He had i

nothing against me. But apparently
there was a tradition at the time that the
Cabots of the stage spoke only to the
Lowells. The stars mingled socially only
with the stars. As a humbler player, I

wasn't in quite their orbit. And I re-

member I was once in a play where one
stage actress had a sign on the call

board, "Please do not speak to So-and-
So until after the show is over." We all

used to look at her rather queerly. She
probably didn't mean to be high-hat.

The chances are that she was afraid that

any sort of conversation before the per-

formance was over would disturb her to

the point where she just couldn't do a
good job.

I'm not that easily disturbed, thank
goodness. The world can come to my
dressing room, and I'll go on calmly
getting ready. I can study my lines,

regardless of whether other people are
around or not. It doesn't embarrass me
to have to put on or take off a shirt in

front of other people. TMiy should it?

Some people seem to think that the mere
act of taking anji:hing off is embarrass-
ing. If a woman has on a pair of shorts
with a skirt over it, she will be embar-
rassed if she has to take off the skirt

in front of other people. But once she's

got the skirt off and is in her shorts,

her embarrassment is gone.

I think I get along pretty well with
people, but I love to argue with them.
If someone takes one side of an argu-
ment, what is left for you to do but
take the other side? Dale Carnegie
would take the other side of this one,

I'm sure.

My personal life is in no way extra-

ordinary. In fact, like most actors, I

have very little personal life.

You can dro^NTi all three sorrows (above)—
in your daily tub! For a warm bath relaxes;

improves the disposition. And. a clean,

scrubbed skin discourages hickeys . . .

boosts your date bookings. Don't neglect

bathing on problem days when it's more
important than ever. To help you stay sweet

and dainty, Kotex now contains a deodorant.

A deodorant that can't shake out because

it is processed right into each Kotex
napkin— locked in, not merely dusted on.

!
It's a new Kotex "extra"!

Fumble for the right fork or spoon? Not
if you follow this simple rule: Start from
the outside, work in toward your plate.

You're fluster-proof when you can skip

social errors. And you'll make no mistake

on "trying days", when you choose the

poise-preser^dng sanitary napkin . . . Kotex.

Truth is, Kotex gives you confidence through

com fort. Because Kotex is made to stay soft

while wearing ... so different from pads

that just "feel" soft at first touch. There's

no roping, no wadding up, with Kotex.

A DEODORANT

in every Kotex napkin

at no extra cost

stood you up last night—
Should you blow your fop

Be a fearful earful

O Bide your fime

Tears or temper won't teach him. Bide your

time "til he calls again, then give out with

the brush-off. Keeping calm wins many a

victory . . . over "calendar" jitters, too.

With Kotex, see how serenely you can sail

through difficult days ! For you're sure the

flat tapered ends of Kotex don't show. Un-
like thick, blunt napkins, those patented

flat pressed ends don't cause revealing out-

lines. ..and you ll feel secure wth the extra

protection of Kotex' special safety center!

More women choose KOTEX*

ihan all other

sanifary napkins pwf together

*T. M. Rtc r. S. Pat. Off.
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Streenland

I am married to Lenore Kipp. I met
her at a time when I was a potato
salad tycoon and amateur actor in

Miami. I had helped organize a little

theater group, with players from the
University of Miami. I was secretary-
treasurer of the group and played leads

in some of their plays. Also, I wrote
occasional reviews for the Miami Herald.
It sometimes happened that I had to
review some of my own performances.
When I did, my reviews were not too
modest.

As a result partly of these favorable
reviews, I was given the lead in "Paris
Bound." It happened that the leading
character was supposed to be an expert
pianist. I can't play a note. So it became
necessary to find someone who could play
the piano backstage, while I sat before
the keyboard, pretending to play it.

One of my friends, to whom I reported
my difficulties, was Franklin Harris, the
composer. Professor of Harmony at the

University of Miami. He was also a friend

of Lenore's. Lenore plays the piano very
well. Franklin asked her if she would
play for us. She agreed to play.

Lenore is a blonde with big blue eyes.

I have been asked if we fell in love at

first sight. I can't answer because I

don't know what that corny phrase
actually means. But if it means feeling a

warm vibration which makes you ask a
girl if you can call on her the next day,

then I guess I did. About a year and a

half later, we were married.

It was largely due to the fact that

Lenore thought I could become a suc-

cessful actor, that I persisted in trying

to become one. There were many times

during our marriage when we were so

broke that I was tempted to quit trying

to act and to get into something more
secure. Lenore wouldn't hear of it. She
even took a job as associate editor on
one of the leading fashion magazines, so

we would have enough money to live on
during tliis difficult period of struggle.

I have been asked whether Lenore and
I have any pet names for each other,

like that pet name by which Cindy
Garner was called in "Since You Went
Away," "Sugar." Good heavens, no! I

call Lenore by her first name and she

calls me by mine. If I had any pet

names for Lenore. I would keep them
a dead secret and not tell anyone in the

world about them, least of all a reporter.

But I don't use any.

Lenore and I live in a home in the

Pacific Palisades, which we rented at

first and eventually bought. I remember
it was the first house we looked at M hen
we came out to Hollywood. A real estate

woman said to us, "We have just what
you're looking for."

Of course, that's a line that real estate

people always use. I never thought that

the first house we saw would be the

house we would really want.

In those days you didn't have to take

the first house you saw. It may be

inconceivable in these days of housing

shortages that there was ever a time

when you could have your pick of

beautiful homes, but there was such a

time, and that was it.

To our great surprise, the real estate

woman was right. The house was just
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what we were looking for. Anything we
like, we put in it.

I have gone .sliopping with Lenore for

some of the furniture, some of the china,

some of the decorations. And our tastes

are generally alike.

Some people have said I am a good
shopper. I have been a good shopper

just once in my life. That was when
I kept walking out of an Oriental shop,

where I was buying a belt. Each time

I walked out, the price went down. I

finally got the belt at a fantastically

low price.

I think I'm a fairly handy man around
the house, when I have time to be, which
isn't often. I once built a wall of book
shelves. I'm a fairly good carpenter and
a moderately good gardener. Plumbing
I loathe. If the plumbing fixtures in the

house needed fixing, I certainly wouldn't
fix them.

I can do a certain amount of cooking.

I hardly think that's unusual. Most
men can cook. In fact, the greatest

cooks in the world are all men. It's a

strange fact, but men seem to excel in

those accomplishments which we con-

sider most feminine, such as designing

and cooking. Not that I claim that I'm
in a class with the great chefs. Decidedly
not.

My favorite foods are creamed chipped
beef on toast and well-buttered pan-

cakes covered with scrambled eggs.

When I'm asked my favorite foods, I

always think immediately of breakfast

foods. That is because I have had so

many bad breakfasts in my life. My
idea of good breakfasts is the kind most
cafeterias in New York serve—good
foods sizzling hot. I abhor food that

should be hot but is lukewarm.
I drink my coffee black but with

some sugar in it. I never drank any
coffee till I was twenty-seven. By that

time, so many friends had raved over

the smell and taste of coffee that I

decided to try it. I had been to a late

party the night before and awoke feeling

groggy. Then, if ever, it seemed, was
the time to try coffee. So I poured four

cups, one with cream and sugar, one
without either, one with cream and no
sugar and one with sugar and no cream.

I tasted them all. The one with sugar

but no cream tasted least revolting. So
that's the kind I drink now.

I've read that I hate potato salad,

because of my ill-fated venture into the
business. You know, I used to supply
practically all the potato salad sold in

the drug stores in Miami. When I found
that I could get the company's name
printed on them free, I ordered a million

paper wax containers for our salad. It

seemed like a shrewd business deal at

the time. But the drug stores woke up to

the fact that they could make greater

profits by preparing their owti potato
salad. They stopped buying mine. So I

had to retire from the field, Avith no
asset but those million containers. How-
ever, it isn't true that I have ever since

disliked the taste of potato salads. I

love them.
Some of my friends claim that I am

inclined to be a perfectionist, even about
little things. I don't like to act in a

second-rate picture. I don't like a second-
rate script. When I can't get what I
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HOW i LOST MY HUSBAND
I guess I was really to blame when
Stan started paying attention to other

women. It wasn't that I didn't know
about feminine hygiene. I had become
. . . well . . . forgetful. Yes, I found out

the hard way that "now-and-then"
care isn't enough! My doctor finally

set me right. "Never be a careless

wife," he said. He advised Lysol dis-

infectant for douching always.

AND WON HIM BACK AGAIN!
Our romance is so special again—now
that I know about proper feminine

hygiene care! Since I had that talk

with the doctor, I use Lysol always

for douching. As he said: "Lysol is a

proved germ-killer . . . far more de-

pendable than salt, soda or other

homemade solutions." Lysol is easy to

use and economical. But, most impor-

tant, it really does the job!

Check these facts with your Doctor

Proper feminine hygiene
care is important to the
happiness and charm ot

ct'cry woman. So, douche
tkornughhj with correct
Lysol solution . . . al-
ways! Powerful cleanser—
Lysol's great spreading
power means it reaches

deeply into folds and
crevices to search out
germs. Proved gertn-killer

— uniformstrengih, made
under continued labora-
tory control . . . far
more dependable than
homemade solutions.
Non-caustic — Lysol
douching solution is non~
irritating, not harmful to

vaginal tissues. Follow

easy directions. Cleanly
odor— disappears after
use; deodorizes. More
women use Lysol for
feminine hygiene than
any other method. (For

FREE feviinine hygiene
booklet, write
Lehn & Fink, 6S3
Fifth Ave., New
York 22, N.Y.)

Copyright, iy46. [ Fink Products Corp.

For Feminine Hygiene use always!

like, either in my professional or per-

sonal life, I am not content with seconc
best.

My favorite sport is probably tennis
As a hobby, I like dominoes. As a ruk
I hate parlor games. I like paper and
pencil games, which most people hate
Hitchcock gave me a whole box of

games once for Christmas. That was
when I first began to like dominoes.
My wife and I often play dominoes

together, but Judy, my stepdaughter,
and I, don't play any games together
Sometimes I have wondered why that

is so. You're always reading about
fathers playing games with their daugh-
ters. But Judy's favorite sport is horse-

back riding. I stay far away from horses,

and have never ridden one. If I don't

get on tliem, I figure I won't fall off

them. I wouldn't get on a horse for any-
one not even Judy. Not even David 0.

Selznick.

I suppose that makes it rather iron-

ical that I am now playing a stalwart

hero of the plains for Selznick in "Duel
In The Sun." To be loyal, perhaps I

should say that my favorite sport is

horseback riding. But I can't do that in

an article called "Some of the Truth
About Myself."

Besides dominoes and tennis, I have
another hobby. It's been publicized

quite a bit—collecting clown photo-

graphs, posters, drawings, paintings. I

have quite a sizable collection, but I

couldn't possibly tack up all the posters

I'm supposed to have tacked up and still

find time to make pictures.

When I was a kid, there was a period

in my life, as there is in the lives of

most boys, when I dreamed of joining

a circus. I did think vaguely of becoming
a clown. This was somewhere between
the period when I wanted to become a

street car conductor and the period when
I decided to try to become an actor.

Later on, Norman Foster and I talked

of doing a story around circus life. In

order to get first-hand material, we de-

cided we'd have to travel with a circus

for a few weeks. We asked the manager
of one of the circuses if he would take

us on. He said he could use a good
clown act. Norman Foster and I tried

to write a good script for a couple of

clowns, but we were never quite satisfied

with the clown routine we figured out.

Consequently, we never did travel with

the circus, or write that circus story.

However, I still do collect unusual

pictures of clowns. King Vidor, director

of "Duel In The Sun," painted me a

portrait of Felix Adler, the great clown,

for Christmas. Judy painted a clown

picture for me. And Ludwig Bemel-

mans, the humorist, gave me the original

of a clown cover which had' appeared on

the Neiv Yorker.

I've had no trouble getting along with

any of the people with whom I've acted

in pictures. Quite often I hear about

this person or that one, that he's very

difficult to work with, or that some lead-

ing lady is a perfect terror. At first I

u.sed to dread working with people

about whom I'd heard these legends.

However, I never found an actor or act-

ress yet who lived up to these prelimin-

ary unfavorable reports.

At first, I was surprised when I would
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work with someone who was said to be

a perfect terror, and who turned out to

be easy to get along with. But this

happened so consistently that I am now
no longer happily surprised when the

people I work with turn out to be easy

to get along with. Even Orson Welles,

with whom I made my first picture in

Hollywood, has sometimes been pictured

as a tyrant and a very difficult fellow.

I have found him anything but that.

The story that we met wliile laughing

at the same jaux pas in a radio show

and that we were both thrown out for

laughing is true. I guess Orson and I

have been laughing at the same things

ever since. Katharine Hepburn has also

sometimes been pictured as a very

difficult person to work with. I once

lieard that she kept curtains all around

her set on a picture so that no one could

talk to her or watch her. I checked on

that, and found it wasn't true.

I think I'm a pretty average sort of

person, Mr. Main Street himself. I

shingle my roof when it needs shingling;

I'm superstitious about people whistling

in dressing rooms; I spend my honey-

moon exploring New York. Even my
tastes in comics are average. I like to

read Terry and the Pirate. When Orson

and I were in the same show, and the

newspapers arrived, we both made a

lunge for Terry. Each of us wanted to

read it first.

Lenore is not so fond of Terry and the

Pirates as Orson Welles and I are. She

never tries to grab Terry before I do.

Very few Ripley-ish things happen to

me. Of course, when I'm working in

pictures, that's different. Anything can

and does happen on a movie set. I'll

never forget the man from the Society

for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
who was present during all my scenes

with the 98 lb. German shepherd dog
who was supposed to attack me in

"I'll Be Seeing You."

I couldn't understand why he had to

be there. Finally I asked him, "What's
the deal.'' Whom are you protecting?

Do you think I'm going to bite the dog?"

There's an old journalistic saying to

the effect that if a dog bites a man, that

isn't news. But if a man bites a dog,

that, brother, is news. Frankly, I haven't

bitten any dogs yet.

Margaret O'Brien and Charles Laughton
greet each other at a CBS radio broadcast.

says Mrs. Herbert ^larshall
— eharming wife of one of

Hollywood^s most distinguished stars.

MRS. HERBERT MARSHALL:

Here in Hollywood, glamour isn't just a word . .

.

it's a way of life. That's why Tm so delighted with

your alluring new shades in Tangee Satin-Finish

Lipstick. My special pet is that exciting Tangee

Red-Red.

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN:

Yes, Mrs. Marshall, and I think you'll agree that

the smart new shades in Tangee Satin-Finish Lip-

sticks are not only lovely to look at. . .they're

wonderful to wear! They don't run or smear. They

stay on for many extra hours. And Tangee's exclu-

sive Satin-Finish assures lips not too dry— not too

moist ... vivid lips with a satin -like smoothness

that makes them doubly inviting ... In Red-Red,

Theatrical Red, Medium-Red and Tangee Natural

!

CONSTANCE LUFT HUHN
Head of /he House of Tangee
and one of America's fore-

most authorities on beauty
and make-up.

seTANGEE
and see how beautiful vou can be
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For carefree confidence, choose

Meds internal protection-

comfortable, convenient, and

doubly sure because of Meds'

exclusive "SAFETY-WELL"!
• Meds are made of real COTTON— soft

and super-absorbent for extra comfort.

• Meds alone have the "SAFETY-WELL"—
designed for your extra protection.

• Med's easy-to-use APPLICATORS are

dainty, efficient, and disposable.

Meds' exclusive "SAFETY-WELL"
absorbs so much more, so much
faster! Extra protection for you!

Meds' fine soft COTTON can

absorb up to three times its own
weight in moisture! The scien-

tifically-shaped insorber expands
gently and comfortably—adapting
tself to individual requirements.

Because of these dainty, carefully designed applicators, Meds insorbers are easy-to-use 9
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This Is What I Believe

Continued from page 37

thing afterwards. I find it hard to
believe that there is such a place as

hell in the after-life.

Prayer. Prayers are important, par-

ticularly in war time, and a great com-
fort to people at all times. When I was
little and said my prayers every night,

I once got the idea that if I ptayed for

somebody else each night I would appear
unselfish. So I asked for nice things for

other people, always adding, "But 1

don't need anything," and hoping that

I would get nice things as a bonus for

my supposed unselfishness. Perhaps I

shouldn't tell this on myself, but once
I didn't get something which I wanted
badly, and then I stopped praying for

a while. Of course, I resumed my
prayers again later. Now I don't say
bedtime prayers, but pray at other

times. I know now that some prayers

are answered affirmatively by God and
others are answered otherwise, because

it's God's will, but however they may
be answered, there is still comfort in

the prayer.

Religion. I believe that the real ex-

pression of your religious beliefs is shown
in the daily pattern of your life, in what
you contribute to your surroundings and
what you take away without infringing

on the rights of other people. I don't

disapprove of people who make a habit

of focusing all their thoughts on reli-

gious ideas, unless they let religion

become an opiate with them and do
harmful things to other people. No one
should feel that because he goes to

church every Sunday he can do cruel

things which people are not ordinarily

supposed to do and that God will over-

look his bad behavior.

I like going to church at Christmas,

Easter and when I'm not working.

Literally speaking, Martha Vlckers is a

pin-up girl. She's next appearing In

"The Time, The Place, And The Girl."



because it is peaceful there and a place

of good will, where some of the nicest

people in the community congregate.

But real religion is in your mind and
heart, and can't be judged by the num-
ber of times you go to church.

War. You can drive yourself crazy

trying to figure out why God allows

wars. Once I heard a group of women
discussing this and one of them (not

myself) said, "How can there be a God
when these terrible wars go on? How
could He permit it? My own attitude

toward war is fatalistic. I feel that

human beings create the machines of

destruction; we make the troubles that

cause wars. True, people are dragged
into war who have no control over it,

but man, not God, is responsible. We
haven't progressed far enough from
Neanderthal man to permit all craving

for violence to disappear. Some day in

the future, when human beings are

born without tonsils, which we probably
don't need, and \vithout appendices
which we certainly don't need, our

physical brains may be developed to the

point where all savagery has disappeared.

But at the present time there is still

something in man's nature which permits

the violence of war.

So much for my larger beliefs. All

our lives we wonder about these things,

but we'll have to wait for that after-life

in which I believe to find the answers.
However, there are some things we all

seek—success, love, and friendships,

about which an actress can speak up
boldly, since every one of us tries to

achieve these things.

I believe that success is fun, but can
be a burden if it is not handled right.

If success is won along one line, that
automatically requires the successful

person to achieve it along other lines.

Successful people are often very versa-

tile. Vincente Minnelli, my husband, for

instance, besides being a fine director,

paints exquisitely. Of course, I may be

Helen Pender, pretty Warner Brother star-

let, dolls up -for a spin on a bicycle as

big as she is. Nice trick if she can ride it.
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prejudiced, but I wish you could see

the painting which Vincente did of a set

he designed for Beatrice Lilhe's play,

"At Home Abroad." That painting

hangs in my dressing room, and captures

an atmosphere which is just as authentic

as the family atmosphere captured by
Vincente in "Meet Me In St. Louis."

Of all the pictures I have ever made,
I think "Meet Me In St. Louis" is my
favorite, because I felt that was the

nicest family I ever met in pictures.

They all fought together and had dis-

agreements, but you knew that in time

of trouble they would all stick to one
another. I've been very lucky in my
family life, I must say, both on and off

the screen!

The man or woman who achieves a

successful career must be successful

also in his handling of his own mentality

and ego. Being an actress is the most
grueling test for the ego, for the success

of being an actress floods you. When
you are a success in some other line,

your intimates know about it and the

people in that line, but the world as a

whole doesn't necessarily make a fuss

about you. An Einstein, whose success

is actually much greater and whose work
is much more important than that of

any actor, isn't followed by crowds of

admiring fans. The success of an actress

is seen. Her work is constantly exhibited.

So if she loses her sense of perspective,

she may begin thinking how great she is,

when actually her success may be just a

matter of luck and a few pretty close-

ups. But that kind of success doesn't

last long. To win real success as an
actress, you have to learn to act. I

didn't learn in dramatic .school but
through making bad pictures. When
I was giving some very bad perform-
ances, I got quite a bit of fan mail. I

could have let things go at that, telling

myself, "A lot of people like me just

the way I am. I guess that's good
enough."

An actress cannot afford to be fooled

by a certain amount of public adulation. !

You have to have a perspective on your-

self. And that's true of men and womer:
in every other line, too. I believe that a

sense of per.spective will help you more
in getting the most out of life than
almost any other quality.

One of the nicest things about success

is the chance it gives you to do things

for your family. I don't like big fat

expensive things or living on a grand
scale, but it is pleasant to be able to

buy pretty clothes, and to be able to

invest your money so as to have some
degree of security. When on top of

that you can do things for your family,

well—that, as Tom Drake said in "Meet
Me In St. Louis," is ginger-peachy. My
mother wanted a house in Hollywood,
and I was verj' happy to be able to get

it for her. My sister, now known as

Miss Dorothy, is starting a career as

a singer strictly on her own, but it's

nice to know that if she ever wanted any
help, I'd be in a position to help her.

I believe that your family (if you
let them) can be a great comfort to you
in time of trouble. Of course, if you get

very dramatic about your best beau's

going out with another girl and lock

yourself in your room, there isn't a

blessed thing your family can do, even
if they want to. But if you learn to take
family teasing in the proper spirit, well,

I believe that families are wonderful.

I believe that family groups are really

the basis of our whole country. You
begin life as a member of a family; you
go on as a member of a family; then
eventually, if you're lucky, you have a

chance to start your own family. The
kind of person you are throughout your
whole life depends to a large extent

upon the kind of person you are as a

member of a family group. In a family

you learn selfishness or unselfishness,

consideration for others or lack of con-

sideration—why, your whole future is

mapped out by the way you treat your
family and the way they treat you.

That, I believe, is our American way
of life.

We learn in our own families to see

he other fellow's point of view. In "Meet
Me In St. Louis" the Smiths were all

upset at first when Alonzo Smith, the

father, decided on a move to New Y'ork.

To be sure, he was just trying to make
things nice for the family, but they be-

gan to think he was just a selfish tyrant,

because they had so many ties in St.

Louis. Esther didn't want to leave her

beau; Rose was afraid she w-ouldn't make
friends in New York; Tootie couldn't

bear to leave her snow men. It was

selfish in a way, but it was all so natural.

There was a lot to be said for Mr.

Smith's point of view, and a lot to be

said for his family's.
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After a while, thej'^ began to realize he
wasn't being a monster of selfishness, and
peace reigned again in the familj'. Then,
after thej' understood his point of view,

he began to grasp theirs. And so lie

called the whole family down into the

dining room, and told them he had de-

cided to stay in St. Louis after all.

It's significant, I think, that in the
Fascist countries, where the family unit

was not considered important, where the
state was all-important, cruelty and bru-

tality crept in. So let's be thankful we
live in a country where we can be senti-

mental about our families. And let's be
thankful, too, we live in a country where
we can achieve success through our indi-

vidual efforts and not through regimen-
tation.

However, no matter how wonderful
your family is, no matter how much suc-

cess you achieve in your career, you
won't be a really happy person unless

you also achieve success as a woman.
And for most women, that includes a

happy marriage.

I believe that it is possible for a woman
to have a successful career and a happy
marriage, too. In the case of a career

woman, marriage requires more patience,

thought and understanding. But it can
be done, as witness the case of Helen
Hayes who is one of our finest actresses,

and a great success as a wife and mother,
too.

I imagine that it's hard for a man to

be married to an actress. He can't feel,

as most men like to feel, that everything
depends upon him. He knows his wife is

financially independent. She must there-

fore make him feel that even though she

can stand on her own feet financially,

she is emotionally dependent on him. that

everything else in her life—even her work
—revolves around him. I believe that

she shouldn't keep any part of her life

to herself. Since she can't give her hus-

band the satisfaction of feehng that she

needs him financially, she must make
him feel needed and wanted in every
other M'ay, and in no way shut out from
her life.

I think women get themselves mixed
up by making too many promises. There
is something so romantic about promis-
ing your heart forever and ever to a per-

son. Men are more honest about those
things. Women often wind up with guilty

consciences because they have made too
many promises to the men they love.

They get carried away with themselves.

It's always better to promise less and
do more. So I believe in making as few
promises as possible, even to myself. I'd

rather do this than wind up with a guilty

conscience because I hadn't carried out
all my plans. Make plans, certainly, but
don't be upset if something happens to

make it impossible to carry them out.

We hear a great deal about love at
first sight, but I believe that a person is

safer if love develops gradually. If people
marry after knowing each other only a
short time, they have to make all their

adjustments afterwards. In the case of

p>eople who have known each other for

some time, many of the adjustments can
be made before they marry.

We know that a great many hasty war
marriages have taken place, and often
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wonder how they will turn out. A min-
ister who has made a study of hasty wai
marriages told me that he has seen many
that have been very successful. I knov
of one personally. A friend of my
mother's married three days after she

met her husband and they are divinely

happy. But I think the percentages are

more apt to be in your favor if you
marry after a longer acquaintanceship.

It is safer if a lot of thought goes into

your marriage. You should ask yourself:

are you and the man you love going to

match.'' How is your time going to work
out, if you both have careers? Do you
have similar religious ideas? Do you like

the same kind of relaxation? What is

the financial set-up? These things, when
considered ahead of time, can do a great

deal to start a marriage off right.

Some people think that if you meet a
man who wants a clinging vine, you
should change your personality so that

you become a clinging vine; if he hkes
the brisk, outdoor type of girl, you should

become one. I don't believe that advice

is completely sound for most women. It

is difficult for any woman to change her

personality completely. It can be done
while he's courting you and for a couple

of years afterwards, but not for life.

I believe that just being in love gen-

erally improves people 100%. They be-

come happier, nicer, and more likable.

There is a nice pink cloud over every-

thing. A wonderful pink cloud! Every-
body has some lonely moments in his

life, but when you're in love you don't

get lonely half as much, because you feel

somebody's standing by to help you,

somebody with whom you can talk over

everything, someone who cares.

r don't believe in being too practical.

Practicality balanced with a little imag-

ination is more interesting. On the other

hand, I don't believe you should walk
around with Peter Rabbit under one arm.

I believe you should see a vision over

the rainbow; that you should keep a nice

glow. No matter what your age, you
can keep your youth in all its glory

through your enthusiasm.

I believe you should learn from your

Joan Leslie visits with Bob Hebert, former

Warner Brothers' employee, just returned from

South Pacific, on "Janie Gets Married" seL
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mistakes, then forfj'et tlie past. That you
should live not for yesterday, but for

today and tomorrow. Old people, they

say, live too much in the past. So if you
don't want to get old before your time,

don't dwell on your past mistakes.

We all want friends. No matter whether
you want one good friend or many
friends, you must be willing to give your
time and sympathies to them. Some
people who think they want friends really

just want to use them—to cry on their

shoulders and to have someone in whom
to confide. Real friendships are a matter
of give and take. You must not merely

want to cry on their shoulders but be

ready to listen to their troubles when
they want to cry on yours.

Sometimes the best of friends grow
apart through acquiring different inter-

ests or because events in their lives are

not synchronized. When that happens,
you mustn't feel too badly. You must
learn to let go and accept what is hap-
pening now, rather than try to cling to

outworn interests. I don't mean that

you should ever just drop old friends,

but if you do grow apart in your inter-

ests, you mustn't grieve about it. Change
is inevitable; and if you change in one
direction and a friend changes in another,

your interests sometimes do grow far

apart. It may not be the fault of either

one of you, just the pattern of events.

I believe that if you are lonely some-
times, you should accept it, without feel-

ing that life has treated you badly. There
are lonely moments in all lives. Even
when you are in a crowd, a feeling of

loneliness can wash over you. Remember
that other people in the same crowd may
be feeling the same way. If you're a

wife with a husband in the service, re-

member other wives with husbands over-

seas know the same loneliness you feel.

To sum up my beliefs: I believe that

no matter what happens to you in life,

if you retain a sense of perspective, both
about yourself, and life in general, you'll

be able to meet situations gallantly and
wisely. It won't be easy, ever, to face

real tragedy, but as time goes on a sense

of perspective can help.

Producci -Star of "ALONG CAME JONES" (An Infernafional Picture)

Andy Russell learns a handkerchief trick

from Ray Miliand on the Paramount lot.

where he's appearing in "The Stork Club."
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Remodels her figure, wins natiorial

achievement award and praises

of beauty experts.

Such thrilling days and nights in the magic city

might well have turned the head of any 24-year-
old girl. But not Lodema Peninger's. She came
up from her home town of Salisbury, North
Carolina, and took New York in her stride . .

.

posing before the color camera of a famous pho-
tographer, telling her own success story on a
radio broadcast. It was all the result of a small-
town girl's decision to regain her slender figure,

make the most of herself. Following the DuBarry
Success Course at home, she lost 26 pounds, be-
came expert in skin care, hair hbhm
styling and make-up, emerged a RMF'sitrf^
petite blonde beauty. For her im-
provement in face, figure and fas-

cination, she won the coveted
award—an exciting week in New
York, where beauty experts
hailed her achievement.

BeiuAii lit Stxhxj

Mrs. Peninger, only 5 feet 1%
inches tall, had worn a size 9

when she was married. After her

baby was born she went to 138
pounds! Heavy hips and thick

waist above slim legs made her
look all out of proportion. One
day her husband reminded her
how slim she used to be. That de-

cided her. She enrolled for the

DuBarry Success Course, lost 7

pounds the first week, kept on
until she lost 26. Now with 6

inches gone from her waist, 8
from her abdomen, 7 from her
hips, she wears size 9 again. Her
skin and hair are lovelier than
ever before. "I cannot praise the
DuBarry Success Course
enough," says Mrs. Peninger. "It

has shown me how to be healthier

and happier than I had thought
it possible to be."

For this true-to-life camera por-

trait Mrs. Peninger wore a glam-
orous evening goivn created by
the famous designer Kiviette.

HOW ABOUT YOU? Wouldn't you like to be
slender again, wear more youthful styles, hear the com-
pliments of friends? The DuBarry Success Course can
help you. It brings you an analysis of your needs, then
shows you how to adjust your weight to normal; re-

model your figure; care for your skin; style your hair
becomingly; use make-up for glamour. You follow at

home the methods taught by Ann Delafield at the fa-

mous Richard Hudnut Salon, New York.

Why not use the convenient coupon to
find out what this Course can do for you?
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She Married Her Doctor

Continued from page 31

Barbara, carrying a tiuy bouquet of red

roses with a single, pure-white orchid in

the center, was dressed in plum-colored
crepe and smart little plum-colored hat

with a saucy blue marabou fluff.

"That was the 'something blue,' " she

smiled, as she told about her wedding for

the first time for publication. "And for

the 'something borrowed' I carried a
beautiful lace handkerchief that belonged
to the mother of my dearest friend. The
'something old' was an amethyst necklace

and earrings Gene had made for me from
stones that belonged to his great-grand-

mother."
The Austrian-born doctor, though he

has been in this country twelve years,

speaks still with a slight trace of foreign

accent. He took out citizenship papers

promptly on his arrival in the United
States and has lately been honorably
discharged after two years' service as

an instructor for the Army Air Corps.

And because he is sixteen years older

than Barbara, he had every intention of

behaving at the wedding with all the

dignity that his maturity demanded. But
it didn't work out that way.
"We were about half-way through the

ceremony," he confessed, "and I was
sure I was going to be all right. I

couldn't possibly break down. Then
I glanced at Barbara and saw the tears

streaming down her face—and before I

knew it, I was crying, too!"

Afterward they went to the Jonathon
Club, a social organization of Southern
California business and professional men,
for their wedding breakfast and Gene
proudly presented the bride with her

own, personal membership card, made
out in her new name, "Barbara Czukor."
Then they went home to The Ver-

sailles, a large apartment house not far

from downtown Los Angeles, where they

each had had bachelor quarters and
where "Auntie" (the doctor's aunt)

cooks and keeps house for them.

Barbara first met the doctor two years

ago when she was living at the Studio

Club, famous Hollywood residence for

girls employed in the motion picture

business. She had been under contract

to Paramount for some time and, what
\\\\h the pressure of work at the studio

in the daytime and bond rallies and
Canteen appearances at night, she felt

very ill and run down.

Her mother, Mrs. Adna Brantingham,
very active in Long Beach Methodist
Church activities, heard through another
missionary worker—none other than
"Auntie," herself—of a wonderful doctor

who effected marvelous cures without

the use of medicine. He was something
of a psychologist as well and "Auntie's"

praise of him was so glowing that Mrs.
Brantingham was sure he could do much
to straighten out the life and health of

her only child.

And he did. Wlien Barbara first went
to him, she was over-tired and over-

weight. She didn't get sufficient sleep

or eat the right food. He prescribed a

strict regimen of rest and a course of

diet that corrected both these troubles.
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Later he discovered she was worried

about money and an exainina'Liuii of her

check-book showed she was giving more
to charity than siie spent on herself.

By this time, botli Barbara's parents

were under the doctor's care too. Mr.
Brantingham had taken a month's leave

of absence from his j)osition with the

city of Long Beach and lie and Mrs.
Brantingham had taken an apartment
at The Versailles. The doctor advised

that Barbara leave the Studio Club and
move in with her father and mother.

"I knew the first time I saw Barbara
that I was in- love with her," Czukor
said. "But there was so much tli.Terence

in our ages that I wanted her to be very

sure. I even encouraged her to have
dates with the lads she'd known before

she and I met."
"It didn't work, though," Barbara

broke in. "By comparison, the more I

saw of Geney the more—what shall

I say.-*—well, callow they seemed!"
The older man went very cautiously

and slowly about his courtship. There
were times when Barbara was sure she

was sure, but he wanted her to be very

positive. Meantime he built up her

health and guided her, out of the

maturity of his judgment, in financial

and social matters. So, at last when
the decision to marry was finally made,
events moved swiftly and they stood
together before the altar of the little

church in Glendale.

They've just bought a house and plan

to move in as soon as the deal has gone
through. That time will give Barbara a

chance to work out her ideas on interior

decoration.

"I want her to give full vent to her

self-expression!" Gene said with a loving

glance at his beautiful bride.

The house is small, not new (probably
about fifteen years old) and charming.
Besides their bedroom, it has a little

front room the doctor plans to use for

evening appointments with his patients

and another tiny room at the back that

will be "Barbara's office." Here she and
her secretary can work together on fan

mail and pictures that are to be sent out.

The house has the advantage, too, of

being an income property, for in the rear

is a four-family unit, completely fur-

nished and rented all the time. There's

also a charming little attic, with dormer
.windows and sloping ceilings that tl^ey

plan to convert into a bachelor apart-

ment, with an outside stairway.

Gene's first thought is for Barbara's
welfare. He wants to safeguard not only

her health, so that she may carry on )ier

work as a Paramount star, but to build

lier financial status for the future. They
have bought, too, a lot in Lagurta Beach,
but the house they will build there later

will be for playtime; the one they havp
just selected is to take care of t'^"

present. And who can tell wliat t::c

years to come will bring?

While we were t dking about this,

Barbara looked down at the exquisite

yiearly engagement ring her doctor had
given her.

"Gene told me I could have either a

big diamond—or a house," she said, then
added whimsically, "and after all, a
diamond—no matter how big it is—won't
keep you dry when it's raining!"
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No More Nazis!

Continued from page 33

information that Jerry had let slip in

an unguarded moment concerning him

—

that he seldom mingles with the foreign

group here in Hollywood, that he studies

the English language assiduously, hoping
that all trace of his rather attractive

accent may disappear, that he is frugal

and lives in a fifty-dollar-a-month apart-

ment. "I think that's wonderful," I said.

"Now all you have to do is to keep on
being a good actor and pretty soon
you'll be rich and famous."
"A good actor, yes. That I would

like. But rich.'' I do not know. What is

money? You have it today and—pouf

—

it is gone like snow in an April sun."

"Ah," I said, "your education isn't

being neglected, I see. What do you
think of the movies?"

"I think they are like everything else

in this country. America does every-

thing in a big way—the biggest airplanes,

the biggest buildings, the biggest moun-
tains. There is nothing small about the

way they do things. I have no com-
plaints."

"Sure," I said, "we do everything big."

"How do you call it?" Helmut asked.

"You go—whole hog?"
"Well," I said, "I don't know about

the hog part. There's been consider-

able discussion about that in various

parts of the country. Some of our best

business men have become quite lathered

up over it."

"Business," Helmut said, "that's what
I had decided I'd be—a business man.
After I got out of the concentration

camp. Then I came to America and my
relatives thought I should go into busi-

ness. I for a time ran a gasoline filling

station. In Pasadena, I was enrolled

with the Community Players. But I did

not have the instinct for business. In
Austria, you see, I was intended for

diplomacy; but I
—

"

"Yes, you said that. I'll bet you'd

have been a good diplomat, too. But tell

me, are they going to keep you at this

Nazi officer stuff?"

He smiled and lifted his shoulders in

that expressive, continental gesture.

"Who knows? One can hope not, of

course. Just now I am doing 'Shadow Of
A Woman.' There are good opportuni-

ties for dramatic acting. No Nazi, no

spies, just drama. I hope I will do weU
m it.

"It's a cinch," I said. "I saw you in

'Casablanca' and in 'Mission To Mos-
cow.' I thought you did all right in those

parts."

He was desolated. His high cheek

bones seemed higher, his attractive face

longer. "I think I was merely—ad-

equate."

"No," I said hastily. "You were swell.

You were really good."

He smiled brilliantly. "I hope you

mean that. But it is the least one can

do for the privilege of living here in

this country—to be good at one's job,

to show appreciation."

Jerry Asher interrupted. "Well, let's

go out and get some of this country's

air. I'm getting claustrophobia."



We went to Helmut's dressing room.

It was a shanty on wheels. I thouglit

about a claim shack I had lived in

back in South Dakota. The door swung
back and forth in a wandering breeze

that came in and ruffled our hair.

"How about the stage?" I asked.

"Would you like that?"

"Yes," he said, waving his long-fingered

hands. "Once I was offered an oppor-

tunity to tour with Katlierine Cornell.

But it was not possible. Mr. Warner,

you see
—

"

"Well," Jerry said kiddingly, "you had

to stay here and make a lousy fortune."

"But I am going to New York next

week," Helmut exclaimed, "on a personal

appearance tour. There I shall endeavor

to learn about my people in Vienna. I

have not heard from them in five

months."
His face was very grave and Jerry said,

with a warm note in his voice, "That's

sure tough. I hope you locate them."

But as if it was impossible for him
to dwell long on unpleasant subjects,

Dantine said eagerly, "I shall work hard
in New York. I shall try to make the

people there like me. It will be my first

opportunity to appear on the stage, you
know," he added turning to me, "except,

of course, in Pasadena. I must be good.

I want to be good."

"Don't be such an eager beaver," Jerry

said. "You'll do all right."

A shadow suddenly darkened the door
and a beautiful woman came in wearing
a long white gown and a silver fox jacket.

It was Andrea King, who liad come to

talk to Dantine about the personal ap-

pearance tour she is to make with him.
His face lighted up with the curious in-

ner glow which, I suspect, appears in it

whenever a lovely woman comes upon
the scene. He turned to me. "Is she not

the most beautiful?"

I bowed too. "Very beautiful," I said.

Miss King was concerned. She was
thinking about the clothes she would
wear in New York and whether or not
the studio would send a press represent-

ative. "Now what do you want a pub-
licity man for?" Jerry asked. "All he
could do would be to carry your
luggage."

"But what will we say to the news-
paper men?" Dantine asked.

"You won't have any trouble," Jerry

said. "They'll take care of that. They're
eager beavers, too."

Presently a call boy came to say that

Miss King and Mr. Dantine were wanted
on the set where they were making re-

takes. We went outside and breathed
some magnificent air. Dantine turned
to me and said almost wistfully, "If you
didn't get enough for your story—just

call up Jerry. He's very good at making
actors sound like human beings."

He bowed and we shook hands. Then
he and Miss King walked away together,

two very handsome, very interesting

young people intent on their careers.

Jerry Asher and I went back to his

office. He sighed. "When Helmut first

came on this lot he was very shy and
very confused. He isn't any more. Now
I'm the one that's confused."

You see, Jerry did tell me quite a lot

about Dantine after all.

Anil Dvorak I'ictiir. h .Star
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Continued from page 21

"Darling, remember the day we married
how dreadfully hot the lights were on
stage nine.''"

Another reason they can't set a date,

as we write this, is that they are not

quite certain when their house will be
read3\ Dick was invited to a party at

Ingi'id Bergman's one night and promptly
fell in love with her house. He learned

that Paul Granard had decorated it for

her, so now he has Mr. Granard doing
his house, and when Dick asks politely

when it will be ready Mr. Granard
merely shrugs and says, "Two months,
perhaps." The house is small as Holly-
wood houses go, only two bedrooms, a

kitchen, and a combination living room
and dining room. June has never had a
house in the nearly three years she has
been in Hollywood. When Metro saw
they had a talented new star in "Two
Girls And A Sailor" they kicked in with
a raise, and that of course was the signal

for June to rush out and make the down
payment on a big glamor house complete
with swimming pool, tennis court and
fish pond. That's the customary proce-

dure. But June isn't like most young
stars. There really isn't any of that

show-oflf quality about her-—in fact, she

sometimes worries that because she isn't

an exhibitionist she isn't an actress. She
should fret about that. So June just con-

tinued to live in a very inexpensive three-

room walk-up out near Westwood Village,

impressing no one. But naturally she is

as excited as a—well, as an August bride

over the new house Dick bought for her.

Dick and June will honeymoon on
Dick's boat. But it won't be much of a

honevmoon because Dick has to be in

town every Saturday to rehearse for his

Sunday radio show—in which he plays

a tough detective.

Over an avocado stuffed with shrimp

—

which, it said on the menu in the RKO
commissary, can stack up against Grand
Central Station in noise and confusion

any day of the week except Sunday

—

I shrieked at Dick, "When did you
meet June.''"

"In Rosemary Lane's dressing room
in New York in 1941," Dick shouted
back. "I went backstage after a perform-
ance of 'Best Foot Forward' to congratu-

late Rosemary. She and I had been in a

lot of pictures together at Warner Broth-

ers. Rosemary introduced me to June
and Nancy Walker and several of the

kids in the show. It didn't mean a thing.

Later I ran into her on the Metro lot

several times when I was making 'Meet
The People' out there in 1943. It didn't

mean a thing."

And then Joan Blondell sued Dick
Powell for divorce in the Summer of

1944. (Under California law the divorce

wasn't final until July 15.) And for the

first time in seven years Dick found him-
self a man-about-town, free to make
dates with a pretty girl if he wanted to,

free to be a wolf and join the wolf-pack

if he wanted to. But Dick is a serious,

quiet, home-loving sort of guy. He
doesn't play the field either in girls or

horses. He was never meant to be a wolf.

In the change-over from benedict to

bachelor Dick found that he was very
lonely. So naturally he started looking

around for a nice girl.

"A man looks around," says Dick,

"But there really aren't very many girls

June and Dick particularly enjoy a chat with a couple of Uncle Sam's Navy men.
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in Hollywood you'd like to date."

He took a quick gander at the Mo-
cambo, and Giro's, and the night spots

in Hollywood. "I'm not a night club

Joe," says Dick. He was getting lonelier

and lonelier. "I looked arountl again, not

in the night club.s—and there was June."

This time it meant something.

At first he sort of got into tlie habit

of dropping by her apartment on the

way home from the studio. The place

was usually cluttered up with Dave Rose,

Van Johnson, and a flock of young actors

from Metro playing June's records. But
somehow or other, of the entire bunch,

it was always Dick who got invited to

stay for dinner. At first he thought it

was because June's cook, who is also her

housekeeper, companion, and number
one adviser, liked him. (He'd play bridge

with her and two of her friends in the

kitchen after the dishes were washed.)

But soon he discovered that June, in-

stead of scampering off to the movies
with one of the boys after dinner, started

hanging around the kitchen too. And one
night she said, 'T don't think that game's
so difficult—why don't you teach me to

play bridge?"

Well, you know how it is. Dick started

taking her out to dinner, to quiet places

where they could hear each other talk.

.\nd one date led to another, and they

kept finding out they liked the same
things. June was pleased to learn that

Dick didn't like night clubs either. That
he liked to get away from people. And
of course Dick was delighted when he
discovered that June likes boats. The
first day they could both get away from
the studio he drove her down to Balboa
and took her for a day's sail on his pride

and joy. June, Dick noticed with in-

tense satisfaction, was the only girl he'd

ever had on the boat who had better

.sense than to get herself conked on the

bean by the boom. I am willing to bet

a tidy sum that was the day he really

fell in love with her.

But the way Dick puts it is, "June
and I just started going together—and
the next thing we knew we were in love

and wanted to get married."

June's studio, so the story goes, tried

to talk June out of her romance with
Dick Powell. But June just wouldn't be
talked out. In fact, it's reported she has
the studio even more worried than ever
now because she's threatening to give up
her career entirely. She never was ter-

ribly excited over being a career girl.

.\nd she thinks she'd be much happier
just being Mrs. Powell.

When I asked Dick about this he said.

"I will never say one thing or another
about June's career. She must make her
own decisions. Naturally whatever she

decides is all right with me. It's strictly

up to her."

Well, as you read this the Dick Powells
may be enioying the Pacific breezes off

Newport. B'^fore he started "Cornered"
Dick finished the new paint job on the

boat, so it's fit for a honeymoon. It

came as no surprise to me when Dick
told me his future bride liked boats, that

I can understand, by stretching my imag-
ination slightly. But when he told me
she liked bridge—well, then I knew the
little woman was in love with him. It

has to be love.
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iound the SECRET

ofan ALLURING FIGURE!"
Not all girls are endowed by nature

with a full, fashionable bust. But now
you can have a figure with appealing

body lines and curves ... a firm, well-

rounded bust. Thanks to Mr. Bono-
mo 's Home Course on Bust Culture,

you can now be vivacious, attractive,

popular. No more embarrassment ! No
more self-conscious shyness ! At last

—regardless of your age—you can be

proud of your body. Gain glamour !

Achievepoise and self-confidence! Be-

come lovely . . . desirable . . . sought-

after, this easy way.

"I WAS SO UNDEVELOPED, LONESOME
UNTIL I TOOK THE BONOMO COURSE

IN BUST CULTURE"

BEFORE
Here are actual photos
of Lynn Lambert of

Staten T:?]and. N. Y..

showins her before and
after taking the Bono-
nio Course. "It did
wonders for me." she
writ^. AFTER

See what the Bonomo Home Course
on Bust Culture did for Lynn Lam-
bert. Notice her pictures ! Mr. Bono-
mo has unmasked for you the secrets

of how to have a gorgeous body con-

tour—secrets used by many famous
stars and models. This course tells

you everything 3'ou need to know
about developing a curved, well-de-

veloped bosom. The course is pro-

fusely illustrated and was prepared
by Mr. Joe Bonomo, nationally
famous authoi'ity on Health, Physical

and Beauty Culture.

Wor/d Authority on Beauty
Gives You Safe, Easy Instructions

Mr. Bonomo has guided
many Hollywood pei'sonali-

ties and cover girls in mold-
ing; beautiful bodies. And
remember! You take this

course at home, in the pri-

vacy of your own boudoir.
It's safe, it's easy and it

costs so little! Don't let an-
other day go by without
finding out wh.at this won-
derful course can do for
you. Fill in and mail coupon

now. If you are not satisfied, return course in 10
da}-s for full purchase price refund.

•MA5L COUPON TODAY!-
PLEASE
PRINT

Mr- Jdp B'lnonio- p^Pinnal
BOMOMO CULTURE INSTITUTE
1811 Broadwav. D?pt. B-I5I0
New York 23. N. Y.

Please rush your complete COURSE on BUST CUL-
TURE in cnmarked wrapper. On deliverv. I will pay
postman SI. 97 plus usual postage. If not satisfied. I may
retu, n it within 10 days and get my purchase price back.

Name. .

.

Address.

City. Zone State..

Check here—we pay postage if you send SI.97.
(Canadian orders $2.50. cash in advance)
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BE PRETTY AS A PICTURE

IN YOUR NEW

HAIR-DO

THE HALO Picture yourself in this charm-
ing pew hair-do — Vogue's lovely version of the

fashioriable coronet. So flattering, so easy to

achieve with a Vogue pin-on braid — even if your

hair is short. Vogue braids come in natural hair

colors, amazingly "real", in four lengths.

THE ROLL-'N-BRAID Happy combina
tion of upsweep, page boy and braid, this picture-

pretty hair-do is a gay deceiver. A Vogue hair roll

provides the roll-up foundation. A Vogue pin-on
braid adds smart sophistication.

Vogue Hair Rolls 5« to it"
Vogue Braids 39* to 79*
Vogue Nets 10*

In Hair-Matching Cofors . . . Wanted Sizes and Shapes

On sale at 5-and-10* stores and department stores

ogue

Meet the stars of
Universal's short sub-

ject, "Pigtail Pilots."

These parrakeets,
trained by George
Burton, obey 50 com-
mands, are subject to

stage fright and jeal-

ousy. Equipped with

miniature parasol the

star tight-rope walk-

er, right, goesthrougJi
her act. It takes a

year and unlimited

patience for George
Burton, former circus

rider, to teach them
the simplest trick. Tip

to movie producers:

why not use his birds

in a Technicolor
musical?

Here's Hollywood

Continued from page 57

HAIR ACCESSORIES
THE GLEMBY CO., Inc.

Ill Eighth Avenue • New York City

/^ABLE groaned and Blondell moaned^ when a local columnist printed that
they were having dates. Apologies were
made, ruffled feelings smoothed. "This
Strange Adventure" went on its merry
little way. Weston East personally defies

Joan to deny that she isn't bringing
Gable cookies on the set. We know, on
account of visiting a school and there

before our startled eyes was Blondell
taking cooking lessons. The next day
we visited her set and there sat Clark
munching cookies and looking as pleased
as a small boy who had swiped them
out of the cookie jar.

pLAUDETTE COLBERT'S cel-

^-^ lophane tent could have easily

turned into a maternity ward. A party
was in progress for Dr. Joel Pressman,
Claudette's husband, recently returned
from overseas. It was all very festive and
gay. Last to leave was Loretta Young.
Four hours later her new son, Peter Lewis,
was born. He wasn't expected for three

more weeks. No one was more surprised

and pleased than the proud parents.

No one was more relieved than

—

Claudette!

Q OMEONE wanted to do a joint inter-

^ view on Margaret O'Brien and W. C.

Fields. But MGM shouted a big fat

"No" quicker than you can say Maria
Ouspenskaya. Evidently they remember
what happened between the fabulous

Fields and Baby Leroy, when they were
brought together. It was a feud that al-

most ended up in a free-for-all.

WHEN IDA LUPINO returned home
^ ' from her recent hospital tour, she

found every room in her house filled with
red carnations. They are her favorite

flower and were put there by her favorite

boy friend-^whose initials spell Helmut
Dantine. They say they aren't serious

but, brother, they give an awfully good
performance of trying to look that way.

C USAN PETERS, the most courageous
^ girl in Hollywood, took her first few

steps. She is still a long way off from
recovery, but her will and her faith are

marvelous to behold. Some of those babes

who complain because their studio over-
works them could learn a great lesson

from Susan.

Y\/"ITH very little fanfare, the "Bing
"
" Crosby Research Foundation" was

organized five years ago. The idea was to
help inventors put their ideas to com-
mercial use and incidentally aid the post-

war employment problem. It has grown
and grown in size. The good being done
is indescribable. Beneath those purple
plaid shirts worn by the one and only
Bingo, there beats a heart of gold.

OERSONAL possessions from Hyde
Park have finally arrived at the

Beverly Hills home of Faye Emerson
and Elliott Roosevelt. Included are

stufl^ed moose heads, mounted fish and
other piscatorial trophies. Around this

collection, Faye is planning to decorate
in a new and different style. That, it

certainly should be!

"DESIDES twin gold whistles, "Baby"
Bacall and Bogey are now carrying

twin gold keys. They fit the front door
of Bogart's bungalow. On each is en-

graved, B & B.

T3 ARBARA STANWYCK was puzzled^ when Bob Cummings said, "It's nice

playing opposite you again." This hap-
pened on the first day they started shoot-

ing "The Bride Wore Boots." Barbara
has made a lot of pictures in her time,

but to date had never forgotten a leading

man. Finally Bob explained. He played

extra on her set when years ago she made
"The Bitter Tea Of General Yen" for

Columbia. Now he's co-starring with

Barbara.

MARK STEVENS (formerly Steve

Richards of Warner Bros.) is still

shaking from the experience. All his life

he has wanted to work for director George
Cukor. The chance came when Cukor
directed him for a part in "Razor's Edge."

The night before Steve didn't get a wink
of sleep. By the time he arrived on the

set his throat was parched and tense

from sheer nerves. Cukor put him at ease.

Then—just as they turned 'em over,
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Steve luoked up ami saw author Somerset
Mauoham and Ethel Barrymore stand-

ing heliind tlie camei'a. His knees still

knock when he tliinks about it! Watch
for Steve in "Within These Walls." He's

wonderful.

YY^ITH sadness still lurking in their

' ' eyes but happiness born anew in

their hearts, the John Garfields an-

nounced an expected visit from the stork.

Both love children but John is especially

thrilled. He is away all day and busy.

His wife has too much spare time to

think about the little daughter they lost

recently.. The new baby will give her a

new interest and a needed one. Out on
"The Postman Always Rings Twice" set,

Lana Turner tells everyone that John is

stealing every scene he plays in.

/"^ AME the first day of shooting on
"Heartbeat" and no Ginger Rogers.

Her house didn't answer and her agent
hadn't the slightest idea where she might
be found. The good neighbors up Oregon
way could have tipped them off. Ginger
slipped away to second-honeymoon with
her Marine Sergeant husband. Jack
Briggs. She showed up at the studio

several days later.

[ ITTLE DIANA LYNN is so proud.^ Recently she had two wisdom teeth
extracted. Hurt? And how it hurt! But
Diana practically loved every moment of

pain, because to her it meant she was
growing older and wiser!

ANN DVORAK (staging a sensational

come-back) has been seeing Director
Charles Vidor, who was recently divorced
by Evelyn Keyes. Turning back the
clock. Anil's oi'iginal break came through
Karen Morlcy, who was theii married to
Vidor. George Raft was looking for the
right girl to play his little sister in "Scar-
face." Karen, who had been borrowed
from MGAI. remembered Ann, who was
dancing double for Joan Crawford. Karen
suggested Ann's name and she got the
job. She went right to the top, married
Director-actor Leslie Fenton and walked
out on Hollywood. Vidor was divorced
by Karen Morley. (He later married
Evelyn Keyes) . Ann is now separated
from Leslie. Yon take it from there.

We're getting more confused by the
moment. As we originally started out to

say—Ann Dvorak is seeing Charles Vidor.
And that's that.

ASTORIA Set- 200 00
Engagemenf Ring 15000

LAWRENCE Sel* 450 00
Engagement Ring 350.00

Also $500 ond up

MEDFORO Set* 600.00

Engagement Ring 500.00

Their Love
Sealed with a

1 / GENUINE DEGISTEBEO 1

Keepsake
DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT RING

Trade Mark Registered

Facing a triglit tomorrow . . . Kearts linkeJ

as one . . . this precious moment will live for-

ever in the eternal radiance of your genuine

registered Keepsake Diamond Ring. The name

Keepsake in the ring ... the nationally

established price on the tag . . . and the

Keepsake Certificate of Registration and

Guarantee are triple assurance of quality and
value. See the new Keepsake sets at your

Keepsake Jeweler's . . . $100 to S3500.

Prices include federol tox

Rings enlarged to stiow details

< Guaranieed by
L Good Houselieeping

r" Keepsoke Diomond Rings, A H Pond Co Inc

I
214 S. Warren St., Syracuse 2, N. Y.

Pleose send the book, "The Etiquette of the Engagement
,
and Wedding," with supplement on "Wartime Engagements
ond Weddings," illustrations of Keepsake Rings ond the name
of the nearest Keepsoke Jeweler. I enclose 10c to cover
mailing.

Name

I

Street and No

i
City Zone SL io-4S
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That Hutton Dame Knocks Bet+y Out!

Continued from page 38

to be timed down to the last second.

If it were possible, she'd make a blue-

print of her act before she did it. The
stuff she has to do is whirling around
in her head like it was being whipped
with an egg-beater. Then before she

knows it, out she goes—the one that

does the worrying and the planning

—

and in comes the hurricane. Billy

Daniels, her dance director, says he can
see the change come over her, from
serious to slap-happy in just a few
seconds. Like something out of "Alice

in Wonderland." Only she doesn't do it

by walking through any mirror.

When the routine is over, can Betty
relax? Sure she can. But not until

everything is back in place—hair, clothes,

makeup, heart, lungs, or any other part

of her anatomy that's seen action. Then
you know what.'' She has to start plan-

ning out what that screwball is gonna
do next!

Then the assistant director calls lunch.

Can Betty relax.'' Sure she can. She
talks business—all kinds—with lawyers,

press agents, just plain agents. If she

runs out of those she can always talk

business with Buddy DeSylva, her pro-

ducer, or Edith Head, who designs her

clothes. Most actresses can transact this

business right on the set, but they don't

have a zany named Hutton to worry
about. See what I mean? And she's not

complaining. She loves it.

I'll take that back. She does com-
plain sometimes. After those Huttons
finish a picture, there's a sort of letdown
and Betty thinks they need a rest, away
from Hollywood. So Betty asks—and

Hutton yells—for a vacation. All ri,,! t.

So they take a vacation. What happens."

Well, she thought it would be wonderful
to go to Phoenix, Arizona. There's a
hotel there called the Camelback that is

pretty quiet. Ah, rest and quiet, that's

what she could use a lot of! Could she
relax, Betty told herself! Long, lazy

days with nothing to do. Hmmmmmm!
No business of having to be on the set

at nine in the morning—which, spelled

backwards, meant lots of sleep. No
business conferences at noon. She could

mingle with new people and get a

different slant on the world and a wider
outlook for herself. BUT—she reckoned
without the dame she brung with her,

the one with a single-track mind that

leads to one target for tonight and every
night—the studio. Right then is where
the relaxing went out and the worrying

began. What were they doing at the

studio? What was Hutton missing by
being away over here in Phoenix, What
if they wanted her for something? May-
be they were making changes in her next

picture, "The Stork Club," she .should

know about. So Betty called Paramount,
thinking that maybe just talking to

them would help and then she could

forget about it. She called not once, but

several times. It didn't help. So they

came home. And is Hutton glad to be

back! The next time she takes her other

self away for a rest it'll be the same,

only Betty won't remember about it

until they get where they're going.

You see, that's the trouble with being

two different people. It's not as bad as

having two heads, but it does get rather

Betty Hutton, Sonny Tufts and John Berry, director, rehearse scene for "Cross My Heart."
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confusing. Betty gets so mixed up about

which is which that she's found out it's

impossible to separate the spht person-

aHty into two distinct halves. If she

could be the quiet gal Betty thinks she

should be and wants to be when she's

not doing her act that would be just

ducky. I3ut ''she's liomogcnized and,

brother, when you're that way you just

can't separate the cream from tlie milk

—or in this case, Betty from Hutton.

It's murder.
The best illustration of that is with

people. They like Betty when they find

out she sits and dresses and looks and
talks like they do. And Betty likes

people. Plain people, fancy people, funny

ones, serious ones, brainy ones, the kind

who cry on her shoulder and the kind

whose shoulder she can cry on. All

kinds. But she's happiest when she's

around the folks that are in the same
business she's in. She loves to talk shop.

She wants to talk about the scenes shot

today and the ones shooting tomorrow.

You'd think, that is if you weren't Betty

Hutton, that she'd like to get away
from it—forget it for a while. But no.

Not for a minute.

There's something else I think I

should tell you, now that I'm leaning

over your back fence and letting my hair

down about this Hutton character.

Betty can't get Hutton to do the same
impromptu routine twice—not ever. To
her, it just isn't legitimate to repeat the

same ad lib gag twice, no matter how
funny. She claims ad libs are ad libs

and that they don't go over when they're

warmed up and served a second time.

Like when she did a show for the boys
at Hollywood Canteen. Joe Lilley, her

arranger, started playing. She opened
her mouth to sing. After a bar, she

knew something was \vrong, so she told

Joe he was in the wrong key. They
took it again. The same thing happened.
Betty said, "You're in the wrong key,

Joe." Joe said if he was going to pick

the wrong key it wouldn't be A Major,
the worst key on the board. So you
know what it was? Joe was playing

"Murder" and Betty was singing "Rock-
ing Horse." Now that was a funny gag,

but it's never been used again. Hutton
won't let Betty do it.

Another time Betty was overseas

—

on Saipan. The troupe worked hard,

whipping up a different show every day.
During one show Virginia Carroll was
doing her stint and a big ugly bug
started creeping up on her. Betty
reached out her foot and kept stepping

on it so it wouldn't crawl on Ginny.
The boys howled. They thought it was
funny stuff she was doing, when she
was so scared of that bug she was about
to swoon. But they didn't repeat

because Betty knew la Hutton was right.

Gags like that just aren't as funny the

second time—at least not for the Hut-
ton brand of comedy.
That one self is always getting the

other one in trouble. When Betty first

came to Hollywood she didn't know
many people. Shortly after her arrival

along came New Year's and she was
still a pretty lonesome kid. What did
Hutton do.'' Well, she only called up
Bing Crosby, Veronica Lake. JMickey
Rooney, Alan and Sue Ladd, Bill Bendix

Trims, slims and streamlines your

figure v/ith sublime comfort.

Raschel Knit, \as\iiorLe.d. to

fit . . .won't run, roil or

creep up. Coming . .

.

as soon as Lastex

is available.

Transform your doify boths into sootnmg. glom-

orizing "beauty treatments ' with Bathasweet

bath aids! They make ordinary water (even

hardest waterl extro-cleonsing. and as soft as

summer rain. And the alluring Bathasweet fro-

grances seem to cling to your skin for hours Try

a Bathasweet beauty both tonight, ond see how
flower-fresh you feel!

Bathasweet Water Softener Bathasweet Foam
Bathasweet Shower Mitt Bathasweet Talc Mitt

Bathasweet Pine Oil Bathasweet Soop

3 fragrances: Garden Bouquet,

Forest Pine, Spring Morning.

BATH ACCESSORIES
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THIS WONDERFUL NEW

after-shampoo

hair "make-up"

GIVES GLORIOUS SPARKLE-

SMART COLOR EFFECTS!

Drab-looking hair is as "out of place" with a

pretty face as shabby shoes with an otherwise

lovely outfit. So keep your hair radiant, color-

bright—with Marchand's Make-Vp Hair Rinse.

A simple chart on the package shows which of

the 12 Marchand Rinse shades will give you the

most flattering color effect. With Marchand's

Rinse, you can accent your hair's natural color

. . . give it a "warmer" or "cooler" tone . . . even

blend gray streaks in with the original shade!

After your shampoo, simply dissolve a pack-

age of Marchand's Rinse in warm water and
brush or pour it through your hair. Almost in-

stantly, all soap-film vanishes! Your hair spar-

kles with highlights and glorious color!

Not a bleach, not a permanent dye,
Marchand's 2iake-Hp Hair Rinse is absolutely

harmless. It rinses on and washes off as easily

as your facial make-up.

Made by the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair li ash

tr PHOTOGRAPHS JO-

PfCK Of THE PIN-UPS
Your favorite stars in latest portrait or

pin-up poses. Make your collection the

envy of your friends.

BEAUTIFUL HI-GLOSS PHOTOS
FREE: v/ith each order, list of photos and

how to join FAt^l FOTO CLUB.
*Send 1 Oc for photo of your favorite star

or $1 for 12 different photos. State sec-

ond choice.
BoxlSiewilshlreLaBreaSta.

• LosAngeles36, Calif., Dept.S

and Mitch Leisen and invited them to ;t

party, that's all she did. And they all

accepted! Betty was in a tizzy. She
never supposed thej''d show up on New
Year's when they hardly knew tTiat

dame Hutton. She got down on her knees
to Freddie Brozio of Lucey's to get some
food. She didn't have as much as a

pretzel in the house. If he hadn't cbmi-'

to her rescue Betty would have taken

the rap for the hostess. But what a

party! All the guests performed. Bing
sang for two hours. Betty was in a snit

at Hutton for being so impulsive but

what the heck, she had a good time.

She's fast, too, in everything she does.

Too fast. Sometimes it comes out all

right and then there are times when
she's strictly off the beam. Like this one,

for instance. She bought herself a horse.

He's not broken yet, so Betty rides at

DuBrocks. It takes a little time to learn

how to handle a horse, not to mention
how to stay on one. But Hutton thinks

she's going to ride English saddle in one
easy lesson. She wants to- put the horse

through his paces, wants him to rack

—

you know, that sort of off-beat canter

they do—which is the last thing a horse

wants to do. According to Betty, horses

are hammier than actors and this one
was number one ham of the animal
kingdom. Well, he racked for a while,

then he had enough of it and Bettj'

almost went oS on her—trail. The riding

instructor said it served her right, trying

to learn all the steps at once, and when
she wanted to quit he made her stay on.

He didn't know it was Hutton and not

Betty who was the eager beaver.

There's one thing Betty is going to do,

though, in spite of Hutton and high

water. She's going to be a dramatic

actress. She wants to show you, and
you, and you-all that there's something

to her besides a funn> face and a loud

voice. The public is so used to seeing

that wacky Hutton that her bosses just

shook their heads the wrong way when
she told them she wanted some dramatic

parts. Finally Buddy DeSylva, who
brought Hutton out here in the first

place, listened to Betty. She told him
"Sure, you've established Hutton as a

slap-happy tj^pe. But how long can I

keep her that way? What if she yells

just once too often and loses her voice?

What if her face freezes that way? How
is she going to look fifty years from now,

still doing those same meat ball routines?

I want to stay in show business. I

wanna act!" Mr. de Sylva is a smart

cookie. He saw Betty's point and gave

her the chance to go dramatic in "Incen-

diary Blonde." And she did prove she

could act. She'll give you a large charge

as Texas Guinan, especially in the tense

and poignant moments of the picture.

Betty had a little trouble with that

other Hutton in the picture, but by gosh

she got to act. And from now on. things

are going to be more fifty-fifty with those

two. Sometimes Hutton the screwball is

going* to have the upper hand, then

other times—well, that's where Betty,

the actress, is going to be the boss.

No matter what happens, though,

they're sticking together. Hutton's done

all right by Betty, even if at times she

does knock her out.
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Welcome, Alice Faye!

, Continued from page 49

the gavotting Pacific, he plays a portable

phonograph. "If only

—

" thought Mr.
Preminger. Alice had said, "No soiig-r

positively."' Yet Mr. Preminger is a man
not entirely without resource.

Alice is crazy about "Laura," the song
written by Mr. Raksin of the 20tii Mu-
sical Department. Mr. Raksin had writ-

ten a new song, equally imagination-

catching, entitled "Slowly." So a record-

ing was prepared with "Laura" on one
side, and "Slowly" on tlie other, and tliis

was introduced into Alice's dressing room
where she could plav it as often as she

liked.

"I'm simply wild about that song,"

she announced to Mr. Preminger one
day.

"It would be very effective if intro-

duced in the scene on the beach," he ad-

mitted sagely. They looked straight at

each other like a pair of thoroughly cap-

able poker players who are certain that

both hold a pair of aces.

"Okay—1 11 do it! I want to, because
I think it belongs there—it will add
drama and that's what I wanted to do:

a dramatic picture," agreed the girl who
was described by the late George Gersh-
win as the greatest song plugger in

America.

Normally, when a song is recorded,

then played back, the first sound that

comes over the speaker is the technician's

identifying comment: "This is take one,"

or "This is take two." But when Alice

listened to the first song she had re-

corded for two years, the initial observa-
tion was an electrifying greeting: "Wel-
come back, Alice!"

The first day on the set she discovered

that the studio had re-upholstered the
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deep, roomy lounge as well as both chairs

in her portable dressing room. The dress-

ing room is papered with a lattice pat-

tern, green and white, on which are

twined crimson rambler roses, so the
wine-colored satin used for the refurbish

job picked up the rose theme hand-
somely. New drapes for the windows and
valance picked up the rose and stem
motif also.

On her dressing table she found an
assortment of expensive scents that
would make a perfume buj'er giddy with
envy. Some of this sweetness Alice had
brought from home; some had been given
to her by the group of technicians who
have always worked with Alice: the

same wardrobe woman, maid, hairdresser

and several others who had served on
previous pictures.

Stuck up in Alice's dressing room are

a number of interesting pictures. There
is one of herself, snapped during the

making of "Little Old New York," that

shows Alice scorching across a sound
stage in sunbonnet, anklerlength Mother
Hubbard and house apron. There is one
of a huge, furry soubrette in bobby sox,

a can-can dress and a headdress out of

this world; the dedication reads, "Does
this remind you of the days we spent in

the chorus line together—Maizie!" The
character is Preston Foster done up for

a gag.

A group of cameramen were trying out
a new camera and persuaded stillman

Cliff Maupin to pose for them. The re-

sulting portrait, with the very successful

new lens, of M'sieu Maupin is something
that shouldn't happen to Karloff. He
looks as if he had just been sentenced

to life imprisonment in the bottom of the

seal tank in City Zoo. Someone showed
it to Alice, so she promoted it, -writing

on it, "Aw, please don't make me photo-

graph that Faye." For several days, Cliff

Maupin tliought someone had played a

gag on Alice and whenever he met her,

he explained in detail exactly how it had
happened that the study was made in

the first place; he stressed his unwilling-

ness to be a guinea pig, and insisted that

there was nothing personal in his ex-

pression. Alice accepted his apologies

gravely until she couldn't contain her

mirth. After she had admitted that the

handwriting on the picture was her own.
Cliff' cauglit a picture of her one day: a

honey, showing about three inches of

Faye tongue out-thrust from a pursed

Faye Fayce. He gave it to Alice, and
that is stuck in her dressing room mir-

ror, too.

The first day on a picture is always

a strain, and the first scenes of "Fallen

Angel" were taken in Orange, a charm-

ing suburb east of Los Angeles, thereby

—because of the gathering of a majority

of the residents to watch the fun—in-

creasing the normal nervous tension of

inaugural shooting.

Incidentally, the first scenes shot do
not appear first in the picture. This par-

ticular sequence had Alice opening a

door. The company had rented a house
for the purpose, so Alice was to stroll

up the walk, up the steps, across the

porch, and open the door. Very simple.

But Alice began to have the screaming-

meemies; she didn't remember her cam-
era technique; her gloved hands were
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covered with thumbs "I'll stumble u])

those steps—or along the walk—or I'll

have to fumble for the doorknob," she

told herself, submerging her morale to

40 below.

And then, within her, another voice

spoke, the voice of Mrs. Phil Harris,

happy housewife. "Slow down," said the

voice iiumorously. "All you have to do

is to stroll up there as if you expected

Phil and the babies to be in the living

room. This isn't the most important

moment in jour life, not even the hun-

dredth part of the most important. This

is a job; and at home are the important

three things in your life. Take it very

easy, Mrs. Harris." Although she is

working hard and seriously, she hasn't

had the camera creeps since.

That afternoon the enrollment of the

Orange County School System, with per-

haps the exception of a few miserable

characters incarcerated at home with

measles or mumps, arrived to watch the

shooting. Between takes, they accosted

Alice for autographs. One of the young-

sters, apparently having reached the

matinee stage during the time Alice has

been absent from the screen, demanded,
"Are you really a movie star?"

"That depends on people hke you and
your friends. You make up the audience

that decides whether an actress is a star

or not. Do you think I'm a star.'"

As he received the autograph Alice

had written, her questioner said slyly,

"Well, tell me how much money you've

got in the bank and I'll tell you whether
you're a real star or not!"

Cornered in the grocery store where
she wanted to buy some fruit, Alice

reaUzed that she wasn't going to be able

to make her purchase unless she escaped

from the responsibility of at least a few

of the autograph books, so she said, "Did
you children see 'Laura?' You did? Well,

that's Dana Andrews right across the

street." Then she bought her apples in

comparative loneliness.

When the gang surroimded Dana, he
said, being the father of three hence
deeply interested in the education of the

young, "Do your parents know that you
aren't in school?"

One freckled personality kid said, "Ah,
sure."

"But how about your teacher? Does
she know that you're over here?"

"Look, mister, why do you think I

asked for two autographs instead of one?
My teacher is right over there," pointing,

"but she sent me to ask for your auto-

graph because she didn't have the nerve."

When Alice and Don Ameche used to

make pictures together, they practically

divided the studio between them and
heaven help anyone who got caught in

one of their gags. Alice, married and the
mother of two, hasn't lost an iota of her

impishness. On the day when she and
Dana were to be cinematically married,

she collected a flock of weary shoes from
the wardrobe department, had a sign

made, and fastened both to the back of

Dana's car. His car was parked in such
a way that he didn't notice that some-
thing old had been added. As he sped
down Pico Boulevard, one of Los An-
geles' busiest thoroughfares, he noted
that he was attracting a great deal of

hilarious attention. When a earful of
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high school kids traveled abreast, de-

manding to know where his bride was,

Dana decided to investigate. Hmmmm!
Several days later, when this incident

had been forgotten, Dana and Alice

spent an entire afternoon, first rehears-

ing, then making a scene in which Alice

offered Dana a glass of water. The scene

was shot in the sound stage version of a
dismal, battered hotel room, and it will

be one of the most poignant sequences
in the picture. A considerable emotional
demand was made of Alice in the scene,

so—when it was successfully taken—she

heaved a tremendous sigh and said,

"That really wears a person out."

At which point Dana, the gallant,

handed her a glass of water in reversal

of their scene. Giving him a grateful

little grin, Alice took a large swallow.

Then several things happened. The glass

contained a high grade of brine.

In Alice's contract, because of her con-

stant eagerness to get home to her

family, there is a clause stating that her

working day closes sharply- at six o'clock.

There are times, of course, when the

shooting schedule must be rearranged to

coincide with this curfew, so everyone
in the cast soon grows brightly aware of

the approach of six. To reinforce this

attention, Dana and his henchmen se-

cured every alarm clock in the Fox prop
department one afternoon, and placed

the collection in Alice's dressing room.
At 5:59 they blasted forth, ruining a
take, but giving everyone a good laugh.

There is a tradition around the 20th

lot that, wherever a Faye picture is

being made, there is a lot of set color

to be seen, and plenty of fun to be had.

The tradition is gathering momentum
with "Fallen Angel" after two years of

being without embellishment. One day,

in the midst of a scene in which a large

group of extra players, plus Alice and
Anne Revere, were listening to the dulcet

tones of John Carradine working as a
clairvoyant, the rigid silence of a working
set was broken by a series of jubilant

cries. Otto Preminger simply grinned

and said, "Cut." He had recognized the

shriek of Carmen Miranda. The Bra-

zilian bombshell arrived wearing a white

slack suit topped by a lynx stroller-

length coat, and a braided headdress

that added almost as much height to

minuscule Miranda as did her four-inch

platform shoes. With Carmen were her

sister, and the entire San Francisco

('onference delegation from Brazil. Every-

one wanted to meet Alice Faye.

You may remember that Hollywood
was slightly embarrassed several years

ago by a tidbit entitled "Down Argentine

\Vay" starring, among others. Alice and
Don Ameche, and the Brazilian Miss

Miranda. Argentine didn't like it, but

to judge by the enthusiasm of the

Brazilian delegates, it didn't hurt the

American cause in Rio.

In one respect. Alice has changed. The
last time she made a picture, she told her

intimates that the greatest difficulty in

trying to be both career girl and house-

wife lay in the fact that she couldn't

keep—because of the distance from town

—an adeffuate maid. Miserably, she

admitted that she had no domestic ac-

complishments whatsoever. "Phil is the
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cook in our family, poor man. He really

lias his troubles," she said ruefully.

Now, all is changed. When the troupe

was on location, Alice invited the prin-

ciples into her dressing room one Mon-
day noon and set before them a fried

chicken luncheon that would have done

credit to Whoosis of the Waldorf. Shc

had spent Sunday afternoon busily

browning the poultry. "During these

last two years, I've learned to cook,

and I love it," she said. "Here, have

another drumstick—there are at least

four more!"

So Alice is back after a two-year

absence, and great is the rejoicing in

Fox Hills. She is prettier than ever,

more assured than ever, placidly certain

of her values. She is turning in a bril-

liant performance that has elicited praise

from everyone with but one exception.

And the exception came from a source

that, under no circumstance, could cause

Alice anything but amused pride.

One day she brought Alice Faye
Harris, Jr., to the set, thinking that this

3-year-old glamor girl would get a kick

out of seeing motion pictures made. Miss
Harris watched proceedings for a time

with that expression of tolerant partisan-

ship reserved for the foibles of one's

parents. Finally, noting that she was
unobserved, Alice, Jr., slipped away to

the distant desk of the company's sec-

retary. "May I borrow some writing

paper?" she whispered.

Supplied with this equipment plus a

pencil she sketched (cubist school) the

set, several extras (one had six fingers on
his right hand) , and a series of false

store fronts. Then, heaving a vast

artistic sigh, she wlieedled the secretary

into a brief use of the typewriter.

When Alice came to claim her name-
sake, the small lady beamed on her

mother. "When / grow up," she com-
mented, "I don't think I'll work in the

studio like you do. / want to be like her"

—indicating the secretary—-"and play

one of those"—pointing to the type-

writer.

"A prophet in his own family," said

Alice, happily, leading her daughter away.

Hollywood Victory Committee entertainers,

Dennis Morgan and Lucille Ball. Lucille's

duffel bag has China, U.S., and Russia labels.

BESTFORM
Bestform Brassieres

79i to $1.50

Bestform Foundations

S2.50 to $6.50

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS IN COLOR

Betty Grable

IRVING KLAW, 212 East 14th Street

If beauty thrills vou you will be fascinated by these photos of
your favorite MOVIE STARS, in beautiful LIFELIKE COLORS.
These gorgeous photos are S x 1 and are ready to frame, put in
scrap boul< or in vour movie album.
TOM DRAKE—JANE RUSSELL—GREGORY PECK—JUDY GARLAND
—ROBERT WALKER—VERA HRUBA RALSTON—JEANNE CRAINE— DANA ANDREWS — INCRID BERGMAN — JOHN HODIAK —
GENE TIERNEY — FRANK SINATRA — VAN JOHNSON — JUNE
ALLYSON—ALAN LADD—LANA TURNER—ROY ROGERS—BETTY
GRABLE—ALICE FAYE—SONJA HENIE—PAULETTE GODDARD

—

JOAN CRAWFORD—WILLIAM POWELL— GLORIA DeHAVEN

—

SHIRLEY TEMPLE—WILLIAM EYTHE—BOB HUTTON—LON MC-
ALLISTER—Bl NC CROSBY—CLARK GABLE—BETTY HUTTON—
LAUREN BACALL—GREER GARSON—MARGARET O'BRIEN.
These photos are printed on hea\'y coated paper, 8 x 10, in FULL
COLORS. Your choice of anv eight listed above for fifty cents
16 for $1.00 entire set of 34 only $2.00. DON'T WAIT. Mail
your order NOW.

Dept. CC-1 New York City 3, N. Y.
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ACCESSORY!
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All Hand Made to Your Order

YOUR FIRST NAME STRIKINGLY
hand-crafted adds that "extra" person-
alized touch to your attire. The Saber
can actually be withdrawn from its

scabbard. Dress up your coat, jacket,
suit or hat. Attractive, smart, difTerenl.

SEND NO MONEY
Send us Name desired on Saber Pin. Pay
postman on arrival $3.75 plus lax ond a
few cents C. O. D. charges, or send $3.75
plus 75c tax and we pay all charges.

CD EC Pearl Heart-shaped Earrings with
each order of a Jomur Saber Pin.

JOMUR COMPANY (Dept. B)
542 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 19, NEW YORK
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Can.you imagine
yourself setting

the pace on 1^^^those days 4^ « a

when you used to

curl up like a sick kitten, because

menstruation's functional cramps,

headache, "blues" made you
. miserable?

It can be done, and is being

done by girls and women who
know about Midol, which is

oifered specifically to relieve pe-

riodic pain these three ways: Ease

Cramps—Soothe Headache Stim-

ulate mildly ivhen you're "Blue"

.

Simply take Midol as directed,

and discover how comfortable

and carefree you can be. Your
druggist has Midol.

MIDOL
used more than all other products offered

exclusively to relieve menstrual suffering

CHAMPS-H[AMCH[-"BWIS'

Whether for the 6rst or fiftieth wed-
ding date, she'll be delighted with a
golden-voiced canary. Easy to care
ior... radiant with cheer
. . . one of these little

songsters will be cher-
ished proof that you re-
member . . . love her as
always. So, give a sing-
ing canary— the perfect
anniversary gift!

THE MRGESr SElLfNG J

mo SllD IN U. S.

Life Without Father

Continued from page 47

"And I think Mary and I have come
prettj' close to accomplishing this. We
have warned him never to go into the

water by himself—there is a riptide

north of the beach (Santa Monica)
which is dangerous. No one can safely

swim in that particular section of Santa
Monica. But I'm planning on having
Michael taught to swim somewhere else,

so that when he gets older, he won't have
any unreasoning fear of the water.

"When I was a child, I was terribly

afraid of people. But Michael doesn't

have the fear that haunted me once. He
went to his first big party three or four

months ago. I used to be in terror on
such occasions when I was a child, so

I said, 'I'll go with you, Michael.' But
Michael said, 'No, don't come. I'll go

alone.' And he did. I looked over the

fence and saw him trudge to our neigh-

bor's house and watched him march in

with a toy under his arm. He was the

only child at the party without his nurse

or mother, and when he seemed a bit

lost at first, I was worried. Then when
I saw that he had been drawn into a

game, I sighed with relief.

"He came home from the party and
said, 'After all I'm sorry that you didn't

come,' and I thought with a sinking

heart, 'Oh, he must have had an awful

time.' But Michael went on. 'They had a

clown show, and I was sorry you hadn't

come because I know you would have en-

joyed it.'

"At five, Michael is completely eman-
cipated. When he had to go to school

for the first time, I said, 'I'll take you,'

but he wanted to go by himself, so he

got into the car, and my secretary drove

him to the school-house (I don't drive.

I guess I'm an a""ohronism not driving

in this day and aj,c.>

"All this doesn't mean that Michael

doesn't love me. I think parents are

foolish to worry too much about whether
children love them or not. For children

are naturally most affectionate and nor-

mally love their fathers and mothers very

much. I often tell Michael I love hirn

but rarely ask him if he loves me.
"I think it's rather foolish for parents

to ask children, 'Do you love me?' Chil-

dren have many temporary infatuations,

and are apt to answer, 'Yes, but I love

the milkman much better.' Y'^ou shouldn't

ask such a question unless you want to

get your feelings hurt. Underneath his

roaming infatuations for the milkman or

the baker or the candlestick maker, your

son probably has a deep abiding affec-

tion for you, but on any particular day
at the exact hour you ask him, his fancy

may be caught by someone else. It isn't

too important whether a child says he

loves you or not, so long as he loves

people. It is dreadfully WTong to try to

channelize his aft'ections to yourself. The
wonderful thing about the parent and
child relationship is that you can love

children and don't need to have any
return. Other relationships must have

a return.

"I believe in being demonstrative with

young children. I hug and kiss Michael

See latest'
Bensation- 1 Christ

o Religious
fff,i;&' and Humorous Christmag,

Gift Wrappings and Everyday^ assortments. Newl Delightful I

^. CHILTON GREETINGS CO.
I DepL86-K, 147 Essex St., Boston 11, Mass.

ENLARGEMENT
<yyouA T^at^offfe Photo

FROM FAMOUS NOUTWOOD FILM STUDIOS

JuBt to get BcquaiDted we will mak« a beaatl-

ful 5 X 7 eolaTKemeDt of any picture or neff»>

tive. Ba sure to loclade color of hair, eyes uid

clothinff and get our barffato offer for baTioe

your enlarffement beaatlfaliy hand colored In

oil and moantad in your choice of handsoma

frames. Please enclose lOc and your original

picture or neiratlve will be retorned with Um
ilargeroent postpaid. Act dowI Limit 2 to a customer.

HOLLYWOOD FILM STUDIOS
7021 Santa Monica Blvd., Dept. 766, Hollywood, CallF.

POEMS WANTED
To be set to music. Send your song poem
today for free examination by our staff
headed by nationally famous hit composer
of "Dream a Little Dream of Me." Our new
6 step plan is most liberal and complete
ever offered. Write today for free booklet.

SCREKNLAND RECORDERS
Dept. S Hollyvrood 28, California

Blackheads are
ugly, offensive, em-

barrassing. They clog
pores, mar your ap-

pearance, invite criticism.
Now your blackheads can be
removed in seconds, scien-
tifically, and easily, with-
out injuring or squeezing
the skin. VACUTEX creates
a gentle vacuum around the

blackhead, cleans out hard-to-
reach places in a jiffy. Germ
laden hands never touch the
skin. Simply place the direc-
tion finder over your black-
head, draw back extractor . . .

and it's out. Release extractor
and blackhead is ejected.
VACUTEX does it all! Don't
risk infection, order today!

10 DAY TRIAL COUPON
Bailee Products Co., Dept. A-210
19 West 44th St.. New York City IS. N. Y.

Enclosed find |—i Ship C. 0. D. I

$1.00. Send me I—
I will pay postman

Vacutex postpaid. $1 plus postage.

My dollar will be refunded if i am not delighted.
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a good deal. When children are young,

they love to be cuddled. Doctors now
know for certain what mothers and
luirses have always known, that children

must be loved to thrive. The need for

affection and petting and love is second

only to the need for food, and sometimes
it is even greater. A child can get along on

skimpy food if it is necessary in a home
where he knows he is loved, but in the

most luxurious homes, with the best of

food, he may languish if no one pets him
or shows any affection.

"Of course, some boys, when they get

to be ten or eleven, rebel against any
demonstrativeness, and when they do,

you should stop being demonstrative, but
when they're little, children need to be

shown signs of affection. And some child-

ren, even when they grow older, love to

have their parents hug and kiss tliem."

Many parents feel that children should

be spanked when they're disobedient.

"Spare the rod and spoil the child,"

many a parent lias echoed the old axiom.

But Geraldine Fitzgerald doesn't agree

with that. "I have slapped Michael a

few times in a fit of temper," she told

me. "I know I was all wrong and
shouldn't have slapped him, but like

all children, he can sometimes be so

exasperating. And wlien he's disobedient

and won't eat his cereal and won't eat

it and won't eat it and finally throws it

on the floor, how can T help but lose

my temper?
"I feel it's wrong, however. When you

do slap a child, I think you should
apologize afterwards. Recently I apolo-

gized to Michael. 'I'm sorry, I didn't

mean to slap you, Michael,' I said, 'but

you'd driven me mad by your way of

behavior. However, I shouldn't have
lost my temper.'

"Michael was the soul of patience.

With a very tolerant air he said, 'It's

quite all right, mother. I understand.'

"Some child psychologists say you
should never strike a child in anger, only
when you've cooled off and still feel he
deserves a spanking. If I followed that

rule, I'd never slap Michael. I'm bigger

than he, and how can I understand all

his motives? Anyway, I believe that one
has no justification for striking another
person— and children are definitely

people. I think parents should respect a
child's dignity. I've seen people talk to

children in public in a way in which
they wouldn't dream of talking to any-
one else. Imagine saying to a friend,

'Why don't you go into the house and
wash your face? It's filthy dirty.' Yet
parents use those very words to children

right in front of other people. Perhaps
they think the child doesn't possess a

sense of dignity. They're wrong. They
possess more sense of dignity than many
adults.

"The best way to punish a child, I

believe, is to deprive him of something
he wants. Michael loves the movies,
particularly Donald Duck, Bing Crosby
and the picture, 'National Velvet.' I'm
sure that the best punishment I could
devise for iSIichael when he's disobedient

would be to deprive him of seeing a

Donald Duck movie. That would swing
him right into line. But when I'm mad,
I forget about that, slap him, and am
sorry."

New -Design Sanitary

Napkin Gives You

And SANAPAK Gives You

^^^^^^5^^^, too!

-4r HO EXTRA COST!

So scc^

SANAPAK.
SAFE

MIRROR PLACE CARDS
'^Hollywood't Newetf Creofion. The movie tfarj go wild over

''fhem. GET YOURSNOW BE EXCLUSIVE. BE DIFFERENT. Delighted

^guests will see exactly where to sit. BE A POPULAR HOSTESS. Each

card is on individual mirror PAINTED IN BEAUTIFUL CAUFORNIA
COLORED FLORAL AND FIGURE DESIGNS. Eight to set in permanent
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Many Report Losing 3 to 5 lbs. a Week!

AIR FORCE LIEUT.:
"Reduced from 200 to
180 lbs. and never felt

better in my life."

.. N. Y. CITY: "Lost 10
weeks and feel wonderful."

MRS. C. L. L.. N, CAROLINA: "Your
plan is wonderful. Took off 12 lbs. In
3 weeks and fee! so much better."

MRS. A. S. B.. VERMONT: "Used to
weigh 215 lbs. and had 44-inch waist;
now down to 160 lbs. and waist Is

34 inches."

MEN and women all over this country are
reporting remarkable results in losing

weight easily. Many report losing 20 pounds
a month and more. They are following the
Easy Reducing Plan of Dr. Edward Parrish.
«ell-known physician and editor. Dr. Par-
rish 's Easy Reducing Plan makes reducing a
pleasure, because it has NO STRICT DIET
MENUS, requires no exercises; HARMLESS,
too. because it calls for no reducing drugs.
Here is Dr. Parrish's Easy Reducing Plan

exactly as given over the air to millions: For
lunch take two teaspoonfuls of C.\L-PAR in
a glass of juice, water or any beverage. Taka
nothing else for lunch except a cup of coffee.
If desired. For breakfast and dinner EAT
AS YOU USUALLY DO. but eat sensibly.
Don't cut out fatty, starchy foods, just cut
down on them. By following this simple, easy
reducing plan you cut down your dally caloric
intake, thus losing weight naturally.
PAR is not a harmful reducing drug. It Is a
special dietary product, supplying extra amounts
of certain essential minerals and vitamins. A

• No Reducing Drugs!

• No Exercises! No Laxatives!

• No Strict Diet Menus!

• Absolutely Harmless!

great many overweight people report they have
been helped by Dr. Parrish's Easy Reducing
Plan. Try it! Your friends may marvel at the
va-t improvement in your figure. Get CAL-
PAR today. First bos must satisfy vou or
MONEY RACK.

.v„t/65<;'f:p-pt»i-25,
At leading druggists ^-

Copyrlght, 1945, Hood Products Corp,, 685 Broadway N. Y 12. N. Y.
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BLONDES
Woik Half^hmkL
Ju/hte^ SAFELY!

odora checks

perspiration odor

• Made on a jace cream base. Yodora is

actually soothing to normal skins.

• Entirely free from irritating salts. Can
be used right after imder-arm shaving.

• Its soft, cream consistency stays that way
indefinitely. Never gets stiff or grainy.

• Contains no chemicals to spoil clothing.

• Tubes or jars, IWf, 30(:', 60(f.

• Yes, Yodora is a gentle deodorant. Try it

today — /ee/ the wonderful difference!

However, slaps or no slaps, beautiful

Geraldine Fitzgerald is a very under-
standing mother. Her own mother is

a very wise woman, and Geraldine
learned a lot by following her example.
Her own mother has always said, "If

you let children go, then they will stay."

Geraldine's mother was never possessive.

If the children were invited out some-
where, she never asked them to stay at

home to keep her company. Instead
she'd say gaily, "I'm so glad that invita-

tion turned up. I'm sure you'll enjoy
that party."

Most mothers would be horrified at

the thought of their children playing
with gadgets and practical jokes. You
know the kind of thing—ink spots that

aren't real ink spots at all but look like

them, spoons that bend, guns that squirt

water over everything. When Geraldine

was in New York recently, she bought a

whole collection of silly practical joke

gadgets for Michael, and he had a lot

of fun with them. And Geraldine laughed
as loudly as Michael when other people

fell or pretended to fall for the practical

jokes.

"I try never to trouble Michael about
unnecessary things," Geraldine says.

Some of the things she considers un-
necessary or unimportant are the very
things other mothers let themselves grow
gray about. "Michael," she says calmly,

"is often covered with dirt and soot, but
I think that for a child to be washing
and scrubbing himself every five minutes
is very unnecessary. I do get Michael to

wash his hands before he goes into my
peach and white bedroom. I must admit
that the smudges on his hands, which
he loves to rub over the walls, don't add
a desirable note to the interior decora-

tion. But I'm not at him every few
minutes to wash his hands or be sure to

wash behind his ears!

"And I don't insist on his dressing the

way I want him to dress. I prefer him
to wear regular child's clothes. But
Michael likes to dress in costume, as an
American soldier, an Indian or as Super-

man. (That effect he achieves w'ith a

red cape.)

"

If Geraldine were determined to have
her own way, she could easily say to

Michael, "Now, darling, take off that

Indian costume. We're going for a walk,

and I think you look much nicer in your
new suit, so please put it on."

No, if Master Michael wants to walk
down the street dressed as an American
Indian, that's what he gets to wear.

One day when some friends called,

Michael had on an American uniform,

complete with two stripes on the sleeves.

"Good afternoon, Michael," Geraldine's

friend and agent said. "Congratulations

on your promotion. I see you have now
become a corporal."

"Oh, that's nothing," said Michael.

"I'm going to be a cowboy in about
five minutes.

Michael is an imaginative child. How
could he help but be, considering the

fact that his mother and father are

both as Irish as St. Patrick's Day? And
as everyone knows, the Irish are a very

imaginative people.

Geraldine has to face a problem which

many parents know—that of distinguish-

ing between flights of fancy which can

New Home Shampoo Helps Keep
Blonde Hair From Darkening

Made specially for blondes, this new shampoo
helps keep light hair from darkening—bright-
ens faded hair. Called Blondex, its rich cleans-
ing lather instantly removes the dingy film
that makes hair dark, old-looking. Takes only
11 minutes at home. Gives hair lustrous high-
lights. Safe for children. Get Blondex at lOc,
drug and department stores.
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be traced to imagination and deliberate

untruths. She says it's not too difficult.

"If he says, 'I didn't do it,' when I

know he did something, that's an untruth.

If he says, 'I found 55 Japs and killed

them all,' then I know it's imagination.

When he does tell an untrutii, I don't

call him on it. I wish him to feel that I

trust him. Though he nuiy occasionally

tell an untruth now, I think as he grows

older, he will respect my trust by telling

me the truth at all times. I have liever

taught him to be afraid.

"I think it's important to have respect

for a child's imagination. Once I remem-
ber I almost failed Michael. He wanted
to take a nap, and I thought the windows
should be open. 'Oh, no, you musn't
leave them open,' he said aghast. 'The
Japs are coming.'

"

"That's nonsense," Geraldine said, a

little impatiently. The boy became as

excited as if actual Japs instead of im-

aginary ones were involved. In his

imagination the idea of the Japs coming
was very vivid, and his mother had
questioned the whole structure of his

childish imaginings. As she watched his

reaction, Geraldine came to the conclu-

sion that she had been wrong in referring

as "nonsense" to the product of a child's

imagination. She yielded the point, and
closed the windows. If she hadn't, she

knew there would have been no nap
and no sleep for Michael.

Usually she's very understanding and
falls right into the spirit of Michael's

fantasies. Once she asked him what he
was going to be when he grew up. He
shows a good deal of skill in drawing,

painting and cutting pieces of pictures

out of papers and pasting them together

differently. She thought he might say

he was going to be an artist. Instead, he
surprised her by saying, "I'm going to

be an elephant."

"That's completely out of the ques-

A day at the amusement park is the treat

in store for Michael when Geraldine Fitz-

gerald has time off from picture making.

In the Black and Gold jars

35^ • 60^ $1.00 sizes*

*Plus tax

Ask for the free

Sofskin demonstration

at your beauty salon

or cosmetic counter

Does the beauty of your hands prompt his most

tender sentiments? Be sure of his admiration —

make Sofskin a daily part of your beauty routine.

Sofskin keeps hands and skin soft, smooth, lovely

— guards wrists, elbows, and ankles as well as

hands against dryness. Get your jar of Sofskin

today — you'll be devoted to it ever after!

so^SKinmm
THE SOFSKIN COMPANY . FINDLAY, OHIO

LEADING MEN AND WOMEN
MODELS, CHARACTER ACTORS

CHILDREN, JUVENILES
COMEDIANS

Hollywood directors and agents are

always on the lookout for new talent

of all types. Do you hove dramatic

talent? Do you photograph well? Do
you have a child or friend who is in-

terested in movie or radio work? If so,

here is the answer. Bring that talent to

the attention of movie casting directors,

radio producers, movie agents, and

model agencies, tlirough the—

"HOLLYWOOD TALENT GUiDE"

Get your picture to work for you while

you remain at home. No experience

necessary. "The Hollywood Talent

Guide" is a talent d'rectory placed in

the hands of the people you want to

reach. Send your picture today for ap-

proval, or write for complete information.

HOLLYWOOD TALENT GUIDE
7024 Melrose Avenue, Dept. 1

Hollywood 38, California
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LAST LONGER
Brush over nails da[ly

Only 250 and 350

Everywhere

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE

tion," said Geraldine. "Your father and
I could never buy enough hay to feed

you."

He calls Geraldine "Mama" and
"Mother" and sometimes "Moth." When
he wants her to come very quickly, he
calls her "Geraldine" or "Ger."

Ironically enough, Geraldine, the least

possessive of persons in private life,

plays a woman who is horribly posses-

sive in her latest picture, "Uncle Harry."
Though her role presents her as a very

attractive young woman physically, the

character Lettie is mentally ugly in her

possessiveness. Her brother, loathing

her, finally decides that he'll have to get

rid of her by slipping some poison into

her cocoa.

"Lettie," Geraldine told me, "is a
completely unsympathetic personality,

but I don't hate her. To understand is

to forgive, and I have learned to under-

stand her. Sometimes when an actress

playing a part learns to understand an
unsympathetic character, the audience

also forgives the . character. When I

played Isabella in 'Wuthering Heights'

I felt sorry for her, and some of my
sympathy must have crept into my
portraj^al. People weren't supposed to

forgive Isabella, but I think that many
people did. However, I doubt if people

will forgive Lettie or the character I

play in 'Three Strangers.' Those are the

two most unsympathetic parts I have
ever played."

Michael has seen just one of his

mother's pictures, "Wilson." He liked

it, but had one pertinent criticism to

make. "Why didn't you put on a clown
costume and really get some laughs.''"

he asked.

"After I finish 'Uncle Harry.' " Geral-

dine told me, "I may go to Ireland. I

say it in a seemingly unexcited voice

—

I have to say it that way to keep my
hair on—otherwise I'd dance in the

streets with excitement. But this is the

tip-off. I've never flown. We're not a

flying family, we Fitzgeralds. My grand-

mother used to say that she would
never fly until she got her own wings.

However, if I can go to Ireland with

Michael to be with my husband, I'll

gladly fly to get there, wings of my
own or not."

Dick Haymes' visitor on the "Kitten On The

Keys" set is his own young son, Richard.
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Cosmetic lotion to
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Deanna Talks About

Her Marriage

Continued from page 41

she backed, and she sweated, and she

nearly pulled her arms out of their

sockets, but finally she got her car out,

though I'm sure I don't know how she

ever did it. "You mean," I asked in-

credulously, "that you can't ever honk
at jerk drivers—even on Sundays?"
"No," said Deanna sadly. "If I blow
my horn at people they always say,

'There goes that Deanna Durbin, and
who does she think she is?' and they

get mad and won't go to see my next

picture. One of the first things I'm going

to do when I cease being a movie star is

take my car out on Sunday and honk
loudly at all the rude road-hogs. I may
even call them a few choice names."

You know what? I like that Durbin
girl. And I may even tell her a few
choice names to call them.

In her very lovely dressing room
(Universal spent on her dressing room
what they saved on those toys) Deanna
and I cooled off our dispositions with

iced cokes and cheese sandwiches. And
Deanna talked about her marriage last

June to Producer Felix Jackson. Deanna
isn't the gushy type, thank heavens, but
it is easy to tell that she is deeply in

love with the man of her choice. Jack-
son, formerly a well-known playwright
in Europe, has been the producer on five

of Deanna's pictures. With Bruce Man-
ning he collaborated as a writer on several

of Deanna's early pictures—first met her

when he was writing dialogue for "Mad
About Music." If I know writers, and
I know writers, he probably could have
smacked down Universal's child prodigy
a couple of times.

Ever since Deanna's separation and
divorce from Vaughn Paul, whom she

married when she was little more than
a kid and should have been home
listening to Crosby records and writing

fan letters to Clark Gable, Deanna has
been dating off and on with the ex-

tremely attractive Mr. Jackson. "I have
been going out with Felix for two
years," says Deanna. "During the past

year he has frequently urged me to
marry him. But I didn't really think
about it seriously until a few months
ago. I always told him that the next
time I married I wanted to be sure
about it. He was wonderful and con-
siderate, and so I had every opportunity
of being sure this time. He insisted that
I have dates with other men. I guess he
knew," added Deanna with a laugh,

"that the more I saw of other men the
more I'd think of him. And sure enough,
the evenings I spent with Felix, at a
night club or at home talking, always
turned out to be the evenings I enjoyed
most. Naturally inasmuch as he said he
didn't care if I went with other men.
I had to be big about it and say well,

you can have dates with other girls.

And then it happened! I am not a jeal-

ous person. I wasn't born with a jealous
bone in my body, believe me. In fact,

I had never been jealous in my life

until I saw Felix at the Mocambo one
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HERE'S A SENSIBLE WAY
TO RELIEVE

Of 'CERTAIN DAVS' of tiK month

Helps Build Up Resistance

Against Such Distress!

If you suffer this way due to female
functional periodic disturbances, try

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com-
pound to relieve such symptoms. This
famous liquid formula does more than
relieve such monthly pain. This great
medicine also relieves tired, cranky,,

nervous, blue feelings of such days

—

•when due to this cause.
Taken regularly — Pinkham's Com-

pound helps build up resistance against
such symptoms, a very sensible thing
TO do!
HELPS nature: There are positively

no harmful opiates or habit forming
drugs in Pinkham's. This medicine
helps nature. It's one of the most effec-

tive and best known medicines of its

kind. Also a grand stomachic tonic!
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Do you long for the
thrills of being beautiful,
slender, self-confident . .

a triumph of poise and
allure? Now at last you
can develop exciting
curves and a fascinating per-
sonality . . . add glamor to
your posture, hair, face, voice,
your life itself! Thousands
have won new happiness and
charm, have lost or gained
weight exactly where wanted,
developed a stunning figure
and discovered new health,
popularity and love this easy
thrilling way. Easy to follow,
home methods given in the ex-
citing illustrated glamor guide,
-YOU CAN BE BEAUTI-
FUL." Proven successful by
thousands of women and girls
from 16 to 60. If not satisfied,
return within ten days and
money will be refunded.

SEND NO MONEY!
Benefit by present extraordi-
nary offer of this complete
Guide to Glamor, now only $2.
Don't be ashamed of being overweight or unattrac-
tive. Order now, C.O.D. plus postage. Pay postman
on arrival. To save postage send $2 with order and
we ship prepaid in plain wrapper.

LAMONT STUDIOS, Dept. 8
507 N. Charles St., Baltimore, Md.

night with a very pretty girl. I told my
sister about this peculiar feeling I had.

'Honey,' she said, 'you're just jealous.

And it's a perfect sign that you're in

love.'

"I assured her quite haughtily that

I couldn't possibly be in love. Mr. Jack-

son and I were only very good friends.

.And if he wanted to take beautiful

blondes to the Mocambo naturally it

wasn't of the slightest interest to me.
Well, I was lying through my teeth.

"One day during the production of

my last picture, 'Lady On A Train,'

something went wrong on the set and
the director told me I wouldn't be
needed for several hours. I shut myself
in my trailer dressing room on the stage

and decided I'd take a nap. But I

couldn't sleep. I started worrying. Not
about the picture, which is what I

usually worry about when I am in

production. But about my future. My
own personal life. I seemed to be making
quite a mess of it. I was in love with
Felix Jackson, and even though I kept
denying it to myself, it was true. I

realized that for months I had been
pushing with both hands against my own
happiness. And suppose, just because I

was being stubborn and stupid, I should
lose him.' After all, I wasn't the only
pebble on the Hollywood beach. I real-

ized that I had wanted to marry him for

a long time. I wanted to tell him
immediately. And to show you how
completely in tune we are, right that

minute he walked in the door. Well—

I

roped him!"

The phone rang and it was the bride-

groom reporting that he was having to

split a broiled chicken with England's
J. Arthur Rank in the producer's dining

room, but he'd join us as soon as he
could slip away. Not even over the

telephone is Deanna drooly and dreamy.
She said, "Fine, we'll wait for you." Not
even one little cooing sound. I tell you
I like Deanna Durbin more and more.

They have so many mutual interests

Deanna is certain that nothing could

ever go sour in this marriage. "He
knows more about music than I'll ever

know," says Deanna in deep admiration.

"We both love plays, and spend many
evenings happily at home reading from
the works of the famous European play-

wrights of the last three centuries. Some-
times Felix will read me one of his own
early plays. Felix's first play was pro-

duced on the Continent when he was
only twenty-one, and was a great suc-

cess. I think it rather strange that we
should both have been so successful in

our early youths. This is one of the

many bonds we seem to have."

And what similar tastes they have
was proven beyond a doubt when they
were married. Deanna wanted to give

Felix a sentimental little present, and
decided on a gold ring with a certain

design. Not a wedding ring, just a

sentimental ring for his little finger. She
went to a Los Angeles jeweler, and had
the ring especially made for him. On
their wedding night Deanna told him she

had a special wedding present for him.

"And I have one for you, too," he said.

They proceeded to give each other

identical boxes. "And when we opened
them, there were identical rings," says

As needed, apply fragrant Palmer's
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E. T. Browne Drug Company, 127 Water
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Deanna. "Only tlic sizes were different.

We were both terribly surprised, and
jjlcascd."

Deanna and Felix decided to marry
after "Lady On A Train" was completed,

and before productidn started on her

next picture, tentati\('l.\' titled "Cath-

erine The Last"—in w iiicii Deanna plays

a stage-struck yoimj^ girl who has a

crush on the Great Actor, played by
Charles Laugliton. They wanted every-

thing to be ciuiet and simple—Deanna
had her fill of big weddings when slie

married Vaughn Paul in the Beverly

Wilshire ]Methodist Church with a

reception following in the ballroom of

the Beverly Wilshire Hotel with hun-

dreds of guests. AVith the Heckmans,
her sister and brother-in-law, they drove

to Las Vegas, Nevada, and were married

in the little chapel at the Hotel Last

Frontier. After the ceremony they had
sandwiches and champagne, and the

Heckmans returned to Los Angeles, while

the Jacksons drove on to Lake Arrow-
head where Felix had rented a house.

But it wasn't long before they were
back at the Jackson house in Pacific

Palisades.

"I guess I'm just a city girl," said

Deanna with a laugh. "I might as well

face it, I don't like the country. I get

restless. I can't wait to get back to the

city. Fortunately Felix feels the same
way about it as I do. Our real honey-

moon, of course, we'll have to postpone
until things are normal once more and
we can go to Europe."
Deanna would like to correct a rumor

that has been circulating about her

parents. An item appeared in a trade

paper recently^ which stated that

Deanna 's parents were none too pleased

with their daughter's marriage to a man
so much older than herself. (Deanna is

23 and Felix Jackson is 43.)

"As a matter of fact," says Deanna, "I

was expecting the worst from my par-

ents. I really didn't think they would
approve of my marriage. But they liked

it. They thought it was wonderful. So
that trade paper was all wrong. When
I told her I was marrying Felix, Mother
said, 'Do you think your father and I

can call him Felix now—instead of Mr.

Jack.'von.''' I tolrl this to Felix. And he

sent her a large box of roses with his

card in it with the Jack.son crossed off.

Mother seemed to think that made it

official

.

"I hope they didn't .see that crack in

the paper. They are not what w'e call

Hollywood-wise, and things like that

hurt them terribly. Tilings like that

used to hurt me terribly, too. But I

guess I had it beat out of me when I

was a child, and now I am practically

immune. I'll never forget the first time

I saw. 'Is Deanna Durbin Spoiled.''' and
'Is Deanna Going High-Hat?' on the

covers of movie magazines. I died a

thousand deaths. I always tried to be

so nice to people I simply couldn't un-

derstand why they went out of their

way to be so unkind to me. When I was
fifteen I decided the whole world hated

me."
It is only natural that Deanna should

marry a man older than herself. "Young-
sters," says Deanna, "who grow up in

the movie industry aren't youngsters. A
thirteen-year-old child on the set of a

million dollar production isn't thinking

whether the beetle in the bottle will

breathe with one hole punched in the

top. She's thinking about her respon-

sibility to the studio that's paying her
$2000' a week."

Ever since she started to work at

Universal nearly ten years ago, Deanna's
intimate friends have always been older

people. A young man Deanna's age
would bore the daylights out of her.

From thirteen on she was thrown with

adults from morning until night. So she

became an adult. "Look at Judy Gar-

land," saj^s Deanna. "She was brought

up in a studio too, same as I was. And
you couldn't ask for a nicer person."

(Judy Garland, also 23, recently mar-
ried her director, Vincente Minnelli, 38.)

The phone rang again. It was the

gallery. They'd just whipped up a big

beautiful red heart. Would Miss Durbin
mind coming over and jumping through
it.'' "It's bad enough to have Christ-

mas in July," sighed Deanna, "but Val-

entine's too much." Before they could

find an old Easter egg left there by Lon
Chanev. T thought I'd better scram.

prices

plus tax
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4 Purpose Rinse
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STAMMER?
Tliis new 128-paEe book. "Stammering, Its Cause
and Correction," describes the Bogiie Unit Method
for scientific correction of stammering and stut-
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$$-BELIEVE IN LUCK?~$$
Carry a pair of GENUINE
BRAHMA RED LIVE
HIGHLY MAGNETIC LODE-

j STONES! Legend reputes,
'.Occult Oriental ancients super-
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^'Lodestones as MOST POWER-
FUL MAGNETIC ••LUCKY"
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Love, Business. Work, etc.,

the other to "prevent" Bad Luck, Losses, Evil.

Trouble. Harm, etc. Believe in Luckl Carry a Pair
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Portrait of Bergman

Continued from page 34

unclul.y sensitive, easily influenced, mor-
bid. In real life, slie is gay, normal,
health.y, laughter-filled. In "Saratoga
Trunk," she is a scheming, not-so-nice
adventuress. In real life, she is cir-

cumspect to a fault. In "Spellbound,"
she is a woman doctor, a psychiatrist.
In reality, the nearest she comes to
being a doctor is that she is married to
one. The shy, timid girl 'in "For Whom
The Bell Tolls" is not the frank, direct,
almost business-like Bergman her co-
workers know. But there is one thing
she does carry from her personal life to
her performances—a certain warm hon-
esty. All her characterizations have this.

Because of it, her fan letters are not
the rank and file of Hollywood fan mail.
She has never received a request for a
picture of herself in -a bathing suit. In-
stead, letters will inform her that bombers
have been named after her,-islands, air-

fields. She was voted "The Girl Back
Home" by the Fourth Air Force. Men
write to her about their wives, hfe at
camp, loneliness. Ingrid regards these
people as her friends. Every photograph
she sends to a man in the service is

personally autographed by her. She sent
baskets to many men overseas with
whom she has corresponded but whom
she has never met. It was a completely
unexpected gesture and a great surprise
to the recipients. One wrote back from
New Guinea:
"When I asked for your picture, 1

never expected to receive a package too.
I have distributed the goodies among my
buddies, but you may be interested to
know that we almost let the chocolate
melt rather than eat it! It became kind
of a legend: the box that Ingrid Berg-
man sent. Soldiers came from miles
around .just to see it. I wonder if you
will ever know how much this thought-
ful gesture meant to us out here? If a
complete stranger can remember us,

particularly a girl from another land,
then I begin to know why we are fight-

ing on foreign soil."

People—all people, from every walk of
life—feel that she understands. She is

sort of a testing ground for democracy.
One colored soldier wrote:

"War washes men up on shores far

from home these days, far from things

that are familiar. The life of a colored
soldier is pretty well restricted, but your
performances lift us up out of ourselves

and help us get away to another land
for awhile. The Army talks of 'morale.'

Colored soldiers need it too. We need
it to remind us that there are people
like you, for whom we are fighting."

These things are strangely unlike the

stereotyped letters most Hollywood stars

receive. Those who write to Ingrid feel

the.v know her. Because the indentifying

ke.ynote of Ingrid is her warmth, her

humanness, her understanding. When
these people read about Ingrid Berg-man,

they want to know that her personal

life won't let them down.
No breath of scandal will ever touch

the Peter Lindstroms. Ingrid's husband
is a handsome man of quiet integrity.
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He is very proud of his wife. He is tlie

one who insisted she accept David Selz-

nick's offer to come to tliis country in

the first place. The rea.son tiiey aren't

seen more together is because Dr. Lind-

strom hasn't had a day off from his

work—not even Christmas, New Year's,

Sundays or Easter—for a year. They
lead a busy life.

Ingrid likes it that way, for slie could

never be a lady of leisure witli time on
her hands. She can't stand idleness.

Between pictures, slie would go mad if

she didn't keep busy. She never has

to be asked to go on bond tours or to

volunteer for the HolI>"wcod Canteen
or tlie Blood Bank, and right now slie is

in Europe with the Jack Benny troupe.

The first day slie is througli working on
a picture, she rushes right (lo\\n to the

headquarters and volunteers. It was no
accident that .she sold !? II .000.000 worth
of war bonds. She worked hard. She's

built that way. She jilays tennis, rides,

goes to the beach, cleans house, mends,
cleans out the dresser drawers, irons—in

a flurry of between-pictures activity. She
never stays in bed mornings but always
has breakfast with her husband and Pia

at 7:45, Sundays included. There is

nothing she dislikes C|uite so intensely

as a day with nothing to do.

She lives very cjuietly. Her home is

in Beverly Hills. It is a French farm
house. For a movie star, it is not pre-

tentious. It has only two bedrooms, no
swimming pool or stables. There are

servant quarters and a guest house.

The most striking feature is a sixty-five

foot living room. Red is her favorite

color, and this is strongly evident in

the interior. Even the living room drapes
are dark red. It is the first home she has
ever owned.

Until a few months ago, she lived in

a small apartment in Beverly Hills. Her
husband was finishing his medical studies

at both Rochester and Stanford, so In-

grid lived just with her daughter, Pia.

She had one maid, who lived in the

apartment next door.

Your first reaction to meeting Ingrid

Bergman is that you like her very much.
Then, because she has an unconscious

reserve tyi)ical of her race, you feel a

slight resentment that she does not take

you right into the bosom of the family.

She is polite, almost to a fault. Hut she

keeps you at arm's length. She is hard

to know. This is strongly contrasted

witli Hollywood cuties who call you

'"darling" and "sweelie pie" as soon as

you say "hello." This is al.so contrasted

with headline-hardened stars who talk

about why they divorced their third

husband, giving all the intimate details

for America to digest with its morning
coffee and toast. It's a matter of good
taste.

Strange as it seems, this charm,

naturalness and good taste were the

things that started the Bergman rumors.

Her reserve was classified as Garbo-like

shyness. But Bergman is not shy. She
is well-mannered, slightly withdrawn,

but not shy. For instance, recently

David Selznick opened a very exclusive

wing to the studio commissary, a private

dining room for the stars. The waitress

a.sked Ingrid if she'd like to have a table

permanently reserved there. "Only when
I have interviews," Ingrid answered.

"I don't like to be locked away. I want
to be out in the commissary with the

other people."

On the set, she does not stay in her

dressing room. To the contrary, she is

curiously eager about what is going on.

She likes to talk to the technicians. She
is. very interested in the mechanics of

picture making. The only time she stays

in her dressing room is just before play-

ing a very dramatic, difficult scene.

When writers meet Ingrid, they are

so charmed by her dignity and good
manners that the.y often write sugary-

sweet descriptions of her. This has led

to the belief that she goes around in an
aura of sweetness and light. But she is

not a sugary-sweet angel. She has her

moments of temper and temperament.
She wouldn't be an exciting, dramatic,

interesting person if she did not.

She will fight determinedly if she
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out how to break the whiskey spell. Get the
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.veilow gold rinjrs. Lalest desigrn. Diamond
solitaire encasement ring $3.95. 3 diamond
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free. Pay postman plus tax and postaEe.
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ingrid, the woman, and Bergman, the star, combine personalities for a CBS broadcast.
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thinks a scene should be played one way,
and the director thinks it should be

played another. Not that she throws
china or screams like a Comanche, but

she doesn't give in. She is quietly stub-

born, and she generally gets her own
way. "In a draw," she says demurely,

"you can always do the scene both ways
and then see which is the better when
you look at the rushes. I don't believe

in hysterics. There is always a way to

talk things out."

She will also fight for certain roles.

Last year, she was very fed up with
playing sweet heroines. She asked to

play the not-so-virtuous Clio in "Sara-

toga Trunk." Warners wanted her for

it, but Selznick was dubious. Her .special

charm, he felt, was her naturalness, her

purity, the cleanness of her. "Why this

sudden interest in playing bad girls?"

he asked.

Ingrid was ready with a logical answer:

"It's not just that I want to play bad
girls," she protested, "but that I want
to play interesting women, and authors

always make bad women more intrigu-

ing!"

She did a right-about-face when she

asked to play the nun in "The Bells Of
St. Mary's." Leo McCarey was des-

perate to get her. "It's a very sensitive

story," Leo told me. "I felt Bergman
was the only actress who could say

my lyrics."

But again Selznick was undecided. He
has hand-picked her every picture, care-

fully weighed many offers, selected only

the films he felt were worthy of her

talent. "I thought you were against

good girl parts," he remarked mildly.

"Now you want to play a nun!"
Ingrid replied: "This is an interest-

ing good woman. I don't mind being

good if I can be interesting too!"

She approaches every role analytically.

Director Alfred Hitchock explains it this

way: "Ingrid always wants to know
what the character thinks and feels.

She wants to know everything about
the script, the situations, what I have
in mind for the development. She has

the intelligent approach to acting."

For Ingrid takes her acting seriously.

The night before the Academy Awards
she was so excited she couldn't sleep.

She was as tense as a rubber ball.

Despite the fact that all Hollywood was
saying, "Bergman will win," Ingrid was
nervous. It meant a great deal for her.

Last year as Jennifer swept by on her

way to the stage, she had whispered,

"I'm sorry!" Ingrid had replied, swiftly:

"Don't you dare be sorry and spoil this

wonderful evening!" She had been a

gallant loser. But to lose again? Ingrid

didn't trust herself to believe she had
won the coveted "Oscar" until it was"

actually in her hands.

For weeks before the Awards, the

stampede of rumors grew. "It's Bergman!
Bergman M'ill win!" But Ingrid didn't

listen to the rumors, she listened to her

heart. With an honesty rare among
movieland's celebrated egos, she asked
herself: "Am I worthy? Did I do the

best job I knew how to do?"
With utmost humbleness she awaited

Hollywood's verdict. You know what it

was. That's why we have presented her

here. Meet—the winner!

i
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-

give away your Gray Hair secret^humiliated by
streaks and discolorations from inferior, tints /
Now you can keep your secret with Eap-I-LioPs
sparkling, high-lighled, natural-looking shade
matching the original true color of your hair!
At Beauty Shops everywhere!

FREE—GRAY HAIR ANALYSIS!
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your hair for FBE£ confidential color analysis
and expert advice.
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YOURNAMES.PHOTO
ONSTAMPS! I

—
Send in any size picture, snapshot
or negative. Name or initials up
to 8 letters on each stamp free.

Stamps are glossy, gummed, per-

forated, ready for immediate use for
personal letters, envelopes, greet-
ing cards, books, gifts, etc. Orig-
inal photos returned, Xo COD's.
Enclose $2 for 100. minimum order

ANNCO SERVICE
475 5th Ave. • Dept. 41, N. Y.

SONGWRITERSAHENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records,
accelerated by more than 300,000 Song-Hiu
creating Juke-Boxes, warra.nts your immediate
investigation.We are offering song-poem writers
the rare opportunity of having qualified com-
posers furnish music for any approved poems
received this month on percentage basis. Keoola
Kecording Co., Box 5)S7-S, Hollywood -S, Calif.

KIDNEYS
MUST REMOVE
EXCESS ACIDS

Help 15 Miles of Kidney Tubes
Flush Out Poisonous Waste

If you have an e.\cess of acids in your blood, your 15

miles of kidney tubes may be over-worlied. These tiny

filters and tubes are worl<ing day and night to help

Nature rid your system of excess acids and poisonous

waste.

Wlien disorder of kidner function permits poisonous

matter to remain in ,vour blood, it may cause nag-

ging backache, rheumatic pains, leg pains, loss of pep

and energy, getting up nights, swelling, puffincss under

the eyes, headaches and dizziness. Frequent or scanty

passages with smarting and burning sometimes shows

there is something wrong with ynur kidneys or bladder.

Kidneys may need help the same as bowels, so ask

your druggist for Doan's Pills, used successfully by
millions for over 40 years. They give happy relief and
will help the 15 miles of kidney tubes flush out poisonous

waste from your blood. Get lloan's Pills.
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1^ Get Your Favorife

\
Movie Sfars Also Pin-ups
Original Photos o( your favorite stars,

and scenes from any recent photoplay,
the finest anywhere. Size 8x10 glossy
prints ready to frame or for album. We
have the largest collection of photos in

1 the country. Remit bv moni-y order.

4 tor $1.00— 12 for $2.50. plus postage.
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!
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WATERPROOF
EYELASH MAKEUP
Smudge Proof
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Easy to Apply
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SONG POEMS w
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We want song poems and lyrics on all
subjects.We ofier the services of a noted
Hollj'wood Motion Picture composer
and arranger. Send your poem today
for consideration and out liberal offer.

HOLLYWOOD MELODIES
p. O. Box 2168E Hollywood 2a CaUf.
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Buy VICTORY Bonds

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma so
terrible you choke and gasp for breath, if
restful sleep is impossible because of the
?trug-g-le to breathe, if you feel the disease
is slowly wearing your life away, don't
fail to send at once to the Frontier
Asthma Co. for a free trial of a remark-
able method. No matter where you live or
whether you have any faith in any remedy
under the Sun, send for this free trial. If
you have suffered for a lifetime and tried
everything you could learn of without re-
lief; even if you are utterly discouraged,
do not abandon hope but send today for
this free trial. It will cost you nothing.
Address

Frontier Asthma Co., 1019-R. Frontier Bids.
462 Xiasara St., Buffalo 1. N. Y.

Miss Curves Is Here Again

Continued from page 44

lesson.s in the drama and in .screen act-

ing. And tlien suddenly out of the blue

one day, .so tlic .story goes, Mr. Hughes
read the .script of "Youno- Widow" wliich

Hunt Strombero' liad sent him, and said.

"It's the best woman's part in ten years."

So Stromberg' got Jane.

"Tlie role is highly dramatic," says Mr.
Stromberg. "and relies entirely on acting

and not at all on anatomy." (Sorry, boys,

but that's what the man says.) Jane

plays a young woman whose husband
has died overseas in this war. and to keej)

herself from going to pieces in her grief

she returns to her old job of newspaper
reporting. ("Imagine me being a news-

paper woman." Jane said to me with a

giggle. "I can't spell and I can't remem-
ber anything five minutes after it has

happened." Oh that's all right. Jane

—

neither can a lot of us.)

And, boys, this will break your heart.

Jane wears tailored suits. Nope, not even

one little sweater. "I can't look dramatic

in a sweater," says Jane, and at times

like that of course you could cheerfully

kick her teeth in. Well, when the boys
in the publicity office heard that Jane
was going to be fenced in in tailored

suits they were mad enough to spit.

"Let us not kid ourselves." one of them
said to Mr. Stromberg, "in these suits

it ain't so good."

And when his desk was promptly del-

uged with protesting letters from the

G.I.'s Producer Stromberg decided that

maybe it wasn't so good either. So he

decided to slip in a bathing suit sequence.

Don't tell Mr. Hughes, please.

"Fred Mac^Murray came on the set

this morning," Jane told me with a pretty

pout. "He said he thought today was
the day we were going to shoot the
swimming pool scene. I don't know when
we'll get to that scene. They don't seem
to be able to find a bathing suit they
like on me. They keep testing me in a
new one every night." (The camera boys,

as you have no doubt gathered, are not

goons. I hear that their wives will be
darned glad when the picture is over

and the.v can have dinner on time. What
with Jane Russell and Marie Wilson both
in the picture—well, those boys are cer-

tainly devoted to their work.)

I asked Jane what she has been doing

the four years she has been away from
movie sets. I know it was hard for the

screen to do without Jane, but was it

hard for Jane to do without the screen.^

"I married two years ago last Easter."

Jane said. "Soon after we married Bob
was sent to a camp near Columbus.
Georgia. I went to Columbus to be with
him. I was on layoff that Summer and.

like all young married Army couples. I

guess, we just didn't seem to be able to

live on Bob's Army pay. So I took a

job at a beauty parlor in Columbus. I

had a private booth, and for 'a dollar I'd

give a complete Hollywood makeup

—

Jane Westmore, I called myself. But as

I had to split the dollar with the man-
agement I couldn't make much out of it.

Later I stayed in a stand in the middle
of the main street and sold bonds for $lo
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Meriden.Conn.lnConoda.lheT.EoionCo..lid "Reg.U.S.Poi.Olf.

rnFF HAND COLORED

tKtt ^oToENUR6MENT
As an INTRODUCTORY OFFER
we will send you a beautiful HAND
COLORED Professional Enlarge-
ment FREE with your order of six
BLACK and WHITE ENLARGE-
MENTS. Six 5x7 for S2.04 or
six 8 X 10 Enlargements for S2.64.
Single Enlargement 5x7 costs 39c
or 8 X 10 49c. Mail your photo,
snapshot or negative (any size)
mother, father, sister, soldier, group
pictures, etc. Your original will be 1

PIMPLES

returned unharmed. State color of eyes. hair, and
clothing. Mail Money Order or War Stamps, or pay
postman on arrival, plus a few cents postage.

MAX CHIXKES, Photographer (Dept. S.VA
1697 Broadway New York 19. N. Y.

^Nadinola's 4way action /^-^y^i/
Cl£/1A UP
£XT£/iA/AUy CAUSEDS BLACKHEADS
SSDULLDARK SKIN
r^ Don't give in to unlovely skin! Try famous

Nadinola Cream, used and praised by thou-
sands of lovely women. Nadinola is a 4-u ay
treatment cream that acts to lighten and

^^1^ brighten dark, dull skin—^ear up externally
'^M caused pimples—fade freckles—loosen and

remove blackheads. Its special medicated
Plr^ ingredients help to dear and freshen your

skin—make it creamy-white, saim-smooth.
Buy N'adinoia Cream today and use only as
directed. .\ single treatment-size jar is posi-
tively guaranteed to improve your complexion
or your money back! Costs only 55e, trial

size 10c. .Also

—

• SEND FOR FREE ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET*
NADINOLA. Dept. 40, Pa.is. Teanessee

Send TTie free and postpaid your new deluxe edi-
tion Beauty Booklet, richly printed in full color,
with actual photographs and sworn proof of the
wonderful results from just one jar ot Nadinola.

Name

AddreM

City State
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Women wfio

wonf a good bra

make it a habit to ask for

Bias-Cup Precision fosfi/oned

in 4 cup depths . . one for every

figure type. At better stores

Send for Beauty Hint Booklet

Made byljjg^Brassieres

Dept. F-ll 358 Fifth Ave., New York 1

*Stiope-relamng leolures prolecled by U S Pol No. 2267595

COLOR YOUR HAIR „THE^^
shampoo and color your hair at the samel
time with SH AMPO>K0LOR, quickly, eas-l
Uy, yourself, at home. Any shade, close to I

Bcalp. Ko dyed lool!. Will not rub off. Pennlts perm. wave.
Wo experience needed. Caution : Use oaly as directed on label,
FreeBook.VallignyProd. IncDptt io-h 254W.3ISt.,N.Y,

10 Lovely PeneUs "GIVEN AWAT'f

Jostsell 4 boies famous Rosehud Salve at 2S cents a box.
remit the $1.00. and we will mail you Prepaid 10 lovely full

length high-grade yellorv color pencils wrtb eraser, red plastio

tip, coal black No. 1 soft lead, with Your Name imprinted
on each pencil in high gloQS Gold Foil. Send No Money.
Order 4 salve today. Use One cent Post Card. tfiU mail
pencih and 4 salve NOW ifyou send $1. 00 with order.

ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 21. W09DSB6R0, MARVIAND.

"SO
'\1

be
0^

"Each month you take

pills so strong they al-

most knock you out

... or so weak they
don't do any good. I

wish you'd try Chi-Ches-Ters Pills."

Chi-Ches-Ters do more than merely deaden
simple menstrual pain. One ingredient tends

to help relax muscular tension usually asso-

ciated with periodic pain. An added iron

factor tends to help build up your blood. You
usually get best results if you begin taking

Chi-Ches-Ters three days before your period.

Get a 505* box from your druggist today!

for inferesling illustraied Booklet "The Trailing

Siiadow of Pain," send 5c 1o Dept. A., Chi-

I

Chester Chemical Company, Philadelphia, Pa.

CHI-CHES-TERS PILLS
For relieffrom "periodic functional distress"

a week. The stand was made in the form
of a tank, and I'll never forget how
sweltermg hot it was inside."

A few weeks before Jane started work
on "Young Widow" her husband, Bob
Waterfield, former UCLA football star,

was discharged from the Army. Bob is

back at UCLA now. He hopes to get a

job next fall as a football coach at a

college or high school not too far from
San Fernando Valley. The Waterfields

recently acquired an acre in the Valley,

a gift from their family, and are busy
these weekends landscaping, planting,

and planning their post-war home.
"I want only a few rooms, but I want

them large rooms," said Jane. "And the

living room will have an immense fire-

place. I love to sit in front of a fire

—

even in the middle of Summer. I'll do all

the decorating myself. I started out to

be an interior decorator long before

I ever thought of becoming a movie
actress. I hate boxy-looking modern fur-

niture. I like chairs ahd couches that

are graceful and comfortable. If I can't

find the kind of furniture I like in the

stores I'll simply buy old furniture and
upholster it. "Upholstering," she con-

tinued, "is my hobby." (And so help me
she said it with a straight face.)

"How did it happen to become my
hobby? Well, I was doing over a room
for one of my girl friends several years

ago. She had a couch that just seemed
impossible. I decided to cover it—and
realized that I didn't know what I was
doing. I investigated and found out that

I could take a course at night school."

Next to upholstering and interior dec-

orating she likes gardening. "She's plant-

ing avocados," one of the publicity boys
had already told me, "that's like carrying

coals to Newcastle." When I asked Jane
about those avocados she said no, it

wasn't avocados, it was alfalfa. But she

has planted all kinds of vegetables ex-

cept turnips. Turnips she hates.

Jane is a tall girl, stands five feet

seven inches. And weighs 130 pounds.

She has dark brown eyes and brown hair

which give her sort of a sultry look. But
she isn't sultry at all. She's friendly and
chatty and even wholesome enough for

Boston to like her. Louis Hayward, co-

starring with her. and Ned Marin, direct-

ing her, are helping all they can to build

up her confidence in herself as an actress

—after all. four years off the screen is

a rather shattering experience when you
are young and beautiful and ambitious.

Jane's pretty sore about some of that

art that the lens boys took of her when
she was making "The Outlaw." She car-

ried on a feud with some of them for

several years, but all is forgiven now.
"I knew from nothing in those days,"

she said with a grin. "Whatever the boys
told me to do I'd do. When they'd tell

me there was a pin at my feet pointing

toward me and I'd better pick it up for

good luck why I'd bend over and pick

it up. But they can't pull any tricks on
me now." Wanna bet. Miss Russell?

Al Bloomingdale and Horace Schmid-
lapp (Carole Landis' Mr. Schmidlapp)
are trying to persuade Howard Hughes
to let Jane do a play on Broadway. "I'd

be scared to death," says Jane. "And,
anyw'ay, what could I do on the stage?"

Wanna tell her, boys?

Deformed or|(^
Injured Back^

*
Thousands of

Remarkable Cases
A Man. helpless, unable
to walk, because of a

spinal injury, was,
through support of the
Philo Burt Appliance,
riding horseback and
playing tennis, within
a year, A Lady, 72
years old, who suffered
a severe spinal disorder,
found relief. A Child,
paralyzed from a spinal
deformity was able to

play about the house,
in tliree weeks' time.
The Philo Burt Appli-
ance has been successfully used in over sixty-eight
thousand case^ in tlie past 43 years,

30 DAYS' TRIAL TO PROVE ITS
VALUE IN YOUR OWN CASE
The Appliance is light, cool, flex-
ible and eti^ily adjusted—how dif-
ferent fro tluf old torftiriiis plasi-.-r

cast. ieathcT and celluloid jackets
or steel hi , res! Every sufferer with
a weakened, injured, diseased or

deformed spine owes it

to himself to investigate.
Physicians recommend it.

and we work with your
Doctor. Reduced price
within reach of ail
afflicted.

Send for descriptive book
Describe your case so
we can eive you def-
inite Information,

PHILO BURT CO.
144-22 Odd Fellows

Temple
Jamestown. New York

Setect Vour Very Own
Simulated Birthstone
January - Garnet
February- A'methyst
Marcl),- - Agnamarine
April - - WfcitoSapphtre
May ... Green Spinel
Jane - - Alexandrite
Joly - - - Ruby
Angnst - Peridot
September-Sapphiro
October - Rozircon
November-Gol d ' n Sapphbr©
December - Zircon

24 k.GOLD PUTED
BIRTHSTONE RING
Sweetheart Design!AAA
BEAUTIFUL HeartUUV
SHAPED STONE rlnPfus
LADIES I Wear thisWW™
lovely ring Bet with your very own
Simulated Birthstone, Genuine^4k.
Gold Plated Shank in smart, new,
bcautiiul desien is adjustable — will fit

any size finirer. Satisfaction gTiarantoed
or money back. ActNowI War condi-
tions maymake it iraposEibletodapHcate
this sensational offer for years to come.

SEND NO MONEYI
Jostname and month yon were bom .

Pay
poBtman only 98c plus Tax and postage
for 1 ring: or $1.69 plus Tax for 2 rinKS.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART
500 NORTH DEARBORN STREET
DEPT.20-B. CHICAGO 10. ILL.

Don't be embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped or sagg:lnf
bust. Do as thousands of other women just like yourself
are doing'. They have learned how to bring out the loveliest

r fipiires, whale ' "

HIGHLY ENDORSED
BY MANY DOCTORS
Your flat bustline can

be miraculously beautihcd
into full and allui ing
contours. Or. if you are
the pendulous type, it can
be roimded into hiprh and
youthful lovelinos.s. All
vou liave to do is follow
Llic o:isy directions on ex-
orcise, massat^e. bras-
sieres, diet. etc.. sriven in
the f?rcat medically-en-
dorsed hook. "The Com-
plete Guide to Bust (Cul-

ture." Adopt these simple,
self-help measures ai once
and your bust will posi-
tively appear full, firm and
shapely . . . the proud

make you more desirable
ihan ever.

OUR OFFER
SEND NO MONEY

Vou can now obtain this
unique book by A. F.
Niemoeller, A.B.. M.A..
B.S., at a remaikable price

I eduction. Fo: merly S3.50.
Now only £1.98. G\i;nanteed
results. SEND NO MONEY

I

HARVEST HOUSE, Dept.M-31G, 363 Broadway, N.YX.13 I

I

Id the COMPLETE GUlflE TO BUST CULTURE lim package. On deliverv I will pav postntan Si -98
IS few cents postage. If not satisfied I may return
within ten days and my SI.98 will be refunded.

CHECK HERE if you want to save postage. En-
close St.98 with coupon nd we snip prepaid,

Canadian orders. *57.'r. in Adv.nnce
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BRUSHAWAY

.

GRAY EXCESS FAT

... €un^£00^ 10

YEARS YOUNGER
• Now, at home, you can quickly and easOy tint telltale

streaks of gray to natural-appearing shades—from Uglitesi

blonde to darkest black. Brownutone and a small brush
docs it—or your money back. Used lor 30 years by thou-
sands of women (men. too)—Brownatone is guaranteed
harmless. No skin test needed, active coloring agent la

purely vegetable. Cannot affect waving of hair. Lasting

—

does not wash out. Just brush or comb it in. One applica-

tion imparts desired color. Simply retouch as new gray
appears. Easy to prove by tinting a test lock of your hair.

00c and S1.65 (5 times as much) at drug or toilet counters
nn a money-back euarantee. Get BROWNATONE today.

MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Real photographs of your favorite stars
in their very latest poses at the lowest
price ever offered. Finest quality prints,
so sparkling^ and lifelike they look al-

tnoBt real.
16 regrular high gloss photoa only $1
t>ostpaid. Order as many as you like.

Complete catalog mailed with order.
FREE with each order for $2 or more:
"Art Of Wooing, Winning And Wed-
ding." Big interestlnj^ 100 page book
for those romantically Inclined.

Also Thrilling Pin-up Photos 16for$l
FINE ARTS FILM CO. (SU)

P.O. Box 2084 San Antonio 6, Tex.McCallister

SONG POEMS WANTED

I

Any Subject

For musical settings. Act NOW! New
songs needed. Send poems for free ex-

amination and melody test offer.

Art Melody Studios "TH.ra'o/o'.ror."

BE LOVE LY-SAFELY
So that you'll be proud to step on your
DETECTO BATHROOM SCALE when
they're available aea\n—get the DE-
TECTO CHARM BOOK with reducing
diets, saining diets, exercises, calorie
charts and weight tableo. Send 10c for
mailinir and handling to Dept.U.2.

DJTECTO SCALES, Inc.
ONE MIIN STREET. BROOKLYN, N. Y.

CASH FOR
UMAN HAIR

Syhur
y Dept.

r homan hair. Mail yout h&fr
B you a definite offer. If you
send check. If not we return

your hsir iniact. Highest prices paid.

On Transformations
H 12 EAST 22 ST.,N.Y.10, N.Y.

>of
pieces

High School Course
at Home Many Finish in 2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work—prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. texts supplied. Diploma.
Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Single subjects if de-
sired. High school education is very importaot for advancement in
business end industry and socially. Don't be handicapped tall your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.

American School, Dopt. H-75, Drexel at &8th, Chicago 37

PULVEX
FLEA POWDER

BOW-LEGS?
Send For My Book Corrective Exercises.

CAN BK DONE
ANYWHERE
ANY TIME

No Embarrassnient. In unmarked wrapper.
Mail $1.00 today to

T. BROWN, B. Science. Est. 1933
Post Office Box 12, H-IO, New York Gl, N. Y.

Fans' Forum

Continued from page 12

Maybe I'm jiisl by nature not a very in-

teUigcnt persdii, hut it is bc\'()ud my range
of understandin;,; why an actor with as much
per.sonah'ty, talent, yixxl looks and charm as

Robert Mitclium has not long Ijefore now
attained the recognition he so rightly de-

serves.

Bob Mitclium, as the Naval officer in

"Johnny Doesn't Live Here Any More,"
made a picture very enjoyable which, in my
estimation, would otherwise have been a
dismal flop. Here's to better breaks for
Robert Mitchum

!

GLORIA HAXTON, Olympia, Wash.

Editor's Note : Your favorite has a grand
role in "Story Of G.I. Joe." You'll zvaiit to

see it!

P-u-l-l-e-a-s-e ! Won't someone come to

the rescue of "Poor Vincent" Van Gogh?
I have just read that Warners have

bought "Lust For Life," that grand bio-

graphical novel by Irving Stone on the life

of Vincent, the artist, and who (of all

people) do you suppose they plan to cast in

the leading part? John Garfield ! Not that
I have anything against this actor ; but how,
in the name of heaven, can he step out of
character to the extent of portraying this

Dutchman with the tenderness and sensi-
tivity that "Poor Vincent" deserves?

Surely there are thousands of art lovers
who will rise up in protest in Van Gogh's
defense, and eagerly look forward to this

picture starring perhaps : Paul Henreid, or
Helmut Dantine, or John Dall—but please
—not Johnny Garfield.

HILMA BARRETT, East Orange, N. J.

HONORABLE MENTION
Why, oh, why doesn't a star keep top

billing after she or he has had it once? Janet
Blair, one of my favorites, has been getting
star billing since "My Sister Eileen." She
was co-starred with Gary Grant in "Once
Upon A Time." Along comes the Hayworth
starrer, "Tonight And Every Night," and
she gets second supporting billing. Lee Bow-
man, after starring in "The Impatient
Years" got first supporting billing in the
Colman starrer, "Kismet."

Charles Coburn, Susan Hayward, and Lu-
cille Ball have all lost star billing after once
having it. Can you help me? I'm all con-
fused.

RICHARD MASON. Arlington 74, Mass.

After I read Clark Gable was returning
to the screen, I thought of how I always
wanted to see him in a role as a father.

Whenever I've seen him, in "Gone With
The Wind," "Honky Tonk" and others, I've

often thought of him in that role surrounded
by loving children and seeing and solving
every-day problems for them. Please put
Clark in a father role

!

SHIRLEY L. POKELWOLDT,
Niagara Falls, N. Y.

I wish to express my gratitude to Orson
Welles for making records of "The
Merchant of Venice." No one can realize

the help they are in understanding the
Shakespearean plays until he has heard them.

There is no individual on earth today
that could portray the character of Shyloek
as Orson Welles does.

Later in my schooling I will study

"Hamlet" and "Macbeth," for which the

school alsd has the records. I am looking

forward to this.

I thank you, Orson Welles, with all my
heart.

GUEN GRIFFITH, Meadville, Pa.

SCREENLAND

REDUCE
by New York

Doctor's Pri-

vate Plan or

MONEY BACK!
Don't give up attention
.iust because you are too
fat to be atti'active! Re-
duce the beneficial Vita-
.Slym way and have the
yiender, vital figure . . .

the pep and energy that
men and women admire!

LOSE 20 LBS.

QUICKLY!
Most over-f;it men or women '

who loUow the entiie Vit;i-

yiym phiii ciHLSoiciitiOLisly lose

20 pounds or moie in a short
time. YOU may dn the same
or return the empty hox and
we will refund your money!
No need to starve yourself,
over-exercise or lake hahlt-fonninf; drytjs. Kat same food

as usual, hut le.-^s in quantity, theretore k'S.s in calories

and supplement this food with Vita-Slyms. They not
only conlain Vitamins A. Bl. B2. C and D. Niacin,
Amide, Iron. Calcium, Phospliurus and Dextrose to main-
tain enertjy and pep wliile reducing, hut also help to take
away that ahnormal appetite.

4 WEEKS' MENUS FREE!
With every ho.\ we give a chart of 4 weeks' suggested
menus ... a time-saving help in planning your meals.
Try the Vita-Slym plan for 4 weeks. If you have not
lost 20 lbs. or reduced to your satisfaction ... if you
do not feel better and peppier, return the box for your
refund! Order CCD. and pay postman §2.98 plus post-
age or send money and .save postage. Act TODAY! Vita-
Slym Co.. Dept. SU-9. P. 0. Box No. 159, Times Square
Station, New York City.

MONEY BACK AGREEMENT
VITA-SLYM CO., Dept. SU-9. Box No. 159
Times Square Station. New York

Send me 15. days' supply of Vita-Slyms (75 tablets
and 30 capsules). If not delighted with results, you
will refund my money.

I will pay postman $1.98 plus postage.

I enclose $1.98. Send postage prepaid.

; City State

J
No Canadian Orders Please print plainly

NFW MOVIE STAR PHOTOS
Direct from Hollywood

AU the Latest Stars and Poses
Get Yours Now

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS
List decorated #ith MOVIE STABS
mailed FREE with each photo. Send
name of your FAVORITE with fifteen

cents to cover handling and mailing.

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
Box XI SO—Dept. 6

VAN JOHNSON Hollywood 28. Calif., U. S. A.

BEAUTIFY CONTOURS,
EASILY, QUICKLY!

New, lovely proportions for your
legs: hips, thighs, calves, ankles,

etc.—in this healthful, new. ;is-

tonishiagly easy way. Only 3 few

minutes per day In your own home.

EFFECTIVE, LASTING RESULTS!

Useci successfully by hundreds
of smart women everywhere.

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE TODAY!
_ Surprise everyone: get started now, without obligation,

I
by mailing coupon immediately to

I ADRIENNE
I 915 SHREVE BLDG., Salon K. SAN FRANCISCO.S. GAL

I NAME
< ADDRESS

! CITY STATE
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EARTH
and HIGH HEAVEN

By Gwethalyn Graham

STRANGE WOMAN
By Ben Ames Williams

THE STORY THEY SAID WAS "DYNAMITE"! Can
Love and Religion mix without exploding? If your love was in
danger of being wrecked by prejudice, intolerance and pride

—

what decision would you make?
In this great new best-seller. Erica and Marc give you their

answers! And no matter what your faith, or which side you
take—his or hers—you will race through this daring novel to
the very last page!

ANGEL OR DEVIL—WHICH WAS SHE? To the New
England world, Jenny Hager was a charming, righteous
woman. But to the eight men who really knew her—father,
husband, sons, lovers—this Maine Cleopatra was a shame-
less, passionate she-de%'il.

She caused her father to drown himself in rum—gave one
husband new zest for life—despite his seventy years! Nearly
500,000 readers have gasped at this daring story of an utterly
amazing character!

Tha DA7AD'C FHfir neither wealth nor love could lure him:
I nc nflbVll V tnut The woman in Larry Darrell's life did everything to bring him

happiness. Y'et he turned down love, riches, career. But
what was he seeking? And why did he become so fascinated
by drunken Sophie, plaything of Paris?
Over 1,000,000 copies published! You will thrill to this

worldly-wise novel—by the master story-teller who gave you
"Rain," "Of Human Bondage," "The Moon and Sixpence."

HER PLAYTHINGS WERE . . . MONEY AND MEN!
Fanny-Rosa was only 17—yet her green eyes flashed a
challenge no man could resist! Impish, teasing, de\'il-may-
care, she tossed men's fortunes to the' winds; robbed them of
faith in women!
Here is a gorgeous, turbulent, swift-moving book! Daphne

du Maurier, who gave you REI3ECCA, has surpassed herself
in this story of "wild love and wilder killings"!

By W. Somerset Maugham

HUNGRY HILL
By Daphne du Maurier

This extraordinary offer to new
members is the greatest in the
entire history of "America's Big-
gest Bargin Book Club" ! YOURS
ABSOLUTELY FREE—any one
of FOUR sensational modern
best-sellers shown at the top of
this page . . . and, in addition,
any one of FOUR time-tested
masterpieces jshown at right!
TWO FREE BOOKS—Best of
the Old and Best of the New

—

both fine library volumes you'll be
eager to read and to own! Choose
YOUR two books NOW!

WHICH 2

TALES FROM

The DECAMERON
By Boccaccio

WAR AND PEACE
By Tolstoy

THE DECLINE AND
FALL OF THE

ROMAN EMPIRE
By Edward Gibbon

SHORT STORIES OF

DeMAUPASSANT

TEEMING WITH RIOTOUS LIFE AND LAUGHTER!
These roistering tales are as fresh and earthy as the day they
were written over six centuries ago. They teem with life, loud
laughter, riotous entertainment—of men in love and women
who pretend they are, of sinning "saints" and saintly sinners!
Each story is told with all the daring skill that marks

Boccaccio as one of the most robust and gleeful tale tellers in all

literature!

DESIGNED TO BE READ AS A MODERN NOVEL.
The book the world has called "the greatest novel ever
written!" Here is love at its most passionate, war at its

most savage, man in his noblest and basest moments, woman
at her tenderest.
Through War and Peace walks every type of humanity,

high and low, during one of history's epic hours—the invasion
of Russia by Napoleon. Reading this book is a fascinating,
life-time experience!

THE GREATEST BOOK ABOUT HISTORY'S GREAT-
EST ERA. Great history; great literature!—and designed
for modern reading.
To read, in these turbulent times, of the fall of Rome is to

open your eyes. Because history repeats itself, and the fate of
former world conquerors is a warning today. Because again
the barbarians are marching. And because this masterpiece
best tells, for all time, what happens to a civilization grown
fat and foolish and fascist-minded!

50 TALES OF LOVE AND PASSION! Contains over 50
tales of love, hate, intrigue, passion and madness—all com-
plete and unexpurgated, the frankest stories of their kind ever
written!

Read, in Ball-of-Fat, of the buxom girl of easy virtue—and
what she did! Read Love, Mademoiselle Fifi, Story of a
Farm Girl, Bed No. 29—and all the best works that have
made DeMaupassant "father of the modern short story."

DO YOU WANT
T^OW is the most opportune moment of all to
•'^ begin your membership in the Book League
of America! Because NOW New Members are
entitled to a FREE COPY of any one of FOUR
widely acclaimed best-sellers (at top of page), and
at the same time ALSO A FREE COPY of any one
of FOUR recognized world masterpieces (shown
directly above). TWO BOOKS FREE— ,iust for
joining "America's Biggest Bargain Book Club"!

The Best of »he New—AND of the Old
Each month ONE of the Book League's selec-

tions is a modern best-seller by a famous author
like John Steinbeck, Somerset ivlaugham, Ernest
Hemingway, Ben Ames Williams, or Ilka Chase

—

a book selling for S2,50 and up in the publisher's
edition.
The OTHER book rs a masterpiece of immortal

literature. These volumes of the world's classics

are uniformly bound in durable cloth. They
grow into a handsome, lifetime matched library.

The great authors in this series include Shake-
speare, Poe, Oscar Wilde, etc. (Since they are
great classics which you will always cherish in

your lifetime library you may prefer the beautiful.

114

DeLuxe Edition bound in simulated leather with
silver stamping. Just take your choice.)

This is the ONLY club that builds for you a
library containing the best of the new best-sellers

AND the best of the older masterpieces! The
TWO books sent you each month are valued at
.$3.50 to $4 in the publisher's edition. But you
can get BOTH for only $1.39!

5-DAY TRIAL—No Obligation
Send the coupon without money. Simply write

on the coupon your choice from EACH of the two
groups of books shown above. Read the modern
BEST-SELLER you have chosen AND read the
CLASSIC you have chosen—for five days. If

these two books do not convince you that this IS
"America's Biggest Bargain Book Club," simply
return them; pay nothing. But if these volumes
DO demonstrate that subscribing to the Book
League is the wisest move a reader can make-
today, then keep them as a gift: yom subscrip-
tion will begin with next month's double-selection
Mail coupon for your TWO FREE BOOKS
NOW! BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA,
Dept. MMG-H610, Garden City, N. Y.

»1
: Screen LAND

BOOK LE,\GI E OF AMERICA
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